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Exceptional

Angling Opportunities

are offered by the Province of Quebec, which is the only one

that leases exclusive hunting and fishing territories over large

areas of forest, lakes and rivers, both to Clubs and private in-

dividuals, with the privilege of erecting camps thereon.

I!

I

Membership may be obtained, if desired, in many existing

III
clubs, with camp privileges already provided, and often with

M the right of erecting private summer homes on suitable sites on

y^ the club territory.

On all unleased Crown Lands and Waters, angling and

hunting are absolutely free to residents of the Province, and

PI the only charge to non-residents is the cost of the non-resident

fishing or hunting license

To The Wholesale Fish Trade
The attention of dealers who receive their fresh fish from

Portland and other foreign sources is directed to the excep-

tional opportunities of obtaining their supply from the Baie

des Chaleurs and the North Shore of the St. Lawrence, to their

own advantage and that of their customers, and to the benefit

of the fishermen of the Province of Quebec.

For all Information apply to--

m MINISTER OF COLONI/llTl,

FISHERIES OF THE PROVINCE OF JOEREC
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Department of the Naval Service

Fisheries Branch

m
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LOBSTER FISHERY FISHING SEASONS
IN FORCE ON DECEMBER 1st, 1913 if

m
m

m
m
m
m
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10

LIMITS

St. John and Charlotte Counties, N.B

Albert County, N.B. and Kings and Annapolis Counties, N.S.

Digby County

Yarmouth, Shelburne, Queens, Lunenburg, and that portion of Halifax County ^Vest of a
line running S.S.E. from St. George's Island, Halifax Harbour, and coinciding with
Fairway buoys

From line in Halifax Harbour running S.S.E. from St. George's Island, and coinciding
with Fairway buoys, eastwardly to Red Point, between Martin Point and Point
Michaud, Cape Breton Island and including the Gut of Canso, as far as a line

passing from Flat Point, Inverness County to the Lighthouse in Antigonish County
opposite

From Red Point, between Martin Point and Point Michaud, along the eastern coast on
Cape Breton Island, around Cape North as far as Cape St. Lawrence; a so the
north shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence from and including Blanc Sablon, west-
wardly to the head of tide, embracing the shores of the adjacent islands, including
Anticosti Island

The Magdalen Islands, including Bird Rocks and Bryon Island

Waters of Northumberland Strait, between a line on the N. W. drawn from Chockfish
River, N.B., to West Pt., P.E.I. , and a line on the S.E. drawn from Indian Point,
near Cape 'Tormentine, N.B., to Cape Traverse, P.E.I

The waters around P. E. Island except those specihed in No. 8

From, but not including. Cape St, Lawrence, Cape Breton Islands, south-westwardly to
Flat Point, Inverness County, and from the Lighthouse in Antigonish County op-
posite Flat Point, westwardly along the strait of Northumberland and coast of
Nova Scotia to Indian Point, near Cape Tormentine, N.B., and northwardly from
Chockfish River, N.B., embracing the coast and waters of a portion of Kent County
and of Northumberland, Gloucester, Restigouche Counties, N.B., and the coast and
waters thereof of the Counties of Quebec, south of the St. Lawrence River

Fishing Season

Nov. 15 to June 15

Jan. 15 to June 29

Jan. 6 to June 15

Dec. 15 to May 30

April 1 to June 30

May 1st to July 31

May 1st to July 20

May 25 to Aug. 10

April 26 to July 10

April 20 to July 10

Size

4J" carapace

No size limit.

No size limit.

No size limit.

N:) size limit.

No size limit.

No siee limit.

No size limit.

No size limit.

No size limit.

m

Soft shell or berried lobsters must be liberated alive by the person catching them

.

Lobster traps may not be set in 2 fathoms of water or less.

ii
Lobsters to be canned may be boiled only in the cannery in which they are to bo packed,

^

The sale or purchase of broken lobster meat or fragment.s of lobsters for canning is prohibited.

0^ Before lobster canning is engaged in, a license from the Department of The Naval Service

(^ is required.

Canned lobsters must be regularly labelled or a permit obtained from the Department,
before they may bo removed from the cannery, and must bo labelled before being i)lacod on the
markets.

Lobster ciiiunrics must comply with the Standard of Requirements, copies of which
may be obtained from the local Fishery Officers or the Department.
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fTT THE EDITOR AND PUBLISHERS OF THE "CANADIAN FISHERMAN"
^ WISH THEIR FRIENDS IN THE FISHING INDUSTRY ALL THEY
DESIRE FOR THE YEAR 1916 AND "A PLACE IN THE SUN"
OF GOOD FORTUNE THROUGHOUT THE COMING YEAR

Canadian Fish in Great Britain

The sample shipment of Canadian fresh frozen and

cured fish collected by the Canadian Fisheries Assoc-

iation and forwarded to England by the Naval Ser-

vice Department has been exhibited to the dealers

there and, unofficially, we learn that the goods were

well received and eventually disposed of at a fair

price.

Enquiries from British fish dealers have already

come, as a result of the sample shipment, to Cana-

dian producers, and there is no doubt but that busi-

ness will res\ilt. The whole scheme has been a succ-

ess and the Canadian Fisheries Association has just-

ified its existence by its eflForts in this matter alone.

Mr. Thomas Robinson of Grimsby, Eng., was select-

ed by the British Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

to display the shipment to the best advantage and we

inay consider ourselves fortunate in having this gen-

tleman handle the matter. Mr. Robinson is well ac-

ipiainted with the Canadian fish business having

been over here several times and investigated the in-

dustry on both Pacific and Atlantic coasts.

Opportunities are open for the introduction of our

fish iirodiicts into Great Britain and we lu-ge Cana-

dian producers to get after the business. The ex-

port of Canadian fish in a frozen and salted state to

England is not altogether an experiment as great

quantities of Pacific halibut and salmon have been
going across for a long time past and find a ready
market. Atlantic salt fish is now going over in in-

creasing quantities, and the sample shipment shows
that a nmrket awaits frozen fresh and smoked fish

of all kinds. Get after the business and do it Now!

The Canadian Fisheries of

1914-15
The Annual Report of the Marine and Fisheries De-

partment with regard to Canada's Fisheries has just

been issued. In spite of the War and the loss of sev-

eral markets, the Fisheries show a decrease of only

$1,943,117 which is largely accounted for by the "lean

year" of the Fraser River salmon pack—the yeaf

1913 being the big four year run of salmon. Other

causes for the deficiency were the lowered value of

lobsters owing to the war, which, combined with the
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poor catch and prices for mackerel, resulted in a de-

crease to the Atlantic fisheries of $500,000.

The total value of the Fisheries amounted to $31,-

264,631, of which total the Inland Fisheries of the

Lakes and rivers aggregate $4,066,374—an increase

of $332,437, accounted for by the large increase in the

pickerel catch, which exceeded the year previous by

$208,224. Whitefish, pike, tuUibee and perch all show-

ed substantial increases over the past year, but trout

fell off by $59,115.

The salt water fisheries showed a healthy increase

in the catch of Atlantic cod amounting to $499,025 over

1913. The Luuenburg salt banking fleet reported a

banner year this season and we presume that the

next statistics will show a still greater increase for

1915. Sardines also show a phenomenal increase which

is accounted for by a good catch along the Bay of

Fundy ports and the rise in values owing to the War.

The total increase in the sardine fishery amounted

to $672,947 over the year previous. Haddock also

comes to the fore with an increase of $403,329, but hali-

but shows a decrease of $243,117—the catch being

smaller upon both the Pacific and the Atlantic.

The attached table shows the value of fish marketed

and the increases and decreases in each species for

the season 1914-15.

Kind of Fish. Value. Increase. Decrease.

Salmon $8,560,000 $2,273,327

Lobsters 4,339,929 370,133

Cod 3,886,134 499,025

Herring 2,735,257 437,872

Halibut 1,793,283 243,117

Sardines 1,349,615 672,947

Haddock 1,244,840 493,329

Whitefish 975,685 45,723

Smelts 837,682 27,290

Mackerel 826,846 453,473

Pickerel 657,783 208,244

Trout 623,504 ...'.... 59,115

Pike 469,919 97,051

Hake and Cusk . . 313,921 177,058

Clams and Qua-

haugs 282,876 85,449

Pollock 214,195 26,472

Oysters 177,979 4,226

TuUibee 156,529 92,619

Perch 115,220 42,235

Alewives 106,906 21,461

There were 1.892 vessels, tugs and carrying smacks

and 29,842 boats manned by 69,954 men engaged in

the Fisheries during 1914-15 — a slight decrease from

the previous year which may be due to the War and

the fact of less men fitting out for lobstering and sal-

mon fishing. The gasolene boat is fast comijig to

the fore in the industry, and no fewer than 9,302 of

such craft were engaged — an advance of 602 more

than the former year, which shows that our fishermen

are rapidly becoming modernized.

The catch by Provinces is indicated below and it

will be noted that British Columbia still holds the pre-

mier place though suffering a large decrease in pro-

duction. All maintain their former positions in or-

der of value though it will be noted that the Prairie

Province of Manitoba has made a big jump.

Province Value Produced Increase Decrease

British Columbia . $11,515,086 $2,376,312

Nova Scotia . . . 7,730,191 567,435

New Brunswick . 4,940,083 $631,376

Ontario 2,755,291 80,606

Quebec 1,924,430 74,003

Prince Edward Is-

land . . .... .. 1,261,266 18,781

Manitoba 849,266 243,150

Saskatchewan . . . . 132,017 16,585

Alberta 86,720 5,401

Yukon 69,725 1,460

Taking into consideration the times we are living

in, the uncertainty of markets, tightness of money for

development work, etc., the Fisheries Report is most

encouraging and in spite of the decrease in the to-

tal, this cannot be construed as being a real falling

off. An examination of the figures imbue the re-

viewer with a spirit of optimism, and we cannot help

but feel that our Fisheries are in a most flourishing

condition — the War notwithstanding. With faith

in our fishery resources, let us look to the future

where our development and greatness really lies.

MARINE AND FISHERIES OR NAVAL SERVICE?

What's in a name? A whole lot!—we might answer.

The youngster who during a wild burst of parental pat-

riotism, has been christened '"Joffre, '" "Lange-

marck" or "Kitchener" Something-or-other will live

to curse his parents. No person with a cheap freak

name ever amounted to anything—at least we can't

ihiagine a Mr. Ypres Joffre Jellicoe Smith as Premier

of Canada or Prime Minister of Great Britain.

We in the fishing industry are much worried by a

name. The Government Department which rules pur
destinies used to be known as the Department of

Marine and Fisheries. When tlie Dominion acquired

a Navy the Department was re-named Department of

the Naval Service and the Fisheries were adminis-

tere<l under it. Now it seems to be both. One time

a report is issued under the auspices of the Marine

and Fisheries Department and again another will be

issued tuider the authority of tlu> Naval Service De-

partment. Mr. Hazen is called Minister of the Naval
Service sometimes and Minister of Marine and Fisher-

ies another.

Without beating about the busli, we wish to say

that the administration of our Fisheries under the

name "Department of Naval Service" is a misnomer
and an insult to the industry. The fisheries have noth-

ing whatever to do with the Navy or Navy Service
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ami tlii-y Hit- of sufficient importance to justify a

(Icpartnient devoted to their administration. Depart-

ment of Marine and Fisheries, is the only satisfac-

tory cognomen and why the change was made beats

us. For nmnerous reasons it is desirable that we have

tho old name baek afraiii. Lot's have it.

CANADIAN FISH FOR CANADIAN SOLDIERS.

The Militia Department of Canada intend to sup-

ply the men of the Canadian Expeditionary Forces

in England and France with Canadian fish and mat-

ters for supply and distribution are being arranged

forthwith. Credit for the move must be given to Dir-

ector Hugh A. Green of the Canadian Fisheries As-

sociation and the efforts of the Association itself

—

both of which have been waiting on the powers at

Ottawa in the interests of Canadian fish as part of the

soldier's ration. Mr. Green has been appointed as a

Major in the Canadian Army Service Corps and will

shortly proceed to England to look after the distribu-

tion of the fish among the various Canadian units

and Captain J. J. Cowie of the Marine and Fisheries

nei)artment, Ottawa, will supervise the sources of

supply and arrange transportation.

The departure is a very important one to the Fish-

ing Industry of this country and wp congratulate Sir

Sam Hughes for his consideration of the Canadian

fisheries in the food supply of the troops. The scheme

will not only benefit Canadian producers, but it will

also prove a good advertisement for our fish in Great

Britain and will undoubtedly bring business outside

•f the Canadian Army.

The Saskatoon Saturday Press writes as follows on

the subject of Major Green's enterprise:

—

"Some time ago we wrote in these columns an ac-

'ount of how Hughie Green, a Saskatoon fish mer-

chant, went through the circumlocution office at Ot-

tawa, and cut miles of red tape entanglements in front

of the Militia Department under a withering fire from

the enemy, in an effort to have fish put on the menu

of the troops. After many trials and tribulations, he

was partially successful. All summer long he has been

dispensing fish at Sewell Camp, putting sinew into

the soldiers and teaching them how to avoid the bones.

Now success has crowned his efforts in a truly mag-

nificent manner. Hughie Green has stormed the very

last barrier, where General Hughes sits with seven-

teen telephones and seven private secretaries. He
has been given a commission as Major in the Canadian

Army, and will be director of fish supplies to all our

troops in the field. He leaves shortly for France and

England, and will .see that the troops there get and

eat fish if he has to push it around to them in the tren-

ches on a barrow. The result of his efforts will be that

millions of pounds of Canadian fish will be shipped to

Europe while the war is on. General Hughes has in

this instance, at least, shown that he knows a good
thing when it is presented to him by an expert and an
enthusiast.

We cannot restrain our admiration for a man who
starts out with an idea, even if it is simply the idea

of selling fish to the soldiers, and carries it through
in the face of discouragement and opposition. If it

should occur to Major Green that the German army
ought to eat explosive bullets twice a week—he will

have them put on the bill-of-fare within six months.

For years the Fisheries Branch of the Marine De-
partment has been trying to convince the people of

Canada that this great food staple of which we can
furnish the world more than any other country,

should be consumed more largely. Expensive book-
lets and exhibits were prepared ; but it seemed impos-

sible to make the people bite. One enthusiast, who
knew what he was talking about, and had a way of

talking that would charm a salt herring out of a tree,

has effected more than the whole department. The fish

industry of Canada owes this stubborn Scotchman a

great debt of gratitude."

It will mean a great deal to the Canadian industry,

as white fish will be sent from the Western Lakes,

halibut and salmon from the Pacific coast and baddies

and kippers from the Atlantic. Two million pounds of

fish per week is the amount on which Major Green
has decided the soldiers can assimilate but to handle
this volume of fish it will be necessary that the Brit-

ish army also acquire the habit. "Leave that to me,"
said Major Green. "It may take a wee while but it'll

come."

PISCATORIAL PARAGRAPHS.

There is a rumor around Halifax that the North
Atlantic Fisheries Co., Ltd., is to be reorganized and
put into operation again. It seems a pity that this

splendid plant should have remained practically idle

for so long and we trust that it will arise, like the

Phoenix, and flourish.

The vacillating attitude of Greece has caused New-
fo\uidland fish exporters much concern and several of

their cargoes have been held up at Gibraltar. Later

rfi)orts state that one cargo was allowed to proceed,

and we have no doubt but what the others will. Greece
is not to be blamed for wishing to remain neutral. She
is a |)oor nation and much impoverished by war and
which ever way she sides, she will have a hard time.

With a long coastline and her principal towns and
I>orts open to bombai'dment by naval forces, it is a

pretty safe bet that she won't go against the Allies.

The Newfoundland exporters don't need to worry.
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Australia wants Canadian fish ! We would be glad

to give her all she wants if we had ships to freight

it there. For some time past, Canadian packers of

herrings and sardines have sent heavy cargoes to the

sister Dominion—Messrs. Connors Bros., of Black's

Harbor, N.B., especially. It seems a pity that we are

not able to take full advantage of this trade through

lack of transportation. If we only had our old-time

wooden shipyards and builders still with us we could

have built square-riggers or large carrying barken-

tines or four-mast schooners for this work. It might

not be too late to do it yet. A big windjammer would

would have no trouble in getting a paying freight

have no trouble in getting a paying freight from

here to Australia and they do not take long to

The following paragraph is from the British Fish-

ing News:

NOVA SCOTIA'S FISHERIES.

New Hatchery.

In connection with the fish-hatching industry of

Nova Scotia, a civil engineer from the Bureau of Fish-

eries at Washington recently visited Gloucester, N.S.,

in order to make a survey for a large addition to the

Hatchery Station. Ten Pound Island, which it is con-

templated to use in the work of securing the spawn.

It is indeed, sad to have to disassociate Gloucester

from Nova Scotia. We're afraid our worthy con-

temporary must go to the foot of the (Geography class.

The B. C. fish people are aroused over a report that

American and Alaskan salmon arc being supplied to

the British Army. What's the matter with B.C. sal-

mon? Some time ago we wrote at length on this

matter in this magazine and the Canadian Fisheries

Association took the question up with the Department

at Ottawa. In reply, the Minister stated that he had

called the attention of the British authorities to the

neglect of home products. We shall be glad to hear

if anything has been done to favor B. C. salmon and

will be willing to prosecute the affair still further.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.

The International Commerce Company of 82 Wall

street, New York, wishes to get in touch with pro-

ducers of Canadian canned fish. Herrings in 1 lb. and

14 lb. cans and packed in cases of six dozen 1 lb., and

eight dozen 1/2 lb. flat tins are particularly required

for West Indies markets. Other fish are also required

for export.

VERY FISHY.

I once knew an angler who was always bragging
about his catches. In fact, it was his "sole" pleasure.

He was a litttle "shrimp" of a man, with not much
"mussel" to speak of. He considered himself a "dab"
at fishing. I knew his yarns were all "cod", and
when he began to "flounder" I pulled him off his

"perch," put him in his "plaice," and told him not

to "carp" at my remarks; but he swallowed the

"bait", took his "hook" and I have not seen him nor
had as much as a "line" from him since.
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.-. The British Fisheries for 1914"«««««»«***'"'

The Report of the Depart meut of Agriculture and

Fisheries lias just come to hand and it opens up with

the following interesting preliminary:

For five of the twelve months to which the Report

refers the country was at war, and perhaps no in-

dustry of flic country iuis been more closely affected

by tiie war than the fisiiing industry. The coinmer-

cial- effects of the war are partially reflected in the

tables of landings. Its effects upon the various

branches of the industry concerned with the distri-

bution and utilization of fish, as distinct from mere

catching, cannot yet be fidly measured. They are un-

doubtedly serious, but regarding them in the light

of the services rendered by the fishing industry to

the fighting forces, one can afford to eomtemplate

them almost with equanimity. When the history of

the war is written the country will realize, as it has

never realize<l before, the sui)rcme value to an island

maritime Power of an organized fishing industry and

a daring fishing poi)ulation ; for among the various

causes which have led to the restriction of the land-

ings of the fish, the chief has been the demand made
upon fishermen and fishing vessels for warlike ser-

vices. It is not claimed that the fishermen, who have

readily given their labour and in too many cases

their lives, and the owners, who have given their ves-

sels for the service of the State, have done more

than their duty, but it happens that the assistance

which they were able to give was of paramount im-

portance.

The present is not the occasion for a detailed con-

sideration of these matters. It is enough to say that

the discussion of every topic relating to the fishing

industry during the year 1914 must inevitably take

colour from the atmosphere of war. The curtailment

of fishing affects the value of the statistical tables;

the statistical returns derive new features of inter-

est from the circumstances of the time, but just be-

cause of the existence of these circumstances during

approximately a half of the period under review the

statistics are rendered useless for those scientific pur-

poses, which they are mainly designed to serve and

which involve comparison of the returns of normal

years. The various industries allied to the fishing in-

dustry or depending on it have suffered n serious

setback since the outbreak of war. The administra-

tion of the Board has been largely diverted to new
issTies. Many membei-s of the Board's staff have

ceased for the time being to be Civil Servants, and

have joined His ilajesty's Forces. Scientific work

at sea except in certain inshore waters is wholly

suspended. In this connection, however, it is of in-

terest to remark that the summer hydrographical

cruise in the North Sea, which the Board hud under-

taken as part of the programme of the International

Council for the Exploration of the Sea was carried

out to the last detail, although the period of the

cruise extended a week beyond the declaration of war.

It was not till the vessel returned to port tluit her

staff and crew became aware of the event which was
to defer for so long the resumption of their investiga-

tions. It is not a little remarkable that no sound

or sight of warfare should have disturbed their peace-

ful labours in the war zone.

In all the circumstances of the case it appeared to

be desirable to issue for the present only a very brief

report, and to defer to a later and, as may be hoped, a

happier date a full review of the history of the indus-

try during these critical months. It may then be

possible to make a full revelation of all that the fish-

ing industry has done and suffered since August 4,

1914. This much, however, it is permissible to say

now, that the fishing industry as a whole, true to its

old tradition of energy and pluck, has done double

service; the men and ships that were wanted for na-

val services have been readily available and the re-

mainder have continued, in spite of all menaces, to

keep the sea and to bring in fish. The quantity of the

catch has necessarily been diminished, and its quality

and character have undergone considerable changes,

cei'tain types of vessels having suffered more than

others from both naval demands and from naval re-

strictions, and certain grounds having been closed

while others have been left open, but fish have con-

tinued to be landed because the fishermen have faced

the situation cheerfully and with resource. A large

body of them have joined the fighting forces, and are

engaged in many hazardotis enterprises on mine-
sweepers, patrol vessels and regular men-of-war. The
rest have set themselves to solve the problem of how
in the difficidt circumstances of the moment to catch

more fi.sh. Unfortunately the courage of the fisherman
and his detei-mination to catch fish have led him occa-

sionally to acts of disobedience to Admiralty Regula-
tions or to neglect of warnings which are issued main-
ly in his own interest. There have been not a few
cases in which fishing ve.ssels have been sunk, fre-

quently with loss of life, becau.se the reckless daring
of the fishermen has taken them into areas which
they have been directed or warned to avoid because
of tile dangei- to themselves which a visit to the areas
would involve. This misplaced hardihood is regret-

table, but it may be regarded perhaps as an inevit-

able accident of a temperament which, taken as a
whole, is daily showing itself to be one of the bul-
warks of the national defence.

Review of the Year's Fishing.

The tables that are here set forth are arranged to
show the produce of the fisheries in the year 1914 as
Iiart of a sequence of years of which this is the last.

The figures as they stand merely give certain facts,
showing the relation of 1914 to the previous years.
They shoidd, in common with all tables in the Ke-
I)OT-t, be considered with due regaiil to the effect of
the war on the fisheries. The natural and inevitable
fluctuations that occur in the progress of a fishery
are ob.scured by the changed conditions arising out
of fishing and the diversion of boats and men to
naval jiurposes.

The effect of the war on landings and on prices,
and on the industry generally will \n^ fully discuss-
ed in a subse(iuent report when a wider survey can be
taken. For the present the h;\ro fncts only are plac-
ed on record.
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Table A.

Years.

1904 .

1905 .

1906 .

1907 .

1908 .

1909 .

1910 .

1911 .

1912 .

1913 .

1914 .

-Quantity and Value of Fish First Landed
in England and Wales, 1904-14.

Fish (exclusive of

Shell Fish).

Shell fish. Ttl. value.

Cwts.

11,365,000

11.310,000

12,195,000

13,994,000

13,282,000

13,955,000

13,118,000

14,419,000

14,612,000

16,152,000

10,125,000

£

6,490,000

7,201,000

7,641,000

7,826,000

7,748,000

7,497,000

7,966,000

8,051.000

8.884,000

10,009,000

7,847,000

£

290,000

302,000

324,000

329,000

294,000

263,000

228,000

273.000

327,000

328,000

289,000

£

6,780,000

7,503,000

7,965,000

8,155,000

8,042,000

7,760,000

8,194,000

8,324,000

9,211,000

10,337,000

8,136,000

Mackerel.

The fluctuations of the mackerel fishery on the three

coasts of England and Wales during the period 1904

to 1914 are shown in Table E.

Table F .shows the different ways in which mack-

erel were caught and the quantity yielded by each. 79

per cent were caught by drift-nets, but trawl-nets

yielded the same quantity as in 1913, representing,

liowever, a somewhat larger percentage of the total,

viz., 10 per cent. The remaining 11 per cent were

taken by seines, hand-lines or fixed nets, and by me-

thods not distinguished.

Table C.—Quantity and Value of Herrings Landed on the East, South and West Coasts of England and
Wales During the Years 1910-1914.

Year. East Coast.

Quantity. Value.

Cwts. £
1910 3,622,958 1,384,480

1911 4,724,322 1,378,791

1912 5,229,988 1,599,050

1913 6,935,413 2,172,194

1914 1,802,007 .562,.563

The quantities of herring caught by the different

methods of fishing are shown in Table D below. It

will be seen that the majority, viz., 88 per cent of the

total, are taken by drift-nets, while trawling accounts

for over 11 per cent.

Table D.—Quantity of Herrings Taken by Each
Method of Fishing and Landed in 1914.

Method of Fishing. Quantitv.

Cwts.

Drift Nets .• 1,774,112

Trawl Nets 230,057

Fixed Nets 1,408

Seine Nets 247
Not Distinguished 11,084

Total 2,016,908

Table E.—Quantity and Value of Mackerel Landed
Wales During the

Year. Quantity. Value. Quantity.

East Coast. South
Cwts. £ Cwts.

1904 31,954 24.565 317.326

1905 35,080 20,186 505,.504

1906 39,855 25,203 179,186

1907 25,311 20,.591 321,716

1908 74.108 38,,380 194,874

1909 87,737 44,153 201,079

1910 .... 81,342 45,.543 240,642

1911 98,372 49,109 172.689
191 'J 111,381 59.056 137,155

19i:! 177,551 75.330 116,715

1914 89,989 45.626 129,316
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Table K—Imports of Fish, 1912-1914

Kinds of Fish.

un2.
(Jwts.

Herriugs 1,159,67!)

other Fresh Fish . . 726,121
Oy St ITS for Food 54,329
Othi-r Shell Fish 96,424
Ciir.'il S;ilt,,l or Cjiim.'d Fish 1,085,U43

Toiiii :i,121,596

It will be observed that, wliile the total bulk of im-

ports has deereased, there is a considerable increase

of the (|uantity of cured, salted or canned fish, and a

large increase of the total value of imports.

Ill Table L the amounts not re-exported are given.

There has been no considerable change in the quan-

tity, but the value has gone up by over a million

pounds since 1913, a fact no doubt partly due to the

greater proportion of canned and salted fish.

(.Quantity.
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LABRADOR
(Written Specially for the

Canadian Fisherman by
P. W. BROWNE.) *

?o»oo»»e»»»^^^ff^^^^^^,f^f.^^^^^^AAAAAAAA^*^»4i:'&^®^^^^'^^^^^^^^»^^^^^^^^»^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^*^

Some years, so the author of "Vikings of the North"

tells us, during the progress of an insurance case in

the English Admiralty Court, which arose out of the

stranding of a fish-carrier at Tub Harbor, on the coast

of Labrador, the presiding judge asked the learned

counsel: "Where is Tub Harbor?" Counsel replied:

"In Labrador, your Lordship." "And," continued

the judge, "where is Labrador?" The learned coun-

sel replied: "In Tub Harbor." Whether the learned

judge felt wiser after this dialogue history'sayeth not.

This incident is recorded to illustrate a fact, viz.,

that Labrador is veritable tei-ra incognita even to

learned judges. Were we to ask an attendant at some

of our advanced schools a similar question to that

made by the Admiralty judge, we should doubtless

find that pupils in schools outside of Newfoundland

know just as little—less, perhaps—of Labrador than

they do of Caliphate of Bagdad.

This is not to be wondered at as school geographies

treat the great peninsula with scant courte.sy; and it

is generally assumed both by teachers and others that

Labrador is somewhere near the north pole ; .was dis-

covered by Dr. Grenfell; and its special characteris-

tics arc icebergs and grieving winds.

Labrador is that immense peninsula lying to the

east of the Dominion of Canada, extending from the

forty-ninth to the sixty-third parallel (N. lat.), and
it lies between the fifty-fifth and the seventy-fifth

meridian. It has a coast-line of nearly 1,100 miles,

and territorially, it is equal to the combined areas of

the British Isles, Prance and Austria.

Historically, Labrador is one of the most interesting

sections of the American continent, as it was the first

land in the western hemisphere seen by Europeans.

Centuries before the caravels of Columbus had set

their prows toward the land of the setting sun, the

Norsemen had coasted tlie shores of Labrador (named
by them llclluland, or Slabland), and here, probably,

was born Snorri, tlie first child of European parents

to see the light on American soil.

The modern discoverer of Labrador was Caspar
Cortereal, to whose first voyage Labrador is said to

owe its name. Following in Cortereal 's wake the Por-

tuguese, during tlw; sixte(rnth century, jjrospcutod the

fisheries along the coast and banks of Labi-ador and
Newfoundland. In a maf) jtainted by Verronese on
the walls of the Loggia of Raphael in the Vatican Pal-

ace, Rome (1556) the southern part of Labrador is set

down as Terra di Corte Realo and the neighboring
islniid of Newfoundland is called Terre di Baecalao
tiuciaiao being the Portuguese word for codfish. Tht
word baeealao itself comes from the Latin bacculum,

meaning a stick ; and the product derived its name
from the inannei- in which it was dried. The fish were

split and hung up on a stick to dry. We have a simi-

lar illustration in the Norwegian "stockfish." There

were no flakes in the olden days; so the only method
of drying a fish was to hang it in the sun.

Basques and Bretons were evidently the first fisher-

men who established posts along the southern section

of Labrador—the section now known as the Straits

of Belle Isle; and they even made voyages into "La
Grande Bale"—-now known as the Gulf of St. ,

Law-
rence. Jacques Cartier made a landfall at Chateau in

the eastern part of the Straits, in 15.34; and we still

have the names given by Cai'tier to sections of the

coast, e.g., Blanc Sablon, Bras d'Or, Isle Verte, and
Forteau. Cartier was not very favorably impressed

with his new discoveries, and he is said to have de-

clared "This must be the country which God gave to

Cain!"
Cartier came in touch with the Naskopi or possibly

the Montagnais Indians, whom he describes as "men
of immense size, wearing their hair coiled on the top

of the head like a bundle of straw, on top of which was
a bunch of feathers."

When the fleur de lis waved over New France, the

French carried on extensive fisheries in the Straits of

Belle Isle, which were of considerable importance.

There was a settlement at Brest which seems to have
occupied in those days a place similar to that which
St. Pierre and Mi(iuelon occupy at the present day.

Brest wa.s a large trade centre, and remained in the

occupancy of the de Courtemanche family for several

generations, later coming into the possession of M. de
Brouages, one of "The tJouncil of Seven," of Quebec,
who held it until the Treaty of Paris, 1763, when Can-
ada became an English possession. Then "The Labra-
dor Company" obtained a monopoly of the fisheries of

the coast, and Labrador was annexed to Newfound-
laiul (in 178;{.) But owing to difficulties arising out of

the vested rights of tliis company, it was restored to

the jurisdiction of Canada. In 1809 Labrador was
again transferred to the jurisdiction of Newfoiuidland,
under which it has since renuiined.

The Atlantic coast of Labrador is exceedingly ir-

rcgidar. being deeply indented by numy long narrow
fiords, so that the coast line exceeds nuiny times the
actual distance from Belle Isle to Cape Chidlcy.

These narrow fiords, more numerous and more pic-

turescpie than the fiords of Norway, are surrounded
l)y rocky hills that rise abruptly from the water to

heights ranging from 1,000 to 4.000 feet. The water
of the inlets is deep, and varies from ten to one hun-
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dred fathoms. A fringe of small, rocky islets extends

almost continuously along the coast, with a breadth

of from five to twenty-five miles. Outside these islets,

banks extend seawards for an average distance of fif-

teen miles. The interior is undulating, and is trav-

ersed by ridges of low, rounded hills that seldom rise

more than 500 feet above the surrounding level. It

is covered with nunu-rous lakes that occupy at least

one-fourth of tlie total area. In size, they vary from

small tarns to hikis with surfaces hundreds of square

miles in extent

The interior li<i.^ m >. i hocu explored; and it has been

visited by few. The table land is sterile, and vegeta-

tion is fouiul only in the hollows and the deep ravines.

The entire surface is covered with boulders, sometimes
three and four feet deep, varying in size from one to

twenty feet in diameter.

The climate of Labrador ranges from cold temper-

ate, on the southern coasts, to Arctic, in the far north.

The highlands of the interiors have only two seasons,

summer and winter, and the transition from winter
occurs, as a rule, during the first two weeks of June.

mercial organization whose trade receipts average

al)0Ut .$40,000 yearly.

Hesides the Ksquimaux there are two other tribes on

the coast, the Montagnais and the Naskopsis, who are

nomadi(f in habits .and have no permanent abode. They
do but little fishing, and depend upon hunting for a
livelihood—a rather precarious mode of existence

—

and they are fre(|uently face to face with starvation.

During a recent visit to the coast the writer learned

that several had died of starvation during the winter

of 1914.

The greatest asset of Labrador is its seemingly in-

exhaustible cod fisher}'. Yet one rarely hears the word
codfish in Newfoundland or on the coast of Labrador;
fish invariably means codfish, and every other mem-
ber of the finny tribe is called by its distinctive name.
The fishery has been prosecuted regularly along the

coast since the early days of the 18th century. Prior
to this date no regular fishery was carried by Eng-
lishmen, though the Basques and the Bretons had fish-

ing establishments in the Straits of Belle Isle, as we
have seen, long before the English visited Labrador.

A LABRADOR HARBOR.

Suiiiiiiei' is ol' tlii'ei- months' diiralioii; from early in

October snow remains pernmnently, and all the small

lakes are frozen over solidly. The coldest months are

December, January and February. On the Atlantic

coast the season is somewhat longer, but even here, it

is only i)ossible to raise the hardier vegetables.

When Europeans first came to Labrador it was in-

habited by a fierce, belligerent people whom they call-

ed Skraelings. They are now known as Esquimaux.
The nauie Esquimaux is derived from the Abenaqui
term "eskimatsik"—to eat raw flesh. In the Cree
dialect the word is "ashkimai." with a similar mean-
ing. Esciuimaux is the French equivalent. The Es-

quimaux in early days overran the whole peninsula
as far south as Mingan; but they were gradually push-
ed back by the Xaskopis and the Montagnais, and no
Esquimaux are found at the present day south of Mac-
covick. At the i)resent day they are found grouped
around the Moravian Mi.ssions, and number about
1,200. They are still in the primitive stage, and get a
living by sealing and fishing. Their catch is handled
by the Moravian missionaries—an ecclesiastical com-

Uuder the regime of Governor Palliser (Governor of

Newfoundland from 1764 to 1768) regulations were
drawn uj) whereby the Labrador fishery should be
conducted as a ''ship fishery"; and in order to pro-

tect the vessels engaged in it, he established Fort Pitt,

in (Jateau Bay, placing it under the command of Lieu-

tenant Adams, who held the position of civil and mili-

tary officer. A great impetus was thus given to the
fishery, and several "rooms" were established in the
Straits of lielle Isle and on the upper part of the
(^oast.

Several Jersey firms were established in the Straits

shortly afterwards. DeQuettville had two establish-

nu'Uts, one at Blanc Sablon, and another at Forteau,
in 1779. Falle & Co. had a room at Admiral's Point in
179"). About the same time Boutillier Brothers car-

ried on a laige fishery at Isle aux Bois; and some time
later Robin began operations at Long Point. These
fishing establishments were practically settlements,
and a fishing hamlet arose wherever a "concern" was
located. They had a long list of clerks and helpers
who were paid exceedingly small wages. West-of-
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England Adventurers, Americans, and Newfound-

landei-s followed inunediately on the trail of the Chan-

nel Islanders; and we find tlie firms of Darby, Cart-

wright and Lucas at Cape Charles in 1768, and Noble

and Pinson, in Temple Bay.

Permanent stations to the northward began about

1782. Cartwright established the settlement which

bears his name in Sandwich Bay, in 1788; and after a

short while sold out to the Hudson Bay Company,

which is still operating there.

Hun and Henly located at Long Island in 1800. War-

ren began operations at Indian Tickle in 1830; and a

few Newfoundland planters were at Domino about the

same year. Newfoundland fishermen went down to

Grosse Water Bay (Hamilton Inlet) in 1832; and

these venturesome toilers have been pushing their way
north ever since. They now go down to Cape Chidley,

even venturing into Ungava Bay. The northern sec-

tion of the coast affords the most promising fishing

grounds, as it is fringed with a vast multitude of is-

lands forming an almost continuous archipelago from

Ailik to Cape Mugford, and extends seawards nearly

thirty miles. Outside this archipelago and about fif-

LABRADOR FISHERMEN.

teen miles seaward are numerous banks and shoals

which form the summer feeding grounds of the large

cod; and a second range of banks, outside the shoals,

which are probably their winter feeding places.

This island-studded area is immense; and it is esti-

mated at 7,000 square miles. The Arctic current which

leaves these shores exerts a mo.st beneficial influence

on the fish life of these regions. The icy current flow-

ing from the Arctic seas is in many places a living

jnass, a vast ocean of infusoria which accompany the

icebergs and floes, accumulate on the banks of north-

ern Labrador, and render possible the existence of all

these forms of marine life—from the crustacean to

the diatom, together with the molluscous animals

and starfish, which contribute to the sustciuance of

the great schools of cod which find their homes there.

The Labrador fishery in former times—in the 70 's

of the last century—employed about 25,000 people.

To-day it employs hardly half that number. There
were then fully 1,500 vessels, brigs, topsail-schooners,

"beaver hats" and fore-and-afters engag(ul in the

fishery, which was much more productive, us regards

the catch, than it is to-day. The fi»ht>r.\ lias declined

rapidly; but the price has increased. The writer re-

members the time when Labrador fish sold at $1.60

per (juintal. During the season just ended Labi-ador

fish touched the highest price in the history of the

fishing industry—$6.40. The shortage of the catch

and abnormal conditions due to the Avar forced up the

price.

From an old memorandum I find that in 1905 the

total catch was 730,000 fiuintals, with a value of $2,-

500,000. This season's catch is considerably under

300,000 quintals—a great falling off. Some 950 ves-

sels and large boats were engaged in the fishery, and

many of them returned with very small catches. Labra-

dor now presents a serious economic problem, and

what the solution is going to be is difficult to fore-

shadow.
The fishery is prosecuted chiefly by men from the

northern and eastern bays of Newfoundland; the

southerners are almost a negligible quantity. They

are divided into two classes
—"Floaters" (or. Green

Fish catchers) and "Stationers" (sometimes called

••Sijuatters" or "Koomers"). The former fish wher-

ever the cod is to be found; the latter locate in some

harbor, creek, or bight, where they own a "room."

This may consist of a substantial dwelling house, com-

modious stores, substantial wharves and landings

—

such as one sees at Battle Harbor, Venison Tickle, Bat-

teau and Indian Harbour; or, as is the case in the fur-

ther north harbors, it may consist of an 8 x 10 bunk

house, a living shanty, and a stage, ofttimes roofless

and a stage-head built of longers, which must be re-

built every season.

The Stationers are not usually the owners of

schooners. They are "freighted" down to the coast

in schooners belonging to the firm with which they

deal. "Freighted down" seems a very peculiar term

to apply to humans; but when one sees the condi-

tions under which the human cargoes are sometimes

carried to the coast, the word is perfectly apropos.

Happily this method is rapidly disappearing. The
wonu'n folk now get down to the coast in the Keid

steamer, which makes trips fortnightly; and the

more independent plantei-s are now abandoning the

old system.

The Stationers leave the home port about the first

week of June, if conditions are favorable. Of late,

the presence of ice on the northern part of the New-
foundland coast has delayed them till later. They re-

turn about the 15th of October (formerly they rarely

returned before the end of the month). In those days,

in addition to the codfishery, there was a large her-

ring fishery on the coast. Ilerring disappeared from

Labrador about 25 years ago. There are signs that

they are returning again. The Floaters get away ear-

lier, and most of them go to the Straits of Belle Isle,

as far west as the Meecatina Islands. If they are suc-

cessful they return and land their trips, and then get

way "down to Chidley." Few Floaters "make" their

fish on the coast; they take it to the home port and
dry it as "Labrador shore." The Stationers make
theirs, or rather they dry it for a couple of days, and
the product is kiuiwn as "soft Labrador." This,

strange to say, is the quality of fish which has been in

greatest demand during the present season. Even the
Banking fleet shipped their last trips as "soft cure,"
and from one of the skijipers 1 learned that tiiis meant
practically $9.00 for hard dried fish.

Fornu»rly the outfit for the Labiador fishery con-
sisted of "hook and line" and jiggers; but in more
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rei't'iit yi-jirs cod sciiu's and traps have supplanted

those primitive appliances. There are still some "hook

and liners"; but these are usually punt fishermen

who have not the means to buy '"'twine.' Some of the

latter class now use bultows, but on certain sections

of the coast the use of bultows is prohibited. Some

time ago an old fisherman remarked to me:"Ther's

no fishermen goin' these times; them traps is a lazy

way for gettin" fish; and you ken hardly find a man

goin' to the fishery now that knows how to genge a

hook."

I wonder wiuit this old man would say were he to

visit Labrador these days and see the flotilla of motor

boats along the coast! American fishermen introduc-

ed seines on the coast ; and it is said that Captain Nor-

man, of lirigus, introduced the cod trap. Since the ad-

vent of the motor boat fewer men are needed to han-

dle traps, and a fi.sherman informed me during a re-

cent visit to the coast that a motor boat was the best

investment he had ever made. "It had paid for it-

self three times over during the season.
"

With many fishermen, the fishing season ends when

tlie trapping' is over, whilst others continue with hook

and line or the jigger. The great handicap after the

trapping season is over is lack of bait. In certain sec-

tions there is a plentiful supply of "lance"—a shad-

shaped fish about six inches long, and not much larg-

er than a stout lead pencil. This is found at all points

on the middle and south coast of Labrador, though

never at any time abundantly. Herring are also used

for bait wherever procurable. Within recent years

herring have been scarce, and many fishermen aban-

don the voyage as soon as the trapping ends. This

presumably accounts for the .shortage in the catch of

fish in recent days, as there is abundance of fish on

the offer grounds which fishermen of to-day do not

fre(|uent.

The herring fishery of Labrador in the early half

of the last century—even as late as 1885, was consid-

ered "the cream" of the voyage; but alas I there is

no longer any cream. The disappearance of herring

from the coast is one of the many peculiar things in

connection with the Atlantic fisheries which should

be investigated. Were the cause discovered, some

means might be evolved to prevent a recurrence of

this, should the herring return which, from recent in-

dications, seems likely. During my recent visit to

the coast I saw some splendid specimens of the old

time variety at various points, and fishermen assured

me that there was every prospect that the fishery

would revive.

Notwithstanding the fact that Labrador herring

were regarded as the plumpest and best in the world,

they had ac(|uired a rather unsavorv- reputation in Can-

adian markets, and sold in 188.') for less than one dol-

lar a barrel in Montreal. On one occasion, if memory
serves me right, thousands of barrels found their way
to the fertilizer heap. The packages were defective,

and tliey arrived in poor condition—"rusty as an an-

I'hor" in many ca.ses. The pack was not what it

should have been, owing to careless handling and dis-

honesty on the part of small packers. There was no
regular inspection, and the result was that even re-

liable packers could not dispose of their eatch.

The salmon fishery of Labrador was in former times
an important asset, and was vigorously prosecuted
along the coast, from Honne FIsperance to Hamilton In-

let. It was carried on at the mouths of the larger riv-

ers, and in the inlets ; but, within recent years, the sal-

mon fishery has been a negligible quantity. The fish-

erv is now jjraetically confined to the Hudson Bay

posts at Cartright and Higolette, though small quan-

tities of the "Royal fish" are taken by up-the-shore

fishermen. Two species of salmon are found on the

coast—the Salmo salar (Linn) which is the "true sal-

mon," and the Salmo immuculatns fStnrer^ which is

known as "salmon trout."

Trout fishing is an important item in the opera-

tions of the Moravian Missions, and at the Hudson Bay

post in Davis Iidet. Newfoundland fishermen rarely

prosecute this fishery, and in ou'- fwlwy returns it is

unimportant.

The shore seal fishery is also ueciimiig. In former

times "hauls" of six or .seven hundred were not un-

usual ; but now the average catch rarely exceeds one-

fifth of that number. This fishery is carried on (with

nets) from May to June 10 (spring run), and from

November to about the middle of December (fall run.)

It was formerly the largest item in the settlers' fish-

ery, and we find evidence of its importance in the

names along the south and west sections of the coast;

there are numerous "Seal Bights," "Seal Coves," and

"Seal Rocks."
The whale fishery has been from earliest times an

important industry on the Labrador coast; and the

(|ucst of the "monarch of the sea"" was seemingly the

lure which first attracted European adventurers to

the coa.st. Bretons and Basques carried on this fish-

ery before England had formerly taken possession of '

Newfoundland; and from 154.5 to 1700 operated in La
Grande Baie (the lower Gulf), and possibly in the

Straits of Belle Isle. We have no records of whaling

by English or American fishermen previous to 1764.

Prom this date to the early days of the last century

whalers from Ncwburyport and New Bedford, in Mas-
sachusetts might be seen annually on the coast. New-
foundlanders did not enter the field till 19D0, and the

venture proved disastrous for some investors. Only
one whaling plant is in o[)eration on the coast at pres-

ent writing—^the plant at Ilawke's Harbor, which has

just closed the most successful season in its history,

the Cachalot having secured 71 fish.

The decline of the Labrador fisheries has brought
about many changes on the coast, notably a decrease

in the population of settlers who are known to New-
foundland fishermen as "liveyers" (doubtless a cor-

ruption of "live heres, " as the natives usually drop their

h's like their Devonian forebears). According to the

Census of 1891, the population, exclusive of Esqui-

maux, was 2,709. At present writing it is less than
2,300. There has been a notable exodus from the up-
per and the Straits Settlements. Many families mi-

grated to Bonne Bay and Bay of Islands when the

herring fishery began to assume importance in these

sections, whilst others returned to the homes of their

fathers in Conception Bay. The most thickly popu-
lated centres on the coast are in the neighborhood of

the Hudson Bay Posts, at Cartwright and Rigolette.

Now that these jiosts are curtailing supplies, it is quite
possible that the migrations from the coast will con-

tiiuu'. Tiie lot of the "liveyers" is by no means en-

viable. They, for the most part, live "from hand to

mouth," and, with few exceptions, are a rather shift-

less class. Of course there are exceptions to this; but
the iuind)cr of Labradorians who have risen beyond
the condition of [lerpetual indebtedness is small. This
may be accounted for by the system of business char-
acteristic of the "Great Company." The hardshii)s of
the settler are' great and their resources slim.
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Aeolus slumbers nigh to the rocky fastnesses of the

coast of Labrador; and when awakened proclaims his

might by wreaking awful destruction within his

realms. The death-roll of the Labrador fishers is a

lengthy one. The nomenclature of many of its capes,

islands, and harbors, is unmistakable evidence that

even the ancient mariners dreaded its rugged shores.

Belle Isle was known of old as "Isola di Deinoni," (the

isle of demons). In the near vicinity we find "Cap
Maudit" and "Isle Sacree" (suggestive of "cuss

words")- Some miles to the west we find "Pointe aux
Morts" (dead men's point), and "L' Anse au Diable"

(Devil's creek, but called by Newfoundland fisher-

men "Nancy Jawble").
The coast is visited periodically by terrific gales;

and nearly every harbor along its lengthy coastline

has paid its toll to the death-dealing fury of the storm
ushered in generally by a terrific north-easter. The
"ground-swell" of the coast is a phenomenon rarely

ago the remains of a schooner might be seen "far up
in the woods," at Curlew, near Cape North. The
schooner was driven from her moorings in a north-

east gale and 29 lives were lost. At Grady, in the

near vicinity, in the same storm, fearful havoc was
wrought, and thirty persons were drowned at Black
Island. At White Bear Islands, during this gale, there

were distressful scenes, 39 fishermen were drowned,
one whole family being wiped out of existence. In
1898 forty schooners were lost at King's Bay, but there

was happily no loss of life. During the season just

closed there were several losses.

Labrador within recent years has been extensively
(and somewhat unfavorably) advertised by Dr. Gren-
fell ; and there are many people abroad who know
the coast only through the Doctor's writings. He has
been connected with the coast for nearly a quarter of
a century. At its inception, his work was medical,
but he has ventured into other fields which have not,

SHORE FISHING BOATS.

witnessed elsewhere, and Admiral Bayfield, who sur-

veyed a large part of the coast says: "I have never
seen heavier sea than that which rolls in from the

eastward, in Lewis Sound, near the entrance to the
Straits of Belle Isle ; I never saw anything more wild-

ly grand and beautiful than the tremendous swell
which rolls in from the sea, often without wind, roll-

ing slowly, but irresistibly, as if moved by some un-
seen power, rearing itself up like a wall of water, as

it approaches thee raggy sides of the islands, moving
faster and faster as it nears the shore, until at last it

bursts witli fury over the islets thirty feet high, or
sends up sheets of foam and spray, sparkling in sun-
beams, fifty feet up the sides of the precipice. I can
compare the roar of the surf in a calm night to no-

thing less than the Falls of Niagara."

In the "gale of '67," one hundred lives were lost

between Cape Harrison and Domino; and some years

it seems, yielded abundant harvests. Through his ef-

forts two" hospitals have been established on the coast,

one at Battle Harbor, the other at Indian Harbor. The

medical end of the work is very satisfactory, and af-

fords fishermen relief from many ills; but the other

activities are not so acceptable to the fishers. The

Doctor in the exuberance of his zeal has come into

conflict with some of the religious bodies, whose mis-

sionaries have been doing heroic work on the coast

for more than a century. His business ventures have

caused him not a little difficulty, and from certain in-

dications, have not been successful. The fact is that

fishermen who freciuent the coast are not pavticularly

enthusiastic about these activities. All are agreed as

to the value of the nuniical side ; but they regard the

religious and commercial phases of the work as be-

ing outside its legitimate sphere.
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BILLINGSGATE
A pen picture of the Great London Fish

Market of to-day.

By COLIN McKAY.

A roaring as of surf upon a rofky coast, modulated
by shrill wailiuf;; cries, an immense and agitated move-
ment of men and fish, rolling in waves about the vast

building, and the business of the day is in full swing at

Hillingsgate the greatest and most wonderful fish

market in the world. All seems confusion, a paiulemo-

niiim of bizarre noises; but in the amazing bustle and
hustle order dwells—all these jostling shouting men are

pursuing the routine of appointed tasks. It is bewild-

ering and inspiring, this great market which su])plies

a population, almost as large as that of Canada, with
the products of the sea. Before the war Billingsgate

Imndled an average of 800 tons of fish a day ; now in

these days of diminished su]>p1ii's the market varies

from 300' to 600 tons a day.

Even in the war time the iiiiirket i)reseuts a bu.sy

scene in the early mornings. On the Thames side, car-

rier steamers, tied \ip to the dummy landing stage, dis-

gorge torrents of fish ; and up the gangway streams of

porters move with swift precision, bearing upon their

heads great boxes and baskets of fish to be dumped
upon the slides at the forms of the auctioneers. 'Hiey
move in ordered procession in an endless chain of
sinewy-looking men witli hard leather hats upon their
hard heads, and brine and blood and ieewater dripping
over the broad brims of their head-gear down upon
their long white coats that hang below their knees and
soon lose the neatness and cleanness of early morning.

On the other side of the market Thames street is

packed with railway vans laden with fish from many
ports. From street as well as river hundreds of tons
of fish roll in waves into the market, there to be i)itch-

ed about with disciplined ha.ste, sorted and distributed
among the market nu'n, resorted, and i)rei)ared for de-
livery among the fish dealers in all parts of the great
metropolis.

When the slide at the "form" is full, the auctioneer
begins his day's work. Ilis lingo is laconic and much
of it might, for the uninitiated, be so much gibberish.
.Mostly he is jovial and good humored, but now and
then he flames with sudden wrath as someone displeas-
es him

; and he rages furiously till a rude jest restores
his good humor. Around the form an eager group of
bummaree buyers and fi.sh monger purchasers con-
tend for the spoil of the sea brought to the market in
the early morning.
As the lots are knocked down the busy porters sweep

them into their baskets, .swing ba.sket to" head, and rush
away through the swarming crowds, and deliver them
at the stalls of the purchaser.

All over the great building between the shop i)re-
itiises at each end are row on row of .stalls or stands, a
labyrinth of little marts, with the name-plate of the
<lealer hung over a desk, a weighing machine, ami a
washing vat, surrounded by little mounds of boxes
and baskets.

Kverywhere bu.sy salesmen are opening packages
King or re-icing boxes: everywhere the long-coated

porters are moving quickly to and fro, with baskets of
fish or ice balanced precariously upon their heads. As
the minutes pass, throngs of outside buyers pour
through the ai.sles between the labyrinth of stalls and
stands, .streams of people coming and going, eddying
this way and that, jostling and pushing, eagerly bent on
business. They tramp about in a welter of slush, of
ice water and slime, in an atmosphere, damp and and
ancient, and charged with the mingled odors of sweat-
ing humanity and a hundred varieties of fish. And into
them bumps with fevered activity the man with the
squeegee, trying as vainly as Mrs. Partington, to keep
the flagstones of the aisles dry and clean.

In the early hours of the market business goes with
a rush and swing. Salesman and purchasers waste no
time on talk or haggling. A dealer gives his order, pays
and dei)arts. One can buy any quantity. At the 'form,'
where the auctioneers hold forth you buy fifty trunks;
at the shops which line the east "and west ends of the
market the salesman gladly sells you a trunk of soles,
or an original pacdtage of lobsters, or salmon, and with
equal courtesy will sell you a single cod ; at the stands
ranged in rows all over the place you can buv a trunk
of .soles, or a pound of shrimps. AH the salesman asks
IS that you do your business quickly and be gone. Not
till after the rush is over has he time to deal with the
huckster and ehafferer — the over-thrifty souls who
haggle the .salesman out of patience for a penny.

"Billing.sgate", says one writer, "swings its por-
tals wide

;
the west end — this does not always repre-

sent the cream, for did not one say the further I go
West the more I am convinced the wise men came from
the East — with its demand for the dames and demoi-
selles of fashion, and the suburbanites who throng the
Koyal Boroughs. The near east is perhaps the anti-
thesis to there; the men and women of far countries
the <hvellers of the Ghetto, shrewed if unshorn—these
purchase here those mountains of fish that one canview later on, cheek by jowl, with squalor which ismore apparent than real, but fish that is of the bestand that will conform to the most careful goods over!

aifthoHtier'
'''''' ~ *'"'* "^ ^^^ '^^'^''*' Ecclesiastical

At Billingsgate some of the older firms carrv onbusiness on a commission basis, but a large number oftraders buy fish outright, taking their chances on themarket, or guarantee the fisherman a .set price. In the

i, b.S" *V" "'""r^^t^ ''^»1- always sold his fish
u. bulk and many do so today, notablv the fi.shing com-panies' auctioneers. But as the fisherman "fo n^tusually pack fish all the .same .size, and as one retaifishmonger wants fish of one size, and another of a dif-ferent size, the necessity of some sort of .sorting sys-em IS obvious. This necessity developed a class oftraders known as bummaree.s, a title of mysteriousorigin though some lexicographers sav it was SZfrom the French words bonne maree nieanini Joo3fresh sea fish. Be that as it m-iv th

."''^'^"'"^ ^^^^

forms a useful function ;\\'Vr^^:Tr'-!5J'«-
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according to sizes or the special requirements of the re-

tail trade, and takes his chances of making a profit;

he is in the position of a middleman between the mark-

et salesman and retailer and forms a large proportion

of the market dealers. Being a regrator, his business

is in direct opposition to edicts of olden times; edicts

which though not specifically repealed have not been

enforced for many generations, and which were doubt-

less rendered null and void by the Act passed in 1846,

declaring

:

"And it be enacted, that from and after the passing

of this Act Billingsgate Market shall be on every day

of the Aveek, except Sunday, a free and open market

for the wholesale and retail sale of all sorts of fish, and

that it shall and may be lawful for any person to buy

or sell, both by wholesale and retail, any sort of Pish,

or any quantity thereof, in the said market, without

any Disturbance or Molestation whatsoever."

Billingsgate is for many people a word associated with

ladies of unenviable repute. Even the Oxford Diction-

ary defines the word as meaning "a clamoring, foul-

mouthed person, a vulgar abuser or scold." At one

time women dealers were numerous in the market, and

women also acted as porters, carrying creels of fish of

a weight that would surprise their successors. But I

saw no sales woman in the market ; and only a compar-

atively small number of women buying fish. And none

of these were women of coarse language or crude man-
ners.

Billingsgate has been a fish market from time im-

memorial. Some chroniclers state that the original

dock or gate was built by Blein, King of the Britons in

400 B.C., who, along with Brannus, King of the Gauls,

sacked Rome in 360 B. C. Evidently Billingsgate was
the old port of Loudon ; it was a resort for shipping of

all sorts of fish,for centuries customs duties as well as

fish tolls were paid there. In the reign of Edward I,

the authorities fixed the following as maximum prices.

Best plaice l%d. each. Mackerel in Lent .. .Id.

A dozen best soles ... 3d. Mackerel out of Lent V^d.
Best fresh mueril or Best oysters, gallon . .2d.

cod 2d. Pickled Herrings . . . .Id.

Best haddock 2d. Porpoise 6d.—8d.
Mullet 2d. Smelts (per hundred) 7d.

Dorai 5d.

Conger Id.

Tnrbot 6d.

Fresh Salmon, Xmas to

Easter 5s.

Ditto, after 3s.

Is.

Is.

3s. 6d

fid. to 2s

3d. to 2s.

to 8s.

to 4s.

to 8s.

4d. to

to 30s.

to 50s.

to 17s.

to fiOs.

to 16s.

lOd.

2d.

6d.

6d.

6d.

6d.

Compare these prices with the prices prevailing at

Billingsgate recently:
Salmon (frozen) lb.

Soles do
Cod (live) stone
Haddocks stone
Hake do 5s.

Dory lb.

Mackerel 120 lOs.

Herrings (fre.sh) brl. 40s
Haddocks, Dry doz. 38.

Lobsters score 10s.

Oysters 100 4a.

The Fishing Trades Oazette, of London, says: "Bill-
iiirrsgnte was not always in good odour. Its very name
\v;is a synonym for bad language. Bnt that is a thing of
the past and the people who do business in the great
market, from the merchant prince to the porter will
compare favornbly. man for man. with anv other sub

jects of the King George. The calling of the fish sales-

man, the first merchant and the fish-monger has he

become more dignified, because a more dignified class

of men are engaged in it. And those who catch the

fi.sh — was there ever a time when they were more
highly esteemed than now, when so many of them are

bravely risking their lives in fishing for means of des-

tru(!tion instead of means of substance?"

HALIBUT ARRIVALS, NOVEMBER 16 TO
DECEMBER 15, INCLUSIVE.
Canadian—^Prince Rupert, B.C.

Dates. Vessel. Delivered to. Weight.
Nov.
18—W. R. Lord—The Canadian Fish & Cold

Storage Cp., Ltd 8,000
21—Jas. Carruthers—The Canadian Fish &
% Cold Storage Co., Ltd 100,000

Grier Starrett—The Canadian Fish &
Cold Storage Co., Ltd 10,000

Geo. E. Foster—The Canadian Fish &
Cold Storage Co., Ltd 160,000

23--Andrew Kelly—The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co., Ltd 110.000

24—Wireless—The Canadian Fish & Cold Stor-

age Co., Ltd 10,000
26—Flamingo—Atlin Fisheries. Ltd 5.000
29—Emma H.—Atlin Fisheries, Ltd 10,000
30—(^hief Zibassa—The Canadian Fish & Cold

Storage Co., Ltd 25,000
Dec.

6—Geo. E. Foster—The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co., Ltd 130.000

8—W. R. Loi-d-The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co., Ltd 6,000

9— B. B.—Atlin Fisheries, Ltd 5,000
10—Andrew Kelly—The Canadian Fish & Cold

Storage Co., Ltd 140.000

American

—

Prince Rupert, B.C.
Nov.
1 6—Anne J. Larsen 25.000

Jupiter 5,000
Nellie 8.000

17—Senator 25.000
Puritan 80,000
Alameda 6,000

22—Knickerbocker 75,000
26—Manhattan 130,000
27—Tom and Al 90,000

Eagle 10,000
29—Thelma 10.000
30—Presho 9.000
Dec.

1—Con.stitution 14.000

Alten 85.000

2—Constance 70,000
Seymour 50,000

Kinge and Winge 110.000

4 -Allantic 13,000

Alvihia 9,000

Tyee S5,000

H -Jupiter 5,000

9--Koire 9,000

13 -San Jose . 5,000

14—Sitka ... 75,000

(Continued on Page 17.)
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THE FISHERIES' FORUM
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR. a

m
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THE MODUS VIVENDI.

IMiinr. ('auadiau Fishermaii

:

I was much interested to read your excellent edi-

tiiri:il in the November issue on the Modus Vivendi

i|iicstioii. The arpuiiient of the editorial was adinir-

;il>Ie and it stated tlie qnestioii clearly and fairly.

The admission of motor driven American fishing

vessels to the full provisions of the Modus Vivendi

license will revolutionize the fishing industry throu^rh-

out the Maritime Provinces, possibly as mucli as the
new regulations have transferred to Princf Rupert.
the sailing fleets of Seattle.

The fishermen and fishing interests of the Prov-

ince, I believe, are unanimously in favor of the change
being granted with the single exception of the Mari-
time Fisli roi-])oiation of Digby. Petitions contain-
ing fully 2,000 names from Digby, Yarmouth, Shel-

burne, Queens, Lunenburg and Halifax counties have
been sent to Ottawa. In addition to favorable resolu-

tions from the Boards of Trade of Halifax. St. John
iind Yarmouth. It may be of interest to know that
every fish firm and i)rominent dealer in the town of

Digby willingly signed the petition, except the above
named firm .

It has been urged by some that Canada should re

r.'ive privileges from the United States to compensate
'or the change in the Modus Vivendi, which at pres-

' nt denies the following to Canadian fishing vessels.

Privileges desired are:

1. That Canadian fishing vessels enter and clear

from the ports of Boston and Gloucester direct

for the fishing grounds outside of fishing limit,

without having to enter and clear from a Can-
adian point.

-. Canadian fishing vessels holding fishing licenses

be permitted to bring cargoes of fresh and salt-

ed fish from Canadian ports to Boston and
Gloucester.

In reference to No. 1 \votii<l say it is the coneen.sti.s

I if opinion on the part of the leading fish interest

in the Maritime Provinces, particularly the own-
ers of Vessels, that no greater harm can be brought
to the seaports and fishing interest in the Provinces
than the United States to grant this privilege. The
inevitable result would be the fishing vessels to save
time would very infrequently call at Canadian ports,

.ind. consequently, would purchase j)rovisions, bait,

etc, at Boston and Gloucester, thereby depriving sea-

port towns in hte Provinces from such business.

A case in [)oint illustrates this. A local comjjany has
tieen lately fornu-d at Yarmouth of which Mr. George
iiut of South Shore ports, and already the power vessel

' Yafico" has been put in commission. The catch from
these vessels is cased and shipped to Boston fresh by
the steamers of the Boston & Yarmouth SS. Co., I^td..

which is a Canadian Corporation with headquarters at

Montreal, operating frequent and very satisfactory

service between Yarmouth. N.S., and Boston, Mass.

('anada thus by developing her own ports is adopt-

ing a saner policy than by permitting her vessels to

forsake such ports and contribute to the building up
of Gloucester and Boston.
The ])rivilege permitting motor driven American

fishing vessels to land their catch at Canadian ports
only applies on fresh fish which must be immediately
re-shipped from ports via Yarmouth to Boston inb ond,
therefore, does not in any way affect or interfere with
local Canadian fishing interests.

Privilege No. 2 is really not necessary as luider

Canadian fishing regtdations, a fishing license can
easily be changed over to a trading license and under
the latter Canadian vessels are permitted to bring
cargoes into American ports. A ease of the fishing
schooner, "James A. Clark." which was denied admis-
sion at Gloucester last September with cargo of salted
fish was due to the fact .she arrived with a fishing
license which should have been changed at Yarmouth
to a trading license, and under which her cargo would
have been admitted.

If the change is made in the Modus Vivendi per-
mitting motor driven American fishing vessels all the
privileges of the license, it will bring to the ports of
the Maritime Provinces a life and activity of which
they are much in need. It is pathetic to visit any of
these great fishing ports in the Provinces and see the
vacant wharves which should be lined with vessels and
teeming with activity and business. Every one will
benefit and no interest will be harmed.
Everyone interested in the development and build-

ing up of fishing industries in the Maritime Provinces
should petition the Government at Ottawa to remove
the restriction on American motor driven fishing ves-
.sels and enter protest against Prince Rupert reaping
all the advantages from this simple business arrange-
ment.

FISHERMAN.
Yarmouth. N.S., Dec. 20, 1915.

HALIBUT ARRIVALS.

(Continued from Page 16.)

Vancouver, B.C.

Date. Vessel. Delivered to. "Weight.
Nov..

19—Al-Ki—New England F'ish Company . . 200,000
22—New England—New England Fish Co. . . 70,000

Manhattan—New England Fish Co. . . 100,000
29—Flamingo—The Canadian Fishing Co.,

Limitetl 50,000
Dec.

1—Pescawha—The Canadian Fishing Co.,

Limited 25,000
2—Celestial Empire—The Canadian Fishing

Co.. Ltd 20.000
10—Elihu Thomson—New England Fish Co. 600,000
1.3—Manhattan

—

New England Fish Co. . . 250,000

Steveston, B.C.
\<i\ 17—Onward llo—Columbia Cold Stor-

age Co 130,000
1).

. ll_Onward Ho.—Columbia Cold Stor-

age Co 125,000
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THE ATLANTIC FISHERIES
DIGBY, N.S.

(Prom Our Special Correspondent.)

Advance Digby ! While her sons are toiling on the

Atlantic and her business heads are endeavoring on

shore to take full advantage of the passing opportuni-

ties, her trade expands until it extends for thousands

of miles North, South, East and West. From the At-

lantic to the Pacific Digby baddies have long been in

active demand ; dry fish from Digby is securing an en-

viable reputation in South America; and now large

shipments of pickled fish are en route to Europe,

where good business has been started and, without

doubt, will be maintained. For some time past our

business men have been hoping to realize their dream

of a possible trade connection with the Old Country,

and therefore as soon as the present propitious con-

ditions presented themselves, they were ready to take

advantage of them. A paragraph in the local press

refers to this new market as follows: "There is going

forward this week (Dec. 7), a shipment of 125,000 lbs.

of cusk and hake for Aberdeen, Scotland; a new mar-

ket for Digby pickled fish. The steamer Bear River

is here to-day and takes the shipment to St. John,

where the 250 cases (500 lbs. to a case) are to be put

aboard one of tlie trans-Atlantic steamers. This new

market gives promise for further orders, and the

JIaritimc Fish Corporation are the pioneer shippers

of jiickled fish from Digby to the United Kingdom;

in fact, this lot is a direct cash order from a big firm

in Aberdeen."
A niiiid>er of shipments of Finnan Haddies, diiring

the past month, have gone from Digby to Portland,

the one place Digby firms had to combat in gaining

a hol.1 on the markets of the upper Canadian prov-

inces for this delicious variety of table fish. Not

many years ago, when this industry was in its infancy

here, Portland <!ontrolh-d the haddie markets of Up-

per Canada; in fact, the producers here remember the

time when Portland bought green stock from them and,

after curing, placed the finished product into Can-

ada. To-dav finds Digby supplying the demand, and

even shipping haddies to Portland to be used for home

consumption in that city; and, besides, Digby pack-

ers send large shipments of haddies to American mar-

kets from the middle states to the Pacific coast.

At this writing the producers do not know where

their next supplies of green stock are coming from;

in fact, there has not been anywhere near enough

green stock landed to take can- of all the business that

has been offering at any one time this season, and the

fact that the Christnuis season slightly curtails the de-

mand is somewhat comforting to them. Is it jiossdile

that the slight operations of a steam trawler ni the

Uav last vear has had anything to do with the pres-

ent scarcity? N"; incessant unfavorable fishing wea-

ther 80 far this season is very jirobably wholly re-

sponsible. The scarcity Hpi)lies not only locally
;^

it

has been geileral. find i'^ f'" nil iwound the coast. The

fact that four men with two small boats can, in a day's
fishing, secure $80.00 worth of fresh fi8h( as was done
here on December 14), is strong evidence that there
must still be fish in this i)art of the ocean. The Digby
vessels, which are obliged to try to find anchorage in

Yarmouth harbor during the rough weather, only get
one or two days a week that they can make a set at
all, and are unable to get sufficient fish to make a trip

worth coming home with ; and as they are being offered
extremely high prices, these small lots are being sold
here for shipment to Boston.

Recently there appeared in one of the "dailies" an
item stating there had been a strike among the crew
of the banker Dorothy M. Smart. Your correspondent
has been unable to find any trace of this "Strike,"
with the exception of a few men who remained on
shore this trip for various reasons, chiefly to prepare
for the coming lobster season. As soon as the weather
permitted, the schooner sailed for the banks with her
usual complement of men.

Great changes are being made in the premises of The
Nova Scotia Fish Company. Limited, improving the
plant almost beyond recognition. During the past
year or so new wharves have ben built, and now the
new two-story warehouse is fast noaring completion.
The travelling public to and from the Digby—-St. John
boat will in future be greeted by a passing view of a
modern fish plant at the head of the steamboat pier

instead of the old, unsightly spots in that important
corner of the town. Mr. E. M. Robertson, the mana-
ger of the concern, says he expects, when the work is

finished, to have one of the most compact ami conveni-
ent plants in the province. Dm-ing the winter the up-
per story of the new warehouse will be used for drill-

ing the local recruits enlisting in the 11 2th Battalion.

The room has a clear floor space 135 feet long and
40 feet wide.

The small coastwise steamers plying the Bay of Fun-
dy, between St. John and Nova Scotia are beginning
to haul into winter quarters. The Briniswick came
down the bay from Bass River to Margaretville to lay

up after completing her last trip from St. John, and
the Bridgetown boat Valinda is going to liaul up at

Annajiolis. The Bear IJiver and the John Tj. Cann
will be keeping up a winter service, aiid the latter will

have opposition on the Westport route again, when
the Westport III. takes up her old time service in

Janimry.
The Maritime Fish Corporation are pushing, and

successfully jjlncing on the nuirket in tlie various cit-

ies of the I'pper Provinces a new commodity, new in

their line, for they have always devoted special atten-

tion to the dry. pickled and finnan haddie trade. The
new brand which they are now handling has alreatly

become favorably known as the "Maple Leaf" brand
of Digby Kippers, and the large orders going forward
every day by the St. .lohn boat testifies that this new
output of the Maritime Fish Corporation is increasing.
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These nice, large, fat herring are brought to Digby
from cold storage at St. John and put through a per-

fect smoking process, then packed in neat, new boxes

and shipped back to St. John again on their wa.v to

the I'pper Cjmadian markets. This new line of the

Maritime Fish Corporation is giving extra employment
and if the business keejjs on growing at the rate it

has since the firet "trial shipment" it is boun dto

become as big a factor in Digby's fish trade as the fa-

mous finnan haddie.

There has been much controversy along this part of

the coast as to the sailing qualities of the fishing

schooners Albert J. Lutz and the Dorothy M. Stuart

ever since these two vessels have been in existence.

The '"Lutz" was designed bv McManus, of Boston,

and built by McOill, at Shelburne. in 1908. The
"Smart" was designed and built two years later by
the same people. Both vessels have since been fishing

from Digby, and during that time there have been

whispered wild rumors of how one vessel "put it

over" the other while running to and from the fishing

grounds. There appeared in a recent issue of the

"Digby Weekly Courier" an account of how the Lutz

on her last run here trinuned the Smait some two
hours from Westport. from which place they happen-

ed to start for home together, notwithstanding the fact,

it is said, that the Smart had shaken the reef out of

her mainsail. Now it is quite evident that this report

came from a booster of the Lutz. who forgot to state

that they both .shook the reef out of their mainsails,

and also that the Smart was l)ecalmed during a good

part of the run ! The best evidence of their respective

.sailing merits was given the public at the Fishermen's

Regatta of "Western Nova Scotia in the year 1911. and
again in 1912. when these two clippers strove to win

the "'Brittain Trophy" offered by the Maritime Fish

Corporation, Limited. On the former occasion the

Smart succeeded in walking away with the handsome
trophy, and thereby disappointing a large number of

Lutz admirers. But the following year, after lots of

preparation scraping spars, reeving new rope, and
greasing her bottom, etc.. the Lutz, with her "Sailor

Captain," the late Capt. J. D. Apt at her wheel, gave

a large crowd of people (prominent among them His

Hoyal Highness, Canada's Governor General) an ex-

hibition of sailing and manoeuvering as is very seldom

seen, and severelv trimmed her rival, who, unfortun-

ately for her. had not gone to such elaborate prepara-

tion for the race. So the (piestion as to which vessel

is the better sailer is still a live one. Tii conversation

with a few of our men who are well informed on the

subject (among them the present captain of the Lutz,

who has also sailed the Smart) the writer finds that

they do not feel quite safe in committing themselves

either one way or the other. May we ask the Editor of

the ?'1SIIKRMAX. who is ciuite capable of .judging and

who, we think, knows both vessels well, to settle the

I nest ion for us?

(Having .sailed on the "Smart" in both Cup

Uaces, and on both the "Lutz" and the "Smart"

in several Banking voyages with diflperent skip-

pers, I am of the opinion that everything depends

on the trim of the vessels and the man who is sail-

ing them. Between the "Smart" and the "Lutz"

there is nothing to choose. The late Capt. Apt

could get the most out of a vessel, and if he were

sailing the "Smart" he could beat the "Lutz"^
provided both were in good sailing trim. All

things should be equal to make a fair race. In

my opinion one craft is as good as the other.

—

Editor.)

Some consternation was caused along the water
front by the occurrance of a series of high tides on
December 6, 7 and 8, when the tide arose for more
than twenty-seven perpendicular feet, and did not
sto)) when it reached the level of most of the wharves,
but gave a free ride to some flat-bottomed boats right

over the tops of a few of them. Luckily there was no
sea on the Basin at these times, otherwise there might
have been some cause for alarm.

On the 2!)th of November, after a severe illness of

eight iiu)nths. ('apt. M. G. Crocker, of Freeport, passed
away, causing very deep regret among his large circle

of business and social friends. Besides his wholesale
fish business, Capt. Crocker was proprietor of a gen-
eral store at Freeport, and also ran weekly and some-
times semi-weekly trips of fresh fish from that port to

the Maritime Fish Corporation, Digby, in the auxiliary

schooner Cora Gertie. His sons have now taken hold
of the business, and here's to their .success in keeping
things running smoothly and satisfactorily, as in the
past.

The vessels have landed here during the past month
as follows:

—

Dec. lbs.

1—Grace Darling 6,448

Cora Gertie 33,179

Grace L 20,590

7—Dorothy G. Snow 29,585

8—Cora Gertie 45,838

Grace L 31,529

9—Dorothy M. Smart 71.593

Albert J. Lutz 49.941

14—Cora Gertie 19,327

15—Grace Darling 5,470

18—Grace L 8.185

22—Cora Gertie 7,385

The following statistics are from the Fishery Over-
seer's report to the Department, showing fish caught
and landed in Digby County for the month of October:

lbs.

Cod 186,525

Haddock 785,730

Hake 337,200

Cusk 62,700

Herring 111,540

Halibut 1,400

Skate "Wings 1,200

Winkles 5,800

Miissels 1,300

Clams, barrels 20

Weather very rough ; two boats lost at Freeport.

P"'ish shipments originating from this port during

the month of November aggregate as follows:

18,585 boxes Finan Iladdies.

1,527 tubs Dry Hake.
200 tubs Dry Haddock.
29 drums Dry Fish.

80 casks Dry Fish.

127 barrels Fresh Fish.

6 barrels Clams.
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11 barrels Dulse.

35 barrels Salt Mackerel.

100 bags Dry Hake Sounds.

8 casks Fish Oil.

NEWFOUNDLAND.

(From Our Own Correspondent.)

A Serious Complication.

As we anticipated in our last comminiication, the Bal-

kan situation has caused serious difficulties to our fish

exporters. A Proclamation in the Royal Gazette of No-

vember 9, prohibits the exportation of "Fish of all

kinds, whether cured, salted, or fresh," to any country

in Europe "except France, Russia, Italy, Spain and

Portugal." The announcement came like a bolt from

the blue, and there was consternation amongst the

fish exporters and amongst the fishermen who were in

the city with fish cargoes. Fish was late in coming in

owing to rainy weather, which prevented the fisher-

men from making their voyage earlier. Had it not

been for the backward weather these cargoes would
have been sold. That Greece would have been a factor

in causing the price to go down nobody foresaw. When
the Proclamation was issued there were 14 or 15 car-

goes at Gibraltar, and other cargoes on the way to

the Mediterranean. The immediate effect was a slump

in the price of "soft cure," chiefly Labrador fish,

from $6.40 down to $5.50.

Last season we shipped about 70,000 ((uintals of

fish to Greece direct, not to speak of large quantities

which found their way into that country from Spain

to Italy.

A protest against tliis embargo was made instantly

by the exporters, and Mr. Munn, one of our largest

exporters, asks: "What is our Board of Trade doing;

what is our Government doing? Must we wait till

there is a big slump in the market before anything is

done ? Newfoundlanders have shown themselves ready

to suffer any loss, both for the Army and the Navy,
and we are ready to suff'er financially for the benefit

of our Empire and the good of our Allies in this great

war : but is there no way that we can turn this threat-

ened disaster to some good account?
"What about the French mark(?ts? The Proclama-

tion states we can ship any kind of fish to France, but

unfortunately, that market is blocked by tariff re-

strictions, which make it an utter impossibility to sell

our fish in that coinitry. The French tariff has been
regulated for the benefit of St. Pierre fishermen, who
put up a quality of fish very similar to our Labra-

dor cure. This fishery has been very short this year

owing to the almost abandonment of that fishing sta-

tion by France that lias needed all her men for war
purposes. Is it not possible for our Government to

point out to the British Government what a serious

predicament we are being placed in by the loss of the

Greek market, and ask for their co-operation to get

the French markets opened up for our fishery pro-

duets, not alone for the benefit of Newfonndland, but

for the good of the French eonsntn(>rs wlio are in need
of our fish?"

Newfoundland is Iteiiig deprived of the Greek mar-

ket for the benefit of PVance. and surely it is not too

mueh to ask that we get a quid pro quo. In Ihis crisis

it is the duty of our Government to net, and to act at

once. Large quantities of fish will be needed in

France, and the Imperial authorities owe it to her most

ancient and loyal Colony to see that we get a square
deal. We have been dubbed a "land of historic mis-

fortune," and we really are. Are we ever to be the

"Cinderella of the Colonies?" In the past we receiv-

ed from the Home Government "more kicks than
ha'pence," and the grand iniquity still continues.

No other section of the Empire has contributed, in

proportion to its resources, so liberally as we have
done, and our greatest industry is now being handi-
capped to an extent such as never before. It is hoped
in business circles that something will be done.

We understand that negotiations are in progress for

the disposal of some of the fish held at Gibraltar
either in Italy or in Spain. This will relieve this sit-

uation somewhat, but we are still suffering from the
Greek embargo. There seems little prospect of getting
access to Greece, as things are at present, as the vacil-

lating policy of the King of Greece is a standing men-
ace to the cause of the Allies.

Labrador Fishery.

The Labrador fishery has turned out to be .somewhat
in excess of last year on the upper part of the coast,

arui the following shipments have been made.
Ships. Port. Qtls.

SS. Beothic—Straits 8,559

Mary Lloyd—Battle Harbor . . . 4,000

Mabel D. Ilines—Indian Harbor 2,700

Elizabeth—Smokey 4,015

Ellen James—Battle Harbor 4,000

M. Lloyd Morris—Indian Harbor 4,550

Hilda R.—Grady 4,000

M. A. James—Smokey 3,846

Elizabeth Bennett—Holton 4,500

William Pritchard—Indian Tickle 4,720

David Morris—Dark Tickle 4,827

SS. Fagertun—Snug Harbor 14,370

Elizabeth Pritchard—Domino 4,000

Cariad—Black Tickle 3,700

L. Riisdal—Webber's Harbor 3,600

Maelin—Fishing Ship's Harbor 4,000

Gracie—Francis Harbor 3,500

Elizabeth Eleanor—Battle Harbor 4,500

Cybele—Maecovick 3,516

Mary Annie—Flat Islands 3,611

John Llewellyn—Black Tickle 4,720
Callidora—Venison Island 4,000

R. J. Owens—Comfort Bight 3,915

Total 107,149

In our last communication we estimated the up-the-

shore cateh at less than 300.000 quintals, and we did

not include the Straits eatch ; so our estimate was
fairly (correct, tliough some of our local fish dealers

tiiought that we had under estinuited the results of tlio

voyage.

We have no accurate statistics regarding the eateh
of the floaters, as they have not yet shipped their '.Mired

fish; but from present indications, the entire cateli

will be consequently uiuier 300.000 quintals. Ten years
ago the Ijabrador eateh was 750.000 (|uiiitals. This is a
decrease of nearly one hundred per cent. Hnt then
fish sold at less tlum $3.50 a (piintal.

The Ijabrador fisliery is d(>clining and there are
several ajipareut reasons for the decline, though, the
greatest reason which sluuild b(> investigated has not
been explaiiUMl, Tlie aiiparent reasons for the decline
are:

—
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1. I'ishermen get later to the coast Norway, and
this is (iiic to the presence of iee on the coast at a much
later period than formerly.

J Fewer fishermen go to Labrador than in former
imies: they liad several short voyajres and abandoned
the fishery for the other oeeii]mtions. sueh as miniiif;

and luiid)erin<r. I'raetieaily 50 per eent of the men en-

trajred at (irand Fails. Bishop's Falls, nnd at Hell Is-

land formerly praseented the fishery on the oaest.

3. The voyage is "wound up" much earlier than in
former years. Years ago. fishermen rarely returned
from the coast till the end of October; of late they
wind up in September, thus losing a full month'.s fi-sli-

ing. This is attribuatable to the change in the means
of trans|)ortation to and from the coast. Tn former
years freighters carried whole families to Labrador
with their lares an;' penates, ax\i\ th-y paid 20 c -uts
per quintal on their cateli to the master of the freighter.
Now most of the planters and even fishing crews avail
of the Keid steamers on whih they get a special flat
rate of .+5 per trip. This has its advantages: but it

means an earlier n'tiini. and the loss of a month's fish-
ing.

This has been very much in evidence during the sea-
son just closed. Fishermen who came up in October
report great bodies of fish of large size at nearly all

points from Caj)e Harrison to Battle Harbor,' but
there were no fishermen to cat(di it. Vessels that re-
mained late returned with good catches, this was
caught presunmbly after the large body of the fisher-
men had returned. It seems too had that the fishermen
would not remain later. Even should they be unable
to make their fish, well salted Labrador might be kept
over till spring in salt bulk, and it could then be
marketed even more profitably than nas been done
during the fall. There is usually a great scarcity of
fish in the early Spring months, and we think it would
be advisable for our fishermen to hang on to it. With
the m()ter boat facilities which they now have, the
hardships have been considerably Tessened. Another
suggestion, — we think that -'fishermen's families
sh(ndd not be taken to Labrador. Apart from other
reasons, the taking of children to Labrador means that
they are deprived of .several month's schooling, and this
nugration to the coast is without doubt one of the
cau.ses of the illiteracy which prevails in certain sec-
tions of the Island. This matter should be taken up
by those interested in the cause of the toilers, and it
would be a most commendable move.

It is quite possible that the Fishermen's Protective
L'nion will take up this matter. This organization has
now turned its attention to the Labrador fishery, and
we have it on excellent authority, that it has in its
prograiri a scheme which will revolutionize the whole

>i">niic aspect of this important industry. It will es-
tablish two or three large depots on the coast pri-
miuW for its own membership where all kinds of fish-
ing .supplies will be procurable and where fish may be
shil)[)e(l green, thus relieving the fishermen of the
obligation of curing their catches. This would have
the effect of enabling the fishermen to devote more
time to fishing, and the natural consequence would be
larger returns and better prices.
There is an indication that herring are again return-

ing to Labrador; and several fishermen secured small
takes in nets .luring the season. A fisherman reports
having passed through immense schools of herring
when returning from the north in September ,ind from

these indications, the herring industry is likely to re-

vive. This will mean a good deal to the "Station-
ers" on the coast: it was a very lucrative industry

there forty yeaiN ago. With improved methods of

cure and pa<'k. there is no earthly sea.son why Labrador
herring should not find a ready market in sections

which now buy so largely of Scotch and Holland
packs. The (iovernment of Newfoundland will need
to get busy and inaugurate some means of encouraging
and protecting this fishery. No country on earth has
such an inefficient Fishery Department as this Colo-
ny. It is even imjiossible to procure reliable statis-

tics. Had we .such an organization as you have in the
Dominion, we would increase the value of our fish-

eries at least fifty per cent. The "Monthly Bulletin of
Sea Fishery Statistics" which has come to us through
the courtesy of Professor Prince contains the fishery
statistics of the Tnited States for both the Atlantic
and the Pacific Coast, for England and Wales, for
Scotland, for Norway, for Ireland, but the Newfound-
land column, even for the year 1915 is a blank!

Herring Fishery.

Extensive jireparatioiis were made this season for
the prosecution of the Herring Fishery, both West and
North, but, as far as the Western fishery is concerned,
it looks as if the fishermen were going to fare badly,
and there will be considerable loss to those who have
gone into the business. There is a large fleet of Amer-
ican, Nova Scotian. and local vessels at Bonne Bay
and Bay Islands, and few of them have secured car-
goes. Competition was never so keen, and the prices
were never higher. There is even an agent of a Chicago
firm on the ground this year, who is prepared to han-
dle 40.000 barrels of Scotch pack. Gorton & Pew, and
Cunningham & Thompson, of Gloucester who have been
buying largely in these sections for some years are also
on the job; these have already secured some three or
four small cargoes. At Bonne Bay netting began on
November Ifith with fairly good results; but no very
large catches have been made. Some hauls have been
made at Woods Island. Crabbs and Melvers. and in
Placentia Bay, about Sound Island fishermen have
done fairly well. The Metamora. Cai)tain John Lewis
IS at Harbor Buffet, loading for the American Mark-
et, and the Passport, (^apt, William Carroll is at Sound
Island. It is believed that with the coming of frosty
weather, herring will strike in at the bottom of the
Bay. Some small catches are reported from Fortune
Bay. but we have no reliable statistics.

It is thought by the fishermen in Bay of Islands
that the strong gales which prevailed in the early part
of November have kei)t the herring in deep water and
that there is still a prospect of their landing before
winter sets in. There is little time left for the big
f eet to secure saving cargoes as the Bav freezes up at
the beginning of January. It freezes' very rapidly
and just a couple of years ago, some of the herrine
f eet got caught and had to be cut out by the Coastal
steamer Portia and the Crui.ser Fiona.
Some shipment.s have been made from northern

points where herring are reported plentiful This is
especially tru,- of Notre Dame Bav. The fish are ofgood size an.l quality, ami it is claimed that "GreenBay herring are far superior to the herring caughtm Bonne Bay and Bay of Islands. Mr. Dogget whohas been conducting a herring business in this Bav forsome years arrived at Wild Bight on October 2n<i andhe IS putting up large quantities of Scotch cure while
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a number of American agents are in the Bay, some of

them representing packing concerns and buyers as tar

west as Chicago.

Some 25 schooners are at Hall's Bay and two Amer-

ican vesels have sailed with cargoes of Scotch cure.

Employment is afforded to a large number of people

in connection with the industry.

A correspondent of the Mail and Advocate says

that hundreds of thousands of dollars might be made

out of this fishery if there was a branch railway to Mil-

lertown to connect with the Transinsular Railway, so

that frozen fish could be sent to the American markets.

Hall's Bay, like Bay of Islands and Bonne Bay is

usually closed to navigation after the first week of

January, and exportation is then out of the question

under existing conditions. This correspondent claims

that 25,000 barrels of herring might be exported from

the South West Arm and Hall's Bay, if they had rail-

way communications. Scotch cure is now selling in the

Chicago market at !f;32 a barrel wholesale, and retail-

ing at 25 cents a pound. The firm of R. B. Boak, so the

"News" says to-day is open to purchase 40,000 barrels,

if the article is in good condition, and high prices

would be paid for quality.

An unsual feature in the herring trade this season

is that we have a cargo to France. The French bar-

quentine Raymond which came to St. John's from the

Banks for repairs has taken a shipment of herring,

loaded by Tasker Cooke, and will likely be forwarded

to Havre or Bordeaux where herring are in good de-

mand. It is near to impossible for France to secure

herring elsewhere. There is also a demand from Rus-

sia ; but we are not aware that any local firm has taken

up the matter of shipjiing there, and it is doubtful if

we can get into the Russian market owing to difficulty

of transportation.

There will be a large shortage in our pack, and this

will be disastrous for many of the we.stern fishermen

who depend almost entirely on the herring fishery for a

living. Last year we exported to:

—

Canada (bulk, frozen and pickled) 42,052 barrels val-

ued at $160,362

United States (bulk, frozen and pickled) 68,523 bar-

rels valued at '
$207,084

United Kingdom (pickled) 2,321 barrels valued at

$7,694

British West Indies (pickled) 20,903 barrels valued

at $82,174

France (pickled) 10 barrels valued at $40.

Germany (pickled) 2,153 barrels valued at . . $12,192

We exported a small quantity of smoked fish to the

United States and Canada to the value of $2,888.

With the disappearance of herring from Bay of Is-

lands and Bonne Bay. there comes news from Fortune

Bay — "the home of the herring", — that there are

excellent prospects for securing good catches. Last

season herring were plentiful around Connaigre, at

Millar's Passage, at Mai Bay, St. Keels, and Bay du
Nord.and they were of exceptionally good quality.

Very little packing was done, however, as most of the

herring were sold as bait to the Banking fleet.

Forty years ago Fortune Bay was the largest her-

ring centre in the CJolony; but then the fishermen did

little or no packing, but carried their catch to St. Pier-

re ns bait for tlie French Banking Fleet. The Bait Aca
stoppetl this, and thus handi('(i])ped the French in their

fianking ojjerations. The fishermen received small
returns for their labor however, and there was no end
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of smuggling into the southern ports of Newfoundland,

chiefly sugar, sundries and large quantities of liquor.

It is estimated that before the enforcement of the Bait

Act the Newfoundland Revenue Act lost fully $50,000

annually owing to the trade in contraband.

American fishermen frequented the Bay in great

numbers, and they spent freely, usually paying gold

for their cargoes. From old fishermen I have heard

that the disappearance of herring from Fortune Bay

was due in a large measure to American fishermen.

They came to Bay du Nord and other nearby sections,

and moored till they secured frozen cargoes, and as my
informant—a native of Bay du Nord informed me —
"for the one cargo that they took, they destroyed ten",

all the small herring went over board, and the fore-

shore was knee deep with dead and rotten herring far

into the month of April. Naturally the waters be-

came "gurried", and this is without doubt one of the

causes accounting for the disappearance of herring

from their former haunts. If there ever was an illus-

tration of the old adage "wilful waste makes woeful

want", we find it in Fortune Bay, especially in the loc-

alities mentioned above. The people there have had

many lean years, and even now they not particularly

prosperous.

The herring fishery is now receiving a good deal of

attention in the Colony, and we are beginning to real-

ize our shortcomings, and the necessity of getting more

wideawake. There is considerable discussion in the

local Press which indicates the trend of public opinion.

All are agreed that we can, by using improved meth-

ods, and by a competent system of pack and thorough

inspection, get hold of the markets which are now con-

trolled by Norwegian. Scotch, and Dutch packers.

What we need chiefly is a compulsory Fish Inspection

Act which shall be enforced by honest and independent

lns))ectors wlio i)ossess a knowledge, not only of our

own best methods of cure, but also of the other na-

tions' mode of cure with which we have to compete,

and a fair knowledge of the markets of the world.

We should send these men abroad to study the cure

in these countries and study the requirements^of the

foreign markets. They would thus be unabled to give

sound and practi<'al advice to our fishermen, and help

them to increase the value of their products. Llnfortun-

ately, such is our political system that this seems al-

most Utopian. You do things better in the Dominion
where you have comptent men at the head of your Nav-
al Department under which tlic Atlantic Fisheries are

directed. We need some such man as Professor Prince
who has wrought so much for your fisheries.

We had at one time in this country a Mr. Nielsen, a
capable Norwegian fish expert ; but he was hampered
very nnich by political jobbery, and our fishermen, did
not seemingly believe in iiiti'oducing scientific methods
into the fishery operations of oui- peojilc. We are be-

ing outstripjX'd in flic race for bi^tterinrnt f<M- lack of
knowledge.

Th(>re is visible I'ciison wliy wc could iiol put up at
least 300,000 barrels of herring annually in Newfound-
land, at an ex|)ort value of $10 per barrel, some $3.-

000,000 a year which would be distributed amongst
our fishermen. The fact is that by ])roper methods of
cure, pack, and handling, the herring fi.shery might
be made a greater asset than our shore fishery at the
present time.

Codfish.
Abnormally large prices have been paid for fish this

fall ; but sin<'c the failure of the Greek market, the de-
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maiul for Labrador is poor. Shore fish is quoted at

$7.50 for prime quality, aud there are no large stoeks.

Tlie Oporto market is good, and there are no stocks of

Norwegian fish to liamper us. The lirazil markets are

strong, and there is no indieation of a falling off in

l)riee notwithslaiiding that nearly a seore cargoes have

gone into Hahia and I'ernauibueo since September. The

demand is especially gooil in Northern Brazil, where,

in October, drums sold as high as 50 shillings as com-

pared with 42 shillings in the early part of September,

The shii>pers are. of course somewhat handicapped by

the increased freights and the exchange difficulty,

but even with this the prices are remunorative, and

there is no indication that they will decline. They

usually advance before the Lenten season ; so the Bra-

zil outlook is most encouraging.

The exports of fish for November show a large in-

crease over exports for the same period last year.

The following table has just been posted at the Board

of Trade.
Dry Cod

For Europe 39,529 qtls.

F„r Canada 1,973 "

From Labrador:

—

Dry Cod
F..r Europe 8,635 qtls.

Also

Salt Bulk

For United Kingdom 4,100 qtls.

For United States SSOVa"

and 8,227 brls herring, 9 brls Salmon.

From St. John's:

—

Fur Brazil 36,337 qtls.

For We.st Indies 14,442 "

For Europe 97,080 "

For United Kingdom 6,924 "

For I'nited States 2,726 "

For Canada 451/2"

Also

t;;i7 tuns Cod-oil.

521/2" Cod-liver oil.

79 " Seal Oil.

261/V' Whale Oil.

10.383 brls herring.

486 " tnrbot.

129 tes salmon.

401 brls salmon.

20 ijunchcons tront.

2681/; cases lobsters.

2 cases salmon.

27 brls eaplin.

700 lbs dri<'d scpiid.

7.596 lbs whale fins.

451/, tons whale giiano.

320"seal skins.

There were grave fears at the beginning of the

fishing .season that there woidd be a dearth of car-

riers to bring the fish to market. Several steamers,

however, were secured, and some of the local sealing

fleet were reipiisitioned. The last shipment by the
Nascopi. was the largest ever shipped across the her-

ring pond, sonic 36.0()0 quintals.

Decline of our Mercantile Marine
No further shipments will be made by our steel fleet

^is all the ships, including the Iceland, just off the
stocks, have been sold to the Russian Oovernment. The
sale of this large fleet means that the seal fishery will

be conducted during th(> coming season by tlie wooden
ships, eiirlit in miiiiiIkt. This is a very serious blow

to the trade, as it will deprive us of carriers and also

throw the captains, engineers, and crews out of em-

ployment. The vessels had an average equipment of

thirty men; so the outlook is very serious. What these

will do is beyond conjecture. Moreover, fully 2,500

men will be unable to secure berths for the seal fish-

ery, as the wooden ships will accommodate not

more than 1.200 men. The loss will be enormous. It

is said that the ships were sold at high prices, so the

shareholders will reap an abundant harvest.

Our mercantile marine is fast declining; few large

vessels are being i)urchased to replace the losses w-hieh

we have su.stained during the past decade. As an illus-

tration of our shortage, we had to charter 15 vessels

of the Lunenberg fleet to carry our fish to Ojjorto this

season. Anyone who views the situation must realize

that it is alarming. Ten years ago we had 1,400 ves-

sels engaged in the Labrador fisheries; and formerly

during the month of October, St. John's used to be a

"sea of masts."

There is very little shipbuilding going on, and we

are not building any large vessels, whereas in the 70's

of the last century, we turned out some splendid spec-

imens of marine architecture — vessels of 150 tons.

Our Government grants a bounty to builders, but it

evidently, not large enough to warrant the under-

taking of building large vessels. Practically all our

Banking fleet have come from the United States or

Nova Scotia.

Cod Oil

The demand for the cod oil is greater than the sup-

ply, and we have heard that the i)rice is now $160 jier

tun. Earlier in November it reached $140 in the

open market and fishermen sold at this i)rice and were

pleased with their sale. The United States demand is

large, esp(>cially in Ncm- York and New Jersey. En-

quiries are coming in daily regarding cod oil. Amer-

ican manufacturers are hard hit by the oil shortage,

as their regular source of supply, chiefly Norway, has

heen cut off. The high price for oil will compensate

our fishermen somewhat for the shortage in their

catch.

Lobsters.

We report the smallest catch of lobsters in the his-

tory of the industry in Newfoundland. The entire catch

is less than 6.000 cases. Last year the catch was 12,-

000 cases: and in 1913 it was 20,000 cases. The total

value of this season's catch is $72,000. A close season

is recommended by those who are interested in this

fishery ; and the chances are that we shall have leg-

islation to this effect during the present session of the

Assembly.
Boisterous Weather

This fall has been the stormiest within living mem-
ory. From the latter part of October till the closing

days of November we have been in the gri]) of the
storm king. Shii)ping suffered heavily and great da-
mage was done to wharves and waterside premises at

several i)oints to the northward. The fishermen who
reached towards the end of October were unable to

Inuidle their fish for a considerable tinu'. and then,
when they had settled up a continuance of stormy
weather kept them in port. Vessels from Nova Sco-
tian and American j)oint8 were out for weeks, and
grave fears were entertained for a while that they had
met disaster. They have all made port. Vessels that
left St. John's for points in Bouavista antl Green Bay
were caught in one of the furious gales and some of
them sustained considerabli' dainage.
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The "Swallow" and the "Rose" were missing for

a long while. The "Swallow" returning from Labra-

dor with a number of freighters, and the "Rose" was
coming from the Groais Islands. The crew of the lat-

ter were picked up off Cape Race by the Mary Duff
bound to Sydney from Carbonear. They were in an

exhausted condition when rescued, and lost almost all

that they were owners of. The vessel had a value of

fish and oil. none of which was insured. One of the

passengers who was coming to the city to purchase
his winter's supplies, in the excitement leaving the

doomed vessel, lost his wallet containing $700. The
loss to the skipper of the "Rose" is a severe one as

none of his cargo was insured. The "Swallow" was
storm swept for nearly two weeks, and the crew and
freighters were picked off by the Norwegian steamer
Hercules from the ITnited States to Norway, and were
landed at Stornoway, in the Hebrides. The "Swallow"
had been given up as lost. Some years ago a similar

incident occurred, when the crew of the Pioneer were
taken off and brought to RotttM-dam. So "there's al-

ways hope from the sea."

Notes

The S.S. Lavengro, taking 5.760 qtls of codfish and 45
tierces of salmon left Fogo on December 10th for Na-
ples.

The following vessels with cargoes of herring left

Bonne Bay on the same date for Gloucester : the John
Hays Hammond with 1,494 brls for Lemuel S. Spin-
ney; the Muriel Walters with 1,415 brls for Walters,
and the Vera Himmelman with 1,500 brls for A. L,
Trait. The Hammond, in addition to her herring car-

go took 8,000 lbs. of codfish.

ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND.
(Special Corr('si)<)n(lcnee.)

The Codfish Market Improves.

Early last month as result of strained diplomatic re-

lations between England and Greece an embargo was
enforced on codfish shipments from Newfoundland to

that country. Many shipments were at this time on
the way there, in fact most, aiul when the vessels reach-
ed Gibraltar, they were there detained for an in-

definite period.

The Proclamation read, forbidding "Any articles

that could be utilized for warlike purposes, or serve

to build up national stock of supplies" from entering
Greece.

The natural result of this prohibition was to make
the local demand for fish fall off perceptably, and a
slump in price seemed imminent.
The very latest news, however, received by Monroe

& Co., froin their agents in London informs them that

the Juianne, one of their vessels held at Gibraltar for

ten days, had been allowed to proceed to Greeee. Al-

though as yet no official confirmation has ben
received .stating that the embargo has been lifted this

message is taken as an almost positive proof of the

readjustment of normal conditions.

Report of Newfoundland (codfish) stocks held at

Oporto for the last two weeks' was received by the
Board of Trade yesterday.

Past week. Prev. week
Stocks (Nfld) 15,040 18,920
Consumption 3,585 4,230

Stocks (Norg.) 590 705
Consumption 175 470

Codfish Prices.

Best quality of Shore fish is very firm this week at

•$7.50 to )|i7.60; although shipments away have been
unusually large for the last two months, there are

large amounts still remaining in store in St. John's.

Labrador fish, much of which goes to supply the

Greek market, has being fluctuating as the relations

with Greece have become more or less strained.

Considerable lots of Labrador fish arrived in St.

John's during the last few days, most of which Avent

to parties who had previously contracted for the ship-

ments. Otherwise, the price asked for this fish was
.i>5.50, but the market was very Aveak and sales were
few.

Shippers of cod oil were recently notified that all

shipments to foreign markets, which applied particu-

larly to United States, should go to its consignee only
with the approval of the Government authorities at St.

John 's, as there was great reason to believe that quan-
tities of oil produced in Newfoundland, had entered
the enemy's country through neutral buyers. This
order, however, has had little or no effect so far on
the price of oil, and the price this week is firm at $145
with a good demand at this figure. Refined oil is

quoted at $1.30 per gallon.

The Herring Fishery.

The herring fishery to date is a failure at Bay of

Islands, where heretofore the bulk of the catch was
generally secured. In Bonne Bay, however, herring
has struck in, in abundance, and mostly all the schoon-
ers have proceeded there and from all accounts all are

doing exceptionally well.

In Green Bay also herring is very plentiful. The
fish secured being of an exceptionally large size. The
weather conditions during the past few days have im-

peded operations, but if fine weather soon prevails

the catch at this part of the coast will be exceptionally
large.

Last week there were twenty-five schooners loading
herring at Bonne Bay, and up to Saturday, December
11, sixteen schooners had loaded and proceeded to

Canada and the United States.

Competition amongst the buyers is keener than ever

before and prices paid per barrel range from $3 to

$3.50, which is the highest price paid in recent years.

For the first two weeks of December all the fishermen
averaged $100.00 per week, whilst the high liners for

the week earned .$180.

A significant and most hopeful departure from the

old methods of cure is also to be noted, and consider-

able quantities are being put up in "Scotch" pack.

The defect heretofore in all local attempts to give the

Scotch pack, lay in poor barrelling. This year Mr. W.
Finn has secured a large factory at Bay or Islands,

where the barrels are turned out. The material for

Stavesk is imported. Mr. Finn has a good staff of men
<'m])love(l and has. we understand, large orders to

fill.

The Winter Bank Fishery
The fisluTiiiaii on the south west part of the coast

are already making ready for the winter fishery in

the Gulf of St. liawrence, which will this year begin

soineAvhat earlier than usual. The very attractive

])ri('es that now prevail are stimulating tlie fishermen

engaged in this fishery to prosecute it !u>xt senson

more vigorously than ever before.

Schooner Building.

One of the best signs of tlic times perhaps in fish-

ing circles is the activity that is about to prevail the
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cnmiiig winter in biiildinp fishing schooners. On the

east coast of tlie Ishuiti in Bonavista, Trinity, and
Xotre Dame Bays, there will be, it is hoped, no less

than twenty-five new schooners built, while on the

south and western coasts there will be a total of

ten or fifteen more constructed ; to this number must
be added about twenty others which are to undergo
extensive repairs and refittiuf;.

The New Demand for Newfoundland Codfish.

Owiufj to the Eujrlish .sources of supply of fish, the

North Sea, being no lontrer productive to any extent

owinp to its beinu in the war zone. Newfoundland
uu>rchants were asked this fall to supply part of

shortage, and shipmonts already gone to England,

to date this fall have reached a grand total of 20,000

qtls.. compared to 7,520 qtls. for all last year. The
total shipments, therefore, to England this year is

larger by far than for a niuuber of years past. The
English demand for fresh fish is also considerable,

but the absence of cold storage renders this industry

impossible on our part.

Says the Trade Review in commenting on this sub-

ject : "This is a straw that shows plainly how the

wind blows. They will require more fish iu>xt year,

both in England and in Ireland especially, if the

war contiiuies. But the British demand is chiefly

for fresh fish : cod, herring and lobsters. We have

the fish but we can never hope to get into the nmrket
across the Atlantic with it, unless a system of cold

storage on a large scale is organized and placed with-

in reach of those who catch the fish."

During the last two weeks twenty schooners have
sailed with loads of fish from St. John's and other

|iorts around the coast to the Mediterranean and
Brazilian markets taking a total of approximately
60.000 ()tls. The largest single shipment of ir),000 qtls.

went by the Norwegian steamer Vika, from the New-
foundland Produce Co., St. John's.

Many local vessels are now engaged freighting

herring to Canadian and American ports. Capt. Wil-

liam Carroll in his schooner "Passport" has just left

with a load for the port of Boston.

Capt. John Lewis, the veteran fish killer, has also

taken a load in his motor schooner to America. Capt.

Lewis, the first Newfouiulland Banking shipper to

use a motor in a .schooner fishing on the Grand Banks
only finished fishing a short time ago, he was high

liner for the time fishing having taken something
over four thausaiul quintals.

The schooner Homance entered Bonne Bay yester-

day to load herring for the Gordon Pew Co. of Glous-

tcr. The Gorton Pew Co. are doing just now an im-

mense herring export trade.

Returns from one lobster fislier\ just completed
siiow the total pack for the season is fi.fiOO cases (each

case containing forty-eight 1-lb. tins). The lobsters

iiveraged to the packers -ifl^.OO per case, so that the

total industry was worth-t 7;{,000. It is thought that

I'ven fewer packers fliiin this \car will next year

prosecute this fishery.

Baitings for the BiniK mmhiji tiiat opiiis aliuut

the beginning of the New Year will be supplied from
(iloiu'cster, it will consist |)rincipally of frozen s(|uid.

Motor agents are now doing a thriving business

iMiiongst the fishermen around the coast and every

t slu'rman who can afford it is installing one in his

liont. There is quite a large field in Newfoundland
for dealers in these machines.

We understand that negotiations for the establiRh-

ment of a large fish nmnufacturing company in St.

John's have been comi)letely finalized and the com-
pany is about to start the constriu'tion of the plant
for the manufacture of the fishery products. The site

of the plant will be, it is thought, located at Hoyles-
town. a cove near the entrance of St. John's harbor.
The company is being financed by Anu-rican money.
Mr. E. St. John Ilowley belonging to this city but
for years associated with the parent plant at New
York is manager and is now in St. John's to super-
inli'iul the construction of the factories. The plant,
it is anticipated, will be ready for business next spring,
an<l its consumption of fishery j)roduct8 will be enor-
mous, which will nu'an. no doubt, increased value for
our i'ish.

YARMOUTH, N. S.

(Special Correspondence.)

There has been considerable activity in fishing cir-

cles during the i>ast few weeks. Whenever the wea-
ther has allowed the men were at it early and late, and
in consequence there has been considerable fish land-
ed and shipped. There has been considerable rivalry
in buying, too, owing to the fact that the Gateway
Fish Company has come under new control. This com-
pany, since its organization, has never been a factor
in the fresh fish business, it having devoted all its en-
ergies to the manufacturing end. For this reason they
have not been competitors in the buying of the schoon-
er fares; the boats which landed tlieir small fares ev-
ery day gave them the better fish for their purposes

—

fish which were as fresh as it was possible to get them,
and which made the better article when manufactured.
They still stick to this class of fish for their own use,
but they are now competing with the other fellows in
buying vessel fares, and shipping fresh to Boston. As
a consequence of this the Digby vessels have been
selling here almost exclusively, and they have been
getting topnotch prices. The rivalry for cargoes on
some occasions has been very keen, and litigation is

pending over one, a fare landed by the Loran B. Snow.
The Gateway Company claim that they had closed
the bargaining for this fare, and that it belonged to
them, but before it was discharged a better offer was
made, and they lost it. J. M. Walker, ex-manager of
the Bank of Nova Scotia, and associates, now control
the destinies of the Gateway, with Stephen D. Killam
as wharf manager, in place of Dalton Peters, who has
resigned and returned, with his family, to his old
home in Westport.

The past month has seen the last of the fresh mack-
eref shipments for this year—a few barrels only be-
ing sent. It has also seen the opening of the 1915-16
lobster sea.son, the fir.st shipment of these crustaceans
being made on the IHth, consisting of about 400 crates.
Here in western Nova Scotia the lobster fshery is the
great fishery. Hundreds of men and boats engage in
this industry, which gives employment to thousands.
If one could see in a pile the immense number of laths
recfuired to build the pots it would be a revelation.
Tens of thousands of i)ots strew the bottom all along
the coast, and these traps rigged ready for the water
cost the fishermen about a dollar each, when they make
them themselves, as ninety-nine out of a hundred do.
Then in the run of a season thousands of them are
lost; some get caught on the bottom, others are
washed ashore and smashed by the gales, and still

others, it must be admitted, are stolen, so it can easily
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be seen that the manufacture of the pots alone is an

industry of no mean proportions. The building of the

boats requires another small army of men; the bait,

too. which mostly comes from New Brunswick, gives

employment to a large number, to say nothing of the

cordage and twine used. The lobster must be a won-

derful creature, though, because, in spite of all the ef-

forts which are being made to exterminate him he bobs

up serenely every year in practicaly undiminished

numbers, although at the rate the industry is growing

there will soon be a fisherman for every lobster.

The Yarmouth Fish Company is the latest addition

to our local business houses. It has been but recently

organized, and the following are the provisional direc-

tors :

—

President, Captain Augustus Cann; Sec.-Treas.,

George R. Earl; L. C. Gardner, J. W. Grant, 6. Pres-

cott Baker.

The other shareholders in the company are : Landry

and Cameron, E. K. Spring, C. C. Richards, Arthur

O'Brien, A. P. Stoneman, H. S. Crowell and Walter D.

Sweeney.
There was launched a few weeks ago, from the ship-

yard of Joseph McGill, a power fishing schooner for

this company, the "Yafico" (the name being a com-

posite one, n'lade up of the first two letters in each of

the three words forming the name of the company).

She was built on the most up-to-date lines from plans

published in "Motor Boat"—lines which have been

adopted in many of the New England shipyards .twenty

six of the designs being turned out from one Maine

yard alone during the year. She is a power boat with

sails as auxiliary, being driven by a 40 horse-jiower

Bridgeport motor, which was installed by C. J. 'Han-

ley. She will be used for all branches of fishing—hali-

buttong. haddocking, mackereling or swordfishing.

The Yafico is a vessel 70 feet long, 16 feet wide, and 7

feet deep. She has speeially roomy accommodations

for the crew, the forecastle being very much larger

than in the majority of vessels of her size. Captain

Fred Murphy, of Pubnico, has been api)ointed skipper.

Another Yarmouth schooner, the Eddie J., owned by

Henry A. Amiro, is being rebuilt in McGill's shipyard

at Shelburne, and has been renamed the Edith Cavell.

She will be ready for the spring fishing.

The fleet of lobster smacks which make Yarmouth

a head(|uarters during the season, has been increased

by the Oleanglea—owned by O'Leary and Lee, who
own a lobster factory on Deep Cove Island.

Samuel C. Hood, Jr., the efficient local manager of

Neville's office, has enlisted, and is now in training in

Halifax. Mr. Neville himself has been, and is seri-

ously ill at the Grand Hotel here.

Following have been the exports for the month :

Live lobsters, crates 400

Fresh fish, cases fi*^8

Eels, boxes •'^4

Smelts, boxes 278

Finnan Haddies, boxes 313

Boneless fish, boxes 3,588

Scallops, half-barrels 96

Salt Herring, barrels 1,241

Fish clippings, barrels 3

Drv salt fish, drinns 8.5:18

Piekied Fish, cases 434

Salt mackerel, barrels 147

Fish waste, barrels 150

Hake sounds, barrels 58

Clams, barrels 15

ISHE RMAN
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THE PACIFIC FISHFRIES
(Special Correspondence.)

A CLOSE SEASON FOR HALIBUT?
A Very jrroat dful of ugitutiuii lias taken place as a

result of the heavy catciies of fish duriiifj the winter
months oflF the Alaska Hanks. It is an undisputed
faet that each and every fish taken off these jijrounds

is full of ripe spawn and i-ipe milt, and everyone en-

framed in the industry agrees that the i)erniancney

present hreeding irrounds be depleted it is feared that
halibut will be so scarce and the cost of production so
correspondingly high as to make this valuable food
product a lu.xury in the very near future. It is also
feared that unless the halibut receive some protection,
which they have never had, to date, that many hun-
dreds of well paid men will be forced out of employ-

of the halibut industry is being vitally endangered ment, to say nothing of large sums of money which
unless International Regulations are immediately put have been invested in shore equipment and plants be
into effect whereby a Closed Season is arranged for. It

is generally conceded that it would be futile for either

the Canadian Government or the I'nited States Gov-
iTurnent to pass regulations embracing a Closed Sea-
son for halibut fishing, as a very large per cent of all

halibut caught during the entire year is caught in

open waters or waters beyond the jurisdiction of any
one coinitry. Unless the Dominion and United States

Governments agree upon legislation which will prohibit

the landing of halibut during the Closed Season it

would result in ships of other nationalities fishing in

these open waters and having the advantage over
Canadian and United States fishing vessels.

The Fishing Vessels' Owners' Association of Seattle,

embracing all halibut fishing vessels independently
owned, have already petitioned the IT. S. Government
for a Closed Season on halibut. Your correspondent
has interviewed a great many fishermen and the Cap-
tains and other officers of many of the halibut fishing

vessels operating out of the ports of Ketchikan, Alaska,
Prince Rupert. Vancouver, and Seattle, and every per-

son interviewed agrees that all halibut taken during
the months of December, January and February repre-

si-nt halibut that arc either spawning or about to

spawn. They all agree that the death knell to the in-

dustry has been sounded unless a Closed Season is

made effective at a very early date. Another very bad
feature of the winter fishing that has a tendency to

endanger the permanency of the business is the fact

that enormous losses of gear occur on account of the

had weather encountered. The steamers or schooners
will, on a good fishing day, set out their whole .string

of gear, and if the weather turns suddenly bad, which
it very fre(|uently does, it prohibits the recovery of the
gear, with the result that vast ipiantities of fish are
killed, but not taken, and the grotnids badly fouled.

The fouling of grounds with gear or offal means that
fish will kiiji cli'iir of such irronnds for rtiiiny yi;irs

to come.
It is mil wi .>.Mi_\ .•.i/iriiliMJ that iialiliiil in I'iiciiir

waters have become scarcer each succeeding year, and
that the average size of the fish is getting smaller each
.\i'ar. Ill their anxi<>ty to procure halibut the vessels

have been going farther afield each year, until at the
present time they are fishing about as far to the
.North and West as it is possible to go. Should the

ing unable to pay expenses on account of insufficient
supply to keep them going.

VANCOUVER NOTES.
The refrigerator steamer Elihu Thomson reached

Vancouver the first W(!ek in December on her last trip
of 1915. She brought with her over 600.000 lbs. of
frozen halibut from the cold storage plant of the New
England Fish Company at Ketchikan. The frozen
halibut were delivered to the Vancouver branch of that
company to be held at Vancouver in cold storage pend-
ing shii)ping orders from Eastern cities. In the five
trips which the Elihu Thomson has made to Vancou-
ver for the New England Fish Company this year, she
has brought down over 3,000,000 lbs. of frozen halibut
and .salmon. The balance of the Ketchikan pack will
be brought to the rails by the steamers Northland and
Al-Ki.

Capt. G. H. Nicholson, and Mr. G. A. McNicholl, re-
presenting the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company
at Vancouver, and Prinee Rupert respectively, paid a
visit recently to Ketchikan, Alaska, to look "over the
possibilities of that port in connection M-ith the dis-
charging of halibut fishing vessels and trans-.shipment
of their cargoes to Prince Rupert for shipment East.
Messrs. Nicholson and McNicholl were tendered a
baiKiuet by the Ketchikan Board of Trade.

The New England Fish Company's fishing steamer
New England has been fitted with a steam gurdy,
and will operate as a Long Line fisherman during the
present winter.

Mr. II. C. Nunan, manager of Atlin Fi.sheries, Limit-
ed, of Prince Rupert, B.C., returned to the city after
an absence of several weeks.

I'he American halibut schooner Kinge and Winge,
ivaehed Prince Rupert on December 2nd, with 110,000
lbs. of fish. She was leaking badly on account of hav-
ing stranded while on her way South.

Jlr. P. L. Smithers, manager of the Booth Fisheries
Cold Storage Co., of Chicago, recently visited Seattle.

Washington.
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Over 40 of the independent halibut schooners of

the Seattle fleet have tied up at that port for the

usual annual overhauling and lay-up during the bad
weather. Only a small portion of the larger halibut

schooners are operating during the month of Decem-
ber, but it is expected that the entire fleet will be fish-

ing again the latter part of January.

The Halibut fishing steamer Manhattan ; of the

New England Fish Company's fleet, reached Van-

couver December 6, with 250,000 lbs. of halibut from

the Alaskan Banks, being the heaviest single catch

landed in British Columbia during the year 1915.

The Halibut fishing steamer New England, fishing

with the SS. Manhattan off the Alaskan Coast, brought

in a full cargo of 200,000 lbs., and landed same at the

Ketchikan plant of the New England Fish Company,
same to be frozen and for shipment later to Eastern

United States markets.

The three British trawlers belonging to The Cana-

dian Fish and Cold Storage Company, Limited, of

Prince Rupert, during the past month, operated very

successfully, the vessels making (|uick trips and deliv-

ering from* 120.000 to 140,000 lbs. of fish each trip.

The telegraphic rates between Canada and places

in Alaska has been reduced recently by the introduc-

tion of the lettergram rate. Formerly all messages

were handled by cable at a rate of 22c per word. The

rate now is approximately $1.65 for 50 words sent as

a night lettergram.

Mr. T. H. Johnson, manager of The Canadian Fish

and Cold Storage Co., Limited, of Prince Rupert, re-

turned to Prince Rupert via Vancouver, December

18, after an extended visit to California.

Many accidents to halibut vessels have occurred dur-

ing the months of November and December on account

of bad weather, stranding, etc. The most serious acci-

dents reported were to the Seattle schooners Kinge and

Winge, Tyee, and Constance, the latter vessel breaking

a crank shaft. The Seattle halibut schooner Idaho

made one of the longest voyages on record, bringing

in a fare of approximately 20,000 lbs., after being out

of port nearly two months' time, during which consid-

erable anxiety was felt over the possible loss of the

vessel.

PRINCE RUPERT NOTES.
(Special Correspondence.)

Stormy and unsettled weather slightly reduced the

average monthly receipts at the Port of Prince Rupert

in Novendjer, but notwithstanding a good showing was

made. December being tlie Xinas month has witness-

ed the departure of the major part of the Southern

fishing boats to the Soutli for the holidays. This it is

rumored will be the last time these boats will go to

the South for Xmaa, as they are said to be coming to

Prince Rupert early in the New Year using this port

as permanent headquarters. (Considerable movement
of families from the South is expected in consequence.

The general fisliing interests of the Port held sev-

eral meetings recently in eonneetion with various eon-

cessions that are being asked for from the Dominion

Government relating to the fishing interests of the

North. The two British Coliuiibia representatives of

the Fisheries Advisory Board at Ottawa visited i'rinee

Rupert, and the claims of the fishing interests, l)aeked

by the unanimous support of all classes were impress-

ed ii[>on these irentli'incn. iind they were iiKki'd to l)ring

the matters under discussion before the Advisory
Board at Ottawa at the meeting to be held in January.
The concessions govern various phases of the fish-

ing industry the most important being the license
system under which present fishery operations are con-
ducted, the herring industry, tlie catching of bait, the
removal of restrictions as to the instalment of new can-
nery plants, and the export of shell fish.

The question of the herring industry, was one which
Messrs. Cunningham and McTntyre, in their capacity
as Government Inspectors were enabled to deal with
on the spot and as a result of recommendations wired
to Ottawa, the license area was extended; making it

possible for the fishermen to follow the herring under
a single license, where previously they were allowed
to only take the herring in the area specified on the
license.
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" FARQUHAR & COMPANY
LIMITED a
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Dry and Pickled Fish,
Lobsters, Cod Oil, etc.

FARQUHAR'S WHARF
9 HALIFAX, Nova Scotia.
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Corrm»pandenee Solicited

o
o
o
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o
o
o
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o
o
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BROOKLYN
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MAX FINKELSTEIN
WHOLESALE PRODUCER OF SMOKED FISH

124 HAVEMEYER ST.

N. Y.
CISCOES: CHUBS:
TULIBEES; BLUE-
FINS; white STUR-
GEON; frozen as

well as salted round
HERRINGS. Red
and fat, Pacific Coast
mild cured SAL-
MON.

9 I pay market prices for all varieties of prime, fresh or

O frozen fish, suitable for smoking. Remittances upon safe

O and satisfactory arrival. Authentic reference. Communi-
5 cafe with me.

BUYS
000000000000000000000000000000000000aooooo OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO OOOOOO

W; Irring Atwood, Pre«t.

W. Elmer
Atwood,

Vice-Preit.

1. WwNLEUif ComnssioN Dealers and OisTRiBiaoRS of

Wachusex:
BRAND

Finnan Hadd

31 Boston Fish Pier

f««'''o'.E-'

*M>

N. D. Freeman, Treu.

Irving M.
Atwood,
Sec'y

and Mgr.

ALL
VARIETIES

OF TME
. SEASON

Boston, Mass.

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

g
THE GENUINE INDEPENDENT HOUSE S

I CHARLES LYONS CO., Inc. I
g WholeHule and Commission Dealers in Z

S Carp, Sturgeon, Caviar, and all Lake and River Fish B

g 26 PECK SLH* Tel. 1658 Beekman NEW YORK |
g No connection with any other house. (lorrespoiidence solicited H
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

i CHARLES NOBLE Jr. COMPANY |
g Wholesale Producers, Importers and Shippers of FRESH, CHILLED, SMOKED, SALTED LAKE AND OCEAN g

% FISH, OYSTERS AND CLAMS (puroy brand). DEEP SEA OYSTERS gn Phones: B«ll, Saneca 22S7-2258| Frontier 1247 (after E p.m. and Sundays); Ball, Crescent 2 or North 936; Frontier 62033; Frontier S
O 29331 (Oysters) X

48-50 LLOYD STREET 20-22-24-26 LAKE STREET 8
g Commercial Slip (Buffalo Harbor) BUFFALO, N.Y. g
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

GEOe Le CLAYTON
CONSULTING ENGINEER

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS FURNISHED FOR
ICF.MAKING, FISH FREEZING. AND

COLD .STORAGE PLANTS

VICTORIA and PRINCE RUPERT, B.C.

DORIES
John Etherington, SHELBURNE, N.S.
The lariiest and best equipped Dory plant in the

Maritime Prtjvinces. Stock of Bank Dories always
on hand.
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THE

CANADIAN FISHINGS

CO., LIMITED
Vancouver & Prince Rupert, Canada

British Steamers :

FLAMINGO
CELESTIAL EMPIRE

Canadian Auxiliary Schooners:

PESCAWHA CARLOTTA G. COX

O
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o
a
a
a
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a
a
a
a
a
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We are the Largest Canadian Producers g
and Shippers of Pacific Coast

Fresh and Frozen Fish S

o
2 CARLOAD SHIPMENTS MADE TO ALL PARTS OF 2
S THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA g

g s
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EMMA H.
AURORA

BOREALIS
ZORRA

Cold Storage and Ice Making
Plant at Vancouver, Canada

47 Years of Successful Fish Business

New England Fish Company
ORGANIZED 1868 INCORPOR/.TED 1902

HEAD OFFICE, BOSTON, MASS.
Western Headquarters, Vancouver, Canada
Seattle Branch, Pier 6, Foot University St.

American Steamers:

KINGFISHER
MANHATTAN
NEW ENGLAND

Subsidiary Companies:

THE CANADIAN FISH-
ING CO., LTD.

THE DOTY FISH COM-
PANY

NORTHWESTERN FISH-
ERIES CO.

ATLIN FISHERIES, LT."

American Auxiliary Schooners:

KNICKERBOCKER
BAY STATE
PROSPECTOR

Cold Storage Plants:

VANCOUVER, CANADA
KALAMA, WASH.
KECHIKAN, ALASKA
BOSTON, MASS.

Places of Business:

BOSTON, M\SS
GLOUCESTER, MASS.
KALAMA, WASH.
CHICAGO, ILL.
VANCOUVER, CANADA.

NEW YORK CITY, N.Y.
PORTLAND, MAINE.
--EATTLE, WASH.
KETCHIKAN, ALASKA.
PRINCE RUPERT, CANADA.

Producers and Shippers of

I
Halibut, Salmon & all Varieties of Fish |

a
n
o
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FRESH FROZEN - SALT
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aLAKE FISH! iJ. BOWMAN & CO.
WHITEFISH
DORE
JACKFISH
TULLIBEES
GOLDEYES
SUCKERS

^ We are established for handling
! orders in carload lots. Shipment

I right from the Lakes. 1[Wc
specialize in Lake Winnipeg fish,

the finest Lake fish in the world.
Pan-froMn and Wialar waatbtr froxeo fi»h handled

ESTABLISHED 1890

a
a
o
o
o
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a
o
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The W. J. Guest Fish Co. Limited g
WINNIPEG, MAN. g

Trout, Whitefish, Jumlio White,
Yellow Pike, Jacks, Fresh Herring,
Salted Herring, frontal cut or flats.

We are booking orders now for car
lots.

Frozen herring, 100 lbs. in sacks,
240 sacks to car for November and
December delivery.

Write us for prices.

HEAD OFFICE, PORT ARTHUR
TORONTO MONTREAL

26 Duncan St. 47 VViltiitm St.

oooaoaoooaoaoaooaoooaoooooooooooooooaaoaoo oooooooooooaoooooaooaooaaooooooooooaoooooo
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"RUPERT" BRAND I

THE CANADIAN FISH & COLD STORAGE CO. L TD. I

Wholesale Dealers, Packers and Shippers

OF

FRESH, FROZEN, SMOKED, SALT and CANNED FISH
No order too large None too small

CORRESPONOENCK INVITED

COLD STORAGE PRINCE RUPERT, B.C.
HRANCUKs

Vancouver, B. C.
Chlcnito. III. U.S.A.Capaclly--7000. tonii.

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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FISH & OYSTERS
ALL KINDS OF

Fresh, Froien, Smoked, Dried, Pickled

.' and Prepared FISH in Season .'

YSTERS A SPECIAL TY

COLD STORAGE ON THE PREMISES
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FISHING SUPPLIES
Nowhere outside of the City of Halifax can a better line of Fishing Supplies be found than we carry 5

in stock. Some of our Specialties are :

—

g

Trawl Kegs, Cotton Lines, Arthur James Fish Hooks, American Standard Nets, a
Plymouth Manilla Rope, Caller Herrin, Cutch, Miller's Extract Hemlock, Cape Ann g

Fishing Anchors, Fish Barrels, Bulk Salt, Bag Salt, Dories, etc., etc. g
OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT |

A. N. WHITMAN & SON, LIMITED
CANSO, NOVA SCOTIA

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 000000 oooooaoooooaooooooi
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

1 ESTABLISHED 1874

D. HATTON COMPANY, Montreal |

Largest Receivers and Distributors of all kinds of FISH in the S

Dominion §

Experts in the handling of BULK and SHELL OYSTERS

Ask for our Niobe Brand of Haddies, Kippers and Bloaters, and Sardines

in the purest of Olive Oil. Also our Ivory Brand of Pure Boneless g
Codfish in 2" blocks, 201b. boxes

|
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o

Everywhere in Canada

CURED AND PACKED
ONLY BY

LIMITED

YARMOUTH, N.S.

ask for

Grade ' A ' Boneout Finnan Haddies

Gateway Brand Boneless Fish

Gateway Brand Threaded Fish

Gateway Brand Pickled Cod

Mayflower Brand Threaded Fish

o
o
o

s
g

aGATEWAY" Brands of Fish f
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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TO THE FISH TRADE:- I

LET US DO YOUR PRINTING. |
PRICE LISTS; TRADE BULLETINS,
PAMPHLETS, BILL HEADS, LETTER HEADS,
ENVELOPES, CARDS, ETC.

o

Our staff is experienced in the technical work called
for in the Fishing Industry. 5

INDUSTRIAL & EDUCATIONAL PRESS, LTD.
g

8 45 ST. ALEXANDER ST., MONTREAL, Que. 5
8 (PIJBI-ISHKRS OF THE CANADIAN F HKRMAN) g
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED

Producers and

Packers
of

Atlantic Sea

Foods

Vessel Owners Cold Storage Plants

SPECIALTIES
Fresh, Frozen, Salted,

Pickled, Dried and Canned
Fish for Home and Export

Main Office - - - MONTREAL, Canada
Branches

DIGBY, N.S. CANSO, N.S.

Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED
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ONTARIO
Department of Game and

Fisheries
The attention of the fishermen is invited to the

following provisions of the Doniinton Special Fish-
ery Regulations for the Province of Ontario and of
the Ontario (iame and Fisheries Act.

Fishing by means other than angling or trolling
except under the authority of a lease, license or
permit issued by this Department is prohibited.

Non-residents, that is persons domiciled in the
Province for a period of less than six months, ar«
not allowed to angle or troll without an angler's
permit.

No one shall fish for or take large mouthed or
small mouthed black bass, maskinonge. speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts,
otherwise than by angling.

No one shall fish for large mouthed or small
mouthed black bass, maskinonge, salmon, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts
through the ice.

The sale or export of small or large mouthed
black bass, of maskinonge and of speckled trout,
brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts is pro-
hibited.

The sale or export of pickerel (dore) less than
fifteen inches in length, measuring from the point of

the nose to the centre of the posterior margin of the
tail, is prohibited.

The taking of whitefish or salmon trout less than
two pounds in weight is prohibited.

The use of trap nets is prohibited.

Fishing with gill nets in Lake Erie, from De-
cember 15th to March 15th, both days inclusive, ii

prohibited.

No one shall set or place nets other than hoop
nets, dip or roll nets, in any river or creek or with-
in five hundred yards of the entrance thereto. This
prohibition shall not apply to carp fishing.

CLOSE SEASONS (Commercial Fish.)

Pickerel.—In water other than the Great Lakes,
Georgian Bay. North Channel and connecting
waters—April 15th to June 15th.

Whitefish and Salmon Trout.—In waters where
coniniercial fishing with gill nets is not permitted
—October 5th to November 5th, both days in-

clusive.

In the Bay of Quinte—November 1st to No-
vember 30th, both days inclusive.

In waters other than the Bay of Quinte, Great
Lakes. Georgian Bay. North Channel and connect-
ing waters, where commercial fishing with gill nets
is permitted—October 5th to November 30th,

both days inclusive.

LIMIT OF CATCH (Commercial Fish.)

(By Angling or Trolling.)

Pickerel.—Twelve per day.

Salmon Trout.—Big and Little Rldeau Lakes,
three per day. Other waters except Great Lakes.
C*e(iiglan Bay, North Channel and connecting
waters, five per day.

A. SHERIFF,
Deputy Minister of Game and Fisheries.

Department of Game and Fisheries.

Toronto, Feb. Ist.. 1916.

Exceptional

Angling

Opportunities

are offered by tlie Provinee of Quebec, which

is tiie only one that lea.sos exclusive huiitinjr

and fishiiifj territories over large area.s of

forest, lakes and rivers, both to Clubs and i)ri-

vate individuals, with the privilejfe of erect

in» camps thereon.

.Membership may be obtained, if disind,

in many existiiifj elubs, with camp privilej,'es

already provided, and often with the right of

erecting private summer homes oh suitalilr

sites on the club territory.

On all nnleased Crown Lands and Waters,

angling and lumting are absolutely free to re.si

dents of the Provinee, and the onl.v eharge tc

non-residents is the eost of the non-residei

fishing Of hnnfing license.

To the Wholesale Fish Trade

The attention of dealers who ii'ceivc tiicir

fresh fish from Portland and other foreign

sotirces is directed to the exceptional oppor-

tunities of obtaining their supply from tJn

Bale des Ciialenrs and the North Shore of llic

St. Lawrence, to their own advantage anil that

of their customers, and to the benefit of tin

fishermen of the I'rovince of Quebec.

For (ill hifornialion apphi to—

The Minister

of Colonization, Mines and

Fisheries

Of the Province of Quebec
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Department of The Naval Service

FISHERIES:

In addition to the full statistics of the Pisheries which are published yearly in the Annual
Report, the Department issues monthly bulletins containing statistics of the sea fisheries and
general information in regard thereto. Copies of these will be sent free to any applicant.

The value of the Fisheries of Canada is now about $34,000,000.00 annually.

The demand in the home markets for fresh and mildly cured fish, is expanding very
rapidly. The Department pays one-third of the express charges on less than car-load lots on all

shipments of such fish from the Atlantic Coast to points as far west as the eastern boundary of

Manitoba, and from the Pacific Coast, as far east as this boundary.

Close Seasons for Fish in Force on May 1st, 1915

Ki.id of Fish:
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Montreal members of the Association who have formed

themselves^to an Entertainment Committee for this

purpose. In a Convention of this nature, business ri-

valries are forgotten and one and all fraternize on the

common basis of being "in the Trade" and the small

dealer is jiist as welcome and is entitled to all the priv-

ileges of his wealthier brother.

THE ASSOCIATION EXTENDS AN INVITATION

TO Al.L THOSE INTERESTED IN THE PISHING

INDUSTRY OF CANADA WHETHER THEY ARE
MEMBERS OR NOT. If you are engaged in either

catching or distributing fish you are welcome. The

fishermen is at liberty to attend the meetings and the

banquet on the same plane as the large dealer. The

Association is in existence for the mutual benefit of

all and a most important feature of the meeting will be

the discussion of Avays and means for the formation of

local branches of the Association at various points in

order that the fishermen and small dealer may become

members of the organization and enjoy its privileges.

Keniember the date! January 31st, at the Windsor

Hotel, Montreal. On arrival register your name with

the Secretary of the Association at the Hotel, when

all particulars and information will be furnished you.

Do not fail to attend, and make this Convention the

best and most successful ever held in this or any other

industry.

THE CANADIAN FISHERIES ASSOCIATION AND
TRANSPORTATION QUESTIONS

At an Executive Committee meeting of the C. F. A.

held in Montreal in January 3rd, a communication to

interested parties in the fish trade from the allied Ex-

prehs ('ompanies was submitted to the Association for

consideration and protest. The notice was to the

effect that in the future the Express Companies would

discontinue the cartage service on carloads of fish

from the Pacific Coast lat destination points. In other

words it meant that the consignees would have to

bear the cost of carting the fish from the car to ware-

house, storage or customer—an expense which the

product would not support without injury to the busi-

ness. The margin of profit is small enough alretidy

and with the expense of cartage added it would mean

that the extra charge would have to be borne by tho

consumer. The trade in Pacific halibut will not per-

mit of a rise in the price of the fish and the natural

outcome would be a falling off in the business owing

to the consumer refusing to pay. The transportation

companies would also suffer in loss of revenue from

consequent decreased shipments.

A motion was passed :
—'

' That the subject matter of

the communication from the Exjiress Companies to the

Fish Trade with reference to tielivcries of fish arriv-

ing in ear load lots under special fish tariff rates be

referred to the Trnnsiwrtation Committee of the Ass-

ociation with full power to take such action as may be

neeesHary in connection therewith."

The case was then handed over to Mr. A. H. Brit-

tain, Chairman of the Transportation Committee, and

the Secretary was instructed to act with him. On
January 13th, the Transportation Committee met in

Montreal, and the minutes of the meeting are as fol-

lows :

—

The Chairman (Mr. A. H. Brittain) read a copy of a

letter which the Association wrote to the Secretary of

the Board of Railway Commissioners asking them to

su.spend the proposed action of the Express Compa-

nies in refusing to perform delivery service on carloads

of fish emanating from Pacific Coast points. A copy

of the same letter was sent to the Express Traffic Ass-

ociation.

The Chairman reported that the Board has grant-

ed the plea of the Canadian Fisheries Association and

had suspended the new tariff pending a hearing by
the Board of the interested parties. He stated that as

soon as the Railway Commissioners notified those in-

terested of the date of the hearing, the Canadian Fish-

eries Association would appear before the Commission
setting forth reasons why the cartage on carloads of

fish from the Pacific Coast should be continued as

heretofore, ('opies of communications from the Ex-

press Traffic Association to the Railway Commission
setting forth their reasons why this cartage service

should be discontinued were read to the meeting, as

well as communications from Mr. W. H. Barker, Pres-

ident of the B. C. Packers' Association, Vancouver, and
Mr. W. Douglas, Guest Fish Company, Winnipeg —
both members of the Transportation Committee — giv-

ing arguments against the Express Companies' move.
All the correspondence was placed on file.

The Chairman recommended that fish firms interest-

ed should IMMEDIATELY SUBMIT THEIR REA-
SONS AGAINST THE DISCONTINUANCE OF THE
CARTAGE SERVICE TO THE TRANSPORTATION
COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN FISHERIES
ASSOC'IATION. The Chairman promised the meet-
ing that he would personally attend the hearing of the
Railway Commission on this matter.

The fish firms interested in this matter shoidd write
at once to the Secretary-Treasurer, Canadian Fisher-
ies A.ssociation, 600 Read Building. Montreal, P.Q.

THE SCIENTIST AND THE FISHERMAN.
We jjubiish a valuable article in this issue from the

pen of Dr. Prince, Dominion Commissioner of Fisher-
ies, upon experiments conducted in the smoking and
curing of haddocks. Scientific work of this nature is

most commendable, and every fisherman interested in

smoking fish for market should .study the results of
the experiments. Of course, practical fishermen and
fish smokers are very conservative, and imagine that
no Professor of Science or Biological Student can
teach them anything relating to their own busine.ss,

but that is where they make a grave mistake.

This point of view does more to hinder progress
and the adoption of up-to-date methods than anything
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else—especially so in Canada. The same spirit ani-

mated the fishermen of other countries at one time,

but when it was proved to them that scientific fish-

ing and the handling, curing tind smoking of fish in

the manner recommended by clever men who made a

study of the subject, paid them better, then they eager-

ly fell in line and worked hand in hand with the

scientists. The fishermen of Norway, Sweden, Den-

mark, and Holland pay strict attention to the scien-

tific aspects of their calling, and as a result produce

the finest rjualities of cured fish in the world.

Recause a man cannot bait, set and haul four tubs

of trawl in a heaving dory or husk a gang of gill-nets

like an able-bodied fisherman, is no reason why he

should not he able to teach the same fisherman how

to catch and handle fish properly. Lord Kelvin, the

eminent scientist, was never a sailor, yet he wrote

books on navigation and improved the mariner's com-

pass, lie was able to navigate a ship around the

world a great deal better than any master mariner of

the present day, yet his seafaring experience was lim-

ited to a voyage or two.

If our fishermen intend to make the most of their

profession they must keep pace with the times and

follow the advice of the scientists who devote their

knowletlge to a study of fish life and fish preparation.

The experiments and data prepared by such men as Dr.

Hjort, Dr. Prince, Dr. Stafford, Prof. Thomson, Mr.

.1. .]. ("owicand others in the service of the Canadian

Government are not merely investigations conducted

for their own amusement aud information. THEY
ARE WOHKINT, FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE CAN-
ADIAN FISHERMEN, and any intelligent fisherman

can obtain the results of their experiments and in-

vestigations by writing the Marine and Fisheries De-

partment at Ottawa.

The sooner our fishermen realize this, the better for

them and the fisheries of Canada. It will pay a fish-

erman to procure the pamphlets issued periodically

by the Biological Department and the Marine and
Fisheries Department and read them. He will find a

lot of valuable information in them which he can use

to advantage. The small {)ackcr of herring and mack-
erel will learn enough valuable information in a study

of the Pickled Fish Inspection Act to enable him to

put uj) a better article and at the same time double his

profit.

One of the smartest fishermen in Newfoundland,

Captain John Lewis, is a close student of scientific

fishing. He was the first in the island to instal a crude

oil engine in his schooner "Metamora, " and in his

fishing work he uses a thermometer and takes the

temperature of the water in order to locate favour-

able spots for fishing. At first he was laughed at by
the barnacle-backs who fished in their grandfather's

way, but when he kept bringing in "high line" trips

every voyage, they opined there was something in it

after all.

We also recommend our readers to stu^ Mr. Colin

McKay's article in this issue on the use of the ther-

mometer in locating fishing grounds. Mr. McKay,

in addition to being an accomplished journalist, is a

thorough seanuin and navigator, born and educated

in Shelburne, N.S. He is at present acting as an offi-

cer upon one of the Admiralty transports over in Eng-

land. Another valuable article published in this num-

ber is that on herring fishing by drift nets by Mr. J. J.

Cowic. Mr. Cowie is thoroughly familiar with his

subject, and in addition to having personally fished

for herring in the method described, is an expert on

the curing and pickling of fish. Dr. Prince, whose ar-

ticle on experiments in the smoking of haddocks is

published herewith, is one of the highest scientific au-

thorities on fishery subjects in the world. He has in-

vestigated the fisheries all over Canada and conduct-

ed experiments upon them, and has also worked upon

the fisheries of New Zealand and Australia. Articles

from the pens of such men are worth reading and re-

membering, and we are glad to be able to give them
to our readers.

F[BiiyiRY im
A National
Fish Day for

Canada.

IMPROVEMENTS IN FISHING VESSELS.
We all acknowledge that the modern type of off-

shore fishing vessel employed in the Bank fisheries of

the Atlantic is an able craft. As a sailing vessel, there

is nothing afloat that can beat the semi-knockabout

model for going to windward and general seaworthi-

ness in a breeze. Jam them down on a lee shore in a

winter howler; put the sail to them and they will haul

off even though they clean the decks dear of dories

and kids. Lying to in the biggest sea and wind that

ever swept the Western Ocean, they will ride it out

like a gull with his heH<l under his wing. Under fore-

sail and jumbo, foresail alone, and even bare poles,

with the wheel down and lashed, they'll take any-
thing that comes along butt-end first or otherwise,

and the cook will be frying his doughnuts down for'ard

and the gang can be in the cabin aft listening to the
phonograph while the wind is tearing the sea up by
the roots in a ninety-miler and thr Devil himself is

abroad looking for sailor's souls.

But in spite of all those good ([ualities, the Banking
schooner engaged in fresh fishing out of our ports, is
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out of date. She is slow, ill-fitted for handling fish

properly, and unsanitary for the crew. Modern re-

quirements call for an absolutely new design.

In the fii-st place she should be an auxiliary equip-

ped with a powerful enough engine to drive her at

from 7 to 10 knots in smooth water or at least 5 to 6

knots against wind and tide. The general lines of the

McManus model could be retained with a little more

fullness, since she will not depend upon sail alone. The

bowsprit should be discarded and the plain knock-

about or straight stem used. The rig could be without

topmasts and light sails. The sail plan could be de-

signed to carry just one large jib with a reef or bonnet

in it; a larger foresail with two or three reefs, and a

smaller mainsail. It should be possible to do away

with the mainsail and boom and use a triangular sail

on the mainmast similar to a riding sail. The long

boom is in the way, and while fishing, the trysail main-

sail could be triced up. On the mainmast, two short

derrick booms covild be rigged strong enough to hoist

dories aboard and nest them on the quarter similar to

the manner in vogue on the Pacific.

In the dories, the fish should be hove into a strong

net placed on the dory bottom amidships. "When com-

ing alongside the vessel to discharge, the four crin-

gles at each corner of the net could be hooked into the

fall of one of the derricks on the mainmast and by

means of an auxiliary gasolene or oil engine located

in a small house on deck, the whole could be hoisted

aboard, thus doing away with forking.

A compressed air pump worked oif the engine could

be arranged for working a hose to be used in dress-

ing and cleaning the fish. The dressing down gang

could use two or three of these hoses, with scraping

knives lashed over the nozzles, in cleaning the gutted

fish. The hose does away with the water tubs and

the draw buckets.

An ice crusher, worked off the small engine located

on deck, would save time and labour, and it does not

take much room. Of course, if crushed ice were car-

ried, as they do in the Pacific fisheries, the ice crush-

er would not be needed.

For hoisting sails, anchors, warping the vessel, hoist-

ing dories and fish, loading stores and ice, the small

engine on deck will be found invaluable. An engine of

say, 8 to 10 h.p. would do this work admirably. When
it came to a hard drag, all hands could tail on and help.

Nets should be used for discharging the fish at the

dock and much forking, which is bad for the fish,

done away with.

The commander of the U. S. Hospital ship recom-

mended that a bath-room and water-closet be install-

ed on all deep-sea fishing craft. His recommenda-
tion was the subject of much humour at the time, but
in spite of that, he struck the nail on the head. There
is absolutely no reason in the world why a W.C. and
a shower closet could not be installed, sny in the after

or fore-hold, on a fishing vessel. The fishermen would

use the shower bath just as frequently as persons

ashore would. They are a clean living and as respect-

al)l(' a crowd of men as one would wish to find any-

where—especially so in Canada, where "home town"

gangs sail so much together. Modesty forbids us de-

scribing the W.C. in vogue at the present time, on

deep-sea fishing craft, but there is no reason on earth

why a proper one cannot bo fitted. At present, crews

on fishing schooners live in a semi-barbaric manner,

totally different to the clean respectable homes they

come from.

Briefly we recommend a straight or knockabout

stemmed craft of about 100 to 120 tons, equipped with

a powerful engine capable of developing from 5 to 10

knots in all sorts of weather. Sail plan consists of 6ne

jib, foresail and main-trysail—no topmasts. An 6 to 10

h.p. auxiliary hoisting engine located on deck; dories

nested on the quarter instead of amidships and two
derricks, starboard and port, to do the hoisting work.

Hoses worked from compressed air developed by the

main-engine—same air could operate fog horn and
whistle. Electric or acetylene light should be install-

ed and would be invaluable for night fishing. Nets to

be used in handling fish; crushed ice for packing
tliem procured from an ice crushing machine, and
proper lavatory accommodation for the erew. Such
a vessel would make quick trips and make things

easier for the erew. Now then, boys, who'll ship?

WHAT'S IN A NAME? THE "PORTLAND"
HADDIE.

In our last issue we took exception to the designa-

tion of our Fisheries Administration as "Naval Ser-

vice Department." In this issue we have another kick

to register regarding nomenclatures, and the kick is

to be planted upon the retail fish trade.

Years ago, before our Atlantic fish producers woke
u[), and the Canadian Government Express subsidy

came into effect, inland fish retailers imported their

fresh and smoked fish from Portland, Maine. Had-
dock, fresh and smoked, were sold in Canada under
the name "Portland Iladdies," or "Portland Finnan
Iladdies," and the name became a sort of guarantee

of good quality. That was back in the days when the

Maritime Pi'ovince producer didn't cater to the inland

Canadian markets.

However, the "Downeasters" of our own Domin-
ion eventually woke u|) ;in(l with railroad and govern-

iiicutnl assistaiu'c made a bid for. and cut into the in-

land market supjily trade—so much so, that in a few
years the f'isli imports from Portland dwindled to

practically notliing. Fresh and Fiiuuiu Iladdies from

Digby, Canso, Halifax, Lockoport, St. John and Chat-

ham completely ousted the Portland fish from the

Canadian market. During 1014-15 but 400 pounds of

smoked haddock were imported into Canada, and but

295,550 pounds of fresh cod, haddock, liake and pol-
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lock—hroujjht in to fulfill tlif ilfiMiiiul when fish was

scarce at our ovvu ports.

Ill spite of this, a number of Canadian retailers,

grocers, restaurants and hotels fciiture "Portland Had-

dies" and "INutland Finnan lladdies" regularly,

when the fish they are selling never canie from Port-

land. Durinjr lOH-f) only 400 pounds of Finnan llad-

dies came into Canada from foreign sources, yet the

announcement is made in the places mentioned that

the Finnan Iladdie they supply is from Portland!

It is about time this name was dropped. In the first

place it is not true, and in the second place the Port-

land haddie is not superior to our Canadian product.

The Maritime Province smoked haddock has won a

name for it.self that will stand on its own merits as

the yearly consumption will show. Why in the name

of common sense .should dealers persist in advertising

the.se so-called Portland fish when the name "Nova

Scotia Haddock or "New Brunswick Haddock" is

the more truthful, and just as good a guarantee of

i|uality?

Digby, Nova Scotia, has been sending Finnan llad-

dies to Portland for consumption in that city for some

time past, and a recent paragraph in the "Fishing

Gazette" reads as follows:

—

Nova Scotia has turned the tables on the Maine
trade in finnan baddies, and Digby firms are re-

ported as handling nearly all the trade in that

line which formerly was done by Portland. Only
a few years ago the latter city handled practically

the entire output of the finnan haddie trade. The
shipments are going to many other American
centres, even as far as the Middle West. In one

day la.st week fish shipments from Digby amount-
ed to 22,140 pounds, of wliich 19,110 were finnan
baddies.

We have said enough on this matter. The day of the

Portland fish is past, and the dealer who advertises

same is practising a deception and discrimination

against a home product.

WANTED! A GOOD NOSE!
The above is not the caption of an advertisement

for a war victim or one who has had the misfortune

to lose his proboscis through accident or otherwise,

but it is a ([imlification which is absolutely essential

in the gentlemen who act as Pure Food Inspectors.

Some time ago one of our large wholesalers had a

barrel of mackerel condemned by one of these offi-

cials, and knowing that the fish were absolutely fresh,

the wholesaler went to the trouble of personally ex-

amining the goods. He found them untainted in any

way, and took the matter up with the Department

who employed the Inspector. The latter, in his de-

fence against convincing evidence, stated "that he

had a cold and couldn 't smell very well, but he thought

the fish were bad!" The goods were released and

sold at the best market price.

The fish trade suffers a great deal through olfac-

tory deficiencies in both inspectors and customers.

Fresh fish are not high scented, but the boxes and

barrels in which they are contained often are It

cannot be helped. The slime and water from the ice

packing permeates the packages and exposure to the

air causes the familiar fishy odor to arise. But it

should be remembered that in nine cases out of ten it

is the package that smells—not the fish itself, and

many persons are prone to condemn the contents bvi

cause of the scent of the box, barrel and even the gen-

eral surroundings.

Food Inspectors should be examiacd regularly in

fi.ei- tense of smell. The fish trade la.'e i
.

.• i p'Jt

to a great deal of trouble and expense through the

bick of olfactory discrimination in the men who ex-

amine foodstuffs. If their sense of smell is poorly de-

veloped, they have no right to hold their positions.

Everything that is highly scented is not neeessarfly

unfit for food. Onions, garlic, Limburger, Gorgon-

zola. Oka and other cheese are odoriferous, and are

not condemned on smell. The Englishman prefers his

pj.!-rridge and pheasant when it is "gamey," aud the

Chuiaiiian relishes his eggs when they '^annot be ap-

proached by a pei'son with Occidental tastes. If fish

i)- lo be condemned as unfit for food, the te.st should

bo 'aade bacteriologically or by a person whose sense,

of smell is acute.

AMERICAN CANNED GOODS IN—CANADIAN
PRODUCTS OUT!

The Montreal Star publishes the following cable des-

patch on January 14th

:

The steps the Canadian Government has taken for a

larger proportion of C'anadian food supplies will be

warmly welcomed by Canadians at the front.

A private in tb(> .'ith Battalion, writing from the

trenches, says:

"Everything is fairly quiet along our lines. It

seems queer that at all our battalion canteens we can

only buy Yankee caruied tomatoes, salmon, peaches

and all the other various fruits and vegetables that

Canada excels in. It riles all of us out here a great

deal."

We imagine it will rile the Canadian canners a great

deal more. British Columbia sent a free gift of 23,000

cases of canned salmon to the Imperial Government;

prominent B. C. fish men contributed machine guns,

and have supported the Red Cross and Patriotic

Poinds generously, a!id the Province has sent many
regiments of the best fighting men that ever came out

of the West to fight the Empire's battles. In return,

B. C. salmon has been passed up by the Imperial Gov-

ernment in favour of Alaska salmon packed by San
Francisco firms. We have a right to howl at such

base ingratitude

!
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PISCATORIAL PARAGRAPHS.

The Germans are economizing these days by mixing

chopped beef with dried codfish. It is said that they

treat the codfish in such a manner that it loses its

fish}' taste. It seems to us that by taking the fishy

taste out of the codfish they are eliminating the fish al-

together and they might as well use wood pulp. Well,

well, the British Navy will be the indirect means of

teaching us uunuTous ways in which fish can be used

by Teuton inventiveness.

teen fish days during that period. At present, busi-

ness is brisk, though supplies are scarce in certain

lines.

It is repoi'ted that the British Naval Patrol round-

ed up a fleet of sixty-seven German trawlers in the

North Sea and brought them in. Some months ago,

a British patrol pounced upon two or three adven-

turous German fishing craft on the Dogger Bank, and

after searching them allowed them to go with their

catch. A while later, several others were caught and
searched and allowed to go on. No doubt this mag-
nanimous treatment impressed the Hun, with the re-

sult that he told his friends back in port that the

crazy "Englisch" were not troubling fishermen. The
Hun fishing fleet came out in full force with a vision of

high prices urging them, and when they least expect-

ed it, the whole craft were gathered in. We can see the

smile on the faces of the Grimsby fishermen, who suf-

fered so much at the hands of German submarines,

wlirii this fleet came in.

Our worthy American contemporary the "Fishing

Gazette" thinks that we do not commend the enter-

prise of the American canners who cut in and sup-

plied Alaskan salmon to the British Army. In that

they are mistaken, for last October we said: "We do

not deplore the business acumen of the American
packer who managed to unload this stuff on to the

British Govc7'nment for soldier's rations. It was a

mighty good stroke of business for him, but an un-

|)atriotic piece of work on the part of the Imperial

Government Department entrusted with the purchase
of supplies for the troops when one considers what tthe

Miitish Columbia fish men and the Province have con-

tributed in the shape of .salmon, guns, and men." The
above was written when a soldier correspondent—

a

former fisli man—drew our attention to the "Alaska
Red" which was being supplied to the troops in Eng-
land. This was packed by an American concern in

Bristol Bay, iiml in our correspondent's opinion, it

looked iiu)re like Hmii|)I)nck or Dog Salmon than the

"Fancy Alaska Red Salmon" the can was labelled to

contain. Don't worry, brother, we know that the Am-
erican fish men are alive and on to their jobs, and we
give them all due credit for beijig smart and pro-

ffressive.

Mr. S. Y. Wilson, of Halifax; Mr. H. B. Short, of

Digby; Mr. W. F. Leonard, of St. John, N.B.; Mr.

Emile Lapointc, of Ottawa, and Major Hugh A. Green,

of Saskatoon, were in Montreal recently.

The CANADIAN FISHERMAN acknowledges re-

ceipt of handsome cal(?ndars from the following firms

:

Londoji and Petrolia Barrel Company, Ltd., who
manufacture hardwood barrels for tbe fish trade;

Messrs. D. Hatton Company, Montreal, Messrs. Leon-

ard Bros., Montreal, Messrs. Connors Bros., Black's

Harbour, X.B.—all well known Canadian fish produc-

ers and distributors.

Mr. A. Handfield Whitman, of Halifax, in a recent

article in the Halifax Chronicle, states: "Thai the

fishing industry of the Atlantic Coast of Canada was
never in a more prosperous condition. There has been

a good deuiand throughout the year for all grades of

fish stuffs; good prices have been paid the fishermen

and the merchants have made a fair margin of profit."

The same might be applied in general to all the fish-

eries of Canada—the lobster pack, which was likely to

feel the War most, coming out very satisfactorily.

Prospects in all lines for 1916 were never better.

Apropos of the U. S. Report on the Otter Trawl
Fishery published some time ago, the Gloucester Times
summarizes a reference to the same which appears in

the latest Commissioner of Fisheries' Report.

The findings of the committee as to the effect

of otter trawling are necessarily inconclusive be-

cause of the short time that has elapsed since the

establishment of the fishery and because of the

small number of vessels engaged. The vital con-

sideration being the safeguarding of the food-

fish supply of coming generations rather than
the immediate and demonstrable effects on that

supply of particular kinds of apparatus or me-
thods, the committee believe that the otter-trawl

fisheiy should be kept under careful observation

and should be so regulated as to obviate in Amer-
ican waters the conditions that have arisen in

the North Sea from iiu excessive use of otter

trnwls.

Ijcnt begins on Ash Wednesday, March 8th. and
ends on Kaster Sunday. A|>ril 23rd. There are six-

NOVA SCOTIA BRANCH CANADIAN FISHERIES
ASSOCIATION MEETING.

The Annual Meeting of the Nova Scotia Branch
Canadian Fisheries' A.ssociation takes place at Lunen-
burg, Wednesday, Jan. 26. 1916. All those interested

in the fishing indu-stry of the Province are invited to

attend.
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Finding Fish by Water

Temperature
By qOLIN McKAY.

Among British and Norwegian fishermen consider-

able importance is attached to the employment of

deep-sea tliermometers as a means of determining the

presence of fish. Observation and experience have
demonstrated that the movements of fish are deter-

mined to some extent by the temperature of the water
at the depths where they usually live. Students of

oceanography are rather inclined to dissent from the

idea that the temperature of the water directly influ-

ences the movements of eod or herring; but they re-

iccognize that tlie temperature at certain depths has

a direct influence upon the lower organisms, which
nourish these fish. When and where the temperature
is favorable to the growth of plankton, for instance,

cod are usually found in abundance; and this tem-
perature depends on the movement of ocean currents.

It is well known that cod and capelin disappear from
a large part of the Banks of Newfoundland in the
month of September. Usually in this month the cur-

rent of the Gulf Stream undergoes a change of direc-

tion; and it is reasonable to conclude that the eod are
obliged to seek regions where the temperature is bet-

ter adapted to the growth of their particular kind of
nourishment.

Probably a majority of Canadian fishei-men carry
on the (|uest for cod by hazard, as it were ; at any rate,

they don't make much use of deep sea thermometers.
They fish in places where in previous years they have
found cod abundant at certain seasons. No doubt the
movements of ocean currents, which mainly determine
sul)niarine temperatures follow broad seasonal laws;
that there are often variations from normal condi-
tions, and these, so far as they affect the temperature
of the water, it is of importance to know. While there
is a good deal to be learnt about the influence of
\vater temperatures on the movements and habits of
fish, observations of students of oceanography and
the practical experience of European fishermen have
shown that the fishermen, by employing a submarine
thermometer may at any rate avoid a considerable
waste of energy and loss of time.

Tile French fishermen who go to Iceland and the
Banks of Newfoundland have found that cod appear
to prefer to live in depths where the temperature is

from 6 to 8 degrees Centigrade, or from 43 to 48 de-
grees Fahrenheit. Numerous observations made around
the Lofoten Islands show tiiat cod is always abundant
in depths of from 25 to '>0 fathoms, when the tempera-
ture is from 4 to 6 degrees Centigrade, or from 39 to
43 degrees Fahrenheit. It is claimed that around
these Islands "winter cod" always keep to depths, or
strata of water, where the temperature is 4 degrees
{'entigrade, or 39 degrees Fahrenheit, and that by em-
ploying a thermometer their i)o.sition can be determin-
ed immediately. Oceanographers state that the water
on the bottom in these regions, coming from the Arc-

tic, is in winter of a temperature of 1 or 2 degrees Cen-
tigrade. That is near freezing point ; while the water
on toj), coming from the warmer regions of the Atlan-
tic by the Norwegian current, are of higher tempera-
ture. This meeting of ocean currents produces dif-

ferent temperatures at different depths, and the cod
keep to the intermediate stratas or layers of water,
where there is the greatest abundance of plankton.
Movements of ocean currents, mingling plankton of

the polar and tropical species, and producing tem-
peratures favorable to their development, evidently
have an important influence upon the fisheries. The
Grand Banks, always famous for their abundance of
fish, are the meeting ground of three ocean currents,
and ecjually tlie fishing grounds at Iceland. Faroe,
Dogger Bank, and off Norway are on the line of con-
tact of polar currents, with the warm waters of the
Atlantic ; a line on which at verying depths observa-
tion has shown the existence of plankton in much
greater abundance than in waters where the tempera-
ture does not represent the mingling of two or more
currents.

Any pronounced modification of ocean currents pro-
duces changes in the distribution of fish. In 1902-
1903 the Gulf Stream was considerably weakened, and
the European current reduced in volume. The Polar
currents penetrated into European waters, diminish-
ing their salinity as well as reducing their tempera-
ture. Grave disturbances in the life of the fish re-
sulted. On the coast of Norway cod were exceedingly
scarce, and the few fish caught appeared to be suffer-
ing from some malady. Old fishermen never remem-
bered taking cod in so poor a condition, or with their
ovaries so reduced. In the North Sea most varieties
of fish were very scarce, and their condition was
poor. Many more icebergs than usual drifted down
to the coasts of Norway; whales and seals quit their
usual haunts and appeared off the Shetland Islands,
and even oft" the coasts of Denmark, millions of polar
birds visited the North Sea and neighboring coasts.

It is true that the studies of the oceanographers in
this direction have not facilitated the prosecution of
the fisheries to the extent that was previously hoped;
but this is not difficult to explain. Observations and
experiments have been of an isolated character; no
adequate system has been developed to co-ordinate the
practical experience of fishermen; and the fishermen
have been rather slow to realize the value of a better
knowledge of .submarine temperatures. What is

wanted, as I pointed out in "The Canadian P^isher-
man" some time ago, is a system, analagous to that of
the weather bureaus, whereby the Fisheries Depart-
ment, would receive reports from fishing vessels, show-
ing the submarine temperatures and states of the fish-
ing; reports which would be gradually co-ordinated
and embodied in charts which would be as useful to
fishermen as the meteorological charts are to sailors.

DON'T FOROET TO ATTEND THE ANNUAL CONVENTION AND BANQUET OF THE CANADIANFISHERIES ASSOCIATION AT MONTREAL. :: :: ..
^"''^^"^^'^'^
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DRIFT NET FISHING FOR
HERRING

An important article by

a competent authority.

By J. J. C OWIE
nKBBBinnnaBBiEiaBffinssnnnnaBsnnsnfflfflnnffinaeBmnnnBinsnffifflEEfflannnffinaBaBnnpnffiffiffisssesfflfflffifflnffiaBffiffinssssffiffinnnsss

In view of the preparations that are being made by
many of our fish merchants for curing herring in the

Scottish method next season, and of the greatly increas-

ed demand that will thereby arise the publication of

an article at this time dealing with the question of in-

creasing the supply would seem to be opportune.

Many European authorities of an earlier day have
held the opinion that herring annualy descend from the

Arctic circle in masses, dividing into smaller schools,

and distributing themselves over well known haunts
near the shore.

In the light of the knowledge gained by the enormous
development of the Dutch, Norwegian, British and
French herring fisheries, and by the prosecution of

these fisheries at times and places not dreamed of by
(hose early writers, the theory of the great descent

from the north is now looked upon by scientists and
others as erroneous, and in its place is accepted what is

doubtless the true one namely: that herrings inhabit

the seas adjacent to the coasts and bays where they re-

On the coast of France it has been found that a dis-

tinct difference exists between the herrings caught
near Calais, and those that are caught near
Dieppe—places within a short distance of each other—

-

the bodies of the former being longer and more com-
pressed on the sides than those of the latter which are
rounder and shorter.

Herrings swarm regularly into most of the sea lochs

of the western highlands of Scotland, but the size and
quality of those in one loch are often altogether dif-

ferent from those in another.

Although the movements and life history of the her-

rings frequenting the waters of Canada have not been
studied and marked to the same extent as those of their

kind in European waters, there can be no doubt that an
equal difference in size and quality on different parts
of the coast exists here.

There are two well defined movements of herrings
towards the shore in Canada as in northern Europe;
one in winter and another in summer, the former school

sort for spawning purposes, and that after spawning
they move back to the deep water in the neighbourhood,

where they remain feeding until the spawning season

again approaches.

That this opinion is the mo.st rational one is evidenced

by the fact that on the BritLsh coasts, for example,
herrings of a particular size and quality resort to the

same locality every year.

The summer herrings caught in the vicinity of the

Shetland Islands are of a much larger class than those

caught further south, in the Moray Firth and off the

Aberdeenshire coast; which in turn arc usually larger

than those caught off the coa.st of Berwickshire in the

extreme south of Scotland. Again, the herrings taken
off Yannouth, on the east coa.st of England, are some-
what smaller and have a tougher skin than those caught
off the east coast of Scotland.

spawning in .spring and the other in autumn.
There is however one familiar and striking difference

in the movements of the two schools on the coasts of

Canada.
With the exception of the f,iords on the Norwegian

coast, there is perliaps nowhere else such vase masses of

herring move so close in to shore as around the shores
of Canada, particularly tlu'Gulf of St. Lawrence in

the spring of each year, and while this school is being
literally washed on to the beaches trap nets, fixed gill

nets, and other .stationary implenu'nts easily retain

large quantities.

Tiie main body of the summer school on the other hand
as is well known to every fisherman, does not come
clo,se inshore in such large (pmntities even at the spawn-
ing season, and fixed nets, and the ordiiuiry means of
capture used in the sjtring are therefore not so effec
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live, consccnu'iitly the quantity taken tlirou^'iima the

summer and fall is eomparatively small. Indeed the

summer fishery is frequently almost a failure owinp

to the .sehools not eominv in eontaet with the fixed

fi.shinjr {rear.

In the past reports sueh as the following occasionally

reached the dei)artmeiit from the southern shore of Nova
Scotia and other places.

'•Herring and mackerel were plentiful outside but

did not come into the Imrbours, consequently boat

fishing was a failure.'"

"Herring did not enter the harbour as usual, and
as a result the fishery was a failure."

Reports similar to the foregoing come to hand still

from various .sections of the coast.

This surely is a serious and deplorable state of un-

certainty that is allowed to hamper an important indus-

try. Were it otiicrwisc. not only would a sure and plenti-

ful supply of fresh bait be secured when most needed,

but a greater cpiantity of this unsurpas.sed quality of

summer herring would be packed for consumption as

food, and the wealth produced from our seas, materially

increa.sed.

Seeing tlu'refore that the "mountain does not come
to Mahomet, Mahomet must move out to the mountain."

May 21 38 barrels

May 122 10 barrels

May 2.'i 4 barrels

.May 24 38 barrels

May 25 18 barrels

May 28 15 barrels

June 1 35 barrels

June 4 30 barrels

June 5 40 barrels

June 6 54 barrels

These were all spring herrings, but it is remarkable

that .so late as June 6 they were still found quite abund-
ant by the drifter, long after the fixed nets at the shore

had ceased to take any. The operations of the drifter

were stopped on that date in order to make a change of

base, and not because of any scarcity of herrings.

With (irindstone, Magdalen Islands, as a base the fol-

lowing catches of fat herring were made :

—

July 6—30 miles east 8 barrels

July 9—16 miles southeast. . . . 12 barrels

July 11—17 miles southeast .... 5 barrels

July 12— 8 miles south 28 barrels

July 13—16 miles .south 25 barrels

July 16—18 miles south 32 barrels

July 17—16 miles south 28 barrels

No. II

In other words the habitat of the summer school must
be sought for ten, twenty or thirty miles out in the deep
water.

This applies to the Pacific as well as to the Atlantic

coast. The important herring fi.shery at Nanaimo, B.C.

is comparatively small some sea.sons because the big

schools do not enter the harbour a.s usual, but keep

swarming outside in the Gulf of Georgia.

Keeping in mind the enormous size of the spring

.schools there caiuiot be any possible doubt that great

bodies of herring are hovering offshore every summer
\indergoing the fattening process already referred to.

W^ith partiiMilar reference to the Gulf of St. Law-
rence if any doubt exists on this point it may be dis-

pelled by a glance at the record of catches made by the

herring drifter 7'^ir<.i/-""''f i" various parts of the gulf,

during the months from May to September, 1907, which

is here given.

With Souris, P.E.I., as a base the following catches

were obtained from six to ten miles off the coast be-

tween that port and (ieorgetown :

—

May 16 21 barrels

.Mav 1H 36 barrels

July 18—16 miles south 52 barrels

July 19—15 miles south 68 barrels

July 20—15 miles south 15 barrels

Again operations were stopped to make a change of

ba.se, and not becau.se of a scarcity of herrings.

With Grand River, on the Gaspe coast as the base,

the following catches were made at the mouth of the

Bay of Chaleur:
August 16 2 barrels

Augiist 17 8 barrels

August 20 10 barrels

August 21 33 barrels

August 22 40 barrels

Augu.st 27 27 barrels

August 28 13 barrels

August 29 11 barrels

August 30 43 barrels

September 5 3 barrels

September 7 2 barrels

September 12 20 barrels

When the fact that one lone boat letting out nets at

random in such a wide sea as the gulf and meeting with
considerable success on each occasion is taken fully into
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consideration the foregoing record must appeal to all

thinking fishermen as a rather remarkable one, and
should lead them to the conclusion that summer herring

in large schools are simply hovering in the offing.

In order, therefore, to take advantage of the presence

of these offshore schools, and to solve forever the serious

question of the bait supply, it becomes absolutely neces-

sary that our fishermen should direct their thoughts to

the plan which for centuries has been found so effective

for deep sea herring fishing by the fishermen of Nor-

way, Holland, France and Great Britain, namely that

of drift net fishing.

For the benefit of those of our fishermen who may
not be familiar with the method it may be well to de-

scribe it, and to suggest how it can be carried on in Can-
adian fishing boats.

The term drift net partially explains the method. The
nets are neither anchored nor towed, but are strung out

usually across the tide at any distance from the land,

where signs of fish are apparent to the experienced fish-

ermen, and the vessel and nets allowed to drift or move
with the tide.

Any ordinary Canadian fishing schooner of 10, 15 or

20 tons, with a good big main hatch can be readily con-

verted into a drifter to carry from 20 to 30 nets. If

fitted with a gasoline with a gasoline engine so much

sort of temporary platform, one net after the other,

with the head rope aft and the foot rope forward.
The setting or "shooting" of a fleet of drift nets,

although a simple operation in itself, requires a great
deal of judgment and care.

On reaching the desired spot for fishing, which must
be well clear of vessels at anchor, and of sufficient

depth to prevent the foot rope of the nets from catching
the bottom, and assuming that the tide runs east and
west, with the wind, say, from a southerly direction,

the vessel, with just enough sail set to give steering

way, would head away in a northerly direction, while

the nets are paid out over the side as shown in sketch

No. 1.

When the nets are all out the sail is taken in, and the
vessel swung round bow on to the fleet. One end of

a strong manila rope is made fast to the last net, and
the other end to the vessel, as shown in sketch No. 2.

This rope should be let out to a length of about 20
fathoms.

British fishermen today mount their fleets of drift

nets somewhat differently from the foregoing largely

because of the great length of the train of nets used by
them, and the consequent heavy strain upon the gear.

The difference consists in their making use of a man-
ila rope, called a messenger, as a hauling-in warp of

No. Ill
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the better in order to make speed to the land, for the

disposal of the fresh catches.

To prepare ordinary Canadian herring nets for drift-

ing as in sketch No. 1, they should be mounted with a
much stronger head or cork rope than that presently
used.

The ends of the nets should be made fast to each other,

at the top and bottom, so as to form a continuous
string of netting. Where each net is joined to the
other, at the top, there should be made fast a rope of

about 2 fathoms length, at the end of which should be
attached a buoy, or small cask of sufficient buoyancy
to remain above water when the nets are set.

Along the foot rope should be strung the usual amount
of lead or other sinkers.

The fisherman must use his own judgment as to the
moNt suitable size of mesh to be used. There are times
when a fleet of small meshed nets would pay him best,

while at other times nets of a large mesh would be
most profitable to him. A 2^/^ '"ch mesh is, in my
opinion, the lie.st size for a heaving drift-net.

Before proceeding to sea the fleet of nets so strung
together should be carefully laid in the hold, or some

about 4 inches circumference, which runs along the

whole length of the fleet, and is attached to the foot

rope by short lengths of rope where each net is joined

to the other.

No sinkers are used on these nets. The messenger
serves as such.

Sketch No. 3 shows a British steam drifter riding

at her nets with the messenger in use.

The former plan, however, being simpler, less expen-
sive and quite as effective for fi.shing purposes is here

recommended for use on the class of Canadian schooners
previously mentioned.

Drift nets should be set at sunset and hauled in at

daybreak as a general rule; thus, in the course of the

five or six intei-vening hours the vessel and nets will

have moved with the tide over a considerable stretch

of water, which obviou.sly must give the nets a much
better chance of striking a body of fish than if thej'

were anchored to oiu' spot the whole night through.

The herrings are sometimes astir at the close of even-

ing, and at other times about dawn, and in .such ca.ses

the fisherman has to rely on his own judgment as to

when he should begin hauling in his nets.
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The nets should not be allowed to remain in the

water during the daytime.

This is an objeetionable practice because the herring,

being a very timid fish, i.s apt to be thereby scared from
the vicinity.

The operation of hauling in the nets should be per-

formed on the weather, or windward side of the vessel.

The wisdom of this course is plain, for otherwi.se the

tendency of the vessel would be to drive over its own
nets. During the hauling in process the herrings should

be shaken clean out of the nets.

Although as a rule the length of the buoy ropes, or in

other words, the distance between the top of the nets

and the surface of the water is about 2 fathoms, ex-

])crieiicc has taught drift net fishermen that depth at

which herrings swim, especially in clear northern wat-

ers, varies with the lightness and darkness of the night,

and with the coldness and warmth of the atmosphere.

In dark nights, or when the weather is mild they swim
well up towards the surface, in such circumstance the

buoy rope is shortened ; while in moonlight nights, or

when tlie weather is cold the buoy rope is lengthened

and the nets let well down from the surface.

Practical fisheruien do not require to be reminded of

the fact that herring fishing in any form is a more or

less uncertain business, and anj'thing calculated to min-

imize, this uncertainty is bound to appeal to them.

Now, while drift net fishermen have no definite guide
in locating bodies of herrings other than the appearance
of whales and gannets, and the knowledge that certain

fishing grounds were found prolific on some previous
occasion ; and although at times a whole night is spent
toiling for nothing, it cannot bo doubted, with respect

to summer and fall .schools, that the success of our Cana-
dian fisherman would be much more certain if, instead

of laying immovable traps, and setting fixed nets close

to the shore with the hope that the course of the great
armies of herrings may be deflected towards them, they
carried the war right into the natural domain of the
finny tribe by means of movable drift nets. Such re-

ports as thase quoted, that herring schooled outside the
harbour and were consequently beyond the reach of
fishermen's nets, would then cease to come to hand.

It is most sincerely to be desired, therefore, that those
of our fishermen, especially those who devote a con-
siderable portion of their time to herring fishing during
the summer and fall months, will give this matter of
making use of drift nets their full and careful con-
sideration, and that what is said herein may be the

means of inducing them to make faithful and persistent

efforts to establish a deep sea herring fishery in order

to more fully and surely reap the rich summer herring

harvest of our Canadian seas.

CANADA'S ONLY FISH TRADE CONVENTION WILL BE HELD IN MONTREAL ON JANUARY
THIRTY-FIRST. THE PROGRESSIVE FISH MEN WILL BE THERE AND MANY MATTERS
OF IMPORTANCE TO THE TRADE WILL BE DISCUSSED. :: .-: :: ::

AN OLD FISHING PROCLAMATION.
An old Highland fishing proclamation was read

by the Rev. Percy Coats at a meeting of the Lune
Fishery Board at Lancaster. According to the rev-

erend gentleman's version, the proclamation read as

follows: "This shall be a proclamation of Her Grace

the Duke of Argyll : If any man be found fishing

in the loch, on the loch, aroond the loch, through the

loch, afoor the loch, or hinder the loch his neck shall

be broken in twelve places, and if he shall hereafter

offend he shall be parsecuted wi' far war' parsecu-

tion, for he shall be burned and hanged. By all the

laws of the Courts of Scotland and Her Grace the

Duke of Argyle."

WINTER FISHING ON SASKATCHEWAN LAKES
TO SOON COMMENCE.

About seventy-five pcoph' and forty teams will be

employed in fishing operations by one party alone on
the lakes of the north country during the winter sea-

son. Preliminary estimates are for the taking out of

from twenty to twenty-five cars of fish. M. B. Olsen,

of Big River, came down from the north to Prince

Albert last week and made final arrangements for

the opening of the fishing season. Operations will

be carried on on Dore, Smooth Stane and La Plonge
lakes, the two latter of wliich will be fished for the

first time.

It is stated that the demand for northern fish on

the domestic market has been increasing during the

past couple of years. Some of the fish will also be

shipped to the American market. A number of teams

are being brought north from the prairies for the pur-

pose of hauling fish from these lakes to the nearest

railway.

DEEP SEA FISHES.
Some That Get Along With Only One Meal or So a

Year.

There are more than 50,000,000 square miles covered

by a depth of three miles of sea, but even at this

great depth—where the pressure of the water above
would instantly crush a man's body to pulp—there
is a great world of life.

Many of the fish and other creatures of the deep
are blind.

They are however, able to see by means of the lights

which they carry themselves.

The "lamps" are little organs dotted over the body,
and with the light from them, which is made in much
the same marvellous way as the glow worm's, they
can use their bulging eyes to see what is going on
about them.

But even with the ready made lighting apparatus
and telescope eyes it is a difficult business finding
a dinner, so the fish have jaws with an enormous gape
and a stomach so elastic that they can accommodate
a larger fish than these voracious eaters themselves.

When they have made such a capture they retire

for something like a year's meditation to digest thf

meal, two or three of which are sufficient to last

an average lifetime.—London Answers.

THE WONDERFUL SWORDFISH.
So powerful is the jaw of the swordfish that it has

been known, in attacking vessels, to pierce through
copper sheeting and oak planks to a depth of ten
inches.
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Good and Bad Smoked Haddock

9
Results of Scientific and Practical Studies in 1915.

B
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Everybody knows, or has heard of the famous finnan

baddies of Scotland, the delicate salted and smoked
haddocks first prepared at Findon, Aberdeenshire,

and hence styled "Finnans," or "Findons," by most

people. It is claimed by epicures that the best quali-

ties of these fish are still those which are produced in

the North of Scotland, but it cannot be denied that in

England, and in recent years in Canada, finnan bad-

dies, of great excellence, have been produced and
placed on the market. From Digby, Canso, and Hali-

fax, fish have been shipped which will compare well

with the original Scottish product ; but it must also

be admitted that in former years the quality was in-

ferior, and the appearance and flavour not appetizing.

Scientific Fish-Curing Tests Commenced.
Last year the Biological Board of Canada, of which

I have the honour to be chairman, carried on some vig-

orous tests and experiments at the Government Marine
Station, St. Andrews, N.B., with a view to determining
the condition essential for the production of the very
best finnan baddies.

The Board has been aware of the strong desire of

the Minister of Naval Service and Fisheries, the Hon.
J. D. Ilazen, to secure the most important benefits to

the fishing industry from technical research. Such re-

search has proved of inestimable value in other coun-
tries, but hitherto the extended researches necessary
were not possible, as the Biological Board were ham-
pered by limited funds. The ampler ajjpropriation now
provided by the Hon. Mr. Hazen, has enabled the
Board to uiulertake new and important technical in-

vestigations.

Miss Qair Patterson, M.A., an accomplished Bio-
chemist of Toronto University, was selected by Pro-
fessor Macallum, F.R.S., Secretary Treasurer "of the
Board, to undertake the study of the "Smoked Fish
Problem," and Principal Harrison, D.Sc. Head of Mac-
donald College, Stc. Anne de Bellevue, consented to
carry out the bacteriological researches involved. The
zealous and successful labours of Miss Patterson have
already yielded results of such a striking tuiture tiiat

some notice of them seems justifiable, althoiigli t\u-

complete researches cannot be juiblished for some
time.

By Professor Edward E.

Prince, L.L.D., D.Sc, etc.. Do-

minion Commissioners of Fish-

eries, Ottawa.

Practical Experiments in Curing, 1915.

During the last six months several series of finnan

liaddie samples have been put up under directions

given by Miss Patterson at the special smoke-house

built and equipped in connection with the scientific

station at St. Andrews. Two of the Board's officers

(Messrs. Calder and Cross), have been busy week after

week during the past few months, preparing the fish

and shipping them to various experts (jualified to ex-

press an opinion on cured fish products. Some of the

typical samples, so submitted, have been pronounced
superior to any smoked haddocks yet produced in

('anada. "I thought they were delicious, and so like

the sweet finnan baddies we used to get on the East
Coast of Scotland at home," said one of the judges,

and a very critical authority said, "I found the fish

excellent""; indeed, with few exceptions, the six or

seven hvnidred specimens submitted for critical opin-

ion, amongst probably over one hundred persons, es-

tablisiu'd the conclusion that they were of a stiperior

and most a])]>ctizing chai-actiM-.

Improvement in Canadian Finnan Haddies.

In i-ecent years the enterpi-ise of certain fish firms
at Digby and at Canso. Halifax, etc., has built up a

larg(> finiuiii liaddie business in Canada. Fifteen or
twenty years ago it was a very limited industry, and
tile boxes of fish sent to the market were crude, iin-

attractive and rough in appearance, and contained 30
to .lO lbs, of fish. Now, the box is smaller, contains !;>

lbs., as a rule, is planed, stamped on tiie outside in two
or three colours, and so neat in appearance as to vie
with the most attractive packages in grocery stores.
Indeed, the demand for these cured fish put up in at-
tractive form exceeds 1h(> supply.

Detailed Official Report in Preparation.

It is most opportune, therefore, that .science should
come to the aid of a growing industry such as this, and
furnish reliable data for ensuring the best quality of
article for the table, and explain to practical men
the conditions for securing uniformity and excellence
and tiu- reasons for the superiority or inferiority of
cured fish placed on the market.

.\ preliminary report by Miss Patterson will be pub-
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lislifd shortly, and a full detailed necouiit will be eoin-

pli'ted later, so that fisli-eurers. fishermen, fish dealers

and others interested, may liave tlie full beiu'fit of the

valuable teehnieal invest it;ations carried ou by the

Miological Hoard upon this subjeet.

A summary of some of the results achieved, may
prove of interest at this sta^e, and I venture to pre-

face tliese i-esults by some remarks on the character
of fisli iiutseles, tissues, etc., especially in regard to

jtreservation or deterioration as food products. Some
points here stated, it may be added, and some of the
conclusions drawn, may require revision, but it will

sutfiee to present some of the more important points
elucidated up to the present.

Why the Muscles of Fish Quickly Deteriorate.

The muscles of fish are |)ale and differ from the

red muscle of beef or mutton in the details of minute
struct ui'es, and also in the small amount of blood, di-

minisli(>d red colouring-matter, (i.e., haemoglobin),
and in the greater amount of contained water. Fish
are poorer in exti'actives and amido-bodies. (creatin.

xanthin, etc.), which, it may be pointed out, are the
.stimulating elements in beef tea. The fats in fish are
far less than in fresh meat, but the inorganic salts are
greatly in excess, the phosphate salts being 75 to 100
per cent more than in beef.

For these reasons, and especially on account of the
looser texture of the muscle fibres, which are not
bound up in strong bundles by fibrous sheaths or fas-
ciae, fish are readily attacked by bacteria, and decom-
position more readily sets in. Hence fish more rapidly
undergo ])utrefaction.

Bacteria Absent from Fresh Fish.

.Vuthorities have differed as to the presence of bac-
tiM-ia in healthy fish, and recent researches sui)port the
opinion that such micro-organisms are not present in
the fresh healthy muscles of fish, or in the blood, or in
the fresh jieriteoneal fluids in the abdomen. It is true
that putrefaction, due to bacteria, is usually first ob-
.served in the abdominal region, but that is due to in-
testinal fermentation, which it is believed, effects post-
mortem digestion, followed by the appearance of pu-
trefactive bacteria. Such fermentation or digestion,
succeeded by decay, is most rapid in fish that have
fed just before capture. It is well known that herring
and mackerel, whose stomachs are packed with food,
''heat" readily and so rapidly putrefy that the under
part of the fish may become black, soft, and may even
drop away in a very short time. The intestinal canal
may gradually dissolve away; but, even w^hen this does
not take place, the intestinal juices, and bacteria, pass
through the walls of the canal into the abdominal cav-
ity.and pollute the whole body of the fish. Removal
of the stomach and intestines with other organs, will
I)revent this auto-digestion, and in cold weather gutted
fish will kec[) fresh two or three days longer.

Blood Under Backbone a Cause of Decay.
One striking feature in the i)roce.ss of deterioration

IS the discolouration beneath the backbone. On the
second or third day a reddish brown colour penetrates
the adjoining muscle and tissues, due to the haemo-
globin set free by bacteria, which break up the red
blood cells of the arteries and veins beneath the verte-

bral column. This discolouration has been attributed,

at times, to the decay of the kidney, which extends
from the shoulder to the tail in fishes, and this may be
so, but bacteria have been detected in the muscles as

far as the reddish brown stain extends, often from a
quarter to half an inch in dc|)tli.

Hooked Fish Keep Best.

Forty-eight hours after capture in the fi.sh caught
with baited hooks, the stain is little more than a thin,

red area; at sixty hours it is from one-eighth to a

(luarter of an inch in diameter, and in 72 hours it has
extended still further, to as much as half an inch. Fish
caught by steam-trawling show this stain much more
rapidly. Indeed, in many respects fish caught by gill-

nets, or lines of baited hooks, are superior to fish which
are caught by beam-trawl or otter-trawl. It appears
that in keeping ((ualities. and in other respects, the
trawled fish are inferior, no doubt owing to the rou"''
usage, and the great pressure, to which they are sub-
jected after capture.

Changes in Fish After Death.

"When a living fish is taken out of the water it kicks
vigorously, erects its fins, gasps convulsively, and in
a short time, 15 to 30 minutes, it becomes motionless.
The muscles still possess what physiologi-sts term "ir-
ritability." which may continue for several hours, in
some fish lasting from ten to fifteen hours. In such
fish as the salmon it lasts longer than in cod or had-
dock, owing to the .smaller amount of contained water
in the muscles of the former. The "irritability" of the
iiniscles is shown by movements exhibited when the
fish is excited electrically, or stimulated chemically
by acids, alkaline solutions, etc.; but finally stiffen-
ing, or rigor mortis occurs, as a result of coagulation
of the "Myosinogens" of the muscle-fluids or muscle-
plasma. Before rigor mortis sets in, the muscles are
chemicaly neutral or alkaline, but after the change
has taken place, they are markedly acid, and as the
.stiffening passes off, they become neutral again, but,
immediately decay sets in, they become strongly al-
kaline, as is proved by litmus-paper tests. Heat and
the application of acids, produce .similar forms of stiff-

ening. The muscles, after a time (ten to forty-eight
or sixty hours), become soft and limp again, and this
change is hastened if the fish has been roughly handled,
or in an exhausted condition when caught, or not gut-
ted, or not kept at a low temperature, .say, from 32 P.
to 25 P. Low temperature prevents the "decay caused
by micro-organisms, and the freshness of the tissues
is retained, though when thawed out, the fish may be
soft and limp, and is much more liable to putrefaction
afterwards. Rigor mortis, or stiffening, disappears
with the intrusion of bacteria, although the intestinal
ferments, passing through the walls of the intestines
may aid, and pepsin-digestion, even though limited
materially assists.

'

Fish Quickly Gutted Keep Best.

It is interesting to note that fish gutted immediate-
ly after capture and kept cool do not decompose as
soon as nngutted fish, after removal from ice As
already stated the peritoneal fluid in the abdomen
is normally .sterile, and during life the organs, bathed

FROM EAST AND WEST THE FISH MEN OF CANADA WILL BE IN MONTREAI ON TJm^T^
Vi'I'^rrK'^^l- '"' ^^^ ^^^ '^^ THE TRADE, COME ALONG! TUF ASSOC^^^^^^GLAD TO SEE YOU WHETHER YOU ARE A MEMHER OR NOT.

^'^^auun WILL BE
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in this fluid, are protected against bacteria, but after

death bacteria are found in the fluid, having passed
through the walls of the intestine (or the walls them-
selves may have been dissolved, and thus the bacteria

are able to reach the muscular tissues of the abdomen.
Indeed, in thirty-six hours or less, the abdominal walls

may be seriously affected.

Scottish Mode of Preparing Haddies.

In the pri'jiaration of finnan haddies, in Scotland,
fresh fish are used. They are gutted, the head remov-
ed, and the fish split down the back. An extra cut be-

hind the backbone, on the right hand side, is always
made, exposing the thick muscles of the back, and fa-

cilitating the curing process. This extra cut does not
extend to the tail, and much care is exercised in clean-

ing away the blood, which includes the kidneys, dorsal

artery, etc., from the undersurface of the backbone.
The split fish are placed in strong brine for thirty min-
utes. After draining they are ready for smoking.
Rows of fish are hooked by the shoulders on sticks

and placed in a smoke-room in tiers one above the
other. They are exposed for five or six hours to dense
smoke. The small-sized fish are cured separately, the
time of pickling and smoking being less, as they
would become tough were they subjected to the same
treatment as the large thick fish.

Canadian Method of Prepaxation,

In Canada, the method adopted is different in many
details. The fish are split on belly or the thin under-
side, and the edges therefore are thin and tend to be-

come hard and dry. No additional cut behind the
backbone is made, and tests have shown that bacteria
appear in that region within forty-eight hours. The
smoking is produced by burning hardwood, usually
beech or birch and as the smoke is not so dense as in
the Scottish method, the fish are smoked much longer,
from fifteen to eighteen hours, so that the thin edges
become brittle, and the thick middle portions may be
still moist and scarcely affected by the smoke. More-
over, the fish are often allowed to stand two or three
days, before curing, in order to allow the blood to
drain away; but, as Miss Patterson has pointed out,
this could be accomplished in an hour or two were the
fish placed on ice, and the process of curing and smok-
ing processes completed with greater expedition.

Conditions Stated for Curing.

In her report, to be published shortly, Miss Patter-
son deals with the various conditions observed in pre-
paring Canadian haddies for our markets. The vast
area over which the fish are to be distributed, the
distance and variability of the markets, and the ex-
treme weather conditions, are in great contrast to
those which obtain in Britain, where Scottish haddies
quickly reach the markets, near at hand. The im-
mense demand implies their rapid consumption, and
these and other conditions make it possible to prepare
a more lightly smoked and {Mired product. The differ-
ences in the two methods of curing are sen in

:

1st. The time of soaking in brine.

2nd. The strength or (|nality of brine.
3rd. The density and kind of smoke.
4th. The period of smoking.
5th. The method of splitting.

In Miss Patter.son's experiments, the tests made
embodied pre-arranged variations of all the conditions
just stated, and a record was made of the flavour of

the different fish after cooking, and opinions obtained

from the individuals to whom they were submitted.

Scientific Tests of Canadian Methods, 1915.

Apart from some tests made with cured hake, there

were twelve series of tests completed with specimens
of cured haddock. In the first series the usual meth-
ods adopted by Bay of Pundy curers were carried out,

the fish being split down the belly or under-side not
the back of the fish, and, after gutting and washing,
they were 'brined,' or soaked in pickle, for twenty-five
minutes. The pickle was strong enough to float a fish.

After draining, they were smoked for eighteen hours,
and the residting product was found to be dark in co-

lour, and the edges so dry as to be almost brittle. In
the second and third series the time of 'brining' was
thirty minutes, and the smoking extended over six

hours, and fifteen hours, respectively, creosote being
added in the former series. The colour in the six-

hours' fish was pale, and the flesh was soft, and de-

licate in flavour; but in the latter, the flesh was more
firm, the flavour more pronounced, and the colour
much darker. The 4th, 5th, and 6th series were larger
fish, three to four pounds in w-eight, and all were
smoked for eighteen hours; but those 'brined' for
thirty minutes, proved to be most delicious in flavour,
and the flesh was neither too firm or too salt; whereas
when 'brined' for 120 minutes, the fish were decidedly
salty and would require soaking previous to being
cooked; but the last series 'brined' for four hours
were tough in texture, very salty in flavour though
were possessed of fine 'keeping' qualities, as they
kept perfectly for over two weeks at a temperature of
50 degree F. (10 degree C).

Tests Made on Scottish Plan, 1915.

The remaining of six series of fish were treated in the
Scottish fashion and sjjlit dorsally, the knife being in-

serted down the middle of the back or thick part of
the fish, while the middle of the split fish was thin;
this being the reverse of the usual Canadian finnan
haddie. The extra cut, in the Scottish -fashion, was
also made along the vertebrae. The 7th, 8th, and 9th
lots consisted of small (V2 lb. fish) and were 'brined'
15 minutes, and smoked for five hours. The result was
insufficient flavour amounting, in the ojiinion of some
to insipidity; but the ten hours' smoking preserved
the moisture and delicious flavour; while those smok-
ed 15 hours were friable, breaking up when cooked,
but preserving well for a period of nine days, in the
month of August. A fourth lot. (the 10th), 'brined'
for .30 mlTHites and smoked 10 hrs. were very firm in
texture, pos.sessed admirable keeping qualities, but the
flavour was less delicate and ajipetizing, and the co-
lour was quite brown. Finally two lots (11th. and
12th.) of larger haddocks were 'brined' for an hour,
and one scries smoked for ten hours, and tlie second
series for 15 hrs, with a resulting flavour that was
pronounced good, tliougli somewhat salty, aiul neces-
sitating three washings to remove the excess salti-
ness. The texture also was coarse and dry and the
fish lacked the moist flakiness and delicate flavour of
tho.se 'brined' for a shorter time.

General Conclusions From Tests Made.
In order to make iicr work eouiplete, Miss Patterson

included some laborious biochemical tests to determine
the protein content of the cured liaddock-muscle ; and
to decide also the rapidity of salt penetration into the
tiiick muscles during the 'brining' process. The re-
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suits are too technical to set forth here, and a popular
aeeoiiiit. it is expected, will be included in the scientific

report to be issued in due. course by the Biological

Board.
It may suffice here to state that it takes about four

hours for the flesh under the bone, in the split finnan
haddie. to become as salt as the outer part.s. Hence the
Scottish vertebral cut is effective and very desirable
in order to hasten salt-penetratiou. This precaution is

emphasised by Miss Patterson, and stress is also laid
on the following j)ointS:

—

1st. Had(lock should be kept cool on ice for one or
two hours to drain off the blood.

2. They should be well washed in fresb water.
3. 15 minutes' 'brining' is sufficient for small

fish; but large fish, up to 4 lbs. require nearly 60 mi-
nutes, though if 'brined' longer, the texture of the
flesh is affected. 30 minutes' 'brining' seems to be
reliable lengtii to iireserve excellent flavour.

4. Beechwood sawdust-smoke: or old wood smoke,
used for ten hours, ])r()duced delicious flavour.

5. Longer smoking, fifteen to eighteen hours, ex-
cessively browns the fish and dries them, though it aids
in their preservation for a longer period.

In the production of finnan haddie there are at
least .seven important features requiring attention,
namely, delicaey of flavour, saltness, dryness, colour,
texture (flakey, mushey or friable) keeping quality,
moisture, and absence of blood or offensive discolour-
ation.

Causes of Self-Digestion in Fish-Tissues.

In the foregoing notes, emphasis has been laid upon
the necessity of fish being gutted, soon after capture,
as the intestinal ferments and, especially, the dissolv-
ing of the intestinal wall, hasten putrefaction. Pish
which are not gutted decompose far more rapidly,
even though placed on ice for a time as the degree of
cold jiroduced by icing, does not stop the ferment-
ing changes in the intestine. Researches have not
shown that autolysis is as extensive as might have
been anticipated, though the process of auto-digestion
in the abdominal wall, does proceed within one or
two days after capture, and in four davs it has been
found to unfailingly occur. This auto-digestion is has-
tened or delayed also by the character of the food
upon which the fish have been subsisting. In herring
and mackerel which have been feeding ui)on cope-
pods, and other readily putrefying Crustacea, the in-
testine undergoes auto-digestion in a few hours, but
if the fish have been fasting, there is con.siderabl'e de-
lay in this process after the death of the fish. Carbo-
hydrates, taken as food, result in the slower .solution
of the int.'.stinal wall, but very few fish feed normallv
n()on carbo-hydrates.

Death-Stiffened Fish Best for Freezing.

It is interesting to note that tests have proved that

fresh fish are best preserved when rigor mortis has

set in, and is complete, whether gutted or ungutted

:

but those frozen before rigor sets in, are better than

those in which rigor has passed away before freez-

ing. Indeed, it may be laid down as a general prin-

ciple, that rapidity of decomposition after removal
from ice, is in proportion to the number of hours

which elapsed before the fish were subjected to icing.

A ready method of detecting rigor mortis in a fish is

to balance it on the finger, and if both the head and
tail drop, rigor mortis has passed away, or it has not
yet set in.

It is not too much to say that when the papers upon
this subject of the curing and preservation of finnan
haddie are completed and issued by the Biological
Board, fish curers, and all interested in the handling
of fish, will find information and guidance of the ut-

most value and importance.

THE EASTERLY WIND.
Keen and cutting is the East Wind,
Cutting to the very bone.

Ay, and searching to the marrow
Of the old men, rheumy grown.
Raw and rude its mildest manner,
Shiverj- .sharp its .stinging touch.

Blight is blazoned on its banner
And the coast-folk fear it much.

For it ruffles up the demons,
Lurking ever off the shore
Till in all their glory gloating.

They arise and rage and roar;
And the tricky breakers, bursting
Into fury, fiercely fume.
Till the rugged coast is curtained
With a cloud of flying spume.

How it loves to wreak destruction
On the fisher's frugal gear.

In a stormy hour, smashing
Fruits, perchance, of many a year.

Woe betide the hapless seaman,
Caught by such unyielding foes;

Heaven help the hardy toiler.

As in Danger's way he goes.

CECIL BOYD.

FISHEATERS HAVE SMALL EYES.
The reason why a fish diet is so good for brain

workers is because fish contains a certain amount of
phophorus, which is excellent for the brain. It. is a

curious fact, by the way, that the frequent eating of
fish affects the size of the eyes. Among native tribes
who live very largely on a fish diet, it will be found
that their eyes are much smaller than is the case with
meat eaters.

HOME OF MUSICAL FISH.
]jake Batticaloa, Ceylon, has the probably unique

distinction of being the home of musical fish. The
sounds emitted by these are said to be as sweet and
melodious as those which would be produced by a
series of aeolian harps. Crossing the lake in a boat
one can plainly distinguish the pleasant sounds. If
an oar is dipped in the water the melody becomes
louder and more distinct. Next!

THIS IS AN INVITATION TO YOV TO ATTEND THE ANNUAL CONVENTION AND BANQUET OF
THE CANADIAN FISHERIES ASSOCIATION AT MONTREAL ON JANUARY THIRTY-FIRST
COME AND GET ACQUAINTED WITH THE TRADE FROM ALL OVER CANADA. ::
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inces inland have to enter competition with the Sea

Fish of tho Pai-ific and the Atlantic and at the same

time bear the full cost of transportation i'liar{r<'s? iiut

I tic not ask f(U- any favor for our Lake Fish. We arc

Kilitor.

Canadian Fisherman,

Dear Sir.

I regret business has prevented me from replying to

the letter from our good friend "King Alfred of Brit-

tain" whieh ai)peared in the Fisherman for Deceinher.

but nevertheless I had not lost sight of the matter al-

together. I wish to thank Mr. Urittain for the inform-

ation contained in his contribution but I am not yet

convinced that he has submitted any argument which

would justify the exi)enditure of .1(80.000 to $100,000

for Exi)ress Subsidies by the Government.

When I wrote our official Organ I (luoted inform-

ation which had previously ai)peared in "The Fisher-

man," and which had been given by Clarence Janiie-

.son, M.P. So far as I am aware, and 1 have relied

upon the information referred to, the statement in

question is correct, and it must have been obvious to

Mr. Mrittain and all other Wholesale dealers in Fish,

that the effect of the Government Subsidy has not been

towards an actual cheapening of Fish to the Man who

eats it.

Mr. Brittain maintains the subsidy ought to be con-

tinued -'for tlie sake of the small Fisherman and also

the dealer in small towns of Ontario and Quebec."'

Surely it is inconsistent to spend an enormous sum

(•tlOO.OOO), merely to find a market for a limited, and

I am sure, a very limited portion of the Nova Seotia

production, as the bulk of the catch I am certain must

find a market in the larger centres. A reference to the

Fisherman for .January (Page 4) will show that the

value of Fish caugiit in Nova Scotia 1914-1915 amount-

ed to seven and three quarter million dollars. The

same article shows the value of Manitoba. Ontario and

the Inland Provinces Fish and it indicates the mean
item in the record for the Dominion. Why should the

Fish from Nova Scotia or British Columbia be favour-

ed in so far as receiving the advantage of a snbsidj'

when the fish caught in Manitoba and the other jirov

developing our business on the merits of the Fish

alone, bnt the time has undoubtedly arrived when we
can with gootl grace inform our Government that

subsidies are no longer necessary in the Fish busi-

ness. With decreasing values in the total production

in British Columbia and Nova Scotia, and with an in-

creasing demand for the j)roducts from both Prov-

inces, it is inconsistent to urge a continuation of the

subsidy.

No matter how you look at the question, I claim we
cannot expect the Government to continue the rebate

of one third Express charges any longer. It doubtless

did some good in its initial year or the following year,

but we have come to the time now when we can very

well ))ay the actual cost of transportation on all our

Fish, and if rates either by Express or Freight are

excessive, our activities towards a reduction must be

directed against the Transportation Companies and
not toward the Government who have no more right to

pay Express on Fish than they would have on Fruit,

Milk, or any other commodity.
In a word, does it not strike Mr. Brittain that the

Dominion of Canada have other more important and
necessary channels through which the subsidy mone>
can be spent to good advantage.

It is not the ease of saying, cut off the subsidy from
British Columbia, but leave Nova Scotia alone. It is

time to eliminate it altogether, and unless Mr. Brit-

tain or some other dealer can demonstrate to me em-
phatically, that fish are being sold cheaper by reason
of the subsidy than would otherwise prevail, then I

adhere to the opinions I hold and which 1 have alreadj'

expressed in your columns.

Yours truly.

WM. DOUGLAS.
Winni])eg, Man.. 10 -laiuiary.

NEW STURGEON FISHING LAWS
Sturgeon fishing in the Provinces of Manitoba, Sas-

katchewan. Alberta and the Northern territories,

which was prohibited for four years, can no wbe re-

sumed. The close season extends from October 16th

to June loth—both days inclusive. The fishery mu.st

he carried out by means of gill-nets or baited hooks.

Gill nets must be not less than 12 inches extension

measure in Lake Winnipeg, and 11 inches elsewhe!*e.

Commercial fishermen with a license must not use

more than oOO yards of gill-net or more than 500 bait-

ed hooks. Hooks inu.st be attached to the back or

ground line not less than three feet apart. Sturgeon

weighing less than IS lbs. undressed must be retuni-

ed alive to the water. Penning, tying up and tether-

ing sturgeon is prohibited. Commercial licenso fee

is $.1.

CANADA FISH PRODUCTS PLANT IS SEVEN-
TEEN YEARS OLD.

The Canada Fisli Products plant on the Fraser

River started about seventeen years ago, with Ad-
miral Lord Beresford as one of the principal stock

holders, is still in operation, about a mile from Lad-

ner.

This plant has a capacity of 2.'50 tons of raw ma-

terian in twenty-four hours, being run night and day
during the season. The two |iroduet,s of the ]dant

are fish oil and fertilizer. The oil which is used for

tanning leather is shipped to England, while the fert-

ilizer finds a ready market in California. The local

price for the fertilizer is .$37.50 per ton. The demand
from California, however, exceeds the supply. The
eoni|)any at present operating the plant is an English
one and the venture has proved a very profitable one
for the shareholders.

THE LIVE FlffJf ytAN WILL BE IN MONTREAL ON .rANI'ARY TniRTY-FIRST.
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THE ATLANTIC FISHERIES

THE TWELVE MONTHS' TALLY.

(In Canso's Fishery for 1915, by Cecil Boyd.)

One of the things that separates man from the lower

animals is that fact that man has a strong memory

and therefore a past, while the beast, the fish and the

fowl though one would scarcely like to deny to all of

them, for example, the dog, the horse, the monkey, a

possible faint glimmering of such a faculty as remem-

brance, have practically none in any real, definite sense

of the word. Even for that faint spark that some of

these may possess, no means of its recording has been

given to, or obtained by them. How natural it is then

that with such mental possessions, whether gifts or ac-

quirements, Man should be fond of recording his past

(which we call history) for the double purpose of en-

tertainment and instruction. Coming to smaller things,

how natural it is for an industry, a town, a company

or an individual to look back at times over a certain

period, and compare the story written there by Time's

moving finger, its bright, its bare, and its bad spots,

with the tale recorded of other periods: The time

around the ending of the old and the beginning of the

new stretch of seasons seems to naturally suggest such

a backward-looking comparison.

Home reader may here break in to remark somewhat

thusly: "Say, if lie is going to review Canso's fishing

industry for the past year, as the headlines indicate,

why not do so without so much beating about the

bush." Well, possibly the writer suffers at times, from

a prosy habit of speculating on the Why and Where-

fore of things; and now, in the present case, having

said enough to satisfy that spirit of enquiry, I will

at once get down to the bedrock of business, which, as

has been already stated, is to run over that chapter of

the volume of 1915, which has to do with the local fish-

ing industry.

1915, like most years in our town, has neither been

an unbroken success nor a dismal failure, but has had

its ups and downs, with a substantial balance, we be-

lieve, to the good, with the closing of the books. But to

tell the story properly, perhaps it would be best to be-

gin at the beginning and finish at the end, our aim

being to spin a yarn that will, as far as possi])lc. square

with the plumbline of truth, as we understand it.

Last year the winter-haddocking finished up late in

January, with about an average season. The winter

continued an exceptionally mild and nnstormy one, as

was evidenced by the Rayoiidor remaining here instead

of returning home, and fishing out of here until March,

when she went to Halifax for repairs. This clemency

of the climate also induced some of the fishermen at

Whitehead (a coast village some score of miles from

f'an.so, which is growing into a thriving little fishing-

port.) to try their luck. They succeeded in bringing

in some moderate catches about the first of Mardi,

but "Old Probs." soon woke up from the nap he had

been taking and got busy. As a consequence, the rough

boisterous weather typical of March put a stop to fur-

ther activity along that line. So, with these exceptions,

February and March were employed as u.sual, that is,

as months of enforced layby from actual fishing, but of

preparation for active times ahead. Nets, seines and

gear of various kinds are overhauled and mended, and

especially does the lobsterman, during this spell, get

Dusy in anticipation of the opening of the season on

April 1st.

Gloomy prophecies about the market for these shell-

fi.sh began to bloom on the heels of the War's outbreak

and flourished greatly through the fall of 1914, so

much so that in some quarters, a close season for 1915

was advocated and seriously discussed for some time.

In spite of this, however, the season proved one of the

best. Not only were lobsters rather plentiful large pro-

portion of "markets," and the price liung around the

same high figure as that of late years. So that alto-

gether, this important branch of the local industry

exceeded expectations and belied the blue-ruin predic-

tions, that were rampant. The canning factories, of

which there are three in town, enjoyed a busy season.

The Lobster Hatchery was on the job again this year.

Patrol boat "C," Capt. Deyoung, collected spawn un-

til she went west on patrol service, late in May, when
Capt. J. J. Berrigan in his big auxiliary boat took up
the work, which he continued to perform till the close

of operations. Early in June there was quite a run of

haddock at White Point, but the results were some-

what disappointing. During the few days they were
on, some of the traps had good catches, but others miss-

ed the run.

During the summer months, swordfishing, as usual

of late years was followed up with great vigor and a

large number of these fish were landed, a few of the

high liners securing in the neighborhood t>f 100 of "the
swords" or over. Althougli the local price was not

overhigh, results averaged up fairly well. There was
nothing very notable about the .siunmer eodfishing.

The Rayondor resumed her ojjcrations out of this ])ort

and is still bringing in wei'kly fares, usually pretty

good ones though some trips she missed tlit^ fish.

On August 24th, Canso's local gala-day, the annual
Regatta, came off with great success. This event,

which dates its birth from 1884, and with the exception

of the War-year, 1914. has been regularly held each
recurring twelve months, have becouK* almost an in-

dispcnsiiblc feature of Canso's yearly round. While
changing conditions in the fishing industry, and in the
town generally, such as the wide and increasing use of

the gasoline engine in fishing craft, has considerably
changed the as]iect of the event, yet it is still looked
forward to by the majority of citizens as .something
worth while keeping up, a day that advertises the town
and its resources more or less, and a festive and fra-
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teriial day that would be inissod by many, if it were

dropped foniplt'ti'ly. There were three elasses in the

boat raees, all well-eontested, and a larpe number of

prizes, numy extra ones beinjr specially contributed by

various firms and individuals inWrested in the indus-

try. Excursion boat.s hrouprht a larjie quota of outside

visitors, amonjr whom may be mentioned a member of

the Provincial Government, and J. II. Sinclair, M.P.,

who distributed the prizes.

About mid-Aupiist a Lobnitz Rockcutter, in the em-

ploy of the Public Works Department, arrive<l in

Can.so harbor, and with her 22-ton drill besjan to ham-

mer away at a nasty led>re of rock, which, situated about

midway of the harbor has always been .somethini; of a

menace to shipping and therefore a decided defect to

the safety and usefulness of the port. After working/:

at this ledjrc several months, the Rockcutter wa.s fol-

lowed by anotlier drcdfre to clean up the (!ut-up stone.

The latter has ju.st sailed for some Western point,

Lunenburfr, it is .said. We are not in a positioti to pro-

nounce as to the quality of the work performed, but

we hope it has been efficient and succes.sfiil or we may
have sometliiiifr to say later.

Durinfr the later part of October and early in No-

vember, there was a fine run of fall mackerel, but right

on the back of the best day's catch, a heavy Easterly

jumped in and hung on for several days, playing the

deuce of a havo<' with the gear. It was a very emphatic

illiLstration of the uncertainty of the fisherman's call-

ing. There is certainly a large element of chance about

the business, some of which, at least, we believe could

be removed, and no doubt in time will be by greater

scientific attention along technical lines.

The autumn and winter months to date have been,

we believe, almost the windiest and roughest on record.

It is certainly impossible to remember any equally so

in the recent history of the fall haddoeking here. Many
a day in succession the boats had to lay at their berth

or anchorage, only an occasional one being at all suit-

able for getting on the grounds. Since mid-December

there has l)een considerable improvement, and the

boats have been getting fair catches lately. One day
this week bumper fares were landed and as the weather

shows signs of keeping fairly open, there is good back-

ing for an optimistic hope that the haddoeking will yet

finish up with a substantial total, particularlj' as the

price has fortunately been the highest obtainable for

many years, haddock hanging about 2^4 P^nts. There

have been a number of reports and complaints lately

that certain steam trawlers have been violating the

law by dragging within the prescribed limits laid off

for the protection of the shore fishermen. If these re-

ports be true, and there seems some reason to believe

so, the matter should certainly be looked into by the

proi)er authorities, as there are by far too many loafing

laws on the statute-books now. In the writer's opinion,

if any law be worth pa.ssing, it is svirely worth enforc-

ing if it is found worthies sor impossible of enforce-

ment, let it be rescinded, but let our law-makers give

up the framing of farces to fill in thcid idle hours.

Dogfish as of yore were active at their old bad trade

of causing damage and making mischief among the

other valuable varieties of the finny tribe, as well as

the fishermen's gear, and the Reduction Works has

plenty of business. A number of visiting officials were
conspicuous by their presence at the plant on several

occasions, but whether those visits were forerunners of

any contemplated changes, we know not.

The year now past and filed away in the records of

Father Time has witnes.sed many evidences of pros-

perity and enlargement among the progressive firms

that do business along Canso's waterfront. The Mari-

time Fish ('orporation, Matthews and Scott, A. Wilson

& Son, Portland Co., and A. Fader, all seem to be

thriving if one can judge from outward appearances.

Matthews and Scott have added a long new pier to their

])reviously lusty plant, on which has been erected a

100 ft. shed for storage i)urposes. The other firms

mentioned have also been to the fore with additions

and improvements, which speak well for the healthi-

ness of their trade and establishments. We must not

conclude without remembering to record the advent of

another one to the list of fi.sh buyers in active service

here. R. llendsbee of Queensport, a well-known deal-

er of many years standing, has cstabli.shed a live

branch under the management of Councillor George
Hurst, and is getting his share of business with the

rest.

In concluding this hasty summary of the past year in

Canso's chief industry and commercial asset, the writer
hopes that the year now under way may prove a ban-
ner and a bumper one, not only for the industry within
the confines of this locality, but wherever it is prose-

cuted by honest toiling men of good intent.

DIGBY, N.S.

( Special Correspondence.

)

For the past month there have been practically no
ve.s.sel landing here, and very few boat fi.sh. If the
haddock have not already started, they will soon begin
to move away from the shores and for the next landings
of any importance we shall likely have to depend on
the off-shore vessels fishing on Brown's, George's and
Western Banks; although there may be a short run of
large, fat haddock around the mouth of the Bay, as

the fish leaving the Bay usually trim the shore pretty
well on their way out. Capt. Arthur Casey, of the
schooner Lila Boutilier reports this season as being
the worst he has experienced in twenty-two years fish-

ing and says he has been able to make only thirty
".sets" since September 10th. The Maritime Fish Cor-
poration, in endeavoring to take care of their regular
orders, have been ha\iling fresh stock by carload from
their Canso Branch whenever there was any fish to

spare at that place.

The local Lobster season o])ened at eight o'clock,

January 6th, but on account of very rough weather
mast of the trajis were not put out until the 10th and
nth. The fishermen report lobsters as being .scarce;

but this does not seem to hold true at least as far as
"tinkers" are concerned, for the factories were busy
on the 10th and llth. and it is said that two of them
were putting out ten cases each, which would require
about 4,000 lbs. of tinker lobsters. It has been rumored
that the Fishery Overseer lias evidence of four parties
violating the lobster law in being ambitious, or per-
haps avaricious, enough to get traps out before the open

COME AM) GET ACQUAINTED WITH THE FfSIf TRADE OF CANADA IN MONTREAL ON JAN-
UARY THIRTY-FIRST. COME AND LISTEN TO TALKS FROM MEN WHO KNOW WHAT THEY
ARE TALKING ABOUT. :: :: :: :: :: :: ::
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season, and at this writing he is away investigating to

see if the evidence warrants action being taken.

The following statistics are from the Fishery Over-

seer's report to the Department, showing fish caught

and landed in Digby County for the month of De-

cember :

Cod 188,700 lbs.

Haddock 792,300 "

Hake 149,200 "

Cusk 38,900 "

Pollock 600 "

Herring 20,000 "

Halibut 1,700 "

Skate Wings 800 "

Smelts 500 "

Tom Cods 2,000 "

Mussels 4,100 "

Winkles 6,300 "

Clams 42 bbls.

Fish shipments originating only from this port dur-

ing the month of December aggregate as follows

:

23,536 boxes Smoked Fish.

712 tubs Dry Hake.

67 drums Dry Fish.

84 barrels Fresh Fish.

34 barrels Shell Fi.sh.

31 barrels Clams.

7 barrels Dulse.

5 cases Fresh Fish.

10 barrels Fish Oil.

17 bags Dry Hake Sounds.

mum 28TH

A National
Fish Day for

Canada.

IN NEWFOUNDLAND.

( Special Correspondence.

)

Since our last communication the situation in Greece

has improved, and we liave really opened the Greek

market again. For a while we were in a pretty bad

condition. Our ves.sels were held up at Gibraltar, some

for two, others for three weeks, but happily it worked

out O.K. Our bankers are now preparing for the

Western winter fishery and veterans like John Lewis

and the llollets are buying the bait supply from Glou-

cester, Ma.ss.

Our Herring Fishery.

Our Ilcrriiig Fishery lias proved to be one of the

most valuable on record. Chiefly on account of our

Eastern fislicry. we have scored a very extraordinary

l>ro<lnctioii. In (Jrcen Bay we have outi)utt(>d 40,000

i)arre]s and if weather conditions prove favorable it is

(piite possible we shall put out 10,000 more. Tlie ex-

traordinary thing about our herring outfit this year

is that we have been exporting to Ireland; it looks like

bringing "coals to New Castle" because we have not

shipped a barrel of herring to the Old Country in 75

years; and the strangest thing about it is that the

shipper is an American citizen.

Our experience this year has been rather peculiar.

We are finding conditions that are somewhat extra-

ordinary. For example, our vetei'an, Captain John
Lewis, has been into the herring trade. He went to

Sound Island in the early part of November and suc-

ceeded in getting a cargo of bulk stuff.

Captain Carroll, of the Schooner Passport, succeed-

ed in getting a small cargo; but in finding herring
quite scarce at Harbor Buffet, where he went to try

and secure a cargo. Formerly there seemed to be no
difficulty in getting a cargo of good full stuff. But
this year there seems to be a difficulty to procure the

goods.

New Situation.

A new situation has cro])ped up with us this sea-

son: we are actually shipping herring to Ireland. This
looks like the most peculiar situation in existence. We
arc actually sending "coals to Newcastle." Mr. Pre-
vost has been buyiTig for the Buckworth Company, of

Cork, Ireland, who are located in North Sydney, has
shipped a cargo across in an American bottom. We
have also .shipped several consignments to France. Our
last was a consignment to Havre, shipped by Mr. Bid-
delle, who has been operating for supposedly an inter-

national company in St. John. Mr. Biddelle is actual-

ly buying for a French Company with headquarters at

Havre. He is a very reliable personage, and he is oper-
ating for very reliable people. The writer knows Mr.
Biddelle per.sonally, and it is a rather singular coinci-

dence that he learned French from Mr. Biddelle 's fath-

er, thus giving him a chance to-day to realize how im-
portant the French language is.

Cod Oils.

The situation in cod oil is the strangest on record.
About a month ago we got information that our cod oil

was being exploited by an American firm for shipment
to Holland for delivery to a Germanj Naturally we
got busy and so busy that the Government took a step
in and actually prohibited the exportation of oil. How-
ever, we realized later that this information was not
"according to Hoyle," and the purchasers of cod oil

have been permitted to export the stuff at fancy prices.

Permit us to .say that the largest exporters of .stuff arc
the F. P. U., they have been exporting very largely for
the i)a.st three or four months, and they have been also
getting for the fishermen $150.00 a ton, and what's
more, they have been giving to the fishermen the entire
amount less their commission on exchange. This is pos-
sibly the greatest advantage ever received from the F.
P. U. They have demonstrated, not only their |)ower.
but also their influence as exporters of Newfoundland
pro(hice. They have proved to a world generally, that
they absolutely control the biggest end of the New-
foundland trade; aiul in future when people sjieak of
Xewfoundland trade they nnist absolutely reckon with
this extraordinary organization.

Clarence Jamieson, M.P. for Digby. will introduce
a bill in the House of Commons shortly on the ques-
tion of the disparity in i)rices paid the fishermen for
fish, and the price paid by the consumer.
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YARMOUTH, N.S.

( S|U'cial CorrcspoiKlenee).

Till' past ffw weeks have l)een very jroocl for the

tishprmeii in all branches of that' industry, the lobster-

men partieularly having preat luck. The shipments

of this toothsome erustaeean ever since the season open-

ed on December 15. have been exceptionally large, the

record for the hi},' shipments durinjr the early part of

the season havinfr been passed on two occasions. The

weather has been very mild; in fact, the year 191.5 was

very nnnsnal in that from January 1st until Decem-

l,,./ 31—a whole twelve months—there had not been

frost enon<rh to make ice for skatinp on the open

ponds. There had been a few hours' skatinpr in one or

two of the coves, but that was all. This continued mild

weather, the fishermen say, has had the effect of kecp-

iiijj the lobsters inshore. For that reason they do not

have to no so far and can tend far more traps. Per-

liaps, in my corresi)ondence I devote a little too much
si)ace to this industry, but it is an industry in which

Yarmouth is deei)ly interested. For years Yarmouth
has done the larpest export business in live lobsters

of ajiy fishing port in the world, and we have reason

to be iiroud of our lobster fishermen and their work.

In tlie seven shipments which have been made since

the .season oiiencd 4,191 crates have prone forward

which sold at an avcra<re of over !^2'\ briiifrinpr our fish-

ermen about $6r),0()0. The whole community pets the

l)enefit of that sum and so the whole community
watches the lob.ster with interest.

And yet when we speak of the live lobster, mack-

erel ; strawberry, blueberry and other natural products

shipments of this port we are very apt to overlook the

fact that all these indu-stries are of comparatively re-

cent prowth and that the pioneers in all these various

branches are still alive, watchinp with interest the in-

crea.ses from year to year. Hand in hand with them,

prowinp up with them from their infancy, has been the

increase in transportation facilities. One could not ex-

ist without the other, and as one prows the other must

keep ])acc with it. About all these branches of com-

merce had their oripin in the seventies, and F. L. Hat-

field, one of om- town merchants—not too old to

do business yet—was at the birth of each one, and has

told your correspondent all about them. It was Mr.

Hatfield who made the experiment of shipi)inp live

lobsters from ("an.so, his shipment consistinp of two

crates sent to Boston by rail. Train connections were

not so pood then as now, but in spite of all the draw-

backs etumph pot throuph alive to cover the expenses.

That shipment was consigned to Harry Putman. But

earlier than that he had shipped from Yarmouth. He
tells of poinp down to the mouth of the Tushet River

and brinpiiip about twelve barrels cauplit in that

Iwality. He had them landed at the "Narrows" (Pl.v-

mouth) where they were packed in eelprass and rock-

weed and broupht to town. The roads in these days

were not built for automobiles and were very rouph

especially in sjiots, so the barrels were put on sprinp

boards ])laccd lenpthwise on the wappon so as to re-

duce the jar to a minimum. On their arrival in town

they were repacked an<l ship|)ed on the steamer Linda

to several different commission hou.ses—Johnson &

Younp taking the largest portion. This shipment netted

between .$.'i and $4 per barrel, and it was the first ship-

ment of live lobsters in packages, although they had

been shipped previously in well-smack.s. From this

hinuble bepinninp prew the preat live lo])ster industry

of to-day.

But this is all ancient history. What I am .supposed

to write about is the fish news of to-day, and I have
covered the lobster story fairly well. The fishing

schooiu'i-s have also been doinp well, althouph their

trips have been badly broken uj) by bad weath-
er. But fish are fairly plentiful and when the ves.sel8

do have a change to go out they take good fares. The
prices are pretty well up, too. One Yarmouth owned
vessel (under the American flap), the Morning Star,

landed a pood fare at Bo.ston a few days ago, and pot
splendid prices. Her catch of halibut sold from the
vessel at 45 cents.

Then there is unusual activity in the salt fish mar-
kets of the world. So much is beiup taken to the wharf
for siiipment that the boats cannot handle it all. These
shipments are either direct foreign export or to

United States ports for rc-shipment.

Michael Joseph Neville, of Halifax, one of the best

known and mo.st jiopular among the many fish deal-

ei-s in Nova Scotia, died in Yarmouth, January 6th, of
typhoid-pneumonia, aped 41 years. He left a widow,
one dauphter. Miss Kathleen, and one son, John, be-

sides his mother, four brothers, Thomas, of Ottawa,
Patrick, with the '25th, ".somewhere in France," John
and James, of Halifax, and two sisters, Mrs. Rose
O'Neil and Mi.ss Mary, also of Halifax. Mr. Neville
had a wide acquaintance all alonp the coa.st of Nova
Scotia, very few men being better known. As a direc-

tor and the principal "outside man" of Neville's Can-
neries, Limited, his business had broupht him into di-

rect contact with the thousands of fishermen. Even
in places away from the usual routes his acquaintance-
ship was wide as he made it a point to know the men
with whom the firm did business even if only ni a
small way. The many activities of the firm made it

necessary for him to cover a preat deal of promid, to
what extent, perhai)s, will be iiettcr understood, when
it is learned that besides tiie head(iuarters at Halifax,
and the princii)al braiu'h at Yarmouth, there are can-
makinp plants or canneries at Westport, Sandford, Ab-
bott's Harbor, West Pubnico, Clark's Harbor, Port
Moutoii, Sambro, Jeddore, Fourchu, Port Beckerton,
Gabarus and White Point. Jlr. Neville had spent his

lifetime in the firm's interests. The business was es-

tablished by Michael Neville, sr., who emiprated from
Ireland direct to Port Monton where he first started
business. After his death the business was conducted
by his widow (who still survives) who later took all

four of her sons in with her. According to his usual
l)ractice Mr. Neville came to Yarmouth at the bepin-
ninp of NovcMuber to oversee the operations of the firm
dnrinp the lobster season. He was taken sick about the
end of the month, first with a severe cold which after-
wards developed into typhoid. He was propressinp
favorably and ho])es were held out for his ultimate re-

covery until Monda.v, January 3rd. when pneumonia
developed, after which he sank rapidly.

COME AND FIND OUT WHAT THE CANADIAN FISflEKIES ASSOCIATION IS ENDEAVOURING
TO no FOR THE FISHING INDUSTRY OF CANADA. FISH DEALER OR FISHERMAN, BOTH
ARE WELCOME. :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ::
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Following have been the exports for the last seven

shipments

:

Live Lobsters, crates 4,191

Fresh Fish, cases 948

Eels, barrels 94

Dry Salt Cod, boxes 330

Scallops, half barrels 126

Smelts, boxes 400
Finan Haddies, boxes 1,768

Fish Waste, barrels 99

Boneless Fish, boxes 2,528

Pickled Fish, cases 203

Salt Herring, barrels 318

Salt Mackerel, barrels 2

Dry Salt Fish, cases 2,894

Dulse, barrels 6

Canned Lobster, eases 85

Penimillis, barrels 1

Fish Scraps, barrels 1

Hake Samids, bags 45
Dry Salt Fish, cases 700

Smoked Fillets, boxes 14

Clams, barrels Ill

Fish Clippings, barrels 4
Fresh Halibut, cases 1

Fresh Fish, barrels 1

Cod Oil, barels 22

To Brazil

:

310 tubs dry salt lake.

675 tubs dry salt fish.

To Havana:
890 cases, dry salt cod.

150 drums salt hake.

98 drums dry salt fish.

150 drums dry salt lake.

50 barrels bloaters.

To Porto Rico:

411 tierces cod.

To France:
25 cases, 100 half-eases canned lobster.

To St. Kitts:

55 cases salt fish.

To Santos:

750 tubs salt fish.

To Costa Rico:

25 drums, 15 boxes salt cod.

To New York (for re-export)

:

558 packages salt cod.

To Boston (for re-export) :

396 drums, 40 eases salt cod.

Total value of these exports by boat to Boston,

$255,411.

Following are the statistics in reference to the in-

dustry in Yarmouth, and the surrounding fishing

stations

:

Port Maitland — 1 vessel, 10 to 20 tons, value $500,
5 men, 2 sailboats, value: $700; 51 gasoline boats, value

$15,300; 110 men. 190 gill nets, seines, trap and smelt
nets, etc., value $3,400. 100 trawls, value $500. 300
hand line value $300; 8,100 lobster traps , value
$8,100. 3 lobster canneries, value $1,800. 3 freezers

and ice houses, value $200. 15 smoke and fish houses,

value $1,500. 1 fishing pier and wharf, value $1,200.

75 persons emj)loyed in canneries, freezers and fish

houses.

Sandford — 1 vessel, 10 to 20 tons, value $300; 4

men. 12 sailboats, value $190; 36 gasoline boats, vulue

$10,800; 94 men. 185 gill nets, seines, trap and suu-lt

nets, etc., value $7,905. 60 trawls, value $300. 200

hand lines, value $200. 6,150 lobster traps, value

$6,150. 1 llobster cannery, value $900. 1 freezer and
ice house, value $150. 4 smoke and fish houses, value

$1,000. 1 fishing pier and wharf, value $100. 55

persons employed in canneries, freezers and fish houses.

Yarmouth—6 steam vessels, 180 tons, value $21,000;

26 men. 6 vessels, 40 tons and over, 3 vessels, 20 to 40

tons, 12 vessels, 10 to 20 tons, value $33,600; 186 men.

10 sailboats, value $800; 82 gasoline boats, value $24,-

000; 174 men. 1 carrying smack, value $350; 3 men.

420 gill nets, sem, trap and smelt nets, etc., value, $4,-

275 ; 160 trawls, value $800. 940 hand lines, value

$940. 114,004 lobster traps, value $3,200. 4 freezers

and ice houses, value $5,000. 22 smoke and fish houses,

value $20,800. 15 fishing piers and wharves, value

$20,500. 400 persons employed in canneries, freez-

ers and fish houses.

Arcadia—1 vessel, 10 to 20 tons, value $500; 5 men.

5 sailboats, value $280; 32 gasoline boats, value $9,600;

74 men. 1 carrying smack, value $250; 2 men. 130

gill nets, seines, trap and smelt nets, etc., value $50.

70 hand lines, value $70. 6,440 lobster traps, value

$70. 1 weir value $200. 12 trawls value $60. 2 lobster

canneries, value $1,200. 3 smoke and fish houses, value

$150. 2 fishing i)iers and wharves, value $200. 36 per-

sons employed in canneries, frezers and fish houses.

Pinkneys Point.—6 Sailboats, value .$.$320; 33 gasoline

boats, value $9,900; 76 men. 160 gill nets, seines, trap

and smelt nets, etc., value $810. 115 trawls, value

$75. 90 hand lines, value $90. 4,008 lobster traps,

value $4,008. 3 smoke and fish houses, value $150. 2

fishing piers and wharves, value $400. 5 persons em-
ployed in canneries, freezers and fish houses.

Comeau Hill—12 sailboats, value $500. 62 gasoline

boats, value $18,600; 140 men. 2 carrying smacks,

value $600; 4 men. 260 gill nets, seines, trap and smelt

nets, etc., value $1,300. 3 weirs, value $900. 42 trawls,

value $210. 290 hand lines, value $290. 12,600 lob-

ster traps, valiie $12,600. 3 lobster canneries, value

$3,000. 5 smoke and fi.sh houses, value $3,000. 3 fish-

ing piers and wharves, value $2,400. 80 persons em-
ployed in canneries, freezers and fish houses.

Wedgeport—3 steam vessels, 70 tons, value $11,000;
18 men. 1 vessel, 40 tons and over, 1 vessel, 20 to 40
tons, 1 vessel, 10 to 20 tons, value $5,500; 35 men. 16
sailboats, value $320; 117 gasoline boats, value $34,100;
264 men. 2 carrying smacks, value $600; 5 men. 425
gill nets, seines, trap and smelt nets, etc., value $4,160.

13 weirs, value $2,600. 64 trawls, value $320. 550
hand lines, value $550. 19,150 lobster traps, value

$19,150. 3 lobster canneries, value $3,600. 1 freezer

and ice house, value .$400. 25 smoke and fish houses,

value $2,000. 7 fishing piers and wharves, value $7,-

700. 125 persons employed in canneries, freezers and
fish houses.

Salmon River—20 sailboats, value $100; 24 men.
45 gill nets, seiiu's, trap and smelt nets, etc., value $250.

2 smoke and fish houses, value $60. 4 persons employ-
ed in canneries, freezers and fish houses.

Tu.sket— 1 vessel, 110 to 20 tons, value $300; 3 men.
85 sailboats, value $540; 90 men. 350 gill nets, seines,

trap and smelt nets, etc., value $1,620. 5 weirs, value
$1,500. 22 smoke and fish houses, value $1,950. 2
fishing piers and wharves, value $1,000. 36 per-
sons employed in canneries, freezers and fish houses.

Eel Brook—2 ves.sels, 10 to 20 tons, value $900; 15
men. 11 sailboats, value $120; 2 gasoline boats, value
$600; 12 men. 92 gill nets, seines, trap and smelt nets,
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etc., value $4i^>. 200 1o1)s1.t traps, value $200. 2 fish-

iiijr pit'i"s and wharves, value $600.

-Ariryle— 1 vessel, 20 to 40 tons, 5 vessels, 10 to 20

tons, value $2,500: .i.J men. !) sailboats, value $ir)0;

.^4 tra.soliiie lioats, value $10,200; 77 men. 210 jiill nets,

seines, traj) and smelt nets, etc., value .$1,260. '^'2

trawls, value $160. 70 hand lines, value $70. .5,080

lobster traps, value $0,080. 8 smoke and fish houses,

value $1,()()(). 2 fishing piers and wharve.s, value $1,-

200. 20 jiersons employed in canneries, freezers and
fish hon.ses.

Pubnico—5 vessels, 40 tons and over, 3 vessels, 20 to

40 tons, !t VM'ssels, 10 to 20 tons, value $2.3,800; 161

men. 1!> sailboats, value .$280; 66 pisoline boats, value

$1!),800; 170 men. 2 carryinfj smacks, value .$600; 4

men. 410 gill nets, seines, trap and smelt nets, etc.,

value $;i,280. .3 weii-s, value $700. 20 trawls, value

$100. 420 hand lines, value $420. 12,!)50 lobster traps,

value $12,!l.")0. 4 lobster canneries, value $4,400. 'i

freezei-s and ice houses, value $1,400. 33 smoke and
fish hous<'s, value $4,300. 6 fishing piers and wharves,
value .$6,200. 138 persons employed in canneries, freez-

ers and fish hou.ses.

Totals—9 .steam vessels, 250 tons, value $32,000; 44
men. 12 ves.sels. 40 tons and over, 8 ves-sels, 20 to 40
tons, 33 vessels, 10 to 20 tons, value $67,900; 446 men.
207 sjiilboats, value .$4,300; 51.') gasoline boats, value

$153,500; 1,305 men. 8 carrying smacks, value $2,400;
18 men. 2,877 gill nets, seines, trap and smelt nets,

etc.. value $29,355. 25 weirs, value $5,900. 505 trawls,

value .$2,;525. 2.930 hand lines, values .$2,930. 88,682
lobster traps, value .$88,682. 19 lob.ster canneries, value
$18,100. 12 freezers and ice houses, value $7,150. 142
smoke and fish houses, value $35,910. 43 fishing piers
and wharves, value $242,500. 974 persons employed
in canneries, freezers and fish hou.ses.

LUNENBURG, N.S.

(Special Correspondence).

Lunenburg to-day is reaping the harvest of the suc-

cessful bankers" work as the catch is practically all

sold, the held stock beiiifr scarcely worth speaking
about.

There is no doubt ai)0ut this being the record year
for the fishermen, liig catches and high prices are
causing a vast amount of money to change hands and
the crews are wearing a very satisfied look after their

suininer's arduous toil.

The dividends this year are uiiiisMally large and the

successful skij)pers are congratulating themselves on
the result of their skilful following of the finny deniz-
ens of the deep.

There is one yoiuig man but 26 years of age who is

fleserving of special mention. lie is Captain George
Himmelman, of the schooner J. D. Hazen. This is his

first year as commander of a <i-aft and his catch for
the .s])riiig trij) was 1.270 (piintals; for the .summer
trip, 1,7.57 (luintals. making a total of 3,027 quintals.
His vessel stocked $l!t.200.00, his men sharing .$494.00.

The catch was ranged in ])rice latterly from $7.00
to $7.35 at Ilalifa.x. and .$7.15 here. The few that are
holding back it is believed are trying to .see just how
high the prices will soar.

The Porto Kico market has shown considerable

fluctuation during the past montli. This was due'

to the market being glutted and also to the fact that

the fish were not as hard cured as they should have
been, owing to the very inifavorable weather which
prevailed while they were tuidergoing the drying pro-

cess. They of course, then could not stand the hotter

climate to which they were shipped and quick sales

were imperative.

While this subject is under consideration there is

one point worth dwelling upon and that is that the

Lunenburg bank fish do not compare at all favorably

with either Norwegian. or Newfoundland products and
if the dry fish trade is to continue to be a success, some
better method of curing has to be undertaken.

It is not sufficient to paddle the fish out in just

about enough water, they want plenty of it, and as they
usually are washed in sea water and there is generally
no dearth of that in Lunenburg County, a suggestion
that the water be led to the fish houses by means of

l)ipesthns saving the labor of bringing it in buckets,
is offered.

It is, no doubt, true that there are fish makers (that
being the local term) who use lots of water, and for
them the suggestion is needless, but there are others
who put a pretty j)oor da.ss of stuff on the market and
the merchants complain bitterly of it.

It is said that this immense industry which means
so much to this county, should come under Grovernment
insiiection thus, compelling every one to put a good
article out of his hands.

Perhaps the fish makers will oppase this complaint
by saying that the trouble lies with the way the fish
are i)ut in the kenches or slack salting or some other
cause. A standard of good quality would correct all

that and if there is a fault it could' be rectified. "Re-
move the cause and the effect will cease, is an old
adage, and it appears particularly applicable to the
bank fishing industry.

There appears to be a great demand for fish in one
hundred pound boxes, that style of package being
nnich preferred to the casks.

This year, the fishing vessels did not swing lazily at
their moorings as in former winters, the high freight
rates offering tempting inducements for them to get
out under charter. Many of them are engaged in the
bulk herring trade from Newfoundland to Gloucester.
The demand for pickled fish here of all kinds is very

strong, but there is scarcely any held stock.
A very large number of schooners are plying be-

tween Newfoundland and European ports, .some of
these have made record trips and others have encoun-
tered rough weather and had long pa.s.sages. The Ar-
tisaii. Captain John Walters, recently arrived from
Cadiz, was five weeks coming to this port.
Among the ve.s.sels in this trade for Measrs. W. C.

Smith and Company, are the Artisan, Walters; Hen-
.jamin Smith, Cockburn ; J. II. McKenzie. A. Geldert,;
Jennie Ritcey, Naas; Frances Smith, Wynacht, and
the Assurance, W. Zinck.

.Messrs. Zwicker and Company have the following
schooners: Lauretta Frances, Sponagle, arrived at
Malaga on the 11th in.st.; Klsie II. Hart. Vallis, at Ali-
cante on Jan. 1st; Alli.son II. Maxner, Maxner, at Lis-
bon, Dec. 20th ; Adwa M. Westhaver, Westhaver at

im SOT FORGET THE ANNUAL COSVEMION OF THE CANADIAN FISHERIES ASSOCIATION
vmn/V-'S^u-r^^vLt'^^'^^^^

77///^7> fV/Asr ,F YOU ARE A FISH MAN, COME ALONGl-
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Oporto, Dee. 20th ; Mayola, Wentzell, now on passage

from Oporto to Turk's' Island; Leta J. Schwartz, Der-

ringer, arirved at Figuera, Jan. 10th.

The schooners Falka, ('onrad, Jennie Duff, Him-
nielman, and the Waegwoltic, Creaser, are all due here

with salt. The schooner Lloyd George, (!orkuin, is on

passage to Ponce and the F. M. Toro, A. Geldert, is

loading for Ponce.

The schooner Annie L. Warren, Belliveau, is on pas-

.sage to Newfoundland, thence to Brazil. The Beryl

M. C'orkuni, Corkum, is on passage to Brazil via Louis-

burg and Newfoundland.
Messrs. Robin, Jones and Whitman have among oth-

ers the schooner Lottie Silver, Kohler, on passage from

Iviza to this port. This is the only vessel from here

that chartered from Newfoundland to Naples. The R.

L. Borden, Heisner, .sailed from St. John's and arrived

at Oporto on the first of January.

Messrs. Adams and Knickle have the schooners

Wantaga, Backraan, on passage here from Cadiz with

salt. Marion Adams, de Cour.sey, discharged fish at

Oporto, and will return with salt; Phyllis Westhaver,

Taiuier, arrived at Oporto on the 6th inst.

The schooner Evelyn Miller, Captain William Miller,

is loading frozen herring at Bonne Bay for this firm.

Captain Miller enjoys the distinction of being the

senior captain of the fleet and is aa active and hearty

as when he first started sea going.

The schooner Ida M. Zinck, Zinck, left Newfound-
land, January first, for Barbadoes.

A number of Lunenburg vessels were sold this year

to Newfoiuidlaud pureha.sers. The .staunch qualities of

the schooners built here carry their own recommenda-
tions and find owners readily wherever there is one

to be sold. Their speed is really remarkable as may
be judged from the following record trips.

Captain Fred. Richard, aged 24, of the schooner
Mark Tobin, made his first trip to Louisburg from
this port, for coal, arriving there in much less than
twenty-four hours. He will carry coal to Newfound-
land, and fi.sh to Barbadoes.

Cajitain Albert Ilimmelman, of the schooner J. B.

Young, made the trip to Louisburg from here in nine-

teen hours from port to port.

Captain Loraine Baekman, of the schooner Wantaga

;

Captain Ma.xner, of the Allison H. Maxner, and Cap-
tain Vail is, of the Elsie M. Hart, each made the trip

from Newfonndhuid to O))orto in fourteen days. Not-
withstanding the numiiers of vessels sold out of this

port, the fleet does not diminish, the shipyards being
crowded with orders, and other orders being turned
down every day. A very fine 350 ton tern schooner is

being b\iilt for Captain Dawson Geldert, which expects
to sail on June 1, 1916.

The steamer Tu»sle, has just been completed at this

yard and is being fitted with machinery at Yarmonth.
Nearly all of the .steamers are being fitted with gaso-

line engines for hoisting gear. Several of them had
these installed a few days ago, and the advantages be-

ing so manifold. i)ractically all the fleet are being thus
equipprd.

The only schooner to Inive an auxiliary engine for
power was the Original, Captain Conrad, which, engag-
ed in winter fishing, was lost at Ingoiush Ferry, be-

coming a total wreck. Ilcr <s<'i\r, etc.. will lie sold at

auction here.

Cod oil is going to toncli top notch jirices before
.Hpring, it being expected that it will be (pioted at New-
foundland at $160.00 » ton.

Among the schooners which settled their trips dur-

ing the past week are the Delaware, Captain Cook,

which paid a dividend of $4,800 for the season; the

W. T. White, Captain Knock, with a dividend of $3,-

.368, the Frances W. Smith, with $2,700, and the Lu-

cille B. Creaser, with $3,264. It is expected that the

foi-mer will have another thousand to her credit on her

OiJorto trip. The R. L. Borden, Captain Ilimmelman,

gave $467.00 to each man for the season, and will give

big profits to the shareholders.

The Marine Railway here has had its biggest year,

particulars of which will be given through these col-

umns later.

CHARLOTTETOWN, P.E.I.

(Special Correspondence.)

The STiielt fishermen of Prince Edward Island are

uniting with those of New Brunswick in asking the

Dominion Government for an extension of the season,

which closes February 15th, to February 25th. The

reason given is that the unusually mild weather, has

delayed the formation of ice on the rivers and bays,

thus shortening the time of seining, as seines can only

be operated to advantage through the ice. They also

wish to take advantage of the spring tides, which are

on between the 15th and the 25th. The frozen smelt

business is a very important one on this Island, in the

winter. The recent cold weather has tended to im-

I)rove conditions, but the catch so far, is considerably

short of what it was this time last year.

The season for hooking or using gill nets opened on

October 15th, and for seines on December 15th. About
the iLsual ((uantity of what are known as green or

unfrozen smelts were shipped, but the great bulk of

the fish are sent away frozen. Boxes and barrels are

the packages used, the former generally having the

preference.

This frozen smelt trade with the United States has

been carried on here for fully 40 years, and boxes of

smelts have always formed a very important part of

the outward cargo of the winter steamers-

Sununerside and Charlottetown are the two princi-

j>al shii)ping ports for this commodity. The largest

shippei's from the former ai-e James A. Morrison, of

that place, and James England, of Travellers Rest.

They handle the greater part of the catch from the
rivers and bays of Prince County, nuninly from
Bedectue Bay. Richmond Bay and Enniore Rivers.
The smelts from Orwell Bay, North, East and West

Fivers, and other waters in Queens and Kings County
rre mainly shipped by John McQuillan, of Charlotte-
town.
The latest returns available from the Government

Blue Books siiow that in the pa.st season 9,777 cwt..
valued at .$51,279, had been shijjped from the Lsland.
242 cwt of frozen eels, valued at $2,2.58. were also
.shipped. The bulk of these were speared through the
ice.

Since the winter set in. fishing operations on the Is-

land have been confined almost entirelv to smelts.

STONEY LAKERS ASK FOB FISH HATCHERY.
A deputation of Toronto residents who liave their

summer homes around Stoney Lake, near Peterborough,
waited upon Hon. Finlay MacDiarmid and asked for a
fish hatchery .somewhere in the vicinity with a view to
restocking the lakes in the district. The minister said
the matter was under consideration, and next year
there might be placed in fhe'^e waters some fry from
the hatchery at Brautfor.i
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THE PACIFIC FISHFRIES
(Special Correspondence.)

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Tlir>.\.ii >.<<itlnr w liioli lia.s jvicvaili'd liming: inai'-

tieally tho wlioli- of Deeomher and tlio bcjriiiimiy; of

January, ha.s t'on-od tin' CJasolini' Fisliinfr St-liooiiers

sailinu: out of Seattle. Wa.sliin>rtoii. to tie up for tlic

Winter. The lonjr waiting for fi.shin<r day.s and jrct-

tinj; haek to port in the face of a strong Soutiiwest

wind, together with poor trips, has shown both own-
ers of the ves.sels and the fishermen that it is a wa.ste

of money to attempt to fish during the severe winter

weather. The general sentiment is that it is a losing

proposition to fish for halibut ilnring the winter.

Tlie Steamer Onward IIo. sailing out of Steveston,,

B.C., recently had some little trouble with the cus-

toms authorities at Ketchikan. It appears that accord-

ing to the United States Shipping Laws ves,sels enter-

ing or pa.ssing through the Territorial Waters of Ala.s-

ka niu.st call at Ketchikan to enter on the way North
and must again call at Ketchikan on the way South
to clear. The Onward Ho omitted to do this on her
j)revious tri]) and on calling at Ketchikan on her la.st

trip she was held by the Customs Authorities until

the difficulty was straightened out.

The .schooner Tom & Al recently put into Prince

Rupert with ."jO.OOO lbs. of Halibut. The be.st offer

she could get at Prince Rupert for the fish wa.s 5c per
lb., which ('a])t. Gibson refused to take, and he pro-

ceeded to Seattle where his tri]) brought a little better

than 6c per lb.

.Mr. Bernhoff of Prince Rupert, representing the

National & Independent Fisheries, and Mr. H. O. Rob-
erts, of Prince Rupert, representing the San Juan
Fishing & Packing Co., spent their Christma-s holidays
in Scatflc. WashiiiL'ton.

.Mr. T. 11. Johnson, manager of The Canadian Fish

& Cold Storage Company, liimitcd, returned to Prince

Rupert a couple of days before Christinas, having been
absent for two or three weeks on a visit to Southern
Cities.

.Must 1.1 the Halibut Fishing Fleet, of Vancouver,
have been tied up for the winter. Amongst the ves-

sels tied up are the Ceb'stial Emi)ire, Knickerbocker.
Pescawha, Emma 11., Carlotta O. Cox, and Kingfisher.
All of these vessels are being overhauled more or less

during their lay-up and will be in first cla.ss shape
when they start fishing in the spring.

An addition has just been made to British Colum-
bia's Fleet of Au.xiliarv Fishing Schooners. The

schooner Annie St. Leon has ju.st been completed by
the Vancouver Ship Yards, and left at the end of De-

cember on her first -trip. The Annie St. Leon will

hold ai)proximately 30,000 lbs. of fish. She will oper-

ate exchisively as a Long Line Fi.sherman in charge of

CajJt. Clarke, formerly of the Schooner Princess Vic-

toria. She will deliver her catches to Vancouver or

Prince Rnpert, as opportunity offers.

.Mr Kd. Davidson, of the Davidson Fish Co., of

Prince Rupert, B.C., returned home on the Princess

Ma((uinna, after a short visit to Vancouver.

The first load of Herring delivered at Ketchikan
during the present season reached that port on Dec.
28th. being brought in by the Schooner ;\Iargaret. The
catch consisted of 41 tons, and the fish were of good
sizes and in good condition. Capt. Thomas, who owns
the Schooner Margaret expected to bring another 60 or
70 tons on his next trip.

The Columbia Cold Storage Company have taken in

hand the overhauling and refitting of their Steamer
Roman. She is expected to engage in the Halibut
business again about the end of the present month.

.Mi'ssis. K. 11. Cunningham and D. N. Melntyre, who
are the British Columbia Members of the Fisheries Ad-
visory Board, are leaving for Ottawa this month for
the .senii-aninial meeting of the Board, Messrs. Cun-
ningham and Melntyre will have with them a number
of matters to bring before the Board relative to the
betterment of fishing conditions generally on the Pa-
cific Coast. One of the matters which has been brought
vigorously to the attention of these gentlemen is the
desirability and necessity of a Closed Season for Hali-
but during three months of the year. It is understod
that they will place this matter before the Advi.sory
I5oard with a view to having the Board bring it to the
attention of the Government.

Tliii-c lias always been an impression amongst |)eopIe

on the Pacific Coast that there are "millions" to be
made in the Halibut business, and every .so often some-
body lacking the iiece.s.sary experience will put in a
lot of money and j)urchase some <'xpensive experience.
A case of this sort was the old Royal City, which ha.s

just been dismantled and the hull scrapped, at Van-
couver, B.C. Originally the Royal City was a torpedo
boat destroyer which was discarded by the British Gov-
ernment some years ago and was then used as a tow
boat on the Pacific Coast. In lf)13, after she had been
laid up for .some time, .someone got the idea that she
wouhl make a good halibut fislierman and purchased
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the hull, after the steam engines had been taken out.

She was fitted up with a 75 horse-power gasoline en-

gine, at an expense of about $6,000, and a complete

halibut fishing outfit was supplied. On her first trip

she broke down in the Gulf of Georgia, and after re-

pairs were made she started on a second trip which

only lasted until she reached Alert Bay. She was tow-

ed hack and laid up until last month when her engine

was taken out and the hull laid away. The original in-

vestment eould not have been less than $10,000, of

which the only return will be the junk price of the

engine.

The European war has had at least one good effect

on the fisheries of British Columbia. Up to the time the

war broke out the United States was supplied with salt-

ed herring from Norway and other places in Northern

Europe. This year the entire Norwegian pack of salt

herring has gone to Germany where it commands a

high price, and there has been none to spare for the

United States market. It has always been known that

there was a plentiful supply of large, fat herring to

be obtained at Pender Harbor and other places in the

Northern part of the Gulf of Georgia, but the salted

product could not be put up at a price to compete

with the Norwegian goods. The elimination of the

European goods this year has, however, created a mar-

ket, with the result that quite a large number of men
commenced fishing for herring at Pender Harbor,

selling their catches to salting companies which had

established stations at that place. At one time as many
as eighty boats were fi.shing. The fish caught were all

of a good average size, running about 500 to the barrel.

In the beginning the men got .$20 per ton for all fish,

but became dissatisfied with this and demanded more

money. After considerable negotiation, and a short

strike, the men and the salting companies finally came

to terms and the ])rice was raised to $22.50 per ton.

The pack of herring to date is over 10,000 barrels, and

the fish are still running well.

The salt herring industry of Alaska has also been

benefitted by the European war situation, as there are

a large juimber of salting companies in different parts

of Alaska who are putting up packs for the United

States markets. The packers do not anticipate any dif-

ficulty in getting good prices for their products.

PRINCE RUPERT NOTES
(Special Corresiiondence)

The year 1915 .shows remarkable progress of the fish-

ing industry as regards Prince Rupert. Notwithstand-

ing the fact that official returns for 1914-15 show a de-

crease for British Columbia as a whole. Prince Ru-

pert, especially during the last eight months has ex-

perienced a steady increa.se in all kinds of fish pro-

ducts handled.

The Cannery Pack for No. 2 District for 1915 accord-

ing to returns received is 530.288 cases. The total pack

for British Columbia was l.lwIS.nsi cases, thus giving

Northern B. C. the lionour of contribiiting over .")0 per

pent of the total pack of British Columbia. Comjiarcd

with the Frnser River pack of 289.199 cases, the Skee-

na River with 279.161 cases and the Naas River with

104,289 cases make an excellent showing.

The fact that the major benefit of this pai'k under
present conditions does iu)t accrue to the North, is

detrimental to a certain extent as to the effect of a pood
year in this industry locally, but not as much as it

might be as a good deal of the help employed is Indian,

in fact 44 per cent of the labour employed is Indian,

and they being resident in the North bxiy in the North.

The major i)art of the white fishermen amounting to

15 per cent in the Cannery field, also are resident in the

North, and buy in the North. The only labour that is

foreign is the Chinese and Japanese amongst the actual

fishermen.

The object of the recent concessions asked for as to

the licensing (piestion is to still further encourage the

settlement of a permanent white fishing population in

the North. The halibut trade employs 100 per cent

white fishermen, and the effects of this on general bu-

siness is remarked.
The canneries would find that the siding of the set-

tlement of still larger white population, by conceding

the white fishermen, a chance to fish on a remunerative

basis would do much towards overcoming the antag-

onism that exists in relation to this industry.

The Halibut receipts for the year make an excellent

showing. Prince Rupert has jumped from an average

of 15 per cent of the total Pacific coast arrivals of hali-

ibut to 38 per cent. This increase as denoted in the

annexed table is a steady one, and the effect of the

privileges granted American vessels is marked.
An average of about 40 trips of American boats with

cargoes have been made to the port each month, and is

due solely to the fact that the .strategic position of

Prince Rupert attracts the trade.

The employment of totally white fishing population
as regards this industry is also a pleasing feature.

Good progress has been made in the matter of the

establishment of Herring curing and fish smoking
plants, and the Prince Rupert cured herring is now on
the New York market. Difficulty has been exper-
ienced this year owing to the fact that the Herring
have not started to run in any quantity in the North.
They are expected almost daily, and the preparations
made for the taking of them point to a heavy catch.

Arrangements for permanent locations by several

fishing firms from the South at the port this summer
are said to have been arranged, and 1916 has all the
earmarks of a prosperous year for the Northern Fish-
ing Industry.

The Fishing Industry No. "2" District.

Prince Rupert B. C.

Fish caught in No. 2 District 1915. (Approximate).
lbs.

Salmon 26,939.700
Cod 196.600
Herring 4.500.000
Mixed Fish .

.

63.900
Shell Fish 37.800
Halibut 17,548,000

49,286,000

Value approx. in green state $2,274,300 Salmon fig-
ures include Cannery receipts.

1914 lbs.

Salmon 23.355..500
Cod 1.108.200
Halibut 10.411,100
Herring 3.738.000
Mixed Fish 46,600

37,612.100
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\alut' approx. in urcou stafi* i^^l ,7:V2.47r).

liK-mise 1915 over 1914 $541,825

1915 ov<T 1913 986,985

Cannery Pack
1 915. cases

Sko.'iia Riv.M- 279.161

Naas Riv.T 104,289

Rivers li.U-t 146.838

Total No. 2 District 5;W.288

Oiitlviiifr Districts 313.094

Frascr Kiv.-r District 289.199

1.133.381

Note.—The major part of outlyinsr districts is really

from jxiints nearer the northern centre than the South.

('ai)ilal investment in Fishing Industry No.

2 District $4,475,079

Appro.x. value of Pack, 1915 4,883,961

Numlicr of canneries 35

N'nmltcr of Cold .storafre plants 35

Boats steam 41

Sailing; Boats with jjowit 99

Sail Boats .

.

2,169

Approx. nunihcr of men employed in indus-

try 3,950

(Of this about 2.500 are seasonal only.)

Nationalities.

Halibut Fishing Whites lOO^o

Canneries Whites 15%
Japanese 6%
Indians 44%
( 'liiiicse 35%

Per ton.

C'ost of ice $3.00

Cost of Bait 15.25

Cost of sui)plies practically the same as at other Pac-

ific Coast points.

AverafTc inunber of tri])s per month of American

fishitifr liiiats to Prince Kujx'rt 40.

Prince Rupert's percentage of total receipts of

Halibut at Pacific Coast points.

Month 1915.

.laiinars' 29.3

20.6February
March ." 21.7

Ai)ril 14.8

.Mav 19.2

.lune 27.2

.lulv 33.7

.\ngnst 39.3

Septend>er 33.4

October 31.0

November 38.0

December

Approx. receipts :

—

For eleven months.

I'rin.-.- Rupert 17,548,000

xVan.-ouvcr and the South . . 9,658.600

Seattle and other Am. ports. 32.556.178

1914.

Prince Rupert 10.411.000

Total Canadian Recei|)ts .. 1.5.956.800

Total American Receipts 48,902.575

1914.

6.4

17.5

4.4

14.5

21.0

19.4

15.0

11.2

10.3

13.6

14.6

21.8

UTILIZATION OF FISH WASTE.
One of the problems that has long confronted the

o|)erator8 of fish canneries is how best to dispose of

cannery waste. This waste is usually very heavy.

In the case of humpback salmon, it has been stated

that "the waste is from 40 per cent to 50 per cent of

the roiuid weight." The waste from the "red" sal-

mon is rather less, but it constitutes a serious loss.

According to an estimate of the United States De-
partment of Agriculture, the waste at the Pacific

Coast cainieries amounted to 140,210 tons in 1913

whicii. at values fixed by commercial operations, would
amount to over two million dollars.

The products obtained from the reduction of the

waste are fish scrap for fertilizer and fish oil. An
average of several analyses of the raw waste from
huin|)l)ack salmon showed that it contained 3.02 per
cent nitrogen, 3.46 per cent bone phos[)hate and 10.43

per cent of oil. At retail prices this would give a

valiu' of $20 a ton. It would seem desirable, therefore,

to establish fish reduction i)lants in the neighborhood
of the larger canneries to utilize the waste.

One difficulty, however, has been that the canning
industry is carried on for only a short time each year,

and, as the fish reduction plants are expensive, con-
siderable capital would be kept idle during most of
the year. On the Atlantic coast of the United States
this handicap has been overcome largely by gathering
in enormous (piantities of menhaden, a species of herr-
ing, aiul converting these into fertilizer and oil. Near-
fifty factories, having a total invested capital of over
$3,500,000, are engaged in this latter industry. In
1912, they produced 6,651,000 gallons of oil, valued at

$1,551,990, and 88,,520 tons of scrap valued at $2,-

138,165.

Again, the kel]) lesourccs of the Pacific coast, which
are being investigated by Prof. Prince, are without
doubt of great value, and may possibly be exploited
to advantage by those o[)eratiiig the fish scrap in-

dustry. In any event, the utilization of fish waste
will not be an entire success until the cost of the pro-
cess of reduction is lowered, or means are found for
keeping the plants in operation for longer periods
each year. It is a field deserving close attention from
those interested in Canada's fisheries.—A. I).

xFor eleven months.

The "Fish and Shellfish Cannery Inspection Act"
is to be introduced at the House of Commons, Ottawa,
at this session of Parliament.
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f
FARQUHAR & COMPANY

LIMITED
g

Receivers and Distributors 1

--OF -

I

Dry and Pickled Fish, 1

Lobsters, Cod Oil, etc.
|

FARQUHAR'S WHARFS
I

HALIFAX, Nova Scotia. |
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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O PROMPT SALES PROMPT RETURNS §

P. C. PARKHURST
Commission Dealer in

Salt

AND

Pickled FISH
Office and Wharf :

O
O
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iMAX FINKELSTEINf
fi WHOLESALE PRODUCER OF SMOKED FISH q
g 124 HAVEMEYER ST. O

BROOKLYN - - - - - ^

Smoked o
o

AND O

Canned §

s
o

I 28 Vincent Street, GLOUCESTER, Mass. «
P PS Correspondence Solicited Q
a o
ooooaooooooooooooooooooooooooQQOooooaooooo

N. Y.

CISCOES: CHUBS:
TULIBEES; BLUE-
FINS; white STUR-
GEON; frozen as

well as salted round
HERRINGS. Red
and fat. Pacific Coast
mild cured SAL-
MON.

I pay market prices for all varieties of prime, fresh or

frozen fish, suitable for smoking. Remittances upon safe

and satisfactory arrival. Authentic reference. Communi-
cate with me.

BUYS
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

W.' IryinB Atwood, Preit.

W. Elmer
Atwood,

,

Vice-Pre«t.

M^ WhocbSS ConnnSsToN Dealers and d;str'pi"'"°<= '"^

Wach U S E I I

BRANO
Finnan haddie

31 Boston FUh Pier

S"^

':«^\ I I

.,,,.1 ..^

N. D. Freeman, Treas.

Irving M.
) Atwood,

Sec'y

and Mgr.

ALL
VARIETIES

Ot= THE
SEASON

Boston, Mass.

x>nasii bum
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THE GENUINE INDEPENDENT HOUSE

CHARLES LYONS CO., Inc.
Wholesale and Commission Dealers in

I Carp, Sturgeon, Caviar, and all Lake and River Fish g
I 26 PECK SLIP Tel. 1658 Beekman NEW YORK g$ No connection with any other house. Correspondence solicited 2
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

CHARLES NOBLE Jr. COMPANY |
Wholesale Producers, Iinporters and Shippers of FRESH, CHILLED, SMOKED, SALTED LAKE AND OCEAN g

FISH, OYSTERS AND CLAMS (puroy brand). DEEP SEA OYSTE:<S |
Phonasi B«ll, Seneca 22S7-2258j Frontier 1247 (after 6 p.m. and Sundays)) Bell, Crescent 2 or North 936; Frontier 62033; Frontier

29331 (Oysters) O
48-50 LLOYD STREET 20-22-24-26 LAKE STREET g

Commercial Slip (Buffalo Harbor) BUFFALO, N.Y. g
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

GEO. L. CLAYTON
CONSULTING ENGINEER

PLANS AND SPECIFtCATIONS FURNISHED FOR
ICEMAKING, FISH FREEZING. AND

COLD stora(;e plants

VICTORIA and PRINCE RUPERT, B.C.

DORIES
John Etherington, SHELBURNE, N.S.
The liirftcst and best equipped Dory plant in the

Maritime Provinces. Stock of Banlv Dories always
on hand.
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FISH & OYSTERS
ALL KINDS OF

Fresh, Frozen, Smoked,. Dried, Pickled

.• and Prepared FISH in Season ."

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY

COLD STORAGE ON THE PREMISES
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FISHING SUPPLIES
Nowhere outside of the City of Halifax can a better line of Fishing Supplies be found than we carry 8

in stock. Some of our Specialties are :

—

g

Trawl Kegs, Cotton Lines, Arthur James Fish Hooks, American Standard Nets, g
Plymouth Manilla Rope, Caller Herrin, Cutch, Miller's Extract Hemlock, Cape Ann g

Fishing Anchors, Fish Barrels, Bulk Salt, Bag Salt, Dories, etc., etc. g
OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT

|

A. N. WHITMAN & SON, LIMITED
f

CANSO, NOVA SCOTIA
|

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 000000 o
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000oooooooooooo000000
o

i ESTABLISHED 1874

D. HATTON COMPANY, Montreal
Largest Receivers and Distributors of all kinds of FISH in the |

Dominion
|

Experts in the handling of BULK and SHELL OYSTERS |

Ask for our Niobe Brand of Haddies, Kippers and Bloaters, and Sardines S

in the purest of Olive Oil. Also our Ivory Brand of Pure Boneless
|

I Codfish in 2" blocks, 20lb. boxes g
o o
00000000000000000000oooooooooooo000000oooooooooooo00000000000000000000oooooooooooooooo
10000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

o
o
o
8Everywhere in Canada

CURED AND PACKED
ONLY BY

LIMITED

YARMOUTH, N.S.

ask for

Grade * A ' Boneout Finnan Haddies

Gateway Brand Boneless Fish

Gateway Brand Threaded Fish

Gateway Brand Pickled Cod

Mayflower Brand Threaded Fish

itGATEWAY" Brands of Fish f
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

1 TO THE FISH TRADE:-
1 LET US DO YOUR PRINTING.

I
PRICE LISTS; TRADE BULLETINS,

I PAMPHLETS, BILL HEADS, LETTER HEADS,
ENVELOPES, CARDS, ETC.

Our staff is experienced in the technical work called
for in the Fishing Industry.

INDUSTRIAL & EDUCATIONAL PRESS, LTD.
45 ST. ALEXANDER ST., MONTREAL, Que. 8

(PUBLISIIKRS OF THK <;ANADIAN K HERMAN) X
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Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED

Producers and

Packers
of

Atlantic Sea

Foods

Vessel Owners Cold Storage Plants

SPECIALTIES
Fresh, Frozen, Salted,

Pickled, Dried and Canned
Fish for Home and Export

Main Office - - - MONTREAL, Canada
Branches

DIGBY, N.S. CANSO, N.S.

Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED
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ONTARIO
Department of Game and

Fisheries
The nlteiition of the fishermen is invited to the

follDwiiiK provisions of the Dominion Special Fish-

I'ry Kegulntions for the I'rovlnte of Ontario Bnil of

!lie Oiilario lianie and Fisheries Act.

KishinK by means other than angling or trolling

except under the authority of i> lease, license or

permit issued by this Department is prohibited.

Nonresidents, that is persons domiciled in the

Province for a period of less than six months, are

not allowed to angle or troll without an angler's

permit.

.No one shall fish for or take large mouthed or

small moutlie<l black bass, niaskinunge, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts,

otherwise than by angling.

No one shall fish for large mcuthed or small
mouthed black bass, niaskinonge, salmon, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts

through the ice.

The sale or export of small or large mouthed
black bass, of niaskinonge and of speckled trout,

brown troul. rainbow or other Pacific trouts is pro-

hibited.

The sale or export cf pickerel (dore) less than
fifteen inches in length, measuring from the point of

the nose to the centre of the posterior margin of the

tail, is prohibited.

The taking of whitefish or salmon tro-i' !"">= than

two pounds in weight is prohibited.

The use of trap nets is prohibited.

Fishing with gill nets in I^ake Erie, from De-

cember lath to March 16th, both days inclusive, is

prohibited.

No one shall set or place nets other than hoop
nets, dip or roll nets, in any river or creek or with-

in five hundred yards of the entrance thereto. This
prohibition shall not apply to carp fishing.

CLOSE SEASONS (Commercial Fish.)

Pickerel.— In water other than the Great Lakes.
Georgian Bay, North Channel and connecting
waters—April l.'ith to June 15th.

Whitefish and Salmon Trout.—In waters where
commercial fishing with gill nets is imi permitted

October 5th to November otl days in

elusive.

In the Bay of Quinte—November l i i^ Nn
vember 30th, both days inclusive.

In waters other than the Bay of Quinte, Great

Lakes, Georgian Bay, North Channel and connect-

ing waters, where commercial fishing with gill nets

is permitted-—October nth to November 30tli,

tioth days inclusive.

LIMIT OF CATCH (Commercial Fish.)

(By Angling or Trolling.)

Pickerel. Twelve per day.

Salmon Trout.-Big and Little Rideau Lakes,

tliree per day. Other waters except Great Lakes.

(kcigian Bay. North (.'hannel and connecting
watiTs. five per day.

A. SHERIFF.
Deputy Minister of Game ami i-isncnes.

Deparlnienl of tiame and F'isheries.

Toronto. Feb. 1st.. 191R.

Exceptional

Angling

Opportunities

iu-c ot'tVrt'd iiy the I'rovincc of Quebce, which

is the only unc tli;it lenses e.xchisive liuntin^

and fishinjj territories over larj?e areas of

forest, lakes and rivers, both to Club.s and pri-

\;itc individuals, with the privilcj^e of ereet-

iiiir laiiips thereon.

IV!etnbersliip may l)e obtained, if desired,

ill iiiaii> I'.xistin'r clnbs. with camp privih'jres

;ilnNiily provided, and often with the right of

iicctin}.' private siiinmer iioiiies on suitable

sites (III tlie cliih ti'rritory.

Oil all uiileascd Crown Lands and Waters,

aiij;liiiK and hnntiiifr are absolutely free to resi-

dents of the Province, and the only eharfre to

Mon-rcsidents is tiie cost of the non-residr

tishinpr or hunting license.

To the Wholesale Fish Trade

The attention of dealers who receive their

fresh fish from Portland and other foreign

sources is directed to the exceptional oppor-

tunities of obtaining their supply from tlie

liaie d<s CJialeurs and the North Shore of the

St. Lawrence, to their own advantage and that

of tiieir custoniers, and to the benefit of the

fislicrini'ii of the I'roviiice of Qiiel>ec.

/ ' I formation apply to—

The Minister

of Colonization, Mines and

Fisheries

Of the Province of Quebec
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Number
of

District

DEPARTMENT OF THE
NAVAL SERVICE

FISHERIES BRANCH

Lobster Fishery Fishing Seasons in Force on

January 1 st, 1916

Limits Fishing Season Size

Charlotte County. N.B.

St. John County, N.B..

Albert County and Portion ot Cumberland County,
Counties, N.S

N.B.. and King's and Annapolisif

Nov, 15 to June 15.

Nov. 15 to June 1st

.

Jan. 15 to June 29. .

Digby County Jan 6 to June 15

Yarmouth, Shelbourne, Queen's, Lunenburg, and that portion of Halifax county west ofj

a line running S.S.E. from St. George's Island, Halifax Harbour, and Coinciding with
Fairway buoys Dec.

From line in Halifax Harbour running S.S.E. from St. George's Island, and coinciding
with P'airway buoys eastwardly to Red Point, between Martin Point and Point Mic-
haud. Cape Breton Island and including Chedabucto and St. Peters Bays and the Gut;
of Canso, as far as a line passing from Flat Point, Inverness County to the Lighthousei
in Antigonish County opposite

Remaining portion of Cape Breton Island, including St.
No. 5District

Paul's Island, not covered by

The Magdalen Islands, including Bird Rocks and Bryon Island

Waters of Northumberland Strait, between a line on the N.W. drawn from Chockfish
River, N.B., to West Point., P.E.I., and a line on the S.E. drawn from the west side of
River Philip channel at the mouth of the river. Nova Scotia, to the eastern entrance to
Victoria Harbour, Queens County, Prince Edward Island

On and along the portion of the coast or the waters thereof, of the Provinces of Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, westwardly and northwardly, from
the Lighthouse in Antigonish County, opposite Flat Point in Inverness County. Nova
Scotia, to the northern boundary New Brunswick, including the coasts and waters
thereof of all the islands adjacent to these portions of the coasts of the said Provinces as
well as the coast and waters thereof of the Counties of Quebec south of River St. Law-
rence, except those specified in No. 8

North of the Gulf and River St. Lawrence including Anticosti Island

15 to May 30.

April 1 to June 20. .

April 15 to July 15.

May 1 to July 20. . ,

May 25 to Aug. 10.

April 2fi to June 25.

May 20 to July 31..

10^ inches

9 inches

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Six* Limit

Soft shell or berried lobsters must be liberated alive by the person catching them.
Lobster traps may not be set in 2 fathoms o' water or less.

Lobsters to be canned may be boiled only in the cannery in which they arc to be packed. The sale or purchase of broken lobster meat or
fragments of lobsters for canning is prohibited.

Before lobster canning is engaged in. a license from the Department of the Naval Service is required.

Cavs of canned lobsters must be regularly labelled or a permit obtained from the Department, befo;'' they m^y be removed from the cannery,
and must be labellr<l belorc being placed on the markets.

Lobster canneries must comply with the Standard of Requirements, copies of whfch may be obtained from the local Fishery Ofhcers or the
Department.
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Canadian Fisheries Association

President:
D. J. BYRNE. ESQ.. Montreal.

Honorary President

:

HON. JOHN D. IIAZKN. K.C.. LL.I>., M.P.
Minister of Murine and Fisheries.

Vice-Presidents:

S. V. WILSON. ESQ.. Halifax.
W. H. BARKER. ESQ., Vancouver.

Secretary-Treasurer

:

P. WILLIAM WALLACE. ESQ.. Montreal.

Objects of the

Association

iP4

(a)—The protection of the interests of
Vessel Owners. KIsh Curcrs and Packers, Fish
Merchants. Boat Owners. Fishermen and all

persons directly enftaged in the production
and distribution of (he F.shing Industry of
Canada, and allied industries The legal
enforcement of their, just claims, the due
representation of their interests and require-
ments, the promotion or op[>osition for their
beneht of legislative measures, and the pro-
motion of a co-operative spirit among all

engaged in Canada's Fishing Industry for
their mutual benefit.

(b)—The securing of lust and fair rates
for the transportation of fish, the enforcement
of prompt deliveries and the reduction of high
rents :inrl tolls.

(c)—The promotion of improvement in
Fishing methods, curing, packing and trans-
portation : also in harbour accommodation,
navigational and other aids for Fishing.

<d)—The prevention of frauds upon and by
those engaged in the several businesses
mentioned in Clause (a) or any of them

(e)—The collection and circulation of
statistics or other information relating to
the several businesses mentioned in Clause (a)

or any of them.

(f)—The organization and dissemination of
information of an educational nature among
producers, distributors, retailers and consum-
ers to the benefit of the Industry in general.

(g)—The Conservation and development of
the Fishing Industry on commercial, scientific,

and educational lines, and the consideration of
all general questions which affect the interests
of those engaged in the several businesses
mentioned in Clause (a) or any of them, or
which in any way relate to the Sea and Inland
Fish Trade or Fisheries of Canada, and the
carrying out of the decisions arrived at.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:

Mr. D. J. Byrne
Mr. S. V. Wilson
Mr. W. H. Barker
Mr. F. W. Wallace
Mr. A. Handlield Whitman
Mr. H. B. Short. . .

Mr. W. P.Scott.
Mr. Walter Leonard
Mr. R.O'Leary
Mr. W. S. Koggie. M.P
Hon. J. McLean
Mr. Chas. Longworth
Mr J. A. Paulhus
Mr. A. If. Brittain
Mr. W. R. Spooner
Mr. F. T. James- .

Mr. J, Bowman. , .

Mr. M. Lapointe

,

Mr. J. W. Simpson
Mr. W. Douglas. .

Mr. H. A. Green. .

Mr. W. Reid
Mr. A. L. Hacer. . .

Mr. Peter Wallace
Mr. W. Hamar Greenwood.
Mr. H. S. Clements. MP...

Montreal
Halifax

\'ancouvi'r
.Montreal
Halifax
Uigby

, . Quecnsporl
St. John

Richibucto
Chatham

Souris
Charlottetown

. Montreal
. - Montreal

Montreal
Toronto

Port Arthur
Ottawa

Selkirk. Man.
Winnipeg. Man.

. , Saskatoon
Regina

. Vancouver
Vancouver
Vancouver

. , Prince Rupert

Canadian Fisheries Association

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

SCALE OF ANNUAL FEES

(1)— The (irsl member, the principal of any
firm, partnership or corporation carrying on
a business in Canada under his or its own
name, and a business which gives employment
to help o( any kind 1

1

0.00

-Additional representatives from the

same firm or Corporation $3. 00

(3)—Individual members, including fishermen
' and those who do not employ help, and who
are interested in the ftshinR industry, , .$1 00

I
Kill out and mail to Mr. F William Wallace

Secretary-Treasurer, Canadian Kishcries

Association, Room (100. Read Huild'nK,

Montreal.]

I hereby apply for Membership in the Canadian Fisheries

Association, and agree to coniorm to the Constitution and

By-Laws if elected. I am entitled to membership under

Section and the annual fee is herewith enclosed.

Name

Occupation

Address

Date

ENROLL NOW!
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Everything for Fishermen

i/'&)M
!WM

'^JM.Q^-

Knoxs' & Barbours'

GILLING NETS
and TWINES

STURGEON NETS
and TWINES

Pound Nets Purse Seines

Trap Nets Haul Seines

Fyke Nets Minnow Seines

Lobster Pots Cod Traps

Cedar or Aluminum Floats, Leads, Anchors

Lamps, "Plymouth" Fishing Rope, Sails

Oars, Oilskins, Netting Needles

Ship Logs, Anchor Chains

Life Bouys

ESTABLISHED FOR FORTY YEARS WRITE FOR PRICE LISTS

John Leckie Limited
77a WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO
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FEBRUARY 29th—A NATIONAL FISH DAY.

The idea of making F'ebruary 29th, a National Can-

adian Fish Day, has taken shape in a most remarkable

manner. The idea was originated by Mr. J. A. Paul-

hiis, Chairman of the Publicity Committee of the Cana-

dian Fisheries Association, and outlined fully in our

last issue. Since then, Mr. Paulhus and the Associa-

tion have set to work to promote the campaign, and at

the present writing it is in full swing from Coast to

Coast.

The scheme, as first mooted in the CANADIAN
FISHERMAN, was reprinted into numerous maga-

zines and dailies throughout the country. The Inter-

colonial Railway took it up and ran a reading notice

regarding it in over ninety papers in Eastern Canada.

The "Canadian Grocer" featured Fish Day in a spe-

cial issue, and dozens of the big Canadian dailies are

giving special prominence to fish and "the day"

—

some of them going so far as to devote a whole page

to the scheme. Editorial references to Fish Day have

been made in countless papers and journals through-

out the Dominion, and the Association assisted by cir-

cularizing and distributing over thirty thousand spe-

cially designed posters all over Canada.

The distributors and retailers are doing their part

and advertising heavily in papers which reach the

consumer. Reports to hand show that Pish Day is well

advertised in such big centres as Montreal, Toronto,

Quebec, Ottawa, Winnipeg and Vancouver, and "fish

is being put on the map" from Coast to Coast.

The value of Fish Day—or "Der Tag" as one pis-

catorial humourist calls it—lies not so much in the

amount of fish that will be sold on February 29th, but

in its advertising value. The attention of the possible

consumer will be called to fish on that day, and the

chances are that once having eaten it, they will eat it

again. It is an introductory wedge and a good one,

and being nation-wide, it will benefit the trade enor-

mou.sly.

Fish Day on Fehruai'v 29th is an assured success,

and its after effects will be beneficial to the industry

in general. Were it not for the Canadian Fisheries

Association and the progressive spii-it of its members,

the scheme could never have been carried out. If you
are not a member, join now.

FISH FOR THE CANADIAN TROOPS OVERSEAS.

Through the efforts of the C. F. A., and Major Hugh
A. Green, Director for Saskatchewan, the Canadian
Holdiers in Great Britain and Flanders are to be sup-

plied with Canadian fish. Mnjor Green has been ap-

pointed by General Sir Sam Hughes as Director of Fish

Supplies, Canadian Army Service Corps, attached to

IIea(l(|iiarter8 in England. Officers have been appoint-
ed to assist him, and arrangements have been mad<i
to supply the fish from Canadian producers.

Contracts have been made by the War Purchasing

Commission, with fish producers in British Columbia,

the Middle West, the Great Lakes, and the Maritime

Provinces to supply 75,000 pounds of fresh frozen

halibut, whitefish, cod, haddock, soles, and smoked

kippers, finnan haddie and fillets, weekly. Space has

been reserved for cold storage accommodation on lin-

ers weekly for the first four weeks, and shipments are

now being made.

This move is a splendid one. for the Canadian fisher-

ies. The soldier who eats Canadian fish in England

or Flanders, will eat it when he returns home. The

introduction of our Canadian fish in Great Britain in

this manner opens possible markets, and it is first class

advertising all round. It is to be hoped that difficul-

ties in transportation facilities will not crop up, and

that the fish will land in good shape. We have enough

confidence in Major Green's ability to make the

scheme go if the fish is in good condition when landed

at the camps.

Here's hoping that good luck follows him, and that

the scheme will be a great success.

THE HON. J. D. HAZEN'S SPEECH.

The speech of the Hon. J. D. Hazen, Minister of

Marine & Fisheries, at the Anniversary Banquet of

the Association, is worthy of special mention. This is

one of the finest addresses on Canada's fisheries and

fishing industry ever made by any Minister before or

since, and should be read with due regard to the au-

thoritative source from whence it comes.

No greater tribute to the importance and value of

the Canadian Fisheries Association can be made than

a reference to the fact that the Minister and the prin-

cipal members of his Department came down special-

ly from Ottawa to attend the Annivo'sary Banquet.

The speeches made by the Minister and his associates

are of great interest to the fish trade of this country,

and one and all show a keen appreciation of the ob-

jects of tlie Canadian Fishei-ies Association, and the

work it is endeavoring to do. We are glad to be able

to publish them in extenso. and we trust that the pres-

ent issue of the CANADIAN FISHERMAN will serve

as a record worthy of preservation as the First An-

nual Report of the Canadian Fisheries Association.

FINNAN HADDIES.

Referring to the article on "Good and Bad Smoked
Haddies" in the last issue of the "Canadian Fisher-

man." Professor Prince writes: "I have received sev-

eral communications on the matter of splitting had-

docks for curing as finnan haddies, and implying that

in Scotland these are luiivcrsally s])lit dorsally, but

this is not so, though the researches of Miss Patterson

at the Biological Station show that fish so split, with

the additioiud vertebral cut. »rv better pn^served.

In the detailed report which is near coiii[iletion. the
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i|uesioii of splittiug down the back or otherwise, is

more fully treated than in the preliipinary report, of

which you published a synopsis. .

A .suniiiiary of this more lengthy report will, I

(ipitie, appear in your columns in due course."

PISCATORIAL PARAGRAPHS.

It is a peculiar thing that the regrettable fire at

Ottawa should have occurred while the Members were

engaged in a discussion on fish. Mr. Jamieson, MJ*.

tor Dipby, N.S., raised the question as to what occa-

.sioned the discrepancy in prices paid the fishermen

and prices charged the consumer on fish from the

Maritime Provinces. Several members from fishing

"on.stituencies were enfraged in the discussion—Mr.

F. B. McCurdy, Shelbume; Mr. J. H. Sinclair, Guys-

borough ; Mr. A. K. McLean, Halifax ; Mr. D. P. Mc-
Kenzie, Cape Breton; Mr. W. S. Loggie, Chatham, and
the late Mr. B. B. Law, Yarmouth. Mr. Loggie was
speaking on the subject when the Chief Doorkeeper
of the House of Commons rushed in at 9 p.m. and
called out, "There is a big fire in the reading room;
everybody get out quickly!" The session broke up
without formality, and the fire gained headway and
destroyed the building. Mr. Law's death came as a

great shock to his constituency. Our Yarmouth cor-

respondent writes in this issue a paragraph concerning

this estimable gentleman who died shortly after speak-

ing on a subject which means so much to Yarmouth
County and the people he represented.

The fishing interests of the United States are much
concerned over what is known as the Cary Bill to be

introduced at the ])resent session of Congress. The
Bill is to prevent the sale or transportation, interstate

or foreign, of food which has been held in cold storage

for more than three months. The passage of this Bill

would mean that fish of any kind, fresh, salted, pickled,

frozen, or manufactured products could only be kept

in storage for three months, and after that it could

not be sold or transported for sale either in the U. S.

or abroad. Such a Hill would be most harmful to the

consuming public. It would increase the cost of fish

to the consumer at times when fresh fish is scarce, and

practically destroy the fish business for merchant and

fisherman. Where some legislators get their ideas

from, beats the Dutch ! If every sage-brush Senator or

Congressman, or our own Parliamentarians, with a

"bee in his bonnet" was allowed to pass the harmful

Bills they create, the country would be at sixes and

sevens all the time. Let us hope that our brethren

acro.ss the line succeed in squashing this ridiculous

move. If it were not for the cold storage in the fish

liusiness, certain lines of fish would become as ex-

[>ensive as strawberries in January.

"llugliie" is a strapping young fellow, and carries

the kilt and plaid well. The Major is also a good singer

an' verra Scotch. His Lauder songs are good, but

President Byrne, who claims Hibernian ancestry, vows

he'll never forgive Hughie for attempting to sing an

Irish song attired in the kilt. Major Green left for

England two weeks ago to take up his duties as Direc-

tor of Fish Supplies. To the Editor he remarked: "I'll

gie the boys their fusli even if T have tae wheel it up

tae the trenches in a whcel-barra !"' For the work to

be done in the distribution of fish to the Canadian

troops overseas, no abler man than Mr. Green could

have been selected. He is an enthusiast in the business

and a man of action. We wish him every success.

Mr. Cowic's address to the Members of the Cana-

dian Fisheries Association is published in this issue,

and should prove of interest to those engaged or in-

tending to engage in the packing of herring for mar-

ket. The barrel is one of the most important items in

connection with this particular trade, and Mr. Welsford

L. Watt, of Halifax, representing the London and
Petrolia Barrel Company of London, Ont., informs us

that he is stocking up on the regulation hardwood her-

ring and mackerel barrels to supply the demand. The
barrel manufactured by his company is a first class

article "made in Canada," constructed of hardwood
and galvanized iron hooped, and made in barrels and
half-barrels. This barrel was first introduced in Nova
Scotia in the fall of 1914, and six carloads were sold.

In 1915 the sales amounted to 65 carloads, and Mr.
Watt expects to double this in 1916. Good fish, good

cure, and good barrels are the three essentials to good

prices, and don't fall down on the barrels'

Members of the Association can procure a sterling

silver button-hole pin by remitting the cost—52 cents

—to the Secretary. Tiie maple leaf is enamelled in

colours and a neatly designed fish in silver has been

soldered upon the leaf. The first batch of fifty or-

dered have been sold out, but on receipt of sufficient

orders, the Secretary will have more made, and for-

warded to those remitting. The pin or badge is a
really beautiful thing.

Major Hugh A. Green appeared at the Association

Manquet attired in the garb of Old Gaul. Major

Our contemporary, the Pacific Fisherman, has pro-

duced a splendid Year Book for the Pacific Fisheries.

The cover is a work of art in green, i)ink and gold,

while the reading matter is of absorbing interest. The
whole get-up of the book—paper, illustrations and ar-

ticles—is first class, and we compliment the Editorial

Staff of the Pacific Fisherman for the production of
a fine piece of work all round. It is worthy of the
time, study and exi)ense which we feel sure has been
put into it. Mr. John N. Cobb is the Editor, and he
opens the book with an admirable article on Pacific

Coast fishing methods—an article which shows that
he has a fine practical, as well as a historical, know-
ledge of his subject.
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The Euiiiiiry into Fish P)-ices instituted by Mr.

Clarence Jameson, MP- for Ditrhy, and which was the

subject of discussion iu Parliament when the fire oc-

curred, is now being held in Ottawa. The first ses-

sion opened on Monday, February 21st, and whole-

salers, retaikM-s and produeei-s ai-e being called to at-

tend and give evidence.

Desperate weather has been I'eigning on the I'acifie

Coast, and in this number we reproduce a photo of the

New England Fishing Company's steamer "New Eng-

land,"' as she arrived in Vancouver from the Alaska

halibut grounds. She was so heavily iced up at one

time that it was feared she would capsize with the

weight of ice on her decks. The fishing steamer "On-

ward IIo," of the B. C. Packers' Association, Steves-

ton, is overdue on an Alaska halibut trip, and it is

feared that she is lost. Fishing vessels working thi;

grounds in the Gulf of Alaska have a hard coast to

work along. The only shelter harbour is Yakutat,

and the coast for two or three hundred miles is prye-

tically unlighted. The recent weather on the Pacific

shows that our Atlantic fishermen are not the only

ones to experience the hardships of cold weather and

ieing-up.

BETTER SYSTEM OP TRANSPORTATION OF
OF FISH URGED.

Ottawa, Feb. 21.— The Marine and Fisheries Com-

mittee to-day considered the problem of hoAv to supply

better fish at less cost to inland consumers, Clarence

•Tamieson, of Digby. presided, and there were present

II. A. Hrittain, of the Maritime Fish Corporation, of

Montreal: F. T. James, of Toronto; D. J. Byrne, presi-

dent of the Canadian Fisheries Association, and W.
Found, Su])erintendent of Fisheries.

The majority of the witnesses thought a better sys-

tem of transportation from Atlantic points should be
provided. TTnder present conditions it was stated the

rates were not only high, but there was a dei)reeiation

of twenty-five per cent in tlu' weight of the fish when
it readied the consumers.

Thi-ee suggestions were made : First, the inauguration
of peddler ear services on carload and through rates,

with the right to open the cars and take out a portion
of the contents at various ])oints in transit; second,
the establishment of model fish markets by the Gov-
ernment for demonstration piir]>oses to show how to
prevent depreciation; and third, the popidarizing of
the fish iiuhistry through demonstration kitchens at
fairs and at various points the year round.

LAKE ERIE FISHERMEN'S ASSOCIATION.

roriiicil Mil Associa-
' !'! "11 February

The liake Krie P^ishermeii !i;iv

fion. The inaugural mcetii
lOfh at St. Thomas. Ont.

Officers were elected as follows: Honorary Presi
''""• """ G '' Maediarmid. Minister of" I'Mbli.

Works: Presid.-iit. A. E. Ponsford. St. Thomas: First

Vice-President. A. H Crewe. Ridgetown; Second Vice-

President, ('has. Hoss, Dunnville; Executive Commit-

tee—Thomas Shippey, James Pastorius, A. Hoover, N.

S. Cornell, Andrew Graham. Bert Clay, B. Westeott,

A. S. Brown, W. Bates. F. W. Moss, E. Koehler, H.
Hales. J. H. Heclint, S. A. Van Order and F. B. Hodg-
son : Seeretarv-Tieasurer. Charles Kiiday. Port Stan-

ley.

Addresses were given by Hon. Kindlay G. Maediarmid,

Minister of Public Works; Dr. Jaques, M.P.P. for Hal-

dimand, and Prof. Downing, of the Fnited States

hatchery at Put-in-Bay, Ohio.

Iiesolutions Mere offered asking the Ontario Gov-
er'iiment to give better |)rotection to the fish industry,

suggestions being that at least three revenue cutters,

instead of one, be used to protect the lake to prevent

illegal fishing, and that at least three liateheries be

located on the lake. The resolutions were finally re-

ferred to a committee, which will make recommenda-
tions at to-iiioi'row's session, when it is also expected
that the disjuite between gill and pound net fishermen,
that has been caiising much ti'ouble, will be aired.

COMMISSIONER AUDETTE'S REPORT ON
PELAGIC SEALING QUESTION.

The Pelagic Sealing (|iiestion.—or the Behring Sea
question, as it was generally known in earlier years,

—

has finally reached its last phase.

This question definitely arose in 1S86 when the Unit-

ed States revenue oitter "Corwin" seized in Behring
sea many miles from land, the British Sealing schoon-
ers "Caroh'na". ''Thornton" and "Onward", and also

warned out of that sea, the Bi-itish sealing schooner
"f^avorite". There had been nuirmurings of pending
difficidties before this datr.

The United States fur seal herds have their rook-
eries or breeding gi-ounds on the Pribylof Islands. Beh-
ring sea. which are a portion of .Maska and which be-

came ITnifed States tei-ritory with the maiidand of

Alaska, in 1807. On the approach of winter, the seals

leave the Islands and start in a jouriu\v southward and
go as far as the coast of southerli California, which
they reach usually in January. They then turn and
start backwards to the Islands which they reach in May
and June and haid out theron for breeding pur))oses.

During their pilgrimage in the sea they could readily
be taken by the pelagic or deej) sea sealers using spears
or guns and operating maiidy In small boats in con-
nection with schooners.

Following the purchase of Alaska, the United States
leased the exclusive right of sealing on the Islands to
a company. When the denutnd for seal skins began
to grow. Pelagic sealers began their operations and the
United States, anxious to protect their lessees. (Mideav-
onred to prevent siieli. They claimed that Behring
sea was mare clausum, one half of it being United
States territory, and the other half that of Russia, and
it was' on this >rr(iniiil that the iilmyr seizures were
madi'

Notwithstanding iirolests frimi (ireat Britain, seiz-

ures were continuii! in 1S87. ISS't and ISJM). In all.

19 British vesseK i/.ed.

'r.[uur,^n'!','']!l
l';i^lll''lil''>< ASSOCfAT/ON /S THE niGdEST ASSOCfArfON IS<<i\IMI i;<'IM FISIIEh-ir.s TO f>\V loix IT \\n IIKLP MAh-F IT llhUlKli sTIhI..

CANADA'S
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Finally in 1892. a Treaty was entered into with tlio

I'liiteti States atrreeiny: to siihiiiit tlii' (lucstioii to arbi-

tration. The arbitration was lield at Paris in 1898,

and resulted in the upholdin<; of Hie British contention,

antl as a eonse<|Ueiice, the I'nited States were recfuired

to pay daniafjes for the wronjrfnl seizures it had made,
the amount of which were fixed at !|>47:M.')1.26.

With a view to affordinjr the .seals proper protection.

the arbitrators drew up what have since been known
as the f'aris Award Re<rulati<nis. I'ndcr these re<;ula-

tions. no pelafri<* sealin<r was allowed diirinfr the months
of Ma.w .lune and .Inly in each year: firearms were
prohibited in Mehrinfr sea and their use in tin- Pacific

.ocean was restricted to shot <runs.

It was thoufrht at the time by the I'nited States that

these rcfrulations would result in so cripplinjr peia^nc

sealinsr as to make it impossible to successfully carry
it on, but such did not ]>r()ve to be the case, fndeecl,

the bif^gest catch of seals ever made by pelajjic sealers

was in 1894. the first year of the Paris Award Refr

ulations. As a eonscciuence, the I'nited States still

a<ritated for some measures which would further em-

barrass the operations of the Pelajric sealers. Great

Britain steadfastly refused .such, maintainiufr that tin

Paris Award Rcfrnlations placed even <jreater i-estrict-

ions on their operations than they coidd well stand.

The (|Uestion beeanie further complicated in 1902,

when Japanese pelagic sealers entered the field, as

Japan was not a party to the Paris Award Rerridations.

and, conseciuently, its vessels might carry on sealing

(hiring the <"lose season and in Behring sea. shot guns

and rifles might be used right up to the three mile li-

mit of the I'nited States territory.

Meantime, the seals harras.sed by sen and killed on

land, were ra|)idly decreasing in numbers, and it be-

came obvious that all concerned that unless some ef-

fective protective measures were taken which would be

shared by all the countries interested, sealing indus-

trv would in a few years become commercially exhaust-

ed'.

After protracted negotiations, a treaty was agreed

with the United States on the 7th February. 1911. pro-

viding for the cessation of jielagie sealing for fifteen

years on eondition that the other sealing countries in-

tersted. — Russia and Japii!i, would also agree to

such prohibition.

Following this treaty, a convention of rejiresent-

atives of the four nations was held at Washington, and
a treaty was agreed to on the 7th July, 1911. provid-

ing for a cession of pelagic sealing in the North Pac-

ific («-ean for a p<'riod of l."> years from the liSth Dec-

ember of that year. I'lider the treaty. (Jreat Britain

receives 1.') per cent of the seal skins taken on the

Pribylof Islands each year. I'l per cent of those taken
on the Russian Seal Islands and 10 per cent of those

taken on the Japanese Seal Islands.

Immediately following this Treaty, claims for com-
pensation from those who consi<lere<I tln-mselves daiii-

ified by the treaty, began to be received. Not only
wei'c claims submitt(Ml by the owners, masters, crews
and hunters of sealing vessels which were being oper-

ated when the tri'aty became effective, but from the

owners of ve.s.sels which had previously been used in

sealing but which had been laid u]) for some years;
from sealers who operated in the South Atlantic, but
who might also exti'iid their work to the North Pacific,

and from sealers and others who considered themselves

put out of the business by the Paris Award Regula-
lations.

In order to intelligently deterniine to whom coni-
pen.satioii should be i)aid and what amounts they should
receive, it was deceided by the (iovernement to ap-
point a commissioner to thoroughly investigate the
matter. On the 10th June, 191:5. Honourable L. A.
An<lette. Assistant Judge of the Kxchecpier Court, was
appointed such eommissioner.

His rejiort, which is (piite voluminous, was handed
to the Minister of the Naval Service a few days ago.
It shows that hearings were held at Victoria, BritFsh
('(dumbia, Halifax and Sydney, Nova Scotia, and Ot-
tawa. 1605 claims were submitted to him, the total
amount of which was somewhat over !l!9,200.000. The
Commi.ssioner divides the claims into five classes, vi/:

(a) Those arising prior to the Paris Award Re<'-
nlations, 1894.

(b) (Maims by sealers who never scaled in the .Vorth
Pacific.

ic) Claims following the Paris Award Regulation.s.

(d) Claims owing to the Pelagic Sealing Treatv of
1911.

(e; Various claims of none of the above classes.

The Commissioner finds that the only persons en-
titled to comix'iisation are those who were engaged in
sealing up to the time of the Treaty of 1911. and the
owners of the vessels, and in certain instances a few
sealers who, owing to illness or otherwise were un-
able to engage in their calling in 1911.

Tile compensation awarded, amounts in all to $60.-
663.7"). It is made \ip as follows :

—

Owners of vessels receive the value of the vessels
and I'etain them.

Masters and hunters receive the amount of the j)re-

vious year's earnings as far as such could be ascer-
tained.

Seamen on lay receive 70 jx-r cent of the |)revious
year's earnings as far as such could be a.scertained.

Indian hunters receive "lO per cent of the previous
.vear's earnings.

The cooks on |)elagic scaling vessels are not compen-
sated, as it was found that their Tailing was not inter-
fei-ed with by the stopping of pelagic sealing.

The reasons for the Indians rec<'iving a smaller per-
(eiitage than the .seamen is that Article 4 of the Treaty
provides that they may still carry on .sealing in canoes.
This was the original method of sealing by the In-
dians, and as the herds again increase in numbers such
sealing will become very profitable to the Indians.

ELECTRIC BAIT FOR NIGHT FISHING.

Having noticed that certain game fish, particularly

the bass and muskellunge, often contain glow worms
and other phosphorescent insects, an inventor has de-
vised an unicpie electrically-illuminated bait for either

deep water trolling or night fishing. The bait is made
of celluloid, in the form of a minnow, and containing
a miniature electric lamp which is supplied with cur-
rent through fine copper wires carried along the fish
line. The light may be flashed on or off by means of
a push putton. making the bait resemble a glow worm
if <lesired.
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Secretary of the Nova Scotia Branch and he will outline

the work done up to the present.

When our Secretary (Mr. Walhice) was out on the

Pacific Toa.st la.st summer, he conferred with the fish

men of Prince Rupert and Vancouver with reference

to the formation of Branches of the As-soc-iation. The

industry in Prince Rupert were enthusia.stic and at a

meeting' of the Fisheries Department of their Board of

Trade thcv informed Mr. Wallace of their williiifrness

to form a Brancii of the A.ssociation for Northern Brit-

i.sh Columl.ia. Tn Vancouver. Mr. Wallace was i)reseiit

at a special meetiiifr of local fi.sh men and Members of

the As.sociation and at this session a Committee was

formed, with Mr. A. L. Ha?er. of the Canadian Fishiiifr

Company. Ltd., as Chairman, to promote the formation

of a local Branch of the Association.

The Wliolesale Fish Dealers Association of Vancouver

have exi)res.sed a desire to affiliate with us, but the

whole question of Branch As.sociations has been held in

abevance ]>endin<r a jreneral meeting of the Association

to re-draft By-Laws, Scale of Fees. etc.. suitable to the

formation of Branches. This work will be undertaken

at the pre.s(>nt session and when concluded, we will thus

be in a position to <ro ahead witii the establishment of

Branches of the A.ssociation. The (piestion of forminjr a

local Branch in Montreal has also been discussed and this

will be formed as soon as the necessary reorulations, etc.,

have been framed.

Work of the Assoeiatton.

Throujrh our official organ, the "Canadian Fisher-

man," the activities of the A.s.sociation from time to

time have been reported. Duriufr the short period we

have been in existence, the Secretary and my.self have

written nearly ci<rht hundred letters and some sixty tele-

prams which have been despatched to members and oth-

ers in connection with matters handled by the As-

sociation.

One of the most important matters taken up by the

As.sociation was in collectinsr and shippin;.' samples of

Canadian fish to (rrcat Britain. On Anerust l.st. the

Department of Trade and Commerce of Canada received

a communication from the Colonial Secretary of Great

Britain, ilr. A. Bonar Law. to find out what Canada
could do in the way of supnlyingr fish to alleviate the

scarcity of sea foods in British markets owinj: to the war.

Sir (ieorpre E. Foster referred the matter to the As-

sociation and we held a meeting on Aufriist -Ird to look

into the question. Teleprrams and letters were sent to

the directors and members of the trade all over Canada
and the .secretary collected statistics as to the kinds of

fish we could supply and the estimated production. At

the recpu'st of Sir Geortre E. Foster, your President, the

Secretary and two or three members of the Association

proceeded to Ottawa and had an interview with the Min-

ister of Trade and Commerce. At this meetin;.'. we
furnished the Minister with the information we had
collected and the same was sent to the Colonial Secre-

tary in Great Britain. At Sir Georpe Foster's suppes-

tion. the Association collected, from its members, a num-
ber of samples of fresh frozen, smoked and cured fish

and these were forwarded per the SS. Corsican in Oc-

tober to the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries,

LoTidon. and exhibited to the British fish trade.

At the interview, your President suppested to Sir

(icorpe that a Commission of practical fish men from the

Dominion be sent across to (Jreat Britain to investigate

the possibilities of the fish trade there with Canada, but

the suggestion has not been acted upon.
We have received an official report on the samples

forwarded and on the whole they turned out highly

satisfactory and we understand that business has re-

sulted from the work which we undertook. (Report
published in this issue.)

Fish for Soldiem.

The A.s.sociation took up the question of supplying
fish to the .soldiers in training and concentration camps
throughout Canada early in 1!)15. We wrote the Militia

authorities and the Minister of Marine and Fisheries on
this matter urging that the Militia Regulations be

amended to include fish in the soldier's rations. We
eoidd not get this done, but we were successful in having
a special order i.ssued by Sir Sam Hughes in which sol-

diers could be supplied with fish if they desired it. As
a result of this, fish dealers throughout Canada were
enabled to cater to the camps and barracks and fish is

now a iicrniiincnt ration in the soldier's meini. Through
our efforts and tho.se of our Director, Major Hugh A.
Green of Saskatoon, fish has been very prominently
brought before the Militia Department and we take
pleasure in announcing that Sir Sam Hughes has ap-

pointed Mr. Green to the position of Major in th Army
Service Corps for the purpose of siipi)lying fish to our
soldiers in England and France. This fish will be pur-
chased in Canada and distributed to the troops by Major
Green and his staff.

Alaska Sahiio)i for British Army and Navy.

It was also brought to the attention of the A-s-socia-

tion that the Imperial authorities were supplying Ala.ska

salmon to the Army and Navy, and discriminating
against the Briti.sh Columbia product. The Association
took this matter up with the Mini.ster of Fisheries, Hon.
•I. D. llazen, and he immediately cabled Great Britain,

tlirongh the Secretary of State, Sir Joseph Pope, the
grounds of our complaint. We have not, as yet, heard
if beneficial results have accrued, but we are inclined
to think that owing to the strong representations made
by the A.ssociation, the matter will be adju.sted .satis-

factorily. If not, we are ready to pursue the matter
still further.

The work of a most important branch of the As-
sociation's activities, the Transportation Committee,
will be reported by Mr. A. H. Brittain, Chairman of the
Committee. I understand he has some important com-
munications to make on the subject of transportation
of fish. Another imiiortant department of our A.s.socia-

tion, the Editorial and Publicity Connnittce will be re-

ported upon by Mr. .1. A. Paulhus, Chairman of the
Committee.
The Association has done a large amount of good work

in answering enquiries from foreign firms requesting
information as to sources of supply. We have also drawn
the attention of the Federal and Provincial Fisheries
Departments to wrongful enforcements of the law, and
other work for the protection of our members. Your
President has had the honor of rejircsenting the As-
sociation at the Fisheries Day of the Canadian National
Exhibition held in Toronto la.st September and the As-
sociation Executive were invited as guests to the Ex-
hibition Direction's luncheon in company with the Hon.
J. D. Ilazcu, Minister of P^ishcries and Federal and Pro-
vncial officials. I also had the honor, as President of the
A.s.soeiation. to ap])ear before the Commission of Con-
servation recently, and deliver an address upon certain
problems in conncctioji with the fish trade which is be-

ing embo<lied in the forthcoming report of the Com-
mission.

The pioneer work of the As-sociation to date has, in

my opinion, fully justified its existence. We have
emerged from the embryo stage and have now become
a «olid and representative organization recognized by
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the Government and the Industry as the Association of

the interests engaged in the commercial exploitation of

Canada's' Fisheries. We have laid the foundation for

greater efforts and extended influence, and the future

promi.ses well. Our work has been restricted owing to

limited finances, and our Secretary-Treasurer has

guarded the Treasury well. I am pleased to say that

his Report will show a substantial balance on the right

side.

Under his jurisdiction, the Association has had a par-

ticularly fine Membership C'ertificate engraved. This

has been framed for the Members at a reasonable cost

and is being furnished free to all who are members of

the Association. Our Official Organ, the Canadian Fish-

erman, of which the Secretary-Treasurer is Editor, has

done its part in giving proper pid)licity to the doings of

the Association and in .stinuilating enthusiasm in its

purpases.

By an unanimous vote of the Association members,

your President, the Directors and Executive, were elect-

ed to remain in office for another year in order to

ade<iuately carry out the work we have begun.

In closing, allow me to extend my very sincere thanks

to the Executive Committee for their whole-hearted en-

thusiasm in the work which they have taken up and

their unselfishness in leaving their businesses to attend

meetings in Montreal, Ottawa and Toronto. The Chair-

men of the Transportation and Publicity Committee also

deserve special commendation for their efforts in behalf

of the Association throughout the year.

D. J. BYRNE,
President.

per 100 pounds. This, if allowed, will make the advance
on fish in carloads from St. John 5 cents, Halifax 6

rents, and MuUjrave 8 cents per 100 pounds.

"Prior to Aucjust 6th, 1014, the Fish business was
carried from the Maritime Provinces to points in On-
tario and Quebec under commoditij tariff I.C.R.. G.H.O.

1, C.P.R., S-W45, C.R.C., E-2048,' and was divided into

three groups, namely—fresh fish, fish, canned, salted,

dried and smoked, in bundles, bores, drnnis and barrels,

and pickled fish.

"On that date the Canadian Pacific Railwuij can-

celled their tariff i5;-1645, C.R.C, £-2048 by tariff E-

2455, C.R.C, £^-2828. The latter tariff publishes com-
modity rates on fish, fresh or frozen, on a much higher

basis than formerly. As an illustration, our rate under

tariff S.R.C. £-2048 from St. John to Toronto on fish.

REPORT OF THE TRANSPORTATION
COMMITTEE.

(Mr. A. II. BKITTAIN.)

The work of the Transportation Committee for the

season just closed, has, naturally, been of a limited char-

acter, largely owing to the fact that the Association was

not thoroughly organized, and it necessitated a voluric

of individual work, some of which has been handled

through the Transportation Committee, but the fact of

your Association having a Transportation Committee

has, we believe, been of (considerable value and import-

ance to the V\sh Trade in general.

Your Ciuiirman was asked to represent the Fishing

Industry at the Eastern Freight Rate hearing, held in

Ottawa, and appeared before the Board of Railway Com-

missioners on two different occasions and pointed out

many injustices which the railways contemplated mak-

ing on the Fish business in general, and particularly in

referenci' to the Ari)itraries East of Montreal, aiul 1 do

not think it would be out of place at tlie present time

to include in this report a copy of a lotter your (Ciuiir-

man wrote to the Secretary of the Board of Railway

Commissioners on this important subject:

Transportation Committee Report.

"With regard to the discussion which is taking place

before the lioard, re proposed advance in rates on Fish

from the Maritime Provinces to points in Quebec and

Ontario, I have been advised that it is proposed to in-

crease the cla.is rates on this commodity from St. John,

N.B., to Montreal, on the fifth class basis from 27 io

2!) cr>i/.<i per hundred pounds, and that it is also pro-

posed to increa.ie the arbilraries to Montreal, used for

making through raits to points West on fifth cla.<is, 41

rents per 100 pounds.
"/ further understand that permission has been ask-

ed to iM'-F-'./v, H't fifth (•///« Wixt iif Miinlrral one cent

Mr A. H. Brittain, Chairman Transportation
Committee.

fresh or frozen, was 28 cents per hundred pounds. The
present rate is 32 cents per hundred pounds. This .same

tariff cancels the commodity rates on other kinds of
fi.sh .so that since August 6th last we have been paying
the regular fifth cla.ss rate, which is an advance of 6

cents per hundred pounds over the rate formerly in

effect. If, therefore, the application is allowed there
will be a further advaurr iif firr rents per hundred
pounds.
"With regarti In pirklnl fish, the advanrr effective

August 6th was 7 cents per hundred pounds. This, with
what is now proposed means a total advance of 12 cents
per hundred pounds.

At the time this incrca.se of .') per cent on the (Jeneral
Tarifi", bused on the Moiilrcjil riitcs, whs iii;id" <t!i tlie
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Eastern Freijrht Rates proposition, the railway i'oi>i

parties were in a very l)arl condition generally, v-auscil

by tile Knropean War, atul we felt that an iacrcii.se of

5 per cent was more or less justified, but as yo\i will

have noted from the letter just (pioted, in addition to

this 5 per cent increase on the Montreal Arbitniries, it

was proposed to increase the rates East of Montreal,

which accounts for the considerable increase the rail-

ways expcctetl to derive from the Fish business. It

will be seen that prior to August, 1914, the fish busi-

ness from the Maritime Provinces was carried ou a Coni-

mo<lity basis, which, we believe is the proper basis for

Fish foods, which is naturally an article of food for the

l)oorer classes of people, and we cannot see that any
good reason can be brought forth to have the fish busi-

ness remain on a class basis. Hy lifting the Fish busi-

ness from a conunodity tariff to a class basis, it means
that the Fish business has to stand an increase in rates.

Another item of special interest to shippers from the

Maritime Provinces through to the Pacific Coast on the

Transcontinental Tariffs, is the question of the mixing
privilege, which the railway companies had not granted

the shijjpcrs, and through the efforts of your Committee,
arrangements were finally made whereby mixed car-

loads of fish could be shipi)ed through to the Pacific

Coa.st on a minimum carload basis of 24,000 lbs., at a

rate of $1.58 per 100 lbs., whereas the old tariff on

frozen fish carried a straight rate of $2.01 i)cr 100 lbs.

minimum carload ;!0,000 lbs. To illustrate this case in

more detail, when a shipper had a carload of smoked fish

to ship to the Coast the rate which is in effect at the

present time—$1.10—from Halifax, did not give the

privilege to the shii)i)er, of mixing frozen fish with his

shipment, unless they paid the frozen fish rate whicK,

at that time was ,$2.01. As it stands at the (jresent tinu',

shippers from the Maritime Provinces, can mix these

different kinds of Fish and have the benefit of a rate

of $1..58 on a minimum car of 24,000 lbs., which is a

reduction of 53c i)er 100 lbs., and the mininunn carload
weight has been reduced from 30,000 lbs. to 24,000 lbs.

.Some concessions hail to be made to the railway compan-
ies to get these mixing ))rivileges. Considering the low
rate on straight carloads of smoked fish from, say Hali-

fax to the Pacific Coa.st, of $1.10 per 100 lbs. the rail-

ways demanded that the miniuuim carload weight be

increased from .30,000 lbs. to 36.000 lbs. The Trans-
portation Companies naturally figure on certain earn-

ings and where the rate is reduced, they, in many cases,

endeavor to increa.se the minimum to enable them to

uuikc the nece.s.sary reduction on rates of different

cla.sses of product.

1 think it may be of interest to your members to know
that the Commoditj' Tariffs are usually based on higher
minimum carload weights than on the class weights.

Another fpiestion of considerable importance to ship-

pers of Carloads of Halibut from the Pacific Coast to

Winnipeg, Toronto. Montreal, and other points where
carloads have been going forward to, was the notifica-

tion from the express companies interested that on and
after January 16th the express companies would not
include cartage service on the rates in effect. This (pn>s-

tion was brought before the Executive of the A.s.socia-

fion, and a resolution i)as,sed referring the matter to the

Transportation Conunittee, with full power to take siuh
action as was necessary in connection therewith. Yoiir
Conunittee are jileascd to be able to announce that they
have been successful in having the new Tariff which
was to be C. R. C. 1686 cancelled, pending a hearing by
your Committee before the Hoard of Railway Commis-
sioners which, we understand, will come up some time

ill February. This (piestion is not only of great interest

to the Jobbers, but also to the distributoi's throughout
Canada. A eircidar letter was issued to the mendx-i-s

interested, asking them to submit whatever rea.sons they

had to protest against the discontinuation of this cart-

age service, and while some communications have al-

ready been received, there are .still a number of interested

|)arties to hear from, and it is ho])cd that those who arc

interested, aiul have not already submitted their reasons,

will do so without delay, as your Conunittee should have
as comi)lete information on the sid)ject as possible, as

there is no doubt that the e\])re.ss companies will be

prepared to defend the position they have taken, not

only with strong facts, but with statements as to prac-

tices elsewhere, partic\darly in the United Slates.

Oovernment Assistance.

The Dei)artment of Naval Service, through their Fish-

eries Branch, agreed to subsidize a special fast freight

service, leaving the Maritime Provinces on Mondays
and Thursdays, by guaranteeing to the Canadian Gov-
ernment Railways earnings on 10.000 pounds and taking
care of the icing charges on these shipnu-nts, and while
your Committee have not a<'curatc information on this

matter, we are led to believe that the service has not
been used as freely as it might be, and your Members,
particularly in the Maritime Provinces are urged to give

every assistance they possibly can to nuike this service

a success. Your Committee, through its Chairman, is

glad to announce that with a view to getting the tonnage
on this special service, the Canadian Government Rail-

ways have agreed to allow through shipuuMits to Mont-
real and points West to be included in these cars, there-

by saving considerable delay in transit, as all L. C. L.

shii)ments, destined to points West of Montreal, wore
carried previously by way freight and were very much
delayed. In addition to this service the Canadian Gov-
ernment Railways an- also carrying L. C. L. shipments
from Montreal and points West of Montreal on Saturday
of each week, leaving the Coast, thereby assuring ship-

pers of L. C. L. lots to Montreal and i)oint West a fast

freight .service. The question of continuing this ser-

vice for shipments West of Montreal when the warm
weather sets in, is one which has not yet been decided
upon, as no arrangements have as yet been made to take
care of shi])ments which would be handed over from
the Canadian Government Railways at .Montreal, to con-

necting roads.

Your Committee feel that a great deal can still be
done by the Transportation Companies to fai'ilitate ship-
ments of Fish throughout Canada, not only in regard to

rates, but especially in reference to service. The exjjress

service offered by the Companies at the present time
from the Maritime Provinces Westbound, is anything
but encouraging, as there is no way in which shipjjers

of fresh or mildly cured fish, in the siunmer time, can
.send forward their consignments in other than oi-dinary
baggage cars, which, in the summer months are hot. and
in the winter months are heated by steam, thereby mak-
ing the service unsatisfactory both in summer and win-
ter. It is suggested that express cai*s be partly fitted

up at oiu' end to handli- |)erishabli' fish, and that I'x-

|)re.ssions of opinion should i)c submitted to your (.'om-

mittee as to the most feasible way in which this matter
could be handled.

Before closing this report, the Canadian l-'i.slierics .\s-

sociation do not wish to show any disi)osition whatever
on this part to be luifair or inijnst to the railways of this

Coiuitry, or to ask for conditions which are unrea.sonable
and unjust. It should be the aim of the Association to
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work as much as possible in harmony with the railways,

as more can be derived from working in conjunction

with the Transportation companies than by antagoniz-

ing them or making unreasonable reports. Your Chair-

man would like to suggest that in the case of the Trans-

portation and other important committees, especially the

Transportation Committee, the Chairman should, after

serving his term, remain a member of the Transporta-

tion Committee, for say two consecutive years following.

It is hardly necessary to emphasize the advantages of

this, as the Chairman of one of these important commit-

tees, who has studied the questions involved carefully,

would be of material assistance in aiding the new Com-
mittee elected from year to year.

Let me further add in conclusion that the Transporta-

tion Committee is very much indebted to Mr. J. E. Walsh,

manager of the Transportation Department of the Can-

adian Manufacturers' Association, of which your Chair-

man is a member, for valuable assistance rendered, and

to say that if some arrangement could be made whereby

the Transportation Committee of this Association would

work clcsely in touch with the Transportation Commit-
tee of hte C. M. A. that much good would result; all of

which, is respectfully submitted.

ALFRED H. BRITTAIN,
C'hairman Transportation Committee.

REPORT OF THE PUBLICITY COMMITTEE.
(Mr. J. A. PAULHUS.)

It affords me much pleasure to submit the work and
activities of the Editorial and Publicity Committee for

the past year. Though the immediate results are not

what we might have expected, the committee is satis-

fied, however, that through the efforts of each one of

its members the cause of tl-e Fish Industry has advanced
one step in the right direction, and with a continuance

of the same methods the objective should be realized.

At the inaugural meeting held in Ottawa last winter

the chairman of this committee read a paper which had
a great distribution all over the country. It was a com-
plete treatise as to how the fish industry should be car-

ried on in the Dominion. The press was quite interest-

ed in this paper and I will cite a few daily papers and
periodicals which commented on it most favorably:

the (Jazette, the Daily Mail, the Canadian Grocer, the

New York Fishing Gazette, La Presse, La Patrie, Le
Prix Courant.

In some of these papers the article was published in

extenso, and in some others had the privilege of the col-

umns of the editorial page. This article had also the

honor of being placed in the records of the Association

by the wish of the President of the Association.

Next in imi)ortan(!e, a little later, a supplement en-

titled "Industrial and P]du('ational Supplement," was
distributed as follows: 26,000 to the various Provincial

and the Federal Governments, and 14,000 to different

schools of the country, and of these numbers 8,000 were
j)ublished in French. Our committee, under the guid-

ance of Mr. J. J. Ilarix'II, and with the help of some
individuals and firms interested in the fish business,

exjjectH very good material results from this publication.

It will fill a want which has been long felt — the

knowledge of the natural history of fish in our schools.

Experience proves that very little is known of the
species, of the habitat atul of the value of our fish by
the average citizen of this (toiuitry.

Under date May 10th, 1915, our official organ pub-
lished an article from the pen of the chairman of our

committee entitled :

'

' How to liandle fish during the
summer months." This contained a few practical hints
to the fish retailers and was written in a strain which
should prove beneficial to the fish retail trade.

On September 24th the Canadian Grocer, under the
heading—"Hints on selling oysters," has the following:
"Among those who espoused the cause of the oyster
was J. A. Paulhus of Montreal, whose able pen is not a
little responsible for re-organizing this industry."
"Some reasons for the small consumption of Fi.sh in

Canada," was the next article that was published by
the chairman of the Pul)]icity Committee in the Can-
adian Fisherman in the month of October. This article

had been prepared for the National Exhibition at Tor-
onto, to be read at one of the meetings of the Associa-
tion. For some reasons is was not heard. The writer

Mr. J. A. Paulhus, Chairman Publicity Committee.

received many congratulations on this article, particular-
ly from one of the best friends of the Association on
the Transportation l)usin('ss. He comments on it in this

way—"You have certainlv hit the nail right on the
head."
La Patrie translated the whole article into French

in its number of October 20th last. The Montreal Her-
ald also published same in extenso in its innnher of Oc-
tober 2r)th, and the "Canadian Grocer" on the .'Ird of
December, under the title, "Increasing our Fish Con-
.sumption." i)ublished the same di.scourse with a few
note in the headlines.

The official organ of the Association under date de-
cember, also published a letter from Mr. Panlliaus in the
Forum columns, regarding "The Federal and Provincial
Laws Conflict.

'

'
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"A Fish Day" is the innovation presented by the

eliairinan in the official number of February. Tliis is

too recent for press connnent.s. .It is to be noted, how-

ever, that the New York P'ishinjr Gazette and the Can-

adian (irocer liave taken notice and complimented the

author on the idea, and the latter paper is so interested

that it will publish a special Fish nund)er to help out

this innovation. {See Editorial in this Issue.)

The above will give an idea of what ha.s been done by

this committee duriiifr the past year.

As I said at the befriiiiiiii"; of the report, we have not

had much result yet, but I believe sincerely that the

work we have accomplished is a proof that the Publicity

Committee has a lar^e field for its activities and will

prove its usefulness more concretely in the years to

come.

It is our intention durinfr next year to carry on tiic

business of the committee on about the .same lines. The
committee has faith in the innovation of a Fish Day,

and its continuance yearly, and will do its utmost to frive

it widest publicity.

I may mention the valuable collaboration of Mr. J.

J. Ilarpell, and particularly his co-operation in pub-

lishing arul distributing the Industrial Supplement.

Mr. F. J. Ilayward has also contributed a few short

items and generously offered his services at the forma-

tion of the Committee. On account of being far away
it has not been convenient to make use of his offers as

much as we should have liked, but this coming year

we shall have him to help us with more contributions to

our Editorial Department.
And la.st but not lea.st, I shall not forget to give due

praise to the talent and ability of- Mr. F. W. Wallace.

He is a literary man and an artist of great value not

only to the Editorial and Publicity Committee, but to

the whole Association. His articles in the Canadian
Fisherman are not only full of interest, but they have

certain suggestion of romance and jioetry, and there

is a tang of the sea in his fishing expeditions which

makes one like the story and the author. I thank him
most sincerely for the generous support and help he has

given me, and with his companionship I feel that the

duty and responsibility as Chairman of the Editorial

and Publicity Committee is a pleasure.

J. A. PAULIIUS,
Chairman.

After some discussion, it was moved that the reports

be adopted as read, and the members were unanimous
in complimenting the work of the gentlemen who so

ably administered the Committees over which they
presided, and a hearty vote of thanks was made to

them. It was felt by all present that the Association
had done splendid work since its inauguration, and
its future as a real help to the Fishing Industry of

Canada was assured.

The meeting was adjourned until the afternoon, and
the members accepted the invitation of Mr. J. S. Stan-
ford, of Stanford's, Ltd., MnntrcMl. to visit his new
store on Mansfield Street.

Visit to Stanford's, Ltd.

This palatial store occupying a three storey build-
ing on Mansfield Street, Montreal, is the last word in
design and construction for a concern dealing in fish,

game, poultry, meats, fruits and vegetables. Archi-
tecturally, the place is artistic and handsome in de-
sign; mechanicaly, there is nothing like it in Canada.

The walls and floors are tiled; counters are of mar-

ble and glass, and refrigeration pipes have been laid

under the show cases everywhere. The fish depart-

ment is equipped with cleaning tables of marble and
galvanized iron, with ruiuiing water over sinks, where

fish are dressed and filleted. Chutes and a transit sys-

tem has been arranged to carry the fish orders from

the dressing department to the shipping room, where

they are wrapped or packed for delivery, and every-

thing has been designed to facilitate rapid handling,

and the strictest cleanliness. The premises are equip-

ped in the most modern way in lighting and sanita-

tion, and a full power plant for refrigeration machin-

ery has been installed. Cold storage chambers, chill

rooms, and a delicatessen kitchen occupy a large por-

tion of the establishment. In the latter apartment,

Mr. Stanford had a tasty lunch laid out for the visi-

tors, and before leaving for the Hotel again, the As-

sociation complimented Mr. Stanford very highly for

the magnificent manner in which he had led the way
to put the retail end of the fish business upon a proper-

ly handled and sanitary plane. Mr. Stanford replied

that he would be willing and glad to show any person

interested over his place and outline his system for

handling fish. Other fish men would be welcome to

inspect his premises, and in his opinion, this was the

proper spirit, and the object of the Association of

which he was a member. The exchange of ideas on

the improvement in facilities for handling fish would

benefit him as much as it would his competitor. It

would tend to increase the consumption of fish as a

food, and all concerned in llie'tradc would enjoy the

increased business.

Afternoon Session.

The afternoon session convened at 2 p.m., and the

main business centred on the framing of By-Laws for

Branches of the Association. This, and the drawing

up of a new scale of fees designed to enrol the smaller

dealers, and individuals engaged in the fish trade and
industry of Canada, occupied the attention of the

members for the rest of the meeting. The Ry-Law, as

passed and adopted, may be had from the Secretary

of the Association. The new Scale of Fees which goes

into effect immediately, is as ^pllows

:

Scale of Annual Membership Fees.

The first mend)er, the princijjal of any firm, part-

iu>rship or corporation carrying on a business in Can-

ada under his or its own name, and a business which
gives employment to help of any kind $10

Additional representatives from the same firm or

corporation $3
Individual members, including fishermen and those

who do not employ help, and who are interested in the

Fishing Industry of Canada $1

It was felt by the members present that the new
scale of fees would encourage the fishermen and small

dealers to become members of the Association and en-

joy its i)rivilcges. The arrangement for additional re-

presentatives of large firms would bring in many new
members interested in the work and objects of the As-

sociation.

Some minor business pccupied the attention of the

members until 4 p.m., when the President declared

the Annual Meeting adjourned, and called upon Mr.
J. J. Cowie, Fisheries Expert of the Department at

Ottawa, to address the members. Mr. Cowie "s address

is reported herewith.
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Packing Canadian Herring for

Foreign Markets

Address Delivered by Mr. J. J, Cowie,

at the Afternoon Session of the Cana-

dian Fisheries Association.

Mr. Cowie: Mr. President and Members of The Can-

adian Fisheries Association :—I am extremely pleased

to be present with you this afternoon, and feel high-

ly lionoured indeed at being asked to address you.

Your time i.s, 1 understand, limited, and for that rea-

son I shall not take up much of it.

In view of the very great interest that is being tak-

en at present in the matter of supplying the United
States markets with Canadian herring, cured in the

Scottish method, and of the extensive preparations
that arc going forward, especially in Nova Scotia, for

engaging in this business next season. I propose to

Mr. J. J. Cowie, Fish Curing Expert of the Department
of Marine and Fisheries.

toiicli hricfly on one or two points eonneeted there-

with.

My fii'st point is the nuiking of the liarrel. Now,
those who intend curing for this trade, that is, those

who expect to derive the largest possible advantage and
benefit from it, mu8t market their fisli in a barrel

similar in size and type to that used in the Scottish

trade, or in the Hritish Isles. I sliall not detain you

in the n\eantiine by going into the details of measure-
ments of staves and heading necessary to produce a
barrel of the Scottish staiulai'd' size, because a pamph-
let containing s])ecial instructions and iidoi'mation of

this natui'c is at preseJit in the iiands of the printer,

and will be issued shoitly lo the trade.

There is no doubt that the ideal barrel for market-
ing pickled fish of any kind in is the hardwood barrel.

Stich a barrel, of course, may be ditficult to get in some
provinces oi' districts. It also at the beginning, or

when new, would be expensive. It would have the ad-
vantage on the other hand of being available for re-

filling, 01' using another season. That is, of course, a
rather doubtful advantage.

Xow, in the export trade of the Hritish Islands,

spruce staves entirely are used in the making of the
bari'cls. The staves are cut from the finest spruce
grown in Sweden, and the greatest care is taken in the

making of the barrels. There is no reason why spruce
staves of e(pud (piality to those used in tliis liritish

trade should not be easily obtained in Canada.

But, no matter how good the wood is, if the barrel
is not i)roperly |mt»together, it will ultinuitely leak like

a sieve. Three things therefore must be sti'ongly im-
pressed u])0ii those of oui' eoo])ers who intend to nuike
barrels for tiiis ])articuiar trade.

The first thing is that staves must be cut from the
sountiest and best wood, and should not be taken from
the mill unless they are of such cpiality.

The secoiui is, that such staves should be well sea-

soiu'd before being put into the barrel; and the third
thing is that careful workmanship and dean cutting
tools ai'c absolutely necessary, to produce a barrel of

the requisite strength and tightness.

.My next point is the taking of the fish. With the

enormous denuuui that is likely to arise, and that will

arise next season for fresh herring, 1 fear that our
present means of capture, namely moored or anchored
lU'ts near the shore will not i)rovide a sufficient sup-

ply to meet this denuind. Jloreover. these moored
nets are left in the water day and night and it some-
tinu's happens that the fishermen, through stress of

weather, is prevented from visiting and overhauling
the nets for a ilay or two, with the result that when
he goes out he finds live herring gilled in the course
of the preceding night mixed up with dead, or what
are called sometimes drowiu'd herring, that nuiy have
been gilli'd two days j)reviously. Xow, these drowned
herring will not cure properly at all. They simply
cannot be hardeiu'd in the salt, and unless the great-

est care is exercised in separating these drowned fish

from the fresh fish, a j)aekcr nuiy find a large part of

his cure altogether luisalcable. I do not think that a
general change in the presctd method of fishing for

herring nuiy be expected for some tinu; yet. but I

would direct the attention of those of you who are
in the business, or are contemplating going into the
business next season, to the method of fishing known
as drifting.
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Now, by this meaus herring can be got off shore

much earlier in the season, and in better condition,

than when they have moved close to the shore in the

rifjht stafjc for spawning. Then, as drift nets are

hauled out of the water every morning, and kept on

board the vessel till the following evening, there is ab-

solutely no danger of getting drowned herring mixed

with the fresh ones.

Then, whatever method of fishing is put into use,

my own opinion is the mesh of the net used should be

smaller, for this reason, that this trade, especially

in the United States, prefers a medium plump fish.

Now, there are so many of our nets at present in use

with meshes of 21/2. 2% to 3 inches that they miss a

great many of that size of herring that is actually in

demand in" the United States. I would therefore sug-

gest to those who are preparing for tliis business next

year, to keep in mind the fact that they can very much
increase their supplies and get a more suitable class

of fish by using a smaller mesh net. There is an ar-

ticle of mine in the current issue of THE CANADIAN
FISHERMAN which deals very fully with this mat-

ter, and so I shall pass on to my next point.

But before doing so, I would like to say in connec-

tion with the selling and buying of fresh herring on

the coast, that in my opinion an Association such as

yours, might very well take up the question of insti-

tuting a standard measure for such. A barrel is a

clumsy measure. Besides, barrels of various sizes are

at present in use, which, to say the least, is not at all

satisfactory to either the seller or the buyer.

In England and Scotland a very serviceable, strong-

ly made wicker basket is used for this purpose. It

holds roughly about one hundred pounds of fresh her-

ring. Such baskets have been in use for a very long

time. Previously to twenty years ago they were made

without any Government supervision, with the result

that the capacity of the baskt^ts differed greatly. The

eurers in those days supplied them to the fishennen,

and I have seen myself baskets of such a size put into

use by unscrupulous eurers as gave them 15 per cent

at the very least, of an advantage over eurers whose

baskets were nearer to the recognized standard. Much
dissatisfaction was expressed by both fishermen and

eurers at this practice. Consetiuentiy, the Government

and officially stamped with the Crown brand before

stepped in and now every basket must be measured

it can be used in the purchase or sale of fresh herring

to the United Kingdom, or rather in England and Scot-

land.

My next point is the curing of the fish. Personally,

I am exceedingly glad to find that the work of cur-

ing in the Scottish style will be carried on largely by
merchant eurers on shore. This is, in my opinion, the

only way that the industry can be extended and made
permanent. Fishermen will get more for their fresh

catches, and, being relieved of the labour of eurins;,

they will be in a position to very much increase their

catching power. With this greatly increased demand
there is going to be for fresh herring, those merchants

who deal with, or who take part in the West India

trade, may have fears of not getting a sufficient sup-

ply for that trade next year. I do not think, however,

that this new business, or this new demand, will in-

terfere very much with that cheaper West India

trade, because, for one thing, we have hundreds of

thousands of barrels of herring going to waste every

spring along the shores of the Gulf of the St. Law-
rence, which could be very well utilized for this West
India trade. Then towards the end of the season

there will be quantities of herring after they have

spawned that will be unfit for this higher class trade

with the United States, and which will be available

for the West India trade, so that I do not see how,

if those West Indian Merchants will adapt themselves

to the changed conditions, I do not see how their trade

can be very much affected by this new and better

trade.

Now, I wish to mention in passing that a complete
description of the Scottish method of curing, forms
an appendix to the regulations made under the Fish

Inspection Act, and will be found printed and publish-

ed with that Act, and if eurers will closely and intel-

ligently follow that description, there can be no doubt
about their producing an article in accordance with
the desires of the market. That description deals ab-

solutely with what are known as full fish. Now, there

is another class of herring which can be secured from
the south shore of Nova Scotia especially, and which
is known as Matjes. That is an absolutely fat herring
of medium size, without roe or milt in it, or before it

has developed roe or milt. Now, this is the class of
herring that secures the top prices in the United
States. Quantities of these herring sold during the
past \ear for as much as $18.00 and $14.00 per half

barrel. It may seem incredible, but the fact remains,
they have been sold for these prices, these matjes, and
that class of herring is not inspected and branded in

Scotland as the full fish are, for this reason, that they
are cured very mildly, and of course the chance of their
going wrong is so much greater than in the case of
the haril cured full fish that the Government has never
considered it wise to brand or guai-antec those lightly
cured matjes. They have always been marketed with-
out any inspection and branding, and when properly
cured there has never been any difficulty about get-
ting enormous prices. For the same reason we have
not included them in our branding scheme, but in the
course of the next month or so it is intended to pub-
lish a complete description of the curing of these mat-
jes as well as further insf ructions and hints in the
(Hiring of full fish.

In connection with curing for this trade, I wish to
utter a note of warning. So many stories, wild and
otherwise, have been eircidated as to the price paid
last season for herring cured in the Scottish style that
many people who know absolutely nothing about this
l)usines8, are likely to be induced to go into it in the
coming .season. Now, the United States market for
herring so cured, is an extremely particular and fas-
tidious one, and while it is prepared to pay very big
prices for the riglit article, it is just as ready to'com-
pletely ignore anything that is not up to the usual
standard. So, you see there are possibilities of losing
ii lot of money as well as making some, in this busi-
ne.ss.

Then again, with so many inexperienced packers at
work we are in danger of having much badly cured
stuff' placed on the market, with the result that we
may lose our hold on it altogether when the war is

over, and conditions return to normal in Europe. That
would be a tremendous calamity now that our herring

A MAN IS KNOWN BY THE INTEREST HE TAKES IN HIS OWN PARTICULAR INDUSTRY
JOIN THE ASSOCIATION AND ASSIST IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF CANADA'S FISHERIES.
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have been accepted by this high priced trade, and we

have got an entrance to this market. This has been,

of course, an exceptional opportunity. It never oc-

curred before, and may never occur again. It will be

the business of the Department to try and prevent this

trade from being swamped by having a flood of bad-

ly cured stuff on the market next year.
" We have in our Fish Inspection Act a splendid means

of safeguarding this business, if it is taken advantage

of, and the Department is taking active steps to place

it.self in a position next season to guide and instruct

both coopers and packers in the methods therein laid

down.
A highly trained Scottish cooper and eurer has been

added to the staff of pickled fish inspectors. He will

be equipped with tools and will visit cooper shops

right away, especially those where Scottish barrels

are being made, spending a day or so in each, and

making sample barrels in the presence of the cooper.

During the curing season he will act as an instructor,

pivhig his attention chiefly to those places where Scot-

tish curing is going on. We will also inspect and

brand the cured fish. Then I shall of course be on

the coast most of the summer myself, and take an ac-

tive part in the work.

Now a word as to the salt mackerel business. The
Norwegian mackerel trade with the United States has

been created within quite recent years. Yet, although

\t came into existence very much later than the Cana-

Sian and Irish trades, it leads the way so far as de-

mand and price are concerned. It has not grown to

its present extent in any haphazard way, but is the re-

HuH of intelligent and deliberate efforts. There is no

reason M'hy our salt mackerel should not bring as good

,a price as Norwegian mackerel. The quality of our

full fish is as good as theirs. In fact, I was told recent-

ly by one of the largest buyers of salt mackerel in the

United States that the fidl mackerel ,taken in the Gulf

and round Cape Breton, are actually superior in qual-

ity and flavour to the Norwegian x^roduct.

The hardwood barK I, with galvanized hoops now
being used by many of our packers, is superior to

the barrel used either by the Norwegian or Irish pack-

ers. But much remains to be done in the matter of

improved splitting, grading and packing of the fish.

The Norwegians have one advantage over us in that

their fish are caught by hook and line, and split, wash-
ed, and put in salt a few minutes after being take"

from the water. That is the fish tliat tiiey .sell and
.ship to market. They have a big s])ring fishery, in

which the}' use nets, seines, and drag seines and so on,

but these fish are used largely in the fresh state in

Europe. The split fish that tliey send to the United
States are taken by hook and line. Now, these fish, as

I say, are split, washed and put in salt a few minute:^

after being taken from the water. The bleeding is

thus perfect, and the fi.sh, when cured, are white in

ftolour.

Notwithstanding that advantage that tlie.y have over
us in the way of handling their fish quickly, our In-

spection Act is calculated to so improve the splitting,

grading and curing tliat together witli the superior

barrel now being used, by its use thi'ough the means
of this inspection, we shall secure for Canadian fish

prices e'lunl to that pun] for Norwegian fish. But in-

spection and grading under the Act is voluntary. For
that reason the enthusiastic co-operation of all con-

cerned is needed to bring it into general use. In the
next few weeks steps will be taken to bring directly

to the attention of the United States buyers of pickled

fish what this brand will exactly mean to them, and

to the consumers, as a guarantee of quality, and you

may depend on it that these buyers next season, ap-

preciating the value of such a Government stamp,

will be on the lookout for goods that show it. Keep-

ing in mind therefore the making of the new Scottish

cured herring business a permanent one, and of improv-

ing our mackerel business, I would, in conclusion, ap-

peal very earnestly to the members of this Asso-iation

and the trade generally, to take full advantage of

our inspection scheme next season. Competent men
will carry out the work of inspection and branding

which is entirely free of charge to the packer and

eurer.

As I said before, I came with the intention of simply

touching on a few points connected with this business,

for the reason that I previously mentioned, that spe-

cial and detailed instructions will be issued shortl.v to

the trade. 1 do not know that I need say anything

further. Of course, if there are any questions anyone

would care to ask, I should be very pleased to answer

them, and if there are any suggestions to be made by

any of those present I shall also be pleased to hear

them, with regai-d to the carrying out of the work of

inspection and branding in the course of next year.

Gentlemen, 1 thank you for the patient hearing you

have given to the few remarks I have made.

The President : We have all listened with very deep

interest to the address of Mr. Cowie, and it is my pleas-

ure to assure him they were appi'eeiated, and that we
appreciate his coming here to deliver an address on

such a timely topic as the proper curing under the

Scotch process of our Canadian herring and mackerel.

I do not think thei'c is any doubt but that a large

market is available for Canadian packers in these two
kinds of fish, especially in the herring, and it is im-

(|uestioned that we have nobody either here, or even

on the other side who is in a better position to give

definite expert information and knowledge on the

methods of packing than Mr. Cowie, who has spent

a lifetime in the fish curing business in Scotland, and

whose services have been secured by the Canadian

Govermuent for the benefit of those engaged in the

fishing industry in Canada.
I want to thank you, Mr. Cowie for having eonu>

to deliver this address before our members, and to as-

sure you that out past good opinion of you has been

still further enhanced. We like to hear from yon of-

ten and hope the future will bring you fretjnently in

our midst. I remember with pleasure the statement

made by the Honorable the Minister of Naval Service

at our banquet last year, when he said we would be

gladly furnished with information b.v the experts con-

nected with his department at any time we required

it. I have had occasion to meet Mr. Cowie before,

and I have always found him not o!dy willing, but

most eager to help disseminate the knowledge that is

his to a very large degree in the expert curing of fish

for export shii)ment. I am sure our iiu'mbers are

veiy niueh interested, and the knowledge he has given

Ks todav when given out tlirouirli tlu> medium of our

official 'organ, TlIK (^AN.XDl.W KISHKini.AX, will

reach a large number who will read it wifli much
pleasur(> and profit.

I am sure some of our iiiiMnbers who have been list-

ening intently to Mr. Cowie "s addi'ess would like to

ask some (pn'stions, ami since he lias told us he would
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he fflad to answer any i|Uestions tliiit nnahi be asked

by yon, or he wonld be k'"'! to hear from yon shonld

yon desire to have fnrther knowledfje on his opinion

on anv matter eonneeted with tht' snbject of his ad-

dress "this afternoon. If you will ask any question

I am sure Mr. Cowie will answer it. If no one lias

any (|nestions, I will ask Mr. Wilson to say a few

words on the subjeet.

MR. WILSON: I can only su|.i>lfiiieiil your remarks

Mr. President, in a very very limited degree. This is

a matter that eomes pretty close to me personally,

because it is one of the thinsrs 1 advocated fifteen

or sixteen years ago.

In opening up or begitniing a new industry tliere is

bound to be more or less errors and mistakes made,

and even in the experiments there was something of

that doiu'; that is, efforts at production were made
where there was no herring to be got, and other times

they got more than they could take care of.

Now. the transportation (piestion in the fish busi-

ness lias a material bearing, and unfortunately some

shipments at that time were destroyed through the

want of transportation facilities, and transportation

was attempted in packages absolutely unsuitable for

it, and of course it was a failure. However, the pa.st

season has demonstrated the fact it is easily possible

to cure ("ana<lian herring in the Scottish method in first

ehiss style, and condition, (^iiite a few liave been put

up, and I know personally of ijuite a number of the sam-

ples sent over which have been eminently satisfactory.

Of course that cannot be said of all, because in some
cases samples were sent forward which should not

have gone, and criticism residted. Hut none of the

samples were braiuled or inspected by Inspectors of

the Department. In fact, I do not know that any of

the parcels sent forward during the pa.st season were
insjiected, but a good many of the samples put up were
eminently satisfactory, and brought remunerative

prices.

The present opportunity is a golden one for the her-

ring fishery of the Maritime Provinces, and if pro-

perly taken care of a great many more fish will likely

be cured in the Scotch method in the coming season

than in the past.

The increase in the value of the fishery on the West
Newfoiuidland coast I s|>oke of this morning is entirely

due to the fact that these fish were [)Ut up in the Scot-

tish method. The value of the fish were increased by
at least 250 per cent. The production of herring in

Canada is limited only by the amount of effort put
forth in the catch. As Mr. Cowie said there would be

no trouble to get any amount of inferior herring for

the West India trade if attended to at the proper time.

The early catch is not very good, in the early stages

of the season, but later on a good many of the fish

can be put up in the Scottish .style owing to the su-

perior quality of the summer catch, sufficiently good
to be marketable at a very much enhanced price, and
I know of one firm which has contracted for five thous-

and barrels of the same type and (piality as the Scotch

barrel, another firm for 2.500, and of course it is re-

ported many more have done the same thing, I do not

know just to what extent, but in all probability there

will be during the coming season not less than twenty-

five or thii'ty thousand barrels of herring cured in

that method for export.

The demand for Scotch cured fish in the Canadian
market is very limited, but I think it can be materially

increased at the prices at which these fish can be eas-

ily sold to be profitable.

The run of fish of which Mr. CJowie spoke as being

suitable, the matjes, can be only obtained in June,

that is previously to the filling of the fish at the end

of July aiul August.
Aiu)ther thing in connection with the August and

September fish, they are all large. I do not think the

reduction of the mesh for catching by net would make
very much difference in the size of the run of herring,

no more than they would catch all of the small, and

l)robablj' not all of the large. But we find that the run

of fish coming to the shore as they do, to deposit their

spawn, where they have been taken in seines and
tra])s. the average has run between 90 and 100 pounds
per 100 count. So that I do not think it would make
any great difference in what we term our last fall fishiufr

in August and September. After that, along the coast

of Nova Scotia the average size is only about fifty

pounds per 100 count.

The standard measure has to be dealt with, and I

think it would be very timely for the Government to

step in just now. Any barrel is used as a standard

size now. A fish barrel may be something to contain

21 to 26 or 27 gallons, and sometimes a flour barrel is

used, which would he a little more. It is unsatisfac-

tory ill this way, that a man juirchasing at so much
per barrel may get 24 or 25 gallons, and another 25 or

26, and it is unsatisfactory to the fisherman in the

same way. In Newfoundland they overcome that dif-

ficulty by establishing a standard type which must
hear the Government brand, and that is the standard

by which fish are bought and sold. I am not abso-

lutely .sure, but I think it contains 16 gallons, so tliat

they get for a barrel of herring 82 gallons of fish as

they are taken from the water.

Another effort has been made principally by the

Nova Scotia branch to get some of the salt importers

to import 'second fishery" salt, that is, the salt used

almost entirely by the Scottish jiackers in Scotland,

and T think mainly on the ?]nglish coast as well, al-

though they use Cadiz and Iviza in some instances on
the English coast, but the Scotch pack is practically all

taken care of and cured by ".second fishery" salt.

The Halifax importers of salt have agreed to bring

in a quantity of that, and samples were due in Halifax

on Saturday. The steamer had not arrived, but was
due then, so that a beginning has been made, and those

that are interested in this, T think, will use every ef-

fort they can to bring about a standardization in re-

gard to it. and a very much improved article. While
the trade will have to pay a little more for it in the

long run it will he clieai)er. because they will take

care of their fish, and have the original brine that

they can give the purchaser a proper article, where-

as now it is hardly possible.

I would like to add' to your appreciation, Mr. Presi-

dent, my own. and to thank Mr. Cowie for his address

to us to-day, which wa.s very instructive and very im-

j)ortant.

The President : Is there any other gentleman pres-

ent who wishes to ask (luestions in connection with this

address? We .shall all look forward with great inter-

est to the publishing of the papers you have mention-
ed, and T am sure your efforts. Mr. Cowie. on behalf

of this particular branch of the industry will result in

decided improvement in the curing, and also in increas-

ed values and output of our Canadian fisheries, and
that is the object of our Association.
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Anniversary Banquet

Canadian Fisheries Association

Windsor Hotel,

Montreal

Jan. 31, 1916

After the business sessions of the Association, the

members gathered again at 7.30 p.m. in the Oak Ban-

queting Room of the Windsor Hotel—there to have the

pleasure of dining with friends and listening to the

speeches of distinguished guests. The tables were taste-

fully laid out, and the specially designed Association

menu card enumerated an epicurean bill of fare, in

which fish was prominent. For the second time in the

history of the Canadian Fishing Industry, the trade

foregathered around the festive board, and the spirit

of fraternal bonhomie ran high. There was nothing

conventional or restrictive about it. Everybody was in

great good humour; conversation was racy and bril-

liant, and each table rang with the laughter and jokes

of the little parties who sat around them.

The spirit of the Association was manifest; com-

petitors became as bosom friends, and the cares of busi-

ness were forgotten as each guest appreciated the good-

fellowship of his neighbour. The Association's prin-

ciple "to promote a co-operative spirit among all en-

gaged in Canada's fishing industry for their mutual

benefit" was never better exemplified, and one felt as

he gazed over the merry gathering, that the whole thing

was worth while. The same idea animated the guests,

and many of them afterwards expressed the opinion

that they would not have missed the Convention for a

thousand dollars.

The guests of the Association who sat down at Presi-

dent Byrne's table were the Hon. John Douglas Hazeu,

Minister of Marine & Fisheries; Mr. G. J. Desbarats,

Deputy Minister; Dr. E. E. Prince, Commissioner of

Fisheries ; Mr. W. A. Found, Superintendent of Fisher-

ies; Mr. J. J. Cowie, Fisheries Expert of the Depart-

ment; and Mr. E. T. D. Chambers, representing the

Fisheries Department of the Province of Quebec; Mr.

S. Dufault, Deputy Minister of Fisheries for Quebec

;

Mr. A. Sherriff, Deputy Minister of Fisheries for On-

tario, and Mr. A. D. Mclntyre, Deputy Commissioner of

Fi.sherics for British Columbia, sent their regrets at

being unable to attend owing to pressure of depart-

mental business. Among the Association members pres-

ent were Mr. D. J. Byrne, Montreal ; Mr. S. Y. Wilson,

Halifax ; Mr. A. Boutilier, Halifax ; Mr. Percy Boutilier,

Port Hawkesbury; Mr. R. T. Matthews, Queensport;

Mr. Emery Lapointe, Ottawa ; Mr. Moses Lapointe, Ot-

tawa; Mr. T. W. C. Binns, Ottawa; Mr. D. Montreuil,

Quebec; Mr. A. H. Brittain, Montreal; Mr. J. A. Paul-

hus, Montreal ; Mr. W. R. Spooncr, Montreal ; Mr. Jos.

O'(!onnor, Montreal; Mr. A. McKenna, Montreal; Mr.

J. S, Stanford, Montreal ; Mr. H. A. Letounieau, Mont-
real ; Mr. Arthur Briere, Montreal ; Mr. S. T. Reeves,
Montreal; Mr. C. H. Earle, Montreal; Mr. H. G. Con-
nor, Montreal; Major H. A. Green, Saskatoon; Mr. H.
Wclham, Montreal; Mr. F. W. Wallace, Montreal;
Mr. J. J. Harpell, Montreal; Mr. J. A. Beaudry, Mont-
real ; Mr. J. C. Ross, Montreal ; Mr. E. S. Bates, Mont-
real ; Mr. J. J. Lomax, Montreal ; Mr. S. Sturgeon,
Montreal; Mr J. Fynn, Montreal; Mr. W. H. Dunn,

Montreal ; Col. Wm. Molson Maepherson, Quebec ; Mr.

Edmond Brossard, K.C., Montreal; Lieut. Foley, C.

E. F., Montreal ; Lieut. Neville, C. E. F., Halifax ; Mr.

J. Rice, Montreal; Mr. Russell Hodge, Montreal; Mr.

Walter Lambert, A.M.LN.A., Montreal ; Mr. Chas. Nay-
lor, Montreal; and representatives of the daily press.

Owing to the prevalence of "La Grippe" several of

the out of town members, laid down by it, were unable

to attend, which accounted in a very large way for the

absence of many of the Association's most enthusias-

tic supporters.

When the good things on the menu had been partak-

en of and the coffee and cigars made their appearance,
the President arose and introduced the guests of the

evening—opening with the toast of "The King."

THE PRESIDENT (Mr. D. J. Byrne) : Gentlemen,
I am very glad to be able to welcome you to the first

annual banquet of the Canadian Wisheries As.sociation,

and especially to bid a welcome to our guest of honor,
the Honorable Mr. Hazen, Minister of the Naval
Service.

Many of you gentlemen, who were at the banijuet at

Ottawa last year, will remember that the Honourable
Minister of the Naval Service graced that occasion
with his presence, and we are very pleased to have him
with us this evening, and it shows the great interest

that he has in this industry, that he should come down
from Ottawa while the House is in Session, and he is

such a busy man, to be with us this evening.
I want to assure the Honourable Minister that we

appreciate his coming down here this evening, and
also to assure him that the members of this As.sociation

have at heart the interests of the industry which we
represent, and the Department over which he so ably
presides.

During the past year, which has been rather in the
nature of an inaugural year, we have done a great
deal towards perfecting the organization of our Asso-
ciation, and while our membership is not so large as it

will be eventually, we have, we claim, amongst the
membership, practically all the large producers and
distributors in the fishing industry of the Dominion of
Canada. Our membership extends from Coast to Coast,
and also includes those who are engaged in the fishing
industry at the Great Lakes, so tliat we may safely
claim to represent the fishing industry as a whole.

It is not my wish to address you this evening, be-
cause yon will be favoured by speeduvs from other
gentlemen who have graced the occasion by becoming
our guests, and from the Minister of Naval Service.

I would, therefore, ask you to arise and drink with
me the Royal Toast, to His Majesty, The King.

(The toast to His Majesty the King was drunk with
honours.)

THE PRESIDENT: The next toast on our list, gen-
tlemen, will he changed from the "Army and Navy" to
"The Fisheries." and in asking for this ton.st to "The
Fisheries," we wi.sh in an especial manner to honour our
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distinguished puest, the Honourable Minister of Naval
Service, but whom we j)refer to eall "The Minister of

Marine and Fisheries." (Applause.)
I would call upon Mr. J. A. Paulhus to propose the

toast to "The Fisheries."

MR. PAULHUS: Mr. President, Mr. Minister, and
Oentlenien : I appreciate the privilege of proposing the

present toast before such a representative gathering. I

take it to be the acknowledgment of my persistent en-

deavours to place the fish industry where it should be
in our country—at the forefront.

I .shall not dwell at any length on the merits or on
the value of our fisheries, but I want to impress on
every one of you that with all the knowledge we have
on the matter, we are still far from conceiving the

possibilities of development of this great national as-

set of ours.

To my mind the fish industry is worth infinitely

more in economic values than any of our other re-

sources, because the sources of supplies in this case are
practically inexhaustible. It is not so in the country's
other industries. It is not so with our mines, our for-

ests, and even in our agriculture.

The capacity of these industries to produce are lim-

ited by nature, by the elements and by wear and tear,

while with our fisheries it is the contrary—the more
we ask of them the more they will yield, without the
help of costly contrivances, technical engineering or
depending upon rain, sun, or moisture, as is the case

with farming. Then, how explain the apparent in-

difference of our population to take advantage of such
a golden opportunity.

From all the experiences I have in the fish business
and from connection with different Associations, I

have learned that the most serious impediments to the
development of our fisheries is due partly to ignorance
and partly to prejudice. The success of our fisheries

is based upon a demand for fish as an article of food,
and until it is recognized that fish food is not only
for use at certain periods of the year, on certain par-

ticular days of the week, and for certain purposes, but
is a good, healthy food for regular and daily consump-
toin, we cannot expect any rapid improvement. It

must also be taught that Fish as a food is just as nutri-
tious, ju.st as palatable, and even more so than any oth-
er kind of food.

Perhaps it will be necessary to appeal to sentiment
to enlist our people in the case of our Fisheries. At all

events, a serious campaign of education should be re-

sorted to, and in this connection I make a strong appeal
to the Honorable Minister of the Xaval Service from
whom we have already received such a valuable sup-
port, both from himself and from his department, but
as the cause merits more attention from the Govern-
ment, we may knock at his door again, and I feel eon-
the Honorable Minister and from his Department, all

fident that the Industry will continue to receive all

the consideration, all the care, that it is deserving of.

I was speaking a few moments ago about appealing
to the .sentiment of the country. Gentlemen, only yes-
terday this City of Montreal contributed two million,
five hundred thousand dollars towards the war as a
proof of its patriotism, it« loyalty, and its love for the
free in.stitutions of the British Empire. (Applause.)

This gift was for war, consequently for destruction.

Might we not make an ai)peal to the country ourselves,

not for destruction, but for conservation, for preserva-

tion, and to help our economic situation t And should

not our patriotic demands receive the same answer
from the country as the Em'jire has received from
the City?
We don't want financial assistance, we simply want

our people to get more interested in our fisheries, to

eat more fish. We want them to eat fish every day.
Fish as a food is economical. We all know that, due to
the terrible conflict of European arms, the financial

conditions of this country will be severely tested, and
we do not know how long they will endure the strain.

Suppose that by a patriotic endeavour we increase
the production of our fisheries by twenty per cent, and

HON. J. D. HAZEN, Minister of Marine and
Fisheries, and Hon. Pres. C. F. A.

keep it increasing yearly. That would mean twenty
per cent and more, income. This would be sufficient

to pay interest on the billion dollars that we are raising

to pay the cost of the war, and even provide for a
^sinking fund to redeem the debt later.

I think if this could be realized, it would be the very
essence of patriotism.

Gentlemen, I invite you to fill up your glasses and
drink heartily to the success and prosperity of our
Fisheries, (applause.)

THE PRESIDENT: Gentlemen, we are singularly
favoured in having as our guest to-night, the Minister
of the Marine and F'isheries Department, or the Min-

OREAT BRITAIN, HOLLAND, DENMARK, NORWAY, SWEDEN, UNITED STATES AND EVEN
GERMANY ARE AWAY HEAD OF CANADA IN DEVELOPING THEIR FISHERIES. HOW LONG
AUE WE GOING TO BE TAIL-ENDERSt JOIN THE ASSOr/ATfON ASD GET OUT OF THE RUT
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ister of Naval Service, who has been good enough to

agree to answer to this toast of "The Fisheries."

To nij- inind, there are no others here who are as

conversant as he with this important industry, and the

Department over which he presides, and no one so

competent as he to answer to this toast, and since we
have drunk with royal honours the toast to "The Fish-

eries" we are going to have the toast responded to

royally by the responsible Minister in charge of that

Department.
T have but one request to make of the Honourable

Minister, and although it may seem like taking an un-

fair advantage. I might remind him that last year,

when the Association was formed and we had our in-

augural meeting in Ottawa, we presumed to ask of

him some assistance for our young Association to per-

Naval Service (applause.)

HONOURABLE MR. J. D. HAZEN: Mr. President,

and Gentlemen: Some years ago, when I was younger
than I am now, we used to, every winter, engage in

the popular game of curling, of which I was a devotee,

and I remember when we had the "Beef and Greens"
after the evening's play, and we were called upon to

make a speech, we used to begin by saying, "Mr.
Presis, Mr. Vice-Presis, and brother curlers, and so I

want to begin this evening by saying, "Mr. President,

Mr. Vice-President, and brother fishermen (applause.)

I must assure you, Mr. President, that it affords me
a very great deal of pleasui-e to be able to accept the

invitation of tlie Canadiaji Fisheries Association to be

present here to-night on the o:'casioii of the first an-

nual l)an(|uet. I was present a year ago on the oeca-

Anniversary Banquet, Canadian Fisheries Association, January 31st, 1916.

mit us to tide over the strenuous time of formation
until we would be larger and stronger, and until we
could be in a better position to withstand the demands
made upon us.

Now, we have proved, by the first year of our ex-

istence, tlie advantages and benefits of an Association
of this kind, and 1 feel like again making the request,

that he include in the estimates a sum to enable us to

develop our work and to continue our policy of edu-
cating the public to the advantage of fish as regular
food, and also the policy of cdneating the fishermen,
to make the best of their opportunities, and produce,
if possible, an article for which they will receive bet-

ter prices.

Gentlemen, T have much pleasure in introducing to

you the Honourable Mr. J. D. Hazcn, Minister of the

sion of the birth of the Association, and at that time

I took advantage of the occasion to say that I believed

that the Canadian Fisheries Association, if jiroperly

(liiTcted and properly managed, would he a very great

factor in (leveloi)ing one of the great natural resources

of Canada, and prove to be the right arm of the of-

ficials of the Naval Service, who are so anxious to de-

velop and conserve the fisheries' wealth of Canada.

That fishery wealth, of course, is very extensive. We
have over five thousand miles of sea coast on the At-

lantic, extending from the St. Croix River around
N(>w Brunswick and Nova Scotia, and up to the Gulf

of St. Fjawrenee and to the Straits of Helle Isle.

We liave over .seven thousand five liuiidr(>d miles of

sea coast on the Pacific, without counting the inden-

tations along the Pacific Coast. Every mile of that
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sea coast, both on thi' Atlaniic and PjiciCic sidt- is |)i-o-

lifie with fishery wealtli

Our fishery wealth aiid ni'i umhms nnliistr.v lias not

developed as rapidly as we thoufjht they should. Of
eourse, our poitulation has not been very large. In

the present day in Canada we have a population of

posibly less than eijiht million people, but if our fish-

eries would develop as they should, and if the popu-
lation of Canada luul been educated as to the import-

ance and value of fish as a food, then our fisheries

wouki have developed very much more rapidly, and
to a much greater extent than they have. Hut, unfor-

tunately, the population of Canada, especially in the

Pi-airie Provinces, have not been alive to the import-

ance and value of fish as a food to the extent that they
shoubl have been. Hut I am glad to say that with the

policy of education, and the policy of demonstrating
the value of fish as a food that has been pursued dur-

ing the j)ast few years, there is a very much greater

interest in the fisheries of Canada being taken, and
the people of our Western Provinces are beginning to

realize now the importance and value of the fishing

inVlnstry. and the result of this policy of education be-

ing carried on by those interested in Canadian fisher-

ies, and the people beginning to realize the value of

fish as a food—as, I say. the result will be very much
to the advantage to tho.se who sro down to the seas in

ships, making their livelihood in the great waters, and
those who are engaged in the fishing industry in the

wonderfully fertile waters of the Atlantic and Paci-

fic coasts will be able to reap one of the greatest har-

vests in the way of food fish than it has ever yet been

able to boast of (applause.)

We all know, we are engaged at the present time in

the greatest war of all time. Everybody in Canada
hopes that this great war will soon come to an end.

Some are optimistic that it will close in a period of a

few months: others expect that it will need a year, or

perhaps two or three years before it comes to an end,

but we all know that there is no evil out of which some
good does not come, and one of the things that is com-

ing out of this war is development of the Canadian
fisheries and an increased business for those engaged

in the fish industry in Canada.

Canadian Fish for Canadian Soldiers.

As a result of that—as an illustration—1 might point

out the fact that the Militia Department of Canada
has made arrangements under which there will be

shipped thousands of pounds of fish every week now
from the port of St. John, and when the River St.

Lawrence opens up after the winter sea.son is over,

from the port of Quebec. They are arranging for the

shipment of thousands of jjounds of fish that will go

across the water for the purpose of feeding our troops

in the field, and who are in the camps in England at

the present time.

Is there a man sitting around this board to-night

who is interested in the fishing industry—and you

are all engaged in the Cana<lian Fishing Industry

—

is there a man here to-night who does not believe that

if once our fish are introduced into the British Isles

and into F^uroi)e. that it will not li-ad to a perniiinent

industry because of the superiority of the fish taken

at the present time from tb- l':i^t-ni jiikI WistiTn

shores of Canada? (applaii

Work of the Fisheries Department
A \car ago, when I had the opi)ortunity of address-

ing you at the inaugural meeting in Ottawa, I dis-

cussed in a general way the (lUestion of Canadian fish-

eries. \ow, I do not intend to do so again this even-
ing, but 1 [iropose now to tell you of what has been
done, during the pa-st year especially, with what the
l)e|)artment of Marine and Fisheries is concerned, and
what they have done in developing the interests which
you have at heart.

Now. as the Speaker of the House of Commons does,
when a speech comes down from the Senate, after it

has been sent by His Excellency, the Governor (Jen-

eral, when it reaches the House of Commons, for the
purpose of securing greater accuracy, the Speaker ob-
tains a copy of that speech, and to-night, in order that
what I may say may be accurate. I have taken it upon
myself to commit my remarks to writing, and you will

pardon me if 1 read it, as T think it is desirable in
dealing with a (|uestioii of the importance of one of
our great natural assets, that no word shall be .spoken
that cannot be verified and supported by the evidence
in the case.

As, unfortunately, it is no easy task to afford the
fisheries that re(iuire such, aderpiate protection, a great
deal of the Department's work is essentially of what
may be termed a "negative character,"—the "Thou
shalt not" sort of work. While sueh service is of the
utmo.st importance and demands close attention, and
much time, the affirmative side—the doing of things
to increase the knowledge of the fishermen in the life

history of fish, to enable them to catch more fish, to
prevent them losing valuable time, to encourage the
better handling of fish, so that the fishermen will get
more for their catches, and the causing of the public
to get a better article of food, to provide better fa-

cilities and cheaper rates for the transportation of fish,

to bring to the attention of the public the value, cheap-
ness and general excellence of fish as food, and the
keeping up of fish by artificial hatching, etc.,—is ever
•continuing to receive more and more of the Depart-
ment's attention.

Fish Inspection Act.

I wish now to say ,iust a word in reference to the
P^ish Inspection Act. The Fish Inspection Act, which
was passed during a previous session of Parliament,
came into operation on the 1st of May last. This Act
provides for the inspection and branding of pickled
fish. Its object is to brinir into iise strong, well-made
barrels of a fixed standard size, to replace the shaky,
leaky ones now in general use; to lift the standard of
curing and grading fi.sh. so that the cured article may
secure the confidence of dealers and consumers in all

available markets, and so command the highest prices

—in short to bring our pickled fish industry to the
standard of excellence and importance of that of Eu-
rope. These remarks ajiply most particularly to the

herring fishery.

We have Ihe fish in practii'allv unlimite<i i(u;nitities

on both our coasts, and of (piality admittedly second
to none. With proper appliances, we can catch them
and pack them as cheaply as on the other side of the
Ocean.

Hut. on account of the careless and inefficient way
in which our fish are handled, particularly herring.

WE WANT TO MAKE CANADA'S FISHERIES THE GREATEST AND REST ORGANIZED IN THE
WORLD. JOIN THE CANADIAN FISHERIES ASSOCIATION AND ASSIST ir DOING SO.
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and the cheap aud leaky barrels in which they are

usually marketed, they are rightly regarded with sus-

picion by the dealers and bring a low price. Conse-

quently, instead of progressing, the industry has con-

tinued in a languishing condition.

From our geographical position, none should be able

to compete with Canada in supplying the markets of

this continent with pickled herring, but we have the

anomalous condition of the United States markets,

and to an important extent those of Canada, being

supplied to a large degree from Europe.

Before the Act came into force, the General Inspec-

tor of Pickled Fish had visited practically all portions

Mr. S. Y. Wilson, Vice-President, C. F. A.

of the coast, and at meetings of the fishermen and
others interested, he explained the requirements of the

Act, and the conditions under which the brand of the
Government would be placed upon the packages. Also,

a staff of competent Inspectors had been appointed,

who were required not only to do all necessary inspec-

tion, but to give any desired information with regard
to packing the fish, etc.

It was not considered feasible to make the Act com-
pulsory. It was hoped that the guarantee of quality,

which the brand would afford to buyers, would enable

the producers of branded goods, to procure so tuuch
more remunerative prices tlian in tlicir own interests

the packers would, in the course of a few years, put

up all their pickled fish for the brand.

While there was not such broadcast enthusiasm for

the adoption of better methods amongst those who
should be most interested, as was hoped for, because

the fishermen, like the farmers, are very likely to get

into a rut, and to say that what was good enough for

their fathers, and good enough for their grandfathers,

was good enough for them, still, a limited number of

persons on different parts of the coast expressed their

intention of packing some barrels for the brand. This

they have done, and during the past season 58 barrels

of herring, 110 barrels of mackerel, and LI 60 barrels

of alewives, were submitted for inspection on the At-
lantic Coa.st. Of these 41] barrels of herring, 10 bar-

rels of mackerel, and 1,158 barrels of alewives were
found to be in accordance with requirements, and
were branded, (applause.)

While more extensive adoption of better methods
was hoped for, it was not forgotten that last year was
the initial .season of the operation of the new Act, and
hence comparatively few had prepared themselves
with proper barrels to enable them to pack their fish

for the brand.

While it was not anticipated that the effect of the
Act and of the work done under it, would speedily re-

volutionize the existing undesirable conditions, with
all its drawbacks, the war has brought about the op-
portvinity of so doing, and those interested have not
been slow in recognizing it and arranging to avail
themselves of it.

Owing to the restrictions placed on fishing opera-
tions in Europe, and the number of fishing vessels

that have been withdrawn for war purposes, the pro-

duction of herring has fallen to a minimum, and there
is little available for export. What the conditions
there are will be appreciated from the following fig-

ures :

In the nine months ended September 30 last, the ex-

ports of herring from Great Britain were 705,:]68 cwt.,

as again.st 3,182,120 cwt. during the same period in

1914, and 4,452,567 cwt. during the same months of

1913.

The consequence is, the markets of this continent
are practically bare and the prices good.

In these circumstances, a number of firms are ar-

ranging to go extensively into the pi.'khsd herring in-

dustry during the coming season, and to put up all

tlieir goods for the brand. It is understood that her-
ring drifting in the open sea will also be conducted
during the summer months.

The Department has had the General Inspector of

Pickled Fish spend much time on the coast during the
past fall going amongst those interested and giving
them all the information and advice they required.

One of the gentlemen who spoke hero to-night, spoke
about the necessity of educating—or the necessity of

education among the fishermen. As I said before, the
fishermen are like the farmers in a great many ways,
they have gotten into a rut, and have advanced the
argument that what was good enough for their fathers
and their grandfathers, was good enough for them.

As regards the farmers: They have been educated
along agricultural lines, by means of farming institu-

tions, and by literature given out amongst them, and
by officials wlio liave gone out amongst tliem, and got
the farmers together and have talked to them, and
explained the uses of the various methods of improve-
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ineut in their work, and the result has been that a

great many of the farmei-s are better off to-day than

they would have been untier the old manner of doing

things. This method has aceomplished great things,

and we in the Department are trying to accomplish

a similar result in a similar way, amongst the fisher-

men.
These Inspectors visited the fishermen and discussed

with them the new methods to be adopted, and point-

ed out to them the great expansion that may come in

the fishing business by the adoption of these new meth-

ods, and by putting up their fish in a condition that

will attract the purchasers of the country, and to de-

part from the methods so long in vogue, which meth-

ods were thoSe of their fathers and grandfathers, and

which they find it so hard to depart from.

Experience makes it abundantly clear that the only

way in which a large pickled herring industry can be

successfully carried on there, is bj' the fishermen being

fishermen only, and selling their catches as they take

them ashore, to the packers.

This course, it is gratifying to know, is being now
adopted.
With the exercise of energy, and proper care by the

fishermen and packers, and efficient supervision of the

industry, there is every reason to look forward with

confidence to a tremendous growth in the business

during the next few years.

It may be well to remark here that the progress

that is made in bringing the standard of the pack up

to that of the European product depends, in a large

measure, on the wholesale dealers. If they will insist

on buying nothing that has not at least been present-

ed for inspection, the packers will not fail to do their

part in putting up all their goods for the brand, and
time will be short until all pickled fisli will be put up
in the most approved methods, and will be equal to

those produced anywhere.

In the light of existing [)rospe"ts there seems good

reason to believe that the time is within measurable

distance when our herring fishery will view that of

the British Isles, which, in normal time, is worth be-

tween $20,000,000 and .l!30,000,000, annually, upwards
of two-thirds of the value of all our Canadian fisheries

at present. My opinion is to the effect that the her-

ring industry in Scotland was developed and prompt-

ed by just such Legislation as it was my pleasure to

put through here, and to place upon the Statute Books
of Canada two years ago (applause.)

To bring this about, the present method of fishing,

as well as of packing, must be larsrelv revolutionized.

The fishermen must not restrict their fishing to the

time when the herring come right in to the coasts, but

must follow them to the open sea, where once the

schools are located, practically endless (luantities of

the best qualit.v will be captured, as is done on the

European side.

Herring Investi^tions,

I now come to the investigation of the experts, es-

Ipecially that of Dr. Hjort.

Realizitig the importance of all possible knowledge
of the natural history and movements of the herring

being available, an arrangement was made early last

year to have Dr. Il.iort. the Dire"tor of Norwegian
Fisheries, and one of the world's recognized experts

on the herring, come to Canada and spend a full sum-
mer in investigations.

As a preliminary to his work, samples of herring

properly put up for examination, were procured on
the different parts of the coast, prior to his arrival, for

his u.se and for his inspection.

His filial report is now in preparation and is ex-

pected in a few months. His preliminary report has
already been published and widely distributed. He
has already found it to be a fact that there are differ-

ent races of herring on our side of the Atlantic, as

there are on the other. By a "Race" is meant a num-
ber of individuals living together under the same ex-

ternal conditions, together propagating their kind and
standing, therefore, in more or less close relation to

each other. There are those which .spawn in the Spring
and others which spawn in the Fall.

A sufficient number of copies of Dr. Hjort 's final

report will be printed for distribution, to enable one
to be placed in the hands of each person who will

make use of it, and the result will be—at least I hope
it will be—that the fishermen on the Atlantic and Pa-
cific Coasts will realize that in the future, in order to
supply this continent with herring, the market for
which is opened, and at most remunerative prices as a
consequence of the conditions created by the war on
the other side of the Atlantic, or they will realize that,

in order to carry on that herring industry successfully,

they cannot confine their industry to the herring that
come to the coast at certain seasons of the year, but
they will have to follow them to the open sea, as do
the Norwegians.

Fi-om Dr. Iljort's report it will be shown that her-
ring that come here are a very superior herring (ap-
plause.)

Bait Reports.

To prevent, as far as jjossihle. loss of time to the

fishermen in procuring supplies of bait, and thus save
thi'iii expense and enable them to increase their pro-
duction, the Department during the cod fishing season
collected information at the different bait producing
centres, as to the supplies of bait caught from day to

(lav.

This information was sent each morning by tele-

firani to the different important resorts of fishing ves-

sels, and there posted up in cases made for the pur-
pose, where it could be readily seen by all. and which
nrrangement, T believe, has been most advantageous
and desirable.

During the pa-st summer I took a trip to Anticosti.

and T went, of course, into the Oaspe basin on the way,
:\s 1 wanted to see at first hand the condition of the
industry in the Gaspe resrion. and the Magdalen Is-

lands, and also at Anticosti.

Quite a number of the fishermen came aboard the
boat I was on, the "Lady Grey." for the purpose of
discussing the fishing question with me, and I was
very much gratified to learn that they had never ex-
perienced as good a catch of cod as during the past
summer and autumn (applause.)

Gentlemen, speaking of the good that may come out
of evil, I want to tell yon these fishermen believe

—

and their theory may be good—and they are fishermen
of experience of years—but their theory was that the

WE HAVE THE GREATEST FISHERY WEALTH IN THE WORLD IN CANADA AND THE POOR-
Fvr HOME CONSVMPTWN OF FISH. THE ASSOCIATION IS TRYING TO DEVELOF HOME
MARKETS. JOIN IT AND HELP THE GOOD WORK. IT WILL PAY YOU IN THE END.
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reason that there were so many good codfish on the

Gaspe coast was that the waters of the North Sea had

been so disturbed by submarines and by the naval ac-

tivities on the North Sea, that the codfish had been

seeking a safer home for himself far from the dis-

turbed waters of the North Sea, and had come to the

more peaceful waters and shores of Quebec, where, un-

der the British flag, liberty was sure to all persons

and to all fish (laughter and applause.)

Transportation of Fish.

I would like to say a word now regarding the trans-

portation facilities. Throughout the year, the Depart-

ment had continued to pay one-third of the express

charges on shipments in less than carload lots of fresh

and mildly cured fish, from the seaboard poi'ts to the

interior markets. This course has been followed since

1908.

Major Hugh A. Green.

I am sorry to see that my esteemed friend. Mi.

Vickers, is not here. I would like to ask him, if he were

here tonight, why he has not reduced the express rates

during the past year (applause). Hut, as he is not

here that is hardly fair, although if he were, no

doubt he would have a very plausible answer (laugh-

ter).

But, from time to time other facilities have been

afforded, including a fast freight refrigerator car ser-

vice from the Atlantic seaboard to Montreal, which

this year was extended from one to three days per

week.

Admittedly, tin- assisljiii<<- which the Oovernment

has given the business iu this cotuiection has enabled

it to become what it is to-day.

When eight or nine years ago the matter was first

taken up, it was found possible to induce the express
companies to reduce their rates or give better facili-

ties. It was hoped, however, that when it was shown
—which they were not then disposed to believe pos-
sible—that a large and ever increasing business would
be done with reasonable rates and proper facilities

available, they would lower their rates and afford
such facilities in their own interests.

This, there seems little indication they will do. That
is the reason why I hoped Mr. Vickers would be here
this evening, and tell us why they do not do it.

With the assistance given by the Government, the
business has rapidly developed from a comparatively
insignificant trade to one of large proportions, and it

(iontinues to rapidly expand.

It is speedily reaching the volume when it can take
care of itself.

Experience is showing that it is practical to handle
it largely by fast freight in cold storage cars. Fast
freight trains are now generally reliable in their move-
ments, and fish shipped by them in cold storage cars

reach their destination in as good condition as when
shipped, which is not always the case with fish pack-
ed in ice and forwarded in ordinary express cars.

Moreover, the gross freight rates are only about one-

third of the express charges so that it is in the in-

terest of the general public that freight shoidd be
used to as large an extent as possible, as such will

enable the fish to be sold to the consumer at lower
prices.

While, therefore, the Government cannot be expect-

ed to much longer continue paying a portion of the

transportation charges, I may say that the officials

of the Fisheries Board recognize that the proportion
that we are paying, should be reduced gradually until

it reaches the vanishing point, and it is gratifying

to know that the business can be handled in a way
that will enable the fish to be sold to the consumer
cheaper than in the past, even though the express
rates are not made satisfactory, and in that we want
the co-operation of your Society, Mr. President, and
I know that wo shall have it (api)lause and cries of

"hear; hear.")

Advertising the Fisheries.

Now I wish to speak a moment about an entirely

new departure in the Fisheries Industry of Canada,
and that is in connection with the Toronto Exhibi-

tion.

The Department has also been doing its part to ad-

vertise the fisheries. For the third time it gave a

P^isheries Exhibit at the Canadian National Exhibition

at Toronto, and last year it was bigger and better

than either of its predecessors (ajjplause).

The thanks of the Department are due to the

Maritime Fish Corporation, Limited, and to the F. T.

James (^ompany, for their co-operation in making this

exhibit the splendid success it was (applause).

It was admittedly one of the leading features of

the Fair, and as is well known th(> Toronto Exhibi-

tion is in every sense a Xatioiud one. and is visited

by people from all parts of the country. I had the
pleasure of speaking there, and I was extremely proud
to do so, 88 T felt that the officials of ray Depart-
ment had carried out the ideas in a way that left

nothing to be desired, and they deserve every praise

from the Fishery Department of Canada (applause).
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The Fisheries Exhibit was again this year awarded a

Gold Medal.

As it was felt that the edueative effeets of the ex-

hibit would be clinched, if an opportunity were given

to the visitors to taste the fish properly cooked, and

to give the people of Ontario, and the Interior Pro-

vinces, and the people of the ITnited States who crowd

into that Exhibition every year, which is the greatest

annual exhibition in the world, an opportunity to

taste the Canadian fish cooked as they should be cook-

ed, it would be a big step in the right direction.

And let me tell you right here that one of the great-

est causes in the way of introducing fish into the mar-

ket.s of Ontario, and of tiie West, is the fact that

the people do not know how to properly prepare them

for the table.

Those of us who come from the Atlantic side of Can-

ada know nothing more delicious than salt cod that

has been properly cooked, but where is the house-

keeper that knows how to cook it properly? Where
is the house-keeper that knows any of the dozens of

ways to i)roperly cook a cod in a way that makes it

palatable and one of the most excellent breakfast

dishes in the world t

The Department last year arranged for the opera-

tion of a large first-class fisheries restaurant on the

Grounds, where an excellent fish dinner could be

j)rocured for twenty-five cents. This restaurant was

a splendid success, and I had the pleasure of sampling

a dinner there myself, and you can go to the Ritz Carl-

ton or the Chateau Laurier and you could not get as

good a meal for a dollar and a half as you could get for

twenty-five cents at the Fisheries restuarant at the

Toronto Exhibition (applause).

During the term of the Exhibition, over twenty-

five thousand meals were served in it, and on one oc-

casion the Exhibition Association entertained about

two hundred and fiftj' members of the Press Associa-

tion to dinner at the restaurant. For the first time,

last year, there was a "Fisheries Day" at the Exhibi-

tion. The first Friday was so set apart, and was
advertised a-s "Fisheries Day" in all the literature of

the Association.

I believe that the twenty-five thousand people who
had the privilege and the opportunity of getting fish

dinners at that restaurant, fish tiiat was properly

cooked, went away advocates of the Canadian fish for

their own tables, and the result will be that from the

twenty-five thousand dinners served at the Exhibi-

tion, over twenty-five million fish dinners will be serv-

ed in the Province of Ontario and the West, during the

coming year (applause).

As I say, for the first time there was a "Fisheries

Day" at the Exhibition. In Nineteen hundred and
Fourteen, when I was at the Exhibition, they had ar-

ranged for an "Agricultural Day", a "Live Stock

Day," an<l I .said to my irowl friend Joseph Oliver.

"Why don't you have a "Fisheries Day" at the Tor-

onto Exhibition? The Fisheries are one of the great-

est natural industries of this country. You want to

develop it. This Toronto Exhibition has more than a

Dominion representation; it is an international ex-

hibition, and you can do much to develop the fisher-

ies—the Canadian fisheries, and to assist in providing

the people of Ontario by inducing them to taste the

Canadian fish that are properly cooked.

"You remember that it was the great scientist,

Louis Agassiz who said that 'Fish was a food that

produced brains", and you should do all you can to

hell) the developnu-nt of the Canadian fisheries."

The result was that the "Fisheries Day" was in-

stalled last year, in accordance with the fitness of

things, on a Friday, and steps have been taken to

make the "Fisheries Day" a feature of the fair in the

future.

The Department, I may say, has taken up the

question of educating the house-keeper as to the bet-

ter methods regarding the cooking of the fish. The
Department has had printed two hundred and fifty

thousand copies of the booklet "Fish and How to

Cook Them," nearly all of which have been distribut-

ed. This booklet has been received with much favor

by the public.

You will hardly believe me, when I tell you that

the demand for this booklet at the Department has
been so great that the first edition of two hundred
and fifty thousand copies has been practically used
up, and further editions will have to be printed, and
we have obtained a great nmnber of re(|uests to have
this book printed in the French language for the
people who speak that language, so we have had calls

from both the nationalities, and a call for editions in

both French and English from people who are in-

terested in this publication, and it is the intention
of the Department to issue further editions, possibly

bringing the matter up to-day, as I understand that
.Mr. Desbarats aM<l ^Ir. Found have been experi-

menting in this connection in the past for new receipts

and further editions will have to be published in the
near future.

Fish Breeding.

What has contributed more than anything else to

increasing the Canadian fisheries have been our fish-

breeding establishments. Fish-breeding, th« effect-

iveness of which is now so well established as to re-

<|uire no argument, is carried out on a very large
scale and ever increasing scale, by the Department.
As a result of such operation, the productivity of

the Great Lakes and the other commercial inland wat-
ers, is kept up. and even increased in different im-
portant instances, notably Lake Ontario, Lake Erie
and Lake Winnipeg. The salmon fisheries of the At-
lantic Coast are better than they were years ago, and
by common consent of the eanners on the Pacific
Coast, the hatcheries are playing an important part in

keeping up. the supplies of salmon resorting to the
rivers of British Columbia, which some years ago had
almo.st been depleted of their fish, but the fish to-day
are coming back in ever increasing numbers in con-
sequence of the work done by our Fish-breeding es-
tablishments.

The Department has now over sixty hatcheries in
operation, to my personal knowledge.

In concluding this paper T wish to speak for a
moment on the <|uestion of our biological investiga-
tions. The Biological Board has been engaged dur-
inyr the past year in investigations which will be
found to be of much value.

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR IS THE FISHERMEN'S MEMBERSHIP FEE FOR THE CANADIAN FISH-
ERIES ASSOCIATION. THERE IS AN AI'PLIC ATION FORM AT THE FRONT OF THIS MAGA-
ZINE. FILL IT OUT AND SEND IT IN.
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For some time we were not sure of the effect on

these hatcheries, in some respects, as we also felt

doubtful about the salmon hatcheries, which had been

established longer, but we put qualified men—trained

men—in these hatcheries, and the results showed

that the hatcheries were increasing rapidly and were

doing very well. With these men, trained in hatch-

ery work, placed in the different hatcheries, the re-

sults were apparent to everybody interested in this

industry.

The Biological Board, of which Doctor Prince, one

of the most distinguished biologists not only on this

continent, but in the world, is a member, is composed

of scientists—scientific men from the different Can-

adian Universities. A few years ago we found that

their work was somewhat circumscribed by Depart-

Dr. E. E. Prince, Commissioner of Fisheries.

mental regulations. This was having a bad effect on

the work of the Board, and I took immediate steps

to remedy that condition and to give them a free hand

(applause), and they have that free hand to-day. and

during the past year at the different Biological sta-

tions, including that of St. Andi'cws, in New Bruns-

wick, they have been engaged in the work of investi-

gation which will be found to be of very much value

(applause).

It has been said on several occasions that the work

of the Biological Board is too academic ; that it is too

academic to deal with practical questions, but I had

some experience in the practical results from the spec-

iment of finnan-haddie, which I had the pleasure of

tasting, and which was sent over from the Board at St.

Andrews.

A VOICE : You will have to beat that.

HON. MR. HAZEN : I think, my friend, I can almost

beat that to-night, because it has been shown to me
that the Biological Board has a practical side, when
they requested me to indulge in a "Finnan-Haddie
Cocktail" (laughter and applause). I do not think

that the Board can be considered as purely academic
when they can deal with a question that contributes

so much to the pleasure of the practical side of life,

as the question that Mr. Brittain called to my attention

this evening (laughter and applause).

Lobster Hatcheries

Now, just a woril about the lobster hatcheries : A
good deal of money has been spent upon the lobster

hatcheries, and great many lobsters hatched out, and

yet there is a feeling of doubt on the part of the scien-

tific men of the Department with regard to the results

of what they are doing, in their methods of getting

them in the water and of giving the best results, and
whether it would not be better to rear them to an old-

er stage before jnitting them into the water.

All questions being considered, however. I feel sure

that the doubts of the Biological Board are not of much
importance, and that the difficulties have been over-

come, because there are more salmon on the Atlantic

coast to-day than twenty years ago ; more whitefish in

the Lakes ; more salmon trout in the Lakes ; more pick-

erel in the Lakes, and more fish of other kinds in the

different waters as result of the hatcheries, and I feel

sure that the experiments of the Biological Board
which they are carrying on, with regard to the lobs-

ter hatcheries will have much better results in the

future.

In the hope of finding some better means of dealing

with the hatching and rearing of lobsters than those at

present known, the Board continued such investig-

ations last year, and will prosecute them further during
the coming season.

The life history of different of our important food
fishes was studied by competent scientists, as well as

diseases which sometimes affect fish. The reports on
these matters are now being printed for distribution.

And we may say here that we had a very extra-

ordinary state of affairs this year on the Gulf where
we found a fish disease, the nature of which is being
studied by scientific men. I would ask the men who
are sitting around this Board to-night who arc in-

terested in the fisheries, and whose interest is of a

practical kind, to study carefully the reports of the

Biological Board, because I believe it is by an inter-

change of views between scientific and practical men
that the very best results can be accomplished.

I spoke a few moments ago in regard to our fish

iiatcheries and the result that has attended them. I

want to give you a few figures of coin])arison showing
our collections of eggs this year and jircvious years.

In British Columbia, where the only fisheries deve-
loped so far are the salmon and the haliliut. where the
waters arc simply teeming with fish.

You all know tlie conditions of the Fraser, and how
the year Nineteen hundred and thirteen was the year of
the

'

' Big Catch
'

' ; how every four years is a year of what
is called the "Big Catch", and how in the last Big
Catch, from the mouth of the river to New Westmins-
ter, there were from two thousand five liundred to

three thousand people driving for salmon, with their

nets crossed, and re-crossed and re-crossed, until you
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wondered liow a salmon ever got up the river and

reached the spawning ground. But they managed to

get uj) there some way, as is evidencec'r by the catch

made in later years.

Of course, there are closed seasons, I tiiink from six

o'clock on Friday night until six o'clock on Sunday

night, or something like that, but what breaks our

hearts is when we go down from the mouth of the

Fraser River, ilown on the American side of the line

and see the catches or the devices that are used to catch

or endeavour to catch these fish.

Fisheries Boundary Dispute With United States.

Yon can hear from Doctor Prince how we entered

into a treaty with the best of good faith with the Gov-

ernment of the United States, in order to have reg-

ulations formeil for the protection of the fish in the

waters contiguous to the International Boundary Line

on the Pacific, the Atlantic, the River St. Lawrence

and the Great Lakes; how a commission was appointed

for the purpose of forming the regulations; how the

treaty, solemnly entered into, provided that when these

regulations were formed by these commissioners, our

own Parliament and the Congress of the United States

would pa.ss legislation for the purpose of making these

regulations effective ; how the Dominion of Canada

appointed Doctor Prince to represent it, aiul the United

States appointed Professor Jordan, a well-known bio-

logist and scientist.

These gentlemen met. discussed the whole question,

formulated these regulations, and when they were form-

ulated, without a moment's hesitation, the Parliament

of Canada passed the legislation to make these regula-

tions effective. The United States dilly-dallied about

it. The President of the United States — President

Taft — sent a message to Congress urging them to pass

the necessary legislation, but unfortunately the Pres-

ident of the United States has no authority to enforce

legislation.

The matter was left to a Committee in the Senate.

I think it was, Delegates came in from Washington

Territory, and from Michigan, saying that if these reg-

ulations came into force it would have a prejudicial

effect upon the waters of Wa.shington Territory and

in Michigan, and while the (Canadian Parliament did

not allow the question to arise as to the ])re.judicial

effect iipon the Great Lakes. Passaniaquoddy Bay or

the Bay of Fundy, the United States (lovernment al-

lowed the matter to drag on for two or three years until

the Canadian Government, in order to maintain its .self-

respect, had to give notice to the United States that

they would have to allow the conditions to resume tlu ir

former standing.

I think it was most unfortunate that the United

States did not keep faith in that treaty. If President

Taft had had his way it would have been done, and
President Wilson would have done it. as he assured me
in a talk I had with hiin in Washington, but the matter

has been dragging along, and along and along, the in-

terest of the individual fisherman being considered by
the Committee of the Foreign Relations of the United

States, until Canada could do nothing else than to re-

sume its former conditions in order to maintain its self

respect.

Fish Hatcheries.

But, I was going to say, speaking of the Pacific

salmon fisheries, that we collected, in 1915, 120,957,070

ova, an increase of 42.122,445 over the eggs that we

collected in 1914, and we are not only collecting these

eggs and preserving these fisheries for our own people,

but unfortunately, for the peojjle of the United States

wjth these fearful machines and traps scattered along

the coast from the Boundary line south, to catch so

many of the salmon trying to make their way up the

Fraser River, for the purpose of reproducing their

species. There is a falling off in other areas, but an

increase of over .50.000.000 in the Fraser River Water-

shed.

In the Inland Provinces — and that is largely in the

Province of Ontario, we collected 95,665,170 more

whitefish eggs than in 1914. We have collected 147,-

258,800 moreh herring eggs than in 1914, and collected

19,570,500 more salmon trout eggs than in 1914.

This is also a record collection. It is over 95,500,000

greater than that of 1914, and the 1914 collection was

196,000.000, greater than that of 1913.

No serious effort was made previous to last year to

collect herring eggs. The work was successful, result-

ing in a collection of over 147.000 eggs.

A record was also made in the collection of salmon

trout eggs, which was 19. .500,000 greater than that of

1914.

In the Atlantic Provinces there was a falling off in

the collection of both Atlantic .salmon and speckled

trout eggs. The Department was unable to procure

the usual number of parent fish taken by the fishermen

during the early run, although all that were suitable

were accepted. There never has been any difficulty in

making up any shortage at other ponds in the Miram-
ichi. This season, the Miramichi fish were diseased.

They came in from the sea diseased, and that is a

question that our scientists have to treat. A large

number had to be rejected and a much heavier loss than

usual took place in the pond, thus ])reventing the

shortage at other places being made up here. The
speckled trout collection, in the Atlantic Provinces,

was also slightly smaller, but arrangements have been

made for the purchase of 1.000,000 such eggs and the

distribution should be greater than that of 1915, by
about 500,000.

As regards to Lobsters: A record, I may say, was
also established in the distribution of lobster fry in

1914, by over 190,.500.000.

The total distribution was 904.600,000.

Along the Northumberland — that portion of Prince

Edward Island, and New Brunswick along the Nor-
thumberland, more lobsters were caught and larger

lobsters were caught than for many years previously,

and this leads some of our experts to think that these

results are the better methods adopted in the lobster

hatcheries, and which results are now being felt.

Shad Hatchery.

Now, we have had a fishery that you don't know
iiuich about, and those are the Shad. The shad is a
most delicious fish. For instance, in certain seasons
of the year, planked shad is considered one of the great-

est of delicacies. Coming u|) the Bay of Fuiuly and
the River St. John, and they have been growing leas

EVERY FISH MAN AND FISHERMAN IN CANADA SHOULD TAKE AN INTEREST IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF CANADA'S FISHERIES. JOIN THE CANADIAN FISHERIES ASSOCIA-
TION AND HELP THE GOOD WORK ALONG.
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during the last four years, but a year ago after a con-

sultation with Dr. Prince and Mr. Found, we established

a shad hatchery on the River St. John.

Now the shad is a most delicate fish. You cannot

take it as you can a salmon, which is a most hardy

fish, and pen him up in a pond. As a result of the

hatchery, we have found, in order to deal properly with

the shad, that you have to have a sort of a peripetetic

hatchery, which is one placed on scows, and these scows

are taken close u]) to the spawning beds, and the shad

taken from the waters and placed in these scows and

then towed to the permanent hatchery. It is necessary

to run these scows up the River St. John, and the Ken-

neheca.ssis and Mattawumkeag to the shad spawning
beds, strip the beds of th<> sjiawn, in order to get the

best results.

We started this work four years ago. We were not

sure of results ; we could not tell at once, but last year

the shad fisheries on the coast of Charlotte and the

Mr. W. A. Found, Superintendent of Fisheries.

Bay of Fundy was the best they have had for a period

of 20 years (api)lause), and I know in my own con-

stituency, a man with whom I was talking, said that

along the coast of Charlotte the extra shad hatcheries

catch last year was a great advantage over the pre-

vious years and was due practically entirely to the art-

ificial hatcheries.

Gentlemen, I have trespassed almost too long upon
your time, but 1 have felt that the matters of which I

spoke were matters of coiiimon interest to many of you
here to-night.

A VOICE: No. no. Go on.

HON. Mr. HAZEN: — but I was trying to point

out to you the pra<'tical work that the Department of

Fisheries is frying to do at the present time.

Close Seasons.

One of the greatest diiTiciillies \vc are met with is

this : We have closed seasons and open seasons. We
have open seasons of a certain length of time during

which fishermen can catch the fish — during which the

fish can be caught — lobsters, smelt, and other fish.

These open and closed seasons are fixed by regulat-

ions and not by Statute. The result is that the Min-

ister of Marine and Fisheries — now, for the time be-

ing, the Minister of Naval Service, has practically the

l)ower to get counsel, and the counsel will act upon

matters of this sort, to extend the seasons. Yet. for

three years I have had my back to the wall, and re-

fused to extend a single season for the catch of salmon,

lobsters and any other fishes.

I have stated to Parliament that I thought it might

be better if these seasons were regulated by Statutes

and not by Regulations, so that neither the Minister

nor the Governor-in-Council would have the jiower to

extend them. But there do come times when it is per-

haps desirable to extend these seasons.

I may tell you the state of affairs that exists at the

present time in the Maritime Provinces. I have made
investigations among the smelt fishing rndustry, and
have been told by gentlemen engaged in that industry

that as a conse(|uence of the very open season we have
had, and so little cold weather, that ])ractically, up to

the present time, there has not been a smelt caught in

the Restigouche and Miramichi rivers.

In a good season, the whole river is covered with
little shacks — little board houses, with stoves in them
and a bed, and from these shacks the fishermen cut

holes in the ice, and drop cotton nets with a stick at

each corner, but according to the formation of the ice

this year I am told there has not been a single smelt

caught upon the Restigouche and Miramichi rivers,

and the industry upon which so many men depeiul for

their livlihood has absolutely fallen down.
The season closes on the 15th of February and they

are now asking, if the cold weather sets in (of course

if the weather does not get colder, they should not need
it), but if the cold weather sets in, they are asking for

an extension of the season for 10 days from the loth
of February to the 2r)th.

The circumstances are very unusual and I would like

very much to extend the season, but, as I have said

before, I have had my back to the wall for some time,

and have never yet extended a single fishing season.

It may be. however, that the conditions will change
and they will be able to catch a large catch of smelt.

Pelagic Sealing.

We have during the year gone into a (nu-stion of

very great importance to the Pacific coast, and that

is the question of Pelagic sealing, and the damages
which they claim arises out of the treaty of 1911, un-

der which 15 out of every 100 seals caught by the

Government of the I'liited States; 15 out of every 100
•seals caught by the Government of Japan, and 10 out

of every 100 seals caught by the Goverinnent of Rus-
sia, come to Canada in lieu of Canada giving up the

policy of Pelagic sealing.

This matter was submitted to Judge Audette of the

Exclie(|uer Court, and between fifteen hundred and
KiOO claims were filed, aggregating .'i<it,0()0,()00.

Judge Audette has investigated, at the cost of much
labor to himself, every one of the claims, and in a
report which 1 received a few days ago, he has recom-
mended the |)ayment of about !)!61.000 out of the total

of $9,200,000 claimed. So, that that (piestion will
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pass out of the range of practical politics now.
I need only express the hope that the Canadian Fish-

eries Association, at its meeting to-day, has entered

upon what will prove to be a long and useful career,

and 1 think you can do a great deal, not only towards

advancing the interest of the fishing trade in Canada;
not oidy to advance the interest of the country, and
1 believe that great progress has been made to make
this Association a permanent institution, and 1 feel

sure that it will prove also to be of great benefit to

the Department of Marine and Kishcries, and of the

Naval Service, a Department which you will permit

me to say, owes what success it may have had, not to

any effort of mine, but to the assistance I have received

from the permanent officials of the Department, who
are gentlemen 1 have found in every case anxious to

advance the common interests, and possessing a know-
ledge of fishery matters, that has been most indis-

peusible to me during the time that I have presided

over the Department.
I sincerely trust and lioi)e during the many years

to come tliis Association may continue, not only, as I

said, to be of assistance to the fishery trade of Can-
ada, but I believe is on the eve of the greatest ad-

vancement in its history, and also of very great ad-

vantage to the Department of Marine and Fisheries,

as well, (prolonged applause.)

THE PRES1DJ]XT: Gentlemen: We have all listen-

ed with great interest and very much profit to the

very able address delivered by the Honourable the
Minister of the Naval Service, and I wish to thank him
on your behalf, not only for coming here, but also for
giving to us in such detail such an admirable ex-

pose of the activities of his Department, and their

relation to the industry as a whole.
It is also jileasing for me, as representing the As-

sociation, to assure the Minister that the words utter-

ed by him on behalf of the permanent staff of his De-
partment, are truly borne out by our expei'ience with
these gentlemen. The staff of the Department of N'aval

Service has been of very great benefit to our A.sso-

ciatioii, and in keeping with the promise made by the
Honourable Minister at our inaugural dinner in Ot-
tawa la.st February, that we should have the advant-
age of their co-operation and their services. As I

say, these services have been to us of great benefit,

and have helped us in many ways. We feel that in

the present Minister of .\aval Service our Association,
and the fisli industry in general, has a very sincere

and staunch frienil. 1 say this without hesitation, gen-
tlemen, because the Honourable Mr. Hazen, at any time
that we have had occasion to call on him, has shown
great interest in our Association, and by the interest

he has taken in our work, he has given us heart and
helped us to feel that with his active, and 1 might say
hearty, co-operation, it has been jiossible for the of-

ficials of your Association to delve in and make great-
er efforts in the work, because they felt that with the
Minister and the experts and officials of his Depart-
ment to assist us, it was of the greatest benefit in de-
'.elo[)ing oui- work, which is largely along educational
lines.

I wish to re]ieat. on behalf of the members of our
A.ssociation, Mr. Minister, our gratitude and our sin-

cere thanks to you for coming here this evening, and
for delivering the able and admirable address vou

have given us in connection with the actual workings
of your Department.
With reference to the fish hatcheries, there is no

(piestion but they have been of immense benefit to the

fish industry. The establishment of these hatcheries,

providing, as they do, for the continuation of the spe-

cies, which without their assistance, as has been prov-

en by our experience, many species of our fish would
be by this time extinct, and 1 refer especially to the

lake fish. The continuation of the hatcheries work,

which 1 feel sure will be carried on in the future as in

the past, assures to us in Canada an unlimited sup-

ply of fish for the future.

I will now come to the next toast of the evening,

which we have superseded by the Fisheries, because,

I will be frank with you, I was afraid if we brought in

the toast of the Army and Xavy before the P"'isheries,

the Honourable Minister who represents the Depart-

ment of Naval Service, might have been called upon
to answer both, for the Fisheries and for the Army and
Navy.
HON. MR. HAZEN: Oh, no. One was quite suffi-

cient, and 1 am a peaeefid man.
HY THE PRESIDENT: I would ask Mr. Wilson,

our First Vice-President, to propose the toast of the

Army and Navy.

MR. WILSON: You will allow me, Mr. President,

before attempting any word of speech, to apologize, as

I am not a speaker, and especially as 1 have to follow

the eloquent Minister, and you will admit 1 am there-

fore at a great disadvantage.
Before proceeding with the toast I am asked to pro-

pose, 1 would like to add to what the President has
already said as to the thanks that are due from this

Association to the Honourable ^Minister for the very
elaborate and instructive speech he made here to-night

on the fishery question. There are (|uite a number
of things the Minister dealt with, but I would like, for

my part, to have had him go into some greater particu-

lars, but, as the Minister stated, it was almost impos-
sible at a ban(|Ui?t of this kind, to take all such matters
up in detail. Of course we luiturally feel in any par-

ticular part of the Dominion in which we are individ-

ually interested, the fish of that particular part of

the Dominion are by far the most important. The
people on the Atlantic sea-board think, of course, the
fisheries of the Atlantic sea-board are the important
fisheries, and on the Pacific shore the same thing. And
As the fisheries on ttie Pacific sea-board are all the
fnore recent, naturally they are taken the most notice
of at the present time. However, we are a little staid

and a little more severe in our way of doing things on
the Atlantic and are .satisfied to let the Pacific fisher-

ies go ahead, and we will heat tluMii out when we get
this Scotch herring fishery going.

I am digressing from the toast which I rose to pro-
liose, which is one of very solemn intent, perhaps, at
this particular time, and is not one of mere sentiment.
Perhaps some may think there is a good deal of dif-

ference between a Fisheries Association and the Army
and Navy, but the Army and Navy is not divorced to
any great extent from the fisheries of the British Em-
pire. Taking, perhaps, a broader view than a Cana-
dian view at the present time, the fishermen of the
British Isles are practically absorbed into the naval
service, to a man. as far as those that are afloat are

//' YOU ARE AT ALL IXrKRKSTEf) IN THE FIXIIERIES OF CANADA, JOIN THE CANADIAN
FISHERIES ASSOffATIOS A\f> HELP DEVELOP THEM ALONG THE RIGHT LINES.
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concerned, and also in the Array. The people who
are connected with the fisheries, that is those who
handled the fisheries on the land, have gone into the

Army service, and this fact has made the great op-

portunity for the Canadian fisheries to-day, and to

these men who have gone into the Army and Navy we
owe them a debt of gratitude not only for the fact

that they did join the Army and the Navy, the fight-

ing forces of the Empire, but this has made the oppor-

tunity to develop the Canadian fisheries, perhaps not

to the same extent as their services to the Empire, but

nevertheless it has created our golden opportunity,

which is placed before the people who are conducting

the fisheries of Canada to-day.

Having served some 25 or 26 years in the Canadian
Militia, I feel I am a little bit of a soldier myself, or at

least I thought I was before I got out of the service,

but I really feel that we never realized the great obli-

gation that we, as civilians, are' under to both the Can-

adian Navy and the Canadian Army as it is composed
to-day. I am happy to say that while I am not in the

Canadian Militia to-day, I have two members of the

family trying to do their little bit. The day before I

left I got a letter from my second son, now in the

trenches in France, and he has been there since last

September. My older boy has made some endeavour

to get to the trenches, but has not succeeded so far. He
has done home duty since the 4th of August, 1914, and

perhaps were it not for the fact I would have been left

alone I would have been doing some of it myself.

Now I will bring my remarks to a close, and will ask

you to join with me in the heartiest way in drinking

to "The Health of the Army and Navy."
Mr. Earl sang "The British Navy."
THE PRESIDENT : I would now like to call on Mr.

Desbarats, the Deputy Minister of the Naval Service,

to answer the toast of The Army and Navy. We have

no members here present who are actively connected

witli the Army or Navy, but Mr. Desbarats, represent-

ing in a special manner the Naval Service Department
of Canada, is fittingly qualified to answer this toast,

and I have therefore much pleasure in calling upon
Mr. Desbarats to answer the toast of "The Army and
Navv."
MR. DESBARATS: Mr. President and Gentlemen:

I feel it rather difficult as a civilian, to be called upon
to answer a toast of this kind, but at the present time

no words are needed from anyone to put before any
of the citizens of the British Empire the deeds which

are being accomplished cither by the Navy or by the

Army.
I am, perhaps, from the work in which I am engag-

ed, more fitted to speak more particularly on the work
on the Navy, which is possibly not so spectacular as

that which is being accomplished by our noble men
who are at the front, but the work of the Navy cer-

tainly speaks for it.self. At the present day the shores

of Canada, which are bathed by the Atlantic Ocean
and the Pacific Ocean, are entirely free, not only from
any foreign attack, but from any menace of foreign

aggression. The fleets of the enemy which at the be-

ginning of the war were spread over the oceans of the

world, liave absolutely disai>peared, and not only have
their war vessels been beaten off the ocean, but their

merchant ships, their carriers, hav<' disappeared and
have had to give up their accustomed routes, and their

commercial fleets have been bottled up either in neu-
tral ports, or captured in the Allied waters, or obliged

to stay within their own harbours, and the fleets of

the Empire are enabled to sail from shore to shore with-
out let or hindrance. One of the immediate advant-
ages which we Canadians enjoy as a result of this

work is, that our produce, the produce of our farms,
and fields, and fisheries, are enabled to cross the
oceans to re-victual our armies at the front, and to

feed the population of the British Isles, and all our
friends, without any let or hindrance on the ocean.

The British Navy has absolutely bottled up the Ger-
man warships in their ports so that they are unable
to affect our commerce in any way.
Gentlemen, as Deputy Minister of the Naval Service

I also have the advantage of being the Deputy Head
of the Fisheries Department of Canada, and as such, I

liave much pleasure in meeting the members of your
Association. I have to thank your President and the

members of your Committee for the very kind invita-

tion which they extended to me to attend this dinner
this evening, and I have to assure you of the very
great pleasure which I have in meeting you on this oc-

casion, as indeed myself and the officers of the De-
partment have in meeting the members of your Asso-
ciation in our business relations at various times. It

is always a pleasure and advantage to the officers of

the Department to meet all members of the Canadian
Fisheries Association to hear from their views, on the

fishing industry of the country, to receive from them
advice as to the measures to be adopted to extend that

industry and to receive information by my leading of-

ficers to assist in framing the regulations which will

tend to the advancement and development of the in-

dustry.

Mr. Hazen has explained in very fitting terms the

active work, the constructive work, of the Depart-
ment. But the Department is also very largely a con-

servation agency. The Fisheries of the Dominion,
while vast, would very soon be exhausted if they were
not developed in a proper manner, and if measures
were not taken to conserve them, and one of the large

activities of the Department is by prompt measures
which will prevent the exhaustion of the various fish-

eries. As Mr. Hazen has said, these measures are not

always popular, but it is extremely difficult to enforce

such measures as close seasons, and restrictions in the

size of mesh, or other similar measures, unless the fish-

ermen, and the Tnen engaged in tlie fishing industry,

are persuaded of the necessity of these measures. For
this, it is necessary that the regulations should be en-

acted in a reasonable manner, in a manner which will

appeal to all the men engaged in the industry, and the

officers of the Department look to the members of this

Association for advice on this subject, and also for

help, and in educating the sentiment of the fishermen
and the fishing population generally, as to the neces-

sity of these measures. By these means only can these

regulations be enforced, and by these means only can
the fishery industry of Caimda cxjiect to live forever,

and increase as time goes by.

Mr. Hazen, in his remarks, said that as the head of

the Department he wished to give tlie credit of tlie

work which had been done by the Department during
the last few years to the officers. These remarks were
undoubtedly due to Mr. Hazen 's kind heart, and to

his great generosity. I do not think, gentlemen, you
really believe them, because you know that the meas-
ures carried out by the Department were very fre-

quently initiated by Mr. Hazen him.self, and that when
they were not actually initiated by him, the measures
Srouitht before him by his officers were realized owinir
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to the great interest which he took in the fisheriei,

iUKJ to the ability with whidi hi' adiniuisters the De-

partment, and the zeal with which he urges upon his

officers the interests of the trade.

Mr. Chairman, 1 wish to thank you again t'oi the

occasion of meeting the members of your Association
this evening.

THE PRESIDENT: I have much pleasure in calling

upoii Major Green for a song.
MAJOR GREEN sang.
THE PRESIDENT: The next toast on our list is

one which it is always a pleasure to drink, because we
have always been favoured by having guests whom
we are delighted to honour, and I will now ask Mr. A.
U. Hrittain, a Director, and Chairman of our Trans-
portation Committee, to propose the toast of Our
Guests.

MR. BRITTAIN: Mr. President and Gentlemen: I

regret very much that I have very little to say at this

late (or rather early) hour. 1 see we have amongst
our distinguished guests here to-night, besides our Hon-
orary President, Mr. Hazeii, such men as Dr. Prince,
Mr. E. D. T. Chambers, representing the Minister of

Colonization, Mines and Fisheries for the Province of

Quebec, and Mr. W. A. Found, the Superintendent of

Fisheries, of Ottawa, and Mr. J. J. Cowie, also repre-

senting the Fisheries Department of Ottawa.
I regret, Mr. Chairman, that time will not permit

me to eulogise on what these gentlemen have put be-

fore us to-night, but I can assure you that Dr. Prince
is the man who can enlighten us all in regard to a lot

of details as to whether .salmon will leap eight feet

or ten feet. 1 know he can tell us that, because he

has proven it to me.
In so far as Mr. Chambers is concerned, I know we

are all interested, because Mr. Chambers represents

the fisheries from the Province of Quebec, something
which we are all interested to hear about, and 1 am
sure you will all be delighted to hear from Mr. Cham-
bers.

In so far as my knowledge is concerned, and it is

very limited as far as regards the technicalities of the

various fishery matters, but I have a practical know-
ledge of the questions relating to transportation. How-
ever, I know that with regard to the Canadian fislier-

ies, the laws are made by the Federal Dej)artment, and
that the carrying out of these laws is vested in the

Provinces.

As to Mr. Found, whilst the Minister, in his remarks
about the members of his Department, did not mention
any names. 1 ktu)w that Mr. Fovmd is rcsjjonsible for

a whole lot of the good detail work done by the De-
partment. I know that he is responsible for a lot of

good with regard to the transportation matters, and he
is also resi)onsible for a lot of the good which has hap-

pened to the fish business. Every one in the fish busi-

ness, no matter whether he has a vested interest of
$.'>00,000 or .$50,000, knows that Mr. Found is respon-

sible for the development of the transportation end
of this business here.

As far as Mr. Cowie is concerned, 1 do not think 1

can say any more than what has been said. The her-

ring industry has answered the question. He has al-

ready delivered the goods. He has already shown us
from an individual standpoint, that there is more
money in the herring, and he is going to show us from
a practical standpoint, and in the blue books as well,

that there is more money in the herring, and that is

what counts.

\

I have very great pleasure in proposing the toaat

[of Our Guests, coupled with the names of Dr. Prince,

Mr. E. D. T. Chambers, and Mr. W. A. Found, and I

must not forget Mr. J. J. Cowie, and I would ask you
to fill your glasses and drink a hearty toast to the
guests of the evening.

Before sitting down let me .say this, that a business

man is not supposed to be able to make a speech, and
I never do make one.

THE PRESIDENT: I have much pleasure in asking
Dr. Prince to respond to this toast, which has been so
ably proposed by our friend, Mr. Brittain, and which I

am sure, will be as ably responded to by our guests
this evening.

I have much pleasure in calling upon Dr. Prince to
respond first to this toast of "Our Guests." (Ap-
plause. )

DR. PRINCE : Mr. President, Honourable Mr. Hazen
and Gentlemen : This occasion is one that is looked upon
as a very important occasion. And so it is. There are
officials here to-night, who have looked forward to
this first annual meeting with a great deal of interest
and a great deal of pleasure. This is one of the red-
letter events of this, the first annual meeting and
banquet of the Canadian Fisheries Association, and I

am satisfied that the Honourable Mr. Hazen, himself,
would not have torn himself away from his duties of
Parliament, and from the very, very heavy tasks which
await him at Ottawa, had he not realized that this ga-
thering of the representatives of the Fisheries of the
country, was one of the most important gatherings

—

perhaps not so great as some in numbers—but one of
the most important and influential to be held during
the year in the Domi7iion of Canada (applause.)

At this stage, and knowing that I will be followed by
three or four speakers, I propose to limit my remarks,
and to be very brief.

If I would have to select a text at all for the few
words I have to say, it would be this, from the front
cover—the splendid words which appear on the menu
card to-night, and that is, "In all the World no Fish-
eries Like Ours," (applau.se.) That, gentlemen, ex-
presses a sentiment from which I think no Canadian
can shrink, and to which he will respond with his whole
heart and soul, and it may rather interest you gentle-
MH'!i to know that on many occasions I have given ut-
terance to this text, and have said that there were no
fisheries in the world like the fisheries of Canada (ap-
plause), and I have been taken to task many times for
uttering that sentiment.

I remember in the United States, on one occasion,
that a very important official there stood up and chal-
lenged my claim, but I am sure that those present here
this evening, will not challenge my claim that the fish-
eries of Canada have no peer in the world.
But these things arise from misunderstandings, from

those who misunderstand the fishery conditions of this
and other countries. I did not claim that the fisher-
ies of Canada had a greater yield in money than any
other fisheries in the world, but I did, and I do claim,
that we have the best fisheries, in quality of fish hand-
led, the most fertile fisheries, and we obtain the l)est
results from these fisheries, better results, than any
other, and results which have no parallel in any other
country in the world, (cries of hear, hear.) This claim,
I think, can be fully maintained.

I think if I were to attempt to act to-night upon the
remarks made by Mr. Brittain, I would be inclined
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to do as the colored man did. I think I might find

myself in the position of the medical man who offered

advice to the negro, and after he had given the ad-

vice, Sambo retired without paying the doctor his fee.

"Here, Sambo, you have forgotten to pay my fee,"

said the doctor. "Pay you what for, sir?" said Sam-

bo. "Pay me for my advice," said the doctor. "No,

sir, no, sir," said Sambo. "I will not pay you for your

advice, because I am not going to take it," (laughter.)

"Well, gentlemen, I do not propose to offer any ad-

vice, either, but I would like to say one or two words

in regard to some remarks that have fallen from the

lips of the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, and em-

phasize them and impress them by a few further words,

upon your attention to-night.

Regarding the work of Doctor Hjort, the Norwegian
scientist. You gentlemen will undoubtedly realize the

importance of the work that was necessarily being

done, and the importance of the work that was, of ne-

cessity, to be done. There was no authority greater

than Dr. Hjort to undertake it, and the Biological

Board, knowing Doctor Hjort's ability and work he

had done, and backed up by the Honourable Mr.

Hazen's support, were able to engage that eminent ex-

pert to make known to us something about the re-

sources of the herring fisheries of our Atlantic shores,

and this preliminary report, of which the Honourable

Minister spoke, is only a preface to the work which

he has really accomplished, and the report upon which

he is now at work in Bergen, in Norway, will be full

of value and interest to us all.

I should like also to refer to some other remarks
which the Honourable Mr. Hazen made, especially as

regarding the work in connection with the lobster

hatcheries, which the Biological Board is carrying on.

I think that work will be of permanent utility to the

Department.

Also as to the Shad hatcheries experiment, which be-

gan in a very small way, and have shown great results.

These hatcheries, which were in reality moving hatch-

eries, and which could be moved from place to place,

were certainly a novel idea, and is along the idea of

what I suggested some years ago, which ideas, I am
happy to say, are being carried out, that is, the idea
of moving hatcheries, which could be moved from place
to place, and which gave the best results by so doing.

The fishing industry—or, rather the fisheries of

Canada naturally—may be treated from the fisher-

men's point of view. It is a very large subject, and I

do not propose to refer to the great fishing industry
of Canada in more than a general way. This, no doubt,
appeals to many of you—the position of the fisheries

as a mercantile enterprise.

We have also the second point, that is, the adminis-
trative point of view. This industry is a great na-
tional resource. It is not concerned with or concern-
ing one party, or one section of the country, or any
one community. It is connected with the whole coun-
try of the Dominion, and the Dominion Government
naturally feel, and ought to feel, more and more that
it is one of the greatest resources of which it haa
charge, and it was ti ha[)i)y circumstance that the Con-
federation of the British North America Act provided
a place for the federal administration of fisheries.

Then the third aspect of the fishing industry. They
are the source of food for the people, and that is a
question which the people have hardly yet realized.
They have not yet realized the value of fish as nutri-

ment and food supply for the people.

This is a resource which is independent in many
ways of circumstances that are seriously affecting oth-

er resources of our country. Mines, for one, have al-

ready been referred to as a resource that may become
extinct unless properly conserved, and it is the same
Vith the other great resources of the country, while

the fisheries, one of the greatest natural resources, are

practically inexhaustible in the great inland waters
and the great seas.

It is true that much may be done by hatcheries in

the inland waters, and in the seas where this great in-

dustry are carried on, and much has been done, and
we should, therefore, look upon the fishery industry

as one of the greatest, if not the greatest, natural re-

source of our country to-day, (applause.)

Mr. Hazen has emphasized this question to-night. It

has four aspects. Fir.st, is the great international as-

pect, and we feel that Canada, with this great fishery

question, should look for some co-operation with our
great neighbour to the south of us, and I feel sure

that the Honourable Minister Hazen will agree with
me, that we may look forward to some better co-

operation with the United States in order to preserve,

on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, the great natural
resource of both nations, (applause.)

The interest of both must be considered, and in each
of these aspects to which I refer, we must not put any
unnecessary burden, or any unnecessary obstacle in

the way of progress.

I have heard it said that the fishermen, those orig-

inal producers, hand over their catches to the mer-
chants and distributors, but are endeavouring to deal
directly with the great markets of the interior. The
fishermen are said to have an easy time to make money,
and lots of it. Gentlemen, those of you who have
been out in their vessels as I have been, and seen thein

going out late at night, and coming back early in the

morning, going out at all hours and in all kinds of
weather, suffering liardships which are almost >insur-

mountable when they were working—gentlemen, I tell

you that the fishermen earn every cent he gets, (cries

of hear, hear.) The risk to life and property; the
outfit that he has to provide for himself, boats, nets,

and gear, and the hard labor which he has to under-
go, makes his work far from being easy.

I remember, speaking of the easy money they are
supposed to earn, that at Lunenburg, one of the best
fishing boats had returned, and the yield from that
boat was considered favourable and he got five hun-
dred and ninety dollars as the return for the whole
year's work, and that was considered a very fine rn-

tum. Perhaps it was, hut it was well-earned money,
and I think that the fishermen have a claim upon us
which we should never forget, .i "-.laim for considera-
tion upon us, which it is our hounden duty to con-
sider (applause).

Then the big merchant has to be "onsidered. too.

He cannot be left out in the cold. He takes big risks,

(cries of hear, hear.) He takes a great risk.

Then, gentlemen, there is the competition that is to

be met. They have a perishable article to handle, and
the Department could do }i great deal fo heli) them in
that. This is a question that should be carefully con-
sidered, so that the task of the Department of Marine
and Fisheries is no easy one. It is a question that
should be consiilered and given every consideration by
the Department at Ottawa, and I believe that it has
been given careful and full consideration so far.
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But, gt'iitleiueu, 1 do not intend to pursue this sub-

ject at any great length. 1 am standing here before

you to-night, in the capacity rather of a scientific ex-

pert, one of those officials that are looked upon with

some suspicion both by the fishermen and by the mer-

chants.

But the scientific men after all have the interest of

the fisheries at heart when they take uj) the study of a

problem, and you may depend upon it that when a

scientific man takes up the study of a problem con-

cerning this great industry, with his exact methods,
he is going to give you some result before very long.

I should like to say that the work which has been
done so far by the Biological Board — a work of a

scientific nature — has not been very well supported
pecuniarily. The workers are men who have devoted
their time to this work without salary, and were handi-

capped by lack of funds to a certain extent, but the

Honourable Mr. Hazeu came to the rescue in a most
handsome and generous way, and the Board feel very
much indebted to the Honourable Minister for the
generous and handsome way in which he met the diffi-

culty, (applause), and gave them full scope and abun-
dant means, and even if you do not see the results al-

ready, the Biological Board have been able to show
some results, and will show more, owing to this very
generous act of Mr. Hazen's (applause).

In conclusion, let me say, that if the members of this

Association and the fishermen throughout the country
will pull together at the task they have of protecting
this great product of the sea, of the Lakes, aiid of the
rivers, there need be no fear for the future of our Fish-

eries (applause).

THE PRESIDENT: "We have listened with great
pleasure to Dr. Prince's address, and I am sure with
some profit also, because his remarks coming from one
who is recognized as an authority on all matters per-

taining to fisheries, always do carry great weight with
the people actively engaged in the industry as our
members are.

I have now much pleasure in calling on Mr. Chamb-
ers, representing the Minister of Mines and Fisheries
of this province, and since our meeting is being held
in the Province of Quebec, 1 want to assure him of a
very hearty welcome.
MR. CHAMBERS: Mr. President. Mr. Minister and

Gentlemen : My first word must be to deliver the mess-
age entrusted to me by the Minister of Colonization,
Mines and Fisheries of Quebec, expressing his deep re-

gret at his inability to be with you to-night for the
reason that there was quite a probability that some-
thing of intense importance to his Department would
be up before the House of Assembly this evening.

I have also to convey to you the regrets of our
Deputy Minister, Mr. Dufault. who in the absence of
the Minister has hoped to be here himself.

The Honourable the Minister of Naval Service has
mentioned a remark attributed to Professor Louis
Aga.ssiz as to the benefit of fish as a brain food, and
it has come down to us as a matter of more or less

authority that a young person who is impressed with
the necessity of acquiring wisdom, and having read
this remark, wrote to our late lamented friend Mark
Twain, and asked him what he thought of it, and if he
thought it a good thing to eat fish, and if so about how
how much fish diet he recommended him to eat. and
Mark Twain wrote in reply, and said "I have care-
fully studied your letter, and from it have tried to form

an opinion on your character and disposition and I

should say 1 believe what Professor Agassiz has said,

and I think a fair regime for yourself would be about
two whales per day."
Now it is not the fault of the Honourable the Min-

ister of Fisheries or his Department that we have not
been educated up to eat about two whales per day.
They have certainly carried on a magnificent crusade
in the way of educating the public of the Dominion of

Canada as to the value of fish as a food. When I first

received the first instalment of the book in regard to

the \ise and cooking of fish, 1 got a.s generous a distribu-

tion of it I think as 1 could get, and there arose a big
demand in our Department to know if we could not
get French copies. The demand has been very great in

Quebec and vicinity for copies in both French and
English of that work.

1 do not suppose at this hour it is necessary to say
very much more. 1 might refer to a remark which was
made however: 1 think it was Dame Julianna Barnes
who wrote one of the earliest samples of Anglo Can-
adian literature that came to us in printed form giving
a story telling us fishing dated from the time of the
subsidence of the waters in the flood, and talking this

over, a friend some time ago said he wanted to know
where they got the worms for bait. If our good friend
the Minister had been on the ark there would have
been no need to ask that ; they would have been hunt-
ing through their fly books to pick out the fancy Silver
Doctor, etc., and all would have been found ready for
the subsidence of the waters.

Speaking of the Province of Quebec I have little to
say for it in regard to the fisheries. We are in this

position : We have immense shoals of fish on our coasts,
and there are immense quantities of them captured,
but there is very little in it even for the consumer of
fish in the Province of Quebec, or yet for the fisher-
men who catch them. I do not know if there is any
possibility of this Association devising some means to
get the fishermen better prices, or through the trans-
portation companies or Government to get the fish
from the fishermen to the consumers in the cities of
Montreal and Quebec, say, and the rest of the province.
Of course I wish the Lower Provinces the best market
and prices they can get. But we would like to put a
little of our own in. When I was at Grand River, in
the Bale de Chaleur I had a most beautiful piece of
cod broiled, right out of the water. This was about 12
o'clock in the day and it had been caught that morn-
ing, and 1 made inquiries and found the fisherman got
about one and a half cents a pound for it. When I

left there I took the train for Quebec and next morn-
ing in Quebec I sent to the fish store to get a piece of
the same kind of fish for binch, and they said they had
not any, but the next best thing I could get was had-
dock at twelve or fifteen cents a pound. That is the
condition of affairs in Quebec between the fisherman
and the consumer, and I do not know where the remedy
is to come in. I am looking for information and we
are very anxious to get it.

There is only one other little message I have to de-
liver, and it is this: Con.servation I thoroughly believe
in. Some things look as if they were going to be con-
.served for ever like our great big lakes in Quebec. The
fi.sh have never been taken out of them until within the
last year or two. We have issued licenses for a few
of those large lakes lately, and a few of the firms have
been receiving consignments from Kippewa such as
pickerel or dore, or lake trout, and white fish. Now,
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any of the dealers handling these fish who wish to

know the names of those to whom we have issued li-

censes, we should be very g;Iad to furnish the names,

and correspondence might be had with them, and we
shall be very glad to do all in our power to assist in

any such matter.

I shall not detain you any longer but I thank you
for listening to these few rambling and desultory re-

marks.

(Song).

THE PRESIDENT: Gentlemen, before calling on

the next speaker, I may be permitted to attempt to

answer Mr. Chambers' remark in regard to the differ-

ence in prices between the amounts realized by the pro-

ducers of the different fish, and the cost to the con-

sumer in Quebec.

That difference, gentlemen, is surely caused and at-

tributed to transportation. That is where we can al-

ways lay the blame, and not without reason. We can

always trace some of our troubles to transportation.

I have now much pleasure in calling upon a very

good friend of the Fisheries Association, and those en-

gaged in the fishery industry. I need hardly tell you,

gentlemen, that I refer to the Superintendent of the

Naval Service, or the Fisheries Department, Mr. Found

(applause).

MR. FOUND: Mr. President, Mr. Minister, and

Gentlemen :—It was not until Mr. Brittain intimated

the fact, that I was aware that I was going to have the

privilege of saying a few words to you to-night, and I

can assure you that at this late hour, the words will be

very few indeed, as the field has been eminently well

covered.

Gentlemen, I feel very much gratified that I have had

the opportunity of expressing to the President of this

Association and the members present, my very strong

sense of appreciation of the honour that they have done

me in enabling me to be with you to-night.

From the standpoint from which I view this affair

to-night, it is of more importance than even the tenth

or twentieth, or any other banquet which this Associa-

tion may give, as it proves that the Canadian Fisher-

ies Association has taken root; that it is an established

institution, and will from now on, go forward and de-

velop. Its experimental days are p<ist. There have

been very few things that have come into life that I

have porsoiinlly looked upon with greater favor, or

with more eager anticipation than the birth of Ihis

A^'scciiition fappiai'se).

Those who are engaged in the fishing industry, and
who are seeking what they can do to carry on, and to

advance the fishing industries of Canada, will ajiprc-

ciatc more than I can express in words the necessity

only of one branch of the industry, but which I hope

will ultimately be thoroughly representative of every

branch of the fishery industry.

I think I had better not say anything more at this

early hour. All that I might say and all that I would

like to say would be in the line of a message, if I might

be permitted to give utterance to such, which was sug-

gested to me by some of the remarks of the Honour-
able Mr. Hazcn, and that is. that the Canadian Fi.sher-

iea Association as it goes on will have, what might be

termed, an adequate sense of the importance of things

—of the relative importance of things. That it will be

careful to lay emphasis on the first things first. It is

pretty difficult to do that, I fully realize, in a country

as big as this, with interests as diversified as they are,

with as many different fisheries as there are, where

the man of the Atlantic coast is very apt to think that

his interest are the ones to receive the first consider-

ation of the Association, and pull all other interests

aside. So it is with the man in the Prairie Provinces

and the man on the Pacific Coast, but it evidenced now
that each one will receive the consideration from the

Association that they should, receive, ana I feel confi-

dent that the Association will, in considering these

matters, not fail in laying the emphasis in the first in-

stances, on where that consideration will yield to the

industry in general the greatest good and bring the

best results (applause).

THE PRESIDENT: I have now much pleasure in

calling on Mr. Cowie. Mr. Cowie has on many occa-

sions demonstrated to our members the great ad-

vantage of close association between our membership,

and of the Canadian Fisheries Association and the

Department which has done so much for us at Ottawa,

and which is still doing many things for us.

Mr. Cowie has given us a further expression of his

interest in our work and in our welfare, by contribut-

ing at our meeting this afternoon a very important and

very valuable paper on the subject which is of great-

est importance, a subject M'hich, I may say, will tend

to develop to a larger extent, than any other, the Can-

andian fisheries, within a very short time.

Mr. Cowie has been looked upon by our members
and by the Executive, including myself, as one of our

very good friends, and we are glad to have him with

us this evening, and will be glad to hear from him.

Mr. Cowie. (applause).

MR. J. J. COWIE: Mr. President, Mr. Minister,

and Gentlemen :—Recently I came across a short his-

torical sketch of the Worshipful Company of Fish-

mongers of London. This is a very old institution. I

think it got its first charter from Edward I, in the

year 1212.

This company was originated for the ])urpose of

mutual protection of its members as fishmongers, also

for the enjoyment of social intercourse.

Now, in my opinion, these ancient fishmongers show-

ed excellent wisdom in mingling with the social board

the discussion of the hard facts coiuiected with the

question of competition in commercial life, and I am
glad to find that this Association—the Canadian Fish-

eries Association—has apparently taken a leaf out of

tlie book of these wise men of olden times.

For my part I think I enjoyed being present for a

short time at your discussion of busiiu>ss affairs this

afternoon, and feel honoured at being asked to address

you. I must say that the enjoyment of being present

liere to-night has been much greater, sharing your
hospitality and listening to the flow of witty speech
and happy song.

But to come back to the matter of fish. Before sitting

down I wish to say this in connection with the Fishery
Inspection Act, of which I sjioke to you this afternoon,

with which we hope to <lo so much for the pickled in-

dustry in the course of the next few years, that al-

though the cry for such an Act has been long and loud
for many years, the Ilonorouble gentleman, who is at

THE CANADIAN FISHERIES ASSOCIATION HAS HELPED MANY OF ITS MEMBERS TO AD-
JUST DIFFICULTIES. IT MAY HELP YOU SOME DAY.
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present administeriug the Department, of which the

fisheries is a brant^h, wjis the first to appreciate the

vast importance of such legislation, and he with the

natural sympathetic interest of one reared by the sea-

side, quickly secured the passage of this Act through
Parliament (applause), and to him, therefore, is due all

the credit for this Act being in operation at the present

moment (applause).

I don't wish to say, and I need not say—anything
further connected with that i)articular work, or the

work that I am particularly connected with because I

talked to you this afternoon comprehensively on that

subject.

I would, therefore, before sitting down, just thank
you. Mr. President, and members of the Canadian
Fisheries Association, for inviting me here to-night,

and giving me the opi^ortuiiity of meeting you and en-

joying this verj- pleasant—and taking part, in this very

pleasant evening.

With that I think I have .said all that I have to say,

and all that is necessary that 1 say this evening, (ap-

plause).

THE PRESIDENT: Gentlemen, before proceding

with the next Toast of the evening, 1 have been request-

ed to call on two gentlemen who are visiting us and
who have honoured us to-night with their presence.

Two gentlemen who belong to the new Over-seas reg-

iment (ai)plause).

I am sure that amongst our members, as amongst all

parts of the community, there is a strong feeling of

patriotism, and we welcome in an especial manner the

visitors from any of the "peace delegates" for Over-

seas service in the defense of their and our country

(applause).

I will now ask the two gentlemen to favor us with

a song.

(At this point Lieutenant J. H. Foley, accompanied

by Lieutenant B. A. Neville, at the piano, both offi-

cers of the 1.50th, C. E. F.. of Montreal, rendered a song,

received with great enthusiasm by the members and

delegates present).

THE PRESIDENT: The hour is getting late, but

before leaving the banquet hall, I wish to call on Mr.

Harpell to propose the toast of the Press. In our

Fisheries Association, like all good Associations, which

do not fear, but rather look for the light, we are very

much interested in the Press, and look upon the Press

as one of our best mediums, since it gives the public-

ity for which we are looking. I have now much pleas-

ure in asking Mr. Ilarpell. a gentleman of the fourth

estate himself, to propose the toast of the Press.

MR. HARPELL: Mr. President, Mr. Minister and
Gentlemen: The excellent messages of instruction

and inspiration that it has been our pleasure to listen

to-night are not going to be confined within these

four walls. We have had with us to-night representa-

tives of all the local daily papers, representatives of

the special press, such as Mr. Reaudry, who has been
here representing Le Prix Courant ; Mr. Bates of the

Journal of Commerce, Mr. J. C. Ross and others, and
last, but not least, the editor of our own good paper,

THE CANADIAN FISHERMAN, in the person of

Mr. Wallace.
My remarks are going to be brief, and those who re-

spond to the toast will be likewise brief, because most

of those gentleman have already departed, and have
conveyed the messages that have been delivered so

well here to-night to the type setters in the local shops,

and to the telegraph wires that are speeding them to

all parts of the country, and some of the excellent

ideas and excellent information regarding Canada's
second greatest national resources, second only to agri-

culture, will be read in the morning and evening pa-

pers, and for days there after through the medium of

the press.

The Press, after all, is only a medium, and it be-

hooves the industry and sphere of activity in the
country to jjroduce the copy which they wish to ap-
pear in the Press. Unfortunately, often, if they do
not produce the copy which they would like to see,

there will be other copy produced by those who have
not had the same opportunity of knowing the needs
of the industry, and while their intentions are always
the very best, yet the copy is not the best.

Now, one of the greatest efforts on the part of the
Press is to encourage those within the industry to give
the general public the benefit of the information which
they have, better than those outside the industry, and
I think we owe a great deal to the efforts of Mr. Wal-
lace in that respect. He has succeeded in tapping many
a fountain throughout the country regarding the im-
portance of the fisheries which we did not think ex-
isted before Mr. Wallace came on the scene, and one
of the great values of a paper such as THE CANA-
DIAN FISHERMAN is the production of the copy and
getting it into papers that necessarily have a much
larger circulation than the paper Mr. Wallace edits,
whose circulation is confined very largely to the in-
dustry, but it has been a great pleasure to Mr. Wallace,
and of considerable value and profit to the industry,
to see how consistently Mr. Wallace's articles, editor-
ials, etc., that have been .so well written, have been re-
copied into the daily press. Only yesterday Mr. Wal-
lace showed me a paper from a far distant outlying
district of the Dominion in which it had over a quar-
ter of THE CANADIAN FISHERMAN copied.

At this late hour we have only two representatives
of the Press with us, as I stated before, Mr. Wallace,
whose modesty ins|)ires a request that he shall not be
called upon, and Mr. Bates, representing the Journal
of Commerce, who has kindly consented to say a few
words in reply to the toast of the Press.

I therefore couple the name of Mr. Bates with the
toast of "The Press," and ask you, gentlemen, to drink
it with me.

(The President called on Mr. Bates to respond to this
toast, which he did.)

THE PRESIDENT : T think that is the end of our
Toast List. It will be the end of our annual banquet,
find it is my duty to thank you for giving the careful
attention you have given to the speeches, and it is also
my pleasure, in your behalf, to extend in a general
way, our heartiest thanks to the gentlemen who have
honoured us with their presence this evening as our
guests.

We will go on, and we hope this will give us heart
to go on and make further progress in developing, and
we shall develop, one of our greatest natural re-
sources, the Canadian fishing industry. I thank you.

THE FISHERMAN WHO JOINS THE CANADIAN
IS HELPING THE INDUSTRY ALONO.

FISHERIES ASSOCIATION IS THE MAN WHO
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THE ATLANTIC FISHERIES
ARICHAT, C.B.

(Special Correspondence.)

The fishing season that has just closed with the set-

ting in of winter, has been very successful. So far as

the fisherman is concerned, the spring haddock fish-

ing began somewhat earlier than usual, as the haddock
began to take the hook as soon as they struck in on

the shore. Some springs they play around a month
before they will take bait, and come right into the har-

bours, but this year there was none taken in Arichat

Harbour—something that has not happened for a

number of years. The greater part of the spring catch

wa.s salted and dried, about four thousand quintals,

all going to the Halifax market, and bringing a fair

price.

The remainder was bought fresh and shipped by
the different fish firms at Hawksbury, Mulgrave,

Canso and Queensport. They send smacks and collect

them on the ground from the fishermen—paying cash

on the spot. Those fish are caught on trawls floating

fron\ two to six fathoms from the surface. This kind

of fishing ends about the last of June, then the herring

fishing begins, and this year has been an exceedingly

good one. After that is finished the sword fish make
their appearance, and has also done much to add to

the fisherman's season's stock.

About the time sword fi.shing is over the fishermen

are preparing for the squid fishing, which has been

a great boon for the last two falls, owing to the high

price that has been paid—50 cents a bucket, and in

some cases higher than that. These are bought by the

local fish buyers, and put in cold storage for fall liad-

docking, and sold back to the same men that catch

them. About $3.00 pei- hundred is the price that we
have to pay for fait for fall fishing. The winter and
fall fishing is carried on from Petite de Grat—a small

harbour on the south side of the Isle of Madame, open

to the southwest, and south and southwest winds, blow

right in and make it very rough in storms. The water

is shoal, and the holding ground is good, therefore not

much damage is done if boats are well prepared with

chains and anchors. There are no range lights, a'ld

a very poor red light to guide one in at night. As the

old fisherman terms it, "a burnt hole in a blanket"
would show much better. We have a bell and gas

buoy combined, which is a great thing. It is moored
off the entrance of the harbour, a few hundred yards,

bnt unfortunately our Government steamer of the
light and buoy service came down and took it away
at the beginning of winter fishing, wiiich caused some
uneasinfws to the fishermen operating out of this place,

and the cause of one boat going ashore, and the own-
er meeting with considerable loss. This buoy was put
there for this very purpose, and should be left there uiP
til the fishing s<'a«on is closed. The buoy on the Cer-
berus Rock was not taken away for a month later,

which is in a more exposed position than the buoy
spoken of when the ice begins to run. The fishing

boats are about all fitted with power, and a fine class

of boat they are, numbering about thirty in all.

The catch of haddock, between four and five hun-

dred thousand pounds, bought by the different buyers,

namely, A. R. Loggie, A. L. Comeau, J. A. Landry,
Maritime Pish Corporation, bring on an average of

two dollars a hundred pounds. This has been one of

the roughest Falls we have had for some time; it has
also been a wet season for the fish drying business ; ; the
fish referred to in the foregoing has to be all dried

in the sun, which has to be carried on in the face of

great difficulty in a rainy or wet season. A greater
expense is added under those conditions. Dry fish

have been about all handled in Petite de Grat by the
local merchants. Messrs. J. & W. Jean have bought a
large quantity of fish this season, being an old and
well established firm in that place. Robert Martell is

also handling a fair .share and doing a thriving busines,s.

J. A. Landry also buys and runs a grocer business in

connection. Altogether Petite de Grat is a thriving
fishing village, and very central and handy to the
fishing grounds. We only want to be looked after by
our Government, and the lives of our fishermen and
their property protected by having this harbour pro-
perly lighted, and aids for navigation that fishermen
enjoy in other places.

CANSO NOTES.

(Special Correspondence.)
Speaking locally, we are now in the slack season of

the fishing year, and, as a consequence, things are
rather quiet among the boat fishermen in this vicin-

ity, although all are preparing for the active days to
come. The winter haddocking, on account of the un-
usually open (though rather windy) nature of Janu-
ary, and the early days of February, was kept up with
fair su(!cess considerably later than for many years
past ; though with a gradually dwindling fleet, dur-
ing the finishing-up weeks. The price during the
winding-up days did some real airship stunts, soaring
by leaps and bounds until it reached a figure, prob-
ably never paid to the boats here before—certainly
not, so far as the writer can remember. On January
28. fair catches were made for which the catchers re-
ceived the very acceptable price of 5% cents a pound.
Your correspondent was told by a fisherman, of a
haddock brought in that day, which, we imagine, can
lay a dear claim to the ])roud title of beinu' tlie liigliest

priced fish of that kind, ever landed in Canso. We
refer, of course, to the price paid to the catcher. The
fish in question weighed 18 pounds, and at five and
oiie-half cents, brought t)9 cents to the man who landed
him. Somehow, we would like to follow up the fur-
ther history of that interesting member of the finny
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tribe ; when- he was pickrd up, who picked his bones and
what he cost the party or parties that finally con-

sumed him. On February, the , few boats that were
still in the game got out of the grounds, but found the

fish on the scarce side. This, I think, was the final

day for the shore boats. The weather grew more se-

vere, and some drift ice, enough to hamper operations

for these craft, began to put in an appearance. The
steam trawlers Rayondor and Andromache are still

oontin>iing operations, bringing in large fares each
week-end. landing at their latest trip over 100,000 lbs.

apiece.

A steady spell of clear, frosty weather during the

winter months produced a splendid crop of clean thick

ice, and the various fish firms have just completed
filling their icehouses with a goodly store, to supply

the needs of the summer fishing.

A. A. Zinck, of A. Wilson and Sons, has returned

from an extended trip to Sydney and other points, con-

nected with business of the firm's branches there.

CHARLOTTETOWN, P.E.I.

(Special Correspondence.)

The lobster fishermen and packers are making ex-

tensive preparation for the opening of the season on
April 26th. Supplies are being procured, traps made,
and equipment overhauled.

Last season the uncertainty as to the condition of

the market, arising out of the war, caused delay in

preparations, and the usual number of new traps

were not built. This year, now that the uncertainty

has been removed, and a market a.ssured for the catch,

the preparations have assumed their normal propor-

tion.

In 1915 the fishermen received $1.50 per 100 lbs.

for their lobsters, where the owners of the canneries

supplied the equipment, or $3.00 where the fishermen

supplied their own equipment

The price this season has not yet been fixed, but

the fishermen are demanding an increase. The pack-

ers reply that while they expect to receive $1 per case

more than last year, they have to take into considera-

tion the difficulty of securing transportation, the

higher freight rates, the high rate of exchange, and

increased cost of tin plate, rope, gasolene, etc.

The greater part of the Island pack will probably be

sent to Europe, mainly to France, where much of it

will be consumed by the troops.

Last year several Island packers had a considerable

quantity on their hands, during the glut on the mar-

ket, but eventually they were able to dispose of the

fish at satisfactory prices.

It was about the middle of May, or nearly a month
after the legal date for opening, before any lobsters

were taken arotind the Island, last season, and as the

season closed June 30th the majority of the canneries

had to depend on a month's actual fishing, the delay

in starting being due to the ice remaining so late

around our shores. Despite this fact, the lobsters were
plentiful, and the catch on the whole did not fall very
short of the average, except along one section of the
north shore, from Tracadie to East Point, where, ow-
ing to ice and stormy weather, there were only fif-

teen days of actual fishing.

Whilst there will be an increase in the number of
traps this year, over last, there will be about the same
number of canneries in operation. The fact that quite
a number of fishermen have enlisted since the war

broke out, will cause some shortage of male help, in

several localities.

There were complaints in the western portion of

the Province, about fishing out of season last year, and
the suggestion is made that in order to enforce the

law, a special Fishery Police should be organized
somewhat along the same lines as the Northwest
Mounted Police, who could patrol the Island.

It is contended that as a result of illegal fishing that

a good deal of inferior stock found its way on the
market to the detriment of the Island pack as a whole.
There are about 5.000 fishermen and about 4,000 op-

eratives in the 196 canneries on the Island, and the
average pack in recent years lias been about 50,000
eases. La.st year the average price per case was be-
tween $13 and $14.

There appears to be general satisfaction with the
lobster regulations in the Province, although in the
case of the fishing starting late owing to ice, and the
catch being poor in consequence, the demand for an
extension, say, for ten days, would not be unreason-
able.

With a stricter enforcement of the law regarding
the close season there should not be much ground for
complaint.

DIOBY, N. S.

(Special Correspondence).

Since my last correspondence the fishing industry
here has been very quiet. The large stocks of Dry
Hake, which were cured and stored during the summer,
have practically all vanished, leaving a good margin
of profit to the local dealers. The bulk of our Pickled
Fish has also been shipped to English and American
markets, and now it seems to be beyond the power of
the producers to get this stock in siifficient quantities
to supply the demand. The fish have left the shores
and the boats, which are not engaged in the lobster
fishery, arehauled up until about the middle of April
when they will start fishing for cod. haddock and
pollock with hake due about the first of June. In the
meantime the boats and their engines will be thor-
oughly overhauled with the object of making them more
speedy and seaworthy for the next season's fishing.
Up to the present the off-shore fleet have had a very
unsatisfactory season. Their only salvation now is
good fishing on Brown's and similar banks. They have
succeeded in procuring only one trip each on Brown's
after being away from here since the middle of Decem-
ber and in the meantime they secured an occasional
"dip" which had to de dispo.sed of in the nearest
market to where they took refuge from the stormy
weather. This continued scarcity of fish has had the
effect of raising the price to unprecedented heights and
fresh haddock have been costing the producers as high
as oVoc a pound, and the price of finnan baddies has
therefore been higher this season than ever before in
the history of the business.
The auxiliary schooner "Cora Gertie" was unfortun-

ate enough to touch her keel on the West side of Dig-
by Gut while coming in against a strong ebb tide on
the evening of February 7th. She remained stranded
there for about four or five hours until the ebb tide
tiirned ond rose sufficiently to float her The crew
of the Life Saving Station at Bay View deserve a lot
of credit for their assistance in getting the vessel off
without any very serious damage being done Thevwere unable to launch the life boat while the tide was
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so low and had to go to her assistance in a couple of

dories. Just at the time she was being floated, a

strong easterly wind started blowing and a serious

disaster was narrowly escaped.

On February 6th, shortly after noon, fire started in

one of the smoke houses of J. E. Snow's plant. It was

successfully confined to the biulding in which it start-

ed and Capt. Snow was not seriously inconvenienced

by the loss of this house. He imemdiately started the

erection of another one.

Last year's scarcity of ice prompted the local ice

and fish dealers to take full advantage of the fine crop

of ice which formed during the recent cold weather.

For the past week the ice business has certainly been

a flourishing one and there should be plenty of it now
stored to take care of the requirements of the fish busi-

ness next season.

The vessels have landed here during the past month
as follows

:

Jan. 24th, Cora Gertie . : 21,851 lbs.

29th, Dorothy M. Smart 37,779 "

30th, Dorothy G. Snow 74,000 "

Feb. 1st, Cora Gertie 16,651 "

Albert J. Lutz 69,772 "

8th, Cora Gertie 20,292 "

Fish shipments originating from this port during

the month of January aggregate as follows

:

79 bbls. Fresh Fish 8,916 boxes Smoked Fish.

1 case Fresh Fish. 10 casks Dry Fi.sh.

17 bbls. Dulse. 455 drums Dry Fish.

4 bbls. Oil 176 bbls. Clams.

LUNENBURG, N.S.

((Special Correspondence.)

Some of the Lunenburg schooners have been making
record trips during the past few weeks, notably the

Elsie M. Hart, Captain Vallis, which arrived on the 17th

inst. from Torre Vieje, Spain, after a 29 days' run
which is said to be the quickest trip ever made by any
schooner out of this port. Her whole trip from Lunen-
burg to Lunenburg occupied exactly three months.

The schooners Jennie Ritcey, Naas, and Ada M.
Westhaver, Mason, each made 26 day runs from Cadiz,

which is also good sailing.

Captain Mason, of the latter ship, reported, on his ar-

rival here on the 16th inst., that he boarded the aban-
doned bark Bruce Hawkins, Captain Maclvor, of Phila-

delphia, lumber laden from Mobile for Huelva, in lati-

tude 34 deg. 11 min., longitude 64 deg. 12 min., and
found the vessel water-logged, with every sign of a hur-

ried departure. Tt is supposed that the crew were taken
off, as the ship's boats were still on deck. Captain
Mason states that the clock was ticking away, and it

would appear that the crew had only left the previous
day.
The tern schooner David C. Ritcey, Ritcey, on passage

to Brazil, put into Barbadoes for repairs to damages
unstained in a hurricane.

The schooner Eva C, Qerhardt, arrived at Pernam-
buco on the 16th inst, after a 30 days' run from Hali-
fax.

The schoonerfl that are bringing salt now are trans-
ferring their cargoes in part, to the bankers lying at
the wharves, thus saving double handling. The Frnnces
W. Smith, Wynacht, andJ. H. McKonzie. Geldert, have
each arrived from Cadiz .salt laden for W. C. Smith and
Company, and the schooners B. C. Smith, Corknm and
AMurancr, Zinck, are on passage from the same port

with a like cargo. The schooner R. J. Dale, Lohnes,

arrived at Pernambuco on Feb. 14th.

F'or Zwicker and Company, the Mayola, Wentzell, is

due here from Cadiz; the Amy B. Silver, Naaffts, after

a 10 days' passage out to Trinidad, and the F. M. Toro,
Geldert, is on passage from Turk's Island.

The schooner Caranza. Lohnes, sailed for Ponce, o"
Feb. nth, and the Lloyd George, Himmelman, is load-

ed for Porto Rico. The last passage of this schooner,

sailed by Captain Harold Corkum. was surely a winner.
She was 9 days on passage to. Ponce, and 7 days from
Turk's Island to Lunenburg. The trip from port back
to port only covering 271/2 days.

The schooner Ida M. Zinc, Captain Elzear Zinck. has
been doing a few stunts in the bread winning line. From
April, 1915, to date, she has been steadily employed, and
her owners have a dividend of $4,200.00. After having
her sails repaired, she will be off on another foreign

voyage.

The schooner J. D. Hazen, Captain George Himmel-
man, had an exciting trip recently on passage from Bay
of Islands, Nfld., to Gloucester. Ten American schoon-

ers left that port along with the Hazen, two of them,
the Pollyana and Romance, who were counted "right
smart sailors," having a six hours' start of the rest. At
Beaver Island the Hazen had caught up to the Romance,
in the teeth of a very heavy breeze. The Gloucester
schooner shortened down, while the Lunenburg flyer

never hauled an inch of canvas. At Cape Sable the
two rounded the buoy at precisely the same time, and
the Hazen, keeping on her sail, hauled into Gloucester
six hours ahead of her competitoi-s. There was keen
disappointment in that port when it was found that the
"Bluenose" had trimmed the fleet.

The schooner Wautauga, Capt. Lorraine Backman,
also made a remarkable run from Cadiz to this port, her
time being 241A days, four days of which she was be-

calmed, and did not make fifty miles a day. She car-

ried salt for Adams and Knickle. Two other schooners
are also due with salt from the same port for this firm,

the Marion Adams, Dc Coursey, and the Phyllis We.st-

haver, Tanner.
The schooner Mark Tobin. Capt. Fred Richard, is due

at Barbadoes from St. Johns, Nfld.

A number of vessels have been sold to purchasers

at Newfoundland, among them being the Lottie Silver,

Gladys Smith, and the Falka from the Lunenburg fleet,

the price paid for the latter was said to be $8,300. The
La Have schooners Cj'ril and Guy are also sold to

purchasers at St. Martins.

IN NEW FOUNDLAND.
(From Our Own Correspondent).

Since last issue we have had quite a movement of

fish products, especially herring. This has been the

greatest season in the history of the herring fishery,

siiu'e the olden times when we shipped such large

(|uantities of Labrador herring dir(>ctly from the coast.

It is estinmted that fnllj' 35.000 barrels have been
shipped from Notre Dame Bay alone. Most of the

catch was put up after the maimer of Scotch cnre, and
should fetch from $9 to $10 ])er barrel. Siiould these

herring lie fonnd up to the requirements of thi' .Amer-

ican markets, it will mean that Newfoundland herring,

which for numy years had such an unsavory reputa-

tion, will in future be a formidable competitor with
the Holhmd and other importations into the United
States.
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Prom Board of Trade Reports we find that 42,243

barrels were shipped from the outports during Decem-
ber, and from St. John's, 10.211, making a total ex-

port of 52,454 barrels.

The "Trade Review" in a recent issue says regard-

ing the herring pack that there is a danger that some
of the Scotch cured herring may not be quite up to the

mark, and it scores the "greedy shippers" who have

been lured by the high prices prevailing to i)ut up an

inferior brand. It says: "Almost a whole schooner

load, 700 barrels, dredged in the hold, after lying in

bulk untouched for over 5 weeks, were packed into

Scotch barrels for the foreign market. This is the

kind of greed that is going to ruin the herring trade

of the world, and if we give the business a bad name,
we shall miss an opportunity of getting a hold on the

foreign markets that niav not occur again in a life-

time."

This just bears out what we have more than once
stated in the premises, viz.. that the poor pack is due
mainly to the fact that wc have no adequate system
of Government inspection. It was a similar failure

that formerly brought our Labrador herring — the fin-

est in the world—into s»ich disrepute many years ago.

The Western herring fishery at Bonne Bay and Bay
of Islands has been the greatest on record ; and extra-

ordinary wages were made by those who were engaged
in it. We learn that one man and his son made $900
in two weeks out of the sale of herring from the net.

A dory crew of three men made $2,100 in three weeks.
The Bank Manager is said to have paid out $22,000 in

three days to the herring fishermen. Newfoundlanders
have fared better this year than ever before ; and the

Hollett Brothers of Burin secured two loads ; brought
their herring to Boston, and netted $12,000 on their

ventiire. We doid)t if any fisherman can beat these
daring and enterprising skippers. There are not only
high-liners at the Bank fishery ; but they seem to lead
in other directions as well. It is not many years ago
since they had jnst two .small schooners ; now they own
four of the finest vessels in Newfoundland. The se-

cret? Push, hustle, and intelligence. There are others
who should follow their lead and "go and do like-

wise."

Newfoundland needs more such men as the Ilolletts

of Burin. They are the biggest factors in our trade;
and had we dozens of such men, we should lead the
world. We have the harvests to gather but the har-
vesters are not sufficiently energetic to gather them.
We have only a few others like the Ilolletts, viz.

Capt. John Lewis. Vatcher Cluett, the Inkpens, Thorn-
hill, and one or two others. There should be dozens of
such ; and there will be probably in the near future.
as the inspiration of these veterans must inspire the
younger skippers to "get a move on."
At the close of the Bay of Islands herring fishery, so

the "Daily News" informs us, herring sold at the extra-
ordinary price of .$2.25 per hundred — the highest
figure on record. This was due to the desire of the
skippers of American schooners to complete their car-
goes before the ice formed in the Bay. Notwithstand-
ing this, some of the vessels left with only part car-
goes, as the skippers did not wish to take a chance of
being caught, as happened a few years ago, when the
schooners had to be cut out by the noveriiment cruiser
and the Portia.

Opening of the Bank Fishery.
The winter fisbcrv — off (lie south coast — is now in

full swing and encouraging reports have been receiv-

ed, though little fish has been caught owing to the

stormy weather which has prevailed since the early

l>art of the month. The outfit for the winter fishery

is the largest on record. A few years ago, only a few
venturesome ones outfitted for the winter fi.shery ; but
now, vessels from Burin, Portiine. Grand Bank, Belle-

oram, St. Jaccpies. Harbor Breton and the western
])()rts of Burgeo. Rose Blanche, and Ramea are all em-
ployed at it. The incentive, of i-onrse, has been the
high prices prevailing for fish.

A number of the vessels are using frozen squid bait

(procured from Gloucester), whilst the great body of

the fleet are using herring for which fancy prices were
paid — in some cases equal to $4. .50 a barrel from the
nets. The herring was secured around Connaigre and
in Fortune Bay. So the eastern herring catchers have
had their herrinars as well as their western brethren.
The bait (|uestion is a very serious one for our Bank-

ing fleet : and it seems rather singidar that we should
be importing bolt from the United States.

To an outsider it seems somewhat, of an anomaly,
that the country which has the greatest supply of bait
fishes of any country in the world should be obliged
to seek bait supplies elsewhere.
The greatest difficulty comes for the early winter

trip and the last trip in the fall. It seems singular
that the Government does not get down to some prac-
tical scheme to relieve the situation. One could hard-
ly credit that Newfoundland has not a bait depot with
the exception of a private cold-storage plant, at Rose
Blanche owned by the enterprising firm of Harvey &
Co. of St. John's. This dejjot can barely supply the
re(|nirements of the owners as they have quite a large
Banking fleet besides a large flotilla of small boats
and skiffs fishing out of Rose Blanche and the near
neighborhood. It is time that somebody became awake
and realized the importance of a bait depot.
The loss of the Banking fleet within the last three

vears. owinir to lack of bait, esnecially for fall fishing
is estimated at not less than $.500,000.' The Government
is an annual loser, and little calcidation would demon-
strate that the depot would prove a financial invest-
ment of the gilt edge variety. It is quite true that for
several years, a bonus has been offered to certain corp-
orations for the erection of Gold Storage plants; but
the companies never materialized. The two or three
tentative efforts on the part of certain enthusiastic
ii'dividnals ended unsatisfactorily.

In connection with this bait supply, an American
newspaper says: "It is a fact that without Massachu-
setts Bay bait the Newfoundland early bankers which
fish off the south coast. Rose Blanche, Channel, and
other favored spots, would be unable to prosecute their
wint«>r fishery . . . Newfoundland skippers have
been begging Massachusetts concerns for bait all win-
ter. Thev have begged for it. written for it, cabled for
it—and the price has been no obiect. Their big vessels
which have come here with herring cargoes, have hung
on and almost refused to sail home until safely ha.ved
down in their holds was the spring supply of frozen
squid bait. There is now being sltipned to urjrent order
(in addition to what has already been supplied) one
million pounds of this squid bait

!"

A Serious Fish Problem.
The Newfoundliind fish exporters are now confront-

ed with a very serious problem. It is claimed that there
is a larger quantity of fisb. chiefly Labrador, in the
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merchants ' stores than for many years. It is estimated

that the quantity exceeds 350,000 quintals. The mer-

chants are now confronted with the problem of getting

it to market. There is an abnormal shortage of ton-

nage, due to war conditions; and everybody is won-

dering how we are going to market this immense

quantity of iish before the Lenten season. Some few

shippers have tonnage enough in sight to market their

holdings; but there are others who are in a quandary

a.s to how they can get their stocks away. "We have

really no local steamer carriers; they have been sold

to the Russian Government. Sailing vessels are not

locally available; and now that all our bankers are

aviray fishing we are very seriously handicapped in-

deed. It has been suggested that the Government take

up the matter of transportation, and that representa-

tions should be made to the Imperial Government for

the release of some of the carriers on the other side

in order to help out. It is a very serious problem. The

markets are good; but we cannot reach them. The

exports for the month of December, 1915, were un-

usually large, notwithstanding the shortage in ton

nage, exceeding the exports of December, 1914, by

75,169 quintals. The total exports, including exports

from the outports were 185,944 quintals, as compared

with 120,775 quintals for 1914.

Exports for Year 1915.

Codfish

:

Portugal, (luintals 78,295

Spain .. 112,818

Italy, quintals 122,691

British West Indies, quintals 89,907

Brazils, quintals 333,968

Dominion of Canada, quintals .... 6,408

England, quintals 27,523

United States, quintals 7,923

Other Parts, quintals 30,885

Seal Oil:

To United Kingdom, tuns 802

Other Parts, tuns 201

Coal Oil:

To United Kingdom, tuns 1,121

Other Parts, tuns 2,567

Seal Skins:

To United Kingdom, pelts 1,082

United States, pelts 78,950

Salmon 51,109

Herring, tierces 3,009

Whale Oil, barrels 271

Cod Liver Oil, tuns 379

Guano, tuns 164

Trout, barrels 974

Lobsters, cases 5,330

The year 1915 was a fairly prosperous one for the

fishermen, and the Colony generally. The cod fish-

ery, whilst rather short in some directions, was pro-

fitable owing to the large prices paid for fish, especi-

ally for "soft" Labrador. The seal fishery was prac-

tically a blank, the total catch amounting to only 47,-

004 seals—the smallest catch witiiin living memory.

The Bank fishery was one of the best on record, the

total catch being vahunl at .$1,107,535. The lobster

fishery was a failure, the entire pack being 6,000

cases.

The Outlook.

The outlook for the Bank fishery for the coming

year is promising; but the outlook for the great win-

ter harve.st—the seal fishery in particularly gloomy.

It is thought that, with the exception of the "Seal"

(Farquhar's vessel—Canadian) only one Newfound-
land steel steamer will prosecute the seal fishery,
though there is a current rumor that the "Florizel,"
of the Red Cross Line, will also go to the icefields. At
least, such is the current rumor. This means that fully
2,500 men will be unable to secure berths to the fish-
ery; and as they are mostly fishermen (rarely en-
gaged in any other work), there will be a good* deal
of dissatisfaction. There will be (|uite a gamble for
berths very likely. There is a rumor that two Nor-
wegian vessels will also engage in the seal fishery;
but as these sail from a Cape Breton port, they will
be of little advantage to the Newfoundland trade.

Scarcity of SaJt.

The Colony is threatened with a salt famine this
season, unless some immediate steps are taken to
meet the situation. Last season fishermen were seri-
ously handicapped at the beginning of the voyage for
want of salt; and many of the western shore men had
to get supplies from St. Pierre. The carriers which
formerly plied between Spani^li portfj (in the f;alt

trade)—mostly Danish and Norwegian steamers—are
engaged more profitably elsewhere; and the sale of
our large vessels will add greater difficulties. We un-
derstand that recently a deputation from the mer-
cantile body waited on the Prime Minister in relation
to the question of importation of salt. The situation
was gone into fully, and the deputation received the
assurance of the Premier that the matter would re-
ceive the immediate attention of the Government. It
is hoped that some means will be devised whereby the
fishermen will be able to procure an ample supply of
salt at the lowest possible rate. It is quite possible
that the Newfoundland Government will take up the
(juestion of transportation with the Imperial authori-
ties, so that there is every likelihood that everything
will be satisfactorily arranged. Should the Govern-
ment fail to step in, the outlook is indeed quite a seri-
ous one. The stocks of salt held at present are very
small, and will not be sufficient even to outfit our
Bankers and Labrador fishermen. All the vessels that
have gone across with fish will of course bring back
salt cargoes ; but as these vessels are of small tonnage,
the quantity that they will freight back will be in-

adequate to meet the requirements.

The Greek Market.

The agitation set on foot by local shipjiers and the
local press has luul the liesired effect, and the Greek
embargo on our fish products has been raised to the
great relief of the business community. The chances
are favorable that the Greek market will remain open.
Were it to be closed to our fish trade, in view of the
immense quantity of ".soft" Labrador still on hand, it

wouhl be disastrous. There is now api)arently an agi-

tation which is gradually gaining strength to have the
Government open negotiations for the entry of our
fish into the French markets. These are closed to us
(in the case of codfish) by a heavy duty; added to
which is the "prime," or l)ounty paid on all foreign-
caught fish brought into France. This iKMUity has
been the means of keeping alive the St. Pierre fishery
for generations; and were it not for this bounty, the
St. Pierre fishery were now as dead as the dodo. We
are watching this phase of the situation with consid-
erable interest ; and we believe that in order to secure
the entry of our fish, for the time being at least, it

may be necessary to res<und the Bait Act.
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We notice that the Americans are also looking in

this direction also; and from a recent article on the

bait question in a Gloucester news paper, we (piote the

followiiifr: "It is being commonly talked now in New
England fish centres that it is about time Newfound-
land loosened up' on the bait business, in view of the

fact that Massachusetts Bay is really aiding New-
foundland fishermen to make her winter fishery pos-

sible by supplying large (luantities of squid bait."

This generosity on the part of our American cousins

is, of course, prompted by good honest Newfoundland
money, which pays the cold storage outfits in Massa-
chusetts for its surplus supply of scpiid.

Waking Up.

We are at last waking up to the fact that we must

get away from the old systems, if we wish to keep pace

with our competitors in the fish trade. The Board of

Trade has actually suggested the establishment of

Fishery Schools ; and it has collected, so it assures us,

some very valuable data regarding Fishery Schools

"which will be forwarded to the Government Inspec-

tors of Schools for the Colony, with a view to enable

them to formulate some plan, which, with a grant

from the Government, should facilitate the introduc-

tion of a system to provide a scientific knowledge of

the fisheries." Better late than never; and we are

glad that sotnething is likely to be done in this direc-

tion.

The Board of Trade also recommends that we secure

the services of a competent man who would have the

necessary qualifications to supervise our fisheries. It

suggests a policy similar to that now being pursued by
the Canadian Fisheries Department, viz.: "A thor-

oughl}' modern steamer, equipped not only with the

necessary scientific apparatus (for conducting experi-

ment.s), but also fitted for practical fishing with mod-
ern appliances suited to various bottoms, depths, and
different species of fish should be provided." The
Board believes (and rightly) "that hardly one-half of
the fish producing capacity of the Colony has been
reached."

These are hopeful signs. Time was when such sug-
gestions would not have been made by the predeces-
sor of the Board of Trade. The Board has progre.s-
sive men on its roll of membership; and we believe that
the recommendations will have the desired effect. The
Government cannot give a deaf ear to the recommen-
dations of such a progressive body.'

Notes.

Oosbie & Co. recently purchased the SS. Lady Sybil,
which formerly plied between Pictou and the Magdalen
Islands, and the new purchase will be a welcome addi-
tion to our mercantile marine. The Lady Sybil is a
small, but very serviceable vessel ; and she is now on
her way to the Mediterranean with a cargo of fish. We
hope the firm's venture will meet with the success that
it deserves.

It is rumored that Farquhar's two steamers Seal and
Sable 1. will both prosecute the seal fishery, and they
will sail from Channel. The crews of the Farquhar
vessels will be taken from the neighborhowl of Chan-
nel and the Codrovs. This will be a boon to the west-
ern fishermen. We have not heard who the masters
-"•e. bi't it i<: r,uite probable that the veteran Cnptain
l-aniuhar will command the .Sable I.
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ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND.
(Special Correspondence.)

Review of Newfoundland Fisheries for 1915.

The year just closed was a very prosperous one in
connection with our fisheries and fishery products.
The catch of codfish on the whole was larger than
that of last year, and together with the high price
given, not only for codfish, but all other kinds of fish
and fish products, has made the year 1915 one of the
rnost prosperous for our fishermen in the history of
the fisheries of the Colony. In a large measure the
high price given for our fish may be attributed to the
war, which has not only advanced the price of fish
but nearly every article of food that is consumed An-other very strong factor in helping to advance the

Lr ^f iu ^" u°"5
m Newfoundland, was the Presi-dent of the F P. U.-W. H. Coaker, E.s.,.-who cer-ainly was and is a live wire in all matters pertaining

r^^' Tl^'"''''
°^ ^^'' f'shermen of the country.

I he fo lowing IS a correct statement of our exportsof codfish and other fish products for the years 1914and 1910, showing the relative increases and decreasestor the same periods:

Exports.

,„, ^
Increase Decrease

Codfish, qtls.:
'''*• '''' f- 1915. for 1915.

Jortugal .... 19,238 78,295 59,057

J'P^ 90.472 112,818 22,346

Brtsh West-
"''^'^ ''''''' '''''

Indies .... 63,945 89,907 25,962
Brazils .. .341,147 3.33.968

. VmDom of Canada 3,940 6,408 2 468
England .... 13.461 27,523 14,062
Scotland .... 150 '

••

ITnited States.. 10,117 7,923 ::.::: 2194
S"',^''r*'^- ^^'626 30,885 ... 34741Seal Oil, Tuns: ''*^

Unite.l Kingdom 1,422 802 .. goOOther Parts .. 1,937 201 i ?ofi
Colon, Tuns: 1-^36

United Kingdom 1,199 1 121 70
Other Parts..

.3 697 2,567 nSSealskins:
'

^'^^^

United Kingdom 93,013 1,082 ... 91931In.ted .States. 156,800 78,950 ' ^{g^JSalmon Tierces 2,911 3,009 '98
Mackerel & Her-

rings, brls.
. . 36,552 51,109 14 'i'^i

Whale Oil, tuns 459 271 ' •ioo
Cod Liver Oil,

^'^'^

p*""'
V • •• «1 379 298Ouano, tuns .. 174 164 ... •loTrout, brls. .. 1.785 974 o}?

Lobsters, boxes 2,816 5.3.30 2,514

Tu ct- .
The Shore Codfishery.

IJot 0.7 ^""Tr? "" :"v ''''"^''-'^ - '"-^ p----X l8?"'~t,,,
?^;"'^ '"''''"^"'^ ^^' straits of

V ag p "0 'of roo '
'"^

''^'T •"""^>«' ^' ^^

value^fSoooo^J" '''" ^'^'"^«'' ^''"^•h ™akes a

rp,
,

Bank Fishery.
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102 banking schooners prosecuted this fishery, engag-

ing as crews 1,606 fishermen.

Labrador Codfishery.

The total shipment directed from Labrador to for-

eign markets amounts to 107,149 qxiintals, and the

amount brought hoiiie to Newfoundland and cured,

may be estimated from 160,000 to 180,000 quintals.

The average price was about $5.50 per quintal, though

in some cases the price went as high as $6.50 per

quintal.
Lobster Fishery.

The total pack for the year just closed amounts to

6,000 cases. This is the .smallest catch for many

years ; not that lobsters were scarcer than other years,

but owing to a very poor price, and little or no mar-

ket for same, numbers of fishermen abandoned the

fishery. The prices given ranged from $13.00 to $13.50

per case. The (|uality was exceptionally good, perhaps

never better.

Herring Fishery.

As yet the figures of total catch of herring for 1915

are not available, but it is certain that the amount

will be the largest known for many years. Not for

several years, was there such a large amount of her-

ring pickled in barrels as during last Spring, and this

Fall's fishery and Winter catch will be a record one.

During the month of December 52,243 barrels of

pickled herring were shipped to the United States,

in addition to this several cargoes of frozen herring

were shipped also. This fishery is still continuing with

good results, and will, whilst the arms and bays re-

main free from ice, and when the waters are firmly

frozen nets will be set under the ice, and the work still

carried on. All kinds of prices for herring prevailed

during the past year, from $3.00 per barrel for Spring

catch of an inferior grade, to $10.00 per barrel, which

is now being paid in New York for a first class ar-

ticle. It is thought that the pack which has been put

up this season along the lines of Scotch cured herring

will realize a much higher price than this. The New
York Fishing Gazette, in a recent issue, has this to say

of our herring: '•Newfoundland herring is coming into

the market in fair quantities, and the quality is said to

be excellent. According to dealers, the stock this year

must be classed as very fancy. The fish are much
' larger than have been seen in New York market in

several years, and they appear to be plentiful. There

has been some activity during the week, and the de-

mand remains frood, despite the lilp:h prices. Normally

Newfoundland herrings bring from $4.75 to $5.25. but

it is actually selling up to $10.00 at the present time."

Seal Fishery.

The seal fishery for 1915 was a total failure, the

catch being the smallest known for a long number of

years. The total catch brought in by the sealing

fleet was 47,000 seals, of a net value of .$93,480. Tak-

ing one year with another, the value of this generally

amounts to a half million dollars; so in last year's

catch, the loss was very great. In addition to the seals

procured by the fleet some fifteen thousand seals were

caught by landsmen, bringing the total up t(. 62,000

seals for steamers and shore catch.

Greek Market.

The removal of the emhargo on our fish going into

the Greek market, was good news for the fishing in-

terests of Newfoundlniid. With such a large amount
of soft Labrador fish not shipped, the closing of that

market to our merchants would be nothing short of a

calamity, and would mean untold loss to our fisher-

men. It is to be hoped that the Newfoundland Gov-

ernment will also be successful in having the prohibi-

tive duty removed from our fish going into France.

France is really in need of our fish, and she is our

Ally and is fighting for the same cause with us. Why
not then remove those trade barriers so that New-
foundland fish may reach her people, instead of hav-

ing to buy from Norway and other countries, whose
friendship is but a matter of dollars and cents.

New Market for Newfoundland Fish in French West
Indies.

The Minister of Marine and Fisheries—A. W.
Picott, Esq.—has received a communication from J.
ij. Deniiiix, Bpo., British Consul at Guadeloupe, set-

ting out that there is a reduction in the duties on cod-

fish entering that Colony, which may make it possible

for Newfoundland to make large sales of fish in that

country.

In view of this change in the reductions of duties

on codfish it is most j)robable that some of our mer-

chants will take advantage of the same, and place

some cargoes of fish in that market. In consequence

of the war the Colonial Government of Guadeloupe has

reduced the Customs duties on codfish from 48 to 10

francs per 100 kilograms. The f|uantities of codfish

imported into that Colony from different countries

during the last two years were as follows:

1913.

Kilos.

Prom France and her Colonies 991,990

From British West Indies (Barbadoes) .... 2.200

FromU. S. A 246

From other foreign countries 1,961

996,397

1914.

Fi-om J'rance and her Colonies 865,940

From British West Indies 10.430

From U. S. A 5,468

881,838

The white haddock of medium size, is mostly in de-

mand on the local market, the price of which at present

is 110 francs per 100 kilogrammes.

The import duties on codfish at Guadeloupe are now:
Customs—10 francs per 100 kilos.

Octroi—2 francs per TOO kilos.

Statistic—0.15 centimes per package.

Wharfage— 20 to 35, according to weight.

(Later Notes From Our Own Correspondent.)

Codfish.

The price for merchantable still holds firm at $7.60

to $7.70 per qumtal. The tendency in price is still up-

wards, and once the question of sufficient shipping

accommodation for nuirketing our fish is assured it is

(|uite possible that the price will rea"h $8.00 per ()uin-

tal. The price for soft Labrador is $5.60 per (|uintal.

This price is expected to advance also as soon as ship-

ping matters are adjusted. The Customs figures to

haiul show that the total of exports for dry fish for

the year endinsr -Tune 30th. 1915. wns 1.094 242 iiuintals.

as against 1.217.314 nuintals in 1914. a decrease of 153.-

072 quintals. l'''or the past six months emling Decem-
ber 31st, 1915, 912,876 (piintals were shipped, jis
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against 735,389 quintals for the corresponding period

in 1914, an increase of 187,4S7 (pilntals. There is now
roufihly spenkinj; about 500,000 (|uintals of codfish

reniaininp in the fish sortea of St.John's to be realized

on, and of that amount 10 t :s soft Labra-

dor.

We are ajjain confronted with tiie problem of getting

-ufficient acconnnmlation to take the fish to market

before the close of the Lenten Season, or at least be-

fore the openinfr of tiie next fishery. The question i

;

of such vita! importance to the welfare of the country

timt it must be <rruppled with at once, and to this ef-

fect our fish iiierehants and Cabinet Ministers of the

<;overnment met recently, when the seriousness of

the situation was fully discussed, and the Government
decided to take up the matter at once with the Ad-

miralty and Imperial authorities, as will assure the

shipping of all this fish in due time. A fleet of some

30 sailing vessels owned by the merchants of this coun-

try are now engaged in carrying our codfish to mar-

ket, and in addition to this fleet several French, Can-

adian and American vessels are under special charter

in the same trade, all of which take from 3,000 to 6,-

000 (piintals for a load, yet the fish congestion cannot

be relieved in time unless a few large steamers can be

chartered for the work. The condition arose from our

fleet of steel sealing steamers being sold to the Rus-

sian Government for ice breaking in the White Sea,

and as this was done at the advice of the British Ad-
miralty, it is not too much to expect that the same
source will not let our merchants and fishermen be

losers thereby.

Cod OiL

The price continues strong at $147.00 per tun, very

little being offered for sale by the fishermen. The
season's output is now in the hands of the merchants.

Refined oil is $1.30 per gallon, with none offering for

sale.

Bank Fishery Opens.

The Bank fishery has commenced this year many
weeks earlier than in former years, and many of the

fleet are now on the fishing grounds in the vicinity of

Rose Blanche. Recent reports from the Western Banks
say fish is very plentiful, and with fair weather the

prospects are bright for good catches of cod and hali-

but.

Oporto Market.

The latest conditions of the Oporto market as post-

ed at the Board of Trade rooms on Januarj' 20th, was:
Last week. Prev. week.

Stocks, Newfoundland .. 62,215 64,750

Consumption 2,585 3,525

Stocks. .Norwegian .... 820 1,585

Consumption 760 570

Whaler Disabled.

The SS. Cachalot, the only whaling ship which prose-

cuted that fishery in Labrador the past season was
driven on the rocks in a fierce storm in Trinity Har-

bour a few days ago, but by the aid of powerful tugs

she was refloated and will be towed along to St. John's

and docked for repairs. It is reported that this ship,

the "Cachalot," with four other whaling steamers

which have been lying up in port for a year or so

have recently been sold to the French Government,
and will, as soon as Spring opens, proceed across the

.\tlantic to take up work in connection with patrol

service under the French Admiralty.

Our Sealing Fleet.

It has been practically decided upon that the SS.

"F'lorizel," one of the Red Cross boats plying between

here and New York, will prosecute the seal fishery

this year, and shoufd she do so the fleet will comprise

ten vessels. Nine of these are of the old type, and
this fleet will be the smallest number of steamers prasc-

cuting this fishery during a period of fifty years. In

1866 five steaiiu-rs prosecuted the voyage, 4 from St.

John's, SS. Hawke, Bloodhound, Wolf and Ospray, and

one from Harbour Grace. SS. Retriever. The latter

ship was the largest of the fleet, being 237 tons. In

two trips that year the SS. Retriever brought in 23,400

seals, and was in charge of (Captain James Murphy, her

crew making the largest bill on record, .$303.00 each

man. The following year, 1867, ten steamers prosecut-

ed the voyage. The SS. Lion, Bloodhound, Hawk, Es-

quimaux, Wolf, Nimrod, Ospray, Panther, Retriever

and Mastiff, the latter bringing in the largest catch

in charge of the renowned Captain James Murphy.

Her catch amounted to 19.200 pelts. Each year fol-

lowing the fleet inerea.sed in numbers, and in 1905, 22

steamers employing 3,532 men engaged in the voyage.

This year the fleet will number ten ships, with crews

in no case exceeding 150 nu»n each, the owners having

recently decided to reduce the number, which means
that not more than 1,500 men will take part in this

voyage. The fleet will be SS. 'Florizel," 1,980 ton-

nett; Eagle, 418 tons; Erik, 461 tons; Viking, 276

tons; Diana, 290 tons; Terra Nova, 450 tons; Blood-

hound. 314 tons; Neptune, 465 tons; Newfoundland, 568

tons; Ranger, 253 tons (all net tonnage).

Halifax Sealers.

We understand that in addition to the Newfoundland
fleet, the SS. Seal and SS. Sable, owned by F'arquhar

and Company, of Halifax, which prosecuted the seal

fishery the past few seasons in the Gulf of St. Lawrence,

will come to Newfoundland this season and sail from

St. John's and Port aux Basques, each of these being

in command of Newfoundland sealing captains. The
SS. Seal will ])rosecute the voyage on the N. E. coast

of Newfoundland, and the SS. Sable will go to the

Gulf.

Newfoundland American Packing Company.
I am pleased to announce the establishing of the

above company with lieadquarters at St. John's, New-
foundland. The company will engage in the packing

of boneless codfish for foreign consuin])tion, and will

put up several thousand sample boxes of our products,

which will be sent in the near future to wholesale gro-

cery houses in all the leading cities of the U. S. "The

company are offering cash prizes from the best recipes

for the preparing of boneless codfish. These recipes

will be printed with the author's name and address,

and placed inside of every box of fish packed by this

company. It is a very attractive way of advertising

their products, and the company deserves to succeed.

Herring Fishery.

FVom Nov. 24th to Dec. 31st, 36 cargoes of herring
were shipped from Bonne Bay, consisting of 44,538
barrels of salt bulk. 7.792 barrels of pickled, 75 bar-

rels frozen, making a total of 52,405 barrels of her-

ring. Of this amount 42,500 barrels were shipped to

Gloucester 4,2.50 barrels to Bucksport, 3,106 barrels to

Halifax, 1,375 barrels to Eastport, and 1,075 barrels to
Bangor. The following is a detailed statement of the
shipment made to the end of the year, with the names
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of the various fish dealers to whom these cargoes of

herring were shipped:

barrels.

Gorton Pew Co., Gloucester, Mass 22,448

Cunningham and Thompson, Gloucester, Mass. 6,500

Davis Bros., Gloucester, Mass 3.421

Hollet Bros., "Newfoundland," Gloucester,

Mass '^'^^^

W. C. Smith and Co., Gloucester, Mass 2,938

A. S. Trait, Gloucester, Mass 1,500

Lemuel Spinney, Gloucester, Mass 1,494

Sylvanus Smith, Gloucester, Mass 1.303

Robins, Jones and Whitman, Halifax, N.S. .

.

993

Far.iuhar and Co., Halifax, N.S 2,117

T. M. Nicholson, Bucksport, Mass., 4,250

Holmes and Son, Eastport 1,375

Alfred Jones and Sons, Bangor, Maine .... 1,075

Li ad.illion to tiiis amount of heiring, these \es*t'ls

also took away 278,000 lbs. of ixreen codfish, 9 barrels

of pickled salmon and 6 barrels of caplin. Up to Jan.

10th of the present year, the herring fishery was eon-

fined mostly to the arms and creeks of Bonne Bay, but

since then herring in abundance have entcj-ed Bay of

Islands, which has been for many years past the home
of this fish. For the past three weeks big catches of

fish have been made, and the prices for frozen herring

during the month of January ranged from 80 cents to

.$1.00, and in some instances to $1.70 a basket. It

takes about five baskets to the barrel. The fishery at

Bonne Bay continued good until January 25th, when
the fish seemed to strike off into deep water. On the

15th of January there were 16 American, Canadian

and Newfoundland schooners at Bonne Bay awaiting

to finish cargo. Since then all have sailed with full

loads. As high as $4.00 per barrel was paid for her-

ring taken fresh from the nets, and never in the history

of this fishery did the Newfoundland fishermen reap

such a harvest.

The fishery for the schooners of Bonne Bay is now
closed for this season. The ice is frozen solidly over

the Arm and for some distance out to sea, which will

prevent any vessels getting there untU navigation

opens. From the shore of course the fishery will con-

tinue, the fishermen cutting holes through the ice and
fishing all through the Winter or as long as the her-

rinpr remain in these waters. Between 300,000 and
400,000 frozen herring were shipped from Bonne Bay
during the month of January to the South Coast of

the Island for bait for the Newfoundland Banking
fleet which are now fishing on that part of the Coast.

Even this amount of herring will not be anything like

a sufficient supply for bait purposes and already

shipments of frozen herring are being made from
Gloucester to Newfoundland to supply the Banking
fleet. This procedure in other years would be as it

is said "sending coals to Newcastle" but owing to

their l)eiiig no large cold storage plants in Newfound-
land and our Hanking fleet being largely increased

through the abnormal demand there is for codfish,

therefore in order that there would be an assured sup-

ply of fish this was the only coui*se open to our mer-
chants. In view of the great expansion of the herring
fishery in Newfoundland and of its importance to

Canadian and American fishermen and fish dealers
likewise and because of the spreading circulation of

THE CANADIAN FISHERMAN magazine amongst
NewfoTuidland merchants and fisliermen with whom
it is becoming a most favourable journal, I wish to

give herewith an interesting article relative to both

the packing and curing of herring and the making of

barrels, which article was prepared by Mr. MacBean,
recently appointed Inspector of Scotch cured herring

for Newfoundland.

To Bairel Makers for Scotch Pack Newfoundland. .

"It is quite an ea.sy matter for me, or anyone else

in the trade to tell you a better barrel is wanted in

which to carry your herring to market in the pink of

condition, but a few practical details of how to accom-
plish this much desired purpose will be of much great-

er value. As a Scotch barrel maker myself, I hope
1 am in order in tendering you some advice bearinrr

on this matter. You will then bear with me while I

point out to you some errors of the present methods
of barrel nmking in Newfoundland. First: You can
never make a genuine Scotch barrel from a cylindri-

cal cut stave with bevelled joint, nor make a real rouml
barrel with wooden trusses, or be able to keep to the

exact size of 26 2-3 Imperial gallons, and while a spoke-

shave may clean your barrel fairly well, yet it only em-
phasizes the angular shape and does not enhance the

general a))pe.'irance or beauty. All Scotch barrels are

made from the s(iuare cut stave with s(|uare joint.

This is the only possible way you can make a strong

firm barrel. A set of 8 steel tru.ss hoops, all bearing

tight on the barrel in their respective places, these

give you the exact size and firmness. The side Pluck-

ers and Flencher give it the necessary polish. With
these tools and trusses you get the standard Scotch

barrel, and don't forget this is the class of barrel that

the whole of the dealers in Scotch pack demand. And
when you come to put up a fancy pack for Russia,

where you will get a fancy price, you will find your

package none too strong for that far off country. Re-

member, our competitors for the first place are the

Dutch, Norwegian and Scotch, all giving of their very

best, and have had a long start on us. Then for Hea-

ven's sake let us have done with trifling of all kinds

absolutely, faltering with business trouble never solv-

ed it. Let us show that we possess the brains and cour-

age of our race, and dash at it with both hands, and
our difficulties will vanish like dew before the sun.

When war is over and supplies of first class pack

are pouring into the IT. S. from Holland, Norway and
Scotland, when every packer in Newfoundland will be

left to market and consign his own product, how are

you going to meet the case? You all know what it

merins to ram an inferior pack on a glutted market. We
have seen this in the past, when Newfoundland Scotch

I)ack so called went a-begging at .$4.00 per barrel, with

freight and commission to come off. We know very

well the American fish firms are going to purchase

largely the European herring to *neet the tastes of

their various customers. When that comes about New-
fonndland herring will be more or less neglected. But
why shoidd we be confined to the States for the sale

of oui- herrnig? There are more and even better nuir-

kets than the States. These are to be found in Europe
ready to our hand right off. Why not let us conform
in every detail to the rei|uirenu'nts of these markets?

It's a case of wholesonu' fresh herring, culling, salting,

and a soinid strong package. All this is within our

reach. We possess all the essential nuit<'rials for sup-

plying the article wanted. The only lack is a little

knowledge and organization. L.t me show how par-

ticular these consumers are. If 5 ho r'ugs are found

in a barrel of a claFs to whi h they ;lr::'' ' 'i ir h.-
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whole lot presented for inspection may be rejected by

the Scotch inspector. To obtain this uniformity of cull

one cooper is placed over every six gibbers to watch

the culling tubs with measure stick, all the time of

gibbing; also one cooper looks after the same number

of packers. Nothing is left to chance. The word

'thorough" meets the case. Hut don't forget, these

di'tails bring the price, and the practical thing for us

is to go and do likewise."

In addition to the herring fishery of Bonne Bay and

Bay of Islands, the same fishery was carried on in

Notre Dame Bay this season, and with marked suc-

cess. Some 50.000 barrels of herring were taken there

this season, and most all were put up under the Scotch

cure. American anil Canadian agents who purchased

the catch paid from $7.00 to $10.00 per barrel f.o.b.

The great drawback in Newfoundland this season

in connection with the herring fishery was for the

want of properly nmde barrels for putting the herring

up according to Scotch cure. There are no regular

factories engaged in making these kinds of packages,

and our people are more or less dependent upon im-

portations from abroad, which the past year was most
uncertain, and the quality that was imported was not

by any means as good as it should be. In fact, some
of the barrels importeil were second hand goods, and
cost landed $1.70 each, and were not as good as the

local made article, which cost only $1.35 each. That
our fishermen cannot procure plenty of barrels, and
of the right material and make is, to say the least of

it, a great neglect, and shows that those whose duty
it is to see that this industry is looked after are neg-

lecting to provide the essentials, which mean so much
in the expansion, growth and prosperity of such a

great industry. In a country like Newfoundland,
which has abundance of suitable woods for cooperage
stock, our spruce wood has no superior the world over,

our birch wood and juniper are excellent hardwoods,
our pine is soft and easily dressed, and we can supply
plenty of labour at reasonable wages, yet, notwithstand-

ing this, we have to send abroad for herring barrels.

But even then we cannot secure enough to meet the

demand. With all the raw material at hand it should
not cost so much to start a barrel, stave and box fac-

tory that could meet the demands of our fishermen.

It seems to me what we need is some one with initia-

tive enough to make a start. Your correspondent will

be pleased to discuss the merits of such a proposition
with any of the readei-s of the "Canadian Fisherman."
He is already in correspondence with some American
parties who are interested in this idea, with the ob-

ject of establishing a factory in the country.

Prices in Italy and Greece.

The price given for codfish in Italy at present is

about .$2.00 less per quintal than that given in Greece,
and it was a most fortunate thing for our fish mer-
chants that the embargo on Newfoujidland fish going
to Greece was removed. About 50,000 quintals of fish

was shipped to Greece uj) to the beginning of this
year, and if that amount of fish did not reach the
Greek market it meant a clear loss of $100,000 to the
fishing interests of Newfoinidland. It is evident the
Italian fish buyers were going to take ample advan-
tage of our predicament if our fish was shut out from
Greece, and it is not unlikely that Labrador fish would
fall considerably low in price.

New President, Board of Trade of Newfoundland.
On January 2.")tli, the Hoard of Trade held its an-

nual meeting, and I am pleased to announce, elected

as President R. B. Job, Esq., of the well known reli-

able mercantile firm of Job Brothers and Co., Limited.

No better and more jjopular selection for the position

could be made, as Mr. Job aiul his firm are amongst

the largest importers and exporters in the Colony, and

certainly are the largest purchasers of fish oil, seals,

and all fish products. The firm of Job. Bros, and Co.

is one of the oldest business establishments of New-

foundland, and apart from their Newfoundland trade

they have branch business places in Liverpool, Eng-

land, New York, and Halifax, N.S. Besides their ex-

tensive conniK'tion with the fisheries, there is not an

industry in the country with which they are not asso-

ciated, and helped or patronized. Mr. R. B. Job's

biother, the Hon. W. ('. Job, who is a partner of the

business in Newfoundland, left last Fall to reside in

Ne.w York, as he was promoted to take charge of their

large business interests in that city.

Science and Fishery.

It is pleasing to note that the Newfoundland Board
of Trade has taken up the (piestion of Technical Edu-

cation in Newfoundland, as it affects the fisheries of

the country. The following recommendations have

been made to the Board by a commission appointed to

investigate on the above matter: "That some attempt

should long ago have been made to investigate in an
intelligent, comprehensive and scientific way the wat-

ers and fishing grounds contiguous to the shores of

the Colony and Labrador.
"They respectfully urge that as soon as necessary

financial and other arrangements can be made, this

work should be undertaken.
"The Commission is of the opinion that the services

of a thoroughly competent man, combining scientific

training and practical knowledge of the fishing indus-

try, should be engaged, and that within certain broad-

ly defined limits, he should be given the widest pos-

sible discretion in the pursuance of his work. He
should not be hampered in the selection and remu-
neration of his assistants, or in the expenditure of

whatever sum it may be found possible to provide.

"We have practically no detailed knowledge of the

ocean bottom round our coast, nor has there ever been

an intelligent attempt to locate new fishing areas,

which unquestionably exist.

"The defined ocean layers, their depths and charac-

teristics, the various currents, the occurrence of plank-

ton and other marine organisms, mare plants and their

bearings upon ocean life, the occurrence and migration

of herring, and the occurrence of halibut and other

khids of fish, the study of variations of temperature

and salinity, relative annual catch, the testing and try-

ing out of different methods of fishing and curing, ex-

periments with bait, and a host of other matters are

calling for investigation.

"A thoroughly modem steamer equipped not only

with the necessary scientific apparatus but also fitted

for practical fishing with modem appliances suited to

various bottoms, depts and different species of fish.

"Investigations along these lines have been pursued
with exceedingly valuable results in other countries,

and it is not too much to say that the whole future of

Newfoundland depends to a very great extent upon
the successfid result of such work here.

"It is an almost universal belief that hardly one-

half of the fish producing capacity of the Colony has
been reached, and the Commission fully concurs in

this view.
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NOTES ON FOREIGN TRADE.

Market for Codfish in Brazil

An important business is done at Bahia in codfish,

of which 129,000 drums were imported in 1914, a year

of exceptionally depressed financial conditions and

small imports. Custom-house figures show the follow-

ing values of imports of codfish here during the past

three years; 1912, $1,161,750; 1913, $1,296,864; 1914,

$1,220,232. Perhaps 90 per cent of the fish come from

St. John's, Newfoundland, and Halifax, by sailing ves-

sels direct, and some via New York by steamer from

the same origin. Before the European war some cod-

fish came from Norway via Hamburg. The Newfound-
land fish arrive in drums of 128 pounds, and half

drums of 64 pounds net, while those from Norway
were packed in cases. Nearly all the business is now
done through Liverpool firms, who have branch houses

or agents at St. Jonh's and Harbour Grace.

Before the war the price paid by importers varied

between 40 and 45 shillings ($9.73 and $10.95) per

drum c.i.f. Bahia, and is now said to be 48 to 52 shil-

lings (equivalent to $11.68 to $12.65 at the normal rate

or .$4.8665 per pound.) The price at which cod is now
being wliolesaled here is about 56 milrcis ($13.44) per

drum. The (|ualities preferred are known as "prime
dry" and "seconds," the latter selling at 2s. 6d. ($0.61)

per drum less than the former.

The Brazilian tariff provides for a duty on codfish

of 60 reis per kilo, less an arbitrary tare of 10 per cent

in weight deducted when the fish are packed in drums.
The actual duty, however, taking into consideration

the 2 per cent surtax and the proportion of the duty
payable in gold, is equivalent to $0.99 per 100 pounds
((1 milreis=$0.24; 1 kilo = 2.2046 pounds.) According
to a bill covering a recent importation, 5.3 milreis

($1.27) was paid per drum. This included custom-
house broker's fee and all expenses connected with the

custom-house.
Hake and pollock are not now known here, but if

prepared and packed in the same way as codfish and
offered at a competitive price, they might find accept-

ance in this market.— (United States Commerce Re-
ports.) <

THE LENTEN SEASON OF 1916.

Ash Wednesday, the first day of Lent, falls on
March 8.

Easter Sunday, the last day, April 23.

In the interim there are 16 fish days—March 8, 10,

15, 17, 18, 22, 24, 29, 31; April 5, 7, 12," 14, 19, 21, 22.

Referring to intelligence in animals a Canadian is

responsible for the statement that wolves "are known
to watch the fishermen who set trout-lines through
lines in the ice on Lake Superior. A wolf will then
make for the spot, seize the .stick which is laid across

the hole and attached to the line, trot off with it across

the ice till the bait is brought to the surface, and then
return and devour both bait and fish."

No doubt this is the procedure of the ordinary, ra-

ther slow-witted wolf. The really intelligent one, far
from eating the bait, licks it into position on the hook,
and sets the line again.

—"Fishing News."

Photograph of Membership Certificate C. F. A.
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YARMOUTH, N.S.

(Special Correspondence.)

As usual duriiijr tho month of February weather con-

ditions have caused a decline in operations in all

branches of the fisherie.s prosecuted from here. Es-

pecially is this true as regards lobsters. The catch,

however, has been fair, considerinir the number of men

enpajrcd. The maximum number of men in this in-

dustry CO into it at the first of the season, but towards

the end of January, when they have to face real win-

ter conditions for a few weeks the majority drop out,

leave their .stations and pro back to their homes. In fact

the cold, hiph winds and ice combined, render it impos-

sible to fish in many localities no matter how willing

the men may be. But now the men are bepinnins to re-

turn to the islands, and in a few weeks ever\i;hins

will be runninp in full swing again.

A Boston correspondent of one of the local papers

writes of having seen a representative of the Barclay-

Clements Company who had with him returns for one

crate of lobsters from a shipper in Tiverton, Digby

County, that netted him $62..'!.'). This is probably the

record for one crate of lobsters this year, and is, of

course, the result of perfect packing, as this one crate

must have held almost two crates of lobsters in weight,

as at no time this year has the price exceeded $35, and

generally the price has been .$25 and $28.

Stocks of salt fish are getting low. Never before

in the history of fishing have the dealers experienced

such high values in salt mackerel and herring. There

is a shortage in both as the catch on the whole was not

up to the average. In New York, which city takes a

lot of our salt products, prices are from $3 to $5 per

barrel higher on mackerel and from $4 to $7 per barrel

higher on herring than they were a year ago. Codfish

is 15 to 20 per cent higher and all smoked fish is scarce

and high.

The new Yarmouth schooner Yatico has made several

trips during the month, landing her fares in Shelburne.

A week or so ago the steamer Hugh D. went down to

Shelburne and returned with a cargo of dogfi.sh, in

packages, for J. F. Ehrgott. In this connection your

correspondent intended to ask Mr. Ehrgott for some

information regarding this unusual shipment, but it en-

tirely slipped my mind until I was going through my
notes and came across this memo. No doubt there is

an interesting paragraph connected with it and I will

try to get it for next month.

The fishing fleet have not been in port very much
lately — that is in this port. Of course, there have been

a few fares landed here, but in many ca.ses Shelburne

has got them and in others they liavc nni to Digby.

There has been one fatal accident this month, when
a young nuui named Amcro, of West Pubnico, lost his

life at Abbott's Harbor by falling from a boat.

The (TloucestiT Tiincs of January 27, had the fol-

lowing:

News of the death of ('ai)tain Albert Hubbard at

the Chelsea Marine hospital, has just been learned with

regret by many in Gloucester where he was well known,
having gone fishing from Gloucester for many years.

The body was sent to Tusket, N.S., la.st week and was
accompanied by his brother, John, of Es.sex, with whom
he made his home when ashore. He sailed as skipper

out of Gloucester on fpiite a number of vessels, the fol-

lowing being some of them : Schrs. Georgie Campbell,
Susan and Mary, and Fannie E. Prescott. His last

voyage was on the Sehr. Morning Star, when he was

taken sick and was put on the hospital ship Androscog-

gin, and then transferred to the hospital, where he was

getting along finely when he had a number of hemor-

rhages fro which he died on January 16. He was born

in Tusket, N.S., 43 years ago, being one of a large

family.

Yarmouth is mourning the death of B. B. Law, its

late talented member in the House of Commons. Mr.

Law always stood for the best interests of the fisher-

man, and it is significant that his last speech was one

on behalf of the fishermen of Nova Scotia, and of

this county in particular. It was as follows:

I have been sorry to notice during the year I have

had the privilege of sitting in this House, that when our

fishing industry is being discussed, very few members
stay in the chamber. I hope, Mr. Speaker, that that

fact does not account for the lack of brains shown in

some discassious which take place in the House. I am
very much interested in the matter which has been

brought before the House by the Hon. member for

Digby (Mr. Jameson). It would have been well if, when
the question of wider markets was before this country

in 1911, the Honourable members for Queens and
Lunenburg had exerted their influence to help to give

the people the benefit of reciprocity.

We are at all times assisting the farmer, doing things

for him, which, I have no hesitation in saying are quite

right, but very little has been done for the hardy, sturdy

fishermen. We have in the County of Yarmouth a

large number of fishermen. I have the honor of repre-

senting one of the largest constituencies in that line

that, I presume, there is in the Province of Nova Scotia.

I just happened to-day to have some figures, not for

this debate at all, of the imports and exports through
the port of Yarmouth during the calendar year of 1915.

The total imports into the port of Yarmouth were

$744,211, and the exports $2,141,389, which certainly

shows that we have the trade balance on the right side

as far as Yarmouth and the Western Counties are con-

cerned. Our exports largely consist of fish, and I would
like to place on Hansard the following figures

:

Exports.

Codfish, fresh, dried, pickled $570,294
Mackerel, fresh, pickled 157,119

Halibut, fresh 47,416
Herring, pickled, smoked 41,112

Sea fish, other, fresh, preserved 90,671

Lobsters, fresh, canned 705,271

Salmon, fresh 27,053
Codfish, oil 8,525

Tongues and sounds 19,740

Making a grand total of exports of fish and fish

prod\icts from the port of Yarmouth during the past

year of $1,668,111, or one quarter of the total exports
of fish from the Province of Nova Scotia. I cannot
understand why the present Government, and Hon.
members supporting it, are so much afraid of the Am-
erican market. I am convinced of the fact that if you
were to take away the American market from the fisher-

men of Western Nova Scotia, from seventy-five to

ninety per cent of them would have to go out of busi-

ness. We, who are situated in the western part of Nova
Scotia, particularly at the port of Yarmouth, have a
daily line of boats in the summer time to Boston which
is the best fish market on the North American continent.

Our fishermen are able to obtain the highest price for
their fish there and if reciprocity had carried in 1911,
as, to my mind, it should have, all our fishermen would
now be getting better prices to-day than they are get-
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ting. A large part of the exports of fish from Yarmouth

consist of boneless codfish, and there is S United States

duty of three-quarters of a cent a pound on this com-

modity, which duty is taken out of the pockets of our

fishermen.

I am sorry to say that the lot of the fisherman is

getting harder year by year. I was sorry to be inform-

ed just a few days ago that the price of rope has been

advanced to 20 cents a pound, and that the price of

gasoline had advanced very largely, and is likely to go

still higher. With these prospects in view, I am sure

our fishermen cannot expect as large profits in the

future as they have had in the past unless something

is done for them by the Government. I do not think

that the Hon. member for Lunenburg makes any sug-

gestion at all for the amelioration of the lot of the fish-

ermen, unless it might be that indicated in the remark

which he made, that it was important to get the fish

as quickly as possible from the fishermen to the mouths

of the consumers. The best way in which that could

be done — and it would satisfy the constituents of

my Hon. friend from Digby, as well as my constituents,

and, in fact, all of the Western Counties — would Im

by the Government subsidizing a lone of boats running

between Boston and Yarmouth, so that the boats could

put in proper cold storage plants. The question was

discussed last year at some length, but I am sorry to

say that up to the present time nothing has been done

in refence to it. It would certainly help tlie fisher-

men to a very large degree.

Another way in which the fishermen could be helped

would be to give a bonus, or a bounty, in some form to

them. There is no line of industry in the world that

is fraught was so much danger and hardships as the

fishing industry. In my constituency the fishermen

carry on a very large industry in live lobsters, as will

be seen by the figures which I have given to the House.

This industry is carried on between the 15th of Sep-

tember and the 15th of July, and it therefore, takes

practically the whole of the winter season.

These fishermen are obliged to go out day after day,

exposing themselves to hardships and cold, as well as

danger and death. If there is any way in which tlie

Minister of Marine and Fisheries and his Department
can alleviate the difficulties and hardships of the fish-

ermen, it would certainly be appreciated by those wlio

are engaged in this industry. I have no fault to find

with the motion which has been moved by my Hon.

friend from Digby. If anything can be done for the

fishermen by submitting this matter to the committee,

I shall be heartily in accord with it. I am sorry to say

that I am afraid that the Hon. gentleman is commenc-
ing at the wrong end of the question. Unless the com-

mittee consider the question of free fish into the United

States, wliich is the natural market, and without which

market the fish business in the western part of Nova
Scotia would be entirely obliterated, I am afraid that

we cannot hope for any great results."

Live Lobsters, crates, 4,361 ; Fresh Fish, cases, 1,241

:

Fresh Fish, barrels, 11; Smelts, boxes, 624; Dry Salt

Fish, drums, 936; Finnan Iladdies, boxes, 553; Bone-

less Fish, boxes, 1,701 ; Pickled Fish, cases, 328; Canned
Lobsters, cases, 400; Periwinkles, barrels, 2; Frei^

Halibut, cases, 1; Pickled Herring, barrels, 53; Fish

Scraps, barrels, 20; Clams, barrels, 161; Boneless Cod-

fish, boxes, 2,972; Fish Waste, barrels, 93; Salt Cod-

fish, drums, 1,089; Salt Codfish, tubs, 689; Scallops,

half barrels, 108; Kels, barrels, 42; Fish Clippings,

barrels, 4; Cod Oil, barrels, 81; Haddock, cases, 1; Salt

Mackerel, bbls., 8 ; Salt Haddock, drums, 43 ; Salt Cod
(green), cases, 1; Salt Cod (green), barrels, 25; Hake
Sounds, bags, 5 ; Green Fish, cases, 35.

To Panama: 13 butts, 10 drums codfish; 12 barrels

pickled mackerel ; 10 bawels salt herrings, 2 barrels

pickled alewives.

To Colon: 15 butts, 13 cases codfish; 10 barrels

pickled mackerel, 5 barrels pickled salmon; 10 barrels

smoked lierring.

To Bocas del Toro: 5 butts, 10 cases codfish; 10

barrels salt mackerel.

To Boston (for shipment) : 100 drums dry salt fish.

To Rio Janeiro: 1,010 tubs dry salt fish.

To Brazil : 1,792 tubs, 195 drums, 50 casks, 50 boxes
dry salt fish ; 283 tubs dry salt hake; 67 tubs dry salt

haddock.

To Porto Rico; 325 packages, 144 tierces, 100 drums
dry codfish ; 50 butts large, do. ; 300 drums salt fish.

To Ponce: 110 tierces salt fish.

To San Jose: 25 butts salt fish.

To New York (for shipment) : 438 boxes "Newfound-
land Johnnies."

To San Juan : 100 tierces codfish ; 50 tierces, 25 butts,

75 packages large, do.

To Arecibo: 44 tierces, 44 drums codfish.

To Cuba: 29 packages, 1,002 drums,' 158 cases dry
codfish ; 80 eases salt haddock.

To San Domingo: 165 cases codfish.

To Havana : 74 tubs dry salt fish ; 510 drums codfish.

FROZEN FISH IN ENGLAND.

England is taking very kindly to frozen fish, and in

time there may be a great outlet for the American pro-

duct. The following is from the pages of our esteemed

London contemporary, "The Fish Trades Gazette":

"Two years ago it was demonstrated that, pro-

viding quality was Al and the freezing all it should

be, halibut sent from Canada could be made a suc-

cess with careful handling. Tliis was in pre-war

times; and certainly since the war has caused an
abnomnal scarcity of fish, the prejudice that existed

against frozen fish has been broken down to a very

considerable extent, and now I claim that frozen

halibut has proved, and is proving, a very useful

commodity in the British nuirkets, and if the same
course were pursued with luuldock.s, finnies, fillets,

and other species of Canadian fish, it would be ac-

ceptable to the British markets. If they were in the

first instance dressed, split, etc., on British line^;

and frozen hard enough to stand what delays might
ensiu" in shipping, and the passage across the At-

lantic, I think they would prove a success and would
be a very good addition to the food supply of this

country.
'

'—Fishing Gazette.

HIGH STOCK OF AN ENGLISH TRAWLER.
All records were broken recently by the Grimsby

trawler Ilortcnsia, which landed a cargo of Iceland fish

that sold for £2,780, or about $13,900. The catch, the

outcome of three weeks' fishing, comprised 1,030

boxes of sprags, dabs, cod and plaice. The sum is the
largest for a single voyage in the history of steam
trawling. The lucky skipper will net considerably
more than .$1,000 for his share of the catch, while his

tiuite will "rope in" a five Ituudred dollars. Some
trip 1
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THE PACIFIC FISHFRIES
(Special Correspondence.)

VANCOUVER, B.C.

( Special (.'orrespojidence.

)

Wild Weather on the Pacific.

Althou;?!! the halibut fisliermen on the Pacific Coast

consider that the winter weather which is ordinarily

experienced is hard cuougli to contend with, the winter

of 1915-16 has been the most stormy one which has

been known in the liistory of the industry thus far.

Without exception every one of the steamers and
schooners report below zero weather, and terrific gales,

and it is fortunate indeed that the losses have not been

greater than so far reported.

The steamer "New England," belonging to the New
England Pish Company of Vancouver, left the fishing

grounds, about 120 miles west of Yakutat, Alaska, on

January 18th, en route for home. She immediately en-

countered very heavy winds, and attempted to make
for the harbour of Yakutat, but was unable to do so.

The spray breaking over the vessel froze wherever it

touched, with tlie result that before very long the ship

was covered from stem to stern witli a heavy layer of

ice, which kept the entire crew, as well as the fisher-

men, liard at work cutting the ice away and keeping

the ves.sel clear, as the ice accumulated. At one time

there was so much ice on the deck, and the seas were
breaking over lier .so fast, that the crew believed she

would turn turtle and sink. However, the extraordin-

ary efforts i)ut forth by tlie C!aptain and crew got the

ves.scl out of danger, but in the meantime all loose fish-

ing gear and everything that was moveable on the deck

was thrown overboard in the endeavor to lighten the

vessel and enable her to continue. Seven of the crew
had their hands and faces badly frozen during the

work of clearing the vessel. Three men were lifted off

the deck by a wave, but were able to catch hold of the

rigging and .saved themselves from being washed over-

board. The trip from tiie fishing groinuls to Vancou-
ver is ordinarily made in five days, but the extraordin-
ary weather lengthened the trip to nine days.

The steamer ".Manhattan," belonging to the same
company, arrived a couple of days after the "New Eng-
land," and reported as severe weather as the "New
England" went through, but owing to being to make
the Inside Pa.s.sage, she had a much better trip.

The steamer "James Carruthers, " of Prince Rupert,
also had a very bad time of it. The "Carruthers" was
fishing with the "Manhattan" and "New England," but
not finding the fishing good enough, the Captain de-

cided to go to the westward. The terrific weather, how-
ever, compelled him to turn round and make for home.
He had already been out some time, but the head winds
prevented him from either making Yakutat Harbor or
getting home, and the constant accumulation of ice

from the sea spray covered the vessel over to a very

considerable extent. The additional weight on deck

from the ice was so great that everything was jettisoned,

including two dories. The "James Carruthers" had
onl}^ been outfitted for sixteen days, and when .she

reached Crass Sound after being away from home twen-
ty-three days, she was entirely out of food, and her coal

supply gave out. In Cross Sound she met the SS. "An-

SS. 'New England," Iced up at Vancouver.

drew Kelly," belonging to the same owners, and this

steamer sui)i)lied her with sufficient coal and food to

take her home, the "Andrew Kelly" going to Juneau
to replenish her coal and provisions, and to advise the
owners that the "James Carruthers" was safe and on
her way home. During the severe weather experienced
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by the "Carruthers" two men were thrown on the deck

by heavy seas and badly injured. These men are still

in Prince Rupert Hospital, and the recovery of one of

them is doubtful.

The schooners "Liberty" and "Republic" went
through the same storm as the steamers mentioned
above. They were heavily iced and were only able to

keep clear of ice and get back to port with the greatest

difficulty.

It is believed that one of the steamers caught in this

storm will never be heard from again. The SS. "On-
ward Ho," belonging to the B. C. Packers' Association,

of Steveston, B.C., left Vancouver for the Alaskan fish-

ing grounds on January 6, after taking on fuel oil and
supplies. She was last seen, so far as can be ascertained,

on January 16th, when she was sighted by the SS. "New
England," and reported that she had 180,000 lbs. of

halibut, and was starting for home immediately. There

seems to be no doubt that the "Onward Ho" ran into

the same storm that so nearly caused the loss of some of

the other steamers, an dthat she was unable to weather

it. It is now over one month since she was heard
from, and although there is a possibility that she may
have become disabled and drifted south-west into a

warmer belt, and that she will ultimately be picked up,

somewhere in the North Pacific, there does not appear

to be much likelihood that this is the case. Her crew
consisted of 12 men and 24 fishermen, nine of whom
were married men with families.

NOTES.

The steamer "San Juan," of the Seattle fleet, called

at Prince Rupert on January 15th for the first time,

and landed 2,000 lbs. of fish. She took a supply of bait

at Prince Rupert on account of being unable to get any

bait in Alaska.

The launch "Pirate" brought 250 barrels of herring

to Ketchikan, Alaska, on January 17th, all of which was

used up immediately for baiting halibut schooners. The
.run of bait herring in Alaska so far has been a failure,

and the same may be said of conditions at Prince Ru-

pert. Hitherto the Ketchikan and Prince Rupert cold

storage plants have obtained more than a full supply

of herring for baiting purposes for the ensuing season,

before the end of January, but this season none of the

cold storage houses have as yet put away any frozen

herring for bait. While there is every belief that the

herring will run before the end of February, it is ex-

pected that if they do come in they will be either spawn-

ed out or so nearly matured that the season will of ne-

cessity be very short. Formerly, the herring men havo

waited for the herring to come in to the bays and har-

bors, but this year they have gone out to search for

them, but have been unsuccessful.

The Halibut Fishermen's Union of the Pacific has

hitherto included in its membership only those fisher-

men who earned their livelihood by fishing for halibut.

The men fishing for herring, cod and other fish, citlier

locally or in the Behring Sea, have had no properly

constituted Union. The Halibut Fishermen's Union
now announces that con.seqnent upon the inclusion of

the herring and cod fishermen, the name of the Union
has been changed to The Deep Sea Fishermen's Union
of the Pacific, and that the Union now includes all fisli-

ermen from Seattle North, whose work takes them in!

deep sea waters.

Mr. W. P. Hinton, General Manager of the Grand
Trunk Pacific Railway Company, and Mr. G. A. Mc-
Nicholl, of the same company, spent a few days in Van-
couver, returning east over the C. p. R.

Mr. H. C. Nunan, manager of the Atlin Fisheries,

Limited, of Prince Rupert, is at present in Vancouver,
arranging the plans for the new fish house for his com-
pany at Prince Rupert.

The death is reported of Elmer Lewis, formerly a

fishermen on the schooner "Pe.scawha." Lewis was ac-

cidentally shot in the spine in January, 1915, with the
result that the lower half of his body was paralyzed.

He was brought to Vancouver and placed in the hospi-

tal, where he was given every care and attention, but in

spite of everything that could be done for him, he passp'^

away on February 8th, 1915, after thirteen months' ill-

ness. Lewis was taken care of during his long illness by
the Halibut Fishermen's Union, by whose members he
was well looked after. Lewis was a native of Freeport,
N. S.

Capt. A. Freeman, the oldest and best-known halibut

fisherman on the Pacific Coast, has at last given up
his steamer, the "Flamingo," to take command of the

SS. "Kingsway," belonging to The Canadian Fishing
Company, Limited. Captain Freeman has been in com-
mand of the SS. "Flamingo" for the past nine years,

during which time he has brought in some of the big-

gest catches of halibut ever landed on the Pacific Coast.

Capt. Freeman is suceeded on the "Flamingo" by
Captain S. Salveson.

Amongst the mishaps reported to the halibut fishing
fleet, since the beginning of February, are the follow-
ing:

The schooner "Tuladi" lost her propeller at Skide-
gate Inlet, Queen Charlotte Islands, and was towed to
Prince Rupert for repairs;

The schooner "Alliance No. 1," went on the rocSs
at Cushewa Inlet, and was towed to Prince Rupert for
repairs

;

The fishing schooner "Ed.son" went on the rocks at

Coronation Island, and became a total wreck.

The fish fertilizer plant, and cold storage plant on
Queen Charlotte Islands, at Skidegate Inlet, has been
sold for the sum of $29,500, to the Otis Company of
Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Coons, a resident of Victoria,
was instrumental in putting the deal through. This
plant originally cost $.'100,000, but always operated at a

loss owing to tlie inaccessible place in which it was lo-

cated. This sale winds up the assets of the Standard
Fisheries, Limited.

The Liquidator of the ill-fated B. C. Fisheries, Lim-
ited, announces to the Press that he wil shortly offer
for sale the entire assets of that company, by Order of

the Sujjreme Court of British Columbia. The assets

consist of a cannery, saltery and ice house, fish fer-

tilizer plant, oil refinery, and mi.scellaneous fixed and
moveable property, all at Aliford Bay, Queen Charlotte
Islands, as well as three steam trawlers, and one steam
tug at Vancouver. He is now calling for tenders for ,<''

or part of this property, which represents a!i investment
of over one imd one-hnlf million dollars. What the iilnnt

will realize, of course, cannot be said at this time, but
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it IS not fxpocted tlint twenty cents on the dollar will

l)e realized by the Liquidator.

Capt. Georpe Selip, formerly of the sehooner "Chief

Skujraid," is to take eoniniaiid of the sehooner "Car-

lotta G. Cox," belonfrinp to the Atlin Fisheries, Lim-

ited. Capt. Selig is well known as a successful fisher-

man.

Mr. Harry Sheere, who has been manager for sev-

t-ral years past of the Skeena River Fisheries, Limited,

at llaysport. B.C., has accepted a position with the De-

partment of Marine and Fisheries, under Capt. Saun-

ders, at Digby Island, near Prince Rupert, B.C.

Mr. <J. W. Nickerson. of the firm of G. W. Nickerson

and Company, Prince Rupert, who is interested in the

fishing industry there, has just been elected President

of the Prince Ruitert Board of Trade. Mr. Nickerson

is very popular in the Northern City, and it is rumor-
ed that he is shortly to join the ranks of the benedicts.

BUTTONS FROM ARTIFICIALLY GROWN
MUSSELS.

An interesting test ha.s been made in connection with
the experiment in the rearing of fresh-water mussels

at the Fairport laboratory of the United States Bureau
of Fisheries. It wiis found possible to cut and finish

buttons of two lines thickness from shells of mussels
less than 18 months of age, counting from the date of

infection. The mussels were "Lake Pepin muckets,"
a form of Lampsilis luteola which is not indigenous to

the Fairport region. The glochidia had been obtain-

ed from gravid tuusscls taken in Lake Pepin, had been
infected on the gills of fish at the Fairport la-

boratory, and subsequently reared under conditions of

control.

Although the shells are not yet of sufficient size

and thickness to be used commercially, the rate of
growth has been much more rapid than was expected
before the experiments were undertaken. Some of the
mussels were reared in floating baskets in the river

and others in one of the station ponds ; the mussels of
the latter lot were older, counting from the date of in-

fection, as the infection had been made in the fall of
1918. Practically two seasons of free growth had
elapsed in each in.stance.

BIG SHORTAGE IN RED SALMON PACK.

The available stocks of Red Ala.ska salmon are re-

ported as not exceeding 3,50,000 cases in first hands,
according to Portland. Ore., advices. The natural re-

.sult of the shortage has been to advance prices 5c. a
dozen. TTnofficial estimates of the total pack of Red
salmon, including sockeyes, give the volume of red
1914 at 1.9.50.000 ca.ses. compared with 3.840,000 ea.ses

in 1914. The total salmon pack, including all grades
for 1915. is given on unofficial estimates as 6.650.000
cases. Sales for domestic and export account in red
and medium red grades are said to have been on an
exceptionallv larere ".scale in spite of the unusually high
b)isis of values fixed bv the eanners. Figures com-
piled by government officials show the shipments of
salmon for the year ending Sept. 30th last to have
been 7.500.000 cases. No figures are available show-
ing the percentage exported, but it is known to have
been far in excess of any <;eason in the history of the
salmon canning industry.

PRINCE RUPERT NOTES.

(Special Correspondence).)

January, an off month, as far as Pacific Coast hali-

but fishing is concerned, has shown a marked increase

over previous years. A total of 1,275,900 lbs of Hali-

but being landed during January. Bad weather and
the fact that most of the boats tie up at the Xmas sea-

son for overhauling &c, always tend to have an effect

on the receipts for the first month in the year.

Cod was received to the extent of 11,700 lbs, and a
small quantity of Salmon and other fish. The total

value was .$64,490.

Extremely rough weather has been reported by re-

turning fishing boats, several having had difficulty in

making port, owing to the severity of the weather. One
boat the "ONWARD HO" is still" overdue, and anxiety
is felt for her safety.

A point worth noting concerning the marketing of
halibut is that Prince Rupert has been making several
shipments of Halibut to the Southern ports on the
Coast at different times.

The Canadian Fish and Cold Storage Co. report good
business for the month. The expected run of Herring
has not yet appeared and considerable anxiety is felt

as to whether they will come in this season or not. They
are said to be running over at the Queen Charlotte Is-

lands 60 miles out at sea, but owing to the fact that her-
ring in quantity invariably come in to the harbour at
Prince Rupert at this time of the year, fishermen
hesitate going so far for them.

The fishing district at Seal Cove at the upper end of
Prince Rupert, where owing to the location of the Can-
adian Fish and Cold Storage plant and the excellent
anchorage for small boats, a considerable population
has located, had its first fire recently. A store owned
by Mr. Smith being burnt. It was a total loss and Mr.
Smith himself had a narrow escape.

The San Juan Fishing Co. are erecting a building
for storage purposes on the G. T. P. Dock, and there is

general preparation for the coming season, which in

the opinion of all will be the best yet for Prince Ru-
pert.

Not content with having secured the greater part of
the fish hauling business from the Northern Pacific.

The G. T. Ry and Steamship Company are making a
bid for the Alaska cannery supply trade. They are in-

augurating a steamship service the coming season and
have already named a rate on tin plate of $1.50 per ton
lower to Alaska cannery centres than that quoted via
Seattle. It is expected that the movement of tin plate
&c over the G. T. P. Ry. to Alaska canneries will in-

fluence the return of salmon to eastern markets through
this port.

Fishermen are awaiting with considerable interest,

the findings of the Advisory Board now in session at
Ottawa. rejranlin'JT the concessions asked for as to the
Salmon fishing &c. which if favorable will do much
towards making conditions better for the men engaged
in the catching of salmon for the canneries.

The Prince Rupert Exhibition will be held in Sep-
tember next, and preparations are being made to get
an exhibition of fish together, which will demonstrate
the importance and variety of Prince Rupert's fishing
industry, inchiding the value of the food fishes of
Northern British Columbia.
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Report on Sample Shipment of Canadian Fish forwarded

to Great Britain by the Canadian Fisheries Association

and the Department of Marine and Fisheries of Canada

"With a view to obtaining some indications of the

possibilities with regard to the importation into this

country of fish from Canada, the Board of Agricul-

ture and Fisheries recently entered into communica-

tion through the Colonial Office, with the Canadian

Government. Copies of a memorandum on this sub-

ject prepared by the Department of the Naval Service

of Canada, were recently furnished to the fishing in-

dustry and press.

Subsequently the Government of Canada were good

enough to forward a consignment of samples of those

fish which they considered most likely to find a mar-

ket in this country. This consignment consisting of

cod, haddock, pollock, whitefish, mackerel, herring,

flounders and witches, all frozen fish, together with

frozen vsmoked haddocks, fillets, bloaters and kippers,

arrived in Liverpool by the SS. "Corsican" on 9th

November, and was immediately placed in cold stor-

age pending distribution. Frozen salmon and halibut

were not included owing, no doubt, to the fact that

trade in these commodities is already fairly well es-

tablished between the two countries, and fish mer-

chants have already had opportunities of judging of

the possibilities afforded by it.

The amount of fish of each sort being necessarily

small, it was not possible to distribute representative

samples to all the fish markets of the United King-

dom, but after consultation with Mr. Thomas Robin-

son, of Grimsby, who very kindly undertook all the ar-

rangements for distribution, samples of the fish were
sent to Fish Merchants or Salesmen in the following
towns:—London (Billingsgate), Glasgow, Birmingham.
Sheffield, Leeds, Bradford, Halifax, Nottingham,
Leicester, Huddersfield. Plymouth, Hanley and South-
sea. Arrangements were made for the samples in each
case to be on exhibition for several hours in the morn-
ing, attention being drawn to the fish and to its origin
and the purposes for which it was sent by a bill in

prominent type. Subsequently the fish were sold bv
public auction. Owing to the small quantities avail-

able which precluded the possibility of dealing with
the fish on strictly commercial lines, no definite con-
clusion can be drawn from the prices realized in the
mnrkots. The Board, have, however, received through
Mr. Robinson reports from the salesmen who bandied
the fish, and it is thought that a summary of the gen-
eral effect of these reports may be of interest to the
fish trade.

In general one may say that the opinion expressed
was, as regards quality favourable to fresh haddock.

witches and smoked fish generally. In all cases, how-
ever, the complaint was made that sufficient care had
not been taken in splitting or filleting the smoked
fish, and generally in packing and freezing.

As some indication of the variation of the reports
received, from different centres, the following may be
mentioned: Haddocks (fresh frozen) favourable at
Grimsby, Huddersfield, Halifax, Leicester and South-
sea.

Witches, favourable at Leicester, London, Grimsby,
Glasgow and Southsea. At Halifax they were report-
ed to be of no use to the market.

Mackerel favourable at Huddersfield and Leicester.

Reported not good at London and Glasgow.

Pollock, whitefish, herring and flounders, generally
met with an unfavourable reception.

Headed cod and sprags met with a favourable report
in two or three cases.

Smoked haddock favourable at Glasgow, Hud-
dersfield. Southsea, and Leicester. Reported no
good at London. Smoked fillets favourable at Glas-
gow, Huddersfield and London, reported no good at

Southsea. Kippers favourable at Glasgow, London
and Huddersfield. It was reported from Nottingham
and Bradford as regards the sample of the fish sent
to those markets that subject to improvements in
preparing, packing and freezing, a market could be
found if the prices were reasonable.

With regard to the complaints made of indiffer-

ent preparation and careless packing and freezing it

Wotild appear that remedies could be provided with-
out much difficulty. Great improvements in splitting

would probably follow from the employment of split-

ters used to handling fish for. the British market. The
matter of packing and freezing which require a raini-

tnum of skill should be easily dealt with by the exer-
cise of greater care and supervision. Generally as re-

gards smoked fish it might be worth while to draw
the attention of the curers to the general require-

ments of the British market, and of the particular re-

quirements of individual British markets.

In case any fish buyers and merchants should wish
to enter into business relations with Canadian Fish
Exporters, the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries
have hnd copied from the Export Directory of Can-
ada, published by the Canadian Government, lists of
firms exporting various categories of fish. They will

be glad to forward copies of these lists on application
being made to the Secretary, Board of Agriculture and
Fi.sheries, 43 Parliament Street, London, S.W.

Further information can be obtained from the Secre-
tary of the Department of Trade and Commerce, Can-
ada, 73 Basin ghall Street, B.C.
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Remarks and Sales Accounts of Distributers

Letter received from THOMAS ANDERSON. Fish Salesman,

Glasgow.
November 2eth, 1915.

.Mr. Robinson.

Dear Sir.—Re the sample of Canadian fish which you sent

me; it is quite Impossible to do anything with them, ex-

ifpting the finnons. which are of very inferior quality and
would only be suitable for a very cheap order. May I sug-

gest if there should be any future lots coming over here that

the packers be instructed to have the fish gullied and the

blood cleaned from the bone. As an example the plaice sent

would have been quite good for shipping orders If they had
been properly cleaned before packing. It would be quite

impossible to thaw them down and refreeze them, the same
can be applied to haddocks, cod, etc.

I am sorry the parcel should have turned out so unsatis-

factory. If you wish to have them returned or sent to any
address they are lying in our cold store.

Re Halibut I am sorry it is Impossible to take any from
your next consignment as the Government have placed large

quantities of beef, etc., in our stores; so there Is no available

space.
I will advise you when I require again.

Yours truly,

(Signed) THOS. ANDERSON.
JOHN ARMOUR.

Letter received from MR. JAMES ALEXANDER, Fish

Salesman, Glasgow.

November 19, 1915.

Mr. Thos. Robinson, Fish Docks, Grimsby.
Dear Sir.—I have your sample box of various kinds of

fresh fish to-day. Enclosed you have sale note for same
along with P. O. value 98 4d. I examined Bookless Bros,

cured, and think there might be a market for smoked had-

docks, same ae sample, 14 lbs. in each box. Fillets also

do well in same size boxes. Afraid kipper herring no use
as herrings can't stand to be frozen.

As regards the other class of fresh fish you sent me, they
would do better if in boxes say 1 cwt. each, for each kind of

fish. After putting up your bill to-day, all the fish mongers
here examined your fish, and were at the rale and bidding,

but the quantities were so small, it did not give a fair chance
of knowing what they might realize If they were In boxes
of M cwt. or 1 cwt. each. Shall be pleased to !iear from you
If you are sending further supplies, when I shall do my
very best with them.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) JAMES ALEXANDER.

fish. Herring, mackerel and fillets were not so eatlsfactory,
especially the fillets which we had a difficulty In getting
rid of; at the same time we fully believe that the three lat-

ter fish would meet with a good sale In a cheaper district,
but personally would not have them again.

If you have any codling or haddocks left we would like
to sample them also.

We enclose copy of invoice which we trust will be found
to your satisfaction.

Yours faithfully,

COOPER & CO.

JAMES ALEXANDER, Fish Salesman, Glasgow.
November 19, 1915.

Sold on account of:—Mr. T. Robinson.
d. B. d.

14 lbs. Haddocks @ 2% 2 11

16 lbs. Cod ®2 28
10 lbs. Saithe @ 1V4 13
19 lbs. Flat fish @3 49
3 Mackerel 16

11 Herrings 3 1

B. d. 16 2

Carriage 6

Commission 10 6 10

Nett proceeds 9 4

Letter received from Messrs. Cooper and Co., 8 to 38 Howard
street, Glasgow.

November 22nd, 1916.

Mr. Thos. Robinson. Fish Docks, Grimsby.

Dear Sir,—Sample of frozen fish to hand, and examined;
unfortunately our buyer was unable to see the sample you
sent to market as they were sold early.

Kippers and finnans were quite satisfactory. ,and we think
would meet a ready sale for the next three or four months.
Witches would fill a much felt want, as the only fault we
found was that they lost more In dressing than the home

COOPER & CO., 8 to 38 Howard street, Glasgow.
November 22nd, 1916.

Sold on account of:—Mr. Thos. Robinson.
£ B d

1 stone Fillets 3
48 lbs. Witches 140
1 stone Finnans 7

1 box Kippers 4

16 Mackerel 1 6
46 Herrings 3 6

£2 3
Less carriage 7 6

Net proceeds £ 1 15 6

Letter Received from J. FLETCHER & SONS, Fish Sales-
men, Bradford.

November 23rd, 1915.
Dear Sir.—We received the samples of Canadian fish, It

did not take well here. It was In a very rough state. If it

could be frozen in better condition we think it would sell
all right. The fillets would do with a bit more color for this
market.

Yours faithfully, ,

(Signed) J. FLETCHER & SONS.

J. FLETCHER & SONS, Fish Salesmen, Bradford.
November 23rd, 1915.

Sold on account of:—Mr. Thomas Robinson.
d 8 d

3 lbs. Codlings @3 09
8 lbs. Trout @4 2 8

7 lbs. Herrings @ 1% lOH
7 lbs. Witches @4 24
9 lbs. Sole 10

14 lbs. Hadd @3 36
7 lbs. Mackerel @3 19
1 box Kipper 5
7 lbs. Cod ©3 19

16 lbs. Finneys @3 40
1 box Fillets 3 6

14 lbs. Flounders @3 36
£1 19 7V4

Carriage 4 2

Nett proceeds £1 6 5%

Letter received from Messrs. BOOKLESS BROTHERS,
29 East Clyde Street, Glasgow.

November 19th, 1915.
.Mr. T. Robinson, Grimsby.
Dear Sir,—Consignment of Canadian Fl h to Hand. Chick-

en baddies. We think there would be some opening for this
class of stuff, as high smoked fish, exceedingly scarce on
this market meantime. Of course, only under present cir-
cumstances. Smoked fillets. This article needs a little more
color, and would sell fairly well, on a scarce market if rea-
sonable.

Kippers. This article would only do on short maikets, as
buyers prefer home kippers.
We wired you on Wednesday to send two cases of halibut,

up to time of writing, we have received same. We did not
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receive the last case we ordered, until the Monday we
ordered same on the previous Thursda"^'. We trust you will

look into the matter, as we expect to receive same at least

two days after ordering.
We remain, yours falt'ufi'Uy,

(Signed) BOOKLESS BROS.

BOOKLESS BROTHERS, Fish Salesmen, Glasgow.
Glasgow, Nov. 20th, 1915.

Sold on accoiint of:—Mr. T. Robinson.
s d

1 Hadds 8 6

1 Fillets 6

1 Kippers 6 6

£110
B d M d

Commission 1 1

Carriage 46 67
Nett proceeds 15 5

Letter received from Messrs. BOOKLESS BROTHERS,,
Wholesale Market, Leeds.

November 19th. 1915.

Dear Mr. Robinson; re Canadian Fish.

I hope the enclosed sales will be satisfactory. It Is dif-

ficult at this stage to make comments upon the quality be-

cause everything depends upon how the fish uses and those

customers who have bought will be the Judges, so should

you not hear to the contrary you may take it for granted

the fish has used well.

I think you might send me some dry for Mondays trade.

Yours truly,

(Signed) J. H. ROGERS.

BOOKLESS BROTHERS, Kirkgate Market, Leeds.
November 19th, 1915.

Sold on account of:—Mr. T. Robinson.
B d

1 box Kippers 8

3 Fish 10
1 stone Colefish 3

1 stone Hadds 5

1 stone Plaice, etc. (poor sample) .

.

4

1 Finnons (rough) 4 6

1 Fillets 5 6

1 doz. Herrings and Mackerel 2 3

£1 13 3

Carriage 3 4
Commission 1 11 5 3

Nett proceeds £1 8

Letter received from ALLAN WINN, 20-21 Market Hall,
Huddersfield.

Nocembor 19th, 1915;

Re sample of Canadian fish received to-day. We can work
the mackerel, ,haddocks, finney, fillets and kippers all right

if the price is reasonable. Kindly say what price those are
intended to be put on the market.
Will write you to-morrow as to the result of the samples
received.

Yours sincerely,
(Signed) A. WINN.

AI..LAN WINN, Fish Salesman, Huddersfield.
November 23rd, 1916.

Sold on accoimt of:—Mr. Thos. Robinson.
B d

2 lbs Codling 6
7 lbs. Trout 2

7 lbs. Herrings 10
7 lbs. Witches 2

11 lbs. Cole 16
16 lbs. Haddocks 4
3 Mackerel 1 6
1 box Kippers 5

1 box Fillets 6
14 lbs. Finneys 4

£17 6
LesB carriage 1 lo

Nett proceeds £1 6 8

Letter received from J. H. JAGGER, Fish Salesman, Halifax.
November 20th, 1915.

Mr. Thos. Robinson, Grimsby.

Dear Sir,—Witches and salmon trout don't sell in this
market when fresh, therefore, no use here when frozen. The
haddocks were all right, but ought to be sent headless.
Spragg does not sell very well, but should be sent head-
less. Finney to weigh 1 lb. each, would make a much better
price than large. The smoked fillets would have looked
better if an expert had filleted the fish. It was very rough
about the edges. These should have been cut off before
being smoked.

The mackerel, herrings and reds looked very well.

Yours respt.,

(Signed) J. H. JAGGER,

P.S.—Have you any haddocks on hand? If so, please say
If headless and price.

J. H. JAGGER, Wholesale Fish Market, Halifax.

Halifax, Nov. 19th, 1915.

Sold on account of:—Mr. T. Robinson.

2 lbs. Codlings
3 lbs. Trout.

.

14 Herrings. . .

11 Whitches.. .

14 Haddocks .

.

14 Mackerel .

.

1 box Bloaters
1 box Finneys
1 box Fillets..

B
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Letters received from J. C. BRINDLEY, 28 Bell street,

Nottingham.

To Mr. T. Robinson, Grimsby.

Dear Sir,—Re the consignment of frozen fish received

from you to-day below are the prices made, if prices satis-

factory please send early Monday for Tuesday's morning

early sale good supply of all kinds as Tuesday Is far the

best market day in the week possible.

I may improve on these prices, rest assured 1 shall do my
very utmost to realize the best prices possible.

Trusting you will send good supply of all kinds certain

on Monday.
I remain, yours faithfully.

(Signed). J. C. BRINDLEY.

Letter received from Messrs. W. & A. SHAW,
Fish Merchants, Piccadilly, Hanley.

November 17th, 191S.

To Mr. T. Robinson, Grimsby.

Dear Sir,—Regret prices for frozen fish too much. The
most I could give is 4d for the whltches and 2^d for had-
docks. These are the prices we have always paid ex Liver-
pool.

The reason they do not compete fresh fish is that the
whitches do not fry at all nicely and spoil all the fat used,
and the haddocks have Just to be sold before being thawed
quite out or they are very dry. They will not suit curers
I am afraid. Say on wire what to do with those sent.

(Signed). W. SHAW.

J C. BRINDLEY, Fish Salesman, 28 Bell Street, Birmingham.
Birmingham, Nov. 19, 1915.

Sold on account of:—Mr. T. Robinson.

26 lbs. Haddocks .

24 lbs. Fillets.. ..

18 Herrings . . .

.

18 Small Mackerel
12 Large Mackerel
38 lbs. Witches .

.

18 lbs. Mixed.. ..

s d

Carriage 40 9

Commission 20 1

Market dues 9

Nett proceeds £1

s
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Letter received from W. H. HOOPER & SONS.
32 Great Southsea street, Southsea.

Mr. Thos. Robinson, Pish Docks, Grimsby.

Dear Sirs,—We beg to enclose cheque value £1, being
the net realization of your consignment of frozen fish re-

ceived on Saturday last.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed). W. H. HOOPER & SONS.

Letter received from W. H. HOOPER & SONS,

32 Great Southsea street, Southsea.

November 23rd, 1915.

Mr. Thos. Robinson, Fish Docks, Grimsby.

Dear Sir,—We duly received your frozen fish. We do not
think same would sell to any great quantity here with the
exception perhaps of whitches and fresh haddocks. The
mackerel and fresh herrings do not freeze well. We might
mention that we have had fresh haddocks frozen for some
time from another source, and they are very much better
quality fish than the small sample we received from you.
Smoked fillets are a failure to our mind, but smoked had-
docks might be worked in considerable quantities. Please
do not think that we are decrying the goods in any way.
We only mention this as our experience, but we would prefer
you to place a price on them, also for the goods that we
have received. You might rail us by passenger train on
Friday a further 5 boxes of the smoked haddocks, and a
further 5 boxes on Saturday, both by passenger train.

Thanking you, we remain,

Yours faithfully,

(Signed). W. H. HOOPER & SONS.

Copy of letter from WILLIAMSON & CO., The Esplanade,

Aberdeen.

Mr. Thomas Robinson, Fish Salesman & Commission Agent,
Grimsby.

Dear Sir,

—

We have your letter of the 26th Inst.

While we did not consider these FINNANS quite suitable
for our Export Trade, we did not suggest that they might not
make a fair substitute for use in the home markets. We
tasted the fish and while the flavor was certainly not nice,
there is no fault to be found with them otherwise. We should
have thought that where these were cured they should
have been able to handle them fresh or live from the sea;
if so, the wings should have been clear. We are sorry that
they did not come up to our requirements, for we antici-
pate having difficulty in getting supplies at home this win-
ter and we might have gone through some quantity had
the Canadian been suitable.

We thank you for having submitted us samples. Perhaps
when your next lot comes to hand you will let us have a
sample again, and if there is any improvement we may then
be able to do something.

Yours faithfully,

p.p. WILLIAMSON & CO.
JAMES J. WILLIAMSON.

BOOKLESS BROTHERS, Wholesale Market, Sheffield.

November 24th, 1915.

Sold on account of:—Mr. Thoa. Robinson.

8 d £ 8 d
Lot of Frozen Fish 156
Carriage and Cartage 3 6

Commission 1 6
Telegrams and Toll 6 5 6

Nett proceeds £1 o

o
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTION FOR SCOTCH CURING
OF HERRING.

Supplementary to the licijiilatioirs made under The
Fish Inspection Act 1914.

Tho i-apacity of the Scott-'h barrel and half-barrel

nnist be that of the larger size meiitioned in elause 2,

appendix 1 (pajre 22) of the Fish Inspection Act, nam-
ely. 26 2-1 {ralloiis and 1:5 1-! <rallons Imperial measure
respectively.

A hardwood barrel is doubtless the ideal one in

which to cure and market herrinjj. Such a barrel would
be expensive, however, when new, altlioujrh there might
be tlie advantage—a doubt Fnl one—of having it rctnrn-

ed to be used again.

In the herring expoit iradc of the British Islands a

barrel, made of Swedish si)ruee staves, is u.sed almost
entirely. It serves for one sea.son only; but much care is

taken to make it strong and tight, .so that, all tilings

considered, it is the most serviceable one used in the

iierring trade today.

Spruce is comparatively cheap and i)Ientiful. Spruce
staves arc ea.sy to shape and dress, and when properly
sea.soned and put together in a barrel are capital retain-

ers of pickle.

This fact, hovever, .should be kept steadily in mind,
that the staves of barrels intended for use in a trade
that pays a very high price for pickled herring must
be cut from the best and soundest spruce and not from
any odds and ends of logs that cannot be used for any
other |)urpose.

For that rea.son the packers must impress upon the
coopers the need of using sound staves, free from what
arc known as "sappy ones" while the cooper nnist re-

fuse to accept from the mill staves that are unsuitable.
The staves for a "Scotch" whole barrel must be cut

:n inches long and 11-16 thick, and for a "Scotch"
half-barrel, 24 inches long and 9-16 inches thick. The
heading for whole barrels should be 3-4 inches and for
half-barrels 11-16 inches thick.

The barrels in the making should be thoroughly heat-
ed over a strong ([uick fire. This draws any remaining
saj) out of the staves, and, of course, causes them to
bend easily into shape. All .staves, except those cut
from the heart of the tree, when set up in a barrel pre-
paratory to heating and trussing should show the
growth rings turning inwards in the natural way;
otherwi.se. the staves will be inclined to buckle under
the pressure of trussing.

The inside diameter of the end trass for a whole
barrel is 18 inches and of the bilge hoop 21 inches; in-

tervening hoops should be in proportion thereto. For
a half-barrel the inside diameter of the end trus.s hoop
is 14 .'M inches, and of the bilge hoop 17 inches; in-

tervening hoops in proportion.
Barrels and half-barrels made in accordance with

these measurements will be of the re(|uired capacity,
provided that .sufficient wood is put into fhcTii and that
they are properly tru.s.sed.

A set of truss hoops consisting of eight, or at the very
lea.st six hoops, should be used to ensure that the bilge,
ipiarters and eruls of the barrels are equally well ham-
mered together.

In tru.ssing care should be taken to hanuner out any
staves, whose outside ed-res ;ir.. not niiit<> flush with those
of the .staves next it.

After the barrel has Immh irussed. and before it is

hooped, the staves should be dres.sed on the outside. In
other words, the rough saw marks should be smoothed
away. For this purpase a tfjol known a.s a "plucker"
is u.sed by Scotch coopers. It is about the size of a car-

penter s plane ; but as it is intended to shave the staves

cro.s.swise and not lengthwi.se it.s face is hollowed to con-

form to the rouiuled side of the barrel, while it« iron

is used without a cover.

To work this tool the barrel is placed on its side,

against the knees of the operator, at a convenient

iieight. The plucker is then grasped by the short hand-
les which i)rojcct on each side of it, and pushed out-

wards and drawn inwards with quick motions until

the whole outer surface of the barrel has been gone
over.

The outside of the barrel should thus be made as

smooth and clean as possible; but care should be taken

to guard against the staves being thinned and weaken-
ed by shaving too uuieh off with the "plucker." It

is not advisable to plane the staves before putting

them into a barrel, that is, before trussing, because

trussing hoops do not grip on the smooth surface. The
outside of the head and bottom of the barrel should
also be planed.

Coopers must bear in mind that all edged tools used
in barrel making should be kept always in a keen and
clean-cutting condition.

The ends of the staves at one end of the barrel should

be bevelled sufficiently on the inside to allow the head
to be easily taken out or put in. This is known as the

head end. At the other end the .staves should be left

luibevclled. This is known as the bottom end.

Whole and half-barrels should be hooped with three

good wooden hoops on each quarter; but if the wooden
hoops are small, four should be used.

Before proceeding to hoop the barrel a mark should

be run around each quarter by means of a guage, down
to which the lower quarter hoo])s should be driven in

order to avoid having them too far down on one bar-

rel and not far enough on another.

Each wood hoop should be carefully mea.sured for

notching, and then driven firmly to its place.

Both head and bottom ends of whole barrels should

be bound with a two inch iron hoop ; aiul ends of half-

barrels with one and one-half inch iron hoop.

All knots, black ones especially, in the staves and
heading that arc likely to leak should be carefully cov-

ered with good i>utty on the inside of the barrel.

FROZEN FISH IN GREAT BRITAIN.
(To the Editor of "The Fish Trades Gazette.")

Sir,—I beg to offer eiy cxpo'ience as a retailer on
the above subject, for the benefit of whom it may con-

cern. I had better state her^^ that by business is 70
per cent ready money.
When I first decided to .stock Canadian salmon and

halibut I advertised it, and alw.iys make a point of

selling it as such. T find it a very jirofitable line in-

deed, and much appreciated by my customers. At
pi-esent T am doing quite a good trade. I also find

many purchasers of these articles come for them where
they would not have been customers for anything
else. I buy only the best grades, and if either is not
.satisfactory or obtainable, another brand inferior is

left alone.

Halibut.—I choose wtdl fed fish from 3 to 5 stones
each ; having more fat in them, they retain their fla-

vour better, which is not obtainable in small fish ; be-
sides, they do not shrink so much in thawing.

I firmly believe Canadian fish is come to stay if a
high standard of quality can be maintained, and a re-
duction in the price (with a profit to the shipper) as
our own fish gets cheaper.—H. PHILLIPS.
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LAKE ONTARIO YIELDS A RICH HARVEST OF
FOOD.

A great deal of the fish which the central district

of Ontario uses comes from old Lake Ontario, and

although the fishermen do go out in dripping oil-

skins, they do not venture forth in sailing vessels, but

a most up-to-date little motor launch, which is filled

to the brim with fish nets, quietly slips away in the

sunset flow every evening at the same hour. Out and

out they go until the fishermen reach the place they

think most suitable, and then the great nets slip

gently down into the cool depths below to spread'

themselves like a fence along the bottom of the lake

until only the floats are left above to betray the spot

where they treacherously lie in wait to catch the un-

wary fish "and hold them tightly in their spidery clasp

no mattei- liow hard they iriay struggle to free them-

selves.

But the wc^ather is not always fair and sometimes
the waves are mountainous high when the little launch

[>uts forth at evening with its cargo of nets, or in

the early morning when we are all calmly sleeping in

our beds, the fishermen drag up the dripping nets

with their precious load of fish, which may come to

our tabl(^s that night perhaps, for us to eat with never
a thought to spare for the men who brave the dan-
gers of the lake to furnish us with food.

These nets alone are worthy of consideration for

they are quite valuable and must be very strong in-

deed. They are called gill nets because the fish swim-
ming along the bottom of the lake cannot see the

nets, which form a sort of fence before them, and so

they swim right into them and their heads go right

through the meshes. But when they try to wriggle

free again the strong net catches them behind the

gills and there they must remain, helpless prisoners to

the appetite of men. These particular fishermen,

whose headquarters are on the sandbar at Hanlan's
Point in the summer time, have about 3,000 yards of

net in all, which is comprised of eight nets. Each net
weighs about 20 pounds, and before the war used to

cost $4 a pound, but the flax from which these extra .

strong nets are made has always come from Russia or

poor ravaged Belgium, so now these countries have
been compelled to raise the price of flax, with the re-

sult that now a good fish net costs not $4 a pound, but
$6. The fisherman when he needs a new net must pay
not $80 for it, as he formerly did, but $120.

The average life of even the best of nets is only
two years, and to last even that long they must have
lots of mending. Every morning the fishermen may
be seen on the Island patiently winding their nets like

huge spider webs in the sun on great wheels, which
revolve slowly to their touch, and permit every por-

tion of the net to come under the warm drying rays
of the sun. This prevents their rotting, and then
they are dry and I'cady to be used again at seven
o'clock that evening. It also gives the fishermen an
o[)|)oi'tunity to do any small nu'nding which is neces-

sai'v, but the most of the mending is reserved for the
winter time, when your fisherman is really a man of

leisure and has ample time at his disposal to get his

nets in readiness for the next season's work.
It is not a very long season, and lasts really only

from April until August for whitefish and trout, but
in the fall the herring season commences, and lasts

until quite late, for it seems that with fish as with ev-
I'l ytliing else, each species has its own particular sea-

son. The average catch is usually about 150 pounds
daily, and is brought fresh and glistening from the
waters right into the city to a wholesaler, who gets
it out to his customers in a surprisingly short time.
while it is still beautifully hard and firm, and as differ-

ent to the fish which has to travel long distances
(even though carefully packed in ice) as it can pos-
sibly be. There is nothing to equal the flavor of our
whitefish if it comes to your table crispy, fresh from
till" cool green depths of the lake. "Why," said one
sun-tanned fisherman to me, "there's nothin' on earth
' > beat 'em! You get a boatload of nice, fresh white-
lisli and you'd just think from the smell of 'em that
> ou had a whole boatload of fine, fresh cucumbers

!

That's just the way they smell when they're fresh,

^ Miss ! They 're just fine
!

"

Every evening at seven the nets are laid and left

until four o'clock the next morning, and in the misty
semi-gloom of early daybreak when all the world is

still, the heavy nets come up with their glistening
load, God's gift of food to the slumbering earth. This
is the daily routine, except on Sundays, for our fisher-

men do not work on the Sabbath day, but leave the
nets diw from Saturday evening until Monday morn-
ing, with the result that Monday mornings catch is

always unusually heavy.—Peterborough Review.

The season for salting herring at I'eiuler Harbor
closed on January l.'ith. Appro.ximately ten tliousaiul
barrels were ]int up, and the pack realized from $7 to
.$!) per barrel.
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THE CANADIAN FISHERMAN t

I THE MAGAZINE OF CANADA'S
:: COMMERCIAL FISHERIES ::

$1.00 Per Annum Canada and Great Britain. $1.50 United States and Elsewhere

Send Your Subscription in NOW
a
a
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P',* \V7 J by an experienced

osition Wanted fish man. with

some reliable firm. Ten years experience in the

Fish business; capable of taking charge of any

department. Best of references furnished. Ad-

dress communications to FISH MAN c o CAN-
ADIAN FISHERMAN. 600 Read Bldg. Montreal
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ANT. B. DIMITRIOU & CO.,
PIRAEUS, GREECE

Wholesale Grocers. Kish Merchants, Commission Aftents

THE LARGEST IIERRINC;. CODFISH, FISH AND
LOBSTER DEALERS IN GREECE

Telegrams: "Dlmltrlou, Piraeus." Codes used: ABC
.1th Edition, Scott's. lOlh Edition. ;ind Private
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I FISHING BOAT FOR SALE

!

o
o
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I FARQUHAR & COMPANY i

S LIMITED
g

I
Receivers and Distributors I

i
-OF--

I

I
Dry and Pickled Fish, §

I
Lobsters, Cod Oil, etc.

|

SFARQUHAR'S WHARF I

g HALIFAX, Nova Scotia. I
o o 5 8oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

A BARGAIN

Hull, 55 ft. Long, Hi ft. Beam, Equipped

with 45 H. P. Fairbanks Morse, Semi-diesel,

Crude oil or Kerosene, Engine. Speed 11

Miles. Only run 60 days. New Pentwater

Net Lifter. Prices and photograph upon
request.

H. 0. WILSON, St. JOSEPH, MICHIGAN.
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Brokerage and
Commission

Consignments
Solicited

W. R. SPOONER
WHOLESALE : FISH : MERCHANT

DISTRIBUTING AGENT FOR PRODUCERS OF FRESH
FROZEN, SMOKED AND SALT SEA AND LAKE FISH

National Brand
Smoked Fish

Cold Storage
ON Premises

5 Representing: National Fish Co., Ltd., Halifax, N.S. ; Ansley W. Fader, Canso, N.S. ; Harbor Breton Fish Co., Harbor Breton, Nfld;

§ J. Bowman & Co., Port Arthur, Ont.; R. E. Jamieson, Rustico. P.E.I.

o
o

I
47 WILLIAM STREET .... MONTREAL

o
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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P. C. PARKHURST

Salt

AND

Pickled

Commission Dealer in

FISH
Smoked

AND

Canned

Office and Wharf :

28 Vincent Street, GLOUCESTER, Mass.

Correaponde nee Solicited

o
a
a
o
a
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iMAX FINKELSTEINg
o
o

o

WHOLESALE PRODUCER OF SMOKED FISH
124 HAVEMEYER ST.

6 BROOKLYN
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

s
o
BUYS

N. Y.
CISCOES: CHUBS:
TULIBEES; BLUE-
FINS; white STUR-
GEON ; frozen as
well as salted round
HERRINGS. Red
and fat, Pacific Coast
mild cured SAL-
MON. M

g I pay market prices for all varieties of prime, fresh or S
§ frozen fish, suitable for smoking. Remittances upon safe 5

and satisfactory arrival. Authentic reference. Communi- 6
5 cate with me. g
oooooooooooo oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

W; Irvine Atwood, Preit.

W. Elmer
Atwood,

Vice-Prett.

Wachusex;
BRAND

Finnan Had

N. D. Freeman, Trea*.

i|PJ#®BB
-nico^X"/;^-''

W^pEESAL£ CommnssiOM Dealers and Distributors of

r'N f"^^

Irving M.
Atwood,
Scc'y

and Mgr.

31 Boston Fish Pier

Att
VARIETIES

OF TME
^ SEASON

Boston, Mass.
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THE GENUINE INDEPENDENT HOUSE o

CHARLES LYONS CO., Inc. I
Wholesale and Commission Dealers in O

Carp, Sturgeon, Caviar, and all Lake and River Fisli g
26 PECK SLIP Tel. 1658 Beekman NEW YORK gA No connection with any other house. Correspondence solicited V

00400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

i CHARLES NOBLE Jr. COMPANY |
5 Wholesale Producers, Importers and Shippers of FRESH, CHILLED, SMOKED, SALTED LAKE AND OCEAN g

g FISH, OYSTERS AND CLAMS (puroy brand). DEEP SEA OYSTE. S |
a Phonui Bill, Seneca 22S7-22S8j Frontier 1247 (after 6 p.m. and Sundays) ; Bell, Creicent 2 or North 936; Frontier 62033; Frontier OS 29331 (Oyetere) A

g 48-50 LLOYD STREET 20-22-24-26 LAKE STREET g
g Commercial Slip (Buffalo Harbor) BUFFALO, N.Y. g
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

GEO. Le CLAYTON
CONSULTING ENGINEER

PLANS AND SPECIFICATION.S FURNISHED FOR
ICEMAKING, FISH FREEZING, AND

COLD STORAGE PLANTS

VICTORIA and PRINCE RUPERT, B.C.

DORIES
John Etherington, SHELBURNE, N.S.
'I'lio largest anil best equipped Dory phuit in the

Maritime Provinces. Stock of Bank Dories always
on band.
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FISH & OYSTERS
ALL KINDS OF

Fresh, Frozen, Smoked, Dried, Pickled

.' and Prepared FISH in Season .'*
YSTERS A SPECIAL TY

COLD STORAGE ON THE PREMISES
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FISHING SUPPLIES
Nowhere outside of the City of Halifax can a better line of Fishing Supplies be found than we carry 8

in stock. Some of our Specialties are :

—

g
Q

Trawl Kegs, Cotton Lines, Arthur James Fish Hoolcs, American Standard Nets, g
Plymouth Manilla Rope, Caller Herrin, Cutch, Miller's Extract Hemlock, Cape Ann g

Fishing Anchors, Fish Barrels, Bulk Salt, Bag Salt, Dories, etc., etc. g
OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT "

5

A. N. WHITMAN & SON, LIMITED
8 CANSO, NOVA SCOTIA
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ESTABLISHED 1874

D. HATTON COMPANY, Montreal
Largest Receivers and Distributors of all kinds of FISH in the

Dominion

Experts in the handling of BULK and SHELL OYSTERS

Ask for our Niobe Brand of Haddies, Kippers and Bloaters, and Sardines
in the purest of Olive Oil. Also our Ivory Brand of Pure Boneless

I
Codfish in 2" blocks, 20lb. boxes
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Everywhere in Canada

CURED AND PACKED
ONLY BY

LIMITED

YARMOUTH, N.S.

ask for

Grade ' A ' Boneout Finnan Haddies

Gateway Brand Boneless Fish

Gateway Brand Threaded Fish

Gateway Brand Pickled Cod

Mayflower Brand Threaded Fish

O
O

i(GATEWAY" Brands of Fish
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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TO THE FISH TRADE:-
LET us DO YOUR PRINTING.
PRICE LISTS; TRADE BULLETINS,
PAMPHLETS, BILL HEADS, LETTER HEADS,
ENVELOPES, CARDS, ETC.

Our staff is experienced in the technical work called
for in the Fishing Industry.

INDUSTRIAL & EDUCATIONAL PRESS, LTD.
45 ST. ALEXANDER ST., MONTREAL, Que. S

(PUBLISHERS OF THE CANADIAN F HERMAN) S
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Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED

Producers and

Packers
of

Atlantic Sea

Foods

Vessel Owners Cold Storage Plants

SPECIALTIES
Fresh, Frozen, Salted,

Pickled, Dried and Canned
Fish for Home and Export

Main Office - - - MONTREAL, Canada
Branches

DIGBY, N.S. CANSO, N.S.

Maritime Fish Corporation
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ONTARIO
Department of Game and

Fisheries
The attention of the fishermen is invited to the

following provisions of the Dominion Special Fish-
ery Regulations for the Province of Ontario and of
the Ontario Came and Fisheries Act.

Fishing by means other than angling or trolling

except under the authority of a lease, license or
permit issued by this Department is prohibited.

Non-residents, that is persons domiciled in the
Province for a period of less than six months, are
not allowed to angle or troll without an angler's
permit.

No one shall fish' for or take large mouthed or
small mouthed black bass, maskinonge, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts,

otherwise than by angling.

No one shall fish for large mouthed or small
mouthed black bass, maskinonge, salmon, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts
through the ice.

The sale or export of small or large mouthed
black bass, of maskinonge and of speckled trout,

brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts Is pro-

hibited.

The sale or export of pickerel (dore) less than
fifteen inches in length, measuring from the point of

the nose to the centre of the posterior margin of the
tail, is prohibited.

The taking of whitefish or salmon trout less than
two pounds in weight is prohibited.

The use of trap nets is prohibited.

Fishing with gill nets in Lake Erie, from De-
cember 15th to March 15tb, both days inclusive, is

prohibited.

No one shall set or place nets other than hoop
nets, dip or roll nets, in any river or creek or with-

in five hundred yards of the entrance thereto. This
prohibition shall not apply to carp fishing.

CLOSE SEASONS (Commercial Fl«h.)

Pickerel.—In water other than the Great Lakes.
(Jeorgian Bay, North Channel and connecting
waters—April 15th to June 15th.

Whitefish and Salmon Trout.—In waters where
commercial fishing with gill nets is not permitted
—October 5th to November 5th, both days in-

clusive.

In the Bay of Quinte—November Ist to No-
vember 30th, both days inclusive.

In waters other than the Bay of Quinte, Great
Lakes. Georgian Bay, North Channel and connect-
ing waters, where commercial fishing with gill nets
is permitted—October 5th to November 30th,

both days inclusive.

LIMIT OF CATCH (Commercial Fish.)

(By Angling or Trolling.)

Pickerel.—Twelve per day.

Salmon Trout.—Big and Little Hideau Lakes,
three per day. Other waters except Great I^akeH.

Georgian Bay, North Channel and connecting
waters, five per day.

A. SHERIFF,
Deputy Minister of Game and Fisheries.

Department of Game and F'isheries.

Toronto, Feb. Ist., 1916.

Exceptional

Angling

Opportunities

aro offered by the Province of Quebee, which

is the only one that leases exclusive huntinfr

ami fi.sliiTi}? territories over large areas of

forest, lakes and rivers, both to Clubs and pri-

vate individuals, with the privilege of ereet-

hig camps thereon.

Membership may he obtained, if desired,

ill many existing clubs, with camp privileges

already provided, and often with the right of

erecting private summer homes on suitable

sites on the club territory.

On all unleased Crown Lands and Waters,

angling and hunting are absolutely free to resi-

dents of the Province, and the only charge to

non-residents is the co.st of the non-residi'iit

fi.shing or hunting license.

To the Wholesale Fish Trade

The attention of dealers who receive their

fresh fish from Portland and other foreign

sources is directed to the exceptional oppor-

tunities of obtaining their supply from tlie

Baio des Chaleurs and the North Shore of the

St. Lawrence, to their own advantage and that

of their customers, and to the benefit of the

fishermen of the Province of Quebee.

For all Information apply to—

The Minister

of Colonization, Mines and

Fisheries

Of the Province of Quebec
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Department of The Naval Service

FISHERIES:

In addition to the full statistics of the Pisheries which are published yearly in the Annual

Report, the Department issues monthly bulletins containing statistics of the sea fisheries and

general information in regard thereto. Copies of these will be sent free to any applicant.

The value of the Fisheries of Canada is now about $34,000,000.00 annually.

The demand in the home markets for fresh and mildly cured fish, is expanding very

rapidly. The Department pays one-third of the express charges on less than car-load lots on all

shipments of such fish from the Atlantic Coast to points as far west as the eastern boundary of

Manitoba, and from the Pacific Coast, as far east as this boundary.

Close Seasons for Fish in Force on May 1st, 1915

Ki.id o' Fish:

Basa (Achigan)

.

Maakinonge. . . .

Ounaniche
Oystera
Quahaugs

Pickerel
Salmon (netting).
Salmon (angling).
SmelU
Sturgeon
Speckled Trout.

.

Salmon Trout. .

.

WhiteBsh

Kind of Fish:

Nova Scotia. New Brunswick.

bl Jan. to 30 Sept.
Oct. 1 to May 10
July 1 to Aug 31.

Aug 16 to Feb. 28
eAug. 16 to Jan. 31.
(April 1 to July 1.

Oct. 1 to March 31.

Ontario.

bl Jan. to 30 Sept.
Oct. 1 to May 10 and

July 1 to Aug. 31.

Aug.' 16' to Feb". '28.

Sept 16 to March 31.
(March 1 to June 30.
June 1 to July 1

Oct. 1 to March 31.

Manitoba.

P. E. Island.

bl Jan. to 30 Sept.
Oct. 1 to May 10 and

July 1 to Aug 31.

Aug'.' 16 to' Feb! '28

Sept. 16 to Match 31
(April 1 to June 30.

Get.' 'l to' 'March' 3l!

Saskatchewan and
Alberta

Quebec.

1 April to 15 June.
15 April to 15 June.
1 Oct. to 30 Nov.

bl Jan. to 30 Sept.

April 15 to May 15.
Aug. 1 to April 30.
Sept. 16 to April 30.
April 1 to June 30
June 1 to June 30.
Oct. 1 to April 30
Oct. 15 to Dec 1.

British Columbia.

Baas (Achigan) .

.

Maakinonge
Ounaniche
Oystera
Quahauga
Hckerel
Salmon (netting).
Salmon (angling).
SmelU
Sturgeon
Speckled Trout.

.

Salmon Trout. . .

Whitefiah

al6 April to 16 June.
16 April to 16 June.

cApril 16 to May 16. April 16 to June 20. dApril 1 to May 15.

Sept. 16 to April 30.
hNov. 1 to Nov. 30.
hNov. 1 to Nov. 30.

gMay 16 to June 16. gMay 16 to June 16.

Sept.' I's ti)' 'Nov.' I'g'.'

'

' I i'Sept'.' ie'td 'Dec.' '18.'

May 1 to Aug. 31

See regulationa.

a—Except In Lake Erie west o( Pt. Pelee and around Pelee
Island, where cloae season is May 25 .- 'Jv 15.

b—Except on leased areas, where close season is u,..^ ; July to
31 Aug.

c—No close season in St. Clair River and off Lambton County.
d—Except in waters north of or intersected by S4th par.illel north

lat. between eastern boundary o( Saskatchewan, and 100th
meridian and in waters intersected by or north of 56th
parallel n. lat. west of this meridian to western boundary of

Alberta, where there Is no close season.

e—Except in Cape Breton Island, where close aeaaon is from
Sept. 27 to May 31.

f—Bag-net fishing season Dec. 1 to Feb. 15; gill-net fishing season
Oct. 15 to Feb. 15. Licenses required for bag-nets or gill-

nets.
I—StuiK?on fishing prohibited until Jan. 1, 1916.
h—No close season in L.-ike Erie.

i— Except in waters specified in (d) where close season is from
1 Oct. to Nov. 30.
For British Columbia See Regulations.
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Canadian Fisheries Association
Honomry President:

HON. JOHN D. HAZEN. K.C.. LL.D.. M.P.
Minister of Marine and Flaherlee.

President:
l>. J. BYRNE, ESQ.. Montreal.

Vice-Presidents:
S. Y. WILSON, ESQ.. Hallfai.
W. H. BARKER, ESQ.. Vancouver.

Secretary-Treasurer:
F. WILLIAM WALLACE. ESQ.. Montreal.

Objects of the

Association

iP4

(a)—The protection of the interests of
Vessel Owners, Fish Curers and Packers, Ftsh
Merchants. Boat Owners, Fishermen and all

persons directly engaged in the production
and distribution of the Fishing Industry of
Canada, and allied industries. The legal
enforcement of their just claims, the due
representation of their interests and require-
ments, the promotion or opposition for their
benefit of legislative measures, and the pro-
motion of a co-operative spirit among all

engaged in Canada's Fishing Industry for
their mutual benefit.

(b)—The securing of just and fair rates
for the transportation of fish, the enforcement
of prompt deliveries and the reduction of high
rents and tolls.

(c)—The promotion of improvement in
Fishing methods, curing, packing and trans-
portation : also in haroour accommodation,
navigational and other aids for Fishing.

.(d)—The prevention of frauds upon and by
th'ose engaged in the several businesses
mentioned in Clause (a) or any of them.

(e)—The collection and circulation of
statistics or other information relating to
the several businesses mentioned in Clause (a)

or any of them.

(f)—The organization and dissemination of
information of an educational nature among
producers, distributors, retailers and consum-
ers to the benefit of the Industry in general.

(g)—The Conservation and development of
the Fishing Industry on commercial, scientific,
and educational lines, and the consideration of
all general questions which affect the interests
of those engaged in the several businesses
mentioned in Clause (a) or any of them, or
which in any way relate to the Sea and Inland
Fish Trade or Fisheries of Canada, and the
carrying out of the decisions arrived at.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
Mr. D. J. Byrne Montreal
Mr. S. Y. Wilson Halifax
Mr. W. H. Barker Vancouver
Mr. F. W. Wallace Montreal
Mr. A. Handfield Whitman Halifax
Mr. H. B. Short Digby
Mr. W. P. Scott Queensport
Mr. Walter Leonard St. John
Mr. R.O'Leary Richibucto
Mr. W. S. Loggie, M.P Chatham
Hon. J. McLean Souris
Mr. Chas. Longworth Charlottetown
Mr. J. A. Paulhus Montreal
Mr. A, H. Brittain Montreal
Mr. W. R. Spooner Montreal
Mr. F. T. James Toronto
Mr. J. Bowman Port Arthur
Mr. M. Lapointe Ottawa
Mr. J. W. Simpson Selkirk, Man.
Mr. W. Douglas Winnipeg. Man.
Mr. H. A. Green Saskatoon
Mr. W. Reid Regina
Mr. A. L. Hager Vancouver
Mr. Peter Wallace Vancouver
Mr. W. Hamar Greenwood Vancouver
Mr. H. S. Clements. M.P Prince Rupert

SCALE OF ANNUAL FEES
(1)—The first member, the principal of any
firm, partnership or corporation carrying on
a business in Canada under his or its own
name, and a business which gives employment
to help of any kind ft 0.00

(2)— Additional representatives from the
same firm or Corporation IS.OO

(3)—Individual member*, including fishermen
and those who do not employ help, and who
are interested in the fishing industry , . . fl 00

(Fill out and mail to -Mr. F. William Wallace
Secretary -Treasurer. Canadian Fisheries

Association, Room 600, Read Building,

Montreal.]

Canadian Fisheries Association

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

I hereby apply for Membership in the Canadian Fisheries

Association, and agree to conlorm to the Constitution and
By-Laws if elected. I am entitled to membership under

Section and the annual fee is herewith enclosed.

Name

Occupation

Address

DoU

ENROLL NOW!
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Everything for Fishermen

Knoxs' & Barbours'

GILLING NETS
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STURGEON NETS
and TWINES

m
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Lamps, "Plymouth" Fishing Rope, Sails

Oars, Oilskins, Netting Needles

Ship Logs, Anchor Chains

Life Bouys
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EXPRESS CARTAGE CHARGES ON PACIFIC

HALIBUT.

The amended tariff issued by the allied Express

companies and cancelling the cartage by the express

companies on carloads of Pacific halibut at points of

destination, and which was intended to go into effect

last January, is now under consideration by Sir Harry

Drayton, Chairman of the Board of Railway Commis-

sioners.

When the express companies made their announce-

ment last January, the Canadian Fisheries Association,

realizing that the move would be a disastrous one for

the fishing industry interested, appealed to the Rail-

way Commission for a suspension of the tariff until

the case could be threshed out before the Railway Com-

mission. The Commissioners held a session on the mat-

ter in March, and Mr. A. H. Brittain, Chairman of the

Transportation Committee, handled the case for the

Canadian Fisheries Association, with the able assist-

ance of Mr. J. E. Walsh, Transportation Expert of the

Canadian Manufacturers Association. The evidence

was taken from both sides, and the matter is at pres-

ent under deliberation by Sir Harry Drayton. A deci-

sion should be reached shortly, and in the meantime

the tariff is suspended until judgment is given.

FISH FOR CANADIAN SOLDIERS AT HOME
AND ABROAD.

The fish which was shipped from Canada to Great

Britain and distributed to the Canadian troops in Eng-

land and France, under the direction of Major Hugh

A. Green, was a great success, and was enthusiastical-

ly received by the men. It was particularly opportune

that the first shipments were distributed at the open-

ing of the Lenten Season, and the soldiers felt that the

Canadian Commissariat Department were going to

great lengths in catering to their welfare in the matter

of seasonable foods. We are able to announce that

tenders have been called for an increased amount of

fish to be supplied weekly for the overseas troops, and

there is no doubt whatever but what the supply will

be maintained during the duration of the war.

A most important announcement which we are able

to give is that the Militia Department of Canada have

passed an order whereby a soldier in Canada can have

the option of having half a pound of fish or half a

pound of meat daily, upon request. This will be the

means of absorbing a vast amount of fish in Canada

alone, and fish dealers throughout the covintry will

have an opportunity of catering to the various military

units located in their vicinity. The Canadian Fisheries

Association have, for n long time past, been working

to have this amendment to the military ration list ef-

fected, and we are glad to announce the fact that the

desires of onr Association have been met with.

The fish called for in the tender forms which are now
being printed are, salmon, halibut, codfish, haddock,

white fish, pickerel, herrings, and finnan haddie.

LOBSTERS.

It is a great pity that a general size limit on lobsters

has not been enforced in the districts on the Atlantic

Coast, from whence they are taken. The catching of

the small "tinker" or "short" lobster goes on apace,

and, if continued in, will result in the extinction of the

species. The no size limit regulations as far as the catch-

ing of lobsters is concerned, outside of Charlotte and

St. John Counties, in New Brunswick, is tantamount

to a carte blanche order to go ahead and exterminate

the crustaceans.

The lobster regulations have been the subject of

much controversy in the past. Commissions and ex-

perts have made their reports and suggestions, but it

seems that those who wish to work legislation in fa-

vor of the lobster, find their hands tied by the various

political factions and policies, which in many cases

are doing nothing but creating injury to our natural

resources.

The writer has talked the (juestion over with numer-

ous lobster fishermen, and there is not one but what

would submit to a regulation size limit. They realize

that the "short" lobster, worth only a few cents, sold

as a "short," if returned to the water and allowed

to live until it is at least nine or ten inches, is ten

times as valuable.

The whole thing is in a muddle. Those who wish to

save the lobster have to consider the interests of the

packers, who have invested much money in plants and

gear. Their investment is a large one, and it is only

the "shorts" which they get for canning purposes.

The large full grown lobster of the regulation size is

exported to the United States by the fishermen them-

selves. The question is a vexed one, and would tax

the wits of a Philadelphia lawyer to evolve a means

of saving the lobster satisfactorily to all concerned.

The Government is endeavoring to do something in

the way of artificial propagation. But all the lobster

hatcheries in the world will not stave the impending

extinction. The latter event will constitute one solu-

tion of the problem. When the lobsters are cleaned

up, there will be no need to worry about them. Do we

want them exterminated? The Canadian Fisherman

would be glad to publish correspondence from inter-

ested persons, fishermen and packers, giving their

ideas and suggestions on the subject.

IS FISH GETTING SCARCE?

We in Canada arc proud of our extensive fisheries,

and make the boast that we have the greatest and

most prolific fisheries in the world within our terri-

torial waters. Yet fishermen on both oceans state

that the fish are getting scarcer. The halibut fisher-

men of the Pacific who used to pick uj) a h\uulred
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thousaiul pouncis in a few days' fishing in Hecate

Straits, and the waters adjacent to Vancouver and

Prince {{iipert. liave now to journey many hundred

miles to eatch a trip, and be from eight to fifteen days

on the voyage catcliing the same amount of fish. In

the Maritime Provinces, fishing vessels eonUi pick up

a trip in the inshore watei-s within a few days, ami do

at! their fishing handy to the home port. Nowadays

the state of affairs is changed. Tlie waters whieli once

yieliled abundant harvests of cod, haddock, hake and

halibut are cleaned out. and a fare is only to be picked

up after a great deal of hunting for the fish in a long

journey off shore.

In the case of Urown's Bank, which used to be a

wonderfiU haddock ground, the fish, from all reports,

are getting .scarcer, and fishermen using that ground

for winter haddocking are beginning to iisk llicinsclvos

"Are the fish becoming cleaned up?"

Looking at the question in the light of the scarcity

of fish on the grounds which once teenunl with them,

it would appear as though they were becoming extinct.

Hut on the other hand, there are several things which
must be taken into consideration. As soon as a good
fishing ground is discovered, fishing ves.sels flock

there, and as the years roll on and the demand for

fish becomes greater, more vessels set their lines in

these fishing areas. Great quantities of fish are cap-

tured and dressed down on the ground—the otfal be-

ing thrown overboard. The huge quantities of fish

vi.seera thrown overboard has the eiTect of " gurrying"
the ground, and bringing swarms of scavanger fish,

such as dog fish, sharks, sculpins, monk fish, etc., to

the place. The presence of these tends to drive the

other fish away. Another factor to be taken into con-

sideration is the immense (|uantities of hook and line

gear lost by the fishermen on the grounds. These
trawls lie on the bottom with the hooked fish rotting

on them, and it will be readily seen that a bank or

fishing area which is literally covered with miles of

lost gear and heaped with fish gurry will not be an
area to which the fish will return for feeding pur-

poses. It simply means that they will go somewhere
else. In the case of Brown s, wliich for years has been

a famous haddock fishing ground, the bank has been

so heavily fished by the ("ana<liaii and American fleets

that it is beginning to get played out, and the latest

reports show that the haddock arc being caught in

greater <|uantities upon Western Hank this year than

ui)on Hrown's.

Some yeai-s ago (Jreen Hank, oH' the .Newfoundland

Coast, was a famous halibutting ground, but such a

large fleet of vessels voyaged there and caught the

fish, that they soon gurried up the bank, and the hali-

but disappeared. Recently, however, some American

halibutters made sets there and found the fish in good

quantities, which goes to show that after the Hank had

had ;i rcsf. the fish returned.

In oiu- opinion, there is just as much fish in the sea

as ever came out of it, but the heavy fishing on the

well known banks aiul inshore grounds have chased

the fish away, an<l they go somewhere else. This ne-

cessitates hunting for them, and going further offshore,

but there is every indication that the fished-out banks

and grounds will see the fish return to them after they

have had a rest, and the contamination of gurry and

lost gear eliminated through tinu'. This has been

proved in nuiny instances. Fish which were regarded

as being almost extinct in certain areas, have returned.

Hig trii>s of ludibut have, we understand, been taken

fiom Hecate Straits, and waters which were thought

to be fished out. Mackerel, which a few years ago was
thought to be almost an extinct s[)ecies, returned to

our shores in greater (|uantities the last two years.

Ilake fishing in the Bay of Fundy and on the Grand
Banks resunu'd their plentifulness again after many
lean years, and the same applies to iiinuy other varie-

ties of fish in various waters.

It is the oidy the old law of nature asserting herself.

.\o ]uirticular spot for fishing is inexhaustible. Every-

thing needs a rest, and it will be found a general nde
that the fishing grounds that have been left alone for

a few seasons will again yield their old-time harvests.

It means, however, that our fishermen have to go fur-

ther afield for their catches. The inshore grounds are

being fished out, and the fish are migrating to places

where they can feed and spawn unmolested by fisher-

men and free from the taint of gurried ground and the

Scavenging fish which flock to such [ilaees. There is

no doubt about it that they will return again.

PROPAGATION OF HADDOCK IN THE PACIFIC.

There is cod in the Pacific Ocean, but no haddock,

ami for many years the Pacific fishermen have cast

envious eyes upon the big and increasing trade done

in Canada in the luscious finnan haddie of the Atlantic.

Our Pacific friends are not content with their mono-

j)oly of the salmon and halibut business, but like Alex-

ander of old, are anxious for new spheres to conquer,

and it has always been a matter of regret with them
that the haddock confined its habitat to the Atlantic

Ocean.

The Pjditor has been aski'd whether it would he pos-

sible to propagate haddock upon the Pacific if the

spawn were sent out from the Atlantic. Discussing

the matter with Dr. Edward E. Prince, Dominion Com-
missioner of Fisheries, who conducted several suceess-

fid experiments in the propagation of haddock in Brit-

ish waters soiiu'. years ago. he stated that it would be

(|uite feasible and the only difficulty would be in the

carriage of the spawn from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Coast. Dr. Prince pointed out that shad eggs had
been transplanted su<!eessfully, and with proper care

and perseverance there was no reason whatever why
haddock could not be introduced in Pacific waters.
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Echo of the National Fish

Day

(By J. A. PAULHUS, Chairman of the «

Editorial and Publicity Com- «
s

mittee). «

The Fish Day inaugurated in tliis country on the

29th of February last, was a tremendous success. It

has been a revelation to the fish industry at large,

and has proved once more that "Nothing succeeds

like success."

It is really wonderful what an idea can do when it

is adroitly launched out. put before the public at the

right time, and in the proper manner.

In this instance the ground was ready — liad been
prepared by careful and vigilant hands; the seed was
good and sound, and with the rain of publicity and
the sunshine of optimism, the harvest has been bounti-

ful and abundant.

Though the idea was not received with the same
warm enthusiasm everywhere, nevertheless, the results

obtained are very gratifying, and they more than
warrant, and fully justify the necessity of celebrating

a Fish Day yearly.

The Maritime Provinces and the cities bordering
the Pacific Coast have nobly done their duty. Mont-
real, Toronto and Ottawa have also responded to the
call of the fish cause in a manner which gives them
credit, and which will add emphasis to the proud titles

they have already won, viz. : the glorious Metropolis
of the country, the Queen City and the Washington of

the North. Montreal was bound to siipport the move-
ment. It is there that the idea originated ; it is there
that the movement had its initial push—such an im-
pulsive start, that the momentum acquired by the idea
when it reached the shores of the Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans amazed the promoter of the Fish Day and his

associates in the project.

This is only the beginning, however, of a campaign
which will be conducted more eagerly and with more
determination than ever. We may say that from now
the Fish Day is an institution in the country, and tliat

it will live, thrive and prosper. The experimental
stage is passed; already suggestions are coming in

from every corner of the country for improvements
and preparation for the next year's Fisli Day. Tliis

is a good omen, and is really wliat is required.

Let everyone who has something to say in the matter
come forward. Each idea, each plan which may help
to improve and give more prominence to our NatioTuiI

Fish Day should be given out. Rome objections to tlie

season of the year, and also to the date, have been
made. Of course the 29tli February coidd obviously
not be a yearly date—Leap Year being only a four-
yearly visitor. The idea of the promoter was to make
use of this extra date this year, and so by the novelty

of it to impress the Fish Day more easily on the minds

and imagination of all those interested. Tliis has been

done and many "whys" and "what's" have been pro-

voked from inquisitive folks, and so the odd date has

not failed in its purpose. As to the best time of the

year for the Annual Fish Day, there are many con-

trary opinions, but when everybody has been heard

from it will surely be possible to come to a decision as

to date and season which will please all. The same
will apply to any other questions which will neces-

sarily arise over the organization of the next Fish Day.

and whatever decisions are reached we hope they will

be for the interests of the fish industry of Canada.

I sincerely thank everyone in the trade and every

newspaper for the support and p\iblicity given to my
idea and the innovation.

It seems that everyone has understood my motive

—

which is fully and essentially and now more than

ever, the development of our best asset, the Canadian
Fisheries.

B. C. HERRING FISHERMEN'S ASSOCIATION
Fishermen's organizations are numerous in British

Columbia. Vancouver is the headquarters of the Deep
Sea Fishermen's Union with Russell Kearley, as agent.

Kearley is a Newfoundlander who used to fish in the

same dory with A. W. Picott. now Minister of Marine
and Fisheries in that Island Colony.

The newest association is the Herring Fishermen's
Association with C-aptain George Harry West as Pres-

ident. Ca))tain West is an old timer, a first-class fish-

erman and the Pericles of the water front. He claims

a membership of 200 for his association ; with a capital

of .$75,000 in boats and gear represented by his assoc-

iates.

Captain West desires many changes in the Canadian
herring fishing regulations. lie wants no closed sea-

son exeejit 10 days a year to allow spawning. lie wants
a two inch gill net not a two and a half inch net. In

deep water lie wants no limit to the length of net. He
wants license fees abolished and a tax on the outjnit of

10 cents to 15 cents a ton substitutes. He favors revok-
ing all herring seining licenses but would allow halibut
boats to seine for their own bait.

PfU'haps the most important jjroposal from the Ilerr-

•"ig Fishermen's Association is tlie d(>mand to liave the
association represented on the Fislieries Advisory
Hoard that drafts fisheries regulations. All these mat-
ters are engaging the attention of the officials of the
Federal I)e])artnient of Marine and Fisheries.
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Canada's First Fish Day in Vancouver, B.C.
|

(By F..!. II A V WARD.) 8
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Yes, it was a success. Aud now that more than a

i.ioiitli lias gone by since February 2yth, Uie glow of

satisfaction felt by those who were responsible for the

success, still remains.

We all know that Vam-ouvef is a very long \vu\

Ironi Montreal where it was ordained that the day

said to be responsible for so many weddings, was to

be Canada's first FlSil DAY. Weather and heavy

snow delayed the mails, and in consequence we had

about two weeks to get busy. But this is quite long

enough for the West, when she makes up her mind to

undertake anything.

In the first place many residents of Vancouver were

sorely puzzled as to the reasons for taking the odd

day of Leap Year. To the lay mind it is a long cry

between fish and matrimony. The public were first

under the impres.sion that Friday had changed its

position in the weekly calendar. Then again, it asked

if FISH DAY was to follow the four-yearly cycle like

the Soekeye salmon. But with all its ponderings the

public backed us up nobly.

To the success of the day we are indebted to the li.

C. Wholesalers' Association of Vancouver, who took

up the matter in a most business-like and whole-heart-

ed manner, which speaks worlds for the future success

of the Association. At a general meeting called, com-

mittees to take care of all arrangements were appoint-

ed. The "Eat Fish" jwsters sent by the Canadian

Fisheries' Association were eagerly welcomed and a

hurried "night-message" sent for more. These were

supplemented by large banners carrying the same

wording, for display on delivery cars iiiid wiifrfTotis

and on street ears.

All fish-delivery vehicles carried several of the

small posters supplied by the Canadian Fisheries" As-

sociation. These came in opportunely. The "jitney'

was then coming to life again after an enforced idle-

ness occasioned by a fall of snow that shattered all our

boasts of wondcrfid winters. There are many individuals

in Vancouver who ride in jitneys, and who consequent-

ly look out for route cards displayed by cars in this busi-

ness. The small posters were not unlike some of these

route-cards, and so w^re read by many who otherwise

would have not had their attention drawn to them.

Then ob.servers' attention was again drawn to fish by

the larger displays on the street cars. etc.

The Vancouver wholesale grocers, wholesale pro-

duce people, express companies, transfer companies,

n-tailers. fish dealers, peddlers,—yes and even ferry

l)<)ats—all carried the good tidings. In the week pre-

i-.-ding FISH DAY the city was talking fish, and one

was told proudly by many persons that it was an ex-

cellent idea and that it would result in many more
doing the same as they do. tliiit is cnt fish many \hu<-9i

a week.

Fish markets, grocers and all who luindle fish whe-

ther fresh, cured or canned, felt it was up to them to

do their share. And they nobly did it. The window

display was an education to the public, and a display

of artistic window dressing that called for general

admiration.

Hotels and restaurants were canvassed to provide

special menus for THE DAY, and nobly did they re-

si)ond. 1 know for a fact that on February 29th, there

were many citizens of Vancouver who had fish for

every meal, and who felt it their duty to do so. '1

1

telt all the better for the diet also.

Dealers have told the writer that their sales on that

day were far in excess of what they anticipated in

many eases. One hand-cart dealer has stated that his

sales even after THE DAY have doubled, and he is

daily getting more customers.

We are also indebted to the daily press of the city

and of Nauaimo for its hearty co-operation. We all

know that the newspapers depend upon advertising

for their revenue, and as very little of this is done

by the fishing industry, it serves to show the Avhole-

hearted determination of all parties to make the day
a success. Valuable space was devoted by the papers

in special notices and "write-ups" that went a very

long way towards the success attained. The "Nanai-
mo Fress Press" devoted a great part of its editorial

on the 28th to the matter. 1 even hear that the Puget

Sound papers also took up the question. Our hearty

thanks are due the press for its j)ublic spiritness and
co-operation. The Vancouver papers also carried the

following advertisement a day or so before THE DAY,
when they would do so much good :

—

CANADA 'S FISH DAY
FEBRUARY 29th.

Be sure and EAT FISH on TUESDAY,

FEBRUARY 29th., to celebrate

CANADA'S
FIRST NATIONAL

FISH DAY
Try some new variety as well as your favorite dish.

EAT FISH, FEBRUARY 29th.

And the public did.

It was also tlecided by the B. C. Wholesalers' As
sociation to wind up the day with a banquet, and to

this end a committee to arrange for this was appoint-

ed. This cotnmittee was composed of Messrs. B. E.

Neville. Harry S. Ives, F. E. Payson. and working in

conjiUK'tion with these gentlemen were Messrs. Wm.
Ilamar Greenwood and F. J. Hayward. Mr. Green-
wood was ajjpointed chairman, and a capable on,»' he"
proved himself to be. Under his guiding hand each
nu'mber of the committee took up his duties and car-

ried them through faithfully. The result of their

work was that on the evening of the 29th, such a gath-
ering came together in the spirit of good fellowship,

that has nowhere else been seen in Canada before.
Every person or business in any way connected with
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the iudustry was present. There were Ottawa of-

ficials ; Dominion and Provincial officials ; civic of-

ficials ; army and navy representatives ; representatives

of fresli, frozen, salted and canned fisli',||rnis;wJieTe-

saleaiid, retail fish dealers; fisherman ;',; fjjsW.g .
sup

ply uien ; fish brokers; transportation r^pfe^entatives

,

express agents; steamship agents; box,-p£^liQ^^j;, (Jaji.

makers;'copper3 ; transfer agents; insyr^ijice, agents ,ai)(i

many more. (If 1 have missed any^.^^g^ iR^gjX^
me for you were all there).

, i,, ..,,:.., ..^ ,.

At 8.30 p.m. about one hujidred and-;,p,eventy-five

persons sat down to tastily laid tables in Mclntyre's

Cafe (Jimqiy's). The menus were Well.pTepapsd apd
showed a good fare provided, as below:

Relishes i,. -f, ,m ...

Qneoii Olives Dill Pirfklesui- >.

Chow.Chowj hMJr-'

Hors d'Oeuves '
'

•

Olynipia ("ocktail.

Soup

Bistiue of Crab Clam CJiow^er

Fish

Fried Halibut Cheeks, Tartars Sauce:

Entrees

Shrimp Patties

JJoiled Kipper.ed- Salmon, iJisw^.
Butter

Joints

'f BAliED STUFFED BRITISH COtUtoiA
, SPUING SAtMON

,
^ '

'

Boiled Ling Cod, Oyster Sauce
Broiled, Smelts, Anchovy Sauce

Fi'icd P'ei'ch, Cream Sauce

Vegetables

Boiled awd Mashed Aslieroft Pot-atoes

Slewi'd Corn Cfceti I'eas

Salads

Smoked Halibut Salad
. Kippered Sabnoii Salad

(Combination Fish Salail

Dessert

Deep Ajtple Pie a la Mode
Coffee.

(Jan yoii'beat that' for 'a fish liauquet? -Notwith-
standing the fact that there was no meat oii the ihei;

Aft(^' the silence by all being busy with- tfe abgve,
tlie toast-master, Mr. W. Hamar Greenwood, got iuto

harness. The National Anthem was sung and the fii-st

toast "The King" was proposed by tlie Mayor of
Vancouver. His sjK'eeli was a patrinlic one and full

tribute 'paid to the Army and Navy.
Lt.-(Jol. Mullins, Inspector of Sui)j)lies and Trans-

port at Ottawa replied in fitting manner. He also
gave the history of fish being placed'^on the ration
list of the Canadian forces, and paid higft: #ibute to
the work of the fishing industry's representative in
the army, Major "Ilughie" Green. His 8t)eech was
followed carefully by all present hthI mnch entlnisinsin
aronscd o\' bid reinarkS.

Goi. F. H. -C'unninghnirt followed nnd great apijiiiusi'

greeted hi« nnnoiincement that British 'Co1i'<mbia, can
ned imli s At last to bo placed .oii"t)ie British
Army r .vy He' rea(^ eXtriiets froi,i official kt-

iu f.nni;') Ha-

ters proving, ,this> aftd his remarks were as follows

:

"Success has' only been attained quite recently,

the Militia Department and the Department of Naval
Service having arranged for distributing fresh fisL

once. a week to the Canadian Overseas battalions.

United efforts have been made to have Canned Sal-

iijon placed on the regular ration list, especially

tiiat of the Canadian forces, and the officer having
jcbarge of the fresh business will also use his best

J
endeavors in this direction on his arrival in Eng-
land. For your information, I might say canned
salmon is now on the ration list of canteens, but any
officer or private desiring the same, mu.st purchase
from the canteens; the profit of which canteen, 1

understand, is to be placed in a fund for the benefit

of Canadian woutided soldiers, and the dependents
of the same. I am informed that the salmon placed
in these canteens is to be British Cohunbia brand,
so long as the (juality .and supply is available. The
species of canned- salniOii which will have the larg-

est sale will no donbt be of the fall variety, as being

MR. A. HAMAR GREENWOOD,
Chairman of Committee.

lesis expensive. 1 might say that about one and a

half cans of humpback is etpiivalent in food value

to one can of sockeye. To those gentlenu'n present

interested in the canning inilustry, I point out it

is absolutely necessary that the very best quality

of humiibacks be used ; in fact, if the humpback
salmon is to be a popular article of food on the nmr-

ket, this is imperative; and just as nuu-h care should

be given in packing the fall varieties as is now given

to the far-famed Sockeye. It has conu» under my
notice within the past few days, where objection

was made to using humpback on the ground that

they were not salnuui at all, because tliey were lifjlit

in color. The objection was raised by those accus-

tomed to using nothing but the red product. Yon
will thus appreciate the necessity for education in

the direction Of color.

"There is no question that fish would Ih\ greatly

appreciated by the oyenseas bnttji lions, if it can be,,;

delivei'ed frt;.sh and i)ro])erly cooked, as I have beei\ -

infornuMi by offieiirs retiu'ning from the front that.,
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fisli is one of the first foods askeif for by convales*-

ing soUlit-rs. and it would certainly be a beautiful

ehann;e from bully beef."

Mr. K. G. T. Lucas, of the R. N. Reserve, stated it

was the duty of all to further the fishing industry o'

Canada, for it helped in keeping the country going and

thus shortening the war. He also paid high tribute

to the work of the Navy in protecting the industry.

and particular the H. M. C. S. "Rainbow" in the dark

tlays at the opening of the war when Vancouver and

adjacent points were in such peril.

MR. A. L. HAGER,
Director Canadian Fisheries Association.

In proposing the Fisheries, Mr. W. H. Barker.

I'resident of the B. ('. Packers' Association, and Vice-

President of the Canadian Fisheries' Association, stat-

ed that fish would go a long way towards making the

soldiers at the front even mori- efficient than they

are now. lie also showed that the canned salmon
indu.stry means $40,000,000 to the I'acific Coast. In

his own inimitable manner he stated that if all the

industries worked to develop their particular resources

as the fishing industry did. there would be more pros-

perity all around, and less "swapping real estate and
jack-knives."

Mr. R. R. Payne ("Bob") of the (Canadian Fishing
Co., Ltd.. gave a concise history of the halibut indus-

try, and showed how quickly the West took up ad
vanced methods of fishing. lie also advocated a clos-

ed season in halibut, a matter that is exercising to

day both the American and Canadian operators. Mr.
Payne also showed that in actual value of fish, the

halibut indtistry runs the canned salmon very clo.sely.

His speech made quite an impression, and some of the
guests who were not familiar with his branch of the
industry wanted to know "who that young man was.'"

In speaking for the fishermen, on which everything
seems to depend, Mr. Harry West did so in an able

manner. He was accused of catching the first herring

in the West, but modestly declared that a "Scotchman
beat him to it." He argued that in ten years' time

the herring industry of (Canada would bid fair to sur-

pass that of the salmon and halibut. Mr. West is an
old-timer on the Coast, and to prove this he stated

that the following story he can positively vouch for

the accuracy of it. In the time past currency was very

rare and unknown practically. Everett, that city of

smoke .stacks to-day, on Pugct Sound, was then a

straggling village and at that time wet. A stranger
walked in one day and placing a ifi.T.OG gold piece

the bar asked for the usual "Old Crow." The bar-

keeper got scared at the sight of the gold, and refused
to serve him. As the stranger went out very thirsty

and disgruntled, he met a man in oilskins and sou'-

wester coming in the door. The latter placed a cod
on the bar, called for his drink, and received his change
in smelts.

Dr. A. McLean Fraser, of the Biological station at

Nanaimo, and who had hurried from a lecture he was
giving in the city, then gave a very interesting talk

on the researches his station was doing, and showed
how it was helping the fishing industry in tracing

MR. F. J. HAYWARD,
Fish Day Committee (Publicity.)

and following \ip the habits of the different fish of
the Pacific.

Mr. .John Duncan of the New Westminster Board of
Trade paid a deserved tribute to the work of the press,
and mentioned that the public was quite unaware of
the debt it owes the press. In replying to the toast
The Press, Mr. F. Burd, of the "Province," Lieut. E.
C. Sheppard of the "Sun," and Mr. Nellems of the
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"World," showed that the Press was at all times ready

to assist any industry. Mr. Holland also gave a talk

on advertising, showing how necessary this waS in these

days, and that the industry could be greatly extended

by judicious advertising.

As midnight was approaching, several speakers

begged to be excused, so after singing the National

Anthem, the first FISH DAY banquet of Vancouver

was brouglit to a close.

As stated before the whole success of Vancouver's

first FISH DAY was due to the efforts of the B. C.

Wholesale Fish Dealers' Association, and thanks are

hereby expressed to tlie Canadian Fisheries' Associa-

tion for its help in sending the posters which were
of great service. The following are the officers of the

B. C. Wholesalers Fish Dealers' Association: Presi-

dent, Mr. F. E. Payson ; 1st Vice-President, Mr. Geo.

St. Denis; 2nd Vice-President, Mr. M. Monk; Secre-

tary, Mr. V. F. Johncox; Treasurer, Mr. R. Urquhart.

The prefix "First" before Fish Day is advisedly

used, for there will be many more of these FISH DAYS.
Mr. Payne voiced the sentiments of the guests when
lie stated that he looked to attend forty-nine others.

Oui- guests were also very appreciative in their re-

marks and expressed their intention of coining to the

next. What more do we want?

The Outlook for 1916 in the Atlantic Fisheries

Mr. A. H. Whitman's opinion.

Mr. A. Handfield Whitman, the Managing Director

of Robin, Jones and Whitman, Limited, interviewed

the other day by a representative of the Canadian Fish-

erman, said:

"During the past season tlie fishing industry on the

Atlantic coast of Canada was never in a more prosper-

ous condition. The fact of the matter is that the de-

maud for dried and pickled fish was materially helped

by war conditions. The trade with the United States

in green .salted ' eod has developed ' largely since the

outbreak of the war. Moreover, the buying up of

about fifty per cent of the Norwegian catch of cod by

various belligerent countries was indirectly a good

move for the Canadian fish trade. Countries that

formerly depended upon Norway for their supply of

dried cod have to look elsewhere and Canada, espec-

ially Nova Scotia, was able to secure a portion of this

business. It is to be hoped that the foothold thiis se-

cured may be retained ujion the return of normal con-

ditions."

"What is the present condition of the herring

trade?"

"The demand for Nova Scotia herring and mackerel

has been stimulated by the closing of the North Sea.

The United States absorbed all available stocks, result-

ing in a bare market at the present time. This business

not being dependent on water carriage the outlook for

1916 is most favorable."

"The transportation of dryfish is the ])roblem con-

fronting the trade. The cost of transportation was
never so high and unfortunately all prospects point to

even higher rates. Over in Newfoundland the exi)ort-

ers find themselves with heavy stocks on hand and no
means of getting them to market. The Nova Scotia

exporters are faring better; their stocks have been
more largely reduced, and the ehanees oY securing car-

riage are greater. It should be added that tlie trans-

portation facilities to the West Indies are. of course,

superior than to Europe, and transportation to the

United States had not been seriously affected."

"IIow does the situation affect the fishermen?"
"The fisliermen disposed of their catch to the ex-

porters at good |)rices and are just now iixlependent
of shipping conditions. Of course, a steady increase in

the cost of transportation is nltimately bound to aflPect

the producer."
"What effect will present conditions have on Can-

adian methods of curing herring?"
"I would say that while the large demand in the

Weat Indies and the United States has absorbed quan-

tities of herring from this country that was below the

European standard, the general effect will prove ben-

eficial. The improved methods introduced many years

ago into Europe are slowly making headway in this

country. Nova Scotia packers are finding that her-

ring put up in the British style for the American mark-
et are mucli more profitable to handle than the ordin-

ary pack. Some of the most progressive fish dealers

in the country are behind this movement. The standard

size for pickled fish barrels has been decided upon and
it is expected that greater uniformity in the quality

and weight of the contents will follow."

"Are you an advocate of the Scotch system of cur-

ing?"
"That system calls for very careful handling. ^laiiy

attempts at following it have failed owing to lack of

))roper facilities. Skill and experience are required in

this method, for the result is either a well-cured pack
or a spoilt pack. The herring are not split and so

very careful handling is absolutely necessary. I am of

the opinion that improvements that could be effected

in the ordinary method of cure woidd bring very satis-

factory results."

"Are you still in favor of a Fisheries Board, Mr,
Whitman?"

"Yes, I am. The idea of a Fishery Board for the

pi-oper ])reservation. ])rotection and development of

the fishing industry has proved its worth over and
over again. One hunderd years ago the pickled fish

industry of Scotland was in an unsatisfactory condi-

tion. A Fishery Board was established and the simple

yet efficient laws evolved under the administration of

that organization have brought the fish industry in

Scotland to its present profitable condition. The sys-

tem so organized has been copied by several other Eu-
ropean countries. The formation of the present Ad-
visory Board in this country is a step in the right di-

rection. That organization has been helpful to the

Fisheries Dei)artment in tlie way of suggestion, even if

it has no regidative power. I think, liowever, that

llii'i-e might be a larger rei)resentation on the Board of

men in the trade and fewer De()artmeiital officials."

"Where are the best markets just now, Mr, Whit-
man ?""

"Southern lirazil and the West Indies, with the c.x

ception of Porto Ilieo which market is kept glutted

with consignments resulting in lieavy losses to the

shippers. The Brazil markets have been excellent

since the war broke out, this owing to the Norway si-

tuation, rnfortutiiitely the volume of trade does not
wniTimt a direct slejinier service.
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THE ATLANTIC FISHERIES
CHARLOTTETOWN, P.E.I.

(Special Correspondence.)

At a conference of representative men from all over
the IsIhikI, cHlled licrc tliis month by the Premier, to
ili.sc-uss. amontr otlier matters, industrial eondition.s, as
afTectt'd, or about to be affected, by the war, the "Fish-
eries" formed the subject of an interesting discussion.
The concensus of oi)inion was that the lobster fishery
has practically reached the limit of development, and
hat it would not be advisable to lonfrlhen the season,

or add to tiie inunber of men. In fact, one of the
speakers, W. F. Tidmarsh. manager for the Portland
Packing Company, which operates nine large factories,

declared that, last season, with one-third less the
usual nmnber of fishermen, the catch was fully up to
the iiverage. It was suggested by several spesikcrs that
the open season be elmriged. fi-om spring to summer
iind autumn. The reasons given were that the weather
in early spring is cold and stormy, and ti-ying to the
man, and that much time is lost.

A. J. McFadyen, of Tignish, manager for J. H.
.Mynch jind Co., one of the largest fishing concerns
in the Maritime Provinces, spoke in defence of the
present regulations, declaring tliat the lobstei- was
unfit for food in the summer or autumn. His view was
tile view of the great majority at the meeting.

It was the general o|)inion that the fishing industry,
in other lines, was capable of great development, es-

pecially with regard to cod, hake, herring, mackerel
;ind oysters.

This l.sland, from its location, should be one of the
greatest fishing centres in America, and yet the num-
ber of fishermen receiving bounties had fallen off from
:{ 'Mm in 1889 to 1,500 in 191o.
One of the great needs of the industry was more

technical training. Whilst the farmer is receiving the
benefit of large sums spent by the Government, the
fisherman is not reeeiving the attention due him, in
that regard. This was the tenor of the remarks made
by the representatives of the industry at the Confer-
ence.

Mr. John Agncw, of .Mberton, one of the large lob-
ster packers in the western end of the Island, and in-
terested in other lines of the fisherif^s as well, empha-
sized strongly the desirability of the establishment of
< iiring stations and cold .storage plants at various
points along our coast, where instruction eoidd be giv-
en in the latest methods of putting up fish. It was
strange, but true, he pointed out. that fishermen from
other provinces, came into onr watei-s, caught the fish,

and sent them baek enred, for consumption in Mir Is

land.

The shortage of help, owing to many of the fi.sher-

iiien enli.sfing for the war, was dwell u|>on by several
s|)eakers. and it was shown that there were openings
here for experienced fishermen from abroad, to come^
:ind settle. Conditions should first be readjusted, how-'*'

ever, that fishing could be carried on. almost all the
year roun.d. so that the period of enforced idleness
would be reduced to a minimum length. Mr. Tidmarsh
took the gi-onnd that the solution of the problem lay
mainly with private individuals or compaiuCs with
capital. These eould bring out the fi.shermcn to this
country, provide comfortable hou.scs for them, and
look after tlu-m until they became aecustomcd to our
conditions. About thirty years ago, he had brought
out 125 skilled men from the Old Country. He put
ojie of these men in each boat, together with a young,
energetic Islander, the lattei- serving as an apprentice
fts it were, with the result that for tlic ne.xt ten .years,
there was no net-css'ty of bringing in men from abroad.
At present, however, this necessity is upon ns.

When the car ferry service is established between
the Island and the mainland, a great stimulus will be
given to the fresh fish trade. This fish could be put
in a refrigerator car. at any station on the Island, and
the car taken right through, say, to Boston, without
its contents beijig disturbed. This service will not be
jiossible till the narrow gauge of our railroad is stand-
ardized. The new car ferry steamer, costing about
•l!7.')0,000, has been running between Pictou and Char-
lottetown all winter, and next season, it is expected,
that the piers at Carlcton Head, P.E.T.. and Cape Tor-
mentine, X.H.. will be ready, so that the boat can ply
on this route, for which .she was built.

The transportation question, in its relation to the
fisheries, came in for considerable discus.sion at the
Conference, and the high exjjress rates on fresh mack-
erel, were severely criticized by II. D. McEwen, of
Monell. The need of establishing a motor truck ser-
vice, between Rustico. fone of the most important fish-
ing centres on the l.sland), and the nearest railway sta-
tion. Hunter Hiver. about 10 miles distant, was also
touched on bv several speakers.

Mr. Tidmarsh told the Conference that the Portland
Packing Company, for the past two years, had been
engaged in the boneless cod business, a new one on
the Island. The first year they handled about a quar-
ter of a million jjounds, and last .year double the quan-
tity. They had to meet the competition of old estab-
lished brands, and the venture was not so profitable
as was desired, but it takes time to get new brands es-
tablished.

DIGBY, N.S.

(Special Correspondence.)

The weather during the month of March, in this vi-
cinity, has been of the worst description. From the be-
ginning of the month a succession of blizzards brought
back wintry conditions. The fishing fleet have made
a poor wiiifrr <.r it „>v ;.,,r .,, the continued bad wea-
ther.

At til, iij„niiii; "1 I lie ivcriien Sea.s0n the Maritime
Fish Corjjoration found themselves without a pound of
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fish, and n\} till April 3rd only received a few small
lots, shipped from Yarmouth or ex the schooner, Doto-
thy G. Snow, which arrived in with 50,000 pounds of
haddock on March 11th.

The scliooner Dorothy M. Smart, while lying to un-
der a foresail in a heavy easterly gale on Brown's
Bank, on March 4th, was struck by a sea and hove
down until her masts were level with the water. She
soon righted, however, and in coming back to an even
keel again lost the lee nest of five dories. The schoon-
er Dorothy G. Snow lost a brand new foresail—it be-
ing blown out of the bolt ropes. The other Digby off-

shore schooners Lila G. Boutilier and Albert J. Lutz,
took the breeze in harbor.
The fishermeij have had a hard time of it this win-

ter in offshore fisliing—the weather giving them abso-
lutely no chance to make a dip. With the opening of
April, however, the weather eased up, and the schoon-
ers Dorothy G. Snow and Albert J. Lutz brought in
trips of 100,000 pounds apiece on April 3rd.
By this tim(> last year the boat fishermen had their

boats painted, and in the water, and in many cases
some of them were fishing. It is only this week that
some of the boat fishermen are making a start on get-
ting their craft prepared for the summer season's
fishing.

Mr. F. W. Wallace, Editor of the Canadian Fisher-
man, made a trip to Brown's Bank on the schooner
Dorothy M. Smart, during March, and returned home
to Montreal via Shelburne, Yarmouth and Digby on
March 28th.

Owing to the bad weather there has been very little

doing in the fishing industry in this place, and nothing
mxich to report.

LUNENBURG, N.S.

(Special Correspondence.)

With March winds raging and ice and hail cutting
the face like a whip-lash, the outfitting of the fleet is

being pushed rapidly ahead. Fully one-quarter of the
vessels have hauled in to the wharves, and despite the
leonine elements, the fishermen shivering in the bitter
blasts are endeavoring to get their schooners over-
hauled and ready for the spring sailing.

One busy fish firm states that the 21st will prob-
ably see the big flitting, and there is general di.ssatis-

faction among the merchants that the captains are
choosing to fare forth in the teeth of the worst winter
weather that has obtained here for years.

True, the fleet sailed much earlier last year, but
there were no such storms or at least no such succes-
sion of storms as have pounded the Nova Scotia coast
during the past six or eight weeks, and no one can see
that the men would lose much by waiting at least un-
til March showed a little of its lamb-like face. At the
very least calculation, loss of gear and dories, must
necessarily follow facing these bliz/ards, with always
the fear of loss of life. The Straits are a solid bloc^k

of ice, and the drift ice will be much later than usual
this year owing to the inten.se cold.

The tribute of heroism must be paid to any man
who willingly ships at this season. Cold, which freezes
their very marrow, raging winds, and seas, icebergs
and fog, what a combination to go up against! And
when the fish are caughl after l)attling with these ter-

rors in a cockle .shell of a dory, they will be frozen as
stiff as clffMiinL' i-rxis ulicii riiiiu' on flu' deck for
flressing.

" •"m|.i ,i|ii.!M ii,iiii|i Ni I'iiriii'f |niti'(ill-

nig a mine infested region last fall, with a crew who
were frightened out of their wits, used to exclaim,
"What would I give for a bunch of those Xova Scotia
trawlers, who fear nothing." and that about lets them
out, they really know no fear.

The number of vessels to go out on the first trip
will be smaller this year than formerly, as several of
them have been sold, mostly to Newfoundland buy-
ers, who are offering marvellous prices for freighters,
as may be seen in the figure paid for the schooner
Viola May, which was a cool eleven thousand. The
schooners Ponhook, Lottie May and H. H. Kitchener
have also brought good prices, as also the famous tern
schooner, the W. N. Zwicker. now on pas.sage to
Buenos Ayres. She has been purchased bv the Wind-
rush Lumber Company, Limited, of that eitv, who will
assume control of her on her arrival. Another reason
for the diminishing of the fleet is. that freights are up
to .such a fancy figure that the long-abandoned trade
of merchantmen to the West Indies has been revived,
and the vessels are earning such good money that it is
likely they will continue doing so as long as existing
conditions last.

There will be several additions to the fleet of W. C.
Smith and Company, notably the very handsome
schooner under construction at Ernst's yard at Ma-
hone, for Captain Artemas Schnare, which gives prom-
ise of being one of the finest. She will be 120 feet over
all, and her name will be the Lucile M. Schnare. An-
other tern schooner of excellent lines is being built for
the same firm at Liverpool, to be delivered in July.
Her dimensions are 117 ft. keel. .33 ft. beam, and 11
ft. hold. Smith and Rhuland, the builders here, are
rushed to death with orders, and have just completed
a clipper for hand lining, to be sailed by Captain Wil-
son Walters, of LaHave; they also have two others on
the stocks, one for Captain Lemuel Knock, and the
other for Captain Clarence Myra.
James S. Gardner, of Liverpool, is building a tern

schooner to be fitted with a 9 h.p. hoisting engine,
and other modern equijjment. for Robin. Jones and
Whitman.

The Marine Railway has liad haid luck during the
past two months, the intense cold and ice i)reventing
the .schooners from haidiii^' in to the cradles for their
annual overhaiding. Usually at this season the ves-
sels wer(! crowding each other waiting their turns to
go "on the slip." but until a very short time ago ab-
solute quiet reigned in that vicinity, with a conse-
(|uent loss of money to the stockholders. Things are
looking up a bit now that the ice hHs gone, and at
present there is a prospect of a few busy weeks. The
tern .schooner Eliza Scribner, Captain Pace, was towed
in here on the 13th in.st., by the .steam tug Mascot.
Thf gale of March 4th. the famous Saturday blizzard
that will long be remembered on this coast, caught
lier off ('ape Sable as she was on passage lumber lad-

en from Sherbrooke for Bridge])ort, Conn., via La-
Have, and she suffered heavy damage, losing motor
boat, foresail, mailsail, staysail, forehoom and gaff,

and also leaking to the extent of a five foot depth of
watei- in her hold. She will repair here.

The freighters that are on pa.ssage or have just ar
rived are the schooners Lloyd George. Ilimmelman, ar
rived at Ponce on the ir)tli inst.; the Caranzas Lolines.
which left Turks Island on the !)th inst., the Gladys
and Lilian, in port on the 14th inst., with .salt for Robin,
Jones and Whitman, the Lauretta Frances, Sponagle,
which arrived on the 14tli inst. from Halifax, where
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she (lischarfred a carpo of salt" •fi'oirt''Rilii«a, Spain, for

the Smith CoinpHiiy, I.iinittMl: tlu'Wiicffwoltic, Greas-

er, which sailed From Halifax on the 10th inst., with

a cargo of fish for IV-rnambnco; the HeiijaiiliiV C.

Smith. Corkiim. chartered by Zwieker and CompjtOy,

to load for Porto Rico; the Wautauga, Hackman, ready

tp sail for Ponce, for Adams & Knickle; the R. L.

Morden, .Meisiier. due from Cadiz, with salt for Robin,

Jones and Whitman: the Phyllis Westhavcr, Tanner,

40.days.out from Cadi/ with salt for Adams & Knickle;

the Ida M. Zinck. Zinck, to sail shortly for Harbor
Preston to load fish for Oporto: the Maypla, Wentzell,

an<l the Leta J. Schwartz, Schwartz, both in from

Cadiz with salt for Zwieker and Company: the David

C. Ritcey, Ritcey, on |)assage from Turks Island with

salt for W. C. Smith and Company; the Eva C, Ger-

hardt, on passage from Barbados to Portland, with

molasses; the Robert J. Dale. Lolines, on passage from
Barbados tp Brazil, and the Mark Tobin. Richard, on

passage from Barbados to Halifax, with a cargo of

molasses.

The vessels at present outfitting at the wharves of

W. C. Smith & Company, are: the J. D. Ilazen, Captain

llimmelman: Hawanee. Cook; Clintonia, Mack; Pran-

les Smith. Mossman; M. M. Gardner, Backman; H. H.
Macintosh. Weinacht : Doris V. Myra. Myra; W. T.

White. Knock: Revenue. Zinck ; Delawana, Cook; W.
C. Smith, Selig; James Burton Cook, Cook; Beneyo-
lence, Corkum. and the Jennie E. Ritcey, Ritcey.

And what of the product of last year's catch, who
has benefitted by the banner catch of last year, mefr
chant or fisherman? Candor compels the answer that

the fisherman beats the exporter in this game. It is a

revi'rsal of the us\uil order of things it is true, but facts

are stubborn tilings, and it is incontrovertible that

fisii which were purchased some time ago for $7 per

i|uintal to-day are not bringing over .i!6..50. One of

tile chief reasons for this sad, state of affairs is tha^ a

large portion of the fish shipped were not up to the

market's standard. The demand was so great that

the buyers took delivery of improperlj- cured fish,

and now they are paying the penalty, and tliis ^)r(>-

duct must be got rid of before the warm weather sets

in. The markets moreover, owing to the increased

cost of transportation, which is soaring sky-high daily,

show no inunediate sign of improvement. The situa-

tion in Newfoundland is uni)aralleled. The merchants
:ire caught with heavy stocks, and practically no means
of transpoi-tation, as the tramp steamers have long

ago left for more lucrative (|uartcrs. Possibly were
they in Newfoundland now they coidd command their

own figures, but the tempting offers of big freights

cl.sewhere caused them to desert their own coast, and
now the liierchants are offering fabulous prices for

Lunenburg schooners, one owner being offered almost
four thousand dollars above the price jiaid for a vessel

he had purchased some months ago. Agents have been
sent out by the Ncwfomidland shippers to sea ports in

Canada and the United States to buy between forty

autl fifty sailing vessels, as it is absolutely necessary
to dispose of these fish on hand before any more seri-

ous market depression. The exi)ort trade will be prin-

cipally to Mediterranean ports, with return cargoes
of salt. The unhappy state of affairs obtaining in New-
foundland is, of course, largely due to tin- war, as

many of the steamers were recjuisitioned for transport

:\n\\ ii''e breaking service in Eurojwan waters. The
fisht-rliiMi, therefore, ift the one who profits in the

fishing' industry. He will not sell unless th«» price
SUrtfi iiim/'and he hoJds out foi* his price until he gets

it, and the exporter practically has to give it to him,

then when the market fluctuates, the fisherman has
his bank account augmented, and the merchant wor-
ries over the finance end of it. This stunt is pulled

off praCtifeally every year, and from a purely senti-

mental side of the (|uestion, my sympathies are wi,th

the fi-sheririlu), who faces exposure and peril every

day of In's life, and reaps his re\vard at the close of a

successfiij, season, "But, that's not business," some
opoe will object, perhaps not. At any rate, the Lunen-
burg inerchatits to-day do not appear to be suffering

from heavy losses. They are a prosperous, contented

looking lot, with apparently little idea of closing theif

doors, because the markets "are in bad," and they

seem i)erfectTy satisfied with the fact that the fisher-

men are making money and the town's prosperity is

increasing aiinually.

NEWFOUNDLAND,
(From Our Own Corres])ondent)

The CANADIAN FISHERMAN is fast becoming a

popular magazine in the Colony; and many, to whom
^ existence, was unknown a few months ago, are mak-

ing inquiries about it. The "Mail and Advocate," i?

making it
;
extensively known; many of the C. F.'s

articles are reproduced in its columns and read eager-

ly by our; fishermen. This can have but one effectrT

the awakening of our toilers of the sea to the ever in-

creasing importance of the fishing industry. The
fact is that more fishery information has been, circulat-

ed within the last nine months than ever before in the

the Colony, The local correspondence supplied to the

CANADIAN FISHERMAN is in fact a detailed re-

port of our monllily ('slie'v jiiiil marine operations.

The Tonnage Problem.
There was recently held at the Board of Trade rooms

a very representative meeting business people and man-
TifaettircfrS' to' discuss the shortage of tonnage which
is nbW a vefy alarming feature here. Whilst it is not

fniel'as has'Tieen stated by some Canadian and Amer-
ican pftpe^rs,' that we are "threatened with .starva-

tion," the "Situation, both as regards the present and
thie 'futiir6"'is quite serious. The Hon, John Harvey,
one of our most progressive and best informed busi-

iii()ss ' nxieiji discussed the tonnage shortage in a very
Incid arid priictical manner; and his views are always
worthy of nVrtusideration. Mr. Harvey is largely in-

terested ill "the fishing industry, and is the head of

a firm which has large shipping interests—beinisr the

local Agents of the Ked Cro.ss Line.

He poiiited out that there was no commercial consid-

eration of inbre general seriousness, or of greater im-

portant!* thftVi the tonnage problem, and proved that

it" had neces.«farily resulted in a very large increase

iri'fi-eight i-'ateS. This, he said, was dUe to several

i-ausesf ittterntent, loss from submarines, normal at-

trition, etc. He estimated that 6,200.000 tons of Ger-
fiian sliipping has been interned, of which about 1.-

000,000 t6ns "eaptured by the Allies had been released
for work. Another million tons had been sunk, iiiid

a million aiid a-lialf lost by natural attrition.

In addition, the entire Russian Mercantile .Marine

in thi' Baltic and Black Sea were locked up. When the
War broke out'it was estimated that 24..'iOO steainprs
were sailing thie seas, with an aggregate tonnage of
45,000,000 fori*.' Of this tonnage only a little more
than "f^ pericent was available: but on acount of tlie

great d<'mand for trausi)orts and other military pur-
pose* a' much smaller proportion was free to carry on
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the world's commerce. Another drawback was the

cessation of building. The natural result was a sharp

advance in freight rates.

Illustrating the advances as far as local interests

were affected, he showed that while in 1913 a 4-qtl.

cask of fish shipped from St. John's to Naples cost

.$1.80. in 1914 it had jumped to $3.50; in September

1915 to .$5.50; in November, to $6.00; while at the

present time it was quoted at $9.00. These rates,

however, only applied to the Mediterranean trade. So

far as trade with Great Britain was concerned and

trade with the United States, the advances were not

so severe, as the lines running to Great Britain and

the United States had not made any objectionable in-

creases.

Mr. Harvey severely criticized Government interfer-

ence with shipj)ing, and claimed that it had a most dis-

turbing effect. He insisted that a system of subsidizing

woidd be better. He said that the situation might be

relieved somewhat by the larger use of sailing vessels;

and to this end he suggested the building up of a fleet

of carriers with auxiliary motors.

Premier Morris followed Mr. Harvey, and he refer-

red particularly to the dwindling of locally-owned ves-

sels which had takeii place within the last thirty or

forty years. This had residted, he contended, in the

control of shijiping rates passing into the hands of out-

siders. In olden days when we had had a large mer-

cantile marine, merchants could ship fisli when and
where they wished ; and the expenses came low as the

ships brought back return cargoes in the line of salt

and other merchandise. He also referred to the salt

problem, and declared it to be a very serious one, as the

effect of a shortage on the fishermen would be dis-

astrous.

He was hopeful, however, that the recent activity in

procuring and building new auxiliary vessels woidd
help to solve our tonnage problem. He viewed with
alarm the increase of freight rates, as the increases

would have ruinous effects on our fishing industry.

He promised the hearty co-operaion of the Government
in any scheme that would tend to reduce the rates and
provide a better means of transportation for our pro-

ducts. Mr. Munn, who is a large exporter and im-

porter, viewed the situation as very serious ; and unless

some remedy could be devised, both our exports and
imports would be seriously affected. This woidd re-

late especially to our flour importations from Canada.
The result of the Board of Trade deliberations was

the formation of a committee of those "fully cognizant
of matters relating to shipping," who will at an early

date lay its views before the Government.

Shipbuilding.

There is great activity in the northern bays in the
building of boats, skiffs, and motor-craft for fishing

purposes; and an agitation is on foot to launcli out

again into the building of croft suitable for the fortMgn

trade. Years ago. we built all our foreign going craft :

but shi|)building decliTie<l ; smd of late we are buying
vessels in Nova Scotia and in the United States. From
several merchants and fishing masters I have sought
the reason of this. They are almost unanimous in their

contention that we can buy more cheaply than we can
build. They declare that our shipwrights are uiuiblc

to turn out a snita))le vessel on time, and the expense
fo local building is much greater than building abroad.
Mr. John E. Lake, of Fortune, has lately been con-
tributing a series of articles on shi])building; but, it

would Heem that Mr. Lake is not taken seriously by

our shipowners or shipmasters. Mr. Lake has turned
out some splendid work at the Fortune Dock ; but he
does not seem to be able to convince our people that

he can compete successfully with the builders of Shel-

burne and other sections of Nova Scotia where ship-

building is carried on successfidly and i)rofitably. As
an illustration of Mr. Lake's views, we <|Uote the fol-

lowing from a recent article contributed by him to the

Daily News:
"Ours is a fishing country, nine-tenths of whose in-

habitants are depending on salt for the principal in-

dustry, and there is no vessel in the country to send for

it. Can any uu^rchant in the trade overlook such a

crisis? They may get floating rafts to ship fish by,

while insurance agents take risks on such, but are the

owners much concerned if either vessel, cargo, or crew
turns up? . . . What has caused so much larger per-

centage of drowning from the vessels in our foreign

trade the last ten or fifteen years? If careful statistics

were being kept atul shown, we fear it would make a

poor showing. How long is this to continue? "Who is

to wake up to the general interest for a supply of local

built ships — built to die natural deaths as the woods
die, and not to be drowned or fired as so many are to

save the lives of the crews?
"Our country grows plenty of good timber, the life

of such, if seasoned, can be depended on for twenty or

more years. Our country has plenty of good mechanics.

Who is to find the means of organizing institutions of

labor? Burin and Fortune Districts pack up and send
out of the colour forty to sixty thousaiul dollars an-

luially to increase their fishing and foreign fleet. Wliat
does this mean? Is not the country the jioorer for it?

Surely it is; and ouor provincial neighbors are the rich-

er. Who is to blame? Why not profit by the experi-

ence of others, and get modern draftsmen and modern
models to educate our bviilders to turn out vessels to

suit the eye and suit the taste?

"The matter is so important, and our Colony is

growing the poorer, the longer the shipbuilding indus-

try is ju'glected. Surely the time is at Imnd when capi-

talists will see it. Any properly equipped .shipyard

shoul dturn out four vessels from 100 to 200 tons every

.year, at least."

It may be said that Mr. Ijake has been trying to or-

ganize a coinpan.y with a capital of .$100,000 to launch
out into the shijjbuilding industry; but our capitalists

do not seem to have much interest in this departure.

Mr. Lake is the prop)rietor of saw-mills and other lum-
bering equipments; and he is of course, very optimi.stic

about our "possibilities." He seems to have little faith

in the solidity of the foreign-built vessel.

We have just read the ojjinion of another gentleman
who is directly interested in shipping — one who is

equally as entiuisiastic as ]Mr. Lake, and seemingly
very much more practical. This is Mr. W. F. Coak-
er. the President of tlu> Fishermen's Union, who has
just ri'turned from a visit to Canada and the TTuited

States — made in the interest of the Union. Mi-. Coak-
er thus describes a a visit to Shelburne, N.S. His visit,

we understand was in connection with a tu'w shipping

departure in the interests of the Union Rxport Com-
pany, and the building up of the new "Northern Capi-
tal at Catalina." Mr. Coaker writes;

"We visited three ship.vards at Shelburne and in-

spected three vessels being built for the Newfoundland
trade; one for llai'ris, one for IJutTet. one for Patten
and F<\)rsey, of Grand Baid<. Harris's vessel is about
IHO tons, aiui will be used in the lirazil trade. This is

a spleu<lid vessel, well built, of tlie best available tim
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her. She is fastciit'd as strong as it is possible to do.

Winslow MtKay is the builder. The same yard is

about to build another for Penney, of Raniea, of 150

tons, for the Oporto trade. The IMeGill yard is just

about ready to launeh a fishing' vessel of about 110 tons

for Buffet, wliieh is the best-looking schooner I have

ever seen. We examined her thoroughly and do not

believe it jjossibie to build a vessel stronger or more

suitable. .Ml these vessels will eo.st abo\it .$70 per ton

fitted, whieh is a moderate eost for such workmanship.

The ve.ssels are planked with oak and bireh. bireh be-

low, and oak topsides. Spars are (Oregon pine, keels.

stems, and stern posts of oak. The fastening is superior

to even our Newfoundland survey conditions for

li<imify.
"

An Industrial Programme.

We believe that Mr. Coaker's visit will bring imme-
diate results: and shipbuilding will form one of the

many activities outlined for ("atalina. This is to be one

of the most progressive seaports in the Colony, if one

niav .indge from the plans outlined recently by the

President of the F. P. IJ.

f'atalina is admirably situated for the carrying out

of Mr. Coaker's plans. It is an excellent harbor, l.ving

at the mouth of Trinity Bay. and is one of the best

ports in the Island. It is open practically the year

round, and it is the great rendezvous for northern

shipping. It is a perfect mill-pond (in the North-East
Arm where the F. P. T'. has secured a large tract) and
is moreover, a large centre of trade. It has railway
connniuiication with St. John's and all the northern

ports served by the Reid Newfoundland Railway. It

has an industrial population, and is a very important
fishing centre.

The F. P. T''. will establish here a marine railway, a

shipyard, fertilizer plants, and it is destined to become
a very important centre in the fish export-trade. We
understand that there will be also a boneless fish

plant, and other np-to-ilate fishery activities in

short order. The new developments in this .seetioTi will

afford permanent employment to a large number of

operatives ; and will, in addition be, a supplying centre

for fishery requisites. Business can be conducted here

more chea|)l.v than in the city; and the possibilities of

expansion are greater.

Another Big Project.

The Mail and Advocate informs \is that the New-
foundland-American Packing Comj)any. of which a

younp Xewfoundlander is. we understand, the Man-
ager heri'. has decided to locate the first of its series

of j)ackinK-houses at Ba.v Bulls (some fifteen miles

from St. John's), and that operations will start short-

ly. The Company plans to establish a cold storage

plant, drying |)lant. oil factory, and a fertilizer ])lant

with a (•ai)aeity of ten tons per day. The Mail and
Advocate states further that the Compan.v has worked
nut an economi(' system of collecting fish offal, thus

I'ommercializing a material which for years past has

been going to waste. The collecting of this offal will

considerably increase the earning power of the fisher-

men alontr this coast. The pro])osed cold storage plant,

which will lie u])-to-<late in every i)articular. will be

able to furnish bait to our Hank fishermen all the year
round, thus su|i|)lying a long-felt want. It is the Com-
pany's intention to erect oth<'r jiacking houses on the

Western and Northern ('oasts as soon as the Bay Bidls

plant is in operation. The [)lant at Bny Bidls will be

()j)erated by hydraulic power.

It is to be liojied that this venture will be successful.

We have had so many fiascoes in this line in the past,

iha» we shall watch the new departure with consider-

able interest. Tens of thoousands of <lollars have been

sunk in similar venttires in this colony; but the failures

were possibly due to lack of competent management,
or to the unsolved theories of the promoters. There
should be no difficult.v in making a financial success

of such enterprises. We have proof of this in the de-

velopnuMit of similar industries in the Province of Nova
.Scotia and along the Gaspe coast. W^e are qtiite en-

thusiastic about the develo|)ment of our fishing indiis-

try; but we are not disposed "to count the chickens

before they are hatched." This has been the case so

often that we discount much of the prospective results.

We wish the promoters success; and hope their venture
will ])rove a commercial and an industrial success. In

the uu'antime, we would suggest to tliem as a trade de-

vice the old saw : Pestina lente.

A Missed Opportunity.

A Trinity Enter|)rise in a recent issue deplores the

missed opi>ortunity of the Trinity Bisrht fishermen who
returned from Labrador last fall with small fares and
sa.v : "Had these skippers taken our advice and gone
to Green Bay or White Bay herring-catching during
the fall, they would most probably have been home
by the middle of December with good fares of herring
put up according to the Scotch method of cure. These
herriner are now quoted at St. John's as being worth
from too $^0 per barrel.

"If foreigners can see this golden opportunity pre-

senting itself in the herring fishery of Notre Dame Bay
and White Ba.v. why are our schooner owners blind to

this industry and content with the Labrador cod-fish-

ery aloiu' which lasts oidy foui- months; for the re-

maining eight months their vessels do not turn them
in *.')0.

'The short Labrador fishery does not present suf-

ficient inducement to otir planters to build vessels, af-

ter their old ones are worn out. If we do not get out
of the old rut. and wake up to the new industries which
are presenting themselves, in ten years' time we .shall

not have ten vessels in Trinity Bight.
"This, however, does not a|)ply to Trinity Bight

alone, for we believe that Conee|)tion Bay has not five

fishing vessels to-day to the fifty it had twenty-five
years ago.

Tliis is perfectly true; and the statement applies to

Carbonear. Harbor (irace. Bay Roberts. Brigus, and
Harbor Main. The writer remeiidiers when from Har-
bor Orace and Carbonear al()iH> there were two hun-
dred vessels engaged in the fishery. At the present
time, you ma.v count them on your fingers. The fact
is that even the independent planter class has ceased
to exist. During the past season the writer visited a
certain section of the Labrador coast M-here jtist twenty
years ago. there were not less than ten vessels moored
for the fisliinir season, owned by planters who had
rooms there. The onlv vestige of the oold regime was
found in a solitary fisherman (son of one of the old
planters) fishing "single - handed" in a bor-
rowed punt. His catch for the season was ten quin-
tals of fish. Ilis father counted the voyage in five
fisrures. This instance is. unfcu-tunately, not an isolat-

ed one. The cause? Ah! "There's the rub." The
vounger generation did not have the stamina to follow
in the footstejts of the old folks, and, in man.v cases,
the too frequent patronage of the "blind pig" ended
in loss of both credit and character.
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The Fish Markets.

Tlip Trade Review states tliat tliere never was less

aetivity in recent high-price years amongst the mer-

chants in regard to fish. Rates are quoted from $7.30

to $7.50 still for merchantable, but practically none

has changed hands recently. Labrador, too, is slug-

gish at .$5.50. This is not owing to lack of confidence

in the price in foreign markets, but rather to the short-

age of bottoms for export. Those who own vessels are

steadily getting out their own stocks to Brazil and

Europe; but those dependent on outside freights are

seriously handicapped.

The Kpanish markets do not offer any great induce-

ment to shippers; neither do the Italian. The Greek

market is the only satisfactory one at the moment ; and

it is still taking' all the fish that comes along. The

Greek buyers are putting up the money promptly.

Were it not for this market, our fish exporters would

be very badly hit this season. The prices are good in

Piraeus, and' there is no indication of a slump in the

market.
The Oporto market seems to have a large quantity on

hand; and it is feared that the recent developments

in the German-Portuguese difficulties will have a bad

effect on our fish trade. For the week ended Feb-

ruary 26th, the stocks were :

Quintals.

Newfoundland 62,215

Consumption 2,820

Norwegian 410

Consumption 190

The Lofoten Islands fishery will certainly have all

effect upon our exports to Portugal ; but we have not

yet learned anything of a definite nature regarding its

})rogress.

Local Market Report.

Codfish, large, medium, and small,

nu'rehantahle *7.20 to $7.80

Codfish, large, medium, and small,

Madeira *6.00 to $6.50

Labrador, soft $5.30

Labrador, shore cured $6..50 to $6.70

Large and small West India $5.00 to $3..50

Haddock *3.50

Herring Scotch pack, i)er brl $10.00

Herring Ordinary .$4.00 to $4.20

Salmon, No. 1. per trc. ,
$16.00

Salmon, small, per trc $12.00

Lobsters, per case. No. 1, pound tins $14.00

Cod Oil.

There is very little cod oil in the market : and only

two holders have any i|uantity, the largest hoolder be-

ing the rniou Export C()mi)any. They are holding out

for $160.00 ])er tun. The probabilities are that they

will get it, as the stocks in the American markets are

getting low and no trans-Atlantic oil is in sight. Pos-

sibly, if the Norwegian fishery is unusually large, the

American buyers may secure a patt of the onti)ut. But

with the ever-increasing denuiiid from Germany, it is.

however, unlikely that any quantity of Norwegian

oil will cross the herrintr pond. Krfineil oil is (|uoted

at $1.25 to )|il.30.

Herring^.

The herring fishery is still being prosecuted in a

small way both on the West Coast and in the Northern

Hays; but the recent spell of heavy weather — the

worst experienced in many years will likely imt an end

to the fisherv for sonic time, iit Icjist. The fishermen

fared exceptionally well, both as regards the sale of

ordinary pickled and Scotch cure.

Practically all the Scotch cured herring have been
shipj)ed, to New York chiefly; and for No. 1 quality

the shippers received $14; but we have been informed
that in some instances the i)rice paid was as low as $7.

This indicates that some inferior herring nuist have
been packed. Tliis hears out what we have frequently

written regarding our pack. Buyers, especially in the

Anu'rican market, are very particular about the grade
of goods offered ; but people do not seem to realize

this. We are i)leased to know, however, that some ex-

cellent herring went from certain sections, especially

from the East Coast; and Mr. J. F. Murphy, who put
up a large consignment at Little Bay Islands informs
lis that his pack was found to be in Al condition. He
went to New York with his shipment, and placed it to

advantage. He says that the New York buyers tried

to put down the price of certain shipments, as some of

the herrings were of inferior quality. We cannot af-

ford to continue this sort of business, as we .shall meet
disappointment in the future. We think the advice

given by Mr. Cowie in his address to the C. P. A. at

its annual meeting held recently in Montreal should be

widely circulated here, so that we may not take any
further risks. Scotch pack may meet the fate of the

Labrador herring, should we persist in putting up an
inferior article.

Our Winter Ccdfishery.

From present indications it looks as if our Western
shore winter fishery is going to be a short one. Re-

ports from the fishing centres are gloomy; and as we
iiave an unusually large fleet of bankers and smaller

craft on the grounds, tliis spells disaster for some of

the outfitters. There are some forty schooners fishing

in addition to the small craft that outfit from. Rose
Blanche. Burgeo, and Ramea. At this date last year

some vessels had secured large fares, from 500 to 700

quintals. The weather has been very stormy; and there

is likely to be a shortage of bait, as many of our ves-

sels took only small baitings. Sonu' of the high liners

have not yet secured 100 qtls. ; and unless fish strike

in more plentifullv they will not pay expenses.

In addition to tlie eastern fleet the following craft

are fishing from Burgeo and Ramea:
.\ellie Moulton. 14 tons; Belle of Burgeo. 14; Anito

('., 10; Globe, 10; Lelia, 14; Vandella, 14; Margaret
T., 12; Protector. 17; Isabelle. 12; Nahada, 18; Hazel

Y.. 14; Lucid. 14; Pretty Mary, 14; S,S. Annie. 16.

Unregistered boats : Two Brothers. Edna W.. ^leamie.

Dove, Morning Star.

The toniuige of the above vessels is 941 tons, and the

crews aggregate 214 men.

Seal Fishery.

Our outfit for the sealing voyage is the smallest on
record. The fleet this reason will consist of the fol-

lowing ships; Flori/el, 1.980 tons; Sammd Blandford
(formerly Newfoundlaml). 568; Eagle. 418; Erik. 461;

Viking. 276; Diana. 2!I0; Terra Nova. 450; Bloodhound,
314; Neptune, 465; Ranger. 253 tons. In addition to

our local ships the Sable I and Seal of Halifax (own-

ed by Farquhar and Co.) will also jiroseeute the seal

fishery. Not nn>re than 1..500 men will get berths; so

the shoi'tage is lanu-ntable. Nearly all tUt' shii>.«i *<*ill

go to the "front." excepting \'iking, Riiiiper. ' (irtl

Sfllile I.—all three being eomhuinded ' bV nfcrftbers (Sf

the sanie family, the Bartletts'rtf Brigns.' Capt. Wil-
liam. Si- .r,...s ill ))),. X'ikiii!' rfn't Williiun. i7r..-i'n' tht"
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Kmnii-v. and the fninous ('apt. Bob. of Arctic explora-

tion fann'. will coiniiiantl the Sable 1. Tli«\v arc all cx-

pcricnci'd s.'iil ImntiTs; ami \vc wish tliiMU a bumper

voyage.
kortiinatflv . numv of lln- men who wouhl otliorwisi'

be cnfra^ri'd in the si-al fishery have been able to Recure

employment in cnttint: jiit-props for the Kn^rtish mar-

ket. It is .said that our eut of props this season will

exceed one million cords. This will be the means ot

putting a lot of money in circulation; so the short out-

fit for the sealing voyage will not be so severely felt

MS we anticipated some months ago.

Fish Exports for January.

From Outpoits:

i'o Europe 21,4!)7 ()tls. dry fish.

To I'nited States .... 1.250 qtls. pickled fish.

To Canada 2.180 qtls. pickled fish.

Also: 28.014M. bris. herring: 10 casks Cod oil.

From St. John's:
Qtls. dry fish.

To Brazil '-^6.971

To Europe 22,38.5

To Great Britain 7.418

To West Indies 2,913

To United States 1,743

To Canada -4

Also:

:i20 tuns Cod Oil.

8,788 brls Herring.

481/a tuns Cod Liver Oil.

.59 brls Salmon.
9 trcs. Salmon.
1 brl. Trout.

16 brls. Turbot.

930V1! cases Lobsters.

10 cases Squid.
S87 Seal skins.

Comparative statement fish exports:

19ir, . . . . 82,946 qtls. dry fish ; 3,480 qtls. pickled do.

\'.n:> .. . .103.557 qtls. dry fish: 11.635 qtls. pickled do.

The shortage is due entirel yto lack of fishing fa-

'•ilities.

Scarcity of Halibut,

Halibut has been unusually scarce this season. Very
little has been offered for sale in the St. John's mar-

kets. We have not learned the cause; whether the

shortage is due to the unusually stormy weather or to

scarcity of fish on the grounds we have not been able

to ascertain. Some local dealers have been im])orting

halibut from Halifax to meet the demand for halibut

here. This .seems rather singtilar; as much of the im-

|)orted article is really British Colundiia produce.

Commenting on this shortage, the Trade Review
remarks: "This speaks well for Canadian enterprise

iiiid l)adl\- for ourselves. The strange part of it is that

the halibut n-ceived here from tliis source can be sold

as cheaply as what our fish dealers have been accus-

tomed to get from the South Coast."

The Editor presmnably has never had experience on

the West Coast. The fishermen there really get small

prices for thir halibut; the writer has on more than

one occasion bought halibut from 4 to 5 cents per lb.;

and |)resiimably, the incicased price is due to either ex-

cessive freights, or what is more probable, the pro-

clivity of the St. John's grocer to stiffen the price in

the market. There is still another anomaly in our fish

ade; and it seems inexplicable. Purchasers seen

willing to pa\' more for "imported goods" than for
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local products. This is true in nearl\ .v.iv .lipait

riu'nt of our trade.

Smelt Fishery,

Owing to tlie unsatisfactory system prevailing in

this coinitry, it is really impossible to get satisfacto! v

statistics regarding our smaller, or, in fact, any fish-

ing industry. Hence, we are obliged to obtain informa-
tion as best we can. We have a very promising indtis-

try in smelts on the West Coasts but we do not seem
to realizi' how valuable it might become under proper
management. There is a constant demand for smelts
in the (-anadian market ; and recent Canadian Bulle-

tins set down the catch for January at 23,801 cwts.,

valued at .'}!139.440. We have never seen smelts ad-

vertised in our local nuirket. There is no earthly rea-

son why we shoidd not develop this fishery; and were
our peojile to embark in it more extensively, it should
l)rove an important adjunct to our fish trade. Smelts
are abundant in the Western District of St, George's;
and especially aroinid the reninsula of Port au I'ort.

We understand that a progressive clergyman in that

section is noAv endeavoring to interest fish dealers
in the smelt industry. This is a very commendable
move ; and we hope he will meet with the success he
deserves. It is a pity that our public men, clergymen
partictdarly, are not more alive to the possibilities of
their respective s])heres of labor. Mucli might be ac-

comj)lished by their efforts to educate their peoi)le to

the latent po.ssibilities of their districts. We not'-

that in the Old Country clergymen are active members
of Fishery Associations; and there is no reason why
we should not have the Reverend gentlemen interest

themselves here. They are, as a rule, the best educated
and best informed men in their respective sections, and
they should be encoui'aged in their efforts to help those
amongst whom they labor-.

Shipping Notes.
The .Messrs. l^ake of P'ortune have recently purchased

the schooner Alice from a Boston firm. The Alice is a
splendid vessel, of the knockabout class, of 105 tons,

and is five years old. The purchase was effected by
Captain Walter Kennedy who will eonintand her at the
Bank fishery. She is a fast sailer, and will be a valu-
able addition to our banking fleet, (^aiitain Kennedy is

one of our best known banking skij)pers; and we hope
he will have a snccessful season in the Alice.

A local firm has i)urchased the (^anadian tern schoon-
er, Oeneral Lawrie, a vessel of 238 tons, for use in the
foreign trade. This schooner has been engaged in the
Newfoundland-Bra/.il trade for some years. She is now
on her way from the West Indies to New York, and on
arrival at the latter i)ort will be taken over by a loca'
captain and load freight for St. John's. This is an-
other valuable addition to our mercantile marine,

F. P. U. Activities,

.Mr. W. F. Coaker, President of the Fishermen's
Fnion has just returned to St. John's after a business
trij) to Canada an<i the Cnited States. Whilst abroad
he finalize<l several transactions which will have far-
reaching results for the fishing industry generally. He
purchased, in Oloucester. Mass., two .splendid oak-
built schooners, the "Paragon," of 115 tons, and the
'Heftic A. lleckman" of 105 tons. The Paragon will
be fitted with a 65 h.p. Bolinder engine and will be
used in the foreign trade of the I'nion Export Company,
whilst the Heckman will be used as a carrier forgen-
eral merchandise.
He also arranged for the machinery of tJie i^ewmhip-

building plant at Catalina. This plant will be. erected
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by the manager of a Nova Scotia plant who will remain

with the Union Export Company for a year. The ser-

vices of an engineer have been secured for the con-

struction of a Marine Dock. This will have a 500 ton

equipment with two cradles 170 feet in length.

ArrangeiiuMits liave also been made for the installa-

tion of an up-to-date Electric Plant, and Mr. Coaker

says that the settlements and towns between Trinity

and Bonavista will hf provided with electric power at

one-third the amount that the citizens of St. John's

are now paving for such service.

He also states that the Union Export Company wdl

operate a Branch in New York just as soon as the Com-

pany is ready to export large quantities of foil, bone-

less fish, herring and other produce which can be

marketed in the United States. An agent will also be

kept in Boston.

He has secured an opening for a large quantity of

boneless fish in the TTnited States just as soon as the

U. E. Co. is in a position to supply it. He says that

every qTuntal of fish that can be taken from the water

by the North Shore fishermen will be required by the

company for the American markets.

The membership of the F. P. U. is now nearing the

30.000 mark. Its growth has been phenomenal and it

has been the means of boosting our fishery industry

as it never was before. The financial status of the

Union is excellent. A circular recently issued states:

"The new issue of shares in the Fishermen's Union

Trading Company. Limited, are now offered to the

members of the F. P. U. These shares are $10 each;

and the new capital is to be used to extend the Com-
pany's business. A dividend of 10 per cent has been

declared for 1915. Thirty-eight per cent dividends

have been paid during the four years the Company
has been in operation. The Company has a Reserve

fund equal to 40 per cent of its capital, and if it was
possible to place the Trading Company's stock on the

market, it would be worth $15 a share."

ST. JOHN'S, N.F.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

Codfish.

Since the beginning of the New Year, up to March
10th, 200,000 ((uiutals of codfish were exported from
St. John's to foreign countries, in addition to this, be-

tween fifteen and twenty thousand (luintals were ex-

ported from the outports. There is very little buying
going on between merchant and fisherman, and mat-
ters will remain so until navigation opens up North,

when considerable ((uantities of fish still held by many
•"ishennen will be shipped +,) Si. John's.

The price for merchantable shore catch is $7.40 per

ifuintal ai'il Labrador (st)''t cure) is iiuoted at $5.00 per

quintal. Of the amount of codfish shipjied abroad since

the beginning of the New Year, over half of same has

gone to Brazil, Greece being the next largest buyer,

and England the next. The markets of Spain, Portugal
and Italy are very weak.
The Newfoundland Board of'Trade received the fol-

lowing cable letter from Oporto very recently, which is

an index of the fish nuirket throughout Spain and Por-

tugal :

"The market is iiitu;h ovet'stocked, the prices are de-

clining and the demand is very poor. No further sup-

plies shouhl be sent here for months; otherwise a st ri-

nns break in the prices may occur, as there is still a

large quantity of Portuguese cure to come on the mar

ket. Owing to rumors of a Government loan, exchange
is entirely disorganized, and is fluctuating consider-

ably.

Winter Codfishery.

The Board of Ti'ade liave just received the accom-
panying report of the fishery between Channel and
Port aux Basques: "The catch to date is 3,068 quin-

tals with 300 for last week. Prospects are very good,
and there is sufficient bait, but stormy weather and
ice are hindering operations. For the time spent on
the gi'ounds, however, the results obtained are good.
Eight boats and 26 dories and skiffs are engaged, but
no traps are yet out. Eleven schooners have returned
from the grounds with 700 quintals for two days' fish-

ing. It is early yet to predict the result of this voy-

age, although operations were commenced some weeks
in advance of former years, the results to date are not

so good. Although fisheriiu'n report abundance of fish

on the Banks, the weather has been exceptionall.v

stormy, which considerably impeded operations.

Since the return of March considerable improvement
in the weather has taken place, and with it a vast im-

provement in the fishery. Very little of this winter
caught fish reached St. John's for exportation, the

greater portion of same is cured in the district of Bur-

geo and Lapoile, and from there is exported direct

—

mostl.y to the Spanish and Portuguese markets; and
during the early W'eeks of summer of late years a very

large percentage of this voyage is shipped green to

the United States.

Norwegian Fishery.

The accompanying figures were posted at the Board
of Trade rooms yesterda.v

:

March 6th,. 1916.

Lofoden 2,100,000

All others 5,700,000

7,800,000

March 9th, 1915.

Lofoden 4,500.000

All others 12,000,000

16,500,000

In view of the above figures it looks as if the Nor-

wegian fishery is going to be below the average, which
means better prices for next season's Newfoundland
fish. Of late years Norway has been a sharp competi-

tor with Newfoundland in the Spanish and Portuguese

markets, and it was only by a persistent effort of our

merchants in sending the best grade fish to these mar-

kets, which has given Newfoundland fish the prefer-

ence amongst these nations. It is not likely that the

Norwegian catch will come into competition at all this

year with the Newfoundlaiul product, as it is generally

known that all the available supply of fish and oil

which Norway can supply has long ago been bought up
hv Germanv.

Cod Oil.

The market is strong and healthy, but very little sell-

ing. The jirice is $150.00 per tun. Refined oil took

an abnormal a<lvjuice a few days ago -going from $1.40

to $1.70 ])er gallon. There is an uiuistuil demaiul for

this grade of oil, but there is very little in stock, what
there is, is held by the merchants. Many of our peo

pie are preparing to go into the refining of <'od oil next

season. The price offering is the most enticing for

tiumv vears. and with all the necessary and available
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facilities which the country affords, theer is every rea-

son to hope for pood results.

Winter Herring Fishery.

Shipped from Hoiiiit' Hay ; Shipped from Bay of Is-

48.626 brls. B\ilk Herring.

6.831 brls. Pickled Her-

ring.

r),072 brls. Frozen Her-
ring.

lands

:

4,618 brls. Bulk ll.-riiiig.

4,049 brls. Pickled Her-

ring.

10,915 brls. Frozen Her-

ring.

80,111 in all.

53.244 brls. Bulk Herring, valued as tak-

en from net $119,799.00

10.880 brls. Pickled Herring valued as

taken from net 48.960.00

15,987 brls. Frozen Herring, valued as

taken from net 69,946.00

estimated that thirty thousand barrels will be caught
in this way all of which will be Scotch cured.

Oporto Market.

The latest condition of the Oporto market received

by cable on March 9th. by the Board of Trade is as fol-

lows:

Past Week Previous Week.

Stocks (Nfld.) .'55,695 qtls. 58,690 qtls.

Consumption 3,583 " 3,525 "

Stock (Xor.) 117 " 410 "

Consumption 293 " "

80.111 $238,705.00

The price of herring fluctuated considerably during

the fall, but was not at any time less than $1..50 to over

$2.50 i)er barrel for Bulk Herring; $2.25 was the aver-

age i)rice paid for this class of herring as taken from
the net. Frozen Herring averaged $1.50 per basket

and Pickled Herring .$4.-50 per brl. with competition

keen.

There were four hun<lred men. with 120 motor boats,

20 row boats and 840 nets engaged in the herring fish-

The Seal Fishery.

The Newfoundland Sealing Steamers sailed on March
10th. and 11th. to the icefields. Those prosecuting the

voyage in the Gulf of St. Laurence sailed on March
the 10th. from CJhannel—a sea port near Cape Ray, and
those prosecuting the voyage on the North East Coast

sailed from Wesleyville. a sea port in Bonavista Bay.

The official date for sailing on the North East Coast

is March 12th. for wooden steamers, but owing to that

date falling on Sunday this year, the authorities jier-

niitted the ships to sail on Satinnlay the 11th. Only
two steel ships sailing from St. John's are engaged in

the fishery this season. The fleet this year consists of

12 ships of 10.170 toiuiagc carrying 2.038 men. The
following is a list of the ships, their captains, and
ownei's. etc.

Sailed to the North East Coast.

Name Captain Owner
Florizel A. Kean Bowring Bros.. Ltd. . .

Terra Nova S. K. Winsor Bowring Bros., Ltd. . .

Eagle E. Bishop Bowring Bros., Ltd. . .

Samuel Blanford W. C. Winsor Job Brothers & Co. .

Neptune Geo. Barbour Job Brothers & Co. . .

Bloodhound Geo. Whitely Baine Johnston & Co.

Erik N. Kean lames Baird. Ltd

Sable Island J. Kean Farquhar & Co

Gulf.

Viking W. Bartlett, sr Bowring Brothers.

Ranger W. Bartlett, .jr Bowring Brothers,

Diana 1). Martin las. Baird. Ltd. . .

Seal C. Murlcy Farcpiha r & C^o. . .

ery at Bonne Bay. There were also, some sixty la-

bourers employed by the packers on shore who receiv-

ed 20c. an hour continuously during the herring sea-

son.

The export of herring from Bonne Bay and Bay of

Islands has been the largest since 1911, when the ex-

port was 85.666 brls. valued at $198,023.50. Although
the (piantity cxi)orted this season was 5..555 brls. less

the value to our fishermen was .$238,705. or $40,682. in

advance of 1911.

The valiK's stated are the values given to the fish-

ermen for green herring. Those values do not repre-

sent the herring cured by the packers after the Scotch
method. Some of them obtained as high as $10.00 jier

brl.

In Fortune and I'lacentia Bays the fishermen have
<lone well this Winter in selling frozen h<'rring to the

Banking Fleet at $1.20 per hundred. All through the

Winter the herring fishery is being carried on through
the ice iu Bonne Bay and Bay of Islands, and it is

Ltd.

Ltd.

Tonnage
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Newfoundland Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

Tlie Minister of Marine and Fisheries Mr. A. W. I'i-

cott has recently returned home from an extended trip

of several months absence to Canada and the United

States where he was investigating the methods of the

fisheries of the New England States and the Provinces

of lower Canada. He also spent some time in looking

into new designs and equipments recently inaugurated

in some parts of the States light houses. It is Mr. Pi-

eott's opinion from experience gathered dviring his trip

that our herring fishery will become the greatest asset

of the Country. Mr. Picott says—The Scotch packed

herring shipped to New York have taken the market

well and are spoken highly of and mentioned that great

possibilities were in store for the herring industry in

Newfoundhind if tlie ])r()ducers gave plenty of care

and attention to the packing, assorting, pickling and

salting of the article. He says that the Gorton Pew
Co. and Messrs. Cunningham and Thomson were mak-

ing provision to carry on the herring fishery in Notre-

Dame and White Uay, on a moi'c extensive scale this

year owing to the ])rofitabt(> residts derived last sea-

*son, and this ought to be advantageous to the fisher-

men around those bays.

The fishermen of Newfoundland arc most fortunate

in having such a man as Dr. Picott at the head of the

Marine and Fisheries Dept. He is a practical self

made man, thoroughly conversant with the sea and its

fisheries and takes more than an active interest in all

matters pertaining to the protection and comfort of

our fishermen and sailors. No other Minister of Ma-

rine and Fisheries has done so much as Mr. Picott since

his acceptance of office for the welfare of the fisher-

men of the Country. More fog alarms, light houses,

buoys on shoals, extension of telegraph lines and erec-

tion of Marconi Stations in Newfoundland and Labra-

dor have been placed by the Government since Mr. Pi-

cott took charge of the Marine and Fisheries Dept.

than since Newfoundland was discovered by Cabot. In

addition to this he has introduced very many sensible

laws and amendments pertaining to our fisheries

which are greatly appreciated by our fishermen. We
feel assured that In due time Mr. Picott will be able to

give our peojjle valuable information which will be

the means of enhancing the value of our fisheries as a

i-esult of exjjerience and information gathered by him

during his trip abroad.

Salt Question.

The anxiety felt for some months by our merchants

and fishermen as to getting su])plies of salt from

abroad this year's fishery has been relieved. Through

the co-operation of the Government. The Board of

Trade and the Merchants the difficulty has been got

over. Without salt our fisliery would be valueless and

the matter being brought before the Govt, by tlie Board

of Trade, the Pi-emier got into communication with the

authorities in England and as a result of his efforts

the Admiralty has released two large steamers, the SS.

Alconda and the SS. Canley owned by Lord Rother-

raore of England. These ships will bring two large

cargoes of salt from Cadiz, and are due eaily next

month. In a('ldition to these some otiier snudl cargoes

are en route ill vessels wliich took over cargoes of fish

10 European markets and these will be further aug-

mented by some other fargoes in steamers which were
rhartercd by the merchants la.st fall before slapping

matters became acute.

The Canadian Fisheries Association.

Your correspondent notes with pleasure the form-

ation of this Association which eventually must lead to

great and lasting results for all those who are in any
way associated with the fishing industries of Canada
as well as the material advancement of the Country in

general. It is to be hoped that the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries of Newfoundland may be able to give the

matter of this Association some consideration which
may lead to a similar Association being formed in this

Country.

YARMOUTH, N.S.

(Special Correspondence).

The past month has certainly been a "corker" as

regards weather conditions. More or less snow every

day and when it wasn't snowing it was blowing. In

consecpienee fresh fish fare which have been landed in

Yarmouth have been cons])icious by their absence.

There have been a few small ones, but altogether they

have not amounted to one good trip — and as for fresh

fish in the local nmrket, will there simply "ain't

none." The lobster fishermen have taken advantage
of the occasional hour or two of clear weather but

even then there was very little doing as can be seen

by the exports. — only 1.4.3.5 crates in eight shipments.

The industrious ones, however, have been reaping a

harvest as the prices on the Boston market have gone
up to the notch. On February 21 the price was $35
per crate of 140 pounds, straight. This a few years

ago was a big figure. A week later. February 28. they

sold at $50; on March 2. $60 was reached ; on March 10,

$70, and the shipment before the last sold at $75. The
last shipment will probably go considerably higher as

$90 was paid for an ordinary crate at the Yarmouth
wharf before the shipment was made. These prices,

as before noted, are for crates of 140 pounds, but many
of the fishermen are such expert i)ackers they can get

two crates of fish into one wooden crate. For instan-

ce on March 2, when lobsters were fetching $60 in

Boston.a crate was bought on the Yarmouth wharf by
A. E. Nickerson, a buyer for a Boston house, for $140.-

14. on which the shipper netted $131.18 the highest

price ever paid for a crate of lobsters. On the same
day he also bought a barrel for $70.80 and for several

individual lobsters he i)aid 48 cents each. At these

prices what did the two-legged lobsters in the gilded

cafes of Boston and New York pay for their lobster

a la Newburg or a la anything else? There would sure-

ly be a crim]) ])ut in some salaries. The Portland, Me.,

papers tell of 70 cents a pound being jiaid there and re-

marked that that was "some price", but thought it was
not likely such high prices would prevail, because al-

though there was sonu' denuuid the general public

would not purchase, and that with the Lenten season
lower quotations were bouiul to come.
The fleet of vessels whicli have been fishing this

winter — to which has been added the Nelson A., which
went into commission la.st week — have been using
Sludburne and Lockeport as bases lately. These places

are tdose to the grounds and the vessels can take ad-

vantage of an hour or two occasionally, shipping their

fares to Yarmouth by rail. A number of Gloucester
vessels have also been using these ports and in one of

the recent gales tlu' schooner Juum. of that port, came
to grief near ijoidveijort and was lost. Another Glou-
cester schooner, the Corona, commanded l)y Captain
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< '|,i_N lull .Mill ri^.M-_\ . 1.1 iliis cmiiil V . ran iislujro iit Uioi'U

Islniid aiui bfcanif a total loss. to^i'tiuT with the 30,-

000 jioiiiiils of fivsli fish she had -on hoanl. The crews

of both V('s.s('ls cami' to Yarmouth and were forwarded

Id Boston by the I'nited States consul II. II. Halch.

The maekorel men have a feeliiifi that mackerel will

lie on eoast a little earlier than usual this year and one

of. the tra|>s has ordered its crew report for duty on

April 6. Last year the traps were put down a little

late and .May was well advanced before the first fish

was taken. It was thoufrht that the traps had been

set a little too late, perhaps, to catch the first run. but

this year they will no doubt be down earlier. One of

the j)lauts. that of the .Sanford Trap Company, has

been sold to A. E. Nickerson. Gloucester, too. feels that

they will be a little earlier and the first of the seiners

have alreaily sailed. The "killers"' figure that on ac-

ouiit of the dark nifrhts coming after the 20th there

s liable to be something doin«r a.s the fish come up the

coa-st from that mysterious and unknown region where
they go for the winter. Almost all the Gloucester

si'iners an- ".skipiiercd" by Yarmouth and Shelburne
county lUCMk, as follows :

Sells. Arthur .lames. Capt. John Matheson and Ralph
li. Hall are getting ready and will jjrobably be the first

to sail. A new era/t will be the steamer Lucia, which
will be launched shortly from Ijantz's yard, and will

be commanded by ("a])t. .lolin Seavey. who last year

lia<l seh. Monarcli.

Among the (•'•''
'!:;it will lit t'.itlu

the following

:

Sch. Kali)h L. Hall. ('apt. Frank H. Hall: Sch. Ar-

thur Janu's. ('apt. John Matheson: Sch. Norma. Capt.

John A McKinnoii; Sch. Corsair, Capt. George G. Ha-
mbr; Sch. Rob Roy, Capt. Lemuel Firth; Sch. Lucia.

Cjr[)t.' ;TnIin Seavy ; Sch. Marguerite Haskins, Capt.
Reiili.'i (^ameron; Sch. Lottie G. Merchant. Capt. Ralph

^priiiL'' 1 i'i|) a IT )

Webber; Sell. Saladiu, Caiit. VValhicc Parsons; Sch.

Constellation. Capt. Charles Maguire; Sch. Benj. A.

Smith. Capt. Martin L. Welch: Sch. Monarch, ('apt.

John K. Vautier; Schrs. Thelma. Cai)t. Elroy Prior:

Schrs. Lois II. Corkum, Capt. William Corkmn.

There have been two casualties during the month.

both being fishermen out of Gloucester. The first was

George Surette, of Wedgeport, one of the Conciueror's

crew. He and his dory mate—Byron Baker — of Lu-

Tienberg. were lost by the cai)siy,ing of their dory on

Brown s Bank. He was 80 years old.

The second Yarmouth man to lose his life was Ro-

bert Bouchie, of Sluice Point, who was washed over-

board from the schooner Reading during a gate.

Following arc the exports for the month : Live

Lobsters, crates, 1,435; Smelts, boxes. 381; Eels, bar-

rels, 72; Hake Sounds, bags. 3; Pickled Pish, cases,

186; Boneless Fish, boxes, 2.5(i7 ; Fish Scraps, barrels,

3; Fish Waste, barrels. 7;"); Dry Salt Fish, drums. 964;

Dry Salt Fish, casks. f)0; Canned Lobsters, cases, 436;

Chims, barrels. 100; Dry Haddock, drums, 101; Dry
Haddock, cases, 31 ; Dry Codfish, drums, 465; Dry Cod-
fish, butts, 99; Dry Codfish (medium) drums, 42; Dry
Codfish, (small) drums, 112; Dry Codfish, eases, 85;

Dry Codfish, barrels, 86: Large Herring, half barrels,

75; Large Ileniiigs, barrels, 14; Fish Clippings, barrels,

9; Fish (Hue, barrels, 3; Smoked IIerring( boxes, 52;

Fresh Fish, cases, 673; Fresh Halibut, ca.ses, 1; Scal-

lop.s, half-barrels, .39; Scallops, pails, 1; Salt Mackerel,

)arrels, 152; Pickled Salmon, half barrels, 5; Pickled

Herring, barrels. 127; Pickled Alewives, barrels. 2;

Kij)pcred Herring, barrels. 100: Threaded Codfish, bar-

rels, 1 ;To Cuba: 232 drums dry fish; 375 cases cod-

fish; To Porto Rico: 150 tierces dry codfish; 110 tier-

ces dry fish; To Brazil: 117 tubs dry salt fish: 750

packages do.

THE SMITHS OF LUNENBURG
l!v AGNES G. McGUIRE.

Some time ago, The (.'anadian Fisherman published
a story of the oldest firm in Lunenburg. The story in

this i.ssue, is not of an old firm, but of a comparative-
ly new one, a mere baby, in fact, amoiig the many
that have been engaged in this business <luring the
past fifty years. It is, however, a lusty, healthy baby,
and is growing as rapidly as a strong baby should.
The iirm in (jucstiou is that of W. (,'. Smith & Com-
pany, Limited, and it is one of the biggest and busiest
of the town.

This progressive business was incorporated in De-
lember, 1899, although it had really been started a
.vear before. After its incorporation, the president
and manager was W. C. Smith, and the secretary H.
H. Macintosh, the same as in its inception.

In this firm are the five Smith brothers, along with
other .stockholders. They are James G., Abraham,
William Charles, Benjatnin C. and Lewis H., all the
brothers except the last named, who until recently
uiiH the bookkee))er, have been masters of banking
srltooner.s.>' »

Lewih, who. was thu yonngost and led a more indoor
lif^ jvasi .ooiirpdled' to< resign his position with the

firm, owing to ill-health, and took up employment
which would enable him to spend more time outdoors.

The brothers who were fishing captains, know fish

from the ground floor up; when sailing in command of

schooners their vessels were always "lucky," which
means that they were mastered by men of sound .iudg-

ment and a determination to find a fare, if not in the

part of the Banks they first happened to strike, then
move to another until the hatches were battened down
over a full hold.

Among the schooners which are always referred to

as the extra "lucky" ones of the firm are the M. B.

Smith,. Minnie J. Smith, Gladys B. Smith No. 1 and
and Gladys B. Smith No. II., and the Clarence Smith.

At the start of the business there were six ve.s,sels, the

Clarence, Minnie J, and (Jladys No. I, already mentioned,

and the Clara E. Mason. Howard Young and Flora

Smith, These were sailed as follows: (if, A. Smith was
master of the Clarence, Benjamin C. of the Gladys, Cap-
tain Isaac Mason of the Clara Mason, Cajitain James
Young of the Howard Young, and Captain Mai'tin Mason
of the Flora Smith.

Business increased so rapidly with the advancing years,
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that it was found necessary to erect additional buildinprs,

those standin<r being: totally inadequate to accommodate

the {rrowin^' trade which flowed in throufrh various chan-

nels. Accordinsrly. durin-r the summer of 1909, amonfr

the new huildiiifrs was a three-storey warehouse for stor-

ing fishinfr supplies, the top part of which was to be used

as a saii loft.

A shipyard was the next necessity, and the "King"
property on the west side was accpiired alonj? with the

boat-house projierty of the late Edward Conrad, which

CAPTAIN WILLIAM C. SMITH, PRESIDENT.

gave this firm a frontage of a whole stjuare on Montague

street, extciuling from Duke to Cornwallis streets.

During 191:5, the general outfitting store on Montague

street was enlarged to double its original size, and the

fine suite of offices at present used by the firm were

enlarged and renovated. The view from the office win-

dows is very beautiful and combines business with pleas-

ure as the outfitting of the many vessels is done prac-

tically within a stone's throw of the office windows and

the members of the firm may sit at ease in their offices

and enjoy the beautiful view, and in the mcantinu^ keep

a weather eye on the wliarves to see that there is no

"sodjering." Kight vessels were also b\iilt during the

vear of 191:5. four under the supervision of Solomon

Monish. a bnihh>r of repute and four under Stephen A.

.\I(n'ash, also an expert in the business, who, although 78

years of age, has gone to Cluitham. N.H., with a staf

of workmen to engage in shii)building for the winter.

The vessels outfitted at this firm during 1915 were the

Delawana. ('apt. H. Cook; Mantanzas, Wentzell

;

Original. R. Conrad; W. T. White, Knock; J. D. Ilazen.

Himmelman; Jennie Riteey, A. Riteey ; Revenue, J.

(^nick; Doris V. Myra, Myra; Hawanee, Cook; Renevol-

ence, L. Corkum ; Itaska, Riteey ; Clintonia, Mack ; Eva
June, Sehnare; Cecil Beck, A. Beck; W. H. Smith, W.
Naas; Muriel Walters, Angus Walters; Carrie L. Hirtle,

Hirtle; M. M. Gardner, Backman ; Lewis H. Smith, J.

Westhaver; H. II. Macintosh, Wynacht; W. C. Smith,

Selig; James Burton Cook, A. Cook; Henry L. Mon-
tague, Knickle; Artisan, Walters; Gladys B. Smith,

Kniekle ; Assurance, W. Quick ; Prances W. Smith,

Mossman ; James Douglas, Romkey ; Independence IT.,

Wharton ; Undaunted, Selig.

The Benjamin C. Smith, Corkum, and the J. Henry
McKenzie, A. Gilbert, were in the Oporto trade during
that year, and the tern schooners, H. R. Silver, Lundahl
(wrecked during January), David C. Riteey, Riteey, Eva
C. Gerhardt ; Robert J. Dale,Lohnes. and the Marguerite
H, Captain D. Heisler, the latter a coaster and packet,

are all on the wing busily engaged in conveying cargoes

hither and yon, but always to the advantage of this

thriving farm.

P''or 1916 the new schooner, Vivian P. Smith, has been
added to the fleet for Captain Roland Knickle, and a new
one is now on the stocks at Mahone for Captain Artemas
Sehnare.

Five members of this firm have each given a son to

tlie service of the Empire. They are W. II. Smith, oidy
son of tiu> i)rcsident, W. C. Smith, now a lieutenant with
the 112th : Clarence, only son of G. \. Smith, in the pos-

tal service at the front. Harry, only son of H. H. Mac-
intosh, now somewhere in France; Ivan, eldest son of

MR. H. H. MACINTOSH, SECRETARY.

Captain Artemas Sehnare. with the Silth Battalion at

Halifax, and Cecil, youngest son of W. H. Ilebb, of Dale

& Co., also with the 8r)th Battalion.

In a few weeks at most, activities will begin for the

setting forth of the spring fleet and the street which
has been hiberiuiting for the past few months will spring

into life almost overnight and then the stupendous task
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of outfitting the bankers, as only the Lunenburg bank-

ers outfitted, will onee more be enaeted.

A forest of spars will line the wharves, everyone will

be on the jump and the uninitiated would wonder how
order eon Id ever 1k> restored from the apparent ehaos

of the wharves. It is oidy ajiparent, however ,and in a

surprisiiijfly short time, the fleet of white wings will be

spread and vanish around the last headland.

In this ever-prrowing business, there has been addi-

tions to the staff, a stenofrraplier, bookkeeper and extra

elerk beinfr needed to keep uj) with the increased volume
of work.

CAPTAIN BENJAMIN SMITH.

The .seeret ol' the siiece.ss of "The Smiths" as they

ire locally referred to. the name of the firm beinf; al-

most too lonp in these days of shorteniiifr and hurryiiifr

over long titles—lies in the fact that they pay strict

attention to business, are sober, industrious and .striv-

ing and when men apply these (pialities to business they

invariably spell success. They all own fine homes, have
bank accounts which render work an impossibility, and
it lu'cds no gift of prophecy to predict a brilliant fu-

ture for the firm of W. C. Smith and Company, Limited.

TWIXT DE FISH HOOK AN' DE PAN.

By FVank H. Marshall.

Yo' feels yo' line a-jerkin'

An' yo' h'aht begin to jump;
Yo' eyes bug out an ' den yo' cuss

—

Hit ony was a stump

!

Yo' almos' felt dat crappie
A-flappin' in yo' han';

Hut deys many slip betwixt
l)e fish hook an' de pan.

Yo'll fin' in life dat dis is

l)e bery safes' rule-

—

Don' yo' begin to eat yo' fi.sh

While dey 's svviramin' in de pool

;

An" don' yo' smell 'em fryin'

Befo' yo' see 'em Ian';

Kase (ley's many slip betwixt
De fish hook an" de pan.

CAPTAIN G. A. SMITH.

jML At

The fleet of white wings will be outspread.
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THE PACIFIC FISHERIES
(Special Correspondence.)

HERRING ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

By F. .J. HAY WARD.
To many people especially tliose of the Maritime Pro-

vinces, it appears that no Herring is obtainable in British

Columbia. This idea may have arisen from the fact

that in past years several carloads of "Labrador Her-

riufi" have been sold here, and sent from Nova Scotia.

Tiie majority of users of salt fish in this Province hail

from theMaritime Provinces and Xewfoiuidland, and

want nothing but the large split herring that they were

brought up to use. In just the same way a Scotchman

will swear that there is no herring in the world to etpial

the "Loch Fyne" or "Castlebays."

But there are all sorts of herring on the Pacific, far

more in fact than around Nova Scotia and Newfound-
land. The herring here have not been sought after until

very recently, hi Alaskan waters are found very large

herring, and this year they have brought high prices in

Seattle. Some years ago the industry was a large and
most promising one. It was strangled at its birth by the

same short-sighted greed that has so long stood in the

way of large prices being obtained for Nova Scotian

and Newfoundlaiul herring.

Men who understood their business packed properly,

and were able to get good prices. Once that this was

done, many other started in packing. Some were all

right, but others were not by any means. They put up
goods that might a|)i)ear when first opened up, to be all

right ; but digging down into the barrel found the same
sort of fraud that pertains to barreled apples sometimes.

Neglect in grading, right and uniform curing, and old

fish used knocked on the head all the work done by the

con.scientious and skilled packers. The result was that

the buyers could not depend upon what they were offer-

ed, and so ]irices fell away.
I understand, however, that the Alaskan packers are

now doing all they can to renu'dy these evils, and taking

advantage of the present state of the market, to get back

their trade. A glance at the map of the North Pacific

will show one that the tremendous stretch of coast (tan-

not but abound in herring. Local conditions call for a

lot of experimenting both in means and ways of fishing,

and the ada))tation of known inethods. Climatic con-

ditions also call for thoroughly exi)erienced men who can

adapt their knowledge to tiii'n out a class of goods to suit

the most particidar markets.

Alaska has found that the only wh.n to gel iu on a

market is to have packing done on a large scale, and by
as few different companies or indeiiendent packers as

possible. The buyers i)refer naturally to have the goods

packed under the superintendaiu-e of good nu-n, atul in

the start good men are scarce. So far the Scotch cni'i-

has hardly l)een attempted in Alaska, the Norwegian
and American (a slight variation ) i)eing adliered to.

Up to recent date, about all the itulustry comprised of

in British Columbia was dry salting for the Chinese
markets. Some kippering and smoking have been done
for many years ; the B. C. kippers being a very tasty and
favorite breakfast dish around Puget Sound. Many
atteni|)ts were made to cui'c Scotch method, and many
skilled men and girls wei-e imported from Great Britain

to this end. Where the companies trying this thing,

erred, is not for ine to show. But at all events, they were
not successful.

At one time it looked as if there would be (piite a trade

in Australia. The first shipments created a srood impres-

sion, and called for more. At that time shipping facili-

ties did not run to cold .storage, and further shipments

were spoilt owing to the fact that the steamers passed

througli very warm belts.

What was ((uite an itulustry and is now entirely in the

hands of the Japanese, was what is known as dry-salted

herring. These are seined fish which were obtained

in lai'ge quantities around Nanaimo and Chemainus
on Vancouver Island. Many thousands of tons were
shipped to China yearly and at low prices. The writer

was able to get all he wanted two or three years ago
at .$17.50 per ton of 2,100 pounds f.o.b. the ocean boat.

These fish were packed in boxes of about 500 pounds
each. To-day fish is very high in China, and the pres-

ent delivered Shanghai price about twice the record.

This is entirely due to the lack of steamer space.

About the only boats running to Shanghai and ports

taking this fish are Jajjanese. Space is at a premium,
and the more so because the Japanese Government
has ordered the steamship owners to give the prefer-

ence to their own peojile. Fish has also been very
scarce this season. In fact, nuiny are inclined to the
opinion that the granting of seining licen.ses has
thinned out the fish very materially. At all events
well-informed Japanese are inclined to the opinion
that this trade will cease in a very few yeai-s.

It is thought by many that the reason that the B. C.
herring were .so small, is that seining was allowed. It

certainly seems that there is sonu'thing in this, for
where seining is not allowed, the fish are much larger
and better all around. I have seen in a catch obtained
by seines, some fish that would go three to a pound,
and others that would i|ualify for sardines.

Before the B. C. herring industry can become what
it should be. there are several difficulties to overcome.
The first is that the authorities prohibit seining in any
part where fish suitable for curing may be obtained.
This may not be to the interests of those who want
herring for bait, but bait is not an industry and oth-
er sorts may be oiitained. Another thing that will
iuive to be altered is that a license given to a fisherman
will allow him to follow the fish. We all know that
herring is a restless fish, and liable to move from a
district any day. At present the Iicen.se permits the
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hoKlor to fish in a specified area only, and this area

very small. This i)ast season the holders were allow-

ed to no where the fish were, on a transfer, and this

led to minor troubles. Pender Flarbor was the fishing

tiround this .season, and there were about twice as

many boats fishing as the limited grounds eould ac-

commodate. This will all be adjusted in time, if we
have the co-operation of the government officials,

packers and fishermen.

Sad to relate, the fisherman — to use a mathema-
tical expression— is an unknown <|uantity. This sea-

son they got it into their heads that they were not

being treated properly. It was force of circumstances

only that brought on their grievances. Hut in a crowd
one is sure to get men who think that they know
more than their fellow men and who will not listen

to facts or reason. Word was passed around that the

l)ackers were getting absurd prices, and so the herring

fishermen declared a strike for a price that would not

allow packing. After some days of idleness, fishing

was resumed at a price that nowhere paid the packer
for his outlay and risk. It is to the credit of the pack-

ers that they carried on as they did. They were not

in any way compelled to by their contracts with the

buyers. But the industry had a good start and a

chance of becoming establisiied. and if they had ceas-

Re-filling Before Shipment.

ed operations, it would have meant another long grind

to get on the large markets again. British Columbia
Ls sadly lacking in good industries, so every new one

slioidd be encouraged and not blocked by greed.

I will be fair and admit that the fishermen had
some reason to comjjlain. The great pest of the world
wide—the dogfish—-played havoc with some nets.

Then as I stated before, the boats were too crowded
to permit fishing in comfort. On the other hand, if

an industry is to be a success and a permanent one,

the co-operation of all concerned is necessary. Eadi
barrel used here means about iisl.OO si)ent in wages to

coopers, lumber to mills, and for materials. Each bar-
rel of herring means wages to i)ackers, to coopers,
and for salt, in addition to this there there being the
cash paid for the fish. Contingent on all this is the
distribution of money for nets, boats, fuel, food, and
plants which all go to make for the prosperity of a
community.
Owing to abnormal weather conditions, the size of

the pack of Scotch cured herring in B. C. this winter

wtis smaller than anticipated. But the results are that

the pack has a good name with the buyers, and will

allow packing another season. Considerable credit is

due to those packers who had the courage and fore-

sight to start the industry. They have made a good
name to themselves and deserve all that they receiv-

ed. This unfortunately was not very much, for operat-

ing expenses are very large, and conditions were
against them. Other seasons, much of this can be
obviated.

I give a photograph of operations of the Royal
Fish Coin|)any of Vancouver at Pender Harbor. The
operators shown in these photographs are all from
Great Britain, and trained in the curing of herring.

Strict attention was paid to grading and packing was
under the superintendence of Scotchmen of long ex-

l)erience in their own country.
Given encouragement both by buyers and by those

who arrange the fishing laws, British Columbia will in

time be a big producer of herring, ('are must be
taken to keep the quality and grade encouraged. I

do not say this with any "hogging" idea, for there
are several competent persons whose goods will fetch
all that the market can stand. On the other hand,
by having a pa(;k put up by a multitude of small
packers, human nature will only make it natural for
some of these operators to be careless and greedy.
One man doing this will interfere with the whole pack,
and make the buyers very cautious and strict in ex-
amination. It would appear that now is the time to
utili/.e the Pickled Fish Inspection Act of Canada,
ami make it eompul.sory. It is in order here
to ask why it is that there has been no competent
experienced inspectors appointed for British Colum-
bia. Some packers state that they can get along bet-
ter without them. But it is only reasonable that if

the industry is to be protected and keep the fair name
it now has, that the authorities take care that this
good name continue.

I read with great interest an article in the Feb-
ruary issue of the "Canadian Fisherman," entitled
•Drift net fishing for Herring." It is written by Mr.

J. J. Cowie, and is most explicit. It would appear
that the waters of British Columbia are excellently
adapted for such method.s. Our tides in some places,
It is true, might be too swift; but in most places would
help. All the fishing boats are ecpiipped with engines.
But we would like very much to know where we would
get off at with the fishing regulations.

This past season has also seen a few cases of canned
herring packed in British Columbia. They have been
well received on the markets, and repeat orders given.
With the many canneries idle in about five months of
the year—.some more—the installation of a little extra
machinery will give us another outlet for our abund-
ance of herring.

PACIFIC NOTES
The Columbia Cold Storage Co. of Stevestou. B. C.

have renovated and overhauled their Steamer "Rom-
an" for the 1916 season. The ves.sel was outfitted and
sailed for the Northern fishing banks on March 14th.
The owners have announced that during a jwrtion of
the ".Romans's" trip she will prosecute a search for the
missing steamer "Onward Ho" which has been missing
since January 18th. There appears, however, to be
very little hope that this steamer with her crew of
thirty-.seven men ever be heard of again.
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The schooner "Borealis" belonging to the Atlin

Fisheries, Ltd., Prince Rupert has been sent to Van-

couver for overhauling and outfitting for the coming

season. The "Borealis" operated during 1915 out of

Prince Rupert, but it is the intentioii of her owners to

run her out of Vancouver for the present at least. Capt-

. ain Chris Johnson will again be in command.

The gasoline launch "Prince Olaf" reached Prince

Uupert on Feb. 17th, with 12 tons of herring bait.

This was the first herring bait brought into Prince

Rupert Harbor in any quantity this season and the

cargo was immediately sold to schooners in the harbor

waiting for a bait supply at $17.50 per ton.

The latest Order in Council containing regulations

governing tlie baiting of American fishing vessels at

British Colnnibia Ports is still further evidence of the

desire of the authorities at Ottawa to attract business

to B. C. ports at the expense of Seattle and ports in

Ala.ska. Hitherto it has been impossible for an Amer-

ican Schooner to obtain a supply of bait at B. C. port

without having previously delivered a catch of halibut.

The Order in Council just issued permits an American

schooner to enter any port or harbor in British Co-

lumbia and take a supply of bait upon giving an under-

taking that the fish caught on that voyage will be land-

ed in Canada. Prior to 1915 it was impossible for any

American fishing vessels to use a port or harbor in

British Columbia excei)t for fuel and water, or under

stress of weather. This regulation was slightly re-

laxed in instances where the owners of the vessels had

previously obtained a special Order in Council per-

mitting the landing of American caught fish in bond.

In the regulations which have been issued from Otta-

wa during 1915 and 1916. any American fishing vessel

can land its cargo of fish at a port in British Columbia

for shipment through Canada in bond, and further-

more such vessels can purchase any and all supplies

needful for the further prosecution of their fishing

business. Until the latest regulation was published,

however, an American fishing vessel was obliged to

deliver its catch at a Canadian port before it could take

on bait or supplies, but this has now been relaxed and
such vessels can take on bait and supplies if an un-

dertaking is given to land the fish which they may
catch during the voyage following such outfitting.

Mr. v. O. K. Vickers. Superintendent of the Domi-
nion Express Co. at Montreal spent some days at Van-

couver and Victoria.

line being necessitated by the greater depth in which

vessels fitted with power gurdies now operate, she was
followed by auxiliary gasoline schooners "Pescawha"
and "Borealis," both of which vessels required ex-

tensive overhauling in their engine rooms to fit them
for the coming season. The work is now proceeding

with the re-building and overhauling of the "Kings-

way," and of the outfitting of the "Carlotta G. Cox,"
and as soon as these two vessels are out of the way
they will be followed by the "Emma H" and "Knick-

erbocker". Although under ordinary circumstances, the

Canadian Fishing Co. Ltd. employs around its wharf,

warehouse and cold storage plant about seventy-five

men, a large inimber of machinists ships' carpenters

and laborers had to be hired to handle the extra work.

One III' I he liiisiest places in Vancouver to-day is

the dock of The Canadian Fishing Company Limited.

During the winter just closed six of this Company's
halibut fishing ves.sels were laid up until the spring.

During the winter the Company acquired by purchase

the Steamer " Kingsway ". This latter vessel, although

well adapted for otter trawling, for which purpose she

was built, recjuired considerable overhauling and re-

building to meet the very different conditions of Hali-

but fishing. A start was made at the end of January
to get all these boats ready for sea, and a small army of

men were set to work on the vessels. The "(Celestial

Empire" was tlip first vessel to sail. After she had been

fitted with a hurdy gurdy operated by steam, and
with a brand new outfit of 48 lb. Lines, the heavier

Captain Chris Hendrickson has taken command of

the Schooner "Zorra" belonging to the Atlin Fish-

eries Ltd. at Prince Rupert. She is expected to oper-

ate out of that port during the coming summer.

The Columbia Cold Storage Co. of Steveston, B. C.

announce that they Avill again operate a Halibut Buy-

ing Station at two points on the Northern British Co-

lumbia Coast during the coming spring and summer.

The points at which the -stations will be located has not

as yet been definitely fixed, but, in the meantime, the

Steamer "B.C.P." is being gotten ready to act as tend-

er for the stations.

Mr. T. H. Johnson, manager of the Canadian Fish &
Cold Storage Co. at Prince Rupert, is at the present

time making a tour of Eastern Canada and United

States cities in the interests of his Company. It is re-

jiorted that Dr. Harry Ives and Mr. A. E. Bechtel have

been visiting Prince Rupei-t with a view to a possible

location at that point for The Victoria Fishing Com-
pany. ;

All Steamship Companies operating between Seattle.

Wash, and points in Alaska announced on March 13th

that the rate on fresh fish in boxes from Ketchikan.

Alaska to Seattle has been raised from $5.00 per ton to

$7. .50 per ton.

Fort the first time since Salmon fi.shing has been

prosecuted on Puget Sound, a closed season has been

declared. The State of Washington has declared a

closed season from March 1st to April 15th on all Sal-

mon fishing ill Puget Sound and adjacent T"'nited States

teri'itorial waters. This close season will yiractically

coiiu-ide with the annual closed season of the Columbia

River which lasts during the months of March and

April, and should create a scarcity of .salmon from

American iioints which will be a benefit to Canadian
shippers whil(> the closed season lasts.

The Briti.sh Columbia Wholesale Fish Dealers Assoc-

iation has held its first banquet. To say that the affair

was a huge success might seem like an exaggeration,

but this is what the Banquet Committee believe and all

those who were iircsent agree with them. The banquet
was held on February 29. and this date was fixed on

because February 29tli was "Canada's Fish Day" and

a more appropriate date could not have been thought
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of. The Association appointed a committee consisting

Messers. W. Ilamar Greenwood,
B. E. Neville.

Harry S. Ives,

F. J. Hayward,
P. E. Payson.

The {jeneral arrangement.s were in the hands of Mr.

(Jreenwood. Messrs. Neville and Ives took charge of

the catering. Mr. Hayward looked after the sale of tick-

ets, while Mr. Pays"" 'lad charge of all the many odd

jobs connected with an affair of this kind. The Ban-

quet took place at Mclntyre's Cafe and a first class

fish menu was provided.

After the dessert was served, the Chairman, Mr.

Greenwood, proposed the toast to "The King". He
was followed by Mayor McBeath who proposed "The
Army and Navy." This was responded by Col. Mullen
and Col. F. H. Cunningham. Col. Mullen, who is Ins-

pector General of Supi)lies and Transportation in West-
ern Canada, gave a detailed account of the difficulties

which had been exjierienced in introducing fish both
fresh and cured, into the Ration List of the Canadian
army and gave great credit to Major Hughie Green
whose efforts had resulted in fish being a regular ar-

ticle of diet of the Canadian soldiers both in Canada
and at the front. Col. Cunningham dwelt at length

on the increase of the fisheries in British Columbia
during recent years. The toast "The Fisheries" was
responded to by Messrs. R. R. Payne Harry West and
Dr. .McLean. " Other toasts were "The Press" and
"Our Guests". The speech making was interspersed

with an excellent musical programme.

^fr. A. L. Ilager, Manager of the New England Pish
Company, and The Canadian Pishing Company Limit-
ed, spent several days in Seattle at the end of Peb-
ruarv.

CANADIAN FROZEN SALMON AND HALIBUT
AND REQUIREMENTS OF BRITISH

TRADE.

Extracts from several .speeches made at the meeting

r)f the Cold Storage and Ice Association, in reference

to the paper read by Mr. John Tabor, on

:

The Application of Refrigeration in the Marketing

and Oistribution of Fish in Great Britain.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. R. W. May, a

Hillingsgate importer and fish salesman said:

'

I can speak from almost thirty years experience in

the frozen salmon trade and it has been most disap-

pointing. Very many times it has resulted in loss to

shippers and salesmen and we do not seem to be able

to break down the prejudice which the public has. It

might have been done by some form of advertising b\it

there is that prejudice against frozen fish very hard to

get over. Mr. Tabor incntionN iiI)out the weights of

Canadian fish. You cannot dcpenil on weight of boxes
received and this fact ought to be well advertised the

r)ther side. The article is cheap in Canada and it

would be a good advertisement for the fish to find it

in certain instances 2 to 3 lbs. over instead of li lbs.

^liort.""

Mr. Gilbert Anderson, a prominent agent of New
Zealand produce in London said:

—

"It is interesting to examine why the Canadian sal-

mon and halibut trade has, as some of our expert
friends have said, been unsuccessful in this country. In
the earliest stages of the frozen meat trade which 1 had
intimate connection in New Zealand, we were unable
to get the industry on to anything like a satisfactory
footing until we had graded and sorted our product
thoroughly to suit the requirements of the customers
in Great Britain. I am rather surprised to find that our
Canadian friends, who are suj)posed to live alongside
a very hu.stlitig people, have not learned to study mark-
eting, and 1 would strongly recommend that those in-
terested in the Canadian salmon trade should advise
the Canadian Government to pack their fish in smaller
boxes. To, mention my own experience in the frozen
meat trade, it was quite imi)().ssible Uw us to get the
trade to take New Zealand sweetbreads until the ex-
porter had packed these for export in suitable small
boxes, which the trade could handle and the matter
was not righted until the protlucers were got to recog-
nize this, which I found them slow in doing."

M. Tabor the author of the paper, in his reply .said,
we know that one of the great troubles with regard to
the Canadian trade in .salmon and halibut is the enorm-
ous packages in which this fish is sent to this country.
Fishmongers will not buy big packages. If you gave
them a smaler package there would be a much better
demand, and if we can get the Canadian shippers to
put the fish into smaller packages, fishmongers would
go iji more freely for the frozen stuff.

Trusting that you will be able to remit this effect-
ually to the proper qiuirter in the interests of the froz-
en fi.sh industry.

aoooooaoooooooaoaaooooooaooooooaaoaooooooo

I
ANT. B. DIMITRIOU & CO.,

f

I
PIRAEUS, GREECE I

g Wholesale Grocers. Fish Merchants. Commission AJents g
P THE LARGEST HERRING. CODFISH. FISH AND
B LOBSTER DEALERS IN GREECE

g
Telegrams: "Dlmitrlou. Piraeus." Codes used: ABC

Q 5th Kdition. Scott's, loth Edition, and Private
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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I FARQUHAR & COMPANY f

!°

LIMITED S

Receivers and Distributors
|

--OF-
I

Dry and Pickled Fish, f

Lobsters, Cod Oil, etc.
|

Ifarquhar's wharf!
I

HALIFAX, Nova Scotia.
|

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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8 PROMPT SALES PROMPT RETURNS

P. C. PARKHURST
Commission Dealer in

I
Salt

5 AND

i Pickled FISH
Smoked o

a
AND p

Canned g
o
o

g
5 28 Vincent Street, GLOUCESTER, Mass. g
5 o
P CorreMpondence Solicited p
0000000000000000000000000000000000003POOOO

Office and Wharf :

MAX FINKELSTEIN
WHOLESALE PRODUCER OF SMOKED FISH

124 HAVEMEYER ST.

BROOKLYN N. Y.

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
o
o, ....... . _,.^ ,

g

g
o
o

o
o
o
o

g

g
o
o
o

BUYS
o
g

g

g

g

CISCOES: CHUBS:
TULIBEES; BLUE-
FINS; white STUR-
GEON ; frozen as
well as salted round
HERRINGS. Red
and fat. Pacific Coast
mild cured SAL-
MON.

I pay market prices for all varieties of prime, fresh or S
en fish, suitable for smoking. Remittances upon safe Q

9 '-— satisfactory arrival. Authentic reference. Communi- 5
g — -> with me. g
oooooooooooo oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

W; Inrinc Atwood, Prest.

W. Elmer
Atwood,

Vice-Pre»t.

Wachusett
BRAND '

Finnan Hadd

31 Boston Fish Pier

kS.

CoimnssioN Dealers and Distributors of

N. D. Freeman, Treas.

Irving M.
Atwood,
Scc'y

and Mgr.

ALL
VARIETIES

OF TME
.SEASON

Boston, Mast.

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOoooooooooooooooooooooooo

\ THE GENUINE INDEPENDENT HOUSE |

CHARLES LYONS CO., Inc.
Wholesale and Commission Dealers In

Carp, Sturgeon, Caviar, and all Lake and River Fish
26 PECK SLIP Tel. 1658 Beekman NEW YORK

No connection with any other tiouse. Correspondence solicited

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOeOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
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CHARLES NOBLE Jr. COMPANY
Wholesale Producers, Importers and Shippers of FRESH, CHILLED, SMOKED, SALTED LAKE AND OCEAN

FISH, OYSTERS AND CLAMS (puroy brand). DEEP SEA OYSTERS
S Phonaai Ball, Seneca 2257-2258) Frontier 1247 (after 6 p.m. and SundayiU Bell, Creicent 2 or North 936; Frontier 62033) Frontier SX 29331 (Oyetere) Js

i 48-50 LLOYD STREET 20-22-24-26 LAKE STREET §
g Commercial Slip (Buffalo Harbor) BUFFALO, N.Y. g
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

GEOe Le CLAYTON
CONSULTING ENGINEER

PLANS AND .SPECIFICATIONS FURNI.SHF.D FOR
ICEMAKING, FISH FREEZING. AND

COLD STORAGE PLANTS

VICTORIA and PRINCE RUPERT, B.C.

DORIES
John Etherington, SHELBURNE, N.S.
The largest and hest equipped Dory plant In the

Maritime Provinces. Stock of Bank Dories always
on hand.
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9 "Inspection Certificates Furnished Where Required."

i F. J. HAYWARD
SHIPPER OK

5 Frozen Salmon, Halibut and Black Cod. Fresh Salmon, Halibut, and
1 other fish. Pickled Salmon, Herring and Black Cod ; Alaska Codfish and
8 all other Pacific Fish in Carlots only. 8

I
WESTERN AGENT:— ROBIN JONES & WHITMAN, LIMITED, Etc., Etc. |

S Correspondence Solicited S

I
912 DOMINION BUILDING - VANCOUVER, B.C.

|
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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I
"RUPERT" BRAND

|

I THE CANADIAN FISH & COLD STORAGE CO. LTD. §

g Wholesale Dealers, Packers and Shippers S

I
OF S

I
FRESH, FROZEN, SMOKED, SALT and CANNED FISH

Q No order too large None too small

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

BRANCHESCOLD STORAGE PRINCE RUPERT, B.C._^ ^^ _^^ ^^ ^^ _^ Vancouver, B. C.
Capaclty--7000. tons. ~ ~ -— - • —-— _ _ _. _ ^^ _ _ _ ^ .^_ . _, t:hlca8p. 111. U.S.A.

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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I LAKE FISH I ! J. BOWMAN & CO.!
g II Trout, Whitefish. Jumbo White, |
g WHITEFISH

,
We are established for handling g g Yellow Pike, Jacks, Fresh Herring,

g
o DORE j orders in carload lots. Shipment 6 Salted Herring, frontal cut or flats. 5

g JACKFISH right from the Lakes. IJWe g g We are booking orders now for car g

§ TULLIBEES " specialize in Lake Winnipeg fish, g g lots.
g

6 GOLDEYES i the finest Lake fish in the world, o o Frozen herring, 100 lbs. in sacks, 5

g SUCKERS PM-fKMB ind winiw wutkw fniM fiih hindM g g 240 sacks to car for November and g
5 go December delivery. g
g ESTABLISHED 1890 q q Write us for prices. o

i The W. J. Guest Fish Co. Limited
| | ^^

"^^^d office, port arthur |
5 i«ri».TKTiT»i?/^ »«»».T So TORONTO ...... MONTREAL B
X WINNIPEG, MAN.

g g ^^ Duncan St. 47 William St. g
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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I THE CANADIAN FISHERMAN
i THE MAGAZINE OF CANADA'S

^ \
:: COMMERCIAL FISHERIES ::

g $1.00 Per Annum Canada and Great Britain. $1.50 United States and Elsewhere

o

g Send Your Subscription in NOW
Io ioooooooooooaooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaooooooooooooooooooooi
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s

o
o
o
a

FISH & OYSTERS
ALL KINDS OF

Fresh, Frozen, Smoked, Dried, Pickled

,* and Prepared FISH in Season /

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY

COLD STORAGE ON THE PREMISES

Lonit Distance Telephones P.O. Box 1425

LEONARD BROS.
20, 22, 24 & 26 YOUVILLE SQUARE,

(Near Custom House)

MONTREAL
Branches :

Si. John, N.B. Grand River, Que. Gaspe, Que. Weitport, N.S.

Correapondence Invited

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

i ESTABLISHED 1874

D. HATTON COMPANY, Montreal
Largest Receivers and Distributors of all kinds of FISH in the

|
Dominion

|
Experts in the handling of BULK and SHELL OYSTERS

|

i Ask for our Niobe Brand of Haddies, Kippers and Bloaters, and Sardines s

!in the purest of Olive Oil. Also our Ivory Brand of Pure Boneless |
Codfish in 2" blocks, 20lb. boxes

|
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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g

o

Brokerage and TIT" T> OFJ/^/^iyTTT^ Tl National Brand
Commission VV . IX . ^ T i ll I FX hyrV Smoked FishW. R. SPOONER

WHOLESALE : FISH : MERCHANT

S Consignments DISTRIBUTING AGENT FOR PRODUCERS OF FRESH Cold Storage
S Solicited FROZEN, SMOKED AND SALT SEA AND LAKE FISH ON Premises

Representing: National Fish Co., Ltd., Halifax, N.S.; Ansley W. Fader, Canso, N.S. : Harbor Breton Fish Co., Harbor Breton, Nfld;

J. Bowman & Co., Port Arthur, Ont.; R. E. Jamieson, Rustico, P.E.I.

O

o

47 WILLIAM STREET ... - MONTREAL
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaooooooooooooooaooooooaooooooooooooooooooo

TO THE FISH TRADE:-
|

LET us DO YOUR PRINTING. g
PRICE LISTS; TRADE BULLETINS,
PAMPHLETS, BILL HEADS, LETTER HEADS,
ENVELOPES, CARDS, ETC.

Our staff is experienced in the tectinical worli called S
for in tlie Fisliing Industry. 5

INDUSTRIAL & EDUCATIONAL PRESS, LTD.
|

45 ST. ALEXANDER ST., MONTREAL, Que. |
ilMIBI.lSMKRS OF IIIK C.ANAOIAN K IlKRMANl S

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000oooooaoooaoooacNaoooooaoooooooooooooooooooaoa
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WINTER FISHING ON THE ATLANTIC,
1. Storming along. 2. In winter riK.

3. Stowina the iib. 4. Re«fina the Mainsail.
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Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED

Producers and

Packers
of

Atlantic Sea

Foods

Vessel Owners Cold] Storage Plants

SPECIALTIES
Fresh, Frozen, Salted,

Pickled, Dried and Canned
Fish for Home and Export

Main Office - - . MONTREAL, Canada
Branches

DIGBY, N.S. CANSO, N.S.

Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED
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ONTARIO
Department of Game and

Fisheries
The attention of the fishermen Is Invited to the

following provisions of the Dominion Special Fish-
ery Regulations for the Province of Ontario and of

the Ontario Oame and Fisheries Act.

Fishing by means other than angling or trolling

except under the authority of u lease, license or
permit issued by this Department is prohibited.

Non-residents, that is persons domiciled in the
Province for a period of less than six months, are
not allowed to angle or troll without an angler's
permit.

No one shall fish for or take large mouthed or
small mouthed black bass, masklnonge, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts,

otherwise than by angling.

No one shall fish for large mcuthed or small
mouthed black bass, masklnonge, salmon, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts
through the ice.

The sale or export of small or large mouthed
black bass, of masklnonge and of speckled trout,

brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts is pro-

hibited.

The sale or export of pickerel (dpre) less than
fifteen inches in length, measuring from the point of

the nose to the centre of the posterior margin of the
tail, is prohibited.

The taking of whitefish or salmon trout less than
two pounds in weight is prohibited.

The use of trap nets is prohibited.

Fishing with gill nets in Lake Erie, from De-
cember 16th to March 16th, both days inclusive, Is

prohibited.

No one shall set or place nets other than hoop
nets, dip or roll nets, in any river or creek or with-

in five hundred yards of the entrance thereto. This
prohibition shall not apply to carp fishing.

CLOSE SEASONS (Commercial Fish.)

Pickerel.—In water other than the Great Lakes,
Georgian Bay, North Channel and connecting
waters—April 15th to June 15th.

Whitefish and Salmon Trout.—In waters where
commercial fishing with gill nets is not permitted
—October 6th to November 5th, both days in-

clusive.

in the Bay of Qulnte—November 1st to No-
vember 30th, both days inclusive.

In waters other than the Bay of Qulnte, Great
Lakes, Georgian Bay, North Channel and connect-
ing waters, where commercial fishing with gill nets
is permitted—October 5th to November 30th,

both days inclusive.

LIMIT OF CATCH (Commercial Fish.)

(By Angling or Trolling.)

Pickerel.—Twelve per day.

Salmon Trout.—Big and Little Hideau Lakes,
three per day. Other waters except Great Lakes.
Georgian Bay, North Channel and connecting
waters, five per day.

A. SHKRIFF.
Deputy Minister of Game and Fisheries.

Department of Game and Fisheries.

IdrDHto. Fob. 1st.. 191t).

Exceptional

Angling

Opportunities

are offered by the Province of Quebec, which

is the only one that leases exclusive hunting

and fishiiifj territories over large area.s of

forest, lakes and rivers, both to Clubs and pri

vate individuals, with the privilege of ered

iiig camps thereon.

.Membership may be obtained, if desired,

in many existing clubs, with camp privile<ris

already pi-ovided, and often with the right of

erecting private summer homes on suitable

sites on the club territory.

On all unlea.sed Crown Lands and Waters,

angling and hunting arc absolutely free to resi-

dents of the Province, and the only charge to

non-residents is the cost of the non-residen»

fishing or hunting license.

To the Wholesale Fish Trade

The attention of dealers who receive their

fresh fish from Portland and other foreign

sources is directed to the exceptional oppor-

tunities of obtaining their supply from the

Baie des Chaleurs and the North Shore of the

St. Lawrence, to their own advantage and that

of tlieir customers, and to the benefit of the

fislii'i-nicii of the Province of Quebec.

For (ill Information apply to—

The Minister

of Colonization, Mines and

Fisheries

Of the Province of Quebec
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DEPARTMENT OF THE
NAVAL SERVICE

FISHERIES BRANCH

Lobster Fishery Fishing Seasons in Force on

January 1 st, 1916

Number
of

District Limits Fishing Season Size

10

11

Charlotte County, N.^..

St. John County, N.B..

Albert County and Portion of Cumberland County, N.B., and King's and AnnapolisfJ
Counties, N.S

Nov. 15 to June 15.

Nov. 15 to June ist.

Jan. 15 to June 29.

.

Digby County Jan. 6 to June 15

Yarmouth, Shelbourne, Queen's, Lunenburg, and that portion of Halifax county west of
a line running S.S.E. from St. George's Island, Halifax Harbour, and Coinciding with
Fairway buoys

From line in Halifax Harbour running S.S.E. from St. George's Island, and coinciding
with Fairway buoys eastwardly to Red Point, between Martin Point and Point Mic-
haud. Cape Breton Island and including Chedabucto and St. Peters Bays and the Gut
of Canso, as far as a line passing from Flat Point, Inverness County to the Lighthouse
in Antigonish County opposite.

Remaining portion of Cape Breton Island, including St. Paul's Island, not covered by
District No. 6

The Magdalen Islands, including Bird Rocks and Bryon Island

Waters of Northumberland Strait, between a line on the N.W. drawn from Chockfish
River, N.B., to West Point., P.E.I., and a line on the S.E. drawn from the west side of
River Phihp channel at the mouth of the river. Nova Scotia, to the eastern entrance to
Victoria Harbour, Queens County, Prince Edward Island

On and along the portion of the coast or the waters thereof, of the Provinces of Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, westwardly and northwardly, from
the Lighthouse in Antigonish County, opposite Flat Point in Inverness County, Nova
Scotia, to the northern boundary New Brunswick, including the coasts and waters
thereof of all the islands adjacent to these i>ortions of the coasts of the said Provinces as
well as the coast and waters thereof of the Counties of Quebec south of River St. Law-
rence, except those specified in No. 8

North of the Gulf and River St. Lawrence including Anticosti Island.

Dec. 15 to May 30.

April 1 to June 20. .

April 15 to July 15.,

May 1 to July 20. .

May 26 to Aug. 10.

April 28 to June 26.

May 20 to July 31..

10} inches

9 inches

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Sin Limit

Soft shell or berried lobsters must be liberated alive by the person catching them.

Lobster traps may not be set in 2 fathoms of water or less.

Lobsters to be canned may be boiled only in the cannery in which they are to be packed. The sale or purchase of broken lobster meat or
fragments of lobsters for canning is prohibited.

Before lobster canning is engaged in, a license from the Department of the Naval Service is required.

Cases of canned lobsters must be regularly labelled or a permit obtained from the Department, before they may be removed from the cannery,
and must be labelled before being placed on the markets.

Lobster canneries must comply with the Standard of Requirements, copiea of whfch may be obtained from the local Fishery Officers or the
Department.
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PROMrr SALES FROMPT RETURNS

P. C. PARKHURST
Commitiion Dealer in

Salt

AND

Pickled FISH
Smoked

g
AND a

a
Canned %

o
8 Office and Wharf : S

1 28 Vincent Street, GLOUCESTER, Mass. g

CorreMpondence Solicited n
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IMAX FINKELSTEIN
WHOLESALE PKODUCER OF SMOKED FISH

124 HAVEMEYER ST.

g BROOKLYN N. Y. I
CISCOES: CHUBS:
TULIBEES; BLUE-
FINS; white STUR-
GEON; frozen as
well as salted round
HERRINGS. Red
and fat. Pacific Coast
mild cured SAL-
MON.

I pay market prices for all varieties of prime, fresh or
frozen fish, suitable for smoking. Remittances upon safe

and satisfactory arrival. Authentic reference. Communi-

oooooo oooooo oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

BUYS

W. Irrint Atwood, Pratt.

W. Elmer
Atwood,

Vice-Preit.

WACH V S ETT
BRAND

Finnan hadd

31 Boston Fish Pier

CoMiRissioN De«i fr^ ANn nKTRiRirroRs of

.-.s^o"^*^'

N. D. Freeman, Treas.

Irving M.
Atwood,
Sec'y

andMyr.

ALt
''^:^: _ \ VARiETltS

I" |~^ OF THE
SEASON

Boston, Mass.
—7
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I
THE GENUINE INDEPENDENT HOUSE

I CHARLES LYONS CO., Inc.
Wholesale and Commission Dealers In

Carp, Sturgeon, Caviar, and all Lake and River Fish |
26 PECK SLIP Tel. 1658 Beekman NEW YORK O

No connection with any other house. Correspondence solicited 9
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i CHARLES NOBLE Jr. COMPANY
Wholesale Producers, Importers and Shippers of FRESH, CHILLED, SMOKED, SALTED LAKE AND OCEAN

FISH, OYSTERS AND CLAMS (puroy brand). DEEP SEA OYSTERS
o
o
o
o

48-50 LL OYD STREET 20-22-24-26 LAKE STREET
g

Cominercial Slip (Buffalo Harbor) BUFFALO, N.Y.

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

PhonMi Ball, S«neca 2ZS7-22S«i Frontier 1247 (after 6 p.m. and Sundays)! Belt, Crescent 2 or North 936j Frontier 62033: Frontier
29331 (Oysters)

GEO. L. CLAYTON
CONSULTING ENGINEER

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS FURNISHED FOR
ICEMAKING. FISH FREEZING. AND

COLD STORAGE PLANTS

VICTORIA and PRINCE RUPERT, B.C.

DORIES
John Etherington, SHELBURNE, N.S.
The largest and best equipped Dory plant in the

Maritime Provinces. Stock of Bank Dories always
on hand.
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Everything for Fishermen

Knoxs' & Barbours^

GILLING NETS
and TWINES

STURGEON NETS
and TWINES

SPS^i

W

Pound Nets Purse Seines

Trap Nets Haul Seines

Fyke Nets Minnow Seines

Lobster Pots Cod Traps

Cedar or Aluminum Floats, Leads, Anchors

Lamps, "Plymouth" Fishing Rope, Sails

Oars, Oilskins, Netting Needles

Ship Logs, Anchor Chains

Life Bouys

ESTABLISHED FOR FORTY YEARS WRITE FOR PRICE LISTS

John Leckie Limited
77a WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO



THE CANADIAN FISHERMAN
A MONTHLY JOURNAL DEVOTED
TO THE COMMERCIAL FISHERIES

OF C ^NADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
THE SCIENCE OF THE FISH CUL-
TURE AND THE USE AND VALUE

- OF FISH PRODUCTS - -

F. WILLIAM WALLACE
EDITOR

The Industrial & Educational

Press, Limited
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Canada, Newfoundland and
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ADVERTISING RATES
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Published on the 24th day of each
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sent by mail, not by express. Readers
are cordially invited to send to the

Editor items of Fishe y news, also

articles on subjects of practi:al interest.

If suitable tor publication these will Di

p)aid for at our regular rates.

Vol. III.

Official Organ of the Canadian Fisheries Association

MONTREAL, MAY, 1916 No. 5

May Fish Day Calendar
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tablished. It can be, and the Canadian Fisheries As-

sociation intend to formulate plans for the carrying

out of the suggestion at an early date. In the mean-

time, we. would be glad to receive expressions of opin-

ion from our readers on the subject.

FISHERMEN'S HOSPITAL SHIP.

Once again it is our grateful duty, in the name of

the Canadian and Newfoundland fishermen, to thank

the United States Government for the splendid ser-

vices rendered to fishermen by the U. S. Hospital Ship

"Androscoggin," during the winter of 1915-16.

Making Shelburne Harbor her headquarters, the

Hospital Ship voyaged forth at intervals, and cruised

among the fishing fleet offshore. Many men were

treated for minor ailments ; several severe cases of

sickness were nished to the shore hospital at Halifax,

and a great deal of medicine was distributed to those

fishermen who applied for it.

The Hospital Ship is appreciated by the fishermen.

They know when she is on the station, and the men
feel that should any severe illness or accident befall

them, the "Scroggins" is somewhere under their lee,

and quick treatment can be procured aboard of her.

Though an American institution and endowed by the

United States Government, the Hospital Ship makes
no discrimination in the nationality of her patients,

and Canadian and Newfoundland fishermen are eared

for the same as United States citizens.

Work of this nature receives its reward in the no-

bility of its motive. It is above petty politics and na-

tional grievances. It exists for the alleviation of suf-

fering among the great fraternity of seafarers who
wrest their living from the shoal waters of the stormy

Western Ocean. On the Banks, nationality is of no

import. Fishermen hailing from Canada, Newfound-
land, United States, Russia, France, Sweden, Norway
and Portugal man the schooners seeking the cod, had-

dock and halibut on the Western Atlantic Banks, and

the Hospital Ship is out to serve them all.

It is a noble mission, and serves to cement the

bonds of esteem and friendship which exist between

the two great North American nations—nations un-

der separate flags, with a border of three thousand

miles dividing, and not a fort, garrison or gun on either

side to menace each other or interrupt the peace of a

hundred years.

FISHERMEN AND RECRUITING.

During the past winter, a large number of fishermen

on the Atlantic Coast have enlisted for overseas ser-

vice in the Army. In many localities, the enlistment

has been unprecedented, especially so in Nova Scotia,

when the battalions of Nova Scotia Highlanders were

being recruited.

While we commend the patriotic spirit which ani-

mated the men and give them credit for enrolling in

a service so totally difVcrcnt to the life they were used

to, yet we would like to point out to those responsible

for raising new units the sei'ious situation which is

likely to arise shoidd enlistments of fishermen con-

tinue.

In many ports and fishing districts the shortage of

experienced fishermen is being felt. "Vessel fisher-

men, boat fishermen and fish workers on shore are

becoming scarce. Individual boat owners are enlist-

ing and hauling their crafts up—thus depriving the

industry and lessening production; vessel owners are

hard up for crews to man offshore schooners, and fish

workers are at a premium. All this is happening at

the time when men are needed in the development of

Canada's fisheries.

The European War has proved a boon to Canada's
fisheries. Consumption has increased greatly, and
many new markets are open to our fish and fish pro-

ducts. If we ever intend to develop our great fish-

ery resources and "put them on the map," now is the

time, but we cannot do it if our experienced fishermen

are encouraged to enrol in the Army.

In Great Britain, the same state of affairs cropped
uji when Lord Derby's attestation scheme and con-

scription went into effect. The importance of the

fishing industry as a food producer and the seafaring

qualifications of the men led to the issuance of a pro-

clamation stating that "fishermen are regarded as a

Reserve for the Navy, and are not liable for service

in the Army unless it should be decided at some fu-

ture time that they are needed for that service."

Something of the same will have to be done in Can-

ada or the industry will be ruined. Experienced fish-

ei'men cannot be replaced by women or greenhorns.

It takes a life-time to make a fisherman. It is a skilled

profession calling for unusual knowledge only gained

by long years of experience.

Of course, recruiting in Canada is voluntary, and
it is up to the men themselves. The fishermen will not

dodge the call for men by claiming that they belong

to an indispensible profession. They are ready and

willing to do their bit, but tlie whole thing will have

to be carefully studied by tliose in authority and a de-

cision rendered as to whether the country can afford

to let these men go. The man who stays at home and

does his work as a producer and developer of a na-

tui-al resource is doing his duty to the Empire just as

uuich as the man in the trenches.

THE TOLL OF THE FISHERIES.

Wlicn I 111' list of fishermen lost in the fishing fleets

out of Gloucester are published ainuially. it is practic-

filly an obituary list of Canadians and Newfoundland-

ers. The mourning for the lost men is not done in Am-
erican homes. I>ut in the villages and hamlets of Can-

ada and Newt'dundhind.

During the year 1915, thirty-one nu-n paid the toll
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to Old Ocean for the finny spoil they wrested from

her waters. Out of that number, twenty hailed from

Canada, four from Newfoundland, and seven from

other countries. We publish the list of those Cana-

dians and Newfoundlanders who paid the toll as enu-

merated in the "Gloucester Times."

Joseph Tebedo, 40 years old, native of Nova Scotia,

single, one of the crew of schooner Fortuna, died at

Oalvpston, February 16.

Pius Landry, 30 years old, native of Arichat, C.B.,

single, fell overboard from schooner Morning Star off

Ho.ston light. February 23.

Charles R. Nickerson, 50 years old, native of Argyle,

N.S., fell overboard from gasoline steamer Medomac

oflf Thacher's Island, March 6, left widow and several

children.

John Bell, 43 years old, native of Port Latour, N.S.,

one of the crew of schooner Stiletto, fell overboard at

Perkins Wharf in attempting to board his schooner,

March 31, left widow and four children.

William McNair, 38 years old, native of Mulgrave,

N.S.. single, went astray from schooner Virginia on

Western Bank, March 27.

Lewis Dix, 23 years old, native of Placentia, NJ".,

single, one of the crew of schooner Manomet, was

drowned on Cashes hank, April 18, by the capsizing of

his dory.

John E. Corcoran, 49 years old, native of Pubnico,

N.S., one of the crew of schooner Saladin, died on

board the vessel June 1, oflf the Cape Shore, left widow

and two children.

Arthur McNeil, 51 years old, native of L'Ardoise,

C.B., single, fell overboard from gasoline boat Lois H.

Corkum, while heaving the sounding lead off Nan-

tucket, June 21.

Bernard Curtis, 30 years old, native of St. Mary's

Bay, N.F., single, one of the crew of schooner Frances

S. Grueby, fell out of his dory and was drowned June

20, off Highland Light.

John Penny, 32 years old, native of Nova Scotia, sin-

gle, one of the crew of schooner Tngoraar, was drowned

on Brown's Bank May 22, by falling overboard from

his dory.

John Worthing, 26 years old, native of Argyle, N.S.,

single, one of the crew of schooner Gladys and Nellie,

fell overboard from his dory in South Channel, July

17.

Howard Feener, 28 years old, native of Port Med-

way, N.S., single, one of the crew of schooner Bay
State, fell overboard in boarding his dory on Quero

Bank, August 9.

Capt. Adalbert J. Nickerson, 66 years old, native

of Argyle, N.S., widower; Richard Comerford, 40 years

old, native of Newfoundland, single; Oliver Bullock,

35 years old, native of Nova Scotia, single ; Aubrey Mc-
F^ain, 33 years old, native of Cape Breton, single, mas-

ter and part of the crew of schooner Chicopee, which

sailed from Galveston, Texas, August 16, and is sup-

posed to have foundered in the Gulf of Mexico. The
remainder of the crew did not belong in this city.

Wilii.nm J. McCarthy, 50 y j:.is > I.I. native of F'ortun.^

Bay, N.F., was washed overboard from schooner Gov.

Foss, off Shelburne, N.S., November 27, left widow
and five children.

William Waters, 50 years old, native of Harbor Bre-

ton, N.F., left widow and four children, and Dennis

Hubbard, 30 years old, native of Yarmouth, N.S., sin-

gle, two of the schooner Oriole, went astray in the fog

on Qucro Bank, November 8.

John Goodwin, 26 years old, native of Argyle, N.S.,

single, one of the crew of the schooner Elk, was

drowned on Brown's bank December 1 by the filling

of his dory. His dorymate, Philip Kruse, was rescued.

Robert Cavanagh, 21 years old, native of Canso,

N.S., single, was knocked overboard from schooner

Evelyn M. Thompson, December 13, off Boston light.

Capt. Robert Diggins, master, 54 years old, native

of Nova Scotia, left widow and one child; Pius Mc-

Pliee, cook, 47 years old, native of Prince Edward Is-

land, single ; Joseph Beaton, 18 years old, native of

Ingonish, C.B. ; of schooner Ella M. Doughty, which

sailed from port November 3 on a Newfoundland her-

ring trip, and was never heard from.

PRESERVATION OF BAIT IN FISHING VESSELS.

Fishermen on both the Atlantic and Pacific will be

interested in a new method of keeping bait fresh aboard

fishing vessels. The owners of the Gloucester schoon-

er "John Hays Hammond" have fitted her with a

miniature freezing apparatus for preserving bait, and

from all reports it has worked very successfully.

In the hold of the vessel are three tanks which are

filled with a mixture of chopped ice and salt, and

from which pipes are led around the hold, making a

miniature refrigeration plant on the vessel. The ef-

fect of this .system is to keep the temperature in the

hold at an average of 20 degrees above zero.

With this temperature, bait taken from the local

freezing plant and placed in the hold is kept in the

same condition as it is received. If fresh bait is tak-

en it may be placed in the ice as usual, and then kept

hard by the freezing plant.

The value of the plant is in the amount of bait saved.

After each trip there is usually considerable bait left.

Under the old condition this bait, the value amounting

to hundreds of dollars in the course of the year, was
thrown away. Now by means of the plant, it can be

kept from trip to trip.

Because of the space in the hold which the plant oc-

cupies, it is not necessary to carry as much ice as for-

merly, probably about ten tons less, which makes quite

a saving in the course of a year.

This plan could easily be adopted by our own fish-

ertnen in offshore craft, and it would prove invalu-

able in the summer months, when bait deteriorates

rapidly and often has to be dumped overboard.
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PISCATORIAL PARAGRAPHS.

Captain H. P. Robinson, Manager of the Maritime

Fish Corporation's Canso branch, spent a few days

in Montreal during the latter part of April.

Mr. Joseph Riendeau, Fish & Game Inspector for

the Province of Quebec, for many years, died on April

2.'>th at his residence in Longueuil, Que. Mr. Rien-

deau was 74 years of age, and throughout his life took

a great interest in the protection of fish and game.

Mackerel are being taken oflf the Virginia coast. The

schooner Valraont, Captain Wallace Walker, was the

first to land a catch this year. The fish were taken

during the first week in April. The Gloucester schoon-

ers Benjamin Smith, Capt. Martie Welch and Mon-
arch, Captain John Vautier, landed 125 barrels each

fresh mackerel at New York on Friday, April 21st.

The fish ran three to the pound, and the wholesalers

asked 12 1-2 cents a pound.

Major TTugh A. Green, Director of Fish Supplies to

the Canadian Overseas Forces in Europe, has a mas-

cot in the shape of a gold-fish, which answers to the

name of "Maggie." Maggie was the source of much

merriment in the Canadian House of Commons recent-

We beg to offer our sincerest sympathies to the

Hon. John D. Hazen, Minister of Marine & Fisheries,

on the loss of his son. Lieutenant James Murray Hazen,

of the Canadian Field Artillery, who was killed in ac-

tion at the Front recently. The Minister has another

son serving as an officer, in one of the Canadian regi-

ments.

The Producers Pish Company, Ltd., of Port Stanley,

is an aggressive, up-to-date organization largely com-

posed of the Lake Erie fishermen. The shareholders

of the company own the largest fleet of fish tugs on

Lake Brie. The Company cater to the Canadian trade

particularly, and ship to the United States their sur-

plus .stock, which is distributed through a branch ware-

house and office in Buffalo, N.Y. The Producer's Fish

Company, Ltd., show their faith in the future of the

Canadian lis'iiiig industry by supporting the Cana-

dian Fisheries Association, of which they are mem-
bers.

Mr. D. J. Byrne, President of the Canadian Fisher-

ies Association, has been selected by the Oyster Grow-

ers and Dealers Association of North America to act

as Toast-master at the great convention which the

American oyster men are holding at Atlantic City in

May. From what we know of Mr. Byrne, it would be

hard to find a better man with the qualifications of

tact and good humour necessary for the position.

RECIPE FOR DRESSING NETS.

The Fishing News recommends the following as a

dressing for preserving fishing-nets:—A mixture of

linseed oil, oil of turpentine and wax. For 20 square

yards of nets he gives: 5 lb. of linseed oil, three table-

spoons of oil of turpentine, 'and a lump of wax the size

of a hen's egg. The mixture is to be heated to melt

the wax, the net is then soaked in it while still hot,

wrung out, and hung up to dry. "Nets so treated are

waterproof and dirt proof, and won't go mouldy; the

yarn is rendered a bit stiff, but not brittle."

Canadian Fish in England

Writing to the "Fish Trade Gazette" Mr. Thomas
Robinson, of Grimsby, says: "In your issue of January
15 T read with a good deal of pleasure the very inter-

esting particulars given in your "Cold Storage" col-

umn by Sir Charles Petrio. with regard to experiments

with frozen fish, and his efforts in trying to place it

successfully on the British markets. It has been a

very uphill business, I know, and there is every credit

due to Sir Charles Petrie and his firm for following

the business up all these years. In the first paragraph
he refers to the recent experiment carried on between
ihf Board of Acrricultnre and Fisheries and the Gov-
ernment of the Dominion of Canada. T would say that

Sir Charles Petrie 's comments on that experiment are

made from outside or superficial knowledge.

"T was asked to undertake the distribution of this

consignment on behalf of the Department of Fisheries

and the Dominion Government. T should frankly say
that from the standpoint of this consignment it was
not a success financially ; but it was scarcely expected
to be a success financially. Tl was done mainly to

bring the Canadian fish prominently before the British

fish trade and consumers, with a view of their order-
ing direct from Canada, and there were a few things
that militated against its success, which I will endeavor
to point out.

"First, the consignment consisted of only 3,000 lb.,

which is one and a half of a Canadian ton, and was com-
posed of finnies, fillets, witches, headed cod, haddocks,
coalfish, flounders, herrings, mackerel, sprags, kippers,
bloaters, and whitefish ^ thirteen different .'orts. To
strike an average, there were only. say. about 200 lb.

of each class, and in some instances tiiere were only
50 to 100 lb. of each sort, finnies and fillets being the
chief. We sent to fifteen centres, so you will readily
see that where we had only from 50 to 100 lb. of a given
sort, there would only be a very few pounds sent of
those particular sorts — not enough to make a test by
any means.

"Second. I met tlie ediisifriiiiieiii at iiiverpool. iiiul

found they had been badly started from Canada ; the
fish were .soft, particularly the fiiuiies and fillets, and
iiad to be jiut into cold storage and into the sharp
freezer for several days. On arrival it was not fit ta
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sfiid oiii. This is up against the Canadian shippers.

Then, t-oiupared with our British finnies and fillets,

there is mueli room for improvement, in splitting par-

tieuhirly, and curing.

"Third, the re(juest of the Department of Fisheries

—that, after being on view in the respective markets

for the morning, they should be sold by auction to the

highest bidder. Well, you cannot very well offer 7

lb. of sprags, and 7 lb. of cod, and so on, singly; the

result was the samples of the smaller amounts were all

put in one lot in most cases and sold. To have made
this consignmejit a success we ought to have had not

less than ten to twenty tons, so that it might have been

put in cold storage on arrival, and advertised through

the medium of your valuable paper, stating we had
these fish at Liverpool, at given prices, and would be

glad to send them out in case lots to anyone wanting

them. Had this been done, I do not think any financial

loss would have been sustained. I have good grounds

for saying so, for the reason that I had made arrange-

ments with a Canadian shipper to send me fifty boxes

of finnies containing 30 lb. each, and one ease of had-

docks and one of witches, and we adopted the method
suggested above, and did not make a loss. The idea

in sending the fish was that people might get to know
in Kngland that this fish could be obtained, and could

see the samples, and then order for themselves. Un-
less anyone is prepared to be a distributing medium and
buy quite a lot, this cannot be done, as the smallest

amount that could be sent, I found, was a carload;

otherwise we would have been prosecuting the busi-

ness now. In other words, no firm could order 100

cases of fish for their own eon.sumption ; as an ex-

periment, it would have been too risky. Then, again,

the difficulties in getting refrigerator space on vessels,

coupled with the very heavy freights and all other

expenses, made against it ; but, knowing what I do, 1

believe, during wartime at anj' rate, there is a future

before Canadian fish, if it were taken hold of on the

lines I have indicated. Of course in starting it one

might be met with some of the difficulties and losses

that Sir C'harles Petrie and his firm were met with in

the earlier days.

"Two years ago it was demonstrated that, provid-

ing quality was Al and the freezing all it should be,

that halibut sent from Canada could be made a suc-

cess with careful handling. This was in pre-war times

;

ami certainly since the war has caused an abnormal
scarcity of fish, the prejudice that existed against

frozen fish has been broken down to a very consider-

able extent, and now I claim that frozen halibut has
proved, and is proving, a very useful commodity in

the British markets, and if the same course were pur-
sued with haddocks, finnies, fillets, and other species

of Canadian fish, it would be acceptable to the British

markets. If they were in the first instance dressed,

split, etc., on British lines and frozen hard enough to

stand what delays might ensue in shipping, and the

passage across the Atlantic, I think they would prove

a success and would be a very good addition to the food

supply of this country."
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Present Distribution of the Oyster.

The oyster areas on the eastern shores of Canada,

embrace the bays of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, with

the exception of the Gaspe and Bonaventure shores,

and extend as far as the shore of Cape Breton. They
practically surround Prince Edward Island, the shores

of that Island being almost a continuous series of oys-

ter beds. South of Cape Breton oysters are scarce,

and indeed for the most part are absent. The south-

west shores of Nova Scotia, the Bay of Fundy shores,

and the Gulf of Maine, as far south as Cape Cod, are

barren of oysters. This extensive line of shore, over

one thousand miles long, just referred to, though now
unproductive, was probably at one time, a prolific

oyster area. Oyster reefs, shell heaps, and other evi-

dences exist to show that there was formerly an abund-
ance of oysters along these shores, from which they
iiri- now absent.

Causes of Extinction of Beds.

What are the causes which may account for the

disai)ijearance of the oysters? On the answer to this

question depends the conclusion inevitable as to the

future of the existing oyster supply of Canada. If the
same causes which (ienuded the beds at the south, are
still at work, the future of the oyster beds of Canada,
is problematical. It has been alleged that the shores

have risen during recent geological times, and that the

oysters exposed in this way to ice and winter conditions

must disappear. If this be the case, such an elevation

if it continues, must result in the extinction of our At-
lantic oyster beds, but the contrary seems to be the

fact. There is evidence that the coast is actually sink-

ing, and that the oyster beds are growing higher in

cons(;quence. If this elevation continues, it is most
favorable, though it may be under the changed con-
tlitions, cold Arctic currents will enter more readily
the regions where oysters exist. If such colder con-
ditions continue, the summer temperature requisite

for oysters, 68 deg. F., may not be reached.

Respecting the salinity of the water, it is well

known that oysters flourish where there is a tidal in-

crease and decrease in the saltness of the water. Uni-
formity in salinity or extremes in variation are not
favorable. Temperature, the necessary amount of

oxygen and flowing favorable currents are essential

for oysters, and it is important to know that investiga-
tions under the Biological Board, Dr. Copeland's stud-
ies in Passamaquoddy Bay, show that the temperature
there is unfavorable, but in the extensive beds of
Prince Edward Island, the temi)eralure is, however,
very favorable. The fact that fossil oyster beds occur
around the Island, indicates that some other cause than
unfavorable temperature, has been at work. Oysters
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can stand exposure to frost to a remarkable extent if

they are partially embedded in mud, and thawed out
gradually. Where masses of ice are formed, oysters

may be killed by pressure, and if the bottom is soft,

may be completely buried, and sometimes a heavy fall

of snow will clog up shalhaw waters and kill, not only
oysters, but even the more hardy clams.

The conditions for the welfare of oysters are very
complex : thus shallow waters free from vegetation,

and swe[)t by currents in summer, are favorable, but
such areas are most unfavorable in winter, and on cul-

tivated oyster beds, the oysters are moved from the

shallows before winter sets in, and placed in deeper
water, a measure which, of course, is impossible on
public beds, practically open to all fishermen. Sedi-

ment and saw mill refuse, and drainage materials are
very harmful, and oyster propagation is impossible if

a thin layer of silt is deposited on the cultch, because
it prevents the fixation of the tiny oysters, and they
also run danger of being smothered.

Apart from these unfavorable conditions, the main
cause of the depletion of oyster beds, is improper and
reckless fishing by man. Much may be done by regula-

tions, close seasons, restrictions as to methods of fish-

ing, size limits, etc., but the most efficient system is the
method of private culture, under which sy.stem the
lessee, or owner of the beds, reaps the benefit of his

labor and care.

Great Productiveness of Parent Oysters.

At first sight it would seem an easy matter to re-

store a depleted or destroyed oyster bed, inasmuch as

a good average "spawuer" produces at least fifty or

sixty millions of ova annually, and a careful calcula-

tion shows that an oyster bed should easily produce ten
to fifteen million developed young fry for each adult
oyster on such bed. If this be so, the amount of oys-
ters should increase ten million times in five years, but
this is never the case. There is a balance in nature,
and if that balance is on the wrong side, extermina-
tion follows in spite of amazing fecundity. When the
oyster spawns in July or August, the eggs are thrown
out into the open water, and tend to sink, touching the
bottom in about ten minutes if the water is still; but
after ejection each egg must, of course, be fertilized,

and it has been found that at least three hundred
sperms are necessary in order to secure that an egg
shall be fertilized during the ten minutes before it

reaches the bottom of the water. If conditions are
right, an egg would be fertilized in ten or fifteen min
utes, and would then normally develop. As the male
oyster scatters sperms haphazard, it is by no means
certain that an egg is fertilized, unless the conditions
are very favorable. An enormous production of eggs
and sperms occurs on healthy oy.ster beds, and as nuiny
as 10,000 newly hatched fertilizetl eggs, or rather early
larvae, have been counted in a bucket full of water
dipped from an oyster bed.

Dangers to Young Oyster Brood.

The eggs and larvae run great risks at every mo-
ment. Apart from the |)hysical and chemical and oth-
er conditions already referred to, many dangers threat-
en the oyster during the first few hours of its life.

Minute crustaceans, especially copepods, vast numbers
of other larval moliusks, especially in the "veliger"
stage, devour young oysters, and adult oysters suck-
ing in their food from the surrounding water, must de-

stroy a great number of their own young, along with
the other plankton. Tides must sweep vast numbers
of young oysters away into unfavorable regions where
they will perish, yet so successful are Nature's methods
that one hundred or more young oysters have been
counted on a single oyster shell, on or near an oyster
bed. A young oyster must adhere to some other ob-
ject or it is doomed, and the best material consists of
clean oyster or clam shells called "cultch" free from
slime or silt, or vegetable growths.

As the oyster grows to maturity, it is still assailed
by numerous enemies, such as boring moliusks, crabs
and various Crustacea and starfishes, the last being
most ingenious in their mode of opening and eating oys-
ters, while storms and smothering currents carrying
mud as well as deadly winter frosts, all work havoc
on the oysters as they progress to maturity. Lastly,
man comes and takes the few survivors.

Favorable Conditions for Oyster Beds.

Prom what has been said it is clear that there are
at least four conditions necessary for, favorable oys-
ter pro])agation

:

(1) Suitable eultch, or clean shell-strewn ground.
(2) A sufficient number of spawning adults of

both species.

(3) Currents and conditions ensuring fertilization.
The adults must be congregated near together,
it is hardly necessary to say.

(4) A sufficient number of larvae must be pro-
duced to balance the enormous unavoidable
mortality.

In the methods of oyster culture, certain steps are
requisite for success: (1) Culling oyster, i. e., the
throwing back of small, good oyster shells can be taken
from the "mussel nuid," when it is being dug jn win-
ter, and .such shells make the best cultch, but no cultch
should be deposited on oyster beds until the spattJng
or spawning of oysters has begun.

(2) Oysters should not be disturbed when spawn-
ing; a close season should therefore be enforced an-
nually, to permit of the production of as many oyster
eggs and larvae as possible. If a bed is very seriously
depleted, then a more drastic step is necessary, i. e.,

the closing of the bed for several seasons. The re-
storation of such a bed depends upon the percentage
of available oyster cultch multiplied into the available
spat. If both factors are favorable, a bed will again
reach its acme in five years, but if no cultch is laid
down, it will take longer. The number of bushels of
oysters which can be safely fished can be calculated
by means of testing the yield of an average square
yard of the productive area. Any number of ovster-
can l)e fished from an area if the reumining ovsters
produce sufficient spat to keep up the supply. If five
year old oysters are marketed, and if a fifth of the
product of the bed is taken each year. Nature caiuiot
replace the loss unless artificial methods are adopted
and such a bed must decline. The market demand
may be .such that one-half the oysters are renioved.
and n.'xt year two-thirds of the remainder removed
and so on, and the process of depletion wmdd inevit"
!il)ly rei)pat itself.

Methods to be Avoided.

For the first two years after a restored bed is open
ed, the yield may be doul)le or treble its former amoiuit
I'Ut It soon drops back to small figures. If, how..ver
no harvesting is allowed for five years, and if in five
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years after reopening it is found tliat it must be closed

again, then in such a total period of ten years we see

the yearly produetion is reduced to a iniuinuun harvest.

There is no gain in jiroduction. The bed is saved only

from total extinction which would otherwise have
taken place. The highest production results when oys-

ters above a certain size are fished, and an equivalent
of eultch or clean ileail shells is laid down. Every
adult oyster taken lessens the amount of eultch, for

its own shell affords attaehment for spat, and thus the
chances of the youiifjr oysters are reduced.

Rotation in Harvesting Oyster Beds.

Oyster grounds may be classified as

:

(1) Natural beds.

(2) Natural beds with additional areas for pro-

pagation and growth under expert care.

(3) Areas for growth only, unsuitable for propa-
gation.

(4) Areas where oysters are stored or retained not
for breeding or growing. Now the owner of

an area as No. 3, must buy his oyster seed from
the owner of the area of No. 2, or he must get
it from No. 1. The owner of oyster bed No. 2
can produce his own seed, and need not get
it from No. 1, though he might divide his area
into plots. Plot '"A" producing the best spat,

would supply the spat for "B," "D," "E,"
each in successive years. No money returns
can be secured till in the fifth year he crops
plot "B," and markets the entire crop, and he
then plants on "D" and "E," so that each bed
has oysters of its own age, and "C" receives
the next crop from "A."

Seeding Oyster Areas from Private and Public Beds.

From this stage forwanl he has an annual income,
as he harvests one plot annually, and replants it from
his own seed-raising ground. Such a method gives the
highest returns, for the owner harvests one-fifth of
his farm, and one-fifth of his growing crop.

If he fished all the areas alike, the different ages or

generations of the oysters would be as on a natural

bed intermixed, and propagation would not be at a
maximum rate. At the best he could not harvest as

much as a fifth of his crop. Efficient oyster farming
resembles market gardening in some respects, but dif-

fers in needing several years to mature the first crop,
and after that an annual crop is produced. For priv-

ate oyster culture, seed must be obtained from natural
beds in the first instance, but that if continued, would
deplete the public beds, and a co-operative system for

oyster farmers to mutually work a public bed is the
remedy. This is difficult because the public have
rights, and others than the oyster farmers might as-

sert those rights. The danger of granting public beds
for co-operative schemes, arises from the fact that
capitalists might before long, own the whole thing.
The rights of the public must be recognized, and the
public beds clearly defined.

Decrease in Canada's Oyster Yield.

Canada's production, especially the oyster produc-
tion of Prince Edward Island, has declined very seri-

ously, and if during the past thirty years, the oyster
production be averaged up for each period of five
years, such a five years production now is less than
one-quarter of what it was thirty years ago.

Acclimatized, Native and Imported Seed Oysters.

Owing to the great demand for oysters from the best
Canadian beds U. S. oysters have been imported and
transplanted, but it has been found that they will not
reproduce for a long time under the new conditions,
but remain dormant in northern waters, taking at least
one year, in the case of Connecticut seed, to become
acclimatized.

Native seed is best, and it is an interesting fact that
native Canadian spat at the time when it fixes itself
to the eultch, is one-quarter larger than New Jersey
spat at the same stage. Moreover the superior flavor
of the Prince Edward Island oysters is not attained by
the imported and transplanted oysters for some time.
It was thought that this exquisite flavor might be ac-
quired after being laid down for a few weeks, but
these hopes have not been realized.

The Sardine Canning Industry
By J. F. CALDEE

The sardine canning industry of North America
was inaugurated by Mr. Julius Wolff at Eastport,

Maine, in 1876. From a small beginning the industry

hps steadily grown until the enormous amount of 2,-

fjOO.OOO cases are now i)acked in the State of Maine
in a single year. Many and marvellous changes have

taken place in the various branches of the business

since Mr. Wolff opened the little cannery at East-

port. The pioneers in the busine.ss on the American
side almost all became wealthy. There was no diffi-

culty in procuring the small quantities of fish needed
by them from the weirs in ("harlotte Country, New
Bnuiswick, and Washington County, Maine. Very

high prices were obtained for the pack of the first

few years. These conditions made it possible for
those who were at that time engaged in the industry
to make fabulous profits.

As already stated the canneries receive their supply
of sardine herring from the herring weirs. It is quite
generally supposed that these weirs arc an innovation
which were brought about as a result of the great de-
mand for small herring for sardine canning purposes.
Such is not the case. The Charlotte County weir
fishery started at about 1830 and was in a flourishing
condition before canning operation began. Previous
to the advent of the canneries the small herring from
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the weirs were used for smoking purposes. Very high

prices were then paid for smoked herring, the weir

owners smoked their own catches, and were carrying

on a very suecossfnl business. It is true that as a

result of the great demand for herring at the canner-

ies the number and efficiency of the weirs have great-

'v increased. Yet at the same time it is a mistaken

idea that the sardine canning industry is responsible

for the herring weir.

Tlie canneries extend from Black's Harbour, New
Brunswick, to Boston, Massachusetts. The greater

portion of the American pack, however, is put up in

the vicinity of East port, Maine. At the present time

there are two sardine canneries operating in New
Brunswick, Messrs. Connors Bros., Black's Harbour,

and the Lane, Libby Fisheries, Chamcook. Both of

these firms are well and favourably known to the

fish tratle of Canada; Messrs. Connors Bros, have been

operating for more than twenty years and the Lane,

Libby Fisheries have recently taken over the large

and splendidly equipped plant of the Canadian Sar-

dine Company, Chamcook. Roughly speaking' five

per cent only is put up in Canada. The balance of

the pack, of course, is put up in the American canner-

ies. All of the sardine herring that are used at the

Canadian canneries are from Canadian weirs. About
three-quarters of the American pack are from the Can-
adian side also.

are the small ones which left the fall before. Another
run are those that are spawned in September and
October. In a very immature state they are found in

great quantities during the latter part of the fall, but
are not fit for sardines until the following spring.

This rmi frequents the inshore sardine weirs for the

one season only.

The process of canning sardines is very intricate

and it is quite impossible in a short article like this

to thoroughly explain all of its many details. The
primitive canneries consisted of small wooden build-

ings with very little machinery and where practically

everything was done by hand. The modern cannery
is a large concrete manufacturing establishment filled

with labour saving machinery and devices of many
kinds. The first cans were hand made. This process
necessitated the employment of many hands in the op-

eration of the dies for cutting out the tins, shaping
and soldering the cans. After the fish were packed
in the cans the tops were solderd in them by a crew
of men who were known as the "sealers." Three sep-

arate gangs of help were employed in can making—tin

cutters—the seamers, boys who soldered the ends of

the tin together, adjusted the bottom of the can to

it's place and packed them in cases, and lastly the

"can makers," the men who soldered the bottoms. All

of this labour was performed as piece work, and good
pay was made by all who were engaged therein. Some

LANE, LIBBY FISHERIES, CHAMCOOK, N.B.

It is only very small herring that are used for sar-

dines. I have heard a great deal of discussion as to

the age of such fish, and make bold to express my
own views thereon, although they may or not agree

with those of others. Sardine herring are all under

a year and a half of age; as a matter fact "the runs"
of such fish vary from those which are about 5 months
old to the maximum age limit of one and one half

years. Perhaps, it would not be amiss for me to give

reasons for such views. Quite frequently during the

latter part of April or early in May the waters in in-

shore sections of Charlotte County are fairly alive

with tiny herring. These are not over one inch in

length, nearly transparent and so undeveloped that

their eyes protrude to such an extent that they are

called "eyeballs" by the fishermen. The schools keep
togctlicr and grow very ra])idly; their growth from
month to month is very apparent. About the first

of August fishermen will begin to speculate as to the

time when they will be large enough to be canned.

Along in September the canneries will begin to use

them. As they were spawned in April they are then
five montlis old. The canneries continue using them for

the remainder of the season. Next spring the weirs

will take a larger run of herring; undoubtedly they

sixteen years ago machines were used for the first

time in making cans and closing them in after they
were packed. This method very quickly displaced

the hand woi-k of the past. At the present time a

well equipped sardine plant is a labyrinth of machin-
ery.

Each cannery employs from three to eight carrying
boats to bring fish from the weirs. In some cases the

boats are owned by the canners, but in most cases

they are the property of the man who runs them. High
freight rates are paid, and the boatmen derive good
incomes from this source. I may say these boatmen
occupy res|)onsible positions with the firms who em-
[)loy them, as they are purchasing agents to a very
large extent, and nuist be not only good boatmen, but
iiuMi of good business .iudgment and ability. They also

have to invest a large amount of money in the boats,

and well earn all they receive. If Mr. Woltf were
alive to-day and could come to these waters and view
the splendid fleet of sardine carriers all equipped with
large gasoline engines, and then compare them with

, the snmll sail boats which were employed by him in

1876, he could not fail to be impressed with the mar-
vellous development that has taken place in this re-

spect. The original sardine boat had a capacity of
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some seven or eight hogsheads. The present fleet car-

ries from forty to seventy hogsheads each. Under for-

mer conditions very frequently sardines would be

cither altogether or partially destroyed before reach-

ing tlie canneries. They are now pickled salted in

water tight tanks in the carrying boats before they
are fairly dead, and are <|uickly conveyed to the can-

neries. This salted method is a vast improvement
over the old state of affairs. For many years .sardines

were carried in the boats without being salted, and
very often they would seriously deteriorate before be-

ing unloaded. As they are now salted as they are tak-

en from the water all nutritive ((luditiesare preserved.

Then again the wat<>r tight tanks in the boats prevent
the fish from coming in contact with bilge water, as

was the case in former days.

There are two methods of putting up canned sar-

dines. One is known as the frying process and the

other as the baking or rather at the present time

falling to the wharf below. The tanks are partially

filled with strong pickle. The fish are allowed to re-

main in them for a short time, the length of which
(lejiends upon the size and condition of the fish. They
are washed out of the pickle with scoop nets, placed
in small baskets which hold about a bucket each, and
put on an elevator to be carried to thev^laking room on
the next floor above. The flakes are about two feet

wide and three feet long, made of heavy wire cloth

with a sheet iron frame around them. Previous to

six or seven years ago "flaking" was done by hand.
Flaking consists of spreading the fish in rows on the
flakes. In order that all portions of the fish be thor-
oughly dried in the process through which it has to

pass, it is necessary that they be separated from each
other on the flakes. It can readily be seen that to
perform such work by hand required a large number
of help and cost a lot for wages. The flaking machine
now does the work at a nominal cost. The flaking

SEALING MACHINE, LANE, LIBBY FISHERIES.

steaming process. Sardines packed by the former pro-

cess are fried in oil, while by the latter method they

are either baked in reel ovens or cooked by steam, as

the case may be. All cans, no matter by which method
the fish have been cooked, are filled with oil after the

fish are packed in them. I would briefly describe the

two processes, beginning with the baking or steaming

method. The fish are hoisted from the boats in a

wooden barrel by means of a steam hoisting engine.

They are carried about twenty feet above the top of

the wharf and emptied into a perforated sluice-way,

which in turn empties into the pickling and washing
tanks on the lower floor of the cannery. A large steam
pump is consequently flushing the sluice-way with
water which floats the fisli down the incline and into

the pickling tanks. Loose scales are washed from the

fish while passing along the sluice-way, the refuse

machine is a very ingenious contrivance. It is an iron

drum about two feet in diameter and two feet long —
the width of a flake ^ with a series of pockets run-

ning it's entire length. The drum turns on a shaft.

The sardines ar.- p'aced in a hoppei- which empties them
into the pockets on the drum. As the drum revolves
they are spread on the flakes — the contents from
each ]iocket making a row on the flake and the dis-

tance between the pockets being so arranged as to

bring each row just clear of its predecessor. As fast

as the flakes are filled they are idaced in "racks."
Racks are really carrying horses on wheels and used
for the purpose of conveying the flakes of fish to other
rooms for further proeossing. Each rack holds about
twenty-five flakes. As fast as a rack is filled it is

wheeled into the steaming room.
(Continued in the Next Issue).
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SOME DEEP SEA FISHERMEN'S EXPERIENCES
s
m (By R. P. GETTY.)
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"It's an adventuresome life, sir, which we deep-sea

fishermen have to lead, and no wonder. When men are

forced to make or take in sail in storms of sleet and snow
with the wind a blowin ' big pruns from God knows where.

When youngsters, -and oldsters, too, must jump aloft in

a welter of canvas pullin' and flappin' hard enough to

knock the daylight out of you. When there is reefin'

and furlin' sail with booms a screechin' and sheet blocks

bangin'to beat the band at every lurch of your vessel.

When spars crack and tackle snaps, and there's splicin'

to do in weather that buries your lee under tons of green

water—I tell you, sir, that when men. are 'bliged to do
these things most every day for days at a time, deep-sea

fishin' is no cinch I'd let you know." The speaker

hailed from Lunenburg, Nova Scotia, but like so many
other fishermen of Canada, had gone down to Gloucester,

Massachusetts, to try his luck on one of the white winged
schooners of this famous port. Ten days ago his vessel

had returned from a shacking cruise with 60.000 pounds
of salted cod, and 2.'5,000 pounds of fresh fish safely

stowed, and he had utilized the time that must elapse

before she was fitted out for the Jiext trip, to run up
home and .see the good wife and the kiddies.

We met him ambling about the wharves of Yarmouth
waiting for the Dominion Atlantic Steamer to take him
to the States again, and like most men of his calling he
was perfectly willing for a gamm, in fact, for anything
else that might turn up. He led us over to a string piece

where he sat down with his feet dangling in front of him,
and proceeded to light his short-stemmed pipe. Then
he began again. "Why man alive, that's the trouble

with most of you lubber folks. You don't seem to under-
stand this deep fishin' life in no way whatsoever. You
don't comprehend what we fishermen may have to go
through at any old time in the way of experiences. I

had one that well-nigh finished me when I was a young
man, and I'm only forty now. It was this way, sir. We
were off the coast of Newfoundland at St. Peter's Bank
when me and my mate got adrift from our vessel in a

fishin ' dory. For over five long .solitary days and nights

we did not have one particle of food to pass our lips—
we were starvin' to death by inches. Think of that,

man! And the only water to drink the few drops we
collected in our oilskins.

And then my mate died. Not as strong as me he mvist

have been. And I shall never forget; not to my dying
day, the thoughts that flashed through my mind as I

pulled his body aft and threw my coat over the dead
man's face. My God! You cannot picture to yourself

my feelin's at the time. There in front of me, standing
out on a big blackboard like the sort we used at school,

and glaring at me in big white chalk letters that struck

through to my very soul, was a list of each sin, of all

the mean things T had ever done in my life, each sin

being erased as its meanin' branded itself in, a!ul an-

other taking its horrible place. Was I afraid, you a.sk?

No sir, not afraid, but chastened ever since. There is

nothing about such experiences to make a mtui feel par-

ticularly glad afterward when he thinks concerning it.

I remember nothing more. They told me later that when

a passing schooner picked me up I was on my knees. Per-

haps I was. I remember I felt like it."

"But such experiences are unusual?" we interposed,

as he finished his dramatic recital. "They certainly can-

not occur very often."

He frowned at the thought of such a suggestion.

"Unusual? I should say not when things are happen-

ing at any old time. What about the schooner Blanche

from the "states?"

He was evidently warming up as he proceeded.

"We were up in the Hutchins Strait so called, off the

coa.st of Labrador, with no water to drink, for our scut-

tle butts were empty. And when the crew were about

to lower dories to seek a supply a bad storm came up
with a rough and running sea which quickly surround-

ed our vessel with an extensive ice floe.

Just then the lookout spied what appeared to be a

pond of water lying to leeward on the ice, and, taking

no account of any danger, four dories were immediately

launched, and eight men with axes set out to secure some
water, and at the same time lay in a fresh supply of ice

for our return trip.

Ed. Hanson and Mike McCullough were in the finst

dory to land, and, springing on the ice, broke for the

pond, lying flat as they reached it to drink the water.

Suddenly one of the men in the rear boats saw the

ice begin to rise, and yelled to the boys to make a run for

their dory.

McCullough heard just in time, and with a cry to

Hanson, turned and sprang into his boat.

Meanwhile, we in the other dories looked on with eyes

riveted to the spot, for .slowly the great white mass be-

gan to rise with poor Hanson left helpless, all the while

rising higher and higher above the sea level.

There was now no doubt about it. It was the berg

itself which was slowly but surely turning over, and like

a crazed man Han.son with an axe was choppin' and
choppin' in an endeavor to get some hold as he kept

going upwards.
'My God!" yelled our skipper. 'Poor Hanson's

gone for sure.'

'No.' replied the men. 'He's up! He's up!'

And sure enough o\ir boy was really rising higher and
higher, now gaining a foot, now slipping back, now push-

ing upwards once more on the slippery ice, while the

angry waves below, like so many ravenous wolves, kept
spri?iging n\) to reach their jirey.

Fully fifteen minutes we watched him. Hanson in his

struggl(>s growing smaller aiul smaller, and the ice high-

er and liiglicr, when at last, with a sort of .shake, the

huge berg .settled, and there, at least two hundred feet

above the water, aiul dingin' to its slijipery edge, and
looking no bigger 'n a crow was Hanson. And full well

the rest of us realized that a leaj) from that height

meant certain death.

'For God's sake, man, don't jump I Vou must slide,

Hanson, slide!' yelled our ski])per.

And then the most frightful thing happened. We
were strainin" our eyes to see what the poor fellow would
do when to our listening ears came that sudden sharp
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craok and tlic oinitious low ruinblo wliicli always accom-
\mny an ice break of any proportions.

'The ice is brcakiiifr!' .shonted our skipper. 'Slide,

Hanson, before I shoot!'

And in keeping with these words he hauled out his

revolver, and pointed the weapon up in the air, then
pulled the trigjjer.

A loud report reverberated which Hanson must have
heard, and at the same time realized what the next shot

meant. At any rate the followiiifr instant he flung him-
self feet fii*st over the jajjged ice, and down he came
at frijrhtful speed, and landed in h huddled lieap in tin'

water at the foot of the berpr.

A dory picked him up, and then lie^'an tlie I'iglit lor

iT.scue. And none too soon, for scarcely had the little

boat pounded herself away from the berjr, and reached
our schooiu'r. and Ilau.sori been lifted on board, than
witii a tliunderinuf roar that mifrht have been lieard

miles away, that is, if there had been anybody but our
crew to hear it in that frozen waste, the huge mountain
of ice came tuml)lin<? down, now cruuchijig, now crash-

ing, now crusliin<r, while everytliing on board our schoon-
er was covered with |)ortions of its shattered fragments.

Poor Hanson was terribly brui.sed, but thank God!
he was safe. And later we obtained water and ice suf-

ficient to last us for many a day to come.

(Continued in the Next Issue.)

Things a Fisherman Might
Like to Know

(By MARGARET McLAREN.)

When Captain Cook first visited Tahiti, he found the

natives used nails made of wood, sliell, bone and stone.

He showed them some iron nails which greatly jileased

them, but he coidd not make them understand that the

nails were made of iron, because these .savages could not

see the sense of anything that would not apply to their

advantage in the ways which their own minds had
figured out as being necessary. Therefore, insisting that

the iron nails were shoots of some unknown hard wood,
and anxious to secure an immediate increase of such a

commodity, they planted the nails in their gardens,

where, of course, they served no purpose but to become
I'usty and useless. There is a moral in this tale. A
moral which applies to the fisherman who violates the

laws which have for their basis scientific knowledge,

and which have been framed for the benefit of the fisher-

man of the present and future if he would but obey them.

For in.stance, he who takes a lobster below the stand-

ard size, or out of season is guilty of the crime of depriv-

ing other fishermen of their share in twenty-one thous-

and six hundred and ninety-nine (21,699) lobsters which
they might have gotten out of the season in due course

if the poacher had been less rapacious.

We see in the press from time to time letters on the

(piestion of the lobster season in different localities, from
fishernien whose aim of cour.se is an honest one, they be-

ing chiefly desirous of catching and marketing a greater

quantity of lobsters, thus ensuring a better living for

those dependent on them. This is a bright, but scien-

tific principle calls for a close season in certain locali-

ties, at given times, solely for the protection of all fish-

ermen because this law ensures a continuance of their

commoility (i. e., the lobster) in the different lo<'alities

(Continued on Page 190.)

WHO'S WHO IN THE FISHING WORLD.

Mr. J. F. ('alder, whose interesting and instructive

article on the Sardine Canning Industry appears in

this i.ssue, was born in Campobello, New Brunswick, in

1870. At an early age he took to fishing, and toiled

for a livelihood on the Atlantic Banks and the waters
of the Bay of Fundy. After several years at actual

fisherman's work, he devoted his attention to lobster

and sardine canning, and for eight years previous to

1907 was manager of the E. A TTdlmes Company's Can-
nery at Campobello.
The experience which he jzintnvl in the fisheries of

the vicinity fitted him admirably for the post of In-

spector of Fisheries for New Brunswick District No. 1

—to which he was appointed in 1907. and which he

now holds.

Mr. Caltler lake^ a lively interest in the affairs of

Charlotte—his home county—and for many years

acted as President of the Charlotte County Fish Pair

Association. The duties of Fishery Inspector in a

thriving fishing district ki>ep him pretty busy, but as

Director of the Charlotte County Agricultural Society

and Superintendent of the PMsheries Department at

the St. Stephen Fair, he is able to promote the welfare

of the fisheries in capacities outside of his official du-
ties.

Mr. Calder is an official, intelligent, courteous and
obliging, and his article on Sardine Canning in this

number can be read with the knowledge that it comes
from the pen of a man who knows what he is writing
about.
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THE ATLANTIC FISHERIES

ARICHAT, C.B.

(Special Correspondence.)

The ice cleared out of Arichat by the 16th of April,

but the Straits of Canso are still blocked. It will be

late this sprin<r before the vessels will o;et through to

the Majrdalen Islands for their bait. The Lunenburg

fleet took their first trip in fresh this spring, and sold

largely in Halifax.

IN NEWFOUNDLAND.
(Froiii Our Own Correspondent.)

The Assembly has been in session for three weeks,

and it is a noteworthy feature that fishery matters

have been receiving a very large share of attention.

The Governor's Speech opened the way to a good deal

of discussion on the shipping problem; and one of the

best reviews of the subject was made by the Hon.

A. P. Goodridge in the Legislative Council. Mr. Good-

ridge's discussion of the tonnage problem brought out

the fact that he does not seem at all sorry

that the large steam sealing fleet had been got

rid of. He declared that he was never favorably dis-

posed to the introduction of steam into our seal fish-

ery. The Hon. Mr. Harvey, we believe, made the state-

ment that the steel shijis were "never intended as seal-

ers at all" ; but that the ships were built primarily with

a view to engaging in the fruit trade. This seems to

us an astounding statement, in view of the fact that

one of the large steamers, the "Florizel" was with-

drawn from the regular New York-St. John's service

and sent to the fishery. But Mr. Harvey presumably

knows the inner story of the fleet better than we do.

The matter of ship-building has become a live issue

;

and we understand that, through the initiative of Mr.

Coaker. the President of the Fishermen's Protective,

and Member for Twillingate. a Bill providing a satis-

factory bonus for ship-building will be introduced dur-

ing the session. We have already discussed this matter:

and we notice that Mr. Lake, of Fortune, is keeping

the subject persistently before the public. His argu-

ments are really incontrovertible; and we hope that

his efforts for the launching out into the industry will

meet with the success they deserve. We have abundance

of the best (|uality timber and have plenty of ship-

wrights; but it may be necessary to bring in some ex-

pert modellers and master b\iilders. We understand

that Mr. Coaker lias already made arrangements to

this effect for the proposed industry at the new depot

of the TTnion (Company shortly to be erected at Catalina.

The outcome of this venture will be watched with

interest.

There is n<> doubling that we are face to face with

H (frent shipping shortage. We have comparatively
few local carriers: and we have for many years been
dependent upon foreign vesaels to market our fish pro-

dncta. Several of our firms have recently been buying

in the United States; and the Gloucester Times says

that "several agents of coasting and fish-trading firms

have been visiting the United States with a view to

])urchasing vessels for the Newfoundland trade.

The Boston Fish Gazette announces the following

sales to parties in Newfoundland:

\ellie Dixon, owned by Leslie M. Akers, of East

Boston, has been sold to a Newfoundland firm. The
schooner was built in Boston, in 1880, and is 111 tons

gross.

Preceptor, formerly owned by Capt. Jerome McDon-
ald, was recently sold to George Buffet, of Grand Bank.
N.F. The Preceptor was built at Essex, in 1899, is 123

tons gross and will be used in the bank fishery to re-

place a schooner recently lost on the South-West Coast.

Lucania, of Provincetown. formerly owned by Syl-

vanus Smith, of Boston, has also been sold to the New-
foundland trade. This schooner is 147 tons gross, and
was built in 1904.

If we are correctly informed, this vessel has been
nurcliased by the Messrs. Norris, of Three Arms, Notre
Dame Bay, and has been fitted with a pair of engines.

The Messrs. Norris do an extensive fi.shing and trading
business on the North East Coast : and the new pur-
chase will be a valuable addition to the great northern
fleet.

Independence has been purchased by Mr. J. W. His-
cocks. of Brigus, Conception Bay. This is a large
schooner of 145 tons and will likely be used in the
fish carrying trade. Mr. Iliscock carries on an extens-
ive Labrador business, with headquarters at Smoky.
His expoits last season were something in the vicinity

of 20.000 quintals.

Several schooners have been purchased within the
last few weeks in the Maritime Provinces: some of

these will be used as bankers, while others will be used
in the transatlantic carrying trade.

The Seal Fishery.

It was thought that the sale of our steam sealing
fleet would have a disastrous effect on the seal fishery,

as fleet had been reduced nearly 60 per cent in men
and tonnage ; but it has proved a blessing in disguise.

The fishery promises to be one of the most successful

on record, and the quality of seals is the best ever re-

ported .since the introduction of steam into the indus-

try. The vessels which have returned are log loaded,
and the returns for men and owners has been most
satisfactory.

The Florizel hails for the heaviest turn oul ever
brought into port, being equal to 51.000 young harps.
Tile vessels "at the front" foiind seals fairly plentiful,

and the northern catch is reported as follows:

Florizel 46.000
Neptune 33,000
Eagle 31.000
Sable 1 23.000
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Bloodhoiinil 22,000

Term Nova .

.

27,000
Erik ... 20,000
Sam Blandford 19,000

221,000

Jii'ports troiii tin- (Jiilf are not .so satisfactory; but
it is believed that all the vessels operating there will

pot "savinfr" trips. The eateh will, from present in-

dications, approximate 260,000 pelts.

The price i)aid for seals is the highest on record

;

tlie crew of the Bloodhound receiving $6.00 per ewt.
The value of the voyage to owners and crews may

l>f gleaned from the tuiii out of the Sable I., owned
by Ffir<|uhar of Halifax, but with a Newfoundland
crew, under the command of Captain Jacob Kean. The
Sabb- T. turned out 23.707 young harps. 104 old harps;
and 5 bedlamers, weighing 577 tons, valued at $63,-
666.09. The crew shared $116.60 per man. the balance
going to the credit of the .ship and owners.

The Sealing Fleet was made up of the following
ships:

At the Front.

Tonnage. Men.
Fiorizel ; Capt. A. Keen ; owners, Bowring

Bfos 3,080 270
Eagle; Capt. E. Bishop: owners. Bowring

T^i-os 764 180
Sam Blandford: ("apt. W. C. Win.sor;

owners. Job Bros 919 189
Mloodhound ; Capt. G. Whitely; owners,

Baine, John.stone & Co. .. 542 166
Krik; Capt. N. Kean; owners, Jas. Baird,

I^t<1 583 139
Sable I.; Capt. J. Kean ; owners, Farquhar

* f^o 734 130

In the Gulf,

^'iking; Capt. W. Bartiett. Sr. ; owners,
Bowring Bros 586 160

Hanger; Capt. W. Bartiett. Jr.; owners,
Bowring Bros 520 150

Diana: Capt. I). Martin; owners, Jas
Bai'f 1-itd 473 145

Seal; Capt. C. Murley: owners, Farquhar
& Co. g08 120
In addition to our local fleet, the Norwegian steam-

'r X.jord. Capt. Olsen .sailed from Louisbonrg with a
Newfoundland crew. They have a different "lay"
from our Newfoundland ships, each man receiving ten
dolbirs per month and ten dollars additional for each
thou.sjMid .seals caught: Xevvfoundland crews outfitting
at home get one-third of the net proceeds of the voyage.
One .sailing ves.sel. the J. R, Rradely. belonging t'o the

firm of Gorton & Pew, of Gloucester, Mass, sailed from
' haniicl.

Ill consequence of the casualties which have occurred
within recent years, every Newfoundland vessel is
equipped with Marconi: and an excellent arrangement
'vas cfTecterl this season between the Gov.-rnment and
tlie Marconi Co. by which ships were reported every
•veiling, jfiving their jmsition and other nece.s.sary par-
ticulars. This has the effect of relieving the anxiety
of those whose friends were out to the fisherv, and kept
the owners in with the masters. It has worked splen-
''dlv, and is a most comiiieiidable innovation.
The future of the seal fisherv is now a matter of .seri-

ous di.scu.ssion both in the press and in the IIou.se of
Assembly; and Mr. Coakor has advocated the de-

barring of large vessels than those now actually en-

gaged in the fisher.v. In the I^pper House the Hon.
A. F. Goodridge in replying to the Governor's Address
seems to have some such views; but we cannot say
definitely as to what Mr. Goodridge 's views are.

The Mail and Advocate, the official organ of the
F. 1*. V. ill an editorial some time ago says in this con-
nection :

"It is a|)paifiit that the steel sealing licet will be
withdrawn from the sealing venture; the wooden ship
will again come to the front. The once splendid fleet
of 25 wooden shij)s has been reduced to 8—the chief
cause being the introduction of large steel ships. Since
these have been sold, the time is now opportune to enact
legi.slation to prevent any ships larger than the Sagona
from engaging in the seal fishery. The days of the
motor sealing schooner may not be as far distant as one
would imagine. Motor schooners have cruised the
Arctic Ocean successfully; and there is no reason why
they should not be successful as sealers."
The introduction of the motor .sealing schooner would

have the direct effect of stimulating interest in the seal
fishery; and it would revive the good old days when
some 10,000 men found employment during the win-
ter months in connection with this great industry. The
season now elo.sing has demonstrated that the wooden
vessel is .just as satisfactory as the steel ship ; and there
is the added advantage of the smaller outlay for out-
fitting.

It will perhaps taken time to wean our people from
their conservative methods; but we believe that ere
long we shall see a large fleet of well-powered motor
vessels engaged in the Newfoundland trade. These
vessels can all be built in the country, if the Govern-
ment will provide a substantial bounty. We shall thus
be able to retain in circulation here tens of thousands
of dollars which now find their way to out.side agencies
in the purchase of vessels. It has been argued that we
can buy outside more cheaply than we can build; but
we have never seen any valid argument to prove this.
We can understand that under existing conditions,
that the work takes longer to accomplish locally; but
were sufficient inducement given to builders this would
be no longer true. The introduction of up-to-date
methods in shipyards would change all this. There is
no doubting the fact that we can. under improved con-
ditions compete with outsiders in the matter of con-
struction both as regards style and workmanship.

The Herring Fishery.

The fall and winter herring fishery, both South and
North was the mo.st successful in years; but it would
seem that some of our exporting firms did not fare so
well as they .should have. There is no doubting the
fact that quite a lot of the Scotch pack was not up to
the requirements of the American market owing to im-
proper salting and want of uniformity in the quality
of the herring. A New York firm writes that some of
the pack—"large" and "fulls"—had onlv two layers
on top. with the milt and roe in the fi.sh. It says that
it_ IS useless to look for large sales or get the confidence
ot the trade when such methods are persisted in The
herring which were up to requirements sold well- but
at present writing the price of Scotch pack fNewfound-
laiid) has declined. This is regrettable: and our peo-
ple will have to get down to real business if thev wish
to retain their hold on the American market There is
something radically wrong with our inspection system •

and we hope that the Government will see that the de-
fects are remedied and speedily
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The New York Fishing Gazette says: "That the

herring eating public cannot and will not accept poorly

cured Newfoundland herring in lieu of superior for-

eign goods is plainly manifested by the present con-

dition of the market in New York for Scotch-packed

goods.

The average barrel of Newfoundland herring brings

$11 to $13, or perhaps less, while the superior packed

goods are saleable at from $14 to $17, or even a trifle

higher. New York operators who are familiar with

this class of fish appear to recognize the failure of the

packers to properly cure their fish. The cold weather

of the sections where it is put up is largely responsible

for this condition, it is said. . .There is evidence that

some barrels in which the fish are packed do not hold

the pickle. These conditions appear to have concern-

ed operators who have dealt in Newfoundland barrels,

for the handlers are fewer now than a year ago. Split

and round herring are in fair demand and prices are

strongly maintained."

Twenty-one vessels, according to the Western Star,

Curling, N. F., took away from Bonne Bay from the

1st of January to the close of the season 16,168 bar-

rels frozen, 4,040 barrels pickled, 3.547 barrels salt

bulk, and 2,601 barrels Scotch cured herring. The total

shipment of herring from Bonne Bay for the season

amounted to 68,573 barrels. The high prices paid for

herring were due largely to the smaller firms and in-

dependent buyers being in the market for larger quan-

tities. A correspondent from Bonne Bay states that

the efforts of larger buyers to depress prices were un-

successful, as the fishermen have thoroughly awakened

to the fact that $1.25 a barrel is not sufficient to make
both ends meet, considering the big advance in recent

years of all kinds of fishing gear.

The American ('onsul at Bay of Island writes to this

Department the following regarding the Western shore

herring fishery: "For many years the bulk of the her-

ring caught on the West Coast of Newfoundland has

been taken by a few New England concerns. Formerly

the fishermen were largely dependent on the American
vessels which provided their equipment, but now they

buy their gear where they can get the best prices, with

the result that a large part of the catch has been turned

into Canadian trade channels. The American fishery,

which used to be so important in these waters, has thus

all but ceased."

Active preparations are now going on all along the

coast for the Spring and Summer herring fishery;

and as herring are reported fairly plentiful in certain

sections, the fishermen are likely to re&p an abundant
harvest. Men who for the past few years have been

devoting their attention to the lobster fishery will

now take up the prosecution of the herring fishery, as

they hope to find the business more remunerative.

Mr. .John F. Murphy, of the Newfoundland-American
Packing (Joinpany. is now touring Placentia and For-

tune Bays in connection with the herring industry, and
will buy all the herring available, paying the highest

price. In order to ensure a good pack, the Company
will furnish suitable barrels, and nothing but the best

qiuility will be packed. It is said that one cooperage

firm in the city has already had a large order for a

specially tnade package. This will have the effect of

reassuring the^ buyers abroad of the quality of the

article dealt in.

The Newfoundland-American Packing Company.
This organization is now erecting an extensive plant

at Bay Bulls, and will, as stated in our former contri-

bution regarding recent developments, operate very

extensively. The site is an admirable one, and it offers

excentional facilities for large operations. It is located

in the centre of a large fishing district, within easy

reach of St. John's, thus affording easy means of for-

eign shipments being made regidarly.

The Vice-President and Manager of the Company,
Mr. E. St. John Howley, is a St. John's boy who has

had a large experience in the United States with the

handling of fish products. He is very optimistic re-

garding the prospects of the new venture ; and his motto
will be "fair methods and honest packing." He has an

expert packer as Inspector of the concern, Mr. J. F.

Murphy, who will give his personal attention to the

packing of herring.

The Company has already made a beginning in "kip-
pers" and "bloaters," and the goods placed on the

local market have found a ready sale. It has been
found impossible to meet the demand. When the Com-
pany is in full swing there will be no further importa-

tions of smoked fish, baddies, or other such commodi-
ties. The knell of the "Disrby Chicken" has been
sounded, and our peojde will now patronize the home
products.

Other Developments.

The Union Export and Trading Company will soon

begin the erection of an extensive plant at Catalina,

and will engage in the manufacture of boneless cod and
other products. It will also do aTi extensive business

in the utilization of fish offal and other material which
has hitherto been neglected. The waste from our fish-

eries in the past has been enorraoiis. The Union Com-
pany will utilize all the available waste and thus enable

our fishermen to add to their incomes.

The turbot fishery seems to be coming to the front;

and we believe the development of this fishery will

have far-reaching results. Recently a St. John's firm

has taken up the matter seriously, as may be gleaned

from the following correspondence which has been pub-

lished in the local press :

—

"We are indebted to Mr. Walter Duff, of the Fishery
Board of Scotland, for introduction to yourself. Mr.
Dtiff was out here two years ago at the special request

of the British and Newfoundland Governments to make
a report on the future prospects of our local fisheries.

"Since Mr. Duff's visit here the extension of our
fisheries by motor boats has developed a new industry

that is now assimiing large proportions. In one large

locality, about fifteen miles from land, at a depth of

two thousand feet, we find very large Quantities of

turbot. During the past season from 3.000 to 5000
barrels of this turbot have been secured and salted by
our fishermen. We find a fairlv food inarket for it

among the Canadian population at Ouebee. T am send-

ing vou a barrel of this tuvbot by the SS. "Durango"
of the Furness-Withv Co. 's Tjine. sailing from here di-

rect to Liverpool. Mr. Duff writes me that this fi.sh

is altogether too good to be niit un salted, and that

we should be shipping it fresh to England.
"There is no fresh tnrbot to be lunl at this season,

so I am doing the next best tliiti" in forwarding you
this sample of the salted tnrbot. You will get an idea
<if the size and quality of the fish. Wlutt I want to

know for certain is that there is an assured market
for the fish, and T want to follow out the most approved
wnv in Kretting the fresh fish to market. Our fish-

ing operations start about J\nie. and this tnrbot is

caught during the summer right up to Novendier."
We shall watch the developnuMit in th(> turbot fish-
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ery with considerable interest, as it is possible to sup-

ply a good quantity of it. The writer of this letter

seeniinKly writes of the turbot grounds of Trinity Bay;

but there are other grounds where turbot may be

eauglit equally as advantageously, viz., in Fortune

Bay. The Messrs. Cluett, of Belloram, have been en-

gaged in the turbot fishery for the past three or four

years; and from what we learn, they have met with

fair suecess, finding a ready market in North Sydney.

Mr. Verran, of Plaeentia, has recently been experi-

menting with the canning of caplin. This was tried

some years ago by Capt. Golder, at Harbor Grace.

The process adopted by Mr. Colder was similar to that

u.sed in tinning sardines: the fish were slightly smoked,

and put up in olive oil. Mr. Golder 's experiment was

not a financial .success; but the article put up was su-

perior to anytiiing in the tinned fish line that we have

ever tastcil. The writer used these caplin at repeated

intervals, and it seems a pity that a market could not

be found for the product. Without doubt, the failure

of Mr. (lolder's experiment was due to the expensive

manner in which the caplin were put in.

Mr. Verran 's experiment is presumably on more eco-

nomical lines, and he should be able to get the product

on the market. The Trade Review in a recent issue

says: "A gentleman who lately visited Plaeentia is

quite enthusiastic over Mr. Verran 's experiment. Mr.

Verran opened a tin of caplin that had been put up
one year and eight months ago. and the caplin were

just as fresh as when taken out of the water." The

editor also tells us his own experience with a sample

furnished by Mr. Verran: "The caplin only required

to be warmed in a pan with a little butter thrown in.

Thursday evening we had them for tea, and a more
delicious fish we have never tasted ; they had the same

taste as if they had been taken out of the sea the same

day."
Caplin are the most abundant fish in our waters;

and they "land" invariably during the month of June.

They are found in such enormous quantities that they

may be purchased on the beach at ten cents a barrel.

The writer has known instances when they were sold

at forty cents a car load

!

The Messrs. Lake, of Fortune, F.B., have been put-

ting up an excellent article in the way of lightly smoked
dry caplin for some years, and we understand that the

business has been fairly successful. Lake's Caplin are

sold in handy cartons at 10 cents retail.

We believe that if Mr. Verran's i)roduct could be

I>laced with ("anadian or American grocery stores, an
excellent denmnd might be created.

Codfish.

The winter fishery on the South Coast is far behind

last year's catch ; and the banking fleet will have small

averages. The high liner is said to be Capt. Thorn, of

(Jrand Bank, who hails for 600 quintals. The weather
all through the fishing season has been unusually

stormy, and it was impossible for vessels to get on the

ground. Keceiit advices state that schools of very
large fish have struck in around Channel and Rose
Blanche, but that stormy weather prevented the skiffs

and bankers from setting their gear. A report received

from Mr. Furneaux, Customs' Officer at Rose Blanche,
gives the catch of codfish between Rose Blanche and
Harbor TicCou uj) to March 2.'5th at 5,410 qtls. During
the wec^k ending on the date given, no fishing had been
done owing to \infavorable weather, and all the .schoon-

ers which left for the grounds had to return on account
i)f drift ice.

Twelve boats, 6.5 dories and skiffs, and 77 vessels

were then operating. Bait was fairly jjlentiful, and it

is hoped that all the fleet will secure saving voyages,

The banking vessels will all have returned ere this is

published, doubtless, and they will then outfit for the

Gulf and Bank fisheries.

Several losses have been reported this season from
the Western Shore — the largest number, we believe,

for some vears, though happily there was little loss of

life.

The Alma Harris was sunk in collision with the

Stanley and Frank, and the crew were rescued by the

Metamora, Captain John Lewis. Both vessels belonged

to Fortune Bay, the former hailed from Grand Bank,
the latter is from Stones Cove.
The George Rose, also of Grand Bank, drove ashore

at Rose Blanche in a gale of westerly wind and became
a total wreck. The crew got ashore in dories. The
schooner had 600 quintals of fish on board, and it is

thought that none of it was salved.

The Natoma, of St. Jacques, owned by Young Broth-

ers, also went ashore ; but she has been refloated by
diver Taylor, and has been taken to St. Pierre for

repairs. The Natoma had about 300 quintals of fish.

The short Western Shore catch may have an in-

fluence on the local market which has been quite in-

active for some time. Several small cargoes have been
shipped (luring the month, and the S. S. Noreg took
22,000 (piiiitals during the month. The Noreg has been
reported as arriving safely at Alicante.

In connection with the exportation of codfish, the

Trade Review says that the tonnage shortage has not

been such a drawback as souu' jjcople arc inclined to

believe. Were it not for the scarcity of carriers, the

S])anish, Portuguese, and other markets would have
been glutted with fish, with a consequent sharp de-

cline in price. The fish is gong out slowly; and even
with this, the prices abroad are lowering. A message
from Oporto to the Marine Department on March 31.

gave the prices as 40 to 42 shillings for large, and
87 to 38 shillings for snmll.

The most seriovis difficulty which our exporters have
to face is the high freight rates. These have advanced
all round ; and there seems to be no prospect of a de-

cline for some time to come.
The only foreign iiinrket which is attractive is Bra-

zil which is taking nil the fish we can send, and pay-
ing good prices for it. Tliis market is likely to keep
the price up, aiul we shall not be met with any Nor-
wegian competition this season, as the Norwegian
catch has been rather short. Recent advices to our Cus-
toms Department state:

April 3rd, 1916.

Loft'oden 10,700,000

All others 21,500,000

Total 32,200,000

April 7th, 1915.

Loffoden 13,200,000

All others 211,700,000

Total 42,900,000

Spain has been taking a good deal of fish, as will

be seen from th(> subjoined statement of exports; the

Portuguese market has been affected by the recent en-

try of Portugal into the war theatre; Italy is buying
less fish ; and the Greek markets are by no m<!ans as

satisfactory as we would wish. The following notice
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regarding shipments to Greece has recently been is-

sued to the Board of Trade by the Customs' Depart-
ment:
"You will be good enough to inform exporters that

the export of fish to Greece will not be permitted, ex-

cept under a license, expressly approved by telegram
from His Majesty's Government, and such license must
be obtained in advance from the Customs after any
eoniinercial transaction is completed with the Greek
market."

Quite a large quantity of fish has been sent to Eng-
land; and from the Western Star we learn that a new
departure "in connection with the fisheries worthy of

special notice is the exportation of codfish to Ireland;

and Gloucester bids fair to lose the hold it had around
the West Coast on the industry, the prices being much
higher than the American buyer seemed disposed to

pay." It may be said in explanation of this that Gor-

ton & Pew, and Cunningham & Thompson, of Glouces-

ter, have had practically a monopoly of the green fish

trade on the coast for some years.

There is a good deal of anxiety at present about the

po.ssib]y of successfully marketing the stocks of
'

' Soft
"

' Labrador fish that are now held by certain

dealers in St. John's. It is said that one northern
dealer who had sevei-al thousand (|uintals, for which
he I'cfused $6.40 last fall, tried to sell recently for

$4.75, but he could not find a purchaser.

The Oil Markets.

There is little cod oil in the market; the largest stock

is held by the Union Trading ("ompany, who sold

some days ago a quantity for $160 per tiui. This is a

very high price; and the holders seem to think that it

will still soar. Refined Cod Liver Oil has gone to .$2.50

per gallon; and the demand is good at the present

time. It is quite probable that the number of refiner-

'cs will be increased this year. We hope, however, that

the business will not be overdone, as it was some years

ago, when refined oil becaTne almost unsaleable. Many
of the small refiners had their fingers badly burne(l.

It is a rather remarkable fact that we have a pro-

pensity to overdo things in some of our ventures. Peo-

ple, especially the small dealers in the outports, do
not seem to realize that markets are very fickle; and
that buyers are fully cognizant of what is being done
locally is very much in evidence nowadays. Ttiere is

every indication that we shall have very little com-
petition from Norwegian oils this season, as Germany
is in the field for practically all the Norwegian pro-

ducts. So very little Norwegian oil will find its way
across the Atlantic. Judging from recent telegraphic

news the exchange of products between Norway and
Germany is being renewed vigorously. The following

appeared a day or two ago in the press:

London, April 10.
—"The Germans have resumed

traile with the west coast of Norway. . . . The first

German steamer since the war began arrived at Aale-

sund last week, where it was loaded with fish and oil.

A second German steamer entered two days later with

n cargo of coal and bri(|uette8, returning with salt, fish

and oil,"

Fishery Exports from January 1st, to March 31st.

'Cod (qtls.) :—
To Portugal 4,966

Spain 1!».842

Italy 6.2!):J

Hritish WcNt Indies 15,794
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Brazil 104,313
Canada 25
England 15,257
United States 4,666
Other Parts 33,064

Seal Oil (tuns) 6
Cod Oil (tuns) :—

To United Kingdom 199
Other Parts 709

Seal Skins (No.) :—
To United States 168

Herring (barrels) :

—

To United States and elsewhere 20,381
Cod Liver Oil (tuns) :

—

To United States and elsewhere .... 73
Guano (tuns) 25
Trout (barrels) 69
Lobsters (cases) 2,028

Market Report, April 1st.

Codfish, medium, mercliantable. per qtl. $7.20 to $7.50
Do.. Madeira, per qtl .$6.00 to $6.50
Do., Labrador (Soft), per qtl .$5.00
Do., Labrador (Shore Cured), per qtl. $6.50 to 6.70
Do., West India, per qtl $3.00 to .$3.50

Haddock, per qtl $3.50
Herring, Scotch pack, per brl $10.00

Do., Split Ordinary, per brl $4.00 to 4.20
Salmon, No. 1 Large, per trc $16.00

Do., No. 1 Small, per trc $12.00
Lobsters, per case $14.00

Latest Fishery News.
Latest report from the Westci'n Shore says that the

following .schooners have fared well: "The catch of
codfish from Rose Blanche to Harbor Le Cou is 6.910
(luiiitals. A few of the smaller boats did remarkably
well on tlu' banks from 3 to 8 miles off, as there was
no fish on tiie usual grounds. The fishermen attri-

bute this to the schooners splitting and dumping offal

all the previous week. The schooners did not return
to port, as the weather was moderate, but dressed
theii- fish, which is ruinous to local men; and unless
some legislation is enacted the shore fishery will soon
be a thing of the past."
The lucky ones fishing on the Western Shore are

the following: Capt. John Thornhill, of Grand Bank,
1 300 quintals; Capt. Tom Hollett, Burin. 1.200: Ca|)t.

Vatcher Cluett, Belloraiii. 1.200; ('apt. Thornhill.
Grand Bank. 800; Holletts sciiooners. l^urin, 800 and
900; Capt. Fudge. Belloram, 800; Inkpen's schooner.
900; Metamora, Capt. John Lewis, 500 quintals for a
couple of week's fi.shing. Capt. Lewis did not leave
St. Johns' till the end of February.
The following ari-ivals are reported at Belloram:—

Winifred, 800 ((tls. : Effie M. Prior. 1,2.50: Valoria. 600;
Nahada, 500: Allan F. Rose, 500.

ST. JOHN'S, N'FLD.
(From Our S])eciiil (Correspondent.')

Winter Codfishery.

This voyage is practically over for this year, and
most of the Bankers have returned to home ports to

get ready for Grand Bank fishing. Some have done
well, but others have secured but small trips. The
returns on the whole will jiot plac(> (lie catch very
much more than it was last year at this date, though
sever;d of the schooners have totalled more: manv of
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the fleet hail from 800 to 1,200 quintak. This fleet, (ilouccstcr, Mass., we learii of the followiiiir locpnt
which numbered about eighty schooners, has been on purchasi's for the Newfoundland trade.

the grounds for more than ten . weeks. The only The schooiitM- Nellie Dixon, owned by Leslie M.
schooner to do well that started late at fishing was Akers, of East lioston, has been sold to Newfoundland
the Metairiora, her crew trawling five liundred nuin- jtarties, and is now at T. VVii-irf fitti.'ig for tlie trip to

tals of cod in two weeks. A few others of th« bank- lier new port. The vessel was built in Hoston in 1S89,

ITS which sailed late also had good luck, one crew was 111 tons gross and 68 tons net.

getting ninety quintals for one day's work. The schooner Lucania, of Provinietoun, lomierly
Though cod does not become scarce on the Rose owned by Sylvanus Smith Co., of this city, has been

Hlanelie fishing grounds at this season, the custom is sohl to .Vewfouiidhind parties. She was built in this

for the bigger vessels to return and get ready for the city in 1904. was 147 tons gross, and 104 tons net..

greater part of the fishing coveiing l.oiii the Quero to The schooner Preceptor, owned by (Captain Jerome
the Fli-misli (iaj). Macdonald, was sold yesterday afternon to George

Norwegian Fishery. Buffet, of Grand Bank, Newfoundland. The new

The following figures were posted at the Board of
«^^''"''' "-ecently lost one of his crafts and the Preceptor

Trade Uoo.us v.-sfnlav :- ^V'!
take her place The skipper and crew are on

Lofoden
"

" 13 800 000
then- way here to take the craft to her new destniation.

\11 Others 26 800000
'^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ consummated through the office of Percy

'

C. Parkhurst, of this city. The craft was built at Es-

rp^ 1 40 600 000 ^^^' l*^^-*- *^he was 126 tons gross and 89 tons net.
'

'
'

' ' ' The schooner Independence 11. has been sold to J.

, , ,

^^'^t ^ *-'"'•
, . „„,- „„„ W. Iliscock, of Hrigus. N 'fid. The vessel was built in

V?, Af." QQ«nnnnn '^^'^«'*-^> ^^'O-^- «"^' '« ^^'' tons gross and 109 tons net;
^" "tilers ^d,bUU,uuu b.iugone of the Largest vessels going from this port.

Total 49.100.000 Nuwfoundland American Packing Co.

Exports of Fish for March, 1916. A fish curing plant which in the near future will be
From outports:— Dried Fish. established for the Newfoundland Americaji Packing
To Europe 2,664 qtls. Co., will be one of the largest concerns from the State
To Canada 2,600 qtls. of Massachusetts east. The work of erecting the

Also buildings and installing the machinery will begin with-

To liiited .Stales, jiickled fish .. .. 2.842 (jtls. in a couple of weeks.

To United States, herrings 933 brls. The company will erect cold storage and refrigerat-

From St. Johirs: Dried Fish. ing packing plants for dressing cod, salmon, herring.

To Brazil 23,766 1-3 (jtls. eaplin, ami other fishes in various ways, in tins, glass

To Europe 48,237 1-2 (|tls. and cardboard packages. They will also erect a smoke
To Great Britain 5.503 (itls. house where herrings, haddock, eaplin, and salmon will

To West Indies 4,651 (|tls. he cured under a method that has had the highest

To I'nited States 86 1-3 qtl.s. approval of the American markets. Another feature
is the building of a plant for the saving of the bye-

Total 83,244 1-2 qtls. i)roducts.

Also: 4,004 1-2 barrels of herring, 180 tierces of sal- The cold storage building will be fifty-five feet by
mon, 130 barrels of turbot, 10 barrels of trout, 4 bar- seventy-five feet, built of wood, in which will be stow-

rels of salmon, 327 cases of lobsters, 15 cases of dry etl squid for bait, and cod, salmon, and herring for

s(|uid. 163 3-4 tuns of cod oil, 2 1-2 tuns of seal oil, shipment to foreign and local markets. Machinery
8.359 gallons of cod liver oil, 143 gallons of cod oil of the very latest type will be installed, and its work-
pitchings. ing will be in charge of experts.

Comparative Statement of Fish Exports for March. The packing room will be in a three story building

Drv Fish
fifty feet by one hundred feet, and will give a square

iqic ' 88 503 1-2 utls
t°ot capacity of 15,000 feet.

jgjg 20534 qtls. There will be a dryer in the building capable of
'

hantlling 200 quintals of salt bulk cod every thirty-

Increase 67,974 1-2 <|tls.
''" hours. The ott'ices of the company will be in this

Pickled Fish. ' building, which will be heated by steam and lighted by

|(^^(j 2 842 (itls.
electricity, and as well, fitted with up-to-date sani-

I'll.-,
'.'.

[[ .. 3,'778 qtls. tary arrangem<'nts.
'

The fertilizer will be manufactured inside a build-

Decrease 946 (Jtls. '"K -iO feet by 70 feet, where there will be installed a

O rtn M rket
large system for converting all offal into marketable

" 11 goods that is the best science has devised.
The latest condition of the Oporto market received

q,,,^ company contemplates building two i>iers and
\>y cable on April 12th is as follows:

., \,y,.^^^^ „.„,.k, which will be piled, and when finished

^^^r^o' '"''"ros^ ^^'" •"^''"•' * *'P*"'*^' °f ^-'^"^^ s<|uare feet.

Consumption
,,^'.: 9- -^n ^ ^^^^^ ^'***^'' ^"•'•''•'^'- "'f' »" estimated pressure of

Slocks (Nfld.) _1,<.5S zi.i-i)
seventy-five pounds to the square inch, to be used as

Tonnage for Newfoundland. re<|uired, will be brought out from the Bay Bulls river.

Our fleet of foreign going sailing ships have been ami it is contemplated that very early the waters of

greatly augmented during the past few weeks. Prom this very river will be so developed as to give suffi-
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cient power for modem lighting and heating of all of young harps was 54 3-4 pounds, and young hoods

the buildings, and also the whole village of Bay Bulls. 48 pounds. The gross value of the cargo was $136,-

An oil refinery will likewise be erected, and the 308.35, and the net value $135,848.65.

whole plant at its opening will give employment to 100 rpj^^
Florizel's catch, while not the largest in num-

persons. ,.,»., "'cr, is the heaviest in weight, and the greatest in value
As foreshadowed m my correspondenee in the April

^.^^.j. ^^ken from the ice-floe, and will probablv go down
issue of the CANADIAN USHERMAN, the sealing

;„ ^j^^^^y ^.^p^ j^^^,^^ however, in 1910, also in the
voyage has been an unprecedented success. I submit ^lorizel, brought in the greatest number of seals, 49,-
a detailed report of the catch of the northern fleet:

029, which weighed out 1,048 tons, 11 cwt. and 9 lbs.
The fleet prosecuting in the Gulf has not yet re-

^^.^^^^ j qM tons, 19 cwt., 1 qr. an<l 96 lbs. nett., valued
turned. They did not meet the large measure of sue-

.^^ .>|,<)1.200.10. It will thus be seen ("apt. Kean has es-
cess that attended the northern ships, but they have tablished two records as to the number of seals and
all secured fair trips, and are still getting some seals ^.^^^^^ ,^^,^^,^^1 i,^ ^^^^ different years, and a third re-
daily, while a couple of weeks of open season still re-

^^^^^ ^•^^^ ^^y^jj^g j^i^ capacity as master he has killed
mains for them m which t_o augment their catches.

^^^^.^ ^^^^^ ^j^^^^ ^^^^ ^^1^^^. ^^^^5,^ ^^.,,^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^
The reasons which have hindered the (iult ileet from

^,Y^^^>^\ the fishery
securing loads ere this are mainly the most unfavorable m, r, i- !_• ci 1,1 t • 1. r ^r e

j-4.- u- u !,„„„ ^ .,;i ..1 ;„ +;,„ n„if .^„„i„r, ihe Canadian ship Sable 1, m charge of a Newfound-
ice conditions which have prevailed in the CjtuIi during

, , n ^ •
1 j ^i. j i? . • ^1 j,- .

., I , T „*„„/ ,.-^.,«„+„ *„«„, tv,^ n„-\f K,r laJid Captain, also made the record of being the first
the whole season. Latest reports trom the (jult by . • . • <? .n. • a- n -^i 1

• 1 i-u i- iu *i„ + v,L „„»,„ ^, „„o,.,>i, ^f +1,^ *<hip to arrive rrom the ice iields with a bumper trip,
wireless says that the fleet has gone in search 01 the ,, „. . . ,, , •, .

"old ones,,'' and that one ship, the SS. Viking secur-
Her first voyage in northern waters, and a most suc-

ed above two thousand very heavy seals in one day, in
««««^" ""«''* ^«

"°J
unlikely, too that he other Cana-

the vicinity of Prince Edward Island, and that all the *''«;! sl'^P-.the bb. Seal, at the Gulf, will secure a good

other ships were then working in the patch. There pa.y"'g trip.

Returns of the Northern Seal Fishery—Eight Ships Make Record Catch in Weight and Value.

Crew.
Ship. Master. Crew. No. Seals. Nett Value. Share.

Sable I.—J. Kean 182 23,816 $63,666.09 $116.60
Eagle—E. BLshop 184 33,400 73,848.95 133.78

Neptune—G. Barbour 194 34,929 78,348.91 134.27

Bloodhound—G. Whitely 176 18,593 53,941.20 102.15

Florizel—A. Kean 270 46,481 135,345.20 167.09

Terra Nova—S. R. Winsor 202 26,853 77,756.67 127.38

Erik—N. Kean 185 18,337 52,462.48 94.52

S. Blandford—W. Winsor 197 20,503 54,101.98 91.54

1,590 222,952 $589,471.65

are four steamers operating in the gulf, namely. Vik-

ing, Ranger, Diana, and Seal. To date they have re-

ported for about 25,000 seals altogether.

The fleet which prosecuted on the front of the island

was the smallest since the introduction of the indus-

try, but at the same time it brought to port the most
valuable cargoes of seals in the history of the seal

fishery. A total of 222,952 or an average of 28,000 for

the eight ships was landed here, with approximately

$600,000, not including the value of the skins. The
seal fishery for 1916 so far as the northern voyage is

concerned, was an unprecedented success from every

standpoint, and will be remembered as the spring of

the big trips, big seals, and big prices. The price paid

for young fat is $6 per hundredweight, which is phe-

nomenally high, the average weight of all whitecoats

brought in went over fifty pounds. The Sable I. was
the first home on March 30th, and on the same day
the Neptune and Eagle arrived after a fortnight's ab-

sence. Inside another week the remaining four ships

reached port filled to the hatches. The main body of

••eals W»s found by the Plagle 75 miles N. by E. of the

Funk Islands.

The Heaviest Catch of Seals on Record.

The SS. Florizel liiiided for licr trip tin- uni'i|ualli'(l

catch of 46,481 seals, which, when weighed, gave 1,196

tons, 12 cwt. 3 (|rs. gross, and li-ss the tare, 1,154 tons,

13 ewt., 2 qrs., 1 lb. net. The catches in numbers was
42,359 young harps, 2,250 young hoods, 160 bedlamers.

631 old harpi* and 776 old hoods. Tlw nvcrage weight

Miscellajieous Items.

Last spring, owing to the scarcity of bottoms, a long
and serious scarcity of salt prevailed, this year, how-
ever, it is unlikely that last year's state of affairs will

be repeated, for although shipping is much scarcer

now than at the corresponding period of last year, yet

those engaged in supplying that commodity, princi-

pally Job Bros., have provided for any contingency,

and have been able to announce to the trade that the

firm have a large number of cargoes afloat, and will

be prepared to supply largely to the fishermen this

spring.

Herrings are now plentiful at Torbay, Portugal

Cove, and nearly all the outlying fishing settlements

of St. John's, and large hauls are being made daily.

The first sign of cod fish on the northern part of

the coast, was secured one day this week as far north

as Cat Harbor.

The Bankers Ornate, with 500 quintals; Elva

Blanche, with 500 <)uintals; and Elsie Norman, with

400 quintals, are the latest to arrive from the Western
Bank fishery.

The SS. Neptune lias just sailed for New York with

a load of oil from ,lob Bros.

Messrs, Bowring Brothers have just received a mes-

sage which informs them that their vessel the Nellie

Louise, has gone ashore, while leaving Bnrbadoes, and
is ex|)e('ted to become a total loss.

The Nellie Louise brought a cargo of fish to {Barbados

about a month ago, and her loss will he felt severely

by local shipping.
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She was a splcudiil typo of three-masted schooner,

was liuilt by Howiiii'r Mros.. I!)!!), at Lallave. N.S.. by

,1. X. Hafiisf. She was hub'ii with niolascss for St.

John's wlu'n tlie accident occurred.

A hot debate which took place in the Honse of As-

seiiiblv last week, which is now in session, resulted very

materially to the advantage of the fishermen. The

debate was on the ((Uestion of cod oil, and it was

claimed bv one member that our fishermen last year

lost to the tune of $60,000 on their oil shipments, owing

to the fact that the gauging of oil does not give an ex-

act measurement, and our fishermen, who all sell by

Miis measurement, lose as much as from two to three

gallons on a cask. This statement was put to an actual

test by our Officer of Weights and Measures, and it

was found that the statement was correct. The gov-

ernment then took up the measure, and as a result our

fishermen henceforth shipping oil will get credit for

about two more gallons per cask than heretofore,

which will mean to them about sii.'iG.OOO annually.

All the wooden sealers which heretofore never en-

gaged at anything except the sealing industry will be

employed all this summer freighting pit-props to Brit-

ish ports.

The schooners Mauno T.oa. Viola May. ( Imtona, Nov-

eltv. Edith, Marguerite, Ida M. Zinck have .iust sailed,

or "are about to sail, with loads of fish for foreign

markets.

YARMOUTH, N.S.

(Special Correspondence.)

There has been quite an improvement in the fisher-

ies here during the past month. Winter left us very

suddenly, about the end of March, and we have had

fairly good spring weather since then. The schooners

that are in commission have all landed a number of

fares ; some of them quite large ones. But a peculiar

phase of the industry is that the vessels have to fish

in comparatively strange waters. Captain Simms, of

the Loran B. Siiow. says that the fish have seemingly

left their old haunts entirely. No fish—not even had-

dock—are being taken in shoal water where up to

this year they have schooled in countless numbers.

The schooners are all fishing on the edge of the banks

in what is known as the "Gully," and are taking their

catches on soft, muddy bottoms in deeper water than

usually fished.

A month ago halibut reached a price ex-vessel which

would have made one of our old-time fishermen gasp.

One or two small fares were landed at 23 cents and 25

cents p<'r pound : the usual price is about 7 or 8 cents.

At the present time the vessels are getting 9 and 9^2

cents. So lobsters were not the only sea food which

was away up in price. By the way, lobsters have

slumped some. At the time of my last letter they were

within reach of $1.00. but a large shipment caused a

dull, sickening thud when the ambitious $100 lobster

dropi)e(l to $.3.'). That was about April 1, and it has not

exceeded that figure since, in fact, it is considerably

under that, and there has been a lot of fluctuation,

droj)ping as low as .$20, but it has held mostly about

$28, at which it is at present.

The fishermen complain that bait is scarce and high.

Alewives, [)rincipally from New Brunswick, supply

the most of the vessels, and the price has almost reach-

ed $3 per Iniudred. According to that the common ale-

wive has ambitions to be in the halibut class, as usual-

ly the price is around $1.50.

The vessels have commenced to come out of winter

quarters. The Nathalie is one of them and she is pre-

paring for handlining and will go into commission

early in May. The Eddie J., which was rebuilt during

the winter, will go into commission .shortly. She has

been renamed the Abel A. It was at first intended

to call her the Edith Cavell, but some other vessel own-

er was ahead of them. The Dawn is also being put in

readiness. The small boat owners are backward this

season. This time last year most of the boats were

painted and off. but there is little doing around them

this year as yet.

The Yarmouth Times (Conservative) a few issues

ago had the following editorial on the Modus Vivendi,

which is of particular interest owing to the fact that

the principal opponents of the movement here are Con-

servatives :

"A movement has been started in the Maritime Pro-

vinces looking to the amending of the present Modus
Vivendi, more especially with reference to that portion

of it which restricts American fishing vessels propelled

by gasoline motor power from obtaining a Canadian

license. Largely signed petitions from all the larger

cities, towns and villages adjacent to the fishing

grounds have been forwarded to Ottawa and these

with resolutions passed by Boards of Trade reveal the

strength of the forces demanding this change. When
the present Modus Vivendi became law and government
licenses were issued under it, gasoline propulsion was
unheard of in fishing crafts and all fishing seaports

derived the financial benefit accruing from a healthy

trade Avith T'nited States vessels. Since that time,

however, all the more worthy and larger fishing ves-

sels belonging to the United States are fitted with

motor propulsion ; thus the trade once enjoyed by our

towns with them has been wiped out entirely. In oth-

er words, the intention of the original Modus Vivendi

has been destroyed. The time has come for a concerted

effort demanding a change in this condition. The
request of the petitioners is neither outrageous, un-

patriotic, nor in any way detrimental to the Canadian
towns and cities not directly concerned in the fisheries.

The demand is simply this, that American fishing ves-

sels (sailing) propelled by gasoline power be allowed

to obtain a license so as to purchase bait and supplies

and particularly to tran.ship fresh fish in bond from
Canada to the United States. Inasmuch as the restric-

tions affecting American fishing vessels on the British

Columbia coast have been entirely removed it seems
only just that the same treatment should be meted out

to those adjacent to the Atlantic fisheries. In Nova
Scotia, the counties that would benefit most by the

change are Digby. Yarmouth, Shelburne and Lunen-
burg, and it is from these counties that the most largely

signed petitions have come. Some opposition has arisen

to the granting of the prayer of the petitioners and it

might be well to glance at their arguments. The op-

ponents of the propofsal state that it would be wrong
to allow United States fishermen to operate out of

our Canadian ports, for, in doing so the government
would be giving them an advantage in our geographi-
cal position and proximity to the fishing grounds. Then
again, no extension of priivleges to American fisher-

man in Canadian ports should be gr^teid by, Canada,
except in exchange for corresponding privileges to

Canadian fishermen in United States ports. These ob-
jections are doubtless both sincere and sound, and are
worthy of serious consideration. But it seems passing
strange that the men who have so largely signed the
petitions already referred to are the Canadian fisher-
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men themselves and those who oppose it are not the

men who go oiit and get the fish hut those who buy

the catch and later sell to good advantage. In a mat-

ter like this, one would naturally listen to the voice

of the man who goes out and braves the elements

to obtain the fish. And these are the very men who

want the change and have signed petitions to that

effect.
.

"It is an old proverb that "a fair exchange is no

robbery" and at first sight the demand for the removal

of the restriction does seem a one-sided affair; but it

is not. Think what Yarmouth, Shelburne, Lockeport,

Digby and other places would gain by such an amend-

ment. These places being situated nearer the fishing

grounds than the home ports, many of the motor-

driven American vessels would come in, land their

catch in bond for transfer, re-fit. buy bait, provisions,

salt, ice and other necessities and return to the fishing

grounds, thus saving time and bringing "grist to our

local mils." One can almost imagine the picture of de-

serted wharves buzzing with activity, and a new life

taking possession of our water front. The magnificent

harbor of Shelburne would no longer remain a "thing

of beauty" only, but become a "public utility" in the

fullest sense. Judging the measure from a purely local

standpoint it Avould mean dollars and cents to Yar-

mouth, and inasmuch as the nations of Europe have

learned to cast loving eyes at American dollars, why

should not the Western Counties of this Province direct

the flow of some of this wealth in this direction ? The

criticism has been advanced that it is unpatriotic and

savors of local legislation. This is not true. How
could the business of Montreal, Toronto and Winnipeg

be affected by American ships landing fish at Yar-

mouth for shipment to Boston? The government might

at least pass the order-in-council which would enable

the proposal to undergo a trial for at least a year and

should it jirove derogatory to our fishing interests or

in any other way seem an injustice to the toilers of

the sea that it would be speedily rescinded. Let us

hope that the government at Ottawa will give heed to

the petitions and prove or disprove the value of the

suggestion by the test of operation."

Following have been the exports for the month

:

Live Lobsters, crates 4,580

Fresh Salmon, boxes 9

Fresh Halibut, eases 90

Fresh Fish, cases 119

Fresh Fish, boxes 6

Fresh Fish barrels 1

Salt Fish (Green), eases 186

Salt Fish (Green), barrels 21

Periwinkles, barrels 35

Dry Cod, drums 1,687

Dry Cod, cases 164

Dry Cod, boxes 150

Boneless Cod, boxes 3,917

Canned Lobster, cases 309

F'ish Waste, barrels 77

Dry Salt Fish, cases 400

Dry Salt Fish, boxes 50

Haddock Roe, boxes 6

Salt Maekerel, barrels 1

Scallojis, half barrels 46

Clams, barrels 66

Herring, barrels 59

Hake, cases 18

Fresh Cod, eases 77

Smelts, boxes 54

Pish Scraps, barrels 5

Alewives, barrels 352

Alewives, half barrels 36

Eels, barrels 5

Fish Roe, boxes 12

Fish Clippings 4

Salt Hake, boxes 7

To Cuba ; 700 cases salt cod.

To Panama: 8 butts, 20 cases, salt cod; 18 half-

barrels salt mackerel ; 5 lialf-barrels salt Salmon.

To Colon : 20 butts, 20 cases salt cod ; 5 half-barrels

salmon ; 20 bbls, herring; 21/2 hbls. alewives.

To Brazil : 300 tubs, 750 drums salt cod.

To Porto Rico : 144 drums salt cod.

THE VALUE OF SCALES IN THE STUDY OF THE
LIFE-HISTORY OF FISHES.

At a meeting of the British Columbia Academy of

Science held on February 29, in the Physics Lecture

room of the University a paper was read by Dr. C. Mac-
Lean Fraser, Curator of the Marine Biological Station

at Nanaimo, on "The Value of Scales in the study of

the life-history of fishes."

In introducing the subject Dr. Fraser stated that

the value of the fisheries of the Province of British

Columbia seldom received due consideration. During
the last three years as well as in 1909 and 1905, it has

been the banner fish province of the Dominion.
The value of the fisheries compares favourably

with that of the other industries in the province. The
values for 1915 wen- Fisheries, $11,515,086, Mines
.^SO.OOO.OOO, Timber $27,000,000, Agriculture $30,000,-

000.

Proper conservation, he said, is necessary if the value

is to be increased or even retained at its present level.

Sonu» method of conservation must be based on a

knowledge of the life-history of the fish itself. Such
knowledge of the Pacific species is not yet very con-

spicuous. Much may be learned by direct observation,

but it is impossible to follow any fish throughout its

life under natural conditions, knowledge of the life-

liistory of the species, obtained in this way, must be
piece-work from observation on many individuals. The
method of direct observation has been supplemented
of late by the study of scales and otoliths or "ear-
bones." These are more suitable for study than other
organs of the body since retarded growth in them may
readily be distinguished from rapid growth. As the
fish continues to grow as long as life lasts, the scales

and otoliths do also, although the fish is of some size

before the scales start to grow. In these, therefore,

there is a continuous life record. The scales of each
species of fish are characteristic and hence can be
used for diagnosis. In the individual fish the age when
caught and the amount of growth in each year may be
iletermined from an examination of the scales.

Slides made from photo-micrographs were used to

illustrate these points. The scales of the spring and
colioe salmon served to call attention to the annual
growth as in these the rapid growth of the summer in-

dicated by the wide spaces between the concentric
rings is readily distinguished from the retarded growth
during the winter as shown by the close proximity of
the rings. Tliis close area is sometimes called the "win-
ter eiieck."' Although this retardation takes place most
noticeably during the winter season, it is not due di-

(Coutiuued on Page 190.)
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THE PACIFIC FISHERIES

Sea Lions of British Columbia
Shall They be Exterminated or Merely Reduced in

Numbers?—Are They Seriously Threatening

the Fisheries of the Pacific, or is This a

Fisherman's Yam?

B

m

By WILLIAM HAMAR
GREENWOOD, B.A.

BBSKaeaEAsnaianssaBffiaBiiasasiiainaiuaBBSciinBiPiBBsnBinissHaBBBBnniaisnaBiiHBBBBBBBBnBBBBBBnnBnflBBBKaBBBBSB

What is a soa-lion? This is a (Hiestion that an east-

criier might pause to auswer, but which a resident of

British Columbia could reply to without a moment's
hesitation, beeause the sea-lion makes his home on

the roeks in the Pacific Ocean.

Why is a .sea-lion? The question put in this bizarre

form enables one to call the attention to the fact that

the j>resenee of sea-lions to the number of possibly

n,00() in the coast watei-s of British Columbia has re-

sulted in charfriuK thcni with serious depredations on

the food fisheries of British Columbia.

Cutil fhe Sea-Lion Commission was appointed a year

ago. under the authority of the Biological Board of

Canada, to investigate the alleged depredations of

sea-lions and to suggest methods of minimizing their

destruction of food fishes in British Columbia, the

sea-lion was merely a bold, hai-dy, fin-footed sea ani-

mal, worthy of a snap-shot from the curious tourist, if

he was lucky enough to come within range. To-day.

however, he has become a nroblem in conservation,

which is being studied on scientific lines, to the end

that, happily, he may not be exterminated, nor yet

allowed to propagate his species so rapidly and in

sMcli prnxiinity to food fisheries, as to menace them.

Special Point is Fin-Feet.

Sea-lions are found in all the oceans of the world.

Incorrectly some writers class sea-lions with Ferae,

because they eat flesh. It would be just as reason-

Ml)le to clas.s them with cats. Like a seal, and a wal-

rus, a sea-lion is fin-footed, belonging to the class of

I'in-ni-|)e-ili-a. Tlis neck is long and supple. Ilis

front flippers are long and triangular, hairy and

.lawed. living paddlers. His hind flinpers are web-

toed. His ears are small and sharp-pointed. He ear-

lies h's head high and shows a face very like a lion's

faci- in appearance. His action in swimming and

climbing rocks is swift and his disposition lively.

Two species of sea-lions arc found in the Pacific

from sunny Southern California to windy Western

Alaska. They are the California sea-lions and the Stel-

l.M- sea-lions. The former is known as Zalojihus Cali-

fornianus: the latter, Eumctopias Stelleri. The for

uier does not appear in British Columbia waters, is

much smaller in size and presumably not so carnivor-
ous as his brother Steller.

The latter inhabits the North Pacific from Behring
Strait to California and Japan. The full grown male
measures from 13 1-2 to 14 feet from the tip of the
nose to the end of tlie outstretched hind foot, and from
7 1-2 to 9 feet in girth at the chest, and has an aver-
age weight of 1,000 pounds. Large individuals attain
1.200 to 1,300 pounds. The females measure 8 1-2 to

feet in length, and are more slender than the males.
The .sea-lion 's resemblance to the lion is due not only
to his leonine face, but also to the heavy folds of skin
ujion his shoulers and to a slightly increased length
of hair. Although in his combats with his kind as
brave as a lion, yet he is an arrant coward before man.
A child with a pop-gun could stampede 10.000 huge

lis. His voice is either a low growl or a deep, grand
roar, which harmonizes with the grandeur of the
scenery around his abode.
The sea-lion was a valuable animal to the Indians

who used to eat his flesh, burn his oil, make thread
from his sinews, convert the lining of his throat into
boots, taking the soles from his feet, while out of his

stomach was made oil bottles, and out of his tanned
intestines waterproof clothing. But while he was use-

fid to aboriginal man and lua.v yet be used to-day for

many coium(>rcial purposes, yet he is also carnivorous
and destructive to certain most important and valu-

able food fishes, and particularly to salmon, halibut,

and herring. And the question thereupon arises whe-
ther he ought to be exterminated, as far as this is in

the power of man, or merely regulated, by markedl.v

and .judiciotisly reducing his numbers, which should
be easily possible, by taking advantage of his resort

to rookeries in multitudinous numbers, during the

hrci'dinir season, in the months of May and June.

How Problem Was Met in United States.

The i|uestions at issue are by no means new on the

Pacific Coast, as in 1898, the life-habits of the sea-

lion were investigated in California, with the result

that he was recommended for killing. This recom-
meiulation was founded on man.v facts. For many
years the fishery interest.s had streniiously complain-
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etl of the damage done by sea-lions in the bays and
rivers of California. During the Fall of 1898 and the

Spring of 1899 the salmon fishermen made repeated

calls for relief, claiming that the sea-lions followed the

salmon from the ocean for more than 100 miles in-

land. The managers of canneries and the buyers from

San Francisco joined in the requests. The Patrol

Force corroborated these statements, and alleged that

the territory covered by them swarmed with these ani-

mals. The sea-lion was no longer of commercial value.

Such scientists as Jordan, Gilbert and Harkness were

convinced of the justice of reducing their numbers.

Captain Butwell, Chief Lighthouse Keeper of Ano
Neuvo Island, in the Summer of 1899, made an exam-
ination of the stomach of a large grey sea-lion, Eume-
topias Stelleri, and found over 60 pounds of fish bones;

and during the following summer a sea-lion with a

salmon in its jaws was killed.

In 1901 another Commission, under Cloudesley But-

ton as Chairman, reported that out of 18 stomachs of

Eumetopias examined, 13 contained food. While all

had eaten fish, 5 had eaten squid, l)ut relatively, the

fish was larger in amount, up to 35 pounds, while the

squid was small,6 being the greatest number in any
one stomach, indicating that the Eumetopias sea-lion

was largely a fish consumer, whereas the California

sea-lion was found to be largely a scpiid eater, although

no doubt, either fed on what was most convenient. On
the Columbia River, salmon were photographed that

had been mutilated after being caught in gill nets.

Fishermen stated that the sea-lions always took a bite

out of the bellies of netted salmon. A company oper-

ating at Chinook, Washington, valued their loss of

fish through sea-lions at .1^1,500, the damage to nets not

being included. Sea-lions also entered the traps, and

after eating their fill broke their way out. Since the

Summer of 1899, owing to the killing of sea-lions along

the California Coast by State patrols and the fisher-

men, the number of sea-lions in bays and rivers had

greatly decreased, and no serious complaint had been

made.

Oregon, offered a bounty of $2.50 for each sea-lion

killed in its waters, or within one marine league of

the shore. Hut in Washington, while complaints have

been made, nothing definite seems to have been done.

Bounty Begun in British Columbia,.

In British Columbia in 1912, owing to complaints of

sea-lion depredations on the British Columbia fisher-

ies, John P. Babcoek, Assistant (!ommissioner of Fish-

eries at Victoria, appointed Dr. Newcombe, the well-

known naturalist of Victoria, a Commissioner to in-

vestigate. Dr. Newcombe 's findings were embodied

in the Provincial Fisheries report for that year, and

comprise fifteen or more printed pages of excellent

first haiul information. As to the damage found done.

Dr. Newcombe says "I'raetieally the oidy tangible com-

plaints of great (lamage were heard of at outer Rivers

Inlet canneries and at I'clulet, at the mouth of P.ark-

ley Sound," on the west coast of Vancouver Island.

Following the publication of the results of Dr. New-
combe 's investigation a boinity was offered by the

caniiers of Kivers Inlet of •t2.00 a tail on all sea-lions

killed in adjacent waters of British Columbia for the

year 1914, and a similar bounty was offered by the

Federal (Sovemment in 1915 on presentation of the

nui/./Je. The change from tail to muzzle was made

because it was discovered that some aboriginies had
been salting dowji tails in 1914 in order to collect

them in 1915. It appears as if the bounty system in-

duces even the children of Nature to practise to de-

ceive. Hence the tangled web had to be straightened

out.

Difficult to Retrieve Carcasses.

In a review of the sea-lion hunting o]ierations of

1915, it is evident that the M'aste of carcasses was large

and serious, one fishery overseer stating that per-

haps only one carca.ss out of every ten animals destroy-

ed was saved and another placing this ])roportion at

one out of six, and three out of every four of the

calves that were killed. Indeed, at most, it appears
that only about 50 per cent of all sea-lions which are

killed, adults and pups are saved ; and were it not
for the fact that hunters confine their attention almost
exclusively to the young animals, very few would be

saved, as the adults, except during breeding season, al-

ways take to the water as soon as the boats get within

gun-shot ; and a sea-lion sinks as soon as it is killed,

and if those that are fatally wounded manage to roll

into the water, they usually sink immediately.

Out of 1,623 sea-lions or muzzles taken in 1915 in

the Bella Bella District, 75 per cent came from pups
which were clubbed when they were a few days old.

Out of 1,173 sea-lions killed at the East Haycocks rook-

ery, near the northern end of Vancouver Island, 800

were pups. In this case 120 shots were fired before a

footing could be gained on the rookery, and as most
of the wounded sea-lions rolled into the water their

carcasses sank and were lost. In another instance ear-

ly in June, before the calving season, a Wadham's
Cannery crew secured only four muzzles for 1,000 shots,

showing how difficult it is to save sea-lions that are

killed in the water, although it is admitted that this

is an exceptional case.

Sea-Lion Commission Takes a Hand.

In regard to the Federal bounty it may be ex-

plained that prior to the year 1915 it was limited to

hair seals, but at the opening of the 1915 season it was
extended to sea-lions, and $5,759 was paid directly

from the Dominion Fisheries office, New Westminster,

on 2,875 muzzles. Most of these animals were destroy-

ed at the following rookeries : Virgin Rocks, East Hay-
cocks, Queen Charlotte Sound, and the Sea-Otter

group.
This bounty fund was exhausted early in 1915, and

the whole problem of the sea-lion was turned over to

the Biological Board of CJanada as a proper subject for

scientific investigation and ecoiu)mic recommendation.

Hence arose the Sea-Lion Commission which has been

at work since May, 1915, and is still at it.

On August 30th, with two Commissioners, Drs. New-
combe and Fraser, on board, the Malaspina, of the

Naval Service, went north on a frip of sea-lion inspec-

tion and investigation, but through lack of time, the

attempt to visit all the coast rookeries was abandon-

ed. On the Solauder Island rookery alone, it was es-

timated that at least 1,000 sea-lions were seen.

However, evidence was taken of witnesses, includ-

ing Indians, P. Enrig, manager of the B. C. Packers'

C}innery at Rivers Inlet, and J. Hoyd, fisluM-y overseer

at Bella Bella Cannery, and cold storagenu-n and fish-

ermen, sea captains aiul fishing officers, et al., repre-

senting localities from Alert Bay to Hecate Strait, 26
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in nuinher. all afjreed tliat .sea-Iioiis eat food fishes, sal-

tiKiii and lialibut hfiuff most frc(|UtMitly rncntioiiod, and
of file salmon, tlie Spring, the Soi'keye. the (*ohoe,

uliilc Iliimphack and tlio Dog Salmon were not inen-

tioni'ti. The food fishes instanced were: Herring. Oola-
clian. Hed-ling and Hock Vod and Devil Fish, and in a

single instance dog fish and even birds.

Evidence of Injury Done.

Willi rcgai'd to the injury done, the salmon, halibut

;ind herring fisiieries were alone considered, wliile com-
l>laints were almost wholly confined to the Rivers In-

let region, where the Sockeye season is at its height

just after the pupping season, when, owing to long
fasting the sea-lions are ravenous, as during the pup-
ping season, it is said that no food is taken by the

adults.

Mr. Enrig reported having seen 36 Sockeye salmon,
either whole or in iiortions. in a single sea-lion stom-
jM-h. although this cannot be taken as typical for the

whole year. The sea-lion being a swift swimmer,
readily overtakes the salmon, and if the fish are plen-

tiful the belly-bitten fish is not again touched. Then
'iiHuy salmon are seized in tlie gill nets, especially

when these are being handled. And in one case the

-•ime sea-lion took 16 salmon as fast as the net reached
the surface of the water. On such occasions much
harm is done to the gear. Previous to 1911 the sea-

lions were apparently not so numerous, but in 1911

they became especially troublesome, wliile in 1912

nd 1913 so many fish were taken from the nets set in

K'ivers Iidet that the fishing in this locality was dis-

'(intinued.

The injury done the halibut fisheries has been less

serious, |)artly d)U' to tlie different methods of fishing,

'i'he Mtta<-k on the halil)ut can be observed oidy when
being taken from the hook. Damage was report-

'd from Hecate Strait and from the area north and
northwest of Vancouver Island, but in this relation lil-

le damage to gear need be apprehended.

Hen-ing Schools Scattered.

Damage to the herring industry was reported from
ordv ; single locality, liarkley Sound, and the com-
plaint was not so much that the schools of herring were
being depleted as that these were broken up aiul scat-

tered and driven seawards. As many as 300 sea-lions

were reported from this Sound, where they haul out
on the Bird Rocks. In other localities, and notably
<'layui|not, Quatsino Sound and in the Naas River,

while the herring I'uns are followed by sea-lions, yet
not enough fishing has been done to justify any spe-

cial obsi-rvations.

The Mala-spina trip not only concerned the fields of

"perations and depredations of all the provincial
rookeries, but it led to an investigation of the Cape
Flattery lookery. which is located on the Jagged In-

lets about 9 miles south of Fmatilla Reef, or 29 miles

south of Cape Flattery, and it is extensive. From this

rookery the sea-lions come into the Strait of Piica,

haul out on the rocks not far from Neah liay. and
even come into the jiay after fish.

The Indians of this locality ftdly confirm the charge
that sea-lions eat and destroy salmon, halibut, herring,

while letters from cainiery managers throughout Brit-

ish Columbia more than corroborated this testimony.

Few of the latter gave estimates of gear damaged, but

the estimates under this head for 1915 exceeded $1,600,

wliile it was stated that the loss in salmon through mu-
tilation and in herring through diversion of runs,

would be very considerable.

At Rivers Inlet a definite increase in the number of

sea-lions was noted during 1911-12-13, and a noticeable

decrease since 1913. These correspondents almost

uiuinimously favored complete and rapid extermina-

tion, aidecl by a government bounty, to be accomplish-

ed by shooting the adults and clubbing the pups in

June, soon after they are born, although poisoning and

other methods were suggested. These methods, how-

ever, would not answer well in the ease of Barkley

Sound, to which these animals only resort late in the

Fall. The majority of cannery correspondents favored

the muzzles as a bounty mark, while it was further sug-

gested that this mark be changed yearly. In Barkley

Sound .sea-lions have been destroyed for several years,

but it was not until 1914 that their destruction was un-

dertaken elsewhere.

Loss of Cannery Gear is Great.

The loss of gear at Wadham's Caiuiery, Rivers In-

let, during 1913, was valued at .l!3,021 and so much
damage was done elsewhere that concerted action

atnong the cauners was taken and a bounty fund of

$1,050 raised. In 36 hours enough tails, 525, were
secured to exhaust this amount, $2 a tail being paid.

During that year many sea-lions were killed on Bark-

ley Sound and. as they can be chased like a herd of

(tattle, they were driven away from the schools of her-

ring.

A great many were destroyed at Rivers Inlet in 1915

and the sum of $5,750 set aside as a bounty by the Fish-

eries Department was soon absorbed at the rate of

$2 a muzzle. Of these 2,875, 1,616 were killed at the Sea
Otter group of islands at the mouth of Rivers Inlet,

1.616 i ntlie East Haycocks Islands, in the Cape Scott

group. 1ji addition 674 were presented too late for

bounty pur]>oses. During these two years, 1914-1915,

it is known that 4.074 were killed, 3,549 in 1915, and
525 in 1914, while it is estimated that in all 8,000, some
6,000 being jiujis, were destroyed. In 1915 the sea-

lions made their first ajipearance for the season on
Barkley Sound on November 1st anti when ever they

were seen, schools of herring were also visible.

Some Suggestions Suggested.

As the damage done by sea-lions in California wat-

ers was materially Ics.scned within two or three years
after their killing began, the disaiipearaiiee of the

California species at this ilate appears to be possible,

and it may be .suggested that the sea-lion problem may
be similarly settled in British Columbia and espec-

ially so. in view of the great destr\ictioii of ])U]>s which
has occtired during the |)ast two years.

As regards the destruction of sea-lions, great cau-

tion may l)e well advised lest irre)>arable mischief
be done, while whatever happens, no species of wild
animals sliovdd be exterminated. In the next j)lace,

it is urged by some authorities that all the killing oper-
ations which may l)e authorized should be conducted
not by the fish companies but under the direction of

the government officials, although the fish companies
might co-operate in certain particulars.

To the layman the destniction of wild life through
bounties may appear right in principle and feasible

in practice biit the scientist knows it has hitherto been
injurious. The bounty on hawks and owls paid at

oiu' time by the State of Pennsylvania was disastrous.
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for not only were useful birds destroyed in large num-
bers but much money was wasted. The bounty paid
by Western States on coyotes not only proved to be
expensive and led to fraud, but also resulted in the

creation of plagues of jack rabbits which could only

be kept down by expensive wholesale drives. The
harbour seal, although it is not especially harmful, was
largely destroyed through State bounties.

Inasmuch as both sea-lions and .salmon were mar-
vellously abundant before commercial fishing, the in-

ference is suggested that the salmon supply has really

become reduced owing to most exhaiistive and reck-

less kinds of fishing. And this has been so clearly

the case, that restrictive methods of fishing will still

be necessary even though it could be satisfactorily

shown that sea-lions take a very considerable toll

from salmon runs.

Testimony of Fishermen not Reliable.

With a desire to he fair and at the same time candid,

it cannot be denied that the testimony of fishermen
touching the damage done to the food fishing indus-

try of British Columbia by sea-lions may be largely

and seriously discredited. It is hence incumbent on
the Sea-lion Commissioners to examine the contents

of the stomachs of many sea-lions of both sexes and of

all ages and during all seasons of the year, and taken
at different points along the British Columbia coast,

in order that the conclusions drawn from this array of

evidence might be final and even prevail against any
political influence which any interested persons might
be able to exercise, as nothing short of the most con-

clusive evidence to the effect that sea lions actually

destroy su,b.stantial quantities of commercial fishes

would justify the destruction of the splendid Steller

Sea-lion.

The Sea-lion Commision has made a preliminary re-

port to the Biological Board but the Commissioners

have been asked to continue their investigations

throughout 1916. Besides the considerations noted,

the Commisioners must determine in their own minds
whether the expenditure of the bounty in 1915 had an
appreciable and beneficial effect on the fisheries at

Rivers Inlet. Most of the sea-lions killed .in the neigh-

borhood of the Sea Otter group, the only rookery that

affects the fishing at Rivers Inlet, were killed by can-

nery employees. Only 40 per cent of the bounty ex-

pended was paid for sea-lions that could have affect-

ed Rivers Inlet. The remaining 60 ])er cent went for

sea-lions from the East and West Haycocks Islands,

too far away from Rivers Inlet to cause fishing de-

predations there. Possibly some other fishing grounds
were benefitted. In the meantime no further bounty
is being offered.

With the enormous consumption of leather, due to

the war. and the growing scarcity of cattle, perhaps
the time has come when the hides of sea-lions might
be turned to commercial uses. Sea-lion carcasses pro-

duce oil and guano, for which there is a ready market.
If they are to be killed might their hides and carcasses

not be productive of value? It is too much to say that

the sea-lion is wholly worthless because he interferes

with canning operations. It may be wise to clear

him out of certain localities, but surelv that does not

mean that he should be exterminated. Perhaps he does
some good in the sea. He may be an enemy of an
enemv of the salmon. How gladly would the canners
welcome him if he could be taujrht to eat the dog
fish ! It is a remarkable fact that in Barkley Sound
herring fishing is a failure before the sea-lion season,

because of the dosr fish pest, but the malignant dog fish

vanishes when the sea-lion comes on the scene.

Altogether there are many phases of the sea-lion

problem that have yet to be investigated before he
is utterly condemned. At present he is on trial, and
has been given a bad name.
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Preserving Fish in Snow
By COLIN McKAY.

In France, as iu England, the war has compelled in-

tfivst in the iiucstion of the fold storage of fish, and
(IS France was a pioneer in modern refrigeration, it

may be worth while to give some account of what the
French fishermen are doing.
French shij)owners were the first to equip steamers

witii refrigerating chambers to carry meat from Ar-
gentiim, but subsequently the government imposed re-

strictions that discouraged this enterprise, and the

French soon fell far behind the British in the matter
of refrigerating facilities for the transport of beef.

Hut as regards provision for the refrigeration of fish,

the Fr\;nch have in some ways made more progress

than the English. One of their developments in this

direction has been the equipment of steamers with re-

frigerating chambers, which follow the regular fishing

vessels, and pick up their catches. It is interesting to

note that the first vessel of this description was named
the Canada. She was owned by Joseph Huret, of

P.oulogne.

.V good many French fishermen still pack their

catches in chopped ice. But this method of preserva-

tion is not considered up-to-date, especially for the bet-

ter varieties of fish. Whcji several layers of fi.sh are

piled up, the compression bruises the flesh, besides

squeezing out juices, which soon give off a bad odor.

A much more satisfactory method is to stow the fish in

artificial snow, and quite a number of French vessels

of more recent construction arc equipped with ma-
chines for producing "neige artificielle. " These ma-
chines are neither elaborate nor expensive, and can

be operated by hand; they resemble a hay-cutter, or

rather a huge coffee grinder. Into a hopper you put
hunps of ice, and the machine cuts it into a powder as

fine as snow. Several advantages are claimed for the

practice of packing fish in artificial snow, as compar-
ed with the older method of using chopped ice. For
one thing it is cheaper; in the artificial snow obtained

from a given (juantity of ice a larger quantity of fish

can be stowed than in the ice itself. Then the fish are

not bruised. Again, the fish can be completely cover-

ed, and are not affected by air currents, as it is if pack-
ed in chopped ice. Some French fishermen enclose the

finer varieties of fish in i)arafine pai)er before cover-

ing them with artificial snow.

An increasing number of French fishing ci aft, mak-
ing comparatively short trips, are adopting the arti-

ficial snow method of preservation, with gratifying re-

sults. France is also increasing its fleet of fishing ves-

sels, eipiipped with mechanical refrigerating systems.

lint even in these vessels more and more use is being
made of artificial snow. At first sight it might seem
that all that was necessary was to place fish in the re-

frigerating chambers, the atmosphere of which can
be maintained at almost any desired temperature; and
by the way, it may be said that French experience has
shown that different varieties of fish rccpiire differ-

ent temperatures. But the fact appears to be that

frozen fish do not conserve the appearance which
makes them easily nmrketable unless surrounded by a

certain humidity, which prevents the dessication of

their tissues. Even when fish have been frozen in a
temperature of —8 deg. Centigrade, or —18 deg. Fah-
renheit, the opening of the doors of the refrigerating
ill!) rubers scts up air currents whii'h cause an evapora-

tion prejudicial to their preservation. The French
have learned that it is advisable to cover fish with
artificial snow, even in the refrigerating chambers. It
is claimed that fish completely covered with artificial
snow, and kept in a chamber where the temperature is

maintained at —1 deg. Centigrade, preserves abso-
lutely the appearance and flavor of fish fresh from
the sea.

One thing the French attach great importance to,
and that is the condition of the fish destined for cold
storage treatment. A fish In any way bruised, con-
tused or crushed, is not considered a fit subject for
such treatment. On the beam or otter trawlers, when
the trawl is hauled, only the top layers of fish are
sorted out for cold storage treatment by the conscien-
tious fishermen, who cater to the best markets, as it
is recognized that the lower layers usually bruised by
(ompression, ai-c likely to go bad in a short time and
corrupt all the others in the cold chaml)er. Then clean-
liness is a great point. Every fish should be carefullv
washed in clear water, and freed from anv taint of
blood before being covered with ai-tificial" snow or
jdaced in the refrigerating chamber. These precau-
tions have become a habit with many fishermen, ex-
I)erience having shown that their trouble is more than
repaid by the prices they receive for properly treated
fish.

It may be said here that French fishermen's opin-
ion inclines to the view that cod, sardines, herring and
mackerel, treated with .salt, are preferable to the
same fish conserved by cold storage, a view perhaps
more or less influenced by the undoubted prejudice
against frozen fish, which has existed among the French
consumers. Nevertheless the conservation of fish by
cold, with its promise of assuring a regular supply, is
becoming in France, as elsewhere, a matter of growing
importance. <
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A Biological Station for Prince

Rupert
Prince Rupert, rapidly becoming the fishing centre

of British Columbia, should have a biological station

equipped for research work, with an aquarium at-

tached and a small permanent scientific staff in charge.

Representations to the federal government should be

made at once by the Board of Trade and kindred bod-

ies of influential public opinion. An initial expen-

diture of $25,000 would be justified in the light of

what Prince Rupert is now and will be as a fishing

port.

Research, getting the facts of life habits of fish,

and instruction, by reports, lectures and an informa-

tion bureau are the two principle functions of a bio-

logical station. Research work, on its economic and

scientific side, is the main objective but with it should

go popular instruction and stimulation of interest in

biology, which can be afforded only by a well-equip-

ped and scientifically maintained aquarium. The aq-

uarium in Battery Park is one of the sights of New
York and has awakened interest in fish life and fish

food throughout the United States. An aquarium at

Prince Rupert would bring tourists from the ends of

the earth.

Catching deep-sea fish by machinery, the develop-

ment of rapid transportation and the increasing de-

mand for fish make it imperative that there should

be established a scientific basis for the conduct of

British Columbia fisheries and fish culture. Only in

this way can the supply of fish products be fully ob-

tained and fish resources revealed and conserved for

posterity. Modern biological stations, such as the

one at Nanaimo, equipped to solve biological

problems with the aid of all pertinent sciences. Chem-
istry, anatomy, hydrography and meteorology, all aid

biology in its tasks arising out of the living organ-

isms found in the sea. This, a biological station gat-

hers the essential facts on which to base wise legis-

lation; without these facts fisheries legislation is

"going it blind."

A comparison may be made with experimental farms

whose utility is admitted. Newer biological stations

in Europe are devoted to the analysis and solution

of practical problems of aquiculture and pisciculture,

gathering facts and giving advice. Fisheries interests

and research stations work together, thfe one helping

the other. This is also true at Nanaimo, and would
be particularly true at Prince Rupert, for the biologic-

al station, whose aim is economic, obviously is best

located at or near a great fishing centre where con-

tact with fisheries problems would be most intimate.

Princi' Rujjcrt is ideally located for a great national

biological station. It is on the main lines of travel

by rail and water across the continent, and also ac^

ro88 the world. The varied richness of Pacific Ocean
fauna and flora are unequalled in British. The dif-

ferent types of fish and marine plants are easily ac-

cessible, the purity and salinity of the water are re-

cognized, the tides show amplitude and climatic con-
ditions are right. With such unique advantages, a
biological station could be established at Prince Rup-
ert that would be to the Western Hemisphere what
that station at Naples, Italy, is for Europe, the gath-
ering place for biologists of all nations.

THINGS A FISHERMAN MIGHT LIKE TO
KNOW.

(Concluded from Page 175.)

of ocean from which the fishermen may take them in

season and conscientiously.

Statistics have been prepared by experts and for the
enlightenment of the fishermen pamphlets ought to be
circulated, through all fishing localities. These should
be circulated by the government in explanation of such
matters.

Another thing which ought to be handled is the waste
in the fisheries of Canada.
Go to any place, mostly in Nova Scotia (for example)

and see the fishermen taking care of the "catch." The
heads of the fish, tongues, sounds, etc., are all thrown
back into the sea, only the body of the fish being used.
Is not this a waste? Could not somehting be done to

hell) the fisherman who thus throws back into the water
his legitimate profits?

Glue factories could take care of a lot of this waste, and
if the fishermen had a way of turning into ea.sh what is

now thrown away; the laws as to "closed sea.son" would
be more strictly ob.served, and the lobsters which should
be "awaiting the trap" would be tho.se to be taken in

"open season."
Scientists claim fish increase to be as follows

:

Eggs or

spawn.
A Flounder of two ounces contains 133,407
A Herring of six ounces 36,960
Lobsters of fourteen ounces 21,699
Smelts from 14,411 to 38,278
Cod produces 3,686,700
When the fisheries will be considered as one of the

most valuable assets, and steps taken to educate the fish-

erman in his chosen calling Canada will have accomplish-
ed something worth doing. It is time that the fisherman
ceased to be considered as a creature half the time in o

state of poverty (and that because of the waste of jrood

material), and to put his calling where it belongs, at the

head of the business enterprises of his country.

THE VALUE OF SCALES IN THE STUDY OF THE
LIFE-HISTORY OF FISHES.
(Concluded from Page 184.)

rectly to the fall in temperature, but in all probability
is due to the lack of food material in the sea at that
time of the year. The area of rapi<l growth, together
with the area of retarded growth covers a year of the
fish 's life and hence as there will be one of these cycles
corresponds to the relative growth of the fish during
the same period, hence the growth for each year may
be determined. Regenerated scales show exactly when
the accident or inj>iry that made regeneration neces-
sary took place. In these scales the difference between
the slow growth in fresh water and the rapid growth
in the sea is marked. The scales of the steelhead and
the Atlantic sninion that stay longer in fresh water
that the spring and eohoe brought out this difference
in a more marked degree.
To indicate the way in which scales might be used

for diagnosis, slides showing the nature of them in sev-
eral of the common Pacific species were shown. These
include the cajilin. herring, pilehed. Mhite iierch. blue
perch, shiner, flounder, halibut, ling cod, Alaskan cod,
hake, tomcod, and rock cod. These brought out the
marked similarity in .structure in scales of nearly re-
lated species and the wide divergence in type where
the species had no close relationship.
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5 " Inspection Certificates Furnished Where Required."

I F. J. HAYWARD
a SHIPPER OF

S Frozen Salmon, Halibut and Black Cod. Fresh Salmon, Halibut, and
other fish. Pickled Salmon, Herring and Black Cod ; Alaska Codfish and
all other Pacific Fish in Carlots only.

WESTERN AGENT:—ROBIN JONES & WHITMAN, LIMITED, Etc., Etc.

S Correspondence Solicited S

I
912 DOMINION BUILDING - VANCOUVER, B.C.

|
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"RUPERT" BRAND |

THE CANADIAN FISH & COLD STORAGE CO. L TD. i

Wholesale Dealers, Packers and Shippers

OF

FRESH, FROZEN, SMOKED, SALT and CANNED FISH
No order too large None too small

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

BRANCHESCOLD STORAGE PRINCE RUPERT, B.C.__ _^ ._^ ,^,^ ,^^ .^^ Vancouver. B. C.
Capaclt)--7000. tons.

" ~ —— - w «>- ^_ _ — -m^ > __ — - ^ ^ .— . ^w Chicago. Ill, U..S.A.
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' LAKE FiSH 1 1 J. BOWMAN & CO.
8** % Trout, Whitefish, Jumbo White, S

, . _.„„ „ ,, - g Yellow Pike, Jacks, Fresh Herring, 5

g DORE I orders in carload lots. Shipment o o Salted Herring, frontal cut or flats. 8

S JACKFISH right from the Lakes. HWe % g We are booking orders now for car g

!*

TULLIBEES ' specialize in Lake Winnipeg fish, g g lots.

GOLDEYES 1 the finest Lake fish in the world. g
Frozen herring, 100 lbs. in sacks,

SUCKERS Pu-(r*nD »<i Winiw w»th«f iraiMi fiih hindud g g 240 sacks to car for November and

g g December delivery.
ESTABLISHED i8»o g g Write us for prices.

I
The W. J. Guest Fish Co. Limited | § ,„ "^^i^^

office, port arthur
5 M;¥V7xTTr»f<^ »*4X! TORONTO MONTREAL
X WINNIPEG, MAN.

5 g ^^ Duncan St. 47 WUliam St.
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THE CANADIAN FISHERMAN I

THE MAGAZINE OF CANADA'S |
;; COMMERCIAL FISHERIES ::

$1.00 Per Annum Canada and Great Britain. $1.50 United States and Elsewhere

s Send Your Subscription in NOW
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaoooooooooooooaoai
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FISH & OYSTERS
ALL KINDS OF

Fresh, Frozen, Smoked, Dried, Pickled

.' and Prepared FISH in Season .*

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY

COLD STORAGE ON THE PREMISES

]<}_> CANADIAN FISHERMAN May, 1916.
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9 «
S ESTABLISHED 1874 g

Lonft Dlatance Telephones : P.O. Box 1425

LEONARD BROS.
20, 22, 24 & 26 YOUVILLE SQUARE,

(Near Custom House)

MONTREAL
Branches

:

S(.John,N.B, Grand River, Que. Gaspe.Que. Westporl. N.S.

CorreMpondence Invited

D. HATTON COMPANY, Montreal |

Largest Receivers and Distributors of all kinds of FISH in the
|

Dominion

Experts in the handling of BULK and SHELL OYSTERS
g
o

Ask for our Niobe Brand of Haddies, Kippers and bloaters, and Sardines S

S in the purest of Olive Oil. Also our Ivory Brand of Pure Boneless i

g Codfish in 2" blocks, 20lb. boxes 9
o o
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Brokerage and
Commission W. R. SPOONER "--?-

i

WHOLESALE : FISH : MERCHANT
a

a
Consignments DISTRIBUTING AGENT FOR PRODUCERS OF FRESH CoLD Storage

Solicited FROZEN, SMOKED AND SALT SEA AND LAKE FISH oN Premises

Representing: National Fish Co., Ltd., Halifax, N.S. ; Ansley W. Fader, Canso, N.S. : Harbor Breton Fish Co., Harbor Breton, Nfld:

J. Bowman & Co., Port Arthur. Ont.; R. E. Jamieson, Rustico, P.E.I.

47 WILLIAM STREET - - - - MONTREAL
|
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TO THE FISH TRADE:- I

LET us DO YOUR PRINTING. |
PRICE LISTS; TRADE BULLETINS,
PAMPHLETS, BILL HEADS, LETTER HEADS,
ENVELOPES, CARDS, ETC.

• Our staff is experienced in the tectinical work called
for in the Fishing Industry.

INDUSTRIAL & EDUCATIONAL PRESS, LTD.
45 ST. ALEXANDER ST., MONTREAL, Que.

S (PUBLISIIKK.S OK IIIE CANAOIAN KISHKRMAN)
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Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED

Producers and

Packers
of

Atlantic Sea

Foods

Vessel Owners Cold Storage Plants

SPECIALTIES
Fresh, Frozen, Salted,

Pickled, Dried and Canned

Fish for Home and Export

Main >Office - - - MONTREAL, Canada
Branches

DIGBY, N.S. CANSO, N.S.

Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED
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ONTARIO
Department of Game and

Fisheries
The attention of the fishermen is Invited to the

following provisions of the Dominion Special Fish-
ery Regulations for the Province of Ontario and of

the Ontario Game and Fisheries Act.

Fishing by means other than angling or trolling
except under the authority of a lease, license or
permit issued by this Department is prohibited.

Non-residents, that is persons domiciled In the
Province for a period of less than six months, are
not allowed to angle or troll without an angler's
permit.

No one shall fish for or take large mouthed or
small mouthed black bass, maskinonge, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts,
otherwise than by angling.

No one shall fish for large mcuthed or small
mouthed black bass, maskinonge, salmon, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts
through the ice.

The sale or export of small or large mouthed
black bass, of maskinonge and of speckled trout,

brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts is pro-
hibited.

The sale or export of pickerel (dore) less than
fifteen inches in length, measuring from the point of
the nose to the centre of the posterior margin of the
tail, is prohibited.

The taking of whitefish or salmon trout less than
two pounds in weight is prohibited.

The use of trap nets is prohibited.

Fishing with gill nets in Lake Erie, from De-
cember 15th to March 15th, both days inclusive, is

prohibited.

No one shall set or place nets other than hoop
nets, dip or roll nets, in any river or creek or with-
in five hundred yards of the entrance thereto. This
prohibition shall not apply to carp fishing.

CLOSE SEASONS (Commercial Fish.)

Pickerel.—In water other than the Great Lakes,
Georgian Bay, North Channel and connecting
waters—April 15th to June 15th.

Whitefish and Salmon Trout.—In waters where
commercial fishing with gill nets is not permitted
^October 5th to November 5th, both days In-

clusive.

In the Bay of Quinte—November Ist to No-
vember 30th, both days inclusive.

In waters other than the Bay of Quinte, Great
Lakes, Georgian Bay, North Channel and connect-
ing waters, where commercial fishing with gill nets
is permitted—October 6th to November 30th,

both days inclusive.

LIMIT OF CATCH (Commercial Flah.)

(By Angling or Trolling.)

Pickerel.—Twelve per day.

Salmon Trout.—Big and Little Rideau Lakes,
three per day. Other waters except Great Lakes,
Georgian Bay,- North Ohannel and connecting
waters, five per day.

A. SHERIFF,
Deputy Minister of Game and Fisheries.

Department of Game and Fisheries.
Toronto, Feb. Ist.. 1916.

Exceptional

Angling

Opportunities

arc offered by the Province of Quebec, which

i.s the only one that leases exclusive hunting

iind fishing territories over large areas of

forest, lakes and rivers, both to Clubs and pri-

vate individuals, with the privilege of erect-

\n<s camps thereon.

Membership may be obtained, if desired,

ill many existing clubs, with camp privileges

already provided, and often with the right of

riecting private summer homes on suitable

sites on the club territory.

On all unleased Crown Lands and Waters,

angling and hunting are absolutely free to resi-

dents of the Province, and the only charge to

non-residents is the cost of the non-resident

fishing or hunting license.

To the Wholesale Fish Trade

The attention of dealers who receive their

fresh fish from Portland and other foreign

sources is directed to the exceptional oppor-

tunities of obtaining their supply from the

Bale des Chaleurs and the North Shore of the

St. Lawrence, to their own advantage and that

of their customers, and to the benefit of the

fishermen of the Province of Quebec.

Fur all Information apply to—

The Minister

of Colonization, Mines and

Fisheries

Of the Province of Quebec
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Department of The Naval Service

FISHERIES:

In addition to the full statistics of the Pisheries which are published yearly in the Annual
Report, the Department issues monthly bulletins containing statistics of the sea fisheries and
general information in regard thereto. Copies of these will be sent free to any applicant.

The value of the Fisheries of Canada is now about $34,000,000.00 annually.

The demand in the home markets for fresh and mildly cured fish, is expanding very
rapidly. The Department pays one-third of the express charges on less than car-load lots on all

shipments of such fish from the Atlantic Coast to points as far west as the eastern boundary of

Manitoba, and from the Pacific Coast, as far east as this boundary.

Close Seasons for Fish in Force on May 1st, 1915

Ki.id of Fish: Nova Scotia. New Brunswick. P. E. Island. Quebec.

Bass (Achigan).
Maskinonge. . . .

Ounaniche
Oysters
Quahaugs

Pickerel
Salmon (netting).
Salmon (angling).
Smelts
Sturgeon
Speckled Trout.

.

Salmon Trout. . .

W hitefish

i)i Jan.' to'sOSept.
Oct. 1 to May 10
July 1 to Aug 31.

Aug 16 to Feb. 28
eAug. 16 to Jan. 31.
fApril 1 to July 1.

Oct. 1 to March 31.

bl Jan. to 30 Sept.
Oct. 1 to May 10 and

July 1 to Aug. 31.

Aug.' 16' to'Fei)! '28'.

Sept 16 to March 31.
fMarch 1 to June 30.
June 1 to July 1

Oct. 1 to March 31.

Manitoba,

April IS to June 20.

gMay IS to June 15.

Sept.' i'b to i^ov." I'o.

'

'

bl Jan. to 30 Sept.
Oct. 1 to May 10 and

July 1 to Aug 31.

Aug'.' ie to' Feb!
'28'

Sept. 16 to March 31
fApril 1 to June 30.

Oct.' l' to Ma'rcii' 3l!

1 April to 15 June.
15 April to IS June.
1 Oct. to 30 Nov.

bl Jan. to 30 Sept.

April 15 to May IS.
Aug. 1 to April 30.
Sept. 16 to April 30.
April 1 to June 30
June 1 to June 30.
Oct. 1 to April 30
Oct. IS to Dec 1.

Kind of Fiih: Ontario. Saskatchewan and
Alberta

British Columbia.

Bass (Achigan) . .

Maskinonge
Ounaniche
Oysters
(juahaugs
I'ickerel
Salmon (netting).
Salmon (angling).
Smelts
Sturgeon
Speckled Trout.

.

Salmon Trout. . .

Whitefish

al5 April to 15 June.
16 April to 15 June.

cApril 15 to May 15.

Sept. 16 to April 30.
hNov. 1 to Nov. 30.
hNov. 1 to Nov. 30.

dApril 1 to May 16.

gMay 15 to June 15.

i'Se'pt.' is't'o 'Dec.' I's.'

May 1 to Aug. 31

See regulations.

•—Except in Lake Erie west of Pt. Pelee and around Pelec
Island, where close season is May 26 tc .Iu!v 15.

b—Except on leased areas, where close season is iicRi * July to
31 Aug.

c—No close season in St. Clair River and off Lambton County.
d—Except in waters north of or intersected by 54th parallel north

lat. between eastern boundary of Saskatchewan, and 109th
meridian and in waters intersected by or north of SSth
parallel n. lat. west of this meridian to western boundary of
Alberta, where there is no close season.

e—Except in Cape Breton Island, where close season is from
Sept. 27 to May 31.

(—'Bag-net fishing season Dec. 1 to Feb. 15: gill-net fishing season
Oct. 15 to Feb. 15. Licenses required for bag-nets or gill-
nets.

g—Stursson fishing prohibited until Jan. 1, 1916.
h—No close season in Lake Erie.
i—Except in waters specified in (d) where close season i. ' rom

1 Oct. to Nov. 30.
"

For British Columbia See Regulations.
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scheme to the Cauadiau fishing industry, and the sen-

timental aspect of sending Canadian fish overseas to

the troops was decidedly attractive.

Without any loss of time, the General appointed the

man from Saskatoon to the position of Director of

Fish Supplies, Canadian Army Service Corps, with the

rank of Major and office with the Headquarters Staff

in England. Other officials were appointed to pur-

chase the fish here, inspect it, ship it ui refrigeration

to England, and Major Hugh Green — the man from

Saskatoon — was to superintend the distribution in

Great Britain.

It was a perilous proposition at first and Sir Sam

fully realized it- As a public man, he knew how his

enemies and political opponents would seize on the

matter to discredit him if it turned out a failure. But

it didn't turn out a failure, it was a great success.

Regular supplies of fresh frozen and smoked fish are

now going across weekly and the Canadian soldier is

getting his fish ration both in England and in France.

In conversation with Sir Sam in Ottawa recently, he

informed us that the advertising value of supplying

Canadian fish to the boys in France and England was

not to be under-rated. The fish was arriving in good

shape and the French and British military authorities

were very much interested in the scheme. When the

General left England, they were making enquiries with

the idea of supplying fish rations to their own soldiers

and there was every likelihood of Canadian producers

geting orders for the fish. The soldiers appreciated

the change in diet, and Sir Sam paid a tribute to the

work of Major Green. "It was his proposition", said

he, "and I gave him charge and a chance to make

good. I'm glad to say, he has made good and the fish

men of Canada owe a debt of gratitude to Green, as Iw

tackled a big proposition and had to buck against a lot

of prejudice and red tape."'

We agree with Sir Sam, and while owning our in-

debtedness to Major Green for the work he has under-

taken, yet we must not forget the man who made the

scheme possible. The fishing interests of Canada owe

a great deal to the Minister of Militia and we have no

hesitation in saying that his action has been the best

means of advertising the value of Canadian fish and

bringing prominence to the industry than ever before

attempted.

RUNNING FISH FROM CANADA TO ENGLAND.

The New York Shipping Illustrated quotes from

Lloyd's List (London) that construction has com-

menced on a new 160 foot fishing craft which is intend-

ed to carry fish in boxes from Canada to England.

The vessel is to be equipped with two 3.')0 h.p. Diesel

oil engines and is to have a relatively high speed in

order to get the fish across in the shortest possible

time. If this vessel is successful, it is intended to con-

struct others of a similar type but with higher power
and giving a speed of 15 knots-

Lloyd 's List is an exceedingly reliable marine jour-

nal and when they make a statement there is generally

good foundation for it. There is no reason why such

an experiment should not be successful, and as "fish

in boxes" are mentioned, it is inferred that fresh fish

will be carried in crushed ice. Fish for this purpose

would have to be Atlantic caught and either boat or

trawler fish. Fish caught by the market bankers

would be too old to stand another ten or twelve days

transportation across the Atlantic.

With the meagre information we have, we can only

surmise what may be the intentions of those respons-

ible for the fish-carrying scheme. If the fish, to be

transported in this manner, are caught by our Can-

adian fishermen and purchased from them, we heartily

welcome the scheme as opening larger markets for our

shore fishermen. But if it is a plan for operating Brit-

ish steam trawlers out of Canadian ports and tran-

shipping their catches, we do not favour the idea at

all as it will not benefit Canada in one iota, nor the

fishing industry of this country.

True, the ship chandlers and coal suppliers of a few

Canadian ports would reap a certain amount of busi-

ness, but our fishermen would not. Comment, how-

ever, must be withheld until the idea matures.

EXTENDING LOBSTER FISHING SEASONS.

Owing to the boisterous weather which reigned on

the Atlantic coast during March, the Department of

Marine & Fisheries have been petitioned by lobster

fishermen to extend the lobster fishing season. This

they have refused to do.

We hold no brief for the Department, yet we must

admit that they are justified in their action. Laws are

not made to break, nor are they made on a sliding

scale. The lobster regulations were made to protect

the lobster so that there would be a supply of them for

the fishermen of the future and the markets of the fu-

ture as well. The laws were framed very carefully

and after lengtliy investigations. To gi'ant extensions

means establishing a very bad precedent and were one

allowed in the case of the lobstermen, every fisherman

in the Dominion would be petitioning for extension for

a dozen different fisheries.

The lobster fisherman, who lost gear and business

during the bad weather, will think he is being harshly

treated- But he should remember that fishing of any

kind is a chancy business and everybody engaged in it

must run risks. The Department of Fisheries are anx-

ious to develop the fisheries of Canada and to see the

fishermen get all they can out of them, but they are

not going to develop at the expen.se of the fish.

Lobster fishery statistics show no falling off. Tak-

ing Shelburne County, which was ravaged by March

storms and which is a great lobster ground, the stat-
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istics for the season up to the end of March show that

12,519 cwts werf landed. During the same period in

1914-5, the cateh of lobsters was 12.467 cwts. These
figures show that .')2 cwts were taken in excess of last

season in spite of the falling-off in March 1916. and the

catch iluring that month, though small, brought ex-

ceedingly high prices — as much as $80 per crate being
pnid in the States.

Advices on the April and May catch in Southwest-
iTii Nova Scotia report a pood season and one which
justifies the Department's action. We sympathise
with those fishermen who suffered through bad wea-

ther and wish them better luck next season.

WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH FISH ?

We have before us a tender form for provisions for

the railway and harbour construction gangs working
on the Hudson Hay Railway at Port Nelson. Man. This

tender is issued by the Department of Railways and
Canals of which the Hon. Frank Cochrane is the Min-
ister.

The tender calls for a very large quantity of food

stuffs — ninning to some 84 items — yet in all the list

we find but one little item calling for 100 dozen of

Sardine V4 's. That is the only fish the Department of

Railways and Canals think should be supplied.

Meat tenders call for 185 barrels of beef: 220 barrels

of pork, and 1.000 pounds of Ox Tongue in tins. Ye
Gods! Ox Tongiie these days! The wholesale price of

this article is $5.50 per dozen 1 lb. tins. High living,

truly!

What we would like to know is why fish has been

so neglected 1 In Canada, our producers pack all kinds

of fish- There is canned salmon, canned herrings,

canned finnan haddie. canned codfish. We also pro-

duce shredded codfish, dried cod, salt herrings, bloat-

ers, smoked and pickled fish of all kinds and varieties

that will kcej) for a long time.

The fisheries are a national industry of this country.

It is one of our great resources. Yet every Govern-

ment Department in calling for edible supplies seems

to forget that fish ever existed. The Militia Depart-

ment, under Sir Sam Hughe's direction, is the only one

which is giving our fisheries a look in on supplies. The

others seem to labour under the impression that our

fisheries exist but for the sportsman and the angler.

We have a Fisheries Department at Ottawa — the

officials of which do a lot of good work along the linos

of conserving the fisheries, but they could do more
good work in developing the sale of our fish by seeing

that every Government railway dining car and cafe,

prison, penitentiary, a.sylum. agricultural college, con-

struction camp. etc.. gave fish a prominent share in the

provision tenders which they call for periodically. Wliat

is the use of the Fisheries De])artment preaching "Eat
fish!" when other Departments neglect fish entirely

A good campaign conid be started right in the Gov-

ernment offices in Ottawa.

SPEED UP BIOLOGICAL REPORTS
In our Jlay issue we printed an interesting and in-

formative narrative of the work being done by the
sea lion commissioners ai)pointed by the Biological
Board of Canada. Of course none of the findings of
the commission was disclosed but it afforded an indi-

cation of the scope of the inquiry and the difficulties

that beset the path of the investigators. Incidentally

it emphasized the fact that the work of the Biological

Board of Canada on its economic side as well as on its

scientific side is deserving of popular favor.

If we were to offer any criticism of the Biological

Board of Canada we would say that too often its va-

luable researches do not see the light of day until their

need has slipped by. For instance, the report of Prof-

essor Willey in the Pacific Halibut fisheries made in

1914 has only now been made public, although a sum-
mary of it was happily published in Vancouver by the

merest chance about a year ago. Professor Willey de-

clares that there is no immediate call to limit the hali-

but fisheries but rather that the demand, is for means
to expand them- His opinion will go a long way to

bring to a close any negotiations looking toward an
international agreement for a closed season in halibut.

We are not without hope that-interim and popular re-

ports of workers and commissioners under the Bio-

logical Board will become the rule rather than the ex-

ception, for while it is true that the Biological Board
is an ordinary Board of the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries, yet at the same time it has to do with a nat-

ional resource in which many men and much money
are vitally interested. We presume to say there is a

public interest in the work of the Biological Board
that should not wait on the vagaries of the Printer's

desire.

A full report of the Investigation into Fish Prices

held in Ottawa recently and the finding of the Inquiry,

can be had upon application to Mr. Thos. Howe. Secre-

tary, House of Commons, Ottawa. The conclusion and
recommendations are published in this issue.

Two important markets for Canadian and New-
foundland fish have passed laws which will hit the bu-

siness hard. France has declared a prohibition of

lobsters, while Portugal has promulgated a decree reg-

ulating the prices to be paid for all fish imports. The
former kills the French market for Canadian canned

lobster, and the latter makes the Oporto and other

Portuguese markets so uncertain that shippers will be

loath to send cargoes there.

t

An Executive Committee meeting of the Canadian

Fisheries Association is to be held in Montreal on Mon-
day. May 29th. Several important matters will be dis-

cussed and same will be duly reported in the official

organ—the CANADIAN FISHERMAN.
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EXECUTIVE MEETING OF CANADIAN FISHERIES
ASSOCIATION

Many important matters planned for future.

The Executive Committee of the Canadian Fisheries

Association met in Montreal on May 29th and several

important matters were discussed. President Byrne

was in the chair and in the first topic taken up by the

Committee was the formulating of plans for increasing

the membership of the Association. The present mem-
bership roll of the C.F.A. was satisfactory in so far as

all the influential members of the firms engaged in the

fishing industry of Canada were enrolled, but for edu-

cational and other purposes, members were required.

The subscription fees are very low and to acquire the

necessary fimds for campaign work a large member-

ship is essential. To attain this object, all the present

members of the Association are constituted a "Re-

cruiting Committee" and it is hoped that each and

every member will induce two or more men interested

in Canada's fisheries to become members of the Ass-

ociation. A special letter will be mailed to each mem-

ber by the Secretary.

Tuesday Fish Day.

The idea of having Tuesday of each week a fish day

as well as Friday was fully discussed and enthusiast-

ically endorsed. With the retailers making a special

display of fish on Tuesdays, the selling of fish would

be spread out over the week and the business would, in

time, grow into a permanent daily feature. This idea

is of the greatest importance to the Industry and

should be heartily backed up by every producer

throughout the Dominion. Mr. Paulhus, Chairman of

the Publicity Committee, suggested that the next Nat-

ional Fish Day be held sometime during September-
definite date to be arranged later — and the campaign

for a Tuesday fish day be inaugurated then. The idea

was heartily endorsed and the details were left to the

Publicity Committee to work out. It is hoped that

every member of the Association will give this scheme

his support.

Propagation of Haddock and Plaice in Pacific Waters.

"Western members of the Association have asked the

Committee to. petition the Government to make an at-

tempt to propagate haddock and plaice in the Pacific.

The meeting signified their intention of doing so and

the Secretary was instructed to act accordingly.

Uniform Size of Fish Boxes.

A communication was road from the Express Traf-

fic Association urging that a uniform size of package

for transporting fish be adopted by shippers. After

considerable discussion the matter was referred to the

Transportation Committee with the request that the

Chairman (Mr. A. H. Rrittaiii) communicate with the

officers of the Express Traffic Associatioii and convey
the views of our members "that while dealers in the

fish trade would be glad to do everything possible and
work in harmony with the Express Coin]iHni('s, it is the

o[)inion of the Association that uniformity in style and
size of our fish packages is n physical im|>ossibility from
the very luitnre of the fish they <'nntniii."

Wagon Service on Shipments of Pacific Fish at

Destination.

The ( hiiiriiiati of the Trjinsportnl imi CorriTiiilliM' (Mr.

A. 11. Brittnin) was congratnlnted by the meeting for

the work he had done in having the amended tariff of

the allied Express Companies on the above matter sus-

pended. If the consignees of the Pacific coast fish had
to bear the cartage charges of same at destination, it

would have been a great hardship and hindrance to the
business. Mr. Brittain. President Byrne, Mr. Paulhus.
Mr. James and others attended the hearing of the Rail

way Commission on the matter and were ably assisted

by Mr. J. E. Walsh, Traffic Expert of the Canadian
Manufacturers Association who presented the case of

The Canadian Fisheries Association. The tariff was to

have taken effect in January 1916 but through the act-

ion of the Association it has been suspended—thus sav-

ing many of our members a considerable amount of
cartage charges and inconvenience, not to mention the

bad effects to the business.

National Fish Day, Feb. 29th.

A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Paulhus and the
Publicity Committee for their work in making Feb. 29th
last, a National Fish Day. The day was a great success
throughout the Dominion and brought excellent re-

sults. The Next National Fish Day to be held next
September will be handled by the Publicity Commit-
tee of the C.F.A. and the Tuesday Fish Day inaugurat-
ed then.

Fisheries at Toronto National Exhibition.
The Association endorses the action of the Marine

and Fi.sheries Department in subsidizing a Fisheries
Exhibit at the Canadian National Exhibition every
year. The Exhibit has undoubtedly been the means of
increasing the consumption of fish throughout Onta-
rio, and it is recommended that the Government in-

crease the educational methods of advertising fish and
subsidize exhibits at other exhibitions througout the
Dominion. The Secretary was instructed to write the
President of the Canadian National Exhibition and re-

quest him to feature the Exhibit and appoint another
Fisheries Day at the Exhi1)ition.

New Members.
The following new members wer admitted to the As-

sociation :—Robert Christie, J., St. Peters, C.B.; F. C.
Crean. Natashquan, Saguenay Co., Que. ; N. S. Cornell.
Producers Fish Co., Port Stanley, Out.: Capt. How-
ard Anderson, Digby, N.S. ; Harold G. Connor. Mont-
real, Que.; A. W. Sterrett, Vancouver, B.C.: R. R. Pay-
ne, Vancouver. B.C.; Russell Hodge. Montreal. Que.;
Capt. Frank Young, Ariehat, C.B.

Several other matters required the attention of
the meeting — notably that the next Aiuuial Con-
vention be held in either Vancouver or Prince
Rupert. After considerable discussion it was felt tliat

the Convention should be held at some iihice in the
Maritime Provinces as the majority of the members
hailed from there and had been coming up to the two
previous Annual Meetings. It was suggested that the
next Convention be held in Halifax and the following
one on the Pacific coast. Nothing definite was decid-

ed and the nuitter was held over for consideration. The
meeting then adjourned until sometime in July.

A handsome silver and enamel button-hole badge of

the Canadian Fisheries Association can be obtained by
members from the Secretary on receipt of 52 cents. Ad-
dress 600 Read Building, Montreal.
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I SOME DEEP SEA FISHERMEN'S EXPERIENCES f

(By R. P. GETTY.) S
m m
m m

Part n.

Our fislipnnau stoj)pod for a moment to catch his

()reatli, and relijrlit the short-stemmed pipe.

"Just time for one more yarn, for I must'nt forget

that I am expected up the street."

We nodded for him to fro aliead.

"Let me tell you then about tlie wreck of the Yosemite

utar Ram Island, off the shore of Nova Scotia, as I've

heard it from survivors," he continued.

"This schooner was scuddinp alonpr under a stiff breeze

when without any warning she brought up hard and
fa.st on a sunken ledjre. and in an instant was at the

mercy of the breakers, the seas washinj? her further and
further up on the rocks, and swingin' her around broad-

side as they did so.

And this, then, was the situation of the men on board.

Clinfiin' to the foreriprfrinp were the skipper and three

of the crew, while aft, in the main rifrping, the remainder

held on as best they could.

But it was not to be for loJig. The vessel broke up
quickly quickly under the heavy seas, the main and
most of the foremast went over the side, and all hands

with them.

And then came a struggle for life, a battle to reach and
gain a foothold on tho.se slippery rocks. But it was fin-

ally accomplished, tliough not without its toll, for when
the roll was called one man was missing, while the cap-

tain lay there bruised in one knee so he could scarcely

crawl. And a member of the crew was so crushed by a

falling mast that his death seemed nigh.

But even then the men were not .safe, for it was high

tide, aiul every succeeding breaker threatened to hurl the

survivors to their doom. Wrecked men, however, catch

at anything. They secured bits of floating timbers which
washed up from the wreck, and twisted these into

crevices in the rocks. Then la.shed thcm.selves with ropes

to these improvised stakes, and held on in the midst of

that terrible gale and a blinding snow .storm hoping
against hope that something would turn up. At mid-

ni<;ht the man .so horribly crushed by the falling mast
died, but still undaunted that brave band watched and
waited. And when morning came they were rejoiced to

see that between thcm.selves and Ram Lsland half a mile

distant another ledge was visible which was bare of

water. How to reach it was a question, for it was im-

possible, at lea.st so it seemed, to do this in all that raging
sea.

About the middle of the afternoon, the skipper called

over to Rose, one of the crew, and known to be a fine

swimmer, and told him in unmistakable language that

another night on that rock meant death for all. That
some heroic means of rescue must be attempted, and at

once.

Rose did not .say a word, but silently he crawled over
to the edfre of the rock, and carefully noted the action

of the waves and eddies. Then scanned the sides of the
further ledtre as if picking out a landing place. Then
he disrobed himself of everything but his underclothes,
and, with a cheer from his comrades, plunged headfirst
into an approaching wave, and with bold stroke struck

out for the further ledge now showing through the
breaking surf.

His companions watched his struggles, now on top of
one wave, now swallowed up by the undertow of another,
now on some crest again. It looked as if he never could
make his destination. But at last, with a strength that
to the watchers appeared superhuman he did manage to

reach it, and, springing on shore, waded through the
surf to the Ram Island beyond, then ran along a rocky
beach as if looking for assistance.

It was in vain, for he quickly returned to where he
started, and once more waded through the .surf to the
inside ledge.

'It's no use, boys, there is no help!' he cried out.

'You must each swim for it. Come on, one at a time,

and I'll try to help you.'

And then, as by act of Providence, a logline which all

day long had been tossing about in the waves in front

of them, and always eluding their grasp, by .some lucky
chance was broiight within reach. One man seized it and
promptly made it fast around his waist, and sprang into

the sea. Rose was ready for him, and, as he neared the
ledge, helped him to land. Then the two made fast a
stouter rope, and on this the others came over, hand over
hand, to the ledge. All but the skipper who had to be
lashed to the rope. And finally, like Rose before them
they reached the island where they found shelter in an
abandoned fishhut.

Inside was an old stove, several pieces of wood, and
most fortunately two or three matches.

Cautiously they struck a precious .splinter on a dry
spot. It burst into flame. A fire was .started which soon
blazed brightly, and then, to make rescue .surer, they
tied a coat to a pole which they stuck up in a con-

spicuous place on shore.

The ne.xt morning fishermen on the mainland saw
the signal, and, when the waves had receded sufficiently

to launch a small boat, went out to the Ram Island and
rescued all hands."

At this moment our fisherman pulled out his watch
and noted the time. He sprang up with a start.

"Got to be going to meet that fellow. So long. " And
he was up towards the main street of Yarmouth befor*

we knew it.

Mr. T. W. C. Biuns, manager of the Pish Department

of the Matthews-Blackwell Co-, Ottawa, has been writ-

ing up a series of first rate fish talks for the Ottawa

PVcc Press. The articles are published weekly and

have excited a lot of favourable comment. Mr. Binns

has a son with the Canadian Artillery "somewhere in

Flanders" and another has recently enlisted in an

overseas battery. Our friend believes in being patriot-

ic both to the Industry and the Empire.
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The Sardine Canning Industry
By J. F. CALDER

Part n.

The steaming room is about 7 x 15 feet, made into

four compartments each holding two racks. When the

room is filled with racks the doors are closed and
steam is turned on from perforated pipes which are

around the inside walls. It takes from eight to ten

minutes to cook the fish by this method. From the

steaming room the racks are next taken to the drying
room.

This is a very large room, containing at least five

hundred feet of floor space. A great quantity of

steam pipes (not perforated) are inside. In one end
of the room there is a large fan which is about nine

in a day. Waiters take the flakes of fish from the

racks, place them on the tables from the packers, take

away the flakes when emptied, ])lace them in another

rack and wheel them back to the flaking machine so

that they can be refilled with raw fish. As fast as the

cans are packed they are placed in trays, each holding

25 cans in one tier only. When 4 trays—or one ease

—

is completed by the packer they are taken to the auto-

matic oil filling machine. This machine fills all the

cans in the tray at the one discharge, each can receiv-

ing the requisite amount of oil. The cans are then
taken to the closing machines or sealing machines as

Bath Process Room, Lane, Libby Fisheries.

feet in diameter and driven at the rate of about two
hundred revolutions per minute. By this means hot
air i.s driven through the flakes with great force, which
thoroughly dries the fish in about thirty minutes. The
racks are then sent to the packing room. After the
fish have cooled off they are packed in the cans. A
packing room of one of the large canneries contains
from 75 to 150 girls. They carefully yet very rapidly
fill the cans. As the fish have been cooked with their
heads on the first act to be performed in the packing
process is to remove the heads and entrails. The girls

do this with common scissors. They receive 12c per
pase for packing. A good packer can do over 30 case^

they are generally called. They are really double

seaming machines, as they roll the flange on the top

of the can and the edge of the cover into a double seam.

These machines are large and expensive, weighing

about 4,500 pounds each and costing about $2,000,00

apiece. They work antoiiinlically and very rapidly,

each machine closing cans at the rate of 35 per minute.

Tlie cnns now being filled nnd hermetically sealed

are put in the bath tanks for final process. There are

two kinds of batliing processes. One is the old-fash-

ioned tank filled about half full with fresli water and
with a perforated steam coil at the bottom. The cans

are thrown into the boiling water and remain there
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from IV2 to 2 hours, according to the size of the fish,

as large'fish require a longer process than small ones.

The cans are dipped from the batli tanks with chain

scoop nets and thrown on the floor, or chute, as the case

may be, and covered with clean sawdust. As the cans

are very hot when taken from the bath the sawdust re-

tains the heat for a considerable length of time. The

cans are stirred around into this sawdust for the pur-

pose of removing extraneous oil and water. When the

cans are taken out and brushed off they are bright and

clean. They are then thrown on the cooling tables

where they remain until the following day when they

are tested and put in cases to be shipped away and

sold. The other bathing process is the retort or dry

steam, which I will make mention of in connection witt

the fried sardines.

As already stated some of the operations of the fry-

ing process are similar to those employed in the steam-

ing method ; then again all canneries—no matter which
method they employ — are not exactly alike, and, con-

niersed in strong pickle for a short time. Then they

are conveyed in elevators to the flaking machines,

wliich is similar to the one already described. After

being flaked and the flakes placed in racks the racks

then go to the drying room.

This room is well supplied with steam radiators,

and a temperature from eighty to ninety degrees is

maintained. Large fans drive the hot air among the

fish. As the air heats and expands it takes up the mois-

ture and leaves the fish dry and firm. Here again the

size of the fish and climatic conditions play an import-

ant part. On a fine day, when the atmosphere is

light the drying takes about half an hour. It takes
fully an hour to dry them on wet days. I might ex-

plain that unless the fish are thoroughly dry they
break into fragments as soon as they come in contact

with the boiling oil. From the drying room the fish

are taken to the frying room. The frying tank is a

steam jacketed kettle about 17 feet long and 4 feet

wide, filled about half full with Winter Pressed Cotton

Packing Room, Lane, libby Fisheries.

sequently a detailed account of the canning process of

any particular one would in some essentials differ from
those of another. With this explanation I may state

that the short account I am about to give of the frying

process is a narrative of the manner in which it is car-

ried on at the Lane, Libby Fisheries, Chamcook. The
fish are taken from the boats in the same manner as

at the other canneries. The sluice-way carries the fish

to an automatic separator. The separator is a large

revolving spiral coil made of iron pipes. The fish are

inside tliis revolving coildrum. The spaces between
the coils are graduated, so that different sized fish pass
through the different spaces. Each grade of fish as it

comes from the separator enters it's own particular

sluice-way and is carried to the cutting machine below.
The cutting machine is a wonderful invention, consist-

ing of a set of revolving knives which cuts off the heads
and tails in any desired length. Two of these machines
can do the work of 100 girls. After being cut the fish

are conveyed to pickling tanks where they are im-

Beed Oil. The sardines are removed from the flakes

and placed into clean wire baskets before they are

fried. This process takes from ten to twelve minutes,
according to size of the fish. As the baskets of fish

come from the frier they are set to one side to cool.

They are then carried by means of an elevator to the
packing room above. The baskets are set on the tables
and the girls at once begin to fill the cans. The tables
have a polished sheet steel top and are kept in a state
of utmost cleanliness. An automatic endless chain con-
veyor passes through the middle of the tables, and as
fast as a can is filled it is carried to the automatic oil

filler, and from there to the sealing machine.
There are two kinds of sardine cans now in use. One

is the "drawn" can, whicli is pressed out of one piece
of tin, excepting the cover which is rolled on after the
can is filled. The other kind is the key-opening can.
The bottom of this can is soldered to the sides by pass-
ing over a gas flame. One corner of the bottom has a
protruding lip. A key fits on this lip and with it the
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bottom can be rolled off the can. This is much bet-

ter than cutting it open with a can opeiier. The tops

of these cans have been dipped in solder, and after being

filled and put through the double seaming machine,

they again pass over gas flames, which come in con-

tact with the edges of the can only yet with sufficient

heat to melt the attached solder and thereby hermetic-

"ally seal the cans.

After being "sealed" the cans are placed in steam

retort baths, where they remain from one and a half

to three hours. The retorts do not contain water, but

very great pressure is produced by the dry steam. The

bath is not for the purpose of cooking the fish, as

they are well cooked when coming from the fry'kettle

;

it is rather for sterilization purposes. I might add

that the strong pickling which is given sardines at the

canneries is not for the purpose of preserving the fish,

as that is done by the cooking and bathing processes.

The pickling is for the purpose of flavoring the fish.

After passing through the retorts the cans are made
ready for shipment by similar methods to those at the

steaming canneries.

A hogshead of sardines of the proper size make about

twenty-five cases of the canned articles. Each case

contains one hundred cans. The contents of each can is

a little less than foiir ounces. It takes about three-

quarters of a gallon of oil to fill a case of sardines.

It was the object of the first canners to put up an

article that would sell in competition with French sar-

dines. For a time they put up excellent goods, but as

more and more firms went into the business, and as

each one was anxious to pack more cheaply and to

under-sell the others as well, the standard of the pack
soon deteriorated. This state of affairs continued until

about eight years ago. A great awakening then took

place among the canners. They began to realize that

in order to build up a permanent business they must
exercise greater care in packing the goods. From that

time until the present each season has seen radical

changes in the process. With this betterment of con-

ditions the business is steadily growing and the quali-

ty of canned sardines is constantly getting higher. In-

vestigations and researches carried on by eminent chem-
ists in connection with the Pure Food Regulations of

the United States have greatly assisted in this work.
At the present time the canners on both sides of the

border are bending their energies towards producing
an article that will not only meet the demands of the

domestic market, but sell in competition with Euro-
pean sardines in their own home markets. Truly,
their motto is now quality and not quantity.

In addition to the two and one-half million cases

which is yearly packed in the State of Maine, the New
Brunswick canneries puts up about one hundred thous-
and cases. It takes an enormous quantity of young
herring to supply the sardine demand. From time to

time the cry is raised that the business will ruin the
herring fishery of the Atlantic Coast, as it will be im-
possible for the herring supply to keep up with so many
small ones being taken. The writer is not apprehensive
in this respect. In fact, all those who are engaged in

the business, canners and fishermen as well, have un-
bounded confidence as to its future. I can best ex-
press the views of many of the fishermen in this regard
by quoting from a speech delivered by an aged, re-

spected, and practical fisherman from Seal Cove, Grand
Manan, at a meeting of Charlotte County fishermen
held at St. Andrew's some twelve years ago. At this

meeting a number of speakers had given it as being

their opinion that unless two weirs in the vicinity of
the spawning ground at Southern Head, Grand Manan,
were removed the herring fishery would be ruined.
The old gentleman in question owned a share in one
of them. After the other speakers were through he
spoke, as near as I can remember, as follows: "I have
listened with interest and amusement to the remarks
of the gentlemen who have just spoken. As they are
men of small calibre they fail to take a comprehensive
view of the matter — in fact, they entirely ignore an
essential fundamental element which must enter into
the question. I have been thinking while sitting here
of the Divine plan of Creation, which so wonderfully
provided for the disposition and balance of all the
tremendous forces of nature — which said to the tur-
bulent tides hitherto shalt thou go but no farther, and
set the stars in their proper courses — when I came to
consider all of this and at the same time am told that
the herring supply of the Atlantic Ocean is dependent
upon the inactivity of a few fishermen at Seal Cove,
Grand Manan, I say, gentlemen, you compliment us."

I am not giving the views of the old gentlemen as
being in accordance with my own views in the )iiatter.

I believe that the restrictive regulations for this fish-
ery which are in force are very essential and necessary
for its preservation. At the same time when we come
to consider the wonderful fecundity of the herring
family, the immen.sity of the ocean space they must
occupy, with its many unknown and unexplored
spawning grounds, we are safe in assuming that there
is no iminediate alarm with regard to the extermination
of the herring by the operation of sardine canneries.
But rather as the business grows and expands the
value of the herring fishery will be greatly increased
thereby.

Oystermen's Convention
The eighth annual Convention of Oyster Growers

and Dealers of North America was held at Hotel
Breakers, Atlantic City, N.J., May 16th and 17th. A
meeting of directors was held on Monday evening.
May 15, at which important business was transacted,
and matters prepared for subTiiission to the general
meeting on the following days. The general meeting
was called to order by President W. II. Killian, Balti-
more, Md., at 9.30 a.m., Tuesday, May 16. At this ses-
sion reports of officers and various committees were
submitted, and after being read were accepted by vote.
Directors were also elected for the coming year, each
State being represented pro rata, according to num-
ber of members. Canada was allotted three directors,
one each for the Provinces of Quebec, Ontario and
Manitoba.

The meeting convened after lunch and the following
officers were elected for the year

:

President, W. H. Killian. Baltimore, Md. : First
Vice-President, Frank J. Darling. Hampton, Va.: Sec-
ond Vice-President, F. S. Beanlsley, Stratford, Conn.;
Third Vice-President, J. W, Stubbs. Boston, Mass. •

Secretary, E. I). McCarfhy, New York; Treasurer, H.
Leroy Lewis, Bridgeport, Conn.

A number of the members were accompanied by
their wives and daughters, this being a feature of the
Oystermen's Annual Convention, and the Ladies' Re-

(Continued on Page 206.)
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and organization of the distribution thereof, be under-

taken by the Department of Agriculture in respect to

certain farm products.

2. That the express facilities be so improved as to

insure daily transportation of sea foods from the east

by means of the chilled car service.

3. That the refrigerator car service for the trans-

portation of sea foods be so improved as to render it

available on express trains.

4. That the consolidation of shipments for different

points in the express refrigerator car, on the basis of

carload express rates, to the farthest point, and the

opening of car in transit to set down fish at different

centres en route, would materially aid prompt and eco-

nomical distribution of sea foods.

5. That a carload lot express rate, substantially

lower than the L.C.L. rate should be fixed on sea foods

from the east.

6. That the minimum freight carload quantity, on

the Government Railway, be reduced from the new
scale of 24,000 pounds to the former scale of 20,000

pounds, in the case of fresh sea foods; and from the

new scale of 30,000 pounds to the former scale of 24,-

000 pounds of cured sea foods.

7. That transportation companies should give spe-

cial attention to the movement of cars containing per-

ishable food commodities, to secure delivery thereof

without deterioration.

8. That an exclusive express service operated by the

Government be inaugurated on the Intercolonial Rail-

way and Prince Edward Island sections of the Govern-

ment Railways, as a preliminery to any general scheme

for the nationalization of express business in Canada.

9. That the fish diet be made a special feature on

the Intercolonial Dining Cars, the price not to exceed
the cost and expense of serving the same, as shown by
the evidence.

NOTE.—This would be in line with the policy of

certain important railways which make a special fea-

ture of food products peculiar to the country traversed

by such railways, tending to increase the consumption
and advertise the product.

10. That an active publicity campaign be organized
by a competent person to promote an increased demand
for sea food in Canada.

11. That the Department have made, for demonstra-
tion purposes :

—

(a) An inexpensive refrigeration box. suitable

for use in retail fish stores, in which fresh fish can
be attractively displayed without risk of deteria-

ration.

(b) A portable refrigerator, suitable for use in

the distribution of sea foods in towns and cities;

and that plans and specifications thereof, with es-

timate of cost, be furnished by the Department
upon application.

12. That the existing scale of the Government aid in

the transportation of certain sea foods by express be
for the present continued under regulations as to meth-
ods of shipments.

13. That the steps already taken to promote the
packing of herrings by the Scotch method are ap-
proved, and that special attention be given to the de-

velopment of this branch of the Industry.
AND your Committee further recommend that the

said evidence and report be printed {\s an appendix to

the Journals of the House, and in pamphlet form to the
number of 25,000 copies, and that Rule 74, relating

thereto, be suspended.

ARTIFICIAL DRYING OF FISH.

By COLIN McKAY.
While a number of Canadian fish companies have

been operating artificial curing plants for some years

with considerable success, undoubtedly the great bulk

of the catch is dried on flakes in the open air. Some
of the biggest firms in the Maritime Provinces still

employ this ancient and natural process. Possibly fish

cured in the open air under favorable conditions may
be more palatable, but this method has certain dis-

advantages, and in the long run is less economical,

compared with the artificial process. When cured

in the open air fish are liable to be sun-burnt, and

may suffer a certain deterioration if there is not a

proper sequence of days when the weather is suitable

for drying; besides, their condition may be affected

by the dust and dirt which falls upon them day after

day. Heaped in piles as they are during the night-

time, or wet weather, they, or a percentage of them,

absorb moisture from the air; that is to say, the pro-

cess of drying is repeatedly interrupted, or even set

backward—probably with the effect of disorganizing

the tissues and affecting the flavor.

Artificial drying avoids these disadvantages. Among
the French, who for centuries have prosecuted long

distance fishing on the banks of Newfoundland, Ice-

land, and West Africa, and have given special atten-

tion to the curing of dried fish, the process of drying
by artifical heat is considered a great improvement
on the " precede ancien de sc'chage sur galets"—dry-

ing on pebble beaches. By the artificial process, the

clean air circulates better about the fish; evaporation

is more rapid, and the drying more steady and com-
plete. Since the heat is constant—not like that of the
sun, which varies with tlie obliquity of its rays—the
risks of "burning" are diminished. Another thing,
the fish are protected from dust and dirt. Moreover,
experience has demonstrated that the fish lose less of
weight, and do not require so much salt.

There are various systems of artificial drying, but
the principle of each is the same. The original sys-

tem was merely based on the principle on a smoke
house; heated air, minus the smoke, was injected into
a shaft or lofty chamber, filled with fish on stages
or flakes, and ejected by fans, at the top. The orig-

inal system was, I think, first adopted an extensive
scale, by Americans; but it was not long before the
French adopted an improvement. The most approved
artificial drying system in France differs only in the
arrangements for setting up warm currents from all

directions. The air enters the chambers where the
fish are placed for drying by a great number of small
openings, being first heated and freed of humidity by
passing through a series of heated tubes. The ventilat-
ing system is so arranged that the warm air circu-
lates freely about the fish before being expelled. Usual-
ly the air in the drying chambers is kept at a temper-
ature varying from 86 to 90 degrees Fahrenheit. For
fish intended for home consumption the time occupied
in drying varies from 12 to 18 hours, while for pro-
ducts destined for markets in warmer climates the pro-
cess takes about 36 hours. The French method makes
the fish very dry and firm, a quality which tends to
its preservation in warm climates.
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Who's Who in the Fishing World

Mr. A. W. Piccott, Minister of Marine & Fisheries

for Newfoundland was born in the historic town of

Cupids, forty-three years ago. When a boy of fifteen

young Piccott left the school of Cupids, which was

taught by his father — perhaps this is why he left

—

and went to sea. In this capacity A. W. Piccott trav-

elled all over the world, and acquired that broad know-

ledge of men and things that afterwards proved if in-

estimable value to him.

After a long experience as a seaman during which

time he rose from man before the mast to captain, Mr.

Piccott became attached himself to the life saving sta-

tion at Sable Island, and here he remained till 1908.

In this year Mr. Piccott returned to his native vil-

lage. Bay Roberts—and whether coincidentally or sig-

nificantly, Mr. Piccott prefers the former, this was the

year of one of the greatest elections ever held in New-
foundland.

Sir E. P. Morris broke away from the old Liberal

Party.of which he was Attorney General, and which
was led by Sir Robert Bond, and formed a new party
which was christened "The People's Party". Some
of the members of the Liberal Party followed Sir E. P.

across the floors of the House, but the great majority
jirefcrred to remain attached to the Liberal ranks.

To storm the old and reverenced strongholds of Lib-
fralism was an almost Herculean task, and Arch. Pic-

lott was chosen by an overwhelming majority of his

fellow "People's Party" townsmen to stand as member
for the District of Harbour Grace, where Liberalism
was rampant.
With his other two colleagues for that district Pic-

cott took the field, and the hardest political battle ever

waged in Newfoundland was fought. It was a case of
the old and respected fighting the young and determin-
ed.

All throughout the country the struggle was evenly
divided, and at the counting of the votes it was found
that the election was a tie. and in Harbour Grace Dist.
Arch. Piccott headed the poll, bringing one of his col-
leagues safely through with him and losing the other
by the small margin of one vote. From this moment A.
W. Piccott was recognized as a "strong" man. To
have turned Harbour Grace "People's Party" was to
have accomplished the impossible.

A recount was ordered for Harbour Grace, but this
time the Liberal Candidate won by two votes. To
break the deadlock there was no alternative to appeal-
insr to the country again in a general election.
The Election took place in May 1909. In this election

Mr. Piccott headed the poll aeain and brought his two
colleagues safely through with him by big majorities.
Thus the Morris Party were triumphant, and A. W.
Piccott became Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

Directly on his entrance to his new office Mr. Plc-
r-ott began a series of reforms in his department which
have contributed more for the treneral good of the Col-
ony than all his predecessors did together. His first
"ork was to establish numerous Light Houses and Fog
alfirms around the coast, a M'ork which has been won-

'"'Iv beneficial to the Fishermen. He was also in-
strumental in having the Government purchase a
Dredsre of laree capacitv in England, which has since
b'-"n used with excellent results in dredging numbers
"f harbours around the coast. Another great work that
ivri.iister Piccott has done since his tenure of office has
' """ to add considerably to the number of Marconi Sta-
tions in use on the Labrador Coast to inform the
fishermen of the whereabouts of the fish.

A fishery and bait intelligence service has has also
beinrr established throughout Newfoundland, and has
resulted materially in adding to the annual size of the
catch.

Minister Piccott has added hundreds of other re-
forms which this article is unable to treat of. His
worth to his office is due to the fact that he is tho-
roujrhly acquainted Avith all the needs of the fishermen,
jind every day of his life he makes it his business to go
fuiiong them and personally ascertain their needs.

In the General election of 1913, Mr. Piccott saved the
Morris Government defeat, and since then is the
most powerful man in the Government. His success
may be accounted for in two words, his popularity and
kindness. There is scarcely a fisherman in his District
that he has not befriended at one time or another, and
his generosity is known to everybody in the country,
so that while Minister Piccott may not be the richest
man in his party, there is no doubt whatever that he is
the most popular.
He is one man whose work the Opposition seldom if

ever criticises, despite the fact that his Department is

the most important of all. in this country.
In the House of Assembly the party spirit goes over-

board when there is any doubt of its clashing with the
Department of which he is the Head.
Thus he is regarded by nearly everybody in this

Country as a man who has done more than any single
man for the protection of the fisheries of Newfound-
land.
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THE SALMON SEASON IN NORTHERN BRITISH

COLUMBIA WATERS HAS BEGUN.

The northern Pacific fisheries, take in the rivers and

inlets from Seymonr Inlet to the Naas River. The

Fraser River operations start in the middle of June.

Spring salmon do not run largely in the north till

after May 1st. This year Spring salmon will be can-

ned by the northern canneries. Steelheads will not

be canned, but will be sold fresh. The demand for

canned salmon this year will be good. The eanners

plan to can Humpbacks, some Cohoes and Dog salmon,

and all the Sockeye.

Prices for fish on the Skeena and Naas Rivers are

20 cents a Sockeye and to the independent fishermen

2.5 to 27 1-2 cents. At Rivers Inlet the price will be

15 cents a fish. At Alerts Bay the fish bring 10 cents..

On the Fraser River, the price is 35 cents.

It is believed that it wil cost at least 30 per cent

more to operate a northern cannery this year than it

did last. Cans are 14 per cent higher.

The B. C. Packers Association will operate all their

northern canneries. They are equipped with sanitary

lines, and manufacture their own cans. On the Skeena,

M. K. Dickinson is superintendent of the Balmoral,

the Cunningham, the Dominion, and the Alexandria

canneries. A. Lyttons is foreman of the Balmoral,

and J. McMillan at Cunningham's. On Rivers Inlet,

Frank Inrig manages the Brunswick and Wadhams.
On the Naas, Graham Chambers is manager. On Lowe
Inlet. "W. E. Curtis, At Bella Bella, J. B. Sainte, and
on Alert Bay, Robert Chambers.

The Anglo-B.C. Packing Company, Limited oper-

ates all its northern canneries this year. On the

Skeena River, A. Kipp is manager of the British Am-
erica Cannery, with R. Carter, foreman, and B. Lar-

sen manages the North Pacific Cannery. On Rivers

Inlet, A. Jensen, the Good Hope Cannery ; on the Naas
River, W. E. Walter, the Port Nelson and the Arandale

;

on Knight Inlet, F. Wigham.

The Gosse-Millerd Packing Company, R. C. Gosse
manager and F. Millerd, secretary, operate at Bella

Bella. Manager Gosse and his son Richard Gosse are
up north.

The Kildala Packing Company, Limited, General

Manager G. A. Buttimer. On Rivers Inlet, Dan Groves

manager at the Kildala Cannery. On Dean Channel,

G. Dawson, the Manitou.
M. Desbrisay & Company, manager M. Desbrisay,

cannery at Wales Island, with Jim Desbrisay in

charge.

The Wallace Fisheries, Limited, canneries are equip-

ped with sanitary lines, with can making machines.

On the Skeena, the Claxton Cannery, managed by
Tom Wallace. A new two-storey building at a cost

of from $10,000 to $12,000 has been built. On Rivers

Inlet. A. E. Forrey manages the Strathcona Cannery.
On Smiths Inlet, George Harris, manager. At Uchuck-
lesit, A. J. Martin, manager. On Queen Charlotte
Island, J. Mackenzie, manager.
The Cassiar Packing Company, Limited, Manager

J. Lamb, on the Skeena.
The B. C. Fisheries, Limited, have leased their can-

nery up north. Wm. McPherson is manager at Skide-
gatc. A. L. Ru.s,sell is interested.

The Redonda Cannery and Cold Storage Company
at Deceit Bay, has received its cannery licenses, and
will build its plant this year.

The Preston Packing Company, Limited, at Charles

Creek, Kingseombe Inlet, will operate this year. Wm.
Hickey is interested in it.

R. V. Winch & Company, Vancouver, will operate

their cannery on the Skeena, also the Draney Fisher-

ies plants on Rivers Inlet and the Kineolith cannery

and cold storage at Mill Bay. F. A. Futcher is the

new General Manager for this company. Fred Rudge
will be superintendent. On the Skeena River, Her-
mons, managed by Fred Rudge, with foreman R. Ber-

ryman. On Rivers Inlet, the Namu Cannery, Marshall

English, manager, and F. Murray, foreman. The
Kimsquit Cannery, manager Charles Draney, and
Archie Moore as storekeeper and bookkeeper. On the

Naas River, the Kineolith Packing Company's cannery
J. T. Cousins, manager.

John Wallace, Work Island, B.C., will operate his

plant as usual.

The Clayoquot Sound Cannery Company, manager
J. L. Beckwith, H. C. Brewster is President of the Com-
pany.

The Quathiashi Packing Company, manager W. E.

Anderson, Quathiashi.

J. H. Todd and Sons, Victoria, operate two canner-
ies in northern waters. Recently sanitary lines have
been installed. On the Skeena, R. Johnston manages
the Inverness Cannery. On Rivers Inlet, the Beaver
Cannery is managed by R. Johston, from the Inver-
ness.

The B. C. Canning Company, Victoria, have three
-'uneries in the Northern Pacific. The Oceanic, the

Rivers Inlet, and the Victoria B. C. Mess is the gen-
eral manager.

The Goletas Fish Company at Shushartie Bay, Van-
couver Island, with W. J. Jefferson manager. E. A.
Hamilton acts as purchasing agent in Vanco\iver. This
company is to fish on Rivers Inlet and Smiths Inlet
for Sockeye, having been given a boat rating of 30 in-

dependent boats at each inlet.

OYSTERMEN'S CONVENTION.

(Concluded from Page 202.1

ception Committee was formed to look after visiting

various points of interest, thus permitting the ladies

to become acquainted who had come from various
parts of the United States and Canada.

At the close of the Convention the annual banquet
was held on Wednesday evening, at which members
and their ladies sat down to the number of about two
liuiidred and fifty. The toast-master was D. J. Byrne,
of ]\Iontreal, President of the Canadian Fisheries As-
sociation, who was appointed to this important post

as a graceful compliment to the Canadian contingent.

Among the speakers were Mr. F. C. Round, of the
New Jersey Shell Fish Commission : Hon. F. L. Homan,
New Haven, Conn.; F. S. Benrdsley, Stratford, Conn.;
W. J. McClusky, Wheeling, West Va., who is noted
as the orator of the As.sociation, and who delivered a

splendid address in proposing the toast to the ladies.

From every viewpoint the Convention was an im-

mense success, and well repaid the members who had
travelled from all parts, some coming long distances,

to be present at this most important event in oyster-

dom.
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THE ATLANTIC FISHERIES

CANSO, N.S.

(Special Correspondence).

Since my last previous writing a couple of months

ago, things have, of necessity, been rather quiet in the

'ore-fishing so far, at least, as the local boats are con-

cerned, but the onward march of spring, with more
favorable weather conditions, ought to soon produce a

more active aspect of affairs. Judging by the large

fares of the two steam trawlers, which operated out of

this port during the winter months, there has been no

lack of fish on the grounds. The Rayon d'or. especial-

ly, has been and still is. bringing in some very large

trips, landing on one occasion, during the early part of

April, her record haul of something like 210.000 lbs.

She has recently returned from her annual trip to

Halifax, for spring-cleaning and fixing up. The ready

response to the call of the recruiting officer and the

lure of the munition factories, among the local fisher-

men and fishlanders. has made labor for the prompt
handling of .some of these catches rather difficult to

secure at times. The Andromache, the other steam

trawler. Avhich was operating out of this port during
^ winter, ceased doing so in March. She removed to

Halifax at the time, and some remarks attributed to the

captain by a reporter on one of the City papers caused

somewhat of a "tempest in an inkpot". The reference

to "20 miles of ice off Can.so". being as it was, quite

incorrect, brought forth some sharp replies from de-

fenders of this port, but very often in such cases, the

main points at issue get smothered up in side-is.sues

of a more personal nature. Perhaps a few remarks even

at this late date, from your correspondent, may not be

out of i)lace on this question. While not claiming to be

a chronic or incurable truthteller. like George Washing-
ton of the old schoolbooks. yet. in this case, remember-
ing the reliable character of the FISTTERMAN. T will

make a special effort to hew to the truth. Tt is cer-

tainly a fact, that some years we are visited more or

less by a certain amount of drift ice, which occasion-

ally proves a little troublesome to lob.ster fishermen

and others. Tliat there is really nothing of this nature as

a rule, to interfere with the operating of steam trawlers.

'vcver. needs no clearer evidence, than the fact that

the Rayon d'or. already referred to. has kept her head-

quarters at Can.so during the last two winters, exper-

iencing no difficulty in making weekly trips, as

throughout the remainder of the year.

Lobster season opened up here legally on the first

of April, but so far as any practical fishing was con-

cerned about the first of May. as April was more than

usually cold and backward. There was a fearcat one

time that Great Britain intended placing an embargo
on canned lobster, but I believe that assurances have
been given that nothing of that kind is contemplated.

The price here started at 4 dollars and 13 cents for

markets, which has been about the average price for

the last few years.

The trappers at White Point were rewarded with a
fair run of fish last week.
During the last month the waterfront has been taking

on more of a busy and normal appearance in the ship-

ping line. A large niimber of Nova Scotia and Amer-
ican fishing schooners have been in port, many from
home on the spring trip, taking in ice, etc., and in some
cases looking for a hand or two to ship. Among the
crews the faces of many old acquaintances of Canso as
well as a number of former Canso boys have been seen
and gladly hailed by their friends and relatives. That
veteran of bankfishermen. Capt. Charles Rudolph, of
Lockeport. and for many years a skipper out o' Glou-
cester, was among those in port recently, shipping a
man on his Avay to the Banks. The Capt. looks about
!is hale and hearty as ever.

Canso now has another weekly boat running from
Halifax, namelv the S.S. Margaret, which ought to be
an indication that trade is not slackening. We shall

never be satisfied. hoAvever, in the transportation line,

'til we see a line of the twin rails, a pathway for the
iron horse, coming down this coast for a permanent
stav.

CHARLOTTETOWN, P.E.I.

(Special correspondence!.
Althouar h the lobster sea.son legallv opened this

vear on April the 2fith. the presence of ice around the
coast prevented fishincr in anv section on the date. Tt
"•!is not until a week later that lines could be run in

sqfetv. and the first fish were landed about May the
'^r\(^. With the exception of a strin of the northern
enast of the Island, from St. Peter's Bay up to East
Point, where the ice hung around up to the middle of
he month. fishin<r was generallv in the waters around
the Island the first week of this month, barring, of
course the section from Cape Traverse to Egmont Bay,
where the season does not open until the 26th of May.

This vear there are about 200 canneries in operation,
an increase of eicht over last year. These are valued
at .'1:200 000. Last year there was considerable uncer-
tnintv before the season opened owing to the possibi-

litv of the market being curtailed. But this year with
the uncertainty removed, there arc an increased number
of traps in the water, about 390,000 in all. and these are
worth on an average about $1.00 each. There are 1,-

^^0 boats, half of them motor boats, and about 3.300
fisbernien at work.

Tlie fishermen this year received from the packers
•*4.00 per hundred pounds, where each man supplies his

own gear, or $2..50 where the gear is supplied by the
packer. Last vear the prices were $3..50 and i}!2.00 res-

vectivelv. Although quite a number of fi.shernien

lijive gone to the war. about l.'JO being in the lO.Sth

Reffiment at Charlottetown at present, the shortage of
help did not prove quite so serious as expected, but in
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some sections it was found necessary to import some

men form the other Provinces. Up to the time of writ-

incr fishing has been goof'- wherever the ice has per-

mitted, and with anything: like favorable weather the

'•atch this year should be fully equal to the average.

The price paid is between $16.00 and $17.00 per case.

Last vearthe catch was about 42,000 cases, valued at

$1.5.00 each. The fish taken this year are of good size,

and the number per trap is larger than it was at this

t'me last year.

On Thursday, the 18th. last, ouite a sensation was

created among the lobster men by the announcement

niiblished in the Oharlottctown Patriot that a prom-

inent dealer received a telccrram from his head office

in Halifax that thp French Government had issued a de-

cree prohibiting the importation of canned lobsters on

the ground that they were luxuries. As a large por-

tion of the Island pack, probablv fifty per cent, finds

its wav to the French market, the situation will be se-

rious unless sufficient influence can be brought to bear

nnon the French Government to revoke that decree.

At the time of writinc the federal members at Ottawa

are being communicated with, and it is to be hoped that

the threatened danger to the lobster industry may be

averted.

The figures given above show what the direct loss

would be to the Island if such an important market as

France would be denied us.

DIGBY. N.S.

(Special Correspondence).

There has been a scarcity of fishermen this spring,

men needed to man the Disrbv fleet for summer

"shackiuff". This has been brought about by men

who previously followed the sea life, enlisting for over-

seas. Captain Bruns Firth, of the Lila G. Boutilier.

wantinsr 22 men offers wages of $50 a month, and

everything found, fishin? gear and all. This was the

only way he could secure a crew to go summer fish-

ing. It is onlv durins the summer season that fisher-

men find fishinsr on shares unprofitable. Captain Ar-

thur Casey, of the Dorothy M. Smart, followed suit

and secured his crew of twenty-two men by paying the

same wages and other inducements as the captain of the

Boutilier offered. Some of the Smart's crew were se-

cured in Yarmouth and Shelburne counties.

One would think in readine the May number of The

Canadian Fisherman, that is a reader unacquainted

with the facts, that Yarmouth and Yarmouth county

supplies all the fish shipments which are sent from

that port bv the Boston boat. In giving the list of ex-

ports bv that route the Yarmouth correspondent docs

not state when the shipments oriirinate, but without the

shinments which are sent monthlv bv such larsre Disbv

exporters as the Maritime Fish Corporation. J. E.

Snow. D. Snroul & Co.. 0. W. Wightman, the Nova Sco-

t'R Fish Comnanv, and what accumulates at Yarmouth

from Ditrbv Ncfk and the Islands. Yarmouth's fish ex-

norts would look verv small in print. It is a well known
fact that the sreat bulk of fish shipments from Yar-

mouth originate in Dijjbv and Shelburne counties.

The schooner Loran B. Snow. Captain John Sims,

"'as the first vessel of the Digbv fleet to abandon had-

dockirur aiid fit out for halibutinc The others of the

fleet kept aftprthe haddock until this fish left the Bay
of Fundy for cooler waters north and then they fitted

for "sharking."

More gasperaux bait has been used here this spring
than formerly and the St. John Weir fishermen have
profited considerably as a consequence. It is an every
day occurrence to see the steamboat dock here full of
motor fishing boats which have come from a distance
to wait the arrival of the St. John steamer which brings
the gasperaux across in barrels, hogsheads and cases,
all iced and frost for baiting and soon as the boats get
their supply, off they go to the grounds only to arrive
back the next day for a fresh supply. The Grace Dar-
ling, Captain Ansel Ca.sey, was the only vessel which
had had bait brought over by steamer, sailing direct
from here to the Banks on her second trip this spring.
The other vessels sailed across the bay to St. John to
bait up after taking aboard their supply of ice here.

Since the last issue of the Fisherman one Digby fish-
erman has been lost. "William Smith, a native of New
Aberdeen, Cape Breton, who was drowned off Gulli-
ver's Gove from a motor boat which was takinsr him
from Digby to Ccntrcville where he intended joining
fho schooner Lila G. Boutilier. fittinsr ont there for the
Banks. His body was received and brought back to
Digby for interment. He previously had been one of
the crew of the Dorothy M. Smart.

So far this spring onlv two of the American smacks
ivliiVb p-PTierallv show up here about this time buvine
lobsters have put in an appearance. They were from
Maine, the I-ouisa McLoou. of Rockland, and Mabel
Gertrude, of Jon esport,- when thev left the former had
aboard in his wells one thousand live lobsters and the
latter two thousand. The fleet of American smacks
are just now seckinsr loads more to the westward
around Brier Island and the Yarmouth coast and as
the season advances thev -will come Dierbv wav and con-
tinue \ip the bay until the close season arrives. D.
Sproiil & Co.. is the only Disrbv firm that will be ex-
tensively enjra"-ed in prosecuting lobster fi.shinff above
Digby Gut this vear and they operate all alon? the
coast to the head waters of the Bav of Fundy. Messrs.
Herbert Anderson & Son. of Parker's Cove, are like-
wise engaged quite extensively along this part of the
coast.

A full carload of fiiinan baddies destined for Van-
couver, is one of the manv large shipments the Mari-
time Fish Corporation made to Canadian markets this
month. This particular shipment was sent to St. John
by the C.P.R. boat and from that city was placed in a
refrigerator car. The whole consiffnTnent, packed in
fifteen pound boxes, was the new "Imperial" brand,
and the red stencilling made them the most attractive
looking boxes yet sent out by the M.F.C.

More Liverpool salt has been brought from St. John
this sprinir for fish curing purposes than in former
vears, which is a pretty good sign that there will be a
large exportation of dry and pickled fish from Digby
next fall. Small steamers and sailing vessels have been
engaged in taking the salt from the trans- Atlantic
steamer in St. John harbor and brincing it to Difrbv.

Thursday, the 11th, two big trips of mixed fresh fish

arived in port in the schooners Dorothy G. Snow. Cap-
tain Ansel Snow, and Albert J. Lutz. Captain Arthur
Longmire. Each of thees two hustliner skippers hail-

ed for the same quantity which totalled, when weighed
out, very near three thousand pounds. The fish were
•Husrht off Seal Island and oti Brown's. Each vessel
had a record catrh. that is a record catch f(U'this year.
Thev have done better than this on one or two i)revious
occasions. Tlic Ahiritime Fish rorjiorntion purchased
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tlie Liitz's trip and J. E. Snow that of the Dorothy G.

Snow. Very little of the two catches was shipped away
fresh and "the work of i>uttiii{r this h\g lot of fish in

pickle gave employment to extra hands.

The auxiliary schooner Cora Gertie has again entered

the service of the Maritime Fi.sh (Corporation in bring-

ing fresh fish which Captain Crocker buys from boat

fishermen down the bay for the M. F. C. The Cora Ger-

tie wa.s in on the 18th on her first trip this season,

landing 15.000 pounds of mixed fresh fish. She will

make trips twice a week and on her outward sailings

takes bait and supplies to the different fishing stations

along shore, which service is greatly appreciated by the

fishermen.

Schooner Brittania, one of the "Mosquito" fleet of

Bay fishermen, is at present engaged in carrying sup-

plies to lobster fishermen up the bay and returning

with live lobsters.

Captain "William Snow, relinciuished command of the

Dorothv M. Snmrt to take a well earned rest ashore

after a'hard season of winter fishing. Ca))tain Arthur

Casey left the Lila G. Boutilier also with this intention

but the owners of the Smart asked him to take their ves-

sel and he acceded to their wishes. Captain Casey

has now been away from port about a week on his first

trip in the Smart, going to St. John for his bait before

])roceeding to the Banks.

Out of the whole lot of 60.000 pounds of mixed fresh

landed by the schooner Grace Darling. Captain Ansel

Casey, in her fir.st trip in from the Banks, there were

only three thousand pounds of haddock and this goes

to show how the haihiock vacate the Bay of Fundy for

cooler waters at this season of the year.

Judsoii Handspiker. a Digby fisherman aboard the

American Schooner Morning Star, which vessel is com-

manded and partly owned by Cajitain Harry Ross, of

Digby, was severely injured aboard the vessel when on

Brown's. Cajitain' Ross put into Yarmouth and land-

ed Handspiker who was sent on the Boston boat by the

American Consul at that port to the Chelsea Marine

Hospital.

Schooner Albert sailed yesterday 18th). for the

Banks, and calls at St. John for bait. The Dorothy G.

Snow will likelv get away by to-morrow after baiting

up here as the first schools of big herring struck in

here to-day (19th) and the weir fishermen are making

good hauls each tide. The herring which put i'l an ap-

pearance here previous to this date were too small for

l)aiting purposes but to-day's catch show them to be

large as gasperaux. This will save the fishermen con-

siderablc'"expeiise as the freight charge on gasiieraux

from St. John amount to sixty cents per barrel and it

is to be hoped that those large fine herring will conti-

nue to show up in Digby waters.

IN NEWFOUNDLAND.

(From Our Own Correspondent)

During the .session of the Legislature which closed

on May 5th, several measures which have a direct

bearing on our greatest industry came up for dis-

cussion ; and we have now on our Statute Book some

Acts whose operation will have a decided effect on

the fisheries. Never before did the House vote so

much sessional energy to things pertaining to the fish-

ery; and we are evidently becoming awake to the

very patent fact that we have been very remiss in

dealing with this important factor in our trade. One

thing that impressed us particularly in the debates

on fishery matters was the evident attention that even
representatives of districts which are not altogether

dependent on the fishery, had given to teh study of

the questions at issue.

Mr- Piccott, Minister of Marine and Fisheries, fath-

ered most of the measures introduced ; he was ably
supported by the members of the opposition and Mr.
Devereaux. Both Mr. Piccott and Mr. Devereaux spoke
out of the volume of experience—the former as a
practical fisherman, and the latter as one who has
hal a life-long connection with the fish trade. Mr.
Devereaux has been to the Mediterranean markets
and there studied conditions at first hand; so he Is

conversant with the requirements of the Italian trade.
With a single exception, the Opposition representa-
tives are from fishing districts and are directly con-
cerned with the betterment of fishery conditions.

The new Sealing Bill is a very comprehensive meas-
ure, and it regulates everything connected with the
sealing industry as regards, owners of ships, masters
and crews thereof, and the protection of the fishery.
The main features of the Bill are :

—

Steel ships over eight hundred and fifty tons shall
not sail for the icefields within forty-eight hours
after the time fixed for the sailing of wooden ships
(now March 13th.)

No .ships shall bring into port more than 35.000
seals in any one fishing season ; and any surplus above
that number shall be confiscated and the proceeds
handed over to the Marine Disasters Fund.
The killing of old hoods is prohibited until 1920.
Crews of ships shall not be sent on the ice except

between the hours of daylight and dark; and when-
ever injury occurs to any member of the crew who
has not returned within one hour after dark the ow-
ner of the .ship shall be liable to him or his depen-
dents in the sum of one thousand dollars, in the event
of death, or a pro ratio sum for other than fatal in-
jury. These are provision of the Bill as is was amend-
ed in the Legislative Council. The original Bill which
had been drafted by a Special Committee of the Leg-
islature had a clause prohibiting the employment ot
ships larger than 850 tons gross, and .several sections
dealing with the panning of seals. These were elim-
inated on the petition of the steamer owners.

This Bill which was the cause of many stormy
scenes in the Hou.se of Assembly owes its origin to
the initiative of the Fishermen's Protective UnTon of
which Mr. W- Coaker is President.

The Act for the Protection of Persons Engaged In
Trawl Fi.shing is in reality an insurance scheme for
fishermen engaged at the Bank Fishery. It is an
amendment of an Act already in existence.

The Act relating to the Herring Fishery deals with
every phase of this important industry" and should
have beneficial results. Hitherto we have not given
proper attention to our herring fishery, and the re-
sult was an unsatisfactory pack and an unsavory re-
Dutation in the foreign markets. The Act provides
for the appointment of a Fishery Board to deal with
the whole Herring Fishery, to consist of fifteen mem-
bers. The Mini.ster of Marine and Fisheries is ex-
oflFieio president of the Board, whose duties are to
make in(|uiries into all matters pertaining to the pre-
servation, maintenance, improvement and development
of the herring fishery, to obtain all the knowledge
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possible on the subject, and to circulate the same installed a modern ten-horse power grinder to man-

among Herring packers and exporters, with a view ufaeture the "Seal's" cargo. Evidently our Cape

to getting the highest price possible for our herring. Breton friends are very optimistic over this new in-

Inspectors will see that only well packed herring are dustry ; but, as our Gallic neighbors say, nous ver-

put on the market. All packages are to be provided rans. The Herald says :—

with labels, so that the packer of herring may be "Upon the result of this shipment depends the pos-

traced. Get Rich-Quick packers will be penalized. sibility of a modern oil refinery being installed on
An Act dealing with Cod-liver oil is also a very

^j^g Dominion wharf and operated in future, which
necessary regulaton. As in the case of herring, we ^jj} j-eally mean the opening of one of the largest in-

have not been particular in the handling of this com- (justries of the kind in the Province." The industry

modity in the past. The New Act sets forth :

—

however depends upon the sensitiveness of the olfac-

"From thelst of July, 1916, no person in Newfound- tories of the citizens of North Sydney, as there is a

land shall engage in the business of refining Cod-liver difference of opinion whether the odor arising from

oil without first having obtained a license from the De- the operation of such an industry within the town lim-

partment of Marine and Fisheries, under a penalty not its, would be such as to permit the business being car-

exceeding $100, to be recovered before a Stipendiary ried on.

Magistrate or a Justice by any person who shall g^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ -^^ charge of the big Boston concern
sue for same. that is going into the refining business thinks that

"Any person who after that date shall export Cod- ^vith the equipment he has he will remove all ob-

liver oil from Newfoundland, without first having jectionable features. We are not aware of what ar-

the same inspected and branded, shall be subject to rangements the Company have made to procure seals;

a fine not exceeding $500, to be recovered in a sum- but we do know that a seal oil plant is a somewhat
mary manner before a Stipendiary Magistrate, by any precarious venture- That there are inconveniences

person who shall .sue for the same ; one-half the fine and sundry other items connected with it we gather

will be paid to the person giving information, and the from the fact that the United Seal Manufacturing
other half to the Minister of Finance for the use of Company doing business on the South Side of St.

the Colony." _ John's was recently disposed of for $10,000, having
In addition to the regulations regarding Cod-liver been sold at public auction.

Oil. there is now to be enforced a new system of rj.^^ ^^^^. ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ Norwegian steamers
gauging oils packed in kerosene oil barrels- Fish-

^^^^.^^ outfitted from Sydnev does not seem to have
ermen lost heavily by the old system of estimating

^^^^ successful. The ships have not been heard
the quantity contained in such packages; and the new

^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^.^^. ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ impression here
regulation will, it is claimed, bring an additional

^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^.^^ ^^^ .^ ^^^^ ^.^.^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^j^
.$40,000 into the fishermen s pockets. ^^^^ ^^^ Norwegians missed "the fat." As the crews

The Seal Fishery. ^^ these vessels get a monthly Avage in addition to

a bonus on every thousand seals captured, the owners
The seal fishery closed with the arrival of the S. S. of the Norwegian fleet is likely to meet with a serious

Ranger from the Gulf. None of the Gulf fleet fared financial loss. A sealing outfit is a very expensive
well, the total catch of the local fleet engaged being one; and a catch of less than eight or ten thousand
only 18,3.50 seals. The total catch, not including the seals would hardly pay expenses.

returns from the "Seal ''which discharged at North
j^arge prices (the largest in many years) are being

Sydney, amounts to 241,302 for 11 ships, or an aver- .^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^j, ^^^^^^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^ J^^ ^ ^
age of 21 936 «ea1s. The total net^ value is .$637,284.- ^^^ .^^ . .^ ^^^^.^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^,^ ^^

11; Tn/:;^"^
$212,428.16 wa^ paid the crews, while

^^^ ^.^^j^ ^^ ^^^ business; but with seals at $6 per
$25,491.47 went to the captains, their share being ^^^ .^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^.^^^^.^^ calculation to
4 per cent net. An analysis follows

: ^^^^^ discover that the prices are extremely high. Oils

_, . ,. 1
-IT- 1 „ a^Y^« generally are unusually high, as the demand is ab-

J^l\^ ,
^"„ 'T' ifiQfififi no *11R fin

""™^'- ^"^ "ses have been found for both seal oil

eX - v. .•.•..:: SS 13:848^5 ^iJ3:?8
--^ -«' «^>- ^^^^ -- -<^-«-'^ «f ^^f--

Neptune 34,929 78,348.81 134,27 Seals were reported as being very plentiful to the

Bloodhound. . . 18,.593 .53.941.20 102.15 northward last week. The Light House Keeper at

pif.rizel 46.481 135.345.51 167.09 Gfull Island, off Cape John reported an immense herd

Terra Nova . . • .... 26.8.53 77.7.56.67 127.38 «f>ine miles to the eastward. As the time for killing

Erik 18,377 .52,462.48 94..52 these seals by the ships has expired, the herd will not

S. Blandford 20..503 .54.101-98 91. .54 '"' interfered with unless tliey .should drift into Notre

Viking 9.427 25,658.03 56.77 Hame Bay. when the .shoremen will get their innings.

X)iana.
'.'

. 6.178 15,918.03 36.09 It '« "" unusual for the people around Cape John

Ranger. . 2.745 6,236.75 14.63 ""'l "i White Bay to gather a big seal harvest when

The total number of men engaged at the fishery was the ice moves into the Bay. during the early Spring.

2028—the smallest number within living memory. The only casualties reported in connection with the

In addition to the local fleet the "Seal" (which sealing venture this season occured at Change Islands,

cleared from Channel) brought some 3,000 seals into Two fishermen, named Scammell, set out to hunt seals

North Sydney which apparently wishes to become a some three weeks and have not since been heard of.

rival to St. John's in the seal manufacturing business. The government s(>nt the whaler Cabot, under the com-
The North Sydney Herald discussing this '* First cargo maiid of Ca))t. Kean to search for them ; but the search

of seals ever landed at North Sydney" says that the was fruitless. They were presumably driven to sea

Mard'ii Ortli and Hastings Company, of Boston, has and lost mid the floes.
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Large quantities of seal oil have already been
ped to the United States—the larpo.st and earliest

ments on record. Some 12,000 skins have also

out to the same market.

The Codfishery.

The e.xports for April both in dry and pickled

fish were fairly satisfactory, as the following i

ates :

—

Chitports :

—

Dry Fish.

To Europe S.fiOO

Salt Bulk.

To United States 3,571
From St. John's:

—

Dry Fish.

To Brazil 15,097
To West Indies. ... 10.776
To Europe 20.148
To T'nited Kingdom. . . . 4.905
To United States 1.192
To Canada • 1,657

ship-

ship-

gone

cod-

ndic-

qtls.

qtls.

qtls.

qtl.s

qtls.

qtls.

qtls.

qtls.

53,775 qtls.

This shows a decrease from shipments in the cor-

responding month of 1915 of 14.839 qtls. dry fish and
an increase of 2. .544 1-2 of pickled.

The returns from the West Shore Fishery for the
Banking fleet are in the aggregate somewhat short of
last year. The hisrh-liner of the skippers was Capt.
Thornhill. of Grand Bank who hailed for 13.')0 quintals,

followed bv Capt. Vatcher Cluett of Belloram. and
TTollect of Burin with 1350. The Metamora. Capt.
John Lewis, is possiblv the best stocked from a fin-

ancial standpoint, as Captain Lewis did not leave for
the Western Shore till late in Febmary. He must be
near the 1000 qtl. mark.

The Board of Trade reports (la.st available) are :

—

The catch from Rose Blanche to Hr. LeCou is 859
ntls with 280 for last week. Local boats are getting
a fair share of fish bv night sets. There is plenty
of herrinT for bait at Connoire Bay, some 12 miles
west of Burgeo. There are no larere schooners fish-

ine in this vicinitv at present, as thev have gone in

the Gulf.

Belleoram to Rencontre reports the catch as 6.630
ntls. with 480 for last week. Bait is reported plenti-

ful by Mr. Curnew, the Custom's Officer at Belle-
oram.
The result of the western fishery at Burgeo is:

—

"Nellie Moulton " .500 qtls.: "Leha." 398 qtls.;

".Anita C. " 245 qtls.: "Marrraret T.." 306 qtls.: "Pro-
tector." .307 ntls.:: "T.sfibolla." 245 qtl.s.: "Hazel."
212 qtls : "Lurid." 1.36 ntls-: "Prettv Marv." .303

ntls.: "Florence." 1.55 otls. : "Two Brothers." 100
ntls. : "Edn« W..." 60 qtls. r "Acme," 80 qtls. ; "Dove."
50 qtls.: "Morning Star." 80 ntls. The entire catch
amounts to 4,1:'>9 quintals, or 224 behind the quantity
taken last vear up to the corresponding period. The
crews numbered 192 men. or 34 more than were en-
gar'ed last year.

Ramea reports (April 29th) the catch to date as 19.50

onintals with 40 for last week. Four dories and 4
sUffs are fishinp. Prospects are good and bait is

plentiful at Bay de Vieu.

From Eatrle Point to Mall Bay (in Fortune Bay)
prospects are poor and bait is scarce. The catch of
codfish is 2350 quintals.

Mr- Long, Customs' Officer, Marystown, reports
that the catch from Jean de Bay to Beau Bois (Placen-
tia Bay) to date, as 595 quintals, with five hundred
for the last week.

There is a good report, without details, from Cape
St. Mary where most of the Placentia Bay are fishing
at the present time. The indications are that the fleet
of boats from various points of the Bay are doing
well. Usually the Fox Harbor fish "jowlers" are
reported with good fares every Spring, so we hope
to be able to chronicle an arrival very shortly.

The catch of the Burin Banking Fleet is reported
as follows (May 5th) :

—

Ethal M. Bartiett 850 qtls.

Donald G. Hollett. . . . 1300 qtls.

Gordon M. Ilollett 900 qtls.

Susan E. Tnkpen. . • HOO qtls.

Marjorie M. Inkpen 900 qtls
Ella C. Hollett. 900 qtls.

Nita M. Conrad 800 qtls.

Miriam May 400 qtls.

Ada D. Bishop 500 qtls.

Mina Swim. . . . 700 qtls.
T^iniis A 200 qtls.
Vane.ss A goO qtls.
favalier 2OO qtls.
Commander • 2OO qtls.

Jessie M 230 qtls.

Bohemia 330 qtlg.

Total 11,310 qtls.

The "Marshall Adams." belonging to D. and T.
Burke, of St. Jacques has been reported from Bonne
Bay with 1.50 quintals from her first trip in the Gulf.
The Adams did well at the western shore, having
secured .some 9.50 quintals. The vessel is a new addi-
tion to the Burke fleet.

There are indications that the fishery all-around
the coast will open much earlier than formerly The
Spring has been an open one; and northern schooners
are already arriving for their supplies. They will
get away to the Straits and the French Shore as soon
as they get back to the home port unless we get strong
northeasters to bring the ice in again. We under-
stand that some schooners have already left Notre
Dame Bav for the Straits; these had secured their
supi)lies from local merchants. There will be quite a
race for trap berths by the northern men.

It was feared in the early days of the year that we
would be badlv handicapped this sea.son for a supply
is large, our fishermen will have to pay the highest
price ever paid for it—$2..50 per hhd. Those who buy
for cash will likely get it at $2.40; but .some "credit"
dealers will have to pay .'t!2.60. The high price is due
to .shortaee of carriers and consequent excessive freight
rates. The S. S. Irthington arrived some days ago
from Cadiz with a cargo of 4, 660 tons consigned to
Bowring Brothers.

There is still a large quantity of Labrador fish un-
sold

: but the holdings are being reduced as fast as
conditions permit. It is possible that the .stocks now
held will be got rid of by early June, unless recent
developments on the other side wil cause a big slump
ill the markets.

That this may occur is deduced from the follow-
ing mes.sage received some days ago from Messrs
Lind and Couto, of Oporto :—" Food Commissioners
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have fixed arbitrary selling prices at considerably

below current values- We suspended sales of codfish

in our stores, being British property, pending repre-

sentations to Government at Lisbon through the Brit-

ish Minister and British Chamber of Commerce, and
personally have done all possible to protect shippers'

interests."

Unless some adjustment of this trouble is made, our

fish exporters are going to suffer. A maximum sale

prices means a minimum profit on sales, and therefore

no sales and a vanished market. This, while it applies

to present sales, is also going to effect the catch for

the season; and a local paper says that "it means low-

er prices, as with the present enormous freight rates

and high prices here, a maximum selling price below
current values will be practically prohibitive. Por-

tugal is not a wealthy country, and though financial

suffering may be ours, no reasonable kick can come
because the Portugese Government is protecting the

citizens of the Republic as far as possible.

This is a very serious condition ; but it is offset

"

somewhat by the shortage of the Norwegian catch of

which returns were posted yesterday

:

May 2, 1916.

Lofoden 14,400,000

All others • 27,300,000

41,700,000

May 4, 1915.

Total catch 53,000,000

There seems to be considerable difficulty in securing
men for the Labrador fishery as our young fishermen

will not risk going "on shares;" and outfitters are not

willing, generallly, to pay "standing" wages.

Colonial Commerce recently discussed the exodus of

our young men who are going to browse in other pas-

tures for the summer; and a correspondent says: "The
Labrador fishery, at best, is always a risk, especially

so for a man who has dependents. When the voyage
is over, if its fails, the time is too short to earn enough
to tide over the winter. The younger men find profit-

able employment elsewhere, though they would much
prefer to remain at home. High wages are ruling every-

where just at the present time, and then, there is the

necessity of paying much higher prices for all the com-
modities needed by a man with a family.

'

' Then there

comes just now another disastroTis feature which applies

mainly to schooner-owners and trap-crews. Owing to

the high cost of motor-fuel many of them will be forced

to abandon the use of their motor skiffs this season.

Kerosine oil, which sold a few months ago at 17 cents

per gallon wholesale is now (luoted at 24 cents. Gasoline

has advanced from 33 to 48 cents, and will likely go
higher. Before the outbreak of the war, fi.shermon got

their motor-fuel free of duty, but they are now obliged

to pay 8 cents per gallon duty and sur-tax. So, we shall

likely witness a short supply for the Labrador fishery.

This, however, may be a blessing in disguise, as we have
always found it hard to .secure satisfactory results from
this branch of our fishing industry. The fact is that
we are "waybacks" as regards our fisheries generally,

and a contributor to the Daily News hits the nail on the

head in an interesting article from wliicli we cull the

following :

—

"It is a mistaken idea that because a man knows how
to set a trap, split and salt a fish, that he has an intell-

iffwrt grasp of the indastry Our fisliermen (as a
rule) resent any introduction of change, dislike any at-

tempt to introduce new ideas Labrabor fishermen will

not tolerate the use of trawls and condemn any and
every innovation. The age demands new methods, and
wise is the man who adopts them. If the Labrador or
our other fisheries are to remain of value to the coun-
try, changes must take place Trawling and other
methods must be adopted There may be reasonable
irrounds for preventing steam trawlers from going on
the coast; it may do no harm to keep them out for a
while, though as a matter fact they cannot be interfered
with when without the three mile limit. But there are
other methods which might be reasonably permitted."
Our Labrador fishermen understand only one way of
fishing; and the sooner they get wise to this the better
for all concerned.

Fishermen will have to pay unusually high prices
for their supplies this season ; every commodity has ad-
vanced, and, with the exception of flour, there seems
to be no indication that prices will be lower during
the season.

The prices ruling in the local market at this date are
as follows:

—

Codfish, large, medium and small merchantable, qtl.

$6,70 to $7.00.

Codfish, large, medium and small Madeira, qtl., $5.50
to $6.00.

Codfish, Labrador soft, qtl., $4.50.

Codfish, Labrador shore cured, qtl., $6.00 to $6.20.
Codfish, large and small West India, qtl., $3.00 to

$3.50.

Haddock, qtl., $3.50.

Herring.

Herring of large size and in large quantities struck
in at Long Harbor, Placentia Bay, during the second
week of April, and good work was done by the fisher-

men up to the 22nd of the month, when came a change
of wind which cau.sed the herring to move out into deep
water. Whilst the spurt lasted, fishermen netted about
three barrels every day. These herring were of a very
superior quality, full of milt and roe, and most of them
15 inches in length. Herring are very scarce in Fortune
Bay; and bankers have been unable to get enough bait
in this vicinity for bait. The only section of the coast
on which herring are reported plentiful is Connoire
Bay west of Cape Lallunc.

Mr. John F. Murpliy secured about 1,500 barrels of
the Long Harbor run which he is putting up for the
New York market, packed in regulation barrels. Mr.
Murphy is purchasing agent and inspector for the New-
foundland-American Packing Company whose head-
quarters are at Bay Balls.

Herrings are (juite slow in tlie market just at present.
Split herring are quoted at .$4.00 f.o.b. ; Round Ordin-
ary, $5.50; and Scotch pack, $10.00. We sent out large
quantities of herring during the winter months, but,
says the Trade Review, "not enough of rightly packed
herring. We shall have to do better, or else h>se our mar-
ket in the United States. When the war is over, and our
competitors get to work, we many not get a look in."
The New York Fishivg Gazette .says of our herring:

"Newfoundland lierring has slumped with the other
pi<'kle<l fisli varities at a time when New York is lar-

gely stocked with fish. It depends upon conditions
abroad now just Iiow Mell this grade i.s going to stand
the warm weather. If there are plcjitifid supplies from
Europe, and tlie supply is within reach of the country,
Newfoiuidland lierring will probably be carried over in
large quantities It is certain that, despite all comment
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to the contrary, a quantitiy of Newfoundland goods

is of as pood a quality as considerable of that from
overseas."

The Gloucester Times has a pood word for us: "Pac-
kers of Newfoundland herring of Scotch cure are

learning by experience that 'what is worth doing is

wortli doing well.' With this adage constantly in mind,

there can be no question that the coming supplies of

fish will meet the demand for discriminating herring

caters throughout the United States."

Large preparations are being made for this season's

herring fishery, both west and north. The outfit at

points on the West Coa.st will be larger than ever; and
fislu'rmen in Notre Dame Bay are al.so making ready for

a large catch. It is hoped that recent enacted regula-

tions will have the effect of securing a better pack.

Otherwise—the deluge..

Not only shall we have to face competition in the

American market from imi)orte(l herring from Scot-

land, Ireland, Norway and Holland, but it looks as if

we should have to reckon with the American home
product. This is indicated by the following extract

from the letter of a correspondent in a recent issue of

the Fishing Gazette:—"lmy)ortcni have come to recog-

nize the advantage of handling well cured American
herring as a substitute for the foreign varieties.. ..It is

is really remarkable to see how well some of these

American herring, if they are well cured, are taking

with the trade which formerly never dreamed of hand-

ling them. The scarcity of foreign herrings this .season

will certainly mean (piite an advantage to the American
herring in the future, because, even if foreign herring

will again be plentiful in this market, some of the trade

vill continue to handle the American product." Here-

in is an ominous sound for our local trade.

OUs.

There is practically a clean market as regards Cod
Oil. Some large shipments went out during the last

few weeks and we understand that there is little now
procurable. The stocks on the Western Shore—the pro-

iluce of the winter fishery will not come to the St.

John's market, as we are informed that buyers from
American houses have gobbled it up. The price paid

for a quantity recently shipped was i{)160 per ton. It

is not likely that we shall see any great slump in oil

jirices, as the Norwegian output has been sold, and will

not come to this side of the Atlantic. Those who held

any quantity of cod oil must have done well in the for-

eign market.

Seal oil is now beginning to move. The S. S. Nep-
tune and the S. Blandford have taken cargoes to new
York, where the demand is brisk. The firm of Job Bros,

are handling all this oil, as they have a branch of their

business there, with a most capable manager, the Hon.
W. f'. Job who formerly had charge of the St. John's

end of their business. The Cod-liver oil business will

be more largely engaged in during the fishing .season

than for many years past. Some fifteen years ago we
had a boom in this direction ; and many of our outport

dealers went into the refining business rather extensiv-

ely. For a while large profits were made; but when
fishermen began to understand the game, they demand-
ed, and got, larger prices for liver. This reduced the

refiners' profits. The Norwegians were at the time hav-
ing short supplies of refined oil ; but when their out-

put got back to normal, they became formidable com-
l)etitors, and the result was that mast of our small re-

finers went out of business. The fact is, so a well-in-

formed exporter informs us, we were not "delivering

the goods" so satisfactorily as our Norse competitors.
We lacked the essential factors to make our product
a first-cla.ss commodity, with the inevitable result.

As far as we know the only refiner who has ever kept
up a successful competition with Norwegian manu-
facturers is Mr. Munn, who operates an up-to-date
plant at Harbor Grace. He has invaded several mark-
ets, and has always met with success. The Munn pro-
ducts are recognized as among the highest grade me-
dicinal oils on the market.

The regulations to which we made reference in a for-
mer paragraph should have the effect of improving our
product. Cod-liver oil is likely to touch .$3 i)cr gal-
lon.

The Tonnage Problem.

In connnon with others we are being truly pinched
by high freight rates; and every community is affect-
ed. It was feared some time ago that we should have
to face a .salt famine; but this problem has been solved.

There will be a shortage po.ssibly of carriers for Lab-
rador fi.sh; but efforts are being made to remedy this

pha.se of the tonnage problem. 'The wooden sealers are
being fitted up for the foreign trade; and larger ships
will likely handle some of the Labrador product. The
Neptune, and the S. Blandford have already sailed
with oil i)roducts for the American market. The Blood-
hound and others are engaged in the coal trade plying
between Sydney and St. John's.

Since last writing there have been several additions to
our local mercantile marine. The Messrs Steer Bras,
have bought the tern schooner,' ' Florence D. " to be used
in their general trade. Messrs. Bishoj) and Monroe
have purchased a large schooner for use in the trans-
atlantic trade, with a capacity of between four and five
thousand barrels. Mr. K. R. Prowse has also purchased
a vessel in England for the foreign trade. Mr. Prowse
is again launching out largely into the shipping world,
as he has recently purcha.sed the S. S. Kite one of the
old wooden sealers. She is now being put in Al con-
dition, aiul it is said she is to be chartered for service
in northern waters. Bainc Johnson and Co., have pur-
chased the large tern schooner "Law.son," a splendid
vessel of 311 tons gross, built by Cochrane, of Port Gre-
vellc, N. S The Law.son will be engaged in the Brazil
trade and has a capacity of 5,500 drums. Recent ar-

rivals—new purcha.ses— arc the "Lucania," from Bos-
ton, a splendid craft of 104 tons, for Job Brothers, and
the "Ilattie A. Heckman" to the Union Trading Com-
pany. The Lucania have been fitted with Bridgeport
engines; and we understand that the Heckiium will

be equipped with a Bolinder.

Mr. Butler, shipwright, is now in New York looking
over three vessels which will be jnirchased by Newfound-
land merchants, and we are informed that .several ves-
sels will be purchased in addition to these. All the new
pureha.scs will be fitted with engines, .so that our new
mercantile marine will give more efficient service than
the old fleet of "wind-januners" which we formerly
had.

The lu'w Shipbuilding Act will have the effect of
stimulating the building of vessels in the Colony. It
I)rovides a substantial bonus for construction accord-
ing to class of twenty, sixteen, ten and eight dollars per
ton on builders' measurement, respectively. The Union
Company will begin work soon on their yards at Cat-
alina, and we arc informed that Mr. Lake, of Fortune,
will lay down a couple of large vessels this summer.
Mr. Lake has a well-equipped yard at Fortune. He
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has already turned some splendid specimens of marine
architecture.

A Newfoundland Hero.

The Carnegie Hero Fund Commission has awarded
Nathaniel Sheppard, of Tilting, a bronze medal and the
sum of $500 for heroism in saving the lives of two
brother fishermen, Nicholas and Thomas Keefe, on June
28, 1912. The report of the commission gives a detail-

ed account of Sheppard 's brave act ; but, whilst we have
read this with a good deal of interest, we would sug-

gest to the Commission that such acts are by no means
rare in our fishing annals. They occur almost every
year; and we hope that such acts will not be allowed to

go unrecognized in the future. Practically every New-
foundland fisherman is in the "hero" class; and we
know that there are many unrecognized life-savers in

our midst to-day.

Notes.

The schooner "Lina D. Young," Capt. Roberts, is

having a hard time of it trying to get across the herring
pond with a cargo of fish. She left port some ten days
ago with 2400 quintals of fish for Alicante, and when
250 miles off Cape Spear she began leaking badly, and
had to return. This is the third time that the vessel

has had to return to port.

The S. S. Erik left here some days ago from Tilt

Cove, Notre Dame Bay, where she will load copper ore
for New York. Captain Cy. Taylor, formerly master
of the '

' Bruce '

' goes in command.
The S. S. Terra Nova is now loading pit-props at

Gambo for London. Capt. Nicholas Kennedy goes in

command. We understand that her engineers and other
members of the crew will receive exceptionally high
wages and a war-bonus in addition. The Eagle will

also load props for the English market. She will be un-
der the command of Captain Couch.

The S. S. Cranley arrived at St. John's on Saturday
from Cadiz with a cargo of 6,000 tons of salt. Since May
1 some 16,000 tons of this necessary commodity have
reached here; and it is expected that by the end of
June about 50,000 tons will have reached port.

Some days ago the fishermen on the North side of
Bonavista Bay—from Musgrave to Cat Harbor—^sec-

ured some 300 seals which had drifted in to the beaches.

Some of them were old harps and hoops, but most of

them were whitecoats. The greater portion had been
"sculped" but some were "round." They were evid-

ently lost from the pans of some of the sealing steam-
ers.

Western merchants are now shipping salk bulk to

France, where extraordinary prices for codfish are rul-

ing. Mcsfiri-. Patten and Forsey, of Crand Bank are

the pioneers in this venture, and we wish them abund-
ant «ucoess. '.''his is an entirely new departure in tlie

fish l:;)de, <is it was Ihought that, owing to an aim it

pxclnsive tariff pgainst our fish products, such a ven-

ture would not be n financial success. Mr. Paften is a

most enterprising business man, as most of the Grand
Bank men'liants ore. They are certainly progressive;

and they are opening the eyes of us eastern folk as to

the possibilities of the fish trade.

The President of the Fishermen's Union, who is also

M. II. A. for the District of Twillingate, say some liarsli

things about tlie failure of the Govenunotit to provide

cold storage plants for the fish business. He says that

"This country has had three hundred yeans experience

in the business, and if we have any brains at all, we
ought to be able to make a success of it now. We must
take the question entirely out of politics; we must make

it a national issue, get our brainy men interested in it;

and if we do that we shall find very shortly that the

value of the fishing industry will be three times what
it is to-day. One of the most serious problems facing

us to-day is the shortage of bait, and yet we have heard
nothing from the Government to indicate that they are

taking this matter seriously, or that they intend to

grapple with the problem. If we were to establish cold

storage plants, so that the fishermen could get a sup-
ply in the fall, when they need it so badly, they could
easily add 250,000 quintals to the catch which would
mean an additional $1,500,000 in the pockets of the

toilers.
'

'

When shall we begin to realize the importance of

cold storage ? Possibly when we shall have been outstrip-

ped in the race fora first place in the fishing industry

by foreigners.

The Government has added $20,000 to the Old Age
Pension Fund, which will bring 400 more worn-out old

fishermen into the Fishermen's Pension Scheme. This

makes the number of possible recipients 1,600. This

pension, though small, is quite a boon to our old toil-

ers of the sea who have spent the best of their lives bat-

tling with the storms and enduring the stress of the

perilous avocation in which most of our people are en-

gaged. The pension scheme was inaugurated by the

present Government.

ST. JOHN'S, N. P.

(Special Correspondence)

During the Session of tlie Legislature which ended

May 4th, there were brought forward and passed five

Bills in relation to the fisheries. The Bills were entitled

as follows:

(a) An Act for the Encouragement oi Shipbuilding.

(b) An Act for the Protection of Persons Engaged

in the Trawl Fishing.

(c) An Act to amend the Law Relating to the Her-

ring Fishery.

(d) An Act Respecting the Seal Fishery.

(e) An Act Respecting the Refining of Cod Liver

Oil.

The Bill for the eneouragment of Ship Building is

a very important measure. The building of vessels in

this country in recent years has fallen away tremendous-

ly, so that scarcely a vessel has been built during the

past three or four years, and a very large sum of money

has been leaving here annually for the purchase of ves-

sels of medium sizes- from the neighboring Provinces.

It is considered that it is a great misfortune that this

is so, and that a very earnest attempt should be made

to induce the people to engage in shipbuilding on per-

haps a larger scale than heretofore, by establishing ship

building yards. The provisions of the Bill are at first

sight, periuiiis, rather striking, and the encouragement

which the Government has decided to give to those en-

gaged in it. are very great, and if inducements offer-

ed in the Bill do not result in a considerable number

of vessels being built hereafter in this country, then it

certainly will not be for lack of sufficient encourage-

ment. The bounties which are available at present are,

according to the Hill being doubled, whereas the better

class of vessels subject to the boiuity heretofore have

been passed by a surveyor, and entitled to a boiuity of

$8 per ton that will now be entitled to $16 a ton. In

addition to that the material required, plank, spars and

other material, will be admitted free of duty. Further-

more any persons or company establishing ship-build-
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ing yards will upon the capital embarked in the enter-

prize up to the amount of $;50,000.00 roeeivo a (ruarantee

from the Government of 7 per cent upon the capital in-

vested for a term of fifteen years. The Bill seems rather

drastic, and the amount of assi.stanee jruarantced by
the Government is rather extraordinary. First there is

a guarantee of seven per cent on cai)ital, then a bounty

of nearly twenty on the ves.scl, and when it is considered

that the' cast of building in Nova Scotia is $70 to $73

per ton, and this bonus is nearly twenty dollars a ton,

this means that twenty-five per cent of the total cost

of the .ship, then the dividend is guaranteed also. The
legislation however, is for a specific purpose and a most

imperative necessity, it is to meet the growing demand
for tonnage for transport of the commodities absolutely

essential to our colonial exi.stance. This Spring no

fewer than twenty schooners of sizes averaging about 100

tons were bought in Canada and the United States, re-

presenting an outlay of not less than ,$250,000. If it

is found practicable to build such ships in this country

not only will a large avenue of employment be opened

to the people, but an expenditure of about a quarter

million dollars aiuiually in buying tonnage outside of

the colony will go to our people.

A second imjiortant measure was the Bill relating

to the Herring Fishery. The provisions of this Bill is

for the appointment of a "Fishery Herring Board"
of which the Min.ster of Marine and Fisheries shall be

President. The Board consists of fifteen members. The
powers, duties and functions of the Board are to make
enquiries and researches upon all matters pertaining

to the development of the Herring Fishery, and to dif-

fu.se such knowledge as will result in the most up-to-

date methods of prosecution and pack of the Herring.

The Bill has been pas.sed chiefly with a view to in-

structing the fishermen as to the requirements of pack-

ing herring in the Scotch method. Nearly every herring

catcher arouiul the coast will pack his catch this season

in a maimer as near as possible to that of the Scotch,

and it is hoped that with the distribution of pamphlets
lucidly written, together with the fullest co-operation

of the fishermen will go a long way towapds bridging

the gulf that has separated Newfoundland cured her-

ring from the Scotch packed.

The Bill i)as.sed respecting the Seal Fishery is the

most important measure pa.s.sed for years in relation to

that industry. The Bill as pa.s.sed will in future prohibit

steamers of more than four hundred and fifty tons to

prosecute the industry. This enactment will include

all the big iron ships such as the Stephano, Dellaventure

and Nascoi)le, etc., thus next year the prosecution will

be left to the old wooden steamers. Seemingly the bill

is unprogre.ssive in its aim, but the real effect that the

Bill proposes to secure is a return to the wooden sail-

ing vessels again. These ve.ssels which are owcnd by
the fishermen them.selves, contrary to the steamers which

are owned by a few merchants, could easily be fitted

with high-powered motor engines which would enable

them to move with comparative ea.se in the ice. All

the profits that would accrue from the fi.shery would
go to the fishermen, while in the pre.sent condition of

the conduct of the fishery the cream of the profits goes

to the steamer owners.

The Refining of Cod Oil Act.

This Bill unimportant in it.self raised a most impor-

tant discu.ssion on the measurement of cod liver oil as

sold by the fishermen to the merchant. Nearly all the

oil thus sold is disposed of by the ca.sk and measure-

ment of the oil for selling is done by gauging It.

The Hon. Member for the district of Placentia, Mr.
Walsli. made the statement that the fishermen were be-

ing wronged by this method of measurement, and that
the fishermen of the country lost $50,000 last year by
having to sell theirs in this way. He contended that
measurement by gauge registers from two to three gal-

lo-.s of oil per cask less than the actual amount in the
ca.sk. The question was referred to the Inspector of

Weights and Measures who confirmed this contention.

As a result of this finding a Bill was immediately passed
through the Legislature entitling the fishermen to two
and one half gallons of oil per ca.sk more than he has
been accustonietl to receive. The result of this legisla-

tion will be to save to the fi.shermen annually about
$50,000.

The Seal Fishery Closes.

The Sealing voyage ended May 3rd when the last

of the Gulf Fleet arrived at St. John's.

The returns from the Gulf are as follows:

Viking, Capt. W. Bartlett, Sr., number of seals, 10,-

000. owners, Bowring Bros.

Diana, Capt. D. Martin, number of seals, 8,000,

owners. Jas. Baird, Ltd.

Ranger, Capt. W. Bartlett, Jr., number of seals 3,-

500, owners Bowring Bros.

Seal, Capt. Murley, number of seals, 3,200, owners
Far(|uhar and Co.

The total of the seal fishery is 241,302 seals of which
227,234 were young Harps; 4,393 old harps; 4,581 old

hoods; 1,373 Bedlamers, having a weight of 5,638 tons

2 qtls., 23 lbs., the net total value of which was $639,-

657.32.

The Winter Cod Fishery Ends.

The winter cod fishery is now over and the schooners
are all in port refitting and making ready for the Bank
fishery which will recommence in a few days. The voy-

age on the wliole is reported to have been successful,

tho\igh the returns of the actual catches have yet only

come in from Burin District. The.se returns were as

follows :

—

Schooner Qtls.

Ethel M. Bartlett 850
Donald G. Hollett 1,300

Gorden M. Hollett 900
Susan E. Inkpen 1,100

Marjorie N. Inkpen 900
Ella C. Hollett 900
Nita M. Conrad 800
Mirmiam May 400
Ada M. Bishop 500
Mina Swim 700
Linus A 200
Vaness A 800
Cavalier 200
Connnander 200
Jessie M 230
Behemia 330

The Cod Fishery.

A large number of schooners are now in St. John's
getting supplies for the summer. Quite a number have
already been supplied and have left for their homes
prior to leaving for the Labrador and Straits fishery.

The Marine Fisheries Department received a raes.sage

May 8th from LaScie, a port on the north coast, that

the first fishing schooner this spring arrived there,

that day, on her way down the coast ; this vessel was
bound for the Straits. In a week or two the greater

part of the fleet will be moving. We hear that owing to

the large number of our young fishermen who are en-
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listing in the Navy and Army there is great difficulty

being felt in securing sufficient men to crew all the

schooners. High wages are being offered, yet it is fear-

-ed tliat some schooners will be unable to prosecute the

voyage owing to this scarcity.

On May 9th the Premier received a message from the

Newfoundland representative at Portugal, Mr. Holm-
wood, informing him that the Portuguese authori-

thies had seized all Newfoundland fish in the country.

The action of Portugal is probably justified, and the

seizure will not necessarily mean forfeiture. The action

of Portuguese authorities is in all probability pre-

cautionary measure to prevent Portuguese dealers from
reaping a harvest of commissions and excessive profits

at tlic expense of the people of Portugal. It is a warn-
ing to Newfoundland that prices for fish have reached
their maximum limit as far as Portugal is concerned,

and that lower prices are not improbable. The stocks of

of fish in Portuguese harbours last week amounted to

18,270 qtls.

The Market.

The foreign markets on both sides of the Atlantic

are holding very firm, and this is especially true with
regard to cod fish, shore cured. The stocks of Labrador
fish now locally held are the smallest in a number of

years. Present holdings are being rapidly reduced, and
there is very little likelihood that this article will be-

come a drug on the market, as was not unusual in past
years.

There is at present on hand in the country not more
than 50.000 (|uintals of Labrador fish, and within the
next few weeks this balance will have been cleared out.

Prices for cod oil are still strong. Refined cod oil is

now selling for $2.50 per gallon with every indication

thatthe price will advance in the near future, as only
the smallest quantities are being held by the local re-

finers. Common cod oil is not steady, but is fluctuat-

ing between $155 and $160 per tun, and as the fishery

is now opening again it is unlikely that higher prices

will prevail.

Herring just now has a very poor demand, and con-

siderable quantities are held on hand. Split Herring
are quoted at $4.00 per barrel f.o.b. for American ports.

Round herring fetch $5.50, while Scotch packed herring
in the American market are commanding from $9.00 to

$12.00.

The following is the Market report at St. John's,
May 11th.

:

Large, Medium, and Small Merchant-
able $6.60 to $7.00

Ijarge, Medium, and Small Maderia . . $5.50 to .$6.00

Labrador Soft $4.50
Labrador Shore cured $5.80 to $6.20
Large and Small West India $3.10 to $3.50
Iladdoek per quintal $3.50
Split Herring (ordinary pack) $3.80 to .$4.00

Salmon No. 1, large, per trc $16.00
Salmon No. 1, large, per trc $12.00
Lobsters per ease No. 1 (lb. tins) .... $14.00
Cod Liver Oil per gallon .$2.55

Cod oil, per tun h. w. pkg $160.00
Cod oil, per tnn s. w. pkg $145.00

Herring Fishery.

The spring herring fishery begins about 20th of May.
Pr<'|)arationK are being made for its prosecution on a

scale hitherto unprecedented. The high prices ruling
in The American market for good cnred fi.sh is res-

ponsible for the increased activity. In the herring dis-

tricts of Bonne Bay, and Bay of Islands, several new

cooperages have been recently constructed, and though
working at full speed the orders for herring barrels
are pouring in faster than they can be filled. These
barrels are all made the size of the Scotch barrel and
half barrel. The barrels are made of hardwood (birch),
and every possible effort is being made to have the
pack as near as possible to the Scotch method. Th(^
number of motor boats engaged in the fishery will be
double the number engaged last year, and every
attempt is being made to develop the industry to the
fullest. Amongst those who will pack in the country
this year are some Scotchmen, one of whom is Mr.
P'']ett a well known Scotch herring expert.

Cod Oil.

The high prices prevailed for refined oil has encou-
raged hundreds to go into the business. Some six or
seven years ago similar high prices prevailed and
scores of people engaged in tha work, bu*; with the de-
cline in price the industry was abandoned. .\il the
plants then used, with dozens of new plants, are being
requisitioned, and it may be expected that a very large
quantity of refined oil will be produced this year in

the coun+'-y.

The Cod Oil refining Bill passed in the recent session
of the Legislature makes it necessary for every person
engaging in the work to first obtain a license from the
Dept. of Marine and Fisheries. All such oil being ex-
ported from the Colony must be first inspected -and
branded, and any defection of any refiner from this en-

actment is heavily finable.

From 1st of January to May 5th.:

—

Codfish Qtls. 1915 1916
Portugal 10,680 18.584
Spain 27,858 59,170
Italy 1.5,261 7.187
British West Indies 19,996 28,8.58

Brazils 120,730 126,218
Dominion of Canada 5,085 1,688

England 4,262 21,952
United States 470 4,709

Other Parts 23,403 33,064

Seal Oil.

United Kingdom 14 4

Other Parts 1,231

Cod Oil, tuns.

United Kingdom 360 354
Other Parts 728 990

Seal Skins.

United Kingdom 736 1,1.50

Other Parts 3.756 11.103

Salmon 860 160
Mackerel and Herring, Brls. . 13,188 28,832

Cod liver oil, tuns 38 123
Lobsters, boxes 3,332 2.958

The following statement was posted at the Board of

Trade during the week:

—

Exports of Fish for April 1916:—
From Outports:

—

Dry Pish
To Europe 3„500 qtls.

Salt Bulk Fish

To United States 3,571
"

From St. John's:

—

Drv Fish
To Brazil '

1.5.097 (jtls.

To West Indies 10.776"
To Europe 20.148 "

To United Kingdom 4,905
"

To United States 1.192
"

To Canada 1,6.57
"
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Also

281 tons Cod oil.

9 tons Cod oil Stear-

ine.

7.763 brls. herrinp.

100 brls of Turbot.

12.010 Seal Skins.

1.068 tons Seal oil.

9.960 gals. Cod Liver oil.

37 brls. of Trout.

640 eases of Lobsters.

1.500 lbs. of Squid.

Shipping.

Every other day a schooner or two is arriving in

Newfoundland having been ])urchased by fishermen or

business men. from Canada and United States. The
priees being paid for these schooners are very steep.

Your correspondent knows for an instance which hap-

pened during this week, where a schooner of 100 tons

was offered for i}!l 2.000. A i)rosiiective buyer asked

for a day or two to think over the matter, but when he

retul-ned with the intention of buying the vessels he

was told that the price was now $13..'>0n: needless to

.say the deal was not consummated.
Mr. Stephen Butler well known shipwriglit of S(.

John's left last week for New York, on behalf of some
local merchants, to look over a number of vessels pur-

chased by them there, and in this connection we hear

that a regular fleet of sailing vessels will be bought in

America to be used as fish and coal carriers for the

Newfoundland trade. Most ofthe vessels which are

under consideration are comparatively new. and some,

it is understood, will be equipiied with motors.

Salt Supply.

Since the middle of April no less than fifty thousand

tons of salt have arrived at St. John's, and there is no
possibility of a recurrence of the state of affairs which

existed in the early jiart of last season's fishery, when
cod were to be had in abundance all around the coa.st.

but there was no salt to be obtained in the country.

Job Bros. & Co. who are the largest importers of salt

have already landed this spring in St. .John's about

lo.OOO tons."

Owing to the high prices being paid for shipping

and the steep insurance rates, it is not likely that the

quantity in St. Jolin's will materially affect the price,

which is now ruling at $2..'>0 per hhd. This price is

higher than ever before reached in St. .John's.

American Pish Corporations.

The Newfoundland American Packing Company of

which I spoke in my last month's correspondence to the

F^isherman". have begun to build their plant at Bay-

Bulls, and at the present time the piers are under con-

struction. The summer will have advanced a good deal

before the j)lant will be ready for active operation, and
though it is intended that a beginning will be made
this summer in packinsr all the different kinds of fish

which the Co. intends handling, it is unlikely that the

plant will operate at is full and enormous capacity un-

til next sea.son. The Comoany is financed by the Tho-

mas Hubbard Comoany of New York, of which William
Shillaber. iind E. F. Searles are the most prominent fig-

ures—both of whom are multi-millionaires, while the

^irm of Hubbard and Co. are the financers and organ-

izers of some of the lareest railroad and banking in-

stitutions in the United States, so that—as is apparent

from the scale on which operations will at first begin

—

there is no fear that the new firm will fall for want of

finance.

The Gorton Pew Fish Company which established a

large plant on the West coast two years ago, finds its

business growing larger and larger in volume. This

year it will engage very extensively in the herring

trade, and we understand, that one day this week it

pave an order to one of the local coopers for 13,000

herring barrels.

Newsy Briefs.

Gill net fishing which was introduced into the coun-
try for the first tinu% last season was found to be a de-

cided siu'cess, and from dealers in Nets and Twines we
learn that a very large number of gill nets are being
sold for the coming fishery.

All the old wooden sealers are being refitted and
made suitable to engage in freighting pit-props to En-
gland during the summer.

Since the Seal fishery ended the following messages
was received by th Marine Fisheries Dept., from the

Light Keeper at Cape John, on the north Coast "As far

as can be seen with a spy glass the ice is covered with
seals."

This week the premises belonging to the United Seal

Manufacturing Co. Ltd.. on the South side of St.

.John's, consisting of a frontage of 273 feet on the har-

bour, together with several buildings, as well as seal-

ing gear, and punts etc. was sold at public auction. The
highest bidder was Mr. K. R. Prowse. The property
was knocked down for .tlO.OOO.

Up till May 6th the Norwegian cod fishery was 12,-

700.000 quintals short of the amo\int for the corres-

ponding period of last year, this shortage will tend to

stiffen prices for the Newfoundland product.

From the Dept. of the Marine Fisheries I learn that

while the number of lobstei- packers ajijilying for li-

censes to engage in the Jjobster fishery last year were
fewer than ever before, the mimber this year is even
smaller; this no doubt is due to the low prices being

paid for that article, since the war.

Dealers in Motor engines during the past two months
enjoyed a very busy time, and altogether some hun-
dreds of Motors were sold.

For successive days the Firm of Trask & Co., local

agents for the Ferro Motor Engine .sold as many as

thirty machines a da.y. The Acadia motor had also

large sales, while every agenc.v did a good business.

The CANADIAN FISHERMAN is getting into the
'"inu's of the fishermen and before long will have a con-

siderable circulation in the colony.

YARMOUTH
(Special Correspondence)

.

The lobster canners of this end of the province have
certainly been struck a hard blow by the ruling of the

French governement that the importation of canned
lobsters into France be prohibited, cainied lobsters be-

ing declared a luxury. A large part of the Yarmouth
county pack went to France and the canners are in

somewhat of a quandary. With the end of the season

but a few weeks away the pack is almost complete and
a large part of it was put up for the French warket.
It is pretty late to find new markets but no doubt it

can be done, although the packers will pa.ss a few anx-
ious hours before disposing of their wares.

The lobster catch for the past month ahs been good,

several single shipments going over a thousand crates
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each. The price, however, has ruled low—$16 being

the average. Some claim that the season all through
has been exceptionally good — others that there has

been a falling-off in the catch. On the whole the sea-

son has been better although in some localities the men
have not done so well.

Mackerel which were expected on the coast a little

earlier than usual this year, were later. It was the

19th before the first was taken and that catch consisted

of but two fish caught in the trap of the Atlantic. Trap
Company formerly known as the Snadford trap. This

trap is now owned by a syndicate of Halifax men with

John A . Neville, of Halifax, as manager. It is possible

the fish have been on the coast before as the traps had
been delayed in preparation by the high winds which
have prevailed almost continuovisly and it was not un-

til the 18th that the Sandford trap had got its twine on.

It is not likely, though, as when the fish strike the Yar-

mouth county shore—invariably the first Nova Scotia

land they make—they follow the shore right around to-

wards Halifax, and we would have heard of them being

taken down through the Islands and on the shores of

Shelburne county. The phenomenal catches the south-

ern seining fleet out of Gloucester have been having
should be a good omen for our fishing. It is said that

mackerel were never more plentiful on the American
shores and it is not unlikely that the immense shoals

will appear in these waters.

Line fishing is backward.
Last year many of the small boats were painter in Feb-

ruary and off in March but this year only one or two of

the fleet are in commission. Doubtless one reason is on
account of the large number of enlistments from here.

Take 1200 young men away from their ordinary work
in a county of 21,000 or 22,000 population and some

branches of industry are going to feel it. It has been
found impossible to even man the few vessels we have,
the Francis A. and several other vessels being tied up
for want of crews. The few vessels that are fishing
are now making good returns and there would seem to

be some good openings for the right men.

One wharf owner told your correspondent the other
day that a few more firms buying fish, thus making a
little or more comjietition, would bring many more ves-
sels and men here. Perha})s it would, and where there
are so many good sites obtainable it is a wonder more
have not gone into it. There are excellent wharves
vacant—the best fitted for the business probably be-
ing the T wharf or the so-called Clements wharf be-
longing to L. E. Baker & Co.—or even the main wharf
of that firm. Posibly the time will come when they
will be occupied and we hope it will come soon. Of
course things will boom when the war is over and our
boys come home again, but, alas, that is very problem-
atical.

A few new motor boats of considerable size and pow-
er have been added to the fleet by J. M. Walker, of the
Gateway Fish Co., and G. R. Earl, of the Consumers'
P^ish Co.

Onthe 19th one young man, Lester Sanette, aged 17
years, of Pinchney's Point, was washed off his boat
near Green Island and was drowned. That is the only
casualty we have had in this county during the past
few weeks.

A large number of the Maine lobster smacks—twen-
ty-seven it is said—are coming over here to prosecute
the lobster fishing (outside of the three-mile limit) as
soon as the season closes. It is a pity these can not be
regulated in some way.

FISH — A FOOD AND A DELICACV^
By Margaret McLaren.

During the Lenten Season, a larger quantity of fish

is consumed than at any other time; chiefly because

of religious considerations.

To the fisherman, who daily meets with risks unbe-

lievable almost to the landsman, in the pursuit of his

calling, this state of affairs seems to retard instead

of promoting the industry of fishing.

It has been proposed to make Tuesday of each week,

a National fish day.

This seems to be a rather good proposition for both

the fisherman and the consumer, because it will benefit

both in many ways as well as financially.

When tlu' system has become weakened from over

work or any other cause, all of the great specialists re-

commend a fish diet. Therefore technically speaking

according to the aforesaid specialists "a fish diet is be-

neficial to the health of the human race. Doubtless

this is because fish is so easily digested, when properly

cooked.
Much of the work attending the jireparation of a

meat course is eliminated when fish is served instead.

Thus, both time and fuel are saved. During year, the

little economies amount to quite an item, thus favoring

the serving of fish.

Many persons do not care for fish whether it is fresh

or salt.

This may be due to the fact that some of the deli-

cious ways in which most sorts of fish can be prepai-ed,

are unknown to them. If a nice cook book, filled with
reliable recipes could be had of the fish dealers, it

would help in the sale of their commodity.
The waters of Canada abound with the best of all

species, and these ha\e been pla "cd tiicre for our bene-
fit.

Arise then, people of Canada, 'ml |)rocIaiin Tuesday
as a National fish day. Seize the threefold opjiortunity
of living cheaper, being more healthful, and helping the
entrei)id "Toilers of the sea."

Tlie fisheries of ("anada are indeed a most valuable
asset. Let us lielp to make them more so, by using fisli

in our household as often as we can.

Hotels, Restaurants, etc, could have an electrical

display, featuring Tuesday as our National fish day.
Everybody's individiud ])referenee can be supplied,
for tlie fisheniieu of Canada daily fare forth to win
tlieir bread upon the waters.

The National fish day will bring with its fish din-

ner, the tang of the ocean breeze, and the whisper of
the little wavelets as they kiss the shore in their ebb
ami flow.

Caiuida's fishermen are hardy and industrious. Let
us therefore help to make the fisheries a success.
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THE PACIFIC FISHERIES
The tivnu'iulous increase in prices which has been

brought al)out as a result of the war, is beiug severely

felt by the fishing business on the Pacific Coast. The
cost of food of all kinds has risen enormously, and
in addition to this, there are very many articles re-

quired in the halibut and salmon fisheries which are

fast becoming unobtainable. The halibut steamers
and schoonei"s are at present faced with a possibility

of being unable to get any wire rope for anchor cable,

and there is no relief to be had by using manila for

the reason that the prices on manila rope of all kinds
are prohibiitve. The advanced price of cotton is also

having an adverse effect in increasing the jirice of fish-

ing lines. The salmon fishermen are feeling the in-

creased prices very severely. Those canneries which
failed in the middle of 1915 to place their oi'dere for

1916 requirements, are now finding it impossible to

obtain salmon nets at any price. Even those who
placed their orders nine months ahead were obliged

to pay an increased price of about fifty per cent. An-
other important item with the salmon fishermen is

bhiestone for treating the nets. Before the war this

sold for 5c per pound, and the price to-day is 24c
per pound. Cutch, which is sometimes used as a sub-

stitute for bluestone, is now unobtainable at any price.

While the industry on the Pacific Coast will manage to

get along during 1916 with what supplies are in sight,

the problem for 1917, provided the war continues,

will be serious, as there is every possibility that there
will be some absolutely essential articles which will

be unobtainable, and in this way seriously handicap
fishing.

What is a new venture for the Pacific Coast is be-

ing started by Mr. A. W. Thomas, of Ketchikan, Alas-

ka, at Port Walter, on the west coast of Uarauoff Is-

land, Alaska. Mr. Thonuis for a number of years has
operated a large plant for catching herring to be used
for bait by the lialibut vessels, and also for salting

purposes. It is his intention this year to sort out all

the small herring which he catches, and can them as

sardines. His cannery is ali'eady under construction,

and he has engaged a number of women from Van-
couver to handle the fish.

The schooner "W. R. Lord" has been taken out of
the halibut fishing, and is now being used by her
owiu-rs as a salmon ]>iek-up boat.

During the past month a number of the American
halibut fi.shing schooners have ben into Ketchikan
for repairs. The schooners "Atlantic" and "Sey-
mour" were overhauled by the Northern Machine
Works, and the schooner "Thelma" had a new pro-
peller fitted. The .schooner "Prospector" was dry-

docked, and given a general overhaul preparatory to
starting out for the season's fishing.

(apt. T. 1'. (^uinn, formerly of the schooner "Idaho,"
is now Master of the New England Fish Company's
schooner '

' Knickerbocker. '

'

Mr. H. C. Walby, of The Canadian Fish and Cold
Storage Company, Limited, has returned to Prince
Rupert after a short absence.

The schooner "Iskum," Captain Mark Wells, sailed
on her first trip of the season on April 22Qd.

Captain Peter Rorvik, of Prince Rupert, has pur-
chased an interest in the halibut fishing schooner
"Prince Olaf," and has re-named her the "Rose Spit."

Mr. Harald Synnestvedt, resident manager of the
New England Fish Company at Seattle, spent a few
days at Vancouver.

Mr. John Wallace, of Butedale, B.C., was in Prince
Rupert for a wey days.

Messrs. H. S. Ives and Beehtel, of the Victoria Fish-
ing Company, passed through Prince Rupert on their
way to Pacofi, to inspect the plant of the defunct
Standard Fisheries, Limited.

The barge "W. H. Smith," which was converted in-
to a floating cold storage and refrigerating plant by
the National and Independent Fisheries Company, some
years ago, has had all of her machinery removed, and
will be re-converted into a sailing vessel, which was
her original condition. The great lack of shipping and
the enormous freights offering for sailing vessels is

given as the reason for the change.

A power driven hurdy gurdy has been installed on
the steamer "San Juan," and she will use the long
line method of fishing, in addition to the ordinary
dorj' fishing.

Mr. A. McCormack has arrived at Prince Rupert to
take charge of the building oi)erations of the new
shed which the Booth Fisheries Company of Seattle
are erecting on the Grand Trunk Dock.

Mr. F. E. Payson, of the Goletas Fish Company, has
returned to Vancouver, having been absent on a visit
to Prince Rupert for several days.

Mr. 1". I',. Gill, Secretary of the Deep Sea Fisher-
men's Union of the Pacific, was in Vancouver for a
few days last month.
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HALIBUT ARRIVALS AT PACIFIC COAST PORTS

At Prince Rupert, B.C.

Date. Vessel. Delivered to. Weight.

May.

1—Eagle, U.S.—The Canadian Fish & Cold

Storage Co 25,000

G. Theckla, U.S.—The Canadian Fish &
Cold Storage Co 15,000

2—Muriueag, U.S.—The Canadian Fish & Cold

Storage Co 10,000

Alliance—The Canadian Fish & Cold Stor-

age Co 10,000

3—Elsie, U.S.—The Canadian Fish & Cold

Storage Co , . . 15,000

Aurora, U.S.—The Canadian Fish & Cold

Storage Co 8,000

N. Sunde, U.S.—The Canadian Fish & Cold

Storage Co 27,000

Thelma, U.S.—San Juan Fishing & Pack-

ing Company 25,000

Teddy J., U.S.—San Juan Fishing & Pack-

ing Company 20,000

Jas. Carruthers—The Canadian Fish & Cold

Storage Co 100,000

Kincolith—The Canadian Fish & Cold Stor-

age Co 5,000

Tuladi—The Canadian Fish & Cold Storage

Co 12,000

Gilford—The Canadian Fish & Cold Stor-

age Co 9,000

Minnie V.—Atlin Fisheries, Limited . . . . 5,000

.—Kong Sverre, U.S.—The Canadian Fish &
Cold Storage Co 15,000

Selma, U.S.—The Canadian Fish & Cold

Storage Co 6,000

5—Atlantic, U.S.—Atlin Fisheries, Limited . . 32,000

Annie St. Leon—The Canadian Pish & Cold
Storage Co 7,000

6_Director, U.S.—The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co 8,000

Dick, U.S.—The Canadian Fish & Cold

Storage Co 14,000

Liefe E., U.S.—The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co 11,000

Chief Zibassa—The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co 25,000

Agnes, U.S.—Atlin Fisheries, Limited . . 11,000

Seymour, U.S.—The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co 70,000

7—Lincoln, U.S.—The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co 7,000

9_W. .R. Lord—The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co 25,000

Nellio, U.S.—San Juan Fishing & Packing
Co 10,000

Augusta, U.S.—San Juan Fishing & Pack-
ing Co 15,000

Evolution, U.S.—The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co : .. . . 22.000

10—Nellie, U.S.—San Juan Fishing & Pack-
ing Co 10,000

Jim Ham, U.S.—The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co 10,000

Hy. Gill, U.S.—The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co 12,000

11—Alameda, U.S.—The Canarlian Fish & Cold
Storage Co 15,000

Viking, U.S.—The Canadian Pish & Cold
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Storage Co 12,000

Merrymaid—The Canadian Fish & Cold Stor-

age Co 7,000

Geo. E. Foster—The Canadian Pish & Cold
Storage Co 90,000

13—Jessie—San Juan Fishing & Packing Co. . . 15,000

Grier Starrett-The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co 30,000

14—Rose Spit—The Canadian Pish & Cold Stor-

age Co 7,000

Chief Skugaid—The Canadian Pish & Cold
Storage Co 40,000

Cora, U.S.—San Juan Fishing & Packing Co. 7,000
Note: All vessels no specified "U.S." are of Cana-

dian Register.

AT VANCOUVER, B.C.
May.
1—Orion—The Canadian Pishing Company,

Limited 20,000
Pescawha—The Canadian Fishing Com-

pany, Limited 25,000
2—Carlotta G. Cox—The Canadian Fishing

Company, Limited 40,000
3—Emma H.—The Canadian Pishing Com-

pany, Limited 40,000
")—Celestial Empire—The Canadian Pishing

Company, Limited 60,000
6—Iskum—The Canadian Pishing Company,

Limited 25,000
11—Kingsway—The Canadian Pishing Co.,

Limited 60,000
Flamingo—The Canadian Fishing Com-

pany, Limited 60,000
1,5—Manhattan—New England Fish Co 160,000

AT STEVESTON, B.C.
May.
.5—Roman—The Columbia Cold Storage Co. . . 50,000
1,5—B. C. P.—The Columbia Cold Storage Co. . , 10,000

AT KETCHIKAN, ALASKA.
May.
1—Mabel C—New England Pish Company . . 9,000

Lumen—New England Fish Company . . 15,000
Volunteer—New England Pish Company 15,000
Raven—New England Fish Company . . 8,000

6—Prospector—New England Fish Company . 65,000
8—Bravo—New England Pish Company 8,000

]\Iorengen—New England Fisii Company 20,000
9—Martha—New England Pish Company '.

. 5,000
Stranger—New England Fish Company . . 10,000
Anita Phillips—New England Pish Co. . . 20,000

oaaoaoooooaooooooaaaoaaooooooaooooooaooooQ

' FARQUHAR & COMPANY
f

LIMITED

Receivers and Distributors

--,0F--
I

Dry and Pickled Fish, 1

Lobsters, Cod Oil, etc.
|

FARQUHAR'S WHARF I

HALIFAX, Nova Scotia.
|
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Iroductlon ai\dThrift

CANADA'S CALL
FOR SERVICE AT HOME

Produce More and Save More
The Empire needs fcxxi. If you are not in the fight-

ing line you may be in the producing line. Labour
is limited—all the more reason to do more than ever

before. Grow food for the men who are fighting for you. The Allies need all the food that

you can produce. Every little helps. You are responsible for your own work. If you
cannot produce as much as you would like, produce all you can. Work with the right

spirit. Put fighting energy into your effort and produce now when it counts. The more
you produce the more you can save. Producing and saving are war-service.

Make Your Labour Efficient
In war-time do not waste time and energy on unim-
portant and unprofitable work. Economize labour.

Put off unproductive work till after the war, and, if

possible, help in producing something needed now. Let us not waste labour. Canada
needs it all. If possible help to feed the Allies. Make your backyard a productive garden.
Cultivate it with a will. Make your labour count for as much as possible.

Do Not Waste Materials
There should be no waste in war-time. Canada could
pay the annual interest on her war expenditure out

1 of what we waste on our farms, in our factories, in

Every pKDund of food saved from waste is as good as a pound of increased

The way for a nation to save is for every individual to save. France is strong
The men and women of Great Britain are not

our homes.
production.

to-day because of thrift in time of peace.

only " doing " but are learning to " do without."

Spend Your Money Wisely
Practise economy in the home by eliminating luxur-

ies. Wasting our dollars here weakens our strength
at the Front. Your savings will help Canada to

finance the war. Save your money for the next Dominion War issue. There c"n be no
better investment.

THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA 8

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE

CANADIAN FISH FOR CANADIAN SOLDIERS
IN ENGLAND.

The LoikIdii E.xpress says:

Twenty-ono tliousaiid hapi>y-faced aCiiadiau soldiers

tasted their first fish ration today, and pronounced it

good.
The fish consisted of halibut and soles. They came

in a frozen state two thousand miles across Canada be-

fore they were shipjjed to Eii<rlaii(l.

Tliere were slabs of halibut as large as door. Slices

of this and the soles were cooked in flour and [)ure fat,

and after twenty minutes' cooking won the approbation

of the colonel of the regiment, who tasted the new diet.

The verdict of the men is that three-quarters of a
pound of fish is more satisfying than three-quarters of

a jxHiiid of beef, and that it contains more nourishment.

It is intended to give the men fish every Friday, and

pos.sibly one other day a week, as a substitute for beef

and bacon, but, as one Canadian soldier expressed him-

self today, "there will be an instant appeal for three

Fridays a week." There is no doubt that the fish ration

is a great success, and it may be introduced at an early

date among Canadian troops in France.
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p. C. PARKHURST
Commission Dealer in

Salt

AND

Pickled FISH
Smoked

AND

Canned

Office and Wharf :

28 Vincent Street, GLOUCESTER, Mass.

Correspondence Solicited

s

s
o
o

o
o

o
o
o
o
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MAX FINKELSTEINi
o
o

§

WHOLESALE PRODUCER OF SMOKED FISH
124 HAVEMEYER ST.

g BROOKLYN N. Y.;
o

s
CISCOES: CHUBS.
TULIBEES; BLUE
FINS; white STUR'
GEON; frozen as

well as salted round a
HERRINGS. Red 5
and fat , Pad fie Coa st g
mild cured SAL- q
MON. 5

I pay market prices for all varieties of prime, fresh or g
O frozen fish, suitable for smoking. Remittances upon safe gO and satisfactory arrival. Authentic reference. Communi-
g cale with me. g
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaoooooooooooo

BUYS

W; Irving Atwood, Prett.

W. Elmer
Atwood,

Vice-Prett.

BRAND
Finnan Hadd

CtannssioN Dealers and Oistribi/tors of

31 Boston Fith Pier

N. D. Freeman, Trea«.

Irving M.

t Atwood,
^ Sec'y

and Mgr,

ALt
VARIETIES

OF TMC
. SEASON

Boston, Meus.
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I THE GENUINE INDEPENDENT HOUSE
gCHARLES LYONS CO., Inc. I

Wholesale and Commission Dealers in

Carp, Sturgeon, Caviar, and all Lake and River Fish
26 PECK SLIP Tel. 1658 Beekman NEW YORK

No connection with any other house. Correapondence solicited

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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i CHARLES NOBLE Jr. COMPANY I
g Wholesale Producers, Importers and Shippers of FRESH, CHILLED, SMOKED, SALTED LAKE AND OCEAN

FISH, OYSTERS AND CLAMS (puroy brand). DEEP SEA OYSTERS
PhonMi B«ll. Sancca 22S7-22S8i Frontier 1247 (after 6 p.m. and Sunday>U Ball, Crescent 2 or North 936; Frontier 62033; Frontier S

29331 (Oystars) fi

48-50 LLOYD STREET 20-22-24-26 LAKE STREET g
Commercial Slip (Buffalo Harbor) BUFFALO, N.Y. g
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s

GEO. L. CLAYTON
CONSULTING ENGINEER

PIAN.S AND .SPECIFICATIONS FURNI.SHED FOR
ICEMAKING. PISH FREEZING. AND

COLD STORAGE PLANTS

VICTORIA and PRINCE RUPERT, B.C.

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaooo

I
ANT. B. DIMITRIOU & CO., I

5 PIRAEUS, GREECE 5
o
6 Wholesale Grocers, Fish Merchants, CominUslon Agents

Q THE lar<;est herring, codfish, fish and
5 I.OBSI'ER DEALERS IN GREECE

Q Teleftrums: "Dlmltriou. Piraeus." Codes used: ABC
g lith Edition. Scott's. lOth Edition, and Private

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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S " Inspection Certificates Furnished Where Required."

\ F. J. HAYWARD
SHIPPER OF

S Frozen Salmon, Halibut and Black Cod. Fresh Salmon, Halibut, and
5 other fish. Pickled Salmon, Herring and Black Cod ; Alaska Codfish and
8 all other Pacific Fish in Carlots only.

I WESTERN AGENT:— ROBIN JONES & WHITMAN, LIMITED, Etc., Etc.

S Corretpondence Solicited

1 912 DOMINION BUILDING - VANCOUVER, B.C.

50000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000002
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"RUPERT" BRAND I

THE CANADIAN FISH & COLD STORAGE CO. L TD. \
o
a

Wholesale Dealers, Packers and Shippers

OF

FRESH, FROZEN, SMOKED, SALT and CANNED FISH
No order too larj^e None too small

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

COLD STORAGE

Capacity--7000. tons.
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C.

BRANCHES
Vancouver, B. C.
Chicago. Ill, U.S.A.

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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LAKE F I S H I J. BOWMAN & CO.
WHITEFISH
DORE
JACKFISH
TULLIBEES
GOLDEYES
SUCKERS

We are established for handling
orders in carload lots. Shipment
right from the Lakes. tWe
specialize in Lake Winnipeg fish,

the finest Lake fish in the world.
Pan-frsuo and Wintaf waatliv fr«tMi Aih htndlad

ESTABLISHED 18*0

The W. J. Guest Fish Co. Limited g
WINNIPEG, MAN. 2

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

5 Trout, Whitefish, Jumbo White,

g Yellow Pike, Jacks, Fresh Herring,
O Salted Herring, frontal cut or flats.

5 We are booking orders now for car

g lots.

5 Frozen herring, 100 lbs. in sacks,

S 240 sacks to car for November and

g December delivery.

o Write us for prices.

S HEAD OFFICE, PORT ARTHUR
5 TORONTO MONTREAL
O 26 Duncan St. 47 William St.

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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i THE CANADIAN FISHERMAN
g THE MAGAZINE OF CANADA'S

I
••; COMMERCIAL FISHERIES ::

5 $1.00 Per Annum Canada and Great Britain. $1.50 United States and Elsewhere

S Send Your Subscription in NOW
aoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooi
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FISH & OYSTERS
ALL KINDS OF

Fresh, Frozen, Smoked, Dried, Pickled

/ and Prepared FISH in Season .*

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY

COLD STORAGE ON THE PREMISES



Official Organ of the Canadian fisheries Association

MONTREAL, JULY, 1916

Fish Tugs at a Great

Lakes Fishing Port.

Drying Gill Nets
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Look for the

Mark of

Quality

It can be seen

on all

High-Grade

Atlantic Sea

Foods

Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED

Vessel Owners Cold Storage Plants

PRODUCERS OF ALL KINDS

OF ATLANTIC SEA FOODS

FOR HOME & EXPORT TRADE

Main Office - - MONTREAL, Canada
Branches

DIGBY, N.S. CANSO, N.S.
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ONTARIO
Department of Game and

Fisheries
The attention of the fishermen Is Invited to the

following provisions of the Dominion Special Fish-
ery Regulations for the Province of Ontario and of

the Ontario Game and Fisheries Act.

Fishing by means other than angling or trolling

except under the authority of a lease, license or

permit issued by this Department is prohibited.

Non-residents, that is persons domiciled in the
Province for a period of less than six months, are
not allowed to angle or troll without an angler's
permit.

No one shall fish for or take large mouthed or
small mouthed black bass, maskinonge, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts,

otherwise than by angling.

No one shall fish for large mouthed or small
mouthed black bass, maskinonge, salmon, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts
through the ice.

The sale or export of small or large mouthed
black bass, of maskinonge and of speckled trout,

brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts is pro-

hibited.

The sale or export of pickerel (dore) less than
fifteen Inches in length, measuring from the point of

the nose to the centre of the posterior margin of the
tail, is prohibited.

The taking of whiteflsh or salmon trout less than
two pounds in weight is prohibited.

The use of trap nets is prohibited.

Fishing with gill nets in Lake Erie, from De-
cember 15th to March 15th, both days Inclusive, Is

prohibited.

No one shall set or place nets other than hoop
nets, dip or roll nets, in any river or creek or with-

in five hundred yards of the entrance thereto. This
prohibition shall not apply to carp fishing.

CLOSE SEASONS (Commercial Fish.)

Pickerel.—In water other than the Great Lakes,
Georgian Bay, North Channel and connecting
waters—April 15th to June 15th.

Whitefish and Salmon Trout.—In waters where
commercial fishing with gill nets Is not permitted
—October 5th to November 5th, both days In-

clusive.

In the Bay of Quinte—November Ist to No-
vember 30th, both days Inclusive.

In waters other than the Bay of Quinte, Great
Lakes, Georgian Bay, North Channel and connect-

ing waters, where commercial fishing with gill nets

is permitted—October 5th to November 30th,

both days inclusive.

LIMIT OF CATCH (Commercial FIth.)

(By Angling or Trolling.)

Pickerel.—Twelve per day.

Salmon Trout.—Big and Little Rideau Lakes,
three per day. Other waters except Great Lakes,
Georgian Bay, North Ohannel and connecting
waters, five per day.

A. SHERIFF,
Deputy Minister of Game and Fisheries.

Department of Game and Fisheries.

Toronto, Feb. 1st., 1916.

Exceptional

Angling

Opportunities

are offered by the Province of Quebec, which

is the only one that leases exclusive hunting

and fishing territories over large areas of

forest, lakes and rivers, both to Clubs and pri-

vate individuals, with the privilege of erect-

ing camps thereon.

Membership may be obtained, if desired,

in many existing clubs, with camp privileges

already provided, and often with the right of

erecting private summer homes on suitable

sites on the club territory.

On all unleased Crown Lands and Waters,

angling and hunting are absolutely free to resi-

dents of the Province, and the only charge to

non-residents is the cost of the non-resident

fishing or hunting license.

To the Wholesale Fish Trade

The attention of dealers who receive their

fresh fish from Portland and other foreign

sources is directed to the exceptional oppor-

tunities of obtaining their supply from the

Baie des Chaleurs and the North Shore of the

St. Lawrence, to their own advantage and that

of their customers, and to the benefit of the

fisliornien of the Province of Quebec.

For all Information apply to—

The Minister

of Colonization, Mines and

Fisheries

Of the Province of Quebec
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DEPARTMENT OF THE
NAVAL SERVICE

FISHERIES BRANCH

Lobster Fishery Fishing Seasons in Force on

June 1st, 1916

Number
of

District Limits Fishing Season Siie

Charlotte County, N.B..

St. John County, N.B..

Albert County and Portion ol Cumberland County, N.B., and King's and Annapolisll
Counties, N.S

Digby County

Yarmouth, Shelbourne, Queen's, Lunenburg, and that portion of Halifax county west of
a line running S.S.E. from St. George's Island, Halifax Harbour, and Coinciding with
Fairway buoys

From line in Halifax Harbour running S.S.E. from St. George's Island, and coinciding
with Fairway buoys eastwardly to Red Point, between Martin Point and Point Mic-
haud. Cape Breton Island and including Chedabucto and St. Peters Bays and the Gut
of Canso, as far as a line passing from Flat Point, Inverness County to the Lighthouse
in Antigonish County opposite

Remaining portion of Cape Breton Island, including St. Paul's Island, not covered by
District No. 5

The Magdalen Islands, including Bird Rocks and Bryon Island

Waters of Northumberland Strait, between a line on the N.W. drawn from Chockhsh
River, N.B., to West Point., P.E.I., and a line on the S.E. drawn from the west side of
River Philip channel at the mouth of the river. Nova Scotia, to the eastern entrance to
Victoria Harbour, Queens County, Prince Edward Island

On and along the portion of the coast or the waters thereof, of the Provinces of Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, westwardly and northwardly, from
the Lighthouse in Antigonish County, opposite Flat Point in Inverness County, Nova
Scotia, to the northern boundary New Brunswick, including the coasts and waters
thereof of all the islands adjacent to these portions of the coasts of the said Provinces as
well as the coast and waters thereof of the Counties of Quebec south of River St. Law-
rence, except those specified in No. 8

North of the Gulf and River St. Lawrence including Anticosti Island.

Nov. 15 to June 15.

Nov. 16 to June Ist

.

Jan. 16 to June 29..

Jan. 6 to June 15. .

.

Dec. 16 to May 30.,

April I to June 20. .

April 16 to July 15..

May 1 to July 20. ..

May 25 to Aug. 10..

April 2(1 to June 25.

May 20 to July 31..

lOi inches

9 inches

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Six* Limit

Soft shell or berried lobsters must be liberated alive by the person catching them.

Lobster traps may not be set in 2 fathoms of water or less.

Lobsters to be canned may be boiled only in the cannery in which they are to be packed. The sale or purchase of broken lobster meat or
fragments of lobsters for canning is prohibited.

Before lobster canning is engaged in, a license from the Department of the Naval Service is required.

Cases of canned lobsters must be rcgularlv labelled or a permit obtained from the Department, before they mny be removed from the cannery
and must be labelled before being placed on the markets.

Lobster canneries must comply with the Standard of Requirements, copies of which may be obtained from the local Fishery Officers or the
Department.
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Is that a fact which any fisherman or fish man can

afford to overlook?

If you are a fisherman, the sum of one dollar will

make you a member. Your dollar will help to aid

the progress of the industry you make your living by.

It will help by I'edueiug ti'ausportation expenses and

ultimately result in better prices being paid for your

fares. It gives you a voice in the affairs of the As-

sociation and a vote in the election of intelligent offi-

cers. Is that not worth a dollar to you?

If you are engaged in the fisheries of Canada either

as a wholesaler, retailer, fisherman, fish worker, or

clerk, you should take an interest in the industry out-

side of your actual work. Help to develop it and you

will help to develop yourself. Make a big thing of it

and you will reap the benefit.

You may not hear a great deal about the Associa-

tion and its work. We are in a small way yet, but

we are destined to become powerful, and a factor for

good. Do you suppose for one moment that the in-

fluential men who form the officers and directors of

the Association would have anything to do with it if

they did not realize its value? They are giving their

valuable time and efforts, not for themselves, but for

the whole industry. Men who are strong competi-

tors in business are working harmoniously together

for the common good and sinking all thought of self.

An an ordinary member, fisherman, producer,

wholesaler or retailei', you are linking up with an Asso-

ciation which will look after your interests, and some

time, it will be called upon to benefit you directly.

You may be a member for years and have no occasion

to call upon it, but your subscription is not lying idle,

nor is it being iU spent. The Publicity work is bene-

fitting every single person engaged in the fishing in-

dustry of Canada.

The time is coming when you cannot afford to re-

main out of the Association. The fees ai'c very low

and are designed to admit aU classes upon the same

footing.

Our membership is in the hundreds now. We want

to make it in the thousands. Think over what we
have written and join in and help along the good

work. We want to make the fishing industry of Can-

ada the best in the world. Every reader of this maga-

zine is eligible for memberahip. Join now 1

THE NEXT NATIONAL FISH DAY.

"A FISH DAY EVERY DAY!" is the ultimate ob-

ject of the Publicity Committee of the Canadian Fish-

eries Association, but a beginning has to be made in

the direction of separating fish from Friday.

Tuesday comes at the slack end of the week, and

the iVflsociation figures that if the dealers were to

feature fish on that day as well as on Friday, it would

stimulate a dfinan<l which would gradually spread

out over the week and become a daily feature.

At the present time most of the butchers and retail

fish markets have a fresh stock of fish in on Thurs-

day. The sales ai'e active on Thursday afternoon and
Friday until about 3 p.m. Any stock left over can be

sold on Saturday. This means that there are three

days in the week when fish are in stock in most deal-

ers' stores—Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

With fish as a special feature on Tuesday, fresh

stock would be in the stores on Monday afternoon,

and a sufficient supply would take care of sales on

Tuesday and Wednesday. This arrangement would

fill up most of the week and avoid having stock left

over Sunday.

The big task is to educate the public, but the dealer

can do a great deal in this direction himself by dress-

ing up his windows on Monday afternoon; by placard-

ing fish specials and by advertising the fact that he

carries a fresh stock of fish for Tuesday's consump-

tion. Advertising in the local papers helps greatly,

but one of the best ways is to tell customers that he is

making a specialty of fresh fish every Tuesday, and

that it is not necessary for them to wait for Friday

to procure A.l. stock.

A great argument is the increased price of meats.

"Economize by eating fish instead of meat," is a good

slogan, and if one has a few logical arguments in proof

of the fact, the customer will buy, and if the fish is in

good condition, will buy again. The average house-

wife prides herself on her "economy" and the word

has an alluring sound.

Second in importance—some insist that it is of the

greatest—is the proper cooking of fish. The dealer

can do splendid educational work in this line if he will

distribute the Government's cook book to his cus-

tomers. A badly cooked piece of fish will kill future

sales more than anything, and there is a whole lot of

truth in the adage that "God sends food, but the

Devil sends cooks." Supplies of this handsome cook-

book can be had from the Department of Marine &
Fisheries, Ottawa, upon request.

The next National Fish Day will fall upon a Tues-

day in September—the precise date will be announced

later. In the meantime, the Publicity Committee of

the Association will devote considerable time to formu-

lating plans for making the day as great a success as

the last Fish Day, and «ill also work up schemes for

inaugurating every Tuesday a fish day thereafter.

In this issue we are publishing a short article by

Mr. J. A. Paulhus, Chairman of the Publicity Com-
mittee, and this will be the forerunner of others upon

the same subject.

TRANSPORTATION AND THE FISH TRADE.

Following Uj) the recommendations of tiie Jameson

Commission—published in our last issue—the Depart-

ment of Marine and Fisheries called railway and ex-

press company officials to a conference in Montreal
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for the purpose of diseussiiif; the recommendations of

the Commission. The President, Secretary and the

Transportation Committee of the" Canadian Fisheries

Association were also invited to the session, which was

held on June 12th.

The Traffic Manager of the Intercolonial Railway,

Mr. t A Hayes, consented to the reduction of the

minimiiiii freight carload quantity on fresh fish from

24,000 pounds to 20,000 pounds, and from 30,000 to

24.000 pounds on cured fish. This will go into effect

immediately.

With regard to the other recommendations, the con-

ference brought no satisfactory results. The express

company officials evaded the" points brought up by

laying the responsibility on the railroad companies.

They claimed that the railroads furnished them with

the equipment and they merely operated it. Any change

in service or in ears would have to be taken up with

the officials of the railway companies.

However, they stated that at the next meeting of

their Traffic Association, they would carefully con-

sider the questions brought up and take the matter up

with the railroads they operated over.

The Canadian Fisheries Association complained bit-

terly of the transportion service accorded to carloads

of fish over the Intercolonial—the delays during the

last winter over the "People's Railway" being most

exasperating and causing severe losses in business.

To the recommendation that an express refrigerator

car be attached to the I. C. R. passenger trains the

traffic manager replied that it could not be done as

the engines were hauling the maximum load. He also

stated that it would not pay to split the train in two

sections to acommodate the fish men.

Throughout the conference, the Canadian Fisheries

Association's representatives felt that the transporta-

tion companies were unwilling to concede anything

or to make any effort to cater to the requirements of

the fish trade. However, the sentiments and opinions

of the Conference were fully noted by the Government's

representative, Mr. W. A. Found, Superintendent of

Fisheries, and the matter will be taken up again in

the near future. The transportation Committee of the

C. F. A. will keep in touch with the Government and

report to its members.

past them. When fish are striking good they'll load

up on all that's coming. Sometimes they get aboard

or ashore all right, but sometimes they don't, but

once a man has been capsized through overloading, he

is mighty careful it doesn't happen again.

The writer has -experienced something of this. I

have been out in a dory night fishing in the month of

December off the Lurcher when we pitched out over

eight hundred fish by count. The dory was so deep

and so logy that it was within an ace of swamping

—the sea spilling in over the gunnels amidships. It

was a bitter cold night and black dark, but luckily

there was no sea. We got alongside the schooner all

right, but I thought at the time that it was foolhardy

and not worth the risk .

On other occasions I have seen hallbuters up-end

their oars for lightening only when the dory could

hold no more fish ; dories coming alongside with fish

towing over the stem, and other times I have seen

the dory-mates engaged desperately pitching out fish

in order to avoid sinking.

A dory is a mighty able craft. It will carry a heavy

load and ride out a heavy sea, but heavily loaded with

fish, it is absolutely dangerous. There is no lift to it;

it is hard to handle, and should a sea slop into it, the

whole craft is liable to founder. Why should a man

throw away his life for a few pounds of fish?

It would be hard to frame laws against overloading,

and if there were any, it would be hard to enforce

them. The only Avay would be to have the skippers

caution their men against the practice and make a

rule that when the pens are full to the rising strips in

ordinar>' fishing weather that the dories lighten up.

Overloading occurs not only on the Banks when

fishing, but also when carrying herring bait, ice, and

supplies in harbours. The skippers should be invest-

ed with more authority and compelled to stop the

practice among the crews. Enquiries should be held

into drowning accidents, and the masters held respon-

sible for deaths which occur through lack of warning.

A notice posted up in forecastles and cabins would

help greatly, and with the supervision of the skipper,

the regrettable drowning accidents and narrow es-

capes which occur every year would gradually vanish,

as the railway and street car mishaps have since the

"Safety First" campaign was organized.

OVERLOADING THE DORY.

Our Lunenburg correspondent mentions the drown-

ing of two fishermen by the capsizing of their dory

through overloading. This is all the more regrettable

l)ecause it is easily avoidable, and there is absolutely

MO neces-sity for it.

A large number of the drowning accidents among

sea fishermen are caused by overloading, and most of

tiie narrow escapes are caused from it. Fishermen are

man, and like meet people, hate to let anything get

MOTOR FISH CARRIERS FOR CANADIAN AND
NEWFOUNDLAND TRADES.

Referring to our Editorial in the last issue on this

subject, we are able to print fttrther information in

the following from The Motor Ship jind Afotor Boat,

published in Great Britain.

"One of the most interesting enterprises now in

hand is that of which a short announcement was giv-

en in this journal a few weeks back. The main idea

is for the transport of fresh fish from the more dis-
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tant fishing grounds surrounding Newfoundland, the

coast of Labrador, and south and south-east Green-

land, to this country.

There are many reasons why a steam-engined ves-

sel would not be able to effect the same purpose, and

it is essential that the craft should be speedy, in or-

der to reach a home port within a few days (not more

than three or four) from leaving the fishing ground,

otherwise the value of the fish deteriorates very rap-

idly.

The promoter of this business is Captain James

Campbell, of 2, West Street, Finsbury Circus, London,

E.C., who has had long sea-going experience, and

knows the district concerned very intimately. It has

been decided to build vessels of 150 ft., and the first

craft is already under construction at the yard of

Messrs. J. and G. Forbes, of Sandhaven, the design

having been carried out by Mr. J. A. McCallum. The

first boat will be of composite construction, chiefly

in order that it may be built more quickly, but later

craft will no doubt be wholly built of steel.

The new vessel will have a beam of 25 ft., the depth

of the hold being 14 ft. Chief interest centres in the

machinery installed, and this will consist of two 350

b.h.p. Polar-Diesel engines of the ordinary type, of

which many years experience both on sea and land

have already been gained. These motors are of the

relatively slow-speed type with two manoeuvring cy-

linders, the particular advantage of these being ready

manoeuvring powers and the fact that no cold start-

ing air is admitted into the working cylinder. It will

also be remembered that these motors are provided

wtih scavenging ports, and do not adopt the princi-

ple of scavenging valves.

It is anticipated that a .speed of between 13 and 13 1-2

knots will be attained in smooth water, and probably

in the later vessels an even higher-powered machinery

installation will be made, so that greater speed will

be attained.

It will be seen that the problem in deciding upon

the type of vessel to adopt for this peculiar business

was complicated by the fact that the distances were

long, necessitating a very large bunker capacity. The

question of bunker capacity meant either that slower

speed would have to be employed if steam engines were

used, or else a sacrifice of the carrying capacity

for fish. It is found that with the boat in question

250 to 300 tons of iced fish will be carried, in spite of

the fact that sufficient oil for all purposes, will be

provided. With a steam-engined vessel of the same

size, such an arrangement would have been practic-

ally impossible.

It is stated that all manner of fish are in abundance

in the waters which will be fished, these including

salmon, salmon trout, halibut, plaice, etc. Over-

tures have already been made tentatively to local

fishermen to supply these carriers with fish from their

own catches, but in any case it is proposed to con-

struct a fleet of smaller motor fishing vessels to act

as feeders.

It is woi'th noting that great interest is being shown

in the business by the Newfoundland Government,

who sees its possibilities, whilst naturally the Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries in this country would be

glad to see the vessels in commission, owing to the

shortage of fish.

PISCATORIAL PARAGRAPHS.

Mr. W. R. Spooner, Wholesale Fish Merchant, has

removed into finer and more central premises at 119

Youville Square, Montreal.

The fish shipments from Canada to Great Britain for

the supplying of the Canadian troops still continue.

Large quantities are going over in cold storage

weekly.

The disastrous fire which wiped out the Canadian

Fishing Company's plant at Vancouver, B.C., was

started by an irresponsible youth merely for the ef-

fect of seeing the fire engines race to the blaze. His

insane prank caused a loss of $650,000, but Ave are glad

to note that the indefatigable manager of the fishing

concern, Mr. A. L. Hagar, got things started again,

and is now doing "business as usual." though under

difficulties. The Company will rebuild and establish

finer premises than before.

The American mackerel seining fleet have made big

stocks lately. A high liner was the Constellation, Capt.

Chas. McGuire, which stocked $5,533—the crew shar-

ing $114 each. The Benjamin A. Smith, Captain Mar-

tin Welch, stockeh $5,776—the crew sharing $112.

The fares were caught on the Cape Shore. The big-

gest halibut stock of recent years was made by Captain

Carl Olsen, in the schooner Elk. The stock was $7,300,

and the crew shared $218 clear.

TRADE INQUIRIES.

A Montreal wholesaler wislies to get in touch with

producers of green codfish located on the Gaspe and

Gulf of St. Lawrence coast. Open to purchase large

(luantitios. Address CODFISH, 600 Read Building,

Montreal.

The S.S. vSagona left St. John's June 12th. for the

Labrador coast, she is the first steamer tn go to La-

l)ra(lor this season from St. John's, and will maintain
(luring the summer a i)assenger service between the

Labrador and Newfoundland coasts for the conven-

ience of fishernien,
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An Open Letter to All Who Are Connected with the Fishing

Industry in Canada

The CANADIAN FISHERIES' ASSOCIATION, since

its organization, some fifteen months ago, has accoin-

j)lished much for the benefit of the Fishing Industry

as a national asset by improving the conditions under
which it is carried on.

Ours is essentially an "Association with a mission,"

and our objects, as set forth in the Constitution and
by-laws, are in the broadest possible sense to make fish

a regular article of food for the Canadian public, by
improving methods of production, transportation and
liaiidliiig the product of our oceans, lakes and rivers

from the producer to consumer, to assist in opening
up foreign markets for Canadian Fish, and to prevent

the enaction of unfair or unwise legislation which
may unjustly affect those engaged in the industry.

We count among our members many of the large

producing and distributing companies, as well as a

large number of fishermen and small shippers. The
scale of fees is arranged to cover all whose interests

are in any way affiliated with the industry and are

moderate permitting all who wish to join our ranks.

While the membership is steadily increasing and
this fact alone shows the interest taken in our work,
it is now intended to make a special appeal to fisher-

men, shippers, jobbers and retailers to join the as-

.sociation, thereby identifying themselves with the good
work which is being carried on and also to assist us
in making known the extent of our Canadian Fisheries,
which are the largest and most prolific in the world.

This appeal is directed to Canadians who should be-
come members of The Canadian Fisheries Association,
no matter in what section they may be stationed, be-
cause we can help them if we can secure their co-
operation. Do it now!

President Canadian Fisheries' Association.
Montreal, June 25, 1916.

The Coming National Fish Day

By J. A. PAULHUS
Chairman, Publicity Committee, C.F.A.

Our first National Fish Day has been a revelation.

It has proved a success beyond expectation. It is

evident that the people of this country have realized

the importance of the fish industry and the material

benefits attached to it.

For two reasons the exploitation of this best re-

source of Canada should appeal to Canadians.

1st. The development of the fish industry is bound
to increase the wealth of the Dominion.

2nd. Fi.sh, as an article of food, is second to none,

and needs only to be better known to be appreciated.

It has been the constant endeavor of the Publicity

Committee of the Canadian Fisheries' Association

since its inception to popularize knowledge of fish as

a food, to disseminate through all the channels pos-

sible the advantages, and the benefits that will neces-

sarily accrue to individuals and to the country at large

through a propaganda for the development of our fish

industry.

At this particular time when the economic situa-

tion all over the British Empire needs readjustment,

when the question of providing food for the Army and
Navy for civilians engaged in the pursuit of warfare
is becoming a problem and a serious one, it is an im-

perative duty for us to relieve the situation as best

we can, and to spare no efforts in that direction.

We are large producers in this country of butter,

cheese, wheat, fruit, and meats to a certain extent.

By exporting more of these products and using more

fish at home we should serve a double patriotic con-

sideration. One might say, "Why not export fish as

well." We are already doing that in a certain

measure.

In the last issue of Canadian Fisherman, reference
is made to what has been done lately in this matter.
It is, without doubt, a i)roinising adventure. But we
know of the serious drawbacks that are inherent to the

exportation of fish. It is very perishable and we are
not altogether properly equipped to venture on this

speculation on a large scale.

Let us begin at home first. Our other products
that I have previously mentioned are well-known and
in favor in all the British markets. They command
specially liigii prices and are therefore a very appreci-

able source of income. So let us export as much as

we can of them and increase this exportation by using
fish a sthe general foodstuff of the country.

To attain this object, that is, to increase the gen-

eral use of fish as food in Canada, the Publicity Com-
mittee of the C. F. A. has decided to start on a new
campaign of education and advertisement.

Another National Fish Day \ipon the same lines as

the first one has been decided on, and at the same
time the inauguration of an additional fish day, week-
ly, Tuesday, has been chosen a sthe most suitable

day.

We invite the co-operation of everj'onc interested
in the Fish Itnsiiioss. producers, exporters, distribu-
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tors, grocers, butchers, provision dealers in any shape

or form. We urge them to come to our assistance in

this patriotic enterprise. We also appeal to the pub-

lic and ask them to accept a second National Fish

Day with as mnch fervor as they patronized our first

Fish Day, last February. The press of the country

without exception, has been of invaluable service to

us in the past, and we rely again upon its help to

promote the fish interests in the future.

For all, our motto from now on should be—"East
more fish."

Technical Training for Fishermen

Opinions Expressed on the Subject by Authorities

in Nova Scotia.

It is readily admitted on all sides that technical

education is becoming more and more a live question

in practically all trades and industries. The view is

held in some quarters that its adoption in the fish

trade, i)articularly the cured fish trade would revol-

utionize that important Canadian industry. The Can-

adian Fisherman has approached some of the leaders

in the fishing industry of Nova Scotia for their views

on the advantages, if any, that would in their opinion

accrue to the industry from technical training of the

workers. These opinions are subjoined and are pre-

faced by a general statement made by Mr. Frederic H.

Sexton, the Director of Technical Education for Nova

Scotia. Mr. Sexton accompanied the Canadian Royal

Commission to Europe on its tour of investigation into

industrial training in 1911 and he was given every op-

portunity to make a special study of the systems in the

various European fishing and navigation schools.

"There is no occupation or calling which cannot be

assisted and developed to the benefit of the worker",

said Mr. Sexton, "and this is especially true of the fish-

ing industry, which calls for the exercise of so much
hardihood and intelligence. The fishermen all over

the world have not received the same advantage of fac-

ilities in technical education as have the mechanics n

towns or the farmers. This is partly due to the fact

that fishing communities are widely scattered and not

in so direct touch with the main arteries of travel and

is also partly due to the absence of the fisherman from

his home and town for months, at a time. Again, science

itself has not been applied to fishing as it has to man-

ufacturing mining, and agriculture, and great stores

of uncorrelated knowledge arc locked up in the minds

of the individual fishermen.

"Scotland and Norway have forged to the front

largely because of the application of technical educa-

tion and science to the fishing industry in these coun-

tries. There are schools of navigation for fishermen

in all the important centres in these countries and in

the former there are even travelling instructors in nav-

igation. Th best methods of packing, curing and stor-

ing fish have received minute attention nad the fish-

ermen educated along this line. The migration of fish

has been studied scientifically with the result that the

fishermen have found out where the beat grounds for

catching fish are situated for different times of the

year. Deputy Minister of Fisheries for Norway, Dr.

Iljort. who came to Canada a year ago represents a

particularly rare type of the thoroughly trained scien-

tist who has a facility for practical research that

brings immediate results to industry. It is largely

through his executive ability and the application of

bin scientific knowledge that the Norwegian fishing

induBtry has expanded so rapidly in recent years.

"Canada has undoubtedly the best fishery resources
in the world. Her fishermen are gifted with a high
order of native intelligence, and it needs but the ap-
plication of science and technical education in a far-
reaching, thoroughly sound policy to produce an im-
mensely increased production from her fisheries".
"I am heartily in favor of the establishment of a sys-

tem of technical training among our fishermen", said
Mr. A. Handfield Whitman, President of Robin, Jones
and Whitman, Limited. "Arguments in support of
such a move are hardly necessary today. Those who
have seen the benefits derived from fishing schools
in some of the European fishing centres can have only
one opinion as to their usefulness. Training schools for
fishermen and .sailors have for years been in operation
in Great Britain, Germany, Denmark, Belgium, Hol-
land and Japan, and although conditions in ths Europ-
ean fishing industry are dissimilar to conditions in this
country a modified form of the instruction given there
ought to produce equally beneficial results here.

In the countries I have mentioned fi.shing is carried
on almost entirely by means of steam trawlers. The
trawlers operate over extensive areas. Some of them
steam a distance of 1,800 miles to the fishing grounds
and the tendency is to go even farther afield.

"The principal fishing and navigation schools in

England are those of Hull and Grimsby. The Hull
school was established in 1899. Instruction is free, no
charge being made even for the twine and rope con-

sumed. The school is opened practically all the year
round, both daytime and evening. The students when
in port come in to study usually in the afternoon and
evening. There were about 800 meji on the roll be-

fore the outbreak of war.

"At Barrow the Piel Marine Laboratory holds a class

for fishermen every spring. The instruction given re

lates to general marine biolgy so far as it concerns sea

fisheries. The structure of fishes and other iiseful

marine animals, their maiuier of breeding and feeding,

their growth an<l their habits are explained. Each
fisherman is allowed the use of a microsco])e and dis-

secting tools and examines everything for himself.

Lantern slides are shown illustrating the various par-

ticulars dealt with in the course.

"Belgium before the war. had nine schools for fish-

ermen. The training given in those schools was very
thorough. One of the schools had steam trawlers of its

own which while used in a commercial way were primar
ly for edncatioiuil purposes. The e(piipment of these

schools included all the n(>cessary instruments for iinu

tical observations, cluirfs, models for practical illus-

tration of the rule of the road, ship construction, fish

packing, upright engine and boiler, etc. A research

de))artment in some of these schools carried on invest-

igations in the catching, curing and packing of fish.

Tliees fishery se)u)ols have had a great effect in up-
lifting the fishermen as a cla.ss in Heigium.
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•lu France the Society for Technical Instruction

Uelating to Marine Fishing in normal times conducted

ten schools for fisluTnuMi at different seaports. This

society nvas orj^anized in 1895 f()r the avowed i)urposc

of increasing the intelligence of the fishermen and en-

abling the workers iji the fishery industry to derive

the greatest benefits from their trade. Thorough train-

ing was given in navigation, nautical astronomy, net-

making and mending, seamanship, geography, social

economy and first aid to the injured. Careful in-

struction was given concerning all creatures used for

food, the placing of nets, curing of fish, etc. The theo-

retical work at the schools was supplemented by reg-

ular trips at sea on fishing craft.

Japan has an elaborated system of technical schools

for fishermen. Indeed schools for fishermen are fur-

ther developed in that country than anywhere else in

the world. The lmi)erial Fisheries school at Tokio

have five i)rofessors and four lecturers, and fifty-nine

lecture and living rooms. The school at Hokkaido has

besides lecture rooms, a museum, a cannery for giv-

ing instruction in canning fish, a drier for instruction

in drying fish, a glue plant for utilizng glue products,

and a refrigeration department for showing how to

l)reserve fish in cold storage. Many of the fishermen

in Japan take out students from these schools in their

boats and for this they receive a bounty from the

Government.

"I for one most certainly believe in technical train-

ing for fishermen", said Mr. Howard Smith, Manager
of the firm of N.& M.Smith, Limited, Halifax. "I don't

know that a Technical College could be utilized very

much at first so far as practical instruction goes for

the reason that it would be very difficult to induce even

our younger fishermen to attend such an institution.

Short courses of thoroughly practical instruction giv-

en in fishing villages are what is needed, and such

courses would. 1 think, overcome initial difficulties

connected with attendance.

"It is not of much use trying to change the old fish-

ermen. They are as a rule ignorant and prejudiced

and are quite content to do as their forefathers have

done. They refuse to change their anti(|uated meth-

ods. Indeed they cling to custom with all the tenacity

of barnacles to a rock. Reformation work must begin

with the young as is usual where fundamental condi-

tions have to be reorganized and changed.

"In my o|)inion brainy young men should be chosen

for this work and given appointments for life with a

remunerative salary of say .$2,000 or $2500 yearly.

The instructors should first be given a thorough train-

ing both theoretical and practical in order to fit them
for their work, the education to include sojourns in

Scotland, Norway and Japan in order that they might

study minutely at first hand the improved methods
now in vogue. These instructors would then be in a

position to speak authoritatively and could show our

fi.shermen some residts of improved methods that

woidd certaiidy interest them. For instance, the in-

structor coidd show his da.ss how herring oired by
the Scotch method is easily worth ten dollars. Such a

fact would surely strike home to workers who are only

obtaining four dollars. The instructor could also de-

monstrate how the curing of mackerel by the Norweg-
ian method will without any extra effort on the part

of the worker increase the price i)er barrel by fifteen

dollars. He coidd show his class samples of Norweg-
ian cod. cured by th<' Norweirian jirocess, which sells

at Havana for eleven dollars per hundred pounds as

against .seven dollars for the Canadian product. Inci-

dentally he coultl inform his i)upils that a market at

the door of Nova Scotia consumes 40,000 quintals of

Norwegian cod every year. The instructor w'ho can
inform his students from personal knowledge that by
following modern methods they can raise the price of

their product by from fifty to two hundred and fifty

])er cent should not find much difficulty in making
them sit up and take notice when he proceeds to de-

monstrate.

"It has been stated that the benefits gained by fish-

ermen in Europe through technical training docs not
ensvire the same results here for the reason that the

steam trawler is used almost universally over there.

Any system of technical education must of course be
modified to suit local conditions. At the same time
1 wish to say here that the adoption of the steam trawl-

er would aid greatly in solving the vexed problem of
improved cure. I would have the fishing instructor

show the fishermen of Lunenberg that steam trawling
is as sure to come as that morn follows night.

"There is much work for an instructor to do in
arousing our fishermen to a sense of the importance of
his trade. The deep sea fisheries of Canada are inex-

haustible and more remunerative per square mile of
fishing bank than the finest Western wheat land.

"Look at the position of Halifax as a fish distribut-
ing center. North, East and South, lines can be
drawn radiating through the best fishing grounds in

the world. I say 'best', not even excepting the fam-
ous 'Dogger' Banks or Norwegian grounds in the North
Sea. Our fishery has a marvellous future and we are
only beginning to see its possibilities. With the in-

troduction of scientific methods the tide will turn and
the fisheries of Canada double and treble in volume
within the next couple of decades".

"It may be that our younger fishermen could be
induced to go to school", said Mr. S. Y. Wilson, Manag-
er of A. Wilson & Son, Halifax. "They would the
more readily attend classes if elementary navigation
were taught as well as certain fishing processes. I

think that if conditions warranted such a move, short
courses at various fishing centers would do good. Cer-
tainly education—technical training—is badly need-
ed, but the trouble would be to get our fishermen to
listen to an instructor. Take for instance the matter
of cure. We all know that technical training is un-
doubtedly required in the curing of fish to a very
much greater extent than is realized by the fishermen
as a body. At the same time it is doubtful if one
could interest many of the ordinary fishermen in a
course of instruction in curing. Our Canadian fish-

ermen are hard-working but a short sighted race.
Heredity and custom are allowed to determine their
choice of methods. The children of the fishermen
should be practically educated. In the centres where
a large proportion of the population follow fi.shing it

might be well if nature study in the primary schools
weer given with the principal occupation of the com-
munity in mind. Education is always a slow process.
The intelligence, self control and ability that come
from an union of education and industry are perhaps
in their fullness for the children's children. The life

history of fish should be studied from the egg to the
table.

"Whatever may be said for or against technical
training for the ordinary workers it seems to me that
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the importance of really scientific investigation caH

hardly be over estimated. In my opinion t^e stfldy

of the problems connected with the fishing industry

of a country should not remain outside the scofie ^,
any technical education system.

To obtain really practical results from the educa-

tion of the workers will be a matter of years. In this

connection I have a suggestion to make. If w« are to

hold our own in the fish industry against competition

after tlie war is over, we should begin as soon as pos-

sible to raise the standard of our course. Improvement

in this direction could be rapidly brought about

through the education of merchant curers who would

certainly not be slow in availing themselves of expert

instruction. This has been the experience of'olderi

countries where scientific curing has been most suc-

cessful". _. u.

.

"If it would be possible to give practical instmctiQn

to fishermen", said Mr. H. R. Silver, Manager of tiL

R. Silver, Limited, Halifax, "I believe that the results

would be gratifying. We have seen right here in No-.

va Scotia the benefits that have been conferred upon
the farmer through the efforts of expert instructors.

I refuse to think for one moment that what is possible

in the case of the farmer is impossible in the case of

the fisherman. Only a few years ago the average

farmer of Nova Scotia would look askance at an agri-

cultural professor and listen to his advice tongue in

cheek. Today he not only greets a visiting instructor

with the glad hand but he travels many miles and
spends many days in absorbing agricultural science.

"Now in this country the fishermen today are in the

same condition of the farmer of yesterday. He is gen-

erally content to carry on his business after the man-
ner of his fathers and is heedless of the revolutions

that are being elsewhere effected in his trade. W)iat

is needed now is a specially trained instructor who
would not only give lectures but carry on actual de-

monstrations in the fi.shing community. The indif-

ference of ignorance would most assuredly in time be

exchanged for a lively interest. Of course, most of the

educative work would have to be done among the

younger men. It seems to me that j)roper methods of

cure should be the first lesson taken up. I am aware
that the European fishing schools go in 'for instruction

in packing and net-making. In this country, however,
the exporters have charge of the packing-ahd nets can

be bought cheaper than they can be made by the fish-

ermen.

"We have here in Nova Scotia one of the best equip-

ped technical colleges in America. A class is held there

in Navigation but the fishing industry is not repre-

sented.

"The time perhaps is not yet ripe for a regular fish-

ing class at a central institution, but would it not be

wise to establish now a special department in our
Technical Clollege where individual research could be

carried on in all problems coiniected with tlie catch-

ing, curing and packing of fi.sh? I believe that such a

department could be made of great benefit to the- fish-

ing industry. Of course, the ((uestion of expenses
comes in here. The Technical College is a Provijicial

Institution while the fi.sheries come under the jurisdic-

tion of the; Dominion Government. I would suggest
therefore that tlie Federal Oovernment csUiblish si|ch

a department and llius do for the fislicniicii \\hn\ tliey

have already done for the farmers".
(To !)(' Continue<lJ

Letters to the Editor

To the Editor of The Canadian Fisherman

:

Dear Sir,—In the interests of those fish dealers in

the inland centres of population, who are trying to

encourage the more general use of fish, I would like

to offer a few suggestions.

If the men who ship fish from our Atlantic ports,
and read your paper with as much interest as I do and
will seriously consider the suggestions offered, I be-
lieve the consumption of fi.sh will receive a great im-
petus. My experience has been that inquiries sent out
by telegram, asking for quotations and other informa-
tion, have in many cases not been answered at all, and
in some cases the replies are sent too late to be of any
use.

A prompt reply by wire, would always be ap-
preciated and generally will result in an order.

Another cause for complaint is the neglect to notify
dealers, when unable to fill orders in full.

Shipper should remember that dealers expect to
receive goods ordered, unless advised to the contrary.

A telegram costing 25 or 30 cents would often result
in a saving of one hundred times the cost. According
to the old proverb, which still holds good: "Knowledge
is power." Still another suggestion is, to use suf-

ficient ice to make reasonably sure that fish will carry
in good condition to the inland centres of consumption.
Frequently, in fact, too frequently, fish is delayed,
owing i)ossibly to a danuiged wheel, or neglect in
trans-shipping, and if the fish is only barely iced,
reaches the dealer in a condition, which may not be
altogether bad, but in such shape that the consumer
is not getting the best.

In such cases the fish business gets a "knock."
There is no doubt whatever that the public in general
is willing to eat more fish, providing it can be deliver-
ed to them as fresh as it can possibly be six, eight or
even 1.000 miles from the source of production. I feel

sure that tlie Fish Dealers are only too anxious to
"boost" fish, but the shippers must do their part in
S(;eing that the demand is met, with choice stock and
at as reasonable a price as possible.

Wishing the "Fisherman" and the "Fisheries
Association" continued success. I remain.

Ottawa.

Yours Respectfully,

T. W. C. BINNS.

The importance of the fishing industry in British

Coliinihia is indicated by the number of vessels and
men employed in the business in 1915, viz., 58 steam
fishing vessels (tonnage, 3,761), valued at $1,071,575,
156 sailing and ga.soline vessels, .$573,180 in value; 3,-

076 .sailboats; $217,605 in value; 2,434 gasoline boats,

$1,018,1.50 in value; ;and 190 earrying smacks, $75,650
in value. The total value of vesstds, nets, canneries
fUid. other buildings and the wharves u.s<>d in the. in-

dustry in 1915 amoiyited to about $12,500,000. Of the
20,707 men euiiiloyed, nearly, one-half, or 9,391, were
employed on land, tiie remainder on vessels.
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Who's Who in the Fishing World
:

Wc congratulate Dr. C. McLean Praser, Curator of

the Biological station at D('i)arture Bay, B.C., ou his

election to the Royal Society of Canada, thus entitling

us to i)lace the letters F.R.S.C. after his name and
obviating the nece.ssity of restating that his merit hs

a scientist is fully ackiiow ledged in Canadian scientific

circles.

Dr. Fraser has been in chargo of tlu Biological

station at Departure Bay for the past ten years, and
has been engrossed in important research work, the re-

suifs of which have been embodied in the annual re-

ports of the Biological Board of Canada. Steadily and
certainly he has achieved a notable plates among bio-

logists of international reputation. It will be found,

when the report is published, that his presence on the

sea lion commission gave the decisive turn to the

whole investigation, while his pen graphically depict-

ed the complete life history of that ilepredatory, not
to say piratical, sea animal.

Among his fellow scientists in British Columbia Dr.

Fraser is recognized as a leader, as his recent (dcction

to the j)resideney of the British Columbia Academy of

Science proves. He has been in d<-niand as a l(!cturer

before local iiii])rovement and scientific societies and
has evincef! a commendable disposition to help all

rncpiiring students of science. No gathering of men
i-nteri'sted in the fishery industry on the Pacific is com-
plete without his i)res(?nce, and it is not forgotten
with what appreciation his remarks on the neeil of

Biological resi-arch was received at the first Fish Day
dinner in Vancouver. He associates with American

Scientific Scoieties and is as well known in Washington
and California as he is in British Columbia.

Dr. Fraser was born in Elora, Ont, and graduated
from Toronto University in Science in 1898, and the
University has no alumnus in science whoes talents are
being used in the s' »i .• o I'anada to better advan-
tage and with more credit to himself than Dr. Fraser.
When the real boosting of our Canadian fisheries

comes to be written it will be disclosed how great a
part Dr. Fraser willingly played.

Another Who's Who this month is not a Canadian,
but ill) Englishiuan who is very much interested in the
fisheries of the Pacific Coast. Mr. Thomas Robinson
is a steam trawler owner, fish salesman and general
merchant of Grimsby. England, and though resident

in (treat Britain, is very well known to the trade in

(Canada through his work in introducing Canadian
fish to the British p\d)lic. Our subject was born near
Orimsby in 185;') and after leaving school when fifteen

years old. was a|)])rcnticed to the North Sea fishing

and went throvigh the mill for fourteen years until he
became Captain of his own shij)—a sailing vessel, as
steam was not then generally introduced.

In 1883 he gave up the sea and made a start as a
fish merchant ashore by selling the catches of his own
vessel. It was hard work at first and progress was
very slow, but pluck, grit and perseverance formed a
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business that gradually increased. In 1893 Mr. Robin-
son embarked in the steam fishing and steadily in-

creased his fleet until at the commencement of the

war he was running twenty trawlers.

Our Who's Who was introduced to Canada through
the medium of his daughter who married a gentleman
at Nelson, B.C., Mr. Robinson paid a visit to the Coast
and gave some attention to the fisheries there. During
the course of another visit in 1911, Mr. Robinson be-

came interested in the Canadian Fish and Cold Stor-

age Company, Limited, of Prince Rupert, B.C., and
joined the company as Consulting Director. He imme-
diately supervised the construction of three steamers
for the company, suitable either for trawling or long
line fishing. These vessels, the S.S. Andrew Kelly,

James Carruthers and George E. Foster, were built

in Hull and sent out to Prince Rupert to operate on
the long line halibut fishing out of that port. This was
an entirely new venture, but since its inauguration it

l;as provtni a great success and the vessels are still

making good trips. After the steamers arrived on
the Pacific Coast, Mr. Robinson paid another visit to

Canada and spent some time in Prince Rupert in his

official position. At that time he made arrangements
that frozen fish of the highest quality should be put
up and consigned to the British market. Consign-
ments were sent across during the winter of 1912 with
satisfactory results and Mr. Robinson claims that this

was the first venture whereby glazed, frozen fish were
put on the English market successfully. Since that
date he has managed to overcome the prejudice of the
English public against eating frozen fish and his sales

of frozen Canadian halibut and salmon have steadily
increased. In Mr. Robinson's opinion there is a good
future market in Great Britain, not only for frozen
halibut and frozen salmon, but also for witches, had-
docks, finnans, fillets, etc., if they are properly put up
and frozen so that they will reach England in a soiind
condition.

The fisheries of Canada have a strong representative
as to their quality and value in Mr. Robinson, and he
is ever ready to boost Canadian fish to the British
public. We take great pleasure in introducing him to
the readers of the Canadian Fisherman.

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVAL SERVICE.
Special Instruction in Scotch Herring Curing.

—

Supplementary to the Regulations Made
IJnder the Fish Inspection Act, 1914.

The trade in Scotch-cured herring in the United
States is largely with the Jewish people, and they are
extremely particular as to the quality; size and cure
of the fish.

The right c|uality, graded and cured up to the high
standard demanded by this trade brings high prices,
but fish that are not just exactly as the trade wants
them either remain unsold or are disposed of at very
low prices.

For example, while some Scotch-cured herring from
both Canada and NcwfouiHllaiid last season, wore sold
in New York for $15.00 per barrel, some were sold for
$3.00 and some again could not be sold at all.

With last year's experience before them, the buyers
will therefore be more careful than ever during next
season.

Curers must not forget that Canadian Scotch-cured
herring were sought after by the trade last year for
two reasons;

(1) The limited supplies from Europe and the enor-

mously high prices asked for the small lots of Scotch
and Dutch herring that were available.

(2) The much lower price of Canadian Scotch-cured,
which made them acceptable.

When the best Canadian and Newfoundland Scotch-
cured herring were selling at from $12.00 to $15.00
per barrel, last season, the best herring from Scotland
were selling at from $20.00 to $30.00. It will, there-
fore, be realized that unless Canadian curers can be
advised to exercise the very utmost care in packing
only the best quality during the coming season, they
will surely find that the old prejudice against Cana-
dian Scotch-cured herring in the United States will

become as strong as ever, and will result in the com-
plete shutting out of these after the war is over, and
normal supplies again come in from Europe, at nor-
mal prices.

Curers are therefore very earnestly urged to rigidly

follow the Department's instructions contained in the
Fish Inspection Act and the supplementary pamphlets
that have been issued from time to time, and submit

. their fish for inspection and the brand in order that
buyers may have some assurance as to the quality of
the goods.

Barrels and half-barrels of the size and style describ-

ed in the pamphlet on barrel-making, recently issued

by the Department, are absolutely necessary for this

trade.

At page 22 of the Fish Inspection Act, (copies of

which may be had on application to the Department),
will be found a description of the Scotch method of

Curing herring, and if curers will carefully and intel-

ligently follow that description, there can be no doubt
about producing an article in accordance with the de-

sires of the trade
;
provided always, that fish of the

right quality only are cured in this style.

Lareg coarse fish and spent fish should not be cured
in the Scotch method. The trade does not want these.

Medium sized plump fish are most acceptable, and no
fish larger than the maximum named for "Large
Fulls," on page 22 of the Fish Inspection Act, should

be Scotch-cured for this particular trade.

The fish should not be wasted or soaked in water
before being packed.

They should be perfectly fresh. The closest watch
should be kept for drowned herring,—herring that

have been allowed to remain meshed in the nets for a

day or more.

These should be carefully separated from the fresh

fish, as they cannot be cured, and a few mixed in

would positively endanger the sale of a whole ship-

ment.

The fish should be gibbed and packed within about

fifteen hours after being taken from the water in sum-
mer time.

They should be handled in such a way that the

scales.—or as many as i)ossible.—will adhere to the

fish all through the curing process, in order that they

may retain Uieir silvery sheen when cured and market-

ed."

For convenience in gibbing and grading the fish

should be discharged from the boats into moveable

boxes, measuring about 12 feet in length. 4 to 5 feet

in breadth, and 1 foot in deiitlu The bottom boards

should be half an ineh apart to allow liquid matter to

filter away. The boxes should rest on legs standing

about 20 inches high.

(Continued on Page 250).
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THE ATLANTIC FISHERIES

CANSO, N.S.

(Special correspondence.)

For the last month or so. fishermen in all branches,

with the exception, perhaps of some lobstermen, have
been rejoicingr in the best fishing exjierienced at this

season, for many years. Good fishing weather, with

plenty of fish offshore waiting to be caught, has re-

sulted in large catches with good financial benefit to

those engaged in the industry. With the present cost

of living under war conditions, this satisfactory state

of affairs comes in more than ordfnarily acceptable.

Fishing being the backbone of Canso's industrial life,

good times among the fishermen helps largely to make
good times in the town generally. Trappers, drifters

and line fishermen have all been geting a share of the

big fares. The day after penning my last previous

report, the writer was told of the Mackenzie trap at

White Point stocking almo.st a thousand dollars in

three days. The drifters also have been doing partic-

ularly Avell with the mackerel, lately.

With the 20th of June, the open season for lobster-

ing ends. The season on the whole did not total up as

well, I believe, as last year, though the most of the

lobstermen have had a fair catch. The cold backward
weather conditions of April made that month almost
a blank, and much behind the same month of last year.

Patrol Boat E has been collecting spawn for the hatch-
eries during the season, making regular trips to White-
head, Mulgrave and other points.

CHARLOTTETOWN, P. E. I.

The lobster fishing season in this province closes on
the 26th. except for that small portion of Northumber-
land Strait, between Tape Traverse and West Cape,
where the opening and closing dates are a month later

tlum for the rest of the Island. Owing to the ice around
our coa.st delaying the starting of fishing until some
time after the time allowed by law, an effort was made
to secure an extension of the season. At the last ses-

sion of the Prince Edward Island Development Com-
mission held in Charlottetown about three weeks ago.
the f'oinniittee on Fisheries re])orted in favor of ex-

tending the .season to July 10th, and a resolution to

that effect was passed unanimously by the Commission.
The Committee took the ground that in the districts

where the shipy)ing of live lobsters is the principal
branch of the industry that the season is one hundred
days longer than in those sections, where canning is

carried on exclusively, thus suggesting the idea that
the influence of those representing the live lobster in-

dustry dominated the council that formidated the regu-
lations.

In this province, canning is carried on almost ex-
clusively, very few. if any live fish, being shipped,
and under the most favorable conditions sixty-one days
is the maximum limit, for the greater part of our fish-

ing territory. In many instances, heavy ice prevented
fishing np to May 30th this year, and in one section

between East Point and St. Peters on the north side,

no lobsters were trapped until about May 31st. Even
the full two months' season, allowed by law—April
26th June 26th, for the early district—is short as com-
pared with other parts of the Maritime Provinces;
hence the handicap to otir Island fishermen is quite
obvious.

"If the present regulations are continued," said the
Committee, "the smaller concerns will be obliged to
give up operating canneries on their own account, and
the industry will eventually fall into the hands of
monopolists which would be decidedly detrimental to
the interests of the comninnity. If a season of reasonable
length is permitted and regulations strictly enforced,
there is no danger of lob.sters being exterminated.
What is wanted is a rigid enforcement of the close
season."

It was decided to have a conference this fall, of
packers and fishermen from different parts of the Isl-

and, in order that regulations be formulated which
will meet natural conditions and give the Island an
opportunity to carry on canning on an equal footing
with other parts of the Maritime Provinces.

At the time of writing it was not known whether an
extension of the season would be granted or not. Fish-
ing has been good and although it fell off .somewhat be-
tween the 12th and 19th, the pack promises to be fully
up to the average, and ahead of last year. The Frenoh
embargo has caused considerable uneasiness, and as a
large part of the Island pack has been sent to Prance,
there is a disposition in some quarters not to insist
upon an extension in the event of the increased catch
tending to adversely affect prices. Scarcity of bait
this season has been reported from a number of sec-
tions. In order to meet any disadvantage which might
arise out of the closing up of the French market dur-
ing the war the Commission recommended that the
President, F. R. Heartz take up the question with the
Department of Trade and Commerce with the object
of having the Department advertise lobsters through-
out Canada and the TTnited States in order to increase
the consumption in the markets to which we have
access.

It was pointed out that the Federal Government,
during a season when apples were a super-abundant
crop, had carried on an advertising campaign in order
to find a market for this fruit. Wherefore a movement
to popularize the lobster and increase its consumption
at home, would be in order.
With regard to other branches of the fisheries, the

following recommendations were approved of by the
Commission :

—

(a). Encouragement should be offered fishermen
to locate in this [iroviuee mid engage in dooj) sea
fishing.
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This is capable of great development. We lost many
of our deep sea fishermen when the mackerel left our

shores about twenty-five years ago. We are situated

right on the fishing grounds. Expensive boats are

not required. Fishermen can harbor on land every night

and dress their catch ashore. Hundreds of fishing

vessels from the States, Nova Scotia and New Bruns-

wick frequent our coasts and make money. Why
should not Islanders learn a lesson from them?

(b). Our fishing advantages shoidd be advertised

in the fishing districts of the North Sea, with a view

to interest intending immigrants.

(c). The Government should i)rovide technical edu-

cation for fishermen, with regard to catching, dressing

and curing fish, .also with regard to navigation and the

handling of marine motor engines.

There is a scarcity of trained men for curing and

treating fish.

(d). The Dog Fish Pest shoixld be removed by hav-

ing these fish reduced to fertilizer oil, or cured and
dried for fox feed, for which, as experiment has

proved, they are admirably adapted.

(e). Fishermen should co-operate by forming com-

binations of about ten men who coidd work jointly,

sharing expenses. Let part of their outfit be a codfish

trap, which could be used when the fish are inshore.

When they move to deep water they could be followed

with trawls; two men in a lobster boat with a trawl

of 1,000 hooks.

The Committee, in their report on the oyster fisher-

ies, pointed out that there has been a falling off at the

rate of DOO barrels per year since 1896, and that this de-

pletion is largely due to reckless methods of fishing.

Steps should be taken to assist private cultivation,

and the placing of the enterprise on a practical and
commercial basis. The improvement of the natural

beds is of the greatest importance, as on the conserva-

tion of the oysters still remaining on these beds, one

must depend for spot production, for their replenish-

ment. The Committee recommended:

(a). A close season for a term of years in conjunc-

tion with an active campaign against star fish, ,and

the removal of silt deposits from the beds, or, if there

should be no close season, the establishments of a

strong patrol system to prevent illegal fishing.

(b). The payment of a boiinty on star fish.

(c). The leasing of barren bottoms for private cul-

tivation ; with Governmental assistance, and the non-

imposition of a rental or tax whilst the industry is

being developed. Instead a royalty or barre Itax

might be substituted.

(d). The Provincial Government should aid the

Federal in protecting private beds.

(fs). Owners of private beds should be allowed to

procure for seed, snudl oysters which grow on flats and
shoals and which are now killed every winter by tlie

ice.

(f). The Government should secure an oystiu- ex-

'pert from abroad to educate our local oyster growers.
The Committee on Fisheries of the Develoi)ment

('ommission consists of A. J. McFadyen, of Tignish.

chainTian. manager of .1. TI. Myriek & Co., W. F. Tid-

marsh, Charlottetown, manager for the Portlaiul Pack-
ing Co. W. P. Callaghan. St. Louis, L. D. MncNutt,
Malpeqtie, and D. F. Macdonald, Souris. They repre-

sent the industry in all its branclies, and include tho

largest lobster packers on the Tshiiul.

IN NEWFOUNDLAND.

(From Our Own Correspondent).

The fishery season is now in full swing; and from
various parts of the coast we get a daily report of oper-

ations. The general outlook is promising.

The Bank fishery is possibly the best we have had to

record in many years for first baitings, and news from
the southern ports is most encouraging. Several Grand
Bank and Burin vessels as well as others in Fortune
Bay have broiight in large trips. Capt. Tom Hollett

and Capt. Thornhill of Grand Bank are the respective

claimants to the highliner position ; but we are not in

a position to state to whom the bouqiiet belongs.

The following arrivals have been reported to the

Customs: the Frank Adams, of St. Jacques, 950 qtls;

the Stella, Metamora, Blva, Blanche, IJtowana, Ore-

gon, Elsie Norman and the Ornate with fares varying
from 600 qtls to 950. The vessels report fish plentiful,

but all of them experienced very rough weather.

The big Labrador fleet are now on the move. Many
of the schooners from the northward had quite an un-

usually long tie-up in St. John's after they bad got

their supplies. Most of them are now away either on
the French Shore or bound to the Straits.

The S.S. Diana which took down the Blanc Sablon
dealers of Grant who is agent for Job Brothers re-

turned yesterday after landing the crews at destination.

The ship reports no ice anywhere along the coast but

a few small bergs in the Straits. There was a good sign

of fish at Greenly Island and Isle an Bois, and there is

an abundance of caplin in deep water.

The outlook for the shore fishery around Conception
Bay, in Placentia Bay, and generally around the coast

is quite cheering. Caplin arc reported as being plenti-

ful ; and it looks as if the trapmen were going to gather

a very abundant harvest. Already along the Southern
Shore at Tor's Cove, Witless Bay, good work has been
done and some traps have landed nearly a hundred

quintals.

A very remarkable feature about this section of the

coast this season is the increase in the number of mo-
tor skiffs and boats. It was feared that the extra-

ordinarily high price of motor fuels was going to have
a disastrous effect on this special phase of our indus-

try ; but it seems as if the progressive spirit has taken
a strong hold on younger fishermen especially. This

is a wholesome indication of the advancement of the

fishery business. We are getting out of the rut which
we had been furrowing for centuries, and we are be-

ginning to realize wliat modern methods mean both as

earnings factors and agencies for lessening the luird-

ships connected with the fishery.

The class of boats turned out this winter are ex-

cellent models. Many of them were built in Bonavista

Bay which has the reputation of |)roducing the best

thing in the boat line in the Colony. A special class

of engine has been provided to meet tlie requirements
of the fishermen—nearly every maker is manufactur-
ing a type whicli will give good value and stand lots of

rough usage. It is really remarkable how our young-
er fishermen tak(> on to tlie motor engine business.

Tliey seem to be able to effect repnirs that phase the

ordituiry shop nuM-hanie.

The Herring Outlook.

Some good sales of Spring herring were iwnAr vr

cently at $4.25. Tliei'e is little oi- no demand for
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Scotch cure. Operations are going on actively in the

liorrinn- centres, in Placentia, Notre Dame, St. George s

an.l Bonne Bav. It is not knovn yet whether the close

season for tlie seining of herring will he enforced

(from June 10 to September 1). Last year the Govern-

or-in-Councii on the advice of the Minister of Maruie

and Fisheries suspended the law. Pos.sibly,. the sus-

pension will continue this year.

Some of our local packers got their fingers burned

souH'what badly last season in the Scotch cure bus-

iness. Tlie approaching warm weather will have a de-

l)ressing effect on this brand : but we really cannot

understand why our products cannot get a stronger

hold on the American market. Some time ago wo saw

a quotation of $24 for Shetland goods and $30 for

Castlebays. The fact is that we must get down to the

smaller package and get our goods into kegs or tubs.

We can do this very readily: but it behoves somebody

with initiative to move.

The Lobster Fishery.

The lobster fishery in Placentia and Fortune Bays

has opened well : and the catch is fully fiftv per cent,

better than it was last year, though from present indi-

cations the catch will not be large. Fewer fishermen

are engaged in it: and the price will likely he around

!t!l4..'i0. Much depends upon the nossibility of. getting

access to the French market, where an emharffo has

been placed on all such luxuries as lobsters. We over-

did the lobster industry for some time: and perhaps

after all the shortage of fishermen engaged in the bus-

iness now may prove to he a hlessinsr in distrin'se. Ger-

many was our best customer before the war.

Codfish Deals.

It is announced that Great Britain has negotiated

for the purchase of the entire Norwesrian catch. From
^

a commercial standpoint this is not .satisfactory to us.

There is a feeling abroad that we are not getting our

share of the British fi.sh trade; and it is said that

representations will be made by the Board of Trade

to have this looked into. Premier Morris is now in

Fnerland. and he will doubtless he able to give the mat-

ter clo.ses attention. A small auantitv of last year's

shore catch came into St. John's durint? the month:

but the prices naid for it were rather a disappointment

to those who had kept it over. The quality was not

of the best. The rcjrular market quotations prevail-

''wft to-day are

:

I nrre. medium, and small merchantable. it!.')..')0 to .*fi 00

I jirjre. medium, and small Madeira $5.00 to itfi ."lO

Soft Labrador rnractieallv no demand) $3..^0

Lar.».. and small West India $3.00 to $8..'"iO

The Oporto market which caused us such anxiety

some time aeo has panned out very satisfactorilv. A

message to the Department of Marine and Fisheries

«ome davs apo stated that the prices of fish arranffcd

hv the Control of Supplies Svstem were from 43 to 4.'i

nbillinirs per ouintal ni2 lhs.1 for large fish, and

from 30 to 41 shillings for small. This is by no means

i'ii«atisfactory.

Fish Exports for May.
From outports:

D'-v Fish : To Europe 22.036 ^tls.

Pickled Fish : To United States 3,660^4' q^ls.

and 1.428'/. barrels of herring.

From St. .Tobn's—Drv Godfi^h:

To Brazil 20,439 qtls.

To Europe 21.232 "
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To Canada 3,000
"

To West Indies 4,249
"

To United Kingdom 536
"

To United States 109 "

49,565 qtls.

Tile increase of shipments in dry fish is for the

month compared with 1915, 12,180 quintals. In pickled

fish we have an increa.se of 1,232% qtla.

Oilfl.

There has been a temporary decline in Codoil. The
latest sales were made by the F. P. U. at $160 i>er tun.

Job Brothers have sent out a con.si(lerable shipment

by their auxiliai-y "Alembic" to New York. There is

now very little oil available. The market, however,

should not decline to any appreciable extent, as we
have only one whaler, "The Cacholot," operating this

year. Slie is operating at Hawkes Harbor, Labrador.

Notes.

Th(\ latest arrivals from the Banks at Burn's are:

Ella C. Ilollett, 700 qtls.: Susan E. Inkpen, 800 qtls.;

Mooanam, 700 qtls. Several new purchases have ar-

rived, the latest being the "Lawson," owned by Baine,

Johnstone and Co. She is now in dry dock for an over-

hauling. The other vessels reported last month are

now on their way south or across the herring pond.

We wish them success.

LUNENBURG.
(Special Correspondence).

The Lunenburg fleet has with very few exceptions,

again made good and the catches at the high figure

offered will surely make big money for both men and
owners.

. "^^t first, when the spring winds were raging on the
' liariks, the vessels' losses were heavy, many of them
losing much of their gear, including anchors and cables.

Then it was felt that there might be blue days ahead
for the fishermen, but fish were plentiful and the

weather improved, and when the vessels began to ar-

rive the signals were all set for prosperity. The only

drawback is that the fish are not of nmch size, and
there is not a big demand for small stock. Good fish,

however, are bringing unusually highp rices; cod being

quoted as high as $7.25 with haddock at $5.75. The
average price ranged from $7.00 to $7.10. Two years

ago one, or two cargoes sold for $7.50 on frozen bait-

ing, but this is not a general thing.

About all of the frozen baiting catches for this

si)ring. which were landed in Ai)ril were sold at an
early date and nearly all have been delivered. It will

readily be seen that these vessels with full fares, and
[trices ruling around $7.00 will yield big dividends to

all concerned which certainly will make good times for

Lunenburg.
I)esj)ite the rough weather this spring there was

no loss of life on thp Banks, but two sad drowning ac-

ci(lents occurred after the vessels were in port, one
at Lunenburg and one at Lallave, in each instance

the cause being thi' same. overloM'lin" the dory wlien

landing fish.

These accidents occur year ancr year, and the

tragedies seem all the greater after enduring the hard-

ships of a banking tri|) to come home to be drowned
within sight of their own doors. It seems as if there

should he some gauge for the load, and the captains

of the schooners shotil^ ^y^'flt.-^^f ^^^¥ * reasonable
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quantity of fish should be taken ashore, especially

when there is a heavy sea running.

An exchange speaking of the Norwegian catch specu-

lates as to what the British Government will do with

that produce as they are reported to have contracted

for it to prevent its going to Germany, and further

remarks that it is unlikely that these fish will be

wanted in England, and that the trade here are wonder-

ing if they will meet them in competition in markets

which Nova Scotia supplies. This may be the case

in some localities, but as far as Lunenburg is concern-

ed there have been many inquiries for Lunenburg fish,

offering big freights and good prices. The Cork
market is also anxious for our product and the prices

quoted are good. Yarmouth merchants are also said

to have had inquiries from these ports.

The bankers have practically all been refitted for

the summer trip, and have sailed with every prospect

of a good season. Despite the fact that many of the

former crews are at the front fighting for the Empire,

and there were fears that it would be hard to secure

men, there appeared to be no difficulty in getting crews

this season and the number of young men to man the

dories seemed equal to other years, though, of course,

it must be remembered that the number of schooners

is not as large as formerly.

The following is a list of the schooners which have
made landings this season, those with the larger catches

being the total for both trips:

Catch
Schooner. Master. qtls.

James Douglas—Romkey 1,000

Matanzas—Vickie 800

M. M. Gardner—Backman 1,000

Lilian B. Corkum—Corkum 1,370

Henry W. Adams—Zinck 750

Lauretta Frances 1,175

ITda A. Saunders 1,000

Lucille M. Smith 950

F. M. Toro—Corkum 900
Elsie M. Hart—Corkum 675

Mary D. Young—Spindler 900
John B. Young—Himmelman 750

Clintonia—Mack 1,400

J. Burton Cook—Cook 1,200

W. T. White—Knock 1,200

Frances W. Smith—Mossman 1,200

Vivian Smith—Knickle 900
Delawana—Cook 1,300

H. H. Macintosh—Wynacht 1,170

Carrie L. Hirtle—Hirtle 1,200

Anracania—Hebb 1,200

Aricola—Knickle 650
Donald L. Creaser—Creaser 600
Lucile B. Creaser—Creaser 700
Marion Mosher—Mosher 800
Elsie L. Corkum—Mosher 650
Vera J. Himmelman—Conrad 1,000
Lucile M. Schnare—Schnarc; 800
Benevolence—Corkum 1,100
Warren M. Winters—Allen 1,000
Muriel Winters—Winters 900
J. I). Hazcn—Himmelman 1,100
Muriel E. Walters—Walters 1,000
R. L. Borden—Himmelman 1,000
W. H. Smith—Naas 700
(;ceil Beck—Heisler 900
Earl Grey—Shupe 800
Mary Fleming—Silver 900

Marion Silver—Silver .... 700
Doris L. Corkum—Corkum 1,250
Marjorie MeLashen—Wamback 1,100
Gigantic—Parks 750
Elsie M. Porter—Eisenhauer 800
Hawanee—Cook 800
Doris V. Myra—Myra 1,050
Revenue—Zinck 700
W. C. Maekay—Diehl 1,300
James Parker—Home 700
Itaska—Ritcey 950
Jennie E. Ritcey—Ritcey 800
Frank J. Brinton—Gilfoye 1,000
Lewis H. Smith—Westhave 700
The sehr. "Lucille B. Schnare" has since been run

down on Grand Bank by a British warship. Two of the
crew are reported missing.

ST. JOHN'S, N.F.

(Special Correspondence).
The Labrador Fishery.

The Labrador fishing fleet, especially those from
Conception Bay, are moving, and in a week or so will

have arrived on the Labrador coast.

From all accounts the fleet this year will not num-
ber more than seven hundred sail, owing in a large
measure to the number of the young men who have
enlisted during the last few months in the Navy and
Army.

Those young fishermen who have enlisted were
amongst the very best men for the fisheries, and some
of them were masters of fishing schooners themselves.
The loss of such men as these to the industry is incal-

culable, and it is not unlikely that the Labrador catch
for this season will on the whole be smaller than that
for some years past. It is extremely likely that this

fishery will open much earlier than last year; last

spring the ice remained on the Labrador coast till July,
and in consequence navigation on the coast was danger-
ous, especially on the northern end, while the presence
of ice made the setting of traps imposible.
At the present time, judging from late reports re-

ceived, the Labrador coast is almost entirely free from
ice, and if the present winds still continue it is not un-
likely that this fishery will be in places, more than a
month ahead of last year. Forerunners of the main
Labrador fleet have arrived on the coast since early
in May ; these have the object in view of securing the
best trap berths, and on account of the keen enuilation

existing this year to secure the best berths along the
coast, the main body of the fleet wil start about June
15th, which is ahead of most former years by some
days. It is said that gill net fishing will be a feature
of this season ; these nets were first introduced into
that fishery last year by Capt. Hollett. of Burin, in

his banking schooner, and his siiccess has, W(> learn,

iiuhiced many others to purchase such equi])moiit this

.spring, in St. John's, with other supplies, and it is

expected that they will be used largely this summer.
The following is a list of vessels which cleared for

the Labrador fishery, and Straits, up to June 3rd.,

with their tonnage, and crews :

—

Port Vessels Tons Crew
Concejition Harbour 1 54 41
Spaniard's Bay 1 77 62
Twillingate 39 1739 297
Little Bay Bulls 7 302 50
Channel 9 99 30
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The Shore Fishery.

The shore fishery for both hook and line men has

begun, but as yet there are no large catches to report.

The following reports were posted yesterday in the

Board of Trade Rooms, from the Customs Officers on

different parts of the coast:— (From Ro.se Blanche

Harbour to Le Cou).

"During the week five schooners arrived from

Cape Breton shore with from forty to seventy

quintals each. The catch is 10,220 quintals, and for

the last week 260 quintals. Not much is doing at pres-

.nt as bait is very scarce, and all the shore boats are

away, fishing at other parts of the coast." (From

Southern Head to Knight's Cove Pt. on the east coast).

"Prospects are very poor, and there is very little fish

reported on the grounds. The liners are well supplied

with herring bait, but have done very little. 11 traps

and from eight to fourteen hook and liners are fish-

ing. The total catch is 260 quintals."

(From Colinet Island to the Head of Salmonier on

the South coast).

"The traps are not yet out, but some twenty boats

are fi.shing. the catch to date is 1500 quintals, with five

hundred for last week. Prospects are fairly good and

there is some herring for bait, but it is not plentiful.

The fishermen from the outer grounds report cod

))lentiful but bait scarce." (From Twillingate to

Trump Island on the North Coast).

"The catch is 477 quintals with 16 for last week.

Thirty-five or forty-five trai)s are fishing, but no boats

or skiffs. The trap fishing is rather poor, as part of

the week the water was too rough for all to attend to the

traps. A few scattered places did fairly well, but the

others very poorly. The seines got nothing owing to

the heavy sea. A good sign of salmon continues, and
caplin is getting plentiful. Prospects are not much
improved."
The fi.shing villages around St. John's, have re-

ported little or nothing to date, although all the traps

are out, and hook and line men are on the grounds
every day.

The number of men engaging in the shore fishery

this year is very great, and is more than last year.

This is accounted for by the excellent prices which
l)revailed for fish last fall, and which is inducing
many who engaged at other work to resume the fish-

ery, but still more is it due to the large number of men
who are engaging with the a.ssistance of motor boats.

The introduction of motor boats into this fishery is

most striking. Thr Trade Review speaking on the

subject estimates that there arc now in use in the fish-

eries in the country over 3,000 motor boats, of which
it believes over four hundred have been introduced du-
ring the spring for the fishery this summer. The intro-

duction of motor boats will incidentally mean that

those who use them—like those who used them last

year—will be enabled to go farther off the coast in a

day than ever before, and will thus participate in the

advantages of fishing on grounds never yet touched.
The total shore fishery catch for this year therefore

;

if the fish are found moderately plentiful may be ex-

pected to be larger than for some years past. The
favourite motor engines with the majority of the fish-

ermen seem to be the Acadia, Bridgport. Fairbaiiks.

(faille Perfection. Ferro, Coaker and Mianus.
The Straits Fishery.

The fishing fleet for the .Straits of Belle Isle have
nearly all left for their destination. Latest reports for

there are most encouraging, and show signs of a large

amount of fish striking in. The Deputy Minister of

Customs received word from Blanc Sablon recently

that both fish and ca])lin have struck in from Bonne
Esperance to West St. Modiste. Traps are getting

from twenty to thirty quintals per day, and prospects

for good fishing are in evidence. This report is con-

sidered good, and those schooners which are in that

vicinity will have little difficulty in securing full loads

in a few weeks, if the present weather conditions hold

good.

The Bank Fishery.

The entire western banking fleet, of the districts of

Burin, Grand Bank, and Fortune Bay principally have
arrived in port and are now securing baitings, to re-

sume the voyage on the (iraiid Banks. One of these

schooiu'rs the Gorden W. ITollett, Capt. Tom Ilollett

arrived at Burin last week to replenish her bait supply,

and had on board at the time 1.000 quintals of cod,

which was taken in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and on
the Qnero Bank. Cod was reported plentiful. The
Gorden Ilollett has since secured a .sufficient baiting,

and will resume fishing on the Grand Banks, for the

next few months. This ves.sel has already secured
this year since fishing opened early in the spring 2,200
quintals. On the banks off Cape St. Mary's there is

good fishing, and rejiorts from there are to the effect

that herring bait is plentiful and prospects are bright.

A large number of the fleet, however, are waiting to

secure caplin baiting before resuming the voyage. Cap-
lin have just struck in, in several places around the
south, and west coasts, and in Holyrood in Conception
Bay, and in a few more days it is expected that the
entire banking fleet will have baited and .sailed for
the banks with their fresh and attractive baiting.

The Herring Fishery.
To date the Herring fishery in Bay of Islands, and

Bonne Bay on the west coast has been very poor, and
unless a great strike in of the fish occurs during the
next few days, this season's fishery will he a failure.

The Salmon Fishery.
It appears that salmon are again returning to the

coasts in plenty, and reports all along the south, and
west coasts are to the effect that the size of the fishery
is much larger than last year's, and that the fish are
returning to large sections of the coast which have been
practically deserted for twenty years or Tnore.

The Lobster Fishery.
The lobster fi.shery has ojiened well, and in those

sections of the country where the industry is being
engaged in, the fishery is fully 100 per cent better
than at this time la.st year, but against this is the fact
that there are thirty per cent less packers engaged this

year than last and in conscfiuence, the total returns
will not, at the most, be above the average.

The Tnrbot Fishery.

This industry was engaged in on a commercial scale
for the first time on record, in this country, last year.
The fishery was prosecuted at the solieitation of a
Gloucester firm who came to Newfoundland, and
offered excellent prices to induce the fishermen to en-
gage in the industry. This fish is jileiitiful in nearly
all the Bays of the island.

Last year considerable fishing was done in 1 rinity

i'-ay and the fish was found very plentiful there, the
total cateh being sold to the Gloucester buyers. The
Trade Review referring to this fishery said recently:
"Out in the deep water of all the Bays, particularly
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in Trinity Bay, they are to be found all the year

round. The industry is growing there rapidly and

is becoming a valuable asset to the fishermen."

Cod Oil.

Owing to the largel number of people who are

going into the work of buying and refining cod oil

this season, and the good prospects for making it

a most remunerative industry if properly carried on,

the' 'Minister of -Marine and Fisheries has passed

"An Act respecting the Refining of Cod Liver Oils."

The bill enacts that henceforth no on eshall engage

'in the business of refining cod liver oil, without

having first obtained a licence, from the Department

of Marine and Fisheries, under a high penalty. Also

no person shall export from Newfoundland any re-

fined Cod Liver Oil without having the same first

inspected and branded, imder a high penalty for so

doing. The Department of Marine and Fisheries

has received during the last month many hundred ap-

plications from persons for licenses to engage in the

industry this year. The number of persons engaging

will be greater than ever before. The value of the

industry to the country last year was approximately

one million dollars, while with the system and new
regidations that will prevail this year will likely make
the industry greatly more valuable.

As against this however, has come a decline Iti price

of that article during the last week, which is thought

not unlikely to be the result of so many engaging in

the work of refining oil. Many of the keenest deal-

ers to confirm this probability assert that the decline

is not at all only a temporary one, but is likely to

remain so. Common cod oil which during the spring

and till early in June sold at $180 per tun now sells

for $150 per tun, and the market is weak at this fig-

ure.

Considerable quantities of new oil will be coming to

St. John's during the next few weeks.

Codfish.

The tendency is for a decline in jirices in this com-
. modity. Early in the month, merchantable fish was
quoted at $6.00 to $6.50 per quintal.

h- . At the present time this quality of fish is offering

for $5.70 to $6.00. from schooners. Labrador fish is in

poor demand ; the price is from $3.00 to $3.50 per
quintal, but of this fish there is very little offering.

Herrinff.

There is a poor demand for herring (Newfound-
land) at the present time in the American market, the

herring eating season there being over for some months
to come. Under the supervision of inspectors the

catch this spring was put \i|i almost entirely in the
Scotch method, aiitl as a result the catch packed in bar-

rels during the snring is fetching better prices than
heretofore. As high as $8.00 is being paid for Scotch
pack, while round herring in the ordinary barrels is

fetching about $4.25 per barrel.

Lobsters.

Owing to the exceedingly small lots of lobsters that

are being offerer! to the local trade, the price has ad-
vanced n little lately, and now remains nt $15.00 per
case. No new pack has yet come in but the |>resent

prices wonld in any ca.se likely remain so. as the
^nKiiint^t9],b^ parketed is exccptinnnlly small.

)rft T<,^ ..c.O.Pr ^r. ,; Cod Oil.

Almost the entire stocks have been cleaned out dur-

,.,^ the month, principally to New York buyers. Small

lots are held by Job Bros. & Co. and the F.P.U. Refined
oil stands at $2.60 per gallon; common cod oil from its

recent decline sells at $150 per tun.

Pish Exports for May.
The returns for the fish exi)orts from Newfoundland

during the moiitli of May were posted yesterday at the
Board of Trade rooms. They were: ^*t follows.;

From St. John 's Dry fish.

To Brazil 20,439 quintals
To Europe 21,232 "
To Canada 3.000 "
To West Indies 4,249 "
To United Kingdom 536 "
To United States .... 109 "

Total 49,565 quintals
Also Seal Oil 306 tuns
Cod Oil 180 "
Cod Liver Oil 1,101 gals.
Barrels of Herring 1,9281/2 brls.

Seal Skins 153 "
From Outports Dry Fish.
To Europe 22,936 quintals

From Outports Pickled Fish.
To United States .... 3,660 quintals cod.
To United States . . . . 1,428 barrels of herring.

Britain Buys Norway's Catch.
The New York 'Sun' of recent date contains the

news that the entire catch of Codfish for 1916, in Nor-
way, has been bought by the British Government.
This of course is to forstall the German buyers, of a
very sustaining food. The Trade Review of St. John's
says regarding this: — " From a purely business
standpoint it would have been better for us if Ger-
many had got tlie fish again, as, in that case. New-
foundland would have a better chance of supplying
the British demand and that of her allies. Apart from
this consideration it is a remarkable fact that as Great
Britain and her allies want fish, that we, a part of the
British Emjiirc, have not been given an opportun-
ity to sell a portion, at least, of our catch to them, in-
stead of taking it all from a neutral nation. Possibly it

may not be too late for our Governments and "the
Board of Trade to make arrangements with the Admir-
alty to ])urchase a i)ortion of our. codfish. This shows
the necessity for a Newfoundland Trade Agent in Lon-
don to look out for the trade interests of the Colony.'"
The returns of the Norwegian fishery up to June

6th has been posted at the Board of Trade. They are

:

June 6th 1916 47,000,000 codfish
June 9th 1915 61,200,000 codfi.sh

Table of Fish Exports up to Date.
The following is the Table of Fish exports, as pub-

lished at the Board of Trade Rooms, and bringing the
exports for the year up to June 9th :

—

Codfish, Quintals 1015. 1916.
Portugal ".

. ''25.304 39.230
f^paiii 28.304 60.551
Italy l,-,.261 10,487
British West Indies 26,896 40.090
Brazil 147,370 1.54,140
Dominion of Canada 5.607 5.,302

England 4.262 22,488
Scotland

United States .vjo 4.709
Other Parts 23.92.3 33.064

Seal oil, Tuns
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T'iiite<l Kinpjaotn 14 144

Otlicr i.arts 39 1,685

Cod Oil, Tvms.
I'liited Kiiifrdom 395 3o4

otlicr |>:i!ts 852 1,100

Seal Skins

United Kiiigilf>m 736 1.150

Oth.T Parts 4,556 63.312

Mackerel & Herring, brls 14.414 31.741

Cod Liver Oil, Tuns 55 129

Lobster Boxes 3.48J 2,981

Trout, Brls 21 81

St. Pierre.

Thi' i)ossil)ility of tho Fivneh Colony of St. Pierre be-

ing annexed by Newfoundland is spoken of in offieial

cireles. This is im])ortant inasnnieh as. the little p;roup

of islands off the Newfouiullaiul eoast known as St.

Pierre and Miquelou is all that is left in the North

Atlantie of what was once a prreat Colonial Dominion

of France. Mi(|uel()n has a few fishermen and farmers,

but no harbours. St. Pierre however, is a lively little

town of 6.000 practically all of whom are French, and

all are fisherfolk. Till" 1888 St. Pierre was the most
prosperous of towns, but in that year the passagre of the

"Bait Act" prevented the French from pettinjj bait

from Newfoundland which was a severe blow to the

main trade and industry of the little island, never-

theless the indomitable French s])irit )>revailed and
together with the assistance in bounties which the

French Government at home has paid yearly to these

fishermen, accordinpr to the size of their catch, the fish-

ery has been carried on.

Of the £20.000 bounties voted in 'le chambre des com-
munes' in France in 1914 for the assistance of the

"grrand" fisheries £15.000 was appropriated to the

fishery at St. Pierre and Miquelon. The interest shown
heretofore by the French home government in induc-

ing the people to engage in this fishery, is accounted
for by the fact that almost all those who engaged were
members of the French Navy, and the Oovernment al-

ways regarded this industry as a training school for

the Navy, and on this account previous to the war all

suggestions re the tiny colon v's eroing to the English
Government has been repelled in France.

With the advent of the war. in accordance with the
comnuin<l of the French minister of Marine, the crews
of the irreat fleet of St. Pierre bankers, steam trawlers,

and the Metropolitan fleet were nearly all called to

serve in the Navy. and. altogether, only einrhtv fishine

craft of all kinds fished on the banks from that port
last year, while the present year's fleet will br' even
con.sidcrablv less than this.

The idea of acquisition bv Newfoundland was sug-
crested by the recent neeotiatiojis. which have led to

the relaxation for the term of the war of tbe so called

"Bait Act", by the Newfoundland Government, in

view of the shortar^e of fish in France, and induced bv
the friendly relations between the two srovernments,
at present. Since the suspension of that prohibitive
measure considerable fratle has been done between St.

Pierre and Newfoundland, and thus a more intimate
connection has been established, and for some time
nast Mr. T. Bidel. aeent for a larcre St. Pierre fish firm

b'Y* taken offices in St. John's, and is doing a very
,
.large bnsijiess in buvinc and exportinc fish to St. Pier-
re, and France. If St. Pierre and Miquelon are haiul-

ed over to Newfoundland, it will mean that one of the
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largest sources of fish for France will have been tak-

en away.

A New Fishing Industry Being Established.

The Ncwfouudiand American Packing Co., has be-

gun the erection of its big new fish plant, at Bay Bulls,

a small fishing village about twenty miles south of St.

John's. The erection of the piers necessary for the

jilant are now well underway, and are being rushed

to completion as speedily as possible. A lot of machin-
ery for the i)lant has already arrived in St. John's from
America. Mr. W. Ellis contractor of St. John's is

constructing the plant. Mr. E. St. John Hpwley (a

native of St. John's but for many years in the United
States) will be the manager of the business when
established. Tbe enterprise is being financed by two
prominent American capitalists. The Thomas Hubbard
Co. of New York, and Mr. E. F. Searles a prominent
Boston multimillionaire. In July or Aug. the Com-
pany expects to have the plant ready for operation. It

will consist of a cold storage plant, a packing plant, an
oil refinery, a plant for the manufacture of fertilizer

from the fish offal. The contract for the construction
of the plant was about $150,000, while altogether be-

fore the close of the present year no less than .$250,000

is expected to be spent altogether on, and in connection
with the plant. The company will handle cod, salmon,
herring, caplin. haddock, and other fishes. The pack-
ing rooms will be a three story building 50 x 100 feet,

giving a square foot capacity of 15.000. A dryer in the
huilding will have a capacity of 200 qtls. of salt bulk
cod every 36 hours. The machinery for manufacturing
fertilizer, which will be done in a building 30 x 70 ft.

will be purchased from the American Process Co.
which will manufacture 500,000 lbs. of fish offal per
day. All the fish products that the Co. will pack the
present year will be put up in cans, chiefly one pound,
the covers of which will be clamped on by a swift new
process, the patent rights of which they have secured
from the American inventor. This process eliminates
the necessity of soldering, altogether.

The herring will be put up in oval cans kippered,
and also with tomato sauce. The lobsters and cod
tongues will be preserved in round tins. Smoked her-
ring, .salmon, and codfish will also be preserved. Orders
have already been placed with the American Can Co.
for 500.000 of their patent one pound tin cans. The
Company has also placed an order with the Robert
Oair Co. of Brooklyn. New York for some hundred
thousand and various sized jiapcr boxes, for boneless
and shredded codfish. The cardboard used is scien-

tifically treated, with parafinc, and, when filled will

be wrajiped. and sealed in transparent paper hermetic-
ally, and free from air and water. The two piers will

have an area of 25.000 feet.

The ])lant at its opening this summer will employ
100 persons. It will mean a good thing for the peo-

l>le of Bay Bulls and the locality, and will incidentally
be a good advertisement for the ^^ple country.

Newsy Briefs.

The salt imported into St. John's to date since Jt\n.

1st amounts to 32.937 hhds. as against 19.054 for the
corrcspoiuling period last year. '' ' '•

La.st year at this time theiie waa ft «a!t 'fa'«i?ne

throughout the country, and resulted in the loss of
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thousands of quintals of fish which could not be cured.

The Government anticipating the repetition of this hap-

pening again this year, owing to shortage of tonnage

wert most active in seeing that such would not occur

again.

Contrary to the usual custom of sharing the size of

the catch, many fishermen engaging in the Labrador

fishery, principally are looking to ship for the sum-

mer on the wage system ; asking $40.00 per month, and

$5.00 per hundred quintals.

Mr. A. E. Hickman, who conducts a large business at

St. John's in the interests of the Smith Co. of Halifax

was on trial last week on the charge of being involved

in the schooner Stanley insurance case, Mr. Hickman
was tried by a jury of his peers, who honourably ac-

quitted him. Mr. Mickman has built up a large bus-

iness in Newfoundland and is one of our most pop-

ular and go-ahead business men.

PLANS TO RETAKE CANADIAN FISHING.

Washington, May 20.

A bill prepared at the Department of Commerce
and to be introduced in the Hduse to-day by Majority

leader Kitchin, is designed to make possible the recap-

ture from Canada of a great part of the Northern

Pacific fishing industry, lost by American fishermen

on account of the construction of the Grand Trunk
railway's extension to Prince Rupert last year, and
through a subsidy granted the industry by the Cana-

dian Government.
The measure would require that all halibut and sal-

mon shipments reaching the United States through

foreign territory be shipped in bond. Residents of

Ketchikan, Alaska, have urged such legislation, claim-

ing it will restore Ketchikan business lost to the Grand
Trvuik terminal town of Prince Rupert.

DEFINITION OF SARDINES.

The attention of the packers and dealers of Can-

adian sardines is called to the judgment given by

the Chief Metropolitan Magistrate sitting at Bow
Street Police Station, London, March 20th, 1914, in

relation to the trade description of "sardine," which

judgment held that,

"The Trade description 'Sardine' was not at the

passing of the Merchandise Marks Act, 1887, a trade

description lawfully and generally applied to goods

of a particular class, that is to say, to any small fisli

suitable for packing, but that it was a trade descrip-

tion which was only lawfully and generally applied to

one definite and ])articnlar kind of fish, viz:—the

pilchard."

On ai)peal to the King's Bench Division of the High

Court of Justice, the decision above was upheld, judg-

ment being given July 28th, 1915.

The trade and all concerned are herej)y warned that

the term "Sardine" can lawfully be applied, on goods

Hhii)ped to the United Kingdom, only to the immature

pilchard, and that fish other than the immature pil-

chard exported there and described as "Sardines" will

contravene the provisions of the Merchandise Marks
Act of 1887.

Similar Acts have been passed by the Cape and

Natal (1888), aud the Transvaal (1903).

Some Remarks on the Lobster

At a recent weekly dinner of the Rotary Club of
Halifax a very interesting address was delivered by
Rotarian R. II- Williams, the Manager of Roberts,

Simpson and Company. This company is the largest

lobster exporting firm in the world. It was fitting,

therefore, that Mr. Williams choose the most toothsome
crustacean as the subject for his address. Mr. Wil-
liams said in part

:

"200 years ago—in the days when scarlet tunics
for the military began to be popular—one of the finest

English regiments was known by the pet name of
"lobsters" and besides having some reference to their
color the added compliment of their being good fight-

ers was implied, for as many of you are aware the
lobster will continue to fight as long as he has any
claws or legs to fight with and he will discard one
or other of these without waiting for any wounds to
be dressed. The word 'lobster' however, on this con-
tinent has degenerated. It seems to be now a synomym
that is applied to a person having small brain—one
that is easily trapped by very bad bait and one that
jumps backward from an imaginary foe into the arms
of a real enemy that is directly behind.

"T wonder how many persons in this room conld
state off-hand how many legs a lobster has? The truth
is that after thirty years in the business I could not
tell with alacritv the exact number because, as the
Irishman says: 'Some of his lesrs are not legs.' We
have been told, however, that it is a 'decapor crusta-
cean', i.e., ten footed. The inference then is that it

is ten legged, but it is never at any stage of its var-
ied annearanee clearlv ten footed or ten lecrged. There
ar other features of its anatomy that might be found
of interest but T do not feel competent to speak with
full authority on this subject and there are already
too many persons who discuss the lobster in this way
upon insufficient evidence.

"I cannot find that more than half a dozen scien-

tists have studied the lobster to any extent, perhaps
only one Canadian scientist, although Canada posses-
ses rinetv per cent of the world's supply of lobsters-

Why should not the universities of the Maritime Pro-
vinces specialize on this important asset and why
should not our premier ujiiversity (Dalhousiel set

the example?

"By the way. it was the shape of the lobster's claw,
it is said, that first sngc'^sted the construction of the
shoemaker's pincers, and as the t%vo claws differ in
their formation, acting between them as cru.shers, saws,
holders and carriers, there is further food for re-

flection. The sentitive antennae, one set locating the
presence of food or foe and the other its taste are
really worth study in the same manner as a careful
refl(>ction upon the lobster's tail, sugsrested to Watt
the idea of the flexible metal pipe. The swimmerets
and the tail fan have hidden lessons for propelling
bodies under water and this day of the submarine
should make those jiossessions of the lobster well worth
serious study. Perhaps some day the builder of big
ships will find a solution to the projier way of bnild-

in<r them in halves or quarters thus overcoming the
strain that their giant length causes by buying and
stndving one of Roberts, Simpson and Company's live

lobsters.

(Continued on Page 247)
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THE PACIFIC FISHERIES

FIRE DESTROYS VANCOUVER FISH PLANT.

The plant of tlie New Eiifjlaiul Fish Compauy and
its subsidiary, The ('Hiiaciian Fishing Company, Lim-
ited, at Vancouver. H.C., was coini)letely destroyed by
fire on .Sunday, May 2Hth. To those who have never
seen the plant, this bald statement conveys very lit-

tle meaning. The plant which was destroyed was
built ill 1!)05, on the waterfront of Burrard Inlet, near
the foot of Gore Avenue. The wharf, and the ware-
house built on it, covered a water-lot 150 feet wide by
200 feet long, the warehouse being two stories high
and containing the two eoiiii)iuiies' offices. It also
contained the Commissary belonging to The Canadian
Fishing Company, Limited. As originally built, there
were few conveniences for handling the cargoes of the
fishing vessel, but the many improvements made
from time to time made the |)lant the most up-to-date
one on the Pacific Coast. Every facility wliich Mr. A.
L. Ilager could obtain was added to the plant so that
at the time of its destruction a cargo of fish could be
handled without the slightest delay.

In 1910 Mr. Hager found the business handicapped
by the want of an ice making and cold storage plant,
and the erection of such a plant was immediately com-
menced under the supervision of Mr. A. W. Sterrett,
who afterwards became the Superintendent for the
two companies. This plant was finished in 1911 on
the waterfront immediately adjoining the wharf, and
cost more than ii>200,000. One of the most noteworthy
features of these two buildings was the gravity system
for han<lling ice, both for packing fish and for putting
on the fishing vessels. Ice chutes were built to run
from the cold storage plant to the main building, and
the arrangement was such that crushed ice could be
delivereii from the storage either to the fish packers
on the ground floor, or direct to the vessels entirely by
gravity. The ice could also be delivered to waggons
to the ground floor in blocks without power.
The main i)lant was arranged to handle the unload-

ing of two vessels at one time, the record for discharg-
ing a cargo being 160,000 lbs. of halibut in 6 hours.
This included taking the fish from the hold of the
vessel, culling out poor fish, sorting for sizes, pack-
ing into bo.xes with crushed ice and loading into cars
for Eastern shij)ment. The cars were loaded on a
depressed track, which brought the floor of the car
level with the floor of the building.

All that is left to-day of the main wharf and ware-
houses are a few piles. The entire main establishment
is gone. Of the cold storage plant the whole of the
outside walls were badly burned. The insulation on
the walls was all burned, but fortunately retarded the
progress of the fire to a great extent. 'The roof and
ceiling of the top floor was destroyed, and the build-

ing flooiled with watei-, destroying the insulation and
damaging the contents of the rooms. The machinery
was on the side of the building away from the fire
and was saved harmless.

The Commissary was heavily stocked with every
kind of merchandise used in the fish business. Antici-
pating the tremendous increase in prices which has
been taking place duirng the past six months, a heavy
stock of all kinds of groceries, hardware, fishing sup-
plies and general merchandise had been laid in and
stored in the warehouse.

All this property was destroyed on the whim of a
mere boy. On the afternoon on which the fire took
place a young man named A. Craib took the notion
that he would like to see a fire, and, after making a
few unsuccessful attempts at other places, bethought
himself of the hay warehouse owned by the Alberta
Pacific Grain Company, which was situated on the
waterfront adjoining the x\ew England Fish Company's
premises. He threw a lighted box of matches on a
pile of hay, saw the blaze start, and then walked up
to the fire hall to see the engines come out, following
the fire brigade to the scene of the fire, where he
helped to release some horses.

Within ten minutes of the alarm being turned in,
the hay and grain warehouse and elevator was one
iiiass of flame, and the fire quickly jumped into the
Fish Company's premises. As a building of this kind
is necessarily of open construction, there was a big
suction from the back to the front on both floors, and
the entire place was alight almost immediately. The
building burned like a huge torch, the upper story go-
ing first and then the ground floor. Everything went.
All the heavy metal either melted or dropped through
into the Hay. The offices disappeared as did the Com-
missary, nothing being left of the large stock which
was carried. The stock of 60 new dories was burned
up, as well as about 400,000 fish hooks.

The fire also communicated from the hay ware-
house to the cold storage plant, but the fire resisting
nature of the walls kept the fire back until the fire
department were able to concentrate their attention
on it.

The losses are estimated at about $500,000, the great-
er part of which is covered by insurance.

Mr. Hager is now consulting with a committee of
his Boston directors. This committee, after spending
a few days at Vancouver, are now visiting tlw. Prince
Rupert, Ketehikaii, and Seattle plants of the company,
after which a final decision will be made in respect to
the re-building of the Vancouver plants. In the mean-
time a temporary shed has been erected on the East
side of the old dock, which will be used for handling
the boats for the present.
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PACIFIC ITEMS.

Fred Brown has been appointed master of the hali-

but schooner "Trapp" in place of Capt. W. H. Gillen

who has resigned.

Geo. Allan, first mate of the Schooner "Emma H."

crushed his right hand in the hoisting winch while

taking dories aboard the schooner in Hecate Straits.

The "Emma H." was obliged to put into Alert Bay

where Allan was given medical attention, and sent

to Vancouver.

Mr. E. S. Busby, chief inspector of Customs for Can-

ada, is at present visiting the Pacific Coast.

Capt. Bill Parsons, resigned his position as master

of the Schr.'-' Chief Zibassa" at the end of May. Capt.

A. Jacobsen, formerly master of the "Grier Starratt,"

was appointed in hi splace.

Mr. A. W. Thomas of Ketchikan, Alaska, has started

a sardine cannery at Port Walter on the west coast

of Baranoff Island. He has taken a number of girls

from Vancouver to work in his factory, and has made
arrangements for putting up a heavy initial pack.

The result of his experiment is being awaited with

interest by the fishing industry, and if his venture

is successful, there are .several people who will follow

him in this line of business.

The long-standing suit brought by George L. Har-

vey of Seattle against what he termed "The P'ish

Trust" was tried in Seattle last month. George L.

Harvey claimed that San Juan Fishing and Packing

Company, Chlopeck Fish Company, National and

Independent Fisheries Company, New England Fish

Company and other companies operating in the fish

business in Seattle, had formed an illegal combination

the object of which was to i)revent him, Mr. Harvey,

from carrying on business as a fish dealer in that

city. After holding fire for a couple of years, the

case was tried by Judge Ilargreaves and a .jury. After

taking evidence for over one week and listening to

argiunents of council for several days, the Jmlge
found that there were no grounds for the suit which
Harvey brought, and dismissed the jury.

The cold storage barge "Glory of the Seas," be-

longing to the Glacier Fisheries Company of Seattle

is now anchored at Petersburg, Alaska. The owners
are jMirchasing both salmon and halibut for freezing,

the intention being to tow the vessel baok to Seattle

as soon as the season is over.

The owners of the schooner "P.. Doreeu" of Prince

Rupert have removed the old engine which was in

the vessel, and have installed a new 20 h.p. Frisco

Standard Engine.

With the advent of summer, passenger traffic out of

Prince Rupert lias increased to sueli an extent that

Grand Trunk Railway ('ompany have put on an extra

train, and are now running four trains i)er week out

of Prince Jtiipe^'t instead of three as formerly. They
are now running a train on Monday, Wednesday, Fri-

day afJd Saturday.
..
'; »!'!i ,.ii. ....

i ,Thft scbc, " Knickerlwpker, " belonging to New Eng-
land Fish Company, while proceeding from Vancouver
to tlie Alaskan fishery grounds, lost her starboard

shaft and propellor off Mary Islariff.'-iShe was able

to reach Ketchikan after much difficulty by using

her port propellor.

The Booth Fisheries Company of Seattle are now
building a fish receiving and shipping plant on the

Grand Trunk Wharf at Prince Rupert, adjacent to

the premises of Atlin Fisheries Limited. The plant is

expected to be finished about the end of June.

The latest addition to the small fleet of gasoline

schooners engaged in the halibut fishing business in

Briti.sh Columbia, is the schr. "Nornen" of New West-
minster. This boat, which was built by Mr. Ole John-
son, is a fifty-foot launch, driven by a 20 h.p. Frisco

Standard engine. She will be able to carry twenty-
five thousand pounds of halibut, and will deliver to

Vancouver.

The dock workers employed ,by various fishing
companies at Prince Rupert, went on strike at the
beginning of June, demanding higher wages. The
emergency was met by the different fish companies
collecting together and helping each other to handle
cargo esof fish whenever a vessel arrived. They were
able, in this manner, to take care of their business
until finally the strikers agreed to return to work.

Mr. H. C. Walby, travelling representative of the
Canadian Fish and Cold Storage Company, Limited,
has resigned his position with that concern.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company aunouiicc
that they will run three trains daily out of Vancouver
to handle the extra passenger traffic, and they further
announce that carloads of fresh fish will be hauled
on any of these trains whenever the business offers.

The Canadian Fishing Company Limited, in pur-
suance of its policy of expansion, has made two more
additions to its fleet of steamers. This comi)any has
])in-chase(l fi'om the liquidator of the unfortunate
British Columbian Fisheries Limited, the steamei's
"Imbriearia" and "Canada," but the purchase price
has not been made public, although it is understood
that Mr. Ilager purchased these two vessels at a very
low figure. The Canadian fishing Company, Limited,
with its parent concern. New England Fish Company,
now owns seven steamers and six gasoline schooners,
all operating out of British Coluiid)ia j)orts. At the
time of purchase, the "Canada" was tied up at Van-
couver but the "Imbncaria" had been laid up at

Skidegate Inlet. Queen Charlotte Islands, and this
vessel was towed to Vancouver by the S.S. Kiugsway."
Botli vessels are now tied up at the Company's dock
at Vancouver, but no statement has been made as to
when these vessels will be put into commission owing
to the great scarcity of exjierienee('^ fishermen in
British ('olumbia at the present time.

The Ser. "Tuladi" caught fire at the end of May
owing to a back-fire from the ga.soline engine. The
fire was put out quickly, and the damage done was
small.

The ship "W. H. Smith," whiph was. converted into
a cold storage barge in 1911 by theWeidi^ig ajnj In-
dependent Fisheries^ Juys biien rc'-conveiited into a
sailing ship, and is now Jfl the lumber enrrying busi-
ness.
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PKINCE RUPEET NOTES.

Rt't'cipts of fish for May show riinee Rupert still

iiiaiiitaiiiing a satisfactory position as to the Northern
I'acifie Fisheries. Within the last month two new
firms have opened uj) fish-biiying agencies, namely
the (ioletas Fish Co., Ltd.. of Vancouver, and the
Booth Fisheries.

The (Joletas Fish Co., Ltd., have rented space on the
(Jovernmeiit wharf and have installed Mr. E. Davidson,
well known in the Prince Rupert fisli trade as local

manager. The Booth Fisheries arc building warelunise
and fish slie<is on the (Jrand Trunk Pacific Dock, rtnd

it is stated that the local manager will be Mr. Maddeck.
A new addition to the Rujjcrt fisliing fleet is the

Ocean Foods, Ltd., boats. The P. R. T., The Pharon
and the Tidcrip. All auxiliaries.

The total receipts of fish for May were: Halibut,
1,804,200 lbs.; salmon, 140,700 lbs., of which amount
121,.50O lbs. were used either fresh or frozen, and 12,800
mild cured for shipment. Cod, 44,400 lbs., of which
2,500 lbs. was smoked, 6.000 lbs. of crabs. Total value
at average of ."ic per lb., .ii!)9,765.

A question of importance to the independent fisher-

men of the Nortli, namely, the licensing question as
regards the salmon fisliing, was brought up recently
on the floor of the Provincial House by Mr. Place,
M.P.P., and there is every probability of a Commission
being appointed to go into the whole question in the
near future. It is the sequence of considerable agita-
tion amongst both the fishermen and the business men
of the North, who have for a long time been urging
a further centralization of the salmon fishing as re-

gards the Northern waters in the North instead of in

the South.

Messrs. Gosse and Millard are building a cannery
on the Skeena River, and have acquired site and are
erecting the neces.sary wharfage and buildings.

A new concern entitled the Imperial Fish Co., local

nuiiuiger, Mr. J. T. White, is engaged in putting up
crabs and other shell fish. They have a location on the
Oovcrririicnt wharf.

SOME REMARKS ON THE LOBSTER.

(Concluded from Page 244)

"One of the .crying needs of the lobster canning
business to-day is the utilization of waste. Only forty
pounds of lobster meat are taken out of about 200
pounds of lobsters. The remaining 160 pounds are
usually thrown away as worthless. To make an
average season's pack of 160,000 cases in these prov-
inces, 32,000,000 pounds of lobsters are reciuired an-
nually. Less than six and one half millions of these
pounds are used, the remaining twenty-five and a half
million being wasted. I do not profess to claim a re-
lative value for the surplus but there is a high food
value to a considerable percentage of that wastage
and there are imjjortant calcium, or phosphate and
nitrogen properties in the balance that should be utili-
zed and could no doubt be brought into use and bring
money to our Dominion. One cannot help but feel
that there is room for a practical reform here and it
is a matter which might engaige the attention of the
Nova Scotia Technical College.

"Last summer I witnessed eight millions of young
lobsters planted in the waters of Bedford Basin. Rot-
arians might as well keep away because it will pro-
bably be six years before anyone can speak with as-
surance of the sueces or otherwise of that experiment.
The lobster grows slowly. It takes six. years to grow
nine inches long, and it lengthens in the next few years
about one inch per annum. This is what is called a
scientific fact, and therefore must only be regarded
as a theory, not a truth.

"A lobster usually breeds when about eight inches
in length. Professor Ilerrick says they spawn every
second year. Some claim they do so annually. How-
ever, this being leap year we will assume Herrick .to

be correct. However, when we come down to serious-
ness, we have to admit that unless conservation is

treated by Canadians as a practical question, and not
inerely as a theory, we are robbing posterity of its
rights, we are assuring ourselves of poverty and of
hard times. The destruction inevitable to a world-
war will not sj)ell disaster sould we conserve as we
ought the natural resources of our country. The
wealth of Britain will stand the strain better if we
economize our spending powers at this time. States-
men are urging this upon us. We accept it as a theory,
but very few of us are carrying it into effect.

"We calculate that the lobster industry yields an
uicome of .$4,000,000 yearly to this country. What
does the industry mean as an economic asset? It
means over seven hundred factories valued at over
half a million dollars. It means one and a half mil-
lion traps with rope and fittings valued at an equal
number of dollars. It means a large number of steam,
gasoline or sail boats, a considerable part of which
are not used for any other purpose. It means also a
large nund)er of special salaried inspectors and pre-
ventive officers, costing the country a large sum of
money. Lumbermen, hardware, coal and oil mer-
chants and inspectors receive a living from this .source,
and I do not begrudge it to them. All these ex-
penses together, however, and it will be found that the
lobster business is being carried on to-day in an ex-.
I)ensive way. There is a wastage.

"Competition is thd'life of trade, but excessive com-
I)etition means that another trade is being supported
at the expense of your own. Modern business requires
economy. Modern methods mean progress. Poor fac-
tories, poor fishing material and poor officers consti-
tute false economy. The lobster trade is handicapped
because of an erratic notion that any scheme which-
lessens the number of factories, gear, or officials is a
restraint of trade. Let us have fewer factories bet-
ter equipped. Fewer boats and less gear if modernized
and a smaller number of officials, if more efficient,
would improve external as well as internal conditions
of this trade to the advantage of the country. The po-
litical tendency of the lobster forms one o"f the great
est drawbacks that has to be contended against. There
are reforms needed and restrictions must prevail
against a trade that requires conservation. The lob-
ster business, in common with the fish trade of Can-
ada, is too important to be merely classified as a
branch of the Department of Naval Service, Let the
navy be a political question, if you wilC but let' fish
be a practical question. Let us take the lobst^i- otlt of
politics."
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THE CANNED LOBSTER TRADE
There has been an unusual amount of discussion

of late respecting the immediate future of the lobster

industry in Canada. Tliis trade is particularly im-

portant to our Maritime Provinces where a large num-
ber of families obtain the major portion of their live-

lihood from the industry. The legal open season for

lobsters from the American boundary to the Strait of

Causo begins on April first. The season for Cape
Breton Island opens on April 15th, and in the Gulf

of St. Lawrence districts on April 20th. Owing to

drift ice and weather conditions, operations generally

begin later in most of the distrist than the legal date

of opening. This fact has been hailed by some obser-

vers as a boon to conservation. Others go even so

far as to say that the industry should be shut down for

a while to give the crustacean a chance to multiply.

The war has, of course, affected the industry in a

somewhat unlooked for manner. Thus our readers

will be interested in an interview the CANADIAN
FISHERMAN had the other day with Mr. R. H. Wil-

liams of Halifax, a recognized authority on the lobster

industry.

"Would you regard the lobster season as a favor-

able one, Mr. Williams?"
"Do you know," said he, "when the question is

asked as to whether the lobster season has been fav-

ourable or not and when I read a statement on the

subject it invariably brings to mind that popular
rhyme of our school days which described how

'Six wise men of Hindustan,
For learning much inclined.

Went out to see the elephant,

Tho' all of them were blind.'

One happened to fall against its side and declared
it like a wall ; another grasped its trunk and described
it like a snake ; another put his arms around the legs

and said it was a tree, and so on. Thus, according to

the various districts over this hirirc fishing area your
question could be answered in a dozen different ways,
and you could exclaim at the end that'

'Each was partly in the right

And all were in the wrong.'
"The lobster fishermen west of Halifax obtained

a large pack during the winter season, but a small
one in the spring, and if combined, the two will make
a total pack equal to that of most recent seasons. East
of Halifax the catch has been light because of nn-
favorable weather. The quantities sent forward alive

have been heavy and this leaves the reported pack
ligliter than usual. In Cape Breton the drift ice in-

terfered with operations until late in the season, but
the catches recently have been very good and an
average pack all routid is expected, while there are
jiortioiis of the north western const of that island where
the lobsters have been especially plentifid and their
packs there to date are ahead of last season. Fisher-
men operating on the north shore of Nova Scotia had

a period of plenty followed by another of scarcity, but
the j)ack obtained is equal to an average. The northern
part of New Brunswick has already secured a large
pack much above the average season, but the supply
has now fallen off and some packers will likely close

their factories before the end of the legal season.
0|)erations in Prince Edward Island have been hamp-
ered by the lateness of the ice and a scarcity of bait,

but fishermen there are now doing well. The late-

season sections of Prince Edward Island and New
Brunswick, where the season opened on the 25th of
May have done much better to date than they did
during 1914 or 1915; still it is too early to speak of the
probable pack there. The Magdalen Islands are get-

ting large catches and have more to pack at present
than they can secure cans for.

"If all these conflicting conditions are combined
then it will be found that the total pack will be a nor-
mal one, but if you consider one section or another, and
sub-divide it into periods then it is possible to claim
a larger pack or a smaller catch according to what-
ever you desire to prove, and from time to time one
can see statistics made upon this basis that are hard
to refute and still more difficult to believe."

"Would you favor an extension of the fishing season
this year?"

" 'Extensions' of the fishing season are seldom good
even to the part and are invariably injurious to the
whole. Even worse in their effect than a legalized ex-
tension are those extra fishing and packing days al-

lowed at the close of a legal season varying in number
according to the pressure brought to bear by certain
individuals.

"The present regulations may not be acceptable to
everybody, but they are based upon special enquiries
made from tinu> to time by men appointed for the pur-
pose and are supposed to represent the views of the
iTuijority interested, blended with the wisdom of the
commissioners and our law-makers. Until proven in-
correct they should stand.

"Legislation for this industry is onerous and diffi-

cult, but if for political or other motives the regulations
are withdrawn or merely observed in the breach the
value of Special Committees and Royal Commissions is

utterly destroyed. They threaten the conservation of
supply, they demoralize the markets and leave us
unable to judge whether the laws on our Statute books
are proper or sufficient protection to the industry at

large.

"A minority often has a grievance and we sympath-
ize with tlieni, but when, by conceding a point to these,
trouble for the majority is created, then our sympathy
is transferred."

"How has the war affected the canning industry in

the way of increased cost of supplies, in transporta-
tion and in the supplj^ of labor?"
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"The trade has had many new difficulties to con-

tend with since the war began, ("oinparetl with j)re

ious seasons the liijrher cost of luiiil)er, twine, ro|)e

and gasoline, affects the fishermen. Tinplates and
other metals, parchment and all canning materials

have advanced slowly but surely to an average of 50

per cent with prospects that 'the worse is yet to

come' for the j)aeker. The exporters have their load

of troul)le in the scarcity of space obtainable in trans-

atlantic steamers, increased freight and insurance

rates and war risks and big fluctuations in monetary
exchanges, intensified by embargo and blockade meas-

ures. Complaints as to suitable help have been heard.

The lure of city life takes more of the young women
away annually, and male help is scarcer because of

the war. Some say that the best men and boys have
enlisted and the young ones who won't enlist are of-

ten not much good even for a lobster factory. Still

with the 'Pollyanna' spirit many of us find much yet

for which we can be glad aiul thankful.'

"What are the fishermen being paid?"

"It is unsafe to name a figure in any general re-

view of the business because of the different ways in

which lobsters are secured from fishermen : some by
count, others by weight, .some with various culls as

to measurenu'Ut and others again u]>on rental terms
for the gear or varying according to the totals land-

ed in an entire season. Some fishermen get their

cash in advance, others receive payment on delivery

and a few have to wait some tinie for their cash.

The i)hysical difference in the lobsters as well as the

varying local conditions all affect values. A price

mentioned while understood in one section woidd often

be misleading to the people of another district. Thus
an intelligible answer is almost impossible. In a gen-

eral way one can say that the average price paid
fishermen this spring was from one-half cent to one
cent the pound higher than last year. The men had
higher costs of gear to contend with, but iip-to-date

fewer losses of traps by storms have been encountered,
speaking generally, more fishermen were engaged in

the iiulustry this year, thus rendering fewer lobsters

for each man. Therefore the average individual re-

turns are like no better than they were in 191.5."

"What effect will the recent action taken by the
French Governnu'nt have on our industry?"

"The full effect on this season's business of the
French embargo against canned lobsters is difficult to

ascertain as yet. Much depends upon what quantity
of the product will be permitted into France as hav-
ing been purchased prior to the date of the decree.
That country has recently consumed about 40,000 cases

annually or nearly 25 per cent of an average pack.
Canadian ("ustoms statistics show exports at about 30,-

000 cases, hut to this must be added goods that appear
there as having been shipped to the TTnited Kingdom
and the United States which eventually found their

way into France for consumption. Whatever propor-
tion of our export that cannot be sent to France this

year will, of course, have to be disposed of elsewhere,

and that arlditional quantity on the remaining existing

markets is likely to have its effect."

"lias danger of similar action on the part of the
British Government been averted?"
"No action on the part of the British Governmejit

lias been taken yet. The danger, however, is not
averted. No further warning can be expected, and for

similar reasons as prevent the prior advice of any

changes in duty tariffs, ,etc., no notice will likely be
given if the prohibition of lobster importations is de-
cided upon. Those in the trade hope that, should any
embargo be contemplated, that the announcement will

be given out during the close season and before pre-
parations for another year's work have been made so
that the loss to the people in these provinces will be
minimized. The trade must prepare itself to accept
any decision should the exigencies of the war demand.
As a feature in the transportation problem, the can-
ned lobster business is not important because of its

small volume. As an economic feature it is more im-
portant because of its high value and because it can-
not be produced to advantage by either fishermen or
packers at a lower level of cost than at present exists,

especially when the importance of protecting or con-
serving a future supply must be considered. The un-
fortunate situation is that because of its food value it

comes under the restriction of the Naval Blockade
and the nuirkets have been consideraldy narrowed on
that account, while on account of its high co.st it be-
comes almost—even if not quite as in France—a luxury
that is undesirable in the countries of our Allies at
the present .iuncture. These two features cause some
people to advocate that the proper time has arrived
to clos(^ down the lobster fishing for a period in ac-
cordance with the re])eated claims of those who argue
that such a course is tli(> only practical means of 'Con-
servation' for the crustacean. Although the situation
thus created for thousands of fi.shermen woidd be most
serious, yet with the increasing cost of all supplies and
the lower prices that would prevail for the canned ar-

ticle it merely becomes a choice of evils, and the ad-
vocate for conservation has the best of the argument.
Some contend — but since it is no use to try and cross
the bridge before one comes to it, one might as well
avoid discussing the pros and cons."

"Have you anything to say on the vexed question
of a size limit for lobsters?"

"The regulations as to the size limits of lobsters
having been withdrawn because of the universal ob-
.iections of fishermen and packers and because of the
nractical impossibility of enforcing them even at a
tremendous expense the observance of these need not
be commented upon. The question of a size limit is

controversial both in Canada and on the American
lobster grounds and a discussion on the sub.ieet just
now would lead nowhere."

"Would you say that the problem of the utilization
of waste product in the lobster business should be made
the subject of Ooveriuuental investigation?"

'"The question of Government assistance and in-
vestigation on behalf of the industry is important, but
until there is more unison in the parties interested and
more inclination among those in the trade to help each
other and themselves, one cannot see that a.ssistance
from outside should be expected. The chief difficulty
in utilizing the wa.ste products is that the business is

divided into such small dimensions and over so wide
an area that the quantities of any by-products become
so small as to be insignificant and really do not merit
the expen.se of an enquiry. If the bu.siness were more
centralized then the quantity of these by-products
would of itself deserve and be fully worth the inves-
tigation, for the reason that much which is now wast-
ed could, undoubtedly, be turned to good account."
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SCOTCH HERRING CURING.
(Continued from Page 236)

When the fish are being discharged into the box

salt should be scattered amongst them. This keeps

them firm and makes it easier for the gibber to grasp

them.

The use of what is known as second fishery Liver-

pool salt is preferable in all stages of curing "Pull"

fish. Trapani or Ivica salt may be used, however, for

the purpose of salting the tiers of fish as they are

packed in the barrels. Second fishery Liverpol salt is

now being imported into Halifax. In finally filling up

the barrels for market, the top tier should be so high

as to be quite flush with the ends of the staves, and
when the head is being put in, the cooper should stand

on top of it and press it into the eroze, so that when
the barrel is opened in the presence of a buyer the

top ties may be perfectly smooth and firm.

Before shipping a description of the kind of fish in

the barrel should be neatly stencilled on the head, such

as "Large Full," "Full," "Medium, Full." In the

event of the fish having been inspected and branded,

these designations will, of course, appear upon the

crown brand and stencil.

Herrings from Scotland usually enter the United

States without having the weight marked on the bar-

rel; it is, therefore, not considered necessary to mark
the weight on Canadian Scotch-cured herring.

It should be clearly understood by curers with re-

spect to Spring herring, that while the best of these

taken before spawning, may be cured for this trade,

they will have to be sold for considerably less than

the summer and fall fish.

The description contained in the Fish Inspection Act

at page 22, deals entirely with the curing of fish that

are full of milt or roe, and the foregoing observations

bear chiefly on "Full" fish curing.

There is a class of herring, however, to be found on

certain parts of our coasts in the early summer known
to the trade as "Matjes," that is an absolutely fat

herring of medium size without any roe or milt in it.

This class of fish, when properly handled and cured,

brings higher prices than any other class of cured

herring.

The demand and consumption, however, are limited

largely to the summer time.

The method of curing "Matjes" is different from

that of curing "Fulls." "Matjes" must be mildly

cured in such a way that they will remain soft and

at the same time keep good for months.

In Scotland, "Matjes" have never been officially

inspected and branded as "Fulls" have been. The
authorities did not consider it wise to brand or guar-

antee those lightly cured fish owing to the much
greater chance of their going wrong before reaching

market than the warder cured "Full" fish. For the

same reason, this Department has not included "Mat-
jes" in its inspection and branding scheme.

Instnu'tion is, of course, availn1)le to any who may
secure such fish and decide to cure them.

The process of curing and preparing "Matjes" for
market is as follows:

Gibbing.—In gibbing "Matjes" the gills and every-
thing that is in the belly of the fi.^h must bo taken
clean out at the throat.

Grading.—Two grades should be made, namely:
Large and Medium. "Large Matjes" should consist
of fat herring measuring 101/2 to 12 inches from the
point of the head to the tip of the tail. "Medium Mat-
jes" should consist of fat herring measuring up to
IQi/^ inches, but not less than 91/2 inches in extreme
length.

Rousing.—Much care should be taken in rousing
"Matjes" to see that every herring comes fully in con-
tact with the salt, which for this purpose should be
second fishery Liverpool.

Mode of Packing.—This is exactly the same as that
prescribed for "Full" fish.

Salting the Tiers.—Only about half the quantity of
salt that is used on the tiers of "Full" fish is used
on the tiers of "Matjes."

Trapani or Iviza salt should be used exclusively in

salting the tiers of "Matjes."

Pickling.—Two or three hours after packing the
barrels should be filled up to the top tier with clear

pickle made strong enough to float a potato.

Filling Up.—"Matjes" require one filling up only
to make them ready for market.
On the third day after the first packing, a bung-

hole is made near the centre of the bilge of the barrel,

—which of course, is standing upright,—and the

pickle run off as far down as the bung-hole. This
pickle is thrown away.
The top tier is then straightened up and the space

in the barrel filled up with fish of the same day's cur-

ing in the manner described for the second filling up
of "Full" fish. There should be very little salt used
on the tiers in filling up, and none at all on the top
tier.

The head is then put in and made tight, after which
clear strong pickle is inserted through the bung-hole

until the barrel is full.

The filling should be hard enough to require some
pressvire to put the head in, but not so hard as to re-

quire the cooper to stand on the head and press it in,

as in the case of "Full" fish.

Matjes being thus cured lightly and not intended

to bo kept for a great length of time, should be shipped

off to market as soon as possible after being filled up,

and in any case they should always be kept in a cool

place.

As Matjes depend entirely on the pickle as a pre-

servative after they are cured, perfectly tight barrels

are especially necesasry.

Scotch half-barrels are the most suitable packages

in which to market Matjes.

The grade of fish should be neatly stencilled on the

head of the barrel, as for example, "Large Matjes,"

"Medium Matjes."
There is no necessity for marking the weight on the

barrel.

If any curcr desires further information he is cor-

dinlly invited to coiumunicatc with the Department.

(Sgd. G. J. DESHARATS,
l)ei)uty Minister of the Naval Service.

Ottawa. Ajuil, 1916.
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THE USES OF COLD STORAGE
Cold storajfi' is playing a very important part in

the present war. It has enabled our Government to

provide a plentiful supply of wholesome meat for the

Mien in training, the troops in the field, and the men
of the Grand Fleet. France and Russia have had bit-

terly to regret not having developed eold storage to

a greater extent before the war. Both of them have

l)een doing their utmost to make up for a past failure

in that direction. Apart from the question of feed-

ing the troops, cold storage has brought to the table

of enormous numbers of British families a wholesale

meat diet that was previously not within their means
excejH in times of very good trade. By the aid of

eold storage, sheep and oxen, fed upon the abundant
pastures of New Zealand, Australia, and South Amer-
ica, are delivered to our tables at a comparatively low

price and in such a form that few ar« able to distin-

guish the meat obtained from them from the home-
grown produce.

The abundant supply of fish to which we are ac-

customed in ordinary times is due almost entirely to

one form of eold storage. The fish is caught by steam-
ers specially fitted up to carry very large quantities,

and as the breeding-grounds in the North Sea have
been largely depleted by the incessant fishing that

ha.s gone on for so many years, the fishing fleets now
go as far afield as Iceland, the White Sea, and the
coast of Morocco. These long voyages are made pos-
sible b.v what is practically a form of cold storage.

Each trawler or drifter carries a large (|uantity of ice

crushed to a convenient size, and as the fish are
caught they are thrown into the hold with layers of
ice and salt between the layers of fish. It has been ru-

'

mored since the war has raised the prices of fish and
of meat that salmon, which is so plentiful in Canada,
is to be sent over here in a frozen condition. It is es-

timated that it can be done at a price that will enable
even poor families to consume it.

Considerable care is required in dealing with fish
that is to make long journeys. Some years ago the
Medical OfTicer of Health at Aberdeen made a very
careful investigation of the question. He found that
the projx'r way to handle fish in cold storage was to
allow rigor mortis to set in, and then to chill the fish.
If that course is adopted, the fish will keep for a con-
siderable time. The method employed in steam trawl-
ers approaches very closely to it, and for expensive
fish special cold-storage chambers are provided, in
Mrhich this method can be carried out exactly. If the
fish is chilled before rigor mortis sets in, or if the
rigor is allowed to relax, the fish will not keep so
long. A method that is largely employed in America
is to freeze the fish, and then to dip it in ice-cold water
so as to form a crust of ice on the outside when it is
taken out of the water.

Cold Storage.

As we
begins,

that whe
which fo

we know
produce
plication

was the

quickly

know, immediately life is extinct another life
Probably it would be more correct to say
n what we know as life cea.ses, the bacteria
irm the other life obtain the mastery. What
as putrefaction which attacks every form of
that is suitable for food is really the multi-
of the bacteria that are formed "out of what
living produce. The bacteria multiplv more
the higher the temperature of their host the

produce they are converting into something not fit

for food. Conversely, if the temperature of the pro-
duce is reduced sufficiently the bacteria are prevent-
ed from multiplying, and the nutritious qualities of the
produce are preserved.

Refrigeration is applied to all produce in two forms.
Some produce may be frozen as hard as you like, and
no harm is done; on the other hand, some produce—the
fruits in particular—must not be frozen or their nu-
triment will be largely destroyed. Some produce,
again, notably beef, may be either frozen or chilled.
Chilled beef commands a higher price than frozen
beef because if the chilling has been properly carried
out and the projier temperature maintained during the
whole of the voyage, the meat should be in a better
condition than after being frozen. It will be remem-
bered that water expands in freezing; some of us know
it to our cost when our water pipes leak when a thaw
sets in. The expansion of the water in the pipes cracks
them, and when the thaw sets in the water leaks out
through the crack. Nearly all fluids, including the
juices of meat, fruits, etc., expand also when freez-
ing, and conse(|uently the cells of which all nutritive
produce is composed are crushed when the produce is
frozen

;
and when it is thawed the nutritive juices are

apt to run out, and leave the produce in not as good a
condition as it should be. In the case of fruits freez-
ing is fatal. With meat, however, it has been shown
that if the freezing and (more particularly ) the thaw-
ing are carried out carefully—that is to'say, if both
are done gradually so that the fibres of the meat cells
have time to accommodate themselves to the new con-
ditions—the meat is practically as good after freezing
as after chilling.

Cold Storage in Town and Country.

Every large town has now at least one cold store,
many have three or four, particularly seaport towns
such as Bristol and Liverpool, where overseas goods
enter. In addition, it has become very common for
butchers, fishmongers, poulterers, and the large gen-
eral provision stores, to have cold chambers as part of
their equipment. The large hotels in London and other
big towns have all their cold stores, and the principle
ot cold storage in some of the later hotels is extended
to the dining and coffee rooms. In some cases small
cabinets are placed in the rooms cooled by means of
ice; in other branches from the refrigerating plant are
carried right into the rooms and keep lockers especially
arranged for the purpose at a low temperature through-
out the years. Cold storage will not make bad pro-
duce good. It will not turn back the process of putre-
faction, but will only arrest it for the time Further
It is of great imi)ortance that no produce of any kindm which bacterial action has begun should be placed
in a cold store with other produce. Painful exne
rienc^e ac.piired in the usual expensive manner hastaught the growers of fruits not only that certain kinds
W'lll keep better in cohl stores than other.s. but al.so
that the fruit must be picked in a certain condition
It must not be bruised, and, if po.s.sible, any bruisedspecimen slu.ul.l be rejected. Even in cold .store bac-
orial ac ion represented by a bruise is communicated

to the other fruit in the same store. It will be under
stood also that the produce having a pronounced smell—lemons, for example—mu.st not be placed in a cold
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store with produce that easily accepts odours, and re-

tains the flavour given by 'them.

The cold storage problem is reall ytwofold. The

rooms in which the produce is to be held at a low tem-

perature are insulated so as to prevent the passage of

heat into them; that is the first part of the problem.

The second part of the problem is to deal with the heat

which does leak through, and some always does m
spite of the most perfect insulation. This unwanted

heat has to be driven out by means of refrigerating

plant. Any room can be made into a cold store by in-

sulating it, and for private families, any box can be

made into a cold store in the same manner. There are

a number of substances known as thermal insulators,

and they are applied to prevent the passage of heat

through them, in exactly the same manner as the elec-

trical insulators are applied to prevent electricity leak-

ing out. There is, of course, one very important dis-

tinction between the two ; the conductors in which elec-

tric currents are flowing and to which electrical insu-

lating materials are applied, are very small indeed;

even the large cables used for distributing currents

for light and power over large cities are small, and the

insulating envelopes are small.

The insulating envelope of a cold store is necessar-

ily large. It has to line the whole of the inside of the

room or building. The method employed up to quite

recently, and still employed to a certaint extent, is as

follows : An inner wall of matchboarding is built up on

the inside of the brick or stone, or other wall of the

room. On the inside of the matchboarding a layer of

specially prepared waterproof paper is laid. It is of the

utmost importance that moisture shall be prevented

from reaching the insulating material ; and as is well

known, the outer walls of all buildings hold moisture

in their pores. A few inches from the lining of match-

boarding—from 4in. to 9in., according to the condi-

tions to be held inside, separated from the first by up-

rights, joints, &c., and tied to the matchboarding—the

side facing the other matchboard lining—is also pro-

tected by waterproof paper. The space between the

two walls si filled with one of the insulators named be-

low, which should be rammed well down. The floor

and ceiling are dealt in much the same manner, the

floor being finished with asphalt so as to allow of its

being walked on. Of the large number of possible

thermal insulators, only a few have come into use. The
very best thermal insulator known is silicate cotton,

or slag wool as it is often called—the wool-like subs-

tance that is formed from the slag that runs out of the

blast furnace by a [irocess somewhat similar to glass-

blowing. Turings from the willow blocks, from which
cotton reels arc formed, after being exposed to heat
so as to drive off all the bases they carry and the

moisture and other substances held in them, also form
a very good insulator.

Cork is coming rapidly to the front, and is displac-

ing the other two. It is sometimes used broken up
into very small pieces, but the modern tendency is to

form it into slabs. Dry sawdust, fossil meal, wood
shavings, wool, and a number of other substances, can
be employed in place of the slag wool. One property
which all thermal in.stilators possess is that they have
an enormous number very rninufe air spaces in them,
('ork consists of a number of minute cells; slag wool
forms a number of minute nir spaces by the form in

which tlic wool r-iiris round into balls; and the willow

charcoal has minute air spaces between its flakes. The

other substances named have the same properties to a

smaller extent. When cork slabs are used, they are

fixed directly to brick or stone walls, the walls first

being treated with cement so as to prevent the passage

of moisture from them to the cork slab. The cork

slabs are made usually lin. or 2 in. thick, and they can

be placed one on top of the other to any thickness

that may be required. It is usual to finish the inner

face with cement, and sometimes to fix tiles on the in-

.side. Ships' holds that are to carry produce are treat-

ed in exactly the same manenr. The lining, whatever

it may be, is placed a certain distance from the ships'

plating, and the insulating wall is built up exactly as

for a cold store on shore.

The doors of cold stores everywhere are made in ex-

actly the same manner. They are of the same

depth as the walls, they are insulated in the same way
as the walls, and when the door is closed, the insulat-

ing lining of the chamber should be complete. It is

usual either to fit vestibules to each cold chamber, or

to fit a sinfjle vestibule for several chambers to open

into. The vestibule forms an air lock. Where several

chambers open into one vestibule, each chamber has

its own insulated door opening into the space occupied

by the vestibule. The vestibule itself has also an in-

sulated door. When a cold room is to be entered, the

vestibule is entered first, and its outer door closed

;

then the door of the cold chamber is opened. Whatever
work is required is done, the cold chamber door is clos-

ed, and the vestibule door opened and closed again as

quickly as possible. The object of this arrangement is,

to reduce the quantity of outside air that enters the cold

chambers to the smallest limits. When care is taken

only a small quantity of outside air enters the vestibule

—a volume equal to that occupied by the vestibule at

the most, and this passes into the cold store.

It has been mentioned that the office of the insulat-

ing envelope is to prevent the leaking of heat into the

cold chamber, and that though the leakage could not

be prevented entirely, it could be reduced to a very
low figure. There is an economic law governing the

amount of money that should be spent upon the insu-

lation of cold stores. The limit is reached when the

interest on the amoinit spent on the insulation, plus

the cost of maintaining the insulation, equals the cost

of pumping the heat out of the cold store. If a large

amount is spent upon the insulation, the interest will

of pumping the heat out will be too high.

The Refrigerating Plant.

The working of all refrigerating plant is due to the
fact that certain substance—e.g., ammonia, carbonic
acid, and sulphurous acid, very readily assume either

the gaseous or liquid condition. When passing from
the liquid to the gaseous condition, they absorb heat,

which is taken from their surroundings, and hence the
cooling effect. After they have done their work by
cooling the store, by making ice, etc., they are caused
to reassume the liquid condition, and begin their round
again. Ether has been used to a certain extent as a
freezing agent, principally in India, and compres.sed
air is also employed. Compressed air was one of the
earliest agents, but its use has gradually been given
up in favour of the other substances, because of the
higher cost of working. The cooling effect of the re-

be too high, and if a smaller amount is spent, the cost
frigcrant is employed in three different ways—by di-

rect expansion as it is called, by the aid of brine
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wliii-li is coole.' by the refrigerant, and by the aid of a

current of air eooleii by the refrigerant, and by the aid

of a current of air eooled, either .directly by the refrig-

erant, or by brine. When the liquid reassumes the

gaseous condition, it flows through the pipes provided

for the purpose. When direct expansion is employed,

the pipes are in the form of a grid standing convenient-

ly in the cold chamber. The objection to the use

(if direct expansion is, in the case of ammonia, that if

there should be any leak of the ga.s the produce may
be damaged. This does not apply with carbonic acid.

Direct expansion does not allow of as complete control

of the temperature as with either brine or cold air.

When brine cooling is employed the pipes in which the

refrigerant expands from a coil inside a tank, through

which brine is kept circulating by means of a pump.

The brine passes from the exi)ansion tank, as it is

called, through a grid of pijies in the cold chamber,

and is kept circulating through those pipes and through

the tank. In passing through the pipes in the cold

chamber it abstracts heat from the air of the chamber,

its temperature being raised, and it gives up the heat

to the exi)ansion coils when it reaches the expansion

tank. With cold air cooling, the air is sometimes caus-

ed to flow over a grid of pipes in which carbonic acid

gas is flowing, expanding from the liquid to the gas-

eous condition. Ducts provided for the purpose lead

the air from the grid to the cold chamber, and other

ducts opening from another part of the chamber lead

the air back over the grid. Shutters in the ducts en-

able the rate of flow of air to be controlled, and with

it the rate of cooling in the chamber. The air is cooled

also by being caused to pass over a battery of galvan-

ised iron plates over which cold brine is flowing, the

brine being cooled by passing through the expansion

tank as explained before. The cooling of the air has a

double effect; it renders it able to abstract heat from
the air of the cold chamber through which it passes, and
thence from the produce, and it also obliges the air to

part with any moisture that it has picked up any-

where. The ability of air to carry moisture increases

very rapidly as its temperature rises, and decreases in

the same ratio as its temperature falls. A large pro-

portion of cold stores are now run by cold dry air,

the air being cooled and dried in the manner described.

As previously described, there are two methods of

applying refrigeration to produce—freezing and chill-

ing. In chilling, the temperature of the produce is not

reduced to freezing point, but is maintained a few de-

grees above it. This is the usual practice in the case of

cargoes of beef coming from the Argentine and else-

where. The holds of the ships in which chilled meat
is carried are cooled by pipes in which brine is circu-

lating. The holds are divided into sections, each sec-

tion having its own brine pipe, and an attendant is

constantly watching the outflow from the pipes from
all the holds, and he increases or decreases the flow of

brine in each pipe according to the requirements to

Tiiaintaiii the temperature at the required figure, 34-

ileg. to S.^xleg. Fahr. It is of far more importance to

prevent freezing where meat is to be chilled than to

prevent a rise of temperature above the proper figure.

Freezing for a comparatively short time may do a great
(leal of harm, whereas keeping the produce for a fairly

long time above the chilling temperature will not do
much harm.

Again, there are two forms of refrigerating appar-
atus, known respectively as compression and absorp-
tion plant. Absorption can only be used with ammo-

nia ; compression is used with every refrigerant. In a

compressor (which is practically a pump), a condenser,

usiuilly a receiver for the liquid passing from the con-

denser, and the expansion coils. A certain quantity

of the refrigerant is fed into the system after the ap-

jiaratus has been jirepared to receive it, and is kept

circulating round and round. Some of it is constant-

ly being sucked into the compressor from the expansion

coils; some of it is constantly compressed to a certain

pressor, and forced into the condenser. The conden-

ser consists of either a coil or grid of pipes, over which
cooling water is kept circulating. It corresponds very

closely to the well-known surface condenser employed
with steam engines. It is necessary for the refrigerant

to be compressed to a certain pressure depending upon
the temperature of the cooling water available before

it is forced into the condenser. Some of the refrig-

erant is constantly being formed into gas in the ex-

pansion pipes.

In the absorption plant, the ability of water to ab-

sorb ammonia gas is made use of. At low temperat-

ures it will absorb comparatively large quantities,

while at high temperatures its absorbing ability is very
much reduced. Hence there are two chambers known
as the absorber and the generator, together with some
accessories. The absorber contains water which is

kept at as low a temperature as possible, and it receives

the gas that has done its work in the expansion coils.

The generator receives the strong ammonia liquor
formed in the absorber; from it the gas is forced out
by the application of heat, and is delivered to the con-
denser in the same manner as from the compressor. The
accessories are called the rectifier, the exchanger, and
tlie ammonia j)uinp. They arc designed to deliver the
ammonia gas to the condenser, free of water or any
other foreign substance, to keep the ammonia liquor
circulating between the absorber and the generator
and to use as far as possible in the generator the heat
which is liberated by the solution of the ammonia gas
in the water of the absorber. Cooling water is em-
ployed in the rectifier and in other parts of the appar-
atus, the same water being used in the condenser. The
absorption system was the earliest introduced, but
there are a very much larger number of compression
plants at work than of absorption plants, though the
absorption system has beeji making a certain headway
during recent years. Compression plants are avail-
able from very small apparatus suitable for .small but-
chers' shops, up to those recpiired for handling the
enormous numbers of sheep and cattle that are being
constantly brought to our sluircs.
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\ FARQUHAR & COMPANY |
LIMITED 2

8
Receivers and Distributors

|
--OF--

I
Dry and Pickled Fish, |

Lobsters, Cod Oil, etc. §

FARQUHAR'S WHARF I

I
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia.
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oPROMPT SALES PROMPT RETURNS

P. C. PARKHURST I

Salt

AND

Pickled

Commission Dealer in

FISH
Office and Wharf :

28 Vincent Street, GLOUCESTER,
Correspondence Solicited

Smoked
AND

Canned

Mass.
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IMAX FINKELSTEINi
WHOLESALE PRODUCER OF SMOKED FISH

124 HAVEMEYER ST.

BROOKLYN N. Y.:

BUYS
CISCOES: CHUBS-
TULIBEES; BLUE
FINS; white STUR"
GEON; frozen as
well as salted round
HERRINGS. Red
and fat, Pacific Coast
mild cured SAL-
MON.

I pay market prices for all varieties of prime, fresh or

O frozen fish, suitable for smoking. Remittances upon safe
O and satisfactory arrival. Authentic reference. Communi-

cale with me.
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaooooo oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

W; Irring Atwood, Prett.

W. Elmer
Atwood,

Vice-Pre»t.

Wachuseti
BRAND

Finnan Haddi

31 Boston Fish Pier

^^»

N. D. FrccnutBt Treas.

Irving M.
Atwood,
Sec'y

andMgr.

ALL
VARIETIES

OF THE
^ SEASON

Boston. Mast.
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I THE GENUINE INDEPENDENT HOUSE

CHARLES LYONS CO., Inc. I
Wholesale and CotntnUsion Dealers In 9

Carp, Sturgeon, Caviar, and all Lake and River Fish I
26 PECK SLIP Tel. 1658 Beekman NEW YORK gNo connection with any other house. Correspondence solicited 5
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s CHARLES NOBLE Jr. COMPANY
Wholesale Producers, Importers and Shippers of FRESH, CHILLED, SMOKED, SALTED LAKE AND OCEAN

FISH, OYSTERS AND CLAMS (puroy brand). DEEP SEA OYSTERS
Phonaai B«ll, Sanaca 2257-2258; Frontier 1247 (after 6 p.m. and Sundays); Bell, Creicent 2 or North 936; Frontier 62033; Frontier X

29331 (Oyatars) S
48-50 LLOYD STREET 20-22-24-26 LAKE STREET §

Commercial Slip (Buffalo Harbor) BUFFALO, N.Y. g
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

GEO. L. CLAYTON
CONSULTING ENGINEER

PLANS AND .SPECIFICATIONS FURNISHED FOR
ICEMAKING, FISH FREEZING, AND

COLD STORAGE PLANTS

VICTORIA and PRINCE RUPERT, B.C.

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

f
ANT. B. DIMITRIOU & CO., |

PIRAEUS, GREECE
Wholesale Grocers, Fish Merchants, Commission Agents

THE LARGEST IIKRRINC;, CODFISH. FISH AND
g LOBSTER DEALERS IN GREECE

Q Teleftninis: "DImltriou. Piraeus." Codes used: ABC
S 6th Edition, Scott's, lOth Edition, nnd Privnie
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S "Inspection Certificates Furnished Where Required."

F. J. HAYWARD
SHIPPER OF

Frozen Salmon, Halibut and Black Cod. Fresh Salmon, Halibut, and
otlier fisli. Pickled Salmon, Herring and Black Cod ; Alaska Codfish and
all other Pacific Fish in Carlots only.

WESTERN AGENT:— ROBIN JONES & WHITMAN, LIMITED, Etc., Etc.

i Corretpondence Solicited S

I 912 DOMINION BUILDING - VANCOUVER, B.C.
|

10000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001
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«1RUPERT" BRAND |

THE CANADIAN FISH & COLD STORAGE CO. LTD. §

Wholesale Dealers, Packers and Shippers

OF

FRESH, FROZEN, SMOKED, SALT and CANNED FISH
No order too large None too small

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

BRANCHESCOLD STORAGE PRINCE RUPERT, B.C._ _ _ _^ ____ __ __. __ _^_ _ _^ __ Vancouver. B. C.
Capaclty--7000. tons. -— - . ^.^ __ _ - o^ _ ___ - _ ^ —^ w —-

«

ChlcaHo. 111. U.S.A.
d
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OLAKE FISH i I

J. BOWMAN & CO.
8

n % Trout, Whitefish, Jumbo White,
WHITEFISH We are established for handling g

* Yellow Pike, Jacics, Fresh Herring,
DORE I orders in carload lots. Shipment o 5 Salted Herring, frontal cut or flats.

JACKFISH ! right from the Lakes. ^We § o We are booking orders now for car
TULLIBEES " specialize in Lake Winnipeg fish, g g lots.

GOLDEYES
j
the finest Lake fish in the world, o g Frozen herring, 100 lbs. in sacks,

SUCKERS PM-(r«i«i tod winiM waiiiier (r«un fiah handled g g 240 sacks to Car for Novcmbcr and

g g December delivery.
ESTABLISHED 1890 g g Write US for prices.

1 The W. J. Guest Fish Co. Limited i 1 ,, "li.^
«^^'^^' ^^rt arthur

i wiiNJVTioi?/- A«AVT O O TORONTO MONTREAL
J

WINNIPEG, MAN. g 26 Duncan St. 47 William St
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THE CANADIAN FISHERMAN
THE MAGAZINE OF CANADA'S
:: COMMERCIAL FISHERIES ::

S

$1.00 Per Annum Canada and Great Britain. $1.50 United States and Elsewhere

Send Your Subscription in NOW
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FISH & OYSTERS
ALL KINDS OF

Fresh, Froien, Smoked, Dried, Pickled

.' and Prepared FISH in Season .'

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY

COLD STORAGE ON THE PREMISES
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Look for the

Mark of

Quality

It can be seen

on all

High-Grade

Atlantic Sea

Foods

Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED

Vessel Owners Gold Storage Plants

PRODUCERS OF ALL KINDS

OF ATLANTIC SEA FOODS

FOR HOME & EXPORT TRADE

Main Office - - - MONTREAL, Canada
Branches

DIGBY, N.S. CANSO, N.S.

Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED
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ONTARIO
Department of Game and

Fisheries
The attention of the fishermen is Invited to the

following provisions of the Dominion Special Fish-

ery Regulations for the Province of Ontario and of

the Ontario Game and Fisheries Act.

Fishing by means other than angling or trolling

except under the authority of a lease, license or

permit issued by this Department is prohibited.

Non-residents, that is persons domiciled in the

Province for a period of less than six months, are

not allowed to angle or troll without an angler's

permit.

No one shall fish for or take large mouthed or

small mouthed black bass, maskinonge, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts,

otherwise than by angling.

No one shall fish for large mouthed or small

mouthed black bass, maskinonge, salmon, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts

through the ice.

The sale or export of small or large mouthed
black bass, of maskinonge and of speckled trout,

brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts is pro-

hibited.

The sale or export of pickerel (dore) less than
fifteen inches in length, measuring from the point of

the nose to the centre of the posterior margin of the

tail, is prohibited.

The taking of whiteflsh or salmon trout less than
two pounds in weight is prohibited.

The use of trap nets is prohibited.

Fishing with gill nets in Lake Erie, from De-
cember 15th to March 16th, both days inclusive, it

prohibited.

No one shall set or place nets other than hoop
nets, dip or roll nets, in any river or creek or with-

in five hundred yards of the entrance thereto. This
prohibition shall not apply to carp fishing.

CLOSE SEASONS (Commercial Fish.)

Pickerel.—In water other than the Great Lakes,
Georgian Bay, North Channel and connecting
waters—April 15th to June 15th.

Whiteflsh and Salmon Trout.—In waters where
commercial fishing with gill nets is not permitted

—October 5th to November 6th, both days In-

clusive.

In the Bay of Quinte—November 1st to No-
vember 30th, both days inclusive.

In waters other than the Bay of Quinte, Great
Lakes, Georgian Bay, North Channel and connect-

ing waters, where commercial fishing with gill nets

is permitted—October 5th to November 30th,

both days inclusive.

LIMIT OF CATCH (Commercial Fish.)

(By Angling or Trolling.)

Pickerel.—Twelve per day.

Salmon Trout.—Big and Little Rideau Lakes,

three per day. Other waters except Great Lakes,
Georgian Bay, North Channel and connecting
waters, five per day.

A. SHERIFF,
Deputy Minister of Game and Fisheries.

Department of Game and Fisheries.

Toronto, Feb. Ist., 1916.

Exceptional

Angling

Opportunities

are offered by the Province of Quebec, which

i.s the only one that leases exclusive hunting

and fishing territories over large areas of

forest, lakes and rivers, both to Clubs and pri-

vate individuals, with the privilege of erect-

ing camps thereon.

Membership may be obtained, if desired,

in many existing clubs, with camp privileges

already provided, and often with the right of

erecting private summer homes on suitable

sites on the club territory.

On all unleased Crown Lands and Waters,

angling and hunting are absolutely free to resi-

dents of the Province, and the only charge to

non-residents is the cost of the non-resident

fishing or hunting license.

To the Wholesale Fish Trade

The attention of dealers who receive their

fresh fish from Portland and other foreign

sources is directed to the exceptional oppor-

tunities of obtaining their supply ft-om the

Baie des Chaleurs and the North Shore of the

St. Lawrence, to their own advantage and that

of their customers, and to the benefit of the

fishermen of the Province of Quebec.

For all Information apply to—

The Minister

of Colonization, Mines and

Fisheries

Of the Province of Quebec
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Department of The Naval Service

Fisheries Branch

In addition to the full statistics of the Fisheries which are published yearly in the Annual
Report, the Department issues monthly bulletins containing statistics of the sea fisheries and
general information in regard thereto. Copies of these will be sent free to any applicant.

The value of the Fisheries of Canada is now about $32,000,000.00 annually.

The demand in the home markets for fresh and mildly cured fish, is expanding very
rapidly. The Department pays one-third of the express charges on less than car-load lots on all

shipments of such fish from the Atlantic Coast to points as far west as the eastern boundary of

Manitoba, and from the Pacific Coast, as far east as this boundary.

Close Seasons for Fish in Force on June 1st, 1916

Ki.id of Fish:
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freight trains. Moreover, the trains having refriger-

ator cars attached will hereafter be known as "Fish

Trains," so that special attention to their movement

will be better assured.

Arrangements have also been made whereby the con-

signees can be kept posted as to the movement of the

fish cars.

It is anticipated that this fast freight service will

prove so satisfactory that the need and demand for

a refrigerator express service will be reduced to a

minimum.

As an instance of the harmony which exists be-

tween the Department and the Association, it is gratify-

ing to note that naming of competent officers for the

position of Inspector was referred to the Canadian

Fisheries Association and the selection was made from

the list of names submitted.

Our work as an Association for the betterment of

conditions in the Fishing Industry of Canada is much

on a par with the work of the Allied Forces in Europe.

Advances are slow and are only made after persist-

ent bombardments. Each concession gained from the

forces which oppose us is a victory which could never

have been gained if the fishing interests had not al-

lied themselves together to fight for the common good.

Like the fighters in the more sanguinary conflict, we
are calling for recruits, and hope to have all those in-

terested in the Fishing Industry of this country en-

rolled in our ranks. If you are not a member, why
not join now?

TECHNICAL EDUCATION FOR FISHERMEN.
This is a subject we have given a great deal of

space to at various times and in the Annual Report

of the Commission of Conservation just issued is pub-

lished a paper by Dr. Jas. W. Robertson, C.M.G.,

L.L.D., on the same topic. In the present issue we
print a symposium of opinions from leading fish

dealers in Nova Scotia on technical education in re-

lation to the fisheries.

Almost all of the articles and opinions expressed are

correct and commendable as far as they go, but there

are a number of opinions and writings on the sub-

ject which only show a superficial knowledge of the

Canadian fisherman and his work. It is very easy
to talk on technical education for fishermen, but it

is another matter to carry it out and along the lines

which need attention.

One of the first things to be taken up is Naviga-
tion. The present day fishing skipper of the Atlantic

coast has a haphazard way of finding his whereabouts
at sea. A lot of his navigation is guess work, luck
and instinct. As sailors say, it is mostly "By guess
and by God." Very few skippers of fishing vessels

can read a true chart—variation is a puzzle to them

—

and most of them use magnetic charts or charts with
the magnetic compass plainly marked on them. De-
grees to many are unnecessary humbugs—they lay off

courses and steer only by points. Deviation is an un-

known science and one is liable to find a marline

spike in the binnacle box aboard any fishing vessel.

The vagaries of the compass and outside magnetic in-

fluences are hazy subjects.

Taking a meridian altitude of the sun by means of

a sextant or quadrant to find latitude can be done by
the majority of fishing skippers, but here again the

principle of the operations is not clearly understood

and the calculations are done by the old time 89

—

48 method. Adjustments of the sextant are opera-

tions which they leave alone and the result is that

accuracy in observations is mostly luck and more
often away out.

They are first class sailormen in handling a vessel

under sail. They are first class navigators by dead
reckoning in waters they are acquainted with, but in

strange waters they lose time by running in to

sight the land for new departures and by jogging un-

til daylight before entering harbors.

Fishing skippers are scarce and hard to get. Whyt
Simply because most fishei-men have no confidence in

themselves when it comes to navigating a vessel off-

shore. Take the young fishermen and give them a
thorough grounding in Navigation and much of this

hesitancy to take command would be done away with.

They would be able to make harbors in thick weather
with confidence instead of laying-to offshore and los-

ing valuable time. The importance of Navigation can-

not be over-estimated and one has only to point to

the smart young skippers out of Lunenburg, who will

take vessels anywhere—to Grand Banks, the West In-

dies or Europe. These men go to local Navigation
schools in the winter months and are invariably ambi-
tious to command their own craft. One has only to

note the large Lunenburg fleet commanded by Lun-
enburg men to know this.

In Nova Scotia today, there are vessel owners will-

ing to build schooners for fresh fishing who cannot
get men to command them. Why? Because they are
not sure of themselves when they get off the land and
afraid of the land when they come in on it with doubt-
ful reckoning in thick weather. Poor navigation has
lost many a day's fishing and many a fishing skip-

per, once he drifts off a fishing berth on the Bank,
will waste a whole day or more trying to locate it

again. Make a good navigator out of our fisherman
first, and then educate him in the technicalities of his

profession.

Vitally important in the latter is the proper care and
preservation of the fish when it is caught. In this, our
fishermen have much to learn in dressing the fish,

handling it aboard the vessel, and icing or salting it

for preservation in the hold. A course could be given
in this vessel work alone. Instruct the fishermen to
handle fish carefully. Show them by scientific analy-
sis how deterioration sets in through too much pitch-
ing about and forking, also careless gutting. Instruct
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them in the principles of refrigeration and preserva-

^

tion by salting. Icing and salting fish is an art in it-

! self and particular attention should be given to proper

owage in the hold. In fresh fishing, there are some

. vessels which bring in fish in better condition than
* others through better supervision in icing. The same

pples to salting.

Another important branch is famiriarizing the fish-

• ruian with the habits of fish, their migrations, the

inperature of the water they prefer to live in, the

bottoms they frequent, and their feed. Knowing
more of the habits of the fish he is out to catch gives

a fisherman distinct advantages. He will know where
the fish are likely to be found. By the temperature of

the water he can determine whether it is worth while

setting his gear on a particular spot. By the condi-

I tion and general appearance of the fish, he can tell

how they are nmning. Knowledge of this sort makes
up individuality and will tend to send fishermen fur-

ther afield, to open up new fishing areas, and break

up the habit of a whole fleet, following someone's
lead, fishing out some particular Bank or spot.

Combined with a dip into meteorology, a knowledge
of handling and repairing internal combustion engines,

an idea of how fish is placed on the market, the culti-

\ation of the habit of observing imusual occurences
at sea and reporting them, a knowledge of all kinds of

I

fishing gear and the best methods of using them, a
.study of baits and the most appropriate times to use
certain kinds—all subjects which are of great inter-

est—technical education of this nature will give us
an intelligent and aggressive class of fishermen who
\v\\\ bring the industry on a high plane.

After a man has completed his course, keep him in
touch with all new developments by means of bulletins

and lectures. "With such a scheme established, our
fisheries cannot help but develop along the right lines.

At any rate, the subject has been given enough pub-
licity by now. It is time to get something established.

^
Canada has been a fisheries tail-ender among the na-
tions long enough and the sooner a Fisheries Tech-
nical College is started, the better for us.

SHARES.
The presence of sharks in Northern waters of late

and the numerous attacks they have made upon bath-
ers caused (|uite a furore in the press. The fat-
alities caused by them have evolved wide spread calls
for their extermination, etc., and people seem to be
under the impression that sharks in the North At-
lantic are unusual.

Any fisherman who has fished for a time on the
grounds off the North American coast will relate
plenty of shark stories. To a fisherman, they are al-

most as common as dog-fish, especially in the summer
months. When at sea aboard fishing schooners in
summer, the writer has seen dozens of them, from the
small and active blue shark to the great "logy" or

mud shark. The blue shark is more to be feared and
I have known nervous fishermen when in the dory
reach out and smash Mr. Blue Dog in the eye with
an oar or a pitch-fork to chase him away from the
boat. It is quite a common thing for these fish to

rush at the trawl as it is being hauled in and snap
a cod, halibut or other fish off the hook. The mud-
sharks often devour the fish off the hooks as the
trawl lays along the bottom and one often sees hali-

but heads coming up on the hooks—the whole body
devoured by these sea tigers.

Both species of shark have a trick of rolling them-
selves up in the trawl gear and in their efforts to get
clear, they bite the line. Numerous tubs of trawl are
lost by fishermen through sharks severing the line.

When they can't get clear, it means a back-breaking
haul for the fishermen to bring the great brutes to the
surface in order to clear their gear. The mud shark
comes up like a log and hardly flips a fin even while
the trawlers are cutting away his tail to get the trawl
adrift, but the blue dog is a fighting proposition and
he makes the spray fly. Very often the men are com-
pelled to cut their line to get clear of him.
The latter shark is a man-eater—not by choice but

from the fact that he will snap at anything that looks
like food. Practically all sharks are man-eaters if

they get a chance. Fishermen relate instances where
they have snapped at their hands while they were
reaching over the dory roller to lift a fish. I have
heard where one fisherman had his hand bitten off
at the wrist in this manner and I believe it quite pos-
sible.. One only has to see the way they rush for
the fish on the trawl when it is being hauled in to
believe that.

The shark scare along the Jersey coast is probably
caused by the common blue dog who have come in-
shore either seeking sea food or through some tem-
perate condition in the water. The fact that they en-
tered a creek is not more unusual than seals, porpoises
and whales being captured in similar places. Seals
and whales have been caught as far from the sea
as Montreal.

The Gulf Stream may have changed its course in-
shore; the sharks may be starving through lack of
ships throwing offal overboard; they may be emig-
rating from tropical waters owing to the heat or seis-
mic disturbances—these being theories advanced, but
the fact remains that sharks have always been with
us and all of them will eat a human being if they get
the chance. In the summer time it is always well
to beware of sharks when bathing in Atlantic coast
resorts.

THE SEPTEMBER ISSUE.
The September issue of the CANADIAN FISHER-MAN will be devoted to the interests of the retailer

and consumer. An extra large edition will be run off
for distribution at the Canadian National Exhibition
Toronto, from August 26th to September 11th.
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FISHERIES EXHIBIT, CANADIAN NATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

As in former years, there will be a Fisheries Ex-

hibit at the Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto,

from August 26th to September 11th. A Fish Res-

taurant, on an improved scale, will be again a feature

under new management. This Restaurant is one of

the best means of advertising the fish business, and

last year, from 1,000 to 5,000 meals per day were

served at the price of 25 cents each.

The fish composing the daily menu will be selected

species from the Atlantic, Great Lakes and Pacific,

and will be properly cooked by chefs who understand

the culinary art of cooking fish.

The Exhibition authorities will probably have a

Fisheries Day as they did last year^—all of which is

good publicity.

"While commending the Exhibit very highly, yet we
feel that the Government appropriation for the Fish-

eries Exhibit is too small to do anything like justice

to the Fishing Industry of Canada. The Exhibit is

very much of a sameness year after year and the show-

ing of fish samples is left to two firms who have

gladly gone to the trouble annually. The Exhibit should

be bigger and stands representing all the fishery pro-

vinces from coast to coast should be included. A model

salmon cannery should be a feature and a man em-

ployed to illustrate the operations of canning salmon.

This would interest the public.

An attraction would be to have a practical Bank
fisherman in one of the booths employed in rigging

trawl gear. He could be dressed in the regulation oil

clothes and rubber boots and could hand out cook

books and explain fishing methods to enquirers. If

a regulation double or single Banker's dory were in-

eluded in his booth, fully equipped with a heaving stick,

gob stick, shack knife, roller, hurdy-gurdy, dory jar,

compass, sail and mast, gaff and oars, fog horn conch,

etc., it would attract visitors to the Exhibit and cause

more interest.

Enlarged photographs of the various methods of

fishing should be shown in rotary Muteseope

machines and the same placed around the Fisheries

Section.

Other suggestions which we offer to the Department
are (1) to have a Great Lakes gill-net fishing tug

brought down to a wharf situated off the Exhibition

Lake Promenade. She could bo open for inspection

and could make fake sets of her nets several times

daily in the Lake in view of spectators on the Pro-

menade. (2) A .small four or six dory auxiliary Bank
fishing schooner could be brought up from the Mari-

time Provinces, manned by a downcast fishing crew.

She could also make fake sets—running her dories

out and picking them up again in the regulation Bank
fashion. Both these features would be unusual and
cause interest which would stimulate a better appre-

ciation of fish as a food. Another feature would be

the packing of boneless codfish.

The coming Fisheries Exhibit will serve its pur-

pose for this year, but we feel that for the show of

1917, something novel and entirely different would be

welcome. The Fisheries Restaurant is all right and

should be a standard feature.

FRENCH LOBSTER EMBARGO REMOVED.
The removal of the French embargo on lobsters lifts

a load from the minds of Maritime Province packers

who saw nothing but disaster ahead for the season's

pack on hand. The rescindment of the embargo by
France will, in all likelihood, forestall any contem-

plated embargo on canned lobster by Great Britain.

With the German and Belgian markets closed to

Canadian canned lobsters, packers were hard hit, and
when news of the French embargo came, the dealers

were at a loss to dispose of this season's pack. The
American market was only good for fresh lobster;

Canadian consumption is small, and the English market
though favourable and larger than formerly, offered

small profits. "When the French embargo went into

effect, there was talk that the British Government
would also bar lobsters as unnecessary luxuries.

However, the news to hand removes all difficul-

ties in disposing of the pack, and though the season is

a little late, it is hoped that the packers will succeed

in disposing of their stock.

PISCATORIAL PARAGRAPHS.
We regret to announce the death of Mr. William

Douglas Rolston of Yarmouth, N.S. on July 17th. Mr.

Rolston passed away in Boston following an opera-

tion for appendicitis. The deceased was only 34 years

of age, but from boyhood was a great friend of the

fishermen who frequented the port of Yarmouth, and
latterly every trawler out of south-western Nova
Scotia knew "Billy" and hailcMl him as one of them-

selves. Mr. Rolston was formerly in the Dominion
Atlantic Railway Steamship service and latterly was

'

a Special Preventative Officer in the Dominion Cus-

toms. A breezy, big hearted young man—he will be

greatly missed.

Good work in tlie protection of local fislieries is

being done by the Victoria Fisheries Protective As-

sociation of Victoria County, Cape Breton. The As-

sociation is composed of resident Caiuulians and Amer-
icans who summer in the county and was formed to

protect the lake and river fish of the district from

tlio illegal and destrtictivo methods of fishing which

WHS rife. Since formation, the Association has done
much to stamp out illegalities and they have succeed-

ed in having many Government Fishery Guardians

a|)pointe(l to carry out tlie laws. There arc many
places in Canada where similar organizations could as-

sist the Government to protect the fisheries.

(Contlnqed on page 875)
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SUPERIORITY OF FISH AS FOOD
By. DR. EDWARD E. PRINCE, L.L.D.

This article is of special interest to all en-

gaged in soiling fish as it embodies some facts

which can be used as admirable selling ar-

guments.—Editor.

Very erroneo\is ideas jirevail respecting the food value

of fish, flesh, fowl and other table necessaries. Few
people realize that fish are. in most respects, superior

to any other food; even milk (which is often claimed

to be a perfect food) is far from being so, and is

inferior to fish in many important respects. Milk,

it is well known, is indigestible to many people, even

healthy people, and rich, new milk is most undesir-

able for invalids. It disagrees with them and causes

many internal troubles. It is apt to produce gas

and other digestive ailments. By removing the cream,

milk, strangely enough, is made more digestive.

Skimmed milk has fewer minute, floating, fatty par-

ticles, but coTitains the most nutritious substance, case-

in, and is really of far greater value according to food

exi)erts than new milk.

But the best, most digestible, and the cheapest of

all foods is fish. Chemical analyses have been pub-

lished wbieh seem to show a higher value for some

popular foods, but mere chemical analysis is not the

best test of food. Its excellence depends ui)on easy

mastication, reduction and emulsification and absorp-

tion, during the digestive processes.

The muscles or flesh of fishes is much looser in tex-

ture than that of meat foods. Fish muscle is. indeed,

quite unlike the muscle of beef or mutton, being pale

and less comjjact in texture, while the fibres are not

enclosed in strong sheaths, and are thus more easily

masticated, reduced and absorbed, and more readily

utilized in the human svstem than almost any other

food. The fact that fish eo bad nuicklv. that they

more readily decompose thaji other foods, is due to

the very fact stated, that thev are very loose in tex-

ture and while easv of digestion, they are readily at-

tacked bv the bacteria of putrefaction. Tissues that

easilv putrefv, or succumb to the attacks of bacteria.

i\ro nisn easilv reduced bv the diffcstive iuices.

Fish are easilv masticated, dissolved in the stomach,

and absorbed into the blood and appropriated bv the

human body eenerallv. It is necessarv that they should

be fresh, and they should be kept cold, but it reqiiires

no argument in view of the facts just stated, to prove

that a more acceptable food cannot be found than' fish.

It is nutritious for the strong and it is a perfect food
Uif those who suffer from a weak digestion.

In summer a diet of eggs, milk, puddings, etc., is

lit to be verv heavy, but a fish diet is light, nutri-

tious. (>asi1v digested, and the 'peptones' resulting from
digested fish tissues, can sustain life better than any
other foods. The human body can be sustained by

these peptones, without any rich fats, and without

starch or carbo-hydrates, which all tend to encourage

corpulency. Analyssts tell us that fish do not contain

certain substances, especially 'amido-bodies' such as

creatin, zanthin, etc., which are really simply stimu-

lating elements, and not nutritious in the truest sense.

Fat also is far less apparent in fish ; but most valu-

able are the organic salts which are far richer in

fish, and phosphatie salts, so valuable to the human
.system, are 75 per cent to 100 per cent more in fish

than in flesh meat.

Fish are .splendid food on other accounts, apart

from their chemical, nutritious nature. There is less

water in such fish as cod, salmon, etc., and more pro-

tein than in most meats, and it is the proteids which

build up the tissues of the human body. Fats and

starches, or carbo-hydrates, which are so lacking in

fish, are merely producers of heat or energy. Pro-

teids are changed into peptones by the acids of the

stomach ; and because peptones are capable of sus-

taining life and repairing waste tissues without any

other food elements such as fats or starchy matters,

they cannot be surpassed as food.

Fish may be truly called the staff of life. The fam-

ous Professor Gamgee said: "We may be deprived of

starches and yet live. We may go without fats, but

unless we have proteids we die." Professor Chitten-

den the greatest of American authorities on food, in

some published food tables stated that cow's milk

is composed as follows—water 87 per cent, proteids

3..3 i)er cent, carbo-hydrates .'i.O per cent, fat 4.0

per cent, while salts and mineral matters amount to

0.7 per cent, whereas such a fi.sh as cod contains .'lO per

cent less water. 300 ner cent more proteids, and about

the same amount of mineral salts, so that fish seem

to be far superior. Most foods contain oil and fat,

water and carbo-h.vdrates which are all non-nitro-

genous, and these are qualities which encourage cor-

pulence in the human body, but on a fish diet, rich

in nitrogenous matters, the body remains lithe, mus-
culnr, healthy and active.

Sir James Crichton Browne, the eminent British

expert, seemed to reeard fish as a perfect food, for

't supplies the two chief requirements of the human
frame; nutritive or building-up materials and energy,

or force producincr mattes. "It contains fto quote

from his own words') what are called proteids

mainly concerned in the formation of the tis-

sues, of which the bod.v is composed: aiid it ronfjiins

fat. one of the main sources of energy."
At such times as the present, economy is ol" the

greatest moment, but cheap food is not neces.sarily

either the best or the most economical. Cheap food may
be poor food, but a fish diet is not only cheap but

it is sustaining, digestible, nourishing and economical.
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TECHNICAL TRAINING FOR FISHERMEN
(Continued from July Issue)

"I believe in technical training for fishermen", said

Mr. P. W. Bassett, Manager of the firm of F. W. Bis-

sett & Company. Limited. "It seems to me that a po-

licy of special education for this class of workers will

be necessary before Canada will exploit intelligently

her fish resources and obtain a larger hold on the fish

markets of the world. I would favor the establish-

ment of local schools at various fishing centres and

for a start would recommend the holding of classes

extending over two or three weeks in those centres.

The more practical .such a course would be the better.

All frills should be cut out and the teaching should

be made as individual as possible. At some of the Eu-

ropean fishing schools the instructor is willing — in-

deed prefers — to throw off his coat and call his pu-

pils by their first names. In such an atmosphere the

workers feel at home. As everyone knows there is

wide room for improvement in present methods of

curing and packing as practised in this country. In-

structors in these lines are needed, provided they are

the men who really know their business. Such men
would have to be paid good salaries but the results

would easily justify a substantial expenditure".

"I would favor the introduction of some form of

technical training among our fishermen", said Mr. R.

H. Williams. Manager of Roberts, Simpson & Compa-
ny, Halifax. "Of course I naturally take the lobster

business view of this question. The lobster fishery in

itself might not be sufficient for a season's course nor

have we enough ground to hope that lobster fishermen

pould be induced to attend classes at a central institu-

tion. A technical college could, however, be of very

valuable assistance to the lobster trade and to the fish

industry in general by means of research investiga-

tions. I hardly think that at the outset the establish-

ment of regular schools in various local fishing centers

would be successful. Any scheme of this character

should. I think, be carried out by a gradual process.

"T would suggest for a bepiimine that short prac-

tical talks should he given in fishing communities.

There is certainly abundance of material for n aeries of

informal lectures and T believe that the novelty of such

a movement would assure its success at the outset while

the benefits that would undoul)tedly be derived from

the instniction would establisli the iiopularity of the

course.

"T would suggest that any scheme of practical in-

struction for fishermen should include the lobster fish-

ermen. I would say that lobstermen would be parti-

cularly interested in the life hi.story of crustaceans. In-

deed instructions in that direction applies strongly to
the lobster business because of the necessity for con-
servation of lobsters and also because of the various
Government regulations that exist. By fully inform-
ing the workers as to the reasons underlying these re-

gulations a better observance of them might be ex-

pected. Especially would this be so when the com-
mercial benefits can be demonstrated at the same time.

"The packing of lobsters might well be included in

any course of instruction although serving packers in

this particular line more than fishermen. The construc-
tion and shape of proper lobster traps and the respect-

ive uses of handlines and trawl gears should all re-

ceive attention".

"Technical training would be undoubtedly bene-
ficial to the fishermen", said Mr. H. B. Short. Man-
ager, Maritime Fish Corporation, Limited, Digby.
"Most beneficial results would follow the introduction
of a practical system. Personnally I am strongly in

favor of technical research. Indeed in my opinion too
much attention cannot be given to research work in

the fisheries as altogether too little is really known re-

garding this valuable industry by those in the busi-

ness. This is a matter that could well be taken up by
an institution like the Nova Scotia Technical College
with the brightest prospect for success.

"I am of the opinion that local .schools in the prin-
cipal fish centers would be attended by the younger
fishermen and that the results would be satisfactory.

When I speak of 'schools' T have in mind the holding
of short practical courses during the dull fishing season
rather than protracted sessions. Any instruction

would of course have to be strongly practical and in-

clude ample demonstration.

"It believe fishermen woid<l welcome knowledge res-

peeing the history of fish and their habits and in my
opinion the more the workers know about the life his-

tory of fisli the better position they are in for the suc-

cessfiil prosecution of their industry. I can see no
reason why every branch of the fish business pould
iHit be taught successfully by a combination of theory
and practice. Most assuredly our fishermen need ex-

pert instruction in catching, curing and packing of
fish. They are away behind the times in all these pro-
cesses".

"I believe that technical training would be of great
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benefit to fishermen in general", said Mr. W. B. Fitz-

gerald, Manager, Job Bros. & Company, Limited, Uali-

fax. "I thiuli there can be little doubt that classes

held in the principal fish centres would be patronized

by the younger and more progressive fishermen of the

present day. I would certainly advocate the holding

of short courses as I am convinced that the fishermen

would appreciate the benefit of instruction and before

long every worker within reach would attend the class-

es. It would be one of our greatest assets in fish va-

lues if the curing and making and drying of fish were

especially looked after, and if fishermen were made to

realize that one {juintal well cured is equal in value to

two quintals of the bad make we often handle.

"There are few of our fishermen that cannot make
their own cod traps and do all their own mending.
Smaller meshed appliances are purchased at the stores

and all these nets are repaired by the fishermen as a

part of their every-day work. In my opinion, research

in connection with catching, curing, making and pack-

ing would have far-reaching effects upon the fish in-

dustry and would be of undoubted advantage to the

present and future fishermen of Canada".

"I should like to see local fishing classes estab-

lished", said Mr. William McMillan of Lockeport,

Shelburne County. "In time these schools could per-

haps be affiliated, as it were, through the Department
of the Provincial Technical College and a higher course

of instruction given at the central institution. The
first step, however, is to establish short courses at con-

venient points by which expert instruction would be
given in the curing and packing of fish. This I consid-

er most important, although I think that the teach-

ing of net making and net mending, and of all the

other operations of the fishermen could also be de-

monstrated at these courses. I believe that it is pos-

sible to make our fish suitable for any market in the
world, and that it is high time for definite steps to-

ward that end. The fish industry will come to its own
only when our fishermen are practically taught the ne-

cessary care that should be taken in both curing and
packing".
"The value of technical training", said Mr. Walter

Mitchell, the Manager of W. & C. H. Mitchell, Limited,
Halifax, "would of course depend entirely on the na-
ture of the education given. In my opinion instruction

given by comptenent teachers, men skilled both theor-

ically and practically, would be of decided benefit to

our fishermen. The arrangement of any system is one
that requires considerable thought, but it is a problem
that is well worthy of careful study at the present
time".

"The holding of short courses for fishermen is a
most excellent idea", said Mr. H. A. Rice, Manager,
A. N. Whitman & Son, Limited, Canso, Guysboro
County. "If these classes coidd extend over two or
three weeks of the slack season, I am convinced that
they would be largely attended. Only a very small
percentage of our fishermen could be induced to at-

tend a central institution and the inevitable expense
would be a consideration. A central technical institu-

tion could, however, be of immense assistance in re-

search work connected with the catching, curing and
packing of fish. Such an idea is in line with present
day progress and must appeal to all who have the inte-

rests of the fish industry at heart. The principal fea-

ture of the instruction in the local schools should, I

think, deal largely with the curing and packing of fish.

These are the lines on which immediate improvements
are most urgently needed. The subject of technical

training of fishermen is one for candid and full dis-

cussion as it is a matter that is vital to the vigorous

life of the Canadian fish industry".

"I should like to see some form of training adopted
for our fishermen", said Mr. John Neville, Director of

Neville Canneries, Limited, Halifax. "1 think that the

time is ripe for a movement in this direction and there

is little doubt in my mind that a practical move would
have the support of the more intelligent among our
younger fish workers. The force of example comes in-

to play here and once a workable scheme were put in-

to execution it would not be long before the advan-
tages to be gained by instruction would be apparent to

many who would be perhaps lukewarm at the start.

"it must be remembered that the Canadian fisher-

man is generally most conservative. lie doesn't care to

try anything new — even a new net or new gear of any
kind—until he is convinced that it will prove benefi-

cial. And even at that he takes a good deal of con-

vincing. Here is where the value of practical demons-
tration work comes in. Demonstrations by a practical

instructor combined with advice based on these de-

monstrations are what is needed.
"Short courses during periods of comparative idle-

ness would, I think, be attended satisfactorily. Fu-
ture attendance would depend entirely on the kind of

instruction given and that of course again depends on
the type of instructor selected. Academic theorizing

is not what is wanted at all, but short informal talks

intensely practical and illustrative of work actually

in progress. In some other fishing countries where
special training is given the men are taken out in fish-

ing craft and demonstrations carried on afloat as well

as ashore.

"Fishermen should be informed as to fish life, the
habits of fish, their structure, etc., as well as the best

methods of catching, curing and canning fish and the
management of boat and gear. Technical publications
are all very well but even when embodied in bulletins

the difficulty is to reach the fish people proper. The
only method of instruction that would likely prove at

all satisfactory at the start would be the holding of

short sessions in fishing communities".

"I think that instruction in the curing and packing
of fish would be invaluable to our fishermen", said
Mr. C. W. Rowlings of the firm of Farquhar & Com-
Pany, Limited, Halifax. "Such a course could
be made most interesting to the workers by means of
demonstrations and I don't think there would be much
difficulty from the start in the way of attendance if

the instruction were given at first in local fishing cen-
tres. Later on our Technical College could be utilized
as for other industrial workers.
"I have frequently thought that we should adopt

something of the form of training given to fishermen
in older countries like Scotland. Everybody knows
that the Scotch herring are famous the world over and
that the herring industry in Scotland is one of consid-
erable proportions. There can be little doubt that the
popularity of the Scotch herring is due not so much to
primal quality as to superior method of cure".
"I don't think much of demonstrations conducted

ashore" said Mr. M. H. Nickerson of Clark's Harbor,
Shelburne County. "A fisherman must learn how to
handle a boat and steer a course. He must have a good
working knowledge of tide (rips and local currenta).
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He must know how to set traps, bait hooks and run
trawls. All this of course can be learned only by prac-

tice; theory is no good at all.

"I really cannot imagine what kind of 'school'

would give the necessary technical training to a fish-

erman. Any practical instruction would have to be
imparted by teachers secured from the ranks of fish-

ermen who had proved their knowledge by success in

the occupation.

"To my mind the best instruction on the manage-
ment of boats and the rigging of gear is that given by
a veteran fishing skipper. I once urged the appoint-

ment of such a man to tour the coast and teach an uni-

form set of lobster pots and mackerel traps. It seemed
to me that only good could result from the work of a

tried fisherman who would travel at periods and show
the backward sections the latest devices in craft and
gear, as well as point out the means of reaching the

best markets. He could further teach novices not only

how to run a gasoline engine but also how to make
simple repairs to the same. There is no doubt room
in certain sections for instruction in the curing and
packing of fish, but not so much as formerly. Such
teaching would have no bearing on lobsters, oysters,

clams and other shell-fish. A large proportion of line

and net fish is now sold fresh, either exported or used
as bait. Moreover the boneless business is now well

established and is booming. I cannot conceive how
bookish theories in the way of life histories of fish

could be useful. Such a history is assuredly one of the
hardest to write. Could Macaulay have produced his

great work if he had had to study men under glass 1

"Careful revision of the whole field convinces one

that the fisherman's technique must be practical from
the start. Not even the elements can be taught in

school. First of all a fisherman must know how to

row a boat. Most of our fisher lads of ten years could

teach all but the 'Varsity ten' and I'm not quite sure

about that when it comes to useful rowing. Our fish-

ermen here have never had an instructor, yet as a rule

they have made more progress, with respect to model
gear and markets, than our agrarian population to

whom a helping hand is continually stretched out by
local and federal governments.

"Finally, the desolating beam-trawler looms large on
the horizon ! Five years hence that foreign craft will

hold sovereign sway in our waters. I forbear to ex-

press an opinion on the results of such an invasion, but
would remark that any expenditure made on tuition of

our fishermen would then be entirely thrown away."
"I am sure that technical training would benefit our

fishermen" said Mr. Maurice Nickerson of Clark's

Harbor, Shelburne County. To my mind, education in

modern methods would increase the catch, improve the

quality of cure, enlarge prices and lighten labor.

"I would say that short courses at some central point,

such as our Technical College, should be beneficial.

The meeting together of young men from widely scat-

tered sections of the coast would benefit them by in-

terchange of ideas and friendly rivalry.

"Any training of fishermen should, of course, include

at least elementary navigation as well as the care and
management of gasoline engines and the equipment
and management of fishing boats. Actual demonstra-
tions are necessary in such teaching and of course the
more practical the training in all lines the better."

A SCHOOL OF NAVIGATION
By A. J. CAMPBELL

The system of Technical Education that they have
down in Nova Scotia enables the miner, the tailor,

the dressmaker, the milliner, the chemist and the book-
keeper to perfect himself in the best methods of his

calling. Owing to the indefatigable efforts of the
Director, Mr. F. H. Sexton, the list now includes the
sailor also.

A School of Navigation was established in the Nova
Scotia Technical College at Halifax in the summer
of 1914. The Department of Marine and Fisheries

defrays the expense of equipment and instruction,

while the college provides the room, heat, light, etc.

Captain James Simmons, the instructor, was selected

on account of his long practical experience in all kinds
of vessels. He also has acted as navigation instructor

at Lunenburg. No student whom Captain Simmons has
trained has failed to pass the official examination at

the first sitting. The school has been kept open every
day and evening of every week day except Saturday
since the school was established.

Instruction is free and each student is given individ-

ual attention so that each progresses as fast as he is

able to go ahead. The students are also given free of
charge the use of charts, books, instruments, etc. Sea-
men who attend only in the evening or during shore
leave can prepare themselves for any certificates with-

out expense. The instruction naturally follows the
different grades of certificates of competency and may

be classified according to the class of vessel upon which
the aspirant for Masters' or Mates' certificates intends
to serve, whether on coasting vessels, vessels in in-

land waters or deep sea vessels. There is a growing
appreciation of the school and a continuously increas-

ing attendance. The graduates now number over
thirty.

The following is a brief outline of the subjects
taught in the various courses:

Coasting Vessels—Classes for Mates' Examination

In Seamanship the student is taught the Rule of
the Road, the regulation lights, fog and distress sig-

nals; use of the lead and the log. rigging and stow-
ing cargo ; square rigged and fore and aft rigged sail-

ing vessels; fire protection, collision bulk-head.s, con-
struction and use of marine telegraph, fitting and
lowering of life-boats.

In Navigation the student is shovra how to work
a day's work, how to find the latitude by the meridian
altitude of the sun, how to take a bearing by com-
pass and determine the ship's position on a chart, and
how to shape a course and determine the distance run
from any given departure.

Classes for Masters' Examinations.

Navigation. How to work a mercator and an ampli-
tude and find the deviation of the compass by "Time
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Azimuth" tables, ocean currents, "dead reckoning,"
the sextant. International Code signals.

Seamanship. How to rig a sea anchor and how to

handle disabled vessels, use of lead in heavy weather,
mortar and rocket apparatus, jury rudders, instruc-

tion in averages, bottomry bond, charier party, bills

of ladijig, etc.

For those students who wish to take examinations
for certificates on steam or sailing vessels plying on
inland waters and minor waters the subjects enumerat-
ed in the preceding paragraphs are taught more simp-
ly to prepare students according to the several re-

quirements under the provisions of the Canada Ship-
ping Act.

Deep Sea Vessels—Classes for Second Mates' Exam-
inations.

Navigation. Astronomical and seafaring terms; log-

arithms and their use; how to find a day's work with
correction for leeway deviation and variation ; find-

ing of the latitude by the meridian altitude of the sun;
parallel sailing; finding course and distance between
positions by Mercator's method finding time of high
water at any given port ; calculations to find the true
amplitude of the sun, the longitude by the chronometer,
true aeimuth of the sun by different methods; how
to determine courses and distances on a true or mag-
netic chart; how to find the ship's position in various
ways and under different conditions; "dead reckon-
ing," the sextant; signals; the principles of action,

construction, use and care of the barometer, thermo-
ter, hydrometer and chronometer; weights and meas-
ures; markings, signs and abbreviations on Admiral-
ly charts and plans.

Seamanship. Rigging of steamships; steering gear;
connections to engines, propeller, etc.; management
of a steamship under canvas; management of a ship's

boat in heavy weather; dunnaging and stowing car-

goes; Rule of the Road for steamers and sailing ves-

sels; regulation lights and so\ind signals; marking and
use of lead and log lines; sluices and water ballast

tanks, engine room telegraph, use and management
of rocket apparatus.

Classes for First Mate's Certificate.

Navigation. The nautical problems required in the
Canadian Rules and Regulations for the examinations
for first mate; computation of time at which a given
star will be on the observer's meridian and other sim-
ilar determinations; general knowledge and compu-
tations respecting the stars; finding the longitude by
chronometer by altitude of a star; determination of
the true azimuth of a star by the Time Azimuth Tab-
les; finding the latitude by ex-meridian altitude of
the sun or a star; determination of the line of posi-

tion and the true bearing of the sun and the ship's
position by projection; cyclones; laying down on a
chart the course to steer by compass; "dead reckon-
ing," corrections to soundings; the log book; calcula-
tion of capacity of hold ; freight and commission ; life

boats, life buoys, life belts.

Seamanship. Shifting of large spars, rigging sheers,

and taking lower masts in or out; methods of mooring
and unmooring: the anchor; management of steam-
ships in stormy weather; rigging purchases for hand-
ling heavyweights; disposition of cargoes in stiff and
tender vessels; ventilation of holds; handling explos-
ives; effects of screw race; single and twin screws;
rigging a sea anchor; keeping a disabled steamer out

of the trough of a sea; turning a steamship short
around; easting the deep sea lead in heavy weather.

Classes for Masters' ExaminatioiL

Navigation. Determination of latitude by the al-

titude of the polar star at any time or by the merid-
ian altitude of the moon; calculation of the magnetic
bearing of any object taken with the ship's head on
equi-distant compass points and computation of de-
viation therefrom; construction of a deviation curve
upon a Napier's diagram ; effects of the ship's iron upon
the compasses' method of determining the deviation,
and compensation of the same by magnets and soft
iron with the aid of Beall's compass deviascope; laws
regarding the engagement, discharge and management
of a crew and the proper entries to be made in the
official log; prevention and checking of an outbreak
of scurvy on board ship; law regarding load line
marks and entries and reports to be made respecting
them; invoices, charter party, bills of lading, Lloyd's
agents, nature of bottomry, bills of exchange, surveys,
averages, etc.; prevailing winds and currents of the
globe; the trade routes; the tides.

Seamanship. Construction of jury rafts and jury
rudders, suitable for screw steamships; preservation
of ship's crew in event of wreck; management of
steamships in heavy weather; rescue of the crew of
a disabled ship; steps to be taken when a vessel is

on its beam ends or disabled and on a lee shore; use
of steam appliances in case of fire ; economy in coal
consumption

; best methods of towing vessels under
various conditions; placing a ship in dry dock; mode
of procedure when puting into port in (listress with
damaged cargo and ship.

A GREAT DISCOVERER.

The Man Who Put The Salt in The Herring.

Centuries ago William Buckels, a Hollander of Bier-
wich, made the then astonishing discovery that salt

would preserve fish and that salted fish could be pack-
ed and exported. Before his time herring had to be
consumed within a few days of their caj)ture. Buckels
salted them. In 1836 William Buckels salted the first

hundred of herring, and, having salted them, he pack-
ed them in barrels. This exercise of common sense re-

sulted in a singular development of the resources of
the country. The English fisheries were not as prom-
inent 500 years ago as they are now, and Holland had
for a time almost a monopoly of a market which she
was able to create and to supply. Buckels had not to
wait .WO years to have his claim to public gratitude
recognised. Charles V. had a statue erected to the
mackerel salter who became the benefactor of his
country. Queen Mary of Hungary, however, paid him
even greater honour. During her residence in Holland
she discovered his tomb, and, seated upon it, ate a salt-
ed herring.

RECORD FISH CATCH.

Gloucester, Mass., July 11. — The largest single
catch of fish ever landed at a port in this country was
brought here to-day by the trawler East Hampton,
according to port officials, after comparison with
available records. The trawler got 400,000 pounds off
Sambro Bank, near Halifax, N.S., in less than two
weeks.
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Let Us Have a Technical College on the Fisheries

By E. F. HART, Halifax, N.S.

In the late October, 1750, Carl Jacobs rowed up Hali-

fax Harbor with two quintals of dry cod in the bottom

of his "dinghey" and landing on the beach, near the

present Bank of Montreal, he sold his fish at 20 shillings

a quintal. In those days a cove swept in from Market

wharf and the beach ran along past Bedford Chambers.

If, like Rip Van Winkle, indulging in a drink of "strong

waters," and falling asleep, he awoke to-day, how
changed would be the scene. Not one familiar object

would meet his gaze. The cove has disappeared, the very

beach is blotted out, the city has grown up around him.

Only one link would remain to bind him to the past —
his dry codfish would be the same old cod, caught in the

same waters, cured in the same old way. From out the

mists of the past it alone remains unchanged — as in the

beginning.

Let There be Improvement Also in Fish.

The wild bronco of the plains has become the race

horse of to-day ; the farmyard fowl has become the Leg-

horn ; the wild apple has developed into the gravenstein

;

cranberries and strawberries have been improved out of

all knowledge ; flesh and fowl and fruit have had new
life infused into their veins. Is is not high time to try

man's improving touch on fish?

Dog fanciers, we are told, can grow a fancy dog to

order, and get 1,000 guineas for their product. Burbank
produced a potato that has trebled the productiveness of

that vegetable. Thomas Lawson paid $20,000 for one

carnation. Is codfish, the great Nova Scotia staple, to

have no development when the land is filled with nature's

miracles, and the air with airships? Man to-day ex-

ploits the earth and the air. Why not the sea also ?

An old Roman emperor kept carp in fish ponds, and
fattened them for his table. He was away ahead of

Nova Scotia to-day in his ideas. The truth is familiarity

has bred contempt and we do not value our great in-

heritance.

Prevent Depletion of the Fisheries.

For a thousand years the mackerel have come in June.

We set out nets and take 10,000 barrels and 1,000,000

barrels go by. Where they come from and where they

go to, is a my.stery. As far as I know, we have never
tried to find out. Our government has been hatching
lobster eggs and salmon spawn. Why? Because our
waters were being depicted of these fish. Now preven-

tion is better than cure. Would it not be wise to find

out how to prevent this depletion in the species that re-

main to us, and so protect our fisheries for future genera-
tions ?

Our government has imported Jersey cows galore.

They have also given us practical education in the pro-
duction of butter and cheese. Danish butter command-
ed a higher price than ours in London, hence our product
must be improved — and improved it has been, to a
wonderful extent. With this improvement in mind they
should surely now educate our fishermen to put up their

dry fish, as against the Norwegian product, that to-day
brings 75 per cent more than ours. Now butter is pro-
duced in many lands the world over. Dry cod has com-
paratively few sources of supply, and ours the greatest.

It is, therefore, a reproach to our country if we do not
lead the world in our own special line. In the one line

into which we have put time and money — the canned
lobster business — we are to-day reaping a rich reward
in the high prices we are obtaining for our self-taught
efforts.

Reduction Plants Have No Effect.

We have as long a coast line for our size as any coun-
try on the globe. Off our southern shore in summer
come millions of dogfish, and we put up two reduction
plants (one at Canso and one at Clark's Harbor) to ex-

terminate the.se pests — exterminate them!
With a thousand reduction plants we might reduce

their numbers. With two — as well try to put the At-
lantic ocean into Steel's pond. I have seen enough dog-
fish at one time in Chedabucto Bay to keep one hundred
plants running for a year. "Every dog has his day,"
and every dogfish its value. Some day wo will wake up
and find these reduction plants will pay. And it is along
this path we must walk, if we expect to penetrate to
the inner temple of hidden fish knowledge.

Spend a Little on Imported Fish Hooks.

Why not spend a few thousand dollars on improved
fish hooks, when we pay a million dollars for Ross Rifles?
By one order-in-council the government made 1,000,000

lobster traps worthless the other day, and yet they never
had instructed our fishermen in the making of one of
these traps. Is this fair or just? By all means protect
the lobster fishery, but first find out what protection
is really required.

We begin at the wrong end. The government sends
out a commission to find out from fi.shermen what fish-

ery laws our fishermen want. Do we enact liquor laws
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that the Licensed Victuallers' Assot-iation advise t No

—

only such laws as promote the pood of the whole country.

The trade has a voice in their makinp, but must bow to

the pood of the majority. Should then the conservation

of our fisheries not be the first consideration, and fish-

ermen 's idea.s not give way to this paramount considera-

tion.

I am not attempting to criticize the present law. I am
criticizing the way tlicse laws are made. The Govern-

ment should know what is required. Sir Wilfrid Laurier

says "Government helps those who help themselves."

Education is a duty—a fundamental duty of all povcrn-

ments. The fisheries are sufferinp for want of education.

A Fisherman's Technical College.

A piscatorial institute should be erected, and Spring

Garden road would be unsuitable for a site. It should be

down by the .sea — where could easily be determined.

Practical work in producing and packing fi.sh and fish

products should be carried on. Exhaustive experiment

and research should be enpaged in. Cla.sses .should be

instructed ip technical knowledpe of all these branches

—

demonstration of this knowledge should be given in all

our fishing villages — then some fine morning one of

these institute graduates would produce a quintal of

codfish worth $8 as against the ordinary $4 article, and
every fi.sherman in the settlement would wake up and
learn how to make .$8 fish. The value of our fisheries

would be doubled. Oh, no ! We would not get there in

a day—or a week—or a year—but it will come. It is

coming. It must come. Education has done it in other

lines and will do it for us.

Difficulties—of course. Failures—Yes. Luther Bur-

bank has difficuties and failures, but finally succeeded

in growing a .seedless orange. 1 do not anticipate that

we can prow a codfish with bones all in the tail. I see

great difficulty in improvinp the breed and crossing

the varieties of all fish life. We may attain to that in

the future. But in improving the product of the manu-
factured articles—the dried cod, the pickled fish, the

canned lobster—here, is there stire and certain success

awaiting the persistent and educated fisherman.

Fishing Notes from Yarmouth
(Special Correspondence).

Although the year opened rather unfavorably for

fishing here it is turning out much better than was ex-

pected. So many men had donned the khaki that it

was thought it would be impossible to man all the

schooners, but with the exception of a week or two now
and then they have all been able to keep in commission,

and one or two more small schooners have been added

to the fleet. There are not quite so many of the small-

er boats — particularly those owned in town — being
used, as a walk along the water front will show, as

there arc probably a dozen still hauled up in winter
quarters. The vessel fi.shermen are all doing well. The
fares have been good and the prices high. Never in the

hi.story of the town have fresh fish been so high on the

retail market. Eight here in a fish centre where hun-
dreds of tons are handled every day, halibut have
sold to the consumer as high as 25 cents and even now
are 20 cents. WTiat is more surprising is that sword"

fish is the same price, and up to only three years ago no

swordfish had ever been offered for sale in Yarmouth,
and if caught by accident—they were never fished pur-
I)0.sely—they were killed and thrown away—despised
as are dogfish. Three years ago an experiment was
made in shipping them and the same ye.nra retail fish

market tried one or two. People bought them as a
novelty — now they are quite a staple* although there
are hundreds of people yet who have never tasted it

and who do not seem to be able to make up their minds
to try it. Another fish on which our fishermen have
been making money for the past twelve or fifteen years
has never been tried in a retail way in town, that is, the
albaeore (or tuna, or horse mackerel). They are ship-

ped in large numbers and sell all the way from it!4 to $8
per 100 pounds, but none of our retailers have muster-
ed up eoui-iisre enouph to try one yet. The high prices
of the well-known fishes will no doubt in time force
people to buy some of the lesser known and despised
fish. That most of them are of excellent food value is

known, but people simply cannot muster up sufficient
courage to depart from the beaten paths. A few days
ago the manager of one of the mackerel traps brought
in two or three dogfish and took them to his home. He
in.stnicted his housekeeper to have them cooked, and a
splended fi.sh dinner was prepared, to which he invited
a number of friends. They all partook heartily of the
fish and commented upon the excellent whiteness and
flavor of the meat. When they were all through he told
them what they had been eating. A few converts were
made at that meal. The same gentleman was going to
try goosefish — the ugliest and most repulsive looking
fish that swims. Whether he did or not I do not know,
but T admire his courage in even thinking of it.

The mackerel season in this vicinity is about over.
There has been nothing remarkable in the run this year.
The traps have not made an average catch of mackerel,
but they did fairly well on salmon and pollock. The
schooners Yafico, Lucy A., and Vice Renie were fitted
un for seining, and were quite successful. Last year's
bip hauls of fish to the eastward were not duplicated
this year, and, in fact, the catch has not been up to the
average.

The demand for salt fish is excellent, and our local
dealers can not get enough locally. They are buying
quite freely in other fish centres, particularly Lunen-
burg, and fish is arriving by rail almost every day.
The weather here has not been good for drying
there has been so much rain and dampness thi.s season— but in this respect it is improving.

WENT AWAY WITH THE BUCKET.
A skipper took on two new hands—one a Nova Sco-

tian without a written character, and the other a New-
foundlander possessed of abundant documentary evi-

dence as to his honesty and uprightness. They had not

been long at sea when they encountered rough weather,
and the "Newfy" when erossiTig the deck with a buck-
et in his hand, was swept overboard. The "Novy" saw
what had happened, and sought out the captain. "Do
"you remember that "Newfy", he said, "that ye engag-
"ed with a fine charaetert" "Yes," said the captain.
"What of it?" "He's away with your bucket," was
the reply.
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AN EXPERT TALKS ON
PICKLED FISH

Some Impressions and Advice by One Who
Knows

A representative of the CANADIAN FISHERMAN
had a chat the other day with Mr. Robert Gray, who
was appointed last February to be Inspector of Pick-

led Fish, with the Maritime Provinces for territory.

Ilis present headquarters are in the Board of Trade
Rooms at Halifax. Mr. Gray is a native of Lerwick,

Shetland Islands. Although still a young man he
is an expert in all lines connected with his trade,

having received a thorough training both in the theo-

retical and practical part of his business. He passed
the searching examirtation set by the well - known
Fisheries Board of Scotland with the handsome mark
of 95. He has had also over twenty years' practical

experience with the fishing fleets of Scotland and in

the curing establishments and coopering shops of that
country. He has been in Maritime Canada for five

years and in that time has made a thorough study of

the Canadian fisheries along the Atlantic coast.
'

' Were your first impressions
,
of the fishing indus-

try here favorable?"

"Well, I must say that on arriving in this country
I was disappointed with the way the fish trade was
carried on. One of the first operations I saw was the
heading up of a barrel, or rather what was intended
for a barrel, containing 300 pounds of iced haddock.
The barrel certainly looked more like the job of a
hammer and saw man than of a cooper. More nails

were used in making it ready for market
than should be used in making a box of
the same capacity. I have been connected
with cooper shops for twenty-five years and I never
saw larger nails than one inch used and then only six

to the barrel.

"The next surprise came when I saw Canadian split

herring being repacked. Two or more fish at a time
were thrown carelessly into a package (I cannot call

it a barrel) the fish buried in salt and the package
filled with pickle made with water drawn not many
yards from the outlet of a sewer. The head was then
stuck in and the package shipped away. Nobody
seemed to worry as to whether or not it was pickle-
tight.

"My third surprise came when I saw fish being hand-
led with a fork in the same way a farmer would handle
fertilizer. Now, look here, this sounds like knock-
ing but T cannot help that. I was merely answering
your question honestly."

"You demonstrate modern methods as well as in-

spect T"

"I am called an inspector but owing to the lack of
training of the fishermen here I am asked to instruct

as well. Ignorance is particularly noticeable in the
methods adopted for making barrels and in the curing
of pickled fish. Just now I am engaged in giving prac-
tical demonstrations of how to make a proper barrel
and when the fishing season opens I will demonstrate
the Scotch curing process also."

"What are the outstanding features of the Scotch
system of herring cure?"

"The Scotch method of curing herring is without
doubt the best system that has yet been evolved. The
fish are in well-nigh every case landed in perfect con-
dition. Salt is applied immediately. The fish are
then carefully cleaned and very particularly divided
into different grades of which there may be ten dur-
ing a season. The fish are then roused and packed
with the utmost care into absolutely tight barrels and
uniformly salted. The herring are not soaked, not
even washed in water as such a process seems to des-
troy the natural flavor of the fish. After standing
for eleven days the fish are thoroughly cured. They
are then prepared in the most careful way for market
and arrive at the ultimate destination looking more
like a box of magnified sardines. This product is cer-
tainly very unlike the uninviting package of half salt
and half fish that is too often the result of the ordin-
ary Canadian cure."

''What reception do you get from the fishermen?"
"The fish merchants, fishermen and fish workers

have almost always received me right and I must say
that it is a real pleasure for me to discuss the con-
struction of barrels and the curing of fish with them.
Time and again I have been impressed by the intelli-
gence many of the workers display through their
questions."

"So you have met with no hostility?"

"Only twice and in both instances from old men.
One old fisherman grew very angry when I had to in-
form hnn that he was shipping "drowned" herring
'You needn't talk to me,' said he, Tve been fishing
and packing for over forty years and I guess I know
my business.' I let him storm away and in the gen-
tler weather that followed I asked him if he would let
me demonstrate in his own yard for the benefit of him-
self and his neighbors. He finally yielded a grudging
assent and I went to work. It took ten days to cure
the fish and a few days to transport thein to New
York. They were immediately sold there for fifteen
dollars a barrel instead of the usual price for his fav-
orite brand of something under four dollars. You
should have seen that old man's face when he receiv-
d the message from New York. It was a study in
varied emotions. But I assure you it set him think-
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ing pretty hard and set his neighhors to thinking as

well. I need hardly say that since then the old man and

I have been the best of friends. The other old fellow

has a fi.\ed idea that there is nothing in the sea worth

talking about execjit cod and German submarines and

judging by his bluster he knows quite as much about

the one as the other. The only method that will dis-

arm hostility or arouse indifference is to go to work

after an explanatorj' talk and practise what you have

preached. The instructor must peel off his collar if

he wears one, throw off his coat, and pitch right in. A
careful combination of talk and action, principally ac-

tion, is what is wanted."
"What is a 'drowned' herring?"

"A 'drowned' herring is a herring that has become

exhausted after hours of struggle in the net. In these

waters herring are as a rule left in the nets far too

long. In my opinion unless moored nets are picked

twice in every twenty-four hours there will always be

more or less drowned herring. During last year I

examined upwards of forty hauls of herring landed

on that number of different days and in every case

T found that from ten to fifty per cent of the fish were

unfit for a good cure. I saw only one perfect catch of

herring and on enquiry found that the fisherman

had picked his nets in the morning, had sold the catch

and then had gone cod-fishing. On returning in the

evening he noticed that birds were busy round his

herring nets. He investigated and was rewarded with

five barrels of some of the finest herring I have seen

in this countrj'. Those fish had meshed during the

day, but had they been left in the nets until the fol-

lowing morning it would have been impossible to make
a cood cured fish of them."

"It has been said that the Scotch method of cure

is not generally satisfactory out here owing to clim-

atic conditions T"
"There is nothing wrong with the climate. Oc-

casionally during the fishing season there comes a day
or two when it may be rather warm for fish of any
kind to be exposed to the sun for any length of time."
"What would be gained in the price of cured fish

bv tho goiioral introduction of the Scotch method t"

"At the present time a gain of not less than 200
per cent and in normal times at least 100 per cent.

But of course to attain success the fish must be caught,

handled, packed and cured in the proper manner and
shipped in the right packages. Otherwise it would be
difficult to dispose of them at any price. Besides

failure would entail a serious loss to the fish trade

of Maritime Canada."
"Do American bait seekers take advantage of our

fishermen in regard to the measure usedt"
"That is rather a delicate subject to discuss. The

fact is that here in the Maritime Provinces we have
no standard measure for fre.sh herring. Consequently
if a baiter or a fish merchant wishes to purchase
fresh herring from a fisherman the fisherman has to

fill whatever measure the purchaser produces. In
some cases this may be a basket, at other times a tub,

and often a barrel. To my personal knowledge many
baskets that are said to have a capacity of one bush-

el will hold considerably more. Tubs may be any
size as they are usually half-barrels of any size. As to

the barrel—well, as a measure of fresh herring it may
contain anything from twenty to forty Imperial gal-

lons. However. I understand that the Dciiarttiiont at

an early date will issue a standard measure with a

capacity of ten Imperial gallons which will rectify

this state of affairs."

"You are impres.sed with the possibilities of the
fish industry here?"
"Well, who wouldn't be? Why fishermen here are

making what they call a good living when
working for only six months out of twelve
in open boats. Just think of the money that
could be made through the introduction of
powerful motor or steam decked vessels and all the
other modern appliances. As to markets— the whole
continent of North America lies behind us. Besides
there are other important foreign markets awaiting the
right product. The world is only beginning to realize

the value of fish as a wholesome and toothsome food.

There is practically no limit to the extent to which the
resources of Maritime Canada's fishery fields may be
developed."

AN OIL ENGINED TRAWLER
WALTER LAMBERT, A.M.Inst.N.A.

(Design by the Author).

The introduction of steam trawlers has revolutionized

the fishing industry of Europe, and today they con-

stitute the most important class of fishing vessel. The
principle of capture they employ, that of catching the

fish by force, was limited in application in the case

of sailing vessels, both by the size of trawl gear it

was possible to handle by manual labour and by the

nature of the propelling agent. The use of steam

power for propulsion and for working the trawl gear,

however imposed no such limitation and rendered pos-

sible the exploration of distant fishing grounds on

a large scale, and on a remunerative basis which would
othonvise have been impracticable.

The first steam fishing boats were built in France
in 1865, two small trawlers being built in that year.

One or two further boats were built for French own-
rrs during the next thirty years, but their operations

were greatly hampered by the opposition of the fish-

ing community, and little progress was made in the

development of the new type of boat until Great Brit-

ain, followed by Germany entered into the field.

In the latter part of the "eighties" a large num-
ber of steam fishing companies were formed to build

vessels specially for the trade. These early types were
generally from 80 to 90 feet long and of small displace-

ment. Since that date trawler design has practically

become standardized, and although present day boats
vary in size to meet owner's several requirements,
they are all similar in general arrangement, both as
regards their hulls and trawling gear.

Present-day trawlers may be divided into three
classes :

—

1.—S?nall vessels, 90-110 feet long, intended for
North Sea fishing.

2.—Medium sized vessels 110-130 feet long, mainly
intended for North Sea fishing, but capable of extend-
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ed voyages, as for example, to Iceland.

3.—Large vessels 130-170 feet long, designed for long

voyages to distant fishing grounds. To this class be-

long the large French trawlers engaged in cod fish-

ing on the Banks of Newfoundland, and the vessels

employed in Iceland waters.

The propelling machinery varies from about 230

I.H.P. in No. 1 class to 750 I.II.P. in the larger vessels

of No. 3 class. The distinguishing characteristics o^

the trawler is the very pronounced sheer and general

air of sea-worthiness. Most of them have a short tur-

tle deck forward which is a very desirable feature

both in regard to sea-worthiness and as a protection

for the crew while working at the fish in the forward

ually fitted to the fish hold with a large gutter or

waterway running fore and aft in the centre line. The
deck pounds in the forward well are utilized for sort-

ing the fish after the trawl net has been emptied on
the deck and before placing them in the hold. The
trawler being used exclusively in European waters
is invariably built of steel to scantlings usually 10
to 20 per cent in excess of Lloyd's requirements for

an ordinary vessel of the same size, in view of the
greater stresses they undergo while trawling. Or-
dinary floors are adopted throughout, there being no
double bottom for water ballast. The keel is of bar
form and a large use of floor is common.

In examining the plan of an ordinary steam traw-

well. The machinery is invariably placed aft, the coal

bunker amidships and forward is the fish hold which

is fitted with portable vertical dimensions and hor-

izontal shelves of wood, on which are carried the fish,

mixed with ice for preservation, the spacing of the

shelves depending upon the kind of fish stored. For
better preservation of the fish on long voyages the

fish hold in many of the larger trawlers is insulated

on the boundary surfaces by layers of coinprcssed

cork and insulating papers or silicate of cotton, while

a few vessels are provided with their own refrigera-

ting and ice-making plant. A concrete floor is us*

ler one is invariably struck by the large amount of

space occupied by the machinery. These vessels are

sometimes used as an express service waiting on the

sailing vessels on a distant fishing ground and collect-

ing and taking their catch to market. It is therefore

essential that their machinery should be powerful
enough to maintain a good speed in order to get to mar-
ket on schedule time with fish in good order. It

is also essential to the frequent "cruising and waiting
around" necessary that fuel capacity should be large

enough to avoid the inconvenience of having to run to

port specially to coftl. It follows therefore that eji'
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gines are large and fuel space corresponding.

It was with this disadvantage in mind that tho ac-

(•omi)anying design was prepared. The propelling

agent in this ease is the internal eonibnstion engine

on the Semi-Diesel principle running very economically

on crnde or heavy oil. The advantages accruing to

this method of propulsion over steam are very con-

siderable. The boiler is eliminated while the engine

itself is smaller than the steam engine of same power.

The fnel is of nineh greater ealorifie value bulk for

hulk and can be stowed much more conveniently. The
tank as shown in this design is of sufficient capacity

It is difficult to closely estimate how operating

expenses compare, because as explained, a somewhat
less power is necessary, but it is obvious that at least

two stokers' services are eliminated and cost of coaling

0|)erations saved, while it is now no longer necessary

to "bank fires," or to use fuel an instant longer than
re<|uired. The omission of the boiler removes a large

item against deterioration and upkeep. Oil fuel costs

about (jc per gallon and this installation of 186 B.H.P.
which is about equivalent to 220 I.H.P. of the steam
engine will consume about 270 gallons per days of 24
hours, continuous running at a fuel cost of $16.20. Coal

Modern British Steam Trawler. (Iced Up Winter Fishing).

to enable vessel to run for 12 days at full power. There
is also a very considerable saving in weight

and the effect of this saving in weight and si)ace

is such that hull dimensions can be reduced without

impairing capacity of vessel and this hull and disi)lace-

ment reduction makes a reduction in power possible

so that it is estimated that the adoption of this system
of propulsion makes possible the saving of 30 per cent

on the firv' ""^t <if ;i vessel without curtailing its

u.sefulness.

consumption for an equal power steam outfit at $3.00

per ton would be something like $12.00 per day under

like conditions. After due consideration is given to

the fact that a steam installation would mean a larger

hull, bigger power and greater fuel consumption it is

ajiparent at least that fuel cost is no greater in a Semi-

Diesel installation, while the saving in the wage bill,

upkeep, and other features is considerable.

GOOD SEASON CERTAIN FOR B.C. FISHING AND
PACKING.

The salmon run in the northern part of British Co-

lumbia has already commenced, and in the southern

part will start around the fir.st of next month. The
British Columbia Fishing and Packing Company is

anticipating a good season, and a good proportion of

the 1916 pack has already been sold for future delivery,

this being the customary method of business. England
has been in the market ever since war broke out for

canned salmon, and has taken a much larger quantity

than usual. The Briti.sh Columbia Packers' Associa-

tion, the old company, earned $475,747 in 111" p-'ip-ist

$378,471 in 1914 and $429,568 in 1913.
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FEEDING GROUNDS OF CODFISH
Newfoundland fish man decrys gxirrying' the ground.

August, 1916.

The following is an interesting extract from an art-

icle by Mr. W. A. Munn in "Colonial Commerce," St.

Johns, N.P. Mr. Munn agrees with the Editor of the
CANADIAN FISHERMAN in the remarks we made
in an editorial recently about gurrying the fishing
grounds the extract is as follows:

One of my most persistent questions was : Where do
these fish come from? Now, here is the best solution
I got.

To understand this, you must know that codfish
never live under the ice. They refuse to get under the
ice, and, if they are caught in any corner by the ice,

they get out of that corner as quickly as possible. A
body of ice will act just like a fence does to cattle.

These codfish are in deep water, and come right up
to the bank that is formed at the shore. At Channel
this bank extends three miles from the shore ; it grad-
ually widens out till it is abo^t twenty miles from
the shore at Rose Blanche, and sixty miles from the
shore at Burgeo, and extends right along the coast till

it meets the St. Peter's Bank. The depth of water on
the bank averages about one hundred to one hundred
and twenty fathoms, say six to seven hundred feet.

When it gets to the edge of the bank, it goes deep very
quickly, and at the Halibut Hole, as they call it, three
miles off Channel, it goes down a sheer precipice of

three hundred fathoms, nearly two thousand feet.

The theory is that these codfish spend all the sum-
mer in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, but, when the ice

forms in the fall, they all move out into deeper water.
During January, February, and March, they are just

waiting to get back to their breeding places in the
Gulf, and are waiting in the deep water off this Bank
until the ice moves out in the spring.

It is while the codfish are moving over the Bank off

Rose Blanche and Channel that the local fishermen se-

cure their voyage, but the larger banking schooners
secure ever so much more by fishing right on the edge
of the Bank, where the fish appear to be waiting for

their opportunity to get along.

Off the Cape Breton coast you will often get had-
dock during winter. Sometimes during the summer
haddock and ling are to be secured on the South Coast
of Newfoundland, but during the winter fishery at

Channel and Rose Blanche there is nothing but pure
codfish to be had. About the end of March, when the

ice moves ont of the Gulf, or easterly winds drive it

over on the Canadian coast, the fish start their annual
migration and the bankers follow them. In a day or

two you hear of good fishing at Codroy, the next
day at St. George's, and in a few days they are to be
found at Bonne Bay, where the bankers often make
good hauls. This run of fish continues up to the Straits

of Belle Isle and the bankers follow it. The station

fishermen at Bonne Esperance and Bradore are waiting
for them.and they tell me whe nthe fish arrive there you
can cotint to the day when they will appear at Blanc
Sablon and Red Bay. The fishermen don't believe

that this run of fish goes past Cape Charles and Battle
Harbor on the Labrador coast, but they remain there
until the cold weather sets in. Then when the ice

forms they retnrti south via Straits of Belle Isle and
ont of the Gulf into the deep water of Rose Blanche
and Channel. It is an exceedingly interesting theory,

and could no doubt be confirmed by fishermen at

Gaspe and other places in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
There is another thing well worth noting, and ex-

plains the reason why one schooner can be successful

and another, within a mile of her, get nothing. The
codfish don't move in a solid body like an army. They
migrate just like waves, and these waves are sub-

divided into schools. The fishermen will tell you "The
fish are in spots," and hence the fishermen's luck to

meet with these schools.

In writing this article there is a conclusion that

comes home very strong to me, and that is: there

should be stringent regulations on this fishing ground
at Rose Blanche and Channel during the three months
of its operation. Practically nine-tenths of this fish is

caught on a coast line of twenty miles, and on a bank
that runs from three miles wide. This is a very
small space for three hundred or more vessels to be
fishing. Every banker will tell you that on the Great
Banks, which extends for hundreds of miles, that a fish-

ing vessel cannot remain for more than a day or two
at the same spot, as the gurry from the fish caught
destroy all chance of getting any good hauls. It is a
great complaint amongst the small skiff owners that

the large bankers catch the most of their fish at the

edge of the bank and then split and clean it on the

inside ground. It may be a difficult matter to make
laws for outside the three-mile limit, but for the good
of all concerned there should be rules and regulations

governing the fishery at this most important centre,

and if the suggestion that I often heard about the ne-

cessity of the s.s. Fiona being there to assist any fish-

ermen in distress was only carried out, then the same
steamer could easily see that the rules for ffshing and
protection of the fishing grounds was properly enforc-

ed.

It appears to me that careful investigation would
prove that the fishing banks off Channel and Rose
Blanche must have very productive feeding grounds
for the codfish. These feeding grounds appear in

spots just as they do for cattle on the land. This must
be one reason why the fish congregate in such quanti-
ties in this locality, and not on the same banks to any
large extent a few miles to the east, off La Poile and
Burgeo.

A codfish will eat almost anything and is very par-
tial to crabs, hoes eggs, mussels and such like shell fish,

but the great source of food is anemones or sea-flowers
that grow like kelp at the bottom of the sea. The fish-

ermen's name for some of this favorite food the cod-
fish is "Cherry Bait," "Sea Apples." "Sea Rats,"
etc .1 don't know the scientific name for the "(^herry
Bait", but wherever you find it in any quantity you
will find the thick, plump fish of the finest quality.

"Cherry Bait." is very much like a lemon in size and
color and shape with a red top to it. It grows attached
to the bottom as a mussel does, but when detached
seems to be able to make a perceptible movement.
My rea.son for mentioning these feeding grounds of

the codfish is to show the necessity of preserving such
sjiots from offal aiul gurry thrown overboard by
thonghtless bankers, that piitrify the grounds and will

(fuiekly destroy these pastures of the codfish for yean
to come,
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PACIFIC HALIBUT
Investigation into th.- Pacific TItilibut Fisheries, British Columbia, by PKOF. ARTHUR WILLEY, F.R.S.,

F.R.S.C, McGill University, Montreal.

Although it is known that the halibut—one of our

most important food fishes—has already passed the

zenith of its productivity in the North Atlantic and

is now outclassed in industrial importance by the

Pacific race, which belongs to the same species, yet

the critical periods of its life and growth, its spawn-

ing, metamorphosis and migration have thus far elud-

ed the efforts of the International Commission for the

exploration of the sea and which has accomplished so

much in other fields.

Begun contemporaneously with Indian tradition

—

the economic history of the halibut fishery, on the

north-west and Pacific coast of the American continent,

has culminated in the competitive industry of to-day.

"The halibut fishery is systematically pursued by the

Ilaida Indians; their main villages are so situated as

to be within easy reach of the banks, along the open

coast, on which this fish abounds.

The halibut is found in great numbers, in all suit-

able localities from Cape Flattery, northwards, but is

perhaps nowhere finer, more abundant, or more easily

caught than in the vicinity of the Queen Charlotte

Islands, and while it may be taken in most of these

waters, at almost any season, it is more numerous on

certain Banks, at times well-known to the Indians.

About Skidegate, however, it is only caught in large

numbers, during a few months in the Spring and early

summer. When the fish are most plentiful, the Haidas

take them in large quantities, fishing with hook and

line from their canoes, which are anchored by stones

attached to cedar-bark ropes. They still employ either

a wooden-hook armed with an iron—-formerly bone

—

barb, or a peculiarly curved iron hook of their own
manufacture, in preference to the ordinary fish hook.

When the halibut are brought to the shore, they are

handed over to the women who rapidly clean them, re-

moving the larger bones, head, fins, and tail, and then

cutting the flesh into long flakes. These are then

hung on the poles of a wooden frame work, where
without salt, either by the sun alone, or sometimes
aided by a slow fire beneath the erection, they are

dried and eventually packed away in boxes for future

use." Dr. G. M. Dawson. Report of Progress for 1878.

Geological Survey of Canada, 1878, Montreal 1880.

"In the early days of the Pacific (Joast halibut fishery

a large portion of the catch was taken on the south

side of Dixon Entrance in Hecate Strait and between
the Queen Charlotte Islands and the Islands fringing

the coast of British Columbia on the east side of the

Strait.

The Indians of this region who had fished in these

waters from time immemorial, obtaining an ample
supply for their needs, furnished the first informa-

tion to the white man of the abundance of halibut ad-

jacent to their villages, while instinctively and with
good reason very reluctant to impart the information
desired, constant persuasion and a promise of 50 cents

per fish, which wa.s not always paid, were inducements
too great for the Indians to resist and in a very short

time the white fishermen had acquired full knowledge
of all the local grounds, as well as of all others, which
they could locate,"—Introductory notes on the Hali-

but Fishery, Bureau of Fisheries, Washington, 1912,

by Captain H. B. Joyce, of Seattle, a well-known pion-

eer in the Halibut Fishery of the Pacific Coast

The discovery of fishing banks or feeding grounds
where the halibut assembles at times in great schools

is the reward of successful exploration, but the new
location soon beeonu>s know7i, and the days of full

fares and easy trips are soon numbered. The real

marvel is that the stock of halibut will so long stand
this constant drain. And notwithstanding the enor-

mous fecundity of food fishes, the necessity of looking
ahead and of conserving an adequate stock of breed-

A Big FeUow.

ing fislies, of the various species has been engaging the
attention of administrations, marine biologists and
fishery experts as well as others in recent years.

The halibut is a cold water fish with a geographic
range, approximating that of the codfish, but whereas
the spawning of the latter as well as of many other
species that discharge pelagic floating eggs, is now
well known, that of the halibut has so far baffled all

attempts at solution.
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The migrations of the halibut have not as yet been
investigated by the laborious method of marking, lib-

erating and capturing certain fishes, while it is more-
over necessary to distinguish between feeding and
spawning migrations. For although it is certain that

they come in shore to feed it is not yet definitely

proved that they move into deeper water to spawn.
On the coasts of Newfoundland, Anticosti, and Lab-

rador, halibut frequently run inshore, in summer, after

capelin, while in the locality of Chignik Bay, Alaska,
it is not at all uncommon to find them in the salmon
traps during the season, while occasionally large speci-

mens are taken in the harbor and lagoon, close to the
wharves, being attracted from offshore grounds by
cannery offal.

Evidence is, however , forthcoming from various

sources, that the Atlantic halibut is a summer-spawn-
ing fish, as specimens, either with the spawn already

run out, or with ova and milt exuding, have been ob-

Pacific Coast the halibut spawns in winter, although
during the experimental trip of the Albatross in 1911.
in one instance it was mentioned in the records, well

developed eggs were found on July 20. But the possi-

bility of retirement into deeper water, 150 to 200 fath-

oms, for the purpose of spawning, should be re-

membered. It is a curious fact, however, that the
larger fish are found within the three mile limit,

amongst the rocks in 15 to 30 fathoms and against

the outer edge of the continental shelf, while the

smaller fish frequent the intervening banks. Dory
fishing is best adapted for the inshore zone, line-haul-

ing for the deep sea.

"During 1913 I examined from 250 to 550 fish per
month ; from 28th of February to October 1st, I found
no ripe fish. I took the best samples I could get each

month, from the best developed fish, averaging from
40 to 50 lbs, and collected from all over the coast.

And my own opinion is that these fish spawn during

Fishing From a Long Line Halibuter.

served on the Grand Banks of Newfoundland in July
and August, while in Ajjril ripe ova lias been obtained
in the market at Grimsby, England. These eggs were
3.07 to 3.8 m.m. in diameter, with a yolk like that of

the plaice or flounder, colorless, transparent and un-

divided, and without an oil globule. It was moreover
evident that they were of the floating kind. The fer-

tilized eggs, however, have not yet been secured, nor
any of the larval or vci-y young stages. "On the coast

of Sweden, the spawning season of the halibut is

given as from June to August, while on the Atlantic

shores of North America, it lasts until September."

Life histories of tht? British marine food fislies.

On the other hand there are indications that on the

the fall and winter months, and i'rorii the latter end
of October to the first or the middle of February."
Capt. Holmes Newcombe, of the C.G.S. Malaspina,
Sept. 6th. 1914.

It is quite probable that the spawn and fry of the
halibut are to be sought for in the deeper water, in

other words, that they are bathypelagic and therefore
will not be taken in the surface net. The newly hatch-

ed halil)ut larva lias never becTi obtained. The first

recorded post-larval stage was, however, described in

1893 by Dr. V. G. J. I'etensen, Rep. Danish Biol. Sta-

tion, IV., 1914. This specimen was 32 m.m. long; the

migration of the left e.ve had hardly begun and the
fin-rays were absent from the pectral and ventral fins.
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The oxaiiiiiiation of ripe females in British and Ice-
landic waters has, however, led to the eonelusion that
the European halihut is a summer spawniuR fish,

April to Aufjust, and a striking coineidenee in point
of size, between the pelagie egjfs of the Argentina, a
geinis of deep-sea salmonoid fishes, belonging to the
smelt family, and the ripe eggs of the halibut, seems
to give further ground for the presumption that the
latter may be bathypelagic.

"In pursuance of my enquiry, which lasted from
May to Septend)er, I mad»> trips round the Queen Char-
lotte Islands, to the West Coast of Vancouver Island.
to Victoria, and to the Gulf of Alaska, and I was con-
sequently able to see something of four methods of
halibut fishing: by canoes, by gasoline launches, by
dories from gasoline schooners, and line-hauling by
steamers.

"Soon after my arrival at Departure Bay I called

on Mr. W. Ilamar Greenwood, managing director of

the Skeena River Fisheries, Limited, Vancouver, to

whom I had been recommended by Prof. A. B. Macal-
lum, and Mr. Greenwood at once gave me permission
to accompany one of the company's schooners, operat-

a vegetable diet, algae, while herrings feed upon them,
octupus and rock fish upon the herring, whilst halibut
prey upon octupus, rockfi-sh, herring and launces, as
well as upon crabs, prawns and rock oysters (Anomia).
"Red cod and ling cod have nothing to do with true

co<ifish, but they are valuable food fishes. Halibut is

classified for the market, according to size: chicken
halibut, ranging from 20 to 29 inches in total length,
from the end of the snout to the middle of the edge of
the tail-fin; medium halibut, 30 to 39 inches; large
halibut, 40 inches and tipwards. But they never .ip

proach maturity as "chickens."
"Accepting the principle of the scale markings as a

basis for estimating the age, it is a singular and useful
fact which follows both from Prof. McMurrich's ob-
servations and from my own measurements, that at
least up to the 12th or the 13th year, the age of the
halibut is with sufficient approximation, equal num-
erically to one-tenth of its whole length, measured in

centimetres. Thus, a fish of 28 inches (=70 centi-

metres), is 7 years old; another of 44 inches ( = 110
centimetres), is in its 11th year. The proportions vary
perhaps by sex, and change as the fish grows.

Pacific Long Line Halibuter.

ing from the cold storage establishment at Haysport,
on the Skeena River.

"The wasteful destruction of the red-cod and their
unborn fry, which is incidental to the halibut fishery,

is enormous, and reacts upon the latter to this extent

:

That the halibut and the ling cod feed upon the red
cod, while both are considered superior to the latter

in the local markets, although the red cod itself is

an excellent table fish, and particularly so after it

has been split and salted. This species is said to be
abundant from San Diego to Puget Sound. During my
trip I foiind the males of the red cod to exceed the

females in number and in size, the exact converse being
true of the halibut.

"In a large inlet, lying south of the San Christoval

Mountains on Moresbj' Island, opposite to Juan Perer
Soinnl, we found quantities of a small Crustacea,

calanoid copeprods. They were rising to the surface

among the kelp, one by one,, and then swimming round
in spirals, clockwise, causing distinct and widening
ripples at the surface. They may be regarded as forg-

ing a link in the chain of metabolism, which culminates

in the life of the halibut, inasmuch as they subsist upon

"The halibut is a hardy fish, coming to the surface
without showing any reaction to the change of pres-
sure, and continuing to live for some time on deck
after being roughly shaken off the hook. Once I saw
one disengage itself from the hook and return rapidly
towards the bottom. It would therefore not be diffi-

cult to select undamaged individuals and keep them
alive in the well of a ship for experimental purposes.
The provision of a suitable well, such as for many
years, the Grimsby halibut boats in England have had.
should form part of the equipment of any vessel which
may be detailed for the scientific branch of the fish-

ery service in the future. For it would be a great ad-
vantage to observe halibut under experimental condi-
tions for lengthened period, so as to be able to tent
its viability, rate of growth, and discharge of spawn.
"According to Dr. T. W. Wemyss Fulton, 24th an-

nual rep. Scottish Fishery Board, part iii., pj). 179-274,

Glasgow, 1906. the ajjproximate size of the female hali-

but, at maturity, is 48 inches, while that of the male is

30 inches; and a length of 48 inches, indicates an age
of about 12 years. Prof. McMurrich came to the con-
clusion that the spawning period begins in the eighth
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year and lasts, without any decided interruption

throughout the succeeding four or five years.

"The halibut fishery of the Pacific Coast presents

the usual complications attendant upon deep-sea fish-

eries elsewhere, not conforming in its distribution to

natural boundaries, but being continuous from the

Gulf of Alaska to Cape Flattery. There is at present

no evidence that the halibut performs extensive north

and south migrations, though there are abundant in-

dications that it ascends in schools, as well as individ-

uals, into comparatively shallow water, about 15 fath-

oms, near the shore line, which is generally steep steep-

to on the west coast and descends into deep water,

about 150 fathoms, near or over the edge of the con-

tinental shelf. There are reasons for presuming that

the halibut approaches the shore in pursuit of its food

and descends to the depths for the purpose of spawning.

"It is obvious that the investigation of the natural

"In order to throw light upon the periodical move-
inents of halibut in the absence of tnarking experiments,
etc., there is need for the accumulation of numerous
properly authenticated records of catches with mem-
oranda of date, locality, and depth. Records, suf-

ficiently accurate are, at least in some cases, kept in the
ship's log book, and it should be possible to arrange
with some of the great companies for the tabiUation

of these data, so as to make them available for future

reference. Statistics of the aggregate catches are

easily obtained, but no detailed list of the fishing sta-

tions accompanies them, and perhaps the organization

of a system of marine fishery statistics, including lists

of stations, depths, methods of fishing, kinds of fish

caught, dates and observations on the weather and
currents, would be the first step towards a reasonable

grasp of the state of the fishery from year to year.

The difficulty, however, would be to ensure accurate

Cleaning Pacific Halibut.

history of the halibut in its relations to the maintenance
of th*** stock at the full strength cannot be confined
within territorial limits, while it is almost equally
clear that if any restrictive measure were to be pro-
posed they would have to be based upon international
agreement. The stock of the halibut is the object of
j)ersistent attack, to the exclusion of other equally valu-
able food fishes, captured, incidentally, and in these
conditions, we have to consider whether the stock of

halibut will continue to stand the strain that is im-

posed upon it. Up to a certain point the thinning out

of the banks by the capture of surplus fishes, must
be beneficial, although this optimum standard of fish-

ing intensity is vague. Recommendations to curtail

the fishery are easily made, but tlie fact is that there

is at the present time no pressing call for drastic action

8n<l therefore this aspect of the question need not be
discussed, inasmuch as what W(^ are really asked to do
is to devise measurt-s for tlie expansion, not for the

limitation of the industry.

statements of depth and locality, as the fixing of posi-

tions by the charts as they stand, coidd in many cases,

only be a rough approximation. Nevertheless, the al-

leged dej)letion of once i)roduetive banks requires some
such scrutiny as is here suggested before it can be ex-

l)lained.

"The artificial propagation of halibut in spawning
ponds would be a colossal experiment, which might
nevertheless be tried ; but it is certain that nothing can
be accomplished in this way without considerable ex-

penditure, while nobody could guarantee positive and
successful results. Pending the inauguration of this

great experiment, efforts lu-ed not be relaxed to con-

tinue the work already begun ; and to do this effective-

ly, a vessel properly equipped should undertake ex-

|)lorations, not merely to locate fresh halibut grounds
on the west coast, but also to record observations on
the state of maturity of halibut throughout the year,

and especially during late autumn, winter and early
spriusr. as well ns to nuike determined efforts to dis-
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cover the pelagic eggs, by means of the deep-sea tow

net. It is difficult to see what more or what else can

be done to proiiioto the interests of this fishery, except

flic cotiipilation of statistical tables.

"It is believed that for every halibut caught, at least

one other fish of more or less value as food is taken

from the iiooks; with rare e.xeeptions to be thrown back

into the sea, either dead or soon to perish, and except

in so far as these may become food for other species,

.they nuiy be regardedd as a total economic loss. The

most abundant are the red rock fishes and the black

cod, with the former predominating. True, cod are

found in largest numbers where the depletion of hali-

but is most pronounced, while deep-sea soles, flounders,

and skates are most numerous on a muddy bottom. It

is certain that the total quantity of these fishes at

present wasted, is enormous in the aggregate, and in

weight probably at lea.st one-half that of the Imlibut

itself. That such a situation should not long be al-

lowed to continue is obvious." Dr. B. W. Everman
on the Alaska Fisheries, 1913, Doc. No. 797, Washing-
ton, 1914.
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Making a Yankee of a British

Salmon

a
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By JACK BECHDOLT

In Illustrated World
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Of the various salmon put up in tins, the Sockeye

is most valuable. Consequently, American canners are

eager to pack him up and iimrket him.

But this Sockeye salmon is a loyal subject of King
George of England (long may he live!), and a native

of Canada. In the matter of his preference for Can-

ada, the Sockeye has a stubbornness that is truly Brit-

ish. Nothing save death will prevent the Sockeye sal-

mon, when they are ready to spawn, from bringing up
their children under the protection of the British flag.

The Eraser River on the Pacific Coast of Canada has

been, as long as there were Sockeye salmon in the

world, the spawning-place of this fish.

From this prejudice on the part of the Sockeye, a

situation which promised disaster has arisen, and would

have brought ruin to many men, but for one thing.

Just south of Canada, on the Pacific Coast is the State

of Washington, up in the northwest corner of the

United States, and in this State is an enterprising

Yankee fish commissioner with an audacious and hith-

erto undreamed-of Yankee notion. L. H. Darwin, the

officer in question, has boldly kidnapped thousands
of British salmon and is in a fair way to succed in

making loyal American fish of their young.
His method consists in merely using intelligently

his knowledge of salmon ways and customs. The sal-

mon is one of the unsolved sea riddles. Scientists

know that it lays its eggs in a fresh-water stream and
that the fry live in fresh water for a few months. Then
they swim back to the sea and disappear. Where they

go no man can truly say. They may swim to the

equator, or perhaps far into Bering Sea.

But wherever it is when their spawning time has

come—a period which arrives from two and one-half

to four years later according to the specie-s—back come
these fish to the place of their birth, drifting home in

a vast silver army to fight all manner of obstacles

before they reach the ancient laying-grounds. There
the females lay their eggs and die.

The sockeye salmon, most prized of all by the fish

canners because of its firm, rich, red meat, spawns at

four years of age. The Eraser River in the Province

of British Columbia, Canada, is the objective point

of every sockeye on the Pacific Coast.

Th(> i)ath of the sockeye after it enters the Straits

of .hian de Fuca leading to Puget Sound and the In-

side Passage, is well mapped. From the ocean the
shining army makes straight for the tip end of Van-
couver Island near Victoria, B.C. Just touching Can-
ada at this point, the column makes for Rosario Strait,

the lane between the San Juan Islands and the Wash-
ington mainland. A small column takes Strait Haro,
the western passage between the San Juan group and
Vancouver Island, but the two columns always join
again in the Gulf of Georgia and swim on, always
against the tides, touching Point Roberts, the north-
west tip of this nation, and passing just around the
corner into the Eraser River.

The men who make their fortunes trapping salmon
know these things well. Every paying fish trap which
handles sockeye salmon is located along tliis line of
march.
Now all this has been fine for American fishers, be-

cause by millions the homeward-bound sockeye have
walked into the American nets. But the rub has come
because the supply is falling off, and Canada's in-

terest in replenishing the stock of sockeyes is but half-

hearted. The American trap owner skims the cream
from the fish run before it gets to the Eraser River,
and the people of the Dominion cannot see much sense
in hatching fish to feed American traps. If we want
more sockeyes, we must hatch them ; but how hatch
them when they refuse to lay eggs in American wat-
eas?

That is where Commisioner Darwin's idea come in.

This state of affairs worried the ingenious fish com-
missioner.

Investigators have learned that the fish deposits its

eggs only in a stream which has its source in a fresh-
water lake. "If the salmon only knew it," reasoned
Commissioner Darwin, "there is a fresh water stream
having its source in a fresh-water lake, right here in

the State of Washington. I could save them a long
swim if I could get them to emigrate to the United
States."

Having no way to advertise the resources of his

State to the salmon, the fish commissioner decided to
kidnap them. He authorized the traps along the San
Juan Islands to keep open during the thirty-six-hour
period and took their catches for spawning.

Fish authorities said the salmon could not stand
being herded into crates and towed. The commission-
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er proved that so far as the hardy sockeyes were con

cerned, this notion was erroneous.

Taking advantage of the sockeyes' instinct to swim
only against the current, Mr. Darwin waited until the

tide flowed out of his crates, then opened the gate, and
let the fish in. Although all other species of salmon

died, the sockeyes were towed, in deep crates, pro-

tected from excessive current by a heavy log boom,

across American waters to Samish Bay.

At the mouth of the Samish River the fish were re-

leased. Nets were placed across the mouth of the river

to keep the kidnapped salmon prisoners, but none of

them showed a desire to return to the land of their

birth. All swam gladly up the stream to a state

hatchery ou Friday Creek, a tributary of the Samish.

When they have laid their eggs, the female sockeyes

die. Consequently, the efficient authorities feel no
desire to conserve their lives, so at the hatchery they

are killed and the eggs shaken from them. The male

fish are kept alive in properly prepared places, in

order that they may fertilize the eggs.

In the wooden troughs at this hatchery, in the fall

of 1915, were more than a million American-born sock-

eye salmon, a total greater than the total catch of

sockeye on Puget Sound that summer.
A few miles from the hatchery is a small, fresh-

water lake. All other fish in this lake were killed and
there, as they reached a proper age, the young sock-

eyes were releasd.

In the spring of 1916, answering their primal in-

stinct, it is expected that these first American-born
sockeyes will swim back to Mother Ocean.
But four years later, Fish Commissioner Darwin ex-

pects to sit out on the west coast of the San Juan Is-

lands and welcome his young charges home again to

American soil. He reasons that the sockeyes will re-

turn to the place of their birth to lay tlieir eggs.

Now this is a very pretty little problem in heredity.

The kidnaj)ped British salmon may wag their fins in

derision and follow the crown back to the land of King
George. Again, they may organize their own crowd
and seek the protection of the Stars and Stripes and
the Monroe Doctrine. Nobody can prophesy truly.

Fish Commissioner Darwin says he doesn't care wheth-
er his hyphenated American fish are loyal or not be-

cause every year he is going to keep on rearing Am-
erican sockeye salmon to replenish the fish run now
sadly diminished by the activities of the salmon can-

ners.

If he succeeds, he will have pioneered in a business
which is not only novel but extraordinarily profitable

to the State he serves.

IMPORTS OF FISH INTO THE BRITISH WEST INDIES
Report of Trade Conmiissioner.

(Mr. B. H. S. Flood.)

The requirements for imported fish in these colonies

have remained fairly steady for a good many years

past. The value of the import of all kinds in the Brit-

ish West-Indies, British Guiana and Bermuda, has been
about half a million pounds sterling. £40,000 being

re-exported, leaving £460,000 as the net value for con-

sumption. No exact information is obtainable as re-

gards the quantity of fish imported into Turks Island,

the Caymans and Caicos, but if £1,000 be allowed for

this, the total for all the colonies from last available re-

turns would be £492,439, and the amount re-exported,

£35,441, leaving the net total import for all the islands

at $456,996. Of this amount, probably two-thirds re-

ceived the benefit of the British Preference under
Schedule "A" of the Canada-West India Agreement.
The total value of the different kinds of fish imported,

without deducting the item of re-export, is as fol-

lows :

—

Dried, saltt'd an.l smoked £363,852
Fresh fish 716

Pickled fi.sh 85,386

Canned. ])rcserved, or bottled 42,484

T. < 1 £492,438

Direction of the Trade.

Of the fish imported, Canada is credited directly in

the customs returns with about one-half; but this does
not include Trinidad fish, the imports of which from
Canada and Newfoundland are grouped together as

from "British North America." It is probable, how-
ever, that about two-thirds are Canadian. Assuming
this, the imports from Canada would be £262,844. The
following tables gives the imports from Canada, New-
foundland, and the United States, the item of re-export

being retained for uniformity :

—

Canada £262,844
Newfoundland 84,454

United States 43,343

Other countries 66,356
Re-export 35,441

Total £492,438

Fish Trade in Barbados.

Barbados is the only colony that has any consider-

able export trade in fish. During the last few years the
importation of dried and salted has each year averaged
a little over 50,000 quintals, of which more than on»-

half has been exported to the northern islands, and of

pickled fish the import has been upwards of 5.000 bar-

rels, one-third of which has also been re-exported. In

the last decade the average value of all fish brought
into Barbados has been about £52.000 annually, but
during the last five years the average has risen to near-
ly £60.000. The Comptroller of Customs has furnished
this office with a statement of the import of fish la.st

year—not yet publi,shed elsewhere — showing an in-

crease in dried and salted, particularly in the import
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from Canada, which has risen from 18,703 quintals to

29,493—although there has been some falliug-off from

Newfoundland. There was less trout and salmon im-

portea, the decrease being in the import from Cana-

da ; but more herring and other i)ickk'd fish, the in-

I crease being about an additional 1,000 barrels from
" Canada.

Barbados Local Fisheries.

The Clerk of the Harbados rublic Market has sup-

plied some detailed information in regard to local fish-

eries. It appears though the sea around the island is

teeming with fish, and the catch is a large one. the in-

dustry is in no way organized, nor any record kept of

the quantity of fish brought in daily, nor even the

number of boats engaged in the trade. Every basket

of fish, however, received into the market pays a fee,

I
and the amount collected serves in this way as a rough

' index to the catch. During the long period of service,

the clerk of the market has become acquainted with

most of the fi.shermen, and knows also the different

points along the shore on which fish is dail.v landed.

The information gathered in connection with his work
has supplied him with data sufficient for a reasonable

estimate of the catch. He states "it is impossible to

estimate accurately the quantity of fish caught per

day. but during the nine months of the flying fish sea-

son T should he pretty near the mark in stating that at

the different points of the island, by various fisher-

men, the number of flying fish captured would amount

I
to 62.000 daily. Allowing an average weight of half a

pound to each fish, this would give a total catch nearly

enual to fourteen tons. Of dolphin and other varieties

of largo fish there is probahly one ton cauffht. giving a

total of fifteen tons of fresh fish dailv cansht bv the

fishermen of the island. Durinrr the other three months
of the year there is a falline off, and the averasre catch

would hardlv be more than one-third, nrobablv about

five tons dailv. There are hundreds of boats that go

nut daily, and a large number of men are engaged in

the industry."

Varieties of Pish Caught.

" The first in imnortance of the fish caucht is the flving

fish, the nrincinal fond of the nnnr nentde nf Barba-
dos, and indeed of all elasses. For the three-nuarters

of the year the Caribbean sen around these islands

swarm with this fish, and on this account the dnlnbin.

•ihark. and other larcre fish find these waters a favour-

ite feedincr cround. The flvincr fish is small >" si/",

about that of a herrinn' and weiThs from one-half to

one pound. Tt is dark blue in color on the back, and
silver under the belly. In flavor it is a most delicate

fish, and does not seem to pall on the appetite when
eaten daily even for a loner period. The dolphin is

perhaps the secnnd in importance of the fish caught

) about Barbados. Tt follows and feeds on the flvinfr

fi.sh. and its flesh when cooked is white, drv. and of

excellent flavour. Like the flying fish it iroes in

schools, and when in the water is a very beautiful*

fish, its back glistenincr with all the colours of the rain-

bow, which after capture become, however, a dull

brown. The average dolphin is about three feet in

length, and weighs 15 to 20 pounds,

Other Edible West Indian Fish.

The other principal fish found in the market in Bar-
bados, in order or quantity, are the cavally, bonita,
and jacks. These are all fairly large fish—swim in
schools of hundreds—and are caught with the seine
net. Of these the favourite is the bonita, whose flesh
is delicate and well-flavoured. There is one very large
fish which is daily found in the market, though not in
any quantity—the bill fish — which usually weighs
from 100 to 200 pounds, but some times as much as
500 pounds. Two other large fish are caught — the
albacore and king fish—the latter of which is consider-
ed a delicacy and varies in weight from 10 to 14
pounds. Mention must also be made of the breams,
deeps, and grouiiers, the latter of which comes in three
varieties. The mutton fish Is also caught and is con-
sidered a delicacy. Grayfi.sh and crabs are occasion-
ally caught about the shores, and some times found in
the market. For about six months of the year the sea-
egg, unique to Barbados, is obtainable in great quan-
tities and liked by all.

Jamaica Fish Trade.

Jamaica imports an average of £200,000 worth of
fi.sh annually. There was a falling off in the quantity
imported la.st year as compared with the previous year,
both in dried and pickled fi.sh, though the figure for
l)ickled fish was above the average of the previous
.years. The decline is accounted for in the comp-
troller's report by the fact that "the war followed two
drought years and one hurricane year." An indus-
try of some importance to the islands is obtaining tor-
toise shell and turtles, and putting up canned turtle for
export. This industry has suffered some decline, and
the export last year fel below the average by £.3,71.3.

The export of these items Avas tortoise shell £4.588, and
turtle £.527, In the Caicos islands, dependencies of Jam-
aica, there is a considerable trade in supplying the
mainland with crabs and oysters. This must be fairly
profitable, as it is said that a fair day's catch would
average about 900 lobsters. There is also in the Cai-
cos and Turks islands a profitable sponge industry,
last year the export amounting to over £2,000. Con-
siderable attention has been attracted by the sponge
cultivation, and improved methods are being intro-
duced by the Government under the assistance of the
Imperial Department of Agriculture. The demand
for sponges is constantly increasing, and has now over-
taken the supply, and it is feared that the number of
sponges which is erathered in the Caicos. unless better
means of qrrowth be found, will result in the depletion
of the beds.

British Guiana.

There is nothing particular to remark about the fish
trade of British Guiana, other than what is .shown in
the statistics at the end nf the article. For some years
past, with fluctuations the quantity of fish imported
has remained about the same. The largest item is fish
dried, which is pollock, British Guiana not importing
much cod. More y)reserved and canned fi.sh is being
imported each year.

The rivers, creeks and trenches throughout the colo-
ny abound in fish, all of which are edible. The supply
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of fresh fish from thubc sources is fairly large in

Georgetown, and in the villages. The only fishing in-

dustry that is carried on with any method is the deep

sea fishing done by Messrs. Wieting & Richter, Ltd.,

who, owning a cold storage plant, are able to keep their

fish when delivered in a condition to ensure a good ar-

ticle for the customer. The fish taken are the snap-

per, bream, grouper, and dolphin. For the tourist in

search of rod fishing there are many places on the

rivers where excellent sport may be had.

Less Consumption of Fish Per Capita in Trinidad.

In looking over the statistics of Trinidad, it appears

that for many years pa.st the quantity of fish imported

has remained about stationary. Mr. Tripp, the Cana-

dian commercial agent in that colony, states that in the

last twenty years the imports of fish have increased

only 6 per cent, whereas the population has increased

over 50 per cent, but adds that it still remains as pop-

ular as ever with the poorer people." He further re-

marks that in former years fish was found daily on

every breakfast table in the island, and this is still the

case among the descendants of the old French and

Spanish families, but in the houses where the English

taste prevails it has ceased to be a regular food, and in

some cases it is rarely to be seen.

It will be well to remember that in former years fish

was free of customs duty in Trinidad, and that the in-

voice value of certain kinds of fish was lower. This

made it a very cheap article of food, whereas at pres-

ent not only is the price of fish advanced, but it pays

duty. Mostly all fish now comes from Canada and
Newfoundland, due to some extent to the Canadian
preferoTico, as a notable falling off in fish from the

United States has been noticed since that agreement
came into force.

As regards the local fisheries the blue books of the

island are silent, merely remarking that a small co-

lony of Italian fishermen from the Mediterranean car-

ry on a trawling business. As to the variety and des-

cription of fresh fish, the following are given, with-

out any quantity being stated : The grouper, king fish,

salmon, red fish, cavally, mullet and prawns. To the

sportsman, Trinidad, however, offers the best facilities

in the West Indies for both in shore and deep shore

fishing, and some of the finest game fish—the tarpon,

king fish, and the barracouta—abound in the Bocas
and inlets of the island. The sporting tourist will find

little difficulty in obtaining fishing privileges, as it has
now become a practical industry to prepare outfits and
direction for this kind of entertainment.

Market Notes.

All imported fish have been in rather light supply in

Barbados since the first of the year. At present codfish

and herring are in good demand. Arrivals of a con-

siderable quantity of both dried and pickled are noted

in the last fortnight, most of which is for re-export.

Haddock is now quoted, duty paid, at $28.37, salmon in

full barrels at .1)16.27, and prime large cod at $34.

Trinidad "prices current." issued by a leading firm

of Port of Spain, note the arrival of soTue R.'iO packages
of fish, but "no other chansre to report." Large New-
foundland is in demand at $33.2.5 net. Scale fish is in-

quired for. haddock beinc worth $28 and $29, with
pollock at about the same fijrure. Smoked herring in 3-

pound boxer is quoted at 23 cents, and in 20-pound
boxes at $1.25.

DANISH FISH REFRIGERATION PROCESS
The Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa,

has received through the High Commissioner's office

in London, detailed information concerning a new
method of fish refrigeration invented and patented in

Denmark. As the successful placing of frozen fish on
the British market is now being considered by Cana-
dians engaged in the fishing indiistry, the following

particulars relative to this subject should be of in-

terest :

—

Drawbacks of Freezing in Air.

It is claimed by the inventor that the method of

freezing fish in air but slowly imjiarts the cold to the

inside of the fish and that the ti.ssues of the fish are

often broken by the formation of large ice crystals. At
the same time the fish is dried up and its flesh be-

comes porous so that it may easily be permeated by the

air and thereby rendered less durable when thawed.
This air process freezing moreover, which is carried on
by a number of tubes through which cold air or cold

fliiids circulate, necessitates the ojieration of expensive
plants, as a number of well insulated fi-('ezin<x cham-
bers is essential. Further, the thorough freezing of a
fish in such chambers takes place very slowly and
lasts 30 to 40 hours for fish of ordinary dimen.sions.

The refrigeration of fish by pa<'king in iee is also

claimed to be unsatisfactory as the fi.sh arc adversely

affected by the melting ice. Moreover, when the fish

are to be transported a considerable distance, almost
the same amount of ice must be used as the weight of

the fi.sh, thereby increasing the price to the consumer
by the extra freight cost of the ice.

New Invention.

Keeping in view these drawbacks, the important in-

vention was made by a Dane of freezing the fi.sh by
direct submersion in a fluid cooled off to C. 15 degrees
below zero. The fish are then frozen to the very bones
in two to four hours, smaller fish bciiur frozen in Ic-xs

time.

The inventor claims that by this (juick iiii'ti\oil of

freeziiiff. the fish tissues are not broken, the fish keep
their fresh and natural appearance on being thawed,
and that the slime is not dried up as when the freez-

insr is done in the air, but forms a protective layer
around the outside of the fish. Avhich prevents any
adverse atmospheric attacks.

As the saline solution used in this process of fish

refrioreration ceiuM-nlly contains froni 15 to 19 per cent
of salt, it micrht be supposed that such n solution would
.salt the fish during the freezincr. It is claimed, how-
ever, that no such action takes nlnce and that throuffh
the action of the cold a fresh fish may be submerrred
without receiving salt in any way from the solution.
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Tlie saline solution used to be made of pure common
salt dissolved in elean water.

No special freezing room is required for treating the

fish by this process. The container holding the fluid,

in which the fish arc directly submerged may together

with the freezing machine be mounted in any room,

and even in the open air if necessary. The freezing

plant may also be used in fishing boats. The fluid is

cooled off by a freezing-machine .so constructed that it

satisfies the special recpiirements demanded and as the

saline solution is kept at the point where its osmotic

effects completely cease, no salt penetrates into the

fish, which are in direct contact with the fluid. It is

further alleged that it has even been possible to freeze

live fish by this method and bring them back to life by

thawing.

Opinion of French Expert.

Mr. Fabre Domergue, the French Government In-

spector-General of sea fishing, carried on exjieriments

with this process and at the conclusion of his investig-

ations, stated that the following facts had been sub-
stantiated :

—

1. After being thawed in water for five or six hours,

the fish look like ft-i'sli fish and arc in the same condi-
tion as fresh fish.

2. Although sonic ut tiic fisii used in the experi-

ments, e.g., the whiting, have flesh which easily crumb-
les, freezing at 16 degrees did not cause the slightest

injury to the fish tissues but on the contrary, the fish

after they had been prepared kept their firmness and
usual taste.

3. The quick freezing of fish in cold brine is dis-

tinctly a progressive step in methods of fish refriger-

ation.

Further Information.

Further information regarding this subject by ex-
perts, who believe the process to have many indisput-
able advantages over the usual methods of freezing
fish, is on file in the Department, where it may be in-

spected by interested parties. (Refer File No. 16259.)

PRINCE RUPERT NOTES.

Fish receipts at the Port of Prince Rupert for the

month of June were: Salmon 9,511 cwts., codfish 730

cwts., halibut 16,402 cwts., and shell fish 20 cwts. Total

value $133,315.

Of the above as regards salmon 6,235 cases were

canned. 1,385 cwt. shipped fresh or frozen and 1,925

cwts. mild cured.

The new fish depot of the Booth Fisheries is Hear-

ing completion and Mr. W. Maddeck is taking charge

according to reports. This makes with the Atlin Fish-

eries, and the Pacific fisheries, the Canadian Branch

of the San Juan Fishing Co.. of Seattle, and the

Canadian Fish and Cold Storage Co., Ltd., four of

the largest concerns on the Pacific Coast using Prince

R>ipert as a Port of Entry.

The Chief Inspector of Fisheries, Mr. Ctmningham,

recently made a trip of inspection to the canneries in

the North. The cannery season is now in full swing

although the fish are late running.

One of the boats operating out of the port, picked

up a dead whale and towed it to Naden Harbour whal-

ing station, where they sold it to the whaling out-

fit operating there. This concern have several steam-

ers hunting whales, and from all reports the season's

catch has been a fair one.

The Act respecting the Pacific Coast Fisheries now
before the United States Congress, is being watched

with interest by local people. If this Act goes through

it will be no doubt have effect on the Prince Rupert

Halibut industry, the local opinion is that such ef-

fect can oidy be temporary, as the one essential in

the fish business is speed of delivery, and. as to this.

Prince Rupert has a natural advantage which is very

hard for other ports to overcome.

Splendid catches of spring salmon have been made
off the Queen Charlottes by means of trolling. About
eighty boats are engaged in this method of taking sal-

mon, and have met with good success. Boats fish

with several troll lines at the same time by means of
spring poles, and the returns are a deal better than
from net fishing.

A temporary stoppage of the Canadian Fish and
Cold Storage Co. plant was caused recently owing to
a labour dispute, but this was quickly settled and the
plant is again in full swing. The dispute was over
the question of overtime, &c.

FISH-KILLING FISH.

(Letter in New York Sun.)

Men's efforts in the dciiletion of certain species are
of negligible quantity. In coniindii parlance, "but a
drop in the bucket."
When the shad, herring and nieiiliaden arc making

their way in great masses and i)halanxes northward
along the Southern coast, large schools of sliark. blues,
mackerel and wcakfish loll on the surface to intercept
the immigrants.

After gorging themselves with flic harmless ami non-
re.sisting schools the savage fellows turn in, if not too
lazy, and lacerate for sjiort countless thousands of the
oncoming edibles.

We have seen on the ocean's surface, at the mouth
of the Virginian Capes, upon a calm day. a swath of
minced fish ten miles long and varying from half a
mile to one and a half miles wide, the product of such
carnivorous sjiort.

Should the herring tribes, or some other schooling
surface feiMlers. not come along when meal tim(> again
arrives, the shark will |)itch into the blue, mackerel or
big. clumsy wcakfish, the latter somtimes suffering se-
verely.

In turn, the blues and mackerel, if hungry, will raid
the wcakfish. not only gorging them.selves with these
hitherto partners in crime, but, for the sport of it.

slaughtering .schools of them, their minced carcasses
left floating upon the ocean's surface,
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Pacific Salmon Market
Seattle, Wash., July 21, 1916.

The canued salmon demand has been very strong

during the week. Inquiries have increased consider-

ably in volume. The demand was largely for spot

stocks, although futures were by no means neglected.

With pinks practically the only grade in any kind

of supply for immediate delivery, this grade naturally

came in for more attention than the others. As a re-

sult of the steady and insistent demand prices were

forced up a notch. Some sales were made on the basis

of 871/2 cents, which represents the highest level yet

reached since the upward trend of values commenced.

While the supply of spot stocks is very limited in

all grades, it will not get any less from now on, but

rather will increase from day to day as the result of

arrivals of new packed goods. This means, of course,

that the old argument of low stocks cannot be made

much longer. Canned salmon is now arriving regular-

ly from the Nortli, although with two and possibly

three exceptions in only small lots.

One lot of 20,000 cases of 1916 red Alaska salmon is

offering. Asked what this fish will sell at, the broker

handling the product stated that he expected to have

no difficulty in obtaining !t!l.70 to .$1.85. This fish

is recognized as especially high grade.

Foreign buyers are very active in their efforts to

tie up stocks for export. For the most part, it is rather

too early for packers to contract and very little of

such business is being finally negotiated. The tendency

is to prolong negotiations until a better view of the

pack can be had. This will be a month yet.

There is the usual "short-pack" talk everywhere

now. This may be due to the fact that Puget Sound

canners have as yet done comparatively little. The fish

are running on the banks, although the big run is not

here yet. The Sanitary Fish Company, of Anacortes,

Wash., however, has been quite fortunate so far. This

concern is now operating two lines every other day,

which is considered good for this stage of the game.

J. L. Smiley, one of the best-posted men in the sal-

mon business, returned last week from Alaska, where

he investigated conditions carefully. Mr. Smiley said

:

"Alaska cannery men are not making any predictions

on the coming season. They hope for a large catch be-

cause of an apparent good market. Prolonged cold

weather this spring in Alaska has made the season

much later than usual, and may possibly cut down the

size of the pack. It is not generally known that cold

weather in the n\mnff will delay the fish season just

as easily as it does fruit and vegetable crops. When
the water is too cold at spawning time the fish do not

go up streams, but remain in the deep water.

Columbia Hiver salmon packers, who are about 60

per cent short of a normal pack so far. look for a big

run of fish in the near future. Large schools of salmon

have been ob.served off the mouth of the river. This

is generally an indication that the fish will soon reach

the river. The phenomenal high water in the Columbia

River is held to be the reason why the salmon stay

80 far out in the ocean. The fresh water is going

further out than in normal times.

In British Columbia, salmon eanners have done very

little. There will be 19 canneries operated on th(> Fras

er River this season. Between 2.574 and 3,000 fisher-

men's licenses have been issued for the Fraser River

this season. British Columbia canners hope for a big

pack, due to the excellent demand for export to the

United Kingdom.
The freight rate on canned salmon from Atlantic

Coast ports to England has been cut to $1 and there

is every indication of still lower rates before very
long.—The Canning Trade.

FORMER B. C. TRAWLER GOING BACK TO
NORTH SEA.

The SS. Triumph, formerly belonging to th^ Brit-

ish Columbian Fisheries, Ltd., has left Vancouver for

Halifax, N. S., via the Panama canal. This vessel was
purchased from the liquidator of the British Colum-
bian Fisheries, Ltd., by the firm of Kendall & Olesen,

of Grimsby, England. During her lay-up of three

years at Vancouver she was allowed to run down, and
considerable work was necessary to refit her for her
original business of otter trawling. A master and en-

gineer were sent from England to refit the vessel and
get her ready for sea, the work being done under the

superintendence of the Canadian Fishing Company,
Ltd., acting as agents for the owners. Mr. Kendall him-
self arrived in Vancouver a few weeks before the boat
sailed, and is remaining on this coast for a few weeks
longer. The SS. Triumph expects to fish on the New-
foundland banks, and to deliver her catch to Halifax,

N. S., after which she will proceed to Grimsby, Eng-
land, fishing while on her homeward voyage.

FORTY CENTS FOR FRASER RIVER SOCKEYES.

At a meeting of the representatives of the salmon
canners on the Fraser river, held on July 6, the follow-

ing prices were fixed for salmon.

Sockeyes, 40 cents per fish ; Red Springs, 5 cents a
pound ; Cohos, 20 cents per fish. The matter of prices

for Pinks and Chums was left for later consideration.

No canneries on the Frazer river have started o])era-

tions as yet. Some fishermen brought in four or five

fish each on July 6. The total number of licenses

taken out by fishermen for the Fraser is now 1010.

The Canadian sea lion commission, composed of Drs.
C. N. Newcombe and C. McLean Fraser. with W. Ha-
mar Greenwood as secretary, left on June 19 aboard a
small launch for a trip to the coasts of northern Brit-

ish Columbia, which will probably consume about two
months.
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FARQUHAR & COMPANY I

I
LIMITED °

I
Receivers and Distributors

--OF--
I

Dry and Pickled Fish, I

Lobsters, Cod Oil, etc.
|

FARQUHAR'S WHARF
|

HALIFAX, Nova Scotia.
|
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PISCATORIAL PARAGRAPHS.
(Concluded from page 252)

Th.- (.i,M...v,i, r fisliiug schooner "John J. Fallon"

was seized and brought into North Sydney, N.S. on

July 13th, by the Revenue Cutter "Hochelaga" which

caught her fisliing inside the three mile limit off St.

Pauls Island. Gulf of St. Lawrence. This is the first

seizure of the season. Illegal fishing by American

halibutors and salt fishermen in the Gulf is nothing un-

usual—in fact most of them will run their trawls in-

shore if the fish are striking good and the cutter is

thought to be out of the vicinity. If there were en-

ough cutters to patrol Anticosti, Bird Rocks, West

Shore of Newfoundland, and the Quebec Labrador, a

seizure could be made every week.

Mr. H. H. Marshall, ex-M.P.P. has been appointed

Inspector of Fisheries for Western Nova Scotia in

place of Mr. Ward Fisher who is now Asst. Super

iutendent of Fisheries at Ottawa. Mr. Marshall's

headquarters will be at Digby, N.S.

Herring packing in the Scotch method is being ex-

tensively carried on in Cape Breton this summer. The

catches are good and one firm, Farquhar and Co., of

Halifax, have a staff of Scotch girls packing herring at

North Sydney.

W. F. Wiley, managing editor of the Cincinnati En-

quirer and an angler of wide repute, is considering

a suitable award for the best "fish story" of the sea-

son. So far the best one that has come to the ears

of the editor and erstwhile disciple of Isaac Walton

is the story of how bass happen to be swimming in

the Potomac River.

Mr. Wiley has been informed that when the Balti-

more and Ohio was completed to Wheeling, in 1852,

a young civil engineer of sporting proclivities, about

to return a locomotive "deadhead" to Baltimore, con-

ceived the idea of filling its tender with fresh water

and as many bass as the capacity of the tank would

pcriuit, and transporting the fish across the Allegheny

Mountains to a point near Cumberland, Md., where

they were "planted" in the eastern stream.

This proi)aKation has been highly productive, the

Potomac having become world-famous for the bass

fishing which it offers to sportsmen.

directory of the resources and opportunities of the

Prince Rupert district. The price is $2 and may
be procured direct from the publisher.

BOOKS OF FISHERY INTEREST.

A very valuable and interesting volume just from

the press is the Northern British Columbia Index and

Guide compiled and publi.shed by Mr. F. S. Wright,

Prince Rupert, B. C. In addition to much agricul-

tural, lumbering and mining information, the book

contains much valuable matter regarding the fisher-

it"; of the vicinity. The whole is an authoritative

The Department of Colonization, Mines and Fisheries

of the Province of Quebec have just issued four pam-

phlets dealing with the resources and possibilities of

the Gatineau Valley, the Labelle region. Lake St.

John and the Temiscaming. All these districts, es-

pecially the two latter, have many rivers and lakes

suitable for commercial fishing. The books can be

procured on application to the Department at Que-

bec.

A report just issued by the Commission of Con-

servation, "Conservation of Fish, Birds and Game,"
directs attention to the great value of these resources

to Canada. The volume is a report of the proceedings

of a conference of the Committee on Fisheries, Game
and Fur-bearing animals of the Commission, and con-

tains a fund of information regarding the present con-

dition and the necessity for protection of Canada's

fish, birds and mammals.

The future of the Fisheries of Canada is dealt with

in an able manner by the highest authorities in this

country. That they are of great present value is

recognized, but there is also a potential value in

oceanic and inland waters, which, upon development,

would mean the creation of new industries. To meet

this condition, the Commission is suggesting vocation-

al training and simple demonstration stations for the

fishermen, that they may take advantage of the most

practical and modern methods of their calling.

The report is replete with illustrations applicable

to the subject matter.

The Industrial and Educational Press, Ltd., will

publish shortly a Directory and Annual of the Cana-

dian Fishing Industry. The book will be profusely

illustrated by unique photos and drawings and will con-

tain a comprehensive outline of the various fisheries

engaged in Canada; statistical information, tables, etc.

The book is designed to fill a long felt want in the

fishing industry and it will become a valuable desk

manual for those interested in the commercial fish-

eries.

Another volume, but of a different class, will be

brought out in the near future by the same firm. This

will contain a selection of the best short stories of

the deep sea fishermen written by Frederick William
Wallace and published in various American magazines.

These tales proved very popular with the magazine
reading public and the best have been selected to form
a volume entitled "The Shack Locker"—a title which
will comm.-nd its.'lf to nil deep-sea fishermen.
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P. C. PARKHURST f
Commistion Dealer in
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|
28 Vincent Street, GLOUCESTER, Mass. g
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IMAX FINKELSTEINg
5 WHOLESALE PRODUCER OF SMOKED FISH S
g 124 HAVEMEYER ST. O

I BROOKLYN - - - N. Y.: |
CISCOES: CHUBS- S
TULIBEES; BLUE g
FINS; white STUR" O
GEON; frozen as g
well as salted round a
HERRINGS. Red O
and fat, Pacific Coast g
mild cured SAL- a
MON. 5
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W.' Inrint Atwood, Prast.
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\ THE GENUINE INDEPENDENT HOUSE O

CHARLES LYONS CO., Inc. I
Wholesale and CommUalon Dealers In g

Carp, Sturgeon, Caviar, and all Lake and River Fish g
26 PECK SLIP Tel. 1658 Beekman NEW YORK §

No connection with any other house. Correspondence solicited 5
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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I CHARLES NOBLE Jr. COMPANY 1
g Wholesale Producers, Importers and Shippers of FRESH, CHILLED, SMOKED, SALTED LAKE AND OCEAN §

FISH, OYSTERS AND CLAMS (puroy brand). DEEP SEA OYSTERS
PhonMi Ball, Seneca 22S7-2258| Frontier 1247 (after 6 p.m. and Sundays) | Bell, Crescent 2 or North 936; Frontier 62033i Frontier

29331 (Oysters)

48-50 LLOYD STREET 20-22-24-26 LAKE STREET
Commercial Slip (Buffalo Harbor) BUFFALO, N.Y.
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GEO. Le CLAYTON
CONSULTING ENGINEER

PLANS AND .SPECIFICATIONS FURNISHED FOR
ICEMAKING. FISH FREEZING, AND

COLD STORAGE PLANTS

VICTORIA and PRINCE RUPERT, B.C.

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

I
ANT. B. DIMITRIOU & CO.,

PIRAEUS, GREECE
Wholesale Grocers, Fish Merchants, Commission Aftents

a THE LARGEST HERRING, CODFISH, FISH AND
LOBSTER DEALERS IN GREECE

O Telearnms: "DImltrlou. Piraeus." Codes used: ABC
g .'ith Kdllinn. Scott's, loth Edition, and Private
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9 " Inspection Certificates Furnished Where Required."

I
F. J. HAYWARD

SHIPPER OF

2 Frozen Salmon, Halibut and Black Cod. Fresh Salmon, Halibut, and

g
other fish. Pickled Salmon, Herring and Black Cod ; Alaska Codfish and

S all other Pacific Fish in Carlots only.

I WESTERN AGENT:—ROBIN JONES & WHITMAN, LIMITED, Etc., Etc.

5 Correspondence Solicited

1 912 DOMINION BUILDING - VANCOUVER, B.C.
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I "RUPERT" BRAND
[

I THE CANADIAN FISH & COLD STORAGE CO. LTD. f
Wholesale Dealers, Packers and Shippers

OF

FRESH, FROZEN, SMOKED, SALT and CANNED FISH

S

COLD STORAGE

No order too larjie None too small

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

BRANCHES

PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. Vancouver, B. C.
Capacity --7000. tona. — ~ -— - • —'

^— "—
' — •^—— - — 7 •^^ " '—' •

Chlcafto, III, U.S.A.
O
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I LAKE FISHl iJ. BOWMAN & CO.f
- Trout, Whitefish, Jumbo White, Ss

o S 9WHITEFISH We are established for handling 9 g Yellow Pike, Jacks, Fresh Herring,
DORE orders in carload lots. Shipment 5 o Salted Herring, frontal cut or flats.

JACKFISH
I
right from the Lakes. IJWe q 5 We are booking orders now for car

TULLIBEES "specialize in Lake Winnipeg fish, °
g lots.

GOLDEYES
j the finest Lake fish in the world,

g
o Frozen herring, 100 lbs. in sacks,

SUCKERS ' r—inua »»<i wintM wMtbtf inita fiah hindud S S 240 sacks to Car for November ancl
i December delivery.

o ESTABLISHED i8»o g g Write us for prices.

I
The W. J. Guest Fish Co. Limited

| | ^„
"^^d office, port arthur

i»'i vKTiiii?/"' uttxT O O TORONTO ...--. MONTREAL
S VVlMNll'Hj, MAiN.

g g ^^ Duncan St. 47 William St.
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FISH & OYSTERS
ALL KINDS OF

Fresh, Froxen, Smoked, Dried, Pickled

.• and Prepared FISH in Season .'

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY

COLD STORAGE ON THE PREMISES
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ONTARIO
Department of Game and

Fisheries
The attention of the fishermen is invited to the

following provisions of the Dominion Special Fish-
ery Regulations for the Province of Ontario and of
the Ontario Game and Fisheries Act.

Fishing by means other than angling or trolling

except under the authority of u lease, license or

permit issued by this Department is prohibited.

Non-residents, that is persons domiciled In the
Province for a period of less than six months, are
not allowed to angle or troll without an angler's

permit.

No one shall fish for or take large mouthed or
small mouthed black bass, maskinonge, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts,

otherwise than by angling.

No one shall fish for large mouthed or small
mouthed black bass, maskinonge, salmon, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts
through the ice.

The sale or export of small or large mouthed
black bass, of maskinonge and of speckled trout,

brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts is pro-

hibited.

The sale or export of pickerel (dore) less than
fifteen inches in length, measuring from the point of

the nose to the centre of the posterior margin of the
tail, is prohibited.

The taking of whlteflsh or salmon trout less than
two pounds in weight is prohibited.

The use of trap nets is prohibited.

Fishing with gill nets In Lake Erie, from De-
cember 16th to March 15th, both days Inclusive, It

prohibited.

No one shall set or place nets other than hoop
nets, dip or roll nets, in any river or creek or with-

in five hundred yards of the entrance thereto. This
prohibition shall not apply to carp fishing.

CLOSE SEASONS (Commercial Flah.)

Pickerel.—In water other than the Great Lakes,
Georgian Bay, North Channel and connecting
waters—April 15th to June 15th.

Whlteflsh and Salmon Trout.—In waters where
commercial fishing with gill nets is not permitted
—October 5th to November 5th, both days In-

clusive.

in the Bay of Quinte—November 1st to No-
vember 30th, both days inclusive.

In waters other than the Bay of Quinte, Oreat
Lakes, Georgian Bay, North Channel and connect-

ing waters, where commercial fishing with gill nets

is permitted—October 5th to November 30th,

both days inclusive.

LIMIT OF CATCH (Commercial Fish.)

(By Angling or Trolling.)

Pickerel.—Twelve per day.

Salmon Trout—Big and Little Rideau Lakes,
three per day. Other waters except Great Lakes,
Georgian Bay, North Channel and cocnectlng
waters, five per day.

A. SHERIFF,
Deputy Minister of Game and Fisheries.

Department of Game and Fisheries.

Toronto, Feb. Ist., 1916.

Exceptional

Angling

Opportunities

are offered by the Province of Quebec, which

is the only one that leases exclusive hunting

and fishing territories over large areas of

forest, lakes and rivers, both to Clubs and pri-

vate individuals, with the privilege of erect-

ing camps thereon.

Membership may be obtained, if desired,

in many existing clubs, with camp privileges

already provided, and often with the right of

erecting private summer homes on suitable

sites on the club territory.

On all unleased Crown Lands and Waters,

angling and hunting are absolutely free to resi-

dents of the Province, and the only charge to

non-residents is the cost of the non-resirlont

fishing or hunting license.

To the Wholesale Fish Trade

The attention of dealers who receive their

fresh fish from Portland and other foreign

sources is directed to the exceptional oppor-

tunities of obtaining their supply from the

Bale des Chaleurs and the North Shore of the

St. Lawrence, to their own advantage and that

of their customers, and to the benefit of the

fishermen of the Province of Quebec.

For all Information apply to—

The Minister

of Colonization, Mines and

Fisheries

Of the Province of Quebec
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Department of The Naval Service

Fisheries Branch

In addition to the full statistics of the Fisheries which are published yearly in the Annual
Report, the Department issues monthly bulletins containing statistics of the sea fisheries and
general information in regard thereto. Copies of these will be sent free to any applicant.

The value of the Fisheries of Canada is now about $32,000,000.00 annually.

The demand in the home markets for fresh and mildly cured fish, is expanding very
rapidly. The Department pays one-third of the express charges on less than car-load lots on all

shipments of such fish from the Atlantic Coast to points as far west as the eastern boundary of

Manitoba, and from the Pacific Coast, as far east as this boundary.

Close Seasons for Fish in Force on June 1st, 1916

Kiad of Fi»h:
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EXECUTIVE MEETING, CANADIAN FISHERIES little prospect of cheaper meats in the future. In fact,

ASSOCIATION. there are no prospects at all.

An Executive Committee Meeting of the Canadian

Fisheries Association will be held in Toronto on Tues-

day, September 5th. The members will convene at the

King Edward Hotel, at 10 a.m.

Tuesday, September 5th, is Transportation and Fish-

eries Day at the Canadian National Exhibition which

makes the date particularly appropriate for a fisher-

ies convention. Several important matters will be

taken up by the Executive — notably the National

Tuesday Fish Day mentioned before. New member's

applications will be passed and a campaign for furth-

er increasing the membership will be discussed. We
also wish to advocate, as an Association representing

the Commercial Fisheries of Canada, a greater amount
of advertising for our fisheries, and the value of our

fish as food, by the Government. The Fisheries has

been the "neglected child" of our basic industries too

long. A move in the technical education of our fish-

ermen should be commenced now. There is the after-

war trade to be considered and if we do not start

now and bring our fishery products to the highest

plane, we are going to lose against the competition

of European fishermen when the war is over.

The meeting will be productive of good results for

the Fishing Industry as a whole, and those individ-

uals and firms who refrain from joining the Associa-

tion and aiding its work are of the apathetic class,

who, while deriving their incomes from the fisheries,

do absolutely nothing to foster the industry or en-

deavor to bring it up to the standard it should hold.

They are also sharing in the results achieved by men
who saw further than their nose and who are big

enough to bear a hand in helping the Fishing Industry
along progressive lines without looking at the cost or

slacking because it might benefit a competitor. There
are a good many men yet who could bear a hand by
tailing on to the rope at the present time. Let them
come along now and help out the pioneers who are

doing all the hard work and who have so ably blazed

the C. F. A's trail in the Fishing Industry of this

country.

there are no prospects at all.

Wholesale or retail, almost any variety of fish is

half the price of meat. It is every bit as wholesome

and as nutritious, and the supply is practically in- f
exhaustible here in Canada. True, there are some

varieties which are liable to be depleted unless con-

servation looks after them, but the "'great bulk of sea

fish, such as cod, haddock, herring, salmon, hake,

skate, eusk,pollock , etc., are in great abundance and
extremely prolific. The Northern LaKes of Canada
hold stores of fresh water fish which have never been
touched and it would take many years to deplete
tliein even if no artificial propagation was done.

The day is not far distant when our population will

have to look around for a substitute for meat. Fish
is the only one. %

EVIDENCES OF PROGRESS IN FISHING CRAFT.

Inside of four years, Canadian fishing craft propell-

ed by gasoline and oil engines increased 100 per cent.

The same revival has occurred in Newfoundland, and
our Newfoundland correspondent mentions, in this is-

sue, that "the increase for last year alone was larger

than the number in use for all the previous years to-

gether. Four years ago, the first motor boat was in-

troduced into the fishery. It is expected that a year i

or two hence, only motor boats will be used."

Our correspondent aUso mentions that the only
Banking schooner in Newfoundland fitted with an aux-
iliary engine — the "Metamora," Capt. John Lewis —
was able to make three Grand Bank fishing trips in one
season and brought in a fare of 5,000 quintals which
was "by far the largest catch of the season and has
never been excelled in the history of the fishery."

There is no doubt whatever, but that the use of mod-
ern and up-to-date craft in our fisheries will increase
the value of the catch very largely and enable our
fishermen to get more out of it. The motor engine is

the prime factor in the work — the days of sail and
oar is past.

BIG FISH CONSUMPTION IN THE FUTURE.

The Montreal "Gazette" concludes an editorial on

our Fishery resources by stating
'

' There are evidences

that the land, as now managed, cannot produce the

flesh foods needed to maintain its people. What makes

the resources of the sea more valuable is in the way
of relief." All of which is prophetic.

The day is coming when meat will be too expensive

for any but wealthy people to purchase. It is dear

enough now for the i)ur8e of the working man, but the

idea that there is no substitute for meat, dies hard, and

much education of the public to the value of fish

foods is badly needed.

To-day butcher's steers are selling at $8.30 cents per

cwt on the hoof alive. The cheapest meat is butcher's

cows at $5.50 to .$6 per cwt, live weight. Sheep run

from .$5 to $8.75 alive; calves, $7 to $12; hogs, $12 to

$13 These prices are all wholesale, and there is very

In the period from June 25 to July 25 over 9.000,000
pounds of fish was landed at Prince Rupert and in the
canneries on the Hkenna in the neighborhood. The sal-

mon amounted to 6,625,.500 pounds, halibut to 2,497,-

200, and cod 61,300. The record for the present mouth
is going to be even greater for up to the 15th there had
been brought in 2.000,000 poumls of halibut alone.

SCHOONERS ARE SEIZED.

TheAmerican fishing schooners, Maximo Elliott, 111
tons, of Gloucester, Mass., and the Lizzie Griffin, 107
tons of Bangor, Maine, seized while fishing oflf the
coast of Iceland by British patrol boats, have been
taken to Lerwick, Shetland Islands.

The Americfin schooner Lneinda, J. Lowell, 110 tons,

on the way from Gloucester, Mass., to Norway, with
n cargo of dried herring, also was taken into Lerwick,
but was released after a search.
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REVIEW OF NEWFOUNDLAND'S FISHERIES FOR 1915

By J. W. M c G R A T H .

The year 1915 was on the whole a successful one for

the fishing; industries of Newfoundland, and some of

its features entitle it to be classed among the 'big'

fishery years of the colony. And when the unsettled

conditions that prevailed, and the general abnormal
conditions created by the war are considered, it is

apparent that everyone connected with the industry,

and the whole country in general, have much to be

thankful for. The Report of the Marine and Fisheries

issued, for the year 1915 has the following on one of

its first pages:—"It is again a matter of sincere con-

gratulation that while extraordinary and unpreced-
ented conditions prevail almost universally owing to

the great war. our fishery products have been enhanced
in value generally, and our exi)orts have not been aff-

ected in any way."

Codfishery.

The export of dried codfish for the fiscal year end-
ing June 30th consisted of 1,094,242 quintals valued at

$7,332,287. These figures compared with the corres-

ponding ones of the previous year, show a decrease in

the number of quintals of 153,072. and in valuation of

$739,602.00.

The following are the figures for the above period
for the past six years :

—

Year 1910 1..502,260 Value $7,.307,778.00

Year 1911 1,182.720 Value $6,.554.604.00

Year 1912 1,388.178. ...... .Value $8,001,703.00
Year 1913 1.408.582 Value $7,987,389.00

Year 1914 1,247,314 Value .$8,071,889.00

Year 1915 1,094.242 Value $7,332,287.00

While the total catch for the year and the value
therefrom is the lowest for five years, the catch per
fisherman engaged was not smaller than for preced-
ing years. The comparatively .small catch is directly
attributed to the smaller number of men engaged.
Many of the best fishermen volunteered for service in

the Navy and Army, and owing to the consequent de-
pletion in the ranks of the best and youngest fisher-

men some schooners were unable to obtain sufficient
crews, and either engaged in the voyage on a smaller
scale or abandoned it entirely. The number of fish-

ermen serving in the ranks at the present time are
roundly 2,000 in the Navy and 3,000 in the Army.

Of last year's catch the chief markets of the Medi-
terranean received 568,666 quintals, as compared with

593,821 quintals in the previous year, of which the dis-

tribution was as follows:

Greece Italy Spain Portugal

1910 89,702 252,542 199,662 321,296

1911 42,715 132,153 174,711 258,523

1912 69,280 212,061 214,904 206,206

1913 60,527 207.617 248.266 203,989

1914 69.902 170,634 200,526 153,023

1915 62..508 143.249 211,329 151,580

The markets of Brazil took 362,018 quintals, as com-
pared with 462.233 quintals in 1914, 417,155 quintals

in 1913, 423,080 quintals in 1912. And as a matter of

fact this shows a smaller quantity for this period than
in any year since 1909.

Pickled fish shows an export of 71,602 quintals, val-

ued at $244,351.00, of which 13,857 quintals went to

Canada, and 57,745 quintals went to United States.

These figures compare with 111,252 quintals valued
at $425,703 in 1914, of which 2,540 quintals went to the

United Kingdom, 4.470 quintals to Canada, and 103,-

991 quintals to United States. The export for 1913

was 57,858 quintals 8,302 of which were marketed in

Canada, and 49,556 quintals in the United States.

As result of a Reciprocity Bill passed three years

ago between this Colony and the United States, by
which pickled fish was given free entry there, large

and increasing amounts of this quality of fish are year-

ly finding market there. The decline of last year is

imrely artificial and is due to the fact that owing to

the high prices paid for Tjabrador fish last fall a large

quantity which under normal conditions would have
been marketed in United States was kept back, given
some curing and sold in the European market, Greece,
as 'Labrador Slop'.

The total valuation for the export from the colony
from the products of the fisheries is placed at $9,639.-

789.00, as compared with $10,907,667.00. $10,242,536,-

00, $10,639,721.00 for the three previous periods.

Of this amount codfi.sh is responsible for .$7,332.-

287.00, and the oil products represent $816,386.00.

To the total (latch for the year the Labrador codfish-
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ery contributed 361,698 quintals having a valuation of

$561,300.00.

Of this amount there were shipped direct from the

Labrador coast to the different markets 112,260 quin-

tals, valued at $501,300, showing an increase of 21,211

and an advance in value of $199,852 over the previous

year's.

The number of men engaged in the fishery was 6,-

046 as compared with 6,807 in the previous year. The

total number of persons employed in connection with

the industry was 10.695 of which 3657 were males and

1.073 females working in shore crews and freighters.

The statement below gives the comparative export

(from the coast) since 1913 :

—

Qtls.

1913 111,876 Valued at $525,817.00

1914 91,049 Valued at 361,448.00

1915 112,560 Valued at 561,300.00

The Grand Bank codfishery was engaged in during

the year by 102 schooners having a tonnage of 7,526

and carrying, 1,806 men as compared with 105 schoon-

ers. 7,790 tons and 1,892 men in 1914.

The results for this outfit are unprecedented in the

history of that fishery. The average catch per vessel

being 1.670 quintals, and that per man was 94V2 qiiin-

tals.

The following gives a comparative statement since

1907:—
Year Catch Per man
1907-8 120.000 60 Qtls.

1908-9 131.452 931/2"

1909-10 144.924 92 "

1910-11 149.924 78 "

1911-12 155.517 751/2"

1912-13 1.52.374 83 "
1913-14 124.067 66 "
1914-15 170,390 941/2"

With recard to the number of vessels engaged in this

fishery last vear together with the amount of tonn-

RfTP used, and the number of men employed. Grand
Bank shows larger returns than any other town or dis-

trict in thp whole island. The returns of this fishery

for the various ports are as follows :

—

Port No. of vessels Tonnage Crew Qtls.

Burpeo 2 130 28 1.785

Rampa 5 283 40 2.805

St. .Taeoiies 6 408 100 10 335

Marvstown 4 232 59 3.687

Burin 25 1.768 432 48.300

Stores Cove 5 373 94 8.790

Fortune 4 302 71 5 970

Farbonr Breton .... 8 583 156 14.530

Bav L'Argent 3 164 45 3.490

Belleoram 10 856 97 22,110

Grank Bank 30 2,430 584 45,.598

Total 102 7,256 1,806 710.190

These returns though as accurate as possible do not

attempt to give the number of vessels which engaged
in the fishery for some time, during the year, or ves-

sels from isolated districts which engaged, for which
no reports were sent ; and if such craft ns these were
enumerated, the number wonld be brought up to

about one hundred and twenty schooners. A most im-

portant and sienificant incident in connection with

this fishery was the use of a motor powered banker for

the first time in its history. The schooner which was
fitted with a hiirh powered Bolinder engine is owned
\>y Capt. John Lewis of Holyrood, and captained by

him also; the schooner's name is the Metamora. With
the aid of his engine Capt. Lewis was able to make
quicker despatches to, and from the Grand Banks, and
as result loaded his schooner with cod thrice during
the fishing season, which gave him a total catch for the
year of 5,000 quintals. This was by far the largest

'

catch for the season, and as a matter of fact has never
been excelled in the history of the fishery. The in-

stallation was a venture which was frowned \ipon by
many of the banking fleet, and it was generally assert-

ed that the use of the engine in banking would be
found unpracticable, but events proved otherwise, and
the result of the experiment will not unlikely influence

others to thus provide themselves with similar equip-

ment for the voyage either this year or very soon ; if

the use of motor engines come to be used extensively

in fishing vessels on the Grand Banks, and if the catch

taken by Capt. Lewis last year is any criterion of what
the effect would be, there is no reason to doubt that

(

this fishery will very soon become twice as important
as at present.

The Herring Fishery,

Last year was without doubt one of the most im-
portant in the history of the Newfanndland herrin."

fishery. A complete revolution in the methods of
pack was begun which was hiorhly profitable in itself,

and which is bound to lead to a manifold development
of the industry, as hitherto prosecuted. The herring
fisherv of Newfoundland, anterior to last year, was on
the whole prosecuted in an irrecrular and desultory
manner; comparatively few ensrased in the indu«trv: 1

and those who did were possessed with obsolete eouip-
ment for fishintr. The containers for the pack were
not unfrenuentlv leakv as baskets: so that that part
of the pack which was not luekv enough to be disposed
of in the frozen state were either thrown overboard as
unfit for use. or found a market in the West Indies
fetoViin.cr around *2.00 per barrel.

Earlv last fall several American herrinc dealers
came to the countrv, and owinrr to the scarcitv of
Scotch and Dutch herrincs in the American market,
offered Tood prices for the Newfoundland herring
provided they would be packed properlv. and in naek-
atres that were pickle tieht. The inducemept of hi"h
prices encouraged many more than usual to ensraee in

the fisherv. and to pack the article as carnfnllv. nnrl \

as UP to date as possible. Aceordinelv last winter's
herrire fisherv %vas prosecuted with excellent results,
all thin"s considered.

The Report of that fisherv. bv Consular 0. C. Gould,
Bav of Islands was as follows:— .... The outstand-
inar feature of the local herrine fisherv is now the
Scotch method of cure.' The fourth of the catch in
'Rnrtre Bnv nf Tslpnds apnears to have been cured bv
this method, as opposed to 16'^ domestic cured: and
the Scotch cured article contributed 45^^ of the total

value of the catch, as compared with M^'X contributed
hv the domestic cured. If Newfoundland's use of the
Scotch method produces an article thoroughlv accept-
able to the Ainerican market, the relative positions of '

the Scotch and domostic cure will become even more
favourable to the former.

Durinjr the past year, the Scotch packers could not
have used a deal more herrinrr than thev did. and this

fact combined with some unccrtaintv as to the priee

in the T'^nited States, did not warrant their cuttinp
netivelv into the field of the New Encrland firms. The
New England firms obtained their normal amount of
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herring; but that considerably increased in price. They
may not fare so well another year.

If the Newfoundland Scotch packers have the assu-
rance of an American market, even at prices somewhat
lower than the top prices, of the past season, they
might be able to bid the American vessels out of much
of their herring and many of their fishermen. Such a
situation presupposes an equal number of fishermen;
the excellent returns secured by the fishermen this

season are likely to attract many others to the work
in 1916.

This Report shows the great amount of progress
which was made in the conduct of the industry of last

year, particularly in the method of pack. It may also
be mentioned that trouble in conection with the barrel
difficulty that has in a large measure been remedied.

Several cooperages have been erected in and near
the herring districts, where excellent barrels for the
purpose are produced, and the only difficulty in con-
nection with the barrel problem now remaining is the
question of an adequate supply for the growing de-
mand.
With regard to the price, the Fisheries Report has

this to say:

—

The price of herring at Bonne Bay fluctuates consid-
erably during the fall; but was not at any time less

than .$1.50 to over $2.50 for Bulk Herring; $2.25 was
the average price paid for this class of herring as tak-
en from the net. Frozen herring averaged $1.50 per
basket, and pickled herring $1.50 per brl., with com-
petition keen."
With regard to the number of presons and boats en-

paged it says:

—

"There are about 420 men with 120 motor boats. 20
row boats, and 840 nets engaged in the fishery at Bon-
ne Bay. There were also some 60 labourers employed
by the packers ashore, who received twenty cents an
hour continually during the herring season.

It will be noticed that a large number of motor boats
were used in, and connection with the prosecution of
this fishery last year.

The increa.se for last year alone was larger than the
number in use for all the previous years together. Four
years ago the first motor boat was introduced into the
fishery ; while it is expected that in a year or two hence
only motor boats will be used in the fishery.

On the introduction of motor boats into this fishery
many people were adverse to their use in this connec-
tion, believing that the noise created by the motor
would frighten the herring out of the Bays but such has
not happened ; but owing to the expediency with which
work can now be done with the use of a motor for prop-
ulsion the catch per motor boat is larger than those
boats engaging in the fishery which are not so prop-
elled. The fisheries Report has this to say with regard
to the use of motor boats in the herring fishery :

—

"Motor boats are used largely at Bay of Islands in
prosecuting the herring fishery, and the row boat will

soon be a thing of the past, especially along this sec-

tion of the coast. The people of Bonne Bay and Bay of
Islands are enterprising, and are now largely using the
motor boat in prosecuting the codfishery."
The following is a comparative statement of the quan-

tities of herring purcha.sed and exported, from Bay of
Islands and Bonne Bav during the past four years."

1912—45,210 Barrels Salt Bulk Herring.—14,173 Barrels Pickled Herring.
11,482 Barrels Frozen Herring.

1913—32,339 Barrels Salt Bulk Herring.
9,213 Barrels Pickled Herring.

24,002 Barrels Frozen Herring.

65,554 Valued at $175,378.00.

1914—39,805 Barrels Salt Bulk Herring.
8,282 Barrels Pickled Herring. -

12,435 Barrels Frozen Herring.

60,522 Valued at $151,669.00.

1915—49,926 Barrels Salt Bulk Herring.
12,964 Barrels Pickled Herring.
15,991 Barrels Frozen Herring.

78,881 Valued at $242,631.00.

70,865 Valued at $120,257.00.

The foIloM-ing is a list of vessels that took herring
cargoes from Bay of Islands and Bonne Bay during the
fall fishery of 1915.

Schooner Atlanta, 440 barrels bulk ; 33 barrels Pick-
led

; Wood Island for Gloucester.
Schooner Kineo, 953 barrels bulk ; 100 barrels Pick-

led
; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner Donald Greaser, 1,631 barrels bulk; 148
pickled ; barrels pickled ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.
Schooner Clintonia, 1,560 barrels bulk; 140 barrels

pickled; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.
Schooner Susan Inkpen, 1,300 barrels bulk ; 6 barrels

pickled; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.
Schooner James Douglass, 1,650 barrels bulk; 200

barrels pickled ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.
Schooner Harry Nickerson, 1,050 barrels bulk; 348

barrels pickled; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.
Schooner Blanche, 1.100 barrels bulk; 80 barrels

pickled; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.
Schooner Athlete, 1,500 barrels bulk; 106 barrels

pickled ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.
Schooner Judique, 1,275 barrels bulk; 106 barrels

pickled ; Bonne Bay for Eastport.
Schooner Gladiator, 1,180 barrels bulk ; 120 barrels

pickled; Bonne Bay for Bucksport.
Schooner John H. Hammond, 1,400 barrels bulk; 94

barrels pickled ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.
Schooner Muriel B. Walters. 1,325 barrels bulk; 190

barrels pickled ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.
Schooner Vera Himmelman, $1,300 barrels bulk

;

200 barrels pickled ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.
Schooner Donald Hollet. 1,600 barrels bulk; Woods'

Island for Gloucester.

Schooner Atlanta, 909 barrels bulk; 61 barrels
pickled; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.
Schooner Tatler, 2,150 barrels bulk; 118 barrels pick-

led
; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner Gladys Smith, 1.215 barrels bulk; 208 bar-
rels pickled ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.
Schooner Arkona, 1,575 barrels bulk; 125 barrels

pickled ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.
•Schooner Ingomar, 1,400 barrels bulk; 125 barrels
pickled ; Bonne Bay for Glocuester.
Schooner Gossip, 1,346 barrels bulk; 91 barrels

pickled ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner Alfarata, 1,300 barrels bulk; 150 barrels
pickled; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

S. S. Seal, 2,117 barrels pickled; Bonne Bay for
Halifax.

Schooner Governor Russel, 1,267 barrels bulk; 160
barrels pickled ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester,
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Schooner Hiram Lowell, 1,250 barrels bulk ; 100 bar-

rels pickled ; Bonne Bay for Bucksport.
Schooner Margaret, 1,250 barrels bulk; 80 barrels

pickled ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner M. M. Gardner, 1,281 barrels bulk; 135

barrels pickled ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner T. M. Nicholson, 1,500 barrels bulk; 100

barrels pickled ; Bonne Bay for Bucksport.
Schooner Rose Dorothy, 1,500 barrels bulk ; 100 bar-

rels pickled ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner Montana, 1,100 barrels bulk; 63 barrels

pickled ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner W. C. Mackay, 1,560 barrels bulk ; 114 bar-

rels pickled ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner Annie Parker, 200 barrels bulk ; 75 barrels

pickled; 907 barrels frozen; Bonne Bay for Glouces-

ter.

Schooner Bohemia, 1,220 barrels bulk; 83 barrels

pickled ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner Lizzie Griffen, 840 barrels bulk; 235 bar-

rels pickled ; Bonne Bay for Bangor.
Schooner Gladys and Lillian, 350 barrels bulk; 639

barrels pickled ; Bonne Bay for Halifax.

Schooner Clintonia, 1,576 barrels bulk; 172 barrels

pickled ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner Agnes. 975 barrels bulk ; 35 barrels pick-

led ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner Republic, 160 barrels bulk ; 65 barrels pick-

led ; 600 barrels frozen ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner Henry L. Montague, 80 barrels pickled

;

800 barrels frozen ; Bonne Bay for Halifax.

Schooner Kineo, 220 barrels bulk ; 62 barrels pickled

;

600 barrels frozen ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner Evelyn V. Miller, 200 barrels pickled ; 300
barrels frozen ; Bonne Bay for Lunenberg.

Schooner Wm. C. Smith, 130 barrels pickled; 400
barrels frozen ; Bonne Bay for Lunenberg.

Schooner Mary LeCosta, 250 barrels bulk ; 50 bar-

rels pickled ; 550 barrels frozen ; Bonne Bay for Glou-
cester.

Schooner Titonia, 60 barrels bulk ; 75 barrels pick-

led ; 4.50 barrels frozen : Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner Tda M. Clarke, 50 barrels bulk ; 462 barrels

pickled ; 400 barrels frozen ; Bonne Bay for Sydney.
S. S. Sable, 831 barrels pickled; 65 barrels

frozen ; Bonne Bay for Halifax.

Schooner Senator, 678 barrels biilk; 104 barrels

pickled ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner Norman P. Cullen, 495 barrels pickled

;

Bonne Bay for Halifax.

Schooner Associate, 892 barrels pickled ; 86 barrels

frozen ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner Corsair, 375 barrels pickled ; Bonne Bay
for Gloucester.

Schooner Lillian. 481 barrels bulk ; 591 barrels pick-

led ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner Douglas Adams, 000 barrels frozen; Bon-^

ne Bay for Halifax.

Schooner Romance, 80 barrels pickled ; 900 barrels

frozen ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner Senator. 117 barrels pickled; 872 barrels

frozen; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner Pollyana, 100 barrels bulk; 71 barrels

pickled ; 600 barrels frozen ; Bonne Bay for Gloiices-

tcr.

Schooner J. J. Flaherty. 100 barrels bulk ; 71 barrels
pickled: ^50 l)nrrfts frn/oii ; Bonno Bmv for Glouces-
ter.

Schooner Maxine Elliott, 180 barrels bulk; 320 bar-

pickled ; 350 barrels frozen, Bonne Bay for Gloucester.
Schooner Independence, 510 barrels bulk; 125 bar-

rels pickled; 867 barrels frozen; Bonne Bay for Glou-
cester.

Schooner J. D. Hazen, 330 barrels bulk ; 100 barrels
pickled; 650 barrels frozen; Bonne Bay for Glouces-
ter.

Schooner Gladiator, 80 barrels bulk; 125 barrels
pickled; 828 barrels frozen; Bonne Bay for Bucks-
port.

Schooner J. B. Young, 104 barrels pickled ; 750 bar-
rels frozen; Bonne Bay for Lunenberg.
Schooner J. R. Bradley, 25 barrels pickled ; 750 bar-

rels frozen; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.
Schooner Squanto, 80 barrels pickled ; 760 barrels

frozen ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner Athlete, 72 barrels pickled; 606 barrels
frozen ; Bonne Bay for Gloucester.

Schooner Elizabeth N., 225 barrels bulk ; 100 barrels
pickled ; 850 barrels frozen ; Bonne Bay for Glouces-
ter.

Schooner Regina, 270 barrels bulk; 150 barrels
pickled ; 800 barrels frozen ; Bonne Bay for Glouces-
ter.

Total, 49,926 barrels bulk; 12,964 barrels pickled;
15,991 barrels frozen.

In addition to the fisherj' at Bay of Island and Bonne
Bay, there were last year several thousand barrels of
herring caught and shipped from Notre Dame Bay.
The fishery in this district was never prosecuted miich
before last season, for commercial purposes, and
hence there were no preparations made to secure the
returns of that fishery; so that it is impossible to give

the exact amount caught ; though it is estimated to

be about 20,000 barrels.

A note worthy feature in connection with our her-

ring, was the return, last year, in considerable quan-
tity, of the herring to the Labrador coast. About twen-
ty years ago herring deserted that coast entirely, and
till last year were never seen again there. The.se her-

ring acquired a world famed reputation both for size

and taste, and were much sought after in all the first

class markets, so that if they are returning again there

in large quantity, this will very probably become a

most important branch of this fishery.

P. Jo. FitzGerald, chief Inspector of Pickled fish

for Newfoundland in his annual Report to the Min-
ister of Marine and Fisheries says with regard to the

unique opportunity now open to Newfoundland to

develop this great industry :^
—"This, the chance of a

lifetime, should in itself be an incentive sufficient to

induce curers, packers, and exporters to take this

matter up in all carnestTicss which would tend to bring

about a unanimous desire for the introduction of legal

and compulsory rules and regulations, whereby our

herring industry under improved cure, be made to se-

cure, and keep pace with the general advancement
which has taken place in those countries where this

pickled herring industry has been made a study of on

a scientific, and i)ractical basis. And should this be

done, success and improvements are bound to accrue.

The Lobster Fishery.

This fishery is the one industry which lias been ad-

versely affected by the war. Bi^fore the wjir tlie total

pack of this commodity was exported to Germany, and
a very high price was received for the product; ex-

portation to Germany at the present time is, of course.

o>it of the question, and hence the decline in the price
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of the fish, which has since reacted upon the number
who engage in the fishery.

In 1914 just before the outbreak of the war lobsters

liad reached an unprecedented price $27.00 were being
offered by representatives of German firms, at St.

John's, and it looked as if the price would eventually
reach .$30.00 per case before the end of the year. With
the war came the great slump in price. One week after

the wai- lob.sters could be bought for $8.00 per case;

since then the price has been recovering, and the pre-

sent local price is $13.00 per case.

Since the war the prosecution of the fishery has
been declining. The total difference in capital and en-

terprise engaged in the industry for 1914, and 1915 is

as follows:

—

Year Licenses Men Traps Lobsters Cases
1914 . . 2,463 4,346 227,194 2,574,736 ll,023l^

1915 . . 1.764 1,764 73,245 1,210,549 5,5781/2

During the past ten years, the size of the annual
catch has been decreasing year by year, despite the

fact that previous to 1915 increasing numbers of men
were yearly engaging in the industry. A system for

the conservation of the fishery was advocated each
year, but nothing practical was done till 1913 when a

method of projiagation was introduced, this has borne
good results but the negligable number compared with
former years who are engaging in the fishery this year
will be of great benefit; so that while temporarily lob-

ster packers have been severely embarrased by the

outbreak of the war ; its ultimate effects will be high-

ly beneficial for the conservation of the fish in these

waters. The system of lobster propagation inaugurat-

ed in 1913 which is having abundant results makes it

compulsory for every egg bearing lobster to be re-

turned ; the actual number placed into the sea is de-

clared on oath.

J. D. Dee local Inspector of the Lobster fishery,

anent this system, says in his Report for 1915:—I have
much pleasure in reporting that as result of our prop-
agation sjstem there is a very clear indication that an
improvement is taking place in this fishery, helped to

some extent by the war conditions that have been exist-

ing for the past two years, and which had such a dis-

astrous effect on the price of these goods in the Europ-
ean markets. The total number of egg bearing lob-

sters purchased from the fishermen during the i^'s*

season was 41,797. A strict account consistent with
the means at our disposal, was kept of the different

sizes of these lobsters, and shows an average of a frac-

tion under ten inches. Those lobsters can very well be
estimated to yield 20,000 eggs each or a total of 836,000
eggs saved to the stock, together with 42,000 lobsters

of a mature and productive age. I may be permitted
to point with pride that this simple system of propag-
ation is already beginning to show beneficial results,

and if continued will in a very few years put a differ-

ent feature on this fishery."

Year

As compared with

Whales Gals Oil Tons Guano Tons

Factory

Whale Fishery.

Whales Quality

Hawke's Hr. .
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Says the Report:—This has been the worst Steam
Seal Fishery on record. Continuous easterly winds
during February and the early part of March drove
the seals near the land in the vicinity of Cape St. John
Gull Island and the Horse Islands, at the beginning of

March, and rafted the ice outside the patch to such a

degree, as to make it impossible for steamers to reach

the whelping ice till about 10th of April. When some
of the ships got clear of being jammed, they found the

seals had taken to the water. Two ships were severely

injured in the ice and had to be towed to port.

A notable incident was the coming of two Norweg-
ian Steamers which engaged in this fishery, in the

Gulf. This was commonly regarded with a great deal

of disfavour by our local sealers, as it was intended

that if the voyage would prove successful for the two
engaged, they would be the vanguard of a large Nor-

wegian sealing fleet each year to these waters ; but

hickily, for local interests, the voyage proved a fail-

ure for the Norsemen as well as for the rest of the

fleet, and it may be of interest to note that they did

not repeat the venture this season.

The Seal Fishery will benefit on the whole consider-

ably by the steamers missing the 'patch' in 1915. as

there were many indications tha the fishery was be-

ginning to decline, but so profitable was the voyage

that the strongest opposition was manifested to close

season legislation, by those who sent ships to the fish-

ery, and also by the fishermen themselves who gen-

erally made a 'fine thing' out of it, and were reluctant

to voluntary deprive themselves of a good "bill' which

the voyage nearly always brought.

Turbot Fishery.

This industry was engaged in last year for the first

time for commercial purposes. In all the bays this

fish are very plentiful, and previous to last j'ear were

considered in the nature of a pest by many fishermen

who found them sometimes filling their trawls.

They were shaken off the trawls back into the sea.

Last year a Gloucester firm sent an agent, Capt. Pier-

cy to the island to buy turbot; Capt. Piercy offered

$5.50 per brl., and with this inducement numbers en-

gaged in the fishery. More than 10,000 barrels were

caught, and sold, and this was done nearly all in one

Bay, Trinity Bay. As yet, however, the people know
very little of the many factors which enter into the

preparation, and cure of this article, hence there is lit-

tle or no interest taken in following the industry, al-

though the fish are to be found in abundance in most

of the deep watered bays and inlets of the island.

Caplin.

Caplin is a fish indigenous to Newfoundland wa-

ters. It is about seven inches long, and 2% inches in

girth. About the beginning of June it appears off the

Newfoundland coast in great schools, and in a few days
it enters the bays and coves all around the coast in

the same great body, which as it always moves just be

low the surface of the water covers the sea black. In

a day or two it reaches the beaches of the harbours,

and there rests high and dry upon the sand. One who
ha« never seen this great phenomena would find it

hard to believe, that at this period in the night time

the sea seems a great wave of phosphorescence, as the

countless millions roll upon the sand. The people go
down to the beaches and dip up in nets and buckets

from the sea all they want for their purposes. The
caplin has but otic use ns far as the fisherninn is con-

cerned ; he uses it for bait for codfish, and an excellent
bait it is. It is also used by the people for fertilizing
purposes, and everybody takes from twenty to one hun-
dred barrels, and from the beaches they are carted,
often alive, to be strewn over the fields. When cook-
ed the caplin is a delectable food, and will be prefer-
red as an article of diet to either salmon or herring. It
is easily to be appreciated why there is no foreign de-
mand for for this fish, when it is understood that the
fish is not known outside of Newfoundland, while
there has yet been no effort been made to advertise it

as an edible outside the country.

If a market could be found for this fish at a profit-
able price there is actually no limit to the quantities
which could be obtained yearly. As a matter of fact
the firm of , of Norway who pack largely of
sardines were about to send an agent to Newfound-
land in the summer of 1914 to advise as to the practi-

cability of establishing a factory in the country for the
"putting up" of caplin in the same method as sardines.
The outbreak of the war postponed indefinitely the
activities of that firm in this direction.

The St, Pierre Fishing Fleet.

The war of necessity deeply affected the St. Pierre
fishery for 1915. There were less engaged in fishing
from St. Pierre and Miquelon last year than in any
other year in the history of that fishery. Practically
the entire crews of the fi.shing vessels which fished
from St. Pierre were members of the French Navy,
and those who were left to finish the voyage of
1914, were called to the colours directly at the end
of this fishery. In the .spring of last year a circular
of the Comite Central des Armateurs de France was
published, giving permission to three thousand
of the "registered seamen" at Brest, and some
other ports, awaiting active service to sign on for the
St. Pierre bank fishery for the year. These number of
men crewed about eighty bankers, steam trawlers, and
other vessels. The result of the fishery was on the
whole successful for the year. Another noteworthy
incident in this connection, was the repeal la.it year of
certain prohibitary measures which forbade the ex-
portation from Newfoundland of fish food or other
products to St. Pierre; and as a result considerable
quantities of these commodities—especially herring- -

were exported there last year, and from there the bulk
of this article will find consumption in France.

Although the Newfoundland fisheries on the whole
were highly profitable to the Colony last year, yet
there is much yet to be accomplished, in the nature of
improving the pack, obtaining more knowledge of
markets, and in securing more knowledge as to the ex-
tent of our fisheries. To secure the latter, a steamer
with fish scientists, and proper apparatus on board
will be necessary ; but while the Colony prefers to
'paddle its own canoe', in political affairs it is doubt-
ful whether this it will be ever able to afford to so pro-
vide itself.

Prof. Wiser: What effect does the moon have upon
the tide?"
Sweet Co-Fd: "None! It affects only the untied."
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FISH — IN SEASON AND OUT
How to Select and Cook It.

By CHARLES S. STORM, of the Blackford Pish Markets, New York City.

(In Housewives League Magazine).

The housewife who follows the fish market closely

aud knows how to buy each fish in its own season

need never complain of having to eat frozen fish. Each
month of the year has its own special variety of fish

and it is only necessary to keep track of the different

seasons to have fresh fish all the year around.

The purchaser who goes to the fish dealer and de-

mands a certain kind of fish, regardless of season, be-

cause someone in the family has expressed a desire

for it, need not feel abused when the dealer hands her

a cold storage fish. If she wants to have fresh fish

she must not be too particular as to the kind, but take
what the season offers.

Fish in Season.

The best way to buy fish is to order whatever is on
the market that day, and not enter the store with any
pre-conceived notion that you want a certain kind of

fish. If you order whatever is on stock you are pretty

certain to get a good, fresh fish.

It is not a difficult matter for the housewife to keep
in mind the seasons in which the most common varie-

ties of fish come to market.

On the East coast, bluefish and fresh mackerel are in

season from April until October and butter-fish, porgie,

sea bass and kingfish from May until September, while
weakfish lasts one month longer, being in season from
May until October.

Spanish mackerel can be bought fresh during Sep-
tember and October. Smelts and scallops are winter
fish, appearing on market in October and lasting until

April. Shad is fresh from January to June.
Cod, flounder, iialibut and salmon are in season all

the year around.

We seldom get any fish, of whatever variety, until

its spawns. When ready to spawn, the fish leave the
deep-sea water and run uj) into the shoaler waters in

great quantities, where they are caught with nets and
lines.

Local Prejudice About Fish.

All fish are good to eat, the varieties wliich are

popularly supposed to be good eating, depending en-

tirely upon the locality. In the South, certain varieties

of fish are eaten which would not be touched in the

North, and vice versa.

One reason why northerners do not ,eat much south-

ern fish is that it does not keep so long as the northern
and is apt to be spoiled when it reaches northern mar-

kets. Packing facilities are not so good in the South as
in the North, since there is no natural ice and the arti-
ficial ice does not keep so well, aud for this reason
southern fish cannot be kept in good condition for a
long time.

We can obtain any variety of fish all the year around,
if we want it, by buying it frozen, and in many cases the
frozen fish is almost as good as the fresh.

Whether frozen fish is good or not depends largely
upon its condition when packed.

First class dealers who cater to a critical and exact-
ing trade can be depended upon to supply a very good
grade of frozen fish, no matter how out of season it is.

Such dealers, for the sake of being sure their fish
will keep well, will pay a cent more a pound for their
fish than the market demands and buy a whole boat-
load of fish which has all been caught at one time. If
they bought a supply which had been caught at dif-
ferent times and put it all in the freezer together,
some might spoil before the rest and taint the whole lot!

Codfish is one of the most useful and popular fishes
on the market. It is good at any time during the
year and is looked upon as a standby in many communi-
ties.

It has a better flavor if not served entirely fresh
but allowed to stand on the ice two or three days be-
fore being eaten. Being a large fish, it can be put to
a variety of uses. Steak codfish usually weighs about
twenty-five pounds.
Many people make the mistake of throwing away

the head of the codfish. This should not be done, as
the head makes delicious chowder. The head can also
be made very good by removing the eyes and frvine
it in butter.

^

How to Select Fish

—

Rely on Dealer.

It is almost impossible to judge of the freshness of
a fish in the store. Some people judge by the appear-
ance of the eyes, some by the color of the gills, some
by feeling of the fish and some by the smell.
As a matter of fact, none of these tests is infallible

Fish which has been kept as long as three weeks some-
times retains the color in the gills and if the fish has
been shipped by freight or express it is quite apt to
become jammed in the bottom of the box and cannot
then be judged by its firmness to the touch.
As a rule, shad can be judged by the brightness of its

gills mid cod by its eyes.
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Nor is smell a sure guide to the freshness of fish.

Some varieties have a bad smell when fresh and some

do not smell badly even when they are old.

The best way for the housewife to do is to go to a

reliable dealer and impress upon him the fact that

she wants the freshest fish he has. Give him a trial

—

if it is put up to him he is quite apt to send around a

fresh fish.

The main thing not to do is to insist on having a cer-

tain kind. If you do this your dealer will no doubt

furnish it to you, regardless of whether it is fresh or

old.

Some housewives object because the slime is not

washed off the fish when it comes to them. The slime

that surrounds fish is one of the housewife's best pro-

tections againt bad fish. If the slime is washed off the

odor is removed with it, and even if the fish is in bad

condition it will not have a noticeable smell.

When fish is exposed to the air—as in the market
stalls—the slime should never be washed off, as it is

a very good preservative.

Should you buy a frozen fish the best way to thaw
it is to put it in cold water, never let it thaw in the at-

mosphere.
Very few people understand how to cook fish. It is

too often fried to death and is served dry and taste-

less.

Fish should be cooked over a very hot fire and every

means should be used to keep it moist and juicy and
well flavored.

Fish in Season—Table of Reference for Housewives.

January—Smelts, Shad, Scallops.

February—Smelts, Shad, Scallops.

March—Smelts, Shad, Scallops.

April—Blue Fish, Fresh Mackerel, Smelts, Shad,

Scallops.

May—Blue Fish, Butter Fish, Porgie, Sea Bass, Shad,

Weak Fish, Fresh Mackerel, King Fish.

June—Blue Fish, Butter Fish, Porgie, Sea Bass, Shad,

Weak Fish, Fresh Mackerel, King Fish.

July—Blue Fish, Butter Fish, Porgie, Sea Bass, Weak
Fish, Fresh Mackerel, King Fish.

August—Blue Fish, Butter Fish, Porgie, Sea Bass,

Weak Fish, Fresh Mackerel, King Fish.

September—Blue Fish, Butter Fish, Porgie, Spanish

Mackerel, Smelts, Sea Bass, Weak Fish. Fresh Mack-
erel, King Fish.

October—Blue Fish, Smelts, Weak Fish, Spanish

Mackerel, Scallops, Fresh Mackerel.

November—Smelts, Scallops.

December—Scallops, Smelts.

Fish in season all the year around—Cod, Flounder,

Halibut, Salmon, Haddock.
The above list of references will enable the house-

wife to tell at a glance what is the best fish to buy
in any particular month, if she wants to make certain

of procuring fresh fish.

The fish in season at any particular time is always

the safest kind to buy for it is sure to be good and
can be relied upon, almost invariably, to be fresh, not

frozen.

FISH CHEAPER THAN MEAT AND A FINE FOOD
By EDITH CHARLTON SALISBURY,

(Director Domestic Science Department, Manitoba Agricultural College.)

"Eat fish and your brain will be bigger and stronger

than that of your brethren who are meat eaters,
'

' was
the advice given to the students of the last generation.

"Substitute fish for meat in your diet on fast days,"

said the church fathers, if you would keep the desires

of the body luider control. Fish was said to be a brain

food because it contained phosphorus, an element

which enters into the composition of brain tissue.

It is generally considerably cheaper than meat. If

fresh and properly cooked it is more easily digested

and because it is less stimulating than red meat is

better suited to the diet of the invalid. The rheiunatic

patient can eat fish when meats like beef, mutton and
lamb will be denied to him. It is also well suited to

the diet of children.

There are two general classes of fish, the fat and the

lean. Salmon and herring are good examples of the

first; white and cod belong to the class of lean fish.

Fat fish are better broiled and served with an acid

sauce, that is a sauce highly flavored with lemon juice,

vinegar or tomatoes and seasoned with pepper or mus-
tard. Lean fisli may be boiled, baked, or steamed and
nerved with a rich sauce which Avil) increase the de-

ficient fat and also add to the flavor. Because fish

iipoils easily they are always better flavored the short-

er the distance from the water in which they are caught,

to the table on which they are eaten. Not only should

the transfer be short but the time in which it is made

should be brief. In other words fish should be fresh

when purchased and should be prepared for the table

in as short a time as possible. It is not difficult to

distinguish fresh fish from one that has been too long

out of the water. Fresh fish have full, lifelike eyes,

red gills, silvery, not slimy skin and scales, firm flesh

and firm, not flabby tail. Fish that has been frozen

should be cooked immediately after it has thawed ; the

flesh of frozen fish is never quite as firm as when
freshly caught, neither is the flavor quite as agreeable.

There need be very little waste in fish, other than

skin and bones, for there are various appetizing ways
of serving "left overs.'" Bits left from the baked,

steanied or fried white fish or cod may be broken up
into flakes, reheated in a cream sauce for a supper

dish, scalloped with potatoes or bread crumbs, or may
bo used cold as a salad, serving it with a dressing made
of eggs, milk and vinegar. Amounts too sirmll for pre-

paring in any of the above ways may be rubbed
through a sieve added to a thin white sauce, and sea-

soned carefully to make a tasty soup. In fact, there is

such a wide latitude in the methods of serving fish

that the housewife need lu'ver bo at a loss and as long

as frosh fish can bo bought for from five to ten cents

a pound loss than meat the averas'i' talilo need not be

without muscle nuiking food.

In composition it is very similar ii> mtat, though con-

taining loss protein and fat it has sufficient of both to

satisfy the demands of the average individual.
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Ask Your Dealer

for

SOME OF CANADA'S FOOD FISH WHICH DEALERS WOULD DO WELL
TO BRING TO THE NOTICE OF THEIR CUSTOMERS. AND WHICH THE

CUSTOMERS WOULD SAVE MONEY BY PURCHASING

Salmon, Pacific.

There are several species, of which the chinook,

sockeye and cohoe are the most popular as food fish.

The salmon is a sea fish spawning in fresh water and

they enter the rivers in vast numbers in the Spring

and the "run" continues during the summer until

November. The salmon caught in the Spring is gener-

ally conceded to be the best, and though they are

readily procurable at all seasons, yet they are most

plentiful in April and throughout the summer. The

greater part of the Pacific salmon catch is canned.

Average weight of the fish is around 5 and 6 pounds.

Salmon, Atlantic.

Native to the Maritime Provinces of Canada, Labra-

dor and Newfoundland—a favorite variety being the

Oaspe salmon caught in the rivers of that county. There

is a close season for Atlantic salmon extending from

August 1st to April 1st, and though it is procurable

at all seasons, yet it is most plentiful during June,

July and August. The Atlantic salmon, similar to the

Pacific variety, is a sea fish ascending fresh water

rivers to spawn. Average weight is about five and six

pounds.

Cod.

This is the principal commercial fish of the Atlantic,

hut common also in the Pacific. The cod fishery,

next to the .salmon, is probably the greatest in the

world, and upon the Atlantic 'banks' off Newfound-
land and Canada, many hundreds of vessels and thous-

ands of men are engaged in catching cod. Cod is pro-

curable all the year round but most plentiful during

the summer months. The smaller variety known as

snappers and mediums range from 3 to 5 pounds in

weight : the larger sold as steak cod run from 6 to 30

pounds. A highly nutritious and economical food fish,

which in addition to bring sold fresh, is largely put

lip in dried, salted, fliikcd. slir<'dd<'d, boned, niid thread-

I'd form.

Haddock.
A favorite food fish native to the Atlantic Ocean.

Easily distinguished by the black line running from

gills to tail on each of its sides. Average weight about

3 ])ounds. Procurable at all times but most plentiful

from November to April. When smoked, it is known
as Finnan Iladdie. and largely consumed in this form.

Halibut.

One of the largest of the flat fishes and common to

the Atlantic and Pacific Oceana. The greater part

of Canada's halibut comes from the Pacific — about

one-fifth only being caught in the Atlantic. The hali-

but is regarded as a superior table fish procurable
at all times but most plentiful during the summer
months. Halibut varies very much in size—the smaller
variety known as "chicken halibut" averaging 7 to
10 pounds. The larger fish, which is every bit as good,
is usually sold in steaks, and runs from 10 to 180
pounds.

Herring.

One of the commonest and most nutritious food fishes
native to the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. Plentiful
at all seasons, but in best condition from July to Oc-
tober for Atlantic and November to February for
Pacific varieties. Largely put up .salted, smoked and
cured. Average weight 8 oz. to 1 pound. A sea food,
plentiful and cheap.

Herring, Lake.

A fresh water fish common in the Inland Lakes of
Canada. Also known as Ciseoes and in addition to
being sold fresh are smoked and salted. A fish of high
food value, cheap and easily procurable during the
summer months. Average weight 1 pound.

Mackerel.

An exceedingly piquant and dainty food fish native
to the Atlantic Oeean. At times they are very scarce
and high prieed, but during good seasons, plentiful and
cheap. They are procurable at all times, but more
readily during the Summer and Fall months. Aver-
age weight from 8 oz. to 2 pounds. Can be purchased
fresh during season and salted at all times.

Whitefish.

A fresh water fish exceedingly plentiful in the In-
land Lakes of Canada. Easily procurable from April
to December. This fish is the most important of Can-
ada's fresh water fi.shes, cheap and of high food value.
Plentiful in the Spring and Fall. Average weight 2
to 3 pounds.

Trout, Lake.
Largest of all the trouts and native to the Inland

lakes of Canada where the lake fishing for trout is

exceeded only by the whitefish. Highly esteemed as
a food fish. The lake trout is in season from May
1st to November 1st, and attains a size of from 11/2
lbs. to 18 and 21 lbs — the Fall fish running very large.

Trout, Brook.
The famous fi.sh of the angler and a fresh water fish

native to streams all over Canada. In size it varies
—the average being just under a pound. In season
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from May to September. One of the most delicate

and popular fresh water food fish.

Pickerel.

A fresh water fish also known as Dore, Pike-Perch,

or Wall-eyed Pike found in great numbers in the Great

Lakes. The flesh is firm, flaky and white, and is

highly esteemed as a food fish. Average size around

7 pounds. Pickerel is in season during the summer
months.

Pike.

A common fresh water fish abundant in the inland

waters of Canada. In season during the summer
months. Average weight 7 and 8 pounds. Much in

favor as a food fish.

Sturgeon.

This fish is native to both coasts and the

rivers and inland lakes of Canada. It is a good food

fish procurable at all seasons but particularly in the

summer months. Being free from many bones it is a

good fish for slicing and cutlets. The roe of the

our rivers in the Spring and are most plentiful during
May and early June. Average weight about 3 pounds.

Black Bass, Large Mouthed and Small Mouthed.

A fre.sh water fish native to the inland waters of

Canada and much beloved by anglers for its gamey
qualities. Both species are favorite food fishes. The
average size is from 3 to 4 pounds and is readily pro-

curable in the market from June to July.

Bullhead.

A fresh water fish famous under a dozen diflferent

names—Bullhead, Bullpout and Catfish being the most
common. The Bullhead is of no mean value as a palat-

able foodfish. Procurable readily during the summer
months. Average weight three to four pounds.

Perch.

The commonest variety known as the yellow perch
is native to the inland waters of Canada. The perch
is a cheap and palatable food fish — particularly

adapted for frying — and in season during the summer
months. Average weight about 8 oz.

THE FISH DEPARTMENT OF STANFORD'S, LTD.—ONE OF MONT-

REAL'S FIRST-CLASS STORES.

sturgeon is used for making caviare. Average weight
10 pounds. Some weigh as much as 200 lbs.

Alewife.

Sometimes known as Branch Herring in Ontario and
Gaspereau in Eastern Canada. It is native to salt and
fresh water. The sea species enters fresh water rivers
to spawn and is captured in abundance. In season
from April to June. In addition to being sold fresh,
alewives are extensively salted, and are largely sold
in this way.

Shad.

A sea fish which ascends freah water rivers and
brackish bays to spawn, and one of the most important
»n<l i.Hlfitable of Canadian food fish. The shad strike.

Lobster.

A crustacean native to the Atlantic coast. Subject

to close seasons in various localities but procurable

from November 15th to August 10th. The lobster is

regarded more in the light of a luxury rather than a

regular article of sea food and bad weather on the

lobster grounds affect the supply and the market price

to a very large extent. When searce in a live state,

it usually is readily procurable in cans.

Grass Bass.

Also known as the Calico Bass—a fresh water fish

native to the inland lakes and rivers of Canada. A
good pan fish procurable throughout the summer
months but best in the spring when the water is cold.

Average weight i.s around 8 oz.
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Hake.

A sea fish native to the Atlantic Ocean and much
esteemed as food. Procurable in the market at all

times but particularly in the summer months. They
are in the best condition in the Fall. Average size

;i to 7 pounds and over.

Smelt.

A .small and very delicate food fish native to the

.\tlantic Ocean. The smelt seldom exceeds a pound
in weight and averages 4 and 5 ozs. The smelt is also

found in the Pacific. In season from December to

March.

German Carp.

An exceedingly common fish in the Great Lakes of

(^anada. It is procurable throughout the summer
iiioiitlis. Average size is around 3 and 4 pounds.

sold in a filleted state. As smoked fillets, cusk holds a
ready market as a choice article of diet. Average
weight, 3 to 5 pounds.

Flounder.

An exceedingly common and readily procurable flat

fish of good eating quality. Seasonable during the

winter months. Average weight is from 1 to 2 pounds.
Native to the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.

Tomcod.

A common and palatable little fish similar in appear-
ance to the cod. It is sometimes known as frost-fish

and is most abundant in early winter. It is procurable
throughout the year but mainly during the winter.

In size it seldom exceeds a foot in length. Native to

the Atlantic Ocean.

ONE OF THE STALLS AT MONTREAL'S CENTRAL FISH MARKET

Swordfish.

A remarkable fish native to the Atlantic Ocean.

Swordfish has only been recognized as a valuable food

of late years and is now regarded as one of the most
palatable of salt water fishes. The flesh is white, free

from bones, and with a taste not unlike veal. The
swordfish attains a weight ranging from 60 to 350

pounds, and is sold in the market in chunks and steaks.

In season during the summer months.

Otisk.

Another member of the cod family and an exceed-

ingly fine food fish. The flesh is white and firm. Cusk
is a favorite fish in the United States and is largely

Butterfish.

A small Atlantic fish procurable in our markets
during the summer. It is sometimes known as the Dol-
lar Pish and makes a palatable dish. Average weight
about 4 oz.

Sucker.

A common river and lake fish seasonable in the

Spring. Not of high food value. Average weight 2

to 3 pounds.

Eels.

Eels ar^ common all over Canada. A fresh water-
fish of high food value. Sold fresh during the sum-
mer but largely salted.
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Skate.

A common fish in the Atlantic but not appreciated

as sea food by Canadians. Skate fins are esteemed

a delicacy in Great Britain and a good market exists

for them.

Oysters

are taken in October and November; but as oyster

culture is now being undertaken on a large scale they

will soon be available during several months in the

year.

Little-Neck or Hard-Shell Clams.

are taken in May, June and September. Long-Neck or

Soft-Shell Clams are taken all months in the year.

Sea Mussels

are available during the whole openwater season.

Pollock.

A salt water fish native to the Atlantic and one of

the Cod family. It is extensively salted and dried

for export. Fresh pollock is an exceedingly cheap and
palatable fish food and is procurable at all times but

particularly during the summer and fall. Average

weight, 3 to 4 pounds.

Canada's Cured and Prepared Fii;h

Salmon.

Foremost in this particular line of fish foods comes

British Columbia canned salmon. Over one million

cases of this product valued at nearly seven million

dollars were packed in British Columbia last year and

largely exported to foreign countries. Salmon is pack-

ed in 1 lb. and 1/2 lb. tins, tall and flat. The Sockeye

is considered the finest quality. Other grades in their

order are Red Cohoes, Pink Salmon and Pale Salmon

—the two latter being very cheap. Atlantic Salmon

is also canned but only to a minor extent. In addition

to being canned, salmon is extensively dry salted, mild

cured and smoked.

Lobsters.

This delicious shellfish is usually put up in 1 lb.,

l^lb. and % lb. flat and tall tins. A portion of the

lobster, not put up in the regulation canned lobster,

and known as Lobster Tomali, is a very delicious pre-

paration and may be procured in small tins. For the

rapid preparation of salads and during seasons when
fresh live lobsters are scarce and expensive, the can-

ned article is indispensible.

Codfish.

This well-known sea fish is prepared and preserved

in many different ways. The commonest form is in

the shape of dried salt cod which is prepared by split-

ting the fish open, pickling it in salt and brine and
drying it in the open air and sun or by means of steam

codfish preserved in this manner, is invaluable to the

chef and housewife. Fresh codfish can also be pro-

cured in cans.

Haddock.

Haddock is also prepared similar to dried salt cod,

but this fish is pre-eminent when put up in the smoked
state known as Finnan Iladdie. Under this name the

fish is famous all over the world and an immense busi-

ness is done in Canada with this particular preparation.

Fresh haddock is taken, carefully cleaned and washed,

given a light pickle, and suspended in racks within

^"-gK:

heat. Many tons of dried cod are exported to Eur-

ope, the West Indies and South America, where it

is a staple food. Codfi.sh is also packed in barrels

pickled in salt and brine. For the fine retail family

trade codfish is very largely prepared as boneless fish,

shredded cod, codfish strips, threaded cod and skin-

ned codfish. The dried salt cod is taken, bones ex-

tracted, skin jieeled off, the choicest portions sliredded

or flaked luid packed in neat wooden boxes or parch-

ment cartons. For the preparation of many fish dishes,

a sealed chamber over a smoke fire of hardwood for

a number of hours. The smoking is done by experts

who know just exactly how much smoking is required

to prepare tlie fish properly. Packed in ir-> and 30 lb.

boxes, finnan haddie is procurable anywhere in Canada
an dis a favorite food which needs no extended descrip-

tion. Finnan Haddie is also prepared as fillets stripped

of skin and bone and is delicious when put up in a

canned state, either smoked or fresh.

Hake, Pollock and Cusk.

Three fine edible fish of the cod family. These fish

are salted and dried in enormous quantities for export,

but they can be procured in a smoked form similar to

finnan haddie. They are also put up as boneless fish.

Sardines.

Canadian sardines can be procured in a pickled form
but packed in cans and olive oil is the most popular

form. In the opinion of many people Canadian sar-

dines are preferable to the article imported from
Europe.

Eels.

In the Province of Quebec, eels are salted and smoked
and command a ready market.
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Herring.

This tasty fish is prepared in a number of ways in

("anada and should eonunand a larger market than it

does. As herring pickled in salt and brine it is put

wp in barrels, half-barrels and small kegs. Split and
smoked it i.s marketed as bloaters and kippered herring,

and skinned and boned it is smoked and packed in

small boxes as boneless smoked herring. In the latter

state It IS olten known as Digby Cliiokens." As a

cheap and ta.sty food, herring is hard to beat. Both

the Pacific and Atlantic varieties of herring are pre-

pared in the ways enumerated above, and the fresh

water Lake herring is also pickled and in a smoked
state commands a ready market as Ciscoes. In cans,

herring is packed as kippered herring, plain or in to-

mato sauce.

Mackerel.

This choice sea fish is, at the present time, only pre-

served by salting and pickling. Salt and pickled
mackerel is i)ut up in barrels, half barrels and pails,

containing 20 j)oun(ls. Barrels contain 200 lbs. net.

Fillets of Fish.

Fillets of fish are made from haddock, cod and cusk.
The choicest parts of the fish are taken, stripped of
skin and bone, given a light pickle and smoked similar

to finnan haddie. Smoked fillets are in great demand
—not because of their tastiness but from the ease by
which they are prepared for the table, and also from
the fact that there are no bones in them.

Halibut.

This splendid fish

—

the King of Atlantic sea fishes

—is preserved by a process known as fletchiug. The
halibut is sliced lengthwise, given a light salting and
smoked. Halibut fletches or flitches command a ready

market in the United States but Canadians have not

yet realized the good qualities of flitched halibut.

Pacific halibut is also fletched. Halibut can also be

procured packed in cans.

Tongues and Sounds.

The thick tongue of the cod and the sound — a
glutinous substance which lies along the backbone of

the fish — is put up in salt and pickle in barrels and
pails. Fried or boiled, they are a particularly deli-

cious and tasty food. The sounds of hake are largely

dried and used for making isinglass and glue.

God Liver Oil.

The pure cod liver oil procured from the livers of

the fish is too well-known in the medicinal sense to

require much description. Quite a large business is

done in cod oil in Canada — the bulk of the oil being
used for tanning leather. Other by-products in which
fish feature are in the preparation of fertilizers and
glue.

Fish Eggs.

Otherwise known as roes and peas. The roes of
shad, haddock and cod, are to be procured in a smoked
and salted form. The roe of the sturgeon is especially

valuable and is prepared into the world famous caviare)

PORT OF MANY SHIPS.

"It's a sunny pleasant anchorage, is Kingdom Come,
Where crews is always layin' aft for double-tots o' rum,
'N' there's dancin' 'n' fiddlin' of ev'ry kind o' sort.

It's a fine place for sailor-men is that there port.

'N' I wish—
I wish as I was there.

"The winds is never nothin' more than jest light airs,

'N' no-one gets belayin '-pinned, 'n' no-one never
swears.

Yet free to loaf an' laze around, yer pipe atween yer
lips,

Lollin' on the fo'c's'le, sonny, lookin' at the ships.

'N' I wish—
I wish as I was there.

"F'or ridin' in the anchorage the ships of all the world
Have got one anchor down 'n' all sails furled.
All the sunken hookers 'n' the crews as took 'n' died
They lays there merry, sonny, swingin' to the tide.

'N' I wish—
I wish as I was there.

wooden hookers green wi' drippin'"Drowned old

wrack.
Ships as never fetched to port, as never came back,
Swingin' to the blushin' tide, dippin' to the swell,
'N' the crews all singin', sonnv, beatin' on the bell.

'N' I wish—
I wish as I was there.

—From Salt-Water Ballads, by John Masefield.
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NOTES EEGAEDING CANADA'S FISHERIES
DURING JULY.

(Furnished by the Naval Service Department)

.

Fogs which prevailed during the greater part of

the month of July all along the southern and south-

western shores of Nova Scotia as well as in the west-

ern part of the Bay of Fundy greatly interfered with

fishing operations and caused the landings of nearly

all kinds of fish in Nova Scotia to fall below those

for the same month last year. One of the vessels of

the Lunenburg fleet, valued at $18,000, was lost and

one man was drowned ; while in Digby County the fog,

together with high tides, was responsible for the loss

of $1,000 worth of trawl gear, and one man lost his

life in Yarmouth County. Considerable damage was

also done to weirs on the New Brunswick shore of the

Bay of Fundy by heavy seas on the night of the 21st

instant.

Along the eastern coast of New Brunswick the

weather was rough and stormy at the beginning of the

month, resulting in the loss of some lobster gear and

salmon nets, but the remainder of the month was fine

and favorable for fishing. In Prince Edward Island,

with the exception of the last week which was windy,

fine weather prevailed; but in the Magdalen Islands

high winds throughout the month prevented the tak-

ing of mackerel and cod in large quantities although

these fish were plentiful around the Islands.

The salmon fishery was not so successful as in the

previous month ; salmon were reported scarce every-

where except in Cape Breton Island and the County
of St. John, N.B., where large catches were obtained.

As compared with July, 1915, the lobster catch

shows a decrease of about 3,000 swt., but Cape Breton

Island alone shows a decrease of nearly 4,000 cwt..

the ratch in the Northumberland Strait being greater

than for the same month last year.

Since the opening of the present lobster season on the

15th of November last until the end of July, there were

packed 181,913 cases, while the total shipment in shell

was 94,209 cwt. During the corresponding period

•in the preceding year there were 156,059 cases packed
nnd 108.498 cwt. shipped in shell.

Scarcity of bait continues to be a serious handicap
to the fishermen. Cod and hake were reported plenti-

ful in many districts where the catches were neverthe-

less small on account of the difficulty of securing bait.

Dogfish were so abundant off the coast of Cape
Breton Island that they prevented herring from com-
ing inshore ; consequently the herring catch there was
exceptionally small. They were also a source of an-

noyance to handline cod fishermen in western Nova
Scotia.

On the Pacific coast the weather has been unusual-
ly cold and wet and the sockeye run has been below
the average in all districts. The catch of salmon is

over 70,000 cwt. less than for the preceding July.

The following is the result of the fishing in Saguenay
County, Que., for the month of June ; Salmon, 3,724
cwt. landed, value $22,398; used fresh. 2,869 swt.:

pickh-d, .570 cwt. Lobsters, 298 cwt. Cod, 61,029 cwt,.

value .$84,144; used fresh, 291 cwt., green-salted, 807
cwt. ;dried, 19,716 cwt. Herring, 2,269 cwt., value
$2.564 ; used fresh, 59 cwt ; pickled, 680 bbls. ; used as

bait. 80 bbls.; used as fertilizer, 5 bbls. Halibut, 35
cwt., value $.390; used fresh. Clams, 30 bbls., value
$30; used fresh, Launce. 300 bbls., value $100; used
fresh. Total value of fish landed, $111,3.36.

SWORD FISHING.

Anywhere along the Atlantic seaboard from Cape

Sable to Halifax harbor the swordfish besports him-

self. It was not always thus. The swordfish is a

late comer. A few years ago the Americans showed a

taste for this fish and the wily Nova Scotia fishermen

proceeded to satisfy it. The swordfish belongs to semi-

tropical waters, but he comes on our coast in the sum-

mer months and his presence is always hailed with re-

.joicing by the fishermen, who are now prepared to

give him that reception his market value and the sport

he brings merits. The swordfish comes in assorted

sizes. . You may get one weighing one hundred and
fifty younds. You may get one which pulls down
scales at five hundred and fifty. You may get one or

you may get a dozen.

With Harpoons.

When the swordfish appear there is something doing

among the fishermen. The boats are overhauled.

These are the ordinary fishing boats, mostly power
boats. On the bow is erected what the fishermen call

the "pulpit." It usually consists of a plank running
out over the bow of the boat, and an iron rail pro-

tects the fisherman who stands there with harpoon
in hand, from falling into the sea. The boats cruise

off the land, generally about three miles, and the fish

seem to run in schools. They are generally observed
from the large fin on their back protruding out of the

water. The boat is manoeuvred as to allow the man
in the pulpit an opportunity to strike with his harpoon.
This harpoon is made fast to a line which is again made
fast to a small barrel. Immediately the harpoon is

driven home the barrel is thrown overboard. This

barrel again is made fast to the boat by means of a

line, so that the swordfish cannot get away.

There is considerable sport in getting up alongside

the fish. It requires skill and judgment to success-

fully harpoon the monster. Now, if you want a genu-
ine thrill you should be in the boat when the fish re-

ceives the dirk. He does not show fight, but he makes
you hold your breath and wonder what will happen
next. For he has gone to the bottom, made a deep
dive, and will come up again. Oh, yes, he will come
up again, but where? He makes this dive in order
to reach the bottom and there wriggle the harpoon
out of his side. But the fisherman knows the depth of
water and has arranged the line which fastened the
harpoon to the barrels so that it will not allow the
fish to go to the bottom.

He's a Fighter.

Finding himself foiled, the fish turns his sword
surfaceward and comes up straight as a die. Nothing
is going to stop him. If the boat is in the way, then
he runs his sword through the bottom of the boat. This
is no unusual occurrence. I have known him to do
this several times in one day. One day at St. Mar-
garet's Bay three boats were pierced inside of an hour
and one fish drove his sword not only through the
boat, but up the trouser leg of a fisherman, cutting
his thigh.

The fishermen would rather chase .swordfish than
go to a dance, and that is saying something. It i.s a
combination of sport and busines.s. and the sport which
brings dollars and cents in its trail is not to be de-
spised.
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MONK-FISH AS FOOD

A fish that brings, in the German markets, nearly

four times as much per pound as fresh mackerel, and

considerably more than haddock, is thrown away here

by the fishermen who take it, because there is no mark-

et for it. Of this unfashionable fish nearly three thous-

and tons are marketed and eaten annually in Great

Britain alone. Those who eat it praise it for its flavor,

and yet we will have none of it. Evidently there are

fashions in fish, just as there are in wearing-apparel.

The name of this good food-fish, of which we wantonly

throw away half a million pounds or so every year, is

the goosefish. In Tlie Forecast (Philadelphia, June),

Marion Evans tells something about it. In both Eng-

land and Germany, she says, it is highly valued, and

people are willing to pay a good price for it. "Epi-

cures demand it because it is delicious. Good hnusc

wives deioand it because it is nutritious.'" Ameri-

cans won't accept it for love or money. Why? Here

is her unswer

:

"Evidently it is all a matter of fashion, not of logic,

for those American epicures who have had an oppor-

tunity ot ta.sting the goosefish are unanimous in its

praise as a pleiisuie to tlie palate; while as for its nu

tritious vahie. Or. Hugh M. Smith, of the United States

Bureau of Fisheries, testifies to the fact that its steaks

contain fli sh-buiMing material equal, pound for pouf.d.

to sirloin steak.

"In Continental Kuroiie, and especially in the larger

cities of Germany, the fish appears to be held in high-

est esteem, and notwithstanding it is commonly known
in the Fatherland under the repellent name of Sea

Teufel (sea-devil), it meets with very ready sale . . .

The catch of the German North-Sea trawlers does not

nearly supply the local demand, and large quantities

have to be imported from (rreat Britain.

"As brought in by the N'ortli-Sca fishermen ami ex-

posed for sale in the British and Continental markets,

the goose-fish, or angler, or monk-fish, as it is variously

called, weighs about twenty-five pounds after it has

been beheaded, eviscerated, skinned, and the fins

trimmed off.

"It is a pity that the value of this fish is not recog-

nized in America, and that they are at |)resent eiitiiely

a waste product. Were they properly appreciated

here, they would be a source of profit to the fisher-

man even at a minimum price, for tiiey are taken quite

without effort on trawl-lines and in nets, along with

cod, haddock, and other popular food-fish, and are

abundant all along the Atlantic shores of the United

States and the adjacent ocean-bottom. To the con-

sumer, they would constitute a cheap and very whole-

some food.

"A former Commissioner of Fisheries, Dr. George

Brown Goode. in his 'Natural History of Aquatic Ani-

mals.' noted that 'its flesh is very palatable'; that 'in

Italy it is much esteemed'; and that 'in parts of Great
Britain it is also eaten, steaks from the neighborhood
of the tail being preferred.'

"According to analyses made for the Bureau of

Fisheries by the Bureau of Chemistry, based on sam-
ples of goosefish obtained in Boston, the nutritive

value of the goosefish is high. The edible portions con-

tain considerably more protein (flesh-building ma-

terial) than the flounder, slightly more than a cod, a
little less than the halibut, and considerably less than
sirloin steak. In fat constituents, the fish is a very
little below the average of cod and flounders and con-
siderably inferior to the halibut. As obtainable
in the markets, the goosefish is equal to beefsteak in

protein, the most expensive of our food elements.

"The goosefish has an average length of three feet,

but fish fo\ir feet or more in length are not uncommon.
It is of rather ugly appearance, and this doubtless
accounts for the lack of appreciation of its food-quali-
ties. The body is very broad and depressed, the head
is large, and the mouth is wide and of enormous ca-

pacity. The powerful jaws are provided with a dou-
ble row of strong teeth.

"The fish are most voracious, eating almost every
kind of animal of suitable .size living in the sea. In
addition to fish, it feeds regularly on worms, star-
fish, gastropod, and bivalve mollusks, squids, lob.sters,

crabs, and various water-fowl, including ducks and
geese. Great variety of diet is accompanied by ex-
cessive greediness, so that a single meal may weigh
half as much as the fish itself. This fish is. therefore,
very destructive and its utilization would hfive a bene-
ficial effect on the abundance of various fishes, crus-
taceans, etc.. of economic importance.

"The enterprising housewife will naturally ask, 'How
much will this fish cost me a pound?' and 'Where can
1 get it to try it out?'

"The answer is that since the goosefish has no mark-
et value at present, the fishermen do not trouble to
bring it home, but throw it back into the sea, and
that therefore it is not now on the market. The only
way to get it on to the market is to ask for it and to
keep asking your market-man for it until you get it.

Ifaii organized demand is made for it from some such
organization as a Woman's Home Fconomies Club,
.sc iiiweh the better. Many wholesale fish-dealers real-
ize that both they and the housewives have a chance
f') profit by the introduction of the goo.sefish into Am-
erican cuisine, and they are anxious to supply the de-
mand as soon as it appears. Your retailer may never
have heard of the goosefish. See that your demand
gets over through him to wholesaler. Only by insistent,
reiterate<l demand can a market be created, and this
wholesome and delicious food be brought within the
possibilities of the woman who is looking for good low-
cost dishes for her family table."

The strike of the fishermen working on the independ-
ently-owned halibut schooners operating out of Seattle.
Washington, was .settled during the month of July!
The strike was called on March 1st, when the Deep-
Sea Fishermen's Union of the Pacific nmde a number
of demands upon the owners of the independent hali-
but .schooners, which demands the owners could not
see their way clear to grant without going out of busi-
,ness. The strike continued for four and one-half
months, and the differences have been amicably set-
tled, the owners of the Fishermen's Union having en-
tered into an agreement which settles all outstanding
points of difference.
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Fish Scarce in Germany

Huns Now Eating Whale Meat at 85 Cents Per Pound.

The Fishiug News says editorially: Evidence from

reliable sources which has come into our possession

shows that the blockade is telling in Germany and that

there is increasing stringency and privation in the

matter of food. To say that Germany is starving would

be an exaggeration, but there is no doubt that the peo-

ple are suffering very considerable scarcity and that

the prices of food have risen very high and particular-

ly of meat and fat. Horse flesh, for instance, which

before the war sold at 40 to 50 pfennigs per lb., and

was a common article of food of the working

classes, is now selling at 2.50 marks, and is practically

unobtainable by the poor. Fish is becoming very

scarce and expensive. On this point our informant

has some interesting details. He quotes the "Ham-

burgische Correspondent" as say " a shortage of sea

fish, both fresh and cured, on the German provision

market, has recently become more and more noticeable,

and the trifling amounts which are offered for sale

fetch enormous prices." This is ascribed to British

intrigues. It is explained, for instance, in this Ham-

burg paper that last year Germany was able to pur-

chase the Norwegian catch, but this year England has

intimidated the Norwegian fishermen by refusing to

supply them with coal and certain raw materials ne-

cessary for their business unless they give an under-

taking that their fish will not reach German markets.

Similarly England secured control of the output of

the fish preserving works by refusing to supply them

with tin. Formally England purchased the whole of

this year's Norwegian catch and also the entire output

of whale oil. These measures, of course, appear very

wicked and very wrong in the eyes of the Germans,

but they are quite legitimate and they are distinctly

more humane than torpedoing harmless vessels and

drowning innocent sailors and passengers. If we can

buy up the food supplies of neutral countries and

prevent food from reaching Germany, we are quite

entitled to do o and right to do so.

The "Frankfurter Zeitung," of June 18, states that

England is also preventing Norwegian mackerel from

reaching Germany or even Denmark — another ex-

ample, it adds, of the victimization of a neutral State

by the starvation policy. In the same way the Ger-

mans, we suppose, will be greatly concerned about our

seizure of Dutch fishing vessels; they will be very

lachrymose over the wrong done to a neutral State

because it is not allowed to send unlimited supplies

of fish to Germany. This zeal of the Germans for the

rights of small neutral States is very nice. There was
no word of the rights of small neutral Belgium, but

evidently now. when their stomachs are beginning to

be affected, they are becoming very sensitive on the

subject and are full of anxiety for neutrals. Lastly,

our informant states that many shops in Germany are

now offering whale flesh at 3.20m. a lb., as the newest
thing in delicacies, but one paper describes it as tast-

ing like a piece of water-proof boot well soaked in

blubber, adding that foreigners may well think that
Germans are starving when they hear of them paying
such a price for revolting filth which would be dear
at 50 pfenniiTM Hu. lb. As was said at the outset, we

must guard against exaggerating the scarcity in Ger-

many. There is no likelihood of anything like a revolu-

tion taking place, for the nation is too well drilled

for that, and as long as it believes that it is winning,

it will stand a lot of privation and hunger. At the ^
same time food riots are increasing in frequency and W
severity, and a significant thing is that soldiers are

now taking part in these disturbances. There is every

reason, therefore, to believe that the blockade is exert-

ing a pressure upon Germany and we must keep on

the screw in every way we can.

On this account the Government will be supported

in the step which it has taken in detaining a number
of Dutch fishing vesesls and bringing to an issue the

whole question of the supply of fish by the Dutch to

Germany. It is a strong step to interfere with the

Dutch fishing industry and to say that they must cease

sending supplies to Germany, which, even in peace M
time, is their usual market. The conditions, however, ^
are altogether exceptional and the Dutch themselves

recognize that this country has a case and that we can

hardly be expected to sit quietly by and see tons and
tons of food go into Germany for the benefit, as the

"Nienwe Amsterdammer" puts it, of "the extirpators

of Belgium and the instigators of the war." The mat-

ter is really settling down to one of compensation.

Our Government has offered to guarantee the Dutch
owners their ordinary profits, if they will lay up their

vessels ; the Dutch demand that the compensation be

fixed not upon ordinary profits or prices but upon
present prices, which are, of course, far higher, and

g
that the compensation extend to everyone concerned *

in any way in the trade. A compromise between these

two positions should surely be possible, and the last

intimation made by our Foreign Office was satisfac-

tory as indicating that a settlement of the point is in

prospect. It will cost us money — a great deal of

money — but if we can prevent the Dutch fish from

reaching Germany, it is worth the money. Every bar-

rel of fish prevented from reaching the enemy is like

a shell fired into his trenches. They are both ways

of weakening him and bringing about his ultimate de-

feat.

The companies engaged in fishing for halibut on the

Pacific Coast have this year experienced great dif-

ficulty in getting a sufficient number of fishermen

for their vessels. The effect of the war has been to

take a large number of men away from the Fishing

Vessels into other trades, and in addition to this, quite

a number of fishermen have enlisted for service in

Europe. The men remaining in the business have
claimed right along that on account of the scarcity of

halibut and the consequent small catches of fish, they
have not been makinar enough money. As a result of

this. The Canadian Fishing Company. Limited, de-

cided on the 10th of August to grant voluntnrily to the
fishermen an increase of twenty per cent, to take ef-

fect iinuiediately, and the announcement was imme-
diately made to the men. The increased pay imme-
diately attracted a innnber of men, and the Canadian
Fishing Company was able to get enough men to man
their boats.
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NEWFOUNDLAND NEWS
(From Our Own Correspondent.)

The general tishery outlook is gloomy in the extreme.
From present data we are going to have one of the

shortest fisheries (cod) in many years. From all points

of the Island come the chilling report: "Fish scarce."

For more than a fortnight no lisli has been taken to the

northward; and the "Prospero" (coastal mail boat)

brings the report that the fishery to the northward is

the worst in many years. Traps have been taken up
and fishermen are now dependent on hook-and-line and
bultows; but on certain sections of the coast the hook-

andlincrs object to the use of the bultow, as they term
it, "a fish destroying game." Presumably, the objec-

tors are motived by jealousy rather than a desire to

preserve the fishing industry. Some of our fishermen

have very singular notions regarding both the industry

and the use of modern appliances. In nearly every bay
you find a certain number of the "sea-lawyer" frater-

nity who sway the crowd along their own line of vision.

These, as a rule, have the most unbridled contempt for

"the new fangled" regulations which are now being

issued ; and, as a rule, they always are on the short

end of the voyage.

Shore Fishery.

The shore fishery is considerably short of last year.

Along the North East Coast (from Cape John to Quir-

pon) it is reported the worst for years. From Cape
John to Twillingate, there is a great shortage. Fogo
has fared very badly; and in Bonavista Bay, less than

half a normal catch is reported. Trinity Bay had fairly

good fishing for a few weeks; but no fish has been

caught recently. Conception Bay (from Bay de Verde

to Harbor Main) has done fairly well. There has been

poor fishing from Cape St. Francis to Cape Race; but

westward towards Cape Pine, fishermen have recently

secured good hauls. Placentia Bay is fully forty per

cent, short of last year. The same applies to Fortune

Bay. Some days ago good fishing was reported at St.

Lawrence (Burin District). Fishermen who had traps

in the water during the past week have sustained severe

losses; we have had a north east gale (which is only

now August 10th) subsiding for several days. We have

not any detailed report of the losses; but judging from

the number of ads' appearing in the daily papers re-

garding lost traps and moorings, the loss has been con-

siderable.

During the season we have had a very large addition

to the motor craft fleet; and we feel that within two

or three years the days of the "sweeps" and large

trap crews will have passed into oblivion. Motor engine

agents whom we have met report very good sales; and

they are hoping for a good sheaf of orders in the latter

part of the year. Still, there are many independent

fi.shermen who have not yet tried the "modem" way
of fishing. Possibly many of these will invest. It seems

to us that fishermen make very serious mistakes with

regard to purchasing engines. You find in some small

sections on the Coast, about a dozen different styles

and make—every one of them, of course, being (accord-

ing to the agent's dictum) "the very best made."
Were the fishermen wise, they would invest in the same

class of engine in the smaller sections—engines of

which duplicate parts are kept in stock here. This

,would preclude the possibility of having a boat out of

coyimission for weeks, pending the arrival of the brok-
en parts from Canada or the United States. There
would be also an additional advantage in that engine
troubles would be more readily remedied. The catch,

as re])orted by the Board of Trade to July 22nd, is ac-

cording to districts as follows:

Districts. Quintals.
Ferryland 15,130
Placentia and St. Mary's 22,395
Burin 85,555
Fortune Bay 36,590
Burgeo and Lapoile 32,945
St. George's 7,130
St. Barbe 19,245
Twillingate 2,320
Fogo 3,570
Bonavista 19,150
Trinity 24,190
Bay de Verde (estimated) 17,000
Carbonear 1,246
Harbor Grace 2,590
Port de Grave 2,500
Harbor Main 790
This table will seem almo.st unintelligible to the

average reader; but when it is stated that, included in

the Burin, Fortune Bay and Burgeo figures are the
catches made by bankers since the beginning of Feb-
ruary.

The Straits catch is included largely in the Trinity
showing; and where small catches are set down, most
of the fishermen go to Labrador.
The Straits Fishery is not an average one, being

estimated at 11.000 quintals; and from recent reports
by the "Ethie" (mail boat), the fishery is practically

over.

The Straits fishermen make serious complaints
against some of our Banking skippers who over-ran
their ground near Greenly Island. The fishermen even
state that their gear was cut adrift by the dory crews
of the bankers. This will likely be investigated. This
is the first time we have ever heard complaints of this

nature ; and we hope, for reputation of the men of the
big fleet, that the matter has been exaggerated.
Northern fishermen, from Bonavista Bay and Trinity

Bay, have fared pretty well in the Straits, and have
arrived with fares varying from 200 to 350 quintals.

They have landed their catch are now away to north-
ern Labrador. The fish landed will be "shore cured"
and will, from present indications, fetch a good price.

There will certainly be a good demand for well-cured

fish, as there is little of it in sight.

Bank Fishery.

The Bank fishery which opened so auspiciously has
liad quite a set back recently; and small fares have
been the rule since the caplin baiting. Practically all

.our fleet are now fishing on the Labrador Coast ; and
we understand from recent arrivals from the coast that
;;ome of the fleet were fishing off the Turnavieks (be-

low Caj)e Ailik) and that they had been fairly success-

ful. No detailed reports have been received. The ves-

sels will likely return this week for a squid baiting.
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Squid is reported plentiful at certain points in Concep-

tion Bay, especially at Carbonear. The first comers will

have no difficulty in securing large baitings and doubt-

less at reasonable prices. Some Nova Scotian (Lunen-

burg) vessels are reported at Cape Broyle, but few of

them have large fares. The "Natoma" has arrived at

St. Jacques from the Grand Band and hails for 600

quintals. The "Marjorie Inkpen" was in port recent-

ly for supplies, and she has sailed again for the Grand

Bank. She hailed for 450 quintals.

Unless our vessels secure large trips on their squid

baitings, we shall have a very small banking voyage.

A large quantity of the fish brought in by the Banking

fleet has been sold green to Gloucester firms ; and sev-

eral cargoes have recently been shipped from Belleo-

ram, St. Jacques and St. Lawrence. The winter trips

are now almost cleared out; and shipments to Oporto,

and Spanish ports are going out every week from Grand

Bank.

The Oporto market is good; but there is a great

danger that it will become congested owing to so many
arrivals at the same time. The schooners, "Albert Moul-

ton". Lady St. John", and "Russel H. Kent" arrived

at Oporto during the past week, and several other car-

goes are in transit.

Exports for July.

From outports:
Quintals dried codfish.

To Europe 41,044

To Canada 541

To United States 285

Total 41,870

Quintals pickled fish.

To Ireland 4,203

To United States 9,264

Total 13,467

Also. 9,156 barrels herring.

From St. John's:
Quintals dried codfish.

To Brazil 23,913

To West Indies 13,7881/2

To Europe 9,923

To United Kingdom 545

To United States 552

Total 47,62iy2

Also, 63714 tuns seal oil; 26y8 tuns cod oil; 11,864

gallons cod liver oil; 30 tierces herring; 30 tierces sal-

mon ; 5,075 barrels herring ; 35 barrels salmon ; 6 barrels

trout ; 20 barrels turbot ; 201 cases lobsters, and 76,439

seal skins.

Comparative Statement of Fish Products.

Drv Fish

:

Quintals.

1916 89,49iy2

1915 71,912

Increase 7,5791^

Pickled Fish: Quintals.

1916 13,467

1915 12,827

Increase 649

We are making shipment to Ireland again this sea

son; and the firm of Bnckworth & Company, of Cork

are operating on the South coast. This is a revival of
a trade which in former times was a regular feature;
and in the 50 's, of last century we had quite a respect-
able trade with Ireland, chiefly with Cork and Water-
ford.

Our shipments to Great Britain will, it is feared, be
'

limited this season owing to the fact that Great Britain
has purchased nearly the whole of the Norwegian out-

put. This was done presumably to prevent Germany
from obtaining a much-needed supply of fish; but it

is bound to react badly on our trade. It is feared by
our exporters that a good deal of this fish will find its

way into the Mediterranean and South American mar-
kets.

An agitation is being made to represent this fact to
the Imperial authorities; and it is believed in commer-
cial circles here that if the matter were submitted to
the Home Government that our markets would not be .

menaced by the dumping of large quantities of fish into
'

what we regard as our legitimate markets. The Trade
Review commenting on this serious menace to our
trade says very wisely: "Our Board of Trade should
act at once and find out what effect this artificial cor-
nering of the market is going to have on Newfound-
land. They may wake up when it is too late to do any-
thing, when fish has slumped down to half value, our
old markets taken from us, and prospects dead."
The fact is that our Board of Trade does not seem to

be alive to the seriousness of the issues involved. There
is a feeling abroad that it is not sufficiently represen-
tative of the business interests of the country, and that
its personnel is too insular in its activities. 1

It was hoped when the Board of Trade was organiz
ed that it would be helpful in developing the fishing
industry along more modern lines, and that it would
be instrumental in securing new markets for our fish

products, it seems to have done nothing beyond the
issuing of "Reports" and posting market quotations
which have little interest beyond the commercial centre
at St. John's. We are still goiug along in the same
old rut; and we have allowed competitors to invade
promising markets without a murmur. We are still

shipping immense bulk cargoes to the Mediterranean
—cargoes which must have a depressing tendency upon
the market. We have, of course, made a departure in

the shipment of four and two-quintal packages (we
have had drum shipments for years) ; but we have been
content to rest there. It was hoped that we should
get a footing in the Argentine Republic where there
is a good demand for fish; but we never get by Brazil.

We have heard it stated by an Argentinian that a

<iuantity of our choicest codfish finds its way to the
Argentine where it is sold as a Spanish product. We
mentioned this to a large fish exporter some time ago,
and made a suggestion as to how this market might be
nmde available. But the advice fell on deaf ears. He
"doubted if there would be any money in it." He was
unwilling to try the experiment.

Until we get out of the old furrow ploughed many
generations ago by our forbears, we shall be dependent
upon the markets which they used to supply. We seem
to forget that this is a progressive age; and that what
served the purpose of our grandfathers should not be

good enough for us in these strenuous times.

The greatest enemies to the big fishermen's organi-

zation—the Fishermen's Protective Union—are certain

members of the St. John's Board of Trade. They have
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made every effort to thwart its development ; and they
do not seem to realize that it has come to stay, and
that it will ultimately be the ruling power in the Island.

In fact it is so already ; and the President of the Union
yields more influence than a dozen such organizations
as the Board of Trade.

What vour President Mr. liyrne savs in your last

issue regarding the CANADIAN FISIIERIES ASSO-
CIATION may be written of the P. P. U.: "Since its

organization it has accomplished much for the benefit

of the Fishing industry as a national asset by improv-

ing the conditions under which it is carried on. It

is essentially an Association with a mission and (its)

objects as set forth in the Con.stitution is to improve
methods of production, to assist in opening up foreign

markets for (our) fish and to prevent the enaction of

unfair or unwise legislation which may unjustly affect

those engaged in the fishery."

The F. P. U. is somewhat broader in its scope than

the C. F. A. which is effecting so much for your fishing

interests. Its membership is in the neighborhood of

23,000. It has its own co-operative stores—some 35 in

number; and it ofl'ers the best possible field for invest-

ment by the toilers of the sea.

If the members of the Board of Trade could be made
to see that the interests of the Colony were best con-

served, they would just climb off their pedestal and
thus promote the common weal.

Labrador Fishery.

The news from Labrador is discouraging in the ex-

treme. On what is known as "Up-the-Shore"—a stretch

of territory (extending from Battle Harbor to Macco-

vick)—where the "stationers" are located, the catch

is the smallest reported in many years. Few traps re-

port for more than two hundred ([uintals, whilst some

have not secured twenty. This spells blue ruin for

many suppliers who have outfitted crews for the sea-

son. The general report is that the fishermen arrived

too late on the coast owing to having been hampered

by ice on the way down. Some vessels were more than

two weeks late; and it seems that the fish had "struck

off" ere they had reached their destination. Fish and

caplin were in much earlier than usual ; it was an open

spring, and there was very little ice on the coast in

May and June. Some sections report large quantities

of fish in the deep water outside the regular fishing

areas; and those who have used trawls have secured

fairly good catches. There is still time to get a "sav

ing" voyage for the small crews on hook-and-line; but

the problem will be the securing of bait. No herring

are reported so far. The great bulk of the stationers

are from Conception Bay ports; so they will be the

chief suffers.

Some of the "floaters" that were fishing in the

Straits, as far east as Chateau, have returned with good

fares; and they are now down beyond Cape Mugford.

The big fleet have all gone to the far north, and some

of them will likely be heard from within the next week

or so when the "Sagona" returns. Otherwise we shall

not get a report till they get in touch with the Marconi

station at Maccovick. There is a good deal of anxiety

about the fleet. Most of them fared badly last season

;

and a second bad year will be disastrous. The failure

will fall most heavily on the masters, as a large per-

centage of them own their schooners; others are simply

outfitted by supplying merchants. The greater part of

the floaters, catch is brought to the home port ; at least

this has been the custom in former years. Only a small

percentage cured their fish on the coast. What will

happen this year is conjectural, as we learn that a

quantity will be sold as "salt bulk." The "News"
recently said that "several American vessels are now
on their way to Labrador for cargoes." If this be so,

there will be a very small quantity of fish available for

the St. John's market this autumn.

The Labrador fishery is certainly declining; and the

writer remembers when there were 200 vessels prose-

cuting it from ports in Conception Bay. Some thirty

years ago thei-e were some 1,400 vessels engaged in this

fishery; but tempera mutantur! The following is the

"official" rejjort of vessels engaged this season; but,

with all due respect to the compilers of our statistics

(which, they say, "cannot lie") we doubt if the actual

number of either vessels or crews is given. But we must
suppose that it is fairly correct:

Port. No. of Vessels. Tons. Crew.

Harbor Main 5 230 86

Conception Harbor 4 210 197

Brigus 34 1,611 995

Bay Roberts 21 1,016 513

Spaniards Bav 8 550 378

Harbor Grace 22 1,217 707

Western Bay 6 296 163

Trinity 85 3,184 805

Catalina 14 509 122

King's Cove 25 791 201

Greenspond 101 3,520 785

Herring Neck 30 1.262 229

Twillingate 101 3,593 679

Moreton's Harbor 23 624 140

Little Bav Islands 45 1,329 297

Bonne Bav 7 180 46

Channel 14 145 45

Totals 545 20,567 6,388

This table vvill seem a puzzle to any who examine it

carefully. It will be noticed that at the head of the

list the "crews" seem abnormally large for the number
of vessels. The explanation of this is that Conception
Bay schooners, in addition to the regular fishing crews,

bring to the coast a number of small "planters" and
their outfits—known locally as " freigbters. " These
constitute the .stationers mentioned above and locate

in harbors "up the shore" where they have "rooms."
These pay the schooner owner for their transportation

;

and the mode of payment is 20 cents per (juintal for

all fish caught by them. Should the stationers fare

successfully, the schooner owner gets a good freight

but should they fare badly, he gets very slim returns.

Further it may be said that this "statistical table"

(so called) takes no account of the hundreds of station-

ers who take passage by the steamers of the Reid-

Newfoundland Company which ply weekly between
home ports and the eoa.st. These get a special rate

from the R. N. F. Co., and it actually figures out less

than the very uncomfortable "freighting" on schoon-

ers. This seems to be a singular term to use in con-

nection with humans; but it has gone into local use as

an established. Formerly conditions on the schooners

were simply disgraceful ; but they have improved with-

in recent years.

The Labrador fishery is a very precarious venture;

and whilst some planters reap fairly good harvests

there are many who can barely "make the two ends
meet," if they do that even.
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This industry needs to be made a subject of investi-
gation by the Newfoundland Government; but nothing
is being done to develop or foster our greatest indus-
try.

Last year the Government appointed a Commission
to "investigate" the whole subject of the fishery.
The Commission made its report in due course and
amongst other "recommendations" we find:

"This Commission desires to record its view that
some attempt should long ago have beeen made to
investigate in an intelligent, comprehensive and
scientific way, the waters and fishing grounds con-
tiguous to the shores of the Colony and Labrador.
That the service of a thorqughly competent man,
combining scientific training and practical knowledge
of the fishing industry should be engaged, and that
he should be given the widest possible discretion in
the pursuance of his work. We have practically no
detailed knowledge of the ocean bottoms around our
coast (or on Labrador) nor has there ever been any
intelligent attempt to locate new fishing areas which
unquestionably exist."

We have heard nothing further of the report; nor
has anything been done to carry out the "views" of
the Commissioners. Nor will anything be done in this
country until we dissociate the Fisheries Department
from the domain of parish politics.

The fact is that we are not advancing in the Fishing
industry

; but we are retrograding at an alarming pace.
To illustrate this we will show that more than a cen-

tury ago we were doing a much large fi.sh trade than
we are to day. In 1813, when the population of New-
foundland was just one-eight of what it is to-day, we
exported 912,183 quintals of codfish; 3,761 tierces of
salmon; 4,054 tuns cod oil; and 1,583 tuns of seal oil.

We also got better prices, as then the purchasing power
ot a dollar was fully fifty per cent, greater than it is

today. The quotations were:
Fish, per quintal, 32s.; Salmon, per tierce, 95s.; Cod

oil. tun, 30 pounds; Seal oil, tun, 32 pounds.
So, instead of making progress, we are going the

other way. This is truly a lamentable condition of af-
fairs. We cannot even keep the pace set for us more
than a hundred years ago!

Oils.

A great deal of our seal oil has been marketed ; but
the price received is known only to the exporters. We
shinned some 6^7Va tuns during the month of July.
Common cod oil is now selling at $140 per tun • and

it is expected that it will again reach the figure paid
some three motnhs ago. There is not a larger quan-
tity in sight at present writing; but from an exporter
we learn that he believes that much of the refined oil
will be sold as common cod oil owing to the fact that
some refiners have not taken the necessary precaution
to turn out a first class article.

Refined oil (medicinal) has taken quite a slump in
the local market. During the month of July it dropped
to 90 cents per gallon ; but it seems to have recovered
within the last fortnight. Tt is understood that a reg-
ular price in the market today ranges from $1.25 to
150. There is little demand, however, and only small
quantities are coming in. Those who can afford "to hold
it are doing so awaiting better markets.
Some 350 licenses were issued by the Fisheries De-

partment to oil refiners, but we do not know that all
of them have been utilized. The oil business (medi-

cinal) seems to have been overdone; and many of the
refiners will come out at the wrong end of the horn.
Some of them from 35 to 40 cents per gallon for liver;
and much of the product will be unsaleable as medi-
cmal oil. Under the Regulations of the "Act Respect-
ing the Refining of Cod Oils" no refined oil shall be
exported unless it has been inspected by the Govern-
ment Inspector; and each refiner must get a certificate
to that effect. Formerly there were no restrictions on
refiners

;
and we sent out stuff that was found to be of

very inferior quality. Many of the refiners are chafing
under these restrictions; but something had to be done
to conserve our reputation. Many of the refiners vision-
ed a bonanza in this special product; but they were
warned at the beginning of the fishing season through
the medium of Mr. Coaker' srogan (the most widely
circulated newspaper in fishing centres) that they
should be careful about the manufacture of the prod-
uct, and that the refining business was likely to be
overdone. Mr. Coaker has recently returned from a
trip to the northward where he inspected the several
branches of the Trading Company's stores; and in the
columns of the "Mail and Advocate" he has stated
that the quantity of No. 1 Medicinal Oil would be
small. He has also stated that much of the product
has become rancid and discolored so that it would
necessarily be sold as common cod oil.

Various theores are afloat as to the cause of the
.slump in refined oil. People generally believe that it
IS due to the action of the British Government in pur-
chasing the oil output of Norway. Some of this oil,
so states the "Trade Review" was sold to England
at $7.00 per gallon. This oil is already arriving in
England, but dealers refuse to buy it at such a price.
The United States drug trade is also "playing pos-
sum" as it is believed that the price will come down.
"This, says the 'Trade Review' is what is holding up
all offers and enquiries for cod liver oil. The "Rev-
iew" believes that refined oil must advance later on,
and it says "If Germany wanted this oil for use be-
qause war was on, it is reasonable to assume that
Great Britain will want it also. If the Germans want
it to make munitions, glycerine, etc., Britain can use
it for the same purpose."
Canada seems to offer better inducements than else-

where at the present time, as recent quotations are:
Newfoundland cod oil (common) 72 to 73 cents: No.
2 whale oil, 75 cents; steam refined seal oil, 75 to 77
cents; straw, 75 cents; cod liver oil (Newfoundland)
$3.25; Norwegian (frozen process) .$4 to $4.15; Gaspe
(common oil) 60 to 65 cents.

Herring.

There is nothing doing in Scotch pack; but good
split herring are worth from $3.80 to .$4.50. Several
small shipments have been made to Nova Scotian ports
from the West Coast and from Notre Dame Bay. The
"llcokinan" arrived in port to-day with a cargo to
the F. P. U. from Exploits. The herring market, how-
ever, is dull. We understand that some 16,000 barrels
arc still held in cold storage in New York.

Lobsters.

The lobster fishery is now over and the entire pack
is estimated at 10.000 cases. The fishery on the west
and south coasts was better than last season, hut little
was done to tho northward. There are very few ship-
inents coming in, though yesterday we noticed the ar-
rival by rail of a fair sized shipment from Bonne
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Bay (transhipped at Bay of Islands). Holders of lob-

.stiTs do not seem anxious to sell, hoping that the price

will advance in consequence of the lifting of the em-

bargo on consignments to Havre. The price offered

1^ to-day is from $15 to $15.50 according to quality.

Salmon.

There is little doing in salmon at present. The lar-

gest part of the catch has been tinned, of which the

local market will take a considerable (juantity. Some
70 packages (barrels and tierces) went out during the

month.

SMpping.

The transportation problem is being rapidly solved.

Some 25 vessels (chiefly for the trans-Atlantic trade)

have been purchased within the year. The lat-

est additions to the fleet are the "W. K. Pritehard",

^ the "Artizan" the "John Llwellyn," and the "Cza-
9 rina. " The last mentioned was formerly the property

of Lord Brassey, and was purchased by Bishop & Co.

She is fitted with an auxiliary engine ; but this is now
being removed. She is being put in condition for the

foreign fish-carrying trade and is a splendid addition

to the fleet.

Several large vessels are under construction—one at

Grand Bank of 200 tons for Harris; one at Placentia

(220) tons for G. C. Pearn ; one at Monroe. Trinity Bay,
of 200 tons for Bishop & Company. Harvey & Company
have under construction in Nova Scotia a vessel of 240
tons for their Belleoram Trade. So we are advancing
along the lines of improvement in this direction. Local

% builders are getting busy, and work has already begun
on the Shipbuilding Plant at Catalina by the organiza-
tion of which Mr. Coaker is the head. This will form
one of the several features of the big project which he
has outlined for what is to become the "Northern
Capital."

We have had an unusual number of wrecks within
the pa.st month. The "Athos" (Nor.) went ashore near
St. .Shotts some two weeks ago. She was timber-laden
from Bathnrst, N. B., bound to .St. Nazaire, France,
and struck during a dense fog. After refloating she
reached Trepa.ssey where a diver succeeded in eflFeeting

repairs which enabled her to cripple into St. John's.
Her cargo has been discharged and she went into Dry-

I
(lock. She was very badly damaged.

" The "Matatua' 'with general cargo from Montreal
to Liverpool went ashore in the same vicinity a day or
two later. She is stiU hard and fast on the rocks;
but hopes are entertained of refloating her. Several
Canadian tugs are standing by her, and the cargo has
been nearly all saved. Shoidd she be reflQ,ated, it is

likely she will come on here for repairs.

A week ago the "Sam Blandford" (formerly the
Newfoundland") was lost on the "Keys" west of

< 'ape St. Mary's. She was returning to St. John's from
N'ew York, laden with anthracite coal, and during a
Icnse fog hit one of the ledges. She backed off after

;i while, and was headed for the nearest land; but not-
k wihsfanding heroic efforts to keep her free, the engine-

room was flooded; and the crew abandoned her. She
nnk shortly afterwards. The Captain and crev,' after
iwelve hours battling with the elementB succeeded in

reaching the Cape Shore. The loss to Job, Brothers,
owners of the steamer, will be heavy, as she had been
|iraetically rebuilt in New York.
Some wrecks of schooners have been reported re-

cently, but, as far as we learn no lives were lost, except

in what is reported as the "St. Jacques tragedy",
which occurred near Belleoram some time ago. The
yacht "Caribou" was upset in a gale and the owner,
Mr. Hyan and Mr. Clinton, Collector of Customs at St.
Jacques were drowned. Mr. Burke who went to the
rescue in company with l)v. Fitzgerald and two others
in the power yacht "Albatross" was also drowned.
The Albatross was cut down by the steamer "Hump"
which was also going to the rescue. The accident has
cast a gloom over the little settlement of St. Jacques.

Industrial

The Plan of the Newfoundland-American Packing
Company at Bay Bulls is fa.st getting into shape, and
already the Company are preparing for work. The
prospects for this year, however, are not particularly
encouraging as far as codfish program is concerned.
But the other pha.ses of the business will likely get a
good a start. This organization is financed by Ameri-
can capitalists of New York and Boston. It will afford
employment to fully a hundred people.

The biggest enterprise ever projected in the Colony
has been launched by the President of the Fishermen 's

Protective Union—Mr. Coaker at Catalina—some fifty
miles north of St. John's. Mr. Coaker is President of
several subsidiaries to the F. P. U., viz.—the Union
Trading Company (capital $250,000) ; the Union Ex-
port Company (capital $500,000) and the Union Pub-
lishing Company which publishes the Mail and Advo-
cate (daily) and the Fishermen's Advocate (weekly)
which have the largest circulation of any papers in
the Colony. He is also President of the Union Electric
Power Company and the Union Shipbuilding company
both of which enjoy extensive franchises from the New-
foundland Legislature.

Work has already begun at Catalina by the Construc-
tion Comi)any, and a breastwork constructed along the
waterfront of the Union property (some eighty acres
in extent). Along this breastwork is being constructed
a salt store with a capacity of 8,000 tons of salt. South
of this store is being erected a large three-.story build-
ing 125 X 100 feet, of which the lowest flat will be in
the provision department; the second will be the fish
store and fish—drying section—the top flat will be the
boneless fish factory, while the roof which connects
with a flat hill in the rear will have a large area which
will be used for fish drying.

Electric Elevators will be installed for handling fish
(the power being supplied by the Union's own plant
which will also light the town).
A large pier will be constructed on which will be

located sheds for the housing of salt bulk fish to be
used in the manufacture of boneless and shredded
products.

Nearby will be the Export Departmental store 60 x
100 feet, containing five distinct departments. Adjoin-
ing it will be a Bakery which will provide biscuit used
by our fishermen; it will also cater to the trade in
other lines.

The marine features of the enterprise will be a large
railway dry dock (capable of taking up the largest
sailing ships in the trade) and an extensive Shipbuild-
ing Plant in connection with which will be a Saw Mill
and Factory where the timbers, })]ank, and other oss.mi

tials of the industry will be prepared.
The Export Company will handle all soils <! lish

products, codfish, herring, .salmon, lobsters, turbot,
plaice, caplin, fish oils common and medicinal. There
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will be an absolute elimination of waste. A Fertilizer the local market recently. Molasses is higher than it

installation will take care of the offal; while from the has been for years, the wholesale price is now 53 cents;
fish skins and heads, commercial glues will be manu- it is believed that it will go higher. Sugar is now quot
factured. This is the largest and most comprehensive ed at $9.60 per sack of 100 pounds,
fishery project ever launched in this country; and we The Whaler Cacholot, operating at Hawkes Harbor,
doubt that any such an assemblage of utilities exists Labrador, hails for 35 fish, induding two spermsm any other Briti-sh Colony. Whales are reported plentiful; but foggy weather has

If energy industry gnt and ability are a guarantee ^^^^^^^^ ^^uising impossible iov several days.
of success, the Catalina project must succeed. Mr. <= i-

.7

Coaker is a graduate of the University of Hard Work; .

The total number of French bankers, of all descrip-

and the manifold positions he now occupies is the best tions, operating during the present season, does not

proof of his industry and energy. He began his career exceed 100, as against 200 last year, and 516 in 1914.

as a fish handler on the city wharves when he was but The steam trawlers which were fishing last season with
eleven years old ; and he has ever since been identified headquarters at St. Pierre have been taken over by the

with the cause of the toiler. The development of the Government for naval work ; and the larger sailing ves-

enterprise launched at Catalina will be watched with ^^1 of the fleet have been withdrawn for service in the

great interest. mercantile marine. This means quite a shortage of fish

The Markets. ^°^ France
;
but England will likely supply the deficit

from its Norwegian purchases.
Very little new fish is coming in, except from nearby Vor.,r io,.«„ «.,„„+;tj « << i^ i, n ,,
i i m. i. i r i 1 r v-i

very large quantities of salt bulk are eome to
lutports. The weather up to last week was favorable ^. ^ jiLit^A vt^t^ ^ .. e ^-u o !^

s"'"g i"

t e- \, 1 • u i / i J 1 4. A ''"^ United States market from the South coast. Re-
for fish making; but output dealers are are not send- „„_+],, +v,o t;„^„ r>„ a -..u ooo cnn

"-"aot ^vc

^- n -u -J. J T r X xu • X
cently the L/inda rardy, with 283,600 pounds and themg much fish city wards. In fact there is not a very j j ^^ ^.^^ ^^^^ '

P
^,^^^^/f;;^

large quantity to come m. American buyers are gath-
g^ j^^ ^^^ ^^^ Gorton Pew Company, of Glou-

ering up large quantities of salt bulk along the South
^gg^gp Mass "'""

coast ; and in Conception Bay. Placentia Bay, Bonavista '

Bay, and along the western shore, shipments are being The dogfish pest is hampering fishing operations in

made direct to market. The fish coming in is mostly Placentia Bay. Fishermen say that dogfish were never
small, but it well cured. The best price offered, as far so numerous before; that it is impossible to keep bait

as we can learn is $6.50. on their trawls. Were it not for the voracity of the

The Oporto market is attractive with prices ranging dogfish, good voyages would likely be secured. Last
from 40s. to 42s. ; but it is feared that there will be a season the fishermen were similarly hampered after

congestion shortly and a slump owing to so many arri- t^ey had taken up their traps.

vals. We learn that some late shipments have been The following bankers arrived at Harbor Breton on
ordered to Spanish ports. Receipts at Oporto for the August 11th: Stella, 450 quintals; Ornate, 700
week ended August 5th amounted to 16,860 quintals; quintals; Eva Blanche, 650 quintals; Matamora, 750;
the consumption was 4,935 quintals. Porto Rico quotes: Louisa M. Stanley, 750; and Utoma, 350.

"Stocks of codfish are very small and prospective re- Captain Walter Kennedy of the banker Alice arriv-
ceipts from New York are also small. Prices hold firm ed in recently and reports* that during the last month
and prospects are encouraging. Large codfish, ex- fish has been very scarce on the Grand Bank, and only
wharf, $39 to .$40 per cask (of four quintals, 4,481 a few vessels succeeded in getting fares. He reports
pounds)

;
Small and medium, $37 to $38." the total catch of the fleet was far short of last year,

The Mail and Advocate says today: "It now ap- and prospects are none too encouraging
pears certain that the catch of 1916 will be far below T^g Lunenburg schooner Marion Mosher arrived
that of last year: consequently the price of fish must f^om the Banks recently and brings a similar report to
advance. Labrador off the shore is worth $5 per qum- ti,„i „;,,„„ k,, no^f.,™ ir i Si i i
. , ., J mt. -o r> TT • A- I T I, A ^"^"^ givcu Dy (..aptaiu Kennody. She also reports very
tal, if good. The t

.
P. U. is sending men to Labrador gtormv weather

to purchase at $5 per quintal. Fish is very scarce and m. _>. i? .i. o
bait even scarcer. Shore fish must advance, local and .^''^ fP^/J "^ ^^^ ^ff<o"» ^''O'? Labrador (just re

foreign
" ceived by Marconi) shows no improvement in the

fishery. Nothing has been heard from the big fleet of

Market Report (August 5th.) floaters to the northward; and they will not be heard

„ , . ^, . , , ^r r,^ . A.n r^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^"^^y t^" ^ays. Thcrc is a good deal of an-
Merchantable, qumtal $5.50 to $6.50 xigty regarding their luck. If they fail to strike the
Madeira, quintal $5.50 to $6.00 fish, the Labrador fishery will be disastrous.
Labrador none
West Indian, quintal $3.00 to $3.50

Haddock, quintal $3.50

Herring, per barrel, Scotch
*onn i' Snn ""^l'^"'^ slnpm..n<s from Prince Rupert and Van-

Herring, per barrel. Split $3,00 to $4.00 „„„^,., j^,^^,. ,„.,.„ ,,„, ,g,,,, ,onsiderablv for the past
Salmon, No. 1, tierce $16.00 two months by a lack of refrigerator ca^s. The short-
Salmon, small . $1^.00 „p,,. ^f j,^,i,,„^ ,,,j^ ^pp,, ^,.j.j^^,^ j^ j^^gjj j^^j^ ^,^^^^
Lobsters pound tins ^$]o.00

,,^^g ^^gg^ ,„^„y occasions during the Summer when

r^A H„L. Ill *i9r nn
^'"'^ *'«^'' arrived, but shipment to Eastern points has

^/oauveroii ij-JJo.uu
|,gg„ inipo.ssible on account of the great lack of re-

jfot;^
frigerator cars. The transijortation companies explain
the shortage of equipment by stating that all their cars

Fishprmen are going to face high prices in the pro- are being used for the transportation of munitions of
vision line this fall. Flour advanced $1 per barrel iii war.
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NOTES ON THE PACIFIC

HALIBUT ARRIVALS AT PACIFIC COAST PORTS,

JULY 1 TO JULY 31, INCLUSIVE.

At Prince Rupert, B.C.

July 2.—Schrs. liiinior. US., 6.000 lbs. ; J. P. Todd,

U.S.. 20.000; Eli/aboth. U.S., 5,000; Rose Spit, 16,000;

Iskum, 12,000; T. Peterson, 6,000.—Delivered to At-

lin Fisheries, Limited. Bryan, U.S., 12,000; Niagara,

IT.S., 16.000; Selma, T'.R.. 11,000.—Delivered to Pacific

Fisheries Company.

July 4.—Sehrs. L. & S., U.S.. 8,000 lbs.; Corona,

U.S., 20,000; Pharaon, 12,000.—Delivered to Pacific

Fisheries Company. Jennie, U.S., 10,000; Vesta, U.S.,

25.000; Alliance. 10.000.—Delivered to Atlin Fisheries,

Limited. Lillian. U.S.. 10,000; Jupiter, U.S., 14,000;

Snperior, U.S.. 14,000; Dolphin. U.S., 10,00.—Delivered

to National & Independent Fisheries Co.

July 5.—Schrs. Doreen. 11.000 lbs.; Merrymaid, 7,-

000.—Delivered to Atlin Fisheries, Limited.

j„lv 6.—Sehrs. Gilford, 10,000 lbs. ; Mayflower, U.S.,

8,000: Dixie, U.S., 6,000.—Delivered to Pacific Fisher-

ies, Limited.

July 7.—Schrs. Elsie, U.S., 13,000 lbs. ; Maud, 9,000.—

Delivered to Atlin Fisheries. Limited. Nautilus, 7,000.

—Delivered to National & Independent Fi.sheries Co.

j„ly 8.—Schrs. Holdal, U.S., 11,000 lbs.; Petrel, U.S.,

8000.—Delivered to Atlin Fisheries, Limited. Spencer,

TT.S., 14.000; Agnes B., U.S., 7,000.—Delivered to Pa-

cific Fisheries Company.
July 9.—Schrs. Viking, 8.000 lbs. ; Tree. U.S., 10,000.

—Delivered to National & Independent Fisheries Co.

Seymour, U.S., 25,000.—Delivered to Pacific Fisher-

ies Company. Atlantic, U.S., 25.000; Anna D., 4,000;

Soya, 7.000.—Delivered to The Canadian Fish & Cold

Storage Co., Ltd. M. T, 3, 10,000; Tuladi, 14,000. De-

livered to Atlin Fisheries. Limited.

July 11.—Schrs. Magnolia, U.S., 15,000 lbs.; Di-

rector. U.S.. 5,000; Liberty, TT.S., 6,000. Delivered to

The Canadian Fish & Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Julv 12.—Schrs. Wireless, U.S.. 15,000 lbs.; Ada N.,

U.S., 15.000: Andrew Kelly, 60,000.—Delivered to The

Canadian Fish & Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Julv 13.—Schrs. Dolphin. U.S., 12,000 lbs.; Eliza-

beth, "U.S., 12,000: Hi Gill, U.S., 12,000.—Delivered to

The Canadian Fish & Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

j„ly 14.—Schrs. Margalice. 6,000 lbs.; Tide, 7,000;

Sehna. U.S., 7,000.—Delivered to The Canadian Fi.sh

& Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Julv 15. — Schrs. Norona, U.S.. 12,000 lbs.; Nellie.

U.S.. 12,000; Corona, U.S., 35.000.—Delivered to Atlin

Fisheries, Limited. Zorra. 20.000; Soya. 7,000; Chief

Skugaid, 30,000.—Delivered to The Canadian Fish &
Cobi Storage Co.

Julv 16.—Schrs. Corona, 30.000 lbs.; Alliance, 13,000;

Rose Spit, 10,000; Stranger. U.S., 12,000; Venus, 8,000;

V^asa, 12,000.—Delivered to Atlin Fisheries, Limited.

Unity, 6,000.—Delivered to The Canadian Fish & Cold

Storage Co., Ltd.

July 17.—Schrs. Karl, 8,000 lbs.—Delivered to Pa-

cific Fisheries Company. North Pole, U.S., 9,000.—

Delivered to The Canadian Fish & Cold Storage Co.,

Ltd.

July 18.—Schrs. Pharaon, 8,000 lbs.; Dor.en, 8,000;

Dixie, U.S., 6,000. — Delivered to Pacific Fisheries

Company. Merrymaid, 6,000; Sea Gull, U.S., 16,000;

Superior, U.S., 18,000.—Delivered to The Canadian
Fish & Cold Storage Co., Ltd. Thelma, U.S., 27,000.—

Delivered to Booth Fisheries Company.

July 19.—Schrs. Per Gynt, U.S., 14,000 lbs.—Deliver-
ed to Booth Fisher Company. Dip, U.S., 7,000.—De-
livered to The Canadian Fish & Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

July 20.—Schrs. Chief Zibassa, 25,000 lbs. ; Dolphin,
U.S., 15,000.—Delivered to The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co., Ltd. Lillian S., U.S., 8,000.—Delivered
to Booth Fisheries Company. Viking, 6,000.—Deliver-
ed to Atlin Fisheries, Limited.
July 21.—Schrs. Westfjord, U.S., 20,000 lbs.; Qrier

Starrett, 20,000.—Delivered to The Canadian Fish &
Cold Storage Co., Ltd.
July 22.—Scrs. Petrel, U.S., 9,000 lbs.; Nautilus,

8,000.—Delivered to The Canadian Fish & Cold Stor-
age Co., Ltd. Aurora, U.S., 6,000; Agnes B., U.S., 15,-
000.—Delivered to Atlin Fisheries, Limited.

July 23.—Sehrs. Todd, U.S., 18,000 lbs.; Volunteer,
U.S., 14,000; Director, U.S., 7,000; M. T. 3, 8,000;
Murineag. 7,000.—Delivered to The Canadian Fish &
Cold Storage Co., Ltd. Corona, U.S., 32,000; Jo Baker,
14,000.—Delivered to Booth Fisheries Company. Eliza-
beth, U.S., 11,000; Flamingo, U.S., 10,000.—Delivered
to Pacific Fisheries Company; Holdal, U.S., 10,000;
Tuladi, 17,000.—Delivered to Atlin Fisheries, Limited.

July 24.—Schrs. Kodiak, U.S., 30,00 lbs.; Gilford,
6,000; Jas. Carruthers, 60,000.—Delivered to The Can-
adian Fish & Cold Storage Co., Ltd.
July 25.—Schrs. Venus, U.S., 10,000 lbs.; Grayling,

U.S., 10,000 .J Ma'rgalice, 8,000.—Delivered to Atlin
Fisheries, Limited. Nellie, U.S., 14,000; Doreen, 17-
000

;
Anna D., 6.000.—The Canadian Fish & Cold Stor-

age Co., Ltd. Alliance. 18,000; Alameda, U.S., 11,000.—Delivered to Booth Fisheries Company.
July 26.—Schrs. Lincoln, U.S.. 11,000 lbs.; "Wilson

TT.S., 22,000: Chief Skugaid, 35,000.—Delivered to The
Canadian Fish & Cold Storage Co., Ltd.
July 27.—Schrs. Niagara, U.S., 15,000 lbs; Roald

Amunsden, U.S., 15,000.—Delivered to Atlin Fisher-
ies, Limited.

July 27.—Schrs. Venus. 32,000 lbs,; Merrymaid,
5,000.—Delivered to The Canadian Fish & Cold Stor-
age Co., Ltd.
Jtdy 28.—Schrs. Dai.sy, 5,000 lbs.—Delivered to The

Canadian Fish & Cold Storage Co., Ltd. Seymour,
30,000.—Delivered to Atlin Fisheries. Limited.

July 29.—Sehrs. Exhibit, U.S., 10,000 lbs.; Magnolia,
18,000.—Delivered to National & Independent Fisher-
ies Co. Vasa, 8,000.—Delivered to The Canadian Fish
& Cold Storage Co., Ltd. Glacier, U.S., 14.000; Su-
perior. U.S., 15,000.—Delivered to Booth Fish'eriea
Company; Per Gynt, U.S., 6.000; Maud, 5,000; Tide.
10.000.-Delivered to Atlin Fi.sheries, Limited- An-
<lrew Kelly, 80.000.—Delivered to The Canadian Fish
& Cold Storage Co., Ltd.
July 30.—Schrs. Sitka, U.S., 25,000 lbs.; Mayflower,

U.S., 6,000.—Delivered to The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.; Stranger, U.S.. 12,000.—Delivered
to Booth Fisheries Company. Minnie V., 5,000; Zorra,
15,000.—Delivered to Atlin Fisheries, Limited. Thelma!
TT.S., 20,000.—Delivered to The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Note: All vessels not specified "US." are of Can-
adian Register.
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At Vancouver, B.C.

July 1.—Stnir. Kingsway, 75,000 lbs.—Delivered to

The Canadian Fishing Company, Limited.

j,jly .1.._Stmr. Flamingo, 10,000 lbs.; Nornen, 10,-

000.—Delivered to The Canadian Fishing Company,
Limited.

j-ily 5—Stmr. Celestial Et.i[)ire, 100.000 lbs.—De-

livered to The Canadian Fishing Company, Limited.

July 7.—Schr. Borealis, 40,000 lbs.—Delivered to

The Canadian Fishing Company, Limited.

July 8.—Schr. Pescawha, 80,000 lbs.—Delivered to

The Canadian Fishing Company, Limited.

July 10.—Schr. Emma H., 50,000 lbs.—Delivered to

The Canadian Fishing Company, Limited.

July 15.—Schr. Carlotta G. Cox, 65,000 lbs.—De-

livered to The Canadian Fishing Company, Limited.

July 17.—Schrs. Nornen, 12,000 lbs.—Delivered to

The Canadian Fishing Company, Limited. Jessie,

12,000.—Delivered to Crown Fish Company.
July 20.—Stmr. Celestial Empire, 75,000 lbs.—Deliv-

ered to The Canadian Fishing Company, Limited.

July 21.—Stmr. Flamingo, 90,000 lbs.—Delivered to

The Canadian Fishing Company, Limited.

July 22.—Schr. Emma H., 10,000 lbs.; Pescawha,

60,000. Delivered to The Canadian Fishing Com-
pany, Limited.

July 24.—Stmr. New England, 110,000 lbs.—Deliv-

ered to New England Fish Company.
July 25.—Stmr. Kingsway, 60,000 lbs.—Delivered to

The Canadian Fishing Company, Limited.

July 26.—Schr. Borealis, 50,000 lbs.—Delivered to

The Canadian Fishing Company, Limited.

July 31.—Schr. Nornen, 12,000 Izs.—Delivered to

The Canadian Fishing Company, Limited.

At Steveston, B.C.

July 3.—Stmr. Roman, 115,000 lbs.—Delivered to

Columbia Cold Storage Company.
July 8.—Sehrs. Chief Zibassa, 55,000 lbs.; George

E. Foster, 60,000.—Delivered to The Canadian Fish &
Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

At Ketchikan, Alaska.

July 3.—Schrs. Knickerbocker, 60,000 lbs. ; Manhat-
tan, 80.000; Westfjord, 9,000; Per Gynt, 12,000; Elfin,

10.000; Ilelgeland. 70.000; Thelma, 16,000.—Delivered

to New England Fish Company.
July 13.—Schr. Comet, 110.000 lbs.—Delivered to

San Juan Fishing & Packing Co.

July 14.—Schr. Cora, 10,000 Ib.s.—Delivered to New
England Fish Company.
July 18.—Schrs. Prospector, 90,000 lbs.; Manhattan,

75.000.—Delivered to New Eiighiiid Fish Company.
July 19.-Schr. Lincoln, 10,000 lbs.—Delivered to

New England Fish Company.
July 21.—Schrs. Hazel, io,000 lbs.; Lumen, 10,000;

Elfin, 10,000.—Delivered to New England Fi.sh Com-
pany.

July 24.—Schrs. Knickerbocker, 120,000 lbs.; (I E.
Matland, 5,000.—Delivered to New England Fish Com-
pany.

July 25.—Schr. Northeape, 10,000 lbs.— Delivered to

New England Fish (Company,
July 26,—Schra. Ill (Jill, .5,000 lbs.; Rolph, 12,000,—

Delivered to New England Fish Company,

PACIFIC NOTES.

The Dominion Government has decided to modify
the terms of the embargo on shipments of crabs from
British Columbia to United States points to the ex-
tent that they will permit crabs to be shipped to cross
the line, provided they are disposed of to the retail
trade only. For many years past there has been an
embargo on the shipment of crabs from British Colum-
bia to the United States, in order to prevent crab
canneiries from obtaining their supplies in British
Columbia waters and shipping them South of the Line,
it being believed that this would have the effect of
depleting the crab fisheries. While this modification
of the embargo will mean considerable increase in the
export of crabs from British Columbia, it is expected
that the people on the Canadian side will have to pay
a much higher price for crabs because of the extra de-
mand.

The Canadian Fishing (Company, Limited, of Van-
couver, B.C., is now busy rebuilding its Vancouver
Plant. After the fire, which destroyed its premises on
May 28th, it was doubtful for some time whether the
Company would rebuild at Vancouver or remove to
Prince Rupert. After consultation with a Committee of
Directors, Mr. Hager announced that it was decided
to rebuild the cold storage plant and wharf at Van-
couver, as its Western headquarters. Plans were im-
mediately drawn for the remodelling of the cold stor-
age plant, and an extra storey was added. Another
improvement was the installation of a second elevator.
The cold storage building will be finished at the end
of this month, and work has now been put in hand for
the removal of the burned piling and the old wharf, pre-
paratory to driving new piling and rebuilding the shed.
The Company's new plant when completed, will con-
tain every modern device for the speedy and conveni-
ent handling of fish.

Capt. A. Jacobsen, formerly of the "Chief Zibassa,"
of Prince Rupert, has transferred to the Schooner
"Annie St. Leon."

PRINCE RUPERT NOTES.

Receipts in No. 2 (Prince Rupert District^ for July.
Salmon 66,255 cwts valued at $331,275

of this amount
65,106 cwt. were canned
2.599 cwt. used fresh

5.978 cwt. Mild cured

Cod, 613 cwt 3 0B5
Halibut 24,972 cwt 1''4 860
Shell Fish 20 ewt " loo
Total for July 91,840 cwt, valued at .'i!-t.59 300.00.

In month of June the receipts ex US. k. Fishing ves-
sels were ajjproximatcly,

IlaHbut 1,100,000 lbs. Salmon 37,000 lbs.

Returns are not yet available as to recei)>t,s ex-Araer-
ican bottoms for July, but the settlemen) of the strike
in the South has released the fleet from ii-pctivity and
the receipts at Prince Rupert have considcrabiy in-
creased in consequence.
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July has been an exeeptionnally good mouth in the
Ilailbut industry. Fi.sh have been plentiful and boats
liiive made quick matches wil'i prices ruling high.

The salmon canning industry is now in full swing
lor the 1916 season but the !un is reported to be late,

and there is anxiety as to a good pack owing to the

lateness of the run this year. In proportion to the

luimber of boats fishing, the Cassiar Cannery has been
the most successful of the Bkeena and Naas Canner-
ies.

Licenses i.ssued to indepedent fishermen show a de-

crease this year over last 159 being issued this year as

against 287 in 1915. This is caused chiefly by the fact

of tlie war having taken a number of men away by en-

listment. The general acute shortage of labour in all

liiu's with its consequent better wages.

A splendid fisheries exhibit will be a feature of the

Prince Rupert agricultural and Industrial Exhibition
which will he held in September next. The following

is a list of prizes offered :

—

Best cannery exhibit of salmon. Gold medal and
diploma.

Best exhibit of smoked fish. $5.00, $2.50.
Best exhibit of cured fish. $5.00, $2.50.
Best exhibit of shell fish. $5.00, $2.50.
Best exhibit of fertilizer. $5.00, $2.50.
Best exhibit of fish oils. $5.00, $2.50.

Best whaling exhibit. Gold medal.
Best fishery exhibit open to all fishing industries.

Gold medal and diploma.

Net making. $5.00, $2.50.

Special prize for best quality of Canned Salmon on
analysis containing the mo.st nutriment, also best pack-
ed. Gold medal and diploma.

Fair dates are September 20th, 21st, 22nd next and
entries close Sept. 10th 1916. Secretary's address is

Box 394 Prince Rupert.

SAVE
YOUR

MONEY
FOR THE

Dominion War Loan
TO BE ISSUED IN SEPTEMBER:

By purchasing a bond you will help

to WIN THE WAR and obtain for

yourself an investment of the highest

class yielding a most attractive rate

of interest.

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE

OTTAWA.
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PROMPT SALES PROMPT RETURNS

aP. C. PARKHURST
Committion Dealer in

Salt 1^ T Ol T T Smoked i
AND

Pickled

Office and Wharf : 5

28 Vincent Street, GLOUCESTER, Mass. g

CorreMpontimnce Solicited B

>oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

FISH Canned §
o

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

iMAX FINKELSTEIN
S WHOLESALE PRODUCER OF SMOKED FISH

124 HAVEMEYER ST.

i BROOKLYN - - - N. Y.:

BUYS
CISCOES: CHUBS-
TULIBEES; BLUE
FINS; white STUR"
GEON ; frozen as
well as salted round
HERRINGS. Red
and fat, Pacific Coast
mild cured SAL-
MON.

g I pay market prices for all varieties of prime, fresh or 9
g frozen fish, suitable for smoking. Remittances upon safe S
O and satisfactory arrival. Authentic reference. Communi- O
§ Gate with me. g
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

W; Irving Atwood, Pr««t.

W. Elmer
Atwood,

Vice-Pre»t.

Wach U S ET
BRAND

Finnan Hadd

31 Boston F!ik Pier

N. D. Freeman, Treas.

Irving M.
Atwood,
Sec'y

andMgr.

ALL
VARItTIES

OF TMt
SEASON

Boston) Mat*.

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

I THE GENUINE INDEPENDENT HOUSE '

CHARLES LYONS CO., Inc.
Wholesale and Commission Dealers In

Carp, Sturgeon, Caviar, and all Lake and River Fish
26 PECK SLIP Tel. 1658 Beekman NEW YORK

No connection with any other house. Correspondence solicited

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

CHARLES NOBLE Jr. COMPANY
Wholesale Producers, Importers and Shippers of FRESH, CHILLED, SMOKED, SALTED LAKE AND OCEAN

FISH, OYSTERS AND CLAMS (puroy brand). DEEP SEA OYSTERS
Phonui Ball, Sanaca 22S7-2ZS8| Frontiar 1247 (aftar 6 p.m. and Sundays)) Ball, Crascant 2 or North 93S| Frontiar 62033) Frontiar X

29331 (Oysters) X
48-50 LLOYD STREET 20-22-24-26 LAKE STREET «

Commercial Slip (Buffalo Harbor) BUFFALO, N.Y. g
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

GEOa La CLAYTON
consulting engineer

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS FURNISHED FOR
ICEMAKING. FISH FREEZING, AND

COLD STORAGE PLANTS

VICTORIA and PRINCE RUPERT, B.C.

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

ANT. B. DIMITRIOU & CO.,
PIRAEUS, GREECE

Wholesale Grocers, Fish Merchants, Cotninlaslon Agents

THE LARGEST HERRING, CODFISH. FISH AND
LOBSTER DEALERS IN GREECE

Talaitratns: "Dlmltrlou, Piraeus." Codes used: ABC
5 ,'>lh Etiitian. .Scotl's, 10th F.ditlon. and I'rlTate

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
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loooaoooooooaQooooooooooaoooooaoooooaoooooaoooooaoooooooooooooooooooaoaoooooaopoaoooa;

2 " Inspection Certificates Furnished Where Required."

F. J. HAYWARD
SHIPPER OP

Frozen Salmon, Halibut and Black Cod. Fresh Salmon, Halibut, and
other fish. Pickled Salmon, Herring and Black Cod ; Alaska Codfish and
all other Pacific Fish in Carlots only.

WESTERN AGENT:— ROBIN JONES & WHITMAN, LIMITED, Etc., Etc.

I
Corretpondencm Solicited

I
912 POMINION BUILDING - VANCOUVER, B.C.

loooooooooooo000000000000000000000000000000GHaoooooooooaaooooooooooooooooooooooaoooaoot

oooooaooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo«M»oooaooooooooaoooooooooooooooj

"RUPERT" BRAND
THE CANADIAN FISH & COLD STORAGE CO. LTD. |

Wholesale Dealers, Packers and Shippers

OF

FRESH, FROZEN, SMOKED, SALT and CANNED FISH
No order too larfte None too small

COLD STORAGE

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

BRANCHES

O
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. Vancouver. B. C.

Capaclty--7000. torn. "* " -— - • «»-— ^ — -v^ • ^.^ ^ ^ y —-« -m^ w Chlcaio, III. U.S.A.

O

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaooooooooooooooooooooeeoooooooooooa

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

° LAKE FISH I 1 J. BOWMAN & CO.

f

1 11 Trout, Whitefish, Jumbo White, S
VVHITEFISH We are established for handling 5 g Yellow Pike, Jacks, Fresh Herring, fi

DORE
I
orders in carload lots. Shipment o g Salted Herring, frontal cut or flats. 8

JACKFISH right from the Lakes. HWe g g We are booking orders now for car 5
TULLIBEES "specialize in Lake Winnipeg fish, g g lots.

GOLDEYES
j
the finest Lake fish in the world, jg g Frozen herring, 100 lbs. in sacks,

SUCKERS ' Pu-(rana uj wiatar miii« iraua fi>k hui4u<i g % 240 sacks to Car for November and
December delivery.

ESTABLISHED 1890 K g WHtc US for prices.

The W. J. Guest Fish Co. Limited 1 I
"^^^ o^^^ce, port arthur

^VIMMID^^ iJf t XT § TORONTO MONTREALWINNIPEG, MAN.
g g ^6 I>uncan St. 47 William St.

000000000000000000000000000000000004000000 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOttOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOS

THE CANADIAN FISHERMAN
THE MAGAZINE OF CANADA'S
:: COMMERCIAL FISHERIES ::

$1.00 Per Annum Canada and Great Britain. $1.50 United States and Elsewhere

I
Send Your Subscription in NOW \

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaooaooooooooeoooooa!
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s
o

FISH & OYSTERS
ALL KINDS OF

Fresh, Frozen, Smoked, Dried, Pickled

.• and Prepared FISH in Season /

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY

COLD STORAGE ON THE PREMISES
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Look for the

Mark of

Quality

It can be seen

on all

High-Grade

Atlantic Sea

Foods

Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED

Vessel Owners Cold Storage Plants

PRODUCERS OF ALL KINDS

OF ATLANTIC SEA FOODS
FOR HOME & EXPORT TRADE

Main Office - - - MONTREAL, Canada
Branches

DIGBY, N.S. CANSO, N.S.

Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED
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ONTARIO
Department of Game and

Fisheries
The attention of the fishermen is invited to the

following provisions of the Dominion Special Fish-
ery Regulations for the Province of Ontario and of
the Ontario Game and Fisheries Act.

Fishing by means other than angling or trolIlnK

except under the authority of u lease, license or
permit Issued by this Department is prohibited.

Non-residents, that is persons domiciled in the
Province for a period of less than six months, ar«
not allowed to angle or troll without an angler's
permit.

No one shall fish for or take large mouthed or
small mouthed black bass, maskinonge, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts,

otherwise than by angling.

No one shall fish for large mouthed or small
mouthed black bass, maskinonge, salmon, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts
through the ice.

The sale or export of small or large mouthed
black bass, of maskinonge and of speckled trout,

brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts is pro-

hibited.

The sale or export of pickerel (dore) less than
fifteen inches in length, measuring from the point of

the nose to the centre of the posterior margin of the
tail, is prohibited.

The taking of whitefish or salmon trout less than
two pounds in weight is prohibited.

The use of trap nets is prohibited.

Fishing with gill nets in Lake Erie, from De-
cember 15th to March 15th, both days inclusive, is

prohibited.

No one shall set or place nets other than hoop
nets, dip or roll nets, in any river or creek or with-

in five hundred yards of the entrance thereto. This
prohibition shall not apply to carp fishing.

CLOSE SEASONS (Commercial Fish.)

Pickerel.—In water other than the Great Lakes,
Georgian Bay, North Channel and connecting
waters—April 15th to June 15th.

Whitefish and Salmon Trout.—In waters where
commercial fishing with gill nets is not permitted
—October 5th to November 5th, both days in-

clusive.

In the Bay of Quinte—November 1st to No-
vember 30th, both days inclusive.

In waters other than the Bay of Quinte, Great
Lakes, Georgian Bay, North Channel and connect-

ing waters, where commercial fishing with gill nets

is permitted—October 5th to November 30th,

both days inclusive.

LIMIT OF CATCH (Commercial Fish.)

(By Angling or Trolling.)

Pickerel.—Twelve per day.

Salmon Trout.—Big and Little Rideau Lakes,
three per day. Other waters except Great Lakes,
Georgian Bay, North Channel and connecting
waters, five per day.

A. SHERIFF,
Deputy Minister of Game and Fisheries.

Department of Game and Fisheries.

Toronto, Feb. 1st., 1916.

Exceptional

Angling

Opportunities

are offered by the Province of Quebec, which

is the only one that leases exclusive hunting

and fishing territories over large areas of

forest, lakes and rivers, both to Clubs and pri-

vate individuals, with the privilege of erect-

ing camps thereon.

Membership may be obtained, if desired,

in many existing clubs, with camp privileges

already provided, and often with the right of

erecting private .summer homes on suitable

.sites on the club territory.

On all unleased Crown Lands and Waters,

angling and hunting are absolutely free to resi-

dents of the Province, and the only charge to

non-residents is the cost of the non-residci ;

fishing or hunting license.

To the Wholesale Fish Trade

The attention of dealers who receive their

fresh fish from Portland and other foreign

.sources is directed to the exceptional oppor-

tunities of obtaining their supply ftom the

Bale des Chaleurs and the North Shore of the

St. Lawrence, to their own advantage and that -

of their customers, and to the benefit of the

fishermen of the Province of Quebec.

For all Information apply to—

The Minister

of Colonization, Mines and

Fisheries

Of the Province of Quebec
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DEPARTMENT OF THE
NAVAL SERVICE

FISHERIES BRANCH

Lobster Fishery Fishing Seasons in Force on

June 1st, 1916

Number
of

District Limits Fishing Season Size

11

St. John County, N.B

Albert County and Portion of Cumberland County, N.B., and King's and Annapolisfj
Counties, N.S

Digby County

Yarmouth, Shelbourne, Queen's, Lunenburg, and that portion of Halifax county west of
a line running S.S.E. from St. George's Island, Halifax Harbour, and Coinciding with
Fairway buoys

Charlotte County, N.B
}

Nov. 15 to June 15.

Nov. 15 to June Ist.

Jan. 15 to June 29.

.

Jan. 6 to June 15. .

.

Dec. 15 to May 30..

April 1 to June 20. .

April 15 to July 15.

May 1 to July 20. .

.

May 2o til Auk. lU.

From line in Halifax Harbour running S.S.E. from St. George's Island, and coinciding
with Fairway buoys eastwardly to Red Point, between Martin Point and Point Mic-
haud, Cape Breton Island and including Chedabucto and St. Peters Bays and the Gut
of Canso, as far as a line passing from Flat Point, Inverness County to the Lighthouse
in Antigonish County opposite

Remaining portion of Cape Breton Island, including St. Paul's Island, not covered by
District No. 6

The Magdalen Islands, including Bird Rocks and Bryon Island

Waters of Northumberland Strait, between a line on the N.W. drawn from Chockfish
River, N.B., to West Point., P.E.I., and a line on the S.E. drawn from the west side of!

River Philip channel at the mouth of the river. Nova Scotia, to the eastern entrance to!

Victoria Harbour, Queens County, Prince Edward Island

On and along the portion of the coast or the waters thereof, of the Provinces of Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, westwardly and northwardly, from
the Lighthouse in Antigojiish County, opposite Flat Point in Inverness County, Nova
Scotia, to the northern boundary New Brunswick, including the coasts and waters'
thereof of all the islands adjacent to these portions of the coasts of the said Provinces as
well as the coast and waters thereof of the Counties of Quebec south of River St. Law
rence, except those specified in No. 8

North of the Gulf and River St. Lawrence including Anticosti Island.

April 26 to June 25.

May 20 to July 31..

lOi inches

9 inches

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Six* Limit

Soft shell or lurried lobsters must be liberated alive by the person catching them.
Lobster traps may not be set in 2 fathoms of water or less.

Lobsters to be canned may be boiled only in the cannery in which they are to be packed. The sale or purchase of broken lobster meat or
fragments of lobsters for canning is prohibited.

Before lob ' n^aged in, a license from the Department of the Naval Service is required.
Cases of ml be regularly labelled or a permit obtained from the Department, before they may be removed from the cannery

and must be l.<' .
. mg placed on the markets.

Lobster canneries must comply with the Standard of Requirements, copiat of which may be obtained from the local Fishery Officers or the
Department.
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^lathieson, Prince Rupert, B.C. ; Clarence F. Morrissey,

Tignish. P.E.I. ; Arthur T. Tippett, Montreal; Frank

Gu.stafsou, Kenora, Ont.; J. S. Hawkins, Montreal.

More members are needed to make the Association's

work better known. Every fisherman, fish company

employee, and dealer should be in the Association to

help along the good work of developing and promoting

our fisheries.

WATCHING FISH TRANSPORTATION.

The Transportation Committee of the Canadian

Fisheries' Association are doing commendable work in

watching theinterests of the fish trade in transporta-

tion matters. At a meeting of the Committee on Sep-

tember 27th, it was brought to the attention of the

members that the Dominion Express Company had

raised their rates on lake fish from fish districts on

lakes west of Westfort, Ont. The Association imme-

diately took the matter up with the Board of Rail-

way Commissioners and their decision on the question

is looked for shortly.

The new fish carrying service recently inaugurated

from Mulgravc, N.S., to Montreal over the Canadian

Government Railways, in which a special express car

fitted with an insulated chamber of 6,000 lbs. capacity

is employed, is highly commended. The Transportation

Committee is recommending to the Government and the

Railroad Company that both ends of the car be equip-

ped with an insulated chamber and that the capacity

be thus increased to 12,000 lbs. It is also urged that

the service be extended and that the special express

ears leave Mulgrave three days per week, viz., Satur-

days, Mondays and Tuesdays—an arrangement which

will give ample facilities for those requiring fish ship-

I)ed by express, not only to Montreal, but to take care

of the business in points west of Montreal.

The Association's Transportation Cdmmittee is de-

sirous of working harmoniously'with the transporta-

tion companies and will aim to promote a better under-

.standing of conditions between the two. The railroad

men, in the past, have been inclined to neglect the re-

quirements of the fish trade and seem to have cared

little about the very great part they play in the de-

velopment of the fishing industry. The Association

hopes to remove a great deal of this misunderstand-

ing, aTid in the effort to procure fair rates and in-

creased facilities, to create a mutual spirit of good

will to a common end between shippers and carriers.

PACIFIC FISHERIES DISPUTE.

The lialibut fishery legislation promoted by Seattle

fishing iiiti'restH to eoinlxtt the competition of Prince

Rupert, and which was brought up in the United States

C'ongrcM recently, has, fortunately for both countries,

heen suspended.

Oiiniirln iindoubf adl v liolilsi fhi' cards in tile fislierv

game, and we would be foolish if we did not play them.

If the winning cards were in the hands of our brother

across the line, it is a safe bet he wouldn't throw

them down and allow us to take the pot. It would be

a case of mistaken phiJanthrophy.

The fishery wealth of the Atlantic and the Pacific

are alongside Canada's shores, but we are not reaping

the benefit of th§ir close proximity. It is the great

Seattle fleets who are to be found fishing outside the

three mile limit all the way up the B. C. coast to the

Gulf of Alaska; it is the great fleets of Boston and

Gloucester who are reaping the harvest of the banks

off the Canadian and Newfoundland coasts. The plums

are on the tree right at our own front doors, but the

fellow down the street is plucking them.

"Live and let live!" is a commendable motto, and

we do not want to act like a dog in the manger, but at

the same time it is up to us to see that we get all that

is coming to us and to make no such foolish play as

bartering our birthright for a mess of pottage. If any
discrimination is made against our fisheries by out-

siders, let us use the retaliatory means at our disposal.

To knuckle under to every squealer who howls because

he's getting hurt would be utter foolishness on our

part.

However, we do not advocate a policy of ruthless-

ness. A friendly exchange of views is by far the best

and anything which will lead to an amicable settle-

ment is to be commended. The Pacific halibut dis-

pute should be viewed in the light of a rivalry between

good friends, but Canada shouldn't allow her friend-

ship to interfere with her good judgment.

SOME FISHING!

Mr. H. F. Robinson of Canso, N. S.—who we be-

lieve is a strictly truthful man — tells us the follow-

ing strange story. It appears that while three Canso

youngsters were over berry picking on an island in

the harbor, recently, they noticed a large sword-fish

stranded inshore. Getting in to their dory, they ap-

proached the big fish and found he had somehow driv-

en his sword into the bank of the island's bold shore

and could not extricate himself. The boys dropped a

bowline over the fish's tail, and securing him, even-

tually, with some help, landed him on the dock in

Canso. The fish weighed 420 pounds, and each of the

boys drew a "high line" share of $9.21 cents.

FISH RESTAURANT AT EXHIBITION GREAT
SUCCESS.

The fish restaurant run in connection with the Fish-

eries Exhibit at tiie Canadian National Exhibition,

Toronto, recently, Was a tremendous success.

Its patronage was measured only by its capacity,

and day after day, it was necessary to close the doors

for n time. T>iiriti!r tlic t(>rin of the Exliibition—
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two weeks—over 35,000 meals were served, as against

2r),000 last year. The good advertising done by this

'i!-'tliod eannot be too liiglily conunended.

i lie fisli siipplieti was all first class quality and came

Iroiii the Paeific, Atlantic and Great Lakes Fisher-

ies. It was excellently cooked and well served.

The Fisheries E.xhibit was, as usual, a great attrac-

tion at the Exhibition and the firms of F. T. James
and Company, and the Maritime Fish Corporation,

Ltd., had excellent shows. The Department of Marine

and Fisheries promises still greater efforts for the

next exhibit and hope to make it more attractive than

ever. We back them ui) heartily in this work.

The speech of the flon. J. D. Hazen, Minister of

Fisheries, at the Fist.eries Day luncheon at the Ex-

hibition is pid)lishec elsewhere in this issue and is

commended to our readers.

THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION.
According to tiie Auditor-General's report for 1915,

the Commission of Conservation for the year absorbed

.l!92.999.9.S of the peoples' money. The accounts of the

Commission have been kept with scrupulous exactitude

the common public can tell that at a glance by look-

ing over the report. Soap, towels, ice-water, street

car tickets, etc., have all been credited and one only

needs to read the odd figures of the total to realize

the care taken in the book-keeping.

The Commission is under the Chairmanship of the

Hon. Sir Clifford Sifton, K.C.M.G., with Mr. James
White as Deputy Head, Assistant Chairman and Secre-

tary. For these triple duties, Mr. White draws a sal-

ary of .$5,000 per annum. Numerous other officials

draw salaries ranging from $100 to $4,000 for the

year's work. The total salary account of the Commis-
sion amounting to $19,887.56 was the expenditure for

the year 1914-15.

Ninety-three thousand dollars—all but seven cents

—have been spent for the purpo.se of "conserving" the

various natural resources of Canada among which are

included the Fisheries. According to^he dictionary,

"conversation"' means "preserving, guarding or pro-

tecting." For a long time past we have been trying

to figure out in what manner the Conservation Com-
mission has been i)reserving, guarding or protecting

the Fisheries of this country. As far as we can see,

it hasn't done one single, solitary thing for the Fish-

eries which could not be done by the Department of

Marine and Fisheries.

The Commission holds a meeting every year at

which numerous scienti.sts with a string of letters after

their names get up aiul read pajiers chock-full of scien-

tific technicalities and theoretical recommendations.
The papers are discussed, resolutions are pa.ssed. but
seldom acted upon, and the whole thing dissolves into

a cientific discussion which amounts to nothing. The
Commission has no power — it can only recommend.
What use is it to the Fisheries!

The Fisheries Department already have an Ad-
visory Board of jjractical men selected from various

fishing centres delite who meet twice or three

times yearly to discuss problems connected
with the Indu.stry; there is the Select Standing Com-
mittee of Marine and Fisheries composed of parlia-

mentary members with Mr. Clarence Jamieson, M.P.
for Digby as Chairman ; also the Biological Board un-

der the jurisdiction of Professor Edward E. Prince,

Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries.

With these three departments—all of them quite

capable of handling any problem connected with the

Fishing Industry—what need is there for the Conserva-

tion Commission as far as the Fisheries are concerned T

To our mind it is a useless waste; of money which could

be better devoted to strengthening the Departments
already mentioned.

What the Fisheries need more than anything else

is one standing Fisheries Commission working har-

moniously. Let it be composed of four divisions: (1)

Practical fishermen—one selected from each particular

branch of the Industry on the Atlantic, Great Lakes,

and Pacific. These should be actual fishermen — not

vessel owners or employers—^and they should be recom-

mended by their fellow workers and not by politicians.

(2) Representatives of concerns engaged in commercial

fishing. The President of the Canadian Fisheries As-

sociation should be included as representing the As-

.sociation. (3) The scientific side of the Fisheries could

be represented by Professor Prince and other biolog-

ists. (4) Departmental officials.

These four branches make up the personnel of those

directly interested in the Fisheries of Canada. Let

them meet at least twice a year and discuss the exist-

ing problems and pass their recomnu^ndations. Then
we'll get something done.

There will be no danger of duplicating then. The

recommendations will be made by men who know what

is best for the interests of the Fisheries and it is a

certainty that more DEVELOPMENT and less "con-

servation" will be the result.

Our Fisheries are_ more valuable now than ever.

The consumption and demand has increased wonder-

fully tluring the last two years. The present is the

p.sychological time for strong hands to hold the reins

and guide the Industry along the road of progress.

Let's have done with useless, futile Commissions and

get down to business with something that's worth

while and worth the money spent on it.

ARE PACIFIC HALIBUT BECOMING SCARCE?
We have had the pleasure of reading a monograph

on the above subject by Mr. John N. Cobb, Editor of

the "Pacific P^isherman." In it, he proves that halibut

are becoming scarcer in Pacific waters, and advocates

a closed season for the fish during their spawning time

in the winter months.

We believe Mr. Cobb is right. The heavy fishing
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for Pacific Jialibut has continued for some twenty-five

years and the catches have been enormous. The in-

shore banks are becoming played out and vessels are

faring further afield in order to get trips. At one

time, vessels could load up in a few days on Flattery

Banks or in Hecate Straits. Nowadays, vessels are

fishing halibut off Yakutat in the Gulf of Alaska and

as far west and north as the Shumagin Islands.

Halibut are still plentiful, but the schools are more

broken up. Trips of 100,000 pounds by either dory-

vessels or long-liners are not picked up as quickly as

in former years and the general opinion of fishermen

is that the fish are thinning out.

The fish are not extinct yet — not by a long way
— but means for their preservation should be promoted

now. It would necessarily have to be a matter of In-

ternational agreement between Canada and the United

States, and the promulgating of laws for a close season

would have to be carefully considered as many thous-

ands, of halibut fishermen and hundreds of vessels

would be out of work and laid up during the closed

months.

Unlike the Atlantic, there is practically no alterna-

tive fishery on the Pacific which halibuters could en-

gage in during a close season. The cod-fishery offers

some prospects, but not enoiigh, at the present time, to

employ the halibut fleets of Canada and the United

States to any profit.

A commencement might be made of a limited close

season—say, four to six weeks in the most favorable

month during the active spawning season of the fish.

During that period, the halibut vessels could be given

their annual overhaul.

The problem affords inuch-^food for thought and

should be acted upon right away. It's no use locknig

the stable door after the horse has been stolen.

ENTER—THE GRAYFISH.

Voii pr((bal)ly never heard of it before, but it is an

old friend—or rather, a foe. The grayfish makes the

fishermen use profane language; the voracious fish

that scoffs every bait on the hooks; that chases all the

other fish away. How well we know him ! After spin-

ning out four tubs of trawl with dreams of a big "jag"
and full decks, we commence to haul in and find

"grayfish" on every hook. Then it is "slat! slat!"

and "damn!" until the end line comes over the dory

roller.

V'ch! You've probably guessed it. Grayfish is the

new tra<le name for common, ordinary, and much be-

cursed dogfish. The United States liureau of Fisher-

ies are the god-fatliers and god-mothers at the christ-

ening, but it is a christening to some purpose. The

Bureau have been making investigations with a view

to nfilizing dogfish. It cnn't bo exterminated, but it

cain be made marketable—but not under the name of

dogfish.

As grayfish, it can be prepared for food—and palat-

able food at that. The livers can be rendered into good

fish oil ; the fins make gelatine ; the eggs are useful

in leather dres.sing, and the fish, itself, rough-salted,

makes good crab bait. The skin is useful for novelties

and may be converted into leather after some experi-

menting. As fertilizer, dogfish has already been

utilized.

Cheer up, trawlers ! The day is coming when the

hated pest will be worth catching. Here's to the day!

HOVE-TO

When ifs snowin' an' ablowin' in a rousin' Winter
breeze

An' th' vessel's dancin' lively in th' roarln', crestin'

seas.

With a two-reef fores '1 on her, lyin' on th' starboard

tack,

That's th' time th' hardy trawler gits a chanst to ease

his back.

Aye! They're smokin' an' -they're yaniin', fore'n aft,

down below.

Or muggin' up or snoozin' while th' wild winds blow.

Th' gulls can't fly to wind'ard, an' th' liner skipper

swears,

There's a ruddy blinder ragin' as into it he tears.

Aye! they're makin' heavy weather in them gaudy
steamin' tanks.

When there's bell an' blazes blowin' 'crost th' Western
Ocean Banks,

Hut th' tiny little fisherman's as snug as she kin be.

An' her gang's aswappin' guesses what th' cook '11

have for tea.

Thar' ain't no breeze kin scare them when she's headin'
off th' shore,

Thar' ain't no seas kin daunt them though they board
her by th' score.

They laugh at windy weather, fog an' rain, an' bitter

cold

—

For they're all blooded Bankers, boys, an' hardy men
an' bold.

—F. W. Wallace.

ELECTRICAL "CHINK "

The lU'w electric "Iron Chink", used in dismem-
bering fish and in the sanitary processes of prejiaring

canned sabtion for the market, recently installed in a

Puget Sound salmon i>lant, is a refreshing item to

those who have visited these industries.

The "Iron Chink" enables the plant to pu( out one
million cans of salmon each twenty-four liours. The
electrification of other canneries is to follow. This
will menu a highly increased output and the operation
of these immense canneries in a thoroughly sanitary
manner.
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Canada's National Fish Day and

Fish Days

By J. A. PAULHUS, Chairman Publicity Committee,

C. P. A.

Cy^|lT lias been deeided tliat Canada's next Na-
tional Fish Day shall be Tuesday, October 31st.

It will also be the inauguration of a new de-

lijirturc. which has been thoroughly discussed and ap-

|)roved by the jiublicity eoniniittee of the C. F. A., i. e.,'

that, hereafter every Tuesday shall be a Fish Day,
as well as Friday.

The .separating of Fish from Friday, exclusively,

should meet the approval of the consuming public, and

also be well received by fish producers and dealers.

The advantages that will follow this change are many,

and obviously will appeal to the community at large.

The housewife, the caterer to cafes, hotels and large

institutions, will each find it easier to provide more
varied and economical bill-of-fares for their respective

households. After the usually hearty meals of meat,

game, etc.. served at the week ends, the change to well

cooked and dainty, appetizing dishes of Fish food

will be fully appreciated by the "inner man," and will

be a boon to health and comfort.

THE fish producers and traders should also

welcome the adventure with a smile. -As it is,

it often happens that from some corners of the
llshing points it is difficult to market the fish in the
fresh condition only once a week. Fish that is caught
cither late in the week or very early has to be kept
fresh for Friday's trade, and when there is no plant
for curing, this is often disastrous for the fish trade
generally. This fish, when marketed, has lost its crisp-
ness and flavor and brings disfavor on the producer
and fish trade alike. The trader will be able to receive
his supplies more frequently and consequently in a
finer condition. By using fish displays, advertising
cards, attractive signs, and with proper accommoda-
tion to keep his fish in good condition, improved re-

sults will be obtained and a profitable business the
outcome.

Under the active work and pressure of our Trans-
portation Committee, better facilities have been ac-
quired of late from railway and express companies
for the carrying of fish from the shores of seas, lakes
alid rivers.

Rates, service, refrigeration attention, and all mat-
ters tjjat pertain to the delivery and transportation
of the product have been tliscussed anil i)rovided for
and made as perfect as possible under the circum-
stances.

The Executive Connnittee of the Canadian Fisheries'
Association has at heart the success of the fiqh indus-

try. Since the formation of the Association, from
the president to the last member of tlie Board, every-

one has contributed his time, energy and ability to

foster and advocate the fish interests with an earnest

and sincere devotion to the cause. Not because of some
individual or collective benefit to the Association, but
with the'convietion and the courage of their convictions
that in doing so they develop a patriotic movement
which should help tlie economies of the country. We
are at a turning point, economically speaking. Meats,
butter, eggs, will be skyhigh prices this winter. We
are threatened with a meat famine before long. Re-
vised statistics just issued point to quite a decrease
in the number of heads of cattle available for food in
Canada and in the United States.

IT means that from now on meat products
will be a luxury to be enjoyed by the wealthy
classes only. The time for action has come.

What would you think of a tradesman with a full

store of goods on which he could realize handsome
profits who would close his door and bar the windows
of his store? Is not that the situation of Canada?
We have in store along our sea coasts, in our lakes

and rivers, immense reserve of all species of edible

fish. Fish is the only substitute for meat. Fish can

be had in this country at all times and in all seasons,

in abundance, and at a comparatively low cost. But
Fish as a national asset has always been neglected. It

is only since the inception of the C. F. A. that some
educational work, some knowledge of fish possibilities

as food, as a source of wealth for Canada has been
expounded. Is it not time that all Economists, Educa-
tors, our Governments, Boards of Trade and Indust-

rials, and the Press generally take thc^ hint and help us

to improve the condition.s existing and arrest the

food famine that is confronting us. We can avoid

the disaster by advertising and using more fish as a

food.

Everyone of us should start on October 31st to eat

fish, to talk fish, to preach fish and keep at it until

doomsday.

MARKET IN EGYPT.

The representative of a London firm who visite<l

Alexandria, Cairo, and Khartoum in May reports that

very little or no meat is eaten, but a large demand ex-

ists for dried fish, such as bh)aters, red herrings, kip-

pers, and mackerel.—Fishing News.
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9
9 The Beginning of the Pacific Halibut Fishery

Mr. John N. Cobb in the June Transactions of the

American Fisheries Society gives some interesting par-

ticulars regarding the early days of the Pacific Hali-

but Fishery.

The present extensive halibut fisheries of the Pac-

ific owe their inception to the publication in 1866 of a

series of very optimistic letters in the Cape Ann Ad-
vertiser, of Gloucester, Mass. The enterprising spirit

of the New England fishermen prompted them to con-

sider the matter favorably, particularly as they knew
from the most reliable sources that halibut were abund-

ant off Cape Flattery at certain seasons. The native

fishermen had fished here for their own use. (the sur-

plus being sold to the whites living on the shores of

Puget Sound) for many years previous.

The pelagic fur-seal fishery, which was then lawful

and quite profitable, was another strong inducement
for the eastern fishermen to make the venture of sail-

ing "around the Horn," for some believed that this

offered unusual opportunities for financial success,

while they thought the period between sealing seasons

might be profitably utilized by engaging in halibut

fishing. The men who entered upon this experiment
were among the most skillful, daring and adventurous
of their class and, so far as catching fish was concern-

ed, none could be foixnd better fitted for the work.

In the fall and early winter of 1887, three schooners

sailed from Massachusetts for Puget f>ound. These
were the Mollie Adams and the Edward E. Webster, oi
Gloucester, and the Oscar and Hattie, of Swampscott.
The two former were owned by Capt. Sol. Jacobs, who
had achieved fame as a mackerel fisherman, and who.
after dispatching his vessels, crossed the continent in

time to make the necessary business arrangements,
pending their arrival. The Mollie Adams made a good
passage and reached der destination without mishap

;

but the Webster met with an accident to her spars be-

fore rounding the Horn, put into Montevideo for re-

pairs, was delayed, and finally arrived on the west
coast late in the season.

IThe
Oscar and Hattie reached Puget Sound

''ome time later than the Adams, but in

time to engage the halibut fishery, upon
which she entered making her head quart-

at Port Townsend. Owing to the want of a
suitable market, and to the fact that the schooner had
to go to Tacoma to ship her catch east, the fishery from
this place was followed with loss rather than profit.

The Oscar :incl Hattie carried 6 dories and a crew of 14
men.
About two-thirds of the catch was sold fresh and the

remainder was fletched. The result of the season's
work in 1888 was 240.000 pounds of fresh and fletched
fish, with a value (nt the )irices pai<l the fishermen)
of $7,600. The average jirice received for fresh hali-
but WHS 3 cents per ponnd, an^ for salt fish 3V1j cents
per pouTul.

ers

The catch shipped east by the Oscar and Hattie was
the first shipment so made, and it went forward by the

Northern Pacific railroad. The ice used cost $22.50
per ton (more than five times the present cost of ice),

and the high freight rates charged by the railroad took
all the profit of the shipment.

On July 24, 1888, the schooner Mollie Adams left

Seattle, bound north on a fletched halibut trip, the first

one of its kind that had been undertaken on the Pac-
ific Coast. But few halibut Were captured until the
schooner arrived off the southern extremity of the
Queen Charlotte Islands, where they were found in

great abundance and of larger size than on the grounds
off Cape Flattery. A few of those taken were esti-

mated to weigh over 300 pounds each. About half of the
number obtained were large enough for fletching, the
remainder being used as bait or thrown away. The fish-

ing was carried on in depths of only 30 to 40 fathoms.

On the morning of September 8. the Adams
having " wet " all her salt, started for

home with 150.000 pounds of fish. In the

meantime, after a lot of trouble, her owner.
Captain Jacobs, had arranged for a rate of $1.25 per
hundred pounds for the transportation of the fish

across the continent to Gloucester. After deducting
expenses the members of the crew received $175 each or

at the rate of nine dollars a day for nineteen days' fish-

ing.

It was soon found that Port Townsend was too re-

mote from railroads for shipping pur))oses and in a
very short time Seattle became the headquarters of the
sehooner fleet. The New England Pish Company, an
American firm, soon after located at Vancouver. Brit-
ish Columbia, while the International Fisheries Com-
pany, located at Tacoma, Wash., put on fleets of steam
vessels, and have since been important factors in the
development of the industry.

THE SEA GYPSY.

T am fevered with the sunset,

I am fretful with the bay,

For the wander-lust is on me
And my soul is in Cathay.

There's a schooner in the offing,

With lier tojisails shot with fire.

Anil my lu^art has gone aboard her
l''i>i- tlie Island of Desire.

1 nuist forth again to-morrow

!

Witli the sunset I nuist be
Hull down on the trail of rapture
111 the wonder of the Sea.

Kichar,] 11 o\.
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ADVERTISING FISH
COMPILED BY F. WILLIAM WALLACE.

For the Benefit of our Readers in the Trade who are too busy to make up

Advertisements in advertising Fish Day in their districts we recommend the

following:

TRY FISH
FOR A CHANGE

IT COSTS LESS AND IS JUST AS

NUTRITIOUS AS MEAT

THE WATERS OF THE PACIFIC, ALTAN-
TIC AND GREAT LAKES OFFER

YOU DELICIOUS FOOD OF
INFINITE VARIETY.

We make a specialty of stocking extra lines

of fish foods for TUESDAY and FRIDAY.

Phone or call.

If you would Save Money
in Housekeeping

EAT MORE FISH!

Canadians have yet to learu the value of fish

as an eeononiieal and palatable food

Try it l^ow!

We stock every variety of sea and lake fish

food with special lines on TUESDAYS and

FRIDAYS.

Call in or 'phone your order.

Fish Should be Eaten at least Twice a Week!
THE HOUSEWIFE WHO USES FISH ON TUESDAY AND FRIDAY WILL SAVE

MONEY AND RELISH DAINTY FARE.

We ea)Ty s|)iMial storks received from the fisheriiicn dt' tho Pacific, Atlantic and Great Lakes for

those two days.

'Phone or call.

The Epicures of Ancient Days were Great Fish Eaters

!

We can offer you an infinite variety of food fish from the Pacific, Atlantic and Great Lakes at prices below
those of meat.

Special Stocks on hand for Tuesday and Friday Dinners

Call Us up on the telephone and let us tell you what we have, or call in and let us show you.
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Tuesday is a Fish Day!
EAT MORE FISH AND SAVE MORE MONEY.
Let lis serve you with fish from sea and lake.

'Phone or call.

Tomorrow will be Tuesday

You should have Fish

for Dinner!

FI8H SHOULD BE EATEN AT LEAST
TWICE A WEEK—

Tuesdays and Fridays

We carry special stock for those days and can
serve you with numerous varieties of salt and

fresh water fish.

EAT FISH AND SAVE MONEY.

Phone or Call.

V
What Shall I Get for Dinner

To-morrow ?

HOW OFTEN HAVE WE HEARD THE LADY

OF THE HOUSE ASK THE QUESTION!

\^hynot Give Fish a Trial?

WE CARRY SPECIAL STOCKS FOR

TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.

Let us show you what we have in sea and lake

food fish. 'Phone or call.

THE DOCTOR PRESCRIBES

PLENTY OF GOOD COOKED
FISH

Why?
Because the medical profession knows that

fish is one of the most nutritious and
palatable of foods.

TRY SOME FOR DINNER TOMORROW!

WE CARRY SPECIAL STOCKS FOR TUES-
DAY AND FRIDAY, FRESH FROM THE
NET AND HOOK, AND OF INFINITE

VARIETY.

A Palatable Substitute for Meat!

What 7

FISH!
Try it twice a, week and save money—it costs less

BJid is just as nutritious.

WE CARRY SPECIAL STOCKS FOR TUES-
DAY AND FRIDAY—FISH DAYS.

EVERY VARIETY IN SEASON FROM SEA
AND LAKE.

Piione or call.

ll/l «!.'„ J.L 11/1 1.1. 'iL C* L 9 ^'^y "^^ ^'y ^^ ^°'' dinner on Tuesdays and
Tf nai S ine iTlStlier Wllll nSn : Fridays? \ 'Phone or call a,nd see what we can""—^—^—^——^^-^-^—^—^——^^——— do for you in fish foods.
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PRESERVATION OF FISH.

Priiiirose Club. St. James's London, England.

August 28th, 1916.

Tlie Editor, •Canadian Fisherman" Montreal.

Sir :—
Kindly permit me to make a few observations in

reply to an article in your last issue, (August) headed

•'Danish Fi.sh Kefrigcratiou Process." It is not, by any

means, a '"uew method"', as you describe it. Demon-
strations of exactly tlie same kind' were given in Ful-

ton Markets, New York, about two years ago, and

fidly reported in "Ice and Kefrigeration." It seems

to have died a natural death, because, like the Danish

one, it had serious defects.

One defect is the rapid freezing of the fish as soon

as it comes in contact with the extremely cold water.

This shuts in the specific or latent heat which, in the

case of chilled meat is freiiuently the cause of bone-

taint ; and so it is with fish.

In this coimection let me refer to a report made to

the New Zealand Government, two or three years ago,

by Professor Prince, Commissioner to the Canadian
Fisheries Department.

In his report he strongly deprecates the method of

hard freezing, on the ground that, in the case of most
lishes it destroys the flavour and texture to a great

extent. lie goes on to say, "There is also the trouble

of bone-taint to reckon with, in the frozen article."

The Danish inventor, according to your article,

claims that the tissues are not broken. It might interest

him to know that, a few years ago, a distinguished

German Scientist, after a series 'of tests, made the

following di.scoverj". He found that, if the fish were
LCradually cooled, the blood became like snow, and
remained harndess in the tissues, whereas, if the fish

were ra|)idly frozen, the blood became like crystals,

iiul i)ierced the tissues, destroying the flavor of the

i^h. My own experience confirms this contention.

Another point I should like to refer to, is the com-
iiicnt about slime. Live slime is a preservative, but, in

regard to dead slime, 1 feel inclined to exclaim "Good
Lord deliver us." Dead slime is teeming with millions

of germs, enough to destroy the fish.. They shoidd be
thoroughly cleansed before being put in the tanks, and
tile water should be sterilized. The noxious gases should
mIso be extracted from the fish.

About the oidy sensible thing that the patentee says,

is in reference to the injurious effect of air refrigera-

tion, but 1 notice that neither he, nor the French Gov-
rnment Inspector-General of sea-fishing, has made any
•mark as to how long the fish would keep in a fresh
iindition. after treatment. They have been discreetly
ilent on that point.

I purpose visiting Montreal in a few weeks, and will
lirobably give you some information of a really new
invention, that will stand the test. The Canadian Board
of Trade and Commerce have the particulars in their
possession.

Yours truly,

I. R. HENDERSON.

HENDERSON S PATENT PROCESS FOR PRE-
SERVING FRESH FISH.

Extract from Report of Test made by the Board of
Agriculture and Fisheries, Loudon, Luglaud.

The fish treated by the Henderson Process on the
8th and 9th February last, consisted of haddock, cod,
plaice, and sprats received from Billingsgate lUarket;
ireshly caught whiting, plaice, rays, and rainbow trout.
The lish were stored without ice or other preservatives
in a room at the ottices of the 1^'isheries LHvisiou ot the
Board, at 43, Parliament Street, S.W.„ and were ex-
amined and sampled as food on successive days. The
teiui)erature of the room was not unUuly high nor
particularly low lor the tuiie of the year, varymg irom
i'i deg. k\ to 52 deg. F. in the daytime, but the con-
ditions with regard to ventilation would compare un-
favourably with those obtainuig m the case ot commer-
cial transport or storage of fish.

All the fish remamed in unquestionably excellent
condition for four days, and some cod and haddock
eaten alter eight days of storage were found to be in
a good state. As there wa,s some difference in fresh-
ness between the various kinds of fish before treat-
ment. It IS not possible to make any precise distinction
between them as to their keeping qualities afterwards,
the cod and haddock kept best, apparent, in view of
the fact that they maintained their low temperature
tor the longest time in virtue of their greater bulk,
but the sprats remained in excellent condition for five
days.

Attention may be called to the fact that t6e cod,
haddock and sprats were obtained in the open market
at Billingsgate, without any special arrangement for
securing unusual freshness.
The liquid used in the tanks was found, on analysis,

to consist of a solution of common salt with a very
minute and quite innocuous quantity of a volatile re-
agent namely, .005 and .001 per cent, in the first and
second tank respectively. This re-agent was not pres-
ent in sufficient quantity to be determined in small
samples of the fish.

It is to be understood that the plant used in these
tests was .small compared with that which will be neces-sary for the treatment of large quantities of fish

It may however, be said that there appear to be no
grounds for doubting Mr. Henderson's claims as to the
practicability of the process on a commercial scale
i\ ote :

—

1.—The above test was carried out with an incomplete
jjlant through inability to secure part of it during
the war. "*

2.—Some of the fish brought for treatment were three
or four days old, and had been on ice during that
time, making the test more severe.

3.—A quantity of fish were ungutted and moved with
the rest.

4.—The cod and haddock were two or three days old
before treatment, but kept fresh for eight days
after treatment, according to the test. The sprats
were not fresh when treated, but kept in excellent
condition for five days, although in a badly ven-
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tilated room all the time.

-The fish are not salt, although treated in tanks con-

taining a percentage of common salt. They are

perfectly fresh, as the chilling to which they are

subjected prevents the salt impregnating the fish.

Montreal, August 26th.

Editor of CANADIAN FISHERMAN,
Dear Sir:

—

As a subscriber of your Journal and as one fond of

fresh fish. I beg to make a few suggestions that may
through your publication reach some of our eastern

fishermen.

Murray Bay, St. Irene, Cap I'Aigle, Les Eboulement

all are filled every summer with visitors, and outside

of a few trout and poor smelts, fish is not to be had

except from Quebec and which by time reaches the

consumer is off—not firm. I mention the above points

because I knew of thena for past twenty-five years,

but I am assured that there are many other points such

as Cacouna, Metis, Riviere du Loup, where a regular

supply would be in demand by hotels, boarding houses

and cottages, and I believe if an agent were to visit

these places, say in mid-June, they could secure regular

standing orders for weekly, or oftener, shipments.

Fish will never be popular as a food from choice

until, a way and means can be found to get to the

consumer fresh. To see fish in winter piled up in old

boxes or baskets outside shops is enough to drive

all from eating fish, except those forced to from Reli-

gious views. I have thought it might be tried on the

plan as the "Yeast Go's., who make daily deliveries to

all the shops and take away any left over from the

delivery of day before.

There are some good fish dealers here, but even with

the very best I have at time considerable trouble to

get good fish and although no objection to take back,

still not satisfactory to consumer.

We try in winter to have fish every Friday and I

take fish for every Sunday evening meal and many
mid-day lunches. Some better plan than exists to-day

must be tried if Canadian fish is to be popular.

Yours truly,

J. WTDMER NELLES.

THE FRENCH EMBARGO ON LOBSTERS.

(By Our Halifax Correspondent.)

On May 17th it became known here that the French
Government had decided to restrict the importation of

many luxuries into their country. Among them were
included lobsters; and as Canada had usually provid-
ed all the re(iuirements in this line it left our lobster

packers with approximately 40,000 cases for which
other markets would have to be found.

Later, it was found that a proviso had been made
permitting the importation of any goods bought by the
French trade prior to 6th April last. Thus it was
estimated that about 10.000 eases could be disposed
of, b\it it still left 80,000 cases which the trade could
not sell elsewhere without reducing values generally.
Those in the trade calculated that a reduction of

about two to three dollars per case would be required
to place these goods in normal times, but present con-
ditions being abnormal and the danger of British and
other authorities creating a simliar embargo caused the

less speculative dealers to desist buying to the usual

extent.

Meantime the trade here and through its represent-

tatives abi'oad assisted by the efforts of the Depart-

ment of Trade and Commerce of Canada, the Chambers
of Commerce in England and France, and the presence

of Sir George E. Foster in Paris, made representations

to the French Government giving reasons why this em-
bargo should be removed.

Many of the arguments were ingenious: all of them
were true, and some of them were conclusive and irre-

futable, and are worthy of being retained as a basis

for similar situations that are liable to occur in the

trade again.

However, the fiat had gone forth, and the conserva-

tism of European Governments being so well known
very little hope was entertained for its withdrawal
and business had to be done while the consuming season
exi.sted.

On 21st July, however, the trade were rejoiced to
receive advices from the ('auadian Trade Commissioner
at Paris that the embargo had been withdrawn. This
news was welcomed as an indication that no such
restrictions from France or any of the allied nations
M^ould be likely to occur again. The damage to the
market value of the lobster pack for 1916 had been
done and was irrevocable, but it cleared the atmos-
phere for 1917 and future seasons and restored con-
fidence to the entire business.

Unfortunately, later reports do not confirm the
abrogation as it was then understood because it now
transpires that the edict remains in force, permits
merely being granted for the importation of sales and
purchases during the remainder of this year. The out-
look for the future, therefore, is rendered very luicer-
taiu.

The pack of canned lobsters is more for 1916 than it

was last season. This equalises the extra quantities sent
to France under the permits referred to, but leaves
the markets elsewhere practically unchanged.

The trade must revive its agitation for the complete
annulment of this restriction, and the efforts and
assistance of our Canadian Government ought to be
continued with vigor. It means much to the people of
these Maritime Provinces whether a market consum-
ing from one-fifth to one quarter of the entire pack
will remain open to them.

A Good Word from the

Magdalen Islands

September 9th, 1916.

Dear Sirs:

Enclosed please find .^1.00 in pnynuMit of our
Subscription to The Canadian Fisherman up to
June, 1917. We would tiot want to be without
this paper for a great deal more than this amount.

Yours truly,

R. DEIjANEY & SON.
House Harbor,

Magdalen Islaiuls, P. Q.
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Canada's Commercial Fisheries Progressing

Extracts from the Address of the Hon. J. D. Hazen,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, at the Gajiadian

National Exhibition on Fisheries Day,
September 6th, 1916.

a WHILE all tlu' influstrit's of the wai-ring na-

tions other than those that minister to the

carrying on of the conflict, are suffering,

the fisheries of these countries have been particularly

interfered with. As an evidence of this, the fisheries

of Great Britain have been reduced to less than one-

third of their pre-war production.

At this point, it is fitting to emphasize that both

the fishermen and the fishing vessels of the Old Land
have done and are eontiiiuiiig to do their full part in

defending the principles of liberty, of justice and
righteousness, for which the Allies are contending.
No full story can yet be told of what they have done.

A large propoftion of the magnificent fleet of

sfeain trawlers and drifters, which before the war
numbered about 3,000, was withdrawn by the Admi-
ralty for mine-sweeping operations, and it is not im-
probable that fishing methods have been successfully

applied by fishermen against more important creations

of marine warfare than mines. To use the words of

the English Board of Agriculture and Fisheries:

"When the history of the war is written, the
lountry will realize, as it has never realized before,

the supreme value to an island maritime power of

an organized fishing industry and a daring fishing

population ; for among the various causes which
led to the restriction of the landings of fish, the

chief has been the demand made upon the fishermen
and fishing vessels for warlike services. It is not

claimed that the fishermen who have readily given
their labour, and in too many cases their lives, and
the owners, who have given their vessels for the
•>! rviees of the state, have done more than their

liuty; but it happens that the assistance they were
;ible to give was of paramount importance."

The fisheries of France have suffered even more
than those of (ireaf Britain, the greater number of the

men and steam vessels having been transferred to the

national .service. Hei- Iceland fishery, which was form-
erly carried on by a large fleet of sailing vessels, has
been practically suspended, and the steam trawling
fleet, which came to Newfoundland waters, has been
reduced to four.

Information about the Belgian fisheries is scanty;
but we know that most of her trawlers have been op-
erating from British ports since the war broke out.

On the other hand, the fi.shing industry of the Neu-
tral European nations has been greatly stimulated by
the war. the fishernujn receiving previously unheard
of prices for their catches.

OWING to the shortage in landings of fish

in Great Britain and France, the exports from
these countries have dwindled. This has re-

aetfd favourably on the price and demand in Euro-
pean Neutral and Allied markets for dried fish from
this continent. It has also left the pickled fish markets
of this continent comparatively bare of European prod-
ucts, and has so given an opportunity for creating a
demand for the Canadian product. This particular
point will be referred to more at length later on.

These favourable conditions have done their part in

making the past fiscal year a banner one in the Cana-
dian fisheries. The value of the fisheries was $35,-

860,708. This is an increase of $4,596,077 over last

year, and of $1,192,836 over 1911-12, which was the
])revious record year. While this increase was mainly
due to British Columbia and Nova Scotia, the two prin-

cipal fislier.y provinces, there were increases in six out
of the nine provinces. In Ontario there was an increase
of over half a million dollars.

The following statenu>nt shows the value of the fish-

eries by Provinces in 1914-15 and in 1915-16, as well as

the increases or decreases:

Province. 1914-15.

Nova Scotia . . . .$ 7,730,191

New Brunswick . . 4,940,083

.. 1,261,666

. . 1.924,430

1915-16.

9,166,851 + $1,436,660

4,737,145
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Years ago the demand for seafish in the interior

markets of the country was so small that the railways

did not find it feasible to place cold storage transpor-

tation facilities at the disposal of shippers, and the

express rates were so high as to make successful com-

petition with the nearer United States sources of

supply, such as Portland and Boston, impossible. Hence,

the limited demand that did exist was largely supplied

from the United States.

ALL this has been changed, largely on account

of the transportation facilities made available

to the dealers. By arrangement with the De-

partment, the following special facilities are now
available.

1.—A refrigerator fast freight service three days per

week between Mulgrave and Halifax, N. S., and Mont-
real.

2.—The Department pays one-third the express
charges on l.c.l. shipments from the Atlantic Coast to

points in Quebec and Ontario, and from the Pacific

Coast as far east as Manitoba inclusive.

3.—A limited express refrigerator service one day
each week between Mulgrave and Halifax, N. S., and
Montreal.

These facilities have not only enabled outside com-
petition to be more than successfully met; but a rapid
expansion of the Canadian demand, until now the busi-

ness in fresh and mildly cured fish is one of serious

importance to the railways. How the l.c.l express
business has developed will be appreciated from the
following: In 1909-10—the first full year it was in

operation,—Department paid as one-third of the ex-

press charges on shipments from the Atlantic Coast
$15,162, and in connection with shipments from the

Pacific Coast $18,541. In 1915-16, the amounts paid in

this connection had increased to $27,122, and $34,872
respectively.

These payments indicate but a small part of the
total business, being done, as in addition to the l.c.l

express shipments, every week several carloads of hali-

but and salmon are shipped by express from the Paci-
fic Coast to Winnipeg, Toronto and Montreal, and the
fast freight refrigerator car service from the Atlantic
Coast has so developed that shipments for the Friday
markets are now forwarded by it, involving the ship-

ping in carload f|uantities each week. Moreover, dur-
ing the whole winter season, the large fjuantities of
frozen fish that are used throughout the country are
shipped in ordinary freight cars.

When it was ascertained that the express rates,

particularly from the Atlantic seaboard, were too high
to enable a satisfactory business to be done, the mat-
ter was taken up with the express companies ; but they
were not hoiieful that any great business could be work-
ed up and they regardcul their rates as reasonable. It was
on this account that it was determined, on the recom-
mendation of the Department, to allow a rebate of one-
third of the express rate on l.c.l shipments, and it was
hoped that when it was shown that a large business
could be done if rea.sonable rates were afforded, the
companies would, in their own interests, make such
rates. This they are evidencing little inclination to do;
but experience is showing that for through shipments
a fa.st freight refrigerator service is efficient. The busi-
ness has now pretty well developed to the point when
it will be large enough to take care of itself, and the
Government cannot be expected to long continue pay-
ing a portion of thv transportation charges; but if the
Express Companies will not afford satisfactorv rates.

it looks as if the dealers can turn, with advantage to
themselves and hence to the consuming public, to the
cheaper fast freight service. The Canadian Govern-
ment Railways are doing all they reasonably can to
make this service thoroughly efficient. The trains with
fish cars attached are now being known as "Fish
Trains", and the Railway Agents have special instruc-
tions to expedite their movement to assure their arrival
at destination on time.

THIS general development of the fish busi-

j^^^ iipss throiigliout the country is reflecting it-

SlSa self favourably on the fishing industry. The
fishermen are becoming more and more alive to their
opportunities and newer and better methods of opera-
tions are being adopted. As an illustration it may be
pointed out that while a comparatively few years ago
there were no motor fishing boats, there are now more
than eleven thousand in use by our fishermen, and this

number is growing rapidly.
While the herring that Aound along our coasts in

vast quantities are the equal in quality of those taken
anyhere, owing to the inferior methods of curing them
and the cheap, shaky barrels used, they have com-
manded but poor prices and the demand therefor has
been small. The pickled herring markets of the United
States, and to a large extent those of Canada, were in
past years mainly supplied from Europe. Hence, the
C'anadian fishery has not been prosecuted with any
energy. Instead of following the fish out into deep
water, and catching them when they are in best con-
dition, their capture has been limited to the time when
they come inshore to spawn and when they are in in-
ferior condition.

To remedy this state of affairs, the Fish Inspection
Act was adopted. It came into operation on the first
of May last year. Its object is to bring into use strong,
well made barrels of a fixed standard size, and to lift

the standard of curing and grading fish so that the
cured article may secure the confidence of dealers and
consumers in all available markets, and so command
the highest prices. In short, to bring our pickled fish
industry up to the standard of excellence and impor-
tance of that of Europe. Our geographical position
should make it impossible for others to successfully
compete in supply the markets of this continent. If
we do not secure these markets, it will be owing to
failure on the part of our fishermen and packers to
carry on their operations according to improved me-
thods. Evei-y effort is being made to impress this upon
them. A staff of competent Inspectors has been ap-
pointed. These Officers not only inspect and brand
such packages as are in accordance with regulations,
but they act as instructors to the packers.
With a view to demonstrating the desirability of

fishermen engaging in offshore herring drifting, as it

is done in Europe, and at the same time locating the
offshore schools of lierring, tlie Department is this year
operating a steam drifter. The experiment is proving
quite successful. Every night that weather permits,
it is making catches ranging as high as 76 barrels. It

has also picked up fair quantities of mackerel.

LAST year, a start was made in packing fish

for the Government brand. Fish that vver(>

l)ro))erly packed brought highly satisfactory

prices, and this year a considerable number liave ar

ranged to liave their fish inspected. The principal sea

son is from the middle of August onward, and the

indications are that on n large portion of the Coast.
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packers will put up their fish for inspection and brand-
ing.

The value that oiu* herring fishery alone may become
will be appreciated from the fact that in normal times

the herring fishery of the British Isles is worth from
.$20,000,000 to $30,000,000 aiuuially,—upwards of two-
thirds the value of all our fisheries at present, and we
have the fish in as great quantities and of as good
i|uality as in Europe.

The opening up the G. T. 1*. has made Prince Hubert
the gateway to the greatest halibut fishing grounds in

the World. Heretofore the fish were shipped to the

eastern markets of this continent through Seattle and
^'aneouvt-r ; but as the principal fishing grounds are

away north. Prince Rupert is about 600 miles nearer

than Seattle. Fishing vessels are consequently coming
to Prince Rupert in ever growing number to sell their

catches or ship them eastward, and the day is hasten-

ing on when Prince Rupert will become the Grimsby of

the Pacific Coast.

In this connection it may be well to point out that
the halibut fishery is being over exploited, and unless

sufficiently protective measures are soon adopted the
fishery will be seriously depleted. As the fishery is con-

ducted on the high seas, and as the United States en-

gages in it even more largely than does Canada, an
international arrangement is necessary to be effective.

Hence, the matter has been taken up with the United
States Government, and it is anticipated that a satis-

factory arrangement will be reached in due course.

Much has been done to expand the markets for fish

in this country, and much in that direction has been
accomplished; but what has been done is merely an
index of what ma.y be achieved. Too few realize what
a nutritious food fish is and how cheap it is compared
with other foods. Too few housewives have taken the
trouble to leam how to properly prepare it for the
table, simple though the various methods are. Fish
is a home product that costs nothing to cultivate. It

is an import for which no money goes out of the coun-
try, and the capital invested in the business, keeping
in view the yield, is smaller than in any other food
producing industry. It is. therefore, essentially a cheap
food. It is also one of the most nutritious and most
digestible foods. The ease with which it is masticated,
the readiness with which it emulsifies in the stomach
and is absorbed, makes it a mo.st desirable food for all

classes of people. Fish fresh from the water and in

perfect condition can now be obtained in practically
all parts of our country, and in the remotest parts
canned fish, with all the t|ualities of fish fresh from
the water retained, ma.v always be had. The soonei*

this is realized and acted upon by the people the bet-

ter it will be for them, the better for the industry and
the country. The Fisheries Exhibit and restaurant at
this exhibitinn aro no .lonlit iloinir their part to hasten
that day.

' THE fi.shennen themselves also have their

needs. As will be seen from the foregoing
considerable is being done to educate them

and to encourage them in the adoption of better me-
thods; but some definite system of technical education
in lines connected with their work is needed. This is

a matter that must receive attention when the days of
peace return. Fishermen have not had sufficient pride
in their Vailing, and in too many instances their sons
have been encouraged in the adoption of other profes-
sions. Therp is consequently a shortage of skilled fish-

in recent years had there been available suitable fisher-
men to nuin them. When the war is over, it would be
a good thing if skilled fishermen wishing to emigrate
from desirable European countries would turn their
faces to Canada. TJiey vvo\iliI find good oi)ortunities
and the country needs them.

The contrast between the yield of the .sea and the
laud is rather aptly expressed in the old Sea Song:

—

"The husbandman has rent to pay,
Blow winds, blow

!

And seed to purchase every day,
Row boys, row

!

Hut he who farms the rolling deeps,
Though never sowing always reaps.

The ocean's fields are fair and free,

There are no rent days on the Sea."

cniii'ii, iiiiil mni-i fishii ssi'ls: wdidd li;ivi' I'lMi" t,

IN NEWFOUNDLAND.

(From our own Correspondent.)

"The Canadian Fisherman" is now recognized her«

as the leading fishing authority; and the local press

makes frequent quotations from its columns. Its use-

fulness is becoming more apparent with every number
received, and this arises from the fact, as "Colonial

Commerce" .says that "what is said of Canadian fish-

ermen applies equally to those of Newfoundland, and
the suggestions made (by the C.F.) might well be tak-

en up by our own country". This appears by way of

introduction to your editorial on "Technical Training

for Fishermen".
The fact is that we need developments along this line

more so than you do in the Dominion, as we are more
dependent upon the harvest of the sea than any other

country in the woi'ld. Our fishermen are splendid

sailormen ; but they lack the training to navigate a

shij).

Formerly, things were better ordered in Newfound-
land ; and in the boyhood days of the writer we spent

many an hour thumbing a Norie, as navigation was
then taught in all the important centres around the

coast. With the passing of the old teachers navigation

appears to have become a lost art. The modern teach-

er does not seem to realize its importance ; and though

it is found on the syllabus of the Council of Higher

Education, navigation is a much-neglected study in

these days. We hope that the campaign which you

have iiuuigiu-ated will extend to Newfoundland; and

that we .shall see a revival of the study of the most

useful branch of learning that Newfoundlanders can

devote attention to. The "Fishermen's Protective

Union" has made technical training for fishermen a

l)lank in its (lolitical platform, and it urges the estab-

lishment of Night Schools where prospective mariners

shall receive the training recpiisite for the natural avo-

cation of most of our young outporters. We say "flo-

reat at crcscat."

The Fishery Outlook.

The fishery outlook on the whole is not iiarticularly

promising, though it is quite possible, if we have a

continuance of such weather as we are enjoying at

present, that we shall gather in an average harvest.

The Labrador fishery among the "stationers" is one

of the worst on record : an<l it is estimated that the

wluilf .;itc)i will not reiicli 70.000 quintals to date.
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Trapping has been over for some time, and some of the

smaller crews have already returned. Those who have

motor boats and can secure a sufficient supply of mo-

tor-fuel will likely fare pretty well, as the Sagona,

which arrived from the coast some days ago, brings

the report that fish is plentiful on the offshore grounds.

At Cape Charles, Battle Harbor, Batteau, Indian Tick-

le, and the Wolf Islands boats average 10 quintals a

day. Much of this is caught with jiggers, bait in some

places being imobtainable. Only three cargoes of fish

have been shipped from the coast ; but several are due

to go out presently. It was feared at the begining of

the season that we would be up against a transport-

ation problem again ; but we understand that suffi-

cient vessels are in sight to handle the catch of cured

fish. A considerable quantity will be exported to the

United States market as "salt bulk".

We have no definite report from the "floaters" of

which some 600 are fishing between Mugford and

Chidley. A few vessels have returned from Ryan's

Bay with good fares, and they report fish plentiful.

Fishing to the northward has been seriously handi-

capped owing to ice — a rather unusual feature during

the late days of August.

We have had such things happen before; and when
the ice moved off, large voyages were secured. As the

vessels are not returning, there must be a prospect of

securing a voyage, to the northward.
Bankers that went down to the coast about two

weeks ago with good baitings are reported as doing
exceptionally well ; and our old friend. Captain Tom
Hollett reports 300 for three days fishing. Some time

ago the "Metamora", Capt. Lewis reported for 700
quintals, but after taking a fresh baiting ; she started
for the coast ; and is now probably around Indian Har-
cor or Batteau — favorite fishing grounds with Cap-
tain John.
The shore fishery, to date, has been "poor" in many

sections, whilst it is from "fair to midling" elsewhere.

From Cape John to Cape Norman the fishery has
been poor indeed. It has also been short in Notre
Dame Bay, around Fogo, Seldom, Tilting, Peckford's

Island, the Wadhams and the north shore of Bonavis-
ta Bay.
Around Bonavista and in Trinity and Conception

Bays the voyage seems to be about an average one. The
southern shore, from St. John's to Cape Race is short;

so, too, is Placentia Bay ; but Fortune Bay reports the
best shore fishery in many years.

U is estimated that the shore fishery to date is

around 400,000 quintals, though some of oiir optimistic

people ])Iace the catch at 440,000 quintals. Others say
it is very nnich below an average voyage.
As we have before ^stated in these columns, we have

no satisfactory method of arriving at the proper estim-
ate of the quantity of fish caught ; we get statistics

only when it passes out to the foreign markets.
The lust returns furnished by the Board of Trade

are as follows:

Quintals.
Ferryland 17.330
Placentia and St. Mary's 36,555
R'lHn 110,.540

Fortune Bay 48.055
Burgeo and La[)()iN 39,905
St. Oeorgp's; 7.131
St- T?nrb. 20.100
Twillinga'' -, .-,7(1

Fogo 5,330

Bonavista 36,040

Trinity 26,160

Bay de Verde (no report) estimated at . . . . 30,000

Harbor Grace 4,430

Carbonear 1.510

Port de Grave 2,760

Harbor Main 1,520

Straits 15,700

The scarcity of bait is felt in several sections; while
to the northward squid is reported as being plentiful.

Several Lunenberg bankers have recently been to

land and secured good supplies.

The Bank Fishery.

There is considerable shortage of fish in the Bank
fishery report; but it is hoped that the vessels that

have gone to Labrador will secure bumper trips. All

our vessels when last to land reported very stormy
weather, and great scarcity of fish. Most of the bank-
ing trips around Fortune Bay have been sold as salt

bulk ; and American buyers are picking up every
available quintal. We notice that Cunningham and
Thompson ,of Gloucester, have secured the services of

one of our local mariners to take a cargo of fish across

the herring pond—to a Mediterranean port, we are in-

formed. This has caused a little sensation among loc-

al shippers, and the "Mail and Advocate" has a
lengtliy editorial on the subject, and it asks some very
pertinent questions. It is not improbable that the dis-

cussion will eventuate in an inquiry of some sort, as

the Captain whose services have been requisitioned is

a member of the Pilots' Association and is, to all in-

tents and purposes, a Government official.

The Markets.
New fish is coming into the local market, and during

the past week, several cargoes arrived from northern
and western ports. $6.75 per quintal was paid some
specially good lots ; but for low grades the price varied
from .$5.75 to $6.25. There are several buyers from St.

John's houses in the outports, and we understand some
of them are paying $6.60. It seems that the price of

shore merchantable will reach $7, if not a higher fig-

ure shortly. All depends on the state of the markets
abroad, some of which at the moment are not attract-

ive. Buyers on the coast of Labrador are paying $5
for "Labrador cure"; and there seems to quite a

gamble down there owing to the keen competition.
Some of our local firms were very badly "salted" last

year by overpurchasing towards the end of the sea-

son ; but, as the quantity of fish in sight is much be-
low normal Labrador fish seems to be a pretty good
speculation at the present time.

There is a good deal of anxiety about the Greek
nun'ket Avhich for some years has been absorbing a

large quantity of Labrador fish. Piraeus has been a

very profitable nuirket ; but it is feared that owing to

difficulties existing in Greece at the present time, the
Ijrospects for fish dealers are none too encouraging.
We had a similar difficulty last year, hut wi> i'jmho out
of the fray pretty well.

"Colonial Commerce"" in its lasi i.-ssuc, discussing
the markets, says that it would be well for our fish

merchants to again turn their attention to Great Brit-

ain. We formerly sold a large quantity of Tiabrador
fish in Exeter, Plymouth, and Bristol : but we were
pushed out of these markets by the Icelanders. An
English agent states that he sold 55.000 quintals of La-
lirndor fish in tlic West of England before the Ice
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landers got a hold on the market. Should we be able

to regain it (as we should^ then' will he loss anxiety

over the market at Piraeus.

It is felt here that the British (.iovernment should

lii'l]) us out in this matter. We are responding nobly

the way of eontributions of men and money to the

* iiuse of Empire, and naturally we feel that some

effort should be made by the Home Government to

keep us afloat finaneially. It is said that Premier

Morris, who has been in England for some months,

has been making an effort in this direetion. "We hope

that be sue<'eeds. It was hoped that he would have

effei-i(<l, through the British Government, some
arrangtiaeid with Franee as to the admission of cod-

fish into the Havre and Bordeaux markets; but there

is no indication that we have made any progress in

the matter. We have made certain concessions re-

garding tile exjiortation of herring to St. Pierre; but

we are still awaiting concessions from Prance with re-

gards to exports of codfish.

During the month of August our shipments of cod-

fish were :

—

PROM OUTPORTS:

Dried Fish.

Qtls.

To Eurojie 41,340

To Canada 4,764

To United States 202

PROM LABRADOR:
To Europe 8,670..

FISHERMAN 327

Also

Pickled Fish.

To United States .
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Lobsters.

An article which appeared recently in the columns

of the "Canadian Fisherman" is being widely circu-

lated among our fishermen; and the Rotarian Club of

Halifax deserves the thanks of the interested for af-

fording such a crustacean address.

A rather new feature has intruded itself into our

lobster industry: we have lately received a consign-

ment of four cases from northern Labrador. These

lobsters were caught near Nain, some 1,100 miles north

of St. John's. We were under the impression, till now,

that the northern limit of the lobster in these parts

was the Straits of Belle Isle; but be shall have to ex-

tend the jurisdiction of the "homarus vulgaris."

The local question for lobsters at present writing is

$16 a case for one pound tins flats. During the month
we have shipped 1,785 cases.

In addition to the shipments above during August
there were shipped from St. John's:

—

184 barrels of Turbot ; 101 barrels trout ; 324 pack-

ages aslmon ; 1,820 seal skins.

The Turbot was procured chiefly in Trinity Bay;
and the Trout came from the Moravian settlements on
northern Labrador, and represent part of the pro-

ducts secured in barter from the Eskimos. The Mor-
avians have special privileges from the Newfoundland
Government with regard to supplies imported for

their Missions. These come in without payment of

duty. The Eskimos pay for these supplies with furs,

trout, salmon, and codfish and skin boots. Tliese pro-

ducts are freighted to St. John's and sold by public

auction every season.

Notes.

"The Mail and Advocate" says recently that talqual

shore fish has advanced to $7 since Saturday ; and it is

probable that it will advance to $7.50 later. It estim-

ates the shortage in the fishery at 200,000 quintals.

It also states that $5.20 has been paid for some quan-

tities of fish on the Labrador coast. It denounces the

sale of salt bulk to American buyers at 3 cents per

pound, and it says that much of this will find its way
to the European markets as "Labrador soft", and it

"would not be surprised if some of it finds its way to

Spain and Greece as American shippers have many
advantages over British shippers owing to war condi-

tions." It says, too, that the Government should not
permit the exportation of salt bulk to the American
market unless intended for American consumption.

LUNENBURGER LOSES FIVE MEN.

Lunenburg, N.S., October 3.

The fishing schooner Leta J. Schwartz arrived here
to-day and reported having lost five of lu'r crew in

a gale ciuiountered on September 24tii, when the vessel

WHS on lier way lionie from the Banks. The crew were
engaged in taking in the riding sail when a heavy sea
waslied the deck from end to end, destroyed all the
dories, and washed five of the crew overboard. The
unfortunate men were all natives of Lunenburg County.

TWO FISH DAYS A WEEK.

By T. W. C. BINNS.
If those who do not at present eat fish would at least

once each week use fish in place of meat, and those

who eat fish on Fridays would also substitute fish for

meat on Tuesday, the ([uantity of animal food would
in tiiru» show a decided increase. At the same time

better health would be enjoyed by the Tuajority of

our population and at an absolute saving.

It should always be borne in mind that while beef

is better for being allowed to hang sufficiently long to

"ripen," fish should be used absolutely fresh. During
the last few years the tendency among those dealers

who retail fish has been to improve conditions. How-
ever fresh it may be, if the handling of fish is not done
in a cleanly, sanitary manner, the goodness of the fish

will not be appreciated. It is necessary, therefore, to

purchase fish where it is not exposed to the dust and
flies, but is handled by healthy num who are particular

to keep themselves and their surroundings perfectly

clean.

Importance of Cleanliness.

These men are more to be depended on when recom-
mending their goods than those who are careless about
their store and their own cleanliness.

Many who do not at present use fish to any extent
would do so if it were not for the trouble of cleaning
and preparing.

When next ordering your su])ply of fish, tell your
dealer how you wish to use it, either baked, boiled or
fried, with a request that the fish be prepared for the
oven or the pan. This service is done without extra

charge.

Fish shoidd never stand in water. It spoils the

flavor.

The gills of fish when fresh are red. The clearer
the eves the fresher the fish.

In a recent equinoctial blow on the Pacific Coast,
several Jiipnnese saliiion fishermen were drowned from
thfir boats iil tlie inoutli of tlic Friisci' I^ivcr.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION FOR FISHERMEN.
The "Canso News" approves of our work.

Li the July aiul August number of the Canadian
Fisherman, there is an interesting discussion in refer-,

enee to Technical Education for Fishermen.
"We believe that .slowly but surely the fishing is

beginning to occu]>y the attention, not alone of Govern-
ments but of all who are interested in developing the

resources of the country more especially of the Pro-
vince of Nova Scotia. No agency has done more to

promote and foster this growing interest than the
"Canadian Fisherman." One needs only to refer to the
August luimber, and that number is not an excep-
tion from previous luunbers to find evidence of this

fact. Continually in every number since its first issue.

Mr. F. William Wallace, the accomplished editor, has
not cea.sed by editorial and by contributed articles.

to put forth the most convincing arguments as to the
value of fish as a food, the value of the fishing iiulus-

try to the country and of the possibilities of profitable
investment in the Industry. Neither has he stopped
here, for scarcely does a number of the publication
reach its .s\d)scribers which does not contain valiuible

and practical suggestions along the line of ways or
means by which the desired end may be accomplished.

If you are interested in the fishing industry, you
v;li.,nM be II xnl>«.'ii'i'v for tlie "('Mn;i(li,Tn Fisherman."
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CANSO AND A CITY CRITIC
The Old Fishing Town is not a Labrador "Outpost" fefc^

—Nor is it Inhabited by the Semi-Civilized.

By CECIL BOYD.

IN a catchy couplet, oft-quoted since, the great

est genius of "auld Scotia" once expressed

the wish, that we humans might be gifted with
tlic iMiwcr of "seeing ourselves as others see us." As
he iiU'iitioned no exceptions, 1 sui)i)ose he would not

exclude even tliose others wlio, eitlier suffering from
dim, defective vision, or gazing Ihrougli the unsympa-
thetic spectacles of ignorance or i)rejudice, give one

hasty glance, rate us Al, — or wliatnot, and think

such a venlict sufficient to settle our standing for all

time. This latter opportiniity has recently been enjoy-

ed by Canso citizens tlirougli the July number of the

Canadian Magazine. Tlierein appears an article on

('anso, which brought to tlie present writer's attention

by several readers of it, prompted the above remark and
those that follow. Tiie said article, appearing under the

real or assumed name of one, "W. Lacey Amy" is in-

tended I presume, to be a present-day pen-picture of

Canso; but whatever Mr. Amy's aims may have been,

his artif le is neither able nor amiable, and in nuiny im-

j)ortant points, is far indeed from being accurate.

With the kind permission of our good friend, the

Editor of the CANADIAN FISHERMAN, we intend

to briefly review the article in question, commenting
on some of the most glaring of those inaccuracies. We
undertake tliis task, not for our own amusement, which
will be incidental, but in the interests of truth and
justice, and as a protest against such deceptive descrip-

tions being foistcil upon uiisuspi'ctiiijr rcadiiifr public.

public.

The article begins by setting forth the very unfavor-

able conditions, under which the writer of it made ac-

quaintance with Canso, including his own physical

exhaustion after a tiresome day's travelling. "Naples,"
says he, "might languisli under such a burden. Canso
certainly did." Somehow, we imagine that neither

Naples nor Canso will languisli to any very noticeable

extent, as a result of falling under Mr. Amy's dis-

favor. Needless to note, we feel extremely grateful

for being mentioned in the same breath with such a

famous spot, even though it may have been meant
"sarcastic."

"At the be.st of times Canso is not pretty," he writes.

I'o a certain extent in some respects, this may pos-

sibly be true, but, because some of our streets may
not be laid out with mathematical precision, or may be

somewhat lacking in the i)rofusion of shade trees that

ecitain other towns enjoy, therefore, to go on and

imi)ly that there is notliing of the beautiful at Canso
is, in our humble opinion, to display a lamentable lack
•i" perception, where the beautiful is concerned. If

know anytliing about tlie correct use of words,

piettiness" is jiroperly associated with a delicate or

ornamental type of beauty, but is by no means the

only style in which beauty may be clad.

Let us illustrate. Take, for instance, a scene at

Glasgow Head or other prominent lookout, on almost

any day. Is there no beauty in*that vast sea, so un-

changing in its nature, yet daily shifting frOm mood to

mood, as, stretching in from the distant deep, it hugs

our shores in its arms? Is there no beauty in the sight

of the restless waves, cauglit in the grim grip of wind
and tide, wildly racing in a ceaseless chase towards
the surf-fringed shore? Or, in the sight of those same
waves, lolling lazily in calm content, beneath a lazy

Indian summer sun, or again, as the case may be, d<uie-

ing and twinkling beneath a shower of silver •adiancc

from a full-orbeil moon? Is there no beauty in many
of the scenes common to our coast, as the various craft

that frequent it go battling bravely against adverse
conditions, or slip along with the friendly aid of favor-

able elements? Surely beauty is not ab.sent from such
scenes, though it be of a stronger and more rugged
type than a man-made mathematical prettiness. Neith-
er do, we despise the latter, which is well worthy of

cultivation. Then, we have seen sunrises and sunsets

in this vicinity, that would call into play all the powers
of a genius to portray, and the true artist would prob-
ably feel the result, even though wonderfully well-

done, to conclude also that our visitor could not have
fallen in with many of Canso 's fair sex, for, had he
done so, he could scarcely have resisted the tempta-
tion to grant us, however grudgingly, at least one
exception to our general ugliness. There is room for

im])rovement in the layout and character of some of

our streets, and such improvement, we are pleased to

note, is gradually taking place. For the fact that

Canso has -no slums, as the article kindly mentions,

nor any special residential section, reserved for the

elite, no apology is necessary. No matter how great

tlie future growth of Canso may be, we hope that slums
and snobbery may always be among the missing.

VVK do not object to anyone publishing their

fleeting impressions of a place (unfavorable
though they may be) if they clearly indicate

them as such, and confine themselves thereto. We
must vigorously protest, however, against such snatch-

ed-uj) views and hastily formed ideas being palmed off

as true-to-life pictures. Novelists and special writers

of various kiiuls, who plan to write about some par-

ticular district and treat is truthfully, usually spend
some little time in the locality to be described, study-

ing the characteristics and peculuiar localisms. "Getting
local color" it is called. If the work contemplated
be an important one, even men of great genius, giants

in their art, do not disdain to spend months, perhaps,

or years in such j)reparation. What the local corre-

spontleut of a country weekly would fondly dub "a
iiying visit" was quite long enough for our fastidious

critic to take in "all that we have and are," have
been and have not, with special attention to the latter.

But. although it only required a couple of days to se-

<;ure this coloring material, it has evidently taken al-

most a couple of years to hatch out the resulting tin-

type, for that length of time has elapsed since the

likeness-taker's visit. In the meantime, the features and
complexion of the sitter have been changing to some ex-

tent, so that the finished product, overcolored and out-

of-focus enough at the time taken, has become much
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more so iu the intervening period, for even slow old

Canso (snaillike in may be in some ways) has seen

some changes and improvements in the past two years.

At this point, I would like to prick my pen through a

few samples of "local color" that are decidedly "off-

color" in Mr. Amy's sketch. During a lifelong ac-

quaintance with Canso and vicinity, I have yet to hear

the words "Eastern," "Western" and "Tiddle" used

in the connection quoted. In speaking of the fishing,

a certain man or boat or whatnot, expre.ssions like the

following are used, "from the East'rd" (Easturd) "up
t' the West'rd," etc. I cannot recall, my memory being

in good working order, a single instance of Eastern and
Western being used for Eastward and Westward. Also

the narrow stream referred to, and section bordering

it, is invariably spoken of as "The Tittle." These

may be trifles, and no one would certainly not bother

correcting them, were there nothing else objectionable,

but after all. straws, it is said, indicate the change of

wind, and trifles such as these are true indications of

arti.stie truth and ability, for as a famous philosopher

has said, "trifles make perfection but perfection is no

trifle."

The general impression of Canso conveyed by Mr.
Amy's write-up to anyone possessing no other and
true knowledge of the place would be something, we
imagine, like the general public's present idea of some
lone Labrador outpost. It woiild seem to be a spot

.seldom ble.ssed by the presence of a modern specimen

of humanity, in fact, an almost wholly unexplored

coast, inhabited by a peculiar, more-dead-than-alive

tribe, part-simple, part-savage, half-child and half-out-

law, called fishermen. Strange to say, these, in some re-

spects, appear almost human, for the city explorer

fully armed with a mysterious black box, called a cam-
era, a fountainpen and a mental vacuum, will be likely

to find that the.se benighted folk "are eager to talk and
answer questions and want to be photographed." In one
point ,a striking resemblance to the Kentucky moun-
taineer may be detected, especially as the latter is seen
in melodrama. This is their love for distilling and
smuggling liquor. In fact, these .spicy sports, together
with meeting the daily boat nightly, form their sole

means of amusing themselves.

NOW, Canso iu her development certainly lab-

ers under a heavy burden in regard to back-
ward conditions of transportation and cominuni-

cation, but .she is not nearly so primitive as portrayed
therein, nor is she .so wholly content with the handi-
cap, loving the chains that bind her, as this visitor as-
serts. While more energetic and concerted action might
have been taken in the past, yet more than one voice
has been heard setting forth our claims. In terms of
actual results achieved, these may have seemed like
voices crying in the wilderness, but so far as expressing
the general wish of Canso citizens, they spoke in per-
fect harmony with the whole, though in the stress of
the present days, other things take precedence. Our
political candidates, when, at long intervals, they pop
up to jolly us for our votes, wax elocpient, or as eloq-
uent as their abilities will permit, over the iwssibilities
of the wonderful natural resources at our doors. Each
in days gone by used to carry a conii)lete variety of
Guysboro railways, aa a permanent stock in trade, .show-
ing that they thought the people desired .something done
in that direction. Up to date they do not seem to have

accomplished much towards securing this desired boon.
Generosity prompts us to supjiose that the blame does

not rest wholly with them, but is shared by an unkind
fate, and we continue in the hope that a much kinder
fate may soon preside over the railway destinies of this .

district. (

Had Mr. Amy been possessed of the larger vision, he
might have caught, at lea.st, a glimp.se of our great

possibilities, and prompted by a helpful heart, he might
have given them in his article some of the space their

importance calls for, instead of chiefly .seeing "stale
fish," smelling "overpowering odors," sneering at our
citizens, and featuring extravagant statements. As a
sample of the latter, we quote the following:

—

"Hundreds of its people have never been outside
its limits—old men and women, whose ancestors ran
to cover many a time, at sight of a French frigate or
an American privatee. Hazel Hill is foreign travel

to many of them. They are content to die without i

hearing the rumble of a train. Into the career of
a woman of sixty has come a big event—a visit to

a neighboring fishing village, five miles along the
coast, in honor of the opening of a new church ; and
she talks about it yet," and so on.

The statement contained in the first ten words is ut-
terly false and absolutely ridiculous. If Mr. Amy can
l)roduce one half-dozen residents of Canso of reasonable
age (say 18), who have never been outside its border,
to whom Hazel Hill is foreign travel, then 'Yours truly'
poor and needy though he may be, will see that the
former gentleman is promptly presented with a sub-
.stantial cash prize. Why anyone at all conversant with I

local coast conditions knows that the fishermen of Canso
(and of Nova Scotia generally for that matter) move
around more in the earning of their daily fare, than
perhaps any other large class of workers. The very
nature of their occupation is responsible for this. Few
are there among the Canso fishermen of all ages, who
have not, at some time or other, in their career, sailed
"out o' Gloucester" or Boston, or in Nova Scotia ves-
sels, and in the course of their trips and going to and
fro become acquainted with many outside i)laces. In
the round of their year's toil, many of our boat fisher-
men, either in lobstering, smacking, drifting, trawling,
sword-fishing or otherwi.se, visit Cape Breton, Prince
Edward Island, The Magdalenes and other points, and /
some are not altogether unacquainted with the West In- '

dies. We can even name those who have been "around
the Horn."

So far as the "one old lady" story is concern-
ed, it may be quite true; yet, surely the fact
of one old lady living a lifetime in

narrow limits, should not be .sufficient to brand
a whole conununity as hermits any more than
one swallow makes a summer, or' as one raw
recruit an army. You will find a few ca.ses simil-
ar ni almost any locality, even in large cities, I doubt
not. The writer recalls reading, quite rccentiv, of the a
death of an old lady, who, according to the news it<>m t
had been born, lived her life, and died on the same
plot of land. Did it happen in Canso? Not at all
Not even in Nova Scotia, but in a lar-r ;n„| vvll known
town in Ontario.

As regards the disiilljng and smuggling .stories, whioh
an; related as if they were common aiul fypj,.,,! of
everyday life m this vicinity, we have an idea that
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the "gentle white bearded man" who so leisurely pre-

1 .1 Mr. Amy to the hotel, later indu.striously pro-

: .(1 to "pull the lofr" of that worthy seriix'. Some
it' I he other old inhabitants inten'iewed probably iiad

1 share in the performanoo. There are a number of an-

ient mariners and lontrshoremen on our eoast, to whom
iiotinng gives greater delight than to meet an imusophis-

tieated stranger, in whase company they while away
soino otherwise humdrum hours by pouring into his

thirsty ears, tales of days gone by. It is al.so a safe

bet that the tales lase nothing in the telling from the

lapse of time. Suiii happenings were no doubt common
enough .some 60, or 40 years ago, to a les.ser extent per-

haps even some HO years ago, when the narrators were

younger; and form part of the pietures(iue past his-

tory of this historic spot, but as up to date news items

they are ver^' far astray. It is extremely doubtful

whether any boozer or even moderate imbiber would
are to depend for the quenching of his thii*st on the

luantity of strong stuff smuggled here from St. Pierre

in these days.

According to tiie article under review, the founders of

("an.so "cared for nothing but the fish" and the gen-

•rations since have followed strictly in their footsteps.

Another extravagant statement! Had the writer said,

''indu.strialiy or commercially, etc." we would have

very little fault to find, (for that the fishing has ever

been the foundation of our business life requires no

proof) but he does not, thereby giving a false impres-

sion. Just a few facts—facts that speak for themselves

—to set beside that statement. Canso at present has a

public school, embracing from kindergarten to High
School grades. The present building was erected a good
many years ago, with a number of spare rooms for fut-

ure needs, whicli are now being utilized. Does it look

as if the citizens of that generation thought of nothing

hut fish ? Can.so has four churches with all the usual

>uborganizations, some of them of many years standing.

Branches of the chief fraternal and social societies

are in evidence here, and the women, who are forging

so rapidly to the front in all countries today, are re-

presented by various organizations such as Daughters
of the Empire, etc., and since the War particularly,

by the starting of a Red Cross Branch. The Sailors

Kest, a reading and recreation room, free to anyone

(
l)ut primarily for the benefit of seafaring strangers

lias long been an interesting feature in our midst. Do
facts such as these bear out Mr. Amy's assertion? If

such things are any indication at all of an interest in

spiritual, social and moral matters, and with all their

imperfections they are generally accepted as such, does

it look as though Canso, either pa.st or present, coidd
he justly accused of being so altogether • forgetfid of

"everything but fi.sh." While the commercial and busi-

ness thoughts of the community have naturally cen-

tred around the industry, to which it chiefly owes
whatever importance it enjoys, yet fishermen as well
as others can sometimes spare a few thoughts for the

I

higher things.

Entertainment or such things as cater to the lighter

side of life, in Can.so would .seem, from our city crit-

ic's account, to be in a very primitive state, being limit-

ed to the gentle art of "moonshining" and watching
the arrival of the daily boat with pa.s,sengers and mail.

As a matter of fact, we are by no means limited to

such a primitive program. For our part, we think that

a tnwii the si/i" of ours, cdntnitiin?'- just to mejition

some without exhausting the list—a theatre comfort-

ably seating 500 people, a ctirling club and rink, pool-

room, shooting gallery and howling alleys, can scarcely

he said to lack modern means of recreation and enter-

tainment.

Truth and Justice demand that we also enlighten Mr.

A. and his readers, if possible, on another nmtter, on
which he seems greatly "in the dark," namely, Canso 's

lighting e<|uipment. A town-owned electric power
l)lant sui)plies the light for our streets, as well as all

business and public buildings. The vast majority of

private dwellings in (^anso |)roper, with an increas-

ing nundjer at Hazel Ilill, also obtain their light from
this source. Here we have another evidence of the ut-

ter unreliability of the article .served up for the read-

ers of a periodical of supposedly high-ela.ss; for the

plant of which we speak was doing duty sometime pre-

vious to the publication of the writeup in question.

Our being founded upon the rock, of which much is

made, has the aproval of no less an authority than the

Holy Writ of Christendom, where we are distinctly

told, that they who build upon the rock, display the
part of wisdom. We wish to emphasize this fact, how-
ever, that, Avhile our town does rest upon a solid found-
ation, one has but to go a very few yards from the wave-
washed cliffs on the coast to find that foundation covre-
ed with a good soil, a soil that, in capable hands, will
grow as fine crops of grains, hay and common vegetables
as man or beast can desire. Let no one be deterred,either
from visiting this.way by the disparaging remarks cast
at our weather menu. One could scarcely expect to

gauge that correctly on a flying trip. On account of
situation, Canso 's spring season is sometimes inclined

to be windy and backward, with fog a frequent visi-

tor, a visitor, of course, who soon wears out his welcome.
With this exception, our climate is both enjoyable and
invigorating. The season now pa.ssing, for in.stance,

which in so many towns and cities has found infan-
tile paralysis and prostrations claiming their victims
in large numbers, has here been most delightful. The
at-times threatening heat is always soon tempered by
cool refreshing airs. Mr. Amy .seemed to jump to the
conclusion that wet weather was a permanent fixture
here because it happened to be raining when he arrived.
It will no doubt startle him to he told, that we have
been without a real rain for almost three months now.
So much so, that householders are becoming a little

alarmed for fear that the prevailing Prohibition senti-
ment has .seized "Old Probs" and hustled him into
the "Dry" column for good and all.

Time and space are too precious to permit of my ex-
aiming critically all the assertions and implications that
are wide of the mark. Before passing on to glance at
a few items on the credit side of our standing. I will
content myself with referring to just one other strange
story. Rather rich it is and calls for very little com-
ment. It is the picture of "three little fellows scarce
able to totldle launching a big dory undi.sturbed. " It
certainly speaks well for the strengthening power of
Canso grub and air. and ought to be the best of advertis-
ing for a fish diet. We call it as such to the atten-
tion of the Canadian Fislieries Association and all in-
terested in the encouragement of fish eating.

Mr. Amy sees one or two creditable things worth
noting, such as "Can.so 's "honorable stedfa.st hi.story"
aiid the cable stations. Canso's historic importance
will h.' r.';.<liU nrlmifted by any student of New World
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history. We have more than once referred to it, and
Mill not dwell on it in this article, which is already

prowing too lengthy.

While the situation of our town is responsible

for some minor ills of climate already touched

on, yet Canso's location is probably her great-

est asset. To it is no doubt almost due to the fact that

this spot was chosen years ago, as a landing place for

transatlantic cables, and has been for many years now

one of the most important submarine cable stations

in the world. In this way she has, as Mr. Amy just-

ly says, "entered the council of the nations." Thanks

to that same location, she enjoys another advantage,

not yet fully appreciated. Placed almost at her very

doors by the bountiful hand of Natnre, lies a fertile

field ; a field whose snrfacec has' been no more than

scratched as yet by the hand of industry, and awaits

the plough of* scientific development for its richest har-

vest. The same waters that lap our shores conceal

a treasure far greater than the pages of fiction or local

legend have buried for Capt. Kidd and his fellow buc-

caneers. Wealth of nourishing food for the nations

larder is there; and there also, in the procuring, pre-

paring and placing of its products, lies prosperity for

the fisherman, the laborer, the man with capital to in-

vest, and the folk in general along our shore. When the

time comes, as come it must, we hope at a no distant

date, that Canso can rejoice in up to date communica-

tion and transportation facilities, and her merits and

resources have become better, and more widely known

in that time ought to see present posibilities become ac-

complished facts.

Canso does not resemble a streetwalker, throwing

gay inducements to every passerby (in fact, we strong-

ly fear she does not advertise enough, for "it pays to

advertise" judiciously) but to those, who make her

acquaintance and stay long enough to get chummy, she

reveals a generous hospitality and an unique charm,

that make such an one loath to leave and eager to re-

turn. We have heard many unprejudiced persons rem-

ark that fact. If there be any very stray excep-

tion, it but goes to prove the rule. So, in conclusion,

we extend an invitation to the writei", whom we have
been correcting in a friendly way, to visit us again at

some convenient season, to stay longer and observe more
closely and correctly. Doing so, we predict that his

resulting picture of Canso will be of a more accurate
and therefore more pleasing nature.

TWO PROTESTS FROM NOVA SCOTIA.

Perusal of a late issue of the ]irincipal newspaper of

Halifax, N.S., that is the paper with the largest cir-

culation reveals the fact that but two ads. relating to

the fishing industry are printed therein, one asking
patronage for a fried fish slio]), the other that of a local

dealer.

Recently, this same paper had a paragraph about
the prohibitive price of fish, .saying in part that at

the present rate fish was higher than meat, and of

course not a saving item in the bill of fare of the
working man. Now, everybody knows that Halifax
is a seaport town, tourists throng its hotels each sum-
mer, yet no person has been enterprising enough to

aflvertise special sea foods. No special days liave been
marked for the serving of fish except those due to a
riiwri/.iie <.,,i,t,;,i,.rntinii. How would the various pro-

duets of Canada stand in the markets, if no more ef-

fort was made to bring them before the public?
Anotlier thing is that in the working of the fisher-

ies the methods for the curing of fish were identical
generations ago. "Nothing new uuder the sun", is

accepted as verity by men who daily face perils such
as are unbelievable by any but the "Brethern" of the
sea. We hear plenty about "Scotch cure" and the
better price it brings. Shall the fisherman journey to
town next Winter and pay more than his season's earn-
ings for expenses while he finds out at the technical
college (which has no existence for such as he) how
to do his work better, and incidentally get more in his

purse? Who has been appointed by the government
to educate the fisherman and help him to be thrifty as
the other workers of this great country?

Margaret McLaren.

SOLDIER'S FISH RATIONS.

Canada's Innovation.

It is the proud boast of the British Army that its

soldiers are the best-fed fighting men in the world, and
few there are who will be found to contradict this

assertion. But the British Tommy, while admiting
that in the matter of variety there is still room for im-
provement.

In this connection he looks with envy on his Can-
adian cousin, who, while he is training at home and in

this country, rejoices in the pleasant change of a fish

ration for his breakfast twice a week, and for his lunch
on Fridays. Sample lots of fish diet have also been
sent to the Canadians in Prance, and have met Avith

unqualified praise.

The fish comes direct from Canada's famous
inland lakes, the Fraser River, and the Dominion's sea

fisheries. It consists of salmon, halibut, cod, haddock,
and plaice, and is shipped to England in a frozen state,

and, when defrosted, reaches the .soldier's table in al-

most as fresh a condition as when it leaves its native
waters.

Each soldier has smoked haddock for the breakfast
ration two days a week, and on Fridays for his lunch
receives %-lb. of any of the above-named fish free from
bone. It is estimated that during the past five months
l.T.W.OOP lbs. of Canadian fish have been distributed
amongst the Dominion's soldiers, as a saving, as against
the meat ration, of about £150,000.

The War Offic6 has been making inquiries with a

view to introducing this fish into the diet of the Briti.sh

forces at home, and it is thought that perhaps at an
early date our soldiers may be able to have the same
advantage as their Canadian brothers-in-arms.

Capt. Abi'am Cook, in the Lunenburg' >, ,i,

.laitics Burton Cook," is high line of the fleet with
4,200 i|iiintals for the season.

FISH A HEALTHY EDIBLE.

Fish of all kinds is to-day about the least costly
article of food to be bought in the markets of this

country. Physicians and pure food experts arc agreed
that there is no healthier edible, and eiiicures, from
the royal ones of old to the expert ones of to-day, are
just as agreed that, properly prepared, there is no more
delicious one. — Portland Express.
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THE SEA TROUT
By Professor EDWARD E. PRINCE, LL.D., D.Sc, etc.

Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries, Ottawa.

The scientific determination of the Sea Trout in

Europe and on this continent, is one of the perennial

problems of Ichthyology.

What is a Sea Trout? That is the question. A veter-

an Enjrlish anjjler (John Bickerdyke) tells us that sea-

trout fishinp is salmon fishing: on a small scale; and no

less an authority than Francis Francis declared the

sport to be "little inferior to the best grilse fishing."

Many Canadian sportsmen know the fine silvery trout,

of large size, which abounds on Prince Edward Island

shores, especially in the month of June ; but the same
fish afford fine sport in the mouths of rivers from
Cape Sable, along the mainland shore, north to the

Bay of Chaleur and up to Gas]ie. Some of our author-

ities have given them a specific name and the late Mr.
D. C. Smith. Superintendent of N. B. Fisheries, hatch-

ed and reared sea trout under Provincial auspices

;

but in his scheme he declined to include speckled trout,

as being an inferior game fish. In the British Islands

a sea trout (Salmo trutta) has long been recognized as

a di.stinct species, and not to be confused on any ac-

count with the English river-trout or l)rown trout

(Salmo fario).

Moreover, naturalists on both sides of the Atlantic

favoured the idea that each was a sea-run or migratory
form of the fresh-water trout. Our brook trout, which
is really a char (Salvelinus fontinalis), is held to be of
larger size, brighter and more silvery, spotted with
black and .showing a few red dots when it resorts to

salt water, and it is stronger, more gamey, and fuller

of fight than the fresh-water form. The inflnenee of
changed food, migratory habits, and different environ-
ment, has effected such a transformation that the sea

trout caiuiot be confounded with the smaller less sil-

very, and more variously tinted speckled trout, or
brook trout, so familiar in our Ontario and Quebec
lakes and streams.

No angler who has landed these fine sea
trout near the mouth of the Morell or Dunk
Rivers, in Prince Edward Island, o." has play-
ed his silvery victims in the streams of Guys-
borough County. Nova Scotia, or Miramichi Bay,
New Brunswick, can ever forget the brave fight

they make. Inferior to the salmon himself only, they
run a close second with the pugnacious, untiring black-
bass. Similarly the .sea trout of Britain has alwnys
been regarded as the sea-run form of Solma fario

;

but so long distinguished by differences in build, form,
colour, habitat, antl in a certain shade of gaminese.
that his title to be called Salmo trutta—a distinct spec-
ies, has not been generally questioned. There is. how-
ever, another sea troiit, long bearing the name of iiuli

trout, and by British zoologists called Salmo eriox.

Possibly we have in Canada a similar fish in the Salmo
albus or immaculatus of Labrador exprorers; or per-

•"The Sea Trout" (with 9 coloured plates and 63
figures) by Henry Lamond,, (1916 London, Sherratt
and Hughes). A hand.some work recently published
in London.

haj)s the "Grayling" of certain Nova Scotia rivers
may be a parallel to the giant trout, the bull trout of
the Tweed, the Whitadder, and other rivers in Brit-
ain.

A handsome and ponderous book by Mr. Henry La-
mond entitled "The Sea Trout", a Study in Natural
History." has just been published in England and has
been hailed with much delight by reviewers in im-
portant journals. The London "Times" devotes a col-
unni and a quarter to a notice of it, mo.stly favourable

;

but alas! much remains to be said on the sea trout
((uestion even yet, on both sides. Science, indeed, has
still to decide "What is a Sea Trout?"
Of the book itself, it must be pronounced a superb

|)ublication. The thick luxurious paper, large, clear
type, wide margins, 62 figures, half-tones of fish, and
photographs of .scales; but above all, its magnificent
coloured plates, nijie in number, combine to make it a
notable work. The e.xaet scientist will not be satis-
fied with it for he will notice a lack of decision and
thoroughness in the views expressed; but no one in-
terested in fish can look at the brilliant and perfect
pictures by Mr. Lamond of trout and salmon, at var-
ious ages, without a feeling of delight.
The original drawings for these really beautiful and

hfe-hke plates are from the skilful brush of Mr. La-
mond himself. Few books upon fish have been so su-
perbly illustrated. Coming to the views expressed, it
must be admitted that the final word in the contro-
versy has not been uttered. The "Old Angler" and
others can still fill columns in the sporting journals
with their opinions. Mr. Lamond reverses the usual
contention that the sea trout is a transformed fresh-
water trout. He would abolish the latter and declare
tliat only one British species exists, viz. the Salmo
trutta or Sea Trout of British waters. He has the sup-
port of Mr. Tate Regan, of the British Museum in
tending that there is only one species. Salmo trutta,
of which the famous Engli.sh brown trout is merelv a
variety. It will be long before authorities generally
will abolish the time-honoured Salmo fario, the Brown
trout. Of course there can be little question that the
balmonidae are originally marine fish, althouHi Sir
Herbert Maxwell, Professor Noel Paton. and Mr^Ham-
is^li Stewart affirm their fresh-water origin ; and that
the various genera and species have arisen by Darwin-
ian variation. A species is really only a variety inten-
sitied an<l thus established on a stable basis. In assert-
ing that Salmo trutta is one species, and Salmo fario
another, it is not implied that they are not genetically
connected, any more than that Miss Smith is not con-
nected with the Smith family because she changed in-
to Mrs. Brown (an.l has adopted the habitat, food, andmode of life of the Browns. A natural system of clas.s-
itication implies relationship, and involves ancestral
derivation But for scientific s convenience species
once firmly established must not be abolished, unless
strongs grounds for doing so exist. No well-known
record exists of sea trout eggs, fertilized with brook
trout milt, producing young which were fertile when
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reared to the mature age. Nor has the reverse been

recorded. Stress has always been laid on the sea

trout experiment of Sir James Gibson Maitland in

Scotland, which is familiar to fish authorities.

Sea trout Salmo trutta were retained in fresh water

until they produced eggs ; and a specimen of the young

hatched "from these eggs was examined by Dr. Francis

Day, when it was 6 inches long. He could not dis-

tinguish it from Salmo fario; but it is forgotten that

the^speciraen must have been a hybrid for the eggs of

the sea-trout hatched in February 1886 had not been

fertilized by sea trout milt. The milt indeed of S.

levenensis ("regarded as a distinct species) and the milt

of Salvclinus fontinalis, a species of a totally different

genus, were used, and the fish examined by Dr. Day

was a hvbrid, and not the legitimate young of a sea

trout (S". trutta) at all. On p. 37 of his work Mr. Lam-

ond goes so far as to admit that a trout habituated to

a salt-water envfronment differs greatly from the

fresh-water form, and no one can deny it, he says.

Now. sea trout (lo differ most markedly from fresh-

water trout, and the differences are not to be set aside

in the easy manner of this author and others. Mr.

Lamond, we note, objects to Mr. Tate Regan's state-

ment that, in the young stages, the two fish are in-

distinguishable, and his own beautiful drawings show

how different they are. Our jjwn Canadian sea trout,

of larger size than the brook trout, and of a steel or

blue grey hue, with silvery sides usually sparsely spot-

ted, is deserving of further study. Tjong ago Dr. Storer

called it "immaculatus", and it may yet be shown that

a specific cognomen is necessary. Mr. Lamond denies

to the British bull trout (Salmo erio) validity as a

species, and even affirms that (p. 29) "the best scien-

tific opinion does not concede the bull trout's claim to

a distinct species" — which is a mistake for no less an

authority than Sir Richard Owen pointed out that the

skeleton of Salmo eriox differs from that of other

trout, and showed a more massive element, his so-call-

ed humerus, in the pectoral girdle. This is a moment-

ous difference. Mr. Tate Regan admits that in abol-

ishing the recognized species of British trout, he is

puzzled to account for the "bull trout", and he some-

what unwillingly ascribes to it a barely distinguish-

labe race, though Dr. Boulanger, a high authority in

the British Museum, goes so far as to deny that it is

even a variety, and urges that the name Salmo eriox

be dropped.
Mr. W. L. Calderwood, H. M. Salmon Inspector.

Edinburgh, with his large Scotti.sh experience, refus-

es to adopt this course; but even he regards "eriox"

as merely a variety of S. trutta. None of these author-

ities seem to be aware of the peculiar shoulder girdle

of Salmo eriox. Many years ago the writer, anxious

to study this osteological point, in view of Professor

Owen's statement, was offered specimens of the fine

Whitadder bull trout by Lndy Fanny Tweedmonth.
The Jjfite Lord Tweedmouth had exi)ressed to the WT'it-

er, many times, his dislike for the large bull trout,

which seemed to have driven out, or kept out. the sal-

mon from his river near Ninewalls. Berkwiekshire. The
two specimens, over 20 lbs. each, in weight, were very

like salmon, being silvery, spotted ; but coarser in

build, paler in the flesh, unlike in dentitioii and with

the rounded, not square, or lunate, trout or salmon
tail. 1 found the Rpecially strengthened bony element
in the pectoral areh. which Professor Owen held to be
peculiarly developed in the bull trout. This skeletal

featui'e is distinctive. Now, just as the African eleph-

ant and the Asiatic elephant, differ, and cannot be re-

garded as one species, though the differences in size,

external features and even mental temperament, etc.,

must be due to difference of environment, so the sea-

trout can be justifiably regarded as distinct ; but, con-

nected very closely, notwithstanding, with the fresh-

water type. Dr. Starr Jordan has favoured abolishing

as a distinct species, amongst the American Salmon-
idae, the noble steel-head (Salmo rivularis), a large

silvery, gamy Pacific Salmon, because he regards it as

a sea-run variety of the "Rainbow trout (Salmo irid-

eus) ; but the two fish are so generally recognized as

distinct that it is justifiable to continue to regard the
steel-head as a marine migratory form, the nearest to

the true salmon, (Salmo salar) of our western Salmon-
idae. and quite unlike the false salmon, the Oncorhyn-
clii of the Pacific Coa.st, which includes the Sockeye,
the Quinnat. Coho, and other well-known commercial
fish.

It is interesting to note that both Mr Lamond and
Mr. Tate Regan hold that the sea trout are replen-

islied and the supply kept up the reinforcements from
the fresh-water form u]) river which wander down to

salt water.

Mr. Regan claims that a contimious series of spec-

imens from the fresh-water trout to the typical sea-

trout can be com])ared and the difference bridged
over, and Mr. Lamond says that "estuarine trout are
often intermediate between migratory and non-migrat-
ory trout in appearence and habits", through in the
eyes of most peo]ile a trout must be one thing or the
other, and a trout which is neither a sea-trout nor a
river-trout wouUI be difficult to diagnose. These
authorities are no doubt right in their theory that
ancestrally the Salraonidae are marine fish, and that
in Britain an elevation (after the ice sheet receded,
which had killed out all the fresh-water fishes), the
char, like our Salvelinus ran up into the newly-form-
(h1 lakes and the migratory variety, the sea trout,
descended ; but those which assumed what Lamond
calls "fluviatile colours" remained non-migratory as
tlie fresh-water trout. This, no doubt, is the true
story, but while the char in the British Isles do not
descend to the sea, on this continent they do, hence we
have sea trout, or migratory sea-char as they should
be called. A more thorough study of the osteology,
and other structural features, of the sea trout of the
Maritime Province waters will, there is little doubt,
show how distinct it is from the common speckled
trout. Both differ in habits as well as in external
configuration and appearance. In spite of Mr. Lam-
mond's elegant but unsatisfactory memoir, the sea-
trout, bull-trout, and river-trout of Britain, will still

he regarded as distinct species. We believe that Can-
adian sea trout differ from our non-migratory speck-
led trout of the inland lakes and streams in no less
liUH'ked degree.

Messrs. Leoimrd Mros., of Montreal and St. John.
X.H,. have purchased the s])lendid cold storage plant
located at Poit llawkeshury. \.S., and formerly own-
ed hy the North Atlantic Fisheries Company, Limited.
It is reported that Me.ssi-s. Leonard Bros., in conjunc-
tion with Messrs. Matthews and Scott, of Queens-
port. X.S., will operate as wholesale fish producers and
di.stributors on a large scale.
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HALIBUT AERIVALS AT WEST COAST PORTS.
AUGUST 1 TO AUGUST 31st INC.

AT PRIN(;E RUl'ERT, H.C.

"^ All}!. 1.- -Aurora. U.S., 10.000 Pacifii- Fisheries Com-
pany.

Hecate. 7.000. Taeifie Fisheries Coinpatiy.

Dolphin. U.S.. 18.000. Booth Fi.sheries Company.
Kose Spit. 7.000. Booth Fisheries Company.
.Mal)el A.. U.S.. S.OOO, Tlie Canadian Fish and Cold

Storajie Co., Ltd.

Apnes B.. U.S., 17.000. Tlie Caiuidian V'«h u,u\ Col.l

Storage Co.. Ltd. e

Volnnteer, U.S., 30.000. The Canadian i-isn ami Cold

Storage Co., Ltd.

Lillian S.. l^S.. .'>.000, The Canadian Fish and Co]<l

Storajre Co., Ltd.

. Aupust 2.—Elsie, U.S., 14,000. Paeific Fisheries Com-

p ])any.

Dora II.. U.S., 11.000. Pacific Fisheries Company.
All.ntross. U.S.. 30.000. Atliii Fi.sheries, Limited.

Elizabeth. U.S.. 18.000. The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storapre Co.. Ltd.

Mt. 3. 15.000, The Canadiaii Fish and Cold Storage

Co., Ltd.

Vansee. U.S.. 40.000. The Canadian Fish and Cold
Stora?" Co.. Ltd.

Zibassa. 40.000, The Canadian Fish and Cold Storage

Co., Ltd.

Equator. 5.000. Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Aufr. 3.—Graylinrr. TM=!., Ifi.nO. Pricifie Fisheries

Company.
Sea nidi. U.S.. 10.000. Paeifie Fisheries Company.
Flaminpro. U.S., 16.000. The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage Co.. Ltd.

Atlantic. U.S.. 33.000. The Canadian Fish and Cold
Storage Co.. Ltd.

Merrymaid. 5.000. The Canadian Fish and Cold
Storajre Co.. Ltd.

Director. U.S.. 25.000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.
P. Doreen. '25.000. Atlin Fisheries, Limited.
Pharaon, 16.000. Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Anpr. 4.— ITelpreland, TT.S.. 50.000. The Canadian Fish
and Cold Storasre Co.. Ltd.

.lo. Baker. 11,000. San Juan Fi.shing and Packin<r
I CoiMj^p'iy.

Venus, U.S.. 9,000. San Juan P^ishing and Packin;'
Company.

Dixi, TT.S., 5.000. Pacific Fisheries Company.
Alliance. 10.000. Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Orier Starrett. 25.000. The Canadian Fish iuid CoM
Storai;e Co.. Lrd.

Aupr. 6.—Tide. 7.000. Atlin Fisheries Limit. d.
Tnladi. 15.000. Atlin Fisheries Limited.
Gilford. 7.000. Atlin Fi.sheries Limited.
Murineapr. 8.0(K). The Canadian Fish an<l Cold Stor-

age Co.. Ltd.

Presho. U.S.. 6.000. TIm- Canadian Kisl. ;ind Cold
Storage Co.. Ltd.

Iloldal. U.S., 8,000 Ti, ' ..jiailiiui I,-,, .md Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Petrel. U.S.. S.OOO. TI,. Canadian Fish and Col.l

Storage Co.. Ltd.

Margaliee. 8,000. Atlin Fisheries Ijimited.

Nellie. U.S.. 12,000, Booth Fish(M-ies Company.
Lincoln. U.S., 12.000. Booth Fi.sheries Company.
Chief Skugaid. 75,000. The Canadian Fish and" Cold

storage Co., Ltd.

Aug. 7.—Treo. U.S., 15.000, Pacific Fisheries Com-
pany.

Geo. E. Foster, 30.000, The Canadian Fish and Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Aug. 8.—Kodiak, U.S., 40.000. Booth Fisheries Com-
pany.

Maud, 9,000, Paeifie Fisln-ries Company.
Viking, 6,000, Paeifie Fisheries Company.
Cora, U.S.. 8,000, Paeifie Fisheries Company.
Selma. U.S., 6,000, Pacific Fisheries Company.
Vasa, 14.000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.
Unity. 6,000, Atliii Fisheries Limited.
Alameda, U.S., 13,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage Co., Ltd.

Wilson, U.S., 25.000, The Canadian Fish and Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Liberty, U.S.. 5.000, The Canadian Fish and Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Trio, U.S., 15.000, The Canadian Fish and Cold Stor-
age Co., Ltd.

Aug. 9.—Aurora, U.S., 7.000. The Canadian Fish and
Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Niagara. U.S., 15,000, The Canadian Pish and Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.
Mabel, A., U.S., 24,000. The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage Co., Ltd.

San Jose, U.S.. 15,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Tom and Al, U.S.. 30,000, The Canadian Fish and
Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Pioneer, U.S., 50,000. The Canadian Fish and Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Polaris, U.S., 50,000. The Canadian Fish and Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Ida N, U.S., 25,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.
Royal, 5,000. Atlin Fisheries Limited.
Aug. 10.—Dolphin. U.S., 14,000, The Canadian Fish

and Cold Storage Co., Ltd. - -

Exhibit. U.S.. 15.000, The Canadian Fish and Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Volunteer, U.S.. 16 000. The Caiul.liau Fish and Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Mayflower. U.S., 8,000, The Canadian H'ish and Cold
.Storage Co., Ltd.
Aug. 11.—Lillian M., 10.000. The Canadian Fish and

Cold Storage Co.. Ltd.
Aurora, U.S.. 14.000. Pacific Fisheries Company
Agnes B., U.S.. 13,000. Pacific Fisheries Company.
Aug. 12.—,Tas. Carruthers. 65.000. The Canadian Fish

and Cold Storage Co.. Ltd.
Superior. U.S.. 18.000. Atlin Fisheries Limited
Aug. 13.—Glacier. U.S.. 13.000. Pacific Fisheries

C()ni]iany.

Anna D. 5,000, Pacific Fisheries Company
Omaney, U.S.. 25,000. The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage Co., Ltd.
Dora H.. U.S.. 27.000. Booth Fisheries Company
Shamrock. U.S.. 27.000. Booth Fisheries Company
Lillian. U.S.. 10.000 Atlin Fisheries Limited
Zorra. 20,000, Atlin Fi.sheries Limited.
Aug. 14.—Tide, 5,000, Pacific Fisheries Company
Magnolia, U.S., 20,000, Pa.-ific Fisheries Company
Per Gynt. U.S.. 5.000. Pacific Fisheries Company "

'

Andr.'w Kelly. 40.000. The Canadian Fish and Cohl
Storage Co., Ltd.

Aug. 15.—Stranger. U.S.. 15.000. Atlin Fisheries
( Vimpany.

Alliance, 5.000. Atlin Fisheries Company,
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Petrel, U.S., 8,000, Atlin Fisheries Company.

Selma, U.S., 12,000, Pacific Fisheries Company.

Myrtle, U.S., 15,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage Co., Ltd.
j r. 1

1

Alten, U.S., 13,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage Co., Ltd. .

Aug. 16.—Malola, U.S., 25,000, Atlin Fisheries Lim-

Aiig. 17, Director, .U.S., 12,000, Booth Fisheries Com-

pany-
. ^

Spencer, U.S., 12,000, Booth Fisheries Company.

Wilson, U.S., 25,000, Booth Fisheries Company.

Grayling, U.S.. 11.000, Pacific Fisheries Company.

Alvilda U.S.. 6.000, Pacific Fisheries Company.

Flamingo, U.S., 12,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage Co., Ltd.
, ^ , i

Venus, U.S., 22,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage Co., Ltd. w. 1

1

Elizabeth, U.S., 13,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage Co., Ltd.
j ., , i

Rolfe, U.S., 20,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage Co., Ltd.
, ^, , , c

Caygeon, 5,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold Stor-

age Co., Ltd.

Doreen, 4,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold Storage

Co., Ltd.

M. T. 3, 10.000, The Canadian Fish and Cold Storage

Co., Ltd.

Unity, 9,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Maud, 9,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Merrymaid, 4,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Aug. 18.—Gilford, 12,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Lillian M., 15,000, Atlin Fisheries, Limited.

Karl F., 7,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold Storage

Co., Ltd.

Nautilus, 9,000. The Canadian Fish and Cold Storage

Co., Ltd.

Lister, U.S., 9,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold Stor-

age Co., Ltd.

Jo. Baker, 10,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold Stor-

age Co., Ltd.

Lincoln. U.S., 10,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage Co., Ltd.

Aug. 19.—Alaska, U.S., 75,000, The Canadian Fish

and Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Mabel. U.S., 22.000, Pacific Fisheries Company.

Siloam. U.S., 20,000, Booth Fisheries Company.

St. Tjpon, 6,000, Booth Fisheries Comjiany.

Dolphin, M.S., 9,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Chief Skiigaid, 40,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage Co., Ltd.

Aug. 20.—Volunteer, U.S. 30,000, Booth Fisheries

Company.
Rose Spit, 18.000. National and Independent Fisher-

ies Comiiany.
Ida N.. U.S., 30.000, National and Independent Fish-

eries (Company.

Pacific. U.S., 12,000, The CiiMadiini Kisli nnd Cold

Storage ('o., Ltd.

Chief Zibassa. 40.000, The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage ('o., Ltd.

Bryan, U.S.. 10,000, Pacific Fisheries Campany.

Mayflower, U.S., 7,000, Pacific Fisheries Company.

Nellie, U.S. 8,000. Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Vasa, 10.000, Atlin Fisheriest Limited.

August 21. -Selma, U.S., 10,000, The Canadian Pish

and Cold Storage Co., Ltd,

Aug. 22. — Seymour, U.S., 35,000, The Canadian Fish

and Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Constitution, U.S., 30,000, The Canadian Fish and

Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Presho, U.S., 15,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold |
Storage Co., Ltd.

Treo, U.S., 60,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold Stor-

age Co., Ltd.

Uranus, U.S., 10,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage Co., Ltd.

Pharaon, 5,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold Storage

Co., Ltd.

Tom and Al, U.S., 25,000. Booth Fisheries Company.

Trio, U.S., 18,000. Booth Fisheries Company.
Agnes B., U.S., 14.000, Pacific Fisheries Company.

Aurora, U.S., 13,000, Pacific Fisheries Company.

Dora H., U.S., 20,000, Pacific Fisheries Company. m
Royal, 6,000, Goletas Fish Company . \t

Corona, U.S., 50,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Aug. 23. — Eidsvold, U.S., 9,000, The Canadian Fish

and Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Aug. 24. — Per Gynt, U.S., 15,000, The Canadian

Fish and Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Orient, U.S., 12,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage Co., Ltd.

Lillian S., U.S., 12,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage Co., Ltd.

Borealis, 50,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Aug. 25.—Exhibit, U.S., 6,000, The Canadian Fisk

and Cold Storage Co., Ltd. i

Selma, U.S.. 7.000, The Canadian Fish and Cold '

Storage Co., Ltd.

James Carruthers, 60,000. The Canadian Fish and

Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Aug. 26. — Aurora, U.S., 10,000, Booth Fisheries

Company.
Aug. 27.—Alliance, 12,000. Booth Fisheries Com-

pany.
Alaska. U.S.. 90,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage Co.. Ltd.

Shamrock. U.S.. 30.000, National and Independent

Fisheries Co.

Aug. 28.—Glacier, U.S.. 12.000. The Canadian Fish

and Cold Storage Co.. Ltd.

Aug. 29.—Advance. U.S.. 20.000, Booth Fisheries (

Com]>any.
Alten. U.S., 30.000. Booth Fisheries Company.
Geo. E. Foster, 40.000. The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage Co., Ltd.

Superior. U.S.. 15,000. Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Director, U.S., 10.000. Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Aug. 31.—Siloam. U.S.. 27.000. The Canadian Fish

and Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Yakutat, U.S.. 25,000, The Canadian Fish and Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Flamingo, U.S.. 13.000. The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage Co.. Ltd.

Grayling. U.S.. 12.000, The Canadian Fish and Cold \

Storage Co.. Tjtd.

Alvilda. U.S.. 12.000. The Canadian Fish and Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Alameda, U.S.. 12.000. Tlie Canadian Fish and Cold

Storage Co., Ltd.

Annne Larsen. U.S.. 15.000, The Canadian Fish and
Cold Storage Co.. Ltd.

Sealight. U.S., 6.000, The Canadian Fish and Cold
StoDige Co Tdd,
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Myrtle. U.S., 20.000. The Canadian Fish and Cold

storage Co., Ltd.

Wilson, U.S.. 18.000, The Canadian Fish and Cold

Storapro Co., Ltd.

Panama, U.S.. 30.000. TUc Cannjinu Fish jind Cold

* storage Co., Ltd.

Gilford. ir>,000. Goletas Fisli Cotiipaiiv.

M. T. 3. (i.OOO. Atlin Fisheries Linuted.

Note:—.Ml vessels not specified "US" are of Can-

niian Regiter.

AT KETCHIKAN, AliASKA :—

Aug. .1.—Prospector, 3.'),000. New England Fish

Company.
Aug. 3.—Argns. 6.000, New England Fish Company.

Aug. 4.--Enreka, ,''>.000, New England P'ish Company.

Aug. ;').—Hazel, 8,000. New England Fish Company.

Kennebec. 8,000, New Pliigland Fish Company.

> North Cape. 10,000, New England Fish Company.
' Aug. 7.—Bryan. 10.000. New England Fish Com-

jianv.

Aug. 9.—Mira, 10,000, New England Fish Company.

Sealight. 8.000. New England Fish Company.

Star. 1,0.000. New England Fish (^ompany.

Elfin. 10.000. New England Fish Company.
Alma. .5,000. New England Fish Comi)any.

Rolph. 12.000. New England Fish Company.
Aug. 14.—Roald Amunsden. 15.000, New England

Fish Company.
Starr. 30.000. San Juan Fi.sbing and Packing Com-

pany.

Aug. 16.—Northcope. 5.000. New Englaml Fish Com-
pany.

Aug. 18.—Yukon. 5,000, New England Fish Com-
jiany.

Aug. 19.—New England. 70.000. Ncm- England Fish

Company.
Aug. 21.—Holdal. 6,000. New England Fish Com-

pany.
Comet,* 85,000, San Juan Fishing and Packing Com-

pany.

Aug. 22.—Prospector. .50,000. New England Fish

Company.
Aug. 24.—Westfjord. 20.000. New England Fish

Company.
Aug. 25.—Pioneer. 28,000, San Juan Fishing and

f Parking Company.
All"- ''r^ Zori-ii '"TiOnn New Eii"-l:ind Fi^Ii (',,111-

pnn\

Aii'T. -io,— Vesln. 2ii,iHlu. Ni'w Kiiirljinil I'l^ii ( Om-
I
'any.

Olynijiie. 25.000. New England ?''ish Company.
Eureka. 5.000. New England FMsh (^mjiany.

Aug. 28.—Polaris. 70.000. New England Fish Com-
pany.

Rolph. 15.000. New England Fish Company.

AT VANCOT^VER. B.C.:—

Aug. 1.—Jessie. 29,000, Crown Fish Co.

. Aug. 7.—Celestial Empire, 60.000. The Canadian
} Fishing Co., Ltd.

Aug. 8.—Peseawha. 60.000. The Canadian Fishing
Co.. Ltd.

Aug! 9.—Manhattan. l.'Onon. New EiktIum,! Fish

< 'ompany.
Flamingo. 00.000. 1 r.< i .mailiiin I'l^iniiL' » iMiijiany

liimited.

Aug. 10.- Kiiigsway. 60.000, The Canadian Fishing
C^iiiuiMiiv Limited.

Aug. 11.—BorealiR, 50.000, The (Canadian Fishing

Company Liinited.

Emma H„ 30,000. The Cana.lian Fishing Company
Limited.

Aug. 14.—Carlotia (1. i ^ in onn TIw Canadian
Fishing Company Limited.

Aug. 16.—Norni-n. 5.000. I lie Canadian Fishing

Company Limited.

Aug. 18.—Jessie. 8.000 Crown Fish Company.
Aug. 24.—Celestiid Empire, 70.000 The Cnnadian

Fi.shing Co.. Ltd.

Peseawha. 70.000. The Canadian Fishing Comjjany
Tiiniited.

Aug. 29.--Flaniin!ro, 50.000. The Canadian Fishing
Company Limited.

Aug. 26.—Kingsway, 60.000. The Canadian Fishing
Company Limited.

Aug. 28.—Manhattan. 140.000. New England Fish-

ing Company .

Aug. 29.—Emma IT.. :?O.OnO. Th.' Canadian Fisbincr

Company Limited.

Aug. 30.—Carlotta C. (',,\ 10.000, Tim Canadian
Fishinf? Comnanv Limited.

AT STEVESTON. B.C. :—
Aug. 10.—Roman, 100,000, Columbia Cold Storage

' 'ompany.

Aug. "26. -Roman, 70,000, Columbia Cold Storage
Company.

THE CANADIAN FISHERIES DURING AUGUST
1916.

(P\irni.shed by the Naval Service Dept.)
The weather on the Atlantic Coast during the month

of Auffust was very favourable for fishing with the
exception of the Bav of Fundy where«-heavy fogs pre-
vailed during a portion of the month.

Scarcity of bait and the presence of large quanti-
ties of dogfish prevented the fishermen from obtain-
ing good catches of cod.

Hake was reported quite plentiful along the shores
of Nova Scotia during the latter part of the month and
a good catch was taken.

One man in Lunenberg was reported killed by light-
ning while fishing.

In Northumberland County the seals are reported to
he very plentiful and arc causing considerable loss to
the fishermen.

The lobster season which closed on the 11th of the
month was a very successful one. Since the opening of
the season on November 15th until the close there
were 188..545 cases packed and 94.409 cwts. shipped in
shell. During the correspoTiding period in the pre-
ceding year there were 160.484 cases packed and 108.-
593 cwts. used fresh or shipped in shell.

In Briti.sh Columbia the weather conditions gen-
erally were favourable for fishing but the catches were
lighter than usual.

The salmon eatch in the Southern district was not
half as great as in August 1915. The fishing improved
during the month in northern British Columbia.
Whaling operations have been fairly successful : one

station having obtained 1.50 whales so far this season.
The following is the result of the fishing in Sague-

nay County. Que. for the month of July. — Salmon
1 028 f.wfs.

: landed fr.-i- *l "r;,-,: used fresh 297 cwts •
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l)iekle(l 494 cwts. ; Lobsters, 233 cwts. ; landed

value i)>l,157; canned, 115 eases; shipped in

shell, 3 cwts.; cod, 51,495 cwts. landed value $54,099;

used fresh, 604 cwts.; green-salted, 962 cwts.; dried

16,388 cwts.; Herring 322 cwts. landed value $358;

used fresh, 11 cwts., dry salted 50 cwt., pickled 70

bbls. used as bait 8 bbls. ; Halibut, 60 cwts. value $341

;

used fresh. Clams, 52 bbls. value $250; used fresh;

Gapclin. 750 bbls, value $2.50; used as bait. Total

value of all fish landed $60,900.

The values herein shown are based on the prices of

the various kinds when first brought to land by the

fishermen. The figures contained in the Monthly
Bulletin are subject to revision before publication in

the Annual Report.

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

I FARQUHAR & COMPANY 1

LIMITED
I

Receivers and Distributors
|

--OF-- i

Dry and Pickled Fish,

Lobsters, Cod Oil, etc.

o
o

FARQUHAR'S WHARF
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia.

S

Soooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

A. Wilson & Son

HALIFAX, N.S.

Established 1878

PIONEERS IN THE FISH TRADE
: ON THE ATLANTIC COAST :

DEALERS IN FRESH, FROZEN AND
SMOKED FISH

n If you want the best in Finnan

Haddies or Boneless Strip Cod
get WILSON'S.

—Branches at

—

CANSO NORTH SYDNEY INGONISH
PETIT DE GRAT, N.S.

= ii

Brunswick Brand

i!s

yy m

HIGH

SEA
GRADE

4

FOODS I

I CONNORS BROTHERS, LIMITED I
14

Branch Office

:

6 Ward Street,

St. John, N B.

PACKERS AND CANNERS,

BLACK'S HARBOUR,
N.B.

Cable AddrtMM :

Connors, St. George

Telegraphic Addre»i

:

St. George, N.B.

Ii-
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NOW READY!
A New Volume of Deep Sea Fishermen Yarns

"The Shack Locker"
BY

FREDERICK WILLIAM WALLACE
^(Author of "Blue Water"—A tale of Deep Sea Fishermen)

|TT TIJK SJJACK LOCKEH is a carefully selected collection of V. W. Wallace's best yarns of

j] the Bank fishermen.

#][ These stories carry the spirit of adventure and thrill with the reckless daring of the offshore

jJ trawlers of Canada's Atlantic coast.

No more varied tales of seafaring adventure have ever been published.

tfIT A book tliat \vill be appreciated by all who love salt water and yarns of those who go down
^ to the sea in .ships.

******

The Only Book of Purely Canadian Sea Stories Written by a Canadian
******

Will be on sale at all book-stores throu<rliout the Dominion. Copies of the fii*st

edition, beautifully bound in cloth, can he iifoi-m'.'d ft-oin the ihiIiHsIkm-s for !|il.50.

Paper Covers, 75c. **
Special Offer to the New Subscribers for the Canadian Fisherman
A copy of TlIK ISIJACK LOCKEH tastefully bound in stiff pa])er covers will be .sent to all new
subscribers to the CANADIAN FISHERMAN for .$1.50. For one dollar and fifty cents, a paper
bound copy of THE SHACK LOCKER will be sent along with a year's sub.scription to the CAN-
ADL\N FISHERMAN—the Journal that is putting Canada's Fisheries on the Map.

ORDER YOUR COPY OF THE BOOK AND MAGAZINE NOW!

.\lessi-s. Industrial and Educational Press, Ltd.

600 Read Building,

Montreal, Que.

I am enclosing $1.50 for which please send me the CANADIAN FISHERMAN for one year,

also the paper bound edition of THE SHACK LOCKER.

Name

Address

I'HE SHACK LOCKER bound in cloth covers cost.s $\.i)0 net. For those who wish to keep the

book in their lil)rary or give as a present, we mail to any address on reeeij)t of the price.
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8
°

PROMPT SALES PROMPT RETURNS

8

P. C. PARKHURST |
^ • . n ,

§
Commitaion Dealer in Q

O

Salt ^^ W Ol T T Smoked o
o

AND p

Canned g

AND

Pickled FISH
Office and Wharf :

28 Vincent Street, GLOUCESTER, Mass.

Corretpondence Solicited Q
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaaoooaaooaoo

oooaoaooooooQoooooooooaooaooaaoaoooaoooooo

SMAX FINKELSTEINJ
WHOLESALE PRODUCER OF SMOKED FISH

124 HAVEMEYER ST.

BROOKLYN N. Y.

BUYS
CISCOES: CHUBS. S
TULIBEES; BLUE g
FINS; white STUR" gGEON; frozen as fi

well as salted round q
HERRINGS. Red g
and fat, Pacific Coast S
mild cured SAL-

^ MON. 5
S I pay market prices for all varieties of prime, fresh or S

S
frozen fish, suitable for smoking. Remittances upon safe a
and satisfactory arrival. Authentic reference. Communi- 5

5 cate with me. 9
ooooooaooaoaooooBooooaooooooooaooaoooooaoa

W; Irring Atwood, Preit.

W. Elmer
Atwood,

Vice-Prett.

Wachu
BRAND

Finnan Had

31 Bo(ton Fiih

N. D. Freeman, Treas.

Irving M.
Atwood,
Sec'y

and Mgr.

Boston, Mass.

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

I THE GENUINE INDEPENDENT HOUSE

CHARLES LYONS CO., Inc. I
Wholesale and CommiBslon Dealers In z

Carp, Sturgeon, Caviar, and all Lake and River Fish |
26 PECK SLIP Tel. 1658 Beekman NEW YORK gNo connection with any other house. Correspondence solicited S

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

CHARLES NOBLE Jr. COMPANY |
Wholesale Producers, Importers and Shippers of FRESH, CHILLED, SMOKED, SALTED LAKE AND OCEAN 5

FISH, OYSTERS AND CLAMS (Puroy brand). DEEP SEA OYSTERS 2
Phonati B«ll, Seneca 2257-2258; Frontier 1247 (after 6 p.m. and Sundays^ Beli, Creacant 2 or Nortl, 936; Frontier 62033; Frontier 5

29331 (Oyitare) Q
48-50 LLOYD STREET 20-22-24-26 LAKE STREET g

Commercial Slip (Buffalo Harbor) BUFFALO, N.Y. g
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

GEO. Le CLAYTON
CONSULTING ENGINEER

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS FlIRNISIIKD FOR
ICF.MAKINC, FISH FRF.E7.INC. AND

COLD STORAGE PLANTS

VICTORIA and PRINCE RUPERT, B.C.

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

I
ANT. B. DIMITRIOU & CO., I

S PIRAEUS, GREECE 8

5 Wholcsulc Cirocera, Fish Merchants. C^ominission Agents

q THE LARGF.ST HlvRRINC. CODFISH, FISH AND 8
O LOBSTER DEALERS IN GREECE O

O Teleilrnms: "Dimitrloti. Pirnctis." Codes tised: ABC V
S r>th Kdllion. .Scull's. lOlh F.dilion. xnil i'rlviiie g
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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2 "Inspection Certificates Furnished Where Required,"

f F. J. HAYWARD
5 SHIPPER OF

I
Frozen Salmon, Halibut and Black Cod. Fresh Salmon, Halibut, and
other fish. Pickled Salmon, Herring and Black Cod ; Alaska Codfish and

S all other Pacific Fish in Carlots only.

1 WESTERN AGENT:—ROBIN JONES & WHITMAN, LIMITED, Etc., Etc.

9 CorreMpondence Solicited
[

I
912 DOMINION BUILDING - VANCOUVER, B.C.

oooooooooooooooaooaoaoooooooooaoooooaoooaoaoaoooooaaooooaoooapoooaooooooooooooooaooood

^ ooooooooooaooooooooooooaoaoooooaoooooooooooooooa0000000000000000000000000000000000000o

I "RUPERT" BRAND f

§ THE CANADIAN FISH & COLD STORAGE CO. LTD.
9 Wholesale Dealers, Packers and Shippers

I
OF

I
FRESH, FROZEN, SMOKED, SALT and CANNED FISH

9 No order too lar^e None too small

S CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

BRANCHESCOLD STORAGE PRINCE RUPERT, B.C._ _ _ __ ^_^ _ __. _ ^_^_ _^ __ __ Vancouver. B. C
O Capacity—7000. ton«. -— - w -..^ .— — - -^m- — __ - _ ^ —^a ^m-

w

Chlcaio. 111. U.S.A.

oooooooooaoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaboooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaa

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

I LAKE FiSH n J. BOWMAN & CO.

f

g 2 8 Trout, Whitefish, Jumbo White,

g WHITEFISH We are established for handling g g Yellow Pike, Jacks, Fresh Herring,

g DORE I orders in carload lots. Shipment p Salted Herring, frontal cut or flats.

5 JACKFISH right from the Lakes. IfWe g S We are booking orders now for car
° TULLIBEES ' specialize in Lake Winnipeg fish, g g lots.

2 GOLDEYES
j
the finest Lake fish in the world, o g

Frozen herring, 100 lbs. in sacks,

2 SUCKERS ' pM-ffMw Md wiaiw ...Am fr.i.a fi.h h.ndi.d g S 240 sacks to car for November and
9 9 g December delivery.

g ESTABLISHED 1890 g a Write us for prices.

i The W. J. Guest Fish Co. Limited 8 i
"^^^ office, port arthur

g ^^/^N'1UIDI:^^ A. A KT 6 8 TORONTO MONTREAL
5 WINNIPEG, MAN. 9 9 26 Duncan St. 47 William St.
O o o
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaoooooaoooooooooooooooooaooooo»ooooooooooooooooooooooooo~ o

o
o
o
a
a

THE CANADIAN FISHERMAN
' g THE MAGAZINE OF CANADA'S

g
;; COMMERCIAL FISHERIES ::

9
o $1.00 Per Annum Canada and Great Britain. $1.50 United States and Elsewhere

o

g Send Your Subscription in NOW
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000002
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a

FISH & OYSTERS
ALL KINDS OF

Fresh, Frozen, Smoked, Dried, Pickled

.• and Prepared FISH in Season .'

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY*
COLD STORAGE ON THE PREMISES
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Photo F. W. Wallace. A BANK FISHING DORY

EVERY TUESDAY A FISH DAY HEREAFTER!
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Look for the

Mark of

Quality

It can be seen

on all

High-Grade

Atlantic Sea

Foods

Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED

Vessel Owners Cold Storage Plants

PRODUCERS OF ALL KINDS
OF ATLANTIC SEA FOODS
FOR HOME & EXPORT TRADE

Main ^Office - - - MONTREAL, Canada
Branches

DIGBY, N.S. CANSO, N.S.

Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED
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ONTARIO
Department of Game and

Fisheries
The attention of the fishermen is Invited to the

I'oUowiug provisions of the Dominion Special Fish-
ery Regulations for the Province of Ontario and of
the Ontario Game and Fisheries Act.

Fishing by means other than angling or trolling
except under the authority of u lease, license or
permit issued by this Department Is prohibited.

Non-residents, that Is persons domiciled in the
Province for a period of less than six mouths, ar«
not allowed to angle or troll without an angler'i
permit.

No one shall fish for or talce largo mouthed or
small Dfouthed black bass, maskinonge, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts,

otherwise than by angling.

No one shall fish for large mcuthed or small
mouthed black bass, maskinonge, salmon^ speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts
through the ice.

The sale or export of small or large mouthed
black bass, of maskinonge and ot speckled trout,

brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts is pro-

hibited.

The sale or export of pickerel (dore) less than
fifteen inches in length, measuring from the point of

the nose to the centre of the posterior margin of the
tail, is prohibited.

The taking of whiteflsh or salmon trout less than
two pounds in weight is prohibited.

"

The use of trap nets is prohibited.

Fishing with gill nets in Lake Erie, from De-
cember 15th to March 15th, both days inclusive, is

prohibited.

No one shall set or place nets other than hoop
nets, dip or roll nets, in any rivtr or creek or with-

in five hundred yards of the entrance thereto. This
prohibition shall not apply to carp fishing.

CLOSE SEASONS (Commercial Fish.)

Pickerel.—In water other than the Great Lakes,
Georgian Bay, North Channel and connecting
waters—April 15th to June 15th.

Whiteflsh and Salmon Trout.—In waters where
commercial fishing with gill nets is not permitted
—October 5th to November 6th, both days in-

clusive.

In the Bay of Qulnte—November Ist to No-
vember 30th, both days Inclusive.

In waters other than the Bay ot Quiute, Great
Lakes, Georgian Bay, North Channel and connect-

ing waters, where commercial fishing with gill nets

is permitted—October 5th to November 30th,

both days inclusive.

LIMIT OF CATCH (Commercial Fish.)

(By Angling or Trolling.)

Pickerel.—Twelve per day.

Salmon Trout.—Big and Little Rideau Lakes,
three per day. Other waters except Great Lakes,
Georgian Bay, North Obannel and connecting
waters, five per day.

A. SHERIFF.
Deputy Minister of Game and Fisheries.

Department of Game and Fisheries.

Toronto, Feb. 1st., 1916.

Exceptional

Angling

Opportunities

are offered bj* tiic Piovince of Quebec, which

;. flic only one that leases exclusive hunting

fishing territories over large areas of

i'i)rest, lakes and rivers, both to Clubs and pri-

vate individuals, veith the privilege of erect-

•- -tT" -iorcon.

Membership may be obtained, if desired,

in many existing clubs, with camp privilcf^fs

alroiidy piovided, and often with the right of

(•rc-tii;Lr private summer homes on suitabk

11 the club territory.

Oil all unleased Crown Lands and Wate'i*.

angling and hunting are absolutely free to r« i

of the Province, and the only charge to

tiii;!-!L'sidents is the cost of the non-residf

fi.sliinir or liuntiiitr license.

To the Wholesale Fish Trade

The attention of dealers who receive their

fiesh fish from PoiUand and other foreign

sources is directed to the exceptional oppor-

tunities of obtaining their supply from the

Baie des Chaleurs and the North Shore of the

St. Lawrence, to their own advantage and that

of their customers, and to the benefit of the

i ishermen of the Province of Quebec.

ill Information apply to—

The Minister

of Colonization, Mines and

Fisheries

Of the Province of Quebec
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Department of The Naval Service

Fisheries Branch

In addition to the full statistics of the Fisheries which are published yearly in the Annual
Report, the Department issues monthly bulletins containing statistics of the sea fisheries and
general information in regard thereto. Copies of these will be sent free to any applicant.

The value of the Fisheries of Canada is now about $36,000,000.00 annually.

The demand in the home markets for fresh and mildly cured fish, is expanding .very

rapidly. The Department pays one-third of the express charges on less than car-load lots on all

shipments of such fish from the Atlantic Coast to points as far west as the eastern boundary of

Manitoba, and from the Pacific Coast, as far east as this boundary.

Close Seasons for Fish in Force on June 1st, 1916
i

Ki.id of Fi»h: Nova Scotia. New Bruniwick. P. E. Island. Quebec.

Ban (Achigan)

.

Maskinonge. . . .

Ounaniche
Oysters
Quahaugt

Pickerel
Salmon (netting).
Salmon (angling).
Smelts
Sturgeon
Speckled Trout.

.

Salmon Trout. . .

Whitefish

bl Jan. to 30 Sept.
Oct. 1 to May 10 &
July 1 to Aug 31.

Aug 16 to Feb. 28
eAug. 16 to Jan. 31.
fApril 1 to July 1.

Oct. 1 to March 31.

bl Jan. to 30 Sept.
Oct. 1 to May 10 and

July 1 to Aug. 31.

Aug',' ie' to 'Feb. '28.

Sept 10 to March 31.
(March 1 to June 30.
June 1 to July 1

Oct. 1 to March 31.

Manitoba.

April 1(5 to June 20.

Oct.' I'e' io'jtine'l'jS.'

Sept.' I's to 'Nov.'
'19'.'

'

bl Jan. to 30 Sept.
Oct. 1 to May 10 and

July 1 to Aug 31.

Aug. 16 to Feb 28
Sept. 16 to March 31
(April 1 to June 30.

Oct! 1 to' 'Ma'rcii' Si!

'

1 April to 15 June.
15 April to 15 June.

1 Oct. to 30 Nov.
bl Jan. to 30 Sept.

April 15 to May 15."

Aug. 1 to April 30.
Sept. 16 to April 30.
April I to June 30
June 1 to June 30.
Oct. 1 to April 30
Oct. 15 to Dec 1.

i
Kind of Fish: Ontario. Saskatchewan and

Alberta
British Columbia.

Bass (Achigan). .

Maskinonge
Ounaniche
Oysters
(^uahaugs
I'ickerel

salmon (netting).
Salmon (angling).
Smelts
Sturgeon
Speckled Trout.

.

Salmon Trout. . .

Whitefish

al Jan to 15 June.
1 Jan. to IS June.

cApril IS to May IS.

cSept. 15 to April 30.
uOct. 5 to Nov. 30.
gOct. 6 to Nov. 30.

dApril 1 to May 18.

6'ct."l'6'to'j'une'l6.
"

Sept.' IS to' Dec'.' 15.'

May I to Aug. 31

See regulations.

a—Except in Lake Erie west o( Pt. Pelee where close sea-
son is May 24 to July 16.

b~E>cept on leased areas, where close season is from 1 July to
31 Aug.

c—See reKulations.
d—Eicept in waters north of or intersected by 54th parallel north

lat. between eastern boundary of Saskatchewan, and I09lh
meridian and in waters intersected by or north of 55th
parallel n. lat. west of this meridian to western boundary of
Alberta, where there Is no close season.

e—Except in Cape Breton Island, where close season is from
Sept. 27 to May 31.

f—Bag-net fishing season Dec. 1 to Feb. 15: gill-net fishing season
Oct. 15 to Feb. 15. Licenses required for bag-nets or gill-

nets.
a—For exceptions see regulations.

Except in waters specified in (d) where close season is from
1 Oct. to Nov. 30.
For British Columbia See Regulations.
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being called for by the War Purchasing Commission,

Ottawa. Producers in Canada have also numerous er-

quiries from British dealers to supply fresh-frozen,

cured and canned fish in immense quantities. Alto-

gether the orders amount to vastly more than we can

supply at the present time with our limited means of

production.

The demand, of course, is occasioned by the "War

and the scarcity of fishing vessels and fishermen in the

Allied countries, but if we can supply the orders, it is

a trade that will remain to some extent after the War.
However, numerous difficulties have arisen here in Can-
ada which require much deliberation and thought. In

the first place, through the efforts of the Canadian Fish-

eries Association and Fisheries Department, we have
stimulated a healthy demand in Canada for fish foods

—greater than has ever been known in the history of

Canada's fisheries. In the second place, a large num-
ber of Canada's professional fishermen have enlisted

in the overseas forces and there is a consequent short-

age in labor for production. Fishing craft of the right

sort are hard to procure and builders cannot tackle

any more orders for months to come. Another fea-

ture of the huge fish orders from overseas is the fact

that they have come in at the wrong season. If they
had been placed last spring, the Lunenburg salt fish-

ing fleet and others could have brought in their fares

in a fresh state and could have shipped them to Great
Britain. During the summer, vast quantities of fish

have been salted and dried for the "West Indian, South
American and Continental markets.

Winter is coming on now and fishing on the Great
Lakes will end at Christmas thus cutting off a source
of production in fresh water fish. The boat fishermen
of the Pacific and Atlantic shore fisheries will have to

haul up soon and the season of the Canadian salt fish-

ing fleet is over and the schooners employed have gone
into freighting—a business which is more profitable
than fishing in these days of high freights. Supplies
of fish in winter are irregular owing to the prevalence
of rough weather on the Pacific and Atlantic Banks.
For Canada to fill these orders, a National Regis-

tration of Fisheries Production will be absolutely ne-
cessary, and above all the prices offered must be
enough to induce vessel owners to equip vessels for
winter fishing and fishermen to ship. If the Lunen-
burg fishermen could be induced to man vessels for
winter fresh fishing, production could be increased
considerably as these men usually stay ashore in winter.
Arrangements could be made whereby the Northern
Lakes could be fished more considerably than hereto-
fore, and on the Pacific, it would seem that more ves-
sels of the bigger class are necessary for offshore voy-
ages. If anything is going to be done in increasing
production both for home and abroad this winter, some
kind of Regi.strRtion Committee is necessary to take
stock of our resources and means of ])roduetion.
Otherwise, the whole thing will amount to a Stock
Market quotation—" Healthy demand but no supply."

NATIONAL FISH DAY IN MONTREAL.

The Montreal members of the Canadian Fisheries
Association, including wholesalers, retailers, naval
architects and representatives of the press gathered
around the festive board on the evening of Tuesday,
October 31st, National Pish Day. The dinner was
staged at Freeman's Hotel and fish featured prominent-
ly in the menu. Here 's the Bill of Fare

:

Olives Celery

Oysters on the half-shell

a la Paulhus
Clam Chowder a la Grant
Boiled Cod, Sauce a la Byrne

Potatoes a la "Wallace

Salmon Steaks, Brittain Style.

Irish Potatoes, O'Connor
French Peas Letourneau

Ice Cream a la Spooner

French Pastry Harpellaise

Cheese and Crackers

Demi Tasse

The dinner was excellently cooked and tastefully
served and all were unanimous in the verdict that fish
as the piece de resistance could very well take the
place of meat. Everything went with gusto and a spirit

of good-will and comradeship reigned among the
party.

After drinking the health of the King, Mr. J. A.
Paulhus, Chairman of the Publicity Committee of the
Canadian Fisheries Association and Chairman of the
Fish Day Dinner announced that the Montreal mem-
bers had wired their best wishes for the success of
Tuesday Fish Day to their brother members in Prince
Rupert and Vancouver who were also holding dinners
to celebrate the event. Prince Rupert wired back as
follows

:

"We held a most successful Fish Luncheon to-

day at the Central Hotel, Prince Rupert, com-
memorating Canada's Fish Day. Suitable speeches
were made by Mr. T. H. Johnson of the Canadian
Fish and Cold Storage Company, Ltd., on Ser-
vice and Facilities. His remarks were ably sup-
ported by the Mayor of the City and by Mr. G.
W. Nickerson, ex-president of the Board of Trade,
who occupied the Chair. The Fisheries of the
Dominion, the fishing industry of Prince Rupert
and the Canadian Fisheries Association were duly
roiiicniborod."

G. A. WOODLAND,
President, Prince Rupert Board of Trade.

The Vancouver fish men organized a large fund for
their Publicity Campaign in aid of the Association's
Tuesday Fish Day scheme and under the directorship
of tlie Association's members in that city, extensive
plans were carried out for "putting two fish days
into one week."
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Tliousnnds of posters and handbills were distributed

by the Association all over Canada. The Association's

members in the fish trade advertised extensively in

their local papers, and as far as Montreal is concerned,

fish as' a food was given great publicity.

^ The President, Mr. D. J. Byrne, was successful in

organizing a Fish Day Luncheon at the Montreal

Branch of the Rotary Club. The Dining Room was

hung with the Association's posters and Mr. Byrne
took the opportunity of preaching the gospel of fish

MS a food to the hundred Montreal business men who
were present at the Rotary Club Fish Day luncheon.

Such publicity cannot help but further the progress

and development of Canada 's fisheries and it is gratify-

ing to know that every member of the Canadian Fish-

eries Association did his bit to help the work along on

- Tuesday, October 31st.

CANADIAN FISHERIES REPORT, 1915-6.

It is with great pleasure that we pick up the Forty-

Ninth Annual Report of Canada's Fisheries and note

that our fisheries have reached a new record in value

—amounting for the statistical year of 1915-6 to $35,-

860,708—-an increase of $4,596,077 over the year previ-

ous. The increase is largely due to the increased pack

of salmon and the higher price of halibut in British

Columbia—both of which amounted to $3,023,234 over

f last year. Nova Scotia also came ahead with an in-

crease of $1,436,660 due to the increased catch of the

Lunenburg salt bankin? flert nnd the high prices pre-

vailing for lob.sters.

Tiic Report outlines the Fisheries as follows:

New Brunswick, which gave an increase of over

$600,000 in the previous year, shows a decrease of

$202,938 in the year under review. The north shore of

the province is alone responsible for the decrease where

a lack of salt for curing caused a drop of $94,000 in

the value of the herring catch, while mild weather dur-

ing the winter caused a decrease of over $120,000 in

I till' value of the smelt catch.

The counties of St. John and Charlotte, on the other

hand, show an increase of $62,548 over the previous

year, notwithstanding the fact that the previous year

was one of the very best in the history of the Bay of

Fundy fisheries, and it is a satisfactory feature of the

increase that all branches of the industry shared in it.

Prince Edward Island records a decrease of over

$300,000, which was caused by a poor smelt fishery,

due to the mildness of the winter weather, and to the

late opening of the lobster fishery, on the north side

of the island, owing to th^ presence of ice on the shore.

The value of the Quebec fisheries has increased by
$152,421, due chiefly to an increased catch of codfish

and high prices, especially on the coast of Gaspe and

in Chaleur bay. The closing of several sawmills, the

increased use of motor-boats and better facilities for

sellin? thfir fish causpd a greater number of voting

men fishing in the Gaspe dis-

trict, with the result that all did well.

Manitoba sho\vs a decrease of $106,497, due to the

large number of fi.shermen who enlisted for overseas

service, and the severity of the weather during the

winter fishing season.

The value of the fisheries in the Yukon territory

shows a slight decrease.

The fisheries of Ontario, the figures for which are

supplied to this department, by the provincial game and
fisheries department, show an increase of over half a

jnillion dollars. Trout, whitefish, herring and pickerel,

each gave substantial increases, while both the catch

and value of pike were less.

To the total value of the fisheries of Canada the sea

fisheries contributed $31,241,502, and the inland fish-

eries $4,619,206.

The following table shows the value produced from
the fisheries of each province in the respective order

of rank, with the increase or decrease as compared
with the year 1914-15.

Value

Province. Produced. Increase. Decrease.

$ $ $
British Columbia . . . . 14,538,320 3,023,234
Nova Scotia 9,166,851 1,436,660

New Brunswick 4,737,145 202,938
Ontario 3,341,182 585,891 ......

Quebec 2,076,851 152,421

Prince Edward Island . . 933,682 327,984

Manitoba 742,925 106,497

Saskatchewan 165,888 33,871

Alberta 94,134 7,414

Yukon 63,730 5,995

Totals 35,860,708 5,239,491 643,414

Net Increase 4,596,077

The whole report is a pleasing one considering the

conditions which are prevailing. The report for 1916-7

should show a still greater increase in value owing to

the demand from overseas, the increased home con-

sumption, and the higher prices obtained for fish. Al-

together, everything is looking ro.sy for Canada's fish-

eries. The demand is good and increasing daily, the

fishermen will obtain good prices for their fish this

winter, and if the weather is fair and the fish plentiful

on the fishing grounds, the fish business will be swing-

ing along 0T1 the crest of Prosperity's wave.

PISCATORIAL PARAGRAPHS.

At tfce Fish Day Dinner of the C. P. A. in Montreal,

Mr. H. A. (Louie) Letourneau made a reputation as a

raconteur. Friend Louie tells a story about a man
who came into his store some years ago looking as if

he was recovering from a convival time. The man
looked all over the fish in the store and asked Mr. Le-

tourneau to pick him out a nice fish for 15 cents

—

that being all he had left. "You see," vouchsafed the
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purchaser. "Myself and some friends took a holiday

yesterday to go fishing. One was to get the grub;

another the booze, and another fellow, the lines and

bait. We got the grub and the booze, but forgot to

bring the lines and bait, and if I got home to my wife

without a fish, she'll give me hell. Pick me out a nice

fish and I'll tell her I caught it and square myself."

Louie listened sympathetically and i)icked out a large

dore. Going into the back of the store, he substituted

a smoked finnan haddie for the dore, and wrapping

it up, gave it to the man who departed joyfully with

the parcel under his arm. As Friend Louie says, "I

would have given more than 15 cents to see what

happened when he sprung that yarn on his wife!"

So would we.

With regard to the overseas trade in fish foods,

Canadian exporters would do Avell to remember that the

North Sea — the great fishing ground of the European
trawlers — has had a two year's rest and with the end

of the war fish should be extremely plentiful and con-

sequently cheap. This will effectually kill a lot of the

business which Canada may be enjoying at present.

Certain Canadian fish foods will hold a market in

Great Britain, but there is nothing like the home market

and we do not want to neglect it.

It is about time that some live Canadian producer

did some experimenting vnth dogfish. The United
States Bureau of Fisheries has already successfiilly

demonstrated that dog-fish is marketable under the

name of gray-fish. In England it is marketed as flake-

fish and has been sold for as high as $1,50 to $2.00

per stone of 14 lbs. recently. Filletted, salted, smoked
or canned, the dogfish ought to command a market.

The fishermen would be glad to see it utilized.

Some monster mackerel fares have been landed by
Gloucester seiners recently. The schooner Arthiir

James landed 125,000 pounds of fresh mackerel on
Oetober 19th at Boston, while the schooner Benjamin
A. Smith landed 110,000 pounds. On that date some
330.000 pounds of fresh mixed mackerel were landed
at the same time. The Arthur James has since been run
down in a fog and sunk off Camden, Maine, by a coast-
ing .steamer.

Fishermen will receive good prices for fish this win-
ter. There is no call for men to stay ashore with the
demand for fish prevailing.

SONGS OF THE TRAWLERS.

CAP'N STORM-ALONG.

(These verses refer to the work of the British trawl-

ers in mine-sweeping and patrol work in the Noi'th

Sea).)

They are buffeting out in the bitter grey weather:
Blow the man down, bullies, blow the man down

!

"Sea-lark" singing to "Golden Feather,"
And burly blue waters all swelling arouu'.

Tliere's "Thunderstone" butting ahead as the wal
low.

With death in the mesh of their deep-sea trawl,

There's "Night-hawk" swooping by wild "Swallow.
'

And old Cap'n Storm ?along leading 'em all.

Bashing- "the seas to a welter of white,

Look at the fleet that lie leads to the fight.

O, they're dancing like witches to ojjen the ball

:

And old Cap'n Stdi'iii-nloiifr's lord of 'oin all.

Now where have you seen siicli a bully old sailor/

His eyes are as blue as the .scarf at his throat;

And lie rolls on tlu? bridge of his rusty black whaler
In yellow sou '-wester and oil-skin coat.

In trawler and drifter, in dinghy and dory.
Wherever he signals, they leap to his call.

They batter the- seas to a lather of glory.

With old Cap'n Storm-along leading 'em all.

You'll find he's from Devon, the sailor I mean.
Look at his whaler now, shipping it green.

0, Fritz and his "U-boat" must crab it and crawl.
When old Cap'n Storm-along sails to the ball.

Ay. there is the skipper that knows how to scare 'em.

Blow the man down, bullies, blow the man down

!

Look at the sea-Avives he keeps in his harem.
Wicked young merry-maids, buxom and brown.

There's "Peggy." the sea-witeh. and "Gipsy" so lis-som.

All dancing like ducks in the teeth of the squall.

With a bright eye for Huns, and a Hotchkiss to kiss

'em;
For old Cap'n Storm-along 's lord of 'em all.

Look at hiin, battering darkness to light.

Look at the fleet that he leads to the fight,

0. hearts that are mighty, in ships that are small.

Your old Cap'n Storm-along's king of us all.

—Alfred Noyes.

Members of the Canadian Fisheries Association can
procure a sterling .silver button-hole badge of the As-
sociation by forwarding 52 cents to the Secretary.

WARNING TO FISHERMEN.
Says The Popular Science ^roiithly (New York,

September) : "While fishing in a small Pennsylvania
stream the Rev. W. P. Perry was killed almost in

stantly when the steel rod he was holdiiig became
entangled in high-tension transmission wires over his
head. He was wading in the stream at the time and
whipping the water in the usual way. With no
thought of the live wires he madi- a east with the line

and there was a blinding flash. The current of twenty
thousand volts leaped doAvn the rod, coursed through
his body, and killed him before he could make an
outcry. This is said to be the first instance oti record
of the death of a man under such circumstances. Dur
ing severe winter storms it is not infrequent to hear
of cleetroiMif ion« dni' to fnllnn 1!\-,. n-;r,.« li!,1,1,in ill

debris,
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Montreal Celebrates National Fish Day

'v.'%.;i AT the national Tuesday Fish Day Dinner
" hehl in Montreal on Tuesday, October 31st.

Mr. J. A. I'aulhus, Chairman of the Canadian

Fisheries Association's Publicity Committee, and tlu;

gentleman largely responsible for the inauguration of

a Fish Day to seperate Fish from Fridn .;iw.]<p to

the as.sembled juembers as follows:

Gentlemen

:

It is gratit\ m^ iimi oii-ouraging to see how well you

have responded to the call to this informal banquet.

It is another proof of your devotion and goodwill to

the catise we have so much at heart, and which we

have so stubbornly and so energetically advocated and

defended.

To-niglit, at the close of a Si)ecial Fish Day, the

second since the inception of our Association we are

here assembled in a family pact to survey the work

that has been done, and to conceive and form plans

for the future. I shall not dwell too long on the past.

You will allow me to say, however, that this Associa-

tion feels proud of what it has accomplished towards

bettering the conditions of the fish interests at large.

As soon as the programme of the Association was made
known, as soon as the different committees were form-

ed and the executive given control, each one of you
set your minds to your new tasks and gave earnestly

and with enthusiasm, your time, efforts, and knowledge
for the benefit of the Association.

At first it was thought that our efforts should be

spent particularly on the two last articles of our pro-

gramme, namely, the distribution and the consumption

of fish.

It would be unfair on my part at this meeting not

to mention the active, clever, and tactful part that our

president has taken in the direction of the Association.

His able appeals, published in our Fisheries Magazine,

were vibrant with sincerity and confidence. And
clever and arduous in his sphere of action has been

the chairnuui of our transportation committee. His

was a task where patience, courage and aggressiveness

were an absolute necessity.

He has tackled the intricacies and the difficulties

of the transportation problems with an elan that has

produced immediate and marvellous results.

AND about the talents and ability of our

genial secretary-treasurer and editor of our

official paper — the Canadian Fisherman —
enough cannot b6 said. By his untiring efforts, his

enthtisiasm, and his magic literary powers, the cause

of the consumption of fish could never have been

placed in better hands, and the immense success

achieved is the result of his persevering and resource-

ful methods. The help we have received from oiir maga-
zine (which 1 am pleased to say is the best edited

|)aper of the kind in America, and which is under his

direction) cannot be over-e.stimated. Our artistic

Iriend has another tribute of admiration from us for

the way he has handled the funds trusted to his care.

I remember with pleasure, that at a meeting when the

question of our finances was discussed, our president

pointing to our treasurer, said "lie has kept seated on
onr treasury chest." I would add in good French
that he has been—le chien de garde de notre tresor.

In fact, gentlemen, we have congratulations and

thanks for every one of the executive who have all

been so painstaking in the fulfilment of the promises

made to support our cause. While this Fish Day may
not have had the great success our first one enjoyed,

that was to be expected. The economic conditions of

the country have changed materially. During the last

two years the whole economic fabric of the Dominion
has been revolutionized, and at the present moment
in certain spheres of action, conditions are such that

they cause uneasiness and perplexity. My intention

is not to discuss at any length the cause or the effect

of the present troubles, which to my mind are not at

all mysterious and could be quite reasonably explained.

I wish, however, to lay before you certain suggestions.

and, I may say, even certain concerted actions which
have been instigated and put before authorities, to the
effect that the cause of the increase in price of food-

stuffs was due to the cold storage system of the coun-
try. In my opinion, nothing is so perfectly erroneous,

and as our trade is closely related to cold storage busi-

ness, I think it not amiss to argue the question from
my own point of view, and perhaps start a discussion
which might be of some advantage for us in the future.

Let it be understood that the cold storage in.stitution

is not intended to be a s\ibsidiary of the St. Vincent
de Paul Society. Every dollar that is placed in that
business, like in any other legitimate business, is an
investment which should pay interest on the capital

invested. Also, like any other legitimate business, of
a certain speculative nature, I maj' say that, year in

and year out, the cold storage business has not been
the Klondyke that some people think it is. I am speak-
i!ig to business men, and we know that in years when
produce was very plentifid and competition keen, the
cold storage men have lost money. Under these cir-

cumstances I have never heard that a deputation of
similar nature to the one that was in Ottawa a few
days ago, ever asked the government to force any
consumer in the country to put his hand in his pocket
and make good the loss. But when like this year food-
stuffs soar up to exceptionally high levels, some zealous
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pi^ople, so very iiuich interested in the welfare of the

masses, think they must find a cause, and the first

tiling that is most likely to appeal to the fancy of the

consumers is picked out and fanned until it takes the

proportion of a conflagration and leads to a disaster.

3r~7| GENTLEMEN, I sincerely believe it would

^^UM be a disaster for the produce trade of this

bBHS country if any law should be enacted that

might interfere with the free action of the cold storage

business community in this country. We must not

forget that the principle of the cold storage system

i> nothing but the prolongation of the season of a cer-

tain commodity which is produced at a certain time

of the year only, and during a determined space of

time. The action of the cold storage industry is sim-
ply to preserve the surplus of production when it is

in its highest volume, and so present undue deprecia-

tion and thus provide a new source of food supply when
the season is over.

KR. J. A. PAULHUS.
As to the j)reHent high cost of living, it would be

idle to attribute it to tlie cold storage system, unless
one is ignorant or insincere. It is due to many obvious
cnusoH. viz.: short crops, shortage of labor, unusual
demand from the British Isles and the Allied Countries
in the European War. In fact, we have only to turn
to statistics to prove that our exports of foodstuffs
have more than doubled since the hegiiniinfr of the
war. Another factor which also tends to the increase
m the cost of foodstiiffs is the depreciation of money.

The buying power of the dollar lui.s decreased in Jatio
to the amount of gold and silver ])iled up in the treas-
uries of this country and in the United States, and the
shortage of values which it is supposed to represent.
Perhaps I have dM'elt longer than it was my privilege

on this question and shall revert iirnnediate'ly to what
concerns us more closely to-night—the future of tlu

Canadian Fisheries Association.
I regret that fish should be comparatively high this

year. But fish supply, like our cereal, vegetable and
fruit crops, has been a very lean one this year. In
fact, official reports show that in the East, the run
of herrings and other kinds of fish has been one of the
smallest experienced for years. The same trouble has
fallen on our lake fisheries and the Pacific Fisheries
have one of the smallest yields yet known. Moreover,
if we must believe what our "dailies" told us a few
days ago, the Imperial Government has placed orders
to buy in this market *r)00,000 worth of fish weeklv.
This will mean ,$26,000,000 worth of fish for the year..
Considering that during last year our whole production
was estimated at $35,800,000, you will see that our
shortage will be such that fish food in this country Avill

•'Main the highest price ever dreamed of.

GENTLEIVIEN, I ask you is there a remedy to
the situation. I say yes. It is provided' for

_ . iii one of the articles of our programme. It is

Production.) If I were speaking to the public in gen
eral, 1 would say our motto after this should be:
Production and Econonriy, but for our Association, and
knowing the immense i-esourees we have at our di';

po.sition, Production only should be the objective tu
wards which all our efforts should tend herofter.
We must immediately prepare a camp'iign to that

effect, in this country. On what lines, however, will
be for you to decide, and for the executive committee to
act upon. I have enough confidence in the resources
and the ability of that body of our Association to pre-
dict that before very long they will find a solution to
the problem, and be deservinr* once more of our con-
gratulations, the congratulations of tlx- fi«li l.n ^.o^-,;

community and of the country.

MR. PAULHUS was followed by Mr. 1). J.
Byrne, President of the C. F. A., wlio en-
dorsed his remarks and paid a glowiug tribute

to the unselfish work of the Chairman of the Publicity i
Committee in preaching the gos^jcl of f-sli as a food.
Mr, Brittain, Chairman of the Trausportalion Commit-
tee also came in for a large measure of p.-aise for tli.»

manner in wiiich he handled several matters of verv
great importance to the Fishing Industry of Canada,
The work Avhich Mr, Brittain did in fighting adverse
railroad tariffs saved the' Industry many tltousand'
of dollars and could not be too higli'y "api))e>'i'ited.

The President concluded his reinarks by ex[>ressing
his pleasure in being elected the Chief Executive of an
Association which has, since its inception, done so
much for the F'ishing Industry and Fish Trade of
Canada. ^

Mr. J. J. Harpell of the Publicity Committee out- \
lined some of the work which the publications unde'-
his nianageiiient had done for the promotion of tl

Fishing Industry and gave promises of much more ex-
tended work in the future. He ilre^' attention to the
fact that aiticlcs written by Mr. Paulhus had been
taken up by the Advertising Manager of the Canadian
Oovernuu'nt Railways and reprinted in over a liun
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ment Kaihvajs aiivertisiug.

Jlr. II. A. Letouiiu-au, speaking for the jobbers aiui

retailers, advocated the establishment of a Montreal

Branch of the Association where producer, distributor

and retailer could meet together and discuss local

conditions. His idea was fully concurred in and a

Montreal Branch will be formed in the near future.

Anotlier .side of the Fishing Industry, that of tiie

vessels catciiing fish, was touched upon by Mr. Wal-

ter Lambert, M.I.XA., a prominent Naval Architect.

Mr. Lambert, for some time past, has been making a

study of a new and more economical type of fishing

vessel for use in the Canadian fisheries and has evolvet!

plans and dimensions of such a craft. The de.sign

and full particlars regarding it would be published in

THE CANADIAN FISHERMAN at an early date.

As an instance of the interest wliich was being taken

in the Association by the fishermen themselves, Mr.

F. "\V. Wallace, the Secretary, announced that he had

received an application to form a branch of the C. F.

A. at the head of the lakes signed by fifty lakes fisher-

men. The application would be placed before the ne.\t

executive meeting and the branch inaugurated, i"

Wallace strongly advocated the marketing of unutilized

fish and cited the work of the United States Bureau

of Fisheries in popularizing tile fish and dog fish as

edible foods. He thought that skate, monkfish, r

cod, dogfish and many other varieties could be market-

ed profitably thus securing adequate supplies of clieaj)

iish and benefiting the fishermen who, at the present

time, had to throw such varieties away.

After addres.scs by Mr. A. II. Brittain, Mr. H. G.

Connor, Mr. A. Charbonneau, ilr. W. R. Spooner, and

Mr. Bellivance, the meeting adjourned convinced that

such gatherings were worth while and of the greatest

importance to the Industry.

AN IMPORTANT CHANGE IN THE CANADIAN
FISHERIES.

The large cold storage and fish handling plant, which

was erected at Port Hawkesbury, N. S., opposite Mul-

grave, in the Strait of Canso, by the North Atlantic

Fisheries, has recently been purchased by the firm of

Leonard Bros, and will be operated as a general cold

storage and fish curing establishment by them.

The firm of Leonard Bros, has been long coiiiicilr.i

with the Canadian fish trade, their predecessors being

the firm of George Leonard & Co., who were engaged

in ship building and general fish handling on Deer
Island, N. B., near the famous Grand Manan Island, in

Passamaquoddy Bay, where the senior Member of the

present firm, Mr. Walter P. Leonard, was bom and re-

ceived his early training. The existing firm had its in-

ception at St. John, N. B., more than 40 years ago,

when the late Mr. C. H. Leonard operated a fish pack-

ing and curing establishment on the famed Market
Wharf in that City.

In 1879 Mr. W. F. Leonard opened the present busi-

ness in Montreal and in 1893 the two branches were
consolidated under the firm name of Leonard Bros. In
1898 a branch was also opened at Grand River, on the
Gaspe Coa.st in the famous Bay des Chaleurs and later

other branches and fishing stations were established at
various producing points.

Mr. D. J. Byrne, President of the Canadian Fisheries

.\.ssoeiatiou, joined the firm as a boy in 1886 and has
been, through successive stages, holding various posi-
tions in their employ until 1893 when he became Man-
ager of tlie Montreal Branch. In 1900 Mr. Byrne was
admitted to partnership and under his control the firm
acquired the present large premises in the commercial
Metropolis, which include the most modern fish hand-
ling plant in Eastern Canada, equipped with cold stor-
asre and all the necessary requirements for the prompt
and careful handling of fresh, smoked, dried and pre-
pared fish.

Leonard Bros, were the pioneers in the Canadian
boneless fish trade; as far back as 1881 they were cur-
ing and packing boneless fish in bricks and small boxes,
which were shipped throughout Candaa, as far as
Manitoba and then the North West Territories, which
were little known and but sparsely populated, so that
their brand has become a household word throughout
the Dominion.
The firm also exports dry codfish to the West Indies

and Brazil, while at their Maritime Headquarters,
which occupy an important site in the City of St. John]
N. B., modern smoke houses have been erected for cur-
ing baddies, fillets, kippers and bloaters. These pre-
mhses extend to their own wharf, where vessels land
their fares and have facilities for quick and expe-
ditious handling of fresh fish.

It is the intention of Messrs. Leonard Bros, to secure
incorporation and extend their business in the Mari-
time Provinces, so that, in addition to the new cold
storage, which is the acme of perfection as a fish hand-
ling and shipping plant, they will be in a better posi-
tion to take care of their large and increasing trade
throughout Canada. They will cater to the Canadian
trade in all kinds of prepared and smoked fish, as well
as fresh and frozen stock, but the facilities will be
ample to also provide for export trade, which has in-
creased in recent years to enormous proportions for
Canadian fish products.

A SWISS USE FOR SNOW.
The organ of the Swiss hotel-keepers reports a tend-

ency to substitute artificial snow for ice for the pre-
servation of fish. "It does not .spoil fish," the writer
says, "as ice sometimes docs, by scratching and tear-
ing the flesh. Artificial snow is easily obtained by
sligiitly compressing fragments of ice at the very mo-
ment when they are detached from the blocks. A kind
of plane driven by electricity is pushed along the sur-
face of the ice. from which it cuts long shavings; these
shavings are immediately snatclied up by two compress-
ing wheels, turning in ojiposite directions, and which
traiLsform them into real suowflakes. The snowflakes
lire immediately .soldered and compressed. This art-
ificial snow has already given remarkable results not
only for the conservation and transportation of fish,
but also for perishable produce in general."

MEN SHIP NOW TO GO DOGFISHING.
Dogfisliing has become an established business in

Gloucester and there is much interest on the outcome
of the venture. The schr. Grace Otis, one of the Gorton-
Pew Ves.sels {'ompany's fleet, sailed to catch only dog-
fish for the Gorton-Pew Fisheries Company. The pre-
valence of the heretofore much despised fish on some
fishing grounds will, it is believed, make it easy for

the craft to get a full cargo.
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Frozen Fish Export

Soldiers' Ration Heralds a New Trade.

In a special interview with Major Hugh A. Green,
Director of Fish Supplies, Canadian Army Service
Corps, England, the British "Cold Storage," says:

"One of the effects of the War, it is hoped, will be a

considerable advancement in a trade which has hither-

to had little development, namely, the export of frozen
fish from Canada.

Readers of Cold Storage have several months since

had placed before them the possibilities of this latent

food resource within our Empire, the occasion of fish

shortage consequent upon the War being the excuse,

if any were needed, for oiir laying this topic before

the fish trade. It was in February last that the Cold
Storage and lee Association heard a paper on the

subject of the application of refrigeration to the

marketing and distribution of fish in Great Britain by
Mr. J. M. Tabor, and almost immediately after that

timely broaching of a subject not altogether new, the

publicity of this important topic was extended to the

British public by the announcement that the

Canadian forces in camp and elsewhere in this country
were to be supplied with a weekly ration of Canadian
frozen fish. The full importance of this step may not

at oijce appear to the on-looker, and we ourselves have
gained some fuller idea of what this progress may
mean to an Empire trade on meeting the one who is

charged with the important duty of organizing this

military supply at the present moment. Credit for

putting on this new ration in the Canadian soldiers'

dietary must certainly be accorded to General Sir

Sam Hughes, K.C.B., the Canadian Minister of Militia,

who himself is a great fish eater, and has been recog-

nized by the Canadian Fisheries Association to the ex-

tent of making him a life member for his good work.
Major Hugh A. Green, who has come to this country

for the above purpose, is one fully equipped for prov-

ing the possibilities of this new food export from the

Dominion of Canada, and it was to gain some parti-

culars of what has been done in this direction that a

representative of Cold Storage called upon Major
Green in London since the last issue of this journal.

From Saskatoon to Ottawa.

WE had heard that Major Green has been
dubbed Canada's "PMshmonger General" and
our representative found this enthusiast in no

measure ashamed of this title. Versed in all the

technicalities of fish supply. Major Green to-day by
his powers of organization, backed by personal en-

thusiasm, is proving for Canada and for possibly

frozen fish exporting countries all over the world,

what combined effort and the money had not achieved

up to two years ago. We had read in the Canadian
press some time since of a young man, who came down
"

i Saskatoon, 2,300 miles, to Ottawa, with a big fish

ped in brown paper under his arm. Scoffed at

by not a few reactionaries, that young man won his

point, and induced the Canadian Government to feed
its soldiers at home on an illimitable supply of fish
that lay in Canadian waters, an ixntapped source of
wealth.

That man was Mr. H. A. Green, and soon one heard
of him engaged to look after the contracts for Govern-
ment fish supply. That, however, was not all. He had
his mission abroad, and steeped in the conviction of
the benefits of fish diet and the possibilities of Canada's
fish supply, he must carry that mission to Canadian
troops overseas. Here, again, Mr. Green won his point,
and we find him next serving his country as Major
Green in the important task of organizing the supplies
to the Canadian camps, hospitals, etc., in Great Britain.
Major Green, in answer to a question by our repre-

sentative, stated that since March last about 1% mil-
lion lbs. of Canadian frozen fish has thus been dis-
tributed to the Canadian forces, and he thought that
it said much for this fish as a marketable commodity
that not a pound of it had been wasted. The fish was
supplied on the basis of a % lb. ration—"three quarters
of a pound, mark you," said Mr. Green, "all cleaned
and dressed fish, with practically no weight of bone,
and ,of course, no fat or other waste, as in the case of
meat." Such a ration, rich in protein, was found to
be sufficient for any man, and for the Government it

was cheap food.

Varieties of Fish.

THE kinds of fish supplied in this way were,
said Major Green, the following : Halibut, sal-

mon, fine and large witch soles, cod, jumbo
haddocks. Western Lake white fish and Western Lake
herring, as well as smoked baddies. This made a fine

range of diet, and we believe Major Green's private
opinion is that there M'ould be something like a mutiny
in tlie forces if tlie fish ration were to be taken off

now. There are fresh fields to conquer yet, however,
and some Brigadier Generals out in France are tasting
the fish, which may find its way into the trenches
yet, where it will be handy and well appreciated article

of diet. For instance, the Maritime Fisli Corporation,
Ltd., of Montreal, Canada, has a particularly delicate
article in tinned chicken haddie, a food that can be
eaten cold or hot, and is ready at a moment's notice,

and this will be served to the Canadian troops in the
trenches this winter.

Lake White Fish.

The Lake white fish, or planked white fish, as it is

known in America, is a delicacy whicli the Yankees
have already learned to api)reeiate well, and most of
this choice Canailian fish is sold across the border to

figure in the American restaurant menus at a dollar
per jiortion, against halibut or salmon at 50 cents
per portion. When the people of this country really

realize what this choice fi.sh is like, there should be a
big market for it here.
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Method of Shipment.

THE ineaiis by which distribution is now

f^^\Lf'
i

luade of this fish is on fairly regular lines,

boats generally arriving every week or ten

".^
1>?.

'

lays in Liverpool. A vessel coming to port on, say,

I'riday will have its frozen cargo held in its freezing

chambers until Monday, and on the basis of the tele-

-raphic applications for quantities of fish arriving in

Major Green's London office from the various camps,

te., despatch is made to those quarters direct from

Liverpool, the balance of the cargo being put into cold

storage in port for the time being. The fish is carried

l)y the railways on free O.H.M.S. warrants, this item

of expenditure, a Government one, coming ui) for ad-

justment later.

Testimony from the soldiers' camps is, we believe, to

the effect that on the %-lb. ration basis, all of it pure

sh, there is generally enough and to spare for a fish

akc item in the following morning's menu.

The freshness with which the Lake fish comes to

larket was aptly illustrated to our representative by

Major Green by a relation of the way in- which it is

aught. Netted in the winter months through holes in

lie ice in the Western lakes of Canada, said Major
ilreen, the fish on coming out of the water into the

cold atmosphere wriggle a trifle and then go stiff in a

few minutes, frozen alive on the very spot. Thence
•1iey go in the same condition by special car and away
or export. Some few cases of lake pike sent over as

a sample from these lakes wer'^ foiinri on nrrivincr "ti

» this side at the camp to have the pri.stine slime on the

sh still intact, and they had a freshness of eye that is

not found on fish, say, caught four or five days before

in Irish lakes.

The British Army Next.

It is good news that the British .'\rinv itself is ;Mi()|)t-

ing a fish ration, this having been instituted within the

last week or two, we believe at Aldersbot. and one or

two other places. News of the eottiplete S'uceess of the

anndian venture cannot fail, we should think, to make
frozen fish ration eventually universal in the British

\rmy. Its economy and healthful quality are para-
lount.

Major Green is, first and last, a fish enthusiast, and
_^he has great ideas for the further extension of this

•sreat Empire export. Why not. he says, keep money
\ithin the Empire on a fish ration cheaper than meat,
iid meat which is putting money in the pockets of for-

igners to a very large extent.

The Canadian Government has been spending 300,-

nOO dollars a year in promoting the fish industry, and
M trj'ing to educate the public to a fish diet. Major
ireen believes that 100,000 dollars of this annual sum
cpended in Great Britain in the direction of exclusive

quarters would set the trade on a firm basis. This ap-

peal to the public would help the fish trade here in a

iinpaign which the trade itself can hardly carry
hrough.

Major Green's life-long connexion and association
with the fish trade gives him. of course, lull appieeia-

tion of the value of trade avenues, and with these he
has been invariably in sympathetic touch. First and
last, however, his aim is to get Canadian frozen fish

Kport on to an extensive working basis, and this he
ihinks will be the outcome of present developments.

Nobody will know until after the War what a boon
the fish ration has been in the Canadian Army.

JIajor Green had large cards printed for the cook-
houses at the various Canadian camps in England,
giving them instructions as to how the fish had to be
prepared for cooking, and when these hints are follow-

ed the fish when properly cooked is eqiml to anything
fresh from the sea. These instructions should be taken
up and printed by everybody who is interested in the
frozen i'ish trade, as it is only by educating the jjeo-

ple in this way regarding the handling of the frozen
fish that the public will become interested and start

taking up what will be one of the trades of the future.
The instructions were as follows:

BIAJOR HUGH A. GREEN.

How to Prepare Frozen Fish for Cooking.

KEEP the fish frozen till ready for use.

Theu put it in cold water long enough, but
no longer than is necessary to take all frost

out.

It will then be ready to cook.

Do not thaw out fish in warm or hot water.

Do not thaw fish out in an oven or by artificial heat.
Do not thaw fish out until ready to cook it.

if the foregoing directions are followed fresh frozen
fish which is always caught alive and frozen immediate-
ly will be found when thawed out to be as firm and
fresh, and of as fine flavour, as the day it was caught.

Fifty tons a week, on an average, have been arriv-
ing for the soldiers, and the weekly allowance to them
includes a smoked fish breakfast portion twice a week
instead of bacon, as well as the dinner ration on Friday.
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FRESH FISH BY BRITISH PARCEL POST.

(Consul Charles M. Hathaway, jr., Hull, England,

Aug. 11. U. S. Trade and Commerce Report).

AN expeditious, satisfactory, and economical

method of getting fresh fish from the various

fishing ports directly into the hands of con-

sumers all over the British Isles is in existence. Its

main centre is Grimsby, where a group of fish mer-

chants devote themselves to this special business, dis-

patching daily hundreds or even thousands of parcels,

the majority of which are less than 6 pounds in weight

when fully packed for shipments. These packages go

forward either by passenger train under a special low

rate for small parcels granted by the railway companies

(this service being analogous to that of express com-

panies in the United States) or by parcel post. It is

understood that more fish is sent by the railway ser-

vice than by mail, although both means are extensive-

ly used.

Parcel-Post and Railway Rates.

Fish goes by parcel post on the same terms as any

other goods. The rates for all parcels are: Not ex_^

ceeding 1 pound, 8 cents ; between 1 and 2 pounds, 10

cents ; between 2 and 3 pounds, 12 cents ;
between 3 and

5 pounds, 14 cents ; between 5 and 7 pounds, 16 cents

;

and 2 cents per pound for every additional pound up

to 11 pounds, whichis the maximum weight of any par-

cel sent by post. These rates, of course, are for any

distance in Great Britain and Ireland and include de-

livery to residence.

Railway parcel rates are based on distances, all

goods being transported at owner's risk. Rates up to

11 pounds are quoted for comparison with post-office

rates: For packages not exceeding 2 pounds, 8 cents

to any distance; not exceeding 3 pounds, 10 cents to

any distance ; not exceeding 7 pounds, 12 cents to any

distance; not exceeding 9 pounds, 12 cents up to 100

miles, 14 cents up to 200 miles, 16 cents above 200 miles

;

not over 10 pounds, 12 cents up to 100 miles, 16 cents up

to 200 miles, 18 cents beyond 200 miles; not over 11

pounds, 12 cents up to 100 miles, 18 cents up to 200

miles, 20 cents above 200 miles. The railway rate in-

cludes delivery wherever the railway has delivery

service, which means all the larger towns in England.

For this special parcel service the railways issue stamps

like postage stamps, and these are affixed to the parcels

to prepay the freight exactly as postage stamps are used

by the post office.

Advantages of Two Systems Compared.

It will be observed that the railway rate is lower

than the post-office rate. For instance, a 4-pound par-

cel by mail would cost 14 cents, by railway 12 cents to

any distance. An 8-pound parcel would cost 18 cents

by mail, by railway it would cost 12 cents for not over

100 miles, 14 cents for not over 200 miles, and 16 cents

for greater distances. An 11-pound parcel would cost

24 cents by mail, by railway service it would cost 12

cents for not over 100 miles, 18 cents for not over 200

miles, and 20 cents for over 200 miles.

Railway delivery service is esteemed more rapid than

that of the post-office, but the post-office delivery ser-

vice extends to all parts of the country, while the rail-

way delivers only in the larger towns and cities. Par-

cels for small towns and country districts, therefore,

generally go by parcel post, unless the consignee lives

so near a railway station that he can conveniently go

after his consignment. Further, as the fish parcels are

handled by the post-office in the same service with

other parcels, the fish must be so packed that the par-

cel remains dry. This excludes the pos.sibility of icing,

and in the warmer weather makes it desirable to for-

ward by parcel post nothing except very fresh fish sent

out in the afternoon for delivery early next morning. Jfe

Methods of Packing Employed.

FROM November to March no ice is required

for these .shipments, and, in fact, the average

•'.*...- ^^ temperature in the United Kingdom even in

the summer rarely rises to such a point as to make ice

absolutely necessary to carry perfectly fresh fish

through a one-night journey.

The fish are wrapped in paper and then put in a

woven Rtraw bag called a bass, which is fastened up.

This is all the packing. Before the war fish was wrap-

ped in a special paper sometimes referred to as "vege-

table parchment," sometimes as "soiling paper." This

is not now obtainable, probably because manufactured^

on the Continent. If ice is needed it is put in the bass^

with the fish. Then, of course, the parcel has to go by

rail as the post office will tolerate no leakage.

Packages exceeding 11 pounds go by rail at corre-

sponding rates, and are often conveniently put in boxes

with as much ice as is desired. Special fish rates per

hundredweight of 112 pounds are given from Grimsby,

Hull, and other fishing ports to towns of size. These

may be utilized for parcels of less than a hundred-

weight whenever they figure out less than the regular

parcel rate. These are. however, from station to station

and do not include delivery.

The Direct-to-Consumer Trade. ^
The small-parcel shipment direct to consumers is not

a Hull trade but is made much of in Grimsby. Ship-

ments from Hull are almost always made in boxes of

considerable size to the trade. The reason for this ap-

pears to be that the Hull fishing fleet generally is en-

gaged in long-distance fishing, and the fish landed here

are, consequently, not so fresh as those received at

Grimsby nor in such good condition.

A leading Grimsby house in the small-pareel-direct-

to-consuiner trade states that the average weight of its

parcels is ."j to 6 pounds. Consumers who want a small

parcel of fish send, say, 60 or 75 cents to one of the

houses engaged in the business, requesting that a par- .

eel be sent them. The merchant makes up a parcel ac-fl

cordingly and despatches it by rail or post as may suit

the case. Of course, these fish merchants have many
regular customers with whom they carry accounts, but
the proper course for a stranger would be to send them
some small sum with some indication of the kind of
fish required.

Only the freshest fish are selected for this sort of

shipment. The fish landed at Scarborough is esteemed
the freshest in the T^nited Kingdom and brings the high-

est average price per ton, but the supply is largely

token by high-class hotels, so that the small-.shipment

business has not been able to get a foothold there

Introducting the Service Elsewhere. S
The applicability of this method of distribution else-

where would depend on (1) the freshness of the fish

available for shipment (i. e., how long after catching
they are landed). (2) on the temperature to be under-
gone, and (3) on the transportation rates. There would
appear to be no inherent difficulty in making such
shipments by parcel post in the northern part of the
United States for considerable distances except in hot
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ivoatlier. I'or the hot weather an express service out-

ride the ordinary postal serviee would have to be pro-

ided—one admitting ice in the parcels and perrait-

ns: leakage.

There are being forwarded samples of the basses

used for small parcel shijiments (basses of larger sizes

itre also made), and samples of the "grease-proof"
ipor at present used to wrap the fish before putting it

I the basses, and of the "vegetable parchment" form-
rlv employed for this purpose, but not now procur-

ahlf.

THE PEARL FISHERIES OF THE LABRADOR
COAST.

TTTE <lpep-sea fishermen and whale and seal

hunters are about the only people who know
much of the Northern Labrador Coast where

runs up into Hudson Bay Territory.

Barrenness and desolation, with roeky coasts beaten

hy the icy Atlantic, long winters, and short, terribly

inclement summers, are its main characteristics. There

ire but few signs of human life, merely roek-built

lielters set up by storm-stressed mariners in the old

days, when Nantucket and Gloucester whalers sought
the Greenland whales amongst the icebergs there, or

ude seal hunters' shanties, where observation parties

iind for a day or two at times.

But curious as it appears, there is a little known
ntrop of wealth in that lone land in the rivers which
'•nerally make their last leap into the ocean over a

^ steep and high waterfall. The attention of those who
fake advantage of it was first drawn to the immense
asses of large fresh water mussels, which in many

,
places actually choke streams by filling their beds.

These men wondered why the old-time whale or seal

fishers, or some other early navigators, had collected

such large quantities of the shells, as were to be seen

iled about their camping places.

A short search by a well-read ne'er-do-weel a few
years ago revealed a large, irregularly shaped pearl

under a j)!li' of old shells, and immediately the valuable

secret was revealed. Since that time a certain number
r men have become expert pearl fi.shers, and now
Mipments are regularly made of these lovely accretions.

1 ')me of the pearls are large and of great value, one
aving been sold in Montreal to a New York magnate
r rare experience in the purchasing of valuable jewels.

\'nr upwards of a thousand dollars.

In appearance these fresh water pearls are not easily

'stinfruished from those obtained in southern seas.

iough. unfortunately, a certain percentage of them
It' irregular in shape.

Usually they are silver white in colour, though a

> nung man who has just returned from Labrador
has a pair of pink pearls, perfectly matched, which
wciirh about 12 grains each, and are worth probably
.$60 to $70 apiece. Strangely enough, this fortunate

^one was not a pearl hunter, but took a clump of .shells

in his hand, and sat down to open them with his

icket knife. He found the two pearls in one large

iiell. After that he spent a fortnight in searching

>r more, but only secured about half a dozen small

lies, worth perhaps five dollars the lot.

As a rule, however, the pearl hiuiting is gone about
in a more scientific manner. The mussels are regu-

larly stacked on flat rocks, or sand hanks, and are
allowed to decompose, when the shells open naturally
and are easily examined. It ajjpears that the Indians
of that district have always known of the fresh water
pearls, and that some of the rivers running north have
been regularly and successfully hunted for them for

many generations.

Most of the pearls collected by them in olden times
were, however, ruined by being bored so that they
might be strung for necklaces, or for the adornment
of wampum belts. Nowadaj's the wide-awake Hudson
Bay traders pay a fair price for all the Indians can
collect.

Some of the Montreal houses have regular dealings
with the pearl hunters of the coast, and have agents
on the spot who secure shipments for them.

So far not much use has been made of the lovely
iridescent shells, which were of old times held in great
estimation by the aborigines.

Those who have ever seen the quaint old carvings of
mother-of-pearl possessed by some of the Indian belles
will not, however, be surprised to learn that it is now
l)roposed to ship quantities of the largest, heaviest
shells to those parts of the East, Bethlehem in Pales-
tine, for instance, where the art of carving by hand
is practised, and where labour is cheap enough to make
the business remunerative.

HIGH LINE TRIPS BY BRITISH TRAWLERS.

ABERDEEN, which holds pride of place in

the trawling industry in Scotland, and also

over many ports in England, has had a phe-

nomenal period of success in the fishing. Despite the

fact that it has now but a small fleet, compared with

pre-war days, when the daily arrivals were alwaj'S in

the three figures, the boats registered some record

shots

The ball was opened in the last days of April with

the "St. Laurence" (£1.000), "Maggie Ro.ss" (£1.600),

"George Milburn" (£2,400), "General Gordon" (£2,-

000). Then on May 8th the "George Milburn" came
in with £1.300, and on the same day the "City of Lon-

don" landed a catch value £1,077. On the 9th the

"Maggie Ross" had £1,170, while on the 10th four

boats — "Braeriarch." "St. Bernard." "Ocean
Prince" and "Pembroke Castle" — had catches each
valued at £1.000. The "St. Lawrence" on the 15th
landed £1,350; the "General Gordon" £1 360 on the

16th; and the "Envoy", on the 18th. £1,000. The
"Deeside". the "Oceanic", the "Forth", the "City of

Aberdeen", and the "Aries", on the 22nd. had each
£900 for their catch, and on the 24th the "Oeorcre Mil-

burn" made her third appearance with a £1,000 shot.

The "George Milburn" for her three trips, complet-
ed in some forty days, made £4,700 ($22.79.'j). out of

which her captain receives £461 13s. 7d ($2,236) and
his mate £377 13s. S'i/jd ($1,829). This, however, after

amply providing for all expenses connected with the
boat, leaves a net profit of over £3.000 ($14 .5.50) for

the owner! Numbers of trawlers running shorter trips,

such as seven to nine days, are netting anything from
£500 to £800 ($2,400 to $3,800), and earning equally

handsome profits. And we ask, "Why is fish dear!"
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Co-operation in the Fishing Industry
By N. S. CORNELL,

President, Producers' Fish Company, Port Stanley,

Ontario.

(Conservation Commission Eeport 1916.)

In 1912, as commercial fishermen, we formed what

is known as The Producers' Fish Co., the first associa-

tion of fishermen that ever successfully tried to break

the Booth combination. Perhaps as you are not com-

mercial fishermen, you do not appreciate what that is.

The Booth Co., as buyers of fish, control the markets

of America. There are .iust two markets for fish, out-

side of local markets. Booth's and the commission

trade in New York. The Producers' Fish Co. was capi-

talized at $20,000 and each of twelve tugs took one

share at $100. With that $1,200 we have become suc-

cessfully established—of course it was applied in a

judicious manner. "We bound ourselves, under a penal-

ty clause, that any one breaking away from our com-
pany would pay a forfeit of $500. But for the forfeit

clause we could not have held our members together.

Two of our men broke loose and had to be restrained

by injunction—and to-day there are no more thankful
men in the world than they.

Conditions Before Orgtinization.

TN 1012. when wo would have an ordinary

oatfh of two or three tons of fish to a boat,

reprosentativps of different firms Avould bid

for them, and we would get three, four and five cents

a pound for our fish. When the big run came on, when
the catfh came up to eight or ten tons to a boat, for,

as in the halibut industry', we get more fish at some
times than at others, those men would sit bnck and the

combine's nffent would come. He would sav: "Well,
bovs, we do not know what we are going to do for you

;

they are catching any quantity of fish on the other

.shorp. and we do not want your fish at all." Then he
would lot the matter stand in that way. Fish are
perishable. Most of the men engaged in fishinsr are not
business men. Thev saw the loss of those fish staring

them in the face. The aeent would select the weakest
man, and say to him: "Captain, we can take your fish."

Then this man would say: "What will you give me?"
The agent would say: "One and one-half cents a
pound, but do not tell that to the rest of the boys."
Tmntrine catching fish for $30 a ton! That was the
price that some of our men got before we formed our
company. The first year we operated, 1012, our prices

dnrinsr the big run were three cents a pound. We just
doubled the price that year, and in 1914 and 191.5, it

has b<»pn five cents a pound. On the other hand the

commission markets of New York can only consume a
certain quantity of fish ; and, frequently, 200 boxes of
fish will bring more on the New York market than
1.000 boxes at other times. It would pay fishermen
better to bury 800 boxes and ship 200. However, by
co-operation we do not have to do that. We know the
ouantity of fish the New York market is capable of
handling and only send that quantity; just sxifficient
to keep them hungry. The other 800 boxes we divert
to different markets, or, if there is no market, we put
them in freezers for future sales.

No Increase in Prices. ^DO not think that this is a combination
wlierebv the price of fish is increased to the
coTisnmer At the verv time when we had to

.sell those fi«h at from one cent to one and one-half cents
a pound, the price vou paid was exaetlv the same as
when we Ai-ore ffettine five cents a pound. We were
simplv "held up" bv these people, but we have now
foupht the matter through. That is just one of the
benefit?! of eo-opoT-qtion in the fishinf industry.

Fertilizer Plant Operated.
WHEN we were workins in the ordinary way.
the Government compelled us to haul away
and bury any offal or unmarketable fish we -

bronf»ht nshnrp. sneh fs eel pouts, etc. You know it is %
easier t" throw anvthincr of that kind overboard than
to brinf it ashore and draw it a^av. There was never
nnv irsneetor there. Of eourse it was to our interest
that the bottom of the lake should be kept clean, but
wp could never impress this on all of the fishermen.
Just as some of the previous sneakers have said in
referepee to fire protection, it is essential that yon
should brinrr a thinf of this kind down to an indivi-
dual basis. We conceived the idea of starting a fer-
tiliser pinnt. and we have now one of the most success-
ful ferti'i/er plants in Canada. T think, perhaps, the
only one that is operated for offal fish in .\meriea. It
has been very successful. It has paid about l.'i per M
cent., and keeps the bottom of the lake on our fishinsr ^
fround- ' 'm1 that was the object in the fi^^t
place.

Co operative Action Secures Consideration.
AXOTHRTi l)eiii'fit of co-operation is in con-

nection with the propagation of the fi.sh. We.
as commercial fishermen, were never consult-

ed by the Government. They got their inspiration
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lartjclv ....,,, ;Jio Anarl'^rs' Assoication. lint when our

organization became of such importance that we rep-

resented twenty tugs, each one employing ten men, a
total of two hundred men—well,, there were two hun-
dred votes. Perhaps I should not talk this way, but
I cannot express myself in any other, and I do not
mean more in reference to one political party than an-

other. Now when we go to the Government for any-
thing we say: "We represent The Producers' Fish
''i>.. and they will sit up and look at us and say •

That is all right, what do you wantt" Before, when
we would make a statement, they would listen, but
would sa.v, in eflfect, "That is for our personal interest

and we think we know more about your business than
vou do j'ourself

. '

'

Propagation and Protection of Fisheries.

You have heard people talking about close

seasons. These are all right in some places,

but. in international waters they are useless.

You will be surprised at what I am going to tell

you, but I am going to prove it. T assert that a

lake properly fished will produce 50 per cent more

fish than if it is not fished at all. I have been a lumber-

man and a farmer. I am now a fisherman, and, when I

want to illustrate my point. I use one or other of those

callings. Suppose you had 100 acres of land, and yon

wanted to raise all the cattle that it was possible to

produce on that 100 acres. Would you keep the bul-

locks until they were fourteen years old, or would it

not be good business, whenever one of those btiUocks

was mature, to turn him off? Will that not apply to

fish? The lake will produce a certain amount of fish

food, .iust as the 100 acres of land will produce a cer-

tain amount of beef food. Is it not an economic fact

that, when fish are mature, they had better be taken

away and the rest of the food left for the young fish,

just as it would be left on the farm for the calves and
growing stock? That principle applies doubly to fish,

because there is a class of fish we call "pirates." They
not only eat the food of the smaller fish but they eat

the smaller fish as well. Now the proper and the

rational way to deal with these things is to apply com-
mon sense. The common sense method would be for the

Government to regulate the size of the mesh, especially

in gill-net fishing. It could not be done so readily in

pound-net fishing. In this way nothing but mature fish

would be taken. Then how will you deplete your lake?

Increase Number of Hatcheries.

THEN we should use artificial hatcheries. We
have in Lake Erie the greatest cisco herring

fishery, perhaps, in the world. We take more
fish out of Lake Erie than out of the other great fresh

water lakes together, Michigan, Huron, Ontario and
Superior. In 1914, we had in one day from nineteen

boats a lift of 243 tons of herring. Of the cisco herring
we have almost a monopoly. Another herring we get
is called the Jumbo herring; some of these weigh up
to six pounds. They are a cross between the whitefish

and the herring—notwithstanding Prof. Prince to the
contrary. lie tells us that is impo.ssible, but we have
done it—we have made the cross. We have put the
spawn and the milt in the same jar and have watched
the fish liat(^li, both in Sandwich and under Jerry Dris-
coll, in Erie, Pa. We know we produce that kind of
fish, and in that way. Prof. Prince states that no
spawn from whitefish batch other than those which

are deposited in honeycomb rock; also, that one per
cent is a fair estimate of the amount of spawn hatch-
ed under natural conditions. Under artificial hatching,
we j)roduce, in the Erie hatchery, 96 per cent, and in

the S»n<hvicl) hatchery 84 i)er cent. Would it not be
better for the Government to expend on hatcheries a
little of the money which we pay them, so that nearly
all of the spawn can be handled, and thereby keep that
lake full of fish; then, use common sense in the size of
mesh allowed the fishermen, rather than restrict by
close seasons, which amount to nothing?

Spawning Season Varies in Lakes.

THE time of spawning is not always the same

—it differs in different lakes and localities.

The dates that the fish come on the spawning
ground demonstrate that. In order to make a success-

ful restriction it would be necessary to have different

laws for different lakes, and. even then, it would
amoiint to but very little, as the difference between the

natural hatch of one per cent and even the 86 per cent

at the Sandwich hatchery is so great. We have fur-

nished the department with every facility for gather-

ing eggs. We once asked them to take the restriction

off catching whitefish. At that time, the fishermen of

the counties of Elgin and Norfolk were prohibited from
catching whitefish durinsr November, while those in

the counties of Kent and Haldimand were allowed to

fish. We were sandwiched in between and forbidden

to fish, so we asked the Minister to remove this injus-

tice. We were advised that there was an understand-
ing between the United States and Canada under which
there could be no change until a uniform basis was
decided upon. The injustice complained of was not re-

moved that .year, as it was expected the Commission
having the matter in hand would arrive at an early
decision. However, the next year it was just the same.
We interviewed the Government about openine more

hatcheries, and were told: "What is the use of more
hatcheries, when we cannot get sufficient spawn for

the hatchery we already have." They said that the
chief source of supply was from the bay of Quinte.
We said "Let us catch the spawn for you." So the
Government sent three or four men out on our tugs,

and, in four days from the time these men set to work,
we had a telegram from Sandvcich: "Send no more
spawn; everything is full." By this means we got the
closed season on whitefish removed in the counties of
Elgin and Norfolk. This year, we undertook to get the
spawn ourselves, without assistance from the Govern-
ment, other than to have a man there to ship it and
in.strr.ct fishermen as to the mode of collecting it. Al-
though the fishermen were inexperienced in spawn col-
lecting, and received no remuneration for doing so, we
filled every hatchery available in Canada, and the last
shipment was sent to Detroit, as a present to the peo-
ple on the other side, becau.se we knew the fish would
come back into Canadian waters.

Handicapping Prodnctioa.

LAST year, on account of the war, the Qov-

I erment was impressing upon farmers and
Itt/t^.' others the absolute necessity of producing all

food possible. Yet they charged us $250 for a tug
license, they would not allow us to fish until the 15th of

March, and then, for the first time, they tried to en-

courage ua by adding another $5 a ton on all fish we
caught over 80 tons. Thus, they encouraged us to pro-

duce more. And then they cut us off on the 19th D^
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cember instead of allowing us to fish until the end of

the year.

I do not blame them for this; the trouble was due to

lack of co-operation. We were not co-operating suffi-

ciently with the pound-net people to the west of us;

they were fighting us. You have heard the story in the

old National school books, of the men who tried to

please everybody and, in the end, pleased nobody, and
lost an interesting animal into the bargain. That has

been the position of the Government in regard to these

fisheries. But they are now, I think, sufficiently

awakened to the errors they have made and no doubt
things will be better next year. There will also be

further co-operation between the gill-net people and the

pound-net people.

Regulations Protect Pirate Fish.

ANOTHER mistake that has been made for

a long time illustrates the want of co-opera-

tion. An order was issued by the Minister for-

bidding the catching of suckers and fish of that kind

that go up creeks in the spring. Tf they were caught

by a boy with a net an inspector would jump on him,

tear his nets to pieces, and, on conviction, he would be

fined ; whereas, they shoiild have given him a bonus for

every one of these fish he caught. These suckers, and

other fish with that peculiar month that drops down,
oeenpy the same position to good and commercial fish

that the Canada thistle does to a field of wheat. They
are spawn eaters, and every one of them will destroy

enough spawn to make a ton of fish. Yet the Cirovern-

ment. in its M-isdom, consulting anglers and people of

that kind, and taking inspiration from them, actually

prevented the destruction of fish that destroy more
valuable fish than all other agencies put together.

Salmon Trout Destroy Many WhitefisL

MR. A. SHERIFF, Deputv Minister, Game

X^^ and Fisheries, Toronto, recently stated that

''M ^^f" Government was establishing more hatch-

eries, and reouested my opinion respecting the Govern-

ment hatchery at Southampton. T told him that, so far

as whitefish were concerned, I was never so sorry for

anything as to see what was being done at that magni-

ficent and expensive hatchery, because thev are propai-

eating salmon trout, a fish of less value, and one which

eats enormous quantities of whitefish. A close season

is put upon salmon trout to prevent them from being

fished out, yet, as in the case of the suckers, a bounty
should be paid on every one of these fish caught. May
I give another illustration from my farming experience.

Suppose mutton was worth ten cents a pound and wolf
meat eight cents a pound. Would it be good business

to raise wolves and feed them on miitton? Tliat is

exactly what is being done in our fish culture, because,

while whitefish is worth ten cents a pound, trout is

worth from six to eight cents—and one trout will des-

troy fifty pounds of whitefish. T have said that the

proper way to deal with these matters is to apply com-
mon sense to them ; the example which T have .iust given
shows the injury which the Government officials may
do to the really valuable fisheries by attempting to

carry on fish culture without consulting those who
have practical knowledge of the fishcrie!}.

A Canadian's Duty
MARGARET McLAREN.

Today, on the bloodstained battlefiields of a foreign

country, many of our bravest and best are making the

greatest of all sacrifices, that the word "CANADIAN",
may be known and spoken with pride by men even at

the ends of the earth. Our great country is well worth

all that is being done by those who have fared over-

seas, and that we who are at home may show that we
too are patriotic, it is our duty to help as best we may,

all movements for a better Canada, and we can do this

by helping the enterprises that will make our country,

because of its bountiful resources, one of the greatest

commercial centres of the world.

The promoter's of the fishing industry are about to

inaugurate a campaign which has for its aim the estab-

lishment of a new and National fish day each week.

The working man shall be made to realize as never

before, the value of the waters of our native land,

which, teeming with valuable food material, are as it

were, a great expanse of aquatic agriculture, whose

"PRODUCE" awaits all those who will go out upon

those lakes and rivers, and upon the bosom of the

broad Atlantic to garner them in.

There is not much romance about fishing, but there

is a great deal of pure business about it. However,

modern business requires advertisement, and the writer

would call the attention of all those in the trade to

the advantage of the "MOVIES" as a means of mak-

ing thousands of people realize what they are missing

in not making fish a chief article of diet in their homes.

Would not the picture of a fishing schooner be just

as attractive to the Citv dweller, and more of a novelty

than the cut and dried "DRAMA" usually flashed on

the screen, if the schooner, was followed bv nflmr in-

teresting views of a fisherman's daily life?*

The value of the SHOW thus given for the benefit of

the fish business will be realized after a little while, in

the receipts of a greater demand for sea food. In the

same way. the fishermen of isolated localities could be

taught a great deal by having matters an-anged pre-

sumably by the Government, so as a number of views

and necessary information, could be brought to their

attention during the various dull seasons, particularly

during the winter months.

And it may be well to remark that Fishing as an
occupation ought to receive as much consideration from
the youth of Canada as any of the various pursuits now
followed by so many.

The inauguration of a National fish day will be fol-

lowed on the part of many Avith interest, and because
of the saving value of fish as a food stuff (loubtl(>ss. if

well enough advertised, the movement will be a success.

[NOTE.—'The Editor of the CANADIAN FISHER-
MAN. Mr. F. William Wallace, photographed a com-
nlete Rank fishing voyage in motion pictures in March,
1916. The film is at present being circulated through-

out Canada].
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The Fish and Fisheries of New Zealand
By riiOl'ESSOR EDWARD E. PRINCE, LL.D., D.Se.

Dominion Coinniissioiier of Fisheries, Ottawa.

NEW ZEALAND is a laiul of coutiasts. Al-

most everything to which an American or

European is accustomed is there reversed.

Midsummer there is midwinter here. The northern

parts are warm, almost tropical, while the cold in-

' leases further south, and Stewart Island at the south-

1 i-n extremity of the Dominion, has a climate as cold

as Scotland. The most characteristic birds are prac-

tically wingless, and do not fly. The typical forest

trees do not shed their leaves, and the luxuriant bush
and the extensive plains of New Zealand, have never

had any four-footed animals living upon them until

itroduced by the white man. The fisheries are no
xeeption, and while the waters of New Zealand are

prolific in fish, the most familiar and important food
fish are totally absent, no cod, haddock, or true inack-

irel being found there.

Resemblance Between New Zealand and

Mediterranean Fish.

The latitude being between the .34th and 45th South
parallels, the climatic conditions resemble those of

Spain, or Portugal, or the southern part of Italy, and
the typical fish recall in many ways, those familia'*

in the Mediterranean, and sold in the markets of

N'aples, Messina, or Lisbon.

Survey of New Zealand Fisheries in 1914.

IT was my privilege two years ago to make
a survey of the fresh-water and sea fisheries

of New Zealand, at the request of the Gov-
ernment of that Do?ninion. My inspection was very
complete, as I had all facilities afforded by the authori-
ties for visiting every locality where fish occurred,
and as very favorable weather prevailed during ray
lengthened cruises, I was able to make a complete
survey in the five or six months allotted to the task.

I commenced my survey in April, the beginning of
he New Zealand winter, and continued until the ad-

at of spring, in the month of September. The beau-
tiful government cruiser "Hinemoa," under command
of the accomplished Captain Bollons. was used during
my dredging, otter-trawling, drift-net and other ex-
periments, and as Chief Inspector L. F. Ayson accom-
panied me. I had an unusual opportunity of making
a full investigntinn nf tho fishory rf^soiireos of N'ow
Zealand.

Scenery.
It is not necessary to refer at length to the character

of the country, for the .scenic beauty of "Maoriland"
is famous all over the world. Her snow-capped moun-
tain ranges, running like a backbone through the
whole country, and the vast glaciers and lofty peaks,
are not excelled by the Swiss Alps, or by the Rocky
Mountains of this continent. The fjords of the .south-

west coast are unexcelled for magnificent grandeur
and tropical forest luxuriance, while the hot spring's,

geysers, and other volcanic phenomena are more won-
derful and extensive than in any other part of the
world.

From a fishery point of view the sheltered bays and
romantic straits and extensive inshore fishing banks.

are of the highest impoilaiice, while tlic pictuicsque
lakes of which the larger in size exceed twenty in

nund)er, the swift flowing rivers, more than one hun-
dred of them, provide the most favorable conditions
for great and productive fisheries, and the scenery
and the fertility associated with these waters, recall

in many ways, the fishery conditions of Japan.

Area.

The two main islands, with Stewart Island at the
southern extremity, embrace an area of ]0.3,.581 square
miles, and extend a length of about 1,000 miles, with
a breadth varying from fifty to two hundred miles.

The coast line, 4,330 miles, is indented by beautiful
bays like the Bay of Plenty, Hawkes Bay, Golden Bay
and Hauraki Gulf, etc., and the picturesque shores are
washed by the open South Pacific Ocean on the east,

and deep Tasman Sea on the west.

Area of Available Fishing Limits.

I ESTIMATED the inshore waters. 10 t(i 30

fathoTus deep, at not less than 20,000 square

miles, while about 25,000 square miles range

from 40 to 50 fathoms in depth, and outside these (10
to 20 miles from shore) the depth descends to 300
or 400 fathoms, and greater depths lie beyond. The
inland lakes are famous for their exquisite beauty,
the shores in most cases being backed by lofty moun-
tains with forests of tree-ferns and giant kauri anrl

totara tree, the beautiful red pine, rata and various
birches or beeches. Some of these lakes are of con-
siderable area, Taupo for example. 250 square miles.

Te Anau, 1.32 square miles; Lake Wakatip. 120 square
miles; the last descending to a depth of 1,.30fl feet in

some places. The total area of the lakes ineludin<r
rivers, some of which like the Clntba or Molyneux are
150 miles lonfrth. approaches 15.000 souare miles or
about one-sixth of the area of the Grent T^akes of this

continent.

Value of Fi.«!herie,o; Number of Fis>iermen, Etn.
The fisheries have not been develoned to any great

extent, the population of N<'w Zealand beiuff small
(1.115.0001. and the demand for fi.sh limited, while the
main outside markets have been those of Australia, to
which con.siderable exports of fish have been made.
1.500 or 1,600 persons are en^aped directly in fishing
or handlin<T fish, about 1.000 of these beinT actual fish-

ermen, while the annual value of fish causrht pvnbablv
does not exceed !)i.500 000. ineludincr about .'|!200.000

worth exported, mainlv to Australia.

It is remarkable that New Zealand imports, annuallv,
fish to the value of $.540 000. mainly from the British
Isles, notwithstanding that her own waters are so pro-
ductive, and many siieeii- rellent fish ,nr
abundant.

Number of Species of Fish.

Over three hundred sneeies ef teleos+enn fishes have
been described in Npav Zealand, but of these not more
than thirty-five are regarded as food fishes, and even
some of these are not in public favor, although in many
cases exceedingly good table-fish.
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Blue Cod of Importance Economically.

THEY belong very largely to the rough scaled

spiny-fiiuied kinds of which the red snapper

and groper are types. Amongst the more im-

portant species must be counted the blue cod, Para-

percis colias, P"'orster, which is in great favor, and
though not a large species, is regarded perhaps as the

best of the food fishes in New Zealand seas. There
is a large domestic demand for it and cured and smoked
it is exported in considerable quantities to AustarJia.

Captain Cook called it the "coal" fish, and remarked
on its abundance, and it is still very plentiful, and
of widespread occurrence all along the coast, especially

on precipitous rocky shores. They are caiight in from
10 to 15 fathoms depth, and range from one up to five

pounds, reaching ten pounds weight off D'Urville

Island, Cook Straits, and not belonging to the cod
family, it is curious how it has acquired the name,
especially as its colors are very brilliant; often a dark
green along the sides marbled with brown and a patch
of green over each eye, while the under side is grev-

ish white. The fins are grey spotted with brown, ?.v.^]

the dorsal fin, the first five rays of which are sharp

spines, runs the whole length of the back. As alreailv

stated it is a delicious fish when smoked, but when very
slightly salted, it is much in favor, and is of unusually

excellent table qualities. Hardly less important is the

gigantic Hapuka or Groper (Polyprion oxygeneios

Bloch) which is really a hngh sea-bass or sea-percli,

and ranges from 40 to 50 or even 100 pounds in weight.

It belongs to the order Serranidae, and frequents deptb •.

of 60 to 90 fathoms, or even still deeper water. It is

usually caught by baited hand-lines, but will frequentlv

not take the bait in July, when the fishermen stat"

that it is spawning. A still larger species occiirs at

greater depths outside, and is called P. Amerieanus.
The gropers are, on account of their firm, white flesh,

and their large size, exceptionally important from a

commercial standpoint.

The Moki, which is one of the Latrididae, though
less esteemed than the groper, is an excellent food fish,

and when smoked, is equal to finnan haddie. It i.s a

handsome perch-like fish ranging from 2 to 19 posifd-s

in weight, and frequents Avater 10 to 40 fathoms deep.

There are two species, the more abundant being Latris

ciliaris, Forster, which sometimes completely fills the

fishermen's nets; but another species, Latris lineatus,

Forster, is much larger, and specimens three feet long
have been taken off Tairoa Head. Both are hand-
some perch-like fishes, silvery on the sides, and lead-

colored with a golden sheen on the back.

The Snapper a Valued Species.

ONE of the most familiar food fishes, and

generally esteemed, is the snapper, Pagrosomus
aurattis, Forster. It is an active, handsome

fish, and typical of the family Sparidae, with a high

back, markedly forked tail, serrated brilliant scales.

and of a delicate rose color, fading into grey along the

sides. The snapper is very widespread, abuudinit in

the north and exteiuling even as far south and west as

Du.sky Sound. It is plentiful near Auckland and
Poverty Bay, especially aronnd the weird eternally-

rmoking White Island. As many as 2.000 snapjiers

are often taken in a single haul. On hotel bills of fare,

in N#w Zealand, this red .snapper is a favorite item,

^fC^

and the firm white flesh, and delicate, if not very
marked flavor, cause them to rank high as food fishes.

Conger, Ling and Other Fish Wasted.

Fine conger eels, sometimes of a striking yellow color,
frequent the offshore waters, and specimens reaching
a length of 6 or 7 feet are quite common. The species
is Leptocephalus conger, Forster, and it is sealeless,
but has very firm and palatable fle.sh. The conger eel
is not eaten in New Zealand, and quantities are dump-
ed overboard each season by the fishermen, and as on
this continent are thus wasted; nor does the ling,
Genypterus blacodes, one of the Ophidiidae, fare bet-
ter. Ling range from 10 to 20 pounds or over, and are
common on the shores of South Island, but are not
eaten, though the flaky flesh is white and salts well.

Kingfish or So-Called Barracouta.

THE savage looking so-called Barracouta or

Snoek, Thyrsites atun, Euphrasen, is abund-

ant, three feet long and five pounds and over,

in weight. Split and smoked, it sells readily, and large
(jiiMHtities are taken by the fishermen. Its abundance
may be judged from the fact that two men will take
2.50 to 500 in three or four hours fishing. The name
Barracouta, is sometimes given to two other fish,

namely the king-fish, of the South Island. Rexea furci-

fera, Waite, and the fine silvery king-fish of North
Island, Seriola lalandii, really the Yellow Tail or Amber
Fish of Florida and the Carolinas. The former, whicli
belongs to the Triehixiridae, exposes two formidable
(canines on the projecting lower jaw, even when the
mouth is closed, and it has thus quite a ferocious ap-
pearance. The latter, one of the Carrangidae, is re-

markable for the size it may reach, some specimens
being 40 pounds weight and 4 feet long; but usually
tlu'V are smaller, 6 to 10 pounds in weight. Both of
these fish are fine food-fish, but do not keep well in a
fresh state. Great quantities of the South Island king-
iish are split, salted and smoked for home and export
trade.

Trevally and Other Kinds.

Two fishes common in New Zealand waters are eall-

etl Tj-evally, one, Seriolella brama, Gunther, and the
silvery sea-bream generally called the Warehou. The
former attains a length of two or three feet (12 to 14
pounds weight) but those of smaller size are better
flavored; and the sea bream, Caranx platessa, which
occurs everywhei-e, often in enormous numbers ranges
from 2 to 3 pounds in weight. The latter is a typical
Caranx, whereas the Warehou belongs to the family
Stromateidae, to which the "dollar" fish and other
familiar kinds belong. A very handsome species which
recalls the salmon on account of its elegant shape and
active rapidity in the water, is the Kahawai. Arripis
trutta, Forster, 3 to 7 pounds or more in weight, green-
ish grey on the back with lead blue spots, white sides,

and a dark elegantly forked tail. It occasionally as-

cends some of the northen rivers for 30 or 40 miles, and
if is not surprising that the name "native salmon" has
been given to it, though it belongs to the family
Sciaenidae, under which the sea-drum and many tropi-

cal and subtropical fishes are ranged. One familiar
table-fish has a widespread range, namely the Terakihi
(Cheilodactylus macropterus), a small elegant bass-

like fish Va to 1'^ pounds in weight, though it nuiy
reach 6to 7 pounds: btit it is not very highly esteemed
by epicures.
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Frost Fish (Lepidopus.)

^ (IP the less abundant fisli, mention must be
''^'^ made of the rcinarkal)lc Trichiurid, the frost

fish or hiku, Ij^-pitlopiis caudatus, Euph., 41/2

to 5 feet in len^rth, for whieh, however, no regular fish-

ing can be carried on, on account of its erratic and
peculiar mode of occurrence.

Eaeli season quantities are taken after frosty nights
in winter, being east upon certain flat beaches, and
writhing like silvery snakes, 4 to 5 feet long, may be
captured by hand, hundreds at a time. The flesh does
not keep very well, but it sells at high prices in the

local markets, for it is regarded as one of the most
delicious fishes in New Zealand waters. The cause
of this suicidal tendency is a mystery. Possibly thev

are male fish, affected sea.sonally. as has been found
to be the case with the pollock, and other marine
species.

Hake, Red Cod and Other Kinds.

The esteemed John Dory. Zeus faber, the hake. Mer-
luccins gayi. sometimes called whitins. the mackerel.

Scomber pneumatophorus. the sword fish, and a species

of pilchard, are native to New Zealand waters. A small

herring not to be compared with the herring of northern
seas, also occurs. The small red cod. Physiculus baehus,

Forster, 12 to 20 inches long and 2 to .5 pounds in

weight, is very widespread, but vast quantities are

thrown away by the fishermen because there is little or

no demand for them. The fish is somewhat insipid, but

it could be readily utilized on a large scale, for when
smoked, its qualities are much improved, and it is one
of the most plentiful of inshore fishes. They disappear

for a season or two unaccountably, after one or two
sfMsoTT! of abundance.

Waste of Fine Gurnards.

TTARDLY less abundant is the gurnard

(Prionotus), of which three kinds occur, the

commonest is of a brilliant red color with fine,

firm flesh, but so little desired by the public that tens
of thousands caught by the fishermen are thrown back
into the sea. It is not inferior to the esteemed gurnards
of Europe, but is usually wasted in large quantities

each season.

Flat Fishes of Various Species.

Of soles and flat fishes, there are man species. The
New Zealand sole, Peltorhamphus, is very highly
esteemed, while the so-called furbot, Aminortretes, and
the brill and the lemon sole (Pelotretis) are very com-
mon and of very good quality, but the Megrim (Canlop-
setta) and Sand flounder (Rhombus solea) though ex-

tremely abundant, are very much inferior in quality.

The Esteemed Mullet.

Mention must be made of the Mullet (Mugil) which
has been caught in large quantifies in the northern
estuaries. l.'iO dozen being taken at one "set" on the
Kaipara River. It has also been canned, and like all

the Mullet family, is a most delicate and delicious fish.

.\ curious Chimaeroid fish is surprisingly plentiful.
it is the Elephant Fish fCallorhpnchus) and most
grotesque in shape, though handsome, owing to its

bright silvery coloration. The flesh is white and firm
and might be utilized if public prejudice against the
sharks and their congeners could be overcome.

Lobsters, Oysters, Etc.

OF the Crustacea, the reddish spiny lobster,

i
Jasus Edwardsii. is extremely abundant, and
may be captured in enormous quantities along

the shores generally. The flesh is not quite so delicate
in flavor as the true lobster, but as in Vnpe. Colony,
there is ample scope in New Zealand for a lobster
canning industry, the spinj- lobster being not only
extremely plentiful, but of large size. It must be add-
ed that there is practically no claw nn'-'t ;. «iiw cpffioc

as the nipping claws are very small
The oysters of New Zealand are vei-y reniarkabie

as one kind is dredged in fairly deep water and an-
other kind, the delicious and delicate rock oyster, is

found coating the rocks over large extents of the coast.
This latter oyster. Ostrea glomerata, Goidd, is cup-
like in form, and of extremely delicate flavor, but it

must be fished for with a hammer and chisel as the
bunches of these shell-fish adhere firmly to the rocks,
mainly in the northern waters of New Zealand. Deep-
sea oysters occur especially in the Foveaux Straits in
Ift or 20 fathoms, and are of considerable size and ex-
ceedingly good quality, though not equal to the rock
oyster. They are scientifically called Ostrea angasi,
Sowerby.

New Zealand Clams are Superior.

A most excellent clam occurs, esnecially on certain
shores of the North Island, called the toheroa. a very
delicate and delicious soup being made from these shell-

fish. Quite a fishing industry has been developed on
the clam beds. Avhich occur over considerable areas of
the eastern shores.

A few words are necessary in regard to the fresh-
water fish whieh were almost absent from the rivers
and inland waters before the white man settled in

New Zealand. The native fresh-water species are verv
few. and not to be compared with the fresh-water
species of North America.

^"'''. White-Bait and Other Native River Fish.

NATIVE eels (Anguilla) are extremely abund-
ant, and indeed are a menace to superior fish

but the white-bait or small Tnunga. is ex-

tremely abundant, and much esteemed as a delicacy
on the table.* There are several species of so-called
native trout or Kokopu (Galaxias). and they afford
a small amount of sport, but they have been altogether
overshadowed bv the introduced species, namely the
rainboAr trout. European brown trout and the Pacific
cutthroat trout.

Introduced Trout, a Great Success.

They have established themselves thoroughly in New
Zealand, and all of them reach a large size. Fish 5 to
7 or 8 pounds are quite common, and specimens have
been taken in numbers weighing 25 to even 27 pounds.
No fishing in the world can excel the trout fishing
in such lakes as Taupo. Rotorua and Wakatipu. The
Atlantic salmon, though repeated attempts have been
made to establish it, has not been a success. A small
proportion seems to have survived, and there are re-
cords of grilse being caught around the shores. 'but
the introduction of this species must be regarded as
unsuccessful.

•Locally stated to be the young of the N<<w Zealand
Smelt CRetropinna) and the so-called native trout
(Galaxias). but the specimens examin(>d bv mo wore
the young of the latter (Galaxias).
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Quinnat Salmon Acclimatized.

It is otherwise with the spring salmon or quinnat

of the Pacific Coast of America. This fine Salmonoid
is now thoroughly established in several New Zealand
rivers, and the fish spawn regularly each season, so

that there is a great future in store for the Pacific

species of salmon. Great credit is due to the head of

the Fisheries Department, Wellington (Mr. L. P. Ay-
son), for his zealous and successful fish-culture work.

The Acclimatization Societies too merit a meed of praise

for their splendid efforts with fish and game.

Whales, Seals, Etc.

y.^' \ A CLOSING word must be said about the

^g^L wonderful whaling and sealing industries

fSUmA which have been carried on for a long period

in New Zealand waters. Whales still occur and fur

seals are also found, but both are in such diminished

numbers, that their total extinction in the near future

is to be feared. It is hoped that protective measures

may be effectively enforced as the New Zealand Gov-

ernment has shown itself willing to carry out a wi«»

policy in regard to certain native animals. It has

extended its protective legislation to marine creatures

in a unique manner.
"Pelorus Jack."

It is well known that a fine specimen of Ris'^'-V

grampus, known the world over as "Pelorus Jack" was
protected by special legislative enactment. This crea-

ture 14 feet long frequented Pelorous Sound in Cook
Straits for over fifty years, and was accustomed to

meet and accompany steamers, navigating through the

sound. Tourists always looked out for "Pelorus Jack"
and under parliamentary protection it continued un-

harmed until recently when it ceased to appear, and

is believed to have been criminally killed, or to have

died from old age.

Promising Future for New Zealand Fisheries.

The varied fresh-water and marine products of New
Zealand, are such that a great future lies before the

fishing industries, if they are developed and properly

conserved. Fishing can be carried on all the year

round practically, owing to the fact that there is no

winter season in New Zealand and the hardships of

winter fishing are unknown, though stormy weather,

especially on the west coast is often a serious inter-

ruption. No systematic prosecution of the fishing in-

d\istry has really been carried on on an adequate scale,

and the limited markets and small local demand may
partly account for this, though complaints are com-
mon in New Zealand that the people cannot get sup
plies of their own fish at reasonable rates. There is

no reason why canniTig and curing industries should
not be carried on upon a large scale, and New Zealand
fishery products .shipped to all parts of the world. In-

stead of importing preserved fish in large quantities

as at present, New Zealand should export extensively.

The government has indeed had in view a great scheme
of fishery development, and my own report made in

,'914, will no doubt offer much guidance in this future

,|c yelopment.

LABRADOR SEASON OVER.
The Burin bonking schooner Preceptor, arrived at

St. John's, N.F.. Inst week from Labrador, where she

lias been op'i 'rating for the past couple of months. She

had a good scwson and secured nearly a load. The fish-

cry is now ovei'yand ninny bankers which were fishiiur

on the coast are m the way home.
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BRITISH FISHING NOTES.
By COLIN McKAY.

While the prices of most varieties of fish on retail
markets of London and other large cities of Engk)id
are neany double what they were in July 1914, the
average of jiriees has shown a decrease since the be-
ginning of the present year ; a tendency, however, not
likely to continue with winter approaching. Accord-
ing to Board of Trade figures, the percentage increases
over the average for the years preceding the war are
as follows

:

August 1914 August 1915 August 1916.
13 77 97

In January of this year the percentage of increase
over the bare price was 111; Feb. 126; March 115;
April 108; May 117; June 103; July 97.
Some quotations from a recent Billingsgate market

may be of interest.

Scotch Salmon 2s lOd per lb.

Halibut Is 4d " "
Cod 7dtolOd " "
Bull Is 4d " "
Soles Is S(l to 2s 4d " "
Plaice Is 4d " "
Herrings Is 6d " doz.
Lobsters 3s to 3s 6d " each

Rather marked fluctuations of prices of different
fish occur from day to day. as supply and demand
varies.

Latterly there has been a considerable scarcity of
dried haddocks, kippers and bloaters. Lobsters and
crabs are a rich man's delicacy, but oysters are fairly
plentiful, and selling at prices which considerably ex-
tends the ordinary circle of consumers.

According to Board of Trade returns the increase
in retail prices of foodstuffs coming within working
class expenditure since the beginning of the war may
be put at 60 p.c, which is reduced to 54 p.c. if the in-

crease in the duties on tea and sugar is deducted.
• • •

Scarcity and high prices of fish are largely due to
the depletion of the fishing caused by the command-
eering of large numbers of trawlers for admiralty pur-
))oses and losses by submarine and mine, and also by
the restriction of fishing areas. Between Aug. 4, 1914
and Oct. 31. 1915, 158 steam trawlers of 10,834 tons and
69 sailing craft of 3,270 were sunk by enemy war vess-
els or mines. During the same period the losses under
other heads (founderings, shandings, collisions, miss-
ing and other causes) were, for the fishing fleet 68
steam vessels of 3,810 tons, and 76 sailing vessels of
1.940 tons. Of the missing 38 were steam vessels and
10 sailing vessels, many of which were supposed to be
destroyed by mines or other enemy action.

STUDIES MARKET FOR CRAYFISH.

Thomas Douthart, from the Bureau of Fisheries at
Washington, is in Boston studying the market condi
tions for grayfish. Grayfish, formerly known as dog-
fish, was regaj-ded as of no vahu^ for food, really as
a nuisance to fi.shermen, because they destroy fishing
gear.

Now it has been discovered that dogfish, properly
cooked, are delectable to the taste. Mr. Douthart be-
lieves that it will li.'r>nme a i>opular foodfish under
'ho new name.
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CANADA'S FISHERIES DURING SEPTEMBER
1916.

(Furnished by the Naval Service Department).

The weather during the month of September was
generally suitable for fishing, but scarcity of bait and
the presence of dogfish hampered tho ()|)i>r;iti(Mis of
fishermen on the Atlantic coast.

In the L'Etete district of Charlotte County, New
Brunswick a large run of sardines occurred during the
latter half of the month, while some very large catches
were taken at St. John.

Several fishing vessels were hauled up in Yarmouth
county during September owing to scarcity of men.
Herring fishing was very slack along the south and

and south western shores of Nova Scotia. Mackerel
and herring were plentiful off the shores of Cape Bre-
ton, but dogfish prevented successfid operations.

In Prince County Prince Edward Island, good
catches of herring were landed on two occasions by the
few boats that operated. Mackerel were plentiful at
first but they disappeared quickly.
The fishermen of Gloucester County, New Brun-

swick found codfish rather scarce, during the month,
while the herring fishery on Caraquet Bank was very
poor.

Fine fishing weather prevailed at the Magdalen
Islands and fishing of all kinds was good, especially
mackerel fishing which gave excellent results.

On the Pacific coast the weather was favourable for
salmon fishing.

Offshore, in the northern part of the province, how-
ever, there was a considerable amount of bad weather
which together with a scarcity of bait caused the price
of halibut to be very high at times.

In the Fraser River district a gale at the end of the
month resulted in the loss of four Japanese fishermen
and two or three boats.

Two fishermen were drowned in the Nass River dis-

trict, and in Vancouver Island district a gasoline fish-

ing boat was destroyed by fire, and one man lost.

The catch in the following Counties being confined to

a few kinds is not given in the usual tabular form :

—

Nova Scotia

Colchester: Cod 130 cwts. landed, value $260; used
fresh 40 cwts. fillets 20 cwts. dried 10 cwts.

Antigonish: Herring 765 cwts. landed value $765;
pickled 255 barrels. Mackerel 85 cwts. landed value

$340. used fresh 4 cwts. salted 27 barrels. Total value
of fish landed $1,105.

Hants: Cod 5 cwts. landed value $30. used fresh 5

cwts. clams, 12 barrels landed value $25 used frosli 12

barrels. Total value of fish landed $55.

New Brunswick.

Albert: Herring 8 cwts. landed value $16. used fresh.

Restig'ouche : Cod 40 cwts. landed value $120. used
fresh 40 cwts. herring 75 cwts. landed value $75. used
fresh 15 cwts. pickled 20 barrels. Total value of fish

landed $195.

The following is the result of the fishing in Saguen-
ay County, Quebec, for the month of August :

—

Salmon 81 cwts. landed value $486 ;
pickled 54 cwts.

Lobsters, 90 cwts. landed (in July), value $030; canned
45 cases, cod 32,742 cwt«. landed, value .$47,990; used

fresh 227 cwts.; green-salted 2,445 cwts. dried 9.730

cwts. Herring 913 cwts. lauded value $1,-313 ;

used fresh 25 cwts; jjickled 144 barrels; used as
bait 226 barrels. Mackerel 15 cwt. landed value $96.
used fresh ; Sardines 3 barrels landed, value $6. used
fresh. Halibut 53 cwt. landed, value $195 u.sed fresh.
Flounders 2 cwts. landed value $4. u.sed fresh. Clams
82 barrels landed value $189. u.sed fresh as bait. Squid
10 barrels landed value $20. used as bait. Launce, 270
barrels landed value $270 used as bait. Total value of
all fish landed $51,199.

N.B. The values herein shown are based on the
prices of the various kinds when fir.st brought to land
by the fishermen.

NEWFOUNDLAND NOTES.

CODFISH.

The Trade Review says:—"Quite busy along the
waterfront this week in the discharging of fish from
outport schooners. The price for Labrador Soft is
$6.25 to $6.30—a drop of 30 to 40 cents—as compared
with the week before the Stephano was lost. Labrador
Shore cured, which is scarce compared with the other
quality, is $7.70, and Shore IVIerchantable $7.50 to
$8.00. Shore fish will hold its own, but Labrador is not
so certain. Conditions point to a weakening in the
price when the big lots come in next week.

CODOIL.
The price of common oil has now reached the highest

price in the local market for many years, that is $165
to $170 a tun. Those who have good oil and can afford
to hold on to it till New Year, will probably get $175.
Refined oil is in a poor demand as ever. It is not easy
to get $1.30. and only small lots are bought by export-
ers at one time. The orders ai-c not coming in.

HERRING.
Split herring out of schooners are still selling for

$3.80, with good demand. Herring ready for ship-
ment can command $4..50, but very few barrels com-
ing in are in that condition. Most need to be re-pack-
ed and re-pickled. The Scotch cure market in New
York wants the herring, but they niu.st be put up right
in order to fetch the top price.

LOBSTERS.

Nearly the whole season's catch to the westward of
St. John's is in. The catch in the Northern outports,
which is the smallest on record, is coming in almost
daily now in schooners, in addition to what comes on
by the coastal boat. The price in the city advanced
this week to $17.00 for No. 1 cases of one pound flats
of 48 tins. This is the best price since the war broke
out, and will probably be the record for 1916.

HIGH FOOD PRICES.

The fishermen in town this week are appalled at the
high prices of all the principal food stuffs. They had
heard the reports at home that "provisions was awful
high in St. John's" but the reality far exceeds what
they expected. Flour $10.00. that "used to cost $5.00 a
few years ago. Pork, $32.00 a barrel. Molasses. 60
and 65 cents a gallon for best. Beef, $25.50. Hard
bread, $6.20. Peas. $5.00 a barrel. The war being
on the past two autumns and the expectation existing
in the minds of nuiny that it would soon be over, most
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fishermen refrained from buying any more than the

bare necessaries of life. The food had to be bought.

The dry goods, which had advanced so much in price,

must wait till the war is over. As a result there was
a minimum of buying in these lines the past two years.

Now the home stocks are worn out or reduced so low
that buying can no longer be put off; but the p)nces

are higher than ever. This is the problem thai nearly

all the fishermen have to face this fall.

The clothing, boots, shoes and in fact all the dry

goods material used in the household is about worn
out, and it is as necessary now to replenish the stocks

in these lines as in provisions. There are thousands

of people who have not bought a full suit of clothes

since the year before the war. It was in this line they

believed that they could most conveniently economize

till the war would be over; but the war is not over,

and all the signs are that it will go on for at least an-

other year. The dry goods problems are to be faced

thru this fall when the flour is $10.50 and pork

$32.00. Therefore, a fisherman would need to have

twice the number of quintals of fisli pvcn at today's

price to be in as good a position as he was financially

in the fall of 1913. The fishermen no doubt, will get

through some how. Meantime no matter how much
fish he got this summer, it is better not to offer him

the cold comfort of congratulation. lie will need it

all and more to get what he wants for the winter after

paying his summer's account.

CUBAN MARKET CONDITIONS.

The following report of prices ruling at the Havana
Produce Exchange for the week ended Octobei- 13,

1916, has been furnished by Mr. Enrique R. Margarite,

S. on 0., 66 San Ignacio street, Havana:

—

Fish in Drums.
Importation :

—

October 10, SS. Linion, If) drains.

October 11, SS. Saratoga, 40 drums.

The demand for codfish is falling off every day, to

such an extent that great difficulties are experienced

in disposing of it, even in small lots. Haddock, how-

ever, is in very active inquiry, and, consequently, the

price has made a further advance. This active inquiry

also applies to hake, but quotations on this fish stuff

remain unchanged. Codfish is quoted at 8.50, haddock

at 8.75 cents per pound.

Codfish in Cases.

Importation :

—

October 9, SS. Chalmette, 300 cases from New
Orleans.

October 10, SS. Limon, 660 cases from Boston.

October 11, SS. Saratoga, 252 cases from New
Yor.

October 11, SS. Pastores, 100 cases from New
York.

October 11, SS. Jalisco, 111 cases from New York.

A better demand has prevailed for codfish in cases

and while the price on Norwegian cod continues un-

changed, that for other sources has improved. The
former class can therefore be quoted nt $15 and th»

latter at $12 to $14 jxt case.

Herrings.

As the deituind lor hloaters luis fallen off, the price

declined to $1.35 per large box.

WHALE FISHING INDUSTRY.

International Regulation Necessary to Secure its

Continuance.

Whale fishing, like every other industry, has felt

the far-reaching economic effects of the war. Glycer-

ine, which is useful in the manufacture of explosives,

is obtainable from the oil of the "humpback," "fin-

back" and "sulphur bottom" whales. As Pacific

whale oil averages 6 to 10 per cent of glycerine

content, with a maximum 14 per cent, a rise of 10c to

20c per gallon since the outbreak of war has given a

pronounced impetus to whale-fishing in Pacific waters.

The pursuit of whales for oil and bone has declined

very seriously from the high water mark reached in

the middle of last century. While the "right" whale

has become so scarce taht the price of baleen or

"whalebone" has risen from $1,250 per ton in 1835 to

about $12,500 to-day, the price of oil, despite the up-

ward trend caused by the war, has seriously declined

from the level of former years. Sperm oil had declin-

ed from upward of $1.00 per gallon, in the fifties, to

less than 50c in 1913 and ordinary whale oil was sold

for 35c. These low prices, together with the increas-

ed cost of fitting out shops — $65,000 in 1853, as com-

pared with $150,000 to-day—have made the industry

unattractive to American capital. The decline in the

New England whaling industry may thus be explained

on economic grounds.

There is a tendency to scout the idea that whales

are becoming scarce but the fact that the whalers are

going further and further afield demonstrates that

the old grounds are becoming depleted.

A very flourishing fishery has grown up in the Ant-

artic. South Georgia, previously uninhabited now has

a large industrial village with three slips for cutting

up whales, two guano factories, and large reservoirs

for oil. In 1914, the catch was 7,000 whales, which

produced 34,000 metric tons (about 310,000 barrels)

of whale oil, enough to fill a basin in which a 100-ton

steamer could manoeuvre. One company, with a capit-

al of $182,000, has, in two years, distributed an annual

dividend of 130 per cent, besides adding a portion of

the profit of various reserve funds and increasing

its resources 60 per cent.

Although whaling is still a flourishing industry in

certain quarters of the globe, these enormous profits

spell the doom of the whales unless an international

agreement can be arrived at to regulate the killing.

Of course, an increasing scarcity of whales may make
the business unprofitable, and, as in New England, the

majority of the hunters may be driven from the field.

Then the whales may get sufficient respite to enable

them to re-establish themselves. But, leaving the con-

servation of natural resources to the blind play of

economic forces is both dangerous and unsatisfactory.

Not only may it lead to the utter destriiction of an

irreplaceable resource—as an animal species—but it

builds up a huge industry in the boom days—when the

principal as well as the interest is being greedily con-

sumed—only to be followed by a wretched decline

when large numbers of men lose their livelihood and
expensive plants rot through lack of use. Proper re-

gulation would minimize this expansion and contrac-

tion and would ensure a steady supply and a more
stable condition of industry.
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German Fisheries After The War
I'lIE FISIIERIK.S ui luive .sul-

' I red severely from the war, and much
attention has been given to the ques-

tion of the condition of the fisliing industry when
the war comes to an end, and of the means and meth-
ods that oiiglit to be ailopted to revive it. A number
of articles ami papers have from time to time ap|)eared

in tiie German fisliery journals in which tiie subject is

discussed. Most of them, as might be expected, are

fervently patriotic, not to say frothy, in their senti-

ments, and they generally preach on the text of the

Teutonic hatred of England — that Tyrant of the

Sea. which not oidy keeps the High Sea Fleet sealed

up in the Kiel Canal, but manages to secure for her-

^ self the greater part of the North Sea fishery harvest.

Shore Fisheries.

The sea tisJieries of the Fatherland before the war
I (insisted essentially of, first, the shore fisheries; sec-

ond, the deep-sea trawl fishery ; and, third, the deep-

sea herring fishery. Among the shore fislieries must
be included practically all the fisheries of the Baltic.

That sea is not fitted for trawling, or indeed for any
sort of deep-sea fishing. Shortly after war broke out

and the activities of German trawlers in the North
Sea were seriously restricted, there was an outcry for

the development of trawling in the Baltic, which was
• under German control; but cold comfort was afforded

when the authorities declared that the Baltic was a

"dead sea" for any such purpose. The fish furnished

by the Baltic shores and the great lagoons or "liaffs"

such as the Frisches Ilaff east of the Gulf of Dantzig,

the Kurisches Haff in East Prussia, and the Stettiner

Uaff in Pomerania, are eels, flounders, herring, sprat,

small cod, and plaice, with a few others. On the North
Sea coast the shore fisheries are of much less import-

ance than those of the Baltic, but a fair amount of

fishing is carried on at the mouth of the Elbe and
along the adjacent coast. So far as information goes,

the war has not had a serious effect on the coast fish-

eries. In the Baltic, indeed, they have been extended
aloiiET the occupied Russian territory.

The Steam-Trawling Industry.

This was one of the most imi)ortant for Germany.
The base of operations comprised the North Sea ports

Geestemunde, Altona, Uamburg, Cuxhaven, Brcmer-
haven, and Nordenham, and the German trawling fleets

fished over the same grounds as the English fleets —
in the North Sea, at Iceland, and the White Sea, in

the Skagerrack, and the Cattegat. The war seriously

affected the trawling industry, but it did not bring it to

an end. German trawlers were still able to work along
most of the eastern side of the North Sea and in the

Skagerrack and Cattegat — at least for some time,

j
Owing to this and the great increase in the price of

fish several of the trawling companies did well and in-

creased their dividends. Now, however, such informa-

tion as is available shows that their ojjeratious arc

extremely limited, and it is known that, following the

English example, most of the steam trawlers have be-

come patrol boats, and a considerable number have been
captured or sunk. Nevertheless it is claimed that the

steam-trawling fleet has been increased. An account

published last year stated that in 1914 it was increas-

ed by thirty vessels, as gaainst an increase of twenty-
five ves.sels in 1913 and eighteen in 1912; ten of the

new steamers were for Altona and eight each for Cux-
haven antl Geestemunde. On January 1, 1914, the
steam trawlers numbered 250, of 49,400 tons; in 191')

they are said to have ninnbered "300," of 60,000 tons,

some of the larger being of 200 tons, with engines of

350 to 400 hors(;-j)ower. But in an account jjublished in

May last it is stated that only nineteen new steam
trawlej's weie built in 1915, six for Altona, six for Cux-
haven, four for Geestemunde, two for Hamburg, and
one for Iceland. The boast is made that for six years
Germany has built all the steam fishing vessels she
required, and even exported some—to Brazil and lee-

land. It is clainu'd as now "certain" that after the
war the German steam-trawling fleet "will not be es-

sentially less' than it was in 1914, and that it will com
pai'c favorably with the British fleet, which has lost

"more than 300" vessels. Besides the nineteen new
vessels which actually took the water last year, it is

sni(l that "about thirty" other have been ordered.

It may be presumed that after the war the German
tiuwiing fleet will resume operations on a scale but

little under what it was when the war began, and the

j.-rospect does not concern us in the least, except on one

point. The fact that the dried-fish industry at Aber-
deen was before the war almost entirely dependent on
the supplies brought to that port from Iceland by Ger-

nmn trawlers is often commented on in German pap-

ers. If one maj' believe the stateuumts now made in

Germany—as by Herr Duge, the Fishery Inspector at

Cuxhaven, who is a competent authority on fisheries,

though at present inflamed by hatred of England —
when the time comes again for German trawlei's to fish

at Iceland their cargoes will not be diverted to Aber
deen, but will be reserved for Gerumny, for the dried-

fish factories, lately flourishing, new closed. The
threat is not an empty one. If the responsible authori-

ties tell the trawlers to bring back their fish to Ger-

manj' they will obey, though it involve loss to them-

selves.

The Herring Fishery.

IT IS the deep-sea herring fishery which has

chiefly suffered through the war, and it is

in regard to it that the most far-reaching pro

j)Osals are made. The herrings were all caught on the

wettern side of the North Sea, off the British coasts,

and were cured and packed on board, exactly after

the Dutch manner. When war broke out about thirty

of the luggers were either captured or destroyed by

the British fleet, and since then the remainder have

been lying in port, and most of the companies — the

industry is carried on entirely by companies — are fi-

nancially on the rocks. One hears of few herring lug-

gers being built, but there is an abundance of plans.

Germany must have herrings, and she does not wish to

get them in future from the hated Englishman, if she

can help it. Supplies will be drawn from the neighbor-

ing countries which have furnished herrings so gener-

ously since the war began, but above all she wishes to

catch them for herself. A veiy simple plan, which can-
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not have tormented the Teutonic intellect to bring forth,

is greatly to increase the fleet of luggers. Another

of the same kind is to develop herring trawling to the

greatest possible extent (incidentally and characteris-

tically it is claimed that this method of fishing was

a German discovery!), and the herring companies are

invited to co-operate. But there are new ideas. One
put forward by Herr Duge is not only to increase the

fleet of herring luggers fishing in the North Sea, but to,

have associated with them a number of swift steam car-

riers, which shall daily collect the herrings, fresh or

pickled, from the luggers and run home with them,

leaving the luggers to continue fishing. It is profes

sed that the cost of the carriers would be largely met
by the saving of the three or four voyages of the lug-

gers, and it is also suggested that the carriers .shonhl

be equipped with herring trawls to do a little business

on their own if circumstances should be favorable. By
this means the German friers and tinners would get

supplies of fresh herrings from the German v.vis -Is

—a consummation which theyare said devoutly to wish.

It will not escape notice that this plan, like all the oth-

ers, still "in the air," though the war has gone on for

over two years, and in the opinion of the writer it will

remai nin that e.xalted position till the end.

Increased Demand for Fish.

WE DO not know exactly, or even approxi-
mately, the present condition of the German
fisheries, for, unlike us, they have ceased

to publish any statistics at all ; but it is improbable
that when peace comes they will be in as good a con-

dition as they were at the beginning of the war. It

is, however, very generally held, and with good reaosn,

that the demand for fish in Germany after the war
will be greater than before. For one thing, flesh meat
will continue for a long time to be scarce and expensive,

while fish will be cheaper, and it is said that stern

necessity has accomplished what the fish-as-food pro
paganda failed to do—viz., to teach the population

(Continued on page 370).

PACIFIC NOTES

The gasoline schooner "SEATTLE", which has been
one of the successful halibut boats fishing in Alaskan
waters the past two years, was sold by her owner, Capt.
E. B. Larson, to Capt. Nesland, late of the Schooner
"ORIENT". Capt. Larson intends to go to Europe on
a long postponed holiday.

Mr. P. J. Sandvick, who has been fish buyer for The
Canadian Fish & Cold Storage Company, has left Prince
Rupert for Norway, where he intends to spend a three
months' holiday.

The extraordinary demand for shipping, and the
great shortage of vessels on the Pacific Coa.st having
seventy feet of water, near a wharf at Kake, Alaska,
those companies who have refrigeration plants in Alas-

ka, and require to transport their frozen fish to the

rails. In former yc-ars tliis business was iiandled by
such vessels as the "ELIHU THOMSON", "AL-KI"
and "NORTHLAND". The high freights offered for

transportation of merchandise other than frozen fish

has been sufficient to induce the owners of the SS.

"ELIHU THOMSON" to use their vessel for tran-

sporting ordinary cargo, and have chartered her to the

United States Government for transportoin of stores
between Seattle, Washington, and Alaska. Early in
the month of June the SS. "NORTHLAND" sunk in
seventy feet of water, near a wharf at Kate, Alaska.
Several attempts have been made to float the vessel,

but each of them have been unsuccessful.

Among those effected was the New England Fish
'

Company and the Canadian Fishing Company Limited,
of Vancouver, but these companies have been able to

get over the difficulty by bringing their frozen fish

products from Ketchikan to Vancouver in smaller
.shipments, on tha Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany's Steamships which operate weekly. This was
in the nature of an experiment, but the first two car-

goes were brought down in such splendid condition
that it will be continued until the entire pack at Ket-
chikan, Alaska has been transported to the rails.

The British Columbia Packers' Association has been i

sued by the widows of four of the fishermen who were
drowned on the SS. "ONWARD HO" when she found-
ered last January. Although only four suits have been
entered against the Company so far, it is understood
that a number of others are pending, and the amount
of damages asked for in each case is very heavy. It is

understood that the defence will be the usual one, that
all claims of whatsoever nature are against the ship
and not against the owners, and as there is no salvage
there are no assets to claim against. In any case, how-
ever, it is expected that the B. C. Packers' Association
will be put to considerable expense in defending the
suits. i

The problem of obtaining herring bait for the use of
the halibut fishing vessels on the Pacific Coast is be-
coming more serious every week. As reported earlier
in the year, the anticipated heavy run of herring in

Northern British Columbia waters and South-Eastern
Alaska waters failed to materialize, and instead of the
cold storage plants in these districts being able to ob-
tain an unlimited supply of herring, the amount ob-
tained was very small. The refrigeration plant at

Butedale obtained what was a comparatively large
quantity considering the poorness of the season, but
this is being used up rapidly. The plant at Prince
Rupert has also practically used up its supply. It is a C
matter of note that American schooners fishing for the
Prince Rupert Market have had to spend as much as ten

days at a time hunting from place to place for enough
bait to enable them to fish for halibut. In fact, most of

them have spent more time looking for bait than they
have in fishing for halibut. Every week the situation

is getting worse, and unless some herring shows up in

South-Eastern Alaska, the situation will be very critic-

al. The vessels fishing out of Vancouver have been
better off in the matter of a bait supply, owing to the

foresight of the management of The Canadian Fishing

Company Limited, which company, early in the season,

was able to obtain and put away a sufficient supply of
g

frozen herring for the use of its vessels until the new |

season starts up.

Mr. Sam Chesebro of Chesebro Bros. New York City,

who has spent the last six weeks on the Pacific Coast,

arranging for a supply of frozen halibut and salmon

for his firm for the coming Winter, has now returned
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to New York City via the C. P. K. .Mr. Chescbro, who
was recently married, was aecompauied by his wife,

and thf trip was also in the nature of a honeymoon
trip. —

;

The schooner "ZORRA", owned by Atlln Fisheries

Limited of Prince Rupert, was taken off the halibut
fishing at the beginning of October, and is now being
used as a salmon carrier betwetMi the QnccTi Cliarlottc

Islands and Prince Rupert.

' onsiderable progress is being made in the erection
of the new home of The Canadian Pishing Company
Limited and The New Kngland Fish Company at Van-
couver, B. C. It will be remembered that the plant at
Vancouver which was used by these two companies
was destroyed by fire at the end of May, the fire also
doing considerable damage to the cold storage plant
adjoining the wharf and warehouse. Immediately
after the fire, the rebuilding of the cold storage plant
was taken in hand, and the work was finished about the
middle of September. Immediately thereafter the
erection of a new wharf and warehouse on the old site

was commenced. This necessitated the entire removal
of the old piling, and the driving of new piles. The
work is being prosecuted with great energy, and is

expected to be completed about the end of November.
The Company has been very fortunate in having splen-
did "weather, whereas, under ordinary conditions,
heavy rains are expected during the month of October,
l)Ut so far in October the rain-fall has been practically
nil. and as the roof of the new building is now on, rain
\v'^^] in:)!,., iin . i i fi", . i-,.|)(.e {o the pro. r...„. ,,(' ,1... ^vork.

iiic supjiiy or irozen fish for tiie Luiuuliuii market
botli East and West, for the coming winter, has been
a matter of considerable concern to the producers on
the Pacific Coast, as well as to the trade generally. The
strike of fishermen on the independent halibut schoon-
ers, which lasted throughout the whole of the Spring
and the early part of the Summer of 1916, enrtailecl

the supply of halibut both for use in a fresh state and
for freezing purposes, to a considerable extent. After
this strike ended, there was a further curtailment of
the supply, due to very bad weather on the fishing

grounds, and also due to the scarcity of halibut.

The salmon also failed to show u]i in British Colum-
bia and South-East Alaska waters, with tlie result that

the packs of frozen salmon and halibut are very small

as compared with those of previous years. To make
matters .still worse, the high prices of all kinds of food
have caused a heavier demand for fish than has usually

been the case, with the result that there wilj be a de-

mand for frozen fish considerably in excess of the poss-

ible supply. On the.se conditions becoming known in

the East, a number of the big buyers immediately left

for the Pacific Coast to do what they could to get

enough fi.sh to supply their trade, but while they were
able to do considerable, they wcro not entirely success-

ful in their efforts.

Another factor which has had a considerable in-

fluejiee on the market, is the extraordinarily large

demand made by the Canadian and Imperial Govern-

ments for frozen fish for the use of the Troops. These

orders alone are sufficient to more than use up the

entire frozen fish supply of thr Pacific Coast during

the coming Winter.

was wrecked off Middletou Island, dui.,,^ .... »...„..,.

of October. The crew of thirty-eight men were able
to get away from the vessel in the ships dories, and
were able to nmke a landing on the Islam!. They were
later pickeil up by the Steamer "MARIPOSA" and
taken to Ketchikan, Alaska. The "INDEl'ENDENT"
sank in over one hundred fathoms of water, and it
will be impossible to raise her,
This vessel was built in Seattle, in 1911, by the late

Capt. Andrew Welding. She was a wooden vessel, 140
feet long, 26 feet beam, gross tonnage 263 tons.

Among the visitors to the Pacific Coast during tlic

past month, was Mr. A. H. Frazier of Blaekfords, New
York City, and Mr. F. T. James, of The F. T. James
Company Limited, Toronto, Ont. Both these gentle-
men visited the Pacific Coast in order to insure_a sup-
ply of frozen fish for the coming winter for their res-
pective firnis, and while in Vancouver were the guests
of Mr. A. L. Ilager, Manager of the Canadian Fishing
Company Limited.

Although Japanese are prohibited from securing a
license to fish for salmon in Queen Charlotte Island
waters, they have nevertheless had an exceptionally
active season. This applies especially ot the Japanese

. at Ikeda Bay and Jedway.
They made a bargain with the Indians, whereby the

Indians were to fish for them, and receive three cents
for. each fish. Dog salmon was chiefly handled. The
Indians caught many thousands of this variety and the
catch was promptly salted by the Japanese for dis-
posal in the markets of the Orient. The Japanese
made a further arrangement with canneries in that
part of tlio Queen Ciiaiiotte. They rented nets and
cannery equii)ment on a basis of one cent for each fish.

The deal between the Indians and the Orientals seemed
to be mutually satisfactory. The Japanese got their
salmon and the Indians their cash. The bulk of the
salmon was loaded aboard the brigantine "IIOKOTO
MARU" of Kobe, which will leave about the end of
October.

The SS. "INDEPENDENT", belonging to the Na-

tional & Independent Fisheries Company, of Seattle,

HALIBUT ARRIVALS AT WEST COAST PORTS
SEPTEMBER 1 TO SEPTEMBER 30,

1916, INCLUSIVE.
At Prince Rupert B.C.

:

Sept. ].--- Washington, U.S., 20,000. The Canadian
Fish & Cold Storage Co. Ltd.

Sept. 1.—Elizabeth, U.S., 6,000, The' Canadian Fish
& Cold Storage Co. Ltd.

Sept. 1.—Spencer, U.S., 4,000, The Canadian Fish &
Cold Storage Co. Ltd.

Sept. 1.—Rose Spit, 7,000, The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co. Ltd.

Sejit. 1.—Chief Skugaid. I.'nnf) The r;n.:„n:,n FUli

& Cold Storage Co. Ltd.
Sept. 1.—Tide, 6,000, Atlm i-isniMi.s l.inuicn.

Sept. 2.—Andrew Kelly, 40,000, The Canadian Fish 4
Cold Storage Co. Ltd.

Sept. 2.—Chief Zibassa. 80.000, The Canadian Fish &
Cold Storage Co. Ltd.

Sept. 2.—Minnie V,—6,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Sept. 3.—Doreen, 5,000, The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co. Ltd.

Sept. 3.—Vasa. 5.000, The Canadian Pish & Cold
Storage Co. Ltd.

Sept. 3.--Lil]inn S.. C.S.. 10.000. Pacific Fisheries

Company.
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Sept. 3.—Wireless. T' S 13,000. Pacific Fisheries Sept. 14.—Petrel, U.S., 7,000, The Canadian Fish &
Companj\ ^^^^ Storage Co. Ltd.

Sept. 3.—.Miihel A. --
1

..-^„ 7,000, Pttciiic I'l.^lieries Sept. 14.—Grayling, U.S., 7,000, The Canadian Fish &
Company. Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Sept. 3.—Volunteer, U.S., 6,000, Atlin Fisheries Li- c-^pt i5._Alten, U.Fk, 50,000, The Canadian Fish &
raited. Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Sept. 3.-IIelgeland, U.S.. 25,000, Atlin Fisheries Li-
^^^^^ i5._Vesta, U.S., 16,000, Pacific Fisheries

raited. . Limited
Sept. 3.—Venus. U.S., 9.000, Booth Fisheries Com- ''

^^ . „^« . ,. t.- , r-
\

Sept. 15.—Lillian M., 6,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Sei)t. 3.—Maggolia, U.S., 17,000. Booth Fisheries Sept. l^.—Amunsden, U.S., 10,000, Booth Fisheries

Company. ' Company.

Sept. 3.—Dixie. U.S., 7.000, Booth Fisheries Cnm- Sept. 16.—Nornen, 6,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.
pa»y- ^.

, ,,
Sept. 17.—Aurora, U.S., 10.000, Booth Fisheries.

Sept. 3.—Elsie. T S.. 13.000. Booth Fisheries Com- Company.

^^c/\ o r, „nnnn A *r T^'i ,.^ . T ;.v,;t„rl
Sept. 17.—Mayflower. U.S.. 9.000. The Canadian Fish

Sept. 3.-Zorra. '^OOOO Atlin Fisheries L.mited
Storage Co. Ltd.

Sent 5 —Vansee. U.S., 40.000, Pacific Fisheries Com- .„ ? . „

j|

P Se])t. 17.—Liefe, U.S., 3,000, The Canadian Fish &

Sept. G.—Agnes li.. I'.S . 10.000, Booth Fisheries ^'"''^ Storage Co. Ltd.

Compftny. " *^^Pt- 17.—Flamingo, U.S., 6,000, The Canadian Fi.sh

Sept. 6.—Grier Starrett, liO.OOO, The Canadiiin Fish & Cold Storage Co. Ltd.

& Cold Storage Co. Sept. 17.—Alameda. U.S.. 9,000, The Canadian Fi.sh

Sept. 7.—Jas. Carruthers, 40,000, The Canadian Fish & Cold Storage Co. Ltd.

& Cold Storage Co. Sej)t. 17.—Chief Skugaid, 40,000, The Canadian Fish

Sept. 7.—Venus, U.S., 24,000, The Canadian Fish & & Cold Storage Co. Ltd.

Cold Storage Co. Sept. 17.—Rose Spit, 10,000. Atlin Fisheries Lijpited.

Sept. 7.—Trio, U.S., 10.000, The Canadian Fish & Sept. 17.—Doreen. Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Cold Storage Co. Sept. 17.—Gilford, 7,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Sept. 7.—Pharaon, 9.000, Booth Fisheries Co. Sept. 17.—Gilford, 7,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Sept. 7.—Corona, U.S., 30,000, Booth Fisheries Co. Sept. 17.—Spencer, 7,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Sept. 7.—Daisy, U.S., 20,000, Atlin Fisheries Limit- Sept. 19.—Zorra, 5,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited,

ed. Sept. 19. — Stranger, U.S., 6,000, Atlin Fisheries

Sept. 7.—Soya, 5,000, Atlin Fisheries Limitetl. Limited.

Sept. 8.—Treo, U.S., 10,000, The Canadian Fish & Sept. 19.—Todd, U.S.. 9,000. Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Cold Storage Co. Ltd. . Sept. 19.—Chief Zibassa, 15,000, The Canadian Pish

Sept. 8.—Presho, U.S., 14,000, The Canadian Fish & & Cold Storage Co. Ltd.

Cold Storage Co. Ltd. Sept. 19.—Liberty, U.S., 35,000, The Canadian Fish

Sept. 8.—Dora H.. U.S., 10,000, The Canadian Fish & & Cold Storage Co. Ltd.

Cold Storage Co. Ltd. Sept. 20.—Andrew Kelly, 50,000, The Canadian Fish

Sept. 8.—Thelma, U.S., 20.000, Pacific Fisheries & Cold Storage Ltd.

Company. Sept. 20.—Lincoln, U.S., 10.000. Booth Fisheries

Sept. 10.—Constitution, U.S., 55,000, The Canadian Company.
Fish & Cold Storage Co. Ltd. Sept. '21.—Magnolia, U.S., 10,000, Booth Fisheries

Sept. 10.—Seymour, U.S., 15,000, The Canadian Fish Company.
& Cold Storage Co. Ltd. Sept. 22!-Annie. U.S.. 8.000. The Canadian Pish &

Sept. 10.—Alliance, 5,500, The Canadian Fish & Cold
q^j^j Storage Co. Ltd.

Storage Co. Ltd. Sept. 22.—Grier Starrett. 14,000, The Canadian Fish

Sept. 10.—Eidsvold, U.S., 18,000, Booth Fisheries & QqI^i Storage Co. Ltd.

Company. Sept. 23.—Pacific, U.S., 35,000. The Canadian Fi.sh &
Sept.

'

10.—Shamrock, U.S., 35.000, Atlin Fisheries
(.^^^^ Storage Co. Ltd.

Limited. . Sejit. 23.—James Carruthers, 40.000, The Canadian

Sept. 10.—Uranus, U.S., 9,000, Atlin Fisheries Li-
p5j,j, & q^i^i Storage Co. Ltd.

raited. , Sept. 23.—Thelma. U.S., 12,000. The Canadian Fish

Sept. 10.—Tuladi, 15,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited. ^ q^^^ Storage Co. Ltd.
e„,.f 11 —V.vViihit TTS.. 7.000. The Canadian Fish & ci„_t 9?i —Tliobm, TT

!

Sept. 11.—Exhibit, U.S., 7.000, The Canadian 1< ish Aj g^^^ 23.—Thelma, U.S., 12.000, The Canadian Pi.sh

Cold Storage Co. Ltd. & Cold Storage Co. Ltd.

Sept. 11.—Jessie, 12,fl00, The Canadian Fisli & ('old Sept. 23.—Exhibit. U.S.. 13.000. The Canadian Fish

Storage Co. lAd. . & Cold Storage Co. Ltd.

Sept. 11.—Director, U.S., 10,000, Atlin Fisheries g^p^ 23.—Advance. U.S.. 14,000, Booth Fisheries

Limited. ^.
, .

Company.
Sept. 11.—Alvilda, U.S., 13,000, Atlin Fisheries Sept. 23.—Daisy, U.S.. 10.000. Booth Fisheries Corn-

Limited. . _ . .
pany.

Sept. 13.—Rosario, U.S., 7,000, Atlin Fisheries Limit- t^^p^ 25.—Shamrock, U.S.. 34,000, The Canadian

ed Frsh & Cold Storage Co. Lid.

Sept. 1 \v„n,.,. US.. 12.000, Atlin Fisheries Sept, 25.—Rolfe, U.S., 9,000. The Canadian Fish &
Limited. ,.

,
Cold Storage Co. Ltd.

Sept. IIJ. Ut'). i^, iM,si ' *""* '''
' in.Mlinn iMsti p-^p^ 25.—Pharaon. 6,000. The Canadian Fish &

& Cold Storage Co. Ltd. i Old Storage Co. Ltd.
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IKo Snbegtorg
THOSE WHO, FROM TIME TO TIME, HAVE FUNDS RBQUIRINS

INVESTMENT. MAY PURCHASE AT PAR

DOMINION OF CANADA DEBENTURE STOCK
m SUMS OF $500 OR ANY MULTIPLE THEKSOF.

Principal repayable 1st October, 1919.

Interest payable half-yearly, 1st April and 1st October by cheque (free

of exchange at any chartered Bank in Canada) at the rate of five per cent
per annum from the date of purchase.

Holders of this stock will have the privilege of surrendering at par and
accrued interest, as the equivalent of cash, in payment of any allotment

made under any future war loan issue in Canada other than an issue of
Treasury Bills or other like short date security.

Proceeds of this stock are for war pvuposes only.

A commission of one-quarter of one per cent will be allowed to recog-

nized bond and stock brokers on allotments made in respect of application!

for this stock which bear their stamp.
For application forms apply to the Deputy Miiiister of Finance, Ottawa.

DKPAXTKSNT OF FINANCS, OTTAWA,
OCTOBER 7tb, 191*.

Sept. 25.—Alliance, 6,000, The Canadian Fish &
Cold Storage Co. Ltd.

Sept. 25.—Tuladi, 8,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.
Sept. 25.—Corona, U.S., 22,000, Booth Fi.sheries

Company.
Sept. 26.—Borealis, 20.000. Atlin Fislieries Limited.
Sept. 26.—Director, U.S., 5,000, Atlin Fisheries Li-

mited.

Sept. 26.—Director, U.S., 5,000, Atlin Fisheries

Limited.

Sept. 27.—Elfin, U.S., 6.000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Sept. 27.—Alvilda, U.S.. 13,000, Atlin Fisheries

Limited.

Sept. 28.—Tree, U.S.. 5,000, Booth Fisheries Com-
pany.

Sept. 28.—Dophin, U.S.. 18,000, Booth Fisheries Com-
pany.

Sept. 28.—Star, U.S., 18,000. Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Sept. 28.—Volunteer, U.S.. 10,000. Atlin Fisheries

Limited.

Sept. 29.—Dick. U.S., 17,000, The Canadian Fish &
Cold Stora<je Co. Ltd.

Sept. 30.—Alaska, U.S., 80,000. Atlin Fisheries

Limited.

Sept. 30.—Alfa S.. U.S., 15.000, Tb- ('.^u-.uWun Fish

& Cold Storage Co. Ltd.

Sept. 30.—.lim Ham. U.S.. 12,000, i i,. < anadian
Fish & ("old Storage Co. Ltd.

Sejit. 30.—Geo. E. Foster. 25,000. The (Canadian Fish

& Cold Storage Co. T.itd.

Note: All vessels not speeified "US" are of Cana-
di.nn Rngistery.

At Ketchikan, Alaska

:

Sept. 1.—J. P. Tod.I 11 15,000, New England Fish
Company.

Sept. 1.—Roald Amunsucn, 10,000, New England
Fish Company.

Sept. 1—North Cape, 5,000, New England Fish Com-
pany.

Sept. 1.—Stranger, 10,000, New England Fish Com-
pany.

Sept. 2.—Holdal, 10,000, New England Fish Com-
pany.

Sept. 5.—Bryan, 5,000, New England Fish Company.
Sept. 6.—Knickerbocker, 60,000, New England Fish

Company.
Sept. 6.—Lincoln, 5,000, New England Fish Com-

pany.

Sept. 6.—Cora, 5,000, New England Fish Company.
Sept. 7.—Westfjord, 25,000, New England Fish Com-

pany.

Sept. 8.—Prospector, 80,000, New England Fish
Company.

Sept. 8.-Rapier, 10,000. Now England Fish Com-
pany.

Sept. 9.—Yukon, .000. New England Fish Company.
Sept. 9.—Eureka, 5.000, New England Fish Com-

pany.
Sept. 11.—New England. 120,000, New England Fish

Company.
Sept. 18.—Northcape. 5,000, New England Fish Com-

pany.
Sept. 20.—EnickM. 5,000. New England Fish Com-

pany.
Sept. L>1.- .\..r.i.n. 5.000. Now England Fish Com-

pany.
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GERMAN FISHERIES AFTER THE WAR.
^

generally the use of .fish. It is believed they have

become accustomed to fish, and vnW be reluctant to

give it up. Hopes are expressed that the Government

will buttress up the fishing industry by bounties and

loans to fi far greater extent than hitherto — it is not

suggested where the money will come from. The Gov-

ernment. hoAvever, may do one thing that is asked. It

may establish a department of fi.sheries or a central

administration as in other countries, which Germany
has hitherto lacked. It is curious that in a country

which prides itself on its ability in organization the

fisheries should be left in the charge of a variety of

authorities, sometimes antagonistic to one another. —
The Fish Trades Gazett. .
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FARQUHAR & COMPANY
LIMITED

Receivers and Distributors

.-0F--

Dry and Pickled Fish,

Lobsters, Cod Oil, etc.

SFARQUHAR'S WHARFS

A. Wilson & Son

HALIFAX, N.S.

Established 1878

PIONEERS IN THE FISH TRADE
: ON THE ATLANTIC COAST :

DEALERS IN FRESH, FROZEN AND
SMOKED FISH

^ If you want the best in Finnan

Haddies or Boneless Strip Cod
get WILSON'S.

HALIFAX, Nova Scotia. o
o

oooooaoooQoaaaoooaQooQoanoooacoooocociaaQuo

—Branches at

—

CANSO NORTH SYDNEY INGONISH
PETIT DE GRAT, N.S.

i

= «

Brunswick Brand

f!s

yy =

HIGH

SEA
GRADE

FOODS I

I CONNORS BROTHERS, LIMITED I
Branch Office:

6 Ward Street,

St. John, N B.

PACKERS AND CANNERS,

BLACK^S HARBOUR,
N.B,

Cable AddreiM :

Connors, St. George

Telegraphic Addreti:

St. George, N.B.

^lllllllilllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillliliillJiiililiiililllilllllllllllilllllllllililil^
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NOW READY!
A New Volume of Deep Sea Fishermen Yarns

"The Shack Locker"
BY

FREDERICK WILLIAM WALLACE
II I (Author of "Blue Water"—A tale of Deep Sea Fishermen)

++
^

THE SHACK LOCKER is a carefully selected collection of F. W. Wallace's best yarns of

the Bank fishermen.

f^ These stories carry the spirit of r.dventuvf and flirill witti tin; reckless daring of the offshore

j1 trawlers of Canada's Atlantic coast.

4TT No more varied tales of seafaring adventure have ever been published.

grr A book that will be appreciated by all who love salt water and yarns of those who go down

'Jj to the sea in ships.

The Only Book of Purely Canadian Sea Stories Written by a Canadian

"THE SHACK LOCKER" will make an ideal Christmas Gift

++*
Special Offer to the New Subscribers for the Canadian Fisherman
A copy of THE SHACK LOCKER tastefully bound in stiff i)ai)cr covers will be sent to all new
subscribers to the CANADIAN FISHERMAN for ^\'A). For one dollar and fifty cents, a paper
bound eoi)y of THE SHACK LOCKER will be sent along with a year's subscription to the CAN-
Af>IAX FISnERMAN~U\e Jonrnal that is puttin-r Canada's Fisheries on the Map.

ORDER YOUR COPY OF THE BOOK AND MAGAZINE NOW!

-Mtssrs. Industrial and Educational Prc^'^ T.tfi

600 Read Building,

Montreal, Que.

I am enclosing $1.50 for which jilease send mo the CANADIAN FISHERMAN for one year,

,.i..f, M,.. ...,,„.,. i„,,„,a edition of THE SHACK LOCKER.

Name . .

Address.

THE SHACK LOCKER i)()und in cloth covers i-osts $1.;')U net. Kor tliosc who wish to keep the

book in their library or give as a present, we mail to any address on receipt of the price.
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PROMPT SALES PROMPT RETURNS g

P. C. PARKHURST
Committion Dealer in

Salt

AND

Pickled FISH
Smoked

AND

Canned

Office and Wharf :

28 Vincent Street, GLOUCESTER, Mass.

CorreMpondence Solicited

a
a

a
a
a
a
o
a
a
a
a
o
a
a
g
o
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iMAX FINKELSTEINi
oWHOLESALE PRODUCER OF SMOKED FISH

124 HAVEMEYER ST.

g BROOKLYN

BUYS
N. Y.: I

CISCOES: CHUBS- g
TULIBEES; BLUE fi
FINS; white STUR" O
GEON; frozen as g
well as salted round a
HERRINGS. Red S
and fat, Pacific Coast g
mild cured SAL- li

oooaoooooaoooooooooooooooaaaoaapooaociaoaoo

O MON.
g I pay market prices for all varieties of prime, fresh or g
O frozen fish, suitable for smoking. Remittances upon safe S
O and satisfactory arrival. Authentic reference. Communi- 5
5 cate with me. g
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

W.' Inrinc Atwood, Prait.

W. Elmer
Atwood,

Vice-Preit.

Wach f s ex
BRAND

Finnan hadd

31 Boston Fish Pier

N. D. Freeman, Traas.

Irving M.
Atwood,
See'y

•niMgr.

ALL
VARIETIES

OF THE
L= SEASON

Boston, Mass.

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

S THE GENUINE INDEPENDENT HOUSE

I CHARLES LYONS CO., Inc.
Wholesale and Commission Dealers in

Carp, Sturgeon, Caviar, and all Lake and River Fish g
26 PECK SLIP Tel. 1658 Beekman NEW YORK gNo connection with any other house. Correspondence solicited 9

ooooooaooooooooooooooooooaooooaooooooooooaooooooooooaooaoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS. IMPORTERS AND SHIPPERS OF

FRESH CHILLED. SMOKED, SALTED LAKE AND OCEAN
€•'

1 i¥SfliS^^ClAilS

BUFFALO. N.Y,

GEO. L. CLAYTON
CONSULTING ENGINEER

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS FURNISHED FOR
ICEMAKING. FISH FREEZING. AND

COLD STORAGE PLANTS

VICTORIA and PRINCE RUPERT, B.C.

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

i ANT. B. DIMITRIOU & CO., §

I
PIRAEUS, GREECE S

g Wholcanic Grocers. Fish Merchants. Commlssioi Aftcnts

O THE LARGEST HERRING, CODFISH. FISH AND
g

LOBSTER DEALERS IN GREECE
TeleArams: "Dlmltriou. Piraeus." Codes used: ABC

Q Sth Kdllinn. Scott'n, loth rtlltlnn. ami Prlvnie _
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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S "Inspection Certificates Furnished Where Required." g

I F. J. HAYWARD f
Q

go • SHIPPER or p

Frozen Salmon, Halibut and Black Cod. Fresh Salmon, Halibut, and 5

g other fish. Pickled Salmon, Herring and Black Cod ; .\laska Codfish and o

p all other Pacific Fish in Carlots only. 8

I WESTERN AGENT:— ROBIN JONES & WHITMAN, LIMITED, Etc., Etc. |
A Corretpondence Solicited S

I
912 DOMINION BUILDING - VANCOUVER, B.C.

|
ooooooooooooooooooooooaooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001

I "RUPERT" BRAND
i THE CANADIAN FISH & COLD STORAGE CO. L TD. 1
o
9 Wholesale Dealers, Packers and Shippers

o OF

g FRESH, FROZEN, SMOKED, SALT and CANNED FISH
P No order too lartte None too small

P CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

I I
^^^^^12-. PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. ^-^^^^ IO Cap>clty--7000. tons. " -" ^-»* » ^i^*-» M. '». ^^ M M^M.^M.y M^» 'K^»

Chlcafto. Ill, U.S.A. S
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooopoooooooooooa
o

*

o

0. . . . ^ . . .-^^.-^O *— # % "V *— ^w^ O OLAKE F I S H I i J. BOWMAN & CO.
o ———————^— ——^^—^^ O P

s
Trout, Whitefish, Jumbo White,p « *

g WIIITEFISH We are established for handling 5 Yellow Pike, Jacks, Fresh Herring,

P DORE I orders in carload lots. Shipment p o Salted Herring, frontal cut or flats.

o JACKFISH
1
right from the Lakes. IfWe p p We are booking orders now for car

g TULLIBEES T specialize in Lake Winnipeg fish, 9 g lots.

P GOLDEYES the finest Lake fish in the world. P P Frozen herring, 100 lbs. in sacks,

8 SUCKERS ' Pm-Immb »d Wiotw «<iibw fr*i*a fitii hiodUii S S 240 sacks to car for November and
H 5 9 December delivery.

p ESTABLISHED 1890 g g Write US for prices.

i The W. J. Guest Fish Co. Limited § 8 ^^^^ office, port arthur
S ^^/^MMInl7^ Vf A M 6 6 TORONTO MONTREAL
g WINNIPEG, MAN.

§ g ^^ Duncan St. 47 William St.

oaooopoooooaoooooooooooooooopooooooooooooo oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

ooaooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooanoooooaoooooooooooooooooAOOooooooooooopPoaoooooopP
o
o
p

o
p
p

THE CANADIAN FISHERMAN
I g THE MAGAZINE OF CANADA'S

p :: COMMERCIAL FISHERIES ::
a
9
o $1.00 Per Annum Canada and Great Britain. $1.50 United States and Elsewhere
p
p

g Send Your Subscription in NOW
oooaoaoooooooooooaoooooopoooooooooooppppppppoooppoooooopapappoooopppooopopppppppoooooi
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FISH & OYSTERS
ALL KINDS OF

Fresh, Frozen, Smoked, Dried, Pickled

.* and Prepared FISH in Season /

O YSTERS A SPECIALTY

COLD STORAGE ON THE PREMISES

Lonit Distance Telephones P.O. Box 1425

LEONARD BROS.
20, 22, 24 & 26 YOUVILLE SQUARE,

(Near Custom House)

MONTREAL
Branches :

Sl.John,N.B. Grand River, Que. Gaspe,Que. Westporl, N.S.

CorretpondencK Invited

a
o
o
§
o

o
o
o

g
o
o
o

g
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g

ESTABLISHED 1874

D. HATTON COMPANY, Montreal |

Largest Receivers and Distributors of all kinds of FISH in the
|

Dominion g

Experts in the handling of BULK and SHELL OYSTERS
|

Ask for our Niobe- Brand of Haddies, Kippers and Bloaters, and Sardines o

in the purest of Olive Oil. Also our Ivory Brand of Pure Boneless g

g Codfish in 2" blocks, 201b. boxes g
S o
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

Brokerage and
Commission

Consignments
Solicited

W. R. SPOONER
WHOLESALE : FISH : MERCHANT

DISTRIBUTING AGENT FOR PRODUCERS OF FRESH
FROZEN, SMOKED AND SALT SEA AND LAKE FISH

National Brand
Smoiced Fisii

Cold Storage

ON Premises

Representing: National Fish Co., Ltd., Halifax, N.S. ; Ansley W. Fader, Canso, N.S. ; Harbor Breton Fish Co., Harbor Breton, Nfld;

J. Bowman & Co., Port Arthur, Ont.; R. E. Jamieson, Rustico, P.E.L

119 Youville Square MONTREAL

o
o

g
o

g

TO THE FISH TRADE:--

60000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

g

LET us DO YOUR PRINTING. g
PRICE LISTS; TRADE BULLETINS, g
PAMPHLETS, BILL HEADS, LETTER HEADS, g

ENVELOPES, CARDS, ETC. |
o

Our staff is experienced in the technical work called
for in the Fishing Industry. g

INDUSTRIAL & EDUCATIONAL PRESS, LTD.
|

8 45 ST. ALEXANDER ST., MONTREAL, Que. |
g (IHIBLISIIKKS OF THE CAN.\I)IAN FISHERMAN)
5 o
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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Look for the

Mark of

Quality

It can be seen

on all

High-Grade

Atlantic Sea

Foods

Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED

Vessel] Owners Cold Storage Plants

PRODUCERS OF ALL KINDS

OF ATLANTIC SEA FOODS
FOR HOME & EXPORT TRADE

Main Office - - - MONTREAL, Canada
Branches

DIGBY, N.S. CANSO, N.S.

Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITEDI

m
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ONTARIO
Department of Game and

Fisheries
The attention of the fishermen ta Invited to the

following proTlsions of the Dominion Special Fish-
ery Regulations for the Province of Ontario and of
the Ontario Game and Fisheries Act.

Fishing by means other than angling or trolling
except under the authority of i. lease, license or
permit issued by this Department Is prohibited.

Non-residents, that Is persons domiciled In the
Province for a period of less than six months, are
not allowed to angle or troll without an angler'*
permit.

No one shall fish for or take large mouthed or
small mouthed black bass, maskinonge, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts,
otherwise than by angling.

No one shall fish for large mouthed or small
mouthed black bass, maskinonge, salmon, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts
through the ice.

The sale or export of small or large mouthed
black bass, of maskinonge and of speckled trout,

brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts is pro-
hibited.

The sale or export of pickerel (dore) less than
fifteen Inches In length, measuring from the point of

the nose to the centre of the posterior margin of the
tail, is prohibited.

The taking of whlteflsh or salmon trout less than
two pounds in weight Is prohibited.

The use of trap nets is prohibited.

Fishing with gill nets In Lake Erie, from De-
cember 15th to March 16th, both days inclusive, is

prohibited.

No one shall set or place nets other than hoop
nets, dip or roll nets. In any river or creek or with-
in five hundred yards of the entrance thereto. This
prohibition shall not apply to carp fishing.

CLOSE SEASONS (Commercial Fish.)

Pickerel.—In water other than the Great Lakes,
Georgian Bay, North Channel and connecting
waters—April 15th to June 15th.

Whlteflsh and Salmon Trout.—In waters where
commercial fishing with gill nets is not permitted
^October 5th to November 5th, both days in-

clusive.

In the Bay of Quinte—November 1st to No-
vember 30tb, both days inclusive.

In waters other than the Bay of Quinte, Greet
Lakes, Georgian Bay, North Channel and connect-

ing waters, where commercial fishing with gill nets

is permitted—October 5th to November 30th,

both days inclusive.

LIMIT OF CATCH (Commercial Fish.)

(By Angling or Trolling.)

Pickerel.—Twelve per day.

Salmon Trout.—Big and Little Rideau Lakes,
three per day. Other waters except Great Lakes,
Georgian Bay, North Obaunel and connecting
waters, five per day.

A. SHERIFF,
Deputy Minister of Game and FisherlM.

Department of Gam« and Fisheries.

Toronto, Feb. 1st., 1916.

Exceptional

Angling

Opportunities

are offered by the Province of Quebec, which

is the only one that leases exclusive hunting

and fishing territories over large areas of

forest, lakes and rivers, both to Clubs and pri-

vate individuals, with the privilege of erect-

ing camps thereon.

Membership may be obtained, if desired,

in many existing clubs, with camp privileges

already provided, and often with the right of

erecting private summer homes on suitable

sites on the club territory.

On all unleased Crown Lands and Waters,

angling and hunting are absolutely free to resi-

dents of the Province, and the only charge to

non-residents is the cost of the non-resident

fishing or hunting license.

To the Wholesale Fish Trade

The attention of dealers who receive their

fresh fish from Portland and other foreign

sources is directed to the exceptional oppor-

tunities of obtaining their supply from the

Baie des Chaleurs and the North Shore of the

St. Lawrence, to their own advantage and that

of their customers, and to the benefit of the

fishermen of the Province of Quebec.

For all Information apply to—

The Minister

of Colonization, Mines and

Fisheries

Of the Province of Quebec
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DEPARTMENT OF THE
NAVAL SERVICE

FISHERIES BRANCH

Lobster Fishery Fishing Seasons in Force on

June 1st, 1916

Number
of

District Limits Fishing Season Sixe

11

Charlotte County, N.B..

St. John County, N.B..

Albert County and Portion ol Cumberland County, N.B., and King's and Annapolisc
Counties, N.S

Digby County

Yarmouth. Shelbourne, Queen's, Lunenburg, and that portion of Halifax county west of
a line running S.S.E. from St. George's Island, Halifax Harbour, and Coinciding with
Fairway buoys

From line in Halifax Harbour running S.S.E. from St. George's Island, and coinciding
with Fairway buoys eastwardly to Red Point, between Martin Point and Point Mic
baud. Cape Breton Island and including Chedabucto and St. Peters Bays and the Gut
of Canso, as far as a line passing from Flat Point, Inverness County to the Lighthouse
in Antigonish County opposite

Remaining portion of Cape Breton Island, including St.
District flo.

Paul's Island, not covered by

The Magdalen Islands, including Bird Rocks and Bryon Island

Waters of Northumberland Strait, between a line on the N.W. drawn from Chockfish
River, N.B., to West Point., P.E.I., and a line on the S.E. drawn from the west side of
River Philip channel at the mouth of the river. Nova Scotia, to the eastern entrance to
Victoria Harbour, Queens County, Prince Edward Island

On and along the portion of the coast or the waters thereof, of the Provinces of Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, westwardly and northwardly, from
the Lighthouse in Antigonish County, opposite Flat Point in Inverness County, Nova
Scotia, to the northern boundary New Brunswick, including the coasts and waters
thereof of all the islands adjacent to these portions of the coasts of the said Provinces as
well as the coast and waters thereof of the Counties of Quebec south of River St. Law
rence, except those specified in No. 8

North of the Gulf and River St. Lawrence including Anticosti Island.

Nov. 15 to June 15.

Nov. 15 to June Ist.

Jan. 15 to June 29..

Jan. a to June 15. .

.

Dec. 15 to May 30.

April 1 to June 20. .

April 15 to July 15.,

May 1 to July 20. .

,

May 25 to Aug. 10.

April 2e to June 26.

May 20 to July 31..

lOi inches

9 inches

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Size Limit

No Sixe Limit

No Sin Limit

Soft shell or berried lobsters must be liberated alive by the person catching them. '-

Lobster traps may not be set in 2 fathoms of w,9ter or less.

Lobsters to be canped may be boiled only in the cannery in which they are to be packed. The sale or purchase.of broken lobster meat or
fragments of lobsters for canning is prohibited.

1

Before lobster canning is engaged in, a license from the Department of the Naval Service is required.
j

Cases of canned lobsters must be regularly labelled or a permit obtained from the Department, before they may be nemoved from the tannery
and must be labelled before being placed on the markets. '

F
Lobster canneries must comply with the Standard of Requirements, copiaa of which may be obtained from the Ideal Fishery Officers or the

Department. <]
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there never was such a thing as a bounty. One dollar

does not help a boat owner very much, nor does $3.45

help the boat fisherman. It won't buy him a decent

pair of rubber boots.

What our fishing industry really needs is more motor

and auxiliary fishing craft, and we would suggest that

our Government do the same as what the Norwegians,

Swedes, and British have been doing in allowing fish-

ermen certain sums of money in order that they may
install motors in their boats. There are hundreds of

fishermen around our coasts who have boats but can-

not afford to buy engines for them. There are also

numerous small schooners which could be made twice

as effective if they had auxiliary engines installed. But

engines are a big expense to a poor man and a great

many fishermen owning motor fishing boats are in debt

to the agents of motor engine companies and pay high

interest on their notes. Others, rather than be indebted,

allow someone to install an engine in their boat, and

the engine owner takes a proportion of the catch for

the hire of same.

It seems to us that a scheme could be put into opera-

tion whereby the Government would undertake to

finance fishermen in the purchase of engines out of the

bounty money. This might be done by paying one

third of the cost of an engine—the fisherman paying

the other two thirds himself. Another way would be

to advance the money for the piirchase of a motor

—

the fisherman to repay within a certain time and with-

out interest.

In o'der to prevent misappropriation of the money

to other uses and prevent men from applying for en-

gines i'.nd using their boats for coasting and freight-

ing, the Fishery Officers of each district will keep

track of the boats thus subsidized and see that the own-

ers keep their contract to engage in fishing for a cer-

tain period every year. Each fisherman owning a sub-

sidized engine would have a book similar to a Sea-

man's Discharge Book and have entries made therein

by the local Fishery Officer as to the periods he has

been engaged in fishing ; the amount of his catches and

the payments on his engine. Any transfers by sale or

otherwise would be marked in the book and also in the

Fishery Officer's register.

There may be other schemes better than these, but

we are opening the ball for others to suggest their

ideas. There is no do\ibt whatever that the Fishing

Bounty as at present administered is futile in its object

and could be better applied to helping the fishermen

in other ways.

couraging the fisheries of Canada, but Sir Sam found
time to do so. When Mr. Hugh A. Green came to the

Ex-Minister of Militia with his scheme of supplying

fish to the soldiers in camp here and overseas. Sir Sam
could very well have chased him away from his busy
presence. One could imagine the General lending a

sympathetic ear to a scheme for annihilating the

enemy, a new "tank" or high explosive, but fish!

However, his practical mind, ever alive to matters

Canadian, was cjuick to grasp the advantages of fish

in the soldiers' rations and the consequent benefit to

the Industry, with the result that Mr. Green was given

a hearing, a trial, and an appointment as Director of

Fish Supplies. As we all know, the whole thing is a

great success and has led to a huge trade.

Sir Sam may have had his faults—who hasn't?—and
in the limelight of these strenuous times they have

been greatly magnified, but Sir Sam is Canada's great-

est advertiser. Canada for the Canadians is his motto

and he has faith in his country and its future. Can-

ada's Army and Canada's Fish are the two big things

he has brought into startling prominence. We thank

him for both.

EXIT—SIR SAM HUGHES.

Whatever politicians and military men may think

regarding the dismissal of Lieut General Sir Sam

Hughes, we, in the fish business, unbiassed by politics

or military ethics, cannot but feel warmly towards him

for the work he has done in promoting our fisheries.

It is rather a (jueer step from military duties to en-

OVERSEAS EXPORT OF CANADIAN FISH.

Major Hugh A. Green, Director of Fish Supplies to

the Canadian Forces, and a Director of the Canadian

Fisheries Association, has returned to Canada as an

emissary of the British Board of Trade with a commis-

sion to organize supplies of (Canadian fresh-frozen,

smoked, cured and canned fish for the Imperial Army.
The amount required of all kinds of Canadian fish,

sea and lake varieties, will run to ten million pounds

weekly. The magnitude of this order makes one gasp,

and Major Green has a big job ahead of him in stimu-

lating the production of such a vast amount. A splen-

did feature of the order, and one which will appeal to

the fishermen, is the fact that many varieties not

\isually marketed fresh in Canada and regarded as low

grade fish^ will be taken. Fresh-frozen black cod from

the Pacific, cusk, pollock and hake from the Atlantic,

and several lake varieties are wanted in addition to

the regular lines of halibut, salmon, cod, haddock and

whitefish.

A sample order of over a million pounds has already

been shipped across and Major Green is now visiting

the various fishing centres to organize means of in-

creasing production.

MAJOR GREEN'S MISSION.

Undoubtedly the biggest topic of the month in the

fishing industry of Canada is the visit of Major Hugh
Green and his commission to organize production to

fill the huge fish orders of the Imperial Government.

Every prodxicer in the country will have a chance to

fill the order, and every man who can haul net, trawl
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or hainlliiK- will benefit—not only in the ready market

ofFered.but in the chance to dispose of varieties which

otherwise were thrown away or sold at shack prices.

Of course, it will be said by many that this export

trade will raise the price of fish in Canada and fall

heavily on the consumer. In pre-war days, the con-

sumers in Canada repardod fish as of little account

and didn't care whether they ate it or not. Prices were

low—they had to be or there would be no sale—and

the fishermen, who work hard enouph for their money,

received scanty rcunuiierntion for the fruits of their

toil. The best part of the catches of Canadian fisher-

men were shipped out of the country to the United

States, the Continent, West Indies and South America.

They had to be, or fishermen would have had to knock

off for want of a market.

Everything has gone up in price since the war

—

fish least of all, but when fish did go up, there was a

scream from various High Cost of Living experts. Cer-

tain varieties of fish are high nowadays, but many
others are practically as cheap as ever. The consumers

in Canada have always had epicurean tastes in fish

foods. Nothing but halibut, salmon, cod and haddock,

and some lake fi.sh, could be marketed. Other equally

fine fish—hake, cusk, pollock, black cod, skate, herring,

whitcfish and even dog-fish—wouldn't be looked at in

the home market. In Great Britain and the Continent

the latter varieties have been staples for many years.

Canada is only now reaching the stage where such fish

can be marketed fresh and it is only through the war

and the extensive publicity work carried on by the

Fisheries Department and the Canadian Fisheries

Association in educating the consumer.

However, Ma.ior Green's work in stimulating a

demand for Canadian fish overseas will ,at the same

time, increase our means of production. More fisher-

men will go into the industry and more concerns will

open up to buy their fares. When that happens, there

will be plenty of fish coming in and the needs of the

home market will be taken care of. There is little call

for anxiety. The long established fish producers are

not going to kill their home trade by shipping all their

produce overseas. The home trade is every bit as

important as the export, and those in the business are

not foolish enough to throw it away.

These great overseas orders caught our producers

unready. Fishermen were scarce : vessels were freight-

ing, and steam trawlers could not be procured for any

money. Shipyards everjrwhere are full with orders

and fishing craft cannot be delivered for a year ahead.

Extensive organization is necessary, and during that

organization, certain lines of fish will be higher in

price than nsnal.

Some people blame Major Green for stimulating this

demand. Let us state right here, as the journal of the

Fishing Industry of Canada, that our fisheries have

benefitted more of late through these orders than ever

before. The "orphan cliild ' of Canada's basic indus-

tries is now coming into its own. The fishermen are

getting better prices and are able to market fish they

used to throw away or sell for what they could get:

the investors in tishing plants and vessels are beginning

to realize some profit on their investmient and the

industry is beginning to be less of a "hand to mouth"
business. Canada's fish are being extensively adver-

tised abroad and the present demand will continue for

the duration of the war and for a long period after-

wards. And when Europe regains normal conditions

many varieties of Canadian fish will remain on the

British market in place of the ever decreasing stocks

of meat.

With at least two or three year's market ahead of

us overseas, we would be foolish to pass it up for a

home market only. The consumption of fish among
eight millions of people will never become market

enough for our immense fishery resources or give ade-

rpiate and paying employment for those engaged in the

fisheries of Canada. The Guelph Herald foolishly sug-

gests that the Dominion Government prohibit the ex-

port of fish for a time as it might have an important

bearing upon the high cost of living. Would itt If it

did. over one hundred thousand persons engaged in the

fisheries of this country would hardly make a living

with such a small market to eater to, and if our pro-

ducers had to content themselves with such a market

it is a safe bet that they would see that they got enough

profit out of it to compensate them for the loss of over-

seas business.

Summing the whole thing up, the industry owes a

great deal to Major Green and all engaged in exploit-

ing Canada's fisheries are behind him. His work in

England has brought Canada's fish into the limelight

and it has been hard work, very hard work. Green is

Canada's master fish salesman and as such, he must be

encouraged and not bound by red tape or side-tracked

by political shuffling. We are out to win this war:
we are ably assisting the mother country in her time

of stress; our fishermen are taking the place of the

British fishermen in the Royal Navy, and our fish is

keeping down the cost of feeding an enormous army.

Major Green is stimulating an industry which needed

it badly: he is bringing money into the country and
into the hands of men that never got very much in

return for the most arduous toil.

Major Green is the Fishing Industry's representa-

tive on the firing line today, and the best wishes of

Cfiniida's fishpi-nien go with him.

FISH FROM LAKE WINNEPEGOSIS WANTED.

An United States firm wishes to get in touch with

fish shippers on Lake Winnepegosis. Winter frozen

fish wanted. Apply "Lake Fish", c|o CANADIAN
FISHERMAN, 600 Read Bldg., Montreal.
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don't slack off. Things will adjust themselves soon.

We are living in unusual times and the unusual is

always happening. People are eating more fish in Can-
ada than they ever did. Keep the fish food before the

public and don't forget that Tuesday and Friday are

sptM-ial Fish Days.

The value of Canada's Fisheries for the present year
will come to forty million dollars if the existing state

of affairs continue.

ASSOCIATION MEMOS.

Remember Tuesday Fish Day! Keep it before the

public.

Don't forget to send in your nominations for Presi-

dent and Officers of the Association for the year 1917.

The Association's silver button-hole badge can be

procured from the Secretary on receipt of the cost

—

fifty-two cents.

The Association has done more to popularize fish

and develop the fishing industry of Canada than any
other thing.

Any firm or individual in the fishing industry who
is not in the C. F. A. is a clog on the wheels of pro-

gress. If you are not interested in the development of

your industry, you are not interested in the develop-

ment of your business.

The day of "splendid isolation" is past. Great Bri-

tain could not have existed in this war by her own
efforts and resources. Her colonies have been a tower
of strength to her in contributing men, money, muni-
tions and food-stuffs—not omitting fish. In the same
manner, no firm in the fishing industry can remain
isolated and keep away from the Association and its

work.

U. S. NATIONAL FISH DAY, NOVEMBER 24TH.

For the first time the United States celebrates one
of its greatest products, the fish. "From Maine to
California," to use a political phrase, seafoods are be-
injr ronsuined today, not only because it is Friday, but"
also because it is National Fish Day, when the country
does honor to its fisheries.

With the possible exception of Japan, the United
States at the present time is the greatest fishing nation
on earth

: yet its people as a whole probably know le.ss

about fi.sh and how to cook them than the populace of
many, much smaller, nations. Yet Fi.sh is more than a
kinjf today. Seafoods offer a route of e-scape from pro-
hibitive prices, and anything which does that in these
(lays, i-. indeed worthy of a kingly crown.

Steam trawler "Surge" brought 6000-1 bs. of dogfish
into Boston recently.

SEATTLE SALMON MARKET.
SEATTLE, Wash, Nov. 24.—Nothing like the pres-

ent situation was ever known and may never be dupli-
cated again. By that is meant no such prices have ever
been seen in this market for canned salmon and there
seems to be no end to the advances likely to be paid
beTore the supply is completely cleaned up. It seems
almost out of all reason, an impo8.sibility that pink sal-
mon should be selling at $1.20 to $1.25. and yet that is
what sellers are able to obtain here today. Chums at
$1.0.5 or even better is equally .strange and unnatural.
Medium reds are .selling at .$1..'S.5 to $1.60, prices that
are high even for reds. Tied Alaska and sockeye salmon
are now almost absolutely impossible to obtain at any
price, the former being quoted at $1.85.
The foreign demand keeps right up. Exporters are

scouring the market all the time for evervthing they
cari possibly obtain. Domestic buyers have been and
still are overshadowed by the representatives and
activities of the foreign agents. By this is meant agents
buying for the allied governments in Europe. Deli-
very is being made by rail, mostly to Atlantic Coast
points. Inasmuch as railroads are unwilling to furnish
cars to go of their own lines, there is great difficulty
in eretting needed rolling stock for Atlantic Coast or
Oulf point deliveries. Still salmon .shippers have fared
better than some others. It is said that some influence
seems to be at work that provides a fairly good stock
of cars for salmon shipments.
A well-known broker here in Seattle said that the

big call for salmon, in his oninion. has not yet com-
menced. "By that T mean," said he. "that we will
have a call for salmon for domestic use next spring
that we will, of course, be unable to meet in any man-
ner. The call so far has been verv largelv for export
This has been a real demand and the fish are rapidly
going out of the country and into consumption • in
other words, being used un. The strictlv domestic buy-
ers never really get into the market until after the first
of the year, for they want the packers to hold the stock
and pav carrying charges as loner as possible T have
reason to believe from letters that T ha%'e received from
some Eastern buyers that thev believe back there in
some sections that we are concealing a lot of salmon-
in other words, that we have stampeded the market
ami that there is still a considerable stock of fish left
This crowd is doomed to hitter disappointment for the
next supply of salmon that can be obtained in any
ouantities will be the next pack, and it will be .Tuiv
nnd AuCTst before this will be able to relieve the situa-
tion. Many Americans who have formeriv used canned
salmon especially in the summer months, will have toeo without next .summer. Of this T am confident T
helieve that there will be manv grocerv stores in the
country that will be out of canned salmon and unable
to buv more, before the new pack is available. This
will be particulariy true in the South, which hereto-
fore has been a very heavy consumer of pink fish aerade that has not been taken by European buvers in
flnv quantities up to this .season.
The fall .salmon canning season is now about over

'he run was pretty satisfactory, all thines considered"
Several p„g,.t So,,,,,] ,.„„n^,., ,,„,.^ ,,^^^ ^j^,^ ^^ ^,j
all the cans they had prepared to fill eariv in the sea-son, although the proportion of sockeves was much lessthan exnected. But with the exceptional high prices

much b H ^Z '\ ^Tr ^"^"'^ '^'^y "- •'"-'•"^ -much better than had been expected. A few plants will

an added supply of fish.-Thc Canning Trade
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New Type of Auxiliary Fishing Vessel for

Canadian Industry
On the opposite page we reproduce a design of an

auxiliary fishing vessel which has many excellent fea-

tures to roeommond its use in the fisheries of the At-
lantic coast of Canada. The plans were made up by
Mr. Walter Lambert, a well known naval designer of

Montreal, and is the product of considerable study
given to the present day type of fishing craft. Mr.
Lambert is a member of the Canadian Fisheries Asso-
ciation and has had some opportunity to acquaint him-
self with the re(|uirements of the fishing industry.

The vessel is designed primarily for fresh fishing

—

halibuting hakeing or shacking—on grounds not too
far offshore. For winter haddocking voyages on
Browns or Western Bank, a similar design of vessel

could be used but the length should be between 100 to

125 feet overall and the power conseuently larger.

The little craft designed for our pages is 65 feet over-

all with a waterline of 58 feet. She has a beam of 18
feet which gives plenty of deck room and stability, and
a mean draft of 7 feet aft, enough to enable her to steer

well when going to windward under sail or when hove-
to.

The general hull design is a modification of the pre-

sent day knockabout model common to Canadian sail-

ing craft and some models in use in the European fish-

eries. There is a raised deck for'ard with a forecastle

below containing the cook's galley and berths for ten

men. The pilot house—used when under power—is

built into the break of the fo'c'sle and in it are located
.steering gear and controls for the engine. The for'ard
deck is clear of everything but the anchor gear. Ad-
mission to the fo'e'.sle and engine room is through the
wheel-house.

The main deck runs flush aft without a break. The
main mast is stepped abaft the wheel-house and is

equipped with mainsail and jib. The mainsail is loose-

footed and can be east adrift from the boom in a
moment when lowered, and the boom used as a derrick
for hoisting dories, fish, ice and supplies. The dories
are nested amidships on top of the hatches and are
chocked up so that the hatch covers can be opened
'•veil when the dories are nested.

Aft, the cabin trunk is built similar in manner to
that in vogue aboard present day fishing craft, and the
cabin is arranged to accomodate four men—the cap-
tain and mate—who would be spare hand and engineer
—berthing in the forward part of the cabin and two
fishermen under the run. "The engine room is equip-
ped with two berths also, so that the vessel could ac-

coiuodate sixteen men altogether—a sufficient crew to

man seven dories in double dory trawling.

In a little vessel of this type, the skipper could easily

look after the engine himself if all the dories were out
fishing. With the cook and himself aboard, it would
not be difficult for one or the other to start the engine
or steer as occasion required.

The engine is a semi-diesel crude oil engine develop-
ing 40 H.P. and capable of driving the vessel at 8
knots per hour in moderate weather on a fuel con-

sumpt of 2'Yi gallons per hour at a cost of approxi-
mately 6 to 8c per gallon. The sail plan is a yawl rig,

and when fishing or jogging to dories, the vessel can
be handled under jigger and jib with the mainsail fur-

led. There is an ordinary screw steering gear aft for
steering under sail. When under power; the vessel

would be handled from the wheel-house for'ard.

Vessels similar to this are used in halibut fishing

on the Pacific coast and it is possible that the design
we reproduce may have features which will recom-
mend it to Pacific halibutcrs. As an able craft for At-
lantic fishing, easily handled, inexpensive to operate,
and carrying the maximum amount of dories for the
minimum of size and expense, we strongly recommend
it to fishermen intending to build for fresh fishing.

With the auxiliary engine, this little craft will make
quick trips and should be a paying proposition. Any
enquiries for further particulars and detailed plans
will be answered through the CANADT.\N FTSTTRR-
MAN office.

FISH SAUSAGE AND FISH BUTTER,

The Latest German Industries.

The "Berliner Tageblatt" states that shellfish and
cod have risen to famine prices. These foods of the
people have now become luxuries. Shellfish in Berlin
at present fetches Mk.2-2.37, cod Mk.1.75-2.20 per lb.;
normal peace prices were Pf.40-50 and Pf.30-40 re-
spectively.

The present scarcity of meat has given rise to a new
industry, the manufacture of fish-meat, fish-sausage,
and fish-butter. The makers of those wares buy up all
the cod and shellfish they can get. and will pay any
price. Their finished wares, which at first were cheap,
have now risen to Mk.2.50 per lb. It is complained that
this new industry interferes with the people's food by
monopolising the fish supply.
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The Imperial Fishing Co. of Canada, Limited
A new promotion for the catching of suckers with

money to bum.

For the information of the Canadian Fishing Indus-
try, we publish herewith the stock prospectus of the
"Imperial Fishing Company, of Canada, Ltd.," — a
new venture now being promoted in Canada by one, J.

RoUo MiddlemLss. Here 's the bait designed to catch the

fish, human and otherwise.

Imperial Fishing Company of Canada, Ltd., Capital

$2,500,000. Shares $100 Each.

A device for catching of lish electrically held un-
der Letters Patent, for the United States of America,
and for its proper and profitable exploitation a com-
pany is now in process of organization.

The method so devised, tested and tried out during
a long period of experimentation, by which its prac-

ticability was conclusively demonstrated, and by which
the table is supplied with food, the market with oils

and glue, and the earth with fertilizers, contemplates
the construction and operation of a factory on waters
of the sea, lakes, streams inhabited by fish, and by the

simplest most effective and most powerful of methods
and economical devices, putting the catch of fish into

all forms and pi-oducts known to modern commerce.
To construct entirely of steel, fish entraping boats,

non-sinkable and absolutely impervious to flame; five

decks in height, three hundred and ten feet long (310)

by fifty-one (51) feet wide and twenty (20) feet deep,

with an increasing width to the upper deck, until

eighty (80) feet is attained.

This structure equipped with two (2) fishing traps,

automatically lowered into water, and raised therefrom,

by powerful cables, and the catch distributed from a

central station, as the various departments and the uses

to which the fish shall be put may require.

Those fish entrapiiing boats, thus constructed en-

tirely of steel, non sinkable, and impervious to flame,

will be five floors or decks in height, sufficient to pro-

vide amjde space for the various departments of this

enterprise.

"Trying Department" for tlie production of oil and

glue.

"Smoking and Salting Department" lor curing fish.

"Barreling and Boxing Department" for packing

and shipjiing.

."Canning and Tin Box Department" for salmon,

etc.. etc.

"Fertilizing Department" to utilize all waste in the

production of a vi'ry valuable fertilizer for agricultur-

nl purposes, hecnuse of the large amount of phospor-

ous contained in the fertilizer produced from this

source.

Reproduction of Pish.

As a very large quantity of fish will be captured
daily by those electrical traps, and utilized by the
company in the manner above indicated, it may be
supposed that the fishing grounds will become im-
poverished. This possibility has been provided for
by the company, in its intention to use the roe, or fish

eggs, taken from the female fish, and placed in the
company's own hatcheries, to be established in suitable
locations, and that will produce over one hundredfold
more fish for the waters than the entire quantity cap-
tured by these fish entrapping devices, and in this

particular a great economic improvrment upon the
prcsTt wasteful system of disposing of the ro(> of

fishes,

Financial Results.

All machinery and devices are structural, and means
of eqiui)ment are in the market, and can be obtained
nt iu\y time.

The cost of a boat of the dimensions herein des-

cribed, complete in its outfit of traps, and necessary
machinery, is estimated to amount to .$.500,000. and the
two necessary fast tenders to accompany the fishing

steamer .$400,000 in all $900,000. and it will soon earn
this entire cost from the products it can deliver.

The by-products, namely: The fertilizer, glue, oils,

etc.. will enable the company to pay 40 p.c. upon the

entire capitalization.

In addition to the canned, boxed, barrelled, bundled,

smoked and salted fish for the stores, a fishing entrap-

ping steamer of the dimensions herein described, will

have a capacity of providing over 2.50 tons of fresh

fish daily, cleaned and decapitated, for household use,

all ready for cooking, at 6 cents (6) per pound, being

less than one-fourth of the cost of any fiah to the con-

snmers to-day.

Although the by-products will do more than defraj'

the entire cost of operating these steamships, it is

deemed conservative to allow one cent of the price

obtained from the consumers, to cover any contingent

cost : this leaves a net profit from fresh fi.sh, sold and
(l(>livercd f<u- table use alone of five cents (.5) a pound,

equivalent to $100 a ton. amounting to $2.5. .500 daily,

on the sale and delivery of 2.50 tons of fresh fish pre-

pared for cooking.

To this must be iuided not less than 2.5 p.c. arising

from the sale of smoked, dried, canned, boxed, and bar-

relled fish. glue, fish oils, porpoise and seal skins and

fertilizers, giving a total of $31.2.50 daily, and suppos-

ing these boats are only in active service 200 days an-
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nually (after making a liberal allowance for time in

going to the fishing gro\nKLs, repairs, etc.), we have
the suri)rising result of $6,250,000 returns per annum.

It is the intention of the company to operate five of

these boats, all on different grounds, to be paid for

from the first year's earnings of the first steamer em-
ployed without in any way interfering with or deerens-

ing the semi-annual dividends in the financial state-

ment of this prospectus
With five steamships in full operation on different

fishing grounds, the financial result will justify the
most sanguine expectations.

Fishing Orounds.

For herring, mackerel, codfish, seal and porpoise,
off the coast of Newfoundland.
For Salmon, black eod and ling, oflP the mouth of the

Columbia River, and the Coast of Alaska, the latter for
black cod especially.

The halibut and salmon off the Coast of British Co-
lumbia.

For smell.s. sardines, and <.'ri-en turtle, off the Coast
of Hahia, (Mexico). California -and Magdalena Ray.

These districts cover the finest fishing grounds in

the world, where excellent fish food can be obtained in

unlimited quantity because of the electrically lighted
fishing traps that comprise the main device ensuring
rapid and absolute success of their new fishing steam-
ships.

In conclusion, it is needless to say that this whole
undertaking has been devised for the huTnaiiitarian

purpose of reducing the co.st of living to working jieo-

ple and others, over fifty per cent., not only enabling
the wage-earner to live within his means, but also to

provide a snug sum for his maintenance in disability

or old age. and on that account alone should commend
itself to all right thinking minds.

Tbe whole respectfully submitted.

J. ROLLO MIDDLEMISS. AGT..
For promotion.

Exhibit of Daily Returns.

200 barrels herring cleaned and stripped

(200 lbs. at 6c). at $12.00 2,400.00

250 tons fresh fish cleaned for market at

$120 30.000.00

2 tons fish ghie at $1.00 per pound
at $2.000 4,000.00

20 barrels seal oil at $12 240.00

20 barrels other oils at $12 240.00

125 tons fertilizer for lands at $30 3,750.00

250 seal skins and purpoise hides at $2 .

.

500.00

Daily gross returns $41,130.00

Annual returns based upon 200 days'

work $8,226,000.00

No statistics are now given on smoked,

dried, and bundled, boxed, barrelled,

and canned fish as returns from these

products will supply any deficiency in

the above estimates or any of them.

From the total results 25 p.c. is de-

ducted to cover all operating expenses

of steamers, tenders, and factories,

amounting to 2.056.500.00

Apportioned as Follows.
Cost of fitting steamship com-

plete 500,000
Cost of two steam tenders . . 400,000
Cost of 100 acres of land Cape

Breton 2,500
Cost of official staff and dis-

tribution shops in New
York. Boston, Philadel-

phia and Montreal . . . . 200,000
Allowance for additional

steamers and steam tend-

ers 1,800,000
Dividend 20 p.c. semi-ann-

ually 1,000,000
Contingent fund 567,000
Reserve fund $1,500,000 $6,169,500.00

Annual net returns $6,169,500.00

Respectfully submitted,

J. ROLLO MIDDLEMISS, Agt,
For Promoting Company."

There now! What do you think of that? A nice

theoretical scheme isn 't it ? First of all we have a steel

ship 310 feet long and "five decks in height—the up
per deck eighty feet wide" — spreading out, we pre-

sume from an original lower deck beam of 51 feet. We
can't imagine this craft, but think she must be con-

structed along the lines of the old sailor's myth of the
ship that was "all decks and no bottom".
The method of capture is by electricity—presumably

the old scheme of enticing the fish into traps by means
of lights. This scheme is published elsewhere in this

issue. The promoter talks glibly of catching 250 tons

of marketable fish daily — cod, herring, mackerel, ha-

libut, salmon, etc., — as if any spot on the fishing banks
swarmed with these species. They'll find many blank
days, we're afraid, as all species are more or less migrat-

ory and sporadic. To catch 250 tons of marketable fis'"

daily they would have to entrap another 250 tons of

worthless species and a catch of 500 tons per day is a

pretty big order. To sort the fish out and derss them
for market would require a very large number of men
—more than a ship of such limited dimensions could ac-

commodate when smokers, salters. canners, coopers, en-

gineers, firemen, stewards, cooks, navigating staff,

etc.. have to be carried as well.

The method of reprod\ieing the fish may be dismiss-

ed as impracticable under such conditions. The price

for the fresh fish to the consumer is stated as 6 cents

per pound — "less than one fourth of the cost of any
fish to the consumer to-day" — which is nonsense as

fresh haddock and cod can be purchased retail at 10

and 12 cents in Montreal today and has never been

as high as 24 cents. Fish glue is listed at $1 per

pound. It is selling at $1.50 per gallon or 15 cents a

pound by local dealers at present.

It is not necessary for us to analyse this amazing

proposition any further as our readers are fully com-

petent to .iudge for themselves, but we bring the

scheme to their notice so that they may be in a position

to advise the uninitiated. As some priest, poet, pro-

phet or King once remarked "There's a sucker born

every minute" and schemes like this are designed to

entrap the unwary. This existing fish concerns in

Canada offer splendid ojiportunities for investment at

the present time without the investor siipporting such

an atrocious pipe dream as the "Imperial Fishing

Company of Canada. Tjtd." ,
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Our Fisheries After the War
Two authorities in Canada and Newfoundland state

their views.

We reprint herewith two articles which appeared re-
cently in the Montreal Star and the St. John's Trade
Review with reference to our Fisheries after the War.
Both are by men well known in the fishing industry of
both Canada and Newfoundland, and the articles con-
tain much food for thought.

Mr. J. A. Paulhus, of the D. Hatton Company, Bon-
secours street, has been an interested reader of the se-
ries of articles published in The Star on the object of
"Canada after the War". He, however, has his own
views as to the way to look after the millions who will
undoubtedly flow into the country, once the war ceases
and once European countries return to normal or near-
normal. Mr. Paulhus is a fisheries expert, a director
of the Canadian Fisheries Association, and is regarded
as one of the best informed men in Canada on the fish-

eries question.

I have read the articles", said Mr. Paulhus,

"and I have noticed mention continually be-

|ing made of manufacturing and farming, as a

means to take care of the onrush of immigrants who
will come to our shores, after the war. But, in my opi-
nion, and I can back it up with statistics, one of the
greatest natural resources in the country has been lost

sight of. I refer to the fisheries. Canada is one of the
greatest fisheries countries inthe world—of course, I

mean the potentialities of the industry, if developed.
With thousands of miles of coast and thousands of
square miles of rivers and island lakes, the possibili-

ties are enormous. Take last year, for instance. The
statistics show that there were some $31,000,000 worth
of fish sold in the country. Allow at least $10,000,000
for fish which Avas not thrown on the market, but was
consumed in places adjoining the coasts and shores of
rivers and lakes, and we have an annual business of
ovei $40,000,000 — a goodly sum, if you will, but a
mere bagatelle, when one takes into consideration the
possibilities of the industry.

"No.w, why not encourage incoming population to

engage in the fishing industry. Take, for instance, the
Gaspe Peninsula, as but one example. There are over
1,000 miles of sea coast, fronting some of the finest cod,
mackerel and herring grounds in the whole world. The
land is fertile, the interior is well wooded, and there
is a railway circling the peninsula and affording every
facility for the shipment of merchandise. At present
there are some 90.000 or 100,000 people residing on the
peninsula. There is no doubt but that, if the land
were divided up into lots and apportioned to the in-

coming stranger, free or at a nominal price, the penin-
sula could easily accommodate 2,000,000 people. And,
all of them would find ample means to sustain them-
selves by engaging in the fisheries work. For, the
fisheries down there are unlimited.

"T think that this wonld be a better plan than that

of granting farming land in the west. For, the fisher-

man, from the very start is self-supporting. His pro
duet, unlike that of the fitrmer is not dependent upon

contingencies of the weather, condition of the land, etc.
He has no preliminary work to do. He stands in right
away to be independent. In the case of the homestead-
er or the assisted settler, he has much pioneer work to
do. He must clear the land. He must get his seed. Then
he must wait. And after waiting, his efforts may all
turn to naught. There may be a drought or excessive
rains may spoil his whole crop. Anyway, it is years be-
fore he can put himself on his feet, after having paid
his initial expenses.

'IN the case of the fisherman, all is different.

I would have such settlers placed, whether on
[the Pacific or the Atlantic coasts or on inland

lakes, in such a way that they would have a little farm,
at the same time. Thus when not fishing, they could
work up this farm, which would always be growing in

value, as a fixed asset.

"Looking at the matter from the national stand-
point, we cannot but realize what a great thing the put-
ting into effect of such a plan would be for Canada.
Besides giving immediate stability to newly arriving
population, by affording them, without delay, a means
of self-sustenance, it would mean the development of
one of Canada's greatest resources. And it is needless
to argue the point that the development of the natural
resources of a country, is, economically, one of the best
means to put that country on the road to prosperity.

'At ])resent, Canada's fishing indu.stry is cer-

jtainly not sufficiently developed. Last year the

'business totalled $32,000,000 in fish sold on the

open market, of which $30,000,000 came from sea fish-

eries, and $2,000,000 inland. There are 94.000 persons
engaged in fisheries 84,000 on sea, and 10,000 on land.

282 steamships. 1,23.5 sailing vessels, 431 other boats,

38,058 smacks are engaged in the fisheries. The total

investment irt vessels and equipment, is. $24.,500.000.

You can see from this that the fishing busines in Can-
ada is merely in its infancy. It is, however, an ex-

haustless source of wealth, for those who care to deve-

lop it. And, I would say to all incoming immigrants,
before sending them to the farm of the factory: 'Back
to the fisheries, where you will be a self-supporting and
indepcTident member of society from the very start."

Tinder the caption of "Trade after the war" Mr. W.
A. Munn of St. John's. N.F., writes in the Trade Re-

view as follows :

—

EVERY ONE admits that there will be radical

changes in all kinds of business after the war.
There always are changes after big upheavels.

and there will be great strides after the present con-
flict is over. Take up the Canadian papers for the past
12 months, and ycni will find letters and interviews from
all the prinei])al statesmen and masters of industry,
giving their ideas of what these changes Avill be for
Canada, and suggesting what preparations .should be
made to take advantages of the new opportunities.
The main object they all have in view for Canada is
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to doublp and treble its present population durinp the

next five years. Statesmen in Canada and Enplai'l

all reeopnize that. whiMi the armies are disbanded. tht>

millions of soldiers will find it very hard to fit into

their old work aprain. Many of them will never snbmit
to the old-hum dnim life after their preat excitement for

months after years on the battle field ; therefore, it is be-

lieved that a very larpe ma.jority of tbese younp men
will be ready to emigrate to new homes, if suitable

places and occupation is offered to them. The Cana-

dian Government are ready to welcome all that will

come, and plans are beinp made now to offer every in-

ducement to bring new settlers to all parts of Canada.

Any reader of history will see that Canada is only

repeating what England did after the preat European

wars of two and three hundred years apo. The skilled

workers in silk and woolens were driven from Flanders

then, just as they are to-day. and found homes in

Enpland. They started the preat industries in England

that we find now with their world-wide connec-

tions, and that have broupht wealth and prosperity.

The money lenders of T.ombardy found a new and con-

genial home on Lombard Street, and readily made Lon-

don the financial centre of the world. Many people

believe that the British Empire owes its existence to a

series of fortunate and lucky accidents that broupht

success where it was least expected. Whether that is

true or not, let us be thouphfiil enouph to see how these

lucky accidents did happen, and let us take advantape

of circumstances to brinp profit to our Co\intry when

the opportunities occur.

What Must Newfoundland Do?

The main object for us to consider is, what we

havp to do to benefit our Country. We can

easily increase our population, if we can show

happy homes and profitable work for people to do.

These are the problems for us to solve, and it .should be
everyone's business to help to do this. There are

scores of different ways where this can be done: but

let me say a few words on our preat industry, the fish

eries. Every country does its utmost to improve
its fisheries. It is only natural, for fish is one of the

preat food supplies of the world. Yo\i will find fish

industries in every corner of the world, but the very

greatest of all is our Newfoundland fisheries.

We are situated midway between the old and new he-

mispheres. We have unrivalled advantages to suppl.v

the best paving markets of the world. The preat in-

ducement that Canada has to offer nrospective settlers

is its prairies and wheat fields of Manitoba and the

Northwest. They tell you of the polden grain soring-

inp out of the pround worth millions of dollars, but. in

its northern latitude let us remember that is a nuestion
of hours with them every year, whether there is suffi-

cient time each summer to ripen that crop without in-

.iury from early frosts.

Here in Newfoundland we have even larger prairies

than Canada can boast of. but instead of plowing the

land we plow our sea prairies, Instead of running the

risk of absolute failure of all our work, we can garner
three crops in the year from our prairies. First, we
have the Real Fishery: second, the Cod Fishery, and.
third, the Herring Fishery.

You say the farming industry has many auxiliaries,

and 80 have we. There is the Lobsters. Salmon. Whales

and many other kinds of fish that will find a ready
market when we have the surplus population to work
these industries as they should be.

The Manitoba wheat has to pay a tax to the railways
for hauling it two thousand miles until it reaches Mon-
treal, or. still farther, to tide water.

This wheat is not as near market then as our fish is

when we land it on our shores—free from any railway
charges—that means, very often, the balance of profit
to the industry.

The land has to be plowed, the seed sown and fer-

tilized every year, or it will quickly deteriorate, but
our fisheries are free to all. and generate of their own
accord, with unfailing regularity.

It should be plain to averyone that we have advan-
tages here in Newfoundland that outrival indueenwufs
that Canada is offering to intending settlers.

To find profitable work for an increasing oemand
for the goods you have to offer.

This leads us. first, to consider the outlook for new
markets, and, secondly, the chance to increase our sup-

ply of fish to meet that demand.
Let us tnke these matters up separately.

Foreig^n Markets.

IN the city of Paris on June 14th, l.'ith. 16th

and 17th of this year, there was held a noted

Conference of the Allies (England. France,

Russia. Italy. Belgium and other European countries)

to discuss co-operation between tbem nn edmmereial

principles.

They arrived at unanimous conclusions on these im-

portant matters:

—

1st. Measures for the period of the war

;

2nd. Measures for the transitory period of recon-

struction after the war. more especially con-

cerning commercial, industrial, agricultural

and maritime problems of the allied countries:

3rd. "Permanent measures" of mutual assistance

and collaboration among the Allies.

Subjects of this kind will have far-reaching results

for every part of the British Empire, and it shows the

absolute necessity for us to consider the future pros-

pects of our Newfoundland trade.

The only chance for progress is to grasp the oppor-

tunity when it is offering, and now is the time

"
At this Conference in Paris we find from all Britain V

allies readv and willing to make mutual conee^mons

for commercial reciprocity. How it is that Newfound-

land had no representative there to suggest to th.-

British Statesmen who were handling these questions

that Newfoundland has an unlimited supply of fish

for the allies that actually needed itt
,^ , ,

"France" is one of the best markets for salted cod

fish in Europe. , • , , , v

"Russia" is the greatest m.ivke' r.>.- n„.1;l,.d hernn<rs

in the world.
r v ,«

Both of these countries are new m;,M.r,s f'-^. -^'^^

foundla-.d rnu1 bnvo vast possibilities for our fishery

'""TheTnMi. ....,; s between Great Britain and Por-

tugal Spain. Italy and Greece are sure to come in for

ee^inomic adjustment, and the chances of ?;«'"« --o.

^uced and preferential duties for our food products m

all these countries should be seriously investigated.
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At the present time the duty on Newfoundland cod-

fish entering

—

Portugal is about $2.00 per quintal.

Spain " 2.40

Italy " .50

Greece " .60

France " 6.00

For many years Norway and Iceland had a pre-

ference of about 25 cents per quintal on all their fish

entering Portugal, which was a serious impediment for

Newfoundland trade. During the month of September

this preference was abolished and Newfoundland cod-

fi.sh placed on the most-favored nation tariff. Straws

show how the Avind is blowing, and this is certainly a

good omen, and let us follow up this advantage in an

energetic and practical way.

England is a very much larger customer of all these

countries than they are from her. and, therefore, in an

adjustment of trade there is every reason why New-
foundland should benefit.

The ideal of the statesman who wishes to govern a

happy and contented people is to give them a boun-

tiful supply of cheap and wholesome food.

If the country cannot produce this food in an econom-

ical way there should be every reason why it should be

placed upon the "free list". Each one of these coun-

tries need our fish, and. if this matter was brought for-

ward in a right and proper way, our arguments should

be overwhelming.

It was the famous Chinese Gordon (than whom there

is no better authority) who stated "The stomach rules

the world." Therefore, a country that produces a

food product* such as Newfoundland does can com-

mand attention from any country in the world ;
but

what are we doing at the present time to extend our

foreign markets? We find the Canadian papers full of

suggestions of what should be done, but from all out-

ward appearances we are drifting alonsr in the most un-

concerned way, and will make up (if we ever do) to

find the opportunity is past and gone. This brings us

to the second consideration.

How Can We Improve Our Fisheries?

IWK
can increase our fisheries.

We have done it in the past, and we can do it

Again.

About one hundred and forty years a<ro saw the

commencement of our Labrador codfishery as it is

carried on to-day.

A little more than one hnndrerl years ago saw the

beginning of our seal fishery. It was a tbin<i unheard

of to battle with ice floes in winter time : but our New-
foundlanders were eaual to the emergency and our

men were trained to do it successfully.

The winter codfishery that is now being developed

to such a large extent at Rose Planche and Channel

during January. February and March, is another in-

stance of what our fishermen arc capable of.

T could also mention the Medicinal Cod Liver Oil

industry, started less then seventy vears ago. The

lobster fishery of more recent date: but these are only

samples of many things that Avill develop when our

population increases.

All of these fisheries luive been eiiriitil on iin to ttiis

time almost exclusively by sailing vessels, with the ex-

ception of the seal fishery.

England and Scotland have increased their fisheries

many times in the past fifty years, but the old sailing

vessels and boats have been discarded for strong and
powerful steam trawlers.

The day is fast approaching when we must do the
same, or let some other country exploit our fisheries to

feed the markets of Europe and elsewhere.
Our fishermen are now realizing the great benefit

of auxiliary motor power for large and small boats
that can be worked in a most economical way, and this

will certainly increase our output of fish.

When we can get the prices for fish, such as we are

offered to-day, we certainly will find the means to in-

crease our supply.

If We are to have any ambition to exploit the new
markets of Europe, we must get men at work, who un-

derstand those markets thoroughly.

We must cure our codfish and herring in a way that

suits their taste and requirements, and deliver it when
wanted.
Let us profit from the way Norway is training her

young men in Fishery Schools.

If we want to make changes, we have to start with

the boys when they are at school, and when they are

just leaving school. Train them in new and improved

ways, that will help them all through life.

Show them the way to make their heads save their

poor tired feet and hands. Show them the scientific

plan of knowing when and where the fish are most

likely to strike in, and not waste their time in unlikely

places.

In Norway everything is done to educate the young

fishermen by the very best teachers ina practical way.

Why don't we do the same in Newfoundland?

Now. Mr. Editor, I must not take up too much of

your space. There is very much more to be said, but

i think you will agree that it is about time that some-

thing was done to start a discussion on what should be

done to improve our trade after the war is over, but

our plans should be made before the war is over.

Everyone must recognize that we have serious pro-

blems ti; .solve, but there is nothing that we cannot do,

if we only make up our minds that it has to be done.

CANADIAN FISH IN ENGLAND.

In conversation with Mr. Thos. Robinson, Grimsby,

England, re the prospects and sales of frozen fish, he

said that the hnlibut and salmon are selling pretty

freely, and in addition he will be able to offer to the

trade next week frozen Canadian Avitches, flounders,

soles, skate, roker wings, and finnan baddies. This

should under existing conditions be a good opportunity

for secnrins: supplies that Avill be a valuable help to

conntry fishmongers, friers, canteen caterers, and the

trade generally—Fish Trades Gazette.

NEWFOUNDLAND GOVERNMENT ASKS FOR
MAJOR GREEN S SERVICES.

Premier Morris, of Newfoundland, cabled Premier

Borden, i-eeently. asking if Major Hugh A. Green's

services as Director of Fish Supplies eonld he used on

Newfoundland's behalf.

It is expected that Major (ireeu will he pei-initted to

assist Newfoundland in organizing for participation

in the War orders.
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Canadian Fisheries During October, 1916
ih'uriiished l)y Naval Service Department).

^ THE weather during October was variable in

the ("ape Breton district and fishing results

varied in accordance therewith.

In Richmond county the weather was favourable
and cod plentiful; while in Cape Breton county fish

were scarce. Tln-rc was much rain and some cold wea-
ther in Victoria county and cod generally were not
plentiful. At Ingonish bait was scarce in the begin-

ning of the month, but in the latter i)art squid appear-
ed and fishing was good inshore. Pishing could only be
carried on for about half the time in Inverness county
owing to unsettled weather, mackerel were found to

be plentiful when the weather permitted operations.
The (|uantity of cod landed by the Lunenburg fleet

(luring the niont liis less than that landed during the

same month last year but the value is considerably
greater. Five men were lost from a Lunenburg vessel

in a heavj- gale while returning from the banks.
Lack of bait was a pronounced feature of the

month's operations along the south shore of Nova

Scotia. The quantity of herring taken for all pur-
])oses in the whole of the province during October this
year only amounted to 18,000 barrels against 55,000
during October last year.

In the Bay of Fnndy, generally, fishing was carried
on under fairly good weather conditions, and pollock
fishing, especially, was good.

A storm about the middle of the month did consider-
able damage to weirs in St. Andrews bay, and near
St. John liarbour.

In the Caspe district of Quebec codfish were scarce
and many of the fi.shermon hnulod up their boats and
left for lumber camps.

Salmon fishing in the Southern (Fraser river) dis-
trict of British Columbia during October this yen-
was not so good as that for the same month last year.
In the Northern district, on the other hand, notwith-
standing frcduent southeast gales, and in the Van-
couver Island district salmon fishing results were far
ahead of those for October last year.

Summary of the Quantities and Values of all Sea Fish caught and land-

1

ed in a Fresh or Green State; and an estimate of the Quantities Mar-

1

keted. or intended to be marketed, fresh, dried pickled, canned,!
etc.. in the WHOLE OP CANADA, for the MONTH of OCTOBER, |

Totals for the Month of
OrTORER, 1915.

inin.
i

Caught and Landed in

a Fresh or Green State.

Kinds of Fish. Quantity. Value.

Salmon, cwts 315.670 $1,192,997

Salmon used fresh (or frozen), cwts.

Salmon canned, cases

Salmon smoked, cwts
Salmon salted (dry), cwts
Salmon mild cured, cwts
Salmon pickled, cwts

Lobsters, cwts
Lobsters canned, cases

Lobsters shipped in shell, cwts

Cod, cwts 155,410 384,175

Cod used fresh, cwts

Cod smoked, cwts
Cod green-salted, cwts
Cod smoked fillets, cwts
T'od dried, cwts

Haddock, cwts 50,412 101.827

Haddock used fresh, cwts
Hadflock canned, cases

Haddock smoked, cwts
Haddock gieen-salted, cwts
Haddock dried, cwts

Hake and Cusk. cwts 28,827 31,789

Hake and Cusk used fresh, cwts
M.'ike and Cusk green-salted, cwts..

Hake and Cusk smoked fillets, cwts.

Hake and Cusk dried, cwts

Proportion
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Pollock, cwts • 24,471 38,477

Pollock used fresh, cwts
Pollock green-salted, cwts
Pollock smoked fillets, cwts
Pollock dried, cwts

Herring, cwts 80,373 82,967

Herrings used fresh, cwts
Herring canned, cases

Herring smoked, cwts
Herring dry-salted, cwts
Herring pickled, brls

Herring used as bait, brls.

Herring used as fertilizer, brls. . .

Mackerel, cwts 24,615 123,399

Mackerel used fresh, cwts
Mackerel canned, cases

Mackerel salted, brls. . .

Shad, cwts 19 222

Shad used fresh, cwts
Shad salted, brls

Alewives, cwts, 60 120

Alewives used fresh, cwts
Alewives salted, brls

Sardines, brls 42,060 82,620

Sardines canned, cases

Sardines sold fresh and salted, brls.

Halibut, cwts 24,000 129,030

Halibut used fresh, cwts
Halibut smoked, cwts

Soles, cwts 639

Flounders, cwts 260

Skate, cwts 260

Smelts, cwts 1,753

Oulachons, cwts

Whiting, cwts 4

Tom Cod, cwts 8

Octopus, cwts 2

Swordfish, cwts Ill

Albacore, cwts 245

Oysters, brls 8,743

Claras, brls 3,354

Clams used fresh, brls

Clams canned, cases

Scallops, brls 750
Scallops shelled, gals

Quahaugs (sold fresh), brls

Crabs, Cockles, etc., cwts 793

Winkles; cwts

Shrimps, cwts

Squid (bait fish), brls 1,417

Launce (bait fish), brls

Total value $2,245,441
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The Fisheries of Sweden
Sea and Inland Waters.

)The Swedish Legation in London has issued a histo-

rical and statistical handbook called "Sweden," in

two large volumes of more than 700 pages each, pub-
lished at Stockholm in 1914. This encyclopaedic work
gives a resume of all tiic dinVrcnt industries of the
country—agriculture, dairy farming, forestry, etc. A
section is devoted to Fishing, and we should like to put
before our readers the gist of the article.

Sweden being surround£d to a large extent by the
sea, and possessing innumerable lakes scattered in its

interior, its inhabitants turn their eyes to the waters
as the source of a considerable i)ortion of their liveli-

hood. The increasing cultivation of the country and
the great value of its forests, have had as a result that

V fishing is not of the same importance nowadays as it

' once was. But even to-day fisliing has a considerable
value as a source of livelihood. About 40,000 people
live exclusively by fi.shing. and it also constitutes a
considerable subsidiary industry both for the coast
population and for the agricultural population in the
interior of the country.

Herring'.

For the Swedish fishery, herring fchipea harengus),
and small or Baltic herring are the most important of
all Swedish species. Uerring is nowadays to a large
extent sold fresh, partly for export, especially to the

. German curing hou.ses, from Bohuslan. Halland, and
' Skane. and partly for home use. In years when the

herring fishery was good, large quantities of herring
from Bohuslan, which were not found worth salting,
were used in preparing guano and herring oil. The
best herring were salted and for the most part export-
ed. Baltic herring is. when fresh, a delicious fish, and
also when salted it constitutes an everyday article of
food among the population of Central and Northern
Sweden. Small herring is also eaten smoked as a bloat-
er. The real anchovy CStolephorus encrasicholus')
occurs only rarely in Swedish waters, but the other
species of herring, the sprat (Clupea Sprattus) occurs
both alonsr the west and the east coast, and is prepared
in Bohuslan in the salted and spiced form—which in

I
tins labelled "ansjovls" (anchovies') has found a very
extensive sale both at home and abroad.

Cod
Among the cod family (Cadidae) the following spe-

cies are extensively fished:-—The cod proper (Gadus
morruhua). the haddock (Gadus aeglefnms), the whit-
ing or merling (G. merlangus), the ling (Molva vulga-
ris), and the hake (Mereuccius vulgaris). The cod
occurs all around the coast all the way up towards
Xorrland. although in decreasing numbers, but it is

not so very extensively fished in .Sweden as in Nor-
way, although cod fishing along the west coast, and
also in the Baltic all the way up to Gottland, does not
lack importance. The other species mentioned above
belong to the west coast only. The ling plays an im-
poriant part in the Bohuslan fisheries, and it is the fish

that is caught in greatest nundiers in the Bohslan
deep-sea or bank fishery, which is pursued in distant
waters, near the Shctlands and in other parts of th(t

North Sea. Nowadays the fishery in question is car-

ried on for the most part in large cutters bought in

Kngland, but large motor boats are also employed. The
long line is used in this fishery. The old-fashioned
"bank sloops" have quite disappeared. [Resides the
ling are also caught the cod proper, the torsk. One or,

as a rule, several trips are made during the spring and
simimer.

Mackerel.

Later on in the season many Bohuslan fishermen go
with the same class of boats on the mackerel fishery
with mackerel lines in the North Sea. a fishery which,
carried on from small decked motor boats, is pursued
at an earlier period in the Skagerrak arid Kattegat,
where in the early part of the summer mackerel is

caught by means of drift net«. The Swedish mackerel
line fishery in the North Sea. which began in 1S84 now
ranks in importance next to the herring fishing. In
1012 the Swedish mackerel fishery brought in at first

hand about 1,892,000 kr. The greater part of the mack-
erel caught by line in the North Sea is salted and split

and exported to the U. S. A.

Plat Pish.

Among the floiinders. the plaice (Pleuronectes pla-
tessa) is of the greatest importance for the Swedish
fisheries. For the Baltic fishery, however, the common
flounder (Pheuronectes flesus) plays the most import-
ant role. It is found as far up as in the Gulf of Both-
nia. Other kinds of flounder caught in considerable
numbers on the west coast are the turbot (Bothus ma-
ximus), the brill (Bothus Rhombus), the sole (Solea
vulgaris), the halibut (ITippoglo.ssus vulgaris), and the
I)oledab (Pleuronectes cynoglossus). The two latter

species are found in deep water where the poledab is

caught by means of the trawl.

The lobster is caught only on the west coast, but
south of Ilallands Vadero not in any considerable
numbers. The oyster fi.shery. which of late years has
fallen off very considerably, is nowadays carried on
only in some few firths north of Marstrund.

Eels.

The eel. like the salmon, belongs it is true both to
salt and to fresh water; as, however, in Sweden by far
the greater part of the eels caught are taken in the
sea o)T the coast on their autumn migration to the At-
lantic, there is good rea.son to reckon the eel as belong-
ing to the sea fisheries. Most of the Swedish coast or
migi-ating eel is exported to Germany, whither it is

conveyed by the German coast vessels, which make
rcL'nlnr visits to the more importiint eel-'^«'i'"<'- "-Titres.

River and Lake Pish.

.Sweden possesses a great number of large and small
lakes, and has in this respect, in proportion to its area,
the second place among the countries of Europe. Swe-
den also possesses about 40 salmon rivers of a total
length of 9.000 kilometres. Of far greater economic
importance for the country than the salmon are the
.so-called coarse fish, i.e.. pike. j)erch, bass, bream,
roach, etc., which as a rule form the greater part of
I lie fi.sh caught in the Swedish lakes. In the mountain
liikes in the north of the country, there exist a number
of .salmonidac, charr. trout, and grayling; while in the
lower lying lakes the vendace is of paramount import-
ance. All the species of fish mentioned, with the ex-
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ceptiou of the charr, are also found in the Baltic; the

grayling, however, is caught only in the northern part

of the Gulf of Bothnia. Tlie crayfish industry is of no
little importance. In general the lake fisheries of Swe-
den have not been managed in a rational manner. Still,

they have been fairly productive. One chief reason of

the poor yield of the lake fi.shing in Sweden is that it

is carried on and managed in an unsatisfactory man-
ner, for the numbei' of owners of the fishing rights is

so great that it is impossible to carry on the fishing in

accordance with a uniform plan.

Pioneers in Fish Culture.

Sweden is the first country in Europe where at-

temps were made to assist the spawning of the com-
mon inland lake fish by means of special contrivances
for the purpose of improving the fishing. As early as

1761 the Mayor of Linkoping published in the "Pro-
ceedings of the Royal Academy of Sciences" an essay

culled "On the Planting of Fish in Inland Lakes,"
where he gave an account of a method for hatching
out perch and other inland lake fish, in pens lined

with brush. His attempts were afterwards forgotten
till about 1850, when attempts at fish-culture were
again begun, and it was not till 1865 that a complete
institution for salmon-cultivation was established at

the expense of the State, whose normal institution

afterwards became a pattern for a large number of
such institutions throughout the country, of which
there are now between 30 and 40.

In regard to the ownership of fishing waters, there
were provisions even in our oldest laws, and in the
Code of 1734, too, but laws for the protection of fish-

ing were not made till late in Sweden. The Fishery
Law now in force is of October, 1900.

Administration.

Fishery administration has been gradually devel-
oped. Several measures have been taken by the State
during the last few years for the promotion of the
fisheries of Sweden. Since 1907 a sum of 750,000 kroner
annually has been disbursed in the form of loans. In
1911 the Riksdag granted 2,788.000 kroner for the
erection of fishing harbours, and in the years 1912-14
a total .sum of 210,000 kroner more for the same pur-
pose. Since 1905 a State grant has enabled the Royal
Board of Agriculture and the (^>ntral Meteorological
Office to issue .storm-warniugs to the west and south
coasts of the country to the great benefit of the fish-

eries. In 1914 the stoi-m-warning service was extended
to the east coast. By a Royal Ordinance the State In-

surance Office took measures for the insurance of fish-

ermen against Hccidents. From 1903 courses of in-

struction in navigation have been arranged for the
fishermen in Coteborg. F>om 1901 a yearly sum of

7,000 kroner has been granted for division between the
Agricultural Societies and the County Councils, on
condition that these c()ii)orations contribute an e{|ual

amount, the money to hi- awarded as bounties for kill-

ing seals, and thus in some measure to lessen the loss

caused to the fishermen by the animals in (juestion.

Since 1914 the State alone pays those bounties — 4
kroner for each seal killed.

In 1908 the Hiksdag granted n sum of 29.000 kroner
for a vessel to be employed in fishery experiments and
investigations in the Baltic and Swedish hikes, en-
trance to which e(in be obtained from tin- sea in (lUCS.

tion. An annual grant of about 8,500 kroner is now
made for the upkeep of the vessel, a large motor boat.
—Fish ill !r News.

Trade Inquiries
For specific information regarding these inquiries,

apply Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa,
and quote reference number.

1865. Canned salmon.—A concern in Bristol desires
to enter into communication with a firm in Canada with
a view to obtaining supplies of canned salmon for the
United Kingdom market.

1873. Canned salmon and lobster.—A gentleman in

Paris, France, desires to get in touch with Canadian
canners of salmon and lobster.

1877. Cod oil.—A Birmingham firm is open to pur-
chase cod oil for the use of tanners. Samples should
be forwarded with quotations.

1878. Cod oil.—A Hull firm is in a position to import
large quantities of cod oil. Samples should be sent with
quotations.

1879. Cod oil.—A Hull firm is prepared to consider
nuotations on cod oil, c.i.f. British port. Samples must
be sent.

1880. Cod oil.—A Liverpool firm would like to hear
from Canadian exporters of cod oil. Samples should
accompany quotations.

1869. Cod oil. — A North country manufacturing
company desires the address of Canadian firms who
can ship cod oil.

Cuban Notes
HAVANA, Nov. 10.—Much codfish is arriving from

Alaska by way of San Francisco and New Orleans.
arrivals this week included 500 cases from Nova Scotia.
Following are this week's prices c.i.f. Havana:

Codfish, per ewt $10.00 to $12.00
Haddock, per cwt 8.00 to 9.00

Importation

:

November 7, ss. "Limon" 248 drums.
8, ss. "Mexico" 1.51 drums.

On account of lack of demand for codfish in drums,
the price on this fish remains weak. Haddock and
hake are obtaining an extremely active demand, and
holders are maintaining their figures, with great
strength. Codfish is quoted at 9, haddock at 10, and
hake at 8.50 cents per pound.

Codfish in Cases.
Importation

:

Cases.
Nov. 6, ss. Chalmctte. from New Orleans. . 950
" 7, ss. Limon. from Boston 774
" 8, ss. Pastores, from New York 199
" 8, ss. Mexico, from New York 17

The market has been active on codfish in ea.ses, with
a slight advance in price. An ujjward tendency is be-
ing predicted as a result of the fact that there is a bet-
ter consumi)tion during this season. Nonvegian cod
sell at $15 to $16. and that from other sources at $13.50
to $15 per case.

Herrings.

The arrivals this week amounted to 444 boxes. A
good demand is in evidence and the same price of
$1.40 per large box still prevails.

A salt mackerel famine seems to be imminent this
yeai'. The trade has recognized that there is a short-
age, and that means more than the simple statement
would imply. It is time to buy now, at the best price
obtainable, to be sure—but buy.—N.Y. Fishing Gazette
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British Columbia Fisheries Report for 1915

THE Report of the Provincial Fisheries De-

partment for the year 1915 has just been

issued by the Kings Printer. It is n notable

piiltlioation containing many valuable papers, includ-

ing the "Life of the Sockcye Salmon" by Dr. C. II.

(Jilbert. "The Halibut Fishery. The Biology of the

Species and the Condition of the Banks" by W. F.

Thompson. "The Life of Pacific Oy.stcrs—Environ-

ment " by Dr. Jos. Stafford, and reiKirts from the

^pawning groiuids of the principal salmon streams.

I'hc report is replete with statistics, illutrations, charts

and tab\dations, and throughout maintains the high

standards of reports issued by this Department.

THE value of the fishery products for the

Province for the year ending March 31st. 1915,

totaled $11,515,085, or 36 per cent, of the total

fishery products of the Dominion. British Columbia

fishery |)roduets exceeded those of any other province

by .$3,784,896 and exceeded the combined fishery prod-

ucts of New Brunswick. Ontario, Quebec and Princ'e

Kdward Island by $633,616. This favorable showing is

made notwithstanding that British Columbia shows a

decrease from that of the previous year of $2,376,312

owing to the fact that it was "an off year" on the

Fraser.

In reviewing the run of salmon to the principal rivers

and inlets it is brought out that department investiga-

tions make it appear altogether probable that a com-

ponant part of the run of sockcye to the Fraser River

District approaches that river from the north, through

•Johnston Straits, and that all do not come in from the

open sea through Juan de Fuca Strait as has been gen-

rally supposed.

Considerable comment is given to the importance of

Prince Rupert as a fi.shing center. The development

of the halibut fishery there is the most gratifying fea-

ture of the vear. In 1913 Prince Rupert received 7,-

.520.810 pounds of fresh halibut and in 1915. 16,095.315

pounds.

T~7\ DT^RTNG the year the department continued

?4y^ the scientific investigations of the life history

of important food fishes which distinguishes

its work. No other branch in Canada has e(|ualled in

importance teb economic fishery iiivesticatiniis of this

I'nDartment.

The appendix of the roitort .iust issued contains the

third "Contribution to the Life of the Sockcye Sal-

mon", by Dr. C. H. (lilbert. During the year under

review he conducted a most comprehensive examina-

tion of sockcye runs throtighout the Province. Besides

the investigations of the principal river systems some

forty-four smaller rivers and creeks received atten-

tion. One of the ])rincipal Yeasons for extendine the

scope of the investigations was to throw further light

on the applieability of the Parent Stream Theory. The
validity of this important theory has been conclusively

demosntrated in the ease of the larger rivers of the

Province, in the reports of the department for 1913

;ind 1914. Examination of many thousands of scales

if sockcye salmon has removed anv possible doubt

•hat the progeny of the Fraser River fish return

to that water to spawn. It is also true of the salmon

of i.!i'''i "f the large vivei- linsins They all return to

the parent stream. And it is now shown as a result of
the past year's work that his principal holds in case
of all the rivers and creeks of the Province, however,
small or however near together they may enter the
sea. In demonstrating this theory Dr. Gilbert has tabu-
lations of scales from over fifty thousand sockeye. The
practical significance of this demonstration is obvious
since in order to maintain the run of salmon to a given
district, it will not be adeouate to install a hatchery
on any convenient stream, into which the entire out-
put of the hatchery is turned. Each stream must receive
separate consideration. The original source of the eggs
is seemingly a matter of no iTuportance. The destina-
tion of the adult salmon is <letermined by the location
in which they were reared. To what extent the Parent
Stream Theory holds for the tributaries of the larger
sy.stems, is as yet undetermined, and is of the utmost
importance.

DR. GILBERT'S pajjcr contains many repro-

ductions from microcopic photographs of the

nuclear region of the scales.—that part of the

scale first produced—the record of ita life in fresh
\yatcr. The paper is a great addition to the contribu-
tions on the life of the Pacific salmon and will be read
with interest by all concerned in this economic study.
William F. Thompson, in charge of the Halibut in-

vestigation, conducted by the Department, contributes
to the appendix of this report a paper on "Statistics
of the Halibut Fishery of the Pacific, their hearing on
the Biology of the Species and the Condition of the
Banks", of this paper the report says:
"The most immediately important conclusion in this

paper is the fact of depletion. The evidence submitted
is conclusive. Mr. Thomp.son frankly di.sregards all

published statistics of the catch and proves his con-
tention from the logs of ovej* nine hundred voyages of
vessels engaged in hft.libut fishing The tabulations sub-
mitted are invaluable in considering the future of the
fishery. Indeed the contribution which is made to the
knowledge of the species by such detailed statistics is

surprising in itself. The present condition of the fish-

ing banks is undoubtedly shown to relate to its past
history and justifies the conclusions drawn from the
study made on the biology of the banks.

I %' - I AMONG the facts presented in the paper one

i^_-^J which stands forth conspieonsly is the great
^^••^ cfTect which the operations of the fishermen
have had on the character of the halibut population of
the various 1)anks. Not only have they been very ex-
tensively depleted but the proportion of the mature
and immature, of large and small fish, has been radi-

cally changed. The extensive fishing has, it is evident,
made its influence felt throughout the whole biological

appearance of the species and in doing so it has rend-
ered precarious the future of the banks, particularly
the older or longer known. The number of halibut
the older or longer known. The number of halibut
still found on them is so small, and the percentage of
mature fish in the population has fallen .so low that it

ap|)ears that the halibut in the Pacific, like the Atlan-
tic, will drop to a minor position among the food fi.shes.

It is diflTieult to see wherein more proof of depletion
than is here given can be adduced save the final one of
(•oiiinii-riM;iI cvtiiiftinn of the specie8.
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THE rate of decrease on the banks, over 70%
for each decade, is surprisingly large. Yet it

must be remembered that the constant shift-

incr to new banks has staved off a portion of the effects

of impoverishment. The progress from the banks at

Cape P^'lattery to Hecate Straits, and from there to

Yukutat and beyond, has been at a constantly acceler-

ated rate as the total catch has grown from year to

year. When expansion is at an end, as will inevitably

be, the fishing fleet must return to the older known
banks, which will then be depicted beyond their pre-

sent condition unless measures are taken to allow them
to recuperate. It is very plain that they cannot sup-

port the fishing now existant or anything comparable
with it.

Although a prophecy of immediate decline in the

total vield would be out of place, the situation which
Mr. Thompson makes clear- is sufficiently serious to

warrant the taking of immediate steps for conserva-

tion. The contemplation of experiments on hatching
the halibut must lead simply to illfounded optimism
on the pai't of the fishermen. In the face of the whole-

sale reduction of the numbers of halibut on the banks,
the establishment of hatcheries cannot be regarded as

anything but futile and exceedingly expensive experi-

mental work. The hatching of, cod and plaice has been
carried on bv many governments without any tangible

results. In the ease of the halibut nothing could be
known as to its results for many years, and unlikely as

they are to be of value, those years might ineure the

ruin of the industry if action were delayed pending the
arrival of a conclusion. It is therefore, necessary to

regard the suggestion of hatchery relief as of purely
theoretical value and one which may do great harm bv
misleading those with the interest of the fishery at

heart.

MR. THOMPSON does not discuss extensive-

ly the steps which could be taken to conserve

^ the halibut but his paper brings out many
facts vital to their formulation. The exhausted condi-
tions of the banks off our coast is clearly shown and
established the vital need of their protection during
taht portion of the year when they are yielding the
largest proportion of small and immature fish. Since
the main fishing has shifted farther north there should
be no great obstacle to the application of protective
measures to the southern banks. Protection to a small
area or the establishment of closed zones of compara-
tive limited extent can have no effect on the whole.
Effects of close season in various months may be .iudg-
ed from the comparative yields given in Mr. Thomp-
son's tabulations, the value of such closures being in

direct proportion to the activity of the fishery at the
time they are in force."

In addition to the above paper there is reproduced
in the appendix of this report a paper entitled, "The
Halibut Problem", by Mr. Thompson which was read
at the 1916 meeting of the Dominion Oommission of
OonservHtion, which will be found of value.

Dr. Jos. Stafford, of Mcrtill University, who was re-

tained by the department in 1913 to report on the na-
tive oyster of flic Province, continued his investiga-
tions and in this I'cport has an exhaustive paper on
"The Environment of the Pacific Oyster" which is of
cspeciil value to (iiir oyster growers.

Reports on the Spawnng Grounds.
Reports from the spawning grounds of the Fraser,

Skeena and Naas Rivers and Rivers and Smith Inlet
are reproduced.
The report from the Fraser, by John Pease Babcock,

the Assistant to the Commissioner, shows that the run
of salmon to that district in 1915 presented unusual
features, both on the fishing and spawning grounds.
It is shown that for the first time the catch in our
waters of the Fraser River District was greater than
that in the American waters of the District, and not-
withstanding the combined catch consisted of only
155,613 cases, being less by 34,149 eases than that of
four years ago and the smallest yet recorded in that
district.

The report states that there were less soekeye on
the spawning beds of the Fraser above Yale than in
any former year since he began his investigation in
1901. And on the other hand the spawning beds of the
tributaries which enter the Fraser below Yale are
shown to have been utelized by a far greater number
of soekeye than in any recent year not excepting that
of the last big year—1913.

THE total number of soekeye eggs collected

in the district below Yale exceeded sixty-eight

millions as against twenty-three millions four

years ago. This is a most satisfactory and surprising

showing when it is remembered that the total catch
this year was the smallest recorded. This favorable
showing is attributed by Mr. Babcock to the fact that

the fish entered the river after the regular fishing for

soekeye was over and the nets removed from the
waters.

The watershed of the Naas and Skeena Rivers and
Rivers and Smith Inlets are shown to have been well

seeded. Attention is called to the fact that the runs to

these nothern waters shown a satisfactory condition,

being the only salmon waters of the Pacific where the

run continues normal."
The department is certainly to be commended upon

the issuance of so valuable and important a report.

SMOKED DOGFISH NOW ON MARKET.
The grayfish (dogfish), which the Bureau of Fish-

eries is boosting as an economical food, is to become
one of the most versatile of prepared fish. At least it

is to be prepared in a number of ways, if the announce-
ment from Gloucester can be relied upon. As a canned
fish it is a success: most unbiased .judges agree that t

this is so. But now it comes skinned and smoked, and
it would take a really careful fish man to tell the dif-

ference between it and a skinned smoked eel.

The samples of smoked grayfish which arrived from
(rloucester last week were small specimens measuring
perhaps fifteen inches in length, without head or tail.

The man who had them said they were "pups", and
no one who had an opportunity to look or smell ques-
tioned the designation.

Smoked grayfish is deceptive. To those who know
how to prepare smoked fish it is "good eating." To
others it is not. At any rate it is a smoked fi.sh and
like all other smoked fishes—a bit better than some
which have been accepted as fine food. The young fish (

used for smoking are narrow and long, like the eel,
but, of course, taste decidedly different.

It would be difficult to foretell what the reception
of this new form of grayfish is to be. but foreigners
who were pertnitted to look and taste said it was good.
Smoked grayfish will sell at 12 cents per pound.—

Gloucester Times.
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King Herring
Liy OuLiiiN iM.^KAY.

~ OFTEN referred to by old writers as the King
of Fishes, herrings have long been the friend

cf the masses. And that not only on the prin
•iple of the old fable: 'Thou seest, my child, that the
uolf has eaten the lamb because it has not been wise."
Yes, niother, I understand. If the lamb had been
wise, it is we who would have eaten it." The historian
Motley in his history of the Netherlands observed that
he unfailing supply of herrings, abundant and cheap,
nabled the Dutch to achieve their independence from

tiie tyrannous power of Spain when the might of
that KiuLrdom overshadowed Europe and half of the
icw world; and it is interesting to note that in the
greatest crisis in human history when an autocratic
power far greater and (piite as unscrupulous as that of
Philip of Spain menaced the independence and liber-
ti''H cf Ijiioiiom peoples, the herrings fisheries, in
I>ite of diminished fleets and restricted fishing
-louiids. were fairly successful. And so far as Great
iiritain is concerned, men who in peace times followed
•he pursuit of the King of Fishes rallied to the defence

f European liberties in a manner perhaps unparalled
among any other class of people in the Kingdom or
Empire.

Tslands-

never a

THE Lieutenant Commander of a patrol boat

said to me with careless pride. "In the little

spot on the map T come from in the Shetland

-there has never been a recruiting meeting:
recruiting poster pasted up anywhere. Abso-

'utely useless. Every able-bodied man was with the
olours. mostly in the navy, of course, as soon as they
could be taken."

\^'^/,\ IX Fi'ance too a large number of men who
formerly followed the herring fishery are

with the colors. Tragic indeed is the aspect

r French fishing ports where great fleets of sailing

raft have been rotting at their moorings these two
years past ; crowded together under a forest of spars,

lifting here and there a carven truck the gilding of

which has bravely defied the Aveather, they lie in inglo-

rious idleness. Stricken with the leprosy of dirt and
neglect, they look like the victims of some dreadful

lagiie, waitijig in sullen despair release from the

iiiister burden of life. Mostly these abandoned fleets

re composed of craft of an old fashioned sort, heavy
,ind cumbersome of build, and of an outlandish rig;

and in no British port will you see such a melancholy

spectacle as they present. For Britain must carry on

her fishing industry in some fashion under the menace
of starvation, while for France men to crew her fish-

ing fleets are not so important as men for her fighting

forces, since her people being mostly located on the

land, could probably manage to live if they drew no

sustenance at all from the sea.

A RED herring arises to the surface here; a

temptation to contrast the social systems and

underlying economic conditions of England

iid France, and draw certain conclusions therefrom.

iint I will only say in passing that England is so hand-

icapped by the inertia of the caste system and feudal

l>rivilege that any great increase in her production of
food from the land is ludikely, and that if the war is

prolonged her food j)roblem—now beginning to be-
come important—can only be solved with the help of
the overseas dominions. And as, if the war is to be
prolonged the submarine will be a jjrime factor in that
prolongation, England will be less and less able to
supply herself with fish from home waters, the matter
is of first importance to the Canadian fishing industrj'.

TO return to our muttons—our herrings. "Les
harengs", a dit Michelet, "sont comme un
element fatal et aveugle, mille destruction

ne les decourages : hommes, poissons, oiseaux, tout
fond sur eux ; ils vont, its voguent toujours. II ne
faut pas s'en etonner; dans ce

eoiinait pas I'union fixe, le plaisir

turc. I'amour uue navigation; stir

ils repandent des flots de fecondite."
— these herrings in their seasons —
Sea. and on the west coast of Britain

;

monde qui ne
est unc aven-
toutc la route
They abound

- in the North
to say nothing

of Newfoundland. Nova Scotia and Grand Manan. Be
fore the war Great Britain had roughly 2.000 steam
vessels and 2.500 sailing vessels employed in the her-
ring fisheries. France equijiped about 200 steam ves-
sels and 10,000 sailing vessels for this fishery, the lat-

ter being mostly small craft-

AS a rule herrings made their first appear-
ance in great schools off the Shetlands, or in

the latitude of those Islands in the last week
of Hay or the first week of June; dependent, it is said,
upon the weather or its effect upon the Gulf Stream
which is alleged to carry animalcules particularly at-
tractive to herrings. About that information does not
appear to be precise and definite. The Gidf Stream
is sometimes accused of ])rodueing results in which
at best it plays a very inconspicuous part. There is, for
instance, the Maury myth that the Gulf Stream has a
profound influence upon the climate of England; a
myth still believed in by nuuiy, though the wild climate
there is due to the prevailing winds, and their relation
to one of the great anticyclones.

AN'YHOW herring aj)pear in the latitude of

the Shetlands about the first of June—appear
in vast schools whose movement agitate the

surface of the .sea like a field of grain swept by strong
winds. Immense flocks of sea fowl accompany the
schools, Sf|uabbliiig and scolding, seizing myriads of
unwary fish. Porpoises, bonitoes, sharks and other pre-
datory fish ravage the serried columns. But upon the
enormous schools all this ferocious dcstnictiou makes
no impression—does not even modify the direction of
their movement.

BRITISH vessels, sail and steam, oon

busy. Generally they operate near land and
return to port every morning to land their

eatehcs. About the middle of June or later the French
and other European heiring fishermen arrive in the
latitude of the Shetlands. Generally they start their
operations about midway between Norway and the
Shetlands. At the beginning of the season French ves-
sels, lucky enough to take 500 or 600 barrels in a short
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time return to France where they then get good prices.

Mostly, however, they follow the herring schools till

they have a full fare, each vessel salting its catch. The
French, use a net with a larger mesh than the British

do, and the catch larger variety. The French sink their

nets to varying depths, according to the skipper's judg-

ment, and generally deep enough to permit a steamer

to pass over them. The British keep their finer nets

near the surface. Usually the nets are put out at four

in the afternoon, and at three in the morning they

begin to take them in—an operation that usually lasts

five hours.

GRADUALLY the herrings move southward,

till about the 25 of August they reach the

neighborhood of the Dogger Bank. There-

abouts they remain for three or four weeks; then, gen-

erally following a blow, they flee 80 or 100 miles to the

N. N. E.—sometimes going as far as the Great Fisher
Bank. Later they move southward again, and by the

end of October enter the Straits of Dover. From there

they slowly follow the French coast down to Le Heve
Bank, off Havre, whence at the end of December or

thereabouts they disappear altogether.

The Tadousac Fish Hatchery
By E. SHANLY.

The Dominion Government maintains throughout

Canada some fifty fish hatcheries. Thirty-five years

ago it opened one at Tadousac to supply the needs of

the eastern section of Quebec, that is to say the hatch-

ery proper is situated at Tadousac, while for conve-

nience of transport the fry are packed in special cans

and taken to smaller stations to mature near the

streams into which they are to be released.

This hatchery is devoted to the cultivation of salmon

—land locked and sea—and trout, both of which bear

the family name SALMO. Their affinity is especially

marked in the alevin. The trout is in marking, a ininia-

ture of the adult, while that of the salmon closely re-

sembles it and does not acquire the silvery appearance

of the adult salmon until its second birthday. Indeed

during all its fresh water existence this latter fish

remains diminutive, counting its weight in ounces until

it goes down to the sea when it exchanges them for an

equal number of pounds in from five months to two

years. The average adult uncaught is twenty

pounds in weight. The salmon may come back in its

first year but it is usually in their seventh year that

they "return to fresh water, preparatory to depositing

the milt and spawn. Towards the end of October and

the beginning of November the females take on a dusky

tint. At the same time the males become streaked and

spotted with red and orange and develop a curved car-

tilage'nous process on the lower jaw for the purpose of

attacking one another. In July the pisciculturist fore-

stalls the "run" by iiettinar fullgrown fishes and keep-

ing them in tanks until the end of this period when the

eggs and milt may be pressed out and mixed. The fer-

tilised eggs—of a pink or orange colour—are kept in

running water until April when they hatch out. The
newly hatched fish is about one inch long and is pro-

vided with a yolk sack, the remains of the yolk at-

tached to its under surface, from which it derives the

nutriment necessary for its growth until it is capable

of feeding itself. This is the alevin condition. Trout
mature quickly but salmon require two years to come
1o maturity and seven or eight to be full grown and
ready for reproduction.

On going ashore at Tadousac one's eye travels first

towards an inlet weired off from the little harbour,

into this extends a picturesque rustic pier from which
at low tide ma.y be seen the five hundred lazy leaping
salmon, the summer colony of the Government requir-

ed to stock the "nursery tanks." One salmon will lay

from 15,000 to 18,000 eggs, the number varying with

its weight. A trout lays from 800 to 1,000 eggs. Over-
looking the basin is a low white building housing the

hatcheries. Inside one finds a larger tank extending
the length of the room to hold occasional large fish and
about twenty-five or thii-ty i-ows of small nursery tanks
about one foot in depth and some twenty feet long,

through which there is a constant flow of water from
an old millpond nearby. Fresh water is used as sea

water is unsuitable for 95 p.c. of the eggs. These tanks
accomodate four million eggs of salmon and five mil-

lion trout. They are placed in perforated tin trays each
holding 6,000 eggs laid in the tanks often in two tiers.

The eggs have to be cleaned continually and the water
cleared of scum to prevent their suffocation. The white
sterile ones must also be eliminated before they decay
and infect the good eggs. The rapidity of hatching is

regulated by the temperature of the passing M^ater, six

months is usually allowed for this purpose. At the end
of April the alevins are free to swim about the tanks
—the outlet being screened to prevent their escape.
The artificial feeding of the young fry presents many
difficulties. At Tadousac they are given dried eggs
powdered for food, as these contain a great deal of
nourishment. Six weeks after hatching the fish are
ready for distribution in the rivers. Their small cousins
the smelts are put into the waters where there are
young fish to ensure them sufficient nourishment.

The pickling of salmon was formerly a prolific indus- I

try in the old country—one never hears of it now. Ori-
ginally abundant in the rivers of America, the salmon
is said to be comparitively scarce in all parts of this
country save Labrador. This must be ascribed to a
wholesale slaughter in the past of spawning fish and to
the inevitable destruction of eggs and fry from
drought, disease and envagination. In what measure
this Government industry is succeeding in counteract-
ing these evils one may judge from the following state-

ments. First of all the hatchery reared 100.000 fish

this ypar as against 70,000 last year. Again at a club
nearby on the Ste. Marguerite River where formerly
ten to twelve sjilmon were caught in a season, at pre-
sent the normal catch is 150, as nuiny as 23 salmon i

were said to have bt'cn cauglit in a single day.
These fuels F.ro given on the authority of Mons.

('atellier who on this occasion acted as conductor and
in his charming French way did everything in his
poAver to give us the required infornmtion for this

article. He slightly dis|)araged the trout, they had
only been experimenting with the trout two years.
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lint above his modest shrtig there was the satisfied

smile of a man who has made two trout bite where
only one bit before. The landlocked salmon were an
oven more reeenl venture, there were as yet just 30.000

e^fgs ill the nursery tanks. One was (jiven to under-

stand that a future visit would reveal luore experi-

ments ami fjreater results. All fish distributed by the

Government hateheries are marked with a silver tag
giving its date and plaee of birth. If any fisherman

should pull in one of these fish, will he please send the

tag home with his blessing to the experiment station

and receive a reward of one dollar for eontributing to

the results.

Some Words to Employers in

the Fishing Industry

What "You" Can Do for the Returned Soldiers.

By A. K. DOBLE,

^President of the Khaki League, Mont- m1).

The Military Hospitals Commission and many offi-

cial and private oi ^'ilni/'ations are spending much time

and energy in behalf of the returned soldiers, but

every Canadian eitizen should and ean take an interest

in the national heroes.

Many have neither time nor opportunity to join an

organization for tlia* purpose, but much is to be done

) by^individual and independent effort, intelligently

directed Here are a few suggestions which may help

you to do your part.

Give Them a Welcome.

When yon see in the papers that any of the boys

are returning to your neighbourhood, get together

with a few of your neighbours and give them a hearty

reception.

Don't treat them to alcoholic refreshments. Many
of the men are not in normal state, owing to what they

have been through. While, undei- ordinary circum-

stances, a drink might do them no harm, under pres-

ent conditions it might be a very bad thing for them.

You will not wish to do an injury to those who have

"N endured so much for you.

Employment.

Find out what jol»s arc vacant in your comminiity.

Make it a matter of pride for employers to give the

first chance to a returned soldier.

Encourage the men to get back to work. Loafing is

bad for them, as it is for any of us.

If you are an employer, give the returned soldiers

a fair show. It may take a little time for them to

get their bearings. Have patience with them, and en-

courage them—they have suffered so much for you.

Advice.

15c in a position to advise th(; returned soldier where

) to go in case of need. If you see one in any difficulty

try and help him out, -or go with him where he can

get proper attention. Help the men who have helped

yon.

Some of the plac -s wlicrc information and assis-

tance may be obtained follow

:

The Military Hospitals Commission of the Domin-

ion Government has its chief office at 22 Victoria

Street. Ottawa. Branch olTiees — Hoom ;W1 Drum-
mond Bhlg., 511 St. Catherine Street West, Montreal,
(^ue. ; and 1 t^ueen's Park, College Street, Toronto,
Ont.

Here is a list of the Provincial Organizations

:

Nova Scotia,—Returned Soldiers' Kmployment Com-
iiiittcc. ;\Ietropole I^uilding, Halifax.

New Brunswick,—Returned Soldiers' Aid Committee,
4!' ( 'iintcrbiiry Street, St. John.

Prince Edward Island,—Returned Soldiers" C-v-m'-

sion, |{ox -SOf), Charlottetown.
Ontario,—Soldiers' Aid Commission, Parliament Blug.,

Toronto.

Quebec,—Soldiers' Employment Bureau, 64-6.'i Dandu-
rand RnililiiiL'. 204 St rMttierli,,. R( V.:>'<f Mont-
real.

Manitoba,

—

riii\ini-i.u iu-iui ui-n .--MjiiiiiM-. \ MniMii-^sion,

185 Lombard Street, Winnipeg.
Saskatchewan,—Saskatchewan Division of tlie Military

llospitjils (Vimmission, Leadei- Building, Regina.
Alberta,—Central Provincial Committee of the Mili-

tai'V noS)>itals CuininiK^iidii noViTHiii.'iif P,iiililinir>j

^ Edmonton.
British Columbia,—KiiMiind .SnidierN .\i<\ t iirninis-

sion. Parliament Buildings, Victoria.
Some of the I'rovincial Organizations have local com-

mittees in many towns, and more of these local com-
mittees are being formed.

In conclusion, TAKE A PERSONAL INTEREST in

the returned soldiers. They don't need treating, nor
coddling nor charity, but they need human s^nnpathy
and kindness, as well as justice.

Canada owes her soldieis a ilebt which money can
never pay. Will you DO YOUR BIT towards paying it

as above suggested T

Fixing Fish Prices

Action by German Government.

The authorities in Germany have recently been tak-
ing in hand the question of the fish supply. A decision

as to the prices of smoked and pickled fish has been
come to. Instead of fixing general prices , the War
Food Bureau has made a fixed allowance for the costs

of manufacture and trading expenses. The local price-

testing offices will add to this the cost of freights and
raw material, ajid thus arrive at the sale price, which
will, of course, diT^'i- !i""or<litig to loc"! ,w>,i.1itions in

various localities

The "Hambur-,'!!- !• remdeiihlHtt " oi u.ioher 23rd
states that a meeting has been held in Kiel attended
by Baltic fish^-rmen. fishing commissioners, aiul mem-
bers of the Fishereiinteressent«nverein of Kiel-Eller-
beck. Their object is to bring about a cheapening of
fish as food. At the meeting the fishermen declared
themselves willing to sell the catches on this condition,
that smoked fish shall be sold to the people at a price
reduced by the amount which the fishermen are will-

ing to forgo in selling their catches. If all the people
through whose hands the fish pass before reaching the
consumers, fisheries, eommi.ssioners, eurers, pieklere,

wholesalers, and retailers, show a readiness to compro-
mise, this condition can be fulfilled.—Fi.shing News.
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Advocating Fish as Food in

England

Substitute for Meat in War Time.

Canadians will find much to interest them in the fol-

lowing article and the facts stated apply just as much

to Canada as they do to the Old Country.

The Committee on Food Prices has suggested that

people should eat less meat and should establish a

meatless day once a week. In this connection Dr. C.

W. Saleeby has written to the Daily Chronicle ap-

proving the proposal, and urging the advantage of fish

as a substitute for beef. In England, for centuries, he

says, meat has been a ludicrously over-rated form of

diet. The Scotsman knows better—or used to. Never

cheap, but always tasty, thus precisely the opposite of

porridge, meat is known to science as chiefly a source

of the necessary proteins of our diet. In recent years,

American and other observers have shown that the

accepted estimates of daily protein need, which we
owed to German physiologists, were greatly excessive,

and other students trace degeneracy of tissue, reduced

energy, and shortened life, to the toxic products of a

too ample protein diet, such as we nearly all consume.

As an island people, whose sailors are unsurpassable,

we should regard the waters round our home as really

an extension of our pastures. Just as cattle feed upon
green leaves on land, so fish feed upon the green vege-

tables, called planton, of the sea, sunlight being turn-

ed into available food material for us in either case.

Our national attitude towards fish as a staple diet is

stupid and injiu'ious. In some degree it depends upon
our bad cooking again—la sauce fait manger le poisson

—but it also depends upon the habituation of the

palate to the stronger flavour of meat, and also upon
the incredibly vulgar idea that whatever is cheap must
be inferior. Compare the relative cost and value of,

for instance, water 'and wine, air and perfumes, in cor-

rection of this idea.

^caxborough Landlady's Surprise.

OUR fishermen, even during this war, have

'^^ continued to supply us with a still cheap

,^4HBi abundance of a vast variety of fresh and deli-

cious fish, the flesh of which, like the flesh of land ani-

mals, consists of protein, admirably suitable for our

needs. We do not know how fortunate we are. In

Bavaria, when the dominant religion orders a meatless

day onec a week, the devout may have to content

themselves with dried or salted fish, that may be of

poor quality. The fresh fish from the Bodensee, offer-

ed me in a Munich hotel three years ago, was there

regarded as a great luxury, as indeed, it was. But,

recently, asking for fresh herrings at Scarborough,

even for Sunday's dinner, I found my landlady incre-

dulous. She did not believe I could have remembered
that the next day was Sunday. Not that fresh herring,

t'Sj)ccially as she cooked them, are not delicious, for

they can scarcely be surpassed for flavour by anything,

but merely they were (^heap ; 1 could not be doing jus-

tice to myself by eating them for dinner on a Sunday.
We need to be rid of such ideas, and to realise our

good fortune. In a recent article published here it was
shown that Sf) per cent, of the herrings landed in Great
't'''<nn "• vported abrond Yet careful research

shows that in virtue of fat as well as protein, herrings

cannot be beaten, and that "the despised bloater offers

the largest amount of nutriment for a given sum of

any animal food."

Disdaining Cheap Food.

WE have too long been spoilt by our pros-

perity. Instead of thinking or learning, we
judge by our neighbours' practice or by the

silly criterion of cost. That is why margarine is still

so much slighted. Since the war I have had no butter,

but margarine at 6d—latterly 7d—a pound. This ad-

mirable, safe, plea.sant foodstuff, the use of which frees

milk for children, is despised solely because it is cheap.

So now with fish, both as regards the choice between
it and meat, and as regards the choice of the fish itself.

In this, as in all other cases, price is no criterion of

food value, because flavour is what we pay for. If,

as in the case of the herring, flavour is to be had cheap,

we despise it. Haddock and sole are just equal in nu-
tritive value, but we pay four or five times as much
for sole on account of its flavour. Other excellent fish

never reach us at all because they are so cheap. At
Scarborough lately I often had a large flat fish, very
chea]), called "woof," of which I had never heard be-

fore, and the name of which I cannot find in the dic-

tionary, but which was tender and delicious. Not only
does chemical analysis demonstrate the value of fish,

but physiological experiment shows that this food is as

well absorbed as meat. This is a crucial point, for

many foods rich in foodstuffs are poorly absorbed, and
fail us accordingly. Dr. Hutchison, our chief author-
ity, concludes that "fish ranks amongst the most fully

absorbed of foods."
On the meatless da.v which we should have imposed

unon ourselves long ago, let us. therefore, try the
islanders, natural, cheap, nourishing food of fish. This
is now being tried in the army itself, at Canadian
instigation, and need be no infliction upon ourselves if

we take a little pai)is with cooking, and meanwhile
remember the words of Carlyle

:

"Of a truth, if man were not a poor, hungry dastard,
and even much of a blockhead withal, he would cease
criticising his victuals to such extent and criticise

himself rather what he does with his victuals."

DOGFISH SKIN FOR SHOES.

Sa.ys the Portland Express and Advertiser editor-

ially :

The prediction that we must pay $20 a pair for our
shoes before long fills us with consternation and the
most natural thought is of a substitute for leather.

Fishermen claim that the skin of the dogfish, properly
prepared, is tough enough to be employed to advantage
in the manufacture of women's shoes an.vwa.v. The
dogfish could be made of great value if it were utilized

intelligently.

French fishermen from St. Pierre. Miquolon. will en-

gage in the Newfoundland herring fishery this year.

Thf advent of the French in this fishery is something
new.

The Government of Italy requires codfish for its

army in the field and is looking to Newfoundland for

supply.
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National Fish Day in Prince Rupert
IAT till* Fish Day" luii.heon at the Central

llotel Prinee Rupert on Oct. 31st, under the

I auspices of the Board of Trade, Mr. George W.
Nickerson presided over a pathoring of about eighty.

After a splendidly varied huuh of fish dishes had been
disposed of, Mr. Nickerson called upon Mr. T. H. John-
son, manager of the Canadian Fish and Cold Storage
Company, to address the company.

At the outset, Mr. Jolinston pointed out that the

National Fish Day had been declared by the Canadian
Fisheries Association, of which there are several mem-
bers in the city, with the object of making Tuesday of

each week a fish day, in addition to Friday.

The speaker then quoted from several soutlieru pa-

pers to show that Prince Ru])ert has come to be con-

sidered the natural centre of the Pacific coast fishing

industry. He emphasized the fact that now that the

title had been won, it is up to us to see that it is up-
held. "There is only one word necessary to tell how
this can be done," said Mr. Joiinson, "and that is the

word 'Service.' " By service he meant the providing

of every facility for the handling of fish by the rail-

roads ; the construction of suitable docks, cold storage

plants and the careful supplying of bait and outfit

generally. "It is only by giving the best possible ser-

vice that we can hold the fishing industry," said the

speaker.

MK. JOIINSON went on to remark that it

had been stated that Prince Rupert had stolen

the fishing business. He contended that the in-

dustry had centered here because Prince Rupert had
provided the best facilities for it, and also by reason
of the geographical position of the city He character-
ized the present volume of fishing business as a com-
pliment to the foresight of the capitalists who had
placed their money in the construction of the great
transcontinental railway in the north. Their dreams of
future development had come true. He held that the
mere fact that the American fishermen had come here
in such members proved that they found better facili-

ties here for the handling of their fisb than elsewhere.
"How can we hold the trade?' 'asked the speaker, to

which he replied, only by giving the service". Though
at the moment he was dealing solely with the fishing

industry, this applied to all industries. In the first

place the fisherman must see that he brings in a good
quality of fish, as quality always demands price. "To-

day, we have an opportunity to build up a trade, while
fish is scarce in other places, which will hold after the

war is over and other markets have been opened up,"
said the speaker, "and Prince Htipert must make a

name for fish of quality superior to that of other quar-

ters. Let Prince Rupert stand for 'fish', as Winnipeg
now stands for wheat."

The fish must be properly taken care of in the boats

;

carefully iced and dressed so that they are handed
over to the buyers in perfect condition. If the fisher-

man fails in his part, the error can never be rectified,

as, once a fish is spoiled, it is spoiled for all time.

There is no possible chance of its being used for cur-

ing or in any other way.

He described the business as n chain, with the fish-

ermen at one end and the housewife at the other. They
must be linked up so that the consumer in Montreal
may buy Prince Rupert fish in perfect condition and at
a reasonable price. All parties must be satisfied with
their share of the transaction.

^IlE thought that "Service" should be watch-
word of Prince Rui)ert for the year 1917. This

city is dependent on the fact that it is here that
rail and ocean meet.and it is at this jioint we must have
the facilities for handling our industry. Ho went on
to say that progr^s in the fishing industry is depend-
ent upon the railroa<l companies, as fish must be car-
ried rapidly that it may reach the eastern markets in
prime condition. He believed that the railway com-
pany had as its motto "Safety First". He thought it

.should be service first, as the one included the other.
In dealing with the transportation problem, he pointed
out that it costs $2 per 100 pounds to land fish in Mont-
real, while it costs only 65 cents to carry a 100 pounds
of copper the same distance. There was not this dif-
ference in the gross rates, but fish included boxes and
ice and this was the figure on the net weight of the
fish. He thought that the food of the people should
be carried at a lower rate than such a commodity as
copper which could not be termed a necessity of life.

When the time comes when the fishermen would be
handling the cheaper grades of fish, it would not pay
them TO ship east as the freight would amount to

more than the value of the fish. He thought that the
railway company had its work to do in the building
up of the fishing industry.

MR. JOHNSON said that the government

could do much towards building up the
industry by the introduction to these waters

of fish not found here at present. This applied
l)articularly to the haddock, which is plenti-

ful in the Atlantic but not found here. He des-

cribed the haddock as one of the finest of fish from
every standpoint, and one which lent itself to a much
greater variety of treatment in the way of packing and
preparing than any other fish. He thought that spawn
brought into the Pacific would develop .splendidly,

just as the shad had tlone in the south, when introduc-
ed by the United States government. Today, carloads
of shad are being shipped across the continent from
the Pacific. In conclusion, he urged the tradesmen
and the members of the Trades and Labor Couiu-il to

adopt "Service" as their watchword for next year. He
felt certain that the result would be beneficial to the
whole community aiui to the Dominion of Canada.
Mayor McCaffery, seconded by Mr. G. A. Woodland,

moved a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Johnson for his

able address; to the hotel management for the sump-
tuous luncheon : to the Hoard of Trade for planning
the function and to the many gentlemen who had
attended.

^IN putting the vote, Mr. Q. W. Nickerson point-

led out how much unity of purpose had accomp-

lished in bringing the fishing industry to Prinee

Rupert. Every man, woman and child had benefitted

from the fact that this city is handling fifty per cent,

of the c«!i<) fIvliiTK' liii>;iti<'s>; TTc cfilled for the same
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unity in dealing with the northern salmon industry,

which is centred in Vancouver and Victoria and none

of the benefits of it experienced by Prince Rupert,

which is the centre of a large part of it. He urged the

people of this city to show their confidence and interest

in the fishing industry by investing their capital in it.

He had had four years experience of it and it was the

only thing which had given a return. A most en-

joyable and educative function closed with the singing

of the National Anthem.

SWAP LOBSTERS FOR SALMON

Captain E. E. Hahn of the United States fish hatch-

eries at Boothbay, Maine, is on his way across the cqp-

tinont with a carload of 6,000 lobsters, -which will be
liberated on the Pacific coast at Anaeortes, 90 miles

north of Seattle.

This is Captain Hahn's fifth trip across the con-

tinent with lobsters, seven shipments in all having been
made. The government pays 38 cents a pound for the
selected lobsters.

The shipment weighs about 10.000 pounds. The car

on the return trip is expected to bring a consignment
of humpbacked salmon to be used for propagating pur-

poses in the rivers at the eastern part of the state.

—

Gloucester Times.

HALIBUT ARRIVALS AT PACIFIC COAST PORTS.
OCTOBER 1ST TO OCTOBER 31ST, 1916.

Oct. 1.—Olga, U.S., 10.000, The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 1.—Rosario, U.S., 8,000, The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct 1.—Petrel, U.S., 7,000, The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co.. Ltd.

Oct. 1.—Gilford. 8,000, The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 3.--Morengen, U.S., 18,000, Booth Fisheries Com-
pany

Oct. 3.—Chief Skugaid, 16,000, The Canadian Fish &
Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 3.—Grayling U.S., 9,000, Booth Fisheries Com-
pany

Oct. 3.—Zorra, 10,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Oct. 5.—Corona, U.S., 22,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.
Oct. 5.—Venus, U.S., 18,000, Booth Fisheries Company.
Oct. 5.—Stranger, U.S., 10,000, Booth Fisheries Com-

pany.
Oct. 5.—Chief Zibassa. 16,000, The Canadian Fish &

Cold Storage Co., Ltd.
Oct. 6.- Glacier, U.S., 11,000. Booth Fisheries Company.
Oct. 6.—Todd. U.S., 12,000, Booth Fisheries Company.
Oct. 6.—Seymour, U.S., 40,000, The Canadian Fish "&

Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 6.—Viking, U.S., 5.000, The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage (Jo., Ltd.

Oct. 6.—Republic, U.S., 48,000, The Canadian Fish &
Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 7.—Chief Carruthers, 40,000, The Canadian Fish &
Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 7.—Tom & Al, U.S.. 70,000, The Canadian Fish &
(;old Storage Co.. lAd.

Oct. 7.-liovera, U.K., 13,000, Pacific Fi-sheries Com-
pany

Oct. 7.—Advance, U.S., 15,000, Pacific Fisheries Com-
pany.

Oct. 7.—Liberty, U.S., 50,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.
Oct. 7.—Constance, U.S., 55,000, Booth Fisheries Com-

pany.
Oct. 7.—Pioneer, U.S., 40,000, National & Independent

Fisheries Co.

Oct. 8.—Constitution, U.S., 45,000, Booth Fisheries
Companj'.

Oct. 8.—Helgeland, U.S., 70,000, The Canadian Fish &
Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 8.—Sitka, U.S., 60,000, The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 8.—Rose Spit, 5,000, The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 8.—Jo Baker, 10,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.
Oct 8.—Lillian M., 5,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.
Oct. 8.—Lincoln, U.S., 7,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.
Oct. 8.—Exhibit, U.S., 9,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.
Oct. 10.—Arctic, U.S., 20,000, Booth Fisheries Com-

pany.
I

Oct. 10.—Equator, 5,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.
Oct. 12.—Shamrock, U.S., 30,000, Atlin Fisheries Ltd.
Oct. 12.—Trio, U.S., 18,000, The Canadian Fish & Cold

Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 12.-Crescent, U.S., 9,000, The Canadian Fish &
Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 12.—Selma, U.S., 8,000, The Canadian Fish &
Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 12.-^Iennie, U.S., 8,000, The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 12.—Agnes B., 10,000, The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 13.—Alameda, U.S., 9,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.
Oct. 14.—Westjford. U.S., 6,000, Atlin Fisheries Ltd.
Oct. 14.—Star, U.S., 14,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.
Oct. 14.—Doreen, 5,000. Atlin Fisheries Limited.
Oct. 14.-Maud, 5,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.
Oct. 15.—G. Techkla, U.S.. ] 0,000, The Canadian Fish

& Cold Storage Co., Ltd.
Oct. 15.—Polaris, U. S., 50,000, The Canadian Fish &

Cold Storage Co.. Ltd.
Oct. 15.—Bryan, U.S., 10,000, The Canadian Fish &

Cold Storage Co., Ltd.
Oci 15.—Alaska, U.S., 60,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.
Oct. 15.—Amunsden, U.S.. 8.000, Booth Fisheries Com-

pany.
Oct. 15.—Senator, U.S., 20,000, Booth Fisheries Com-

pany.
I

Oct. 17.—Elfin, TT.S., 5,000. The Canadina Pish & Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct 17.-Petrel. U.S., 8.000. The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 17.—Vesta, U.S., 18,000, The Canadian Pish &
Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 17.—Tree, U.S., 8,000, The Canadian Pish & Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 17.—Eidsvold. T^S.. 16.000, The Canadian Pish &
Cold Storage Co.. Ltd.

Oct. 18.—Geo. E. Foster. 50,000. The Canadian Fish &
Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 19.-Rolfe, TT.S., 9.000, The Canadian Fish & Cold
Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 19.-Advance, U.S.. 9,000, The Canadian Fish &
Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct 20.—Seattle, U.S., 60,000, The Canadian Piah & .

Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Oct. 20.—Grier Starrett, 10,000, The Canadian Pish &
Cold Storage Co., Ltd.
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Oct. 23.—Dick, L'.S., 12,000, Atliii Fisheries Limited. Get. 3.—New England, 20,000, New England Fish Cotn-
Oct. 23.—Director, U.S.. 12.000, Atlin Fisheries Ltd. pany.

^''*;.^,^.";:^'^'''"^V,'^
•^•' ^'^^ '^^^ Canadian Fish & Oct. 6.—Prospector, 60,000, New England Fish Corn-

Cold Storage Co., Ltd. pany.
Ot 23 —Gilford .;>,000. Atlin Fisiieries Limited. Oct. 27.—Prospector, 50,000, New England Fish Com-
Oct. 24.—Chief Zibas.sa. 25,000, The Canadian Fish & nanv

Cold Storage Co., Ltd.
Oct. 24.—Republic, 45.000. Atlin Fisheries Limited. .. Vo«^««^«,. n n
Oct. 25.-Lincoln. U.S., 7,000, The Canadian Fish & *,„ ?T '."^r . .„..„„,. „

Cold Storage Co., Ltd. '"'* ^-—' t''*"***""! Lmpire. .')0.n00. The Canadian Fish-

Oct. 25.—Andrew Kellv, 70.000, The Canadian Fish & '"^ ^°- ^''**^-

Cold Storage Co., Ltd. Oet. 2—Kingsway, 65.000, The Canadian Fishing Co.,

Oct. 25—North Cape, U.S., 7,000. Tlie Canadian Fish & Limited.

Cold Storage Co., Ltd. Oct. 2.—Pescawha, 40.000, The Canadian Pishing Co.,

Oct. 25.—Progress. U.S., 70.000, Booth Fisheries Com- Limited.

pany. Oet. 16—Borealis, 20.000, The Canadian Pishing Co.,

Oct. 25.—Jo Raker, 6,000, Booth Fisheries Company. Limited.

Oct. 26.—Venus, U.S.. 19.000, The Canadian Fish & Oct. 17.—Manhattan, 115,000, New England Fish Corn-
Cold Storage Co., Ltd. pany.

Oct. 27.^,Iames Carruthers, 50,000, The Canadian Fish Oet. 21.—Celestial Empire. 40,000, The Canadian Pish-

& Cold Storage Co., Ltd. i"e Co.. Ltd.

Oct. 28.—Liberty, 45,000, The Canadian Fish & Cold Oct. 21.—Flamingo, 35,000, The Canadian Fishing Co.,

Storage Co., Ltd. Limited.

Oct. 30.—Tom & Al, U.S.. 40,000, The Canadian Fish & Oct. 23—Peseawha, 40,000, The Canadian Fishing Co.,

Cold Storage Co., Ltd. Limited.

Oct. 30.—Glacier, U.S., 10,000, The Canadian Fish & Oet. 23—Kingsway, 45,000, The Canadian Fishing Co.,

Cold Storage Co., Ltd. Limited.

Oct. 31.—Constance, U.S., 50,000, Booth Fisheries Com- Oet. 28.—New England, 50,000. New England Fish
pany. Company.
Note.—All vessels not specified "U.S." are of Cana- Oet. 31.—Knickerbocker, 40,000, New England Fish

dian Registry. Company.

At Ketchikan, Alaska: At Stevenston, B. C.

Oct. 2.—Knickerbocker, 40.000. New England Fish Oct. 2.--Koiiiaii. liO.OOO, The Columbia Cold Storage
Company. Company.

CANADIAN EXPORTERS
OF ALL KINDS OF

FISH
SHOULD ADVERTISE IN AND

SUBSCRIBE TO

THE FISH TRADES GAZETTE
Subscription, 15s. 2d. per annum, post free

Advertisement Rates on Application

CIRCULATES WIDELY THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Only Address—Peninsular House, Monument St., LONDON, ENGLAND
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Lockport Cold Storage Co.
LIMITED

Lockport - Nova Scotia

Producers and Distributors of all kinds of Fresh,

Frozen, Smoked, Pickled and Dried

Atlantic Sea Foods

Cold Storage, Smoke Houaet and Dockt Located at

Lockport, N.S., adjacent to the Best Fishing
Grounds

FARQUHAR & COMPANY
LIMITED

Receivers and Distributors

--OF--

Dry and Pickled Fish,

Lobsters, Cod Oil, etc.

FARQUHAR'S WHARF
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia.

A. Wilson & Son
HALIFAX, N.S.

Established 1878

PIONEERS IN THE FISH TRADE
: ON THE ATLANTIC COAST :

DEALERS IN FRESH, FROZEN AND
SMOKED FISH

fl
If you want the best in Finnan

Haddies or Boneless Strip Cod
get WILSON'S.

—Branches at—
CANSO NORTH SYDNEY INGONISH

PETIT DE GRAT, N.S.

^ u

Brunswick Brand

IJ:

yy =

HIGH

SEA
GRADE

FOODS I

I CONNORS BROTHERS, LIMITED |
Branch Office :

6 Ward Street,

St. John, N B.

PACKERS AND CANNERS,

BLACK'S HARBOUR,
N.B.

Cable Address

:

Connors, St. George

Telegraphic Address:

St. George, N.B.
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NOW READY!
A New Volume of Deep Sea Fishermen Yam8

"The Shack Locker"
BY

FREDERICK WILLIAM WALLACE
.1 m, .

"S(Author of "Blue Water"—A tale of Deep Sea Fishermen) - i

fl

f

f
fl

THE SHACK LOCKER is a carefully selected collection of F. W. Wallace's best yarns of

the Bank fishermen.

These stories carry the spirit of r.dventure and tlirill with the reckless daring of the offshore

trawlers of Canada's Atlantic coast.

No more varied tales of seafaring adventure have ever been published.

A book that will be appreciated by all who love salt water and yams of those who go down
to the sea in ships.

'F'l'T'F'H'

The Only Book of Purely Canadian Sea Stories Written by a Canadian
******

"THE SHACK LOCKER" will make an ideal Christmas Gift

Special Offer to the New Subscribers for the Canadian Fisherman

A copy of THE SHACK LOCKER tastefully bound in stiff paper covers will be sent to all new
subscribers to the CANADIAN FISHERMAN for i^].'}0. For one dollar and fifty cents, a paper

bound copy of THE SHACK LOCKER will be sent aloiij; with a year's subscription to the CAN-
ADIAN Flf^TIERMAN—ihK Journal that is luiftinsr f'iiiiiulii's Fislicrifs on the Map.

ORDER YOUR COPY OF THE BOOK AND MAGAZINE NOW!

Messrs. Industrial and Educational Press, Ltd.

600 Read Building,

Montreal, Que.

I am enclosing $1.50 for which plea.se send me the CANADIAN FISHERMAN for one year,

also the paper bound edition of THE SHACK LOCKER.

Name . .

Address.

THE SHACK LOCKER bound in cloth covers costs $1.5U net. For tliosc who wish to keep the

book in their library or give as a present, we mail to any address on receipt of the i)rice.
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g PROMPT SALES PROMPT RETURNS 5

I
P. C. PARKHURST |

Commistion Dealer in

Salt . . . ^ . .
AND OO AND

1 Pickled FISH
Smoked

g

C

Office and Wharf :

28 Vincent Street, GLOUCESTER, Mass.

Correspondence Solicited

anned g
O
o

s
o
o
o

g

g
g

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

gMAX FINKELSTEINi
WHOLESALE PRODUCER OF SMOKED FISH g

124 HAVEMEYER ST.

g BROOKLYN
o
o

g

g
o

N. Y.: I
CISCOES: CHUBS-
TULIBEES; BLUE
FINS; white STUR-
GEON; frozen as
well as salted roundBUYS
MON.

I pay market prices for all varieties of prime, fresh or
frozen fish, suitable for smoking. Remittances upon safe
and satisfactory arrival. Authentic reference. Communi-
cate with me.

HERRINGS. Red
and fat. Pacific Coast
mild cured SAL-

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaooooo oooooooooooo oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

W.' Irrinc Atwood, Preit.

W. Elmer
Atwood,

Vice-Prett.

Wachusett
BRAISO

FINNAIS HADD

31 Boston Fish Pier

N. D. Freeman, Treas.

Irving M.
Atwood,
Sec'jr

aadMfr.

ALL
VARIETIES

OF THE
^SEASON
Boston. Mass.

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

THE GENUINE INDEPENDENT HOUSE

I CHARLES LYONS CO., Inc.
O Wholesale and Commission Dealers in

S Carp, Sturgeon, Caviar, and all Lake and River Fish
g 26 PECK SLIP Tel. 1658 Beekman NEW YORK
2 No connection with any other house. Correspondence solicited

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS, IMPORTERS AND SHIPPERS OF

FRESH CHILLED, SMOKED. SALTED LAKE AND OCEAN

nSl ©fSfIIS^CIAMS

g

g

GEO. L. CLAYTON
CONSULTING ENGINEER

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS FURNISHED FOR
ICEMAKING, FISH FREEZING. AND

COLD STORAGE PLANTS

g VICTORIA and PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. |
000000000000aoooooooooooooooooaooooooooooo

oooooooooooooooaooooaoooooooooaooooooooooo

I
ANT. B. DIMITRIOU & CO., |

1 PIRAEUS, GREECE 8

S Wholesale Grocers, Fish Merchants, Commission Agents

O THE LARGEST HERRING, CODFISH, FISH AND
O LOBSTER DEALERS IN GREECE

5 Telearams: "Dimltrlou, Piraeus." Codes used: ABC
g ."ith Edition. Scott's. 10th Edition, and Private
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCKIOO
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S "Inspection Certificates Furnished Where Required."

I F. J. HAYWARD
SHIPPER OF

Frozen Salmon, Halibut and Black Cod. Fresh Salmon, Halibut, and
other fish. Pickled Salmon, Herring and Black Cod ; Alaska Codfish and
all other Pacific Fish in Carlots only. i

WESTERN AGENT:—ROBIN JONES & WHITMAN, LIMITED, Etc., Etc. |

9 Correipondence Solicited J

1 912 DOMINION BUILDING - VANCOUVER, B.C. |

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooc

000000000000000000000000000000000000oooooooooooooooooooncooQOooooooooooooooooooooooooc

I "RUPERT" BRAND
j

i THE CANADIAN FISH & COLD STORAGE CO. LTD.
I

Wholesale Dealers, Packers and Shippers

I
OF

I
FRESH, FROZEN, SMOKED, SALT and CANNED FISH

No order too large None too small

O CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

BRANCHESCOLD STORAGE PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. Vancouver. B. C Q
Capaclty--7000. ton*.

~ " — ~ ~ 7 " "^ '
Chlcafto, III, U.S.A. B

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

I LAKE fish ! |J. BOWMAN & CO.f
g 2 I Trout, Whitefish, Jumbo White,
VVHITEFISH We are established for handling 5 g Yellow Pike, Jacks, Fresh Herring,

DORE orders in carload lots. Shipment o O Salted Herring, frontal cut or flats.

JACKFISH ! right from the Lakes. 1[We g We are booking orders now for car

TULLIBEES 'specialize in Lake Winnipeg fish, g g lots.

GOLDEYES I the finest Lake fish in the world, o o Frozen herring, 100 lbs. in sacks,

SUCKERS ru-(rMM ni wiaiw wMikw (raua i>h h.odUd g g 240 sacks to car for November and
December delivery.

5 ESTABLISHED 1890 g 5 Write us for prices.

I
The W. J. Guest Fish Co. Limited g I ^^

"^^ai) office, port arthur
5 II IVV fill-/-' »f»vT O P TORONTO --.... MONTREAL
5 VMNMPhCj, MAN. O O 26 Duncan St. 47 William St.

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOuOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOftOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

1 THE CANADIAN FISHERMAN
I THE MAGAZINE OF CANADA'S

:: COMMERCIAL FISHERIES ::

$1.00 Per Annum Canada and Great Britain. $1.50 United States and Else^vhere

I Send Your Subscription in NOW
ooooooooooaoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooog
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s
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a
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FISH & OYSTERS
AM, KINDS OF

Fresh, Frozen, Smoked, Dried, Pickled

.* and Prepared FISH in Season /*
OYSTERS A SPECIALTY

COLD STORAGE ON THE PREMISES
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